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'

; « Iri a few short years hbrise racing

?tfnd betting on the nags, has ?oomed
lip into distinct national' promi-
jftehce. Formerly a' somewhat shady
land not quite proper field; despite

jts'time-honofed iiomenciature as the

BPOrt'uOf Icings, it has now becdme
WJriajor. industry.

It is no longer shady*.. It is no
tbtiger - restricted to a lew> men in

checkered coats and diamond stick-

pins,lwh0' were known.as 'gamblers:'

An- average of one out of every 10

people-, today bet oh the .hags, ac-

,' cording to' estimates by tracks and
handbooks'around this town; Where
tetthig.oh ponies used to be festrict-

od'^ild. the- tig money - gamblers, the

Jiahdbooksiij Chicago today play to

hundreds of office workers, house-
VyiVes^ ". and ' run-K>f-the-mill people
Si:ho wager two-bits and four-bits on
ih« horses of their hopes.
r-Where folks used to snfeak in to

jtpake'a bet.in former days,; at pres-"

feht^they have no qualms about pick-

ing .'up the' phone to place a buck
with. a. bookmaker.
v.This change in national feeling
towards;horses and. horse wagering
has been' brought about by several
influences and lactorsi iFirst,; there is

the 'Opening of race tracks through-
out the -country- as the states looked

' around for new 'sources 'of revenue.
Wiiere the race track used to be re-
stricted to a few territories, such as.

Illinois, Kentucky, New York, Mary-
land and Louisiana, there are courses
today in over ?0 states arid more are
on their way.
, Much of the money play used to

be centered around races held in

Havana, Agua Caliente and Tia
Juana. Today, there is no need for
the boys to bet on races held in

(Continued on page 14)

Heavy Production On

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

With around 60 pictures in pro-
duction at the majors and indies, and
nearly 100 others in various stages

of - preparation, studios ran into a
scarcity of makeup artists, hair

stylists, carpenters and other skilled

workers last week.
All such technicians on hand

worked double shifts.

CHI CHORINE FAMINE

STYMIES PRODUCERS

Chicago, Aug. 3.

Everybody in- this town would do
almost anything for a chorus girl
(except pay her more than $25 a
week), and everybody would like to
have a whole, string of 'em. But
there aren't any. And because
they're not here, the biggest vauda
unit producing season Chicago has
seen in years may be curtailed to a
fizzle.

Situation has reached the point
where, if a chorine drops out of a
house line, the whole theatre staff is

thrown into
, an uproar. Individual

line producers are having a tough
time holding girls together, and unit
producers are taking extra doses of
aspirin daily, with little hope of any
real relief. It's especially tough on
these unit producers, because the
few girls who do bob up refuse to
leave town.
Nobody has any idea,on the short-

age, but believe it due to the many
dancing schools go'tl out r>f busi-
ness.

Balinese Tired Of

H'wood's Balihooey

Payoffs, Want $ Now

.„ • Samoa, Aug. 3.

South Sea Islands are. off magic.

They prefer to collect at union rates

With time and a half for ' overtime.

Copy of the agreement between the

Screen Actors Guild and the pro-

ducers has floated in and set every-

body thinking.

Calling Bali, 'Bali the" Beautiful,'

henceforth will be ' just so . mUch
Balihooey to the .Balinese beach-

combers unless an adequate paycheck
precedes the praises. They know
all about how the lights «nd shadows
play on the rice fields and the deso-

late slopes ot the volcano Batoer.

But they don't want to hear it as

a payoff from producers who make
millions out of manufacturing ro-

mance aided by some medium shots

of the human mammary gland.

Like more prosaic places, island

natives throughout the South Seas

see more romance in a troupe of

Hollywood actors making up to look

like beachcombers than they see in

beachcombers, and they like the

idea of " being paid in money for

looking like guys who have none at

all.

But they don't like being paid in

'cheerios,' 'well done, my good and
faithful servant,' and 'alohas.' They
can't, they say, buy canned pine-

apple with alohas, and they take to

canned pineapple like a dairyman
takes to canned milk, or an actor to

canned entertainment.

Revival of Take-*em Tech-

nique in Tinies Square

—

Summer Doldrums One
Cause—T-Too Many Thirst-

quencKeries and .Not

Enough 'Biz to Go 'Round

'CREEP JOINTS'

ONLY CROSBY NOT IN

SHOW BIZ GETS YEN

Spokane, Aug. 3.

Elaine Mundahl, singer ^yith Mann
Bros, orchestra at Davenport hotel,

has left for Hollywood for film try-

out under auspices of the Crosby
clan. Ted. Crosby, one of Bing's

brothers, and Marian Boyle had
Elaine record some of their songs

here. Ted sent these to brothers

Larry and Everett in Hollywood.
Former phoned Elaine to report in

Hollywood for a tryout.

Ted Crosby, only brother of Bing
not in Hollywood, is press agent for

power company here.

Clip joints, rehc of the prohibition

era and generally thought to have
gone out with repeal, are back again.

The racket' has gained new impetus
in .the Times Square area due to bad
summer biz but mainly,, through an
overabundance of thirstquencheries

and not enough , trade, to go. around.

In addition to poker flats, fixed crap

games- and other schemes employed
to separate the chumps from their

coin, the clip-and-take-'em'-over-

quick joints have mushroomed to a

great extent in "the more open areais,-

The out - arid - out clip joints,

where once they get ybu in they

make you like it, unless one has
pugilistic • prowess to bowl Over
plug-ugly persuaders, are given
plenty of police attention through
squawks, but it's the little joints,

with systems of lawful larceny,

femme cappers and non-skid adding
machines that are a blight to the

unwary stags looking for feminine

conipanionship. They get it but pay
(Continued on page 48)

N. Y. BURLESK

MISLAYS THE

SAPOLIO

Burlesque houses in New York
have seemingly mislaid the sapolio

and are gradually easing back to

their former status, after three weeks
of unsuccessful and unprofitable re-

turns via the noble, experiment, as

prescribed by the censors.

With three out of five of New
York's hurley houses having given

up the ghost after a week or two of

notably bad biz, the Apollo ; and
Eltinge, the duo of survivors, are

hypoing b.o. by giving em what they

want this week.
Apollo turnabout is a shade the

milder, but nevertheless burlesque.

Eltinge goes at it more completely,

with burlesque principals, subjugated

cootchers and all that could be
desired in the way. of double en-

tendre.

Although nothing official has been
given out anent po.ssible case-up on
the strict censorship of shows, it

(Continued on page 63)

Strawkts a pud So Far, Hwood

Scouts Aver; No Liely Pix Talent

Billy ('Sylph') Watson

Billy 'Beef Trust' Watson, vetferah

burlesque- comic and producer, has
sighed to traverse the Indet)endent
Burlesque circuit wheel iri the forth-

coming season with his own show,
Watson's new one will -be- a re-

verse from the former through side-

tracking of the hefty, wide-hipp6d
chorines and he. will recaption it

Billy Watson's 'Chicken Trust.' New
cantata will also have a fresh Vjer-

sion of 'Krausmeyer's Alley,'

Watson is convinced that times

have changed, and they don't want
fat lassies any more.

Gershwin Will Be SRO

At Lewisohn, Just as

He Was B.O. Tops Alive

- George Gershwin memorial con-

cert" ifteict Monday (9) night at the

Lewi^bhn "Stadititn*by the Philhar-

monic Symphony Society orchestra

is expected to equal all previous at-^

tendance iand box office records; for

the Stadium concerts. Figured about

17,000 will squirm into the field for

an estimated gate of as high as

$15,000.

Hardly thought likely that the rec-

ord will actually be broken, as when
the previous high was set by Gersh-
win on his guest appearance with the

Philharmonic several seasons ago, no
more people could be admitted and
several thousand were turned away.
That affair drew 17,000, or about

4,000 more than capacity. Dead, as

well as alive, George Gershwin is

the Stadium's biggest b. o. draw.
Program, to consist entirely of

Gershwin compositions, will have the

following guests: Alexander Small-
ens and Ferde Grofe'as conductors,

with a possibility that Paul White-
man may be on hand to baton 'Rhap-
sody in Blue,' plus Harry Kaufman
featured pianist. Latter will also

play the composer's Piano Concerto.
Other guests will include Ethel Mer-
man, Todd Duncan, Anne Brown,

(Continued on page 62)

Picture talent scouts in the east

are crying the blues after, a fruitless .

search thus far among the barnyard
troupers for likely Hollywood talent.

If there are any niew faces among
the strawhat stocks, then few have
been discovered In the ' five weeks
since the side-road season got imder

way July 1.

From most of the talent Daniel

Boones, the answer is the same. The.

new faces aren't being given much
of a chance in the strawhats; sea-

soned Broadway legit players and
^leveral Hollywbodians seeking legit

schooling have grabbed up the
choicer roles, leaving only bits and
walk-ons for the neWcomers. What
little new talent has been found is

not being made known by the scouts,

latter waiting for the kiddies to re-

turn to N. y. for tests before divulg-
ing names and tipping competitors. -

The strawhats, as in past seasons,
are a summer haven for the Broad-
way players, hence the lack of oppor-
tunity for the-new faces to be seen.
It's only natural for- the summer
showmen, in, most instances display-

ing new plays, to' use the established
performers.
According to one pic scout, the

situation is such in the majority of
the hideawdya that a blink of the
eyes sometimes means, missing a new
face he had traveled miles to see;

simply because the performer merely
has a walk-on, or only a .couple of
lines. The talent situation in the
current crop of rural troupes aver-

"

ages 90% established players and
only 10% new faces, with the latter
not getting much chance to be seen.

LONDON'S NOT KIDDING

ABOUT WAR; PREPARING

London, Aug. 3.

That war scare is pretty live

around here these days, as instanced
by discussions between Oscar
Deutsch and Home Office officials,

resulting from which employees at
all Odeon Theatres will be drilled

for duty in the event of air raids.

Splinter-proof shelters are to be
fitted as an integral part of all the-
atres on the circuit, but proposals
to make the buildings bomb-proof
were dropped, on the insistence that
the Government's policy is to en-
courage people to scatter If and
when air attacks should occur.

WILL ROGERS' SHRINE

DEDICATION SEPT. 6

Colorado Springs, Aug, 3.

As the culmination of a three-day
Will Rogers rodeo on the grounds of
the Broadmoor hotel here, the Will
Rogers Shrine of the Sun on
Cheyenne mountain will be dedi-
cated Sept. 6 (Labor Day), Spencer
Penrose, millionaire owner of the
Broadmoor, and longtime friend of
Rogers, is financing the shrine.
A cowboy ball will be held in the

Broadmoor riding academy, Sept. 4.

Preceding the dedication a proces-
sion led by a saddled but riderless
horse will go up the mountain to the
shrine, and music such as 'Empty
Saddles' and 'Last Roundup' will be
played. i

Chimes are now being installed in
the tower, with a vibraharp an full

equipment to present and amplify
any sort of program.
Members of the Rogers family are

expected to attend the dedication.
Mrs. Lasca Luckett, niece of Will
Rogers, is hostess at the shrine.

Services were held at the shrine
during the recent national Elks con-
vention in Denver. Thousands made
the trip to the shrine here.
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Billy Brandt of Bway Sees H wood

For First Tinie; Aimzed the Pic Biz

Permits Some of Those B.O. Evils

Bjr JOBN C. FLINN
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Billy Brandt 6f Broadway is get-

ting Kls first.look at Hollywood. An
exhibitor for 30 years in New York,
where he heads up the independent

,

theatre owners, he decided several

week^ ago when that hot wave was
approaching that he would pack up
the family - and see for himself if

what they say about Hollywood is

true,.

Brandt says the reports which
have seieped back east don't half tell

the story. He is amazed, astounded
and flabbergasted. Br«athle£>sly, he
stites:"

'Do you realize there never was
anything like this in the world? AH
show business is out here, actors,

writers, executives, J5id you ever
see iinything like the sets in the big

stuflios? Have you seen that repro-
duction of Chicago at 20th-Fox? And
they are going to burn it all right

to the ground. Say, I saw a film in'

the projection room at one of the
studios yesterday and the cast alone
tost a quarter of a million dollars.

'Duals, Free Dishes*

•'Did you know it's nil .cockeyed?
I mean the setup in this business,

the expenditures and the character

of the films which are coming oiit

of Hollywood' and the" system of

merchandising them to the public.

Imagine, double bills and free

dishes.' Where is it ending? I'll tell

you. Right in the ash can, unless

this business gets together and the
picture- makers and exhibitors sit

4own .and figure it out along some
sensible line.'

Brandt has been on the jump ever
sin<!!e he ainrived here. Has tak«n in

the various major lots, eaten lunch
in the private diniiig rooms, - been'

tallied around in studio limousines
and made to feel fight at home.
None of this has impressed him, he
says, with the Idea that everything
is all right in the picture biz. Brandt
is 9 realist. He can't loise sight cf

the fact that the only oil that ::ccps

the Hollywood machinery in motion
is supplied by. film rentfils.

' 'It doesn't make sense,' says he.

"Anyone with two eyes in his head
can see that, the making of pictures
is a full size, hard job.'. There is no
time for foolin' around. Everyone is

worklng-at full speed all the lime
and a big picture is the result of
great organized effort on ^ the pait
of hundreds :bf pectple, back^ up
with'plenty of mo'nejr.

It Cant last*

'And what happens in the exhibi-
tion field when the films are sent
out to the public? Eveiy big affil-

iated circuit in the country is

double-billing features, selling at a
«[uarter, and less, entertainment
which costs in the hundreds of
thousands. So what? So the subse-
quent run independent theatres play
the pictures the same way—teamed
up, offering jewels for dimes, and
tossing in ttank nights and prem-
iums. It can't last. Time for all the
picture brains we hear so much
abput to quit kidding and get down
to brass tacks,

'Do you realize there isi\'l one
theatre man in a hundred wno has
:any (Conception -of how it is aill dorr:

in Hollywood? And this is Uie
foundation of his investment! He
can't change' ^e system of exhibi-

tion single handed. The fault \^-n't

his.' It's the major circuits which
are murdering the industry with
their double bill& And the maior
circuits are owned and operated by
the same group which controls pro-
duction. Is it possible there is such
stupidity? I wouldn't believe it. r.«ut

there's the truth, and the very man
who are screaming loudest about
double bills and the evils of give-

aways at the theatres are the vcr.v

same inen who alone are responsible.

'Here they have millions invested

in studios, 'in film exchanges and in

theatres. The greatest business in

America. A cash business whicli

squares Up every Saturday ni^ht.

You'd think that someone would be

putting some thought into how to

protect It and keep it good. Nothing
doing. Look at what the picture in-

dustry has let the radio industry do

to it.

Sanday Nitc Lament
*Why, Sunday nights u.sed to be

great in film theatres* It was the

Newsreel Record?

London, July 27.

Movietohe is ' claiming a
world's record for prints issued
on one hews event,: declaring
2,328 copies of the - Coronation
pictures were distributed by it

throughout the globe. Total
was made up of 1,826 black-

' and-whites and 502
' technicolor

prints..

Copies Avere . shown in 41
countries, distributed from
London; New Yorki Paris, Ber-
lin, . Sydney, Buenos Aires and
Tokyo,

GOEm, FREED,

Otto Goebel,. former president of

Sono Art,, a film produclng-distrib-

uting unit of the old Diversified

Corp., was' discharged a few* weeks
ago irom the. Federal penitentiary at

Lewisburg, Pa., and has gone to the
Coast

,
where it is reported he plans

reentering the business as an indie

producer..

Together with others of lesser im-
portance, Goebel was sentenced to

five years in Federal prison and fined

$40,000 after being convicted of de-
frauding^ stockholders in his com-
panies. It was' Sono Art which pro-
duced two- Eddie Dowling pictures.

The Rainbow Man,' which was a
big grosser, and 'Blaze of Glory.'

MICHAEL BALCON SAILS

TO START MG-EN& PROD.

Michael Balcon sails tomorrow
(Wednesday) to take charge of
Metro's'prpductiv.e activities in Eng-
land. Balcon is carrying two com-
pleted scripts, 'Yank at Oxford,' and
a Royal Air Force picture, latter

scripted by Comm. Frank Wead and
Richard Schayer.

Jacfc Conway, who will direct
'Yank,' leaves Hollywood in about
three weeks.

Rowland at Rqiubfic

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Richard Rowland is now ensconced
In a new berth at Republic, that of
production assistant to M. J. Siegel,
studio head. His executive chores
preclude actual production. •

Rowland recently left Grand Na-
tional, where he had been a pro-
ducer.

N. Y. to L. A.
ILawrence Beilinson.
Harry Lang.
Robert Mai'ko.
Robert Taplinger.
Simone Simon.
Kenneth Thomson.

payoff session, when exhibitors, rain
or shine, could count on some profit.
Sunday receipts etiways were three-
tenths of the whole week or better.
Are they now? You ask me. Sun-
days are lousy, and just because the
picture stars are appearing on the
big Sunday night broadcasts, 'giving
their stuff away right in the front
parlor. Why should the public pay
to

^
see them in the theatres? The

answer is that the public has stopped
paying to see them. Radio is mur-
dering the picture business.

'I've told them so out here. I've
made speeches about it, but does
anyone care? Not a darn. They say
it's good advertising for the film
star!;. They say it's the way to make
new personalities. For radio; yes;
but not for pictures.

'

j 'No. It all doesn't make sense/

Pix Wrecked Jane Wihlf^
Marriage, Hubby Charges

Milwaukee, Aug. 3.

A career in films went to the head
of Jane W«bb of the EiigUsfa filnu^

stage and radio, accordinct to her

husband, William Leissring, Jr., an
insurance adjuster of this city, who
filed suit for divorce against her in
the circuit court here.

In June, 1936, Leissring said in his

complaint, his wife went to England
for a two-month visit, but did not
return until April, 1937. In the niean-
time Leissring took care of their

2-year-old boy.

While Mrs. Leissring, or Jane
Webb, was in England she played
roles in three English flickers; per-
formed in pantomimes at the historic

CoUins music hall in London; had
important parts in more than SO
British radio-dramatiq productions
and sang for three phonographic
recordings, all unbeknownest to her
husband.

"

Soon after her return to Milwau-
kee hi$ wife said she was sorry she
left England. She said she disliked

American people generally (she was
born in St.. Louis) and Milwaukee
people especially.

So, one day when Leissring re-
turned from work he found in his
newly furnished apartment only bare
walls and no furniture. He later
learned that his wife had the furni-
ture; stored under consignment to her
mother and left nobody knows .where
with the child and famDy auto-
mobile.

Hence, the divorce action.

METRO'S 2D LONDON

SHOWCASE, PAUCE

London, Aug. ' 3.

Metro is negotiating to lea$e the
Palace theatre for 10 .'yeiars at • a
weekly rental of $2,000. Understood
that Charles B. Cochran, one of the
Palace directors, instigated the deal
in Hollywood during a visit there a
week ago. Two of the other direc-
tors, it is understood, turned the bid
down, but negotiations are not
closed.

Metro's idea is to have another
West End house for super pics on
long-run base instead of continuous.,
as at the Empire currently, Also
Metro would like to use the house
for shows, in between pictures, as
a test bjase for shows to be made
into films, either here Or in Holly-
wood.

U'S BAN]) SONGSTEESS
San Antonio, Aug. 3.

Connie Moore, '17, warbler with the
Ken Mbyer combo now at the
Gunter hotel, signed up for a three-
month tryout with Universal.
She left the m,usical outfit last

week for her initial screen work.

SAILINGS
Aug. 11 (London to New York)

Jacob Wilk (Normandie),
' Aug. 7 (New York to London)
Roland Young (Queen Mary).
Aug. 4 (London to New York)

Hyde and Burriil, George and Jack
Dormonde, -Maurice and Cordoba,
Albertina Rasch Girls, Reggie Baker
(Champlain).
Aug. 4- (London to New York) D.

E. Grifftthls; Clifford Fischer and
Folios Bergere Co, (Queeri Mary).
Aug. 4 (Niew York to London) Dr.

A. H. Giannini, Michael Balcon,
Rouben Mamouliah, King Vidor,
Herbert Wilcox, "Vladimir Goldman,
David Sarnoff, .Hugh S', Brennan,
Lloyd A. Briggs, Abe Schecter, How-
ard Clancy, Jame^ A. FitZpatrick, J.

S. Hummel, Jacques Thery, Owen
Sister (Normandie).-
July 30 (Los Angeles to Honolulu)

Shirley Temple and parents (Malolo).
J«Iy 30 (London to New York) Mr.

and Mrs. Max Berman (.Duchess of
York).

L. A. to N. Y.
Mioh&el Balcon.
Stephen Brooks.
Maurice Conii.

J. Cheever Cov/din,
Whitford Drake.
James F. Fitzpatrick.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fonda.
A. H. Giannini.
Daniel F. Greenhouse.
Jack Marta.
Frank McCracken.
Walter Meyers.
Llewelyn Miller.

Raymond Paige.

Tom Revere.
King Vidor.
Mai-cQ Wolf.
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HAPPY DAYS IN DIXIE

FOR H'WOOD COWHANDS

Hollywood, Aug: 3.

With Samuel Goldwyn's 'Adven-
tures of Marco Polo' iii full swing,

not only the entire contingent of film

cowboys but all the choice outdoor
locations as Weil have been grabbed
for the picture, resultiiig in A lot

of crowding for favored spots

Harry Sherman's 'Hopalong Cas-
sidy' crew, - Sob'-. Steele,; Fred Seott,

Tom, .Keenf and Monogram units

wefe falling; over one another in

Placerita canyon behind Newhall.
Air was full of pistol smoke, vitriol

and cusswords.
Choice spots, including the Iver-

son rancho, Vasquez Rocks and other
picturesque locations had been tied

up for Goldwyn's use- for several

days.

YAMEE NAMES

MITALIANPIX

Rome, July 17.

American talent will be repre-

sented by three women and one

man in the casts of the first group

of films that the new Roman Holly-

wood is producing.

American actor is John Lodge,

who will play the lead in 'Stasera

aUe undici'' ('At 11 O'clock To-

night'). Lodge is the first American

actor to go in for international ex-

periences. Besides being featured

in Hollywood productions and

starred in British pix, he has played

in France and is now here. His

part in 'Stasera' is that of a re-

porter who pretends to be a gang-

ster in order to win the admiration

of his girl, she being a detective

story addict

Part of the girl is played by John
Lodge's wife, Francesca Braggiotti,

who has worked in Hollywood, and
who will be starred in the part of
the Cartheginian Queen Sofonisba
in another Italian film, 'Scipio, the
African.' 'Stasera' will be the first

film in which the Lodges appear
together. It is to be produced by
SECTET and Oreste Biancoli will
direct.

Maria Gambarelli is another
American in Italian films. She will
be starred in the part of Miss Lucy
in the Mander Film production of
*il Dottor Antonio' ('Doctor An-
tonio'), based on Ruffini's novel.
Miss Gambarelli was signed by Di-
rector Musso, of the Italian Cinema-
tographic Industry, who hopes to

make a pix in Italy which will be
suitable for the American market,
Enrico Guazzoni' will direct Gamby's
first Italian film.

Fourth representative of America
will be Barbara Fairbanks, who will
play the part of a society girl in

a comedy, 'Last Days of Pompeii.'
Daughter of Americans who have
lived in Rome for many years, Miss
Fairbanks is a novice in films. Capi-
tani Film and Consorzio Icar are
the producers.

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Fox-Weist Coast film buyers have
said no to United Artists percentage
demands for the' coming season's
products with' prpt)able result that
UA will peddle its pictures in the
open market in teritory covered by
the circuit

Breach, developed last year be-
tween T-WC .

and, Samuel Goldwyii
with'the result that no tlA product
was exhibited' ,in "F-Wc houses.
G<?l<lwya's, demands. are declared, by
circuit buyers to be. put of reason.
Bulk of, F-WC first runs played War-
ner" pictures. locaHy in the current
season, while Warner houses are
expected to show the

. Goldwyn
features' next year same as this.

Grad Sears, Warner general sales
manager, among big distribution ex-
ecutives who are personally making
long trips to close up deals, is due
back in New York today (Wednes-
day) from a hurried week's trip to
the Coast on sales negotiations with
Fox-West Coast and other .leading
buyers both in Los Angeles and San
Franciisco.

Prior to leaving he signed up the
Saenger chain after personally • in-
cepting negotiations at New Or-
leans Saenger is a 100% buy.
Product negotiations between

Paramount and Loew's to place the
entire Pai pj^ogram in Greater New
York circuit of 60 Loew theatres
has Loew's putting up a reportedly
stiff fight iiecause of Par demands
for much highei: rentals than Loew
paid under the old 10-year deal. The
rentals to Par under that term fran«
chise averaged only 15%, concededly
very low.
That deal was somewhat in the

nature of a compromise since Loew's
put up a big holler over plans of

Paramount to build a number of

houses in the Greater New York
area, among which were a few that

went through to completion but
under a truce were turned over by
Par to .Loew's. These included the'

Paradise in the Brohx,- Valencia in

Jamaica and the Kings, Brooklyn.
While it is assumed that a deal

will be satisfactorily concluded be-
tween Par and Loew's, it is reported
Par is going to hold out for stiffer

terms.

Expectation is 'that Universal will

continue ° booking its ace pi'Oduct

into the Roxy, N. Y., when it goes

to 20th-Fpx management Under-
stood that even with spotting its own
deluxe product into the Roxy, 20th-

Fox will have to find pictures for

another 20 to 26 weeks each year.

This will have to be filled by Uni-
versal, Columbia' and G-B, since the

other companies won't have any-
thing to spare for their front-line

assortment after taking care of aif-

filiated theatres. Of the ' three, ,U

probably will get the best deal.

B. & K. Great Lakes Circuit was
signatured to a product deal last

week by Universal. Jimmy Grainger
went to Chicagb to complete deal

while Jules J. Rubens acted for the

circuit which has 60 theatres in and
about Chicago.
Sparks and Starr circuits, also

Wolfson-Meyer chain of Florida, has

closed for Grand National's 1937-38

program.
Monogram's first eight film,-; have

been booked into F-WC's Salt Lake
spots, making almost a 100% cover-

age of the Skouras houses in that

sector. First of Mono's to be booked
is 'Hoosier Schoolboy.'

Vidor Goes Abroad
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

King Vidor has left for New York
on the first leg of an Eiiropean va-
cash.

He'll attend the opening of 'Stella
Dallas,' which he directed for Sam-
del Goldwyn.

ARRIVALS
Lona Massey (Ilona Hajma.'^.«:y

Elizabeth Del Adami, 40 International
Casino Dancers, CSaston Thierry,
Simone Simon, Lili Damita. Gladys
Right Mr. and Mrs. Vic Oliver, Carl

Laemmle, Sr., Mr. and Mr.s. J. Robert
Rubin, Mr. and Mrs. Morton Spring,
Sam H. Grisman, Kimberly *nd
Paige.
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Selznicks Future Brings Dp

Talk of 1. B. Mayers Own Prod.

Unit at M-G With David 0. in h

That Louis B. Mayer might con-

iider establishing his own production

unit with Metro In addition to con-

"ducting the over-all operation of the

Metro lot, under a new deal, and

thus include his son-in-law, David

0. Selznick, in 'such an arrangement,

is the latest thought heard in the

trade.

Mayer is presently in Europe and

there is considerable speculation^ not

only regarding his future plans, but

additionally those of Selznick and his

Selznick-International flrm. m which

John Hay Whitney and several of

,th6 latter's friends and relatives are

interested financially.

. Lehnisii Bros, banking house is

Bl5o in on S-I, but what the down-
. town flfm's attitude is Upon this

situation has not been ascertained.

, Speculation regarding the possible

future connection of Dave Selznick

is persistent in the trade, although

the S-I flfm cannot possibly complete

itff obligations under its present U.A.,

releasing contract for at least one

year.

Meantime the S-I people have been

around talking.

The hitherto Paramount possibility

on S-I looks to be cold and in so far

as inquiry reveals, didn't get really

under way in any definite manner.

JOE HOWARD'S $15,000

WINDFALL FROM METRO

Ft. Worth, Aug. 3.

Joe E. Howard, greying composer
of 'I Wonder Who's Kissing Her
Now,' today had a $15,000 check for

consolation.

Howard, who is playing and sing-

ing his famous old tearjerker in Billy

Rose's 'Melody Lane* at the Frontier
Fiesta, received the check from
Metro for pix rights _to 'Stubborn
Cinderella,' musical in which John
Barrymore and Sally Fisher teamed
on Broadway in 1920. Howard wrote
the score and later bought the book
from the authors. Studio deal had
been hanging fire two years.
Howard waltzed out and bought a

new eight-cylinder jallopy.

Byi Fields' Star Spot

In Par's '38 'Broadcast'

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Top role in Paramount's 'Big
Broadcast of 1938' has been handed
to W. C. Fields, whose health has
been completely restored. William
LeBaron has okayed the completed
script.

^.Other principals include George
Burns and Gracie Allen, Martha
Raye, Ben Blue. Rufe Davife, Shirley
Ross arid Bob Hope, Produi^iosj/gets
the go signal in September with
Mitchell Leisen directing and Har-
lan Thompson producer. Leisen also
will direct the next Fields opus,
'Look Who's Here.'

Purdue U's College Pic

Indianapolis, Aug. 3.

'Kornered in Klondike,' a Purdue
University production,' had its world
premiere at Lafayette Thursday
(29), at a public songfest. R. Kenn
Carmichael, Purdue playhouse di
rector and member of the speech
faculty, megged; camera by Prof
Justus Rising, of the School of Me-
chanical Engineering; sound by
John Ditamore, P. U. electrical en
gmeerlng grad. Roles were taken
by studes.

This is the first campus produc
tion and local cricks who journeyed
to the college city for a peek at the
film were encouraging. Film course
will be part of college curriculum.

Vexatious

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Harry Fischbeck, Paramount
lenser, has received a check
for 30c from Uncle Sam for
helping to hgnt a forest fire at
Big Bear Lake.
Now he's wondering whether

fire-fighting , comes under the
head of outside work . since'

studio contract ' specifies he
can't do any.

'

RKO Sets Berle for

Two Weeks at $6,500;

Leaves Air ktg. 29

On the strength of his radio rep,

and one picture for RKO, 'New

Faces,' Milton Berle gets a '$2^000

weekly jump in vaude salary from

RKO on a two-week deal. He opens

in Boston Sept. 23, then plays the

Palace. Chicago, Oct. 1.

Berie's salary from RKO .will be

$6,500( plus a split over certain gross

figures. His last vaude salary, from

Loew's at the State on Broadway six

months ago, was .$4,500, plus a split.

Irving Mills office set the RKO deal.

Berle goes off the air Aug, 29, after

nearly a year under the sponsorship
of Gillette over CBS, He has sev

eral other air deals pending, but
leaves directly from Chicago to start

on his picture termer with RKO.

Rubin Back But Not

Very Communicative

Metro's production plans in Lon-

don are beihg^ pushed on but so far

there is no definite indication how
many films the company may make

abroad. This was gathered by way
of J, Robert Rubin's return this

weelc from Europe, where the

Metro v,p, and general counsel has

been for several weelcs on business

and pleasure.

There was no comment to make
regarding his business .activities

while' in Europe. His slant on the

G-B situation or the new British

quota regulations were also not

mentioned.

So. Cal. Pigskin Rivals

Kick Over Pic Practice
Hollywood, Aug, 3.

Rivals of the University of South-

ern California and the University of

California at Los Angeles on the

gridiron' are riled up "because foot-

ball players from the squads of these

institutions are getting in plenty

valuable practice time while work-

ing in the various grid films being

ground on this summer.

Other schools claim it's unfair and
report is around that eastern inter-

sectional foes of the local teams also

may file protests.

J. K. McGuinness 111

Hollywood, Aug. 3,

James K. McGuinness has been

relieved of his producer status at

Metro because of illness and has

gone on an indefinite sick leave. He
was producing 'Madame X.'

E. J. Mannix will reapportion his

future assignments.

INSIDE STUFF ON

FIRE. FLOOD, FTC.

Typhoons That Arie More
Dramatic Than' the Real

Thing, in Goldw}rn's 'The

Hurricane' — Super-Chi-

cago Fires and Colossal

Frisco Quakes All Via'

Hollywood's Abracadabra

STUDIO MAGICIANS

By DENIS MORRISON
Hollywood, Aug, 3.

Nature is a showman, but Holly-
wood is a super-showman;
Nature does pretty well, consider-

ing everything, but Hollywood can
mak<^her look like an amateur—and
does. '

Nature busted open some water
and gas mains in San Francisco in

1906 and started a fire. Hollywood
heard about it and sniffed, Holly-
wood tore the whole darn town
apart, ripped chastns in the earth
wide enough to drop the fieet into.

True, certain San Franciscans who'd
seen nature's show . didn't like

Metro's earthquake sequence in the
film, 'San Francisco.' But the box
office liked it to the tune of tre-

mendous grosses.

This season Hollywood is putting
on some more super-colossals with
the general idea of showing nature
some tricks,'

One of them is 20th-Fox's Chi-
cago fire. It's costing $500,000—
largest sum ever plunked into a sin-

gle picture for spectacle. Another
is Samuel Godlwyn's South Seas
hurricane in the film, 'The Hurri-
cane,' and this one set the Goldwyn
bankroll back around $400,000. These
two, while doubtless the standout
spectacles on this season's Holly-
wood program, aren't by any means
the only ones. . Special effects biz

in filmtown has climbed into the

realm of important money and in the

course of a normal year's produc-
tion the bill for imitating nature
one way and another Is estimated to

run to around $5,000,000.

One item film biz and nature own
in common—secrecy. Nature, grand
old dame, has more secrets than a

(Continued on page 27)

Trailer Sample

To Whet Gravel

Fans Appetite

Fernand Gravet's click in 'The
King and the Chorus Girl* early this

year caught Warner Bros, short on
the follow-up because the French
star decided to return to Paris and
noit resume in Hollywood until Sep-
tember. Rather than start from
scratch therefore in building him up
anew, Mervyn LeRoy figures on
making a one-reel featurette with
Gravet, as soon as he returns to

America, and circularize that as a

trailer to maintain public interest in

his new find.

Gravet is wealthily married in

France and his U, S, film activities

are secondary to his private life,

hence the studio's regulation of pro-

duction is subject to individual ar-

rangement with Gravet.
No. 2 film for him will be a co-

starrer with Carole Lombard, in

Technicolor.

PAR RENEWS ESTABROOK
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Paramount has extended Howard
Estabrook's associate producer con-

tract another year.

Estabrook is now working on
'Wells Fargo.'

Goldwyn-DA Merger Talk With RKO

Continues; Many Exec Powwows

On Coast; Cite Its Advantages

BVay Pals

Pals of Bill Pine, executive
assistant to Cecil De Mille, have
been sending him bees and
wasps by -parcel post since

learning that the sting of a
giant wasp wap blamed for an
auto accident down south.

The usual comment, 'I don't

know you were collecting 'em.'

Hecht and MacArthur

Must Be Exam. Before

Trial in Bennett Suit

Constance Bennett is entitled to

have Ben Hecht and Charles Mac-
Arthur, writers, quizzed before trial

of her breach of agreement suit,

N. Y, Supreme Court Justice Aaron
Steuer decided Saturday (31). The
court directed the authors to appear
in N. Y. on Sept. 20 to be questioned.

Miss Bennett alleges she entered
agreement- with Hecht and Mac-
Arthur in . December, 1935, tinder
which they. were to write a scenario
for her.' She avers she advanced
them $2,500 with the understanding
that the picture was to be completed
by June 1, 1936. She claims they
failed to write the story or carry 'out

the agreement. As a result she lost

an additional $60,000 because of

turning down a contract to do a pic-

ture. She wants the authors to pay
her back the $2,500 plus the $60,000.

Defendants deny existence of such
agreement with Miss Bennett and
further contend that the actress

knew they were under exclusive con-
tract with Paramount and such an
agreement would have been illegal.

Spitz, Lehman Conferees

East After Reorg. Talk

Hollywood, Aug, 3.

President Leo Spitz of RKO-Radio
and Paul Mazur and Fred Ehrman
of Lehman Bros, have returned to

New York following a series of con-
ferences on the reorganizing of the
corporation to take it out of the
77B bankruptcy class by the end of

the year,

A. R. McCausland, representative
of Irving Trust Co., the receiver, Ed
Newton, Irving Trust attorney,
Floyd Odium of Atlas, and Ed Weisl,
Odium's counsel, also participated in

the parleys and have gone back,
S. J, Briskin was given a renewed
pact as studio head.

Doc Giannini's Huddles
In N. Y. Before Sailing

Simultaneously with Dr, A. H. Gi'

annini's arrival from the Coast, Da
vid Rose, who has been abroad on
the Goldwyn-Korda options for con-
trol of UA, arrived from London, Dr,
Giannini sails for Europe today
(Wednesday),
Giannini and Rose, a v.p. of UA,

huddled for a considerable part of

yesterday (Tuesday).

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Directors of the United Artists
Distributing Corp. met last week in
the offices of Dr. A. H. Giannini,
prez, with Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks. Charles Chaplin present
besides Dr. Giannini and George
Cohen, counsel for Samuel Gold-
wyn and Alexander Korda,
Routine business only was trans-

acted.

Goldwyn OK Again
Hollywood, Aug. 3,

Samuel Goldwyn fractured a wrist
in a fall at his home.

spent a night at a hospital after
having the break set, but is now out
and about again.

'

' Hollywood, Aug. 3,

Possibility of Samuel Goldwyn-
United Artists In a merger with
RKO was "disclosed Sunday (1),

when Information reached here that
tentative discussions between the
two. groups; which were held early'

last week by representatives of

various factors interested In the
RKO-Radio sstup, had beeh ap-
proved by New York principals.

In the projected plan Is seen the
eventual upward turn in production
and distribution divisions of RKO^
coincident with the probable emer-
gence of the company out of the 77b
bankruptcy class sometime late this

year. •

. .

On the s'.de of Radio the conferees
were Leo Spitz, president of the
company; Paul Mazur and Fred Ehr-
man, of Lehman &. Co.; A. H. Mc-
Causland, representing the receiver,

Irving Trust Co., and Carl Newton',
attorney for- the lattei, and Floyd
B, Odium and Ed .

Weisl, his attor-

ney. All of them have returned
east, Odium and Weisl having pulled
out last Friday.
(]roldwyn occupies a . unique trad-

,

ing position in the major moves of

the industry at the' present time by
virtue of his joint holding with
Alexander Korda of options to pur-
chase the stock interests in United
Artists held s'nce the organization
of the company by Mary PIckfdrd,

Douglas Fairbanks and Charles
Chaplin. Goldwyn also is owner of

the United Artists studio, where his

own pictures and the Walter Wianger
product are produced for UA. re-

lease. • David Selznick, the third

major contributor of product, ope-
rates his own plant in Culver City.

Lehman's Like It

Lehman Bros,, who are the major
bankers in the RKO situation are

said to look with particular favor

on pressing the possibility of a Gold-

(Continued on page 10)
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Beery and Pendleton Want Equity

Reinstatement Now; 7 Abeady OK'd

In addition to seven former legit

players on the Coast who were re-

instated by Equity, contingent upon
their payment of fines/ and that they
join the Screen Actors Guild, Wal-
lace Beery and Nat Pendleton have
applied to have . their suspensions
lifted. They, like most of the others,

were in bad standing for refusal to

join SAG. Whether they contem-
plate stage appearances is not indi-

cated.

.. Despite its agreement with the
Hollywood studios, the SAG is not
yet in a position to force holdouts
into the organization. Arrangement
is for a lO-year 'Guild shop,' but for

flye years the studios may engage a
percentage of non-Guilders. There-
after all players must be members.

'Guild shop' is pattei^ned along the
lines of 'Equity shop* which orig-

inally permitted the engaging of

20% of non-Equityites as against

80% of members. 'Equity shop' was
fought by Broadway managers who
contended it was closed shop. Play-
ers exempted in that arrangement
were of the virtually defunct Actors
Fidelity League who, however, were
denied the privilege of appearing m
stock. With but a v^ry few excep-
tions, stage players must belong to

Equity or its chorus branch.
Although Actors Equity Associa-

tion is supposed to have a working
agreenleht with the Scrieen Actors'

Guild, a number of "Im players ac-

tive In Hollywood are still under
Equity stispebsibii and are so posted
at AEA headquarters in' New York,
liist includes Elizabeth Allen, Lionel
Barrymore, Alice Brady, Tom Brown,
Ricardo Cbrtez, Douglas Dumbrille,
Eric Linden and Wini Shaw. Under-
stood all are blacklisted for refusing

to join SAG. Under the Equity-SAG
agreement, no member under sus-

pension in one group is eligible for

membership in the other.

Players on the above suspension
list, it is pointed out, will ultimately
have to obtain reinstatement if they
are to remain in pictures. Under
the SAG pact with the studios, the
film Industry is working on a 05^
Guild shop. Margin of 5% is for 'es-

tablished players who are conscien-
tiouisly opposed to joining any organ-
ization.' SAG-producer contract, how-
ever, decrees a. 100% Guild Shop
by 1942 and it is pointed out that
players refusing to join the SAG
ranks now might be automatically
barred when .asking to have new
contracts approved.

In a warning to the suspended
players pirlnted in Equity magazine;
some months ago, it was stated, that
the suspension was a serious matter
and that the offending playerfi would
find difficulty in obtaining rein-
statement if and when they apply.
Those on the suspend #1 list, while
able to continue in pix until 1942,

are meanwhile barred from return-
In-* to legit. -

Kqulty suspensions against Lloyd
N~-"'n, Harvey Clarke, Lucien Little-

He' L Frederic Santley, Jack Oakie
and Tully Marshall were recently
set a&ide, some with penalties at-

tcched, some without. AH the sus-
p-.npions , had been for refusing to

. jo'n the SAG.
One of the matters certw'n to come

tip for revision and clarification in

the jealifinment of the Four A's is

'tb-j question of transfer cards and
t-'i) arable withdrawals. Also not un-
ir'-ciy that the present Equity-SAG
»'*-'"'2ment, under the terms of which
th? latter has to pay the Equity dues
•of its members who are also AEA
rr-^Tabefs, will be either ended of
c'^insively modified. Some question
whether that particular clause is

constitutional under the AAAA by-
laws.

Edgar Bergen's U Starrer

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Deal has been signatured between
Charles R. Rogers and the Music
Corp. of America under which Ed-
g9x Bergen and . his ventriloquist
dummy, Charlie McCarthy, will be
starred by Universal.
Story is reported^ to be auto-

hlpgraphical in character. John M:
Stahl will direct and writers soon
will be assigned to the script.

'Dead End' Juve Given

7-Yr. Pact by Gddwyn

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Immediately after a preview of
•Dead End,' Samuel Goldwyn tagged
Leo B. Gorcey, brought out from
New York for one Of the juve rolls,

to a seven-year contract.

Plays the part of Spit in the film.

WARNERS GRABS TRIO

FROM WARING'S BAND

MISSOURI SHOWS 'EM

Prodigies With High LQ., Orle
H'wood B.O. If Their S.A. Is O.K.

After having signed Johnny Davis,
Fred Waring's comedian, to an ex-
clusive contract, Warner Bros, is set

to take Rosemary and Priscilla Lane,
also of the Waring's Pennsylyaniahs
organization. Girls are younger sis-

ters of Lola and Leota Lane.
Davis WB deal is at $650 a week.
Waring-WB film, 'Varsity Show,'

earned the band $200,000, including
the basic $150,000 for the band plus
Qverage, film having exceeded run-
ning time by three or four weeks.
An option for a second Waring fil-

musical starts at $200,000 flat and
WB must exercise it within six

weeks after the first film's release..

E. X O'Brien Heads MG

Story DepL in England

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Metro has appointed Edward J.

O'Brien, editor of the annual Best
Short Stories volume, as head of its

story department in England,, where
O'Brien makes hiis home.
. Job will be supervised by Edwin
Knopf, studio story editor. Doii
Cameron goes from the Culver City
reading department to work with
O'Brien.

Shuberts' $10,000 Suit

OverWB's *Ready, Willing'
Select Theatres Corp., controlled

by the Shuberts, has filed a piracy
suit in the N. Y; Supreme court
against Warner Bros, over the pic-

ture 'Ready, Willing and Able,'

claiming it is a steal on its story,

'The Audition,' which the Shuberts
bought in 1925. Plaintiff corp. wants
$10,000 damages.
Although no complaint has been

filed, a summons only having been
served, the action became known
Monday (2) through the filing of a

motion by Warners to have the case
transferred to the Federal court.

Judge Poletti reserved decision on
the request.

INDIAN LAUDATION

Par Pl« Deals With Tribesmen Prior
to Civil War Period

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

'The Lost Nation,' original by Di-
rector James Hogan, will be pro-
duced, by Paramount's Lucien Hub-
bard unit. Story deals with Ameri-
can Ipdian tribes in the period just

before the Civil War.
Picture will be placed on the late

fall schedule.

PHYLLIS BKOOKS' PIC
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Phyllis Brooks is set as the femme
topper in 'Great Diamond Robbery'
at ?0th-Fox, replacing Claire Trevor,

ill.

Mai St. CJair directs.

Judy Garland's Buildup
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Judy Garland's performance in

Metro's 'Broadway Melody of 1938'

has brought her added recognition
at the studio and she is to be heavily
featured in her next two films,

'Swing Fever' and 'Thoroughbreds
Don't Cry.'

Edwin L. Marin will direct the
first and Alfred E. Green replaces
J. Walter Ruben as megger on
'Thoroughbreds.' Harry Rapf pro-
duces both.

S-I MOPPET UNDEE KNIFE
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Ann Gillis, 10-year-old player who
is Becky Thatcher in Selznick Inter-

national's 'Adventures of Tom
Sawyer,' is in Hollywood hospital

recovering from an emergency apr
pendectomy.

Director Norman Taurog will shoot
around the moppet until she re-

covers.

St. Louis, Aug. 3.

Peggy Ann Schenlgman, 5-year-

old prodigy, whose LQ. ratio is rec-

orded at 140 (genius class), is being
groomed as a potential addition to

list of Hollywood's baby motion pix

stars. Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

James L. Schenigman, St. Louis
County, Peggy gave an exhibition of

her intellect last week in lobby of

Fox theatre imder guidance of Alice

Jones Wientge, who conductis a
school of dramatic expression.

Child spelled such words as en-

cyclopaedi^a, pusillanimous, idiosyn-

crasy, prestidigitator
.
with ' ease, re-

cited the preamble of the Constitu-

tion, rattled ,olT the names of every
American President and named
many large cities in the world and
their population without batting an
eye.

In addition to her remarkable
memory, Peggy Ann acts, sings and
dances and is expected tb click if

she weathers screen -tests. She fol-

lows Mary Christuie Dunn, l^k.

mental marvel, Bonne Terre, Mo.,
to Hollywood,

MG Shorts Idea

On Dictators

AndWindsoi^

David. Miller, Metro shorts' direc-

tor, 'is in Europe sub rosa trying to

line up foreign bigwigs to serve as

subjects for M-G one-reelers.
Idea is to get each of the three big

dictators tb permit a caniera to fol-

low .'em as they go through their,

daily chores. Each single-reel would
be labeled as 'A Day With Mussolini,'

ett.

Abroad on a roving assignment for
one year. Miller took no camera
crew along, but expects to pick one
up when needed. Other unusual
items of topical or political interest

stumbled over will also be lensed as
shorts material,

While as far as can be ascertained
no overtures have been made to the
Duke and Duchess of Windsor, it is

assumed as certain that Metro will
make an effort to get the couple ^to

do a short. Much more diplomatic
than waving money will be Metro's
offer.,. The couple will be asked if

they'd like to showr Americans via a
short how happy is their life and
thus possibly tempt the Duke with
the chance to again justify his abdi-
cation.

MacMurray in Hues
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Fred MacMurray cops the mascu-
line topspot in Paramount's 'Men
With Wings,* first film to be pro-
duced by Jeff Lazarus under his new
setup. Randolph Scott also in it.

"William A. Wellman directs and
film will be made in technicolor.

Walsh Handles 'Cage*
Hollywood, Aujg. 3.

Raoul Walsh has been tagged to

direct 'A Girl in a Cage,' which
Jesse Lasky will produce at Radio.
Lily Pons and Jack Oakie head

the cast.

Archainbaud's 'Romance'
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

George- Archainbaud will direct

the Fanchon production, 'Summer
Romance,' at Paramount.
Picture is slated for the cameras

this week.

Warners' Twinitis
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Mauch twins, Billy and Bobby,
will be cast in 'Penrod and His Twin
Brother' at Warners.
William McGann will direct and

Bryan Foy is slated to produce.

SiMai^o's Pic Chore

Billy K. Wells has been signatured
by Republic Pictures to write a
couple of comedy sequences for Joe
DiMaggio, Yankee baseball player,

and Henry Armetta, which will be
filmed in New York and go into the
studio's 'Manhattan Merry - Go -

Round.' Wells is in N. Y.
Deal was set by the Lou Irwin of-

fice.

Graibig the Previews

Hollywood's Tipoff Rating — But Sometimes

Fools Everybody

Buck Jones Goes Historical

Hollywood, Aug. 3;

Coronfet Pictures has' taken space
at Grand National studios for the
first Buck Jones western to be made
under the new setup.

Film is titled 'West of Hollywood'
and will be the initial attempt on
the part of Jones to break away from
the traditional six-gun thud-and-
thunder type, with heavier stress on
historical background and interest.

Starting date has been set for Aug.
15.

FILMLAND'S ANTI-NAZIS

SHINDIG ON 1ST ANNI

First anniversary dimmer dance
and floor show of the Hollywood
Anti-Nazi League will be held next
Thursday (5) at the Ambassador
hotel.

Entertainers, include Phil Baker^
Ray Bolger, George Jessel, Fanny
Brice, George. Burns and Gracie Al-
len, Charles Butterworth, Eddie
Cantot, Sigmund Romberg, Bert
Wheeler, Edgar Betgen and Charlie
McCarthy, Bing Crosby, Gordon and
Revel, Johnny Green and orchestra,
Dorothy Lamour, Frances Langford,
Fred MacMurray and the Ritz Bros.

DeMille Sets Hudson's

Bay Yarn as Next

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

.C. B. DeMiille's next picture for
Paramount will be 'The • Long
Traveirse,' story based on the history
of the Hudson's Bay CO.
Jeanie Macpherson is working on

the script of the yarn, which was
developed by Jeff Lazarus while
head of Paramount's story depart-
ment, and win follow De

: Mille's
current picture, 'The Buccaneer.'

Par Takes 'Linger Letty'

As Martha Raye Starrer
,

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Paramount has purchased screen
rights to the stage comedy, 'Linger
Longer, Letty,' from Anne Nichols
and Edward E. Rose and will pro-
duce it as a starrer for Martha Raye
following her co-featured film with
Bob Burns, 'Ensenada.'
'Linger Longer, Letty* was first

produced oh Broadway in 1920.

Ex-Vauders on Film
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

•The Girl of the Boardwalk,' orig-
inal by Ben Hecht and Charles
Lederer. has been placed on the
production sked by Samuel Gold-
wyn. Yarn is built around a group
of ex-vaude actors trying to adjust
themselves to living in Atlantic
City.

Merle Oberon and Sigrid Gurie
have been cast.

Coxe, Rogers Dualing
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

George Harmon Coxe and Howard
Emmett Rogers, Metro scripters, are
doing a dual writing job on the
screenplays of 'I Love You Again'
and 'Rage of Paris.'

Lawrence. Weingarten is set to
produce the first on his return from
Europe.

Mitchell-Durant Split

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Frank Mitchell and Jack Durant,
teamed 10 years, will go their sepa-
rate Ways and have signed individual
contracts at RKO.
Both will be seen and heard in

Love in a Basement.'

Dot Lamour's Trio
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Paramount has handed Dorothy
Lamour the femme lead in a trio of
forthcoming productions starting off
with 'The Big Broadcast of 1938.'

She will appear with George Raft
in 'Argentine Love,' and will play
also in 'Jungle Love.'

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Hollywood's way of delivering in-
vitations to. press previews and pre-
mieres is getting to "be an infallible
tipoft as to what the studios think of
their pictures. These invitations are
graded, both as to invitees and man-'
ner of presenting the invitations.
Metro has three-way .delivery. Top

is the embossed invitations with
number^ seats. These proves are
usually set for Grauman's Chinese
or the Carthay Circle. The invita-
tions are delivered by messenger
boys in green automobiles.
Next is the telegram invitation

presentation of the telegram at the
j
door being the ticket. These are de-
livered long enough in advance of
the preview to have been covered
just as well by mail, but the wire
service is believed more likely to
strike reviewers as an imperial com-
mand.
Third is the telephone call, saying

that Such-and-Such a picture will be
previewed tomorrow night at the
So-and-So theatre and tickets in the
critic's name can be had. from the
doorman. This sort of preview is

usually held 20 miles from any-
where and critics often pay off some
friend living in the neighborhood by
letting him cover it- for them;
Par's cocktail party directly before

preview of 'High, Wide and Hand-
some' recently was the first time at-
tempted - at an afternoon showing
and Oddly in Westwood, a college
town, which allows no bars near the
university buildings.

While new to Hollywood, cocktail
premieres are old stuff in New York
and London, but in those towns it's

a liight routine and usually reserved
for pictures figured by distribbers as
turkeroos.

The London Idea
In London formal previews often

serve not only drinks before show-
ings but buffet suppers and dances
afterward—all on the cuff of the re-

leasing company. Hea is that even
a regiment of Nathans and Swaffs
couldn't pan on a full stomach.
Universal on eve of premiere of

'The Road Back' sent all the Holly-
wood critics a special edition of Eric

Remarque's novel, delivering each
copy with March Lachmann's comps
by special messenger.
While undoubtedly creating good

will for the pic, the book also opened
the door betwen the pic and the

novel a little wider by letting crix

make comparisons without even
going to the library to loolc it up.

Often, of course, the studios idea

of what it has isn't the public's idea

at all—and a super colossal opening
following several sneakviews will

turn out to be something that kept
everybody up till midnight for no
good reason.
On the other hand the program-

mer reduced to telephonic invita-

tions and a preview in the sticks

may turn out to be the picture of the

year.

Which is why other people beside

Sid Skolsky like Hollywood.

B^y Bronson to Do A

Come Back in Indie Pic

Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 3.

Betty Bronson, who in private life

is Mrs. Ludwig Lauerhass, of Ashe-
ville, will play the lead in 'The Yo-
dcling Kid from Pine Ridge,' to be
produced in Hollywood independent-
ly. Miss Bronson is perhaps best

known for her 'Peter Pan.' She re-

sides in North Carolina now.
Tennessee Ramblers, Charlotte

hillbilly outfit, will also be in the

picture.

Berke Joins Conn
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

William Berke has moved over
from Monogram where he held a

producer spot to Maurice Conn, who
has assigned him' as executive

producer on all films he makes.
Last chore with Mono was on

'Atlantic Flight.'

GEANT MITCHELL'S RESCUE
Laguna Beach, Gal., Aug. 3-

Grant Mitchell, veteran picture

character actor, was rescued from
drowning by lifeguards July 27.

Actor Was caught by a riptide and
carried seaward.

. His physician ordered him I0 bed
to recuperate.
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Ajjourn PhiDy Paramount Strike

PhiladelpWa, Aug, 3.

rjt^j^porary injunction to stem off

the Indie dite and buying strike

against it, was obtained. by Para-

mount in a sui'prise action in Federal

icQurt.here last Friday (30). Re-

Bttalner, which was originally effec-

tive imtil yesterday (Monday) morn-

ing, was continued at that time by

District Judge Oliver B. Dickinson.

Final hearing date is tentatively set

•for next Wednesday (11). Attorneys'

will meet tomorrow, however, in the

Judge's chambers, to agree on modi-

fleations which the court indicated

it would grant on 'the injunction.

Despite desire of attorneys for

.both sides to go ahead with the argu-

ment at once. Judge Dickinson or-

dered the continuance because short

notice didn't give U. S. .marshals

sufficient time to serve all the de-

fendants named in the bill of com-
plaint. They include United Motion

Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern

Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey

and Delaware, 10 of its officers, 13

other individuals, and 15 operating

corporations who have been active in

the sttike;

Paramount was represented at

yesterday's hearing by former Attor-

ney General William A, Schnader
and Morgan S. Kaufman, of Philly,

and Austin C. Keough and Louis
Philips, of the firm's New York coun-
sel. UMPTO's attorneys were Ben-
jamin Golder and Otto Krause, Jr.

Colder, former congressman, three

times has defeated five major pro-

ducers, including Paramount, irt Fed-
eral Court actions growing out of

their refusal to allow double-featur-
ing.

Plans had been made by UMPTO
to hold a mass-meeting starting the
date • strike at 11 a. m. yesterday,
exactly the same time the hearing on
the injunction was set. Meeting was
held anyway, with about 125 exhibs
present. While awaiting word- from
the- court, many of those attending
agreed to double their previous sub-
scriptions to carry on the fight. Many
others, not users of Par, also chipped
In, which sends the war chest near
the $10,000 mark.

Par 'Afraid'?

The group was addressed by Golder
foUowihg adjournment of the court.
This situation is unique,' he said.

'You, are to be congratulated on it.

It is the first time in the history of
the film industry that a producer has
ever had to go into court against an
independent exhibitor and yell for
help. It's an admission that Par is

being hurt. Stick to it.'

Golder warned that Par has started
this suit and may start others to
coerce exhibs into" signing for next
season, telling them they'll drop the
suit if they ink the line. 'But you
have nothing to fear if you stick to-
gether,' he declared. 'They can't sue
5,000 exhibitors.'

,
He said he was willing to let the

company start suit for breach of con-
tract against any member not ac-
cepting August dates, for he was sure
he could prove the contract void,
as Par had already broken it by fail-
ing to deliver the six promised pix.

Golder further explained to the
exhibs the favorable spot they are
now in because of refusal to sign
new contracts at this time of the
year. He said Par had to have. sigS
on the line to take to the bank for
money lor next season's production.
A wide. Concerted move by indies
to refuse to sign, he said, would tie
up the producer.

In spite of a statement by Schnader
that lie would consider holding of
the ma.«is-meeting to be contempt of
court, Golder said it was not. He,
however, advised exhibs to give up
other plans of action. These included
picketing by sound truck of the Par
exchange and houses using Par
"1ms; an airplane with a trailer
reading. 'Don't patronize Paramount
pictures'; distribution of half million
nandbills; free a. m. shows for kids,
at the nearest competing house on

(Continued on page 23)

Goldwyn ^Hurricane' Sets

Burned ; $7,500 Damage
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Sets of Samuel Goldwyn's *Tlie

Hurricane' were damaged to the ex-
tent of $7,500 when special-effects-

powder blew up the studio arsenal,
apparently from spontaneous com-
bustion due to heat.

City fire-fighting apparatus, was
rushed to United Artists studio and
prevented spread of the blaze to the
'Adventures of Marco Polo' sets.

PRESNEL ANKLES W.

PIX DISPLEASE HIM

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Robert Presnell resigned frOm his

producer post at Universal last Sat-

urday (31) after being oh the lot

since January, 1936, during which
period he was at the production helm
of 10 pictures.

.
,

It is understood he was displeased
with the class of films handed to

him. Previous to resigning he said

he had formed a connection with
another studio which he will an-
nounce on his return from a two
months' vacation trip.

Gabe Yorke Joins Hays

On Coast as Newsherder

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Gabe Yorke has joined the Will
Hays office as assistant to Tom
Pettey with specific assignment to

take care of horde of visiting mag-
azine scribblers, radio, and news
commentators.
Yorke formerly was publicity head

at 20th-Fox.
Yorke will also be the Hays of-

fice's advertising advisory council

administrator on the Coast. The
council is composed of advertising

and p.ubUcity executives of major
companies headed in New York by
Lester Thompson.

John Barrymore Joining

Irene Dunne's RKO Pic
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

John Barrymore steps into the cast

of Radio's 'The Joy of Loving,* Irene

Dunne starrer, in a featured char-

acter role with the romantic lead

still to be assigned.

Story, musical score and lyrics will

be another trio job by Jerome Kern
and Dorothy and .Herbert Fields, and
final script will be handed to Edward
Chodorov, who just moved over

from Metro, for polishing.

DIAPER REVUE

Metro Plans Juve 'Broadway Melody*
Poking: Fund at Its Elder

Hollywood, Aug, 3.

Metro has assigned John W. Con-
sidine, Jr., to produce 'Baby Broad
way Melody of 1938' as an all-juve

nile musical designed to poke some
fun at regular musicals.

Florence Ryeison and Edgar Allan

Woolf are scripting.

MILT HODENFIELD EAST
While Will Hays i on the Coast

on his annual summer visit and va-

cation, Milton ' Hodcnfield, personal

secretary to the president of Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors,

came east for a respite, arriving in

N. Y, this weelc.

Present indications are that Hays
will not return to New York until

some time next month.

'Absent Treatment' Charged
to Exchanges in Retalia-

tion for % Pix Demands— D i 8 1 r i b s Deny' Any
Freezeout Methods

EXHIBS NOW ANXIOUS

Minneapolis, Aug. 3.

Members of Northwest Allied
States, who are on record as refus-
ing to buy percentage pictures,
claim they're being given the 'absent
treatment' even by major companies
who are selling deals flat. They
charge an 'unwritten agreement'
among virtually all the major dis-

tributors here, to 'punish' and whip
them into line. With the new sea-
son fast approaching and many of

the leading independent exhibitors
sans product some of the boys are
said to be getting panicky.

However, exchange managers deny
there's any agreement to give the
percentage picture fighters the go-
by. They declare they've been 'con-

centrating on the smaller out-of-
town accounts' and eventually will

get around to soliciting the Twin
City independents and larger out-
of-town exhibitors. Frank Mantzke,
Universal branch manager, says his

salesmen will start contacting Twin
City accounts within a fortnight.

But some of the local independent
exhibitors feel that maybe the fight

against percentage deals has proved
a boomerang and that the com-
panies have banded together—
secretly, of course—^for a 'strike' of

their own against the exhibitors.

They point out they'll need pictures

to keep their theatres open and
they aren't being sold any. No
salesmen call sind exchange heads
don't even keep appointments.

Inside dope is that, under any cir-

cumstances, the percentage picture
ban is to be lifted as fai* as Metro is

concerned and that there'll be an
'unofficial understanding' among the

Northwest Allied members that

they'll be free to make deals with
that company. Justification for this

action, they sa'y, is 'fewer grievances
against MGM' and the fact that ex-
hibitors must have some new-season
product under contract, especially if

there's danger that they may be
hard-pressed for pictures to con-

tinue in operation. They feel that

MGM delivers so many box-office

pictures flat that the company is

more entitled to some percentage
deals than any of the other major
distributors.

Allied s A. F. Myers in D. C. Airs

His Views on Par s Holdout Pix;

Urges a Federal Investigation

65% of So. Calif. Indie

Houses Back Par Curb
Los Angeles, Aug. 3.

Mass exhibitor committee, which
is conducting the embargo fight

locally against Par^tmount . Pictures
for alleged failure to live up to con-

tractual obligartions, published a list

of 165 indie houses in Southern
California and Arizona, as solidly

lined up against the distributing

organization by withdrawing play-
dates,, or refusing to enter into con-
tract negotiations for the new sea-

son.

Number of houses listed is ap-
proximately 65% of the total indie

theatres in the territory.

RADIO SETS TRIO TO HIT

CAMERAS, 1ST THIS WK.

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

'Love In a Basement,' directed by
Lew Landers, is expected to hit the
cameras at RKO this week. 'Seeing
Eye,' under Hichard Bosson's direc-
tion, for which Lee Tracy is being
sought, is the next on the slate.

Next Joe Penner pic, 'An Apple a
Day,' is tentatively set as the third
on the sked.

'Apple' has been delayed through
the illness of P. J. Wolfson, who was
to have produced. Likely it will be
given another producer inasmuch as
Wolfson probably will not be able
to take charge.

Ginger Rogers Loanout

To WB N.G.; Too Busy

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Deal for Warners to borrow
Ginger Rogers from RKO for 'Holly-
wood Bandwagon' is oft. S. J. Bris-
kin, RKO production head, asserts
commitments on the home lot will
keep her busy until the first of the
year.

Currently in 'Stage Door,' Miss
Rogers still has three weeks' shoot-
ing on 'Vivacious Lady,' halted by
the illness of James Stewart some
time ago. Untitled Technicolor Fred
Astaire-Rogers musical will go after

'Lady' washup, to be followed by
'Irene,' in which Miss Rogers will

have solo starring spot.

Marion Ainslee and Guy Endore
are scripting the untitled fir,st color

picture designed for Astalre-Rogers.
Irving Berlin will do the music.

John Clark MuDs Idea of Telling

Exhibs Just What 20th Can't Deliver

AL GREEN'S 'THOROUGHBREDS'
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Metro has assigned Alfred E.

Green to direct 'Thoroughbreds
Don't Cry' in place of J. Walter

Ruben, who authored the script.

Harry Rapf produces.

Exhibitors who are presently per-

spiring over failure of Paramount to

deliver six pictures sold this season
(1936-37), threatening boycotts, buyer
strikes, etc., may be surprised to find

that a precedent is likely to be set

by 20th-Fox whose sales chief, John
D. Clark, can see no reason for kid-

ding anyone.
In view of the fact that there is

some possibility 20th-Fox may not
be able to deliver 'Stanley and Liv-

ingston,' the picture Mrs. Martin
Johnson will make, during the 1937-

38 season, Clark is reported figuring

it would be smart to just let the

20th-Fox accounts know they prob-

ably will have to wait until the fol-

lowing year for the film. Then 20th'

would be keeping failh and there

could be no complaint.

Were this done at this particular

time when selling is under way
throughout the country, it would
establish a precedent that may be or"

far-reaching importance.

'Booloo' Crew in Japan
Tokyo, July 15,

Clyde Elliott, director; Carl Burger,
cameraman, and Colin Tapley, actor,
on their way to the Malay Peninsula
to make 'Booloo' (temporary title)

for Paramount, are in Japan for a
few days. While here the party will
be shown through Shochiku's Ofuna
studio and, before leaving, will spend
a day at Kyoto, inspecting the film
plants there.

Balance of the 'Booloo* company
is expected to pass through in about
a month.

Washington, Aug. 3.

Federal action against any distrib-

utors which withhold promised pic-

tures has been sought by independ-
ent theatre owners now boycotting
Paramount for failure to deliver on
193C-37 contracts.

Formal complaint, charging unfair
competition in violation of Federal
statutes, was sought from the Federal
Trade Commission last week by
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
of Allied States Association, which
i.s the nucleus of the anti-Par cam-
paign. Hinted that practices of other
major dlstribs may be subject of later

squawks in specifically asking for
Government help In punishing Par.
Besides charging dishonesty, Myers

declared the Par failure to release
six flickers ballyhooed as part of the
current season's' program constitutes
imfair competition with rival studios,

thus affording legal excuse for Gov-
ernment action. Free advertising for
20th Century-Fox was given in the
letter, when Myers told the F.T.C.
that probably many indies would
have signed for .their product if

aware that Par did not expect to
come through with the withheld
block.

Misrepresentation charge was
backed up by numerous exhibits
showing Paramount's original intent
to retease the six, which include
Gary Cooper and Marlone Dietrich
vehicles. Myers gave the Govern-
ment unit copies of Par lease, an-
nouncement book, trade paper ad-
vertisements, and report on deliveries
this season.

'Please note that Paramount had
released 40 of its 65 pictures; that
all Of the higher (A and B) cate-
gories had'been utilized; that 15 of
the 24 C pictures had been delivered,
and that only 13 Of the 29 low-price
pictures had been delivered,' Myers
said. 'Admittedly the allocation of
pictures has little, if any, relation to
cost; pictures are valued mainly ac-
cording to their box office potential-
ities. In the case of Paramount, the
sole object is to get in the big money
early in the season and to leave a
deficiency in the lower brackets.

'This is made clear by the further
practice of Paramount of withhold-
ing from release, during the last two

(Continued on page 10)

STEN'S 1ST AT GN
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

'At Your Service' will be the ini-

tial Anna. Stcn picture to be pro-
duced at Grand National by Dr. Eu-
gene Frenlce, her hu.sband.
Hans Kraly and Albert Cohen are

scripting.

Scout Sues Agency On

Deanna Durbin Contract

Los Angeles, Aug. 3.

Rita Stanwood Warner has filed
suit against Sherrill-Falkin agency
seeking an accounting on coin earned
by the outfit on their contract with
Deanna Durbin, She also asks court
judgment equal to 25% of agents'
percentage on moppet's pact.
Alleges that as a scout for the

agency she recommended the singer,
'

then known as Edna May Durbin,
and that she was signed Nov. 2,

1935. Asserts that actress' contract
at Universal calls for $1,500 to $2,000
weekly.

Bette Davis' Montli's Rest

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Physicians have ' ordered Bette
Davis to remain at home at least a
month while she recovers from the
elTects of sunstroke suffered while
she was sun-bathing at Carpinteria,
Calif.

Player must remain in a darkened
room.i

WB'S SCOUT BOONEING CHI
Chicago, Aug. 3.

Joe Pvi'b;n:.tcin, talent seeker for
Warner Bros., was in town last week
looking over some possibilities.

Off on a six-week tour of the mid-
west spots, and due back in Chi
early in Seplembei". Has been par-
ticularly keen on radio acts and
singles around here.
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Lefty s Getting a Better Grade Of

Bad Pictures; Also Has a No. 2 GaUe

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, Cal., Aug. 3.

Dear Joe:
"

Got hold of a great little hoofer by the name of Vic Guinness, who
passed through here and waa thumbing his way back east. It seems he was

in Hollywood for two months and his patience and bankroll gave out wait-

ing for a break; also he got tired of eating rice with 40 different kinds of

sauces. He figured he was another Fred Astaire with the same steps but

with mcjre Tiair. He didn't get a tumble; he was practically a stand-in for

fin extra that never worked. He has a great personality and I kinda took

a likin* to him right away. Aggie said I was buying myself plenty of

aspirin tablets hiring the kid, but you know Aggie, she always looks on

the cool side of things.

Anyway I put the kid right to work in our dancing school. He tried to

make a touch for a pound note but I gave him five minutes of fast talk

and made him head instructor and, besides all that, he gets 10%' of thes

net from the dancing school, starting after our big show. Well, he was
tickled to death. Aggie fixed up the spare room and he pecks and pads

with us. And does he peck—he has the biggest appetie i ever saw. He Is

one of those icebox burglars. You know, he takes a chair at night and
Bits in the ice box and eats his way out. He just barely Waves the design,

on the plates.. Aggie is trying to find out the things he didn't like, but so

iox she hflsn't* *

He's a swell-looking kid but dumb. He is so dumb you^d imagine he
was a vice-president of something. He wasn't in town 24 hours when his

address book looked like the telephone dlirectory. Two of our pupils'

mothers took one look at him and asked what the rates werie for him to

teach 'em how to rhtunba: He is strictly on the make and carries a comb

—

you know the kind, does a step, 'and has his hair fall all over his face

—

then takes the comb out and combs his hair back. And do the dames go
nuts! I think I got another Clark Gable If he's handled right. I got to

• hold him down a little because you gotta be careful in these small towns.

He's just at that age he'd even go out with the tide.

He has a couple ol swell routines that it will take our pupils at least

two months to learn. Aggie and me can do them,, but it msikes us puff,

Anyway we like the old-fashioned stuff; giyp me Primrose soft-shoe and
a sand dance, and they can keep all these newfangled stuff. I figure on
using the kid to relieve Aggie in the boxoffice, but I wanna see first if the

kid has any larceny in him. Not that he could get awaj with much. We
bank our dough at ttie end of the day in a kid's dime bank.

Business at the theatre is just so-so, although we are how getting
' better grade of bad .pictures. We opened last Monday without any change
in the till and the firet dame came to the window with a sawbuck note.

Well, Ajggie gave me the sign> and. I strolled over and said, 'Ain't the boy
back from the bank with the change yet?' So I took the sawbuck and
went over to the bank to change it Ilverybody iseemed to have big bills

that day and it had me troting in and out of the bank all day.. One guy
' fjaw nite' going in and ^out a dozen times, said 'Gee, you certainly must be
.worried about your balance? Some of these natives have a small streak
- of humor in 'em.

Read where vaudeville didn't do so good .in the burly houses. Aggie
sez they ought; to.try a joke-strip number. . .you'know, strip the jokes until

they get to a nevr'one. Aggie has some swell ideas sometimes. Give my
best to the gang and tell 'em me and Aggie hopes they're not adding any
more holes to their belts. SEZ

Yduf Pal,

LEFTY.
P.S.^Th« kid just called Aggie 'mom.' I don't think he's gonna last long.

B. F, Keith, K-A-0 Nearly

Double '36 6-Mol Earnings
Both B. F. Keith and Keith-Albee-

Orpheum Corp. showed net profits

of nearly double the 1936 amounts
] :or the first 26 weeks ended July 3

as compared with same period last

year. Keith net was $513,727 against

$351,586 in the comparable 26 weeks
of 1936 while K-A-O showed a net

profit of- $687,190 for the first 26

weeks against $424,573 in the pre-

ceding year.
'

Keith-Albee-Orpheum reported a

net profit of $1,563,357 fol: the 53

weeks ending on July 3, which is

equal to $24.31. per share on the 64,-

304 shares of convertible preferred

stock outstanding. The company's
earnings this year up to the July
date amounted to $10.69 per pre-

: lerred ^share against only $6.60 for

he corresponding period 1936.

Keith net for the 53 weeks totalled

$1;249,523.

20TH'S NET FOR 26

WEEKS, $4,584,514

Twentieth Century-Fox earnings'

at the midyear mark were runnirijg

. at the. rate of $3:50 per- common,

share br slightly 'higher, according

to the coiisolidated profit and loss

statement Issued by the company

Mast week.. This report showed the

corporation and wholly-owned sub-

sidiaries having a net bperating
" profit, before deductions and .taxes,

of $4,584,514 for the 26 weeks ended

June 26, which was about in line

with expectations in Wall Street,

. 'With' deductions for all charges in-

cluding federal incoihe taxes but not

for surtax on undistributed profits,

20th-Fox net- profit was $3,755,483

for the same period against only

$2,769,190 for the first half of last

year. Company deducted $243,431

for interest expense, amortization of

discount and expenses on funded
debt and depreciation of fixed as-

sets, and' $585,600 for federal income
taxes.

In the quarter ended June 26, net

profit after deductions, was $1,687,-

885 as against $1,529,430 in similar

quarter 1936.

The net profit, after all deduc-
tions, in the first half of 1937 was
equal to $3.88 on the preferred.

After allowing for payment, of 75c

lor half a year on the p'refierence is-

sue, profit was equivalent to $1.76

per share.

Because no dividends were received

from National Theatres Corp, in this

period, no amount from this com-
pany in which 26th-Fox holds 42%
interest was included in the profit-

loss statement.
• Gross income from • sales and
rentals of films and literature to-

talled! $27,565,12» for the' 26 weeks.

<Dthcr' income brought the amount to

$28,156,594. •Amortization of pro-

ductsion costs, listed as $13;261.243.

was the largest- expense itehi". Tlie

Company figured as a deductible ex-

pense- item, $3,225,438 for participa-

rjtion in-- film' rentals.

RCA Net $1,927,240

Abore Last Year's

Capitol N.Y. Held

liable on letty

Lynton Profits

Net profit of Radio Corp. Of
America for the second quarter,
ending June 30, rose to $2,404,328 or
an increase of $1,927,240 over the
same .period in 1936. Statement o^:

income issued Monday (2) showed
an even greater gain for • the first'

half of the year, the net. income for
the six months ended June 30 being
$4,647,385 as compared with $1,763,^

779 ^n the first half of the preceding
yeai:.. :

The net profits of . the corporation,
after paying all preferred dividends,'
amounted to more than 21c per
share on the 13,880,684 common
shares outstanding.

Gross income from operations rose
more than $6,000,000 to $27,864,589

in the June quarter as compared
with the. sarne three-month period in

1936. Gross income for the six

months this year totalled $52,7i95,700

against. $43,942,526. Company had
$3,030,291 remaining at the end of

the six months in profit after mak-
ing all dividend distributions ^ as

compared with only. $146,685 in the
same period last year.

PATHE EARNING OVER

$209,000 PER ANNUM

Pathe Films' earnings currently
are running at the rate of more than
.$209,000" per year, statement of profit

for six months is.sued last week re-

vealed. Actually the corporation will

show considerably more than twice
this amount because "it will receive

35% of dividends declared by Du
Pont Mfg. Pathe Fllm.s already is

'tftedited with $70,056' in dividends'

received, this.'beinfe its portion of

undi.sh-ibuted earnings of Du Pont.
Palhe showed net profit of $104,54'9'

for the six months' dnded June 30,

after all' deductions. Also was re

porled that Du Pont Film ,had net

Jjr'ofit' ill same period of ' $725,000

•again.'^t $506,000 in c'^mnarable
period last yeiir.

Owners of theatres in which mo-
tion pictures held by the courts to

have been plagiarized, are exhibited

are held equally liable to damages,
as are the producers of the picture,

Federal Judge Robert P. Patterson,

N. Y., ruled. Friday (30), He de
cided that the Moredall Realty Corp.,

owners and operators of the Capitol
theatre, N. Y., must recompense
Eklward: Sheldon and Mrs. Margaret
Ayer Barnes for permitting . the
showing of Metro's pictiire, 'Letty

Lyntori,' and to turn over to the
authors all profits made, by the pia
tiire during its .long .run at that the'

atre. The court decision will have
an enormous effect on the owners of
theatres throughout the country. A
peirmanent injunction has technically

stopped further showing of the pic-

ture, although practically the films'

commercial' longevity ' has loiig since
lapsed. '

Sheldon and Mrs. Barries originally'

sued Metro on the claim that the pic-

ture, *Letty tynton,' had beeo..theftT
ed from ' their play, 'Dishonored
Lady,' which Was written in 1930.

The picture was 'J)roduced in 1932.

The siuthors w'on' a' sweeping verdict,
the court dfrfecting ' that Metro' pay
damages 'and "all ^profits made on the
picture. A •spetial master has 'since

been checking up on- the amount due
the plaintiffs from Metro. -The same
decision' iwas given Friday by Judge
Patterson : in ' the > separate ' suit
brought against the Moredall Corp.'
as owners of the Capitol. Technical-
ly the ruling applies • to ' the "owner
of .every .theatrp.^ .the .country who
exhibited, the. picture. . However, it

is, not, likely .. the, . pLaintifTs will go
to.the extreme of starting such a vast
numb(:r of actions. It is more, than
likely son\e sort, of settlement will be
reached regarding -this angle.
Kenneth i;. Walter, an attorney,

has been named, special
.
mas.ter by

Judge P^tterspn .to determine, the
aniount of damages. Moredall should
pay and also the profits made on
the picture du^-ing the Capitol run.
In deciding, against Moredall Corp,

Judgie Patterson .held in part:
The defendant has infringed on

the exclusive
. copyright of the com-

plainants by aiding and abetting in
the giving of public performances
for profit of'^the dramatic composi-
tion of 'Dishonored Lady* in the pre-
sensation of the motion picture
'Letty Lynton' at the Capitol theatre,
which theatre is owned and operated
by the defendant corporation. It is

ordered that the complainants re-
cover all damages and costs sus-
tained by them and all gains and
profits made by the defendant in the
giving of public performances' of the
said picture.'

.

Hollywood Runaround

By Radie Harris
Hollywood, Aug. 3

Burgess Meredith returns to Broadway to play the role of 'George'
in the Sam H. Harris production, .

'Of Mice and Men'...Jean Arthur va«
cationing at Carmel, may remain off the ^i:een indefinitely unless she can
get together with Columbia on suitable vehicles tociuIflU her current
contract. . .Darryl Zanuck has snared the Raymond Scott Quintet for a'
featured spot in *Ali Baba,' and Eddie Cantor has annexed their exclusive
services for hia Texaco programs. ..Cantor will also Introduce a new
protege In jiiis fall series a four-year-old from Alabama, this time.
Raoul Walsh may move his megaphone over to the Jesse Lasky unit

at RKO. . .Charles Cochran, who is importing 'Nymph Errant' to Broad-
way this fall, has lured Wendy Barrie from Hollywood to play the role
created- in London by Gertrude Lawren,ce. . .Mrs, E^lc Blore is planning
to open an exclusive restaurant on the' site of the new Columbia Broad-
castipg building. . .and the Cock and Bull, the snootiest eating place in
town, is going even snootier with a private club upstairs for the English
colony only.

The high spot of the party that Gregory La Cava threw for the cast
and crew of 'Stage Door' was a play-back record that he dialoged himself-
razzing everyone from Pan Berman down to the prop boy. Very fupnyj
Roland Young will spend a few days at Belleport, Long Island, before

sailing on the Queen Mary (7)... 'In Old Chicago,' working on a' bpdget
of more than a millioni -will be a roadshow production, when released this
winter....
Henry King is going slightly berserk trying to arrange his schedule

to "fit in with the weekly broadcasting hours of Alice Faye, Don Amech*
(on -their regular programs), and Tyrone Power, who is paged for guest-
shots every other week. . .-Heigh-ho, it won't be long now before pictures
will be made through the courtesy of radio!

Spehcer Tracy and Luise Rainer are proving such an effective team in
'Big City' that they will be reunited again irt 'Sea of Grass,' adapted- from
the Cosinopolitan mag story .. .Phyllis Clare, who hasn't made a picture
since 'The Laist of Mrs; Cheyney,' went to a fortune teller the other day
who told her that she could see nothing but 'C in her cards. , .Next week,
Miss Clare leaves for Canada, 'Where she will work for Cohn and Columbia.
When Rosalind Russell starts her new radio series this fall (International

Silver), she'll inaugurate a new system of no one in the cast reading from
script, . .Georgie Jessel, who has been compiling memos for his autobiog
for the past year, thought up such an original title that he couldn't even
remember it himself ., ,After hunting it up in his private files, he stiA

thinks it's good—'25 Cents Till Two O'clock.'

When Margo Grahame asked Reggie Gardiner when he was- starting to

shoot, he retorted, 'Myself, any minute now!'. . .After seeing Anne Shirley's

performance in 'Stella Delias,' Pan Berman has canceled all-'B' pictures

scheduled for. her, with the story department starting an elaborate- search
for starring vehicles .., Another player headed for Big Things since her
vivid characterization in 'Dead End' i.s Claire Trevor ... . . .

Ray Noble, who turns actor in 'Damsel in Distress,', ha? been invited

to follow Rudy Vallee into the Coconut Gro-ve, but he is refusing the offer

to concentrate on his composing. . .He'll score a show for Broadway, and
a picture for RKO. . .and according to. his advance §creen tests, he is liable

to Compete with Bernie, Kostelanetz, Stokowski and all the other musical
maegtros in the picture parade.

Scenes in a Day
Raymond Scott (Mark Warnow's brother) and his five-piece orchestra

clicked sensationally at their Troc ''audition",. '.Customers at the Piping

Rock at Saratoga are in for a rare treat .when Sophie Tucker checks in

Aug. 10...she has three new numbers, 'A Gentleman "Wanted My Auto-
graph,' 'I'm the Healthiest Gal in Tow.h* arid *A Man of My Own," lyriced

by Dan Dougherty, that hit.the high spot for 'Red Hot Mama' specialties...

The Miervyn Leroys' housewarming gift to the Darryl Zaniicks Was a' floral

designs of three aces and a pair of tens, with the inscription, ''May you
always have a full house.' ' '

'"
'

Paulette Goddard, Mrs. Jock Whitney, ' Robert Riskin, Moss Hart, Abe
Lyman, Don Ameche, Bruce Cabot, Fannie Brice, Block and Sully; Felibc

Ferry, the Charles Rogers, f)orothy Fields, Jack and Ann Warner, Rebecca
Silton, Ira Uhr, Joe Penrier, Dorothy' Mjackaill,' Paul Sloane, ' Elsworth
Vines, Soph Tucker, Woody Van Dycke, the Harry Rapfs, Charles Boyer,

Virginia Field, Danny Dafe, Ann Shirley, Benny Rubin, Bums and' Allen,

the Ritz Bros., Pat Patterson," the Archie Mayos and Norman Krasna
among the capacity "crowd turning out for Joe Lewis' return engagement
at the Trocadero. . .Melvyn 'Dpuglas, Betty Furness, Frank Ross, -Ben

Kaye, Inez Courtney, Sani Marxi Marian Marsh, Johnny Green and Lillian

Bond being athletic' at the Vfkh Side Tennis Club.'. .Elizabeth Patterson,

Stuart Walker, Marie Boicoiirt, Madge Evans, Una Merkel, Harry Jacob-

son, Marguerite Churchill and Lawrence Reilb' applauding Helen Chan*
dler, Bramwell Fletcher and M!ary Astor in the Noel Coward repertoire

at the "Lobero theatre In Santa Barbara. >. .

-•

Sam Goldwyn, 'Norma Shearer, Miriam Hopkins, Grace Moore.-the Gary
Coopers, Dolores' Del "^Rio, Mary fickford, . Buddy Rogers, Madge Evans,

Joel McCrea, Frances Defe, Carl Laem.mle, Jr.; the ,.Doug Fairbanks* Le-

land Hayward, Humphrey Bogart, ,Binnie Barnes, William Wyler, Brian

Aherne, the Jack Haleys, Randolph Scott, the Fred Astaires, Paulette

Goddard, Lillian Hellman, CaWriel. Myers, and the Charles Boyers making
the preview of 'Dead End' look like a gala Hollywood premiere. . .Eddie

(jkiulding hosting Fannie Brice, Billy Rose, Dorothy di Frasso, Norma Tal-

madge, Georgie Jessel, ' the Abe Lastfogels, and Ted Healy at the Cock
and Bull after the preview of 'That Certain Woman'. . ..loan Crawford se-

lecting with Adrian the 29 changes she has for 'Mannequin' before dashing

off to Lake Arrowhead for a' two-week vacation. . . Basil. Rathbonie refusing

to allow a dumniy to stand-in for him for the big '.fight until .death' .scene

in 'Marco Polo'. . . Perry Charles, who. used to publicize Rita Johnson yfhen

she- was the 'Girl Interne' on WHN,' reminiscing together in the MGM
commissary, , .Ginger Rogers, flirting with the idea of going to Bermuda
for a much needed rest... .the -Charles Rogers', the Harry Warners, and

the Edward Blackburns making their New Year's Eve reservations at

Yosemite already!

Cullman Out;F^i]yi, Lesser

Partington Stay at Roxy
Present'' plans of 20tK-Fbx on go

ing into 'the Roxy, N. Y., are to drop
Povvard S. .Cullman, 'j-ecelyer, but
retain' the Farichon & .Marco oper
aiting group, including .tack Parting-
ton on' the siafe show.v ancl Irving
Lesser a.s managing director p£ the

theatre. Cullnian's. future plans are
unknown.
Twentieth-Fox rocs into the house

within 30 dyy.s" ii'flfir. Ciiljman. has
cleared the deck.'i. so 'U\r as hi.s duties
are concerncd 'ih th'c iheatve.

L1 EXCHANGE WANTS

TO LIST 3 PIX STOX

Washington. Aug. 3.

Permission for unlisted tradin.^? in

three picture stocks has been sought
by the Los Angeles stock exchange.
Hearing on plea is scheduled before
the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission here Sept. 2.

Papers, all listed on
.
big; board in

New York, are: Columbia. Pi.ct"-R.s.

no-par common; Paramount Pic-
ture's, $1 par common; ' and 20ih
Century-Fox,' no-par common.

.

Registration of additional Colum-
bia Pictures securities was proposed
last week in application to \hQ $0-

Still AppeaEng Psu's

'Spain in Flames' Tabu

Philadelphia, Aug; 3.

Penn.sy censoif board's order to

eliminate parts of dialog in pic,

'Spain in Flames,' was appealed last

week i-n common pleas court hereby
Jesse H. Holmes, Swarthmore Col-

prOf, and' Anne M. W. Penny-

packer, daughter of late Pennsy gov-

'ernor. . Both are noted for radical

Icanin.gs. . ,
• •

•

. Complainants asked court for 0

rule on Mrs. A. Mitchell Palmer. Pat-

rick A. Duffy and Hester N. Frye,

who comprise the board, to show

cause why the order for deletion

fhould not be set aside. Date for a

curities & Exchang?. Commiss-on. ; hearing will be fixed.
Harry Cohn, prez, and other volinfi 1, ^ ;

—

tru.stees, requested li.stin.E! on . {he ' urderlying securit'e.s. In addition.

Now York exchange of voting trust c-irporation proposed, registration on

certificates for 7,667 shares, of no- Ihc N. Y. Curb of 10.342 share? of

par common and the same unissued common.
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DOUBLE-HEADERS VS. DUALS
idiibs in tlu! Mid^^

li)rivesonS^

They May Have to Tit Admish

'B' FILMS LieED

Intrusion : of the - vertical • type of

Union, which the Comrnittee for In-

iclukrial brganiz^tibn : Jiias brought

out, i^to- the picture business via

"illm exchanges and elsewhere in

scattered , spots .
is a big headache

to the industry. Angle ' th5it annoys

illm company officials is that the

CIO idea may; spread and result in

Vnsettlement- where the lATSE and

other American Federation of Labor

units already prevaU. Recent in-

stances pf this was in several Phila-

4elphiai film exchanges, where the

./ivhite collar workers, were, ClO and

ijthers in the branches were repre-

i- Bcnted by the A. F. of L.

'

Coupled with this invasion by the

CIO into the field formerly domi-
• iiated by the A. F. of L. for years,

-pitture, executives are plainly wor-

ried over interpretation of the' Wag-
>i^ir-^ct, under which the CIO has

JilbsSoptied, lack of such interpreta-

iiii|n-v:br what the- law really means.

•'i|5fftey are looking for more definite

'-interpretation , or application because

they want to know how the CIO is

going to fit into the scheme of things.

• At the present time, the picture

Industry is comparatively widely, or-

Ifsinized orl a craft basis under the

A. F. of L. • Thig horizontal style of

;unlon has been dealt with for many
years by the picture companies in

all skilled professions, which takes

'jn the entire studio and i)roducxng

setup^ Just how far. the CIO verti-

,.cal unionization is to carry, whether
it,' can be extended successfully to

liQime office workers and other divi-

sions as well as exchanges, and
' wKether this would give CIO locals

membership suffici<pnt to dominate
the business are other' wor.risone

jquestions.

• Sorhiei picture executives admit
• they don't know where it will all

lead to, but they foresee the public

looting the bill,' jUst the same as in

pther industries. Such a move al-

tVady is . under way in requests for

higher rentals from exhibitors be-
: cause producers find the 10% hike
'granted this spring to studio crafts-

men and other rising costs make
•ach production cost more.
"This is. going to make for. higher
•dmissions,

.
.whether gradual and

seemingly scattered at first. Exhibi-
tor naturally is resisting any trend
toward^ higher .scales for fear of
6'ncountering' resistance to a tilt. But
high rental ^fees, .with - futurei boosts
in the, pffing,- is expected to force
the issue.

Chas. McCuUoch Resigns

From Par Directorate
Charles McCulIoch finally has re-

signed from' the Paramount di-

rectorate. He has 1 ng desired so to

do., McCulioch, one of Chicago's
financial bigwigs, came into the Par
situation throligh the John D, Hertz-
H. a; Fortington interests in thie

early days of Par's reorganization.

McCuUoch might have succeeded
Fortington to the ^executive commit-
tee chairmanship at one time had he
been disposed to accept,- but instead

the post went to Stanton Griffis." Mc-
CuUoch is another of several resig-

nations from the board since the

new administration in Par l^as taken
lold. No indication so far as to his

successor.

Baseball Analogy in Film
Biz-^Big Leagues Foster

Minor Leagues for New
Material — Double-Head-
erSf on Best Days of Week
(Sat. and Sun;) Encour-
ages Bargain Desires

Rochester's 99%
! Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 3.

.
- Theatre service workers union

claims' "99% membership in down-
town area. Fred Boelchout, of the
Aim ' operators union, and • Mike
MungoVari, of the stagehands, named
to negotiate with theatre manage-
ments. Actual demands will await
business pickup of fall season late
thi^ month and expected tilt in box-
office scales.

; Seattle, Aug. 3.

New theatt-e employes union,
which includes doormen, . cashiers
and ushers, has presented its' hour-
pay labor agreement to theater own
ers. Committee of latter is being
named to go into a huddle thereon.

Mary Nolan's 25G Libel

Suit Vs Harlem Newspaper
Mary Nolan,- ex-picture actress, re

cently appearing at New York
iiiterie.s, claims she was maliciously
libelled and her rep damaged to the
extent of $25,000 through an article
which appeared last May in the
N. Y. Amstardam News, H^irlem
sepia sheet, which referred to her as
tiie former wife of Dr. Eugene Nel
«on, Hollywood negro physician,

^ Mi.<;s Nolan has instituted suit in
N. Y. supreme court against the
Powell-Savory Corp., owners of the
Sheet.

Griffis, Newton in Par,

Londoners in U, Among

Actiye Pix Co. Traders

'Washington, Aug. 3.

Continued debenture speculation

by Stanton GriffisI director of Para-
mount, during June and- huge Brit-

ish i.ntierests in Universal .we're re-

vealed Monday (2) in semi-monthly
Securities & Exchange Commission
report on insiders' stock operations.

The Griffis-Hemphill, Noyes .&

Col' In-and-out maneuvers in the

market swelled their holdings of

Paramount debentures, which the

brokerage firm has been buying and
selling in big gobs for several

months. Fourteen June operations

resulted in a net gain of ^30,000

worth of bonds, raising. the account
to $88,000 ait month-end. Outfit ac-

quired 51,000 in .10 lots, biggei^t a
$13,000 order on ^Tune 1 and dumped
$21,000 in four sales, biggest $10,000

on June 16.

Anothei: Par director-broker, Mau-
rice Newton, resumed speculation in

the cpmpany's paper in June. Via
Haligarten .& Co.,' of .which he is a

partner, Newton picked up and sold

on the same day 950 pieces of Para-
mount common.
Strong position in Universal Corp.,

holding cqippan'y^ for reorganized
Universal flicker concern, is'held by
General Cinema Pinance Corp. of

London, the S. E. C. review showed
Britishers were pictured as benefi-

cial holdfers of more than 10% of

two types . of securities. Portfolio

holds 134,375 Universal Corp., voting

trust certificates and $1,000,000

worth of debenture bonds.

More liquidation of Chase Na-
tional Bank's holdings of 20ith Cen
tury-Fox, and, sales of same com-
pany's • paper by Sidney' .R. Kent,
pr6z, came to light. The bank un
loaded 600 common held under
escrow, cutting its bundle to 346,391,

and 1,200 of the $1.50 preferred,

keeping 692,982. Kent peddled 3,000

common tickets which were turned
over to him by his personal hold

ing corporation, Berkshire Finance
Co., -which kept 3.355 shares.

.Other film transactions revealed

were:
Bruno 'Weyers. New York,^ officer

director, sold 300 warrants for Edu
cation^l Pictures common, retaining

1,240.

Loew's, Inc., picked up 148 shares

of Loew's Boston' Theatres common
in four bunches, raising its holdings

to 97,077.

DISNEY'S N. Y. OFFICE
"Walt Disney, has opened an eastern

business office in the RICO building,

N. Y., with Ilal Sloan in charge
Will have staff of three or four.

Explained»it has nothing to do with
the fact the cartoon oroducer is now
releasi-ng through RKO instead of

United Artists, 'but merely that he's

never had an office in New York anc

figures he -needs one. Publicity wilV

continue to be handled- from the

studio.

B'S OVER SHORTS

A.F.M. s Re-ettiployment Drive Next

Focusing Attention on HoOywood;

To Curb Repeated Music Dubbing

Admission by representatives of
wo major companies on the Coast
in recent weeks that 'B' pictures
have a place in the sun was, hailed
oy independent producers and dis-
tributors and certain major chief-
tains this week as a victory for
double features.- They predicted' a
rhore liberal attitude .towards dual-
ers. Some even were inclined- to see
in this new development a more def-
inite swing towards double bills or
at least the stalling of any attempt
to revert to single features for an-
other year, or two. Paraniount and
Metro, producers of secondary fea-
tures were quoted as saying that 'B'

features furnished means of setting

new faces into productiohs and
among other ihings serving as a
means of obtaining audience reaction
—seeing how newcomers behaved
'under fire.'

Elimination of many of these sec-

ondary features or . minor produc-
tions .cripples, the chance of develop-
ing new material, according io one
independent spokesman. It trims the
opportunity of testing out new
people on their real merit, he said.

He indicated that a -return to single

features entirely would remove this

proving ground, the source of young
blood to the industry. It would be
fine for the few name stars current,

but would stifle the opportunity of

new fplks from ' getting ahead. He
listed 15 companies, including ma-
jors, indies and individual state

rights producers, who now are inak-
ing features, giving actors, produceirs,-

directors and writers a chance to

develop and a chance of livlihood.

Double features mean that instead

of 350 pictures, each year about 550
are released.

Baseball magnates have indicated

no desire to eliminate the minor
leagues as a source of material, the

indie speaker explained. - Instead,

they are inclined to encourage the

ball leagues ou^lde of the majors
by means of developing a farm sys-

tem where they can look for new
athletes. In like way, this indie

official, explained, the minor pro-
ductions, whether made by majors
or independent coippanies, bring to

light, new potentialties for the screen

and, in every phase of production.

Ainqther indie distributor tabbed
the bally regarding the length of

(Continued on page 62)

Money's Worth

St. Paul, Aug. 3.

Footpad Idst week followed a
patron In the I'ower, local loop

. double-feature, house, into the
washroom, robbed,him of cpat,

tie, watch and $25.

IText night the freebooter re-

turned to the Tower, was
promptly recognized by the
doorman, and hauled off to the
jug. To the coppers he con- •

fessed the stickup and Explained-,

that he i had come back to see

the part of the picture he had
missed while he was busy in

the washroom.
'

Overhead Noises

Stymie New Par

Studio Locations

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

• Excessive interference from over-

head planes ' and radio stations has
blocked, plans' of ' P^irambunt to buy
up properties oh which to ere'ct a

new studio, and executives find them-
selves temporarily stymied in their

search for a site. Airt>lane roars

.spoil the most desirable site, the

150 acres fronting on Picp ahd West-
wood boulevards • including the pres-

ent site of the Drive-In^ Theatre in

Los Angeles. Same trouble applies

to the Rindge estate property, abut-

ting ' on
;
National and - Robertson

boulevards;.

Rancho, Golf Club property can't

be acquired because of ; legal diffi-

culties and Hillcrfest club site costs

too much. Ventura boulevard
.

possi-

bilities lack certain essentials. .

Ken Fitzpatrick, Par's, realty ex-
pert, is getting frantic because he
has to report, to ..Barney Balaban
and Stanton Griffis; by the end of

this week. . .

Picture .studios will be the next
objective in the American Federa-
tion of Labor's current campaign
against recorded munc. Following
completion of the present negotiii-

tlons with the networks and record-
ing

. and transcription, makers to

limit the making and use of canned
music, the AFM plans to seek re-
vision of its contracts with films.

Idea, according to AFM heads. Is

to end the alleged abuses being
practiced by the studios in dubbing
recorded music. Idea is that stu-
dios. Once they

, obtain a recording
madie by an orchestra or instru-
mentalist, frequently dub It into a
number of different pictures, thus
using it time after tirne while the
musicians or musician who made it

is deprived of the employment in-
volved.
There are no ways of controlling

or even keeping tabs on the practice
under the current, agreement, ac-
cording to AFM officials, but that
and other 'evils' are on the schedule
for early attention. Film business
was not included in last week's
luddles by AFM' execs and the
jroadcasters and recording and
transcription men, nor were any
picture reps present as observers.
AFM's relations with. Hollywood are
now under terms of contracts which
iav€! existed for several years.

'Zola' Roadshow talked
F6r L. A. Carthay Circle

. .Los Angeles, Aug. 3.

, Gradwell Sears, yfho arrived by
.plane frpmi Npw York last week,, is

talking a deal
,
with Charles P.

Skouras and other Fox-West Coast
execs regarding a possiblie roadshow
engagement for ,'The LJfe' of Emile
Zola' at the, Carthay Qircle.

Warner ?ales chief expects to fly,

back latter pa^rt of this week «

MG'S 'TEST PILOT'
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Screenplay o't 'Test Pilot/ Metro,
has been assigned to Waldemar
Young and 'Vlnctint Lawrence.
' Louis Di Lighiton -will produce.

SAG Drive on Eastern Studios

Set This Week, Then Onto Detroit

Screen Actors' Guild drive to or-

ganize the eastern studios, held up
last week while Kenneth Thomson
and the other heads

,
here settled the

reorganization of the Associated

Actors and Artists of America, and
the formation of the new American
Federation of Radio Artists, is ex-

pected to be completed today. Thom-
son and Florence Marston, eastern

SAG head, have been working Mon-
day (2) and yesterday (Tuesday) to

complete negotiations and contracts

with producers in and around New
Yor^c.

Lawrence Beilinson, another SAG
exec, planed to the Coast last Sat-

urday (31) after concluding the

AAAA huddles. Thomson plans to

fly out after him, leaving today.

That schedule depends, however, on
completion of the producer pacts
When the deals here are set, Flor-
ence Marston will go to Detroit to
set contracts with Jam Handy and
Wilding studios (commercial pix)
there.

Principal studios in this area
which are involved in the SAG drive
are Biography West Coast, Caravel,
Castle, Mentone, Warner, Paramount,
Educational and March of Time.
SAG notified all the studios last

Thursday (29) that the same wage
scale would apply here as is in force
on the Coast. That was decided after
the producers, in a series of huddles
with the SAG heads here, could offer
no 'reasonable' basis for i lowe'r
scale.

'Souls' N. Y. Preem

Twice Postponed;

New Sound Tracking

Understood thai delays on 'Souls
at Sea;' causing postponement of the
opening date at the Globe, N. Y.
twice- have been costly to Para-
mount, with Harry firandt, owner of
Globe, collecting from the company
ijecause it wasn't ready to come into
his house July 28, as originally
planned. The second date was Aug.
4. Picture

,

opens Aug. 9 now.
Par took, the house from Brandt

for four weeks, but may extend it

to six.

Second postponement on 'Souls*
was necessary because the entire
sound track on the rowboat sequence
had to be replaced, with dialog,
music underscoring, recording, dub-'
bing, etc.

L. A. LABOR BOARD OFF

PIX KICKS TILL SEPT. 1

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

National Labor Relations Board
will not take axiy action on studio
labor disputes until after the hearing
Sept. 1 on the petition of the Screen
Writers' Guild to be designated as
the exclusive bargaining representa-
tive for all fllm writers.
Dr. Towne Nylander, regional di-

rector, said SWG c&se would be used
as a test to determine whether NLRB
has jurisdiction in film industry la-
bor matters. Screen Playwrights,
Inc., is expected to contend industry
is not engaged in interstate business.
Since decision is certain to be ap-

pealed to the Federal court, it may
be several months before a final
ruling is handed down.

Loew's Meeting Today (4)

May Declare Extra Divvy
Meeting of Loew's, Inc., directors

today (Wednesday) is expected to
act on both the regular and probably
an extra dividend on the common.
Loew earnings and general prospects
justify both the re.gular and a special
melon cutting. Company declared
$1.50 extra the last time it acted.
With Loew common making two

new highs last week, general opinion
in Wall Street is that another sub-
stantial extra melon will be sliced.
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M; $3m High Along With

L. A. Temp.; 'San Ouentin $18,

'Exclusive -Peahody Good

Los Angeles, Aug. 3.

Metro's 'The Good Earth,' shown
first time locally at pop-prices, is

piling up a combined take of around
$32,500 at the day-date State and
Chinese theatres, leading the town.
Despite stifling days and stuffy

nights that are driving many regu-
lar theatre patrons to beaches and
mountains, trade at most of the. first

runs locally is profitable. Biz
picked up considerably over the
weekend.
Paramount is holding firm with

Par's 'Exclusive' on screen and
Eddie Peabody and his KFWB radio
show on stage, while moveover of
•Saratoga' (MG) for continued firist

run at the Wilshire and United Art-
ists, heads. $16,000, which, on top of
$40,000 in the first runs a week ago,
is nifty all around.

Only holdover in town is U's
•Road Back,' sticking at both Pan-
tages and RKO for fair returns.

Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 30-40-

55-75 )-^'The Good Earth' (MG) and
'The Lady Escapes' (20th), dual.
Surprisingly strong draw consider-
ing recent long run at $2 top of
'Earth' at the Carthay Circle, and
looks like sweet $14,200. Last week
'Saratoga' (MG) and 'Born Reckless'
(20th), strong $17,600..

Downtowni (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-
65)—'San Quentin' (FN) and 'Marry
the Girl' (WB). dual. Looks like
best biz here sinc^ 'Kid Gallahad'
few weeks ago, with take heading
.for around $9,500, plenty good. Last
week, second stanza of 'Ever Since
Eve' (FN) and 'Case of Stuttering
Bishop' (FN), about $7,000, as ex
pected.

Four Star (Fox) (900; 30-40-55)—
'Love From a Stranger' (UA). Best
draw this nabe solo spot has had
since resuming .regular policy, and
oke at $3,900. Last week (four days
of 2d wk), ' 'Under the Red Robe
(Fox),, pretty brutal at $700.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-

65)—'San Quentin' (FN) and 'Marry
The Girl' (WB), dual. Looks like
fair $8,500 for this brace. Last week,
'Ever Since Eve' (FN) and 'Stutter-
ing Bishop' (WB) (holdover), topped
$7,000, oke.

Panfages (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-55)
•Road Back' (U) and 'Love in
Bungalow' (U), • dual (2d week).
Couple of previews should bolster
second week of run for final take
of $5,000, oke. First week finished
with satisfactory $9,500.
Paramount (Partmar) (3,595; 30-

40-55)—'Exclusive' (Par) and stage
show. Considerable of $18,000 draw
in nine days must be credited to Ed
die Peabody, heading stage show,
and a house favorite. Last week,
'Easy Living' (Par), on final four
days, satisfactory $7,500.
EKO <2,950; 30-40-55) — 'Road

Back' (U) and 'Love in Bungalow
(U), dual (2d week). Off about 50%
on holdover week, but with a pre-
view thrown in to bolster, should
wind up with satisifactory $5,000
First week very good $10,600.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-55
75)—'Good Earth' (MG) and 'The
Lady Escapes' (20th), dual. Heavy
interest in this pair, due to success
of two-a-day run at Carthay Circle
for 'Earth' and looks like neat
$18,300. Last week, 'Saratoga' (MG)
an(J . 'Born Reckless (20th), - smash
$22,700.
United Artists (Fox-UA) (2,100

30-40-55) — 'Saratoga' (MG) and
'Born Reckless' (20th), dual. Move-
over of last Jean Harlow opus head
ing house for terrific $7,300. Last
week, 'Captains Courageous' (MG)
and 'Hospital IVIystery' t20th), oke
$4,100.
-Wilshire (Fox) (2,296; 30-40-55-65)

—'Saratoga' (MG) and 'Born. Reck
less' (20th)., dual. Wilshire district
going strong for the final. Harlow
pic; $9,000 will be plenty profitable
Last week; 'Captains Courageous
(MG) and 'Great Hospital Mystery,
(20th) on moveover, good $6,800.

'Races* Fast $3,600 in Slow
Lincoln Field; Ads Hiked

Lincoln, Aug. 3.

• Best bet this week 'Day at the
Races.' Gale at the Stuart will be
around $3,600, which is neat.
Rest of the town is very dull—and

the theatre newspaper fight keeps
up. Ad rate has been jumped from
$3,70 to $3,80 an inch, with promise
of a hop to $4 shortly unless volume
increases.

Estimates for This Week
Liberty (LTC) (1,200; 10-15)—

'Smoke Tree Range* (U) pki.s 'Meet
the Boy Friend' (Rep), split with
'Desire' <Par) plus 'Dangerous Holi-
day' (Rep). So-so $900. La.st week
'Cover the War' (U) and 'Anything
Goes' (Par) split vi^ith 'Draegerman
Courage' (WB) and 'Rootin, Tootin
Rhythm' (Rep), $900, so-so,

Lincoln (LTC) (1.600; 10-20-25)—

Gave Him Gun' (MG). Fair $2,000.
Last week, 'Good As Married' (U),
split with 'Honolulu' (U), slim
$1,900.

Orpheum (LTC) 1,350; 10rl5-20)—
Great Gambini' (Par) and 'Can't
Beat Love' (RKO) split with 'King
of Gamblers' (Par) and 'Hotel Hay-
wire' (Par), poor $1,100. Last week,
'Border Cafe' (RKO) and 'Fly Away,
Baby' (WB), split with 'Love in ,a
Bungalow' (U) and 'Big Business'
(20th), dull $1,100,

Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40)—
Races' (MG). Laugh fest is catching
on and will near $3,600, okay. Last
week, 'Saratoga' (MG), big $4,300.

Varsity (Westland) (1,100; 10-15)—
'Man in Mirror* (GN) plus 'Theodora'
(Col). So-so $900. Last week, 'Pen-
nies from Heaven' (Col) plus 'Fight
to the Finiish' (Col), fair $1,000.

KNIGHT WEAK

$3,700 IN DET.

Detroit, Aug. 3.

Cooler breezes, plus occasional
rains, giving town respite from sum-
mer heat and affecting b.o.'s ac-
cordingly.

'Saratoga* continues as besit bet,
following near-record session at UA
last week in midst of doldrums al-
most everywhere. Michigan, with
'Exclusive' and revue on stage, is do-
ing nicely.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 25-40)—

'Can't Last Forever' (Col) plus 'Talk
of Devil' (GB), dual. Normal $5,500.
Last week, 'Elephant Boy' (UA) and
'Westbound Limiited' (U), good
$5,800.

Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—'Girl
Said No' (GN) and stage show. Fair
$17,000. Last week, 'Under Red Robe'
<20th) and Three Stooges topping
vaude n.g. $16,000.

Madison (United Detroit) (2,000;
30-40-65)—'Knight Without Armor'
(UA). Started off under 'normal and
probably won't get more than low
$3,700, Last week, 'Captains Cour-
ageous' (MCJ) (3d week), moved here
after two good sessions at UA, fair
$4,000.

Michigran (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-65) — 'Exclusive' (ParJ plus
revue topped by Carl Freed's har-
monica band. Opened strong and
should $22,000, fair. Last week,
•Between Two Women* (MG) writh
•Popeye' and 'Betty Boop' on stage
drawing the matinee trade, good
$25,000.

Palms-State (United Detroit)
(3,000; 25-40)—'My Girl' (RKO) and
'Great Gambini' (Pai:), dual. Clipping
off good $6,000. Last week, 'Ever
Since Eve' (WB) (2d week) and
'Last Train from Madrid' (Par),
former opus moved here from
Michigan, nice $8,500.

United Artists (United Detroit)
(2.000; 30-40-65)— 'Saratoga' (MG)
(2d week). After garnering wow
$19,500, near house record, last

session, Jean Harlow opus figures to

stay in the $15,000 bracket currently,
which is plenty good in view of sea-
son. May hold two more weeks.

'ROAD BACK' FAIR

$7,000 IN DENVER

Denver, Aug. 3.

H. O. of 'Saratoga' for three days
at Orpheum, with Fred Waring's
band and 'Behind the Headlines'
coming in for three subsequent days
at upped admish, is doing the best
biz in town currently.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,1500; 25-40)—

'Wee Willie Winkie' (20th). follow-
ing a week at the Denver. Big here
at $4,000. Last week, 'Knight With-
out Armor' (UA), good enough in

second week at .$4,000 to warrant
taking it to the Broadway for a

third week.
Broadway (Fox.) (1,500; 25-40)—

'Knight Without Armor' (UA), fol-

lowing two weeks at the Aladdin.
Fair $2,500. Last week, 'David
Harum' (20th) (revival), fair $2,,'j00.

First Rons on B'way

Denham (Cockrill) (1,500; ,25-35-

40)—'Exclusive' (Par). Good enough
$4,500. Last week, 'Easy Living*
(Par), good $4,000 in^ second week.

Denver (Fox) (2,500; 25-35-50)—
'Road Back' (U) and stage band.
Fair $7,000, Last week, 'Wee Willie,

Winkie' (20th), fine at $12,500 and
went to the Aladdin.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

—'Saratoga' (MG) and 'Married Be-

Wcck of Aug. 5
Astor — 'High, Wide

Handsome' (Par) ($2)
week ).

and
(3d

Cou-Capitol — 'Captains
rageous' (MG). "

Central —, 'The Frame Up*
Col).

Criterion — 'Blonde Trouble*
(Par),
{Reviewed in this isaue)
Music Hail — 'Stella Dallas'

(UA).
(Reviewed in VARiEry Test week)

Paramount — 'Artists and
Models* (Par).

(Reviewed in this 'issue)
Rialto—'Between Two Wo-

men" (MG),
RIvoH — 'You Can't Have

Everything' (20th).

(.Reviewed in Variety lost week)
Itoxy—'Wee Willie Winkie'

(20th) (3d week).
Strand — 'San Quentin' (WB

)

(Reviewed in Variety lost ttieek)

Week of Aug. 12
Astor — 'High, Wide and

Handsorhe' (Par) (4th week),
Capitol — 'Captains Coura-

geous' (MG). (2d week).
Globe—'Souls at Sea' (Par)

($2) (9).

Hollywood — 'Emile Zola'

(WB) ($2) (11). .

(Reviewed in Variety June 30)
, Music Hall — 'Stella Dallas'

(UA) (2d wk).
Paramount — 'Artists and

Models' (Par) (2d wk),
Roxy — 'The Road Back* (U)

(Reviewed in VariexV June 23)
Strand—'San Quentin* (WB)

(2d wk).

fore Breakfast' (MG), three-day
holdover; and 'Behind the Head-
lines' (RKO) and Fred Waring's
Pennsylvanians, three days, 30-40-55,
Split-week, and upped admish last
three days drawing big $15,000. Last
week, 'Saratoga' (MG) and 'Married
Before Breakfast' (MG), got big
$14,000. warranting the- three-day
holdover.
Paramount (FOx) (2,000; 25-35-40)

—'Sing and Be Happy* (20th) and
'Men in Exile' (FN). Fair $2,500.

Last week, 'Melody for Two' (WB)
and 'Draegermen Courage' (FN),
fair $2,500.

OK PIX, BIZ IN B'KLYN

Temple Big but Topper N.&

$11000 in Frisco; AO's Hav^

'Singing Marine' (WB) and 'Born
Reckless' (20th), fair second week
at $3,800.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,000; 30-55)—'Exclusive' (Par) and
'Sing and Be Happy' (20th). Average
fare for an average $5,000. Last
week, 'Easy Living' (Par) and 'Fly
Away Baby* (WB), not so strong at
$4,500.

Rivoll (Indie) (1,200; 25-35)—
•Racing Lady' (RKO) and vaude.
Fairish $2,500. Last week, 'You're in
the Army Now' (GB) and vaude,
average $2,800.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000;

30-55) 'Saratoga' (MG) and 'Men in
Exile' (FN) (2d week). Piling up
big second week at $6,500. First
week, terrific $9,500,

DAW IN K.C

JUST FAIR IG

'Won't Forget' Dual Fine $17,500;
'Knight* Good 15G

Brooklyn, Aug, 3.

Screen fare in downtown area is

above, average and aU houses are
doing satisfactory . biz. Outdoor at-
tractions hereabout riot strong
enough to keep folks away from boro
hall emporiums,
Deluxers are getting competish

from Werba's . Brooklyn, formerly
Minsky's, where 'Damaged Lives' is
playing.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (2,500; 25-35-55) — 'Super

Sleuth' (RKO) and 'Born Reckless'
(20th) plus 'March of Time.* Will
get nice $14,000. Last week 'SlaVe
Ship! (20th )and 'Sing Be Happy'
(20th) got $14,000, good.
Fox (4,000; 25-35-55)—'They Won't

Forget* (WB) • and 'Wild Money'
(Par), Good $17,500 anticipated.
Last week 'King of Gamblers' (Par)
and 'Island Captives' (Falcon) $13,-
500, mildish.
Met (2,400; 25-35-55) — 'Knight

Without Armor* (UA) and 'Married
Before Breakfast* (MG). Will get
good $15,000. Last week 'Emperor's
Candlesticks' (MG) and 'Pick a Star'
(MG) $13,000, satisfactory.
Paramount (4,000; 25-35-55)—'Easy

Living' (Par) and 'Hoosier School-
boy' (Par) dualers; Pair $15,500.
Last week 'Singing Marine* (WB)
and 'Midnight Madonna' (Par) (2d
week) $10,500, poor. .

Strand (2,000; 25-35-55)—'Two Who
Dared' (GN) and^'Could Happen to
You' (Rep) okay^, $6,000, Last week
'Legionnaires' (Gen) and 'Island
Captives' (Falcon) $5,000, mild.

Kansas City, Aug. 3.

Tower and Uptown are day-and-
dating 'Wee Willie Winkie' to sock-
eroo return. 'Saratoga' held after
Smash initial week at Midland and.
is garnering comfortable returns.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown (Fox) (800"; 25c)—'High

4^hool Girl' (Foy) and 'West Bound
Limited'

.
(U). This grind house occa-

sionally slips in a sex film, former
pic in this case, and usually does
okay. Using all the old selling saws
to get the job done. Looks fine at
$5,000.

Mainstrcet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40)—
'Another Dawn' (WB) will get five
days before Fred Waring band opens
Wednesday (4), but not better than
fair $6,000, Last week, 'Easy Living'
(Par), so-so $6,500.

Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25-40)—
'Saratoga' (MG) and 'Thunder in
City' (Col) (2d wk). Soared to ter-
rific $21,000 in fifst and should have
little difficulty in. maintaining a
$11,000 pace for the h.o. Fact that
K,C. was the late star's home town
a big factor at the b,o.
Music Hall (2,400; $1.10 top)—

'Damaged Goods' (GN). Marked
the Muny aud's initial go as a pic
exhib lasted 12 days and got a total
$10,000. Pic went to pieces on the
h.o. Tremendous amount of bally
was put back of this and merchan-
dising department is estimated to
have spent in neighborhood of $3,500.
Tower (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—'Win-

kie' (20th) and vaude. Augurs sweet
$12,000, Last week, 'Armored Car'
(U) and vaude headlined by Gene
Austin, fine $9,800.
Uptown(Fox) (2,020; 25-40)—'Win-

kie' (20th), Looks like another fine
day-and-date engagement. House
should pull swell $5,500. Last week,
'Road Back' (U> (2d run), $2,500,
very poor.

*Eve' and *Bishop* Nice

Combo in Port., $5,500
Portland, Ore,, Aug. 3.

'Saratoga is the biggest wow here
since 'Birth of a Nation,' With most
houses suffering from summer
weather, dog races, etc., 'Saratoga'

is still knocking 'em for a loop in

its second week at Parker's UA.
Estimates for This Week

Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-55)
—'Ever Since Eve' (FN) and 'Stut-

tering Bishop' (FN). Answering to

exploitation for good $5,500. Last
week, 'Emperor's Candlesticks*
(MG) and "Wings Over Honolulu*
(U). second week, swell $4,000.

First, big. $7,600.

Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1.-

400; 30-55J—'Slave Ship' (20th) and
'There Goes My Girr (RKO) ' (3d
week). Okay $2,500. Second, $2,800.

Orpheum (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(2,000; 30-55)—'New .^Faces' (RKO)
and 'Midnight Madonna* (Par).

Good enough $5,500. Last week,

Indpis, Okay in Aug.;

Bennett Dual $7,200

Indianapolis, Aug, 3.

Weather moderate and biz good.
Downtown first runs are moving
nicely aS they go into August, which
always has been the best month of
the summer season locally.

'Saratoga' continues 'to do strong
business in its holdover session at
Loew's, while the vaudfilm Lyric
prospers with 'San Quentin' and a
stage show featuring Noble Sissle's
orch. 'Topper,' on a dual with 'You
Can't Beat Love,' is stepping right
along at the Circle,

Eitimatcs for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100: 25-40)

—'Road Back' (U), Comfortably on
the right side at $4,800. Last week,
'Wee Willie Winkie' (20th), in second
stanza, okay $3,200.

Circle (Monarch) (2,800; 25-40) —
'Topper' (MG) dualed with 'Can't
Beat Love' (RKO). Former given
national ad help and rave notices.
Take is very good at pace indicating
$7,200. Last week, dual of 'Exclu-
sive' (Par) and 'Super Sleuth' (Par),
okay $5,500,
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400: 25-40) —

'Saratoga' (MG) and 'Frightened
Men' (Col) (2d wk.). Doing very
well, pointing to $7,000. Last week,
same pix did terrific $13,500, one of
three or four best weeks house has
ever had.

Lyric (Olson) (2,000: 25-30-40) —
'San Quentin' (WB) and Noble Sis-
sle band on stage. Latter is local
fave and aiding gross lo dandy l^g^'iOO.

Last week, 'Talent Scout' (WB) and
vaude, slow $7,100.

JOHN WEXLEY AT WB
Hollywood. Aug. 3,

. John Wexley has joined Warners
as a writer on the Bryan Foy unit.

He -authored 'The Last MiJe,*

San Francisco, Aug 3
Shirley Temple in 'Wee Willie

Winkie' is doing the biggest biz th*
20th-Fox starlet has yet done in this
town. Fox has been getting a heavy
patronage from the kids, although
this Temple picture seems to be
pleasing the adults more than any
of her other productions.

Estimates for This Week
•Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55)—"Wee

Willie Winkie' (20th) and 'Hot
Money* (Par). Fox making a big
play for the adults as well as the
kids. Edward Horton pic also a
good come-on for the moppet trade.
Should do a colossal $21,000 on the
week. Last week, 'Exclusive' (Par)
and 'Lady Escapes' (20th), n.s.g, at
$12,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850. 35-55)

-'Hideaway* (RKO), Peggy O'Neill
Sisters* kiddy revue and Major
Bowes unit on stage. Pointing
towards good ' $18,000. Last weel^
'Can't Beat Love' (RKO) and Fred
Waring's Pennsylvanians on stage,
big $25,000.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)-^

'Road Back' (U) and 'Small Town
Boy* (GN) (3d week). Managing 10
stretch the run of this combo to three
weeks, but will call it quits to fair
$6,000. Last week, second, good
$8,200,
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35)—

'Saratoga' (MG) and 'Big Business*
(20th) (2d week). Biz still big; jex-

pect very good $15,000 on the hold-
over after a terrific $25,000 for .the

initial stanza,
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470: 35-55)—

'Captains C!ourageous' (MG) and
'Crime Nobody Saw'. (Par) (3d;
week). 'Winkie' at Fox and 'Coura-
geous' here gives Market street two
Kipling pictures. 'Courageous' looks
to do okay $6,000 in third frame after
doing good $8,500 in second week.
-United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

55)—^"Make Way for Tomorrow*
.(Par) and. Disney Revue. Pic has
been lying .around the exchange for
some, time waiting for a Market
street showing. Shortage of product
at the United Artists is the reason
this house got it. Should do in the
nabe of $7,500, fair. Last week,
'Silent Barriers' (GB) aricl 'Looking
for Trouble' (UA), poor $4,500.
Warfield (F-WC) (2.680; 35-55)—-

'Topper' (MG) and 'Midnight Ma-
donna' (Par). Won't do over $11,000,
which is n.s.g. Last week, 'Between
Two Women' (MG) and 'Public Wed-
ding' (WB), $11,000, poor.

'ROAD BACK' IN L'VILLE

WELL PAVED, $5,600

Louisville, Aug. 3.

Business is holding at an even/keel
currently and takings will be about
normal, and in some instances a little

better. 'Road Back,' heavily exploit^
ed weeks in advance, should lift the
Strand into the upper brackets. 'Top-
per' and 'Men . Are Not Gods' at
Loew's State will pull nice biz.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Ave. - Loew's)

(1,500; 15-25-40)—'Saratoga' <MG)
and 'Promise to Pay' JCol), dual.
After satisfactory first week at
Loew's State looks set to follow
through with fine $3,400 here. Last
week, 'Easy Living' (RKO) and
'Wild Money* (Par), dual, on move-
over from Rialto, light $2,300.
Kentocky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—

'Shall We Dance' (RKO) and 'Let's

Get Married' (Col), dual. Drawing
heavily and extended to full seven-
day stanza. Usual policy is a mid-
week split. Headed for $2,400, good.
Last week, 'Hit Parade' (Rep) and
'Cafe Metropole' (20th). dual, split

with 'Turn OfiE the Moon' (Par) and
'Midnight Taxi' (20th). dual, okay
$2,200.
Loew's State (3,000; 15-25-40)—

'Topper' (MG) and 'Men Not Gods'
(Col), dual. Former nicture getting
all the attention and has indications
of leading the field at $7,000, oke.
Last Week, 'Saratoga' (MG) and
'Promise to Pay' (Col), dual, big
$11,000 and moved over to Brown.
Mary Anderson (Libson) il,()00;

15-25-40)—'Marry Girl' (WB). Hav-
ing trouble getting by as a single;

so-so $3,100. Last week, 'Ever Since
Eve' (FN), poor $2,500.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)— Freshman

Love' (WB). and 'Banjo' (20th), dual,
split with 'Snowed Under' (FN) and
'15 Maiden Lane' (20t.h), dual. Weak
$1,200. Last week. 'One in Million'
(20th) and 'Love at 20' (WB), dual,
split with 'Stars Over Broadway'
(WB) and 'Laughing at Trouble*
(20th), dual, light !61,300.

Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (1.500; 15-25-
40)—'Exclusive' (Par) and 'Love
Bungalow' (U), dual. New.spaper
yarn ideal hot weather fare and
keeping wickets fairly busy, point-
ing to satisfactory $5,500. La.st wefk,
'Wee Willie Winkie' (20th) and 'Coro-
nation' (20th) in color, big $8,500.
Strand (Fourth Ave,) (1,500; 15-25-

40>—'Road Back' (U). First time in

weeks that house has deviated from
dual policy. Cricks kind lo the pic-

ture and smart exploitation will lin

take to fine $5,600. Last week. 'Girl

Said No' (GN) and 'On Ajiiiin

(RKO), dual, light $3,100.
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Mercury No Opposish to Chi Pix;

Raye-Tve' Smash 55G, 'Road'

Plus Duke, 22G, Temple Sock 18G

;v->
; Chicago, Aug. 3.

L-Thet Chicago, despite the heat, has

%rt iined for blocks waiting ior a

fflimp^e at Martha Raye on the stage

^trii -jSver Since Eve' on the screen.

The United Artists has had a line in

tront of the house so long that

ifiey're wearing a path in the side-

. vallc concrete. 'Wee WUUe Wiitkie'

gain Is proving to the Roosevelt

that its 1,500 seats aren't enough to

jjilce care of the demand. State-Lake

: ^fdtitin"®s to pile up profits.

' V^^usiiiess is excellent at practically

^ tivery house,' with the Garrick and
, XtfoUo currently stepping out with
holdovers, both of which are doing

'WelL Only the Oriental seems lost

£i a fog. Things haven't been so

fibt there recently, and the house

Seems at a loss to know what to do
fibout the situation. Has become
•Suddenly price conscious, and. is

'boasting of its 25c-to-one-o'clock ad-

'Irtish, but rest of the scale is ap-

parently too steep for the customers,
" Who would rather add a nickel or a

dirtie to the top at the Oriental and
ko to ihft Chicago or Palace. Around
the corner the State-Lake is consist-

' ently lower scaled than the Oriental

with the same grade of shows.

Estlniiaies for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

^T-'Day at Races' (MG). In here for

.'h;0.' following smash stay at the
. United Artists. Heading to around
, it.OOO, neat take. Last week, 'Slave

Ship' (20th) touched nice $6,400. .

=^ Chicago (B&K) (4,000: 35-55-75)—
'fiver Since Eve' (WB) and stage

vahow. Martha Raye in person doing
vlhe trade, without question. Worry
• tucrently is how to handle the
• crowds which are blocking side-

•walks. Skyrocketing the take up
> into the biggest figures in weeks and
'months at nearly $55,000 from

• opening indications. Last week, 'Ex-
trlusive' (Par) caught o© sharply and
zipped the gross to excellent $44,600.

, Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65)—
' *Exclusive' (Par). Doing fine on h.o.
' and . will snare satisfactory $6,000.
Last week, 'Forbidden Adventure'
(Reade) completed big money fort-

night to $6,500.

Oriental (B&K) (3.200*, 25-35-45-
65-65)—'Wild Mon6y' (Par) and
yaude. Also Disney Academy Award
gvercartoon reels. Business not so
ot and will land a probable $12,500

n^g. Last week, 'Slim' (WB),
n.s.h. $15,000.

- Palaco (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
^--•Road Back' (U) and Duke EUing-
• •ton orchestra on stage. Gross build-
ing' currently to around $22^000, up

• considerably from last couple of
weeks. Last week, flabby at $15,600
tor 'Super Sleuth' (RKO).

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-
75)—'Willie Winkie' (20th). Real

• coin winner; big $18,000 for first

week. Last week, 'Candlesticks'
(MG) finished fortnight to $8,200,

.
weakish. ,

State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-
.45-55)—'Armored Car' (RKO) and
^vaude. Another money session in
sight at $15,000. Last week, 'Roar-
ing Timber' (Col) and vaude touched

• a good enough mark at $13,700.
• United Artists. (B&K-UA) (1,700;
35-55-75)—'Saratoga' (MG) (2d wk).
Still holding to remarkable pace.
Turnover excellent on short show
and will touch better than $20,000
for a smashing second stanza, follow-

' ing a hotcha gallop to $29,900 last
week.

and 'Oh Susannah' (Rep) dual, fair-
ish $2,100.

Fifth Avenue (2,400; 32-37-42)—
'Saratoga' (MG) (2nd. wk). Heavy
women's trade continues to hold up,
anticipated big $7,500. Last week,
same film, big $13,500,

Liberty (J-vH) (1,900; 16-32-42)—
'Roaring Timber' (Col) and 'Crim-
inals of Air' (Col), dual. Looks like
big $5,000. Last week, 'Devil Driv-
ing' (Col) and 'Venus Makes
Trouble' (Col), dual, moderate $3,100.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(900; 32-37-42)—'Emperor's Candle-
sticks' (MG) and 'Big Business'
(20th), dual (3rd wk). Hitting good
clip for around $2,500. Last week,
same films, $3,300, big.
Orpheum (Hamrick-Evergreen)'

(2.700; 32-37-42) 'Road Back' (U)
and 'Wild Money' (Par) dual. Nice
campaign here drawing excellent
$8,500. Last week. 'Ever Since Eve'
(FN) and 'On Again,' (RKO), dual,
slow $4,800.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,450; 16-27)—'Rhythym in Clouds' ' (Rep) and

vaude. Drawing big $5,000. Last
week, 'Two Who Dared' (GN) and
vaude, slow $2,900,
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,106; 32-37-42)—'Exclusive' (Par)
and 'Marry the Girl' . (WB), dual.
Indicate big $6,000. Last week, 'Be-
tween Two Women' (MG) and 'Talk
of Devil' (GB), dual, $3,800, slow,
Roosevelt (Sterling) (850; 21-32)—

'Go Getter' (WB) and 'Good as Mar-
ried' (U), dual. Anticipate fairish

$2,500. Last week, 'Prince and
Pauper' (WB) and 'Call it a Day'
(WB), $2,600, fair.

Toast' Hot 20G

In Boston, 'Excl/

Lukewarm at 14G

'Winkie' Captures Prov.,

Getting Whammo $12,500

Providence, Aug. 3.

There's plenty doing in town cur-
rently. One holdover, 'Saratoga' at
Loew's, is going at a nice clip, but
Shirley Temple's 'Wee Willie Winkie'
is overshadowing everything.

Estimates for This Week
Fay's (2.000; 25-35-50)— 'Talent

Scout' (PN) and vaude. Not a bad
show, but opposish is too tough for
any real break. Maybe $5,500. just
so-so. Last week, 'Born Reckless'
(20th)., ditto.

Loew's State (3,200; 25-35-50)—
'Saratoga' (MG) and 'Marriage Be-
fore Breakfast' (MG) (2d wk). Pace
still holding up after first week's
$19,000, highest in years. Second
week looks like $10,000, good-
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)—

'Wee Willie Winkie' (20th) and
'Public Wedding' (WB). Looks like
great $12,500 and h.o. Last week,
'Sing and Happy' (20th) and 'Lady
Escapes' (U), n,g, $5,600.

Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'Wild Money' (Par) and '10th Man'
(GB). Getting only overflow from
other spots; maybe fair $3,500 on
split week. Last week, '13th Man'
(Mono) and 'Trail Dust' (Par),
around same figure.

toast; vaude

^2,500, LEAD

MILDBALTO

'Exclusive,' 6G, 'Road'

$8,500, Nice in Seattle

Seattle, Aug. 3. .

Theatres here are putting out
strong front with good bookings and
exploitation to combat usual sum-
nier slump.

Palomar this week puts reverse
English on general trend of
higher prices for commodities, by
downing admish from 37c top to 27c
top.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(900; lG-27) — 'Behind Headlines'
<RKO) and 'White Bondage' (WB).
dual. Anticipated good $2,500. Last
week. -Secret Valley' (20th) and
Mail in Blue' (U), dual, nice $2,300.

Coliseum (Hamrick-Evergreen)
n.900: 21-32) — 'Gave Him Gun'
<IVfG) and 'Nobody's Baby' (MG).
dual. Headed for okay $3,200. Last
week, 'Cafe Metropole' (20th) and
Song o£ City' (MG), dual, $2,900,
mild.

.Colonial (Sterling) (850; 10-21)—
Cherokee Strip' (FN) and 'Bank
Alarm" (GN), dual. Expect $2,000,
so-so. Last week, '10th Man' (GB)

Boston, Aug. 3.

Generally a healthy week here,
with 'Exclusive' at the Met running
behind 'Toast of New York' on dual
bill at the Keith Memorial which
leads the town at $20,000,
Holdover of 'Saratoga* on dogble

bill at the Orph and State is very
satisfactory.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 25-40-55) —

'Big Shot' (RKO) and 'What Price
Vengeance' (Sel), dual., Po^r $5,000

indicated. Last, week, 'On Again'
(RKO) and 'Man in Blue' lU), weak
$5,500,
Fenway (M&P) (1,400; 25-35-40-50)

—'Singing Marine' (WB) (2d run)
and 'Big Business* (20th) (1st run),

dual. Fair $5,000. Last week, 'Ever

Since Eve' (WB) and 'Stuttering

Bishop' (WB), dual, $4,800,

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2.900; 25-

40-55)—'Toast of N. Y,' (RKO) and
'Love in Bungalow' (U), dual. Had
a smash preview and contihuing to

get sweet trade, heading for okay
$20,000, Last week, 'Road Back' (U)
and 'Lady Escapes' (20th). dual, sec-

ond week, wilted towards end, $8,400.

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,300; 35-55-

75) _ 'Exclusive' (Par) and stage

show. Not getting matinee biz. mild

$14,000 in sight. Ann Marsters,

feature writer lor Boston American,
appears in brief bit in this pic and
her paper's buildup is helping mat-
ters along. Last week. 'Wee Willie

Winkie' (20th) and Tp.a. of Martha
Raye, hit smash $56,400, close .to new
liOLise record. .

Orpheum (Loew) (2.900; 25-35-40-

50j_-Saratoga' (MG) and 'Married

Before Breakfast' (MG). dual, second
week. Sailing smoothly towards
okay $14,000 for holdover stanza.

First week big $19,500,

Paramount (M&P) (1.800: 25-35

55) — -Singing Marine' (WB) (2nd

run) and 'Big Business' (20th), dual.

Good $7,000. Lant week, 'Ever Since

Eve' (WB) and 'Stuttering Bishop'

<WB). dual, fair $6,500,

Scollay (M&P) (2,700: 25-.35-40-50)

—'White Bondage' (WB) (1st run)
and 'Easv Living' (Par) (2nd run),

dual. Nice $6,000 on the way. Last

week, 'Sing and Be Happy' (Par) and
•Midnight Madonna' (Par) (both 2d
run), six day.s, poor $3,000,

State (Loew) (3,300; 25-35-40-.50)—

'Saratoga" (MG) and 'Married Be-
fore Breakfast" (MG) (2d wk,). Will

{jet about $10,000. good. First frame
big $15,000.

I

'RADIO~REVELS' REVAMPED
Hollywood, Aug, 3,

Radio has assigned Dorothy Yost,

Eddie Davis, David Silverstein a -1

Matt Brooks to revamp the script

of 'Radio City Revei.s,'

Edward Kaufman will produce.

Baltimore, Aug, 3,

Rather mild goings-on here, what
with hold-overs and vacation exodus
at its highest. Hippodrome is lead-
ing the town with . 'Toast of New
York'- plus vaude, indicating nice
$12,500,
Second stanza of 'Saratoga' (MG)

is holding up fairly well, with $9,-

500 in sight after a wow first session
that climbed steadily to $16,000.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3.000; 15r

25-35-40-55)—'Saratoga' (MG) (2nd
week). Holding fairly steady pace
to $9,-500 after booming first session
$16,000.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,200;

15-25-35-40-55-66)— 'Toast of New
York' (RKO) plus vaude. Leading
town with nice $12,500. Last week,
'Girl Said No' (GN) and Will Os-
borne orch, $9,300, so-so,

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 15-

25-30-35-40-55)—'Easy Living' (Par)
Opei\s tonight (Tues,), Last week,
second of 'Road Back' (U), fair $3,-

500 after steady first week to $6,000,

New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15-25-30-
40-55) — 'Think Fast, Mr. Moto'

(20th). Mild going to no more than
$2,500. Last week, second of 'Wee
Winkie* (20th), good $2,700 after first

session to $4,100,
Stanley (WB) (3,450; 15-25-35-40-

55)—'Singing Marine' (WB). Just
fair $7,000 in store; Last week. 'An-
other Dawn' (WB), fell down to

$4,100, poor.

Strong Holdover Films Help B way

Beat the Heat; Hfinkie 42G Stays 3d,

UBig70G2d;3$2PixNextWeek

'Saratoga* a Wow 2d

Week in Summery Butf
Buffalo, Aug, 3.

Canadian holiday has this town
crowded with visitors, but pic busi-
ness isn't getting much benefit.

'Saratoga' is the summer sensation,
being held over for what looks like
a fine second week at the Lake.s,
after running up. to topflight figures
last week at the Buffalo, 'Wee Willie
Winkie' is considerably better than
average at the Buffalo currently, but
things elsewhere look subnormal.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,000: 30-40-50)-

'Wee Willie Winkie' (20th). Got nice
opening play, with British angle
clicking with Canadian weekenders.
Should get nice $14,000. Last week,
'Saratoga' (MG). developed into the
most sensational offering of season.
Way over estimates at terrific $25,000.
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)—

'Great Gambini' (Par) and 'She Had
to Eat' (20th). Looks like, another
routine dual for* poor $5,000, Last
week, 'Draegerman Courage' (WB)
and 'Hollywo(^d Cowboy' (RKO),
average $5,200.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000: .'JO-.'iO)

—'Saratoga' (MG) (2d run). Looks
like very good $8,000. Last week,
'Good Earth' (MG) CM week i. fin-

other surprise when this developed
strong popular support for (ijie

$8,600.
Hipp (Shea). (2.400; 25-40)—'Be-

tween Two Women' (MG) arid '.Jones

Family' (20th), Biz moving . slow
here; poor $5,000, Last week.
'Madrid*^ (Par) and 'Married Before
Breakfast' (MG), up slightly, but
hardly satisfactory at $5,400,

Lafayette (Ind,) (3.400; 25-35)—
'Road Back' (U). Drawing strong
with indications for excellei\t $8,500.

Last week, 'Fright' ned Men" iCoh
and 'Venus Makes- Trouble" (Col),

so-so $5,000.

Dietrich-Donat Only Fair

$6,500 in Dull Montreal

Montreal, Aug. ' 3.

No h,o,'s currently with one ex-
ception, but outlook, weather and
otherwise again tough for .b,o. Palace
will pouch best take, with Capitol
running close.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 50) ^ 'Knight

Without Armor' (UA). Looks like
$6,500, fair. Last week, 'Emperor's
Candlesticks' (MG) and 'Meet Missus'
(MG), nice $7,000.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 50) - 'New

Faces' (RKO) and 'Can't Beat Love'
(RKO). Only $5,500, poor. Last
week. 'Races' (MG) h.o., good $6,000.
Loew's (M.T. Co.) (3,200; 40.)—'Hell

Divers' (MG) and 'When Ladies
Meet' (MG), Lucky if they get $4,000,
poor. Last week, 'Love from Stran-
ger' (Brit) and 'Counterfeit Lady'
(Col), $3,500, poor.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 50) — 'Easy

Living' (Par) and 'Great Gambini'
(Par), May get $5,000, very good.
Last week. 'Another Dawn' (WB)
and 'Fly Away Baby' (WB) $4,500,
good.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(800; 50)—''Cesar' here for summer
and still grossing from around $1,000,
good,

St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 34)—'Messieurs les Robes de Cuir' and
'Monsieur Prosper,' Biz poor and
not likely to pass $2,500. Last week,
'Coup de Mistral' and 'Moutonner a
Paris,' $2,300, poor.

Wash. Biz Blah

'Ship,' Yaude

Fair $19,500

Washington, Aug, 3, .

All pix are off this week in what
seems to be a continuation of a defi-
nite summer slump. Perfect weekend
weather is sending 'em scurrying to
the beaches, and the tourist trade,
which usually compensates, is doing
its "playing outdoors, too,

Capitol is out in front with 'Slave
Ship,' but it's only -fair. Chief item
of interest and biggest money maker
again is Saratoga, which wowed last
week at Capitol and broke precedents
by being shifted into Palace this
week, house being strictly Loew's
ace first-run spot.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,424; 25-35-60)—

'Slave Ship' (20th) and vaude, Jesse
Crawfords' orch some help, but won't
better fair $19,500. Last week, 'Sara-
toga' (MG). knocked 'em silly with
wow $32,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,583; 25-40)—

'Day At Races' (MG) (2d run).
Heading for big $6,000. Last week.
'Emperor's Candlesticks' (MG) (2d
run), oke $4,000.

Earle (WB) (2,244; 25-35-40-60-70)
—'Exclusive' (Par) and vaude. Prob-
ably light $14,000. Last week, 'Mid-
night Madonna' (Par) and vaude, ,set

new house low with $7,500,
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 25-35-50)—

'Road Back' (U) (2d week). Maybe
fair $5,500. Last week, same pic's

sock campaign brought okay .$9,000,

Met (WB) (1,853; 25-40)—'King of
Gamblers' (Par), Maybe oke $4,000,

Last .week. 'Singing Marine' (WB)
(2d run), fair $3,500.

Palace (Loew) (2,363; 25-35-60)—
'Saratoga' (MG) (2d run). Looks
like big $12,000 for a move-over. Last
week, 'Easy Living' (MG) and Disney
Academy Revue, light $12,000.

Rialto (Indie) (1;100; 25-30-40)—
'Dreaming Lips' (UA). Nice cam-
paiijn should bring good $3,500. de-
spite critics. Last week. 'Elephant
Boy' (UA) (2d week), fair $2,500.

GERTRUDE MICHAEL nX
Hollywood, Aug. 3,

Gertrude Michael, suffering from
tonsilitis and under observation by
her physician, left the cast of Metro's
'My Wife' over the weekend.
She expects to return this week

and meanwhile scenes are being
shot around her.

Jay C, Flippen's Film Chore
.lay C. Flippen, who -conducts

WHN's N. Y. amateur program and
standard in vaude, goes into the

next p;dv,ur(l Arnold pic at Para-
mount.
He flies to the Coast in two weeks.

Broadway is beating the heat with
strong holdover films, giving the

beaches and resorts stiffer competition
than usual for weekend trade, but
the lesser and newer product is tak-

ing a severe drubbing,

'Wee Willie Winkie' continues to

stand 'em up and on its second stanza

looks headed for $42,000, a nifty

figure which means the film goes a

third week. The Roxy's boosted
scale from 40c to 55Ci and from 55c.
to 75c. has added to the till during
the run of the film. In two weeks,
'Winkie' has grossed more than
$100,000,
For comparative stature, there

comes next. 'Toast of New York'
which is hitting for a good $70,000 on
its second week at the Radio City
Music Hall. It makes room for
'Stella Dallas' tomorrow (Thursday).
Tuesday (3) saw the reopening of the
Rivoli. with the new Ritz Bros, pic-
ture 'You Can't Have Everything.'
'San Quentin' is another new en-

try today (Wednesday) at the
Strand, and tomorrow (Thursday)
'Captains Courageous' begins its pop
run at the Capitol, displacing 'Sara-
toga, which ia showing graceful
stamina on its second week.

'Exclusive' supported by Mai Hal-
lett on the Paramount stage, should
wind up with $23,500,- on its second
weeic, and departs today in favor of
'Artists and Models,'

'High Wide and Handsome' the •

only $2 film on the Stem is drooping
aggregating a bare $16,000 on its first

11 days. Nevertheless, it's pencilled
in indefinitely, 'Souls at Sea,' also Par,
starts at the Globe. N.' Y., at $2, Aug.
9. set back from Tuesday (3), 'Zola'
relights Warners' Hollywood, Aug.
11, also at $2 top.

Estimates for Tli^s Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—'High, Wide and Handsome' (Par).

Opened July 23 and on its first 11
days, only around $16,000, n. s. h,

Ca'pitol (4,620; 25-35-55-85-$l,25)—
'Saratoga' (MG) (2nd week). Good
enough $22,000 after a bright $38,500,
the first week. This posthumous
Harlow film measures to cinch b. o.

at this pace. Tomorrow (Thurs,)
'Captains Courageous" (MG) follows.

Central (1,000; 25-35-4()-55-05-75-
85-99) -'Gold Racket' (GN). House
begins regular Saturday change day
policy with this one which is play-
ing day-and-date with sister house,
Republic on 42nd street. Both spots
will count up $10,000, with the Cen-
tral, hitting the higher $5,300. It's

nothing to brag about on the com-
parative basis but fair enough con-
sidering the locjl?. Last week,
'Damaged Lives' (Weldon) closed
seven-week run for under $5,000.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Marry
the Girl' (WB), Lethargic at under
$5,000, Reissue of 'Bengal Lancer'
(Par), last. week, better at $6,500.

Globe (1,274; 55-$l,10-$l,C5-$2,20)
—'Souls at Sea' (Par). Comes in for
special two-a-day run on Aug, 9,

Film was originally slated to, open
yesterday (Tues,)

Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'The
Singing Marine' (WB) and 'Born
Reckless' (20th). At $8,500. Pretty
good. Last week, fair $7,500 with
'Slave Ship' (20th) and 'She Had to
Eat' (20th),

.

Paramount (3.664; 25-.35-55-85-99)
—'Exclusive' (Par) (2nd week) and
in pit, Mai Hallett orchestra and Hal
LeRoy, Pretty good $23,500 after an
okay $34,300 on the first week.
'Artists and Models' with Phil
Spitalny starts today.

Radio City Music Hall (5.980; 40-
60-85-99-$1.65)—'Toast Of New York'
(RKO) (2nd week). Okay $70,000,
making way for 'Stella Dallas' (UA)
opening Thursday, First week, nifty
$82,000,

Rialto (750; 25-40-55)—'It Can't
Last Forever' (Col). Okay $6,100;
•same as last week for 'Hollywood
Cowboy' (RKO).

Rivoli (2.092; 40-75-99)—'You Can't
Have Everything' (20th). Reopened
yesterday (Tuesday). House has
been shuttered two weeks when
product ran out,

Roxy (5,8.36; 25-45-55-75) — 'Wee
Willie Winkie' (20th) (2nd week)
and stage show. Hitting corking
$42,000, after a mountainous gross ot
$61,000 on i\v»t week. Temple film is

one of the theatre's top grossers.
Boosted scale helped substantially
aUso. Goes third week.

Strand ( 2.767 ;
25-,=)5'-75 ) -'They

Won't Forget' (WB) (3rd-flnal

week). Dropped to $9,000, after

okay $16,300 on second week. 'San
Quentin' (WB) opens today (Wed.)

Stale (3.450; 35-55-75 )--'Bmperor'3
Candlesticks' (MK) and vaude
headed by Gus Arnlieini orchestra.
Okay $21,500. afU>r poor $16,000.

La.st week, wilh "[Vlarrled Before
Breakfast' (MG) and vaude.
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PhiDy Temp. Up Again, B. 0. s Down;

'Baby/ Lucas Orch, So-So

Philadelphia, Aug. 3...

After a week that found the

thermometer dipping and the grosses

tilting, biz in the downtown film

houses is dropping again with in-

dications that another heat wave is

here. This week's batch of films

.-holds no great promise, although a

couple of them should pull average

trade.

Fox 'Exclusive,' starting today

(Tuesday) when the management
decided 'The Road Back' wasn't

strong enough to hold. Tomorrow
(Wednesday) the Boyd gets the first

pop showing of fhe Good Earth.'

Earle started good Friday (30)
with its new combo, Clyde Lucas
and his ork on the stage and 'Fly-

Away Baby' oq the screen, but pace
fell off, however. With, house dark
Sundays this summer, week's gross
won't be anything to write home
about.

Estii)iates for This Week
Boyd (2,400; 40-55-65)—'Topper'

(MG). Ending week's stay tonight
(Tuesday). Rave notices but busi-
ness not quite big enough at $12,500
to warrant second week. • 'Go6d
Earth,' first pop showing, tomorrow.
Last week, 'Knight Without Armor*
(UA), $10,500, disappointing.
Earle (2.000; 25-40-55)—'Fly-Aw^y

Baby' (WB) and vaude. Clyde
Lucas' band headlining. Good open-
ing biz, but pace not continuing. So-
so $12,000 for six-day week figured.
Last week, 'Ever Since Eve' (WB)
and vaude. Herman Bing heading,
fairish $13,000,
Fox (3,000; 40-55-64)—'Exclusive'

(Par). Opened . today (Tuesday).
Last week, 'Road Back' (U), dis-
appointed with $12,500.
Karlton (1,000; 25^35-40)—'Marry

the Girl' (WB). Just so-so $2,400. Last
week, 'Bora Reckless' (20t}i), dismal
$2,100.
. Stanley (3,700; 40-55-65)—'Sara-
toga' (MG) (2d wk). Holding for
part of third week, although pace
decidedly ofl now. Should get neat
$16,000 in second full week, however,
after first week's astounding $25,000.

Stanton (7,100; .30-40-50)—'Fright-
ened Men' «.Col). Notices not so: hot
and biz tepid; $5,000, maybe. Last
week, 'Thunder in City' (Col), aver-
age $6,000.

Cincy Has B.O.;

Temple, Bennett

I OK

Cincinnati, Aug. 3.

Biz in the main this week at ace
cinemas is above summer par. "Top-
per,' at the Albee, and' 'Wee Willie
Winkie,' at the Palace, are neck-and-
necking it for first money at a fast

$14,000 pace. 'Make Way for To-
morrow' is doing a brodie at the
Lyric at $2,500. Keith's is chalking
up $4,500 on 'Marry the Girl.'

'Saratoga,' which set the town's
all-time record at the Albee last
week for a non-holiday week at the
35-42-cent scale, is heading for an-
other record this week at the Capitol
with a $9,000 take, tops for that
house on a move-over pic. RKO
Shubert reopens Friday (6) for an
indef run of pictures at pop prices
prior to reviving its vaudefilm policy.
Starter is 'Good Earth' (MG), to be
followed by 'Lost Horizon' (Col).

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (.3,300; 35-42)—'Top-

per' (MG). Nifty, $14,000. Last
week, 'Saratoga' (MG), $26,000, an
all-time house record at this scale
for. a non-holiday Week.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
•Saratoga' (MG) (2d run). A new
high mark here on a move-over pic
at $9,000. Last week, 'Exclusive'
(Par) (2d run). $3,000, slow.
F.imily (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—

•Frishtoned Men' (Col) and 'Night of
Mystery' (Par), split. Normal, $2,100.
Ditto la.st week on 'Racketeers in
Exile' (Col) and 'Girl from Scotland
Yard' (Par), split.

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—'Hell
Divers' (MG) (revival). Okay, $3,000.
Last week, 'Courngeous' (MG),
fourth downtown week, $2,700. good.

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 25-40)

—

'Marry the Girl* (WB). All right,
$4,500. Last week, 'Two Women'
.(MG). $5,000, okay.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)—'Make
Way for Tomorrow' (Par). Pitiful.

.$2,500. Last week, 'Off Again*
(RKO), $5,000. all right.
Palace (RKO) (2.600; 35-42)—'Wee

Willie Winkie' (20th), eight days.
Sv/ell $14,000, theatre's best figure in
resent v/ceks. Last week, 'Knight
Without Armor' (UA), six days^
$5,500* poor.

Saugus' Cocktailing

Schoolmarm Pix-Tested

Isabelle Hallin, the 26-year-old

Saugus, Mass., school teacher who.

was dismissed from her job three

weeks ago for allegedly serving

cocktails to her pupils, today (Wed.)

gets a screen test from 20th-Fox, in

New York.
At her school Miss Hallin taught

dramatics and also has some little

theatre trouping experience. She is

being repped in show bi? by Walter
Batchelor, who put her under con-
tract directly after the Saugus school
board dropped her .after the case got
plenty of nationwide newspaper
play.

Myers Air Views

(Continued from page 5)

quarters of.each year, pictures which
have marked box oKice possibilities,

and in using these same pictures as
bait to Induce the exhibitors to sign

up with Paramount for .the ensuing
year.'

Calling particular attention to the

six films involved in the Par-indie

controversy, the Allied chief declared

the compariy 'had no intention of de-

livering the pictures advertised ex-

cept as it might later seem advanta-

geous td the company to make such
deliveries. Paramount -having util-

ized air of the high allocation brack-

ets and concluding that the si^ pic-

tures above . mentioned . possessed

great box office possibilities,- arbi-

trarily announced . that they would
not be delivered to the exhibitors in

pursuance of their 1936-37- contracts.

The pictures are khown to be either

entirely completed or capable of be-

ing completed during the term of the

1936-37 contracts; but the company
feels, under the terms of the stand-

ard contract, it is not required to

release the pictures and that if they
are not released the exhibitors can-
not compel delivery.

*As I have' already indicated, this

practice is also indulged in by cer-

tain of the other companies. We cite

these examples to show that what-
we complain of is an 'unfair method
of competition'—a practice—and nof
merely . an isolated instance of dis-

honesty. We limit our complaint to

Paramount for the time being be-
cause it is the most flagrant offender;
because if any action by the Com-
mission is to be effective it must be
taken promptly and proceedings can
be instituted more rapidly against
one company than several; and finally

because if formal proceedings are
launched against Paramount it is be-
lieved that the others -Will institute

volimtary reforms.'.

Goldwyn'UA
(Continued from page 3)

wyn tie-in with Radio. In this view-
point" they have the support of the
very sizable Rockefeller interests in

the company. The latter are said to

be concerned about tbo availability

of class productions in sufficient

numbers to protect the huge invest-

ment in Radio City Music Hall, in

New York. Heretofore, the Music
Hall has had a call on RKO, Colum-
bia and 20th-Century-Fox product,

but the last named, except for an
occasional picture, ho longer is

available since 20th-Fox has taken
over operation of the Roxy and will

play its pictures theire. UA pictures

until, this autumn have been held

by the Rivbli, under franchise.

Not likely anything definite can
be quickly worked out, because a

deal would involve the exchange of

stock holdings land. the issuance of

new securities. First, step must be
the discharge of RKO from bank-
ruptcy, which ^may be hastened by
the prospect of such a deal as out-

lined, provided individual bankers
immediately obligate themselves to

liquidate certain company liabilities,

which otherwise would have to wait

upon earnings.

The M. H. Stance

Value of such deal as has been
discussed between RKO and Gold-

wyn-UA to the Radio City Music
Hall is best explained by fact that in

twelve month period just ending, the

Hall selected from this entire RKO-
Radio output 13 films for showing in

the big theatre out of a total of 43

pictures which were played during
past 52 weeks.

It was necessary for the M. H. to

draw on every major distributor

except Metro for one, or more films

during the year. Me^o pictures play-

exclusively at Capitol theatre.

Such a deal would assure the Hall

of a sure supply of special type of

'A' product for its huge capacity.

In addition to the 13 pix from
RKO, the Music Hall played six pic-

tures from 20th-Fox, six United
Artists, five Columbias, two Warners,
one Paramount and one Universal.

Two of the RKO-Radio releases,

'Mary of Scotland' and 'Swing Time'
were booked for three weeks each
and _two others, 'Rainbow on the
River* and 'That Girl from Paris' for

two weeks each. Others played for

single weeks.
With the 20th-Fox product for the

coming season booked sdlid into

Roxy, recently taken over for opera-
tion by 20th-Fox, any chance for a

supply of films from that source -has

been removed.
United Artists Is concluding its 10-

year franchise for bookings at the
Rivoli, N. Y. Termination of the
franchise is' regarded by UA pro-
ducers as an opportunity to cash in

heavily on New York first run book-
ings by placing' their films on the
open market for highest bidders.
Music Hall management would feel

safely protected with first call on all

UA pictures which, in addition to

RKO-Radio output, would leave open
for miscellaneous films comparatively
few weeks.

The Girls' Eye View

Mpk Tapers Off; 'Exclusive Poor

$4,000, 'Slave Ship Very Tepid $$,S00

Minneapolis, Aug. 3.

After last week's skyrocketing

grosses, current takings will size up
as extremely tame. 'Saratoga' and
'Wee Willie Winkie' plus Major
Bowes' all girl unit brought almost
$34,000 into the Minnesota and Or-
pheum alone-^an amazing summer
haul that still has the trade pop-
eyed. But this week- the same two
houses, with 'Slave Ship' and 'Ex-
clusive,' will do well to hit $11,000
together.

'Saratoga,' running nine days at
the Minnesota, was a box-office sen-
sation and has moved over to the
Century for seven more days down-
town. It still is clicking.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Publix-Singer) (900; 15-25)

—'My Girl'- (RKO) split with 'Night
Must Fair (MG) (2d runs), and last
three days dual first-runs 'Border i

Cafe' (RKO) and 'Armored Car' (U),
Good $1,400 indicated. Last week,
dual first runs 'Time Out for Ro-
mance' • (20th) and 'Melody for Two' I

(WB), $1,200, good.
Century (Publix-Singer) (l.GOO: '

25-35-55)—'Saratoga' (MG) (2d
week). Moved here from the Min-
nesota where it was a nihc-day

;

soclco. Continuing, to attract patron-

i

a.'Jie. Lnnlvs like cood !*!4.r)00. )rfit\
week, 'Easy Living' (Par), $5,000,

'

good.
Minnesota. (Publix-Sintjer) (4.200;

'

25-35-55)—'Exclusive'- (Par). Not

sufficiently outstanding to command
55c. night tariff. Poor $4,000 in pros-
pect. Last week, 'Saratoga' (MG),
$18,000 for nine days, tremendous. »

Orpheum (Publix-Singer) (2,890;
25-35-40)—'Slave S|^fp' (20th). Big
cast line-up and heavy newspaper
advertising campaign, as well as pic-
ture's own merits, bringing in some
customers. Mild $6,500 is about all
that can be expected. Last weelc.
'Wea Willie Winkie' (20th) and
Major Bowes' all-girl unit on stage,
$16,000, very big.

State (Publix-Singer) (2,890; 25-
40)—'Midnight Madonna' (Par) and
'Oh, Doctor' (U). Dual bills here
holding their own nicely. Fairly
good $3,000 indicated. Last week,
'Madrid' (Par) and 'Meet Missus'
(Par), $3,400, pretty good.
Time (Berger) (290; 25-35 — 'For-

bidden Adventure'. (Indie) (5th
weel:). Not so hot and closes today
(Tuesday) with light .$550. 'Lar-
ceny on Air' (RKO) replaces tomor-
row. . Last week. $900. okay.
Uptown (Publix) (1,200: 25-35)—

'Day at Races' (MG). First nabe
showing. Headed for good .''!3,500.

Last week, 'Parnell' (MG), $3,000,
fair.

World (Steffes) 350; 25-35-40-55)—
'KniJ^ht Without Armor' (UA). Dict-
rich-Donat combo and heavy adver-
ti.«ing stimulating. Looks like good
S;j.O0O.- I.-ist 'week, 'Tales troin
Vienna Woods' (Foreign), $1,000,
light . , V.

By MABIAN SQUIRE

Ever since Irene Dunne blackec

up and did a strut in 'Show Boat,

she's been ' romping. And much as

she has frolicked in subsequent fllmis,

she still doesn't quite geem to get

the idea.. The spirit is willing, but

the effect is weak. She romps In

'High Wide and Handsome'—rthe saga

of the Pennsylvania oil fields. Assist-

ing her father, Raymond Walburn,

in his medicine show, she romps in

a short costume, and while her rea
sons for wearing same are good,
they'd never^ cause Dietrich to go
back where she came frorii.

And for the slender bit she is, she
romps and dance."? with all the gay
abandon of a British Queen at' Coro
nation time. Miss Dunne seemed more
comfortable in the days before she
came into her own as a cute actress

. , . the days when she played the
noble wife whose husband should
have come home to her but didn't—
until the final fade-out.

In the tight-basque-beruffled-skirt
era, the costumes are as becoming as
nature .will allow. Somehow the
streamlined 1937 Hollywood chassis
seems a bit inadequate to carry the
clothes designed for a day when the
ladies had more to pyt in 'eni, .

Perhaps the film capital is uncer-
tain about- which way

. femme
fashions are going to jump, and is

taking refuge in costumes to keep
from making a wrong guess. At apy
rate, Frances Farmer in 'The Toast
of .New York' -and June Lang in
'Wee Willie Winkie' both wear the
basque and full skirt effects. The
skirts are full enough, but ' the
basques aren't. Incidentally, the
gentle June Lang actually has the
kind of .fiutey voice you've rea4
about. Very pleasant. Even little

Shirley Temple's clothes come under
the period influence, but she bios
soms out eventually in short kilts,

looking as cute as any 'mother thinks
her own child looks. Which (if

you've never been a mother) any-
body can tell you is plenty cute.

Bagpipes abound on both stage
and screen at the Roxy. You can
lead some music lovers to the
baloony instrument, but you can't
make 'em like it. Bagpipe-lovers
have to be borni Even Queen Eliza-

beth, who ought to be used to them,
looked a little distressed in a recent
newsreel when she was greeted by
a bagpipe brigade in her own home
town. Anyway, the Gae Foster Girls
—and the audience—had lots of fun
when the girls mounted huge balls
and rolled about the stage in forma-
tion. On such an uncertain perch
they succeeded nobly in staying put.
Only a scattered few. fell off, and
then not until they'd grabbed every-
thing but the orchestra leader to
maintain balance.

Wearing short kilts to match the
soldiers! uniforms in 'Winkie,' the
girls literally had something on the
ball when they all won the battle
with gravitation, and rolled to the
footlights in triumph—and a solid
line.

At the Music Hall

The Rockettes. on the stage with
'Toast of New York' at Radio City
Music Hall, were rewarded with
sati.sfying gasps of pleasure when
they dressed the stage in long ballet
gowns of shades of orchid and
smoke gray.
Coming, as she did, after yards

and yards of satin and floating chif-
fon. Miss Fisher, of Harrison and
Fisher, was almost a shock. She
danced in a long red gown, which
was mostly on the flooi-, being sfilit

to a little above the wai.st. The top,
except for .<;houlder straps, is white
and so is Miss Fisher's very pretty
skin—.total effect being nothing
above the waist but straps. Miss
Fisher's were practically the only
legs to be seen for the evening, but
they were more than equal to the oc-
casion.

'They Won't Forget' at the Strand,
N. Y., doesn't go in for co.stumes, but
that was about all that was left out,
what with a jolly evening of mur-
dei-, ruthless political ambition, a
rapacious press and a lynching. Also,
such an as.sortnient of Southern
accents as has never been heard this
side of Hollywood. There was so
much of it scattered about, they
even had some of the Yankees in the
picture doinu it,

Gloria Dick.son and Otto Kruger
were among tha fortunate Yankees
who didn't have to bother about
accent. Claude Rains a.s the Dixie
d.a. who see.': that a damyankee is

convicled of muidtr, handles the
Soii'.hern accent wUh excellent re-
straint—at. tiiiici jutl JeJting the.

whole , thing go. He's jiot at "all sure
of the" Yankee victim's guilt, but you,
can't blame him "for that—even the
audience is asked to make a guess.
Ballot boxes in the lobby for the
purpose.

(No) Clothes at the Apollo

Getting back to the .subject of
clothes, there's the 42d St. Apollo

—

now a citadel of denatured burlesqu©
—of all places to ,brin^ up that sub*
ject. There are no period costumes
there—in fact there is no period to
the costumes. They just end, In-
formally. ,

To be sure, burlesque had it.s face
washed, but how that Valentine's
Vigilantes have stopped haunting the
corridors and, gone back to theif
beats, it's getting a bit soiled behind
the ears. The gags are edging back
to the smoking "car, and the gals are
flirting* with' the strip—with a quick
bump here and there. The strip is

without the tease—a fine distinction,
no doubt.

~

Ann Corio, priestess of the peel,
does a ladylike version of the strip
in the current Apollo opus. In a
woodland setting, accompanied by a
bass voice reciting poetry about a
'shy maiden,' through the mike, Miss
Corio daintily removes her things
and stuff as though unaware of spec*
tators. Whether Commissioner Moss
will appreciate the subtle difference

between undressing with aloofness,

and undressing with a wink, doesn't
really matter.
And there's quite a difference in

the chorus since that day, a couple of
weeks ago, when burlesque was
given One :M|ore Chance. Opening
night, several girls coyly nesting in

the back drop, dislodged shoulder
straps as the curtain descended—but
rapidly! Now .coynesp is dispensed
with—and so are brassieres.

In advertising the new deodorized
burlesque, the management made a
great bid for feminine patronage.
Opening night, after the clean-up,

there were all of half a dozen,

women in the entire audience. Last
S&turday -there 'was a fair percentage
of gals among the spectators. Whether
they decided the show was now clean
enough for their shy eyes—or had
heard that it was not as sanitary as
Moss and LaGuardia intended—is

something they know best.

. Frances Farmer's Alter. Ego
Thei e's murder, skullduggery,

suicide, trickery and nobility all

mixed up in the gangster-sheet vs.

decent-newspaper opus, 'Exclusive,*

ending with the brave little news-
paper girl, Frances Farmer, writing
through her tears the' story her
father, Charlie Ruggles, died to get.

[t was a shame to finish him off, too.

He was giving such a swell perform-
ance.

Fred MacMurray as the noble city

editor is such a likable guy—let's

hope they don't have him doing a
drunk any more—he could have got
that way on coca-cola. Incidentally,

with his very distinctive hairline

covered, he's the spit of Pat O'Brien.
Frances Farmer, a% a modern girl

going about modern business, is

much more believable than she was
as the glamorous beauty of Jim
Fisk's time, in 'Toast of New York.'

Mai Hallett and his band, on the .

Paramount stage, nobly support the

star attraction, Hal LeRoy. And how
;he youngsters do go for the b.ub-

Dling little hoofer. Revival of 'I

Can't Give You Anything But Love,
Baby,' seems to be sweeping the
town. Hallett's throaty girl singer

swung it, and it's being played all

over the place. Jerry Perkins, 17-

year-old singer Hallett says he found
in. a Chicago checkroom, can do
things to a ballad, and Val Selz lent

a big-time vaudeville note with his

juggling.

Ina Claire's Chapeaii
Ina Claire arid Osgood Perkins had

a much more comprehensive script

to work with in 'What Every Wo-
men Knows' than in last week's
Madame Sans-Gene.' Listeners
didn't have to bend an ear drum to

keep the characters straight, and the
dialog was satisfactorily clear even
with two principals clinging ad-
mirably to the required Scottish

accent.

A select few occupy the gla.«:S-

enclosed booths, but there is no of-

ficial studio audience. If there had
been, some might hnve been a bit

alarmed at Miss Claire's hat. since

she has a reputation as a style-

setter. From a distance, it looited

like a huse net basket, but clo.'^er

inspection revealed it as a tiny sailor

enveloped in a huge veil which was
tied in the back in a fly-away bow.
The whimsy stopped short at the

headgear—she wore an (•.->; trcmcl.v

simple straight black ch'cs.s with a

Jieat,.,wliite collar.
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A. J. Balaban and Sam Meyers Hope

To Start With 10 Houses By Nov. 1st

Chicago, Aug. 3.

iPlSiis have beea completed by

Ai j. ;Pal«ban and Sam Meyers for

formation of an tsxtensive mid-

toeit dreuit^ which is figured to be

klwU operation by Nov. 1 with a

Uheud ot at least 10 theatres. B%la-

«ift W»d Meyers will own a number

Jl flifcsf^ theatres outright, and will

ha¥;e'i>«rtial ownership in the others.

Disiff to buy into some dozen other

tteatMS in this territory are now

N0W " set *or , the circuit are the

Tcatr(^ del Lago, Crystal Lake,

Clrcl^/ ^Pfi^a'"*®^'"'* in Wheaton, Mel-

tos«4il^ I*elrose Park, Glen Ellyn and

new'^hfeatres being built in West

CWca|<>, Urbaha, Libertyville and

Wilmptte.
'

This represents the largest jump-

oil Ust of theatres that any inde-

pendent circuit has ever started with

in this district, and figures as only

•the stprt of what is planned as a cir-

cuit faking in houses in Chicago,

tliroughout Illinois, Wisconsin, St.

louis and Indiana.

'Arrangements have already been

made for a special buying and book-

ing department which will be headed

by Sam Tishman, former RKO
yaude bO<Aer, and at present oper-

ator of -the Paramount, Wheaton.

Tishman takes oyer actual charge of
|

Ihe booking and buying department

'

on Nov. 1: "

• Meyers, in buying into houses, be-

jiomeS v.-p. of the individual theatre

companies. Official ta^ of the new
Corporation is CoiAmunity Theatres,

I»ie. Company recently plunked
^6wn ^0,000 for the leasehold of the

MelrQse Park house. Houses in

Vrbana, Libertyville and Wilmette
^.Ur l:uh an approximate $125,000

fach, taking in property and
building.

iy/CAHTOL'S $200,000

FACE-UFTING BUDGET

C/s Winning Baseball

Cluh Further Dents Pix
Kansas City, Aug. 3.

This burg has itself in a fine lather

of y,rild predictions foi; destiny of the

Kansas" Citj^ Blues ball club which
was purchased last week by Col.

Jacob .Ruppert. Baseball men point

that, with aid from the N. Y. Yankees
and its' string of minor league
teams, the local mitt-men will be
sure first division stuff. And that
will add another formidable bugaboo,
to summer biz in the flicker joints.

K, C. is a rabid baseball town and
a winning combo can land some
solid socks on pix takes. Blues, on
the home lot, play night games dur-
ing week, and mats weekends and
holidays. Night theatre pickings are
never any too good and a winning
ball club will make heart-rendering
inroads.

.Ab6ut $200,000 will be spent on
the Capitol, N. Y., when it closes

for tepairs and redecoration after

the cui'irent run of 'Captains Courage-
ous' which starts tomorrow (Thurs-
day). That will be in two or three

weeks..

. 'Work to be done on the Cap fol-

lows 19 years of steady operation
and wiU include an entire new
ffont, new marquee, lettering job.

Carpeting, throughout theatre and
complete reseating. In reseating the
house, the capacity will be reduced
200 seats in order that larger, more
comfortable chairs may be installed.

New Pa. Chain Store

Tax Win Cost WB
25G, Comerford 16G

Philadelphia, Aug. 3.

Deadline set for tomorrow on ap-

plications by theatres to operate un-

der new chain store tax law here.

Act provides penalty of $50 for each

day of violation. Tax runs from $1

for single theatre to $500 per house
for chains with 500 or more houses.

Will cost Warner Bros, about $25,000

and Comerford $16,000.

Three new suits attacking consti-

tutionality of the chain store and
theatre tax were filed last Friday,

bringing total to 22. Preliminaiy
injunctions to prevent Revenue De-
partment from collecting were grant-

ed three firms. Secretary J. Griffith

Boardman said this did not affect

other companies, which include the

theatre webs.

10% CUT TO AM. LEGION

INSURES SUNDAY PIX

Cosman's Bankruptcy

.J. T. Cosman, Inc., film sales

agency, 1600 Broadway, N. Y..

through its president, Jack T. Cos-
man, filed a voluntary petition in

bsmkruptcy Monday (2) in U. S. dis-
trict court, N. Y. Liabilities at $119,-
832 and,, as an unsecured asset, a
cteini against Producers' Labora-
tories, Inc., also of 1600 Broadway.
The amount of this claim has not
been determined.

.
Last June the Gevaert Co. of Amer-

ica won a judgment of $116,853
against Cosman in supreme court.
This is the chief item in the list of
liabilities.

Mono Slock on Curb
Actual trading in Monogram Pic-

tures common stock on the N.Y. Curb
Exchange is expected in the next
week or 10 days, with listing com-
mittee of this exchange last week
approving application for lisling of

shares.
i Enloe was a breach ol a valid con

When Monogram does enter trad-
! tract. . For several days there was

ing, it will make the fourth picture talk of trying to get the city council
Company issue on the Curb, Colum- to enact an anti-Sunday pix ordi-
bla Pictures common being repre- nance, on the grounds that Sunday
sented inactively and by only a small shows were justified only if a por

Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 3.

Sunday films will continue to op-

erate at Raleigh without interrup-

tion, under the guise of charity, as

result of an agreement reached by
manager W. G. Enloe Of the theatres

operated by, the Carolina Theatres,

Inc., of Charlotte and the local post

of the American Legion, it was
learned. Details of the agreement

were not revealed, but indications

are that the theatres will give some-

where in the neighborhood of 10%
of their gross receipts to be used in

its charitable work in the city and
county. This agreement is expected to

act as a life insurance policy for the

theatres and protect them against

the enactment of a Sunday closing

ordinance by the city.

Some time ago Manager Enloe

notified O. S, Slaunwhite, command-
er of the local American Legion

post, that after July 1 the theatres

would no longer turn over 15% of

the gross receipts of their Sunday
shows to the Legion charity fund,

as they had been doing for more
than two years. Legion officials im-

mediately protested, maintained that

the theatre manager had made ver-

bal contract with them to donate

15% of the Sunday gross receipts

to the Legion for charitable work,

as long as Sunday shows should

continue, and that this action by

The Picture Influence

Lynn, Mass., Aug. 3.

Add: new department for drug
stores—a min^i-reading seryice!

'Hiipmers. drug stores here a^a
currently using Madame Anitra^
'renowned psychic,' as bait. A
50c p'ui'chase entitles customer
to ask two questions; a dollar

purchase, four questions; a $2
huy entitles the shopper to a
full dose of Anitra's Trance
(complete reading).

This chain of stores has fre-

quently resorted to china give-
aways atnd gags similar to bank
night. Like many theatres,

they now revert to show biz.

SWG AUTONOMY

NARRATED BY

CONNELY

number of shares. Grand National
»nd Universal, last named by old
common and new issue.

4 Reade Houses Set
Saratoga Springs, N. Y., Aug. 3.

Saratoga's new Community Thea-
tre opened last week with 'Lo.st
Horizon.' This is the second Waller
Reade community theatre to open.
*irst was at Toms River, N. J., the
third to be at Hudson, N. Y., and the
fourth at Morristown, N. J. Latter
two will open shortly.
Aim of the group is to have 100

»uch showhouses.

tion of the receipts were given to

charity. It was pointed out that

since the Legion had received ap-

proximately $16,000 from its 15%
cut. that the theatres had taken in

more than $100,000 from their Sun-
day shows since they had. been op-

erating.

A few days ago Manager Enloe

came through with an offer of 7V2%
of the gross receipts of the Sunday
shows for the Legion, but this offer

was fefused. The belief now is that

the new offer, which was accepted,

iri for something like 10% of the

gross.

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Screen Writers' Guild is now free

to push its fight before the National

Labor Relations Board to have SWG
designated as exclusive bargaining

representative for .all film writers.

This was the message delivered to

the SWG last Wednesday (28) by
Marc Connelly, president of the Au-
thors' League of America, who told

members that the organization now
has complete autonomy, financial

and administrative, from the A.L.
John Gray, treasurer of SWG, told

members .he. had $5,000 in the
treasury to push the battle. Con-
nelly pledged whole-hearted support
of the Authors League to the SWG
in its fight. NLRB has set Sept.
1 as hearing date and writers are
almost certain an election will be
ordered to. select a bargaining rep
under the cpllective bargaining
clause of the Wagner labor act.

Dorothy Parker, chairman of the
membership committee, reported
there are 455 active screen writers
in Hollywood. She said 269 of this

number were affiliated with SWG,
125 were not members of any org
and 67 were members of Screen
Playwrights, Inc.

Breakdown of writers at various
studios shows SWG has majority on
each lot with the exception of Metro.
Report shows: Republic, SWG, 26;

20th-Fox, non-affiliated, 21, SP, five,

SWG, 31; Wanger, SP, two, SWG,
five; Goldwyn, SP, two, SWG, nine;

Radio, hon-affiliated, three, SP, one,
SWG, 41; Metro, nonraffiliated, 47,

SP, 27, SWG, 42; Grand National,
SWG, 7; Major, non-affiliated, two,
SWG, 10; Selznick - International,

non-affiliated two, SWG, five; Para-
mount, non-affiliated, 15, SP, 18,-

SWG, 22; Universal, non-affiliated,

six, SP, one, SWG, .11; Columbia,
non-affiliated, eight, SP, two, SWG,
24, and Schulberg, SWG, four.

FOX-WEST COASTITES

TREK TO COLO. CONV.

Los Angeles, Aug. 3.

Headed by Charles P. Skouras, op-

erating head of Fox-West Coast, 27

Angelenos pull out next Friday (6)

to attend the convention of National

Theatre Co., to be held at the Broad-

moor hotel, Colorado Springs, for a

week, starting Aug. 10. Northern
California and San Francisco dele-

gates will go direct to Colorado.
Convention will be devoted to dis-

cussion and outline Of film product
bought for the 1937-38 season, op-
eration and other details of the vari-

ous circuits making up the National
Theatres' setup,

L. A. delegation includes Al Han-
son, Mike Rosenberg, Cliarlcs A.
Buckley, George Topper, O. A. Col-

lins, Irving Epstein, W. H. Lollier, R.
H, McCullough, .ThornLon Sargent,

Cullen "Espy, B. V. Sturdivant,

George Bowser, Dick Dickson,

Homer 9ill, Lou B. Chri.st, Larry
Kent, Fred Stein, Charles Piercy,

Bert Pirosh, Lee Wentz, Leo Miller,

George Milner, Andy Krappman,
Milton Arthur, Dave Bershon and
Willard Keith,

Northern California delegation,

headed by Arch M. Bowles, division

manager, will include Charles Tliall,

Phil Phillips, James Chapman,
Charles Maestri, Nick Turner, Dick
Spier, Harry Seipol and" Elmer
Hanks.

N. Y, Burleskers Gone Pix Creates

Shortage of 1st Run Product Anew

Trustee Steelman Takes

Precedence in Fox Matter
Creditors of the Fox Theatres

Corp. are due to disappointment if

they expect immediate payment of

second 3%, dividend,* it /was learned

Saturday (31) when U. S. Circuit

Court Judge Martin T. Manton, N. Y-.

ruled that Hirarn Steelman, William

Fox trustee in bankruptcy, must

first submit bill of particulars in re-

lation to three claims against the

corporation. Court held that Steel-

nian is only entitled to legal fees and
expenses in cbnection with work on
the claims of Harold L, Arnold, Inc,

Chicago Title & Trust Co., and the

Capitol Co. of California.

Courtlandt Palmer was appointed
special master to determine the.

amount due Steelman.
Milton: C. Weisman, trustee for the

theatre corp., was directed by Judge
Manton to set aside a reserve fund
to pay Steelman's dividend on the
claim. Weisman may have to reduce
3% dividend to other creditors

should the Steelman claim be a

large one.

Distribs Also Want

To Clean Up 42d St/s

Lurid Marquee Habit

Now that the former burlesque
houses have cleaned up their theatre

fronts and their shows, the marquees
of picture" theatres on West 42d

street appeared to be next . in line

for the sapolio treatment. Whether
this will- come direct from distiribu-

tors, selling the houses their prod-
uct, or from another source appears
to be a' toss-up.

It is no secret that the blatant

manner in which shows have been
ballyhooed, sometimes with mislead-

ing, or haphazard wordage and dis-

plays, has been a source of annoy-
ance to the film industry as a whole.

The way veteran showmen in the

business view the matter is that it

gives a bad impression to visitors

who long have regarded 42d street

as next to Broadway as the amuse-
ment street of Manhattan.
As one salesman described the

situation, 'They don't buy our prod-

uct; all they seem to consider are

the stills. If they can cook up a

lurid or sexy lobby display, they're

happy.'
Many of the films are so antiquated

they no longer are being distributed

by the .original company, it is said.

Numerous ones come from the indie

and state-right companies.
If a photograph contains enough

sex or sensationalism, often it is en-

larged and hung high so that all

passersby may view it. This type of

lobby photograph Is the one that

lands in front of the 42d street film

palace, whether it has much relation

to the story or not.

The double-title habit and the

practice of adopting lurid ones for

the original has dwindled in recent

months. In its place, a few exhiba

smother the theatre front with
hypoed verbiage.

A typical array of these word pic-

tures recently included:

'Expose of what goes on behind
closed doors,' 'Vengeance in his

heart,' *She was shy, but not with
her boss,' 'Freezing voice of death
at her elbow,' and 'She was fast and
rapid, but not on tiie typewriter.*

Incorporations

CALIFORNIA
cr'aiiii'iilo.

ItrltiMli Am4«rl<>iiii film Air<*n<<y, Inr.,
f'ttuiily of fiiiH AnKi'le.s: no m(i>c1( s(it>

Hcribt'd. l')ii'fP(oia: Murrl:* .1. Ilcrlnri't,
Harry R. JJfvl.s, ('nroliiuj Ilt'i-I)c»rt, of
1j. a.

Aloye.r S.vitcliroiit'/.iitij: Servloo, Ltd.; tno
i\nv picture Hprvlci.;CHpttal .slofk, 100
shiiroM, nr) par vuIup; tieriMlUr'iJ to lasiio
nil, l>lrpclor.s: Abp Mi»yer, R, N
Kicliplfl niifl Atlcff Jto.slcnni.

Ardhtfi MnitUKefM liiillil; no r>ai>llat
Hlock. Dircrlor.H: Nfyroii Si'l'/.nlck, M, C,
l#vf>o, ,)ohn Mcrurriili 1<, <'ttHi-l>'.i K,
l'"c'lUm,'m.

NORTH CAROLINA
fli.irloKn.

CiMrtiniinit.v Fllm«, srnnl.'a ,i iliurtor
by Ihp NoMh (';irolln:i .si'crelury of Klale,
li> (IlKtrlbule IC JnllliiiLuliM- (iliii.^; (.MpiLiil
.stock aiitlinrizcd ut ?li),Oor». )|.
ICIncey, Boiioral tn.miiBor of North (';»ro-
linu TliMtrc'.M, Inc., (iu» of orgrinl^.cr.H;
other Incorponi lor.M: .fniMO.'* McCoy,
(!rcpn<)l)oro; Henry H, McCoy, {'irei.'n.vUI*.
a. C. and R. U. wnity, Allan t».

With decision of Harry Brandt cir-

cuit to open the Republic on Wesb
42nd street, N.Y., with first-run fea-

tureis as well as to play them at its

Central, at 47th and Broadway, com-

.

plexion of the Timies Square picture
theatre section may be headed for a
change. Circuit also hopes to make
the Werba, Brooklyn, which for-

merly housed Minsky's Birooklyn

burlesque, first-run. Now
.
operating

it with film used at Central. With
three houses set on a first-run policy

and . two of these assured for dowii-

town Broadway, Brandt interests

hope to offer concentrated competi-
tion for several deluxe spots.

Whether or not this is possible, the
Brandt situation on seats and houses,
probably will bring them several at-

tractive product offers. One drastic

shift in entire "Times Square area is

that the Increase In film outlets

makes its entirely possible for the-

atres soon to be seeking product in-

stead of distributors going begging
for Broadway houses in which to

display their No. 1 pictures.

The Republic, originally planned
as 'a Aewsreel-shorts house, started

last week with. 'The Gold Racket/
opening at same tinne the picture
went into the Central. Present in-

tention is to keep the Selwyn, Times
Square and Liberty subsequent rttn,

with policy on the Gaiety in the
embryonic stage. At the moihent^ it

is planned to put flrst-run picture?
in this house only occasionally or
when the feature merits it Globe
is set on roadshow alignment, with
several pictures due to follow 'Souls

at Sea' into this spot.

Regarding the price scale for its

Broadway flrst-run houses, competi-
tive conditions so far are designated
as the deciding force by Brandt
spokesmen. However, current Indi-

cations are that any 15-25c combo
eventually will be out for these two
spots.

Aside from independent com-
panies, Brandt group in Times
Square Is expected to corral a good
alignment of pictures from Colum-
bia, Universal and possibly Gaumont-
British. Circuit now claims about
73 theatres, bulk of them subse-
quents. However, the leverage oC
possessing flrst-run houses in thea-
trical zone of N. Y. Is being counted
on to swing deals.

DETROIT FACES NEW
THEATRE UCENSING

Detroit, Aug. 3.

Local theatres are facing revi-
sion of present city license fees ta
a graduated basis. Nathaniel H.
Goldstick, assistant corporation
counsel, is conferring with reps of
Michigan Theatre Owners Assn., in
order to draft an agreeable amend-
ment to theatre ordinance, provid-
ing for licensing of shows offering
both films and vaude.
At present there are only two

fees, $25 for straight flicker houses
and $100 a year for spots also using
vaude, A graduated scale of fee.s,

dependent on seatlnjg capacity, has
been suggested, Goldstick said, de-
claring that in some instances nabes,
which conduct 'amateur nights' once
a week, are paying only the film fee
and in other cases paying as much as
first-run vaudfilmers downtown.

Goldstick, who is conducting the
study, is doing so at behest of city
council. He also is pondering pro-
posed ordinance which would out-
law; screeno, bank nights, etc., in
Detroit.

AUTO STUNTERS DENT BIZ
Regina, Sask., Aug. 3.

Theatre managers cussed in vain
when Chrysler Co. of Canada staged
free demonstrations by 'hell drivers'
of their Dodge and Plymouth prod-
ucts here Friday and Saturday.
Theatres wore empty Friday night

and Saturday aft as 20,000 went t'>

see free show.

Rochester's Variety Club

Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 3.

Variety Club organized here by
IS theatre managers with Howard
M, Carroll, Schine's district mana.ger,
as temporary chairman, and Sey-
mour Stern, Bango impresario, tem-
porary secretary.

Organizers have prospecliv* nieiu-

bership of 50.
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Hapan Plotting Cut of Foreign Fix

Imports; To Use Tatriotic Angles

Tokyo, July 13.

TThrcugh sources close to the Min-

istry of Finance, Variety has learned

that plans are being discussed look-

ing toward restriction of imports of'

foreign films. Just what form this

will take has not yet been decided,

but the idea , is to make - it ais pain-

less as possible, ...
While the department has it within

its power to restrict imports at any

time, by the simple process of re-

fusing permits for exportation of

coin, those in charge seemingly pre-

fer bringing about the desired result

by asking all compariies dealing in

foreign product to voluntarily cut

down the number of .films brought

Jn. 'i

Several managers of American
companies, when asked, stated • that

so far the Finance. Ministry has

given out no" information on; the

matter, but officials had askied all

companies to supply certain in-

formation,, a large portion of which

did not seem to have tiny . relation

to hnp6rt restrictions. Fe'elihg seems

to be that the government is taking

advantage of the situation to secure

a. lot of inside dope on the opera-

tions of foreign outfits here.

Kennedy Explains

P. A. Kennedy, RKO manager and
chairman of the American Motion

Picture Assn. here, stated that so far

the government 'Has submitted noth-

ing to the association members, and

added that any .action will probably

come as a voluntary miove on 1jhe

part of exhibs, rather than from
governmental regulation. .

,

Immediate cause for tightening up
Importations is the prospect of a

record adverse tra<Je. balanc.e, at: the

end of this yea.r, .Adverse, figure

how stahds, at around- $200,000,000,

and is expected to reach $350,000,000

by the,close of the year. Although
Hqhe "

of thfe American ihgirs. .would

hazard a guess At . the annual" total

of remittsLnces tb home offices, Japa-

nese' sources estimate.it at around
$1,000,000. If this figure is anywhere
hear true, it represents only a drop,

in the bucket in ''Japan's adverse,

trade position.- With that, in mind,-

loreign distrifes pan't see where even
a drastic cut would be of much help

in solving the government's prob-

lem.
On- the other hand, the situash

offers an excellent- opportunity to

accomplish" something that has been
in the minds of the, Japs for a long
time, building up of the home pix
industry through cutting down for-

eign volume. •

"

Censorship

Another angle which can be
brought into play, to cut down im-
ports, is the matter of censorship.

' It's w,k. here that inter-departmental
talks in the government have given
considerable thought to this angle,

and it is almost certain that' pressure
. of this sort will be applied if and
when found desirable. American
companies, however, point out that

little or no trouble has been experi-

enced along this line in the past and
feel that the class of product being
brought in precludes the possibility

of restricting importations in that

manner.
Majority of foreign distribs here

feel that the popularity of foreign

films with the fans, plus the known
opposition of many exhibs to import
restrictions, will be sufficient to

stave off drastic actioft. Fact re-

mains that, no matter how much
such elements desire to see foreign

.pictures, they'll overlook personal
desire when it comes to a matter of

patriotism. Right now is the psy-
chological time for the gov't to take
advantage of the patriotic angle on
account of the Chinese trouble.

DANGEROUS EXPERIMENT

London .Tryinf M.C.
,
jTor

.
Pictnre

' HoQse—First Time

London, July 27.

Hyams Bros, are trying the experi-

ment of introducing a resident m.c.

at once of their deluxers.
Teddy Joyce will be tried for a

fortnight at the Trocadero and
rroxy, and wherever the band leader

clicks heftiest he will become a resi-

dent compere.
This is the first time such an inno-

vation has been tried at any picture

theatre here.

Joyce will lead the orchestra from
the pit, and will also introduce the

acts from the stage.

London Heat

Legit, Pic Biz

. . London, Aug. 3.

Belated heat-wave put a bad crimp
into West End grosses over the
week-end, with successes such as

•Victoria,' 'French Without Tears,'

'Balalaika' and 'George and Mar-
garet,' the vnly one not affected due
to- advance bookings.
Picture biz likewise brodied badly.

Ask Tax Cuts for

Vienna Yaude; Next

Season Looks Dull

Vienna, July 25.

Vice-Major M. Waldsam promised
M. Arleth, president of the Artists
Union, to consider a reasonable tax
reduction for variety and burlesque
shows in Vienna. They have all

been closed over the hot summer
season and but

. little ; interest is

shown in reopening them in the fall.

No one is interested in the
Ronacher, ace vaude house. Renz
circus building may be run by 'M,
Wacker of the Berlin Busch Co.,

while another German, H. Riemer,
is vaguely interested in taking over
the 5tadttheatre, switching it from
operetta to burlesque.
Arleth demanded that the tax reduc-

tion must apply, for both—back taxes
and present ones. Most shows suffer
from paying instalments on taxes the
predecessors contracted.

Plenty Pix Svriitching

In Try for Aussie Coin

Sydney, July 13.

Sweeping changes are due this
week in the ace- spots as managers
make a new bid for b.o. coin. Pix
listed include 'Good Earth' (MG),
'Seventh Heaven' (20th), 'Love Is
New o' (20th) and 'Love on the Run'
(MG). 'Lost Horizon' (Col), 'Green
Light' (WB) and 'Rainbow on
River' (RKO), maintain nice biz pull
and will continue A while longer.
Par brought in 'John M6ade's Lady'
for a tryout and should cop about
two weeks.
Weekly-change has 'Sea Devils'

(RKO) and 'Melody For Two' (WB).
British has 'For Valor* (AD).

Italy's Afro-IVopaganda Super-Pic

CUTTING IT UP

Warners. Have Leflt Produetion Ties

'Witlt Various London Mgrrs..

London, July 27.

Report was in general circulation

here that Warners had made an ex-

clusive arrangement to produce legit

shows with O'Bryen, Linnie & Dun-
fee, local agents and producers.

This is incorrect, as Warners is

also actively interested with Gilbert
Miller in several productions, first of
which isNDld Music,* opening shortly.

Among other London managers with
whom Warners will produce are H.
M. Tennent, Ltd,, and Lee Ephraim.

Entering Film

London, Aug. 3.

Fred Bernhard,, head of Union
Cinemas, is reported to be taking a

flyer 'at production.

Report is being • given impetus

through appearance of Bernhard's

name as chairman of board of a new
producing company, to be- known as

Riverside Productions. Latter has

acquired the former Hammersmith
plant and studios from liquidation of

Julius Hagen, of which former

director, Leslie Hiscott, is manag-
ing director.

The new company is basically a
studio renting concern, but it is an-
ticipated a production subsidiary
will be formed.
An interesting angle in the ' new

set-up is an interchange deal
planned with StoU Stlidio, (prickle-

wood, giving both access to equip-
ment, floor space and -personnel.
Bernhard needs a lot of productions
to ksep his chain of theatres going,
and if he can supply his own second
feature product he would be in
clover.

100^ Femme Legit Co.

Starts in Rome, But

Finding Plays Is Tough

Rome. July 23.

Femina Co., new Italian all-

femme legit troupe, which is having
a summer run at the Barberini the-
atre, got off to a none too brilliant
start.

Opening attraction was 'Fashion
House,' three-act play by Aimee and
Philip Stuart (English). Setting was
interesting, but the action was not
sufficiently dramatic and the play
was given a very lukewarm recep-
tion.

'Mattinate d'Aprlle' ('April Morn-
ings'), by Alessandro De Stefani,
could not be considered any more
dashing. It was a quick flop.

Anna Olga Solbelli, Isabella Riva,
lolanda Dal Fabbro, Lilla Brignone.
and Cesarina Gherardi are good
actresses, but apparently the choice
of plays for a 100%. femme cast does
not give them a break.

Rome, Aug. 3.

'Scipione L*Africano' CScipio, tht
African*), the Italian superfilm, 1^

ready but will be held back ;from
general release until the beginning

of October. The .delay is due to the
fact that going to films ih Itaiy is

just as seasonal as going to the the-
atre, and the producers don't want
Italy's No. 1 film released at the
very end of the Season. Work on
this film took 233 days.

Only chance to see 'Scipio' at pub-
lic showing before first of October
will be at the International Film Ex-
hibitioi. in Venice this summer

'

where 'Scipio' will be the white

'

hope of the Italian entries.:

Carmine Gallone directed the film,
worked together with Sebptiano Lu- v
ciani, and Camillo Mariani dell' An-

'

guillarai on the scenario and the sets.
Maestro .Ildebrando Pizzetti com-
posed the musical coniment and di-

'

rected the orchestra and chorus 61
the Royal Opera of Rome in execut-
ing it

Among the cast the best known
are: Isa Miranda, Annibale l{inchi,

who plays Scipio; Memo Benassi,
"-

Francesca Braggiotti,' Sofonisba and
Camillo Pilotto.

liie idea of filming thie story of ,

Scipio, the old Roman who insisted .

on invading Africa and . was respon-
sible .for the.- evientual . defeat of;
Ronie^s arch'-ehemy Carthage, was >

conceived at itihe : outset of Fascist ^

Italy's campaign in Ethiopia. Actual-
work on the picture was begun after
Abyssinia was conquered

The story of Scipio is considered
the most suitable to demonstrate th*

*^

intimate union . between the gran- •

deur of old Rome and the spirit that .

moved the new Roman imperial ven-
ture.

,.
Accordingly, 'Scipio' will be a

'

propaganda as well as an. historic .

film.. The Ministry of Press and
Propaganda, as well as the War Min-
istry, participated in the making of

the picture, .and- tlje government
,gave a huge sUbsidy to the under-

,

taking.

To those who say that the . huge
expenditures lavished upon the linak- .

ing of 'Scipio' have not been justi-
.

fied by the artistic effects produced,
"the Consorzio Scipione, the produc-
ing society, replies that 'Scipio' pro-
vided oyer 70,000 working days, thus

contributing something to the eco-

nomic life of the nation, and that,

furthermore, in comparison with
other super-spectacular films such
as 'Ben Hur,* etc., it was not so ter-

ribly costly, as the entire work was
planned and organized ahead with a
view toward making it as econom-
ical as possible. Work was done on
exteriors and interiors simultan-

eously, and people even continued to

work at night so as to finish the pic-

ture as quickly and as economically
as possible. .

Twenty principal actors are listed

in the cast, besides 38 secondary

-

parts which would ordinarily have
been played by extras, but which in

this film were done by important
players, too. The film in its final

form is about 10,000 feet long.

Whatever the verdict will be -on

the artistic merits of the film, it Is

expected that the "big spectacular

scenes such as the naval . battle and
the elephant charge, and mass
scenes in the Roman Forum wiU
carry the picture to success in Italy.

YELP FOR CUT IN

RENTALS IN JAPAN

Tobis-Sascha Officers

Vienna, July 25.

Eduard Heinl, former Minister of

Commerce, has been elected presi-

dent of the executive council of the
Austrian Tobis-Sascha.

Hans. Jankel was made vice-presi-

dent, while Hans von Becker, Willy
Forst, Fritz Hirt and Franz Messner
were elected members of the execu-
tive board.

NEWMAN MG'INa ABROAD
^

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Joe Nfewnian will join the Metro
crew setting up a production unit in

London.
He was switched from short sub-

ject director to the foreign post.

Melbourne, July 13.

Weather is still against show oiz,

but the current lineup is a good one
and should pull when given a
chance. Here it is: 'Camille' (MG),
'Take My Tip' (G-B). 'John Meade's
Lady' (Par), 'Swing High, Swing
Low' (Par), and 'Midnight Court'
(Col), 'Fire Over England* (UA),
'Beloved Enemy' (UA), 'Banjo On
Knee' (20th), 'Theodora Goes Wild'
(WB).

Vienna Nitcry Goes Pouf
V -Vienna, July 24.

Melodies, one of the leading night
clubs and cabarets, went bankrupt.
Creditors will receive nothing. Debts
are .$60,000, assets . approximately
$2,000, already attached for back
wages.

Fair Warning

Vienna, July .25.

,

After the silver laurels ontiie
monument of Bruckner in the

''

city park , were stolen six
times, the, .city administration .

replaced tliem with copper.
'

Also announced through the
newspapers that there's no use
for thieves to . rob the monu-
ment any more. Too. cheap
now,

NEW JAP PROD.

FOR WORLD

MARKET

Tokyo, July 15.

Takec Ogasawara, who recently
made, a deal with Tobis to represent
that firm in Japan, has announced
the formation of- a new company to
produce pix for the foreign market
exclusively. Outfit to be knowri as
the Dai Nippon Export Pictures
Prod. Co., has establisihed headquar-
ters in Tokyo and is planning on
building a istudio in the suburbs
here.

Financial backer of the lifew enter-
prise is Katsuji .Uchida, director of
Towa JCogyo (devel9pment) Kaisha,
who claims that around $200,000 will
be spent on the first production of
-the outfit.

Ogasawara. also announcies incor-
poration; of the Nippori-Tobis Film
Distrib. Co., with a capital of $35,-

000, to distribute Tobis' product in
Japan. Zenzo Kita is associated with
hini in this' company.. According to

announcement, ten .pix have been
contracted for and the first one,
'Kaiser's Wailtz,' will be. released in
September.
New outfit, hasn't been assigned a.

place in the Toho-Shochiku lineup
of distribs and "

it's understood that
there's" little likelihood of its being
able to nxuscle in because both exhib
chains are unable to absorb all prod-
uct now offered. This means ';hat To-
bis will have .o be satisfied with re-
lease, through second-run spots.

2Di0TpNE
CLICK IN LONDON

London, Aug. 3.

'The First Legion,' American im-
port, opened at Daly's Wednesday
(28) and was irripressively received.
Looks commercially imsound here,
however, despite its success on the
Continent during the past two sea-
sons. -

'The Gusher' opened at the Prin-
ces Saturday (31). It is an effective
and spectacular old-school melo-
drama. Was enthusiastically re-
ceived and looks like ah excellent
successor to 'The Frog,' which ran
in the house for over a year.

Pix in S. Africa

Capetown, July 12.

American films still lead the way
in theatres here. Alhambra (ACT)
has 'For Valor* (GB); New Grand
(ACT) shows 'Rainbow on the River'
(RKO); Royal (Union)/- has 'After
the Thin Man' (MG); Plaza (Union)
has 'Captains Courageous' (MG);
Apollo (ACT) has 'Chatterbox'
(Radio); Adelphi (ACT) has 'Give
Me Your Heart' (WB) and the Els-

tree (ACT) has 'Four Frightened
People' (Par).

^Johannesburg houses are showing
the following: Colloseum (ACT)
•Green Light' (WB); Plaza (ACT)
'Stage Struck' (WB); iPalladium
(ACT) 'Rainbow on River' (RKO);
Metro (MG) 'Captains Courageous'
(MG); Standard (ACT) 'Gold Dig-
gers of 1937' (WB); Bijou (Union)
'After Thin Man' (MG); Prince's
(Indie) 'Yours for the Asking'
(Par).

Durban theatres are showing:
Prince's (ACT) 'Charlie Chan's
Secret' (20th); Playhouse (ACT;
'Green Light' (WB); Criterion
(ACT) 'Three Godfathers' (MG);
King's (Union) 'Last of the Mo-
hicans' (Reliance); Alhambra (ACT)
'Curly Top* (20lh); Avenxte (ACT)
'Music Goes Round*. (Col); Cameo
(Indie) 'Three Cheers - for Love'
(Par).

5,000 Seat Al Fresco
Theatre for Mexico

Mexico City, Aug. 3.

Municipal government has ap-
proved plans for constructing Latin
America's largest open-air theatre in
beautiful Chapultepec Wood here, in

which is located the Mexican White
House.
Auditorium is to accommodate

5,000.

*Zero' for Rome
Rome, July 22.

Lamberto Picasso and his dramatic
comp.iny .expect to put on Frank
Wead's 'Quota di volo: zero' ('Ceiling
Zero') during the next legit season.
An expert in tlie Iftlian civil avi-

at.ion field is expected to, help
Picasso, with the production of the
American play.

Tokyo, July 9.

Action of Hokkaido (Northern
Japan), distribs in recently demand-
ing slashing of rentals and percent-

ages on foreign film has led to

similar demands from exhibs fill

over Japan. So far the movement
hasn't become well organized but

indications are that the matter will

soon be concerted, -through action by
various exhib organizations.

Many of the foreign distribs rec-

ognize that a large number of houses

in the sticks are losing coin but

point out that this is not due so

much to high rentals as to the prac-

tice of triple billing in most spots.

Distribs also maintain that average
rentals are as low as present busi-

ness conditions warrant and that

exhibs must adopt better busines.s

practices to overcome losses.
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ENGLISH QUOTA OK TO U. S.
Rydge Explains New Setup of GUT;

Now Favors Operation on Solo Base

.• Sydney, July 13.

' Norman B, Rydge, new chairman

*^'0t Greater tTnion, called his gahg
'

V.Vftgether and appointed ,
Arthur Gil-

^vliespie, Roy Bamiby and John Evans

=. 'to run the Unit. All ihree officials

have been with G.U.T. under Stuart

•
: Doyle lor many years, and Rydge

'^old 'em he wanted a coiitinuance.

. Rydge didn't
.
spill anything defl-

hitely about going solo after the

present General Theatres* contract

exprres, but he hinted, as much. Gil-
v

lespie has been in chavfije qf the the-

atres on the chain. Barmby has Tjeen

-the film buyer, and Evans has been

'•"•the- accountant. ., ,

Satisfactory arrangements have
' lieen' reached by Rydge with the

bankers, it is claimed, and ample lo-

cal finance is forthcoming for the

; ; time being to cover the circuit's

-•needs. As t6 British financing,

-mum's "the word so far. Rydge flg-

; r ures it best to keep everything on
• the home lot and without benefit of

outside interests, if t>ossibW.

'
: pistribution

"^

'i
.British Empire Films , will carry

on for the time being handling Brit-

-'idW product under the direction of

'Gordon Ellis. If ho red is showing
by the end of the year it is likely

• that no alteration will be made, with
' the same policy as laid down xmder

• "the Doyle regime. According to

pj-esent plans, Ellis will be respon-
" sible to the directors for the way
'British hit is handled' here. B.E.F.

' ' at present distributes British Inter-
• national, Associated Talking Pic-

ttires, C. M. Woolf, Cinesound and
Republic. Ellis has had a tough

'
. proposition for some time in trying
i to place the British pix, but he says

he-'s hcpeful of the" future.
• Cinesound will continue as a pro-

•^iucing unit under the direction of

Ken G. Hall. Present plans call for
' three additional pix after the com-

pletion of 'Lovers and Luggers,'

'Gone to the Dogs," 'Broken Melody,'

and 'Robbery Under Arms.'
Giiarles Munro, Stanley Crick and

Ken Asprey arrive here next week
' after a long spell in the U. S. How
• much they'll spill remains tor^e
^seen. Munro and Crick rather fa-

'vored a G.T. tie; only stumbling
' block earlier being Stuart Doyle.

Now that Doyle is out, Rydge, who
•was always thought to favor another

• hnk with Hoyls, hints that he's for

solo operation.
< . Rydge has had little experience in

• show biz; Munro and Crick know it

-..backwards. Asprey has always been
. with and for Doyle. Time should
supply the answer.

All for Quota

London, July 25.

Lengths which indie distrib-

utors wiir go to here in the
guise of quota was revealed
when a minor concern staged a
trade show this morning oit a
British effort titled 'Castles in
the Air.'.

Picture, on' unspooling,

.

proved to be a silent relic,

.

complete with garish; subtitles

and jerky movement, made
possibly. 14 years ' ago and
adorned with dubbed music as
the only sound accompaniment.
Captions., announced as star

Lilian Hall Davies, who died in

tragic circumstances some years
back.

BRITISH LABOR

AND EXHIBS

IN CRISIS

m FILMS ACT

f iT SO TDUEH

Scales Are Higher But It

Will Tevid to Force im-

provement of Quality

—

Also Force More (But

Better, It Is Hoped) Pix

Into America

0. S. PROD. IN ENG.

WB, UFA SHOOTING

FILMS IN AMSTERDAM

The Hague, July 23.

Am.sferdam is at present a center
of film production for foreign cam'-

eramen.
Research department of Warners

has man .on the job • taking typical

scenes of - Amsterdam, its shipping
life, several liners, staffs of the ships
in their uniforms, the Exchange,
airport, etc. At the same time tl\c

Germans are also on the j.ob and
Ufa has its cameramen busy on
.shots for a new production, 'Colos-

.
seum,' of which other parts of the
plot are laid in New York, London,
Berlin and Paris.

Saville Buys Pic Rights

To 'Citadel' f«r ^7,000

London, Aug. 3.

Victor Saville bought the screen
1'ight.s to A. J. Cronin's novel, 'The
Citadel,' after spirited bidding.
Understood he paid $37,000,

Saville intends to film the story
in the. fall at the Denham Studios,
where he. operates ,as-one of Alex
Ki>rda"s units.

London, July 25.

Moves by labor to gain recognition
in the picture business are expected
to take a deftnits turn in a few
weeks, and agitation by the National
Ass'n of Theatrical Employees, rep-
resenting theatre staffs, may lead to

a preliminary conferertce with the
Cinema Exhibitors Ass'n.

As a body the C.E.A. has consis-

tently, refused recognition to labor

unions, but is sensitive to changes
in public opinion, as well as. to

threats of Government intervention
by means of a Ministry of Labor
probe. Association, therefore, will

go for direct negotiations as the

more satisfactory method of adjust-

ing matters between exhibitors and
employees.
N.A.T.E. has appealed for a confer-

ence with a view to extending to

other areas the conciliation plan
operating between iU^elf and the

London branch of the C.E.A. and the

latter is testing the position in other

branches before commiting itself to

full recognition of the unions' right

to bargain. Some branches, particu-

larly in congested industrial regions,

will not concede the ground without

a struggle.

Other source of danger to a get-

together is the impetuosity of the

N.A.T.E., whose president lf.st week
slashed the C.E.A. for refusal to ne-

gotiate and hinted at a direct appeal

to the Government. Combined with
country-wide campaigns by the

union, which takes a militant line by
calling for boycots of theatres by
working class patrons, these tactics

may only increase the obstinacy ©f

exhit>s.

TRILLO, RKO SPANISH

H6R, KILLED IN CRASH

Robert Trillo, managing director

of the RKO-Radio branch office in

Spain, wa.s^ identi'^d as one of the

14 victims of the Dutch Airlines

transport which crashed in flames

last week near Hal. Belgium. Trillo's

death was reported to Phil Reisman,

foreign manager, in the New York
office by telephone from Pari.s.

Trillo had bec| with RKO since

the absorption by RKO of the Film

Booking Office, with whom he was
associated in the capacity oC foreign

publicity manager' in New York.
opened

Yankee Pix Down to 14% of Rekh

Release; Plenty of Revivals Around

Polite

Sydney, July 13.

Language is important down
here.

For local showing, Par's

'John Meade's Woman' has
been changed to 'John Meade's
Lady.'

L(mdon, Aug. 3.

Details of the proposed new .Films

Act w;ere finally made available here

Thursday (29) and have thrown the

industry into a turmoil. Govern-

ment's White Paper, issued that day,

sind which has been waited on im-
patiently for some time, makes dear
a complicated setup basing the new
quota on producti<Hi costs, rather

than' qiialiiy. Quota would start at

15% for distribs and 10% for exhibs

fgr the first year, going up 5% in

each section the second year, and
eventually reaiching 30% and 25%
in 10 years.

it is up to Parliament now. House
rises for a three-month vacation this

week and will go to work on things

when it comea back in November.
If the bill is then ratified, it would
become effective Jan. 1.

Minimum costs of pictures, ac-

cording to the piroposal, must be $75,-

OOO, and productions costing a mini-

mum of $225,000 count as two on the

distributor end. Any British picture

distributed in the U. S. 'for a sub-

stantial sum' by an American com-
pany will also count as one picture

produced in England..

There's also a special proviso for

quota for shorts, starting at 10% for

distributors and ^% for exhibs, and
graduating up to 20% and 15%.
Newsreels and advertising films are

not provided for.

There is little difference between
the proposals made in the White
Paper and the original New Films
act draft made public by the Board
of Trade a month or so ago. Except
that now it apl;>ears to be official and
there's plenty of worrying and
squawking. One good point, from
the standpoint of a lot of people in

the trade (and a bad one from the

.standpoint of others, of course) is the

elimination of the quality test, spon-

sored by the Cinematograph Exhib-

i
iters' Ass'n.

Thus the producers seem, again, to

have gained a point at the expense of

the exhibs. Former insisted that

there, was no certain way of making
quality tests, arguing that no one
was justified in being positive on a
point like that and that it might lead

to endless politics. The cost test,

which thus wins oUt, was favored by
the Kinematograph Renters' Society.

No Block Booking

Advance booking restriction."; at.

present in force are to be retained,

according tO the proposal, but an
added rule makes block booking by
distribs an offense punishable by law.

This is a distinct surprise, and was
unexpected.
No mention of any proposals to

deal with Over-building, which had
been seriously proposed. Idea of a

Government Films Commission is

also passed up, although there is

mention of an 'advisory committee.'

At a Parliamentary meeting last

week of both the House of Com-
"tnons and the House of Lords it was
decided to circulate invitations to

trade leaders in all sections of the

trade to address them in November
nnd clarify the trade views for the

rank and file of M.P.'s. Both houses
will have to ratify the proposals be-

fore they can become law, and it is

fi,£;ured that thus there may still be

JOHN

MADE THAT

AUSSIE BID

Sydney, July 13.

Tracking down the unofficial story

that a Britisher had made a heavy

financial bid ,for intcr^s^t in Greater

Union, to prevent a merge with

Hoyts in General "Theatres, VAntETY

learns on high authority that John

Maxwell, head of British . Interna-

tional, was the man. Finance offered'

is said to have been $2,500,000.

Story is that Maxwell's local rep-
resentative, Gordon Williams, ap-
proached Norman Bydge, chalrmah
of G. U. T. and presented the oflet,

requesting at the same time that an
official be permitted io come from
England to go into the thing more
fully.

Williams denies all this. Rydge, on
the other hand, says that he has no
comment to make and would neither
confirm nor deny it.

During the past few months the
name of Maxwell has been aired sev-

eral times in connection with a pro-
posal to protect his British pic in-

terests within the Commonwealth
by extending his theatre activities,

should the British product go into

discard through a long termer be-
tween Greater Union and Hoyt's in

General Theatres.

Berlin, July 25.

Suirtming up of the first' nine
months of the foregoing year, be-
ginning July 15, 1936, showed that
during this time there were 140 pre-
mieres, of which 90 were German,
19 American and 13 Austrian, while
the percentage of French and' English
was still smaller. Ratio of German
pix is thus up 10% and the American
4y2% down.

In December the supply of Ger-
man Alms had been so. exhausted
that the nurhber of showings in Jan-
uary and February dropped below
that of' July, ordinarily the lowest
point; This is mainly due to. the
fact that the German industry pro-
duced only threes-fourths of the pix
planned for the last season. Amer-
ican pix. vyrhich formerly totalled

from 30 to 50%, have taken a drop
to 14%, according to these statistics.

Slump in production accounts for.

the filltng Oif all the big houses since
spring, with pix many years old. It's

nothing new that in the. dead summer
season, old llickcrs have been
brought out to fllj, but never before
have they been pushed to the wall
as early as May.

ficials. With the industry badly split

on the issue, it is feared, additional

representations may only tend to

further copfuse the M.P.'s.

BUILDING BOOM

IN TOKYO NABES

After joining RKO he opened a

Latin-American branch in Panama considerable changes in the final law.

covering Central America. In Sep-
j

Industry is not too sure just what
to do about this. While the invita-tember, 1935, he was shifted lo Spain

to oi>en a new office there. He was
still directing it from his late.st post

as acting manager of the newly es-

tablished Dutch'Office at Am.slei'dam,

Holland, when he crH.shed. He was
a native of Mexico.

tion seems bona fide enough, the

trade's views, it is argued, have been
suffibiently publicized and made-

clear both before the Moyne Com-
mittee and at subsequent group
meetings with Board of Trade 6f-

It's Not Bad For U. S. Fix

From an American standpoint the

White Paper proposals are more sat-

isfactory than expected. Or feared.

The quality test, which had been
much bruited, was a distinct worry
for U. S., but the cost test seems
ea.sicr to cope with. Thus, American
foreign managers feel, generally
speaking, that if there must be a
quota, and a tough one, this is the

best way.
Who the proposal to allow credit

for En.^lish pictures distributed ir*

the U. S. may be a good point. While
it will tend to force distribution on
this side, it is argued, the mere fact

that the new quota law will do away
with quota quickies, will make such
distribution more possible. Amer-
icans insist they don't mind dis-

tributing English pictures—they sim-
ply don't want to distribute bad pic-

tures.

Immediate effect of the law, if

passed as proposed, will probably be
to force more Amiericans into pro-
duction in England. But this, too,

is minimized, since Warners, United
Artists and 20th-Fox are already In

heavy production over there, Metro
is about ready to start and RKO-
Radio is fixing a deal of that kind at
the moment in New York with Her-
bert Wilcox. Thus only Columbia
and Paramount are on the outside
and Par has definite plans for Adolph
Zukpr looking into the matter in
London in the near future.
As to being specific, naturally,

trade leaders feel the time is "not yet
ripe. There are three nionths yet
before Parliament really goes to
work on it—and between then and
now much may happen.

Tokyo, July 12.

If the theatre building boom, now
in progress here, continues, head-
aches of foreign distribs will be. al-

leviated tcmiwrarlly in the near fu-
ture. Permits issued by police re-

cently, and new spots actually under
construction, to be operated as

indies, should bring a little com-
pctish back into the biz,

Due to unwillingness of the police

to issue permits In the downtown
district, the building trend has been
toward the. stibiirbs, localities here-f

tjofore serviced by Jap product al-

most exclusively. Seating capacities

of most of the new spots logically

call for the use of some foreign
product, in order to lure cu.<itomer3

now going downtown for entertain-
ment.

.

Latest neighborhood indie to be
announced is Nakano Eiga Gakijo,
to be piit up immediately in the
Nakano district, a western suburb
of Tokyo, Will be a 1,500-seatcr and
will run both foreign and Jap pix.

FORMER PIC PRODUCER

ARRESTED AS FORCER

Vienna, July 25.

Eugen Alexander Lukawiecki, w.k.
producer of the silent film era, was
arrested by demand of the Berlin
police. He is charged with distribut-
ing false 10-pound notes through
Germany and Austria.

At the time of his arrest incrimi-
nating material was found in Luka«
wiecki's possession. He Is avVaiting

extradition.

Mystery surrounds the life of the
-one-time prosperous producer. He
told the police that he is a man
without a country. He has a Nansen
passport but was an officer in the
regular Polish army.

Italian Troupe Invited

For Vienna Performance
Rome, July 23.

Royal Academy of Dramatic Art ii*

Rome has been invited by Max Rcin-
hardt's School of Actin\g to give a
play ii\ Vienna.. Play. ^yiU be pro-
duced in the Eighteenth Century
Theatre at Schoenbrunn Castle.

Italians- will probably pUt on the
'Mystery of the Birth. Passidn and
Resurrection of Our Lord,' of which
they have just given several presen-
tations at the Giotto festival ui
Padua.
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Trying to Curb 'Jack Rabbit' Exhibs

(Summer Itinerants) from Bicycling

Closer supervision by exchanges

in principal key citie^ of the U. S.

has brought a marked diminution of

picture copyright infringements by
'jack rabbit' exhibitors in recent

-weeks. This is the season of the

year when this tribe of itinerant

exhibitors, operating away from
populous centers and traveling from
town to town, spring into activity.

They set up a miniature circuit of

two - to seven towns in a week's

-playing timej but generally show in

only one spot per day.

Trouble in the past has been that

the agile 'jack rabbit' operator, while
telling the exchange about pictures

needed for his 'circuit,' has neglected

to inform the distributors about all

the communities in which the film

is to be displayed. No difficulty is

encountered with on-the-level 'jack

rabbit* boys. It is with the ones who
apparently contract for only three

or four towns, but in the meantime
make exhibition arrangements for

other spots, that violate
.
the-; film

..copyright. Thus he admits dates

between' Sunday and Tuesday, but
possibly between Thursday and. Sat-

urday he chisels by bicycling, and
hopes that it will not be fouiM out

Non-theatrical showings pVbbabty
will be next in line for thorough
scrutiny because of unauthorized ex-
hibition of prints for supposedly
charitable or non-profit purpose.

Habit of certain exhibs in 'loaning

films, often for an individual fee of

$15 to $100 (sometimes as high as

$200), which he garners,
.
long ' has

been rated & distinefviolation of the
copyright rule.' Quite often it is

difficult to definitely spot these in-

fringements because of the manner
in which advantage is taken of play-
dates in the contracted use of film.

Prophesy in Wit

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Rev. Father Maurice J.

Sheedy, of the Catholic Uni-

versity of America, was intro-

duced to Andy Devine at 20th-

Fox.
'I started to study for the

priesthood once,' said Andy.
'It's just as well you gave it

up,' said Father Sheedy.
'Why?' demanded Andy.
'Because I'm wondering what

we'd do with two Father De-
vines.'

Horse-Racing

(Continued from page 1)

INDIES SEE B. 0.

OPPOSISHVIA

EDUCPK

U Checking NeWsreel

TlueTery;Forl6inin.Use

Suit for violation of copyright on
newsreejs by Universal is threatened
against the parties who smuggled
prints of the Hindenburg- disaster

and Coronation ceremonies from the
Fort Lee, N. J., laboratory. Though
the company has been investigatihg

the theft for weeks, only this week
was the hunt apparently abandoned
without tangible result.

Because the stolen prints were
reduced into 16 millimfiter or 8mm.
size for home distribution, it has
been difficult to trace the missing
negative. Universal offlicials believe
that some wildcat printing lab
handled the job, with actual sale
done by irresponsible parties.

This is the first time recently that
film of a major company has been
taken for duplication and personal
use, though several years ago in
stances bobbed' up when features
were duped for wildcat distribution

's Tioneer' Pic

San Antonio, .Aug. 3.

Preparations are almost finished to
shoot 'Pioneer,' an epic of German
migration to the Lone Star State,

•here. A cast of I50„ augmented by a
massed chorus of -2,000 voices to-
gether, with many. Indians, wagon
trains, sailing boats and an entire
Frontier City, ^vill be utilized. The
story deals Avith the period of and
during the Xj. S.-Mexican War. The
picture has been six months in prep-
aration and will be made almost en-
tirely 'on location.'

P. B. Willett, . producer, is- back
from Hollywood and New York with
Herbert von Scholtenbach who will
photograph.

Storm clouds, that threaten to

wreck the projected visual education

lineup outlined by the National Edu-
cation Association scarcely less than

a month ago, loomed this week in

several quarters. 'Whether these

trouiilesome billows will gather in

sufficient force to halt the plan to

use old short features in classroom
curricula, probably will not be
known until directors of the Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors

square off for a definite vote some-
time in September. Certainly some
of the questions now being asked
will l?e thoroughly aired at that time.

That old bugaboo of unfair com-
petition with theatres has been
dragged forth by independent ex-

hibitor leiadiers, who admittedly are

on the warpath against visual edu-
cation. Their contention is that pic-

tures essentially are for entertain-

ment, 'and belong in the theatre.

These same indies fear that under
presently lined up plans, the schools

will be getting films virtually first-

run.
One film company spokesman said

that "no picture shduld be handed
over for class use until it was at

ledst 18 months old. He described
educators as meaning well, but lack-

ing in practicability. •

foreign lands; there is plenty of ac-

tion at Arlington, Narragansett,
Suffolk Downs, Thistle Downs, Santa
Anita, Del Mar, Tanforau, Lincoln
Fields, Washington Park, Empire,
Jamaica, Saratoga and others.

In the old dayis the handbooks
used to be full of action if they had
three tracks running. Today, the
limit imposed voluntarily by the
books are six tracks, despite the

fact that the handbooks thrive on
increased - action. As many as 14

tracks are open and running day-
andrdate at present, but it is impossi-

ble for any handbook or wire service,

to handle sq many races.

Other factors in the surge of bet-

ting, other than the basic fact of in-

creased number cf tracks, and with
it added - local interest in states

where betting
,
is legal, include more

subtle influences as hovels, short
stories, plays, pictures. 'Three Men
On a Horse,' 'Little . Miss Marker,'
'Broadway Bill,' 'Day at the Races,'

'Saratoga,' the' Damon Runyon short
stories, etc., have done- much -to re-

move the not-quite-proper coloring
from horse racing and ..betting.

Tracks such as 'Washington Park,
Del Mar, Santa Anita, Churchill
Downs, Arlington Park have re-

ceived such excellent publicity in

recent years that it has become,
rather, a mark of social distinction

to play the horses.

And in the shprt few years it has
resulted in horse, racing jumping
from a small clique to one of the
big business enterprises of the coun-
try, with a nationwide wire service
giving constant, post-by-post ac-
counts of the Tunning of the races
to books throughout the country.-

Fred Stanley Appointed

Head of Col. Publicity

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Fred Stanley has been appointed
head of studio publicity"at Columbia
succeeding Bill Thomas, who re-

signed to accept a spot at another
studio. Latter's new position has
nothing to do with publicity. Thomas
is remaining on the job for another
week to break in his successor.
Stanley comes from the trade

paper field.

Rubin's 'Crazy People'
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Benny Rubin is scripting 'Crazy
People' at RKO.
Robert Sisk will "produce.

'

DICK PURCEIL'S 'TOMORKOW
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Dick Purcell goes, into 'There's Al-

ways Tomorrow,' which features

Dick Foran and June Travis, at War-
ners. George E. Ston ! also cast.

Frank- McDonald directs from an
original screenplay by Crane Wilbur

and George Bricker, with Bryan Foy
producing.

QUARTET FOR 'BLOSSOMS'
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Tully Marshall draws a featured
spot in B. P. Schulberg's musical for
Paramount, 'Blossoms on Broadway.'
Other castings include Jay C.

Flippen, John Arthur and Charles
Halton.

2D SKIPWORTH-MORAN
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Gordon Kahn and Charles Royal
are screen playing 'Stormy Weather,'
second in the series of Alison Skip-
worth-Polly Moran pix at Republic.
'Lady Misbehaves' is about ready

to start as the first.

STELLA ARDLER'S FIC
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Mary McCall is screenplaying
'Free Woman' at Major Pictures.

It will be second picture for Stella

Ardler on the Emanuel Cohen lot.

SHERMAN'S 'BARRIER' OK
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Harry Sherman was due back on
the Paramount lot today ^Tuesday)
after spending several weeks on loca

tion in the northwest with company
making 'The Barrier.'

Shooting schedule was maintained
despite bad weather breaks.

Inside Stuff-Pictnres

Efforts of film companies, doing location work in the east or obtaining
background stuff for features, and one newsreel camera crew to take pic-
tures from ferryboats and at the N. Y. entrance to the Holland tunnel,

were suddently halted last week. Units were informed that an all-sweep-
ing order, origin of which was not revealed, prohibited such .camera work,
effective July 20.

Check showed that a number of foreigners who have been snapping
photos from ferry craft, near the Holland tube and bridges in and about
New York, brought the drastic order. Picture companies explained their
purpose and obtained special permits, after a delay, to continue shooting,

W. C. Fields is replacing Jack Benny in Paramounfs 'Big Broadcast*
because Benny probably won't be back froin his vacation by the time the
picture goes into production Sept. 1, and also because of desire on part of
Par- to cash in on Fields' popularity on air now. Paramount officials are said
to think that Fields' large radio tollowing should help in selling 'Broad-
cast.' . -

.

•

. ;
' \ \

Jack Benny still holds a Paramount contract and will appear in a number
of films but .his vacation plans take precedence just nOW'. When he left

the "Coast he is dredited with -refusing to -^ome back and. do anything pn
production until after _he began-, his broadcasting. Benny also has beeii
declining picture ^offers' abroad, feeling that a vacation should be just that

Odd policy of Loew's in advertising in all their Greater New York
houses most pictures which play the Cap, coincident with their openjng at
latter, is partly blamed . for the fact 'Saratoga' is. • doing comparatively
poorer in New York than ih other keys. On the. first week at the Cap
the gross takings were $38,500 which is over average but disappointing. In
addition to Loew's policy of plugging pictures during Capitol runs, plus

the fact protection is usually only 14 days, the Cap gets 83c, week nights
and 99c. Saturdays-Sundays without a stage show, in competition with

~

Music Hall,- Roxyi Paramount and State, which have them at compara-
tive scales, or less. 'Saratoga' is holding over this week in 40 spots around

the country.

Bein Loses Plagiarism

Suit on 'Mayor of Heir

Plagiarism suit involving Warner
Bros, picture/ 'Mayor of Hell,' was
tossed out of court by Federal Judge
Henry V,*. Goddard in N. Y. Thurs
day (29), who held > there ' was- no
basis to the charge that the picture
infringed on Albert Bein's story
;Road Out of Heir and play. 'Little

bl* Boy." Bein sued for, an account-
ing and damages. The case was heard
two months ago.
In his opinion Judge Goddard ruled

that the only, similarity of the two
,was that life in a reform school was
the background of each and, the
Court held, this subject is public
property and not subject to copy
right.

Bein In 1931 . wrote the story of
his experiences while an inmate of
a Tennessee reform school. He sub-
mitted his script to Jed Harris and
the latter i^dvanced him $500 in roy-
alties with a view of producing ' a
play based on the story. Harris en-
gaged Edward Chodorov to put the
story in

,
shape. The latter did so

but Harris decided not to go through
with the play.

Later Chodorov tied up with War-
ners as a writer and was drdered to
script Iselin Austin's story 'Junior
Republic' Result was the picture,

'Mayor of Hell.'

This story also had the reform
school background. Bein contended
that Chodorpv had Utilized his ma-
terial in the 'Mayor of Hell' script.

Chodorov at the trial denied this,

stating he had turned over all of

Bein's material long before to Jed
Harris.

• Judge Goddard read the Bein ver-
sion and also privately viewed the

picture during the trial.

.
'Geojrge Abbrott, a playwright and

producer to whom Bein took his play
after Harris' control had lapsed, testi-

fied at the trial that the script and
material which Bein submitted to

him was entirely different from
Bein's narrative on the witness
stand, and also from the respondent's
picture, 'Mayor of Hell,' except that
they -were about reform schools,'

Judge Goddard said. "Accordingly
the complaint must be dismissed, but
in view of the circumstances, with-
out costs.'

. Although there are still 148,245 shares of first preferred and 571,751

shares of second preference, stock still outstanding, Paramounfs estimated
earnings for the second quarter of 1937 plainly showed the strides being,

made towards converting both preference issues into common stock. On
the basis of outstanding shares for these two stocks as of July 3, Para-
mount now is saving $635,179 annually in dividends as a result of the
reduced numbc^r of outstanding shares. Originally there were 248,000 of

first preferred shares outstanding, payinig $6 per year and 643,000 of second
preferred on which 60c. is being paid now.

Indications are that Paramount will renew its production contract with
B. P. Schulberg. Present signs are that he'll be given the opportunity
to make one pictiur.e over the period set for the expiration of his year's

contract. He's currently making 'Blossoms of Broadway,* which is budgeted
ti's the heaviest of his crop for that company. Several bther companies
have been seeking to get Schulberg after. he washes up at Paramount, but
the latter org feels there was undue haste in notifying Schulberg after

the third
,
of his eight productions that he was through on the first of a

two-year contract.- .
" ?

.

John Wray's spot in 'Mr. Deeds Goes to Town' was so good -that Colum-
bia penciled him in to repeat the routine for 'Devil Is Driving.' In 'Deeds,'

Wray plays a father whose kids are starving and who is out to get a
wastrel. In 'Devil' Wray is a father whose wife has been killed and
daughter injured for 'life in an auto accident, and who is out to get the
shyster who has sprung the drunken driver. In both instances Wray
can't go through with it, breaks down and hands his gun to his intended
victim as a smash anti-climax.

Wheel-of-fortune and water-under-the-bridge stuff repeats itself, with
the N. Y. "advent of Jerry Wald, Warner Bros, scenarist, to huddle with
Rudy 'Vallee on the latter's next fllmusical for WB. Both will be together
for a month setting details on a yarn that goes into work in the fall.

Some years ago when Wald was radio editor of the -now defunct N. Y,
Graphic (Macfadden), his prize feuding was with "Vallee, and it was on
the Vallee foundation that Wald got his first WB film-writing break. It

was an 'expose' of radio crooners.

M. J. Meehan, broker, who, with RKO is among the controlling ownert
of KAO preferred stock, being an important factor in the RKO theatre
subsidiary, has been expelled from the N. Y. Stock Exchange, the Chicago
Board of Trade* and the N. Y. Curb, by order of the SEC, according to

Washington advices. This expulsion followed protracted inquiry by the
SEC into Meehan's operation in Bellanca Aircraft Corp. stock a couple of

years or more back.

A Zeppelin with ERPI
Baron H. von Zeppelin, member

of German line prominent in air-

craft development, has been ap-
pointed manager of recording activi-

ties in^Japan for Electrical Research
Products, Inc. In New York since

June 28, studying latest sound de-
velopments, he leaves for the Coast
today (3) and shoves off for Japan
Aug. 21.

Von Zeppelin has been with ERPI
since 1929.

Lynne Sherman, 19-year-old daughter of Harry Sherman, producer of

Westerns for Paramount, is a member of the summer company at the
Barter theatre, Abingdon, "Va. Hopes to get a Broadway legit part in the

fall.'

Graduate of University of Southern California, Miss Sherman has been
acting since she was eight. Played stock in Minneapolis with the Bain-
bridge Players and with the Minneapolis Repertoire.

Ray Dannenbaum, new addition to Harry Brand's publicity staff at

20th-Fox, engineered a stunt last week which hit the front pages in the

metropolitan sheets as well as in the hinterlands. He had Dave Rubinoff
inducted as mayor of Fiddletown, a three-saloon, whistle-sltop near Sacra-
mento. With Rubinoff playing tunes from 'You Can't Have Everything,*
the newsreels cranked away, syndicate fotogs shot hundreds of plates

and the wires were ' loaded • with words.

Biggest midwest metropolitan daily is getting cold shoulder with
demands from studio publicity departments for sittings from important
stars for full-page color camera portraits. Coolness results ifrom the fact

that last year the same rag sent representatives to the lots on a similar
errand, hollered for lots of service and got it, and then used only a hand-
ful ot the pictures provided. In addition, this paper published a sizzling

piece bawling out the stars for tardiness and 'failure to cooperate.'

Four or five players in 'Gay Divorce,' which was revived at Jone.<! Beach
last week, were kept hopping between that resort and New York for re-

hearsals of 'The Student Prince,' which is the starting attraction ,at Ran-
dall's Island this week.

Rehearsals were held at the Majestic theatre for the latter attraction

and started at 10 a.m. Players commuted by train, fare costing less than
gas required to make the trips by motor.

Case of a studio watching its own theatre end's stage shows for likely

picture talent is best illustrated by Paramount. In signing Mildred Law,
hoofer, recently, company made it 100% so far as the talent in the N. Y.

Paramounfs stage show of last March 24 was concerned. Previously
signed by. Paramount out of the same stage layout were Neila Goodelle,

singer, and the Caligary Bros., foreign panto team, who recently returned
to N. Y. from the Coasi,

Metro has decided to boost its advertising and exploitation bud^^et on
'Broadway Melody of 1938' as a result of cards received from the preview

audience. Studio hypo heads conferred with Jack Cummlngs, producer,

on the best method of release and exploitation ,last week. Audience re-

(Continued on page 29)
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VOGlffiS OF 1938
(MUSICAL, IN TECHNICOLOR)

Hollywood, Aug. 3,

irmtea Artists release of Walter AVanifer
]tvo(lu*:tlon. Stars Wnrner Baxter nnd Jonn
Bfennett. Dtrcoted by Irvlns Cummtnsfl.
Scj-eenploy by Bella nnd Snmuel Spewnck.
Alt Olrector. Alexander Toluboft. Techni-
color uhotoprrtipher, Ray Reniiahnn: techni-

color -director, Nntallo Kalmus. Mu.slo.al

director. Boris Morros:. conductor, Victor

TFouoff. Film cdUora. Otho Loverlnpr nnd
Dorothv Hpcnecr. Dftnee director. Seymour
FellxV 'last, fllreclor, Chnrlcs) Kerr. I'rn-

vte\\>**l nt Grnumnn's Chinese thoatrp,

Hollyw^ood, AuR. 'i, '87. RUnnlnpr time. 10."»

nilns.
0«ov5!« Curson Wnrner Baxter
Wenily \'«n Kletterlnfi. ...... ..Tonn Benijctt

Mary. Curson.,
Rrlnoe Mwatov ....
Mr. Morsan..
Mr. iJi'ockton;
Sopliie Miller..
Mi'.s. T.cmUe........
MhH Sims
Bstty Mason.
Violet
Mrs. V.nn Kletterln
Lawyer

.Helen Vlnfson
....... .Mlscha Auer

Alnn Mowbray
. . i , . .Jerome Cowori

Alma Kruper
...^Mnrjorle Gateson
...Dorothy Mc.Nulty

Polly RowlcH
...... Mnria Shelton
. . . . . .Heddn Hopper

Roman Bohnen

done the underscorinfC. which Boris
Morros supervises.

Tying together into a cohesive film

so many diversified factors • is the
iob which Irving Cummings has per-
formed by a touch of legerdemain.
Seymour Felix has assisted with .the

dance numbers, «f which the en-
semble in brown, featuring .Rocco,

pianist, and.Saulter, poprano, with a
group of "terp dancers, is the most
elaborate and effective. Lighting ef-

fects achieved on the dark skins of

the scantily dressed girls are star-

tling and beautiful, it's something
new in the use Of color.

Wanger is not the first producer
who has tackled the difficulties of

merging fashion, musical comedy and
film. His 'Vogues' is likely to be the
outstanding success along these lines,

however, and its excellent show-
manship deserves the grosses which
unquestionably are waiting at the
theatres: ' FUn.

Showmanship with a capital $. This
one is pointed to big box office re-

turns, capacity matinee business and
exploitation tieups which wijl bring
«ast3al picfuregoers on the run, at-

tracted by- the unusual combination
of beautiful colored photography, an
entertaining musical revue story,,

played by- a splendid cast, and an ad-
vance display of- fall and winter
iEtshions. It is original in conception
«nd expert in execution.

Although a distinct departure from
routine picture producing, 'Vogues of
}938' retains the recognized value of
star .names in Warner Baxter and
Joan Bennett, with fine supporting

Slayers, including Helen Vinson,
lischa Auer, Alan Mowbray, Alma

Ki'lk^cr and Marjori^ Gateson. It has
an ingenious Script, of surprising-
elasticity, by Bella and Sam Spe-
wadc. It has a group of superlative
flo(Hr show specialties. It introduces
a dozen of the country's famous
fashion models, who appear in gor-
geous costumes against extravagant
and tasteful backgrounds. And it is

ph:9togriiphed throughout in some of

.

the loveliest technicolor so far pfo-
jerfad,

. Ffom this, it might be concluded
that 'Vogues' is quite a sizable pack-
-age, somewhat unwieldy as enter-
tainment, but the fact is that Walter
Wanger, who produced it, has bal-
•anced his ingredients with such skill
that the effect created is pleasing to
•eye and «ar. Showmen quickly will
recfS'^nize its distinctive qualities as
.so'^-'^thing different to intrigue the
pv'olic.

.

^aie Spewacks' screenplay is more
of -a libretto than a tightly, knit story
ab.-.ut. what talces place behind the
alliu-ing dra^pes in the establishment
of a fashionable New York couturier.
Of interest is the exposure of the
inner workings of the fashion racket,
the rivalry for latest Paris designs
.and models, the methods of exploit-
ing styles, and the .salesmanship
necessary to convince fickle women
tb'-y must buy only, -what the estab-
li."->ments have for sale.
Production numbers are incorpo-

rr« '';cl in the annual public showings
of new styles in costumes, furs and
li'Ti^rie. Between the fashion dis-
p^ entertainers ore introduced.
Tt--^:e. interpolations and interrup-
tions do not break the slender plot
th—ad, but fit into the story scheme.

Tcchniiolor probably never has
bcrji used more effectively. Back-
gr.-vmds designed by Alexander Tolu-
b-»7 are a series of beautiful paint-
in'-:, never garish, mostly in the
so?tor tints, against which the char-
actors and models move singly and
in ©roups- Frequently, through the
use of subdued backlighting, the fig-
ures appear in silhouette, then' are
transformed into brilliant hues. Bay
Rtjinahan, who handled the camera;
h-^ done a gredt job.
Creations In silks, rayons and furs

arr> assembled from recognized manu-
fpff^iurers^ Who are credited in a spe-
ci"! title, but T^hose names there-
attcr are not mentioned. Althou?;h
th-^re in unquestionable' commercial
valtie to the tie-in. the filni in no
pp.tiinular can be criticized as a com-
meiHiial picture, deviating from ac-
cp'-^+ed principles.
Warner Baxter plavs the proprie-

tor of the House of Curson and goes
about his manifold duties with the
air of ,a diplomat and with .«!erene

e^^^ hiunor. When an elderly woman
of fj\shion cannot be suited with one
of the firm's h'lts, Baxter borrows a
number froni the charwoman. Doke.<5

in the crown, attaches an aigrette
and char,*es When .Toan~ Ben-
nett, society girl, pleads with him to
delay delivery of her wedding cos-
tume, he refuses to fall down on an
o '^'er. but he hires her as a mo^^cl
after she docs a wnlkout. Thus, the
p^T/t. ar>d the pnmity of Alan Mow-
b"i.v.. Helen Vinson does a neat hit
o' wifely villainy, Mischa Auor dis-
p'"vs temoera.rnent as a rival de-
signer. Alma Kru.c^r contributes ;?

"Wfrm characterization of a hard
v'^^ciii<» ,'?pnerfil manarjer of .sp.am-

st---—:jSP'= nnd firlivsh models- ^rd Mar-
jrrle. Gateson docs some slick com-

.'^''iscJpljsts ?i*e George Tapp.s. New
y- "lc nitory hoofer, whose nimble
fj----,;nor draws astonished anplause;
V'"»inia Verrill, cafe and radio

'?^f^v. Who sings several nmnbers
Fred Lav/rence; Glorfa Gilbert.,

-t da^icer, .who does her sxtx^zin"

•Mctte routine: the Olympic Trio.

p''-"io, roller-skaters of whom only

i'-- n.opepr, and the Wiere Bros.,

r '"fivifal rbmedians with fonny

Y Virtor Young's orchestra nlny;;

the production numbers and ha.<;

ARTISTS AND MODELS
(MUSICAL)

Pai-amount release of Lewis E. Gensler
pruductiun. Stars Jack JJenny. .Features

Ida r.upino. Rfcliard Arlenj.Oall Patrick^

Ben Blue, .Tudy Canova, Tacht Club Uoys,
r..oula ArmstronK, Martha Raye. Directed
by BbduI "Walsb. Screenplay. Walter
lJeI.eon.and Francis Martin, based on
adaptation by Eve Greene and Harian "Ware
oi: .story by SIg Herisltr arid Qene-Tbackrey.
honss, Ted Koehler, Victor Yoiing, Harold
.Allen, Burton Lane, Fxederlci Hollander,
l,eo Kobln. Scored by Phil Boutelz*; as-

.^Istant director. John Burch; dim editor,

Ellsworth Hongland; camera, Victor. Mll-

nor; <Vano0s, Roy Prina; also Vlncente
Mlnelll. Reviewed In Projection Room,
N. Y;, auk- 'it '37, opens Aug; 4, '37, at
Puramount, N. Y.-RunnlnR time, U5 mina.

Mac "....Jack Benny
P.iulH, ..'.i ....Ida" Lupino
Alan pichard .

Arlen
Cynthia .... Gall Patrick
Jupiter TPluvius. .Ben Blue
'foots .....Judy Canova
Lois Townsend... Kathryn Kay-
Stella ..........Cecil CunnlnghaTO.
Mr.s. Townsend . Hedda Hopper
Specialties by the Yacht Club Boys, Andre

Koritelaneti! and Wa Orchestra; Louis Arm-
strong and hln Orchestra, Peter Arno,
McOleland Barclay. -Arthur WllHam Brown,
Kube Goldberg, Kussell FattersoA, John
LaGatta. Martha Raye, Connie Boswell.
Water Waltswrs

Mary Shepherd and Glorlio. Whecden
Model ...Sandra Storme
Marorle .-. ..Madelon Grey
Cralit Sheldon. ... 1 . .Alan Blrmingbain
Dr. Zinimer.... ...Donald Meek

Miaiatiire Reviews

W"
v'

P'

'Artists . and' Models* should be' a
boxoffice bonanza for exhibitors. It-

holds enough- varifty^ comedy, color,

spec, flash, dash and npyelty for a
couple of pictures. It's so replete
with a cavalcade of radio, nitery,
vaudeville and revuesque ingredients
that' it's much to the credit of all

concerned that this madcap musical
shapes up as well as it does. While
it's a hodgepodge of plenty, it's a
fetching melange and quite skillfully

held together.

There have been past instances of
much sadder note when the same
was attempted, and the trade by now
dismisses that sort of cinematic con-
glomeration as a 'big short' Not so
'Artists and Models? Its composite
talents are not in vain.

Producer Lew Gensler and direc-
tor Baoul Walsh manage all the loose
ends .nicely. There are a couple of
misguided! sequences, one of which
may react negatively to the future
of Martha lEtaye whom the studio has
developed into sizeable b.o. It's that
'Public Melody -Number One' se-
quence, done in a frankly Harlem set-
ting, with Louis Armstrong tooting
his trumpet against a pseudo-miisical
gangster idea. While Miss Raye is

under cork, this intermingling of the
races isn't wise, especially as she lets
hi;rself go into the .extremest mani-
festfttions' of Harlemania torso-twist-
ing and -gyrations. It may hurt her
personally.

There's also- an over-persistence in
motivating Ben -Blue and Judy Ca-
nova as an eccentric comedy -team.
They're hit 'n' miss.

But -while, the film in toto is a
madcap) cavalcade of variety it jells
better in the main; Jack Benny, Ida
Lupino, Richard Arlen and Gail Patr
rick are chiefly responsible for hold-
ing it together. This is Benny's first

solo starrer aAd it's also a departure
for him in that he's assigned the ma-
jor romantic interest instead of do-
ing the John Alden routine Which So
many radio recruits have been lately'
scripted into. Benny does a surpris-
ingly good job as the major Romeo
although, if he's going to maintain'
that idea—and it's good studio Show-
manship to foster it—he should give
his avoirdupois' -a little considera-
tion.

Benny is casf as the advertising
agency head. Arlen is his biggest
(and practically only) account. Ida
Lupino is a professional model who,
because she"s a p.m., is at first

snubbed by Arlen for a ritzy ad
campaign. Miss Lupino hies to
Miami posing as a socialite, in order
to impress that being a pro model
isn't a liability. Gail Patrick is an-
Otiifir looker, with a mccoy blue-
book background, who likewise
eases into the ad agency racket
Ayainst this the Yacht Qlub Boys

dash in and out madly, 'creating'
shows for Benny. Just what's the.

ultimate objective is never disclosed,
nor does it matter. The prime idea
•seems to be lafl's. They achieve that
prime idea throughout. 'Sasha Pasha'
is a col'lting opener With Charlie
A'dler o£ the Adler, Kern, Kelly and
Mann combo (Yacht Clubbers) do-
ing the egocentric genius who
creates brilliant show ideas just like

that
Quit* plausibly—at least so far as

•Voeies eC 193r ^UA). Wal-
ter Wanger^ ambitious and suc-
cessful unifying of lashioii,

musical comedy, Warner Bax-
ter, Joan Bennett and a good
cast with technicolor. A show-
manship novelty on a big scale.
'Artists utO. Models' (Par).

Strong musical melange with
Jack Benny, Ida Lupiho, Rich-
ard Arlen, Gail Patrick and a
flock of radio and variety spe-
cialists for -the marquee.

Dlarry the«lrr (WB). Addle-
pated farce about a flock of
sci'ewballs. Plenty of marquee
strength, but few laughs.
•Head End' (UA). Samuel

Goldwyn production of Sidney
Kingsley's play starring Sylvia
Sidney and Joel McCrea. "Tense
and accurate translation of the
original, but sordid and depress-
ing. ' ^

'

'London by Night' (M-G)»
Good murder mystery but will
•need all the pushing it can get
due to ."lack of b.o. lure in cast

. names^
"liiat Certain Woman' (WB).

Bette Davis, Henry Fonda
and Ian Hunter, backed up by
a big time cast, in a well-made
first run film. .

'Wild.Money' (Par). Amusing
serio-comedy On newspaper life,

starring E. E. Horton, not Strong
enough, however, to solo.

'Blonde Trouble' (Par). Re-
make of 'June Moon' with ' a
cast of young Paramount play-
ers, including Johnny Downs,
Eleanore Whitney and Terry
W2\lker, Perfect for the .duals.

"The Old Corral' (Rep). Gene.
Autry starrer,, sub-average
western. Will have trouble get-

ting by even with star's follow-
ing.

The Gold Racket' (GN). An-
other Federal Agent story, With,
a mediocre cast^ in a time-worn
plot Multiple prograin material.
'Mystery of Hooded Horsemen'

(GN ). Tex Rittcr looms as
western comer but familiar ma-
terial and other defects spot
this, in double corral. "

'
'

'Bulldog Drummond at Bay'
(Rep). Inauspicious meller,

sans any marquee support,

-which will have tedious time
even in duals.
'Crusade Against Rackets'

(Prin ). Mild version of ' white
slave ring activities

_
niiseriibly.

executed. Only for a few grind
houses in met centers "when
ballyhooed sensationally.

'

'The 13th Maa' (Mono).. Mur-
der meller solved by a -news-
paper columnist that is oJc.

and will do just that in the

duals.

mistaken for the model, and in
midst of which the Yachtsmen burst
in with a whoop-de-doo of all the
corny vaudeville extant, as another
of their 'inspirations.'

All the other contributions - read
like a show biz catalog but it shapes
up well in combination with the rest

of the footage. LeRoy Prinz's dance-
staging; the musical scoring; 'the
camera work, and so on down the
line. Withal, good filpi fun for ahy
fan. Abel.

MARRY THE GIRL
Warner Bron. release ot Mervyn LsRoy

production. Featured Mary Bolund. Frank
JtfcHugh. lluglr~lferbei-t, Carol Hughes,
Allen Jenkins, Mlscha Auer. Directed by
William McGann. Adapted by SIg Herzig,
Pat C. Flick and Tom Heed, from novel

by Edward Hope; camera, Arthur Todd;
editor. Warren Low; dialog dlreclor, Uugh
Cummlng!). At (UUerlon, N. Y., week
July 80, '37. Running time, UO njin.s.

Ollie Radway, .............. .Mary Bbland
David Partridge '...... .Frank McHugta
John B. Radway ...'.Hugh Herbert
Virginia Radway ("arol Hughes,
.Specs AllPn Jenkins
Dlmitrl ,,.,MlHcha Auer
Dr. Stryker........ ,.AIun Mowbray
Michael Forrester Hugh ,0'ConneU
Bill ....Teddy Hart
Jasper , .

.- Tom -Kennedy
Buster Dewoy Robinson
First Southerner Olln Howland
Second Southerner Aiahur AyleBWoith
Drake . .

.' AVlllluin Davidson
Andre 'Victor Antolne Dcscule'

Charles JuOelb

recent Hollywood filmusical stand-

ards of plausibility go of late-^iare

introduced the other specialists.

Thus Andre Kostelanetz and his ex-
cellent symphonic syncopators are
segued into the cafe set doing
'Whispers in the Dark,' the film?s

hit tune. Connie Boswell is deftly

presented for the vocal interlude

and there's also a good staging bit

with a couple of femme swimmers
doing rhythmic waltz routines under
water—a sort of midget Aquacade
routine. All this of course in the

Miami nite club setting,

Peter Arno, McClelland Barclay,
Arthur William Brown, Rube Gold-
berg, Russell Patterson and, John
LaGatta are the name illustrators

introed at the A&M ball which caps

the film. In this sequence Patter-

son's Persohettes .do a novel puppet
show routine tliat's a peach. It

could be -transplanted intact into a

cafe as a floor show novelty. Pat-
terson incidentall-y screens/ well as

do all the other artists, rind Gold-
berg, in addition, almost makes a

straight man out o£ Benny in a bit

of effective crossfire.

The presence of the' illustrators In

the bit is excellent showmanship to

cinch the 'Artists and Models' tag

and authentically tie-in with the

lookers (models) for b.o. ballyhoo.

They^re all . beauts, with Sandra
Storme, highly heralded En'jlish

mannequin, ' getting special billing.

She j'3t''Cs i ti

Jiidy Canova has a 'bubble' song
for her first opportunity, just so-so.

That goes for 'Stop! You're Break-
ing My Heart,' doubled with Blue,

bolstered chiefly by their own panto
efforts. As for the Judy, Ann and
Zeke hillbilly specialty later on, it

could be cut out completely to thfe

film's advantage. Blue jells better

in the Personettes number wherein
Mr. Esquire gets the spotlight, and
which shapes up as about the swell-

est free ad for any magazine as

could be had. It's practically a
commercial tieup.

Benny has a .'^ocko latf scene with
Donald Meek hs the meek medico
that's a be^r; another with the male
underwear stylists where Benny is

Whimsy to end all whimsies. Be-
side the Radway fainily in this' nut
house, the Sycamores of 'You Can't
Take . It With You' are positively

humdrum. 'My Man Godfrey' is by
comparison one of the soberest films

of recent seasons. But while 'Marry
the GirV is goofier than either of

those other successes, it can't be
(Compared to them in entertainment.
They set the style and it has gone
much further, but not nearly so

wittily.

' Idea seems to have been that if

one' comedian in a picture is funny
several would be several times as

funny. So Mary Boland, Frank Mc-
Hiigh, Hugh Herbert, Micha Auer,
Allen Jenkins, Hugh O'Connell and
Teddy Hart all are tossed into the
'cast Similarly, where one ludicrous
situation or crackpot characteristic
would be good for a laugh, the film
virtually bulges with absurdities.

Unfortunately, however, the whole
business' just doesn't come off. Pos-
sibly because it so obviously tries so
hard, 'Marry the Girl' simply isn't

funny.

One cackle-voiced spectator at the
opening show at the Criterion was
practically in stitches during the
whole 66 minutes. But few others
could contrive even an o'ccasional
chuckle. Pic will probably get by
on duals in the nabes and should be
a panic with juve audiences. But it

wiU probably lay an egg in' first

runs. Press won't be hot and word-
of-mouth is likely to be spotty.
What the corps of script writers

(three get credit, such as it is) have
turned out is a yarn about a balmy
family owning a newspaper syndi-
cate, writers, and artists of which
•are just as screwy as the proprietors.
Hugh Herbert is the boss who is

bossed by his sister, Mary Boland.
Carol Hughes is the niece with a yen
to elope with Mischi^r Auer, a . crack-
brained caption writer. Frank Mcr
Hugh is a private secretary pro-
moted to managing editor. Alan
MoWbray a psychia.trist who ope-
rates (and belongs in), an asylum.
Hugh O'Connell is a souse cartoon-
ist. And so on and on.
All but Carol Hughes are experi-

enced, expert clowns who can make
a guffaw grow where only a smirk
is planted. But the script never lets
the characters a.ssume three dimen-
sions and the whole works is a dud.
Carol Hughes mistakes stridency for
comedy. William McGanri's direc-
tion doesn't help. Hobc.

WILD WEST DAYS
.
(SEBIAL)

Universal *i-elease ot Ucn Koenlx-Hcnry
MacRae production. .Slurs .luliniiy Muck
Brown, features Gt^i-gc. Shelley, Hoiieit
Kottman, Lyn Gilbert. Frniik MoOIynn. Dl
r«cted by Ford JJetbo nnd t'llfC Sniltli
."tory and soi-cenplny, Wyiidh-aiu GUI ens,
Konnan S. Hall and Ituy '.^'riinipe, .f|'<>iii

novel . by W. Jt. Kuriictt. At Liberty,
Lincoln, I.t chapter.o. Jfunnini; tiin« (.on

each '.episode), 20 ininA.
Kentucky.... . . ; lulinny Mhi-U Hrnwn
Dude '. (;ciii-3-<' .ShPlley
Trigger Itobet t K<)rlm:in
Mike ..Knink YaconeJIl
Lucy , r.ynji «lll)ei i

Lnn-y : Krank iVItOlynn
Kcolcr iiii.^Kell Slnu'son
Purvis l«'riini-I.M .MoIJoriiiltl

Doc Hardy VVulU'i Mlll.-v
IiUcksUin t'lijirloK .Elevens
Steve .-M Hrldsfi
Red Hatchet ; .(.Milet Tliundprblril

DEAD END
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

United Artists release of SVimuel - Gcld-
wyn'B production. Associate producer, Mer-
rltt Hulburd. Stars Sylvia Sidney an<d Joel
McCrea. Features Humphrey Bogurt.
Wendy Barrle, Claire Trevor and AUeH
Jenkins, Directed by "WillUm Wyler. Fiwm
play by Sydney Klngsley; screen play by
Lillian Hellman. Musical director, Alfred
Vtewman; camera, Gregg Toland; fllm^Uor.
Daniel Man(t«U; asst, director, . ISddle Ber-
noudy. Previewed at Wamern Hftlly«o4i<1
theatre. -Hollywood, July 29. '37, Runninff
ttn»e, DO mlns. S-
Driva , .Sylvia Sidn<>y
Dave Joel McCr<>a
Babyfaco Martin Humphrey Bognrt
Kay.. »Wcndy Barrie
Francey , Claire Trevor
Hunk....,..,., • Allen Jenklnn
Mrs. Hurtiti .Marjorie Main
Tommy. Billy Hahip

'

Dippy Huntz Hii 11

Angel. .Bobby Jordan
Spit..., Leo B. Gorcey
T. B... .Gabriel Dell
Alllty , . .Bepnard Funsly-
Phlllp ; Charlen Peck
Mr. Grlswald. Minor Watmm
Whltey Ch,<<rl«s Halton
Mulligan : Jnnics Burke
Doorman Ward Bond
Mrs. Connell... Ellsahelh Klsdon
Mrs. Penned,.,..' ; Esther Dale
Mr. Paecagll George' -Humli^rt
Governess. .Marcelle Corflay

Redskin du.stbiter, in 13 pieces, is

'Wild West Days.' with Johnny Mack
Brown as the star. Film is directed
by the Universal scriiil twin.s Becbe
and Smith, who .see that there's
plenty of action, noise, and kid iip-

peal.
Shades of the hot money-maker

of almost seven years a.i^o. indi.'in.':

Are Coming,' 'Wild West Dayy' has
the same possibilitie.<! with the .«criiil

trafflc. Younjier set will support,
which makes it an ideal weekender.
Basis is on the novel, 'Sainl John-

son,' by W. R. Burnett. Lynn Gil-
bert, the young doll with eyes on
Johnny, is the only femm.e in the
ca.<!t and she shows up th;it much
better. B«ru.

Samuel Goldwyn has made a near-
literal film translation of Sidney
;Kingsley's play, 'Dead End,' Nev^
York stag^, success .of the past two
seasons. Goldwyn and other picture-
makers many times before have
drawn upon the theatre for screen
.material and have turned out finely
produced, acted and photographed
versions of the original proscenium
presentations. *De?,£l. End' is a per-
fect technical job of reproducing the
action of the play, with a few minor
changes in the dialog, from which
some of ..the rough stuff has been
deleted. ' .

What Goldwyn hasn't done is to
enhance the message of the play by
letting Ipose the full power of the
screen as a form of art expression
different from the drama. The
Kingsley theme is that tenements
breed gahgsters, and no one does
anythins about it The viciovis cycle
continues with each succeeding crop
of children, thwarted in their growth
of any sense of -social responsibility
by the .pressure of vicioUs environ-
ment. The play whammed the idea
across the footlights; the picture says
and does everything the play said
and did,, and stops right there. Therfc
is no inventiveness or imaginative
use of the cinema to develop the
theme further, or wham it as hard
as the play.

'Dead End' will open to the kind
of business which Goldwyn pictures
attract. Although the play was writ-
ten to end all gangsters, the filni will
be regarded generally as another
gangster picture, not so exciting as
some of its predecessors. . The pic-
ture public which has little regard
for projpaganda arid high respect for
entertainment will find in it a ' re-
versal of popular values. At the box
Office 'Dead End' is in for a disap-
pointing caireer.

All the action is limited merely to
a larger background setting of the
river front in the East 50's (N. Y.)
than the Belasco theatre (N. Y.)
stage could coptain. . . The . camera
peeks into the sordidness more real-
istically,, uncovers more garbage cans
and hallway filth of the tenements,
and the sound track carries the de-
pressing symphony of quarrelsome
oaths, noises of close living, cries of
feverish infants and the unending
shuffle of strange footsteps on the
stairs. There is. no hope promised
for a better day, no hiunor, no fun.
Just dull, depressing

, existence, ae-
curately and minutely reproduced in .

it« sickenitig, physical, phenomena.
Only material plot, change which

Lillian Hellman has made from the
Kingsley script is to heroize the char-
acter of Dave, the! student architect.
It is he, and not the G-men, who
kills Baby Face Martin.
Performances are \miformly fine,

topped, of course, by the acting of
the boy players from the New York
production who seem better in the
film because they do not crowd their
lines so fast. Billy Halop, Huntz
Hall, Bobby Jordan. Leo B. Gorcey,
Gabriel; Dell, all give splendid ac-
counts of themselves.

Sylvia Sidney as Drina and Joel
McCrea as Dave, are starred in the
picture. Miss Sidney is excellent, one
of the best things she has done in
months. Her sister-and-brother scenes
with the. wild Tommy (Halop) are
tender; moving and tragic. Her de-
fiance of the police officer when her
brother is arrested, and her plea to'
give him another chance instead of
sending him off to the reformatory,
are sincere passages^ McCrea does a
fine bit in a scene with Wondy Bar-
rie, the keptive in the fashionable
apartment, when he turns down her
proposition.- The Barrie role is in-
definite in outline, due to cen.soring.
(Only wives liye with gentlemen in
motion pictures.)

Humphrey Bogart looks the part
of Baby Face Martin and plays with
complete understanding of the char-
acter. Allen Jenkins as hi,? pal steps
v/ay up in rating as a fine artist by
hit, performance of Hunk. Claire
Trevor is Francey, the .street walker.
In this instance also censorship has
stripped the role of the shocking fea-
tures v/hich,made it stand out in the
play. Majorie Main, as Baby Face's
motlier. whines her lines, but get? in
a smucking wallop when she re-
nounces the killer.
William Wylcr's direction '\? fault-

lc.<;s in its technique. y\Ui.
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LONDON BY NIGHT
Matru release of Sam Zlijiballat produij-

lon Features George Murphy. Rita John-

inn
'

Vlrifinla Field, George Zuceo, Mon-
taSii llove, Eddie QuUlan. .jpirected by

WlUlain ThleJe. From play,- 'TOie Umbrella
Man' by Win Scott; adapUtlon, George
ODDenhelmer; fllm* editor, George Boemler;

camera. Leonard M.^Smlt.h. Revlewpd In

Pro'ection Boom. N. T„ July 20, '87. Run-
ning time. 70 mlna.

Michael Denis .'

^"SF.?^
Murphy

Patricia Herrlcic .RUa Johnson
5,33l^ ........Virginia Field

Corrsy. t Carroll

Inspector JelT«i'aon George ^ucco
air Arltiur Herrlck. .; Montagu Love
jIiii

Eddie QuUlan
Squires. •

.Leonard Mudle
Times.-. •• .....J. M. Kerrigan
Inspector Hleet Nell Fltjtgorald

Postman Harry Stubbs
Bqfroughs. •>. .Xvan Simpson
Jbnoh... « ••• Corky

This is an instance where quality

is there, but drawing power isn't. A
murder mystery from the Sam Ziiri-

lijalist production shop, picture has

received careful attention from the

hands which moulded it and while

not outstanding as a kiUer-meller,
talces precedence over the majority
of this type turned out. Even though
lacking in any name strength, it

should do satisfactorily.

The best that's offered for marquee
billing are the' monikers of George
Murphy and Rita Johnson, who head
the cast. Remarkable thing about
the picture is that, while its players
are not widely known nor mean a
pull at the box office, with minor
exceptions the performances are ex-
tremely good. In the . top, spots^

Murphy and Miss Johnson suggest by
their playing and good parts that
they will go much further. Murphy,
handles himself very capably, speaks
lines wsil and acquits himself credit*

ably as a. romantic lead, while Miss
Johnson digs herself deeply into au-
dience favor in a role that calls for,

less work than allotted Murphy.
A workmanlilce script by. George

Oppenheimer, the dialog of which is

both intelligent and punchy, goes a
good distance in jnaking 'London by
Night' the meritorious melodrama it

is. There's no- redundance, no sappi-
ness and no language that would be
out of keepin;; with the characters or
the setting. Entire locale is a certain

' section of London and much of the
action is out-of-4oors, where excel-
lent photographic work of Leonard
M. Smith's crew . contributes to the
high standard of production attained.
Background throughout, in homes,
shops, a pub and elsewhere, also add
to the London note of authenticity
registered. Zimbalist and his di-

rector, . William Thiele, are to be
commended for this and other pro-
duction details.
'London by Night' was originally

a play tagged, 'The Umbrella Man.'
Latter might have been a more fit-

.ting and as good a b.o. title as the
successor given it for the screen.
About all the new title does that the
old one wouldn't "is identify the
locale.
AmonjT the virtues of the picture is

the skillful manner in . which sus-
pense is sustained and the momen-
tary threat of danger infused. Sus-
picion is pointed in various interest-
ing directions and one of the novel-
ties of the plot is that two murders
were of imaginary victims, idea of
the killer being to disguise himseK
as the men he is supposed to have
murdered with a view to gettlhg bad
enough of a rep .to push through a
blackmailing scheme. In order to

satiate those who would have a kill,

two do finally occur as the escaping
blackmailer meets with interference.

In the performances, Eddie Quil-
lan ranks "with anyone else in a role
that is not so important. His drunk
bit is excellent and his English ac-
cent worthy. Another whose work
is more than ordinarily competent is

George Zucco, who plays a Scotland
Yard inspector. Virginia Field is a
barmaid who lends much cockney
flavor, together with others. Miss
Johnson fits the British requirements
aptly. Her equipment includes an
ingratiating personality and a voice
that is remindful of • Ruth Chatter-
ton's. It has a very appealing Quality.

Char.

suits. With the character robbed of
so much of his former charm arid
wit, the pic is automatically dumped
into the action cl9ss.
Plot deals with a gang of inter-

national munition peddlers, headed
by a menacing-looking continental
obviously meant to- resemble the late
Zaharoff in attire if not in the smart
operation that characterized the
'mystery man of Europe.'

"The gang, as a front, uses a peace
movement to mask its armament
selling to all comers. When they
can't secure legitimately a robot air-
plane from its young British in-
ventor, it kidnaps him and tries to
torture the secret of the plane's man-
ufacturer out of its creator.
Drummond gets a whiff of the

goings-on and, minus much police or
Scotland Yard co-operation as usual
with him, brines to heel the whole
mob, saving half a dozen lives along
his way and getting the girl at th
fadeout.
John Logan plays the Jead -in a

rough-and-ready manner; The char-
acter is badly written, and there's
no way of telling what he could
have done if the authors had fash-
ioned their hero as a more ingenious
type. Dorothy Msickaill as the girl
is o.k., considering the ' frequent
over-melodramatic ring of the ' lines
given her.
Claud AHistcr, as the naive Algy,

Drummond's
.

' sidekick, has rather
watery and strained comedy to cope
with, and it overcomes him. Player
did the same role opposite. Ronald
Colman half a dozen years ago. in
'Bulldog Drummond Returns' (Par),
and is remembered as fine, but his
part was stronger in his original
role.

Victor Jory and Hugh Miller are
fairish as the menaces; Richard Bird
tends to overact as the inventor.
Production didn't cost very much,

and doesn't look three cents more
than the expenditure. Many of the
camera shots are downright p'^or.,

'

Bert.'

BLONDE TROUBLE
(WITIt SQNGS)

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Paramount production and release. Fea-
tures KlAanore Whitney, Johnny Downs,
Lyniie Overman, Terry Walker, Uenny
Baker. Directed by George ArchatnbuuJ.
From play 'June Moon,' by Ring Lardner
and George S. Kaufman. Screenplay b)
LlUle Hayward. Camera, Honry Sharp;
film editor, Arthur Schmidt. Musical direc-
tion, Boris Morros; aonga by Durton Lane
and Ralph Freed. Previewed at Alexander
theatre, Glendale, Calif., July 28, '37. Run-
ning time, 07 mlns.
ISdna Maker Eleanore Whitney
Fred Stevens Johnny Downs
Joe Hart Lynne Ovai'inih
Eileen Flet-her Terry Walker
Maxli3 Schwartz Benny Uakor
Paul Sears William Detnarest
rmry Fox..: .John Patterson
Wlndiiw Washer El Urendcl
Goebel Uarlowe B<)rland
Goldle Foster Kitty iMcUugh
Lucille Sears Helen Flint
Wa'ter... Harvey Clark
Friend of Fred's.. ......Spec O'Donnel
Crooner .-.Eddie Davis

WILD MONEY
Paramount production and release. Fea-

ture? E. E. Horton. Lynne Overman, Por-
t.et Hall, Louise Campbell, Benny Baker,
Ruth Coleman, Billy Lee. Directed by
Louis King. Based on story by Paul
Galileo. Camera, Henry Sharp, At Fox,
Bklyn.. dual, week July 30, '37. Running
time, 71 mlns.

P. E. Dofld '. .. R. E. Horton
Judy McGowan I:.oulse Campbell
Perry Brown' T.ynne Overman
pill Hawkins Luclen Llttleflcld

Jenny Hawkins , Esther Dale
Bill Court ,. Porter Holl
Al Vo-rel Bsnny Baker
Mrs. West Ruth- Colemon
Mr. West Louis Natheaux
Malcolm West Billy Lee
Sheriff Jones Howard Mitchell
Spreckett William Burress
Miss Green Gertrude Short

Druinmondl at Bay
Republic production and release. Stars

John Lodge. Dorothy MackaUl, Victor
Jory. Claud AlUster. Directed by Norman
Lee. Screen play, James Parrl.sh and
Patrick Klrwan. from novel by 'Sapper';
camera, Walter Harvey. Rev|e\Yed In Pro-
jection P.oom, N. y., July 22, '37. Run-
ning lime, 03 niins.

Hugh Drummond .John Lod.ire

.Doris Dorothy Mackalll
Gregoroff .Victor Jory
Algy T.ongworth .Claud Alllstcr.

Kallnsky. . . . . , Hugh Miller
Greyaon Leslie Perrlns
Caldwell Ricbsrd Bird
Meredith ; Brian Buobel
Velght Jim Gerald
Mrs. Caldwell Annie Esmond
Norah. Marie O'Neill
Rpglnald Portslde .AVllllam Dpwhur.'it
Dr. Belfru« ......Frank Cochrane

Dullest of the entries in the 'Bull-
dog Drummond' series, and will have
a futile uphill time trying to. get
across. Pic possesses no names to
tug 'em in, and word-o'-mouth as
well as reviews are certain to be
sour. Made for the duals, it will be
the weak member of any coupling.
The writing isn't as clever in

'Drummond at Bay' as it was in the
earlier editions fashioned around
the English gentleman detective, and
that factor stings. The lead isn't the
bright chap he has been before, but
depends more on his fists and blunt-
headed driving power to get bis re-

Any picture which introduces a

new personality is important. Louise

Campbell, lead, opposite Edward
Everett Horton, in this picture, and

from legit, has her first film role;

She's okay and has plenty on the

ball. This picture is entertaining,

but is not strong enough to solo.

Horton is its main marquee squeeze.

As made the film hasn't sufficient

dramatic or romantic punch to be
a topper.

The dialog is tasty and the action

is lively. The picture should receive
good word-of-moiith tallc.

Paul Gallico, w.k. newspaperman
who knows his stuff, authored this

serio-comedy on the inside of re-

pertorial life. It's a dressed-up piece
about reporters and a penny-pinch-
ing bookkeeper.
Miss Campbell is a good sobbie

charaeter, the type who knows about
everything except romance, and
Horton plays a more genuine char-
acter, as the bookkeeper, than has
been his wont.
Horton is nuts over Campbell, but

she airs him when he turns down
her swindle sheet. Horton is one of

those rigidly dutiful bookkeepers
who has the boys and girls blue-
faced by his blue-penciling of their

expense accounts. When, by acci-

dent, circumstances compel the paper
to place Horton in charge of an im-
portant kidnapping story aipid the

lads and Miss Campbell have to take
orders from him on covering the
yarn, complications happen.
Horton, in his unwitting and ec-

centric way, while oh vacation,

bumps into the big story. He phonies

in the tip and because he is the only
representative, of the paper on the
ground, miles from the office, he
is given full charge. Ambition grabs
Horton. then, and he. is given also a

$5,000 expense account with which
to handle the story. That's where
the wild money angle comes in. It

stuns Horton, at first, but he soon
proves that he can use this large

sum to the best interests of his
paper.
Horton sews up every means of

communication and purchases every
means of transportation conveyance
in the vicinity to prevent competitor
newshounds from cutting in on the
story. However, in doing this, he
also shuts off his own confreres.
That's fun, and they, in trying to

grab the play away from him. al-

most ruin things for the paper. Hor-
ton has even bought up the town's
tractor and in the end even captures
the kidnappers, after giving his

paoer successive scoops on the situ-

ation. This, of course, wins him the
sobbie, for a final clinch. Shan.

Good entertainment and a smart
vehicle to show off some of Para-
mount's younger featured players.

Although a remake of 'June Moon,'
from the play of the same nahie by
Ring Lardner and George S. Kauf-
man, It has been smartened up to the

life, lingo and methods of present-

day writers of popular songs. Lil-

lie Hayward, Who made the adapta-
tion, and George Archainbaudt the
director, have talcen permissible lib-

erties with the original, and have
turned out an amusing film, acted

by an engaging cast;. '

It is not an important picture
because the material has been
.used, so many times in so many
various versions, including fllmusi-
cals. Of its type, however, it is'

good and it will be a ready booker,
as the story is clean and suitable for
all theatres, and its length is trimmed
to the pattern of double bill exhibi-
tion. Title is meaningless, and more
astute showmanship would have
prompted use of the original title.

Johnny Downs makes the boy from
Schenectady whp cOmes to Broadway
to write -lyrids, a " likable, naive
youngster, whose self-dssurance slays
the hat-dboiled attitude of Tin Pan
Alley. He. has an attractive man-
ner, spealcs distinctly and gets his
laughs. He has looks and a certain
winning shyness. Eleanore Whitney
plays the big city girl with a heart
of gold in a sympathetic manner.
Hers is a straight part, entirely on
the sentimental side. Nq opportun-
ity for her to dance, which is the
best thing she does, but she is cute
and adds pulchritude to the ensem-
ble.
Lynne Overman is the music pub-

lisher, William Demarest the dis-
couraged composer, and Benny Baker
is the pianist, a swell comedy part.
There is a funny bit by El Brendel,
window cleaner with a yen for har-
mony, and good characterizations by
Terry Walker and Helen Flint.

Archainbaud has directed with im-
agination. The original and ' added
dialog is smart, cracking and fast.

In giving pictorial movement to the
plot he has lost none of the laughs
from the script. He has built ud an
amusing sequence around- the birth
of a popular tune. It's a good num-
ber, too, entitled 'It Was All in Fun,'
and is by Burton Lane and Ralph
Freed. Benny Baker sings it.

Two interpolations fall pretty flat,

Eddie Davis, of the West 52nd St.

(N. Y.) Leon & Eddie's, takes too
,much footage . to put over 'Comin'
Down .the Moutain,' and a troupe of
trained dogs (Hector and His Pals)
clutter up the screen for some forced
humor. • Film doesn't need either
specialty.
By some minor alterations at' the

end of the play, the current vogue
of fllmusicals is brought Into the
story. When Johnny's son? registers

a hit over the radio, a Hollywood
studio immediately offers him $500 a
week and a job on the Coast. The
fadeout is on The Chief, westbound,
and Johnny is on his wav to turn
Hollywood upside down. He rirob

ably does.

the heavies cannot be taken seri-

ously by an audience, for the pic's

handling does not take them seri-

ously. And that's an oversight in

anything pretending to be a bang-
bang bangtail thriller.

Autry addicts may find it o.k., but
Old Corral' will not prove by any ^^^^
means one of the chanting cowboy's [stevo,
popular playings. Straight western
fans will dub it strictly' a stiff.

A gal (Hope Manning) scrams her
singing spot in a. Chicago nitery-
gambling - house after witnessing a
murder. With the police after her
as a material witness, she holes up
in a western town where Autry,
playing himself as usual, is the
sheriff and singing star of the com-
munity. A gambler and general bad

THE GOLD RACKET
Grand National' production and release,

Dhc.'ted by Louis J. Gasnier. Original by*

I-loward Higgin; scenarist, Duvld Levy. At
Central, N. Y., week July 31, '^7. Running
time, UU mlns.

Alan O'Connor .Conrnd Nugel
Bobbie Reynulus Elcunor ilui^
Soutty VM'/.'/.y ICnIghc

.Frank .MIIau
Joe Charles Delancy
Lefty Ivnrl Huc'telc
Dec \Vnrner Itlohmond
Frascr Albert J, Sniltti
Dixon tOdWnrd Le .Saint
McKeiiiiic '. W. L, Thorne
Assayor , , . . , , .i^nul \\ elgoj
Rlcurdo...' Fred' Malalesta

In this federal: agent story about
old smuggling into the United
tates by plane from Mexico, the ac-

. »«.i«l,Kr.,.K,^^^- /r-^t-naiiMc I

^lon sometlmes Jumps the dialog. It

v°Lt2i j 1^^^^^^ haphazardly *^through consid-

"^fS*"^ ^a^y- erable gunplay,, n bit of confedy,medi.
as does Autry,
. The Chi mobsters are tipped by
the western -gambler, who tries to
shake 'em down, but instead the mob
invades the hamlet with their tommy
guns and intimidates all save Autry^
who rounds 'em up with a song on
his lips and a> brace of six-shooters
on- his hip:
AH the ends aren't tied up tightly

at conclusion, the 'film apparently
unable to wait, for so minor a matter
in view 6f Auiiry and the gal hiving
to duet the fadeout in a clinch.
' Miss Manning has a vibrant pair
of pipes which chased into the
woods .all the other yodelers in the
cast. Her dueting with Autry could
have been approximated only by,
say, Jimmy Durante plaiting his pipes
with Kirsten Flagstad. , .

Smiley Burnette, rotund . comic,
used in almost all . Autry starrers,

strove valiantly with the- heavy-
footed humor, and managed a few
laughs. The quintet of caroling cow-
hands, billed as Sons of the Pioheers,
had too- much warbling to do; for
highway holdup specialists the gang
didn't give much time to their liveli-

hood.
All the songs were prairie plaints,

most of 'em traditional old faves of
the open country. Whatever werie
the new ones were indistinguishable.
Direction just fair. Camera good

on outdoor shots, so-so within walls.
Bert.

ocre music and not much romance,
runner-upper for the multiples.
Conrad Nagel, and his young office

[pal, Eleanor Hunt, are federal agents,
assigned to catch flying smugglers.
Miss Hunt is enough to cause a con-
gressional investigation of the De-
partment of Justice. She is miscast.
As is Nagel, tepid as her lover.
Part of Miss Himt's job is to per-

forin as a night club -entertainer in a
Mexican saloon. That's where the.
music end comes in. Miss Hunt
yodels to Fuzzy Knight's piano bang-
ing.. Knight shoulders most of the
comedy with stuff he's been doing
sinpe pre-repeal. .That's the kind of
a picture this is.

It's Miss Hunt's job to vamp the
smuggler pilot who hangs around in
the saloon. She yodels him into cap-
tivity and Nagel thus captMres the
entire gang.
Dialog is dull. The action Is medi-

ocre. Nothing much to be said on
the camera end. Simple shots, and
backgrounds are acceptable. Shan..

That Certain Woman
Hollywood, . July 28.

Warner Bros, release of Robert Lord pro*
ductlon. Stars Bctte Davis, Henry Fonda
and Ian Hunter. Screen play, written and
directed >by Edmund Gouldjng. Camera,
Ernest HuUer; Him' editor. Jack KilUfcr;
asst. dli'ectpr, Chuck Hansen. Score by
Max Stelner; musical director, Leo F.
Forbsteln. Pifevlewed ut Warners Holly*

.wood theatre, Hollywood, July 27, 'a7.

.

Round-Up Time m Texas ""'f-
^ n»ins

' Mary Donnell Bette Davla
Jack Merrick Henry Fonda
Lloyd Rogers. ,lnn Hunter
Flip Anita r^ulae
Mori lok. Sr. . ; Donald Crlsu.
VlrgU W hi taker Hugh O* Don noil
Mrs. Rogers ICatherlno Alexander
Amy ' '.v.. Mary Phillip*
TUdon Minor Watson
ValUo' Bon W^elden
Detective Neely., ....Sidney Toler
Dr. James. Charles .Trowbrldgo
Fred Norman Willi*
Dr. Hnrtman .'Herbert RuwUnson
Kenyon , Tim Hcnning
Jackie Dwane Day

Flin.

THE OLD CORRAL
(WITH SONGS)

Republic release of Armand Sh.nefer pro-

duction. Slhrs (?ene Autry. Features Smi-
ley Burnette, Sons of the Pioneers. Di-
rected by .loijeph Kane. Screen play, Jo-

seph Poland, Sherman I^owe; orlglnjil,

Dernard McConvllle; cnmerii, lOdgar Ijyon.s;

songs, Sons of the I'lonccra; Fleming Al-

len, Oliver Drake. At Cliiili»npr, N. Y..

dual, July '-D, 'a7. Running time, W' mlns.

Oene Gene Autry
Frog Smiley llurnelte

l':ieanor , - - Hoi e Manning
O'Kcpfe Bros. ....... .....Sons of Pioneers
Cliamplon CMiainpion

Slmms .....Cornelius ICeefe

Garland ..Lon Clinnev, Jr.

Scarlottl . ,
-lolin Ilra-irorO

Snodgrass .Mllljurn Moranle
Abe Al'C I.etton

.Toe Morrill McCormick
Frank Cliarlew Sullivan

Xony J IJinldy Uoocicvelt

Dunn Lynlon Hrent
First Prisoner ..Fninkle Marvin
Oscar and Kliner Om'ar and Klinrr

Republic release of Nat Levlne liroduc-
tlon. Stars Gene Autry; fcatuces Smiley
Burnette and Moxlno Doyle. Directed by
Joseph Kane. Original screen' play by
Oliver Drake; anaoclnte Producer. Armand
Schaefer; camera. ' William Nobles. At
Arena, N. X.'. Auff. 1-3. '3T, dUal. Run-
ning time. 03 mlns.

'

Gene.' Gene Autry
T^'rosr , ...Smiley Burnette
Gwen.... .; MaXino Dovlo
CAbln Kids Cnhin ICIds
Champion Champion
C.irrtt.cfnn ;..TjeRov Mnson
narkey .Enrle Hndglnn
Jphnrnn Dlc't Wess^l
PoButo , Budd" Wlllloma
Chlpf'a Son Rimer Fain
Nambn Cnrnio Anderson
Pocond Cape Cop FrnnUIe' Marvin
Tex.,,,...., ; Ken Cooper

Sub-standard Gene Autry ' me-
sqiiiter musical, the plot of the piece.

Is dwarfed vine on which is hung
the dubious fruits of the singing of

all the leads. Action, pace and plot

are all subordinated to the yodeUng
and banjo, guitar ond harmonica
playing of the . principals. A deal

of the music mi^hl have been sacri-

ficed for the Slice of the yarn.
.
It

is less than a quasi-western. Even

This had every reason to be an
unsatisfactory western, as oft.'»n is

the case when the story formulators
yank a cowboy and his pal jnto a for-

eign clime. That's why it is surpris-

ingly brisk entertainment, despite Its

absurd moments, old hokey slapstick

and several lulls In action. Despite
these obstacles, *Round-Up Time In

Texas' doubtlessly will hold, those
who go for outdoor epics. And it

presents Gene Autry warbling In his

best, manner.
There's no doubt about the Repub-

lic boys having something in Autry.
In this simple little fable he gives
evidence of why he's building in
locales where, they go for the oats
operas. Possessing nice physique,
passable acting, and an Ingratiating
voice, he has the prerequisites to
take him places.

Film's, plot is a haphazard mixture
of episodic development, absurd de
tours and spotted abrupt comic mo
ments. It quickly takes Autry and
his pal from their Texas plains to
South Africa to help Gene's brother
in his pursuit of diamond wealth.
The pair take a flock of wild horses
with them, and find themselves en
gulfed in dire plottings as soon as
they land. There is the inevitable
girl, a singer in a Dunbar saloon, the
trea.cherous native guides, voodoo
drums, wild animals, stupid . South
African police, and other familiar
wrinkles slightly disguised.

Forced comedy absurdities reach a
peak when Gene's pal is adopted by
the African chieftain because he can
teach the tribe youngsters (the Cabin
Kids) how to ising a spiritual and do
a truckin' tune. Also, there's the old
chestnut of swallowing a harmonica,
with music ensuing though em
boweled. Dialog largely does not ex^-
ceed the quaint humorous moments.
Proceedings and sketchy yarn are

alleviated by Autry's ballading,
which has been nicely dovetailed in
'Hose That Grows on the Prairie' and
'Moon of Desire' are best, with the
former showing potentialities. Autry
and five or six others in the cast
are credited for the. songs.

Cast is standard. Auiry struggling
to seem natural in an unnatural
story, and Smiley Burnette more ef-
fectual than usual as comedy relief
(the vocal instructor and Gene's pal)
William Nobles has made some
stagey backgrounds seem passable
and otherwise has done well in catch
ing action with his camera. Wean

Finely made picture which de-
serves and will get extended first

runs and which shoves Bette Davis
a round or two higher as boxofflce
lure. 'That Certain Woman' also is a
boost . for Edmund Goulding, who
authored the story and directed the
film. With a cast that includes Henry
Fonda, Ian Hunter, Anita Louise,
Donald Crisp, Hugh O'Connell, Mary
Phillips and Katherine Alexander,
the combination of excellent pro-
duction values and known person-
alities insures good business.

.

Appeal is aimed strictly at the
emoulons, as the plot is another vari-
ation of self-sacrificing mother love»
This is the third ma]or production
on the same theme so far produced
for the new season. Others are
'Stella Dallas,' with Barbara Stan-
wyck, . and 'Confession,' with Kay
Francis. All three are carefully and
well made. . What will happen if

they are but forerunners of a cycle
of films exploiting renunciating
mothers, however, is too horrible to
contemplate. There are one or two
places In 'The Certain Woman'
which is a tailored job .of writing,
that approach the incredible, but
Goulding, the director, steers his
story past danger. He has the ad-
vantage of knowing exactly how
heavily he can lay on the pathos,
because the film is a remake of "The

.

Trespasser?' which he wrote and di-
rected for Gloria Swanson in 1929.
Although Bette Davis is regarded

generally as a very capable actress,
most of her roles have been stunt
parts and unusual characterizations.
She is the winner of an Academy
acting award (1935). Coming on the
heels of a fine comedy performance
in 'It's Love I'm After,' with Leslie
Howard (Reviewed in Variety, July
21), she shows commendable ver-
satility in her performance in "That
"Certain Woman,' which demands
more of her talent than any film, in
which she has appeared. Not a
raving beauty, she nevertheless, reg-
isters an abundance of feminine
charm. From .start to finish she does
not make a misstep, a wrong inflec-

tion in either speech or expression,
or a self-conscious move. She dis-
plays screen acting of the highest
order.
Film relates the adventures of a

self-reliant young woman, who as a
girl of 16 married a gang.stei', since
decea.sei, after a bootleg altercation.
Emerging from the notoriety of the
trial, she points her life to a useful
purpose, studies to improve herself,
and becomes the secretary of a
prominent lawyer, an unhappily
married man, who falls in love with
her but keeps his distance. Appar-
ently, the tragic episode of her youth
is hidden and forgotten. She falls

(Continued on page 25>
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i BOX-OFFICE
Biggest hot-weather grosses in history

registered in scores ofkey spots os RfCO-

ftacffo^s mighty attraction ends exciting

second week of Radio City Music Hall!.. •

Flash news pours in horn all sections as

more first runs open to same kind of

business!... Showmen cashing in heavily

on a great picture releasedwhen itmeans
the most...and backed by a tremendous

national billboard campaign of 10^000

twenty^four sheets plastered all over

America!... O. K.. RKO!

EDWARD ARNOLD . .

^^^y ^ _ PP^l^^^^ ^^j^^^^ ^ _ _ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ _

DIRECTED BY ROWLAND V. LEE
AN EDWARD SMALL PRODUCTION
^fn Play by Diidtoy NkMs, Joliii Twist Joel Sayr*
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FILM BOOKING CHART
(For information of theatre and film exchange bookers, Variety presents a complete chart of feature releases of all the American distributing companies for

the current quarterly period. Date of the revieivs as given in Variety and the running time of prints are included.)

COrTRIGHT, 1937, BT VAEIETf^ INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

WEEK WHEN
OF TITLE PRODUCER DISTRIB. TYPE TALENT DIRECTOR ' TIME REVIEWED

RELEASE ; MINS. BY VARIETY

G/lfi/37 TWO-FISTED SHERIFF
^ ^ BANK ALARM

H. L. Decker C«l Western C. Starrctt-B. Weeks Leon Barsha
Condor GN Melodrama Conrad Nagrel Louis Gasnjer 64 e/23

MARRIED BEFORE BREAKFAST S. Zimbalist MGM Com-Dr B. Yoanp-Florence Rice E. L Marin 70. 7/28
NORTH OF RIO GRANDE Harry Sherman P»r Western Wm. Beyd-Geo. Hayes Nate Watt

MOUNTAIN MUSIC Ben Glazer Par Comedy B. Burns-Martha Raye C, Reisner 7« ' 6/30"
RIDING ON AIR David Loew RKO Comedy - Joe E. Brown E. Sedgwick 7« 6/30

RHYTHM IN THE CLOUDS A. E. Levoy Rep Musical P. ElUs-W. Hull John H. Auei* 7/28
TODELIN' KID FROM PINE RIDGE A. Schaefer Rep Western Gene Autry-B. Brenson Joe Kane

BIG BUSINESS IVIax Golden eotii Comedy X. Prouty-S. Deane F. R. Strayer ' «1 6/2
WALT DISNEY'S ACADEMY REVUE W. Disney UA Comedy Cartoon W. Disney

ARMORED CAR E. M. Asher U Melodrama B. Wilcox-J. Barrett L. Foster 64 7/28
FLY AWAY BABY WB WB Com-Dr G. Farrell-B. MacLane F. McDonald 6« 7/14
WHITE.BONDAGE WB WB Drama Jean Muir-G. Oliver Nick Grinde 6« 7/21

C/25/37 DEVIL IS DRIVING
GIRLS CAN PLAY

SWEETHEART OF THE NAVY
CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS

LAST TRAIN FROM MADRID
YOU CAN'T BEAT LOVE
A LAW MAN IS BORN
SING AND BE HAPPY
LOVE IN A BUNGALOW

ANOTHER DAWN

Col. Col Melodrama
Ralph Cohn Col Comedy

B. F. Zeldman GN Comedy
L. D. Lighton MGM Spectacle
G. M. Arthur Par Drama
Robert Sisk RKO Rom-Com
A. W. Hackel Rep Western
M. H. Feld 20th Musical
E. M. Asher U Rom-Com

WB WB Rom-Dr

R. Dix-Joan Perry
J. Wells-C. Quierley

Erie LInden-C. Parker
F. Bartholomew-Spencer Tracy

L. Ayres-D, Lamour
P. Foster-J. Fontaine

J. M. Brown-I. Meredith
J. Davis-A. Marin
N. Grey-K. Taylor

K. Francis-E. Flynn

H. Lachman
L. Hillyer

D. Mansfield
y. Fleming
J. Hogan

C, Cabanne
Sam Newfield
H. Lehrman
Ray McCarey
W. Dieterle

69
69
63

115
85
66
61
67
67
73

7/7
6/30
7/7
5/19
6/23
6/30
7/7
6/23
7/7
6/23

7/2/37 :
,• A FIGHT TO THE FINISH R. Cohn Col Action D. Perry-R. Keith C. C; Coleman 58 ' 7/7

ONE MAN JUSTICE H. L. Decker Col ' Western C. Starrett-B. Weeks Leon Barsha -

ROARING TIMBER R. Flothow Col Outdoor Jack Holt-G. Bradley Phil Rosen 61 7/14
RIDERS 1>F THE ROCKIES Ed Finney ON Western Tex Ritter R. N. Bradbury

THE EMPEROR'S .CANDLESTICKS J. Considine MGM Rom-Dr Powell-Rainer G. Fitzmaurice 95 6/30
THIRTEENTH MAN Lon Young Mono Mystery W. Heybarn-L Courtney W. Nigh 8/4

BaDNIGHT MADONNA Ej Cohen Par Melodrama W. WlUiam-M. Correil J. Flood 56 7/21
FORLORN RIVER Par Par Western L. Crabbe-June Martel C. Barton 55
NEW FACES OF -1937 Edward Small RKO Musical M. Berle-J. Penner-H. HiUiard Leigh Jason 105 1/1

'

SLAVE SHIP Johnson 20th Spectacle W. Baxtcr-W. Beery-E. Allen Tay Garnetl 90 6/23
DARK JOURNEY V. Saville UA Drama C. Veldt-V. Lelffh-J. Gardner V. Saville

i COVER THE WAR Trem Carr IT Drama J. Wayne-D. Barclay-G. Gae«
. A: Lubin 69 7/7

SINGING MARINE L. Edelman WB Musical D. Powell-D. Weston Ray Enright 105 7/7

7/9/37 THE TWO OF US
THE SHADOW STRIKES
BETWEEN TWO WOMEN
HOOSIER SCHOOLBOY

WILD MONEY
ON AGAIN, OFF AGAIN

BORN RECKLESS
WESTBOUND LIMITED
PUBLIC WEDDING
EMPTY HOLSTERS

Gainsborough • GB Rom-Com
Alexanders GN Mystery
MGM MGM Drama

K. Goldsmith Mono Drama
Par Par Com-Dr

Li Marcus . RKO ' Comedy
. M. H. Feld 20«h Melodrama
McRae-Koenig U Rom-Dr

WB WB Com-Di*
WB WB Western

J. Hulbert-Gina Mala
R. LaRocque-L. Anders

Tone-V. Bruce-M. O'SuIlivan
M. Rooney-F. Shields

E. E. Horton-L. Campbell
Wheeler-Woolsey-E. Mulr
B. Donlevy-B. Hudson
L. Talbot-P. Howies
J. Wyman-M. Wilson
D. Foran-P. Walthall

Lynn Shores
G. Seitz

R. Stevenson
W. Nigh

Louis King
Edw. Cline
M. St. Clair
F. Beebe

Nick Grinde
B. Eason

61 7/14
87
62 «/30
70 8/4
6fi

60. 7/21

7/16/37 IT CANT LAST FOREVeR
XING SOLOMON'S MINES

. BOOTS OF DESTINY
BLAZING BARRIERS

RIDERS O? THE DAWN
TOPPER

EASY LIVING
SUPER SLEUTH
THE RED ROPE. .

THE CALIFORNIAN
EVER SINCE EVE

H. L. Decker Col Rom,«-Com.
GB GB Spectacle

Condor GN Western
K. Goldsmith Mono Drama

R. N. Bradbury Mono Western
Hal Roach MGM Comedy

A. Hornblow, Jr. Par Comedy
Edw. Small RKO Mystery
A. W. Hackel Bcp Western •

Sol Lesser -ZOth Western
Cosmo WB RqpirCom

R. Beliamy-B. Furness
A.-Lee-R. Yonnr-Robeso'n

Ken Maynard
F. Cofhlan-E. Arnold, Jr.

Jaek Randall
C. Bennett-R. Younr
J. Arthur-R. MiUand
J. Oakie-A. Sothern
Bob Steele-L. January

R. Arlen-R. Cortex
M. Davles-R. Montgomery

Ham. MacFadden
R. Stevenson
A. Rosson
A. Scotte

R. N. Bradbury
N. MacX.eod
M. Leisen
Ben Stoloff
S. Roy. Luby
Giis Meins
L. Bacon

68
80
59

98
88
75
«#
59
77

7/7
6/30
7/28

7/14
7/7

•

7/14
7/21
7/7
6/30

7/23/37 RENDEZVOUS IN ALPS
SARATOGA •

PARADISE ISLE
BUSTLER'S VALLEY
THE BIG SHOT

THE LADY ESCAPES .

KNIGHT WITHOUT >RM0B
TOWN SCOUT

J. Hagen GN Rom-Dr
Hyman-Emerson . MGM . Rom-Dr
Dorothy Reid Mono Draifia
H. Sherman P^^^ . . W^.tern
Maury Cohen . RKO Comedy
L. L. Landau. 20th RomrCom
A. Korda . UA Diama
WB . . WB , Comedy.

J. Baxter-Ai Bushel
Gablc-Harlow
M«vlta-W. Hull
William Boyd

C. Witherspoon-Kibbee
M. Whalen-G. Stuart
Dietrich-Robert Donat
D.- Woods-J. Madden

B.'Vorhaus
Jack Conway
A. G. Collins
Nate Watt
Edw! Killy

Eugene Fbrde
J. Feyder
Louis King

90 7/14
73 7/28
58 7/7
60

'

99 '6/16

•

70 «/4
1

7/21
93 7/14

105 6/30
»/4

105 6/23
'8/4m
8/4

8/4
140 2/10

104 7/28
70 7/28

100 7/28

V/30/37

C/6/37

Jl/13/37

r/20/37

S/27/37

A DANGEROUS ADVENTURE
WHERE THERE'S A WILL

SMALL TOWN BOY
LONDON BY NIGHT

LEGION OF MISSING MEN
EX;CLUSIVE

TOAST OF NEW YORK
WEE WILLIE WINKIE
VOGUES OF 1938
THE ROAD BACK
MARRY THE GIRL

BULLDOG DRUMMOND AT BAY

W. MacDbnald dol Action
Gainsborough GB Rom-Dr .

Zion Myers GN Comedy
S. Zimbalist MGM Mystery

I. E. Cha'dwlck ' Mono Drama
Ben Glazer - Par Melodrama
Edw. Small RKO Rom-Dr
Gene Markey 20th Drama
W.' Wanger •

" UA' Musical '

"

Grainger-Whale U< ' Drama
WB WB Comedy
Rep Rep Melodrama

D. Terry-R.-Keith
Will Hay-LUli Palmer
S. Erwin-J. Compton

L. G. Carroll-R. Johnson
Ralph Forbes

F. MacMurray-F. Farmer
E. Arnold-F. Farmcr-Oakl*

S. Temple-V. McLarlen
W. Baxtcr-J. Bennett

J. Kine-B. Read-A. Devine
Mary Boland-H. Herbert

J. Lodc:e-D. Mackalll

D. R. Lederjnnan

,

M. Varnell
Glenn Tryon
W. Thiele

H. McFaddeh
Al Hail

Rowland V. Lee
John^Ford

I. Cummitigs
J. Whale

Wm. McGann
Norman Lee

BLONDE TROUBLE
REPORTED MISSING
RANGBR STEPS IN

MYSTERY OF HOODED HORSEMAN
THE GOOD EARTH
THE OUTER GATE .

WINDJAMMER
BOOTHILL BRIGADE

YOU CAN'T HAVE EVERYTHING
STELLA DALLAS
SAN QUENTIN

SEA RACKETEERS

Par . Par Musical
E. M. Asher U Melodrama

Col Col Western
Ed Finney GN Western
I. Thalberg MGM Drama

I. E. Chadwick , Mono Drama
G. Hirliman RKO Action
A. W. Hackel 20th Western

L. Schwab • UA Musical
S. Goldwyn VB Drama

WB Rep Melodrama
A. Schaefer Re'p Melodrama

L. Overman-E. Whitney
Wm. Gargan-J. - Rogers
B. AIlen-E. Stewart

Tex Ritter
Paul Muni-Luise Ralner

Ralph Forbes
Gcorce O'Brlcn-C. Worth
J. M. Brewn-C. Rochelle

Alice Fayc-RIti Bros. Amcche
Stanwyck-Boles -

P. O'Brien-H. Bopart
W. Heyburn-J. Madden

G. Artihainbaud
M. Carfuth

S. G. Bennett
Ray Taylor
S. Franklin

H. MacFadden
Ewing Scott
Sam Newfield
N. Taurog .

King Vidfir
L. Bacon

H. MacFadden

ARTISTS AND MODELS
LOVE TAKES FLIGHT

LUCK OF ROARING CAMP
HIDEAWAY

ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN
HANBiY ANDY (Reissue)

DANCE, CHARLIE, DANCE
DEVIL'S SADDLE LEGION

L. E. Gensler Par Musical •

Condor . GN. Rom-Com
J. H. Steele . Mono ' Outdoor
Clilf Reid RKO Drama
Sol Wurtzel 20th Rom-Dr
Sol Wurtzel 20th Comedy

. WB WB Comedy
WB WB Western

J. Benny-G. Patrick
B. Cabot-Beatrice Roberts
O. Davis, Jr.-J. Woodbury

F. Stone-M. Lord
C. Trevor-S. Blane
W. Rogers-R. Taylor
S. Erwin-Jean Muir

Dick Foran-Ann Nagel

Raoul Walsh
Conrad Nagel

I. V. Willat . .

Richard Rosson
Allan Dwan
D. Butler

F. McDonald
B. Connolly

SHE'S NO LADY
OUTLAWS OF THE ORIENT
KING OF THE SIERRAS

SHADOWS OF THE ORIENT
BROADWAY MELODY OF '38

FLIGHT FROM GLORY
LOVE UNDER FIRE

MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR
FOOTLOOSE HEIRESS

GOD'S COUNTRY AND MAN
HOPALONG RIDES AGAIN
PUBLIC COWBOY NO. 1

B. P. Schulberg Par Melodrama
Col Col Outdoor

Condor GN Western,
L. Darmour Mono Drama

Jack Cu'mmings MGM Musical
Robert Sisk RKO Action
N. Johnson 20th Rom-Com
M, LeRoy WB Rom-Com
WB WB Rom-Com

R. N. Bradbury Mono Outdoor
H. Sherman Par Western

• S. C. Siegel Rep Western

IT'S ALL YOURS
KING SOLOMON'S MINES
TRAILING TROUBLE

BAD GUY
WHERE THE WEST BEGINS

ATLANTIC FLIGHT
ON SUCH A NIGHT
MAKE A WISH

THINK FAST, MR. MOTO
WE.$TEBN GOLD
DEAD END
CONFESSION

W. Peirlberg Col, . .• Comedy
GB ^H

' ,
• < Spectacle

Condor GN . . ; -Western
. Harry ' Rapf MGM " Melodrama
R. N. Bradbury Mono • Western
William Berke Mono Western

E. Cohen Par , Melodrama
Sol Lesser RKO Musical .

S. Wurtzel 20th Melodrama
. S. Wurtzel 20th

.
Western

S. Goldwyn UA Drama
WB-. WB Roip-Di-ama

Dvorak-John Trent
J. Holt-Mae Clark
Thunder and Rex

R. Toomey-E. Ralston
R. Taylor-E. Poweli-S. Tucker

O. Stevcns-W. Bourne
L. Youne:-D. Ameche
K. Baker-J. Wyman

C. Reynolds-A. Sheridan
T. Keene-C. Henry

William Boyd
Gene Autry-S. Burnette

.
M. Carroli-F. Lederer

A. Lee-B. Youncr-Robeson
Ken Maynard

B. Cabot-J. Chatburn
Jack Randall

D. Merrlll-Lambic
K. Morley-G. RicliardE
B. Breen-B. Rathbone

Lorre-V. Field
S. Ballew-H. Angel

S. Sidney-J. McCrea
' K. Francis-L Hunter

C. Vidor
E. B. Schoedsack

A. Rosson
B. Lynwopd
R> Del Ruth
D. Silvei'stein '

G. Marshall
A. E. Green
Wm. Clemens

R. N. Bradbury
L.- Selander

J. Kane

E. Nugent
R. Stevenson
A. Rcsson
E. Cahn

R. N. Bi-adbury
• William Nigh
E. A. Dupont
K. Neumann
Norman Foslcr
H. Brelherlon
William Wyler

Joe May

60
68

65

85

80

8/4-

7/21
7/21

7/28

6/30

90.
85

, 8/4
7/21
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Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Major lots hit a sizzling midsummer production pace, as predicted in

Variety some time ago, with 50 films before the cameras in the last two
weeks. Paramount headed the list with eight in work, including five new
ones, three going to preview in the fortnight. Warners had five previewed
and started one new picture, making a total of four before the lenses. . .

Metro started three and had seven in work, previewing two, while RKO-^

Radio kept seven going in and took a dttp into the preview houses. At
2dth-Fox, two were started, five in work, tioo others previeioed. Para-
mount led the cutting activities, with 14 in hands of the editors. Columbia
had 9, Republic 10, Warners 13, IJniversal 11.

Recapitulation of previews shows Columbia had two, Monogram one,

Metro two, Paramount three, RKO two. United Artists one, and Warners
five. Films being edited total 76, and preparations totaling 91.

Par Strike

(Continued from page 5)

Cohunbia

Five itt work, 9 editing, 9 preparing. In work:
•TlUE AWF.UL TRUTH/ 'I'LL TAKE BOMAI^CE/ reported Variety

July 7. Started: .

'PARK, "AVENIIE PAME,' produced by Irving Briskin unit, associate
producer, Wallace M^cDonald; directed by Al Rogell, original by Robert
T. Shannon, screenplay by Michael Simmons. Cast: Richard Arlen, Fay
Wray, Mary Russell, Wyn Cahoon, Gene Morgan, Thurston Hall, Marc
Lawrence, Geor^? McKay.

Story revolv^s,a^o^hd the efforts of Richard Arlen, a commercial pho-
•tpgrapher, whose business has gone to pot, to free Fay Wray, playglrl heir-
ess, from suspicion of having committed a double murder. With the poliCT
about to charge her with the crimes, Arlen uses his skill as a caineraman
to ferret but the real murderer, a iealous suitor of Miss Wray: Arlen
and the heiress fall in love and are married.
RIVER or JttiSSING MEN,' produced by Larry Darmour, directed by

Lew Collins, original by Bernard McConville, screenplay by Tom Kil-
patrick. Cpst: Jack Holt, Wynne Gibson, C. Henry Gordon, William Paw-
ley, J^ick LaRue, Ed Brophy, Charles Lane, Arthur Hohl. Lucien Prival.

,
Story has Jack Holt playing a du^l role as a G-Man and pretended

criminal. Wynne Gibson, a G-Woman, poses as Holt's gunmoll wife in
their efforts to capture the gang, led by William Pawley and Jack LaRue.
Holt. and Drake escape from prison, and Drake leads him to the criminals'
hideout, an abandoned mine; Because the gangsters believe Holt has
$200,000 cached away, proceeds of a bank robbery, they do not lat him
out of . their sight. His masquerade is ext>osed and he fights his way to
freedom, 'With the assistance of Miss Gibson, trapping the gang.
- yWOMEN OF THE NIGHT/ produced by Ralph Cohn. directed by C. C.
Coleman, Jr.', original by Leslie White, screenplay by Robert Cohen, Cast:,

• Don Terry, Jacqueline Wells, Art Loft, Russell Hicks, Rita Hayworth,'
Ruth Hilliard, Thiil'stoji H&ll.

Story relates battle of t)on Terry, undercover Government agent, to
get the goods on Art Loft, gangster, who opertaes a crooked nitery, ex-
ploiting girls. Terry starts a rival club, and Jacqueline -Wells, his co-
worker, gets a job as hostess with Loft. Terry finally .forces. Loft, to join

. him as| partner. Loft gets wise to Miss Wells identity and plots to have
her taken for a ride, then to frpme Terry. Terry discovers the plot and
saves the girl, whom he loves.

' Readied to start: :^I MARRIED AN ARTIST.'

Grand National

Four in work, none editing:, 8 preparini:. In work:
^SOMETHING TO.SING ABOUT/, reported Variety, July 7. 'RENFREW

OF THE MOUNTED/ reported July 21. Started:
.'HERD'S FLASH CASEY/ produced by Max Alexander, directed by
Lynn Shores, original by George Harmon Coxe, screenplay by John Krafl!t.

Cast: Eric Linden, Boots Mallory, Cully Richards, • Howard Lang, Harry
Harvey, Joha.Crehan, Holmes. Herbert, Victor Adams, Matty Kemp,> Su-
zanne Kaarcn, Dorothy Viaughn, Bryan Washburn, .Jr., Maynard Holmes.

Story pictures adventures Of Eric Linden . as newspaper candid camera-
man in love with Boots Mallory, sob sister. Linden gets picture of Suzanne
Kaaren, daughter of publisher^ embraced by Matty Kemp. Linden battles

a blackmail gang, and is suspected of being a crook. • Boots Clears him
and Linden's candid caniera shots frustrate a blackmailing scheme. Linden
wins Boots..: . . ^ . ,

•

'WALLABY JIM OF THE ISLANDS/ produced by Bud Bairsky, directed
by Charles Lamont, from an original by Albert Richards Wetjen, screen-
play, bjr Bennett R. Cohen. Cast:, George Houston, Ruth' Coleman, William
von -^rihcken, Douglas Walton, Manio Clark, Colin Campbell, Sid Saylor,
Juan! Toreno, > Nick Thompson, Warner Richmond, Ed Gs^rgan, Wilson
Benge, Chris Martin. .

' " .'

'

Story depicts George Houston as a South Sea trader who has found a
pearl bed. He agrees to escort Ruth Coleman and Douglas Walton,' her
iiancie and liis friend, to the steamer for the States. Meanwhile, Walton
gambles and . loses the money Jim had. entrusted to him to, buy a ship' to

go to the pearl bed. Ruth finds herself unwittin.ijly helping Jim's enemies
and informs hiin of a plot to steal the pearls. Mamo, a native girl, falls

for Jim. In the ensuing fight Walton recants his treachery and saves
Jim's life. Von Brincken, head oi the, thieves' gang, is killed. Walton and
Miss. Coleman go back home and Jim stays behind to follow his career.

Readied tO' start: 'RETURN. OF THE SHADOW/ 'FACE THE FACTS/
*SO THIS IS. HOLLYWOOD/ 'SECOND WALLABY JIM/ ^GORGEOUS/
'FRONTIER TOWN.'

In exciting chase Keene finally catches King,; and they fight.

thr(

King Is

•own over precipice and the lovers are reunited.
*A BRIDE FOR HENRY,' produced by Dorothy Reid, directed by Wil-

liam Nigh, from Josephine Bentham's magazine story, with screenplay by
Marian Orth. Cast: To be determined.

Story starts when wealthy, petulant heiress, who has been left at the
church by her rich fiance, weds her lawyer for spite. They honeymoon
at an exclusive' hotel, and the heiress treats the marriage as a joke. Ho
refuses to divorce her. A spectacled," studious guy. he makes over his ehar-
actei', and the girls at the resort go for him. The did lover Appears, and
the heiress discovers that she has a yen for Henry". '

Readied to start: 'THE MARINES ARE HERlS/ 'WHERE THE WEST
BEGINS/ 'TWO WELL-DRESSED MEN/ 'GIRL OF THE LIMBERLOST.'

Paramount

Metro

..Seven in wo'rk,°editlUi^, preparing. Jn Work:
•

. ,

' 'CONQUEST/ formerly 'MADAME WALEWSKA/ reported- Variety,

Miroh 10; 'DOUBLE WEDDING/ reported June 16; 'THE-.BRipE WORE
RED/ reported June 22; 'RIG (CITY/ rejjorted July -21. Started:

'MADAME X/ produced by James K. McGuinness, directed. by Sam
Wood, from the stage play by Alexandre Bisson^; screonnlay by John
Meeifian.. Cast: Gladys George, Warren WilHam, John Beal,- Henry Darnell;

Philip Reed, George Zucco, Emma Dunn, Willam Henry, Lynne Carver,

Ruth Hussey, •

. Story is, familiar one of mother love and sacriflcie, with Gladys Georgt:
' cast ais the wife of Warren William, Fr.ench lawyer and politician. Threat-
ened with scandal. Miss George leaves home'. She is seen, i in glamorous
settings -as a governess on the Riviera, on a millionaire's yacht, in a New
Orleans' waterfront cafe, and in Buenos Aires. She kills. Henry Daniell.

who threatens to blackmail her husband, and her son, John Beal, defends
her. At the climax of the powerful courtroom scene she dies.

. 'MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH/ no producer credit, directed by Geoxgc
Seitz, no writer credits. Cast:. Edna May Oliver, Maureen O Sullivan.

Janet Beecher, Walter Pidgeon, Rita Johnson, Lya Lys. Charles Grapewm;
Brent Sargent, Walter Kingsford.

. ,x ,

Story is comedy in which Miss Oliver, a Nebraska schoolteacher, in-

herits N. Y. newspaper. Walter Pidgeon. managing editor, is eiiraged.

Pidgeon falls in love with Janet Beecher, Miss Oliver's confidante. Comedy
situations grow out of Miss Beecher's- yearning to be a reporter. Together

Pidgeon. and Miss Beecher score a tremendous news beat and all ends-

*^*'MY^WIEE/ formerly 'THIS IS MY WIFE/ no producer credit, directed

by Errol Taggart,- no writing credits. Cast: George Murphy Josephine

Hutchinpon, Suzanne, Cliff Edwards. Sidney Blackmer, Toby Wing, Ger-

trude Michael, Leonard Penn, John Wray, Helen Jerome Eddy.
^

Story revolves 'round unusual situation .in which managing editor ot

N. Y. newspaoer is having affair with wife of his ace reporter while a

crack girl reporter on the sheet loves the deceived husband. In series of

colorful episodes involving the exposure of a religious faker the tangled

affections of the principals are cleared up, the reporters wjfe is handed

a one-way ticket to Reno, and the two-reporters are left free tawed.
Headed to start: 'ROAD SHOW^ and 'LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN.

Monogram

Two in work, Z editing:, 9 prepariner. Started:
'GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE MAN/ produced and directed by Robert

N. Bradbury, original and screenplay by Robert Emmett. Cast: Tom Keene.
Betty Compson, Charlotte Henry,' Charles King.

. Story depicts TOm Keene as the son of man who has been murdered
by Charles King. King also has thrown over Betty Comnson, so when
Keene and Miss Compson meet they plot vengeance. Miss Compson opens
a dancehall to entrap King, who, meanwhile, shoots down the town buck-
sn^ith. Keene falls iri love with Charlotte Henry, blacksmiths daughter.

Eight in work; 14 editlne. 11 preparing. In work:
'EBB TIDE/ reported V.\Rii5'rY June 16; 'SOPHIELANG GOES WEvST/ and

^BULLDOG DRUMMOND COMES BACK/ reported July 21. Started:
'PARTNERS IN CRIME' (finished) produced by general ' office, directed

by Ralph Murphy, based on Kurt Steel's novel, screenplay by, Gamett
Weston. Cast: Lynne Overman. Roscoe Karns. Muriel Hutchison, Anthony
Quinn, Charles Holton, Lucien' Littlefield, Inez Courtney, June Brewster,
Don Brodie.

Story deals with further adventures of Lynne = Overman, private detec-
tive, and Roscoe Karns, , newspaper reporter, in politieal campaign.. Over,-,
man, flirting with Muriel Hutchison, learns of blackmail plot.'^ Aclioq pro-,
deeds at a fast piace with plot and counterplot to a ^uspenseful climax.
'LOVE ON TOAST/ produced by Emanuel Cqljen. directed by E;. A.

Dupont, original and screenplay, by ' Jane Storm, Richard Connell >nd
Doris Malloy. Cast: Stella Ardler, John Payne, Grant Richards, K^therlne
'Sugar' Kane, Isabel Jewell, Luis Alberni.

.

.Story is' farce abp'ut what happens when soda jerker- wins a popularity
contest... Stella Ardler engineers the contest and John Payne wins it. Payne
Has. to select 'Miss Brooklyn' in combo with sel|f, .'Mr.. Manhattan,' and
picks 'Sugar' Kane, ^iss Adler is ip love, with, Grant Richards appar-
ently and Payne, who loves Stella,, decides to marry Miss K^ne to hide .his

chagrin. In a series of romantic ' misunderstandings the true lovers are
brought together.

, ; . , .

'BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY/ formerly 'PARK AVENUE FOLLIES/
produced by . B. P. .Sqhulberg, directed by Richard Wallace, original by
George Auerbach, Cfist: Edward Arnold. Shirley Ross. John Trent. Eddie
Bartell, Jimmy Hollywood, Rufe Davis,- Lew Fields, Joe Weber,, William
Frawley, .Frederick, Clark.

Story deals with adventures of Edward Arnold, slicjc promojter, who
poses an ally, Shirley Ross, as a rich woman frop the west to put ,over a
$l,0p,0,000. swindle. John Trent finally wins Shirley after .William Fraw-
l,ey .exposes Arnold, '

'

.
'ARIZONA AMtS,'. produced by • general manager's office, directed by

(j^harles Barton, based on novel by Zane Grey,' screeriblay by Robert Yost
and Stiiart Anthony. Cast: Gilbert Roland,. Marsha Hunt, Charles 'Qick-
ford, Monte .Blue, J. Carrol Naish, Barlowe Borland.

Stdry concerns adventures of Gilbert Roland and James Craig, sole sur-
vivors of massacre by outlaw band of which Bickford is chief. The two
grow ,up to manhood. Roland finds Bickford. recognizing' him by. a tell-

tale scar. He pursbes Bickford, who falls to his death off a cliff, and wins
]\Iarsha .Hunt as his bride. ' '

,
i

'

'.Wl^LLlS iPAlEtGO/ produced and directed by Frank Lloyd, origirml and
screenpliay byi Howard Pstabrook and . others. Cast; Joen McCrea, Prances
Dee, Bob Byrns, Lloyd Nolan, Mary Nash. Ralph Morgan, . Henry O'iNeill,'

Johniiy Mack Brown, Porter Hall, Robert Cummings, June Martel, Bar-
lowe Borland. .

' ,

,

Story recreates epic of transportation and communication in this' coun-
try from 1844 to 1870 and includes the J^exican war; Civil wari Oregon
fi'eaty, California ^old rush and winning of the west. Joei: McCre{l is a
youri^ express messenger, who gro'ws up with the country, meets Frances
Dee, isoiithern belle, and wins her away from Johnny Mack Brown, her
affianced. McCr'ea and hii wife settle in San Fra^icisco and raise !a' family.
Miss Dee's mother, Mary Nash, a southerner, plots to waylay a gold ship-
ment.

,
B.row,ji i?..Hilled in. the. ensuing, battle, and McCrea, believing his

wife a .traitor, becomes estranged from her. Bob .Burns as an. old; plains-
man carries a featured role in the stqry. At the' finish, the daughter of
McCrea and Miss Dee brings them to.gether, again.
Readied to start: 'THE BUCCANEBR/ 'y6u AND ME/ 'PRISON FARM/

RKO-Radio

Seven in work, 5 editinr. 9 oreparjns:. In work? -

'MUSIC FOR MADAME/ 'STAGE DOOR,' reported Variety J[une 2^
(Continued on page 27)

. ,
>,;. .

PRODUCTION TABI,E
. ( This tablt shows number of features proniiiH to be Jelivifed

io <fxhibitors by the major distributing orgc(iii±aiions, dttd the iitie-

• pendent producers contributing p'-oduct td their producing organiza-.

tions for the ]93()-37 season.)

V,. B»l»ne*: -

Fix to be StoriM
Number PIk now placed Iw

Producers.»nd Number now now > intho befor* prep-
contributinr of piz . com- in ' euttlnc the - »r*-
campanles. promised, pleted. wsrk. rooms. c»mer|i*. tloN.

COLUMBIA 50 ZZ ' 4 8 H 9
Larry Darmour........ 8 $ 1 1 ?, 3

GRAND NATIONAL, ... GS 8 .4 .. 5S 8
METRO 48 32 ,7. ' '

2. 7 7
Hal Roach,,...,.,.' 4. j lover 1'

MONOGRAM 42 g 2 2 30 9rARAMOUNT .......... 48 50 4
B. P. Sehulberff....... 9 5 i i 11
'Kmanuci Cohen g 4 j 1 Z Z
Harry Sherman..;.... 6 S 1 lover Z
Frank Lloyd. 1 1 1 , ... 1 over 1RKO RADIO 39 30 6
David Loew 2 2
Georre Hirllman 6 4 2 2
Sol Lesser 3 3 1 lover

REPUBLIC 5S ?A 10 Vi 10
A. Haekei: 16 IB ....

?OTH CENTURY-FOX... 6A 74 4 6 21 over
Sol Lesser. 6 5 1

UNITED ARTISTS:
Samuel GoldWyn . . . . . . 7 4 z i 2
Walt.r Wanrer 7 Z .. 1 2
Selinick 5 3 Z
E. Berffner 1

Criterion Z

Korda London.. 6

UNIVERSAL 36 37 Z II 14 bver 7

Buck Jones... 6 ft

WARNERS 60 75 4 13 32 over 10

Totals .567 432 50 5S 29 76

the day a theatre shows Par pix;

newspaper ads, and trailers on 300

screens.

Judge Dickinson made clear in

court yesterday that the restraining
order did not in any way interfere

with an exhibitor's right to refuse
dates or refuse to sign a contract.

.

It only prevents 'inducing, coercing
or compelling' other exhibitors to
stop using Par. Golder demanded
removal of the word 'inducing,' but
said he hod no objection to the bill

otherwise. He declared anyone has
a right to peacefully induce another
not to do something. Judge Dickin-
son agreed, and it is to rewrite this
paragraph that the attorneys will
meet, in his chambers tomorrow. The
court made it very clear, however,
that it won't allow picketing.
Judge Dickinson said he had

doub's concerning the court's juris-
diction and that will have to be
argued out next Wednesday. Golder
indicated he will contend that the
Sherman and Clayton anfi-trust
laws, under which the injunction
wa.s granted, do .not apply,

107 Indie Pletl'<ed

In Philly the strike is about 96%
effective, with 107 indies having
signed pledges. All houses but
Warner Bros,' 80 and William Gold-
man's two are in. It had been
planned to picket these. In Pennsy,
outside of Philly, ioi indies have
contributed and pulled dates. Forty-
four New Jersey houses, excluding
those at the seashore, which will
start their strike Sept. 7, have signed.
Defendants in the injunction suit

are UMPTO; Lewen Pizor, Charles
Segall, I • Abe Sablosky, George
Aarons, David Barrist, Luke Gring,
Ben Fertel. Norman Lewis, Mike
Lossy and Ben' Amsterdam, officers
and directors of UMPTQ; Exhibitors
Csorga Rssnick, Harry Fried, Wil-
liam • Spiegel,' Joseph S. Hebrew,
Samuol Som arson. Ray. 0*Rourlce
(former Par salssman), George
Naiidascher: William H. Wolf. Stan-
Iby Peters, Joe Foreman Corbett,
Morris Stiefcl, Louis Rovner,. and
Benjamin Sliindler; Amxjsements,
Inc., of Pennsylvania, Great North-
ern Theatre, Inc., Tioga Theatre Co.,
Inc., Rex Theatre Amus. Co., Inc.,

Victoria Amus. Enterprises, . Inc.,

•Supreme Amus. Co., ,Inc„ Jenkin-
town Theatres Coyp,, Refkowich
TIjteatre Co., Inc., Sansom Amus. Co.,
Ine„"Avetiue Theatre Co., Inc., Penn
Jersey,. Amus. ' Corp.,' Trenton Or-
.fiheum Corp., Hunt's Gaiety, Inc.,

HUnVs Centre St. Theatre, Inc., and
Louis Linker, Inc. .

Named in the bill as conspiring to
restrain trade, but not as defendants,
bricause ;they live Out <if the jucis-
.dic'tion (;yf the .Dietrict Court, are Pete
Wood, gecre.tfivy of Ohio ITO; Fred'
rVHjerrii

Western I'PjenTi'sy; M; A. . Rosenberg,
priesideiit • of ' MPTO . of Western
Pehnsy; .Lee l^e;ivbtirry, president of
.Allied of New Jersey; Charles Olive,
l-presidept of Aliied . of D.C.; E. G.
l)jfevy, secretary of MPTO of Con-
'ilectfcut; R. B. Blair, president of As-
sociated -Theatre Owners of Indiana;
,H. JVI. Ulchey, secretary' of Allied Of
Michigan; David Oilman, officer of
Northwestern Allied; Herman Blum,
.officer 'Of Allied of Maryland; -

Charles Roth and Ben Pitts, officers
of MPTO of Virginia; Abraham F.
Myers, courisel of Allied States As-
sociation; George W. Erdman, secre-
tary of Clbveland Exhibitors' Asso-
ciation; Allied Theatre Owners of
New JsYDi-y, Inc.; and MPTO of
Western Pennsylvania, Inc.

,
'An those named were at the meet-

in'g held, at the Hotel Carlton in
Washington, June 29, to get the
strike under way. Included in the
bill of complaint is a photostat of the
minutes of that meeting. There are
also

,
photostats of letters and post-

cards sent out by the Philly UMPTO,
pix Of the sound trucics and of 'Conv
tact,' their bulletin, photostat of a
notice of a meating of. Allied of
N. J„ a letter sent by MPTO ot
Western Pennsy, and a report of Pet
"Woods at the Washington conference.

ingtdn,''^ec'retiry .of MPTO of

Minneap&lls, Aug. 3.

As pickating of ttie Paramount
exchange and theatres showing
Zukor company pictures got under
way in the northwest, Allied, play-
date strike both sides began issuing
bulletins for distribution to the
trade.

The Northwest Allied bulletins
have been naming exliibitors who
have cancelled Paramount playdates
and agreed not to purchase any of
the product until the strike is set-
tled. A po.stal issued by Ben Blotcky,
Paramount district and branch man-
ager, lists theatres cohlinuing to
play his pictures and making new-
season deals.
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WHEN YOU
GHT THE PARTY

WAS OVER!
ay
y

along
comes
the

best
dish

of all!

itftHOADWAT MiibbY OF 1^38

ROBERT TAYLOR & EttANOR POWEU
with <i€6R06 MURPHY > BINNii ©AflNfS • BUDDY 6BSEN

SOPHIE tUCKCa * 4UDY GARLAND • ; CHARLES IGOR OORIN

RAYMOND WAtaURN ROBERT BENCHIEY • WILLIE HOWARD
CHARLEY GRAfiWIN ROBERT WILDHACK

S<rt»»rt Ploy by iacfe M«6<iwan

Dir*ct«dl by Roy D«i Ruth Produced by Jock Cummiitgv

A Mftfo-iSpttiwYn'Miiytr Picture

tEO'S MENU
The Fat of The landt

ST DAY AT THE RACES"

Historical Oram*—
"PARKELL"
llom«ne«—
•SARATOGA"
N©w«Uy—
''TOPPER"

'Between two women-
Rood $h«v# Epi«—

"THE GOOD EARTH"

"BROADWAY MHODY

IK.,

CHEF'S NOTE.
fill-

Ihtit hot w.a»h.r di»h*,
-"-^rlfo.*

very fal»«nin8 »» XO*"
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That Certain Woman
(Continued from page 19)

iii love with a wealthy young wastrel

and mariies him. on,the propise he

w li get himself a 30b and settle

down His lather- interposes after

the wedding, and compels the young
woman to reveal her past. The mar-

riage is annulled, and the girl re-

turns to her job. A son is born.

Young husband marries again, this

time a nice girl who is- badly crip-

oled in a honeymoon automobile

smashup. The girl's employer is

taken seriously ill, escapes from his

attendants, goes to the girl's apart-

ment in a delirium and dies. The
succeeding scandal brings back the

wastrel youth, now reformed, to help

hi5 one-time wife, and he meets his

four-year-old son for the jElrst time.

Angry grandfather pursues and starts

broceedihgis for the legal possession

of the child on the ground of its

mother's unfitness. The mother gives

up the boy to his father. In the

end, tears are dried when the couple

is reunited following the death of the

crippled wile.

It's a synthetic tale that does not

stand up under too close analysis.

Goulding has a way of avoiding ex-
planations by jumping his characters

over time periods • and starting

anew with a new set of premises.

The story deficiencies are not so im-
portant, however, because the char-

acters are made credible by Miss
Davis and' the cast, and by Gould-
ing's smooth direction.

ian Hunter as the girl's employer,
and Henry Fonda as the boy in the
case are excellent. The casual man-
ner of their acting gives emphasis
to their scenes. Donald Crisp, whose
appearance in character roles is be-
coming a matter of real public in-

terest, plays the boy's father with
fine restraint. All the others are
good.

The production has class and at-

mosphere, splendid photography and
a carefully written musical score by
Max Steiner. Flin.

BLAZING SIXES
"Warn?!- Bros, production &nd release.

Stiir.H Dick Foran: feftturea Helen Valkia.
Dllv^•l^^l1 l)V Noel Smith. Screenplay, John
T, NtdViUe: orlitiiml, Anthony Coldewoy.
Cam.'i-a, Ted McCord; editor, Frederick B.
Itii-h.'trda; sonijHi M. K. Jerome, and Jaclc
Si'li'dl. At lilberty, Ijlncoln, dual. ' Run-
ning lime, 58 nilns.
Itivl Dick ForRn
BiilKirii Helon Valkls
Aunt Smi-hU t Mlr.a McKinne.v
Jim Hesa John Merton
PewoA Ulen Strange
Mitjof Kenneth Harhin
M»rt Milton Kibljee
Flunk Gordon Hart
H.uik Harr.r Otho
Ont>>d Wilfred Lucas

'Blazing Sixes' is the latest stirring

of the herbs and sagebrush in fami-
liar fashion to make a typical, if

not very good, western potion. It's

the flimsiest ranger-robber concoc-
tion the red-headed Dick Foran has
thrown his lot with so far.

Sent out as a Government agent
to find out who is behind all the
stage robberies in which gold ship-
ments are looted, Foran hides under
the mask of a bandit who preys
ou the real yeggs until they get so
scared o£ his prowess that they join
with him. Then, by learning their
secrets and running faster than they
do when it comes time for the dou-
ble-X. he gets the gal, a grip from
his major, and all the pretties for a
fadeout.

Helen Valkis and Mira McKinney
carry the whole burden for the fem-
inine side, squared off with Foran
and Glen Strange. Strange and Miss
McKinney furnish the slight comedy.
Valkis girl doesn't' get much chance
to show what she can do.
Mob leader is John Merton, badged

With an evil mustache and a beetling
brow. Around him are the regula-
tion "WB western muggs. Music, of
which there is little, is pretty good.

Barn.

Ritter, the righteous lad from Texas
who outwits the mystery riders.
Possessing an appealing voice which
he manipulates skillfully, the lad
gives hint of acting ability when
given a chance. Ritter has a rugged
physique and the personality and
twang to go with his front cognomen.
Properly groomed for future roles
and permitted adequate story mate-
rial, he looms as a coming western
satellite.

This vehicle, which has been given
nice production, labors too strenuous-
ly to cash in "on Ritter's vocalizing.
Only in the introduction and sign-
off does his singing seem to fit.

Other places it is too obviously
staged, and prolonged beyond all
reason. His tunes, too, are all of the
same plaintive cowboy-ballad Xyoe.
Best is *Ride, Ride, Ride.'

Besides Ritter's work, Horace
Murphy, in a semi-comical role as
Tex's pal, and Charles King, veteran
western villain, vie for. thespian
honoi's. Former is good for several
laughs and generally clean-cut per-
formance. King, though he's been
in so many oats opieras that he can
be identified as soon as he appears,
does one of his better efforts. Iris
Meredith is negligible as the heroine,
through not being given half a chance.
Lale McKee, another familiar West-
ern figure, is bumped off before he
gets a break. Joseph Girard, Earl
Dwire and Forrest- Taylor give limp
interpretations.

Photography by Gus Peterson is a
shining example of what a clever
cameraman can do outdoors. Pans
and action shots are aces. Wear.

IDAHO KID
(••>li>ny Pic 7elp:ise of Arthur Alexander

production. ."StHrs Rex Bell, features Ma-
I'iiin ^Schlllinx', ])avu Sharpe, Karl Dwire,
Laift McKee. DIrecled by Robert Hill.
Slorv. J'aul Hvan I.>ehmRn; screenplay,
OcoriTe ri.vmpton; cumcrH, Bob Cllne; edl-
toi-. Charles Henkel. \t Klva. Lincoln,
dual Rur.nin;; lime, GO mins.
I'inbo , ,.,Bex Rell
Itiiib

, Marian .Schllllnif
K'ld Dave tfharpe
Hoi lister, , .Karl Dwire
Knillcott . Ijafft- McKee
Slajfcl , ....Charles King
'ruinl)lel)U,if .Phil Dunham
I'eler.s Lane ('handler
iMh bJndk-olt. i Dorothy Wood

Mystery of the Hooded
Horsemen
(WITH SONGS)

<iian.l National release of Kdward F. Fln-
H'>y iiriHluciion. I''eatures Tex^ Ritter and
Ills Meredith. Directed by Ray Taylor.
HiTHr»ii (>iay and original story, Edmund
lylsii; mu.sic by Fred Host, Mlchael Davkl,
IVx Ritter and Frank Sanuccl; camera,
('lis i'elerjion. Reviewed in Projection
Room. N. y., July 28, '37. Running time,

mins.
'IVx Martin Tex Ritter
N*ii<"y Iris Meredith
*v'^"l>l>y Horace Murph.v.

Charles Kins
^'"'rlff

, Earl Dw'ire
N'M ion... ; .Forrest Taylor
I'ln Karley Joseph Girard
Tom W'li.Hon Lafe McICee

Cheap construction, the bane of all

the Rex Bell productions of this

series, hampers 'Idaho Kid,' even in

the western houses. Film is spotty

and movements are blurred until

representing eye-strain for the ob-

server.

Story of a son disowned by his
father as a youth, reared by a neigh-
bor for which the enmity of the
father was the reward, is not bad.
Son comes back after many years to
find the two, still at war,' fighting
over water rights. It becomes his
job to square things.

No one ever accused Bell of being
much of an actor, and his accus-
tomed pace in performance is no
help to this weakie, Most -convincing
of the cast is Earl Dwire, whose
growls and threats are stomach-deep.
He works in more western prints
than probably any other actor.

Film is definitely bound for infre-
quent bookings, since it's . class C
among the regular hoss-op traffic. It

will need help in any playdate.
Barn.

Rootin' Tootin' Rhythm
TtiMxiblio production and release. Stars

(iene Aulry.. features Smiley Biirnetle,
.\rinida, Monte Blue. Directed by Mark V.
VVrli;h(. Screenplay, Jack Naileeford; story,

.lolinston Mot'ulley; cauici-a, Wllllain

.Vubie.s; editor, .Tony Martlnelll. At lilberty,

Lincoln, dual. Running time, t«> mIns,
(jene •.. (xene Autry
I'^ro.:; Bmlley Biirnette
itosa Armlda
.Staffi)rd Monte Hlne
lliinil Al Clauser and ()utlaws
1'tiirralo Hal Taliaferro
Mary .....Ann Pendellon
Kid Max Hoffman. .Tr

.ilni .Charles King
Ihink i.Krankle Marvin
Ynn Nina Campana

CINDERELLA
(FRENCH MADE)

Paris, July 24.
Forrester-Parant production and release.

Stars Joan AVorner; features Maurice
Hscande, Chrlstlane Delyne and 0'l>ell.
Directed by Plerro Caron. .Srenarlo, .lean
Montazel; music, Vincent S<.otlo; lyrics,
Geo. Koger; dances, Harry Vlloer; camera,
Boris Kauffmann. At Paramount, Paris,
July 16, '97. Running time, b4 mlna.
Evelyne , .Toan Warner
gany Roaj- Cbriutlane Del,\'ne
Gilbert. .Muurfce JSscande
Bobectie O'Uet t
Madame Mataplan. Jeanne Piisler-Glr
yirginle .Suxunne Deholly
THln.. t'eiix p^tquet
Monsieur Maiaplan l>aul Kalvre
Director.

, Marcel Vallce

(In French)
Nothing particularly original or

outstanding about this, but as an hon-
est French attempt to produce a coun-
terpart of an American musical film
it deserves some credit. So, despite
the weaknesses and inconsistencies,
•Cinderella' does represent a definite
step forward for French production.
Its big fault Is that it attempts to
imitate, instead of originate. It is no
b.o. wonder, but it still stands a good
chance of garnering fair returns.
Joan Warner, American blonde fan

dancfer, who makes her first appear-
ance in a full-length film here, makes
a wholesome and honest attempt to
carry the light story around which
the pix is woven,, but insufficient
warmness in certain scenes is notice-
able. Night club and stage scenes
are commendable, as that is her
metier, but hardly as much can be
said for others, where straight act-
ing is required.
Somewhat threadbare' story of a

poor working girl who becomes a
star has too much to work with.
Although Maurice Escande makes
'an admirable attempt to carry his
part, he appears miscast as an
astronomer, interested more in the
heavens than in worldly matters, but
who takes a tumble for the gal.
Suzanne Dehelly chalks up some
good,. comedy for her part, as does
Paul'' Faivre as a moth-eaten pro-
fessor with some modern ideas, but
O'Dett, local night chib fave who
co-starred with Miss Warner in a
recent Casino de Paris revue, falls

short as a student at the Beaux
Arts.

Best scene is a night club shot
where Miss Warner leads the bands
of Jo Bouillon and Willie Lewis and
Raphael Medina sings some Spanish
numbers. Dances set by Harry
Pilcer are on the even side, while
shots of such scenes appear much
too stagey. Photography is suffi-

cient, but lighting effects could have
been improved. Hugo.

PETER IM SCHNEE
('Peter in the Snow')

(GERMAN MADE)
Berlin, July 7.

ModlaUIlm of Tobis Kota. Director Carl
Ijamac. Scrl|it, W. W. Iti-ckei-. Cameia,
Willy Winterstein, Hans Imber. Run-
ning time 79 mins.
Peter •. ...Traudl Slark
Doris. l.lane l iaid

T.llly Klambach...... l.'rsula Grabley
Dr. Sonthofer I'aul Horbiger
Theobald I'Mambach Kduard IJnkers

This ambitious outdoor opus fol-
low? the contours of familiar west-
erns only that the bad men add some
element of mystery by wearing
hoods and terrorizing those who
stand in their way. Picture has the
valuable mine, the stolen title to
ownership and the adventuresome
soul hailing from north of the Rio
Grande who risks his life to right a
wrong. Only here, the lad from
lexas warbles effectively if inop-
portunely. Film should fill the gap
on twin bills.
Aside from familiar story develop-

nients. some stilted acting and poor
iiicorporation of obvious tune values,
Hooded Horsemen' stands out as in-

dicating nice possibilities for Tex

Republic's heftiest western grosser
—Gen'e Autry—gets more cast atten-

tion, better songwriters, and. more
.story in "Rootin, Tootin Rhythm'
than ever before. Result shapes into

a higher class hoss-musical and one
of Autry's better efforts.

Music forming, as it does, consid-

erable o£ the film, Al Clauser's Okla-
homa Outlaws, string oich and sing-

ing combo, rates a good deal of . the
credit. Clauser and Autry, with the

help of Fleming Allen, Tex Hoepner
and Jack Natteford, penned the

songs. Most of them are pleasant
melodie.s and satisfactory,

Armida and Monte Blue are two
in the cast who have name value
besides the star. Armida adds some
zest to the usual run-of-mill heroines
who infest westerns With fair looks
and little talent. Smiley Burnette,

a part of the Autry standard retinue

now. lugs the comedy load in good
fashion.

Story is a mixup. Autry and Bur-
nette try to solve a cattle country
problem by dressing in what they
think are the clothes of two dead
outlaws. The dead outlaws are really

dead sheriffs dressed in outlaw garb,

so the boys find themselves in a

muddle, suspected, chased, and shot
at. Meantime, the real cow-purloin-
ers are in thfe togs of the law and
getting away with murder, literally

and figuratively.

'Rhythn\' will stand bearing down
on ill western houses. Barn,

newspaper columnist with a radio
program. Opposite, Inez Courtney
is his secretary. While that's an old
setup in pictures, the mystery stuff
is played up, and there isn't too
much of the hackneyed hoopla about
the columnist securing news beats.
A crusading district- attorney is

killed by a poisoned dart of the sort
.used by Malay savages; the column-
ist's newspaper sidekick is murdered
about midway in the plot after track-
ing down some convicting evidence
on the killer. Columnist takes over,
tabs the murderer for the police and
weds his secretary at the blow-off.
The pace of the action is swift

throughout and, while the lines
aren't limned in beauty nor winged
with wit, they're serviceable and
subordinated to the flow of the story.
Miss Courtney forgets she was

once a mugging musical comedienne
and endows her romantic role with
not only pretty sound acting, but an
attractiveness she has not often
evinced in the past. Selmer Jackson
as the newspaper proprietor is gooti.
Milburn Stone as the murdered re-
porter is fine; a new face in films,
he may be seen more prominently
in future, Matty Fain's portrait of
a leering racketeer is faithful to the
film school of such toughies.
Direction meets all its obligations.

Camera work rather bleery often,
and never very good. Bert.

ACTION FOR SLANDER
(BRITISH MADE)

London, July 22.
fnlted Artists release of Londiin Filin-

iVIrxander Korda f)roductlon, Sttirs Cilve
tirook. Dirooied by Tim Whelan. Story,
M;ii'y .Borden, from her' novel of same
Miinie: .wript. Miles Mnlleson; camera,
Jtlarry Stradllng. At Adolphl. T,ondon,
July 21,- ';{7, Running time, 8:( mIns.
Major George Davlot ,.,..Clive Brook
Ann Davlot Ann Todd
Josle Bradford MargUretta Kcott
(rai>taln Bradford .Arthtir Mnrgelson
Cinderford .Ronald Sciuire
Cowblt ; Percy Mnrmont
Grant Anthony Holies
,iudge Morton Kelten
Tandy ,.Gus McNaughton
Lord Pontetract ....Alholo Stewart
Colonel ijtnndlsh, . .' Allan .Teaycs
Dowager Kate (Sutler
.Sir Ciulnton Jeasops Vrancls Sulllvnii
Member of Hou.se Party..Knld Stamp-Tftylor
Sir Bernard Rox>er Frank (Tclller

(In German)
It's a Traudl Stark pic from begin-

ning to end. Book provides a hand-
ful of corking kid situations, com-
petently megged and baby Traudl
handles her lines and business like
a real trouper. Germany's Shirley
has.won a big public for herself.
Felix and Dpris, love-smitten law-

yers, are fighting each other on the
same • divorce case, latter, agreeing
to don the orange blossoms only if

she loses. Warring clients, Lilly
Flambach and spouse, are in reality
nuts about each other, their only
bone of contention being her paint-
ing bug, Felix's only hope of win-
ning the case lies in keeping the
couple separated until the trial, so
he vamooses to the mountains with
Flambach, taking his niece, Peter,
along.
Kid, having a crush on Doris and

not realizing what is at stake, writes
to her to join them, which she does,
accompanied by Lilly. Guys make a
getaway to a deserted hut, but the
gals beard them in their den. where
they all get .snowed in. While wait-
ing for a rescue party all legal pro-
ceedings are abandoned and straight-

ened out.
Male section leaves much to be dc-

esired. Females of the species get
by. And the kid is swell.

THE 13TH MAN
Monogram release of r.on Young proiliic-

tlon. Features \Veld"'i Ileyburn, Inez,

Courtney. Directed by Wllll:*m .\'Uh.

Screen play, Jolin KrulTf. canu-ra, I'aul

Ivano. Reviewed In I'mjcctlun Itooiti,

N. Y.. Aug. L», '37. Running tlmi'. 7(1 mins.
Swlfty Taylor Welilon lleyliiirn

Julie Wallers..... Ini'/. t'otirtney

Baldwin Si'Imhm- .lacl<;i m
Jimmy Morna .Mllliurn Slonc
Louie Cristy Many I'aln

l,t, O'Hara U>.l.erl Ilonian

.Slella Leroy lOadi- .AdnniH

Alice Bryant (!i.ic.> Durkin
r.egs Henderson Slihic) D^ .Milronk

There is a satisfactory complete-
ness about this picture, probably due
to the effective casting. Story is

conventionally die-stamped—that of
an officer in the British army ac-
cused of cheating at cards and
ostracised by his own set, until he
finds it necessary to bring a court
action to clear his name.
Care exercised in selecting the

male members of the cast is excep-
tional. Every one of them is a West
End actor of repute, if not a star.
For instance, relatively small parts
are played by Ronald Squire, Morton
Selten, Athole Stewart and Allan
Jeayes. Besides these there are a
number of unprogrammed roles, with
Albert Whelan allotted the part of
a butler and hardly a line to speak.
Another prominent picture comic is

in to speak a line to the effect that
the window is to be shut. Hollywood,
in its most lavish spurt of extrava-
gance, never went to such pains to
assemble a company.

Director visualizes the story and
vividly produces it with low-toned
realism, no bombast and without
playing for sensational effects, but
with complete restraint, giving a true
picture of English army life.

General run of cinema, patrons,
however, will chafe under the lack
of physical movement. For that rea-
son, the percentage of entertain-t
rnent value, for the majority is a
trifle watery. Picture is certain to
get splenditi notices from the press
for its direction, photography and
dialog, in addition to the acting,
which may help, Jolo.

JUVE JOmS ASTAIEE
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Harry Watson, juve who played
Sam in RKO's 'Penrpd and Sam,'
gels a featured spot in the Fred As-
ia ire film, 'A Damsel in Distress.'

Mickey Rooney had originally
been pencilled in.

HIT THE SADDLE
(WITH SONGS)

Jtepubllc rele«.se of Nat Levino produc-
tion, Htars Three Mcsquiteers (Bob I.lvlne-
Hlon, itay Corrlgan, Max Terhuno). rtl-
re<'ted by Mack V, Wright, Adapted by
Oliver Drake and Maurice Geraghty from
novel by Wllliajn Colt MncDonald; scennrlsl,
Drake; song.s, Drake and Sam U, .Slept;
camera. Jack Martu. At Arena, N. TT,,

.4luHl bill,. July L'.t-LT. ':n. Running lime,
(it mlriit.

Stony Brooke
, Robert Mvlngalon

TucHon Smith ...iUay Corrigan
Tiullaby Josllii.,.., Mux Terhune-
Tllla . Rita Cansino
Mnr(>owun .J. MrGowan
Miller , KdwartI Oassidy
Tim .Sammy McKiin
ilttck... Yakima Canult
Harvey .Hurry Tcnhrook
Hank U,vl>ert SmltK
Pete..,, Kd Bolon*

Patently primed for tandem show-
ing, '13th Man' should do fairly. No
cast names to help, and the title will

confuse filmgoers, it being just about
the 13th different film with that

figure linked in the title, A mystery
meller, the yarn holds enough inter-

est and the villain is veiled well

enough. Film presents no especially

good exploitative angles for cxhibs,

however,
Weldon Hcyburn in the Itvul rlDe.s

a zeslful job as a gossip-;,'iii'4litij;

CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Aug, 3.

*

Metro grabbed Rosalind Russell's
option and hiked her weekly check.
Nunnally Johnson's producer op-

tioned validated at 20th-Fpx.
Mau(3e Fulton signatured Metro

scribbling pact.
Robert Kellard captured a 20th-

Fox playing ticket after a test in

N. Y.
Metro tied Laurence Stallings to

scriptin.cc agreement.
Karl Tunberg has signed term-

writing ticket at 20th-Fox.
Directorial option on Lew Landers

lifted for another year at RKO.

Lacking a femme angle, this hay-
sfeed drama is nil from the cmoticmal
standpoint. It is funny in spots and
lively. Musically, it'is not so hot. Its

two tunes are mediocre, but its

speedy popgun routine should help<
to fit this horse opera on the multi-
ple screens for interest to the in-
veterate buckshot fans and the
juveniles,
Sharing principal dramatic interest

are a couple of wild stallions, one a
painted animal. An unscrupulous
rancher is using his wild horse to
help him rustle other wild horses
out of a protected area. Wheh the.

law interferes, the racketeer's wild
horse generally kills the officer. The-
ranchers arm, demanding govern-
ment leave to kill, the wild stallion,
but they hang the blame onto a
painted stallion rather than the real
horse.
Mixed up in here is a crude bit

of romance between one of the Mcs-
quiteers and a fandango dancer. The
girl is highly deficient in terps and
as an actress, but it is of ho great
consequence. At any rate, this helps
to create an unfriendly situation
among the Mesquitcers. Two of the
lads don't like their pal going for the
chiseler and he takes a powder on
them;
Picture offers some nice 6utdoor

scenics and the Mesquiteers them-
selves are a likable trio, despite their
varied accents. >. Shan:

Crusade Against Rackets
Principal releaso at J. D. TCcntlls pr»-

dwllon. I'YalureH l.ona Andre, J>onuId
Ured, Wlieelcr Oaknwin, DIrecled by Khner
CIKton. Screenplay by Uobort A. Dllbtn;
lllm rdUur.' Karl Tumor'; camera, Jdditln
I.lnden. At tlalely, N. V.. weak .Tuly 21,
':i7. KunnInK Hmo, 58 mlns.
Dona , T.onn Andre
riillliii Miller Donald Keect
Jim Murray Wheclor Oakioan
Nick John Merton
Oulch Ulchnrd <'ramor
City liJdlior ....William Hoynltr
Detective Captain Kdword I'lele. Sr.
Mary ]»u > ...TJoulse Small
'CJood l.ooHlnfT Kreddy' .... .Matty Iloubert,
Fan Dancer Su7.aniiiv Kim

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Aug, 3.

j
Metro has abandoned the title,

! 'Black Lightning,' in favor Of 'Bad
Guy.*
Metro shortened 'This Is My Wife'

to 'My Wife.'
Univcnsal has changed The Iron

Man' to 'Blonde Dynamite.*
RKO has ditched The Kangaroo.'

Wheeler- Woolsey comedy tag, in
favor of 'High Flyers.'

Adaptability to flashy exploitation,

such as done here, may get this

across in individual houses. But it's

chiefly for the drop-in theatres. This
picture will have a terrific struggle

getting by on the average double-

bill program. There's little that'.<i

suggestive or downright -bad about
whole story as unfolded; it's just old-

fashioned melodrama, poorly con-

ceived, miserably written and dif

rected, badly acted and feebly pro-

jected in every department.

The blatant title covers up a mild
version of the police drive against
a so-called white slave racket. Same
subject has been treated in several
other pictures, including at least
once by a major company—and it

has been done immeasurably better
with name people.
This quickie version of the law

cracking down on a racket to snare
ignorant country girls who answer
phoney ads to- a manicurist shop
fails even in its effort to portray the
heartless machinations of the ring
(here an elderly man and a blonde
manicurist shop owner). Every
punch IS pulled .so that the possi-
bility of sensational scenes are
smoth(ired beneath the weight of
extraneous tripe. An attempt to
develop a romance is so awkwardly
done that it never convinces. Ii;i be-
tween are .specialty numbers, forcibly^
injected in cabaret scenes. That
grotesque fan dance by Suzanna
Kim, an Oriental miss, and a. r'.iumba
of a sort are the most daring pic-
torial happenings in the pix. They
have no relation to the plot.
Lona Andre does a fairish job a.<i

a tireless manicure girl intended as
a victim of the 'ring.' She's overly
made up, and often is poorly photo-
graphed. Wheeler Oakmart pump.<)
some life into the character of gang
leader, though not helped by lines
or situations. Most convincing por-
trayal is that by a stnluosque blonde,
owner ,pf the notorious beauty shop,
though not listed in cast.

Louise Small acts all over the
place as a dumb girl attacked early
in the film. Others are played by
several unknowns from indie ranks,
with one or two showins* an inclina-
tion to surmount some oE the stuffed-
shirt episodes.
Newsreel clips provide .some of

outstandin". prodticlion values of fea-
ture, which «ives an idea. Robert
A. Dillon is blatniid for the screen-
play and dialo'l, lallor being as flat

ii.s the situJiLioM.^. Eddie Linden
len.sed in typictl qiiicl:ie lenin-i.

Wear.
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Wwood Tops Nature

on
special

you

(Continued from page 3)

lady'-s boudoir and they're more

carefully guarded, too; but crashmg

the zenana of the sultan's fave-girl

friend is a cinch compared to gettmg

the real inside of a Hollywood
effects lab. They'll show

the processes and the results

but that's all. Reason is that film

biz toppers realize they have one

thing to peddle—illusion—and nat-

urally they don't want to destroy

their stock in trade. Figure the

public goes to picture theatres to be

momentarily transported into a

make-believe world, so why bring

out the props?

Let's pry a bit, however, and see

how 20th-Fox found it possible to

toss $500,000 in re-creating the Chi-

cago fire without throwing any oE

that heavy coin away.

Chief responsibility was hoisted on

the shoulders of Lou Witte, in

charge of the special effects depart-

ment. Witte and his crew had to

reproduce a conflagration that

devastated scores of acres of a dense-

ly populated city and destroyed

$186,000,000 worth of property. First

plan was to lay out four acres in

miniature sets reproducing exactly

the setup that existed in Chicago in

1871. Chicago Historical Society

was consulted and a man was sent on

from the studio' who put in several

months collecting bid photographs.

Mrs. O'Leary's barn,' where the

blaze reputedly started, was rebuilt

in exact replica, also the O'Leai-y

homestead which was not destroyed.

Chicfigo has only one lake front, but

for picture purposes two were con-

structed so that no matter which

way the wind might be blowing the

correct effect would be imprisoned

on the camera film.

Full Size Structures

Four-acre miniature idea was
found impracticable so the minia-

tures were put up in sections and
shot piecemeal. Full size structures

were erected on the Midwestern
Street on the Moyietone City lot.

Now the real problem was up for

solution.

Walls of the houses thus built

were lined with sheet steel to with-

stand heat. Witte and his crew in-

stalled ah intricately planned net-

work of pipes with pressure gauges
attached to pumping machinery out-

side. Two different chemical prep-
arations, both expensive, were used
in^ copious quantities to produce
smoke effects. One has a sulphur
base and causes huge clouds of yel-

low-greenish smoke to billow forth

Other is manufactured from a lyco-

podium base, lycopodium being
the familiar plant or weed of the

' family Lycopodiaceae, long used in

creating fireworks displays and imi
tations of lightning. In this par
ticular instance Witte doubtless

cheated some on Mother Nature,
going into her own Ijib to get his

effects. Smoke produced from lyco

podium combustion is heavy and
black and the camera lens eats
it up.

When everything was set. Witte
put his apparatus to work for a test.

It was so successful that a corner
of one of the lot buildings caught
afire, which wasn't in the script.

When actual shooting time .arrived
gas pressure was brought to bear
and lycopodium vapors were forced
through the piping systems in the
houses that were to be synthetically
burnt. Result was highly spec-
tacular. You saw jets of flame is-

suing .from windows, black and yel-
low smoke pouring in stifling bil-

lows, and fire darting fully 40 feet
into the air from the roofs.

Seven Cameras Used
For these fire scenes seven

cameras • were used, shooting the
,
scene from all angles and directions
and moving about constantly. Also
extras were there, around 150 of
them daily for 25 days. Kerosene
consumption averaged 350 gallons
dally for the same period. Scenes
were shot several times, first with
only the extras and stuntfers and
finally with the principals, includ-
ing Tyrone Power, Alice Faye,
Alice Brady, Don Ameche and oth-
era. Three miles of mains connected
tha fuel tanks with the blaze. Men
working the mechanical equipment
iiever saw any of the effects they
were creating. Everything was held
tinder complete control at all times
by means of a series of push buttons,
I'iquid atomizers spread the flames
around in the most effective manner.
And it wasn't all make-believe,

not by a whole lot!

Inside of three-story houses got
•so hot that the sheet steel turned

redhot. Stunters leaping through

the flames landed in nets with their

clothing afire. Besides the entire
fire-fighting battalion stationed on
the lot, 18 members af the Los
Angeles department were kept on
duty at the studio's expense through-
out the shooting for an extra pre-
caution. Also, seven antique fire

engines assembled by the company
from widely scattered points through
the country did their bit. Oldtimers
were- steamed up for the bjg party,
ail slicked and shined, and proved
that when it comes to doing efficient

fire-fighting work they're still pretty
good. Presence of the ancient fire

engines was just one more touch of

realism that cost plenty.

•And—What a Show'

Add it all up and 20th-Fox's half

million plunkers melted away like

butter on a hot stove. But they got
a show for their money—and what

how! Some of Darryl Zanuck's'
retinue, commenting on the 'In Old
Chicago' picture, remembered that

it was the kick of a lady cow at

WahoD, Neb., that shunted Zanuck
eventually into picture biz—he was
milking her, the kick spilled a
bucket of milk all over little Darryl's
Easter suit, and put him off rural
life for good. Now the kick of Mrs,
O'Leary's cow promises to encircle

the lofty Zanuck brow with a new
wreath of laurel for another pro-
duction miracle.

We now proceed from fife to

water.

While 20th-Fox was burning Chi-
cago, Samuel Goldwyn was simulat-

ing a South Seas hurricane, trying

to go nature one better in one of her
grander demonstrations. For this

reproduction two ,
major elements

were necessary—the sound and the

fury.

Goldwyn handed the sound assign

ment to Fred Albin, who was
abetted by Tom Moulton, sound de-

partment head, and Arthur Johns,

recording supervisor. The fury part

was entrusted to Paul Widlicska and
James Basevi, latter creator of

Metro's 'San Francisco' earthquake

To show how Hollywood improves
on nature, Goldwyn's sound men
were not satisfied with just ordinary

hurricane noises. They wanted
hurricane with music, and that's

what they made, on the theory that

the monotony of a mere hurricane

would annoy theatre .audiences

They're not telling how they did it,

but they developed definite tones

and characters into their sound et

fects with two dominant character-

istics, one the weird, eerie wail of

the wind, and the other the rumbling
roar that is nature's overtone when
.she's het up. The 'hurricane orches

tra' eventually had nine pieces, aU
operated by a strange, novel creation

perfected by Widlicska and named
by him 'Solly the Serpent.' A car

bide torch inserted in a tube con-

tributed to the orchestra effect.

Wind At 200 Miles Per

Wind velocity of 200 miles an hour

was developed by a contrivance

built with the aid of engineers at

California Institute of Technology

where wizards spend their lives out-

witting nature. The motor made so

much noise that this machine was
useless. Eight wind machines finally

were devised each powered by a 12

cylinder Liberty motor. Palm
branches were strung on racks on a

-sound stage to get the effect of wind
whistling and whining through

foliage. Walls were pulled down
with a tractor to re-create the sound

of crumbling masonry. Separate

sound tracks were made for crashing

buildings, howling winds, booming
waves and falling trees and what

the audience hears will be the blend

ing of these noises on the film.

All that was only a start. Real

scenes were shot with the principals

including Jon Hall, Mary Astor,

C, Aubrey Smith, Dorothy Lamour
and others. To re-create the actual

hurricane, huge tanks were con-

.•5 true ted on top of a tower 65 feet

high. Water was propelled down
four chut'is into a tank 150 feet

square in shots of 2,000 gallons each

Id create thef effect of waves.

Artificial lagoon was lashed into a

frenzy and Director John Ford rolled

'em. Writer that plunged down the

chules into the lagoon was im-

mediately pumped back hydraulically

and used over again, with a reserve

supply kept on tap to make tidal

w;ivys -IS needed. Eight cameras

wervi tr-iincd on these scenes, some

equipped with telescopic lenses for

closvjiips. Ford kept an electric con-

trol board in his lap all the time

cameras were shooting and crews
were stationed at each storm and
wave machine to carry out his or-
ders the instant they were given,

Mary Astor's Beatings

Jon Hall was kno9ked down eight
times by 2,000 gallons of water in

making . his way from the little

church to the parau tree that saved
lis life. "Mary Astor fooled every-
>ody by refusing to use a double
when she had to brave the force of
the descending cataracts. She made
one retake, thus absorbing beatings
from 16 successive freshets of water,
32,000 gallons.

Natives brought to the Goldwyn
set from Samoa for atmosphere were
more scared than the white folks

because they could remember the
3ig. hurricane of 1915 and agreed
that 'Goldwyn's storm was worse.
Goldwyn took a bow on that

critique.

The Goldwyn blow destroyed an
entire native village. Goldwyn spent
$150,000 to build it and $250,000 to

nundate and blow it to smithereens.
The boys around the lot are agreed
that the niftiest trick they pulled,
lowever, was to create a hurricane
symphony in G major—G for Gold-
wyn.

Chi Wants Giveaways Returned

In Lien of Double Fix Policy

Theatre Manager

Nabs Counterfeiter

Indianapolis, Aug. 3,

Paiil Whitiker, manager of the

Fox, in Kokomo, feels like a G-man
since capturing two counterfeiters in

his house.

Whitaker noticed slugs In his

candy machine, and the suspicious

actions of 60-year-old Frank Warfteld

caused him to investigate coin just

put in machine. It proved to be a

counterfeit nickle. Police found that

Warfield, and Charlie Acton, 62, had
been making their own nickle.s,

dimes, and quarters on a farm near
the city. Legit coin was used at the

box office, with phdney dough re-

served for candy and clgarets in

vending machine.
Men are held under $1,000 bond in

Indianapolis jail on Federal charges.

Advance Production Chart

Chicago, Aug. 3.

, Efforts are under way locally to

bring about the return of bank night,

screeno and other coin giveawayn

to Chicago, Though there have, been

several police orders against the

coin stunts, in addition to a num-
ber of flat court rulings against the

money giveaways, there is a grow-

ing movement around town to return

the giveaways to the exhibs in Chi-

cago, if not throughout the stale ot

Illinois.

Exhibs see In the return of ttie

giveaways a satisfactory replace-

ment of double bills which are gen-
erally being rapped by theatre men
and even the public around this

town, Exhibs would like to return
to a single bill policy, but see no
way that they can eliminate the pic-

ture bargain unless they substituta

with something which can be bally-

hoocd tO' give the same effect o.C

giving the public plenty for theiv

money.

(Continued from page 23)

'SATURDAY'S HEROES,' 'A LOVE LIKE THAT,' '40 NAUGHTY GIRLS.'
'FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY,' reported July 21.
Readied to start: 'A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS.'

Republic

None in work, 10 editing, 8 preparing.
.Readied to start: 'TREASURE HUNT,'
'FIRST PRIZE,' 'PORTIA ON TRIAL.'

'THE LADY MISBEHAVES,'

20th Century-Fox

Five in work, 6 editing^, 10 preparlnff. In work:
'DANGER, LOVE AT WORK, reported VARiETy June 16; 'IN OLD (CHI-

CAGO,' reported June 23; 'ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN/ rfeported July
21. Started:
'LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE,' produced by Harold Wilson, directed by

George Marshall. Based on stories by Darrell Ware, screenplay by .Karl
Tunberg and Don Ettlinger. Cast: Ritz Bros., Maurice Cass, Nat Pendle
ton, Dick Baldwin, Gloria Stuart, Joan Marsh, Dixie Dunbar, Joan Davis,
Brewster Irvins, Fred Stone, Jed Prouty, J. C. Nugent, Elisha Cook, Jr.

Story centers at Lombardy college, devoted to Indian education, and gets
hot when Nat Pendleton, only real Indian that ever went there, enrolls,
Gloria Stuart helps Pendleton escape hazing plotted by Dick Baldwin, foot-
ball captain. Gloria's pop is Fred Stone, football coach. Ritz Bros, operate
a cleaning and pressing shop near the campus. Pendleton has $10,000 daily
oil income. Stone is under alumni Are and Maurice Cass, the dean, fires
him. Pendleton is a star footballer. Ritzes win year's big game when
Pendleton is ruled out and story ends in riot of comedy and color.
'WESTERN GOLD,' produced by Sol Lesser, directed by Howard Breth

erton, based on original by Harold Bell Wright, screenpla.v by Earle Snell
and Forrest Barnes. Cast: Smith Ballew, Heather Angel, Leroy Mason,
Howard Hickman', Alan Bridge, Bud Osborne, Victor Potel, Otis Harlan,
Frank McGlynn, Ben Alexander.

Story depicts Smith Ballew, cowboy and scout, as the man assigned ty
Abraham Lincoln to smash gang of stage coach robbers- who are looting
Government gold from the western mines. He meets Heather Angel in a
frontier town where Leroy Mason, local magnate, is in league with the
bandits. Ballew, apparently killed while driving the stage, recovers and
trails the bandits, then organizes a posse to capture them. In running
battle Mason is killed and the gang is smashed, with Ballew and Miss Angel
clinching in the fadeout.
Readied to start: THE GREAT DIAMOND ROBBERY,'

United Artists

six in work, four editing^, three jpreparlngr- In work:
'HURRICANE,' reported Variety May 12; 'ADVENTURES OF MARCO

POLO,' reported June 16: 'NOTHING SACRED,' 'ADVENTURES OF TOM
SAWYER,' 'I MET MY LOVE AGAIN,' 'STAND-IN,' reported July 7.

Universal

Two in work, II editinj;, seven preparing:. In work:
'MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938,' 'BEHIND THE MIKE,' reported VARIETY

July 21,

'MIDNIGHT RAIDER' (Qni-shed), produced by Barney Sarecky and Ben
Koenig, directed by Ford Beebe, original by Kimball Herrick, screenplay
by Maurice Geraghty. Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., Catherine Hughes, Larry
Blake, Bernadene Hayes, Louis Mason, Earl Dwiro, Charles Halton, Frank
Melton.

Story relates war on modern cattle ru.stlers who raid Into ranches by
night, butcher cattle, and speed to market with carca.sses. Larry Blake,
who was the wartime buddy of Noah Beery, Jr.'s brother, findis his way to

Chicago as a truck driver. He falls under suspicion when the rustlers

steal cattle from Beery's ranch. Beery learns that Blake befriended his

slain brother and takes Larry in for which he is o.stracized in the com-
munity and becomes estranged from his sweetheart, Catherine Hughes?.

Blake and Bernadene Hayes, waitress, fall in love, and in a spectacular

midnight battle between ranchers and rustlers the gangsters are routed
and Frank Melton is exposed as their leader.

Readied to start: 'THE IRON MAN,'

GOODaOPSOK

FOR SHOW BIZ

Minneapolis, Aug.

The film Industry here belleven

prosperity" looms ahead for the ter-

ritory's exhibitors the ensuing fall

and winter in consequence of the

fact that Northwest farmers thin

year will receive from wheat alone

this year more than twice as much
as in 1936, according to latest esti-

mate. A survey by the Minneapolis

Tribune indicates that wheat will

pour $125,000,000 into the Northwest
farm till.

With harvesting and threshing

nearly completed in winter wheat
sections and in full swing in spring

wheat areas, accurate estimates are

possible and the Tribune here say.i

'the Northwest this summer is har-
vesting its best crop of small grains

in four years or more, while corn
throughout the territory is thriving,

with promise of better than average
production.* Continued strong prices

of wheat at; the Minneapolis grain

market makes the picture even
rosier, it points out.

This territory is mairtiy depend-
ent upon agriculture's well-being

for its prosperity and when crop,*

are good and farm prices compara-
tively high, the amusement businesii

and most other lines usually boom,
according to past fexperience.

Warners

Atlanta, Aug. 3.

It won't be long now before cotton

will be king again in the South.
Georgia's first bale hit the market
Wednesday (28) at Savannah. It

graded strict low middling and
brought $79.95. Last year's first l>ale

came in a week earlier.

Pickers are in the field and gather-
ing the fleecy staple. Crop report.'*

indicate a bumper crop, which meati»
the farmers will have money this fall

—and when the agriculturists have
dough to spend it's whoopee time
down South—everybody prospers.
Tobacco auctions got under way

Thursday (29) in South Georgia and
the leaf is bringing an average of 25c
per lb., which indicates the gros.s

lake will be nearly as much as last

year, over $18,000,000.

The Georgia peach crop was far
below average and hardly any
money was made by watermelon
raisers, but it looks like old King
Kotton and Prince Tobacco are going
to put Dixie's farmers in the money
again.

Four in work, \% editing:, 10 preparlnff. In work:
'THE GREAT GARRICK.' reported Variety June 23; 'SH! THE OCTO-

PUS!' and 'TONIGHT'S OUR NIGHT,' formerly 'TOVARICII/ reported
July 21. Started:
'ONE MOKE TOMORROW,' produced by Bryan Foy, du'ected by Frank

McDonald, original and screenplay by Crane Wilbur and George Bricker.

Cast: June Travis, Dick Foran, Dick Purcell, John Litel.'

Story concerns Dick Foran, truck driver, ambitious to be prizefighter.

He is framed by his manager and knocked out. The manager is murdered
in a feud with a rival and Foran is convicted and .sent to prison. There he
becomes interested in music, leads the prison orchestra, and wins fame.

Music reforms him and he leaves pri.son to join his sweetheart, June Travis,

who has waited for him, and goes on to a career.

Readied to start: 'GOLD IS WHERE YOU FIND IT,

ROBIN HOOD,' 'HOLLYWOOD BANDWAGON,' 'SW
' 'ADVENTURES OF

SWING YOUR LADY.'

KOSENFIEID'S CLOSE CALL
Spokane, Aug. 3.

Joe Rosenficld, Evergreen city-

manager, was shaving with his elec-
tric razor in his office the other day,
when a friend dropped in. Joe pulled
out razor plug and held it in hi,"s

hand while talking. In other hand
he held pair of tweezei\s. After a
while he started to resume shaving.

Still talking, he stuck tweezers into

light plug.

Shock melted tweezers. The hut
metal burned his hand badly.
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THE LIFE OF

Me picked afaded roseJrom the streets of Paris and made her the immortal NANA!

WITH A CAST OF THOUSANDS INCLUDING: Galc SoitJergaard . , Joscpk Sckildkraut

Qloria IfolJen • Donald Griisp • Erin 0*Brien-M.oore • Henry 0*Neill * Louis Caltern

jSi.orris Oamovsky* Directed tyWilliam Dieterle Screen play by Norman Reitly RHintr.HnincsHarold jimlGe/jiHi'

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST llth, at 8:30

AIR-CONDITIONED

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
BROADWAY at 51st STREET

Seats' Selling Eight Weeks In Admnce xill Seals Keserifed

For tke Premiere only: 5.00 plus tax. • Tliereafter —-Twice Jaily at 2:40 P. Al. anJ 8:40 P.M.

^Evenings and Holiday matinees: 2.00, 1.50, 1.00, .77 plus tax Matinees—Monday
^to Friday: 1.00, .77 plus tax • Matinees— Saturday and Sunday and 6 P.M.

Performance Sunday : 1.50, 1.00, .77 plus tax

Mail, telegrapk and telephone orders ac^^pted . . . Telephone Circle 7-5545*
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, the first public announce-

ment of the picture that will bring world recognition

for its artistry, arid inevitable commercial success.
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EXPLOITATION « By Epes W. Sargent

Melro, Coca Cola Tie

In Big Plug Campaign

Hollywood; Aug. 3.

Advertising .
campaign linking

Metro with Coca Cola in billboard,

•newspaper and , magazine copy is

provided for in contract signed last

week by "Halph. Wheelwright and

-Frank Whltbeck on behaU of the

-rstudio and Jack Sullivan of the

d'Arcy Advertising Co., St. Louis,

^which handles the Coca Cola ac-

count.
Campaign gets under way with

'stills Irom .
'Rosalie,' new William

Anthony McGuirc production. How-
ard Dietz, New York head of adver-

tising and publicity for Metro, previ-

ously okayed the deal.

. Noted cinemalights will be fotoed

imbibing Coca Cola and other pic-

tures will show Metro films in the

making. Coca Cola Co. plans to ex-

tend its use of rotogravure art with
spreads in leading newspapers from
coast to coast' Tieup is entirely

aside from Metro's own use of bill-

boards, newspapers and magazines.

School Stuif

Schools will open presently and
book covers will again be in order.

Often the printer can pick up a job

in a heavy paper that will cut nicely,

to shape. Care should be taken to

have the covers of a size to fit the

text books in use. Printed with in-

stitutional copy on the back. Some-
times possible to lay off the cost to

a stationer by selling him the back
cover. House takes the bother of

getting them out and puts an ad on
the front. The store pays the bills

and takes the back page.
School companions and similar

equipment can be picked up at the
job lot stores' in the larger cities for

prizes or souvenirs, and will prove
valuable. Sometimeis blank books
can carry an- ad on the back page
and be sold for; slightly less than the
regular price. It alj helps.

"For the past ttiree years one the-

atre has launched a new serial the
Saturday before school opens witti

free admissions to all kids. Idea is

they are all in town and can be
started nicely on a new chapter play.

House makes it a special morning
event with two performances, since

one is never enough. " Runs the first

chapter and a couple of cartoons and
requires no tickets.

And, now is a good time to send a
personal letter to each teacher en-
closing not one but two passes and
expressing the hope the recipient
will use them early. Names can be
obtained from the clerk, who usu-
ally is on duty the Thursday and
Friday before the opening.
The closer the school to the the-

atre, the more important it is to win
good- will. And nothing creates

gfeater good will than a couple of

Oakleys.

More Candid Camera ,

Columbus, Ohio.
During the first two days of the

run of Marlehe Deitrich's 'Knight
Without Armor,' Manager Frank
Hensen of Loew's Broad theatre set

aside a special section of seats for
candid camera addicts.

.

On each day first 50 photographers
to appear with candid cameras were
admitted free and seated in pre-
ferred locations in front of the
screen. To assure seats going only
to authentic photography fans, pin-
hole can;ieras and other cameras with
lens not strong enough to take pic-

tures with the limited light were not
accepted.
As further promotion for the stunt,

tie-up was arranged with Columbus
Citizen to publish best pictures taken
from screen by amateurs. Pictures
were also made eligible for awards
in The Citizen's annual snapshot con-
test.

Campaigning; a Short
Warners, through Sid Rechethik,

has issued a big feature campaign
book on the Floyd Gibbons Vita-
phone short series, 'Your True Ad-
ventures.' In addition to suggesting
a dozen or more practical solo ex-
ploitation stunts, all theatres using
the film take part in a contest in
which patrons submit their adven-
ture stories, along the lines of the
newspaper feature, and the company
win even kick in with a supply of
entry blanks.
In addition Colgate-Palmolive-

Peet, which features Gibbons on the
air, will cooperate through druggists
and others handling their products,
helping to complete what is prob-
ably the most ambitious layout ever
provided for a short.
Book marker^, lapel pins and her-

alds are also listed as well as post-
ers, fan photos and stills. Campaign
has evei-ything a feature has but
length;

U.A.'s Year Book
Garish color seems to be losing

out in this year's crop of announce-
ment books, and United Artists uses
a photo brown monotone for a dig-'

nified yet highly attractive format,
listing invitingly the productions of

the various components of that or-
ganization. Particularly effective is

the cover, done in gold on a white
surface.
Tough on the lithographers, but it

marks the trend to more restrained
announcement to comport with the
growing impdrtance of the product.
The U.A. book wilL engage any ex-
hibitor's interest—and respect. It'^
a thoroughly good job.

School Dean Engaged By

F&M to Head Personnel

Helping to Eemember
Provocative nature of Mervyn Le-

Roy's WB film, 'They Won't Forget'
('Death in the Deep South'), is being
capitalized by WB exploiters with
the caption, 'Is Robert. Hale Guilty

V

Special trailer at conclusion of the
film, tied in with a voting ballot ob-
tainable in the theatre lobby, is get-
ting a direct poll on audience re-
action.

Grew a Groncho
New Philadelphia, O.

Exploitation stunt which scored
heavily, was worked out by the man-
agement of the Union Opera House
here in connection with the recent
screening of the Marx Bros. 'A Day
at the Races.' Joe Creal, a comedian
of more than local reputation, pa-
raded the streets here garbed as
Groucho and was a dead ringer.
He carried a large sign which

read: *If you think I am nuts then
see the Marx Bros in 'A Day at the
Races'.' at the Union theatre. To
help the stunt along the New Phil-
adelphia Times carried a two column
piece of art showing young Creal
and his crazy makeup.

Premium on Prevarication
Metro shorts' p.a. Herb Morgan has

set a tieup with Liberty magazine for
a 'Pete Smith Whopper' Contest,
which starts in the publication with
the Sept. 18 issue and will run half
a dozen weeks.

Prize whopper will get its con-
tributor $1,000. Submis.sions will be
the- most outlandish 'lies' contributors
cau- c^Miceivfc;

Nice Work
• R.K;0.'s house organ, Flash, has
an East Indian edition printed over
there, but comparing very favorably
with the home office issue, the" color
work being notably good.

It's edited by J. Remi Crasto, who
is very much on the job.

St. Louis, Aug. 3.

A distinct and unique trend in

theatre operation is seen in appoiht-

ment of Chauncey B. Nelson as

director of personnel for Fanchon, &
Marco by Harry C. Arthur, v.p. and
gen. mgr. of F&M here. Nelson, who
was dean of boys at Principia, local

school, will work along organization

lines, to study problems of F&M
employees, and to develop in the

organization a definite blending of

ideals and practices which underly
the policies of F&M.
Under Nelson, employees will be

given an opportunity to develop
various phases of theatre business.

Those interested in management, ad-
vertising, publicity, etc., will study
under department heads with future
dependent upon individual capabili-

ties.

Not confining its build up efforts

to St. Louis, system will be invoked
in New York, the Coast and in all

F&M holdings. 'This is believed to

be' first attempt on part of any
major theatre company to develop
its manpower along certain lines of
thought and activity so as to produce
a definite theatre operating and pic-
ture selling plan.

Makes a Becord
Taking entire pages in the New

York dailies for 'Wee Willie Winkie'
on the day following the second
week at the Music Hall was one way
20th-Fox took to put over the Tem-
ple picture. But instead of a single

large display, the outside columns
and the' bottom of. the page were
taken for reading, matter set much
in the papers' general typography,
making it appear at first glance as

though the picture had warranted
unusual news attention. The device
multiplied the value of the display

It's the old trick of using seven
columns of an eight column page to

get a full page effect, only in this

instance the extra outside columns
are also made to work intensively

for the picture.

Used Sand
Sand in envelopes is generally

emoloyed for desert pictures, but
B. it. Brown, of the Dickenson, South
Bend, Ind., used a difterent sort ©f

sand for Universal's 'The Wildcat
ter.'

Picture carries an oil angle and
Brown is in an oil country, so his

envelopes contained samples of the

oil sand through which the petro-

leum percolates.
He also used a working model of

an oil derrick for his lobby display,

the first time this stunt has been re-

corded for several years. He worked
in with a company which makes a

business of cementing oil wells, and
bannered all its trucks.

Made Candid Pay
Ciiarlotle; N. C.

Carolina theatre, bothered a bit

by sniping candid cameramen at

staeje shows, met the problem in this

way when a revue recently appeared

there:
In big type in the ad for the show

was inserted the note: 'Friday night,

9:30 performance only, Charlotte

Candid Camera Club and all candid

camera fiends are cordially invited

to make candid pictures of the

show. This is the first time idea has

been used at the Carolina. Join the

fun. If you have a camera bring it

along. You're at liberty to take pic-

tures, too!'

They appeared, too, with every-

thing from expensive candid camera.'^

to box kodaks, and Manager Emil
Berstecker figured that it helped at-

tendance considerably. There were
those- interested in seeing camera
men at work from the front rows,

and elsewhere, as well as thoye who
wanted the pictures.

An interesting phase of the mat-
ter came later with the revelation
that one of ttie really export candid
boys sold $40 worth of prints to the

members of the stage company the

following day.

GAMES DISPLACING

DISHES IN N.Y. BELT

While screeno, bingo and other
audience games of this ilk continue
throughout greater New. Yoi-k, al-
most complete abolishment of dish
and crockery giveaways this sum-
mer leads numerous independent ex-
hibitors to believe that latter are
but for the time being. Some indiss
believe they will disappear entirely
as a patronage- builder-upper this
fall. Several larger independent cir-

cuits avowedly are in favor of 'keep-
ing them out if only -because they
are an added expense and fail to
make as much an impression as
screeno, etc.

Popularity of screeno, bingo,
lucky, etc., has spresid in recent
weeks until it now blankets most
picture houses outside of main the-
atrical district. Games incorporating
the use of numbers projected on
chart from projection machine have
recaptured confidence of average
audiences because patrons figure
there is less chance of skullduggery.

Inside Stuff-Pictures

(Continued from page 14)

action at the preview caused Cummlngs to forego any changes or additions

to the picture.

Metro is making a trailer with plenty of big names to blurb 'Broadway
Melody of 1938.' Robert Taylor plays a press agent selling the film to

a drama editor in a newspaper office. Stills handled by Taylor come to

life and strut their specialties. Personalities used include Eleanor Powell,
George Murphy, Sophie Tucker, Buddy Ebsen, Judy Garland and Charles
Igor Goi'in.

Falling in line with practice followed iat other studios, Pdramtnmt now
is providing sound track with all sound effects and music on pictures de-
livered to the foreign releasing department. Dialog is eliminated, to be
replaced by dubbing. Studio does the work more cheaply that it can be
performed by the foreign end. John Woodcock has moved up from the

cutting room to take charge;

Nuisance greater than the preview autograph hounds on the Coast is

the fiock of chiseling freelance press agents handling minoi cast people
in pix. Lately these pests have been waylaying reviewers trying to get
them to look out for their, clients. General crack of these space-and-
credit seekers is 'Stop over at Joe's after you finish your Story for a
drink,'

Stunt of putting non^-actor studio employes in Little Theati'e plays at

Universal's plant in Hollywood uncovered a potential' screen face. Ben
Lewis, an aiftist who does fill-in work on 'Oswald' cartoon series, made
such a hit in a recent playlet that he has been giveh a termer with U.

Metro has switched largely to DuPont raw stock and is "using it for
around 50% of all Metro production. Reason is said to be the high quality
of results obtained by SamUel Goldwyn on product developed at the Metro
laboratory.

Figuring that candid camera shots are what editors want, even though'
most of the shots take all the sheen and glamour off their stars, major stu-
dios are developing their own c.c. technique. If the candid camerdi shots
the lot lensmen turn iii^ack allure, they go back for retakes.

Four former Keystone cdps are working as character actors in Grand
National's 'Wallaby Jim of the Islands.' Players are George Grey, Her-
bert Diltz, Bert Young and Al Thompson.

Fat order for laboratory work went to DeLuxe Laboratories, Inc., of New
York last week. Agriculture Department awarded contract for $21,588
worth of celluloid for educational purposes.

MUSIC FOR BAimALL
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Scott R. Dunlap, Monogram pro-
duction chief, has assigned Fred
Stryker and John Lange to write
music and lyrics for 'Where the West
Begins,' Jack Randall's musical
western.
Robert Emmett scripted and R. N.

Bradbury is set as producer-director.

Theatre Changes

Spokane.
A. F. Zell has purchased Rex from

Will Starkey and is remodeling.
Zell was in theatre business in Rosa-
lia, Kendrick and Oroflno previously.

St. Maries, Idaho.
J. £. Donlon has purchased the

Grand theat-e building and will
build new stucture in place of old
showhouse which was converted into
garage 20 years ago. It was pioneer
theatre in these parts.

Canton, O.
Wallace (Doc) Elliott, of Warner

Bros. Ohio here, promoted to the
post of city manager of the Warner
Bros, three theatres at Lima, O.

Charlotte, N. C.
A $20,000 fire of undetermined

origin gutted the Ritz, Waterboro.
Theatre was closed at the time the
blaze started.

Schenectady.
After being dark for years, the

old Van Curler Opera House in Jay
street has been taken over by the
Fabian-Farley theatre interests.

Pittsburgh, Aug. 3.

Edward Golden, for many years an
indie exhibitor here, to join United
Arti.<:ts as a salesman in Indianapolis.
Cresson Smith, Jr., son of the RKO

.sales executive, has resigned as man-
ager of the WB Ritz.

Hornell, N. Y.
Lewis Carroll, manager of Warner

Majestic, resigned to become manr
sgcr of the State, Hartford.

'Time' Femme Beeler Killed

Gerda Taro, 25-year-old Polish pic-

ture camerawoman who has been
shooting scenes of the Spanish civil

war for 'The March of Time,' was
killed in action during the fighting
around Brunete, according to wotd
received by 'M. of T.* 'Paris office.

Although generally serving as an
assistant photographer, Miss Taro has
taken the place of the regular cam-
eraman on the field when he was
called to Paris.

Pictures.which she obtained on the
Spanish front now are on the way
to America.

SOPH GOINQ DRAMATIC
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Sophie Tucker gets her first

straight dramatic role in ''Thorough-
breds tion'i Cry.'

Comedienne will play role of
boarding h'ouse^ owner.

BAER'S H'WOOD TEN AGAIN
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Max Baer, on the Coast, Is talking
Max Baer, on the Coast, is talking

picture deals via Leo
.
Morrison, his

agent.
Also plans exhlb matches. •
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PARAMOUNTs'™
JACK
BENNY
"ARTISTS

and
MODELS"

ISqVABB

IN PBRSONl

PHIL
SPITALNY

Ant HU
AUi GUOj
ORCHKHXRA

KADIO
OITT MUSIC HALL
"STELLA
DALLAS"

8p*ct«cul«r Stag* FrediittUni

R 0 X Y
AIJ. OC* I'O
iUAVB^^ 1 r.M.

''THE ROAD
BACK"
—0-—
PLUS

STAGE SHOW

CAPITOL 11^
Clark
GABLE HARLOW

in ^'SARATOGA"
Camlair at iPopiiiwir rrl<ie«—

"fJ*piiilnii t'OtftHR«oii«"

I

STATE
TODAY

Wm. • I.uIm
rOIVKfX in BAINKR

II Kinperor'H C»ndle8tlckii'

Btartlne Thursday
"Kiilfht Without Armor"

In Person
J. C. jrilppeH Jc fill D'OrMiy

Los Angeles.
Soiithgate Theatre Co. and Al Han-

son are putting up a 1,000-seater in

South cate. suburb of L. A., at a cost

of $150,000. Hahsbi), who is execu-
tive aasi.stant to Charles P. Skouras.
al.so is interested in the Tower the-

atre, Compton, with a 51% holding.

U AFTER NEW MONIKERS
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Universal has offered rewards for
release titles on three picture?.
Films are now tagged 'She Shall

Have Music,'. 'Midnight Raiders' and
'Tl»e Iron Man.'

MABY HUGH FKANK
BOLAND. JIKBDKKX MoHUGH

in "MARRY THE GIRL"

CRITERION^SK' iS'.i:,,.

Air Cftndltlsntd • MIdnlU Sh»ws

PAT -O'BRIEN . HUMPHRer BOfiART

in "SAN QUENTIN"

A
25c t«

I p. III.

AIR-CONDITIONED — b'riay %ni 47ili StrttI

Dotrs mpm »M A.M. — MIDNIGHT SHOW
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Organized or Organizing Talent

Confront Broadcasting Trade;

Musicians This Week, Actors Next

Last week the radio spotlight in

New York City was occupied by the

American Federation of Musicians

starring in a drama entitled 'Make

me an offer.' First act promised

action, complications and melodrama
but was immediately followed by an

indefinite intermission. Nobody, and
that includes the A. F. of M., knows
how it will end. But everybody will

be in their seats for the second act

whether before or on Sept. 16, the

date for the 'perhaps' strike.

Meanwhile Actors Equity Associa-

tion, bobbing up in a new alias as

the American Federation • of Radio
Artifsts is standing in the radio wings
waiting to go into its routine. Equity

drive in radio has taken an oblique

maneuver through a jurisdictional

levamping of Equity itself within
the. tent of the rejuvenated Associa-

tion of Actors and -.Artists of Amer-
ica,

Equity has reached the 'what

comes next?' stage. After several

closed meetings in the past fortnight

the actual drive for memberships
and the presentatipn of demands is

expected. But when? Upon whom?
And what sort of demands?
- Actually Equity has been studying

the radio organizational problem.for
four years, ilichard Gordon at that

time tried repeatedly to induce the

council to act. Council and the

offcers of .
Equity hesitated. Radio

•was strange preserves and it was a
dilemma. How , to proceed, what
actual .steps to -take—that was the

nub .of the difficulty; There was no
•Wagnei;, act at thfe time but' th^re

•was at least one .-lost , strike to chill

the council against rushing into the
misty midregions of sponsorland.

Speculation . and reports trickling

out of the New York meetings sees

the. networks, as the focal, point, . It

would admittedly be maladroit to go
. after individual sponsors who can,

.with, a -few exceptions, .get . along, if

necessary, without radio advertising,

Out-of-town, organizational tactics

.
also bring up all sorts of problems
to-be. Hundreds of stations attempt
local, production in a small desultory
way using actors that are amateurs

,
generally or semi-pro

.
by courtesy

classification.

Honey Chile WUl Hit Road
With Legit Production

Claire Hazel, the Honey Chile of

Bob Hope's Woodbury show, will re-

main' in 'Brother Rat' when the legit

show leaves the Biltmore^ N, Y,, next
month and goes on the road.

'Rat* will play Providence, Wash-.
:ngton, Baltimore and then swing
into Pennsy, keeping the :

actress

near enough New York to get back
for her Sunday night shows.

AFM Antipathy

Stymies Nash

Record Plans

American Federation of , Musi
cians' attack on the iise of musical
air transcriptions has apparently
proved fatal to the plans of the
Geyer, Cornell & Newell agency to
let loose a . huge e.t. campaign this
autumn in behalf of Nash Motors,
account which recently shifted from
J. Walter Thampaon a^ncy.
Plan was to plug the sponsor with

A- thrice-Weekiy' series of .waxes de-
signed after' the 'Musical Moments'
series used by. Chevrolet, and over
a number of stations about as ex-
tensive as the 101 Chevy aired over,

Agency has now pulled in Its horns
aft^r commencing negotiations with
station reps, • and .getting, available
fall time openings on broadcasters
coast to coast.- No talent has been
set for the projected discs, and no
transcription-maker contracted for
the series, although World Broad-
casting had an iron in the lire.

CIO in KFVO Setup

. Los Angeles, Aug. 3.

KFVD agreed to recognize Amerl
can Telegraphists' Association Loqa!

15 as exclusive, bargaining represen.

tative for station's announcers anc

technicians. .' J. F. 'Burke, Jr., man
ager-6f :the- station, and E. Vi Rob
erts, organizer for the Committee
for Industrial Organization, made the

deal. '

:

Negotiations on. wages and work-

In? conditions- wiU be postponed un
til J. F. Burke, Sr., station owner,

returns from a world cruise.

LIMIT ON WORK

TAKEN TO

COURTS

Los Angeles, Aug.. 3.

Constitutionality of a recent
amendment' to the by-laws covering
radio Wage scale adopted by the
Musicians' Mutual Protective Asso-
ciation, Local 47; American Federa-
ion of Musicians, is attacked in a
suit filed by Harold L. Carpenter,
on behalf of himself and other mem-
bers of the local.

Amendment limits musicians regu-
larly employed from playing of 'con-

tracting .to play *or transcontinental
pryrams during any one weekl Suit
alleges rule was not passed in com;
pliance with the by-laws of the as-'

soclation 9nd is in violation of the

Constitution of California and of the'

14th amendment to the Constitution
of the United States.

. « - . ^ • ,

Suit states by-laws call for a two-
thirds majority to pass a new amend-
ment, to MMPA consfituticn, but the

vote on this amendment was 381 for

and 281 against.

ADMAN'S SUNDAY SCHOOL

Merle Sidner, Agency Partner, Uses
Advertising: Showmanship

Indianapolis, Aug. 3.

Merle Sidner of the -local adver
tising agency,. Sidener, Van Riper &
Keeliqg, applies showmanship meth'
ods to the Sunday school class he
teaches. It has broadcast its pro
ceedings every Sabbath for 10 years
straight over WFBM.
Latest stunt over the r^dio en-

couraged listening by promising the
community that sent in the most fan
mail a visit from 100 business men in

the class illustrating the Sidner style

in Sunday school
.
showmanship,

iGrrceehberg, Indians^ won the visit

WF3M remoted the stunt.

Blessed Silence

Indianapolis, Aug. 3.

WFBM chief announcer, John
Holtman, oft for trip by car to Can-
ada.

No. radio in car.

Actor Umonism

For the elucidation of statioa
men atid others in radio not yp
on theatrical matters the fol-

lowing background of status
quo in radio performer imlon-
ism is outlined:

Radio Equity will bear the
name of the American Federa-
tion of Radio Artists. ' It is a
sub-charter from the A. F. of L.
affiliated Association of Actors
and Artists of America, the or-
iginal . White Rat's (vaudeville
actors who called two strikes

in pre-wai* years).

Frank Gillmore of Actors
Equity steps from the presi-

dency of the latter into the
presidency of the A. A. A. A.
which is being revived in a
tactical shift to bring all per-
formers within one , union.
Screen Actors Cuild in Holly-
wood, the American Federation
of Actors in vaudeville-night

clubs, and the American Guild
of Concert Artists in opera, etc.

are other units In actor family.

Actors Equity fought and won
a strike against Broadway legiti-

mate producers in 1919 as a
result of which the dramatic
and musical comedy stage op-
erates closed shop. Equity called

a strike in 1929 against the
Hollywood studios, but did not
win. However, at a later date

the Screen Actors Guild with
West Coast autonomy, but
under Equity charter, came into

being and is now recognized in

filmdom. '

Conversational Week

A. F, of M. in ASCAP Board Room Parries Broad,
casters' Quest for Definite 'Estimates'

CLO. THREAT

BY NBC

Association of NBC Technicians,
which embraces all members of the
engineering' departments in all the
web's owned and operated - stations,

has new contract. Pact will up pay
15% all around, effective this week,
and there is now installed a 40-hour
week. Salary- increase amounts to

roughly $35 monthly to. each em-
ployee, average one having till now
been getting around $250 a month.

As yet the. Association of NBC
Technicians has been rated a com
pany union, iinattached to any gen
eral indystrial organization. On
Friday (30) night, the American
Radio Telegraphists' Association,

C.I.O. affiliate, which has enrolled
engineers in New York employed by
CBS, was told by the C.I.O. chief-

tains in Washington, D. C, to pro-
ceed on a campaign to snap up with-
in ' its organization NBCJ's men.
ARTA, soon after lining up Colum-
bia's technicians last May, secured
pay increases and 40-hour weeks for

them.

It is generally thought that the
execs at NBC got advance wind of

the organizing. • campaign A^TA
planned on its engineers and quickly

gave theip better working conditions

to offset the 'threat.'

paitt Chapln has had her Colum-
bia Artists, InCi, contract, renewed.

Why Actors Value Program Credit

Secondary People Feel They Get Left Out of One of

Radio's Chief Advantages .

Matter of air billing, as 'first

brought up by Lucille Wall, is a

moot question right pow. Some sort

of compromise will be arrived at, it

is hoped, since admittedly it wouldn't
do to take up the sponsors' radio
time just for a string of credits.

On the other hand, as Miss Wall
emphasized at the preliminary Radio
Equity meetings, the dramatic peo-
ple on the air, who might well be
built un into radio names, With siz-

able foUowings of their, own—on the
strength of the 13 or 26 times per
program—don't get the full value out
of it, either to themselves or to their
sponsors. It was emphasized that

the 'film and U^e legit people 'com-.

ing on the ai)c not only benefit as
"Stars, With stars* incomes, but" are
accorded every consideration, where-

as the basic radio dramatic people,
who could use a little of the buildup,
get nothing.
Miss Wall mentioned how, for 26

weeks, she finally .achieved some
reputation aS 'the pancake girl' (a

flour account) -whereas if her name
had been linked with the 'pancake
girl' billing—no matter how ridicu-

lous it sounds^next time she shifted

to another sponsor, a mention of the
fact that 'Miss Wall who used to be
the pancake girl is now the soda-
cracker girl for National Biscuit Co.,'

or
.
something . along ' those lines,

would have some practical radio b.o.

effect

'It's the contention of the radio
sub-legit people, in the script shows,
that sponsors, owe it tO' themselves,
as well 'as the players, to build \ip

strictly radio-made dramatic talent

Extended tussle between the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians and
broadcasting, recording and tran-
scription interests is in prospect fol-

lowing last week's meetings in New
York. Immediate result of the hud-
dles between network officials, me-
chanical music men and AFM heads
was the withdrawal of the Federa-*
tion's Aug. 15 strilee deadline.
Further meetings are set to begin

September 16, when the radio and
other groups will be expected to ad-
vance proposals for limiting, the use
of canned music and creating more
employment for musicians. Officials
of the National Association of.Broad-
casters and the National, Columbia,
Mutual and other networks -are con-
fabbing in New York, this week to
seek some common plan for meeting
the AFM ultimatum.
Besides all the important broad-

casting interests, reps of every lead-
ing phonograph recording and tran-
scription firm were in on last .week's
huddles with AFM execs.. Meetings
were held daily in the offices of the
American Society of Authors, Com-
posers and Publishers, which is co-
operating closely with the ATM in
the drive. Aug. 15 strike deadline

*'was set aside late Friday "afternoon
(30) after Joseph N. Weber, AFM
prez, declared the- -radio and me-
chanical music m.en had 'agreed in
principal to the justice of our cause.'
Weber said working out a method of
meeting, the AFM demands was s
complicated one for the broadcasters
and others.

According, to Weber, the negotia-
tions during last week's meetings fre-
quently got. far off the trackj with,
the radio and other reps adyancinfr
varied protests and reasons for 'their
inability tolmeet the AFM demands,
but the Federation heads 'always
brought the discussion back to the
orieinal thesis'—^namely, that the
AFM would "no longer tolerate the
wide, use of rnechanical music to de-
crease employment for musicians.
AFM prez said! that" his organizar

tion had in the past made repeated
concessions to, broadcasters, .on .the
plea of 'building up the radio indus-
try,* but that the time is past for
continuation of that policy. Claimed
that of the 600-odd commercial radio
stations in the 'U. S., less than 12^%
use musicians, ^employing less than
800 men in that way. Said the balr
ance get by with recorded and tran-
scription music, network programs
and remotes. Network programs* hie

pointed, out are supplied by the 800
emnloyed musicians.

Arguincr that broadcasting had paid
many millions, of dollars profits in
the. last few year's while the musi-
cians who made it possible have been
finding less and. less employment.
Weber said the AFM has determined
to end the situation. . He described
his organization as 'not to be per-
suaded from going through with it.'

AFM head declared, he couldn't say
how many musicians would be ern-
Ployed ,if the .Federation's program
is. carried- through, but estimated
roughly that it might come to at least
4,000 or 5,000.

Federation'."! 14-Doint program,
.somewhat modified from the demands
first submitted.' i.<? as follows:

14 Points
1. No record.s or electrical transcriptions

to be.u.<<ecl Rt nny ststlon.i unless tho num-
ber ot muslelana Eatlsfactoiy to tho Amer-
ican Feijeratlon ot Musicians la employed
at some.
"2, To have rnnntclans emnloyed at radio
stations or to .have a' station . use records
or electrical transcriptions of' muslclanp
he1on.RlnK.tn tho American Federation of
Musician.?, such sUtlona must be licensed
by- the Foderatlijn.. •

>
:

. 3. .Radio. Kt:iUon.<i may make records or
electrical trsnscrlptluns fpr audition pur-
po'sea or for their own record, but such rec-
ords. or elc.ctrlcal transclptlons must not be
rommeclally used. Furthermore, radio sta-
tions doslrlrpf'-o manufafcturo records or
oloctricol transcriptions' must agree' to the
jame rule«- and regulations as do 'record-
ing oompa»i|(<3 or companies manufacturing
electrical trnnscrlptlons and be licensed by
the Federation. In Hie event that a pnori-
.sored program cannot be put on the air at
tho exact time allotted to It, an electrical
transqi'Ipllon may, Im made of such progmm
to be put on the r.lr on tho same day. but
llie Amci-loan Federation of Musicians must
Immediately be advised that such has.
been done and the record of such transcrip-
tion mu.st he Sent to the American Federa-
tion jnf Musicians to-be destroyed.

4, Vemhora Of the Federation will not.be
permitted to play for any broa.Vn.';tlnK
studio If Ibplr sprvlco.s r.ro transmitted to
a radio slallim which uses records or elec-
trical tran.scrlpllona, but' does not employ
mnslcHns.

5. Mrmbftvs of tha Federation can only
play for the m.^nnCaclure ot records or
olcctrlc.il tifinscrlpllona If tho company,
firm, oorporatlrtn or Individual making sanic
Is llconsPd by the American Federation of
Musicians.

(I. Meml)pr.<> of the- Federation" can onlv
pluy for employfra who use records • which
aro restlslerod and nurabcred In acc'o'rdance
with H\o ae;repment with the Recording or
Trajhscrlpllou CompahlcB and the Federa-
tion/

7. Records which are tak«n from the air

or pilfered In any . other way are not tc baused under any circumstances,
8. Records can only be used at radio ata-

tlons If same, employ a number of musl-
elana satisfactory to the American Ji'edern-
tlon of Musicians.

0. All contracts with radio stations made
'With members of the American Federation
of Muaclans must be under the conditions
agreed upon between corporation.-] maftlni
records and such aa make electrical tran.
BcrlpUons.

10.. An- announcenient of a ^mechanical
production must In all cast's be clenrlvmade so as to make the public fully aware
of same. Furthermore, each program of &
broadcast published or caused to be pub-!
llshed In a newspaper or trade publication
shall indicate clearly those portions of the
program which are broadcast from elec-
trical transcriptions or records.

11. The Federation is ready and wllllne
to 4>ermit transmission of music made by
Its members to a radio station which efti-
Ploys an orchestra and which In addition
thereto uses nothing but records made bv
licensed recording companies.
12. All contracts made by mombei'.i of tho

Federation must contain stipulations In ac-cording with which records can he madeand the stipulations under \Yhat condi-
tions the services ot studio orche.>itras mav
be transmitted to other radio stations

13. In no Jurisdiction of any iQcal of theAmerican Federation of Mu.<!lclans canmembers play for an employer in contra-

'Extremely Serious'

Washington, Aug. 3.

Appeal for united front
against the American Federa-
tion of Musicians went forth to
every broadcaster in the nation
Saturday (31) as aftermath of
uhsatisfactor: New York dis-
cussions last week over the ul-
timatum served by' the union on
the radio industry.

Signed by National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters, NBC, CBS,
Mutual, Yankee, Colonial and
Don Lee webs pir-mailed memo
reported that the Federation re-
fused to enter individual nego-
tiations with each license-hold-
er and warned that 'an ex-
tremely seri6us' situation con-
fronts broadcasting business!

With explanation that Fedei--
atlon has insisted on treating
the union, employment problem
on national basis, trade associa-
tion and the webs launched a
proxy round-up by urging
every station to 'join us in our
deliberations.' Letter pointed
out that webs felt unauthorized
to speak for their affiliates and
N.A.B^ lacked power . to .

com-
mit independent tlransmitters.

Inability of radio negotiators
to pin down the Federation on
its demand that the biz 'spread
musicians' employment was re-
ported in the communication.
Reps declared that .'despite re-
peated efforts to elicit from the
Federation, a .definite statement
of what they consider the 'sat-

,

isfactory number of musician^
which the broadcasting indus-
try should absorb, the board has
so far. refused -to commit itself

on this point.'-

dlct'on of any of the above riilea.
14. All contracts between members and

Radio Corporations, stations or networks,
or -trade agreements between ninmbers and
radio Corporations, - stations o'r networks
In order to be valid must I;e aoiroved by
the International Executive noiix-d of tho
American Federation oC Muslclnns. the
President 6f the Federation or any author-
ity designated for that p«rpn.«;e by the
Federation. Furthermore, contr'acts miist
contain all stipulations under which mem-
bers of the American Federation of Musi-
cians can make records or rend -"r services
for radio corporations, statloiis o:- networks.

Revamped Radio Equity

Opening New York Office;

Mass Meetings Continue

Meeting of the Americr^h Federa-
tion of Radio Artists at the "Victoria
Hotel, N. Y., last Mondcv (2) night
was attended by. about 200 nensons.
Those present were informed of the
recent action of Actor'.s Equity in

relinquishing jurisdirtion of the
radio field and told of the tentative
charter grant to the new organiza-
tion by the Four A's haads.
Outline of the AFRA. constitution

was read to the meeting. Not yet
finished, the constitu^'m vfiu be sub-
mitted to the member.shin for ap--

proval when it is completed. .Prog-
res.s of the organization fnr was
outlined t& the meeting. Subiect of

dues was- taken uo, but no definite

decision was reached. Plan.s were
also outlined for fotmat.ion of a na-
tional board to direct the organiza-
tional drive throughout the coun-
try, Mark Smith, 'ch'^irman of the

temporary Jjoard of director."!, pre-

sided.
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Advertising Agency Services WCFL

Chicago, Aug. 3.

Holland Engle becomes progi'am and production director of Station

WCFL next week.
,
Engle is now radio chief of local Erwin-Wasey

agency which has been appointed, advertising' agency for WCFL with
Engle liamed. account executive.

Engle will work on WCFL programing through Erwin-Wasey as
account executive.

WCFL was so anxious to. get Engle and with Engle unwilling to

leave E-W this solution was adopted, station appointed Erwin-
Wasey its agency.

Union Rule Drives WCAU Program

To WHP, Harrisburg, (or CBS Feed

Philadelphia, Aug. 3.

Arnerican Federation of Musicians'

rule that, stations without house

bands' must pay double rate on com-
mercials is responsible for State of

Pennsylvania programs moving from

WCAU, Rhilly, to WHP, Harrisburg,

for. pumping to Columbia web. Vin-

cent Travers orchestra will provide

mu5ic.
First of the 1,5-minute programs

was aired from WCAU July 24. Fol-

lowing squawk from the Local, mov-
ing entire, show to New York was
taken under consideration. WHP
was agreed on as a compromise be-

cause 'State execs thought it 'didn't

look Weir to take a State show out-

side the borders.
. Programs temporarily went off the

air, following initial broadcast, be-

cause of a change of agencies. Radio
end of the $500,000 account wa.<? de-

tached from the rest of the campaign
and tossed . to Barnes & Aarons,
Philly agency. Walker & Downing,
Pittsburgh outfit ,

which put on the
first show,. wUl. continue to handle
newspapers, magazines and bill-

boards. Some $175,000 going to radio.

. Barnes & Aaron, small Philly
agency, also handle account of Yel-
low Cab Company here, which is

owned by Levy Brothers, too. Prin-
cipal Yellow Cab advertising is

nightly program by Powers- Gouraud
on WCAU. Which keeps everything
in the family.
WIP and Tooters' local, following,

opening of negotiations last Friday
on scale for next season, find them-
selves poles apart on a total difl!er-

ence of $18 week.
Musicians* delegation, headed by

prexy A. A. Tomei, demanded Clar-
ence Fuhrman band be increased-
from 10 to 1? members and pay
upped to $38.50, an increase of $1.50
•per man per week. Ben Gimbel.
WIP orez. refused, but made a com-
promise offer. Both sides then re-
lenting on points got themselves
down to $36 apart. Tomei offered
to SDlit this difference. Gimbel
wouldn't go to that. And that's how
things stand. Both sides are deter-
mined. No new meeting date has
been set.

Philadelphia, Aug. 3.

Report that Meyer Davis band has
already been auditioned and chosen
for spot as house orcliestra at
WCAU is denied by Doc Levy,
prexy. Levy said no bands have
even been considered yet for the
post, although he is practically cer-
tain of having one in the fall.

Every orch in Philly has been itch-
ing and pulling wires since it became
generally known that Levys were
dickerini^ with union. Will be a job
for 16 to 20 men at about $50,

Harry Rose Sustaining

Over NBC Blue Network

Harry Rose, standard vaude comic
and m.c, gets a sustaining half-hour
spot from NBC starting . Aug. 11.
lt!s be a Wednesday night show,
starting 9:00 p.m. Bill Wirges band
will augment on the Blue network
(WJZ).

Bill Jackson arranged the deal.
Program will probably be called

The Laugh Parade and v/ill be built
oa the guest-star formula. NBC will
pay the guestees.

Dennis Klnp guests on 'Hit
Parade' over NBC red on Aug. 18.

KMX SIGNS 3 ACCTS.

Meanwhile Top Kick in Penney
Survey on Coast

Los Angeles, Aug. 3.

KNX has signed three new spon-
sors of live talent programs. Lis-

terine will test with 'Newlyweds'
script five a week at 12:45 p. m. Tus-
sey Lipstick (Lehn & Fink) via Esty

will Mon-Wed-Fri at the coast-choice

time, of 5:45 p. m., while Malto-
Meal will undrape two quarter hours
weekly.
AH accounts start when daylight

saving powders Sept. 26.

Meanwhile KNX under Columbia
bossing has scored 50% in the Penney
Survey (75,000 telephone caUs) of

•program popularity and is archly

mentioning the fact that Don Lee's

KHJ and NBC's KFI have just can-

celled their subscriptions to the sur-

vey, which is supported by Pacific

agencies.

MR. AND MRS. MEREDITH

IN RADIO DRAMATICS

Elaine Carrington, author of the

'Pepper Young!s Family' and other

air programs, has done a dramatiza-

tion script for. Burgess Meredith and
his wife, Margaret Perry.

Called 'When a Man Marries,'

script is in a series of 13 half-hours.

When Meredith returns from Holly-

wood, where he is currently doing a
picture for RKO, the program will

be auditioned for prospective spon-

sors.

NBC Relies Barrymore,

Barrie for 2 in Sept.

Los Angeles, Aug. 3.

John Barrymore and Elaine Bar-

vie have been re-signed by National

Broadcasting to appear in two plays

next month. They are' Animal
Kingdom' and 'Accent on Youth.'

Barrymore recently completed the

series o£ six Shalcespearean stream-

lined airings over NBC. Miss

Barrie appeared with him in five of

the Bard's plays.

Western Joviality

. Fargo, N- I^ak., Aug. 3.

Warwick Anderson from the Elmer
H. Doe agency, Louisville, Ky., got

an unusual greeting when he ar-

rived here last week. E. C. Reineke,

Barney Lavin and Dave Henley of

WDAY met him in 10-gallon hats

and. a 1912 gas-buggy.

Idea was to get Anderson in the

proper emotional mood to go to

work on a promotional brochure the

agency is preparing foi' the station.

BrusiloflF at WMCA
Nat Brusiloff is new musical di-

rector of WMCA, N. Y, Steps into

the spot Sunday (8), replacing Carl

Fenton, who has held down that spot

at Donald Flamm broadcaser for past

two and a half years.

. Several months ago Brusiloff left

won, where he was staft" conductor.

Batoiieer is a vet dance band stick-

swisher.

TOO MUCH Gi

Crpsley's WLW Seeks Solu-

tion for Barrage of Serials

in Afternoons — Would
Minimize Strictly Dialog

Programs —- Conferring

VfitVi Sponsors

NO SUBSTITUTES

Cincinnati, Aug. 3.

Station WLW has aU*eady held a
number of conferences with leading
sponsors of daytime radio programs
wUh a view to discovering, if pos-
sible, some solution to the heavy
barrage of sheer gab durinij morning
and afternoon broadcast hours. An-
other conference, this one with
Procter & Gamble, is schedv.led for

ThuKo'day (L).

Crosley super-waiter w-uid like to

minimize the scripts of an undiluted
dialog character. Especially the

closely - packed daytime schedules
that have grown in the last couple
of years as script shows have tended,
dollar for dollar, to build up im-
pressive sponsor retuvns

In its conversations to find a com-
promise,. WLW is actuated by a de-
.sire to take a long-pull view of its

showmanshipi its audience and of

operation in the public interest, etc.

It would like to have musical inter-

ludes break up the serials, but recog-

nizes practical production and cost

difficulties.

WLW has been mulling this mat-
ter for some time. Sponsors are

receptive, but reportedly inquire:

'What substitute can do as well as

the scripts?'

Sponsors agree, generally, that

there have been too many carbon
copies of shows like 'Mary Sothern,'

'Betty and Bob,' 'Ma Perkins,' and
$0 on. The traffic jarn in daytime
hokum threatens to bog. down the

effectiveness of the formula. Yet no-

body is quite clear what can be
done.
General Mills has also discussed

this question with WLW. Like Proc-
ter & Gamble and' a few others,

this sponsor is a big user of daytime
radio and a constant searcher after

new entertainment to sponsor. G. M.
will test a musical program, unde-
cided as to set-up at present, oh the

WLW line this fall.

•WLW's attention to the program
schedule as a whole is in line with
the issues also underlined by the ex-
perimental policies at WWJ, Detroit.

Maxwell Hage Heads NEA

Radio Adaptations Push;

Scripts Come In Bundles

Newspaper Enterprise Ass'n, which
services 800 papers, is entering radio

Sept. 16 to peddle a bundle service of

newspaper features adapted for

radio. Beauty, fashion, Hollywood
gossip, care of children, cuiriosities,

crime- never pays, home hints and
poetry and philosophy are among the

subjects to be tombined in a daily

script service via mail.

Maxwell Hage, former executive

of WJAY, Cleveland, will set up and
operate the radio adjunct which is

routed through the Stephen Slesinger

office, brokers for resale rights to
NEA stuff.

Exclusive privileges, one to a com-
munity, and budget-form financing

will be sales angles on the service.

Some name writers will be available.

VOIanova for KYW

Atlanta Refining has bought all of

the ten football games on this year's

schedule of Villanova. Catholic col

lege near Philadelphia.

KYW. Philly^ will air the tilts,

picking up the out-of-town games
by wire for the local-only outlet.

RADIO DAFFODILS
Philadelphia—WFIL will present a script show built around William A.

Mahoney, wealthy Canadian, who caught the fainting body of the 'lady

known as Lou' when Dangerous Dan McGrew was shot to death in a
Yukon salooh. •

'

,

Cleveland—New York City edict barring dogs from apartment houses
inspired WGAR to a special 'Dog Daze' program. Mayor Harold Burton
issued an official welcome to the fugitive mutts.

Nashville—^WLAC interviewed the Soviet Russian flyers when they
landed here on:. 'Which did you find more exciting, the North Pole or
Hollywood?' ' Fearing counter-revolutionary

.
propaganda trap the fljars

in Russian, answered 'yes and no.' Nashville thought Co-pHbt Yumashev
good looking despite two big gold teeth.

Toronto—Radio stations are to blame for the loss of $5,000 worth
of homing pigeons. Leo Markle reports that of 1,500 pigeons liberated
at. St. Mary's, Ontario, only four got by the radio beains. Spot announce-
ments get the birds down. They circle about aimlessly and drop^ stupifled.

Mexico City—A high class undertaker here is showing Yankee zip in
going after more business. Adverti.sing is done gracefully by a five-minute
radio talk, backgrounded by the sort pf music the newsreels play dm'ing
the permanent passing of a hero. It's a big click.

New York City—Wladyslaw Ochrymowicz, a radio announcer employed
by his brother, Teodoyla, has filed petition in bankruptcy in iTnited-

States District court here. ..He cites liabilities of $12,000 but not his name..

Lancaster, Pa.—^Everett H. Jones, promotion manager of a local bakeix
carefully collected 27,000 pieces of mail accumulated in 26 weeks by a
WGAL program. He forgot to tell the janitor. The janitor tossed the
letters into the furnace. .

'
•

'

Philadelphia—^Prlze fights werff so, dull and colorless that Ira Walsh,
WDAS sports gabber, began using his imagination entirely. S6on the^^so-
called boxers were leaning over the ropes, listening to the: vivid blow-
by-blow description of the fight they were supposed to be flghtinff.

Ind|ana,polls—Station WFBM has had trouble with"" stray characters.
Hawker of razor blades, shoestrings and pencils was narrowly restrained
from selling his wares to an announcer standing In front of an open mike.
A kid selling one of those jitney journals actually got a fe^ \yords In on
Gilbert Forbes, a fellow journalist, while the latter was newscasting. Now
Frank Sharp, the program director, has a system of electric, locks.

Fareo-N. Dak.—^Local laundry's telephone number Is 'Fargo Pour.' Sta-
tion WDAY suggested that announcer stand away from mike and" ope» up
program by shouting the number. This was followed by explanation:
'No, we're not playing golf, we're just calling the Model Laundry.'

New York City—Jessica Dragonette has been chosen by a committee
representing the Wall Paper Institute as the inspiration for a new form of
wall decorations especially designed for radio and music lovers.

CBS' FRISCO SET-UP

Into Palace Hotel—NBC Loses Spot
as Remote

San Francisco, Aug. 3.

New studios and offices for the

local Columbia Broadcasting System
staff will be hpused igi a two-story
structure above the Gold Ballroom
in the Palace Hotel here. Set-iip will

also include quarters for the staff of

KSFO, CBS affiliate.

Blueprints call for five studios, two
large and three small, with exec of-

fices, announcers' lounge and pro-
gram planning departnient on the

first floor, and two clients'
.
rooms,

music and transcription libraries,

publicity, news, engineering and
traffic departments on the second
floor.

Technical installation will be super-
vised by CBS construction engineer
James Middlebrooks, who is in

charge of ^yo^k on the new KSFO
transmitter at Islais Creek. William
Lescaze, who designed CBS' new
Hollywood building, is acting as con-
sultant advisor.
Costing more than $150,000, the

building is expected to be ready for

occupancy about Nov. 1.

As a result of the CBI^ move into

the Palace, NBC will lose its remotes
from the hotel effective today, with
CBS hereafter airing Paul Pendarvis,

Bert Gordon Bankrupt

Barney* Gorodetsky, known pro-
fessionally as Bert .Gordon, filed a
voluntary petition in bankruptcy in

the Federal district court, New York,
Monday (2), listing liabilities of

$1,679 and $250 assets. Eddie Cantor
is a creditor on a $200 loan; Canter-
bury Apts., Hollywood, $65. rent;
Belvedere hotel, N. Y.. $250,' and
Forrest hotel, N. Y„ $500, also for
rent.

Gordon has been consistently on
the radio with the Milton Berle
radio program-. Dialect comic is also
slated to do personals with Berle,
latter getting $6,500 a week for his
act which, prior to his Gillette radio
program, was worth $4,500 tops. The
air and the RKO filmusical, *New
Faces,' account lor the $2,000 »alary
upping.

GULEnEOKH.

TOWARD RADIO

Ruthrauff & Ryan agency loses
the Gillette (Milton Berle show) ac-
count when the latter goes off the
air Aug. 29. Account switches to
Maxon.
Along with the change of agencies,

Gillette, at least for the. time being,
is dropping all plans for future
radio advertising. Last year, Gilletta

split its advertising budget 50-60 be-
tween newspaper and magazine-
radio expenditures. This year It will
devote its entire allowance to news-
papers and mags.

Gillette sales jumped via its radio
program, but not enough to warrant
the ether expenditures, according to

its execs. Program is a coast-to-

coaster over CBS.

Maybe Yes, Maybe No Is

Status of Edward Petry

Junior Station Si^t-Up

Edward Petry & Co. is uiidecided
about entering the sales representa-
tion of smaller stations through the
.'letting up of a subsidiary organiza-
tion.

Hank Cristal explains to Varietv
that the idea is still, as it was orig-
inally, just art idea. Various difficul-

ties, such as diversion of the part-
ners' time from their first concern,
servicing the 35-odd big-wattcrs, and
the tough task of properly stalling
such a subsidiary, have to be
weighed.

In other words, it might or it

might not materialize.

KYW Feeds 17 lo NBC
Philadelphia, Aug. 3.

With addition of another show last
week, KYW is now pumping 17 pro*
.f.;rams weekly to NBC red.

Approaches high of last winter
when 20 were being wired*
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^^It was a

on picture busi

provided two dramas
of which
powerfully at the box

presents

Dallas
with BARBARA STANWYCK * JOHN BOLES « ANNE SHIRLEY

ALAN HALE • BARBARA' O'NElL
Written by Olive Higgins Prouty
Dramatization by Harry Wagstaff Gribble

and Gertrude Purcell

Directed by KING VI DOR

. . . and its ^'an eventful week" in

New York with ^^Stella Dallas''

opening tomorrow at the Radio

City Music Hall!

Released thru'V^
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'S BROADCAST SAID:

week in the

Samuel Goldwyn
screen,, both
of clicking

DEAD END
I .

another smash hit from SAMUEL GOLDWYN
starring

SYLVIA SIDNEY
and JOEL M^^CREA

with HUMPHREY BOGART
WENDY. BARRIE - CLAIRE
TREVOR ' ALLEN JENKINS
and the Dead End kids from the original N. Y. stage cast

Based on Ihe play by Sidney King.slcy as produced by Norman Bcl

Geddcs • Screenplay by Lillian Flellman

^^'Dead End', directed flawlessly by Wil-

liam J^yler and acted to the hilt by the

entire cast!" —Walter Winchell

World Premiere^ Tuesdayy August 17thf

Rivoli Theatre^ N. Y.'

to ARTISTS
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Remoting from H wood s XERB, New

l-Watter (Mexican), Has Ideas

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Originating programs in Holly-

wood, remote-controlling them to

Mexico and then blasting them, back

to the States is what station XERB,
a new 10Q,000-watter, plans to do
beginning next month. Testing will

begin Aug, 15.

President of the station is M. K.
Barbacheno, head of the Border
Electric & Telephone Co., with

Harry Kronick, Spring street real"

tor of L. A„ as manager. Station

has cost $150,000 to date and is at

Esta Hose Rita, 16 miles south of Tia

Juana,
Biggest argument station has, as

a cdmmerci&l proposition, is that

Mexico is Uncle Sam's sixth best

customer, and that can be stepped up
if sponsors try hard tnough.
As this country'is sixth best cus-

lomer, the "Mexicans figure they're

entitled to a sixth part, of the air

on the North American continent,

but will settle for less. At a confer;

ence in Havana in November they
expect to get a clear channel for

coastwise broadcaisting. If they <ipn*t

get it they have, they say, enough
power in XERB to blast through 11

•western states.

On price, too, they have no wor-
1-ies, figuring they caii sell time at

$250 an hour for this 11-state cov-

erage, whereas the best the major
chains can do out here is $1,500 an
hour. ^

.

Idea of building the statipn came
• after KNX of L. A. was sold to

1^: Columbia and as a consequence

t dropped many leatures which made
' at a favorite from Mexican border to

; Canada. Northwest, particularly felt
' the change and XERB is assured this

old KNX clientele provided it lays

down the liberal policy on "which

the original KNX was built.

Powers in command of XERB
make no bones about where their

sympathies lay. Politically they are

ClO-minded and plan to blast all

reactionary political setups in the

•west. They have J. A., (Foghorn)
Murphy in to handle that end of

their policy and Gene Dabney to

handle the musical programs.
Mexican government has signed a

20-year . contract, giving XERB a

franchise to 1957 on 73(> kilocycles.

After the Havana conferences at

•which there is. expected to be a re-

shuffling of wave bands,, with Mej}-

ico asking for nine first class allo-

cationsj XERB expects to have a

clsar channel on the 730 thing.

Only station of any, power out of

Mexico now is Dr. Brickl6y's medi-
cine show which- 1§ so powerful it

comes tven int<}' Chicago lilce a street

car. Doc is Jax the AMA doghous6,

but still keeps peddling the old

snake oil.

XERB figures it can interest

enough legitimate biz to carry on

without recourse to Doc Brickley's

hoke, and if big boys don't like it,

it can always -Mast.

Station pl&p|i>;tqF mcSve ahead on
television, figuring the inajor chains

are holding, back for reasons best

known to themselves. ' In fact the

boys have big plans about every-

thing but talent. Ni) heavy talk on

that item as yet. but they figure

since they won't have to. ship talent

to Mexico but can operate out of

Hollywood by remote control, tal-

ent is the least of their problems.

Press Agent Arrives

;
Newport, R. I., Aug. 3,

Johnny Johnstone of WOR,
New York, pate.nt^holder "On

play-work (also known as the

anti-duUboy formula) arrived

here in plenty of time • for an
ample weekend and the so-

called race between that Eng-
lish raft and Kid Vanderbilt's

sailing sloop with the hidden
motor.
Johnstone who used to be in

the Navy (narrowly escaped
several battles) is doing re-

search for his thesis in play-

work. He's a guest of a Naval
officer, name withheld,, in a snug
harbor surrounded by Tom
Collins and a Transradio ticker.

102 MEXICAN

STATIONS IN

NETWORK

Important Plans

Skowhegan, Me., July 28.

i,oT, Variety;.

Thank you for giving AIRADS
.space in your issue of July 21. While

New York and Chicago are all agog
about what AIRADS are, or is . .

the inhabitants of thLs territory are

still wondering what Variety is. To

all questioners, we simply say that

'Variety is the spice of life,' and go

on our way. One guy, after being

told this, looked us up later and said

that he couldn't find our announce
mant in 'Life.'

This joke is copyrighted by AIR
ADS, who can have it if they want
it.

Like a few other agencies in your
Fall Forecast Number, we have im-

portant plans for the coming season,

but we can say nothing about them
now.

Maurice Dolbier

President, AIRADS.
P.S. WABI; in Bangor, coming in

good in spite of weather conditions

and Addle Palmer.

' Mexico City, Aug. 3.

First informal linking together of.

Mexico's 102 radio stations into a
'network' now occurs Sunday nights

from 10 to U p.m. At that time the

government's publicity cohorts pre-

sent a program of Mexican songs,,

music and lectures.

Program is described as 'coordina-

tion' and not government dictator-

ship of the stations. About 10% of

the country's population is equipped
to receive radio programs. Or about
1,800,000 sets.

Station XEJP, Mexico City, is in

rebellion
.
against the Federal gov-

ernment because of a fine of stiff

sizei News commentator on station

allegedly outraged government by
tenor of remarks on Spanish civil

war. Its first fine in years against a
station -.because of political comment.

Philco Dealers Fill In

Boake Carter Period
St. Louis, Aug. 3.

With Boake Carter's CBS net spots

cut to three a week, KMOX is filling

Tuesdays and Thursdays •with news
broadcasts for benefit of dialers ac-

:ustomed to six-a-week news diet. On
Tuesday, KMOX throws in 15 min-
utes sustaining news program.

'

Thursdays, Philco dealers of Mis-
souri, sponsor 15 minutes of news
edited by Harry W> Flannery and an-
nounced by Sid Saunders.

W3XAU Gets BilGng

. Philadelphia, Aug. 3.

WCMJ readying to 'splurge out on
publicity and promotion for its

short-wave sister, W3XAU. Short
waver for several years now has
carried all station's regular pro-
grams. First step was removal of

KYW call letters from front of

WCAU building, and replacement
with W3XAU. KYW, which occu-
pies studios in WCAU building, is

moving shortly. Directional antenna
has also been added.

Short wave adjunct is no possible
use to the station commercially, ex-
cept for showmanship. Doc Levy
admits.

Lenore Ulric Seeks Script
Lenore Ulric has signed with the

Kass - Tohrner program - producing
agency to an autumn series of script

shows. Actress has recovered from
recent attack of pleurisy.

Arthur Kass is now leafing through
books for an acceptable piece. Lead-
ing the field of likelies ig 'Limehouse
Nights,' book of short stories by
Thomas Burke.

CANDID DOC LEVY

A Flop Survey Is a Flop Survey io
WCAU

Philadelphia, Aug. 3.

First returns from the 10,000 ques-

tionnaires sent to farmers in four

Pennsylvania counties by WCAU are

very disappointing, according to Doc
Levy, prez of station, Sui-vey, de-

signed to learn listening habits of the

agricultural audience, only proved to

Doc: 'Farmers seem to be just like

normal human beings.'

Station hoped to prove agricultur-

ers dialed in at early morning hours
that 'were unsellable for any other

purpose.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

APPEALS KTHS SWITCH

LitUe Rock, Aug. 3.

Hot Springs Chamber of Com-
merce (29) appealed to the Arkansas
supreme cooirt from a Pulaski
county chancery decree ordering

that it carry out the sale of radio

station KTHS, Hot Spi'ings, to

Colonel T. H. Bdrton and Radio
Enterprises, Inc.

Colonel Barton contended that the

chamber . attempted to break the

contract after its board of governors
agreed last year to sell him the sta-

tion for
.
$25,000 cash and five

promissory .not^ of $10,000 each.

Several months ago" Chancellor
Frank Dodge ruled the action of the

chamber membership in voting to

rescind action of the board of gov-

ernors did not affect cancellation of

the contract. He issued an injunc-

tion ordering the chamber to de-

liver the station to Barton.
Chancellor Dodge's decision said

it was" impossible to -continue suc-

cessful operation of station KTHS in

Hot Springs because radio equipr

ment did not function efficiently.

Application is on file with the

FCC to move station KTHS from
Hot Springs here.

COCA-COLA 100f„ SANS

COMEDY GOES SEPT. 10

Talent lineup for the Coca-Cola

program, 10-10:45 p. m. Friday nights

over CBS, starting this autumn in-

cludes Kitty Carlisle, baritone Reed
Kennedy, Frank Crumit as m. c, and
a 45-piece orch batoned by Gus
Haenschen. There will also be a 20-

voice male chorus, and the Song-
smiths' quartet, with the latter due
to get their label ' changed for. the

program into something tying in with
the product. Auditions are now go-

ing on for a femme swing singer who
will round out the roster.

Program Will be a straight musical
one, sans any comedy. There will be
weekly one guest act once the show
get's going.
Felix Coste, of the D'Arcy agency,

which handles the C!oca-Cola ac-

count, will produce the programs i;
•

association with Walter Craig.

Tentative starting date for the
show is Sept. 10.

Holt, Norton Take Over

Birmingham, Aug. 3.

Thad Holt, quondam national di-

rector of WPA, and Ed Norton, local

realtor, Sunday (1) took over WAPI,
college-owned station; on a 15-year
lease. Broadcaster has pending be-
fore FCC a contract whereby it

WPUld switch from NBC to
.
CBS.

Under this arrangement, if okayed,
WBRC, present Birmingham CBS
outlet, will switch to the red chain,
CBS. incidentallv, would get. a 45.%
interest in WAPI.
.Among the first ideas of Holt and

Norton is' a plan to secure a power
boost from station's present 5,000

watts and a .clear channel. Time is

now shai-ed with KVOO. Tulsa.
WBRC has obtained FCC permit

to increase to 5,000 watts.

Ruth Chilton at WSYR
Syracuse, Aug. 3.

Ruth Chilton from WEEI, Boston,

is at WSYR here as head of the
'Home Institute.' She's a contralto

and actress in addition* to an expert
on housewife affairs.

Will conduct daily Women's Club
of Air.

McEvoy's Dad-Son Idea

Radio program is being framed for
auditioning by J. P. McEvoy.' Con-
structed around 'Father Meets Son'
idea. McEvoy, himself, will preside.

His wife may also appiear if program
is extended to include 'mother-
daughter' slant, R-iger White office is

pusliing.

Father-son relationship angle was
at one time started by White agency,
with Ernest Trucx and his son,
Phillip.

Inside Stuff-Radio

By penciling Kellogg for football sponsorship, WBBM, Chicago, has up,
set radio plans for a couple of its best clients and, at the- same time, has
given Kellogg a long-desired sport period on that station,

In the past, Kellogg has always been prevented frort getting the WBBM
spot, which usually went to General Mills, Kellogg's biggest business rivaL
and one of biggest spenders on WBBM. Two years ago,- for exiample, Kel-
logg wanted

, to buy baseball, and was prevented only when General Mills
stepped in and signed for two years.

But, the possible ire of one of their largest clients isn't all WBBM will
have to face if the tentatively agreed deal is finally Inked. Socony Vacuum
also a spender on the Qolumbia key, having baseball on alternate days
currently, is understood to have wanted the football schedule, and was
only- dallying over line pharges when Kellogg executives walked in with
memo. ' -So Socony is also reported to be in a huff.

Announcement that Tom Fizdale, publicity relations lad of Chicago'
would open offices in Hollywood next month and the circular titled, 'You
Never Know,* which recently went to radio agencies, sponsors and exeeu*'
tives extolling his virtues as a publicist is being frowned on by hetworlj
executives. Brochure or pamphlet explaining that Fizdale 'is highly tei-

garded as a stunt creator,' relates the Senator Vandenburg election cafiji"

paign phonograph record instance as. being 'a fight that was fixed,' ^
This angle, ringing in both NBC and CBS, and explanation of the 'chiih-

and-radiator' gag at 'Excelsior Springs to the effect that Fizdale Vas
called in/ was eyed askance by high radio officials. Latter instance was
concluded with explanation the girl' in the 'first sit-down strike for love*

was a guest star with Phil Baker, all of which annoyed network execur.

tives no little.

New York daily radio editor has been especially considerate of WQXR
during last several weeks, after long ignoring station. Even the- staff at

the broadcaster does .not understand reason for the kindness and solicitude.

It seems that the managing editor of the sheet got to be quite a' fan of

the high fidelity station's classical transcription programs and after some
weeks of noticing absence of comment in his paper's column queried his
radio coverer. Was told that the station was 'inconsequential.' But after

the m. e. disclosed his fave station, the columnist seemed to no longer
consider WQXR 'inconsequential.'

Radio Corp. of America and General Eleptric- Corp. Iiirere granted a.pet-

manent injunction Wednesday (28) by Federal Judge John C. Knox re-

straining Eli.and Oscar Dane, Dubro Radio & Television Corp., Majestic

Radio Corp., and others from infringing on receiving-.^patents controlled

by the plaintiffs. Court decided' defendants had made-i^use of the patents

without proper authority from. RCA. Other defendants affected by the

order are the Webster Stores, Inc., Avon Stores, Inc., and Paul R. Nachen-
son.

WOR, New York, is aiming most of its sales promotional emphasis upon
its 'supplemental' character. National advertisers using network/time are

solicited on the argument that metropolitan New York is worth added
programing to drain off additional cream. Procter & Gamble, SherWin-
Wllliams, Sweetheart soap, Personal Finance, Colgate, VIck, Lever Bros.,

Alka-Seltzer, Sterling Products are among accounts that have accepted

this reasoning. '

Adele Ronson, who plays the frau on 'John's Other Wife' dramatic serial

over NBC, has been taking a ribbing lately from other members of the

cast. Gal is taking, treatments at a beauty gym and has been staggering

Into the studio daily about nine-tenths collapsed.
Other players have been accusing her of taking the script too- seriously

and trying to compete with the 'other' wife (Phyllis Welch, from legit) for

'John's' affections.

Fanchon & Marco has a bureau to handle air scripts and ether rights

to novels and kindred literary works. Some writers will be hired by
F. & M. to whip into radio shape dramatizations after the agency has
secured exclusive ether rights to the yarns. F. & M. will then try to

peddle the ideas to ad agencies or sponsors direct. Sam Shayon heading

the new activity.

Appearance of Andre Kostelanetz and Lily Pons on Grant Park Chicago
concert Saturday (31); said to have been arranged by Chesterfield, which
is dissatisfied with amount of publicity its program has been getting

in Chi. Same situation existed last year, but no date could be arranged
for them^ Pair heavily feted by CBS during their stay in Chicago. Now
en 'route to Hollywood.

Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp. has sent out a reprint

of the lead story in Variety's recent fall forecast section.. Prepared by
Adrian James Planter, the p'amphlet is captioned," 'How 'Important Is The
Program?' It emphasizes John L. Clark's conviction thait the program is

all-Important.

NBC musical and dramatic programs, as well as /specials' with an-

nouncements In Oriental languages, will be sent to China and other Far
East countries, if the Federal Communications Commsslon grants the Gen-
eral Electric Co, permission to build a short-wave statibn at Belmont, Cal,

operating mainly between midnight and 6 a.m.

Joe Bostic.has commenced a radio column in the Baltimore Afro-Ameri-
can which is unique in that It is the only radio writeup In any publication

which confines itself to comment on colored performers only.
Some of the other Negro newspapers around carry ether sticks but sift

in ofay items.

Marvin E. Mueller, aniiouncer at KMOX, was collaborator of 'Lucky,'

new song introduced In engagement of 'Prince of Pllsen' In Forest Park,

open air theatre in St. Louis. Mueller and Robert L. Scharff, an insur-

ance man,, produced the lyrics and the music was done by WInfield

Homer, a real estate dealer.

Leon Goldstein, p.a, at WMCA, New York, has arranged with the New
York News, Post, Times, Sun; World-Telegram, Mirror and Herald Tribune

to quote editorials for a weelcly 'editorial digest.'

Lem and Martha on Discs

Chicago, Aug. 3.

Disc deal using the comedy team of

Lem and Martha Turner of WHO,
Des Moines, being set for a io-statlon
ride for Oshkosh Overalls.
Ros Metzger, chief of radio here

for the RuthraufI & Ryan agency,
will have the team platterized on a
placement deal with Transamerican,
with the local RCA Victor studio
slated for the waxing.
Lem and Martha have been on

WHO on a test shot for Oshkosh.
Will be a five-a-week ride starting
In the fall.

Tom Revere Back East

With Palmblive Ideas

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Tom Revere, head of the Benton

& Bowles radio division, has re-

turned east with recommendations to

his organization on possibilities fof

a Palmollve show next season.

Revere talked with several pic-

ture studio execs on talent and

auditioned several Important screen

names. Frank McCiracken returned

with him.
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STATIONS' NAZI FRIGHT
Chain Income from Time Sales

NBC
1937

January ........... $3,541,999

February, .......... 3,295,782

March . . . i * •• • •• • 3,614,283

April 3,277,321

lyiey < . 3,214,819

June i I . . 3,003,387

JiUy • 2,707,450

Total $22,655,041

1937

January $2,378,620

February 2,264,317.

March 2,559,716

April 2,596,238

May 2,552,374

June 2,476,576

July 1,888,412

Total .$16,816,253

1936 1935 1934
$2,681,895 $2.895.'037 $2,391,667
2,714,300 2,758,319 2,211,637

3,037,873 3,025,308 2,507,890
2,741,928 2,682,143 2,373,890
2,561.720 2,685,211 2,475,173
2,323,546 2,380.845 2,177,857
2.449,983 2,208,935 1,864,420

$18,511,245 $18,635,798 $16,295,534

CBS
1936 1935 1934

$1,901,023 $1,768,949 $1,405,948
1,909,146 1.654,461 1,387.823

2,172,382 1.829.553 1.524,904
1.950,939 1,615,389 1,371,601

1,749,517 1,287,455 1,255,887

1,502,768 1,066,729 925,939
1,292,775 910,470 620,290

$12,478,550 $10,133,006 $2,492,392

July Kicks Bogey-Man in the Pants;

m $2,70?,450; CBS, $1388,412

F

Nazi Propaganda Slipped
Into Unexpected Places

—

Stations Rented Time to

Contractors

HITLER'S VOICE

This is the summer of the big kick

in.the pants for the bogey-man. July

'.u6ed to look like Boris Karloff made

up for. a little blood at twilight. Now
—run the orb acroRs those compara-f

tive- totals back to 1934—the summer
figures look like the British war
debt.

Columbia, in long pants and an-
swering, present- since Monday on the
big stock exchange, \ff&s 53.8% ahead
of July, 1936, or $1,988,412.

NBC is up 11.4% in the rarefied
precincts of a gross tally of $2,707,-

450. Within heel-grabbing of $3,-

000,000. In the sweltering month of

July. It's a runaway!

Bed network at $2,018,820 was
25.1% 'hypoed over the stahza a year
back, while the blue with more sus-

tainers than just Shakespeare, dipped
under its 1936 figure and turned in

$688,630, a 15% drop.
NBC red and CBS are, of course,

the customary side-by-side measures
of network billing.

Mutual time sales fi£;ures - not in-

cluded this week. Its bookkeepers
are slower.

Fortune Tefler

Wifl Sidestep

FCC Opposish

Myra Kingsley, fortune teller,

starting on a five-a-weeker over Mu-
tual Sept. 7 for Hecker Foods, has
gone over with her sponsor the sort
of material she will use. Out are
all prognostications, and instead of
advising listeniers on future possibil-
ities. Miss Kingsley will star-gaze
household hints, tips on rearing chil-
dren and kindred stulf for femmes.
No risk will be run of FCC criticism
of her copy.
On the program with the astrologer

will be Jean Paul King.

Bill Backer Reporling to

M-G Aug. 15; On Vacash

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Bill Bacher, who gave up the pro-
ducing post on 'Hollywood Hotel' to

become radio supervisor and pro-
duction exec at Metro, joins the

Culver City plant Aug. 15.

Meantime, Bacher Is vacationing at

Lake Tahoie.

4 N. W. Stations

Set Up Own

Indie Network

Fred Ibbett to L A.

Chicago, Aug 3.

Fred Ibbett has been signatured
by the F. Wallis Armstrong agency
as director and producer of the
Campbell 'Hollywood Hotel' show.

Ibbett, who has been radio depart-
ment head of the local Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace agency for several
ytars, hops to the Coast imme-
diately to take Over the show.
Understood Ibbett has a three-year
tag, broken up by the usual options,

Ibbett is best known for his pro-
ductions of the 'First Nighter' and

• Grand Hotel* shows for Campana.

Seattle, Aug. 3.

Taking the bull by the horns by
creating an Interstate network and
not waiting for a contetnplated

small-watt, part-time chain forma-
tion in this stat6, KRSC, Seattle;

KXL, Portland; KFPY, Spokane, and
KGIR, Butte, have banded together

to go after national advertising copy
in a big way.
This combine also steps on the

toes of NBC and CBS on their north-

west triangle, Seattle, Spokane and
Portland, a combination in trade

area sold frequently.-

According to Bob Prlebe, manager
of the local station, KRSC, the net-

work will be extended.
• At the present time, two-hour
programs will be pumped from the

various stations each Friday eve-

ni;i3, alternating. No name has
been selected for the foursome, but
listeners will be asked to select a

handle. The first tie-in program
went out Friday evening (30).

Busse Draws Renewal
Chicago, Aug. 3,

Mar-0 Oil has picked up the op-

tion on the Henry Busse orchestra,

running new contract to Sept. 19.

This will complete a full year on
the commercial for the Busse band.

Understood that oil shampoo will

continue the Busse setup for at least

another annum.

Lauretta Hopton's Job
Lauretta Hopton yesterday (Tues-

day) left WMCA N. Y. publicity de-

partment to join J. Walter Thomp-
son agency.

In her new berth the publicist will

work under Jack Gorley, eastern ad

and sales promotion chief for the

accounts handled by the ' Chicago

office of Thompson.

While Congressman Samuel Dick-
stein was quite right last week in

asserting that Nazi propaganda has
ridden the air waves over American
stations, it's a cinch none will in the

future. Nazis have been scared Oil

and even more scared are the sta-
tions WBNX, WFAB, WHOM,
WBBC and WWRL, aU smallies in
the metropolitan New York area,
whom Dickstein openly hamed as
carrying the Hitler-hurraying stuff.

None of the stations apparently
ever welcomed or wanted Nazi
cheers on their wavelengths. When-
ever they discovered it, they imme-
diately scotched it. Only complaint
could be that the stations left them-
selves open to constant repetitions
of the sanrie.

All of the Nazi propaganda was
delivered in the German tongue. It

sifted out on progirams bankrolled
by sponsors' who sought to reach a
Teuton audience. Stations had noth-
ing to do with these programs, but
merely sold the time in bulk lots to
'contractors' and these contractors,
Elsie Maria Troja and Herbert Oett-
gen on WBNX, John Veistel on

Won't Touch

Philadelphia, Aug. 3.

WCAU left holding the sack
this week with exclusive rights
to special events broadcast that
didn't come .off. Much letter

writing and phoning by Ken
Stowman, p. a., won for station

right to air everything in con-
nection with visit of Russian
polar fliers to Philly today.
But the Mayor announced his

candidacy for governor last

week, and inasmuch as no gov-
. ernor should be seen with any-
thing from . Russia, he refused
an oiTicial handshake. Spurned,
the flyers arranged to duck
around Philly.

WFAB, Otto Veller on WHOM, Hans
Muennz on WBBC, and Helmuth
Wessels on WWRL, peddled the pe-
riods to sponsors secured by them-
selves.

Mr. Average Man would probably
not believe that the voice of Hitler

in an appeal has actually been heard
via a transcription over a U. S. sta-

tion on a commercial program spon-
sored by a firm doing business in this

country, but it has. Likewise the

waxed voice of Josef Goebbels, Nazi
No. 1 Propaganda Minister, as well

as speeches by other Swastika tops.

Hidden Away
Such talks usually cropped up

most unexpectedly on lengthy tran-

scriptions otherwise devoted to or-

chestral and vocal music. Each time
such a thing happened on one of the

local stations and a vigorous squawk
was registered with the 'contractors,'

it was termed a 'mistake' and a

promise was rendered that it would
not occur again. But, it seems, the

'mistakes' occurred repeatedly.

Not only talks, but the Horst Wes-
sel Song was rung into programs
even more.
Another method of Nazi propa-

ganda was the case of live guest

talkers in German. Stations o.o.'d

their scripts and found 'em harmless,

i but the talkers ad libbed on the air,

. with the result Catholics, Jews and
many American institutions were at-

tacked,
j Nazi Camps
' None of the stations named by
' Dickstein ever accepted commer-

;
cials from the Nazi 'summer camps'

1 now in operation in New York State

SooUbish Department Stores N5.G.

As Sharers of Netwock Show Costs

Them Feudin* Hellers

Pittsburgh, Aug; 3.

Thar's feudin' in the Heller
family these days for listeners

because a couple of the clan are
hitting the air waves at exactly
the same time. While Jackie
Heller is going put over the Red
network of NBC every Monday
from 5.45-6 out of Chicago, his

brother-in-law, Herman Middle-
man, and his orchestra are air-

ing over the Blue from KDKA
and the Nixon cafe.

So fjir the score's even, but
Ma Heller is throwing the bal-

ance in favor of- Jackie, figur-

ing that' Herman got into the

set-up on a marriage license.

and New Jersey, but every camp has
sought time, and each is pretty

miffed at being refused. They want-
ed air time to ballyhoo the projects

in German.

One Nazi - sympathetic weekly
newspaper, published in N. Y. in

both English and German, known as

Beobachter (Strelcher publishes a
sheet in Nuremburg labeled the

same) has ftlso sought radio oppor-
tunity on WBNX and WWRL, but.

the stations firnnly nixed.

Me':'hod of Nazi radio propaganda
in the U. S. is subtle. In New York
the Europa Import Co. stands ready
to supply free to any station broad-
cast musical catalogs of transcrip-

tions made by the Telefunken re-

cording outfit in Berlin. . Europa
justifies its gratis supplying of these

waxes by saying that many Anieri-

cans wish to purchase transcriptions

of speeches and other events oc-

curring in Germany, ,and that the

ballyhoo of the .availability of these

transcriptions on a broadcaster is

well worth giving 'em to the air

free.
'

Germany- also has sent over a

battalion- of talkers from time to

time, who are eased onto the ozone
as guests on the transcribed pro-

grams, and, in live voice, seek to in-

terest listeners in
,
the aims .Of Na-

zism.

Another .roundabout way of . im-
planting ' Nazi atmosphere was the
recording Oettgen made of the cere^

mony held on boat-deck before the

bodies of these killed in the |Iinden-

burg disaster were shipped back.

The wax was used on W)BNX in a

memorial program on botight time.

But all the Heil Hitlers and Horst
Wessel chanting was. included. Pur-
pose of the airing was plainly to

seep some more .Nazi atmosphere
into the homes of the listeners.

-Shortwave, Too

Another stunt is the sending to

American stations regular short-

wave broadcast folios " from Ger-
many. The Rundfunk Gesclbaschaft
in Berlin mails the$e to . the U. S.,

giving blanket permission for sta-

tions hei-e to pick up the short-

wavers and rebroadcast them here
on the station?' wavelengths. While
this 'service' has been' ignored. It is

still offered as many stations as the

Nazi agents in the U- S. tip their

Berlin bosses as possibly naive
enough.
NBC, incidentally, unwittingly is

credited with giving Nazism a wal-
lopin'^ upbeat in its homeland. Last
Octobor the rally of American Nazis,

held in Madison Square Garden,
was short-waved to Germany, by
NBC, and as interpreted for the
hearers abnad. it was made to ap-
pear that 'America's biggest broad-
cast chain in America's biggest and
most famous gathering place' was
airing tho show throughout this

country. And when films and still

shots were .sent back to Germany
showing mikes in the Garden
labeled with NBC's initials, the
Germans began to wonder if Ameri-
cans w-oren't becoming friendly to
Hitler. NBC did the short-wave job
merely as a courtesy gesture which
American networks always accord
the broadcasting setups of foreign
countries, and wa.<? Innocently una-
ware of how thi situation was col-
ored abroad.

Mutual network is trying to line

up firms in the towns the web has

outlets to get up another of 'those

co-operative chain programs ' .of the

sort a group of Individual depart-
ment stores sponsored last year over
Mutual. That program was a 45-

min. variety show on Friday morn-
ings which used

.
rotating guest per-

formers backed each week by a dif-

ferent name orch.
The projected program being

heated up by the network's Fred
Weber will take on any sort of

business as a sponsor in the dif-

ferent towns. Big hindrance in lin-

ing up last year's program wais tha
fact, many of the department stores
(since such emporiums alone . were
solicited) got worked' up when tiis-

covering what outfits were shStfinff

the program expenses in adjacent
towns. Some of the stores deemed
others on the hookup of lower dig-

nity. Department stores are notably
snobbish.
Mutual now believes that by ar-,

ranging an association of sponsors of

different businesses the network caa
thwart any chance nose-tilting and
bickering.
Program no'W In hilnd for such a

setup would be headed by George
Jessel and Norma Talmadge (Mrs.
J.).

PAID ADMISH

TO BROADCAST

POSSIBLE

Washington, Aug. .
3.

New departure for broadcast biz

may develop at WRC and WMAL, if

visitors, to NBC's new modernistic

stpdios do not slow up. With ap-

proximately 10,000 people plodding
through the place since July 22, of-

ficials have under consideration a
plan for a regular commercial broad-
cast which may be attended by the
pUblic for a small admission fee.

More than 250 visitors have been
taken on tours of the building daily
—with trips conducted every half-

hour—since official opening two
weeks ago and more than 250 show
up for night excursions.
While no details have been ar-

ranged it is known that NBC heads
are thinking of weekly, or semi-
weekly program, fyr which they
will either fiiid local sponsor or con-
duct on sustaining basis. Belief is

that the general public is sufficiently

interested in watching the wheels
'round to make two-bits' cohtribu^
tion for the privilege of sitting in' on
a broadcast.

Norman Craig Dies

Norman Craig, .63, one of the vets
of the station rep biz, died suddenly
of a stroke Sat, (3l) in New Ybrk^
Member of the firm of Craig & Hol-
lingberry, which has 23 stations on
its list, Craig headed the New York
office at the time of his death.
Late rep was with the Frank Sea-

man ad agency years ago, rising to a
V, p. position; in charge of the Du-
Pont account. Leaving, Craig served
a stretch of account executive work
with Campbell-Ewald, and in 1928
joined Scott Howe Bowen. the origi-

nal big-time station sales rep. In the
summer of 1934 Craig formed the
present firm with George P. IloUin?:-

berry. Latter now chiefs the Chicago
office of the outfit. Finn maintains
branches in Detroit and Jacksonville
also.

Burial v/as in Nev/ York Monday
(1). Survived by h!.s widow, Mrs,
Jeanne Craig, who was active in th«
firm's business and will continue !•
charge of the New Yor'- headquar-
ters.
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F.e.C. Dusts Off

157 Petitioiis;

22tinksPend

P CX 'S WASHINGTON DOCKET

Washington, Aug. 3.

Federal Communications .Commis*.

sioners, at one of tUeir infrequent

summer round-ups, iisi • week con-

verged in Washington tO' clean up
stjiggering pile of unfinished- busi-

ness. ; -

Piece-work totalled 157 - separate

transactions and indicated . sub-

stantial boom, in new station biz',' with-

22 atpplications for proposed trans-

mitters set for hearing.

Break-down of what was acc.omr

plished showed 17 extensions or ie-^

newals of licenses granted; 29 ex-'

tensions of special temporary au-

thority for changes in hours of

operation okayed, and 10 othe? ap-^

plications approved. Total of 47 api-

plications was set for hearing and
nine licenses for new high' fre-

quency or experimental relay broad-
cast . stations received the nod.

Broadcast Division also denied two
requests, dismissed four and re-

turned four others to its closed

flies, taking action on seven miscel-

laneous applications and ratifying

six applications already authorized.

Representing first meeting of

Broadcast Divisionites in four weeks,
docket was principally distinguished

for unusual number of new station

request^ referred to C(»nish ex-
aminers. Increasing interest in
establishment of high frequency
broadcast stations also ' has been
noted in past few months.

Following broadcast meeting, Com-
rhissioners scampered back to vaca-
tion spots, le&ving Judge Eugene O.
Sykes in charge jof radio matters.

NORMAN BAKER

EYES ARKANSAS

Littlfe Rock, Aug. 3.

Articles of incorporation for Nor-
man Baker, Inc., to Operate a radio
station, sanitorium and pharmacy at

Eureka Springs, Ark., were filed in

'th«' secretary of state's office here
last week. It was learned that
Baker has already contracted to
purchase k large hotel in Eureka
S{M*ings with the idea of converting
it into a sanitorium.

Baker—who has .spent a few
weeks recently in 'Eureka Springs

—

has planned to advertise the health
resort for the time being over his
Mexico station.

DECISIONS

'MARY SOTHERN' REPEAT

CBS Preeram 'intact as Originateil
For WLW Line

Cincinnati, Aug. 3.

'Mary Sothern' script show, on
WLW the past two and one-half
years, under Lehn & Fink sponsor-
ship, resumes Oct. 4 for its usual
Monday through Friday stretch on
that station, but it will originate at
the New York end of the WIiW line
and be carried also by WHN, New
York, and WFIL, Philadelphia, also
of the WLW line, Program's time is

4:1.5 to 4:30 p.m., EST.
Under new set-up, however, the

'Mary Sothern*^ show will be pro-
duced by its author, Don Becker,
formerly of WLW and now with
Transamerican.
Minabelle Abbott, who has filled

the Mary Sothern role for more than
a year, will probably transfer from
the WLW staff here to New York to

continue in the show.
In addition to the WLW line

broadcasts, the show will be re-
peated regularly on CBS, to be done
by the samfe cast arid following the

san»e script, but at a different time.

William Esty & Co., N. Y. C, is the
agency.

Offers Brucie Bairnsfather

Kass-Tohrncr, program producing
firm, has. >uilt a 30,-min. musical
program ilrou'nd Bruce ('The Better

'Ole'> Bairnsfather, which is now
being auditioned fox ad agencies.

Bair'bsfathcr does the m.c. job on
4he ;sh<)w.. JHe ; has, "not appeared
previously on the ^ir.

Arkansas: KTHS, Hot Springs Chamber of Com^

merce. Hot Springs National .Park,> grafted extension

ojt defense to Feb. 1 to operate on 1060 kc with 1 kw,

simultaneous with -WBAL, Baltimore, from 6 a.m. to

local sunset, sharing nights.

California: KMPC, Beverly Hills, granted 60-day ex-

tension of present license; KMPC, Beverly Hllla Broad-

casting Corp., Beverly Hills, application for unlimited

time dismissed at request, of applicant (station now
operates on 710 kc with 500 watts, limited with WOR,
Newark).

Connecticut: WTIC, Hartford, granted extension of

.special experimental authority to Feb. 1, for simulta-

neous operation with KRLD, Dallas.

G^orffia: WTFI, Athens, denied authority to operate

foriner transmitter of WTFI unlimited time on 1310 kc

with iOO watts nights, 250 watts days, pending action

of the „commission on application for that authority.

Louisiana: State Broadcasting Corp., Nc?w Orleans,

application foi* new station to be operated on 1500 kc-

with 100 watts dismissed at applicant's request.

. IHiarylaiid: WBAl, granted extension of special ex-

pemnwital authority to operate on 1060 kc with 10

kwj sitnultaneous with KTHS to sunset at Hot Springs,

Ai^k., - and from sunset at KTHS to 9 p.m. EST, un-

linxai^ synchronization ^f^^.. New York, on 760

kc Witir-2% lew from 9 p.m. to midnight using direc-

tional-.antenna.

Mkssachusetjis: Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.,

Boston, granted new high frequency broadcast station'

to be operated oh 88,000, 123,000, 164,000 and 205,000 kc

on an exiierimental basis, using 100 watts. .

MieUean; WWJ, Detroit, granted extension of special

temporary aiithority to operate for the month of Au-

gust with increasiid night power to .5 kw-to overcome

interference.

Nebraska: KQKY, Scottsbluff. granted extension of

license for 60 days; Central States Broadcasting Co.,

Omaha, granted new high frequency broadcast station

on 31,600, 35,600, 38;«00 and 41,000 kc with 100 watts;

WJAG, Norfolk Daily. News, Norfolk, granted tem-

porary license renewal, pending commish action re-

newal application; WjAQ,; Norfolk Daily News, Nor-

folk, granted extension of ' special temporary authority

to operate on 1060 kc with 1 kw and limited time until

Feb. 1.

New York: WESG, Cornell University,. Ithaca,

granted extension of special 'experimental authority to

Feb. 1 to operate on 850 kc daytimes to sunset at

New Orleans, using 1 kw, also granted temporary

license renewal while waiting ibr commish action on

pending application. - _

North CareHnar'WSJS, Winston-Salem, granted vol-

untary assignniient of license . to Piedmont Publishing

Co.
Oklahoma: Meno Schoenbach. Woodward, applicatum

for new station ,
to be operated on 1500 kc with 100

watts denied as in cases of default.

Oreffon: KWJJ, Portland, granted temporary license

renewal subject to the right of the commish to make
effective any changes or modifications necessary to

comply^ with any decision that may be entered "into

"affe'r^-hiring in any proceeding of which licensee was
duly notified or in which licensee participated; ali»

granted extension of special temporary authority to

operate on 104O kc, limited, and resume operation

from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m. PST, to Feb. 1; Pacific Radio

Corp., Grant's Pass, denied petition ,
to grant without

hearing request for hew station to be operated On 710

kc with 1 kw, days only.

Wasfalneton: KIRO, Queen City Broadcasting Co.,

Seattle, granted extension ©f special experimental au-

thority -to opex-ate on 710 kc with 1 kw until Feb. 1.

Wist- Vireinia: WSAZ, Huntington, application for

day juice-jump from 1 to 5 kw dismissed at applicant's

request,

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
Alabama; Turndown for John C. Hughes, commercial

manager and part owner of WHBB, Selma, on appli<

cation for daytime smaTlie at Phenix City was recom-
mended by Examiner R. L. Irwin. Shortage of ready

cash was principal reason given by the examiner: for

an unfavorable ruling.. Hughes showed net worth of

$4,603, plus ability to borrow $8,000 for construction of

the proposed ..transmitter, Irwin also pointed put that

WHBB has operated at a loss of approximately $2,000,

after consideration of the deductions for depreciation

were made, in 21 months. Two pending applicatious

^ WRBL. Columbus, and WKEU. Griffin, would in-

terfere with operation of the station, if granted.

Elmer W. Pratt appeared in behalf of applicant.

Frequency asked for was 1310 kc.

New Jersey: Stalling and tardiness- on the part of

applicants for a 5 kw station for Shark River Bay drew
a recommendation for dismissal with prejudice frwn
Examiner Tyler Berry.
Request of the Young People's Association for the

Propagation of the Gospel lor a transmitter to operate

oa 640 kc. during daytime hours until sunset at KFI,
Los Angeles, was set for shelving after the group had
attempted to postpone a hearing set for May 12 and
filed amendment for a frequency change following the

request for a postponement, contrary to commish "rules.

Outfit was represented by Frank. Stollenwerck.
Oliiq:, Multitude of objections was raised to appli-

cation of WRBC, Inc.. Cleveland, on its request-for a'

new station to be operated on 8i80 kc with 1 kw power.
Emerging from a welter of financial statements, of-

fered by Henry H. Krause, president of the applicant

corporation, Examiner Melvin H. Dalberg decided that

'the stock subscription of the applicant corporation is

slightly confusing.' Several applications showed" dif-

ferent stockholders, Dalberg e^tplaincd, and the 'finan-

cial history' of the applicant was in considerable doubt.
Need for additional service and proof as to the' avail-

able .'talent; news service or cooperation -with civic,"

charitable, religious and educational gi'oups in the

Cleveland area' was cited by the examiner as a reason
why outfit, should not be. given its way,

Li' F. Loux appeared in behalf of the applicants.'

South Carolina: Thumbs down for WSPA, Spartans-
burg, on its plea for a frequency change from 920 to
-880 kc and juice-jump from 1 to 5 kw was indicated
by the report- of Examiner Melvin H,. Dalberg. pay-
time transmitter's claims that the normal trade area
servjed includes the 'largest mass- white pOpulation.any.^
where in the South' were

.
questioned by Dalberg, as

were. the statements tiiat there js,a great d.eniand frbirt

listeners for WSPA programs.. Technical iequipihentt

of station has been in 'very poor and inefficient condi-
tion,'..'Dalberg pointed out, and some of the programs
'have little merit.' Applicant was represented by Clar-
ence C. Dill ai)d JTames W. Gum.

NEW APPLICATIONS
Washington, Aug. 3.

California: HoUenbeck Heights Christian Herald, Los
Angeles, new station to be operated on 1170 kc with
100 wajbts; W. H, Kindig, Hollywood, new station to be
operated on 710 kc with 500 watts (facilities of KMPC,
Beverly Hills); KVEC, Valley Electrit, San Lui$
Obispo, change hours of operation from days only to

:unlimited and power from 250 watts to 100 watts
nights, 25& watts days.

Connecticut: WDRC, Hartford, new high frequency
station (frequency modulated) on 40,300, 88,500, 109,000,

177,000 and 218;000 kc, with 1 kw.

District of Columbia; Jansky & Bailey, Washington,
new high' frequency broadcast station (frequency mod-
ulated) o^ 40,300, 87,000, 112,000, 174,000, 224,000 kc
With power up to 5 kw.

Georgia: WKEU, Griffin, make changes in equip-
ment, install vertical antenna, change frequency from
1500 to 1310 kc, hours of operation from days to un-
limited and power from 100 watts to 100 watts nights,
250 watts days.

Illinois: WHBF, Rock Creek, install vertical antenna
and nH>ve transmitter.

Michigan: King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp., Detroit,
extension of authority to transmit programs from
WXYZ to stations of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Minnesota: KVOX, Robert K* Herbst, Moorhead,

changes in equipment, power boost from .100 watts to
100 watts nights, 250 Watts days, change hours of oper-
ation from simultaneous days, share nights with KRMC,
Jamestown, N. Dak., to unlimited, and approval of
vertical antenna.
Fennsylvanla: WEST, Ea?ton, change hours of oper-

ation from sharing with WKBO, Harrisburg, to un-
limited days, share with WKBO nights; WKBO, Har-
risburg, change hours of operation from sharing with
WEST, Easton, to unlimited days, share with WEST
nights.

Rhode Island: Pawtucket Broadcasting Co., Paw-
tucket, new station to be operated on 1390 kc with
1 kw, using, directional antennar'.day and night.

South Carolina: W. ,A. Barnette, Greenwood, new
station to be operated on 1370 kc with 250 watts days
Only.

'Tennessee: WNBR, Memphis, authority to transfer
control of corporation from Memphis Commercial Ap-
peal Co., to Memphis Press-Scimitar Co., 200 shares

.
common stock. •

{. Texas.' Wl)AH, El Paso, change frequency from 1310
to 1200 kc, hours operation from sharing with

.
KTSM, El Paso, to unlimited (contingent upon KTSM
being granted 1350. kc); ICTSM, change frequency from
1310 to 1350. kc, install new transmitter, make changes
in antenna, boost power from 100 watts to 250 watts
nights, 500 watts days, change hours of operation from
sharing with WDAH, El Paso, to, unlimited.
Washinston: KUJ, Walla Walla, changes in equip-

ment and day juice-jump from 100 to 250 watts.

SET FOR HEARING
Arizona: KGAR, Tucson, change frequency from 1370

to 1340 kc, boost night power from 100 to 250 watts
and install vertical, radiator; Sims Broadcasting Co.,
Glove, new station to be operated on 1210 kc with 100
watts nights, 250 watts days.
Arkansas: Ward Optical Co., Fayetteville, new sta-

tion to be operated on 1310 kc with 100 watts.
California: Larry Rhine, San Francisco, new station

to be operated days only on 980 kc. with 250 watts;
Walter Biddick Co., Los Angeles, authority to supply
electrical transcriptions to XEMO, Tia Juana, Mex.,
to be delivered by express.

Florida: Panama City Broadcasting Co., Panama City,
new daytime station to be operated on 1420 kc with
100 watts.

Georgia: Brenau College. (Gainesville, new station to
be operated on 1420 kc with 100 watts nights, 250" watts
days.

Honolulu: KGMB, Honolulu, change frequency from
1320 to 580 kc and install new vertical antenna.
Idaho: KSEI, Pocatello, night juice-jump to 500 watts.
Illinois: Martin R. O'Brien, Aurora, new daytime sta-

tion to be operated on 1250 kc with 250 watts.
Indiana: WBAA, Purdue University, West Fafayette,

install vertical radiator, change power from 500 watts
nights, 1 kw days, specified hours, to 5 kw days only.
Iowa: WMT, Cedar Rapids, boost night power from

1 to 5 kw.
Kansas: John P, Harris. Hutchinson, new station to

be operated on 710 kc with 1 kw days only; Carl La-
tenser, Atchison, new. station to be operated days only
on 1420 kc with 100 watts.
Kentucky: WAVE, Louisville; neW station to be op-

erated on 610 kc with 250 watts nights, 500 watts days.
Massachusetts: WAAB, Boston, night,.juice-jump from

500 watts to 1 kw.
.

'
'

"

Michigan: George B. Storer. Pontiac, new station to
be operated on 800 kc with 1 kw days only; WJBK,
Detroit, install new equipment, change frequency from
1500 to 1510 kc, boost power from 100 watts nights,
258' watt5 days, to 1 kw all times; First Baptist Church,
Pontiac, authority to transmit religious programs to
CKLW, Windsor, Ontario, through facilities of Michi-
gan Bell Telephone Co.

'SOPER-POWEll

SHOULD NOT

DUPLICATE'

FloridJ^ Association of Broadcasters
has passfed. a resolution which has
been; circularized to the trade by W
^alteV Tiso^ of WFLA, Tampa, con.*
demning supier-power stations unkss
such stations • provide a non-dupli-
cating program service. Floridians
believe that any station granted 500
kw. should build and broadcast its

own original shows and not simply
toss network pick-ups into signal
areas covered by other stations with
the. same programs.
Super-power should stand on its

own feet and justify privileges in the
opinion of the broadcasters who ges-

sioned last week in Jacksonville.

CBS STOCK

OPENS AT 3i
Trading in both classes of Colum-

bia Broadcasting Company .- gtock
started this week (Monday) on the
New York stock exchange. Previ-
ously it has been bought and sold

on the Over-the-Counter market.
Both issues held close to the final

bid of 30% and asked price of 31%
for Class A and B stocks in this mar-
ket Saturday (31).

Opening quotation for CBS A
stock was fractionally away from the

initial day's high of 32 while the

close was 31 Vs. The B stock opened
at 31% and wound up at SlVs. Lit-

tle miore than 1,000 shares changed
hands the first day of trading.

Traders studied the setup for both
issues to determine which would be
made the favorite and possibly the

more active; There are 940,026

shares of A stock outstanding, most
of it in the hands of the public, while

758,924 Class B shares are outstand-

ing, • with Paley interests credited

with owning a majority of the B
issue along with some A shares.

Each class Of shares elects half of

the directors.
' Stock exchange has an agreement
with the company that the same
ratio of outstanding stock will be

more or less maintained, and that if

any vital shift is made, the exchange
and stockholders

,
will receive ad-

vance information. This proviso was
made at the time stock came up for

listing.

Impression . in Wall., istreet is that

under the present method of electing

directors, with holdings as they are,

Paley interests can maintain control

for a virtually indefinite period, par-

ticularly if the management is held

adequate.

Washington, Aug. 3.

Green light was flashed for public

stock sale plans of Columbia Broad-
casting System last week when the

Securities and Exchange Commission
ruled that the web had complied
fully with Federal regulations in ap-

plying for listirig Of $4,250,000 worth
of paper now traded over-the-

counter at substantial premiums.
While the S.E.C. never makes

public statements which might be

construed as judgment on the worth
of the stock, in the CBS matter it is

understood Congressman William D.

McFarlane, of Texas, who recently

attacked 'gigantic conspiracy' to

mulct the public, has been told the

government men are 100% satisfied

with the condition of the web's

finances and the disclosures made
in application papei's.

Ray Shannon Sponsored

Cincinnati, Aug. 3.

Two new commercial series of 100

quarter-hour programs are under
way on WSAI. Stegner Food:Prod-
ucts, local, is' sponsoring Ray Shan-
non, as 'Grandpa Hans,' spilling tale.s

of Cincy's famed 'Over-the-Rhine'
days. Air time is 4:45 p.m., daily ex-

cept Saturday and Sunday.
McCormick Tea Co. is getting the

blurbs on the forenoon 'Wpmen's
news reel' spots, Monday through

Friday, done by Charles Woods.
Started July 26. Through the Van
Sant-Dugdale agency, •Baltimore.

Clyde' Barrle. Negro baritone,

guests on 'Hauimferstein Music Hall

over CBS oa Aug. 15.
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Pacific Coast Radio Notes

Lorctto Lee finally got a picture

tumble after two appearances on

the Fleischmann show in Hollywood.

She's testing at three studios.

F. E. Baume, Sydney, Australia,

commentator, prowling the Holly-

wood scene before trekking east.

Van Newkirk taking a portable

mike into film players' homes for

broadcast over KMPC (Beverly

ilills).

Beverly Latham inducted as script

chief at KNX (Hollywood).

Verna Osborne, eastern air canary.

Joined staff at KFWB (Hollywood).

Savvy Crampton has called off

those 4 o'clock teas in the William
Esty Hollywood office for the sum-
mer. Sec complained that it was
too much trouble to fetch ice cubes.

Lionel Stander and Pat O'Malley
signed for guest shots on the Camel
swing show in Hollywood.

Jerry Danziir, Mutual broadcastei*,

doing three of his 'Let's Visit' pro-
grams from KHJ (Los Angeles).

B> P. Wendt has been named na-
tional sales representative for Hearst
tladio. Inc., with headquarters at

KYA. San Francisco, formerly on
the local staff . of Botsford, Con-
stantine & Gardner.

Ella Loe:an bowed off the Texaco
program so she can .concentrate on
her picture work in 'Goldwyn Fol-
lies.'

Larry White now sharing quarters

with Art Rush in a concentration

of Columbia's artists and concert
bureau in Hollywood.

Go^Q Delys and Lois Bavel draw
guest vocal spots on the Murray-
Oswald souper from Hollywood.

Rodney McArdle, formerly radio

operator of the Pan-American air-

ways in Alaska, has joined the engi-

neering staff of KVI, Seattle-Ta-

coma.

Johnny Forest, newscaster for

KOL, Seattle, has had a number of

his songs published. He is launching
two more shortly.

Don Prindle, gag man for Joe
Penner, former KOL, Seattle staff

writer, visiting in Seattle for two
weeks.

Gene Krlsclier, flack at KSFO, San
Francisco, planed east Monday (2)

(Continued on page 63)

[Wibbing Wbbeta

Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Dailies here are kidding Ro-
berta Semple, daughter of

Aimee Semple McPherson, who
is training under Harold Hodge
for a radio job, or, as the head-
lines have been headlining it,

•Wobeta Wants Wadio Job.'

'You see,' one scribe quoted
Wobeta with a precision that
touched high art, 'I weally have
done vewwy little talking from
pulpits for the past few years,
so ri have to acquiwe a tech-

nique so I can go on the wadio
in dwamatic sketches in the.

autumn.
'I have sevewal offers, but I'l

have to contwol the letter—the
letter that comes after 'q' be-
fore I can accept them.'

Roberta, now 19, can't pro-
nounce her 'r's' and as a re-

sult is being plugged as the
Shirley Temple of the air.

Weede's Venezuela Maybe
Robert Weeae win tenor on Ham-

merstein Music Hall program Friday
night (6). Deal set by Michael de
Pace. .

Singer may appear with the Monte
Carlo Opera (Company during the
troupe's three-week season in Vene-
zuela, in September. Georgio D'An-
dria, director of the company, is now
in America lining up guest stars.

Venezuela officials are accompany-
ing him.

A Pacific, Coast Bhte Network Station

CompletelyProgrammed byNBC

Happy landings are the

rule for advertisersonKGO.This

popular NBC station, serving a

population wliich spends more

per capita than any other area

in the countiy, flies a straight

course to sales . . . consistently.

WLW'S PROMOTIONAL MAN

Arthur Stringer, Trade Assoolation

Publicist, Joins Crosley Staff

Cincinnati, Aug. 3.

Arthur C. Stringer, who has been
engaged in publicity work for vari-

ous trade associations, with head-
quarters in Chicago, in recent years,

started this week as sales promotion
manager of th» Crosley WLW and
WSAI stations.

His task is to coordinate the sales

promotion, advertising, publicity,

statistical and research departments
of WLW-WSAL

FAST WASH-UP OF REP

FIRM; 100^ ABSORBED

Chicago, Aug. 3.

Van Cronkhite Associates has
bought out George Roesler's inter-

est in the Van Cronkhite foreign
language rep. division.

This wipes" both Roesler and Bob
Howard out of the foreign rep field,

with Cronkhite firm now having
full control of what was formerly
for a few months Roesler & How-
ard.

Paschall Back at WSB
Atlanta, Aug. 3.

Walter Paschall, on leave of ab-

sence from WSB for the past six

months, during which time he was
director of Federal Forum Project
here, Monday (2) resumed his news-
casting stint after a vacation in

Mexico. •

Douglas Edwards, who pinch-hit

for Paschall, has moved over to

WAGA, Atlanta's new station, as

head of the newscasting set-up.

No Slack in

N. Y. Studio

Ducat Demand

Despite the number of programs
that will originate from Hollywood
this fall, present indications are that
there will be just as many big broad-
casts from New York requiring
studio or special theatre facilities as
in recent years. Advance informa-
tion points to just as many studios
at NBC being in use as before,
although many programs remain to
be set and assigned studios.

Columbia Broadcasting also will
use nearly as many former legit,

houses fo;r larger studio broadcasts
as in past years, although lacking
definite commitments this far in ad-
vance.

FOREIGN SINGING GROUPS

COMPETE FOR CASH

Cleveland, Aug. 3;

Tie-up between WHK and Cleve-
land and Buffalo Transit Co,
(pleasure boats) will put 24 local

nationality choral groups on the air

in a series of song contests.

Total of $600 in prizes will be
awarded tlie winning choruses.
Croatian and German groups were
heard on the opening program in

the series Tuesday night (3). Pro-
gram is being aired from the ball-
room of the S.S. Goodtime, moon-
light ride boat.

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP
(Attention-Getters, Tie-Ups, Ideas

)

Kid 'Aviators' Picnic

Indianapolis.
WIRE, through studio break-ins by

Morris Hicks, spielfer, is plugging
Jimmie Allen Club day at Riverside
I*ark here, next Thursday (5). Sta-
tion regularly runs the *Aii- Adven-
tures of Jimmie Allen* (World) discs
for Taggart Bread Co.
Kids are invited through the air

plugs to visit grocers and get tickets
which entitle them to half-price oh
all the rides and concessions in the
park for the one day. Nish Dien-
hart, Municipal Airport head here,
win give a spiel to the juve club-
members.
American Airlines, Eastern Air-

lines, and TWA planes will perform
flights and stunts over the park for
amazement of kids the one day,
while eaph airline will have a pilot
and hostess on the park-grounds.
Bread concern has arranged for pilot
and hostess of each air-line to try
and answer all the questions the kids
will have on tap about aviation. Be-
lief is that such a task will prove im-
possible in a major degree if the
kids really let loose with their guest
for knowledge.
No remote from scene of picnic by

WIFE, as ball games conflicted.

WFBL, Syracuiie, Counts 'Em
Syracuse, N. Y.

WFBL, Syracuse, has issued a
couple brochures showing the results
of a survey it had taken on the pro-
gram preferences of 2,567 youngsters
in that area. Of the 25 most pop-
ular shows, revealed by the poll, 18
were carried on WFBL.
Lux theatre topped the list, with

Eddie Cantor second and 'Gang
Busters' third. From 12 years to 16
years the boys gave the gang.ster
show first choice, while the 17-year-
olders picked Cantor. In the girl
division, it was pretty much of a
toss-up between Lux and Cantor*
Mailed out with the piece on

children's air leanings was another
survey on local station preferences,
with WFBL accounting for 60.5%.

•Are You Listening:?' Test

Columbus.
WCOL is trying a method often

used by newspaper classitted. adver-
tising departments to check up on
its listening audience. Every hour
on the station break a name is
picked from the cily telephone direc-
tory and read on the air. Owner of
name is invited to phone or call at
station immediately toti^aim a pair
of theatre tickets.

Over 50% of persons whose names
are read show up for the l;icket.s,

'

'Hear Yourself Stunt

Spartanburg, S. C.
Pat McSwain of WSPA pulled a

neat street broadcast stunt recently,
using the State theatre commercial
period during the afternoon. He in-
terviewed pedestrians on a specified
question but had no mike cotuiected

with the station, which was broad-
casting another program at that time.
Briefly, he told each person inter-
viewed to listen in that evening oa
WSPA and he or she would hear
their voice and his in the interviews.
Stunt had mike wired to State's re-

cording outfit and wax disc waa
played over station that night. Per-:
feet recording and broadcast repro*

(Continued on page 63)
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Wax Dominates West Canada

Winnipeg, Aug. 3.

Radio diet of the Western Canadian listener is largely made up of elec-

trical transcriptions and recordings of various types, according to a recent

fiurvey. Taking' four midwest and western stations as representative,

it was shown that on these four staions, 54.24% of the air time was taken

tip with transcriptions and recordings, with 9.03% alloted for live talent.

'Four stations chosen ranged from one of the largest to one of the
pmallest. Two of the stations have regular affiliation with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., one is an independent station, with the fourth only

taking a few hours of network time each day.

Newis and Market quotations naturally hold one of the top places In

this area, due to the needs of the farming listeners who in many cases

jiave to rely entirely upon the radio. In many spots of the Canadian
north the radio is only contact with the outside world.

A totalization of all figures for the four representative stations give the

following results: (Colons separate hours from minutes.)
Transcriptions and Records. . 218:20 54.24%
Live Talent 36:20 9.03%
^^ews and. Market Quotations. 52:05 12.94%
Networii 94:30 23.48%
Remote 1:15 .31%

Totals 402:30 100.00%

9.031bi

fkctr/c<f/

That Gehrig Slip

Wheaties and Huskies have
received a swell press.from the
Lou Gehrig boner of last week.
Dailies all over country have
commented with full credits
and word-of-mouth has re-
sulted in more publicity than
straightaway advertising could
expect.

Some speculation over
luncheon tables along the
Grand Central zone in New
York as to effect upon testi-
monials generally. What, asked
the skeptics, is the net result of
testimonializing when elemen-
tary school kids are aware of
the phoney and purchased na-
ture of the endorsement.

Philadelphia, Aug. 3.

Billy Dyer, who tells WCAU
listeners all about the ball
games, did a Gehrig last wedk.
Gave Wally Moses 'a case of
Wheaties' instead of 'a flying
red horse.*

The. error was quickly—and
sheepishly^corrected. (Wheat-
ies and Mobile divide sponsor-
ship of games).

WLW SEEKS POWER

FOR SHORT WAVER

Application 'is being registered
with the F.C.C. for an increase from
its present 10,000 watts to 50,000 for
W8XAL, short-wave station operated
by Powell Crosley in Cincinnati.
Upping in power wanted to en-

able the short-waver to g€!t into
South America with announcements
iii Spanish and Portuguese. William
Hedges, of the Crosley firm, was in

Washington, D; C, yesterday (Tues-
day) on the matter.

JESSEL'S WAEM-UP
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

George Jessel will do a guest ap-
pearance on Al Jolson's Campbell,
soup broadcast Sept. 7.

Jessel will start series of ethering
on Mutual network with his wife,

Norma Talmadge, Nov. 1.

Agencies-Sponsors

W. E. Long agency, Chicago, sig-

natured Hathaway Bread using four

spot announcements a day on nine

Eastern stations. WBZ, WBZA,
WIBX, WJAR, WORC, WEEI,
WPRO, WFBL and WMAS. '

I-arry Vincent '.song program
bought by J. Walter Thompson Co.

on WCAU, Philadelphia, for one
month for Graham-Paige, has been
renewed for another month. Chirper
heard from 11 to 11:10 across the

board.

billon & Kirk and Allen C. Smith,

Kan.sas city ad agency, renewed for

13 weeks .the Cystex transcription

'True Confessions,' once a week,
WJJD, Chicago,

CooUdire ad agency, Des Moines,

signatured for seven 15-minute
news periods a week, for 13 weeks
on WIND, Gary, Ind,, station.

California Syrup of Figs and
Pape's Pepsin have signatured

through the Thompson-Koch agency,

Chicago for a five-a-week stretch

over the WOR, Newark, transmitter,

starting on Sept. 29.

.Will be a script strip in the morn-
ing, and will plug one product- one
day, the other product the next. Deal
set by WOR sales office in Chi.

Natural Gas Co. of Pittsburgh has
signed Howard Baum's orch, with
Freda Lazier as vocalist, for half-

hour weekly for 13 weeks over
WCAE. Band ii; former Will Roland
outfit, taken over by Baum, the

pianist, when Roland dropped the

baton to join MCA in Chicago of-

fice. Placed direct..

Max Azen, furs, hits WCAE, Pitts-

burgh, with two new programs next
week. First a Sunday quarter-hour
spot with recorded . music, and
second, twice-weekly 15-minute
shows featuring the Three Little

Maids, harmony trio. Placed direct.

Advance Insulating Co. has signed
Eb and Zeb, country funnyboners,

for two quarter-hour spots on
WWSW, Pittsburgh, weekly. Placed
direct.

Ken Martin's orch will be featured
by Duquesnc Brewing Co. on once-
weekly program during football sea-
son starring Al Abrams, sports col-

umnist for Post-Gazette. On WWSW,
Pittsburgh, and placed direct.

Maxon agency now has the Gillette

razor account. Ruthrauff & Ryan
handled formerly.

Philco starts on WOR Sept 7 with
weekly (Tuesday) evening series of

'Master Detective Stories—Phyl Coe,'

e.t.'s Sternfield Godley, Inc., placed.

New business at WJAY, Cleveland,
Includes: W; Third Street Clothiers,

spot announcements and dally 15-

mlnute musical program through In-
terstate Advertising Agency; E. W.
Rose Co., spot announcements every
afternoon for Zemo; Spencerian Col-
lege, business school, spot announce-
ments through William Ganson Rose
Agency; Liberty Fur .Co., spot an-
nouncements through Leroy Lustig
Advertising Agency,

Procter & Gamble (Oxydol),
through Blackett, Sample & Hum-
mert, Chicago, is spotting *Ma
Perkins' transcriptions on KGO, San
Francisco, five mornings a week at
9:15 a.m. PST, starting Aug. 2.

TVllliam Wrlgley Jr. Co. through
Neisser-Meyerhoff, Inc., Chicago, has
set five night announcements weekly
on KSFO, San Fraixclsco.

Bekins Van & Storage Co., through
Emil Brlsacher & Staff, is using
nightly anhouncements for one year
on KSFO, San Francisco.

Richardson • & Robbins (boned
chicken), through Charles Hoyt Co.,

New York,, using thr6e announce-
ments with time signals daily -on

KFRC, San Francisco, through
Oct. 13.
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F. D. R. EXPECTED TO MOP UP F. C. C.

MATTE BUT INSIDERS JUST GUESSIG
Looks Like Gary, Craven, Wheat Are Not on Prob-

abilities List—Roosevelt Keeping Mum and

Pipeliners Are in Dark

Washington, Aug. 3.

Virtual elimination of the three in-

dividuals previously considered most
likely selections for the two Federal

Comniunicatiorts Commission vacan-

cies last week threw industry 6b--

. servers and spokesmen into a lather

of apprehension.

Unaccustomed secrfecy surrounded

the President's consideration of the

problem of picking successors to late

Chairman Anning S. Prall and re-

tired Vice-Chairman Irving Stewart.

Unable to get a line on the identity

of persons the Chief Exec is con-

sidering, front men for broadcasters

got set for major surprises when the

nominations are sent to the Senate.

Considerably more time is ex-

pected to pass before the appoint-

ments are spotlighted. White House
sources, indicated the Pi-esident is

making an exceptionally vigorous

search for Coinmissioners who can
be expected to launch and carry
through a reform program. For this

reason, it was believed that holes-

may not be.plugged until after Con-
gress goes home, even though the

Commish for the time being is nom-
inally dominated by Republicans.

Most upsetting to industry watch-
ers was the absence of names of in-

dividuals who may be getting the

Presidential o.o. Practically ' every
radio lawyer, newspaperman, and
network o£ticials, as well'as ordinar-

ily well-posted politicians, were
forced to confess they have no ink-

ling of the people whom P. D. is pon-
dering.

'Stronf; Itlan'

About the only thing on which
most interested persons agree is the
likelihood that the new chairman
will be a 'strong man' without links

to politics or communications. In-

dividual of the type of Joseph P
• feennedy is ireputedly what Roose-
velt is looking for. One of the two
new bosses is almost certain to be a
Westerner and may be taken from a
judicial post.

Political circles understood that

there is now slim chance that Chief
Counsel Hampson Gary, Chief En-
gineer A. M. Craven, or Special
Telephone Counsel Carl I. Wheat
will get the nod, although industry
observers still felt that one of the

Whisper Campaign

Whispering campaign has
taken the edge off the recent
sensational attack on Federal
Communications Commission
by Congressman William D.Mc-
Farlane of Texas. Although
legislator's indictment caused
considerable uneasiness, brick-
throwing is not one-sided. Word*
has been passed around that

McFarlane is a disappointed
license-seeker and his attack
was inspired by axe-grinding.
Texan is reported to have been

pushing application of Faith
Broadcasting Co. for new trans-

mitter at "Wichita Falls, in

which some of • his relatives

were|, interested. Examiner
John P. Bramhall recently rec-

ommended denial of the Faith
plea in reporting on three-way
scramble for the' vacancy to be
created when KGKO moves to

Fort Worth.

trio might be picked for vice-chair-

man in order to avoid having two
technical green-horns. Upping of

one of the examiners also was said

to be a possibility,, although gen-,

erally pooh-poohed.

Several reasons were assigned for
reported scrapping of Wheat, Gary,
and Craven but nearly all sources
agreed these individuals have been
dropped from the 'most likely' cate-

gory. Understood Some Senators ob-
jected to Craven, White House adr
visors nixed Gary, -and Wheat's Re-
publican record wiped him out.

In searching for new chairman.
President Roosevelt has been in .con-

sultation with numerous persons.
Several former government officials

are known to have been asked to

suggest somebody. William Stanley,
formerly chief assistant to Attorney-
General Cummings, was reported to

be playing a leading part in the can-
vass, having lunched with the Chief
Exec one day during the week.

Mentioned
Names of two Congressmen were

mentioned but neither was regarded
as very logical. Both are described

INDIANAPOUS IN

YAWN HOUR BUILD-UP

Indianapolis, Aug. 3.

Both WFBM and WIRE here are
making efforts to interest sponsors in
late evening spots. Both have
started new program features with
intention of testing audience reac-
tion and then getting a bankroll for
them.
WFBM has'Gib Forbes, newcaster,

doing the spieling for a one night a

week midnight dance revue, using
platters and chatter. Chatter in-

cludes periods of newcasts, inter-
spersed with correct time for stay-
uppers, from midnight, Saturdays
until 1 A.M. Sundays.
WIRE has nightly 11:45 P.M. tran-

scription thriller series running
called 'Talking Drums,' which is just
about latest time in the country any
dramatic show is scheduled, WIRE
execs, believe.

as uninterested. They are Rep.
William D. McFarlane of Texas, who
has been gunning for the F.C.C. and
trying to revive the Connery probe
resolution, and Rep. Robert Rams-
peck of Georgia, reputedly suggested
by home-town radio friends. McFar-
lane has talked with the; Prez about
the radio situation, trying to get his

support for an investigation. Whis-
pered he prefers to chairman an in-

quisition.

One individual who partially fits

the President's reported require-
ments came to light. He is Judge
Hall Lusk of the Oregon Supreme
Court, who is seeking a Federal
bench seat but has been suggested
for the F.C.C. Known to be in good
standing at the White House,

Definite information that the iPresi-

dent contemplates a serious reform
of the Commish came from a White
House pipeline. One of the indi-

viduals with whom Roosevelt talked
about the situation predicted that if

the Administration does only half of

what he has in mind the consequen-
ces will be breath-taking. Prez
showed complete awareness of the

conditions existing within the Com-
mish, besides being gravely con-
cerned over the steady fire of crit-

icism from the Capitol and the

broadcast industry.

Dick Fischer, new mikeman at

KWK, St. Louis, came from WTAD,
Quincy, 111.

ess:

Over Four Million People Reside

In the Primary Coverage Area

of the Eight Stations of the

Michigan' Radio Network

m

A great rich market—

Rural Centers—Cities of five and
ten thousand up to two hundred
thousand population—And the

world's fourth market center.

The Michigan Radio Network pene-

trates this market effectively.

Write for market information and
facts about how your radio advertis*

ing earns merchandising help among
retailers and jobbers.

8SM0ti5lii

WBCM °" " -
M/pDF The Only Stalion in Flint

W J I M The Only Slalion In Laniln|

W I B IV! Thr Only Station in Jackion

WKZO Thr Only Station In Kalamaioo

WELL The Only Station In Battle Crc«k

wooo-wASH ir:„r.'.U-"°"

WXYZ Keystation Detroit

Operated Continuously -Just Like Coast to Coast Networks

Status Quo on Investigations'

Washington, Aug. 3.

Last ditch drive to breathe life into the Connery radio probe reso-
lution is on in Congress with the White inquiry motion probably
pigeon-holed until next winter.

Rush for adjournment apparently dooms both the House and Senate
agitators, but final fling, involving use of strong pressure on the New
Deal leadership, is being made in the lower chamber. Advocates of
ventilation of commtmications mess are trying to maneuver . Demo-
cratic House Leader Rayburn on a spot where he will be compelled
to cease blocking the Connery measure.
Another blast, part of the campaign to keep the pot boiling, was

loosed in the House Thursday (29). Rep. Richard Wigglesworth,
Massachusetts Republican, fired his third public broadside in a 10-
minute speech repeating assertions that the commish has failed to
carry out the purposes of Congress in lestablishing regulations of
radio. Usual monopoly and trafficking complaints were registered,
with KNX sale and proposed WOAI -purchase being headlined.

'A thorough-going and impartial investigation into Jhe entire- sit-

uation should serve, among other things, to establish- the extent,
effects and dangers of monopoly in this great field for- publicity and
propaganda,' Wigglesworth declared.- 'It should serve to- determine
the extent to which the elimination of private ownership and traf-
ficking in licenses has been accomplished.- • It -should serve to indicate
what further steps should be taken to limit profiteering and to pro-
tect the investor, the advertiser and the consumer. It should serve to
throw light on the matter of proper program control. It should serve
to determine the earnings of the industry, whether or not rates now
charged are reasonable, and what contribution, if any, the industry
may be fairly asked to make to the Federal treasury.'

Senate resolution sponsored by Senator Wallace H. White, Jr., of
Maine seems doomed to mothballs until the 1938 session. With con-
gested calendar and strong desire to go home by Aug. 14, situation is

unfavorable for action this term.- ,

Completely confident his proposal eventually will be adopted. Sen-
ator White is content to mark time until winter. He told Variety he
sees no occasion to try and force the measure through in the short
time remaining and is sure the inquiry will be authorized in due
course. Death of Chairman Prall, retirement of Commissioner Stew-
art, and prospect of a commission purge does not lessen the need for
a comprehensive study, he declared, voicing hope, the Democrats will
not balk for partisan reasons.

WICA 'GADGET

SHOW FEUDS

WQXR

WMCA and WQXR, N. Y. stations,

are having a minor, feud over the
priority of their respective 'inven-
tor programs.' Both are weekly
periods marching amateur inventors
to the mikes .with their gadgets for
.Intro to the listening public. WMCA's
program is marshalled by Sam Ham-
mer; WQXR program department got

up its own. KSTP, St. Paul, has had
an inventors program many months.
Although WQXR's show started

July 14, several weeks after Hammer
first hit the ozone, station can show
a N. Y. Times item of June 13 an-
nouncing the program, . and chal-
lenges WMCA to produce an earlier
and similar document on the Ham-
mer once-a-weeker. Another wrin-
kle is that Hammer is now using an
'advisory board' which estimates the
values of the inventions near finales
of his programs, and WQXR first

used that stunt. Also the latter sta-

tion is plenty peeved at Hammer for
talking about its program on his in

a manner WQXR interprets as an in-

sinuation it copped the idea off

WIVICA.
Fact that Nick Kenny in his radio

column in the N. Y. Mirror, Saturday
(31), credited Hammer with the orig-
inal idea and WQXR as the borrower
further aggrieves the high fidelity

broadcaster.

WSOC Pushmobile Stunt
Charlotte, N. C. Aug. 3.

WSOC is promoting a Pushmobile
Penny Derby, with several business
firms as joint sponsors. Derby is for
teen-age boys and prizes will consist
of 5,000 pennies as first prize, 2,000
pennies as second prize, and 1,000
pennies as third prize.

Boys must build their own push-
mobiles, and are limited to the
expenditure of $5. A daily 15-minute
program promotes the event and
application blanks for entry are
available at the station.

Boake Carter Mends
Philadelphia, Aug. 3.

Boake Carter doing his thrice-
weekly airing from home now, while
recuperating from attack of pleurisy
which had him confined to bed more
than two weeks. Was making broad-
casts from mike slung over his bed
while ill. Had teletype machines
installed in his home in Torresdale,
Philly suburb, to keep up on events.
Made an appearance at his office

in WCAU building last Tuesday,
but sticking close to home for
coupla more weeks at doctor** or-
ders.

FEATURES

AVAILABLE

M-G-M MOVIE CLUB
One hour filled with stars

. . . gossip . . . previews "of screea
hits . . . music and mirth.

IDA BAILEY ALLEN
The most popular daily

women's variety program on the
air . . . participating sponsorship!

FUPPEN'S AIRFINDS
Tomorrow's stars in a

weekly half-hour program . . . with
Don Albert and his Orchestra.

UNITED PRESS NEWS
SPORTS REVIEWS

MUSICAL SHOWS • COMEDY
PROGRAMS • AIR NOVELTIES

DIAL 1010
NEW YORK CITY

IMFBR
NnTIONRL REPRESENTATIVES
EDWARD RETRY & CO.



Rinco
THE HEARTH?

Todayf American Business must

meet its critics man to man

RCA presents the ''Magic Key ofRCA "every Sunday,

2 to 3 P.M., E.D.S.T., on the NRC Blu^ Network

TO paraphrase an old Irish saying/'A worker in. the shop is a'

critic on the hearth.*' Today, as never before, American busi-

ness must meet its critics man to man, in the frankest, friend-

liest manner.

In no way can this be done so simply, directly, and effectively

as through radio. For in a man's home, on his own hearth, he is

under compulsion to no word save that of his own choosing.

Over his radio, your story suffers from no distractions, no visual

presence. Only his ear is engaged—and his imagination.

To your man's imagination, the only limit of flight is that im-

posed by the story you have to tell. In the mysterious theatre of

his mind, your story burns and lives—oblivious to surroundings.

No other medium is so perfect for completing the perfect

understanding.

Today, in millions of homes, millions of critics are being won

to a sympathetic understanding of America's Business Aims

through the use of NBC Networks. The facts are available to

business through NBC represenlalion

—

everytvJiere.

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Radio Corporation of America Service
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HELEN HATES
With John Meiirhan, Neal O'Malley,

' Mzty Mfchael, Ruth Torke, Mark
Smith, Madelaine Pierce, Parker
Fenley, Charles Webstter and
Joseph Honti Orch.

*Beyond the Horizon'
60 Mins.
Sustaining
WJZ-NBC, New York
NBC has had bad atmospheric luck

with its two debuts or classical

dramatizations this summer. Seven
•weelcs ago John Barrymore opened
his series with 'Hamlet* durmg a
violent electrical storm over New
Yorlc. The Eugene O'Neill cycle
commenced Monday (2) to the same
sort of thunder-bolt greeting.

It was an all-around fine program,
getting acress the intent and mean-
ing of the 15-year-old play which
bagged O'Neill the Pulitzer award.
Story of the futile, arid life of a
dreamer hopelessly bound to a New
England farm, was emotionally pro-
jected by a cast uniformly fine.

^
Script was sharpened a bit to

throw more into relief the role
(Ruth) played by Helen Hayes, and
it was largely her sensitive, per-
formance which lifted the dramatiza-
tion to the perch it achieved. Miss
Hayes wasn't the lead character, but
sharp work on the air script ,ar-^

ranged f&r her to do the pacing.
O'Neill's soberly moving, lines

registered strongly on the ozone and
suggest his three other pieces coming
up will And" an' audience. "Average
radio listener Will take his 'art'

nursing more readily from O'Neill's

bottle thaii Shakespeare's.
„ Jplin Meighan'6 work ' as Rob,
Ruth's tiragic husband who thirsted

for what lay beyond the curve of his
vision, was spkhdid. • Others • gen-
erally parred his work and especial-

ly fine was Madelaine Pierce as the
two-year-old babyj who • had whim-
pering, lines wrUteii' in, which did riot

appear in O'Neill'p origpal,
•• Productioh ' directed by James
Church and a ; swell job. Joseph
Honti's shijall strir|g ensemble sepa-
rated the . sequence's, ,

'

i.
Bert.

"

RUDY BUNDY ORCHESTRA ?
•

Dance Mosi«i. - ;
'

;

IS MIns, ; . ...l!

Snsdaininff
Dally. 4:39 p.m.
WOR-Miitual, Neyr York
This daily feed to Mutual is from

Walter Reade's pavilion at Asbupy
Park, Orchestra, leans to swing-and
is topped by Bundy's.own unfettered
clarinet He givfes/put hot and quiv-.

ery. It's in the idiom of the younger
generation. Long .on thythmi short
oii^melody. > .

• v • i •

,

: Not I too blal^aritly • swingo > and
should attract its . share of the de-
votees of torifid d'ansapation. Land.

GOOD WILL HOUR
With John J. Anthony
60 Mlns.—Local
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS
Sunday, 10 p.m. EDST
WMCA, New York

(Ruthtauff & Ryan)
Heart throbs along the ether

waves, with John J. Anthony sup-

plying questions, sympathy and ad-

vice to the lovelorn. Show is picked
up at the half-way stripe by WOR,
both stations carrying it thereafter.
Plugs would have listener believe
this is the real stuff of human drama
and typical of the Macfadden pub-
lications. 'True Story,' they claim,
gives all the answers.

Program, which has been suS-
tainer, is the successor to the old
'Good Will Court,' which, ran into

legal complicatipns and was forced
off the ait".

Interviewees . on the .show caught
(25) rah to marital misfortunes and
most of the ladies were pretty sorry
for themselves.' .

Probably the' selt-

pity is justified in most of the cases.

Still, the listener might sympathise
more w^th the . unfortunates if- it

weren't pretty obvious they're al-

ready "well endowed that way. Only
one of the interview subjects seemed
upstanding in her trouble. Sh^, obr
viously, is a, seU-celieht person. For-
eign-born, divorced recently, anid

earning a respectable living, the lady
wanted to- know how to adopt • a
child , from her, home, country. She
sounded worth the ' station and lis-

tener consideration.

. Others inclined to be either weepy
or vindictive against :the man in the
case. And to hear them tell it, the
male of the br.eed is a pretty .spurvy'
animal^ wlii\e the little woipan is out
of a choice mould. As well as he
could iri1;he circumstances, Anthoriy
kept the weeps 'within. bounds. Also
sized up the cases and summed' them
up concisely. , * :

,

As for . advice, the spieler was all
• that- ' could be : expected, offering
forthright stuff Sometimes and duck-,
Ing wheiji negessary. . , Went into
bath'os once or- twice,, but ithat's prob-'
ably okay for. 'True Story 'Maga-
'?ine' ad.dlcts and. consequenUy in the
proper alley for .the show.' '

'Ciood Will' Hour' should corral' a
following. But it'll give -sonle peo-
ple the fidgets. . Hobc. .

BASIC C

BURTON CRANE
Talk V

IS Mlns. .

SnstainlniT
Sunday; 1:30 p. m; EDST
WABC-CBS, New York

. Handling his !topic, 'What's Behind
the Siho-Japanese War Flare?' lik'e

he .was giving political apprslisal ih
a liewspfiper article,' Burton .Crane,
member of N. Y. Times staff,- con-,

tributed one of the most impartial
and reasonable explanations of pres-
ent warlike, maneuvers to reach air
listeners. . With his background: of 11
years abroad as financial editor of
Japan Advertiser, American-owned
publifcatiohi ' his interview with a
CB& • announcer plainly, indicated
his, far-reaching knowledge of Sino;-

.^apahesO problems.
,

Eas|y ,del,ivery . enhan.ced. interpre-
tiatioh of wliat ,was going on, and
why." Crane, eai*ly enunciated; the
thought' thajt neither. side wanted to

ei)ga$e in a national war, and he
compiled events, characteristics of
leaders and general Ijayman in two
coimtries to stress the .belief that
present moves are being made by the
military to "savei face' on both 'sides.

.

'dr^ine ^is,) ex-VARiETY 'mu£[g in

Tokyo, but despite thiat his air stint

was sound. Weor. •

LET'S VtSlT
With, Dave Driscoll, Jerry Danzlf
Interviews
30 Mins.
Sustainlngr
Monday, 8:30 p.m. DST
WOR-Mutual
Mutual's 'Let's Visit' program for

the last weeks has bieen emanating
half-and-half from each end of the
continent. Danzig, on vacash on the
Coast, has been handling the fore-
part of the period, with Driscoll
winding it up on the New York end.
Normally the boys partner on the
quizzing on their visits.

• Monday (2) Danzig dragged a mike
into .the office of Mervyn Leroy
where his production unit is. located
on the Warner Bros.', lot. The inter-
view didn't stack up, q.'s and a.'s

coming choppily forth, and much
hesitancy on the part of both parties,
Danzig tried to cover up at times
with hollow giggling, which cer-,
tainly didn't bridge the weak mo-
ments. Interview was drabbily rou-
tine.

,

Driscoll had as his companion
Cameron King; with Whom .he is

currently mike-reporting the yacht
raiceS : • off NewpOrt.- The pair
clambered aboai'd sail boat in the
Ne^yport! harbor. It was an oppor-
tunity fqr the roving mike, and the
chance . 'was thoroughly utilized.. One
of the c^-ew playeti a squeeze-box
and' explained in ia ' salt-tahgy ac-^

cent how he seamanned the racing
sloops in the summer and worked
winters in Fiiltdn Fish Market, N. Y,
for a 'living.'. His name was Olsen.
The Newport visit was a success.

Bert.

Follow-Up Comment

Town Hall profrsuu last Wednes-
day (2ft) . showed signs of taking a
definite, shape with- Walter -O'Keefe
on foi: the summer, run. • Possibly
not so much hilarious comedy was
offered, but the whole show was
better routined - and without dead
spots. IEffect, in toto, was' an im-
provement. •

•

Opera burlesque was old stuff and
tame,' but the ribbing slipped Dale
Carne.i^ie for his 'How to, Make
Friebds' was okay: O'Keefe has im-
proved and is still copping plenty of
comedy character support from Alice
Frost. ^

# Volume of food store sales^ in

Colorado Springs^ beats that m cities

up to double itsi size and qualifies

it as a market in which sales effort

is productive . . . KVOR qualifies as

the medium to make it profitabh.

COLORADO SPRINGS
JUfllicrivd wilk UU Cotorailo Spring* 'GaaH* and Ttlafftapb • Under AifiU-

V«<l MoBOV*^*"' WKY-OUaliomci aiy. XLZ-D*aVM oad 'th*

OUohoiM Fublidilng Co. • Itipr«*MiUd by E. <a<i SpMial Adv. Agency.

. 'Ave Maria Hour,' 30-mln. Sunday
evening dramatization series' fed the
Iiiter-City System bv WMCA, N, Y.;
was 'way off its feed in recent (1)
edition, w^hen dealing with the life
of St, Ignatius' Loyola, founder of the
Jesuits.-

Script Mvras so muddled only one
who knew intimately of Loyola's life
dould have followed. Also use of
mysticisms in the handling negated
the story for all Other than Catholics
of awarenessr 'Ave' in the past has
always aimed at a general audience.

.
Production, esoeciallv the sound

effects, were bad: This misfortune
\vas very noticeable, as was ilso bad
timing" of inusic,. choir' and actors;
dovetailing: of - the three component
parts of the program could have
be£;n achieved much better and more
cleanly.

Religloso, now in its third year as
a commercial ^bankrolled- by - the
Franfciscan' Friars ooerating a hos-
pice at

. Garrison, N. Y., accorded
much too much time to the an-
nouncements. At one clip at the
finale of the program: the listeners
•were appealed to for funds to ^uild
a monxmieht, for food and clothing
for homeless • men, • plus offers to
send ifree medals and rosaries to. lis-
.teners, and offer prayers' for them,
and plugs for excursion tickets on a
boat that carries - pilgrims to the
Hudson River monastery;

In all, about 10 minutes were de-
voted to announcements. That left
20,minutes to make •"comprehensive
account of the Ion? and eventful ca-
reer of Loyola. There was too littW
technique as well as time for ade-
quate dealing with the program
caught, . .,

WILL AUBREY
'Bard of the Byways*
Soncs, Stories
15 Mlns.—Looal
FEDERAL OUTFITTING CO.
KEHE, Los Angeles '

• Will Aubrey hails irom the pioneer
^aude days, where he rated high in

his Class as the traveling minstrel.

Equipped with a soap box and a
guitar, which he still uses, in radio,

Aubrey fits in nicely on this nightly

CMonday through Thursday) 15 min-
utes of song .and story.
With a free and easy style, his ma-

terial is delivered in a meUowy
voice, with a touch of piathos -here

and there, and some occasional .wise

philosophy thrown in to emphasize.
Song selections are mostly from the
old favorites, with a few Innocuous
stories sandwiched in between, and
generally fitting in with the' number
to follow. ' ,•

Aubrey also injects a bit of yodels

ing into his pleasing offering and
makes the few commercial announce-
ments the program calls for. His
theme' song, 'Traveling Alone,' warb-
led at both opening and close,, is par-

.

ticularly appropriate. Edpa,

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION ALL-
STAR' GAME

With George Hiffslns, ;fohnny Neblett

Tuesday, July 27

SOCONY - VACUUM, GENERAL
MILLS

WBNS, Columbus.
Socony Vacuum Oil Co. and Gen-

eral Mills, co-sponsors of all Ameri-
can Association baseball games,
were granted permission by. league
officials to broadcast the Associa-
tion's all-star game frorti Columbus,
litilizing'a t\)vo-station network in-

cluding WBNS and.' 3YTCN- in St
Paul. Aiihouhcer George Higgins
of the WTCN staff was sent to Co-
lumbus to aid WBNS' Johnny Neb-
lett with the broadcast.- '

'

Together, Higgins and Neblett pre-
sented a first class account of the
games, neatly overcoming the handi-
cap of having to spot players froin

every team « in the . league and the
further difficulty of

,

getting On the
air after two innings had already-

been completed.
' .

'
•

' Higginsii a veteran sports announ-
cer in the Twin Cities, was especially

valuable because of hiS : familiarity

with the all-star players. Describ-
ing the play in alternate innings,

he: was incisive .in .manner and ac-

curate in his -calling of plays and
players!

.

'

Nebletf, who came to WBNS
from St. Louis only a few weeks
ago, turned in his best, work since

he began broadcasting, the Colum-
bus games.' Impressed with the im-
portance of ,the. Occasion and- ob-,

viously modelling his work on ithat

of his veteran colleague, the young-
ster's part .of the broadcast was en-
tirely free from the horseplay and
often-annoying mannerisms which
had him on the pan with some of

his listeners in his first weeks on
the job.. There'll be no squaWks
from eve,n the most, baseball-minded
of his fbllqwers if he continues the
good work he did on the all7Star

tilt.
..'•''.• .'

-. .

- Pre-game • ceremonies ,- arid ^ inter-

views with players and holable y.isi-

tors were -broadcast by Higgins
. «md

Neblett in a, haUrhOUr. broadcast
earlier in the evening. '

• Otis.

I . .
I

.
• ......

' Doris Fisher, 21-year-old contralto
and daughter of Fred Fisher, com-
poser,

,

signatured by Columbia
Artists) Inc'. . Her buildup, oyer-CBS
commences as vocalist oni a 15-min.
program with Leith' Steyens' 'birch,' •

'HYDE PARK HOUSE PARTY'
With Fred

.
Zimmerman, Tomntye

Birch, Four Keymen, Coylu
Bunch, June Curran, Allen Dale
and Rolla Cou£:hUn's ork.

Music, Sou^s
1 Hour, Local
HYDE PARK, BREWING CO,
Saturday, 10:30 p.m.
KWK, St Louis. o

(Ruthrauff & Ryan)

A new twist was woven into this
variety show that despite late hour
of airing has a big following in
this neck of - the woods. New angfe
was a grab bag stunt in which each
member of east was obligated to do
turji that was written on a slip of
paper. Setting of an old fashioned
beer tavern and music hall presided
Over by Otto Hasenpfeffer (Zimmer;
man) make a familiar scene for old
timers, here who recall such famous
places as Uhrig's Cave, Schneider's
Garden, Koenig's Grave, etc. Zim-
merman, an old time Dutch comic
has a good German dialect and while
predominating the program as the
genial host, does not deprive others
of full opportunities.
Departure ,of Tommye Birch to

join Roger Pryor's Orchestra and
interview by Ray Schmidt, one of
station's sports announcers, of Gabby
Street one-time mgr. of Cardinals'
Gashouse Gang and now coach
under Jim - Bottomley, newly ap-
pointed pilot of Browns, were added
slants that kept program up to high
standard.. Sahu.

BLUE DIAMOND
With Gilbert Fawcett,. «Vnff Loos and

' Ed Martens'
Crime Sei'lal .

16 Mlns.r—Local
Sustaining
Tuesdays, 8 p.m.
KDAL, Duluth

:
iPawcett, KDAL's program direc-

tor, produces, diroJts and partici-

pates in the station's Crime Club Of
the Air, of .which this airing .pro-
vided a typical sample. -

.iFawcett does Bill Tracy, small-
.time crook, who pulls off successful
blackmail stunt against Colonel Ham-
ilton (Martens), Tracy's former em-
ployer and an old meanie, which
gets audience sympathy for Tracy|
nicking , the old

.
gent for eno-jgh to

spell- »- trip to Eihrope for Traey and
his wife (Miss Loos).

' It's a comedy yarn and put on
that way, • instead of stressing the
bogey man, crime doesn't pay stuff

so common with the gory scripts

usually heard on crime club stinti
RashM

' The international scop*
' and sound 'growth of thil

orflanization are the ra«:

i
.warjda of experience nq

> sarviea applied to statior(

representation.

UjEED8C0Hy

Shiftlnr base of. operations fi-om
the east to Coast hasn't affected Hal
Kemp crew on Friday night rides
over CBS for Chesterfield cheroots.
Gang

,
was right in the groove last

(30) edition, usinrr sonic fancy stuff
bv way of 'Satan Takes Holiday' and
'Old Man ol^ Mountain.'
Alice Faye has improved her work

on the show. Gave out with nair
of pipings, 'Crop of Kisses* and 'Your
Broadway and Mine,' latter a stand-
out flnaler using band boys* back-
grounding singing to advantage;

- Hollywood Showcase, the 9:30-to-
10 Saturday Special that CBS is let-
ting loose from the Coast, included
Joe, Hernandez, vet West Coast' rac-
ing- corre'spendent, giving a track-side
broadcast. Designated as his air
premiere, and as such, not bad. A.
trifle nervous at outset, he bore up
well as the ponies for the Del Mar
handicap at Bing Crosby's track of
the same name stalled fi^^ extra min-
ute's before bein^ sent f. vay.

Effect of swell singing by 'Three
Hits and a Miss.* repeat from the
week previous, and Lud Gluskin's
elegant orchestral combo, obliterated
by a ghastly sketch near sign-off.
Besides being time-worn on material
and gags, the few aclors in it killed

all chances of makinK it comieal by
walking thrOutrh their loles. It's one
of those skits, which 'loubtlessly
paniced 'eni at rehearsal, but falls

,
v> ith a thud when given to an audi-

I enf*e.

• Farm experts forecast a return around 200-million

dollars for "sure-orop'^^ Colorado agriculture, beating

the record 1931 crop by 10-mitlion dollars or more.

Colorado is ready, willing and able to buy . . . and

since KLZ is the station with the big listener fol-

lowing, it is in top position to exert a vital influ'

ence.on behalf of your product in the Denver- Rocky

Mountain region.

DENVER
Affiliated in Management with WKY

and the Oklahoma Publishing Co.

.Represontaliv* . UkATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCV
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PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTItA

SJth Lucy Monroe, Lisa Sergio

Music, Sinking

WEAF-NBC, Now York

Lucy Monroe's two songs lifted

hour of classical music from the

isual realm of a Robin Hood Dell

Concert in Philadelphia. Her selection

from Gounod's 'ilomeo and JuUef

i;iainly showed, the strides she has

taken. Was in excellent voice, her

Snal quality^ matching the grace

with which she handled variations

jn tempo. This number offered an

btoportunity. to take one of .those

HJgh-C notes; " accomplished in

Second was a gavotte from Mess-

mer's 'Mehdell, which provided a

Jlieaos of displaying her versatility

in slower time. Acclamation that

marked the conclusion of this song

was ignored as ' set program went
on,

, Excursions through two opera

tone pictures and waltzes, plus the

{losing impression of Italian music,

were overshadowed by the Phila-

delphia Symphony treatment of folk

dances taken from 'Bartered Bride.'

Lisa Sergio, guest announcer from
Italy, showed her familiarity with

the . classical numbers and was
sipart enough to make explanatory

remarks brief. The peculiar situa-

tion which found Italy's radio voice,

announcing an American concert
pyogram containing foreign operatic

and classical titles according to for-

eign pronunciation, but often, with
a decided English accent, probably
was held the height of something or

other by the lay radio listener.

THEET THE MISSUS''
With Harry Wismer
KITCHEN KLENZER
Tttcs^ Wed., Thnrs;, 2 p. m. /

. WJR* Detroit
. Harry Wismer, former sportcaster
on WJR, now invades women's clubs
and gatherings with a mike and
plenfy of questions. Matches wits
with 'em (a tough job but Wismer
comes out on top), and wiggles lotta

laughs as well as intelligent answers
, out .of ffimmes.

Quarter-hour program moves
.
along swiftly, about a dozen short
interviews being worked, in. Open-
ing, door bell ringing, gives impres:
sion Wismer is entering home

. to
tnieet: the missus.'

Blurbs unusually shprt and choice,
. 'most of plugging being in the form
qt.a 'meet the missus' game given for
label from can of cleanser plus a
<3rme.' ' » Pete.

'WE LIVE AGAIN'
Witli Duane Snodgrass, Mary Jane

Croft, Bess McCammon, Sydney
Houh. Jack Zoller, Mary Jane
Lintc, Gertrude Onnen, Rikel Kent,
Pauline Hopkins, Nancy Palmer

Serial
15 Mins.-r-Lpcai .. ;

^"

LEWIS-HAINE MEDICINE CO.
Mon. througit Fri., 10:30 a.m., ES^.
WLW, Cincinnati

(Ruthrauff & Ryan)
Okay daytime serial all the way

through, not only as a show, but as
a merchandiser. Audience level is
right for the product and the com-
mercials are expertly done plugs
which bang home the stuff with
quick, deft thrusts. Seldom does a
medicine account get commercials
that do other than smear great gobs
of talk in inconsequential doses, but
this one stands out for skillful work.
Show itself tells the story of a

small town druggist, jilted 20 years
ago, becoming the guardian of his
former sweetheart's daughter. • It
gets right down to earth, doing a nice
job presenting heart, appeal and
homey material.
Production and performance

smooth.

HARNETT'S AMATEUR HOUR
With Brooks Connally, Wall)' Nehr^

line.
GO Mins., Local
BARNETT MILLINERY CO.
Fri., 8:45 p. m., CDST
WIND, Gary

(JulUin Frank)
Whole town of Gary, Ind., turned

out for this one, following some
heavy exploitation which wound up
with a 50-piece band leading a pa-
rade of contestant-filled Packards to
the Grand theatre. Only 1,800 seats,
but 2,000 crowded in and an esti-
mated 1,500 howled outside, in one of
the biggest events radio has had as
far as Gary is concerned.

Stella White, WIND's writer-pro-
ducer, gave amateurs some cute lines
to say, so they whammed over.
Everything from tiny girls \vith
opera aspirations to young coal
miners, doing hillbilly, had their say
or song in a nicely varied 60-minute,
shot.
As m.c. Brooks Connally is going

to be quite all right, despite his slight
stiffness on opening night. A cou-
ple more sessions, and he should
know how to draw the answers out,
so the kids won't need written lines,

and that'll be an improvement. In
the surprisingly- small--amount of
commercials, Wally Nehrling does a
good job.
With signaturing for 26 weeks, and

all the excitement of the first show,
the amateur idea, properly exploited
evidently is still good around here.

GEORGIA WILDCATS
With Clayton McMichen, Slim Bry-

ant, Ken Newton, Jerry Wallace,
Loppy Bryant.

Hillbilly
30 Mins.—Local
Sustaining:
Mon, to Sat., 6:30 a.ni. CST
WAVE, Louisville

Reorganization of long-established
mountaineer combo brings the Wild-
cats back to their old stamping
ground, where they hold a place in
the affections of listeners. Boys
split up about two years ago, due to
prima donna stuff.

Slim Bryant, guitar player, and
Clayton McMichen, fiddler and m.c,
are both veterans of the old record-
ing days, their records still being
big sellers in the south. Boys open
WAVE'S broadcasting schedule each
morning. Drawling delivery of Mc-
Michen is the McCoy, and he's set a
style for every hillbilly outfit in
these parts to copy. Real 'home
folks' chatter is his selling stock in
trade. McMichen held the title of
National Champion fiddler- for nine
years, and still participates in all
the fiddlers' contests 'which are held
in this territory.

At prograni caught Wildcats played
several tunes announced as their
'own personal original compositions,'
which they intend to wax at a local
recording studio. McMichen in-
dulges in a great amount of personal
chatter, telling the folks about a re-
cent hunting trip, an(| the fact that
he was suffering from an attack of
the hives.
Corny? Yes. But to any one

familiar with the type- of listener
found in the rural districts of Ken-
tucky, Tennessee and southern In-
diana this program is made to order
for them. They will choose old-
tirinie fiddling and chatter as dished
but bv the Wildcats in preference to
any long-haired classical program
any day of the week, and these boys
give them just that. Hold.

RICHARD ROLLAND
With Tbe^Strollers
Music, Songs
15 Mins., Local
Sustaining
Wednesday, 11a. m.
WXYZ, Detroit
Song-and-music program has the

unusual in Richard Rolland's roman-
tic baritoning. Rich pipes do a nifty
job with such tunes as 'Nekt Ro-
mance with You,' 'Stranger in the
Dark' and 'September in the Rain.'

Strollers orchestra despite its

small number of pieces, turns in a
fine job as accompaniment to Rol-
land and on special arrangement of

'Lost.' Pete,

PHIL SALTMAN
'Tunes While You Wait'
15 Mins.—^Local
Sustaining
Thursday, 5 p. m.
WPRO, Frevidence
Phil Saltman, pianist, has turned

his weekly broadcast from a stereo-
typed repertoire of both popular and
classical selections -to a dandy pro-
gram that has the local telephone
exchanges pleading for mercy. Lew
Rogers, wPRO staff announcer,
thought up the idea and passed it

along to Saltman.
A week ago, Saltman announced

that he would extemporize tunes cre-
ated from phone numbers—any one's
phone numbers. Listeners were in-
vited to phone the radio station, give
their phone numbers and presto! A
new tune!
And here's how it's done. Num-

bers are represented by nine con-
secutive full notes starting at 'do.' 'O*
is wild—^like deuces in poker. A lis-

tener phones a number like Dexter
5327, then Saltman has to <:reate a
regular 32-bar chorus, on the spur
of the moment, with the melody fea-
turing 5-3-2-7 or so-mi-re-ti. Listen-
ers can even pick their own rhythm,
waltz, fox-trot, rhumba, march, any-
thing they want, v :

Saltman handles about two phone
number a minute. It doesn't take
him more than five seconds to figure
his tune, and get started.

All WPRO telephone lines were
immediately tied up on the opening
broadcast, and the dial system of the
exchange was properly balled up as
well. Saltman has Thursday, 5 p. m.
sustaining period, and now .is being
groomed for twice . a week com-
mercial spot. . Mcrcel.

MORTON GOULD ORCH.
With Helen Daniels
30 Mins.
Sustaining
Friday, 8

'p. m.
WOR-Mutual, New York
Gould, aged 24, is getting the

buildup at WOR. What chiefly dis-

tinguishes Gould and his aggregation
on the air are the syncopatedly
sleek arrangements and the moun-
tains of melody he heaps into his*

stuff. Friday (30), in really good
form, the crew was capital on. One
Morning in May' and a new layout
on 'Dinah,' which was good enough
to mask the worn, hackneyed ele-

ments of that oldster. Gould also

intro'd a new novelty composition of

his own as yet untagged and sans
lyrics*

Miss Daniels is a WOR Artist Bu-
reau blues bbwler,. with a nice
rhythmic sense and a throaty pair of

pipes. Her 'Penthouse on Third Ave.'

rendition was sbcky. Bert.

'ROMANCE BACKSTAGE'
With Jack Sherwood and Johnny
Mitchell

Music, Drama.
JEROME WOLK
Thursday 7:45 P.M.
WCAE, Pittsburgh
Dramatizing a song isn't a new

idea in. radio, but it's done effectively
here, sung well, backgrounded nicely
with Johnny Mitchell's organ music,
acted slickly and scripted soundly.
In short, it's a good quarter-hour
show with a punch. For premiere
program Thursday night (29), tune ,

for theme basis was 'Alice Blue
Gown' and .interp6latea pleasantly
several times in a little .story of a
gal whose mother tells her of dad's
proposal.

Script has a nice reminiscent glow,
which , cast, unbilled, heightens with
sentimental dramatic touches. Sing-
ing chore is handled by Jack Sher-
wood, a corking tenor voice. Spon-
sor sets up some kind of record or
other in radio circles by limitinjr.^

,

plugs to exactly one, coming at end
of program. Cohen.

MRS. JOHN REILLEY
Comment
15 Mins., Local
GORDON & DILWORTH
Thurs., 5:45 p.m.
WHN, New York

(Topping & Lloyd) •

Mrs. John RelUey has the advan-
tage of a good radio voice, one that
is distinguished for diction, but the
disadvantage of dishing out mate-
rial that is trite and jejune. She
comments on a program that is

known as 'How to Be Happy Though
Married' and in the manner of
nn advice;:to-the-lovelorn columnist,
dishes out a lot of piffle. Tenor of
Mrs. Reilley's theories would sug-
gest propaganda against divorce
which should at least make the pro-
gram a 'must' on Catholic church
lists.

On last week's program, Mrs.
Reilley attempted to answer .a let-
ter purportedly written here, inquir-
ing if divorce can make a person
free. The letters are propably. fic-

tion as with many twaddle dealers
on dailies,
Plenty of commercial for the

jellies. . Chor.

TED NABORS
'Greater Vox Pop'
30 Mins-^Loctir
METZGER DAIRIES '

Monday, 7 p. m. CST
KTRH, Houston
Show is a combination street in-

terview and Bank I^lght. First 10
minutes originates from street lA
front of Metropolitan Theatre, last

(Continued on page 58)

Blasting 10,000 watts

day and night to more

than two million
^'

ers within the half-

millivolt line besides

roaring into Havana,

Cuba with the clearest

of all American signals

i'
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Scoop on PraD s Illness Basis of 200G

Libel Suit Vs. NBC and D C. Columnist

Washington, Aug. 3.

Libel suit for $200,000 was brought

against National Broadcasting Co.

and Atthur Reilly, news commenta-

tor, last week as aftermath of broad-

cast denials of reports concerning

serious illness of lats Chairman An-

ting S. Prall of the Federal Com-
friunications Commission.

Seeking compensatory damages of

$100,000 and an identical amount
as punitive damages, Drew Pearson

' ^ad Bob Allen, conductors of Wash-
ington" Merry-Go-Round, newspaper
column, charged " Reilly, who is

Globe-Trotter for the Washington
Herald, deliberately aired 'false,

wicked, malicious, scandalous, and
defamatory matter' in denying their

story that Prall had been partially

paralyzed and was not expected to

teturn to his post on the Commish.
,The chairman's . death was announced
48 hours after the Pearson-AHen
Item appeared in print and less than
86 hours after Reilly in his nightly:

*tint over WRC had denounced the

ARTIST'S MANAGEMENT
Bureaur Inc.

Presents:

PAUL
WHITEMAH

and His Orchestra

III ^ Red-^Wednesdays^ 1 2-1 2:30 P.M.EDSTI

^ Bluie-—Saturdays
a; 12-12:30 P.M. EDSTl

ARTIST'S MANAGEMENT
Also Represents:

Jimmy Brierly
Jeanne Ellis

King's Men
Bob Lawrence
Johnny Mercer
Harry Rosenthal
Vivienne Segal

ARTIST'S MANAG
Bureau, Inc.

17 E. 45 ST., NEW YORK
Tel. MU. 2-188S

and His

Orcliestra

2ND YEAR

Viennese Boof

HOTEL ST. REGIS
NJKW VOKK

MGT.
M.C.A

Merry-Go-Round yarn as 'atrocious

piece of misrepresentation.'

With assertioijs about their pro-
fessional and personal standing,

Pearson and Allen averred their ar-

ticle was based on what they honestly
believed to be reliable information.

Complained in papers filed in Fed-
eral District Court by Attorney Wil-
liam M. Leahy that Reilly malicious-

ly attempted 'to bring them into

public scandal, scorn, injuxy, in-

famy, and disgrace and to charge
them with venomous, dastai'dly, cor-

rupt and unlawful practices aTid io
injure them irreparably, and to

cause them to be generally and pub-^

licly suspected and believed to be
unfair, unreliable, venomous and
dastardly in the writing . of their

column.'
Offense complained of occurred on

night, of July 20 when Reilly read
a correction which was printed- in

the following day's Herald declaring

Prall is 'rapidly convalescing from
his recent illness' and furthermore
'is enjoying his boat and automobile

rides.'

After reading the piece which put
the rag far out on a limb, Reilly

made further efforts to refute the
Merry-Go-Round piece by reading a

personal wire from A. Mortimer
Prall, late chairman's son, which de-

scribed the assailed part of the gos-

sip column as 'venomous, gratuitous

attempt at character assassination.'

WFBR, Balto, On-Spot

Coverage of Boat Rescue

Not News to the Press

Baltimore, Aug. 3.

WFBR scored scoop in ispot news
coverage this week in bringing an
accurate from-the-scene account of

the fire aboard the bay boat 'City of

Baltimore' on which three persons
were killed and 70 rescued by a
variety of shippirig attracted to the
tragedy by the flames which burned
the boat down to the water edge be-
fore fire fighting apparatus or life

boats could be utilized.

With the quick co-operation of the
telephone company, WFBR suc-
ceeded in clearing and running ad-
ditional wire to a shore point close

to the tragedy and within an hour
was reporting an actual eye witness
account of the fire. Passenger lists

were checked and survivors brought
in by the variety of pleasure craft

quickly drafted for rescue service,

gave actual descriptions of the
disaster. Station also used its short

wave pack sent to the actual scene.

Studio switchboard was flooded
with calls from relatives and friends

of passengers and crew, and station

remained on air until 3 a.m. when
final check up of dead and rescued
was accurately accertained.

No mention in any of town's
papers of WFBR job.

Toronto Voice-Liftings

Toronto, Aug. 3.

Four radioites occupied hospital
beds here last- week. All had their

noses or throats operated on so that

they could grow up to be better
little broadcasters.
Ruth Lowe, Horace Freckelton,

Margaret McCann and Nell Smith
are the ones that parted with tonsils

and such.

'm£ O'NEILLS'
By JANE WEST

NOW RADIO'S MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

AUGHTER JeARS />nd |-| EART-THROBS

Presented by Ivory Soap • 99"/ioo °/o pure

LISTEN
'''^'^^ DAILY
NBC Blue Network, Mon. to Fri. 11 a.m. DST

IM NBC Red Network, Mon. to Fri. 3:45 p.m. DST
• • COAST TO COAST
Dir., COMPTON ADVEKTISIN<J ACKNCY

MGT., ED WOLF—RKO BLDG., NEW YORK CITY

Example

Philadelphia, Aug. 3.

Mac Parker, outspoken com«
mentator on WCAU, was hear*
ing plenty this week of that old
saw about something 'begin-

ning at home.'
While running a safe-driving

campaign on the air Mac's 21-

year-old
^
son, Mac, Jr., was

fined $13.'63 for reckless driving.
He was accused of speeding
past a red light. His father
grilled the arresting officer.

FTC Renews

Campa^To

Purify Radio

Washington, Aug, 3.

Heralding new campaign for the
purification of radio advertising,

Federal Trade Commission last week
swooped down 'on a group^f patent
medicine and hair-dye manufac-
turers and told them to quit mis-
guiding radib public, or else.

Cease and desist orders were
dished out to three companies—the

largest batch at one time in many
months—while two other firms were
cautioned to file answer to com-
plaints against them within 30 days.

Knob-twiddlers who have been led

to believe that 'No-Doz Awakeners*
will prevent hangovers, sober up
drunks and keep auto drivers from
snoozing at,the wheel, will have to

keep on experimenting with black
coffee, Commish indicated. Slapping
a cease and desist order on No-Doz
Laboratories, Sacramento-, Cali^, of-

ficials rebuked the manufacturers for

claims that more than 1,000,000 auto
drivers rely on the preparation.
Product, contains mositly caffein

—

which can be found in any coffee pot
anyway, FTC pointed out.

Other cease and desists were is-

sued to the A. & O. Company of

New Bern, N. C, and Lechler
Laboratories, Inc., New York. A. &
O. Co. has been broadcasting 'se-

cret' formula designed to relieve

colds after the first dose and also to

^protect' users from pneumonia and
serious lung trouble. New York
manufacturers were told ip quit sing-

ing praises of 'Lechler 569 Instan-

taneous Hair Lightener' as contain-

ing no peroxide, when findings

sho-vyed liberal amount of the bleach.

Spanks were administered to Cal-

A-Mo Laboratories, Los Angeles, and
Lavoptik Co., Inc., St. Paul, Minn.
Former concern has been promising
fatties that 'Calamo Reducing Baths'
will recapture their girlish figures

for them and that prepavition is

'equivalent of a reducing bath in the

famous European spas.' Guy J.

Banta, trading as the manufacturer
of the slimming preparation, does not
even have his own laboratories,

Commish added, but simply wraps
up and labels preparation, which he
buys' in bulk.
Lavoptik Company was warned

not to repeat broadcast assertions

that 6,000 eye specialists endorse
'Lavoptik Eye Wash,' nor that it

cures diseases of the eyes. Dunking
one's optic in the preparation 'can

in no way influence' eye troubles,

Commish declared.

STARTERS ON WLW
EsUU Stov* Back^Shor-Jel Slpoii-

aors News—Commentator Benews

Cincinnati, Aug. 3.

Estate Stove Co., Hamilton, O., re-

sumes its long-running Heatrolatown
Herald, 'magazine of the air,' series*

on WLW Aug. 9 for the customary
l3-week stretch. On Mondays, from
9 to 9:30 p.m., the new program will

have Wells Ginn as editor-m.c, Vicki
Chase, soprano; Herbert Spiecker-
man, baritone; the Modernaires, male
quartet; the William Stoess brchestra
and a dramatic cast, all for the Cros-
ley staff. Agency is Stockton, West
St Burkhart, local.

General Foods is blurbing Shur-
Jel on a five-minute news period at

noon, Monday through Friday, on
WLW. Account through Transamer-
ican. '

Commentator Magazine has taken
a 13-week renewal on Paul Sulli-

van's Sunday 11-11:15 p.m. news spot
on the 500,000 watter.

WAa Tees Off

Atlanta, Aug. 3.

Switch was thrown and Atlanta's
fourth radio station, WAGA, went on
air Sunday (1) morning at 7:45

o'clock. Owned by Liberty Broad-
casting Co. and'operdted by Atlanta
Journal, station is NBC's Blue Net
outlet here. Proceedings started with
15-minute local dedication program
with Lambdin Kay, manager of WSB,
who will also supervise WAGA.
NBC Blue took over with dedi-

cation program until 9 o'clock when
one-hour variety show, sponsored by
J. C. Brown Distributing Co., local

Philco dealers, was offered as a
salute to WAGA. Program, under
direction of station's program di-

rector, Earle Pudney,,used Bernice
Johnson, Paul Overbay, Betty Blue,
Nita Say and Perry Bechtel's music.
Kay also participated as did Jess M.
Swicegood, new station's manager.
Announcing personnel was also
introed at this time.

KSD'S AMATEUR PROGRAM

Course at Fanchon Se Marco School
Is Weekly Prize

Farmers' Pockets Full

Fargo, N. Dak., Aug. 3.

, Ried River valley is enjoying
biimper crops and its biggest pros-

perity in 25 years. Which means
there'll be plenty pf money for. the

North Dakota State Fair.

WDAY, Fargo, will make at least

seven remote pick-ups during the

duration of the farmers' frolic Aug.
23-28.

Furgason & Astern, station reps,

last week seized upon a picture in

'Life' illustrating current prosperity

of farmers and, with permission,

made a promotional brochure for

KFYR, -Bismarck; KFRU, Columbia,
and KMMJ. Clay Centre, Neb.

Buffalo Staff Shifts
Buffalo, Aug. 3.

General shakeup in progress at

WGR-WKBW with spielers Vic
Campbell, Bill Herson and Lou
Aiken out. So is music librarian

Len Blandin.

Two announcers coming in are

George Bi*yan (George H. Breivogel)
from WAAT, Jersey City, and Col-
man Willson from WSYR, Syracuse.

St. Louis, Aug. 3.

KSD inaugurates 'Veedol Ama-
teur Varieties,' a new 30-min. show
Saturday (7) that will run 13 weeks.
Boys and girls, not more than 15
years old and living in metropolitan
St. Louis, are eligible. Eight
hopefuls will be given chance each
Saturday and winner will be de-
termined by votes of dialers. 'Week-
ly winners will receive a three
months' course in radio and stage
training at local Meglin-Fahchon &
Marco school and at end of 13 weeks
the 12 weekly winners will compete
for grand final cash prize.

Finals will be broadcast from stage
of St. Louis theatre before live au-
dience. Balance of programs will
be heard from KSD studios. Frank
Eschen, station's proigram director,
win be in charge.

KQW's Mutual Ballyhoo
San Francisco, Aug. 3.

Addition of station KQW, San
Jose, to the Mutual-Don Lee outlets
in California was celebrated Mon-
day (2) with a 45-minute salute
over a coast-to-coast network. Pick-
ups included Chester Smith's or-
chestra at KFRC here and other
music from KHJ, Los Angeles.
'Feminine Fancies,' nine-year-old

KFRC afternoon airer now con-
ducted by Mel Venter, originated at
KQW Monday, marking the first

time the show has emanated from
any spot outside of San Francisco.

Husing's Ohio Date Sept. 25
Columbus, Aug. 3.

First network to move in on Ohio
State home football schedule is

Columbia. Chain will send Ted
Husing here Sejpt.. 25 to broadcast
Ohio State-Texas Christian game.

Broadcasting rights of home
schedule have been sold to Atlantic
Refining Co., Kellogg and Griffin
Mfg. Co.

Kirby and Duval, comedy twain,
placed by Frank Cooper of, Curtis
& Allen agency to wax a series for
Alka-Seltzer.

REVEALV
SPONSORED Q.T.

Questioning by a State Commis.;
sion, investigating the petroleum in-
dustry in Pennsylvania, brought out
at a public hearing last Friday that
AUen Scptt, WCAU and KYW news
commentator, was paid by oil comi
panics for five weeks of 'news com-*
ment' in 1935 against the then pend-
ing gasoline tax.

'News' was b.r.d. by the Associate
Petroleum Industries of Pennsylva-
nia, although sponsors were publicly
announced as the Keystone Automo-
bile Club, the Pennsylvania Motor
Federation and the Pennsylvania
Automobile Federation,
Disclosure was made in querying

of W. Purvis Taylor, secretary of the
petroleum group. He said the broad-
cast material was prepared by him-
self, and p.a.'s for Atlantic and Gulf
oil companies.

EAS Y
ACES

BROADCASTING
6th YEAR FOR
BLACKETT V- SAMPLE
H U M M E R T, INC.

A N A C I N

SALTER
CONDUCTING

LUCKY STRIKE

"HIT PARADE"
EVERY WEDNESDAY

N.B.C. Red at 10 P.M., EDST

II III II III II III ii I

JACQUES /FRAVX
MARIO

/BR/VOGIOTTI
ir^iFni III II ill

NBC NETWORK

D'ARTEGA
AND HIS

ORCHESTRA
JELLO

7:00-7:30—NBC
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After Five Fighting Years

status quo 5n the newspaper publisher-radio station war after five

vears of fighting:

Battle fronts: Most persistently bitter is the Deep South (there

«re areas of comparative calm in Florida and Virginia), with a spill-

over of publisher animus in the southwest. Ifew England is still

oopping away at the whites of radio's eyes. Canada's entrenched

nublishing houses (with railroad, utility and bank connections) are

fixtremety bitter. Pittsburgh is the. most acrimonious of the larger

cUies* Charlotte, North Carolina, is one of the chief diehards in the

Mnaller communities. There are scattered barricades through the

midwest. ' More or less quiet in the far west

Tactical positions: Radio is mobilizing new forces constantly.

Siatiohs are using newscasts hourly in some cases. United Press

and International JMews frankly . go after that radio station coin,'

vlhile Transradio, entirely unfettered, has 35 bureaus, 1,800 corre-

stwhdente. Newspapers are weakened by lack of united front, the

radio-owning newspaipers having a different philosophy. Small

aroups of publishers, .
conscious of the inroads of radio newscasting,

,^ye attempted various, hampering maneuvers, but have not met

with success-

SMALL TOWN PUBS MORE BIITER THAN

EVER VS. RADIO; LOCAL NEWS HURTS
Curtailing of Program Listings to Hamper Stations^

—

Boomerangs in Some Cases—^Advertisers Resent

Being Placed in Middle

News Situation In BrazO
By DAVE WHSON

: Eio de Janeiro, July 25.

Ba4io stations here are grumbling

about the radia-newspaper hook-ups

whicfe hamper them in their news
))\iUdaiw. Formerly no broadcast-

ing iipfiptts in Rio de Janeiro were
)ink©q[*rith newspapers, news being

broicipast every time a fresh edi-

tioii^i a paper was put on the

strtip. Recently^, however, a num-
ad<»is^rs have been work-

^nluqctidn with, or are -ac-
' led by . newspapers, and

FcTyable to use news before

; the ftre circulating < and thus

eajoy, a 4e4iided advantage over in-

dependent stations, to whom are left

the ialternatives ot either communi-
cating^ stale infoirmation or of en-

tirely Eliminating news; ari unpleas-

•nt prospect

Radio stations, which have become
dients. of telegraph agencies, are
Andinf : the association Mostly, and
With;-roe possible exception of one
or two cannot afford, to put out $100
or .more a month for .a news report.

Other ftaiions have overcome the

difficult by advertising the news-
papers orf>plying them with the

latest reports and in this way both
parties benefit considerably,

• Radio Tupy is owned by the largest
newspaper chain in Brazil, the Dia-
ries Associados, whose news bulletins
are made up in the city room and
rushed to the mike with the mini-
mum of delay.

"'Radio Mayring Veiga obtains a
regular news service from two inter-

national agencies by means of direct

telephone communications with both,

and is thus assured of never being
iEar behind, when not the first, with
their -flashes. But this station al-

leges that its earnings are insuffi-

x;ient to justify the payment ot large

amounts for news bulletins which
are on the air only five minutes of

every sixty.

Chicago, AuiT. 3.

Midwestern relations between
radio and newspaper publishers
is to the contrary of the undi-
minished bitterness In the south
and elsewhere. Greater cordial-
ity is generally reported.

Even the toagh Davenport
Times Is now giving pictures and
lineage to radio news matters.

Stott Briquette through Erwin-
Wasey is sponsoring weather fore-

casts twice daily over WDAY, Fargo,

North Dakota. Same : station has
placed International Harvester via

Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Chicago.

Jean Sablon, French tenor held by
NBC Artists Service, mal.ing his

first records in English for Victor.

Small town newspaper publishers
are more bitter than ever at radio
stations. Radio, unhampered by
artificial news deadlines, spills the
news as fast as it happens and has
been scooping the dailies all over
the country so fast and so frequently
it's no longer a matter of comment.
This was bad enough for the pub-
lishers where only national news
was involved, but now radio is more
and more invading the field of local
news. And that's not funny for the
publishers.

Afternoon dailies particularly are
said to feel the pinch. With radio
stations "breaking in throughout the
day with news flashes and with
nightly resumes of the cream of the
headlines broadcast at five p.m., or
thereabouts, on some 450 stations
throughout the "United States and
Canada, the total result to prestige,

circulation and publisher anxieties
keeps the hatred of broadcasting at
uncooling white-heat.
Publishers have been fighting a

persistently losing battle against
radio. • This they hate to admit.
Some of the implications and threats
of radio's inroads via news do not
reassure the dailies, especially ' the
small town ones, where the adver-
tising pie is of limited size. It's

galling, too, where a local station
sets up a staff of local reporters and
steals city hall and the sheriff's

Add : Sponsoritis

Danger of getting too much
personal publicity in connec-
tion with sponsored programs
is exemplified in a story of the

radio season just ended. Big
commercial got rave notices

and socko reaction generally.

Much personal credit went to.

the individual producer.
Somebody whispered in the

sponsor's ear that the program
was so good that he'd better get

another producer who could
keep up the pace. Man that did
the swell job was fired for

being too good on the theory
thaf^he was just a flash in the
pan.

office away from the daily and where
the advertising accounts sponsoring
news actually pay the salaries of the
reporters that do the scooping,

At the last Waldorf-Astoria con-
vention of the publishers it seemed
clear that the newspapers that own
radio stations (about 120) do not
share the diehard attitude of some of
the indie publishers, who continue
to place .confidence and hope in
hampering campaigns. Tactics of
some publishers have been criti-

cized as short-sighted and dictated
by pocketbook passion,

A recent series of scattered at-

tempts—presumably, by concerted
agreement—has again resulted un-
happily for publishers. Publishers
decided to emasculate radio program
listings. First step, in a typical case,
was to cut schedules from 18 hours
to 10 hours, and thereby try to
wedge advertisers to buy paid space

to list their sponsored programs in

the dailies.

Results are said to have been em-
barrassing to publishers. Radio sta-

tions didn't particularly care, but the

advertisers and listeners did. Pro-
tests from the public and sarcastic

letters from accounts accusing the

publishers of being picayune and
hicky came in.

Those that were willing to pay lo

list their programs didn't want disr

play space, but suggested two agate

lines, which at small town linage

rates made the publishers seem
pretty cheap to he raising a fuss

over 29 cents, or similar amounts.
Publisher receiving revertue from

a national advertiser is placed in an
invidious position If refusing to list

the radio program "Sponsor ^ by this

same advertiser. Radio stations do
not hesitate to rub this in, sending

(Continued on p.iee 57)

CHRISMAN SCRAMS WOR

Refuses Lower Tefms—Nine Years
With Station

Dave Chrismiin, WOR and Mutual
salesman, quit last week after a tiff

over salary and cotntnission. Station
asked Chrisman to accept a reduc-
tion in tetms on a contract proffered

him for the coming year. Time pedr
dier had been with WOR for nine
years, at the time of his leaving be-
ing the station's oldest salesman.
Now on a motor tour of the coun-

try, Chrisman plans to enter biz on
his own when returning to New
York.

WUi Takes Traura^i*
St, Louis. Aug. 3.

C. W. Benson, of Wtt, and Sims
Gruckenheimer, of Transradio Press,

have completed nfgotlatioxtB which
gives 'Wtti Transtadio service start-

ing Sept. 1.

LoQgi before radio news- became
popular WEL maintained its own
staft of reporters in furnishing
dialers with up to the minute local

news.

BUMPER CROP

Throughout the broad expanse ofWLW's
coverage lie rich agricultural regions which are

coming into their own,with record-breaking crops

bringing top-notch prices.

WLW reaches more farmers, with their pockets

lined with money, than any other broadcasting

station, becauseWLW is

THE NATION'S STATION
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Italians Align Music Royalties

From Films; 90% Cut to Features

Rome, Aug. 3.

Italian Society of Authors and Edi-

tors has decided that of the royalties

paid for musical accompaniment to

films, 90% should be assigned to

composers of feature film^ and 10%
to composers of newsreels, shorts,

etc.

Decision has been hotly contested

by Italian composers, who dislike

feature films being assigned such a
large proportion.^ Feature film is

more often foreign than Italian, and
that means that the royalties paid
for the musical accompaniment to

it go out of the country.

Newsi-eel on the other hand (that

is to say the LUCE newsreel, pro-
jection of> which is obligatory in

Italian cinemas) is accompanied by
musical comment written by Italian

composers. Some time ago the Syn

II /// II iiii^ini' - l.nliyl

YOU'RE MY DESIRE

^1 II ^nl I ( ' > / L H il I III"

PECUN'

IS THIS GONNA BE

MY LUCKY SUMMER

Senson\ /.cf/N'Sf Hullad

MOON AT SEA

The Comedy H/t o/ 1937

TODAY I AM A MAN
'l*inh\" liiiuJiii's "'intish

Hil ironi '"^Iiil: II hilr

) lilt
'

ri ( lili
"

Vs^ A COUNTRY BOY

AT HEART

Mills Music, Inc
mm TOMT, M, T.

WITHABK presents

HOAGY CARMICMAEL'S

OLD
MAN MOON
Irtm Hal Roach'i M-O-M flim "Tappar"

LITTLE HEAVEN
of the SEVEN SEAS
M. WmiAKK ft SONS
K.C.A. nidgr., N. T. C.

HAROLD LEE, frot. Manacer

dicate of Musicians, worried by the

invasion of American music in local

Alms, obtained the assurance of

LUCE that only Italian composers
would work on LUCE reels.

But now Italian composers are no
longer content with just .being as-

sured a part on the program.
Society of Authors and Editors

based their percentages on relative

lengths of feature and secondary
films, and on the fact that feature

films constituted the main attraction

on the program.

.

BOB PEARY EXECUTIVE

AND ALSO DANCEMAN

Chicago, July 27.

Deal has been signatured which
brings Bob Peary into Consolidated
Radio Artists ofClce here to become a

member of the sales force.

. Move miade by Peary will in no
way afTect his directing his own or-

chestra, which, was at Morrison
hotel's Casino Parisienne recently.

CRA duties will be in addition to

baton waving;

Music Notes

EdfUe Ward is scoring 'Under the
Flag' at Metro.

Mills Mnslc, Inc., has obtained the
American - publication rights - of

'Champagne CocktaiV- 'Tarantula'

and 'Where a Spanish Town Used
to Be' from Campbell-Connelly,
British firm. First two numbers are
by Sid Phillips.

Harry McPherson and Glenn Spen-
cer placed new tune, 'My Madonna
of the Trail,' with Cross & Winge for

publication.

Jean Plummer and Tony iSazzo

wrote 'Just A Stone's Throw From
Heaven' which will be published by
Hollywood Music Publishers, Ltd.

Gu9 Kahn, Bronislau Kaper and
Walter Jurmann have completed half

a dozen numbers for Metro's 'The
Ugly Duckling.' Ditties are 'Swing,
Mister Mendelssohn,' "The Sun Never
iSets on Swing,' 'The One I Love,'

'Never Was There Such a Perfect
Day,' 'Early in the Morning,' and
'Melody Farm.'

Jimmy McHogh and Harold Adam-
son move . into RKO studio for
music and lyrics for 'Born to Sing,'

Lily Pons starrer, on deal with
Rbbbins.

Abel Baer now with Schuster-
Miller publishing Co.

lUannfh; Sherwin and Frank Loes-
ser will dish up melodies for B. P.

Schulberg's 'Blossoms on Broadway.'

Raymond Scott and his swinging
symphonists have completed six

recordings for S-I's 'Nothing Sacred.'

Basil Sandbach and Aaron Gon-
zales sold their song 'Tropicana,' to

Irving Berlin, Inc.

FOUR ITEIST HITS HIDING STRONti

OUR PENTHOUSE ON THIRD AVENUE

LOVE IS NEVER OUT OF SEASON
From RK0-Ru«1lu'8 "NEW IMCES OF 1087"

From BEN MAKDEN'S SMART RIVIERA REVUE

THE IWAGE OF YOU
From THE PAN AMERICAN CASINO REVUE

DON'T YOU KNOW OR DON'T YOU CARE
LEO FEIST, Inc. • 1629 BROADWAY • NEW YORK

On the Upbeat

Jesse Crawford orch goes into the
Hotel Peabody, Memphis, on a CRA
slip Aug. 11. Currently at the
Capitol theatre, Washington, after a
recording session with Victor in New
York.

Jess Hawkins orch has been set by
Consolidated to dpen at - the New
Penn Club, Pittsburgh, Aug. 13.

Henri Lishon band is booked into
the Gunter hotel, San Antonio, be-
giiming Saturday (7).

Rita Rio plays the Steel Pier, At-
lantic City, the week of Atig. 28.

Jack Tracy orch is at the Chez
Maurice, Dallas,. on ^ CRA pact.

Bobby Grayson orchestra starts a
two-week engagement- Aug. 6 at the
Willows, Pittsburgh.

Cliick Webb orchestra set by CRA
for a date Aug". 18 at the Armory,
Asbury Park, N. J.

Jackie Coogan unit plays a four-
day date in and around Charlotte,
N. C, Aug. 23 to 26.

Cliarles Costello orchestra
.
goes

into the French Casino, N. Y., for
six weeks when it reopiens. Date
tentatively set as Aug. 19. Set by
MQton Rbemer of CRA N. Y. office.

Don Redman orchestra plays dates
at New Brunswick, N. J., and
Kreuger's

.
Auditorium, Newark,

N. J., Aug. 14 and Sept. 4 re-
spectively. ,

Herbie Kaye orchestra goes into
the Casino on Catalina Island, Cali-
fornia, Sept. 1.

Last Week s 15 Best SeDers

It Looks Like Rain , ; . Morris
Sailboat in the Moonlight . , < Crawford
You and Me That Used to Be Berlin
•Sweet Leilani , Select
Merry-Go-Round Broke Down , Harms
tWhere or When ...,t ..ChappeU
Miller's Daughter Marianne .....Shapiro
Caravan. . i ; Exclusive
*Blue Hawaii .. Famous
Cause My Baby Says It's So Remick
tStrangers in the Dark...... Crawford
^I Know Now Remick
Gone With the Wind ; Berlin

So Rare Robbins
•I Hum" a Waltz Miller
* Indicates /tlmttsical song, t Iindicates. stage production song. The
others are pops. .

Friday (30), with Eddie Weitz going
in for fortnight, . to be followed by
Dean Sayres and his all-fenune out-
fit.

Art Kassell's band into Kenny-
wood Park, Pittsburgh, for two-week
stand Tuesday night (Id), replacing
Les Brown,.

Jimmy Dorsey's band plays week
at the Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh,
starting Friday (6) and New Penn,
open-air dance spot 10 miles out of
city, is trying, to book hini for few
nights after that.

Nortlt Carolina State Collegians
have moved into Folly's Pier,
Charleston, S. C.

Johnny Hamp . goes to the Hotel
Nags Header, Nags Head, N. C.

Herb Steiner orchestra set for
duration of the season at . the
Hickory. Lodge; Larchmont, N. Y.

Louis Panico will do five weeks at
Chase hotel, St. Louis, after which
he returns to his regular berth at
Oriental Gardens, Chicago, for the
season.

Jack Denny set for five' dates on
Tom Archer ballroom circuit by
CRA. To begin Aug. 28.

Woody Herman's band, after four
weeks at Willows, Pittsburgh, play-
ing fortnight of one-nighters, then
doubles between Roseland and
Brighton Beach week of Aug. 10 and
opening extended run at Normandie,
Boston, Sept. 1. Rockwell-O'Keefe
handling.

Joe Venati, following week of
stage work at Stanley, Pittsburgh, to
Hotel Claridge in Memphis for a run.
CRA handled. .

Herbie Kay orchestra into Santa
Catalina Island Casino replacing Jan
Garber Sept. 1.

Sliep Fields set for a spot in Para-
mount's 'Big Broadcast of 1938' fol-

lowing p.a. date at Paramount, New
York, Sept. 1.

Emerson Gill's MCA—booked
dance tour took him on one hop
from the Tybrisa pavilion, Savan*-
nah Beach, Ga., to Elberta Beach, O.
At Steel Pier, Atlantic City, Aug.
G-12, after . one-hitering; 14-29

Euclid Beach Park, Cleveland; 22-28,

Kennywood Park, Pittsburgh.

Arden Smith, orchestra replace
Frank Brandt's band in Desert hotel
Roundup room, Spokane.

Stella En^le girl orchestra form-
erly hooked with Vincent Lopez
Debutantes, now working at Wil-
banks, Prospect Park, Pa.

*

Ted Fio-Blto at the Nat, Spokane,
Aug. 2.

Jimmy Dorsey one-nighter at Val-
ley Dale, Columbus, Aug. 4.

Art Farrar's orch wound up four-
week- stay at Balconades, Pittsburgh,

Little Jaclc Smith's music set for
rest of season in the terrace ball-
room* of Pocono Manor Iim, Pocono
Manor, Pa.

Al Hersch's orch playing in the
Pine Room of Skytop Club, Skytop,
Pa. .

Lee Shelley's band winds up two-
week stay at Willows, Pittsburgh,
Thursday night (5), but will return
a?ain Aug. 20 for another fortnight's
stay.

Irving Berlin Family
Oh Alaska Vacation

Irving Berlin, with his wife and
children, to Alaska for a month's
vacation^

Songsmith still working on 'Alex-
ander's Ragtime Band' for 20th-Fox
and another score for Astaire-
Rogers at RKO, but is taking the
holiday before completing the job.

NIPPONESE ORGAN SWING
Tokyo, July 27.

Nippon Gekijo is the first theatre
in Tokyo to put in a pipe-organ.
The Rev. Tsuyoshi Matsumoto,

graduate of Union Theological Semi-
nary, N. Y., has forsaken the pulpit
to become the Nippon Gekijo's jazz
organist.

I^chirmer's Cagney Tunes
Schirmer will publish all the num-

bers ffom the James Cagney musical
'Something to Sing About.' Songs
are 'Right or Wrong,' 'Out of the
Blue:,' 'Loving You,' 'Any Old Love'
and the title number 'Something to
Sing About,' music and lyrics for
all done by Victor Schertzinger.

TITLE SIMILARITY

Pnblisher Protests Fred Warin; Plx
Son; Too Close

Schuster-Miller Music Pub. Co. has

formally squawked to Warner Bros,

over the titular similarity of an 'Old

King Cole' song in 'Varsity Show*
(forthcoming Fred Waring filmusic-
al) to an S-M publication. Latter's
is titled 'Ole King Cole' and unfair
trade competition is charged.
.. Larry Clinton .. and ' Ira Schuster
authored one of the 'Cole' songs;
Johnny MerCer wrote the WB filmu-
sical excerpt.

Two N«w Instramental Novel-
tleB by tile rohllnhers of

"Nol»" Rnd "Polly"

"CHlliirDOLL
PARADE"

"WHISTLING
MOSE"

Distinctive Piano or
Orchestra Specialties

SAM FOX
PUBLISHING COMPANY

1550 SIXTH AVENUt

EXCLUSIVE PUBLICATIONS, Inc

WALTER WANGER DOES IT AGAINI
This Time It's '^VOGUES OF 1938"

AVITH THESE SONO HITS

THAT OLD FEELING
By LEW BROWN and SAMMY FAIN

LOVELY ONE
By FRANK LOESSER and MANNING SHERWIN

TURN ON THAT RED HOT HEAT
By PAUL WEBSTER and LOUIS ALTER

LEO FEIST, INC. • 1629 Broadway • New York
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Two Locals as Gesture

WiD Annually Interrp

Imported Name Bands

Minneapolis, Aug. 3.

As 'a good will gesture' toward

local riiusicians.'at least two Minne-

floolis bands will be used each year

ijt the Minnesota Terrace (the

town's swankiest nlterie) of the

Hotel NicoUet " (Ralph Hitz's Na-

tional Hotel Co.), according to Neil

Mcssick, maitager. •

However, says Messick, the name-

band policy also will be continued.

Del Courtney's band from the west

toast has started a four-week en-

gagement which will be followed by

Jacfc Malerick and his Minneapolis

baud. Then it'?' planned to bring in

Casa Loma for a fortnight with

other, big names to follow, accord-

ing to Messick.
.

Courtney is making first trip east

Csme here from Dallas and engage-

pieivts. at Book-Cadillac, Detroit, and

Netherlands, New York, are sched-

tilcd' after Minneapolis. ^

SAVin AND CRA

JOT GEim ALONG

Philadelphia, Aug. 3.

Jan Savitt orch, which has just re-

-tiirned as house , band at KYW fol-

Itiwing fe month's, tour, ijs attempting

to IjreaM contract with Consolidated

Jftidio Aiti^t^, . Savitt contends he

i!an''l^ally abrogate agreement un-

dei" tiirnns of American I'ederation of

Mysicians' six weeks' clause. Termer

vi0s: signed last October for five

years;-

.Clause in dispute gives band the

'light to break a pact with a booker

if the booker doesn't get it a job in

sfx weeks. A controversy arose

'When. Bert Henderson, assistant to

Jpe Weber, AFM prexy, ruled that

this clause didn't mean the agent

ttnist get .the band work during the

six weeks, but that he must get it a

date, -even if that date be a year in

advance.

.
Through- intervention of A. A. To-

lAei, prez of Philly local, ruling was
iAppetded to Weber, who reversed it.

; wvitt'thus maintains his privilege to
"^^ jjhihp'the papt, because CRA didn't

iiet.him Work in the six weeks, al-

though -it did get him -a future date.

Savitt was riecenfly booked into
Steel Pier, Atlantic City, by Bill

Smith, his owin biz manager. How-
ever/ when he. informed CRA, they
•told him they had already" booked
him' for the opposition Million D.5)llar

Her» He was forced .to give >up the
^"Steel Pier date, which paid better.

Bine Steek's 6th Wife

• Ft, Worih, Aug. 3.

Blue Steele is showing off a hew
bride, -his sixth, between dance sets
at the Lake Wortlv Casino.

.
$he is - daughter of Arthur Gan-

scqo,.wealthy Mexican merchant and
landowner. Maestro and senorita
ii/ere..wed..>eoently:. in Mexico City
where" Steele and l^is band rounded
.out nine months 'at the Club El
Rlttero.

Steele wa^"" divorced from Betty
Luhd, the 'aviatrix:^ in 19S3. * She wasm 5.

Mo$t Played on Air

Combined plugs on WEAF,
WJZ end WABC are computed
jot the week . from Sunday
through Saturday (July 25-
July 31), .

It Lo«ks Like Rain
(.MoirJH)

"^I Know Now
(Remick)

tWhere or When
(Chnppell)

Sailboat in Moonlight
(Ciawtord)

Merry-Go-Round Broke Down
<Harnifi) '

.

Stop, Tou're Breaking My Heart
(Famous)

Stardust on the Moon
(Marks)

^Tou and Me That Used to Be
(Beilln)

Whispers in the Dark
(Fnnvous)

Satan Takes a Holiday
(Llrx-oln) .

*-All God's Chlllun Got Rhythm
fRohblna)

'

First Time I Saw You
(Santly-,Toy)

Gone With the Wind
(Berlin)

,

"^Tomorrow Is Arothcr Day .

(RoUbln.s)

"^Yoiirs and Mine
(Robblns).

Miller's Dang;1iter Marianne
(.Shapiro)

Afraid to Dream
(Miner) '

'

I'Sweet Leilani
(Select)

'''Penthouse on Third Ave.
• (Feist)

Am I Dreamingr.
(Duvls) \

Caravan
(Exclusive)

So Race
(Bobbin'!)

Can I Forget You
(ChappfU)

""Cause My Baby Says Its So
(Remiolc)

Me, Myself and I
(WordB .«n<l Music)

* Indicates filmusical song.

t Production Number.

LAPHAM MAJORS IN

JAPANESE MUSIC

25-MIN. FLOOR SHOW WITH DANCE BAND

ONtNIGHTS IN BALLROOMS TO WOW BIZ

Jackie Coogan, Lila Lee and Specialty Acts Have
Been Drawing Big Coin in Small Towns with

Unique Combo Policy

Chicago, Aug. 3.

With big biz chalked up through-
out the midwest by the Jackie Coo-
gan dance band-floor show unit, CRA
is contemplating adding a couple
,inore like it to its list, and other
band bookers are likely to emulate.
Unit is the first which combines a

floor show and a dance band, to play
one niters in ballrooms. Line-up, be-
sides Jackie Coogan and his 12-mah
band, includes Lila Lee, former pic-

ture star; Princess Lulana, Hawaiian
dancer from 'Waikiki Wedding'

MICHIGAN ANTI'ASCAP

LAW VETOED BY GOV.

Claude Lapham has joined the Sam
Fox Publishing: Co. and has com-
posed the entire suite of Japanese
music for 20th Century-Fox pic-

tures. Is staff arranger and com-
poser, specializing on Japanese
music.
Has also composed a nymber of

other selections from the Japanese,

in addition to his score for the picts.

MERCHANTS FINED

Bootleg Lyrics on Sheets Sold
,
In

Toronto Stores

Hurry-Up Writing Job
- For Crosby^Lillie Pix

•George Joy of Santly-Joy is oh
the Coast setting the new. tunes for
the Bing Crosby-Beatrice Lillie star-
ter, for Emanuel Cohen (Major Pro-
.ductions). Joy had to fly out to
team up writers, probably Johnny
Burke with Sammy Fain. Originally
Arthur Johnstc(j[i was to have part-
nered with Burke, but Johnston is

heing held in London for a Gau-enont-
Brltish filmusical.
Major Picts is advancing produc-

tion on the Crcsby-Lillie film, hence
the urgency for getting the songs
completed.

Toronto, Aug. 3.

Seven music merchants were fined

$5 each by Magistrate Jones here last

week for selling song sheets which
infringed copyrights held by the

Canadian Music Sales, Ltd. Eighth

defendant, who denied, the charge,

was held for a further hearing.

Those fined were Mrs. J. York, L.

Shankman, J. Nugent, Poole, ' A.

Clayton, A. Sky and William Dicks.

Sam Goldhar .was the eighth who
pleaded not .guilty. Copyright songs

were found On song sheets called

'Song Hits' and 'Broadway's Latest'

W. C. Handy Gets Plaque
St. Louis, Aug. 2.

William C. Handy, New York,
Negro composer of

,

'.St." Louis Blues,'
will receive a plaqlie during 18th an-
.mial convention of National Assn. of
Negro Musicians. here.

. Convention expected to attract 500
delegates. J. Roy Terry, organist
and director of Central Bapti.st

Church choir, is - slated to be gen.
chairman of conclave.

Pryor Adds Singers
Cleveland, Aug. 3.

Roger "Pryor's Band has been
augmented by two new femme vo-

oalists, Lanie Truesdale, from Hol-

lywood, and Connie Birch, former St.

Louis radioite,

Pryor left here for Edgewater
Beach hotel, Chicago. Will have a

three-a-week CBS' schedule from
there.

Detroit, Aug. 3.

Radio copyright act, sponsored by
Michigan stations and passed re-

cently by state legislature over pro-
tests of Gene Buck, American So-
ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, was vetoed last w6ek by
Gov. Frank Murphy. Bill was de-i

signed to break the' 'New York con-
trol' over musical numbers played
in Michigan.
Measure, which Attorney General

Raymond D. Starr ruled was beyond
power of state legislature to pass,

would have compelled ASCAP and
all other owners of copyright music
to file names of copyright songs with
secretary of state, plus data on fees

charged.

.

License fee would also have to be
paid to obtain protection of federal

copyright law.

Far East War Cancels

Dick Wilbur's Route

Lbs Angeles, Aug. 3.

Booking of Dick Wilbur's 'Ha-

waiian Nights Revue' in the Orient

has been temporarily oflPed by the
Sino-Jap war. Troupe had been
skeded to sail Aug. 2.

Wilbur has just arrived on the

Coast with his company of 25 fol-

lowing a 17-week tour and was set

for 20 weeks in Japan and Man-
churia, with other dates to follow in

an extended tour of other countries

in the Orient,

Sammy Cohen, Chas. Kal^
As Co-Directors of Band
Sammy Cohen, vaude and screen

comedian, will head a comedy dance-

band unit for CRA assisted by
Charlie Kaley, who will co-direct

the outfit. Kaley will also do the

vocals.

Deal set by t'he CRA Hollywood
office.

(Par); Thaya Foster, singer, and Don
Eddy and Lillian Tours, dance team.

Thought was that .it might click by
giving dance hall youngsters a semi-

nitery atmosphere by adding the 25-

minute floor show. Got started, as a

band-floor show unit, July 17, at

Breezy Heights ballroom, Abilene",

Kans., after- playing Kearney, Neb.,

without the show the night before.

Broke records' at both spots, arid has
continued to do so ever since. Last
Thursday (29) broke record at

Danceland, Hammond, Ind., with
over 3,000 in attendance, and Sat-

urday (31) at Terre Haute topped
that by almost 1,000, with the ad-

.vance sale tickets all gone Friday
night.

Plays on a guarantee and percent-
age, with nb set routine for box
office prices, which have ranged
from 55c to 65c at Hammond Dance-
land, to $3 a couple at Lake Geneva.
In the two 'weeks it's been found
that prices from 65c to $1 a head
add up to a bigger gross than .do the
highej priced cardboards. Lay that

to Coogan and his set-up being a
mob appeal oiitflt rather than one
for the swank set.

CRA has also learned that size of

town means little. Spotted the unit

at Spillville, la., a town of .,350, on
a Monday for. a fill-in date. Got the
guarantee, went into percentage, and
were asked for a return date. So, in

the future, the bookers are going to

pay a whole lot more attention • to

drawing of a territory than to size

pf towns.

With the broken records and re-

turn engagements asked, CRA figures

the unit could stay out 18 or 20
weeks instead of the 10 for wTiich
it was originally booked, and at

which point it will have .to be cur-
tailed, because of picture commit-
ments. At present Fanchon & Marco,
along with Consolidated, are looking
for talent to form two more such
units, one to play over same terri-

tory, and one to go into new stuff.

Coogan unit moves to Cleveland
territory for next two weeks, then
to N. Y. for two more, back to Dallas
for another two, and then heads for a
wind-up on Coast.
At present time CRA is already

congratulating itself that it has com-
bined dance hall and nite club enter-
tainment to fdrm a new br.anch of
show business, just as niteries did
when they began using combined
cabaret and vaudeville entertain-
ment. Few spots played are even
putting tables around edge of dance
floor and serving beer, to get addi-
tional nitery effect. Most, however.

are letting the boys and girls stand
while they watch, and that's the rea-

son for keeping the show down to a
25-minu(te limit.

Meanwhile, despite jubilation at

CRA, and rushing of other bookers
to get like units ready, a few are

saying that one niter stuff is plenty
good this year and that name bands
are crashing records anyway. So why
bother to add acts to a name like

Coogan's?

Frank Dailey on Road
Frank Dailey orchestra leave.s the

Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,

to take the road for a series of dance
engagements for MCA. Band opens
at " Coney Island, Cincinnati, Aug. 5.

Hal Grayson orchestra replaces

Dailey imtil latter's return.

Tops in {he Music Business

MY CABIN

OF DREAMS
The You and Me

That Used To Be

Gone With The Wind

CoiHifiii. A New RKO Mu'S'Ccii

r> . L L : F w 1
; ; ;

' L

Hi-. [5 A ( ,
I n w \

Let's Have Another

Cigarette

Roses in December

The Life Of The Party

Yankee Doodie Band

So You Won't Sing

Chirp A Little Ditty

Irving Berlin,N
799 Seventh Ave., New York
HARRY LINK, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

Glen Lee in Home T«wn
, Salt Lake City, Aug. 3.

Glen Lee,, home town boy, and his

band, opened Friday (30) at StarJite

Gardens atop Hotel Utah.
Outfit replaces Carvel Craig's crew,

currently barnstorming in inter-

mountain sector.

THE SEASON'S SONG SCOOP

SO RARE
The Sherman-Clay Hit Just Acquired by

Robbins—The Fastest Hit of the Season

BOBBINS MUSIC CORP. • '

799 7th Ave., New York

Sam Oq«:Iow has banged out a new
*t(y titled 'The Thrill of a Lifetime.'
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Inside Stuif-Music

Visitors to Saratoga will not hear canned music in Congress. Park this

season, the City Council learning that there were no funds to purchase

a reproducing machine and equipment, after it had been reported a special

committee favored such installation. Several hotel owners are said to

have requested that such a machine be pxirchased—two types .were
demonstrated—^but many residents of the city, especially those living in the
'-vicinity of the park, opposed the idea on the grounds it would create

a noise nuisance.
Charles Morris, secretary of the local Musicians' Union, was one of the

.first to suggest that the voters be given an opportunity to pass on the
matter 'at,a referendum fn the fall. Dr. Arthur J. Leonard, commissioner
of public safety, later . weht on record as favoring referendum as to

whether recording should be broadcast next year, City Attorney Francis
E. Dorsey was directed to draft it. There will be no music of any kind
at Congress Park this season.

'Caravan,' written several months ago' by Juan Tizol ' and adapted and
arranged by. Puke fillington, is^ now credited to both,, with Ellington get-
ting first billing. Tizol is trombonist in .Ellington's band. Mills' publishes,
the song.

! Number of other txihes of thie same name have been written, notably
one about 18 years ago, published by Forsfter. Ellington and Tizol have
also coUabed on another and somewhat similar song, 'Azure,' . which the
band has recorded for Dec'ca. Claiined they're not pushing the new one,
however, as it's figured too' much like 'Caravan.' ,

Following the recent request;of E. C. Mills, chairman of the adminis-
trative committee oi ASCAP. to all its publisher-members to devote the
back cover of their publications to articles • which shall inform the- lay
public of the ideals and purposes of the society, 'Galaxy Music Corp.-, New
York,' was the first standard piiblisher. to respond. : On July 28 Galaxy
issued Stewart Wille's 'JuOTd, I Want to Be,' a Negro spiritual sung by
Lawrence Tibbett, on the back cover ofwhich appears E. C. Mills' article,

*What Is A.S.G.AJP.?'

GORDON and REVEL
Songs fdp the forthcoming Darryl

Zanupk-.ZOth Oentui^y Fox
Production:

"YOU CAN'T HAVE

EVERYTHIIIG"
The swell score follows

i

AFRAID TO DREAM

THE LOVELINESS OF YOU

YOU CAN'T HAVE
EV'RnHING

PLEASE PARDON US—
WE'RE IN LOVE

DANGER—
LOVE AT WORK

Also, Gordon and- Revel's great
w^ltz

I HUM A WALTZ
from 20th Century's
"This Is My Affair"

KITCHI-MI-KOKO ISLE
England's ' Novelty Hit

MiiLLci^ M^SHC. limc.

"|6I9 tfROAOWAY • NIW YORK^

The £iiirllsli Hwlngr
Novelty tiensutlon

'Cuban Pete'
Featured on Cvery

- Importani Froeruiu

KelenHed Moont
|

the All-Hit Musical Hcore ol

"LIFE BEGINS

IN COLLEGE"
A iiOtli Century-Fox Picture
Hturrlni; the Rltz Brotliert)

HOiiYV/QQD SQMGS"'^
RCADUIU)INC-IU0lOClTY-NEWY0IU<,NY.
PHILKORNHEUER, Ctn.Mgr.

Gyps and Clips

'. (Continued from page 1).

plenty to ayoid lobsening of bridge
works, on-the-cuff teeth extraction,

or what have you.
Clip joints have gone .high class

and abhor' the term of 'steerer' or
'capper.' Chump-baiteries have in-
stalled ^promotion departments' like
any other legitimate business, only
diff being theirs is not
The parade of beautiful bums in-

cludes some ex-chorines.and femmes
from other pursuits, all in pursuit of
heavy sugar prospects to steer to
their respective establishments for a
thorough cleaning. They're mostly
good lookers, too, and easily snare
the chump. That's their only busi-
ness, too; no sidelines. Reason is

that the take via this racket is far
.m6re lucrative than pounding the
pave and less hazardous. The joints
protect the. cappers. All they have
to do is bring them in and the joint
does the rest. If there's any trouble
the femme scrams, but that's very
seldom.

Joints are protected in that they
presept a 'legitimate' bill which^
even, if played around with in tabu-
lation, the stew is so far gone, that
the coppers have no barometer as
whether he quaffed the amount of
beverage for which charged or n6t,
and they generally advise he pay the
bill and go home like a good fellow.
The gag works perfectly when not

worked too rough on the arithmetic.
Most of the girls are non-imbibers
and even those who do tipple a bit

are far from being stews, at least
not while operating on the chump.
Adding machine is generally en-
hanced through gal calling for im-
portant brandies at $1 a throw and
being fed 'downs' of one sort or an-
other. If the chump happens to be
one of those life-of-the-party guys
additional femmes, unengaged at the
moment, are crowded around him
and also go for the pseudo-imported
liquors as long as he can stand the
tap.

Femme cappers work' on commiS'
sions rangihg from 25-50%, and
sometime^ better than that because
of the 'down' angle. Gals must be
elementary psychologists and gen-
erally pick the right sort for the
fleecing. Despite the cost, the chump
is usually convinced it was worth
it and that he had a wonderful time.
Rougher dives operate differently,

employing both femme and male cap-
pers. Danceries of the .'creep joint'

classification also have their promo-

MRS. EDDY DUCfliN DIES,

FOLLOWING CHILDBIRTH

BROWN and FREED'S Greatest Score

By Far the Crowning Achievement of the Series

M-G-M'S "BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938"
With These "Hits to Come":

YOURS AND MINE

I'M FEELIN' LIKE A MILLION

YOUR BROADWAY AND MY BROADWAY

GOT A PAIR OF NEW SHOES

Robbins Music Corporation • 799 7th Ave., New York

Mrs. Marjorie Oelrichs Duchin,
wife of Eddy Duchin, .succumbed"
yesterday (Tuesday) morning in

Harbor Sanitarium, N. Y,, from com-
plications' which .followed the birth
of' 9 nine-pound son last Wednesday
(28). . She was 29 years old. Her
pianist-bandleader- husband was with
her, haying flown ' from Chicago,
-where he has been appearing at* the
Palmer House. Series of blood
transfusions failed to save her life.

Baby, their first, is reported well
arid strong.

Mrs. Duchin," the former Marjorie
Oelrichs, was the only daughter of

Charles DeLoosey Oelrichs and Mrs.
Marjorie Oelrichs, of Newport, Palm
Beach and New York. She met
Duchin seVefal ye&rs ago while he
was playing' at the Central Park
Casino,. N. Y., "Since razed. Duchin
then was pianist in Leo Reisman's
band, later taking over the job with
his own combo.
Mrs. Duchin- had previously spent

much of her time in various Euro-
pean capitals. She and Duchin were
married at her mother's apartment
in the Hotel Pierre, N. Y„ June.5,
1935. . .

Although Mrs. Duchin professed to

know nothing about show business,
she nearly always accompanied the
bandleader on trips, spending much
of her time in his dressing room
backstage during theatre dates and
at a .

ringside • table during his night
club

.
engagements. She was quiet,

friendly, and had a ready sense of
humor. If backstage, Mrs. Duchin
spent nearly all her time knitting.
In night clubs, ,she usually, sat with
friends.

She achieved a considerable repu-
tation as a painter, decorator and
musician. She had painted a num-
ber of colorful murals and her in-

terior decorations of friends' apart-
ments had .occasioned praise. There
was nothing in Mrs. Duchin^s- man-
ner, either in the theatre or among
her friends, to suggest she -was con-
scious of her social position.

Disc Reviews

By Abel Greei\

Settle 2 Song Suits

.. Alva S. BUrke, composer, and at-

torneys for Warner Bros., affected
a settlement of Burke's $250,000
song plagiarism- suit, a stipulation
calling off the action was filed in
U, S. district court Friday (30). The
details of settlement were not re-
vealed.

Plaintiff objedted to music of 'Pop
Goes My 'Heart' which was featured
by Dick Powell in the WB picture
'Happiness Ahead.' Burke • charged
the composition was copied from
his song, 'F. D.'s the Man.'
• Song theft suit brought by Harms,
Inc. against Leo Feist and Metro
involving 'Did I Remember?' hit of
the picture, 'Suzy,' was discontinued
Friday (30), the dispute having been
settled out of. court. Plaintiff corp.
averred defendants song was lifted

from its 'Fancy Our Meeting,* com-
posed in 1928. Suit was for injunc-
tion against picture and accounting.

tional angles, with some of the low
biz joints now forcing hostesses to
double as steerers afternoons in or-
der to enhance the nightly' take.
Tariff here is $6 an hour whether
it's conversation or dance, in addi-
tion to top tariff on any sort of re-
freshments the place pushes out. At
these prices the girls are very, con-
versational.

One - chump snared into one of
these side street 'creep joints,' after

an afternoon solicitation in (Central

Park, listened'' to a chapter of the
cappcr-hoste/s' life story for 70 min-
utes and got a bill for $7 talking
time. When asking for an explana-
tion of the charge he was directed
to the complaint department, where
he encountered a huslvy gent. Lat-
ter inquired if chump was working,
and when he replied in affirmative,
the husky told him about a guy who
slipped on the sCairs on the way out
and lost several weeks' pay due to
reconditioning proccssas. When ap-
prised of the expense incurred
through loss of work and the hospital
bill, it was sufficient to convince the
chump that the $7 tap was a cheap
buy-out.

Paige En Route East
Hollywood, Aug. 3.

Raymond Paige, maestro on Holly-
wood Hotel over CBS, is enroute to
New York to confer with National
Broadcasting on his Packard Hour
duties in the fall. He'll be east three
week?,
Dion Romandy, Paige's assistant,

will handle Hotel for two broadcasts.

Since the qoick dick oi Raymond
Scott (yclept Harry Warnow;,
brother of Mark) and his Sextet, the

diskers have been delving for novel-
ties, Hence, Victor's Bert Shefter

Rhythm Octet built arouiid an ex*
ponent of futuristic pianology with
V. Brenner at the other Steinway
and supported by P. Ricci and Toots

Mondello, saxes; D. Waide, trumpet;
K. Binford, guitar; A." Beristein,
string b^ss, and H. Quiglev-Adrian
RoUini, traps; 'SOS' and .Locomo-
tive' are two original conipositiohs
by Shefter, and it's onie for the cats.
Victor 25614.-
From England Ambrose on Decca

1351 brings 'Swing Is ih the Air' ^nd
'Rhythm's OK , in Harlem,', with
Evelyn Ball vocalizing in the .U. S.
manner.. Ambrose is making the
best records out of England, parring
in consistency the quality which first

brought Ray Noble to American at-
tention. - At this rate, - Ambrose is a
cinch for an American tour.

trlenn Miller is another in the
Decca-Brunswick. feu,ding division.
Just as Jan Garber was snared away
from Decca by Brunswick, Miller is
now being colncidentally released on.
both labels. For Decca 1342 he has
'Sitting on Top of the World' with
'Peg o' My Heart,' two oldies,
jammed in the Milter manner. On
Brunswick 7915 he revives 'Time on.
My Hands' and Gershwin's classic,
'I Got Rhythm/ and he swings 'em
f6r the gates.

Harry Roy's Tiger-Ragamuffins on
Decca 1343 are another novelty out
of London. It's a two-piano, string
bass and. drums combo and, rather
than risk getting thin on the wax,
Roy medleys 'Robert E. Lee,' 'Want
to Be Happy' and 'Ain't Got Nobody'
on one side, with 'Birth of the Blues,'
'Chloe' and 'Harvest Moon' on re-
verse. String of choruses makes for
npvelty hoofing and listening.
Ultra swing on Brunswick 7917 by

Teddy Wilson and his crew includes
Johnny Hodges, Lester Young, Buck
Clayton, Cozy Cole, Allen Reuss and
Artie Bernstein, with Billie Holiday
doing her forthright vocalizing.
Numbers are 'Sun Showers' (Freed-
Brown) from the new 'Broadway
Melody' paired with 'Yours and
Mine,' ditto. Earl (Father) Hines
jams -Beau-Koo Jack' and . 'Every-
body Loves My Baby' in the Chicago
style on Bluebird 7040. Bunny Beri-
gan cuts, up fancy on Victor 25613
with 'Roses in December' out of 'Life
of the Party,' paired with 'Let's Have
Another Cigaret,' from ditto RKO
film. Ruth Bradley vocalizes and
Berigan's trumpet shines.
Novelty Swing Classic release on

Victor 25612 is Mezz Mezzrow's 'The
Swing Session's Called to Order' (by
Larry Clinton), which was recorded
under the supervision of the United
Hot Clubs of America. In its honor,
the. 'Hot Club Stomp* (Mezzrow-
Sampson) also gives out thick jam
with a team headed by clarinetist
Mezzrow; H. Caldwell, sax; S. Oliver,
trumpet; J. C. Higginbotham, trom-
bone; B. Addison, guitar; G. Foster,
string, bass; S. White, piano; J. Craw-
ford, traps.
Smoother is Russ Morgan's Bruns-

wick 7910 versions of 'Whispers in
the Dark' and 'Stop, You're Breakin'
My Heart,' both out of Par's 'Artists
and Models.' Dave franklin and
Bernice Parkes. split the vocals. Mor-
gan's 'Moonlight on the Ganges' and
'Farewell Blues' is sweet-hot stuff on
Brun.swick 7918, the maestro himself
vocalizing 'Ganges.'

Pletrp, long a vaude standard, ac-
cordion-soloes two medley;*, a tango
and march sequence on Decca 1345.
'Tango of the Roses' and 'Who'll
Serenade You?' is on one side;
'Gioviriezz' and 'Faccetta Nera' the
reverse martial couplet. OK for
them as likes accordion music.
Milt Herth, swin.? organist, has a

novelty on Decca 1344 with '12th St.
Rag' and 'Basin Street. Blues.' Herth
gets lots but of his Hammon electric
or.£;an.

Harry Owens, maestro-composer,
who recently closed at the Beverly-
Wilshir.e hotel (Beverly Hills) and
is back at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel,
Honolulu, his regular berth, may be
credited with Bing Crosby to have
given the Hawaiian music comebaejt'
its biggest impetus. Owens authoi'tf^
'Sweet Leilani' and Crosby popular-
ized it in 'Waikiki Wedding.' Owen.s
has a flock of hula tune's in his trunk
and dishes them out regularly for

Decca. 'O-Ko-Le-Ma-Lu-Na' ('Ha*
waiian Drinking Song') i$ of his qwA
fashioning, in foxtrot';io)Kn, with ft
quartet for the Vo.caW;

. ft's backed
on Decca 1266 with 'K6ni Au I Ki
Wai' ('Tasting the Waters') by Kirie
Kalakaua, and is a traditional folk
song which Alvln Kaleolani i^
terprets vocally. Owens' own 'Ha-
waii Callls' (fox) and 'Imi Au la Oe'
(waltz) on Decca 1265, in standard
Waikiki style.
Joiseph Schmidt, Viennese tenor

has a brace of fetching numbers on
Decca 23034 (75c. red seal series) in
'Vienna Bon Bons' (Johann Strauss-
Fr. Bossi) coupled with 'Gypsy Love'
(Lehar - WiUner - Bodanzky), both
sung in German. Likewise standard
are Riotaard Tanber's 'Dein 1st Meift
Ganzes Herz' ('Yours Is My Heart
Alone') from 'Land- of Smiles' (Le-
har) paired with 'Immer Nur Lach-
eln' ('Always Smiling*) from the
same operetta. Composer Franz Le-
har maestroed for Tauber's sterling
tenor interpretations on Decca 23036.

SALES
MANAGER

FOR

MUSIC

—IF—
Ton we a man o( executive ability,
tliArougrhiy experlertced in the pro-
motion, advertislnr

. and marketlnr
of new and (chiefly) standard sheet
music. The emphnRis is placed oh
your trade and business experience,
not your acquaintance with orcbeK-
tral and rocal artists or familiarity
with the "sons-pingKliiK" field.

—IF—
Top arei doing: a. snctessfal Job with
u publisher of recognized staudlnic
iwd size, but seelc a new and
broadei' liorlzon -for yonc talents,
with due respect to basic elements
of digrnity and permanence. <

—IF—
T£S, write, stating:, your age, experi-
ence. Ideas on salary, etc. Tour con*
fldence will be strictly respected and
corresiiondence returned It desired.

The rl^Kt man will find here an op-
portunity that presents itself once
la a lifetime.

BOX 705
Variety

NEW YORK

Two New Hits!

"OVER NIGHF'
and '

"MY SECRET

LOVE AFFAIR"
From the forthcoming SOth

Cetatiiry-rox Musical, "THIW
I0E;1(, starring Sonja Henle

r MOVIETONE
MUSIC CORPORATION
Sam fox publishincco .5n/,-AioH.^

1150 SIXTH AVENUE

N EW YORK

"POLYNESIAN ROMANCE"
"JUST ABOUT RIGHT"

By
J.yNle Tomerlin and Andy loni» ''""f
(Writers of "South 8eu Island Muj^lc")

VAKGIIARU SONGS
6411 Hollywoad Blvd., Ilollywooti. Calif.

.JULIO AI.ONSO, ITof. Mgr.

A sreat musical score from MO.M's production featurjug the MARX «K09.

"A DAY AT THE RACES"
The swell score, by Unn Kahli, Kiipcr uiid .lurniunn follows:

TOMORROW IS ANOTHER DAY
A MESSAGE FROM THE MAN IN THE MOON
ALL GOD'S CHILLUN GOT RHYTHM

BLUE VENETIAN WATERS
BOBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION • 799 7th Ave., New York
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Frisco Niteries Whooping It Dp To

Strike Loss

San Francisco, Aug. 3.

• Fast shaking oft the strike hang-

cyers, dine and dance spots in San

Ftancisco hotels were the scenes ot

"(^ series of gay celebrations over the

'ttfieek-end following the reopening of

the hotels last week over an 89-day

"fltfike.

• The longest hotel strike in labor

annals cost hotel owners approxi-

mately $6,000,000 in revenue, the

3,200 workers sacrificed another

ifSpO.OOO in wages, and the city lost

an inestimable amount in tourist

trade and conventions. Drop in the-

atre biz as compared with last year

at this time has been laid at the

door of the strike. Fear of the strike

spreading elsewhere made many re-

sttict spending to necessities,

.• Some of the hotels are having

trouble locating musicians, several of

the orchestras which were playing

here when the hotels were shut down
bri May 1 having disbanded, with

iSSmbers obtaining work in other

..cities.

The Sir Francis Drake, the first

hotel to offer music following the

reopening, has brought in Don Fran-

cisco's band for , its cocktail bar.

The management of the hotel is

planning to sign pne of three name
bands to open an indefinite engage-

jment Aug. 15. KFRC will continue

handling remotes from the Person

Room of this hotel for release over

the Mutual-Don Lee Network.
Joaquin Grill's band opened at the

Mark Hopkins' Peacock Court yester-

day. In order to avoid confusing

Ihe bandsman with an eating place,

the hostelry is billing him as Joaquin
Gill, Grift Williams is set to follow

him into the Mairk on Sept. 15. NBC
will handle the remotes from this

spot as in the past.

•. When Paul Pendarvis returns to

the Rose Room, Palace Hotel, tonight

his orch will brdadcast over CBS.
The Fairmont, which just began

to click musically with Joe Reich-
man's band when strikers closed its

doors, is trying to arrange a return
engagement for Reichman. The hotel

may switch from CBS to NBC if

Buccessful on the deal for Reichman.
•No announcement is forthcoming

from the St. Francis as to what it

will do about a band in its Mural
Room, which was without an orch
when the strike hit town.
Although most of the cocktail

rooms did a rushing business as soon
as the public knew that the welcome
mats were oiit again, managers of
the 19 hostelries closed by the strike

believe that it will take some time
before business jeaches normal.
The strikers returned to work on

agreements that provide for arbitra-
tion of wage and hour demands.
!rhe hotel owners conceded a point
On the hiring system in which they
will give preference to union em-
ployees.

Taxi Strike Perils

Philly Nitery Biz
Philadelphia, Aug. 3.

Nitery ops are looking forward
with dismay to taxi drivers'

.
strike,

which they voted to start Thursday
(5). Lack of cabs always means
serious biz drops in the late spots.

Drivers want 45% of take instead of

40, and guarantee of $18 instead of

$12. .

. Doc and Ike Levy, owners of

WCAU and a large chunk of Colum-
bia Broadcasting, are also behind
the cab company here.

RKO REOPENING

2 VADDE SPOTS

First circuit to set any plans for

the coming vaude season is RKO.

Two of its'spots, which dropped stage

shows in the spring for the duration

of the hot months, will reopen in

September.
'

Iiiitialer will be Keith's, Boston,

Sept. 2, with a show topped by Ethel

Merman, Three Stooges and Buster

Shaver (Brasnos). A colored unit

will probably follow this layout,

with Milton Berle' set to top the

show there the week of Sept. 23. .

Shubert, Cincinnati, which closed

entirely last spring with the dropping

of vaude, is also expected to resume
stage shows early in Sept. House
reopened Friday (30) with a straight-

picture policy for four weeks before

taking on the live talent.

RE-REVIEW OF BENNY

HELDS' BANKRUPTCY

At the request of Francis X. Sau-

chelli, theatrical face-lifter. Federal
Judge John C. Knox has set aside

the bankruptcy of Benny Fields and
his wife, Blossom Seeley. Sanchelli

claims Benny owes him $300 for

treatments and had failed to list the

debt among his liabilities. The mas-
seur claims Benny is not entitled to

a discharge because the actor had
not lived six months in N. Y. state
Ptior to filiag his petition. On
consent of Maurice Maxwell, Fields'
attorney, the matter was referred
back to Referee Oscar W. Ehrhorn
for review.
The Fields declared themselves

broke in 1935. The actor listed
liabilities at $13,648.11 and no assets,
Miss Seeley for the " same amount.
Among the creditors named were
Ruth Etting, for a loan of $500;
Jack Benny, loan on notes, $1,500;
George Burns, loan, $500; Abe Ly-
man, $100; Goodman Ace, $600.

SKELTON'S 10 WK. RKO

ROUTE AT $1,000 PER

Red Skelton, vaude comic, has

been booked almost solid through

all next season, and will double

present stipend. Since coming down

from Canada last January, Skelton

has been working steadily in east

and midwest niteries.

After opening at the Fox, Wash

ington, he has since played eight re^

peats. Current at the Hipp, Balti

more, Skelton goes into the State,

New York, on Aug. 12, and on same
night makes his big league radio

debut on the Vallee (Royal Gelatine)

program on NBC.

Following, S'-::lton is set for eight

weeks at the Chez Paree, Chicago

nitery, at $750 a week, a tilt from
the $500 he is now getting. Bill

Howard, RKO booker, has bought

him for 10 weeks, following his Chez

Paree engagement, at $1,000 weekly

for RKO dates.

Ed EiiUivan's Repeat

At State, N. Y., Aug. 26
Ed Sullivan, N. Y. News columnist,

comes back into Loew's State on

Broadway Aug. 26. Sullivan's stage

salary Is $2,250 net weekly.

At the State he'll be tied in with

the six team winners of the News'

annual Harvest Moon dance contest.

Each team gets $500 for the date as

prize for winning their respective

divisions in the contest.

SPOT-BOOKINi; OF

Kilby's Talent Quest
Harry Kilby, nitery booker, goes

to London at the end of this month
to Boone talent for the Hotel Adel-

phia (Philly) fall show in the Cafe
Marguery. Unique angle is that the

hotel is paying agent's- expenses.

Deal was arranged by Jack Lynch,

Cafe Marguery manager. Kilby will

be gone three weeks.

Circuits Evidence Leaning
Toward Package Shows
and Bands in Coming Sea-
son—Selling Point in 'Pro-
duction Angle' Mitigates
Lack of B.O. Personalities

PLAYING TIME

From all present indications, units
will again be the thing this coming
stage season. But, even more so
than last year, budgets will be more
important than entertainment.
All circuits, With the exception of

Loew's have made it evident to

agents and producers that they will

lean more towards package shows
than spot-booked vaudeville this

fall. Loew's with only two weeks—

^

the State on Broadway and Capitol,
Washington—will stick to its present
policy of playing straight vaude lay-
outs, with units booked only in rare
instances.

Unit budgets this fall will range
from $2,500 to $4,000, with the latter

tops except where a name band or
personality Is involved in the pro-
duction. "The higher priced the unit
is, the more limited will be its play-
ing time, while low priced shows,
especially those whose, personnel and
budgets can be trimmed when neces-
sary, will probably find from 20 to 30
weeks of circuit and indie time
available.

This does not include the $160-a-
day unit time through the south and
midwest, totalling more than 40
weeks last year and expected .to re-

peat at least this amount in the com-
ing season. Reports, in fact, from
the small-time unit locales indicate

that there will be even more playing
time in the 1937-'38 season for the
cheapies than there was available
in '36-'37.

Leaning towards units by the cir-

cuits is only natural with the grow-
ing scarcity of playable acts. Spot-
booking of b.o. shows is growing
more and more difficult yearly as
name acts continue to grow scarce.

With units, theatres at least have
the 'production angle' to sell.

Along wiCh units, theatres this

coming season will continue the
large-scale band bookings started

la&t year. Orchestras of radio and
cafe reps have proven to be one way
for the houses to overcome the lack
of b.o. stage personalities.

Circuit Time
Circuit playing time this coming

fall, however, is not expected to in-

crease over last year. RKO, cur-
rently operating with only two stage

weeks, Chicago and Cleveland, will

probably have around eight shortly

after Labor Day. Definitely set to

reopen are Keith's, Boston, Sept. 2,

and the Shubert, Cincinnati, shortly

afterwards. Dayton and Columbus,
full-weekers, Rochester, Syracuse,
Troy and Schenectady, split-weeks,

will also come in before Oct. 1.

Loew's will stick, with its two
weeks and share with Warners In

the booking of a third, the Stanley,

Pittsburgh. Warners is expected to

reopen a flock of one and two-day
stands in the Philadelphia area, but
will continue with only two imnort
ant stage show houses. The Earle,

Philly, and Earle, Washington.
Paramount, like last year, will

again rank as the most important
stage show circuit. To its current

five weeks. Oriental and Chicago,

Chicago; Metropolitan. Boston, Michi

ran, Detroit, and Paramount. N. Y.,

the circuit will add Shea's Hipp.
Toronto, and Loew's Montreal, which
dropped stage shows for the summer
last spring. iBcsides this total of

seven weeks, bookers Harry Kal-

chein and Charles Freeman Will have
occasional sta'^e show towns of

Soringfield, Mass., New Haven.
Conn., Omaha, Minneapolis, and the

four Interstate spots in Texss. Dallas.

San Antonio, Houston and Ft. Worth
Latter play strictly units, most of

them On percentage arrangements,

usually on a one-a-month basis.

Fields, McCoy Follow

Spitalny at N. Y. Par
N. Y. Paramount has its pit-band

policy set now till end of September.
Following Phil Spitalny's all-girl

orch, which opened at the Broadway
deluxer today. (Wednesday) for two
;o three weeiks, Shep Fields' crew
comes in with 'Angel' (Par). Then
Clyde McCoy, and, following. Tommy
Dorsey. Latter aggregation will

probably augmient the next Bing
Crosby pic, 'Double or Nothing.'

1937-'38
B&K s Agency-Buying Subsid, TBO,

Folds Sept. 1; Had Been Much Panned

RIVER NITERIES

DOING OK BIZ

Floating niteries are away ahead
on take this season over last, with
recent heat wave helping plenty to

lypo biz for the trio of floaters, Kay
Parsons' Showboat, S. S. America
and the Mandalay.
Parsons showboat has edge in both

entertainment and patronage of -the

;rio nightly traversing the Hudson.
This one, like others, offers a 35-

minute floor show and practically

continuous dancing from the time the

3oat leaves the Battery until return,

except with time out for the show.
All are doing but a single show, ex-
cepting when there's a large party

group on or when the sailing .crowd
: 3 too heavy to accommodate at one
time in the dance salon, where the

shows Are given.
Early season rowdines's, with rough

element making their own circle

around roped section to the exclu-

sion 'of more timid spectators, has
now been obviated to give all a peek
at the show.

Sail, show and music combos are

at $1 tap.

PTSBG. STANLEY SETS

EOCK OF STAGE BANDS

Pittsburgh, Aug. 3.

Continuing its policy of sticking

exclusively to bands, Stanley, WB
deluxer, has booked in Mai Hallctt's

outfit for week of Aug. l3 to follow
Jimmy Dorsey. After that, house
has in succession Clyde McCoy, Glen
Gray, Heidt and Eddy Duchin.
Pencilled in with Dorsey outfit are

Condos Bros., hoofers. Management
also tried to book Mary Dees, late

Jean Harlow's stand-in,, for a per-
sonal with this layout but deal fell

through.

Chicago, Aug. 3.

After a one-year try, during which

plenty of criticism was. leveled at its

tactics and dominating position in

the field, the Theatre Booking Of-

fice, Balaban & Katz show-buying

and agency subsidiary, dissolves of-

ficially as of Sept. 1.

Louis Lipstone, head of the T60
and booking manager, will remain

with B&K as booking manager for

the Chicago theatres. Associates AI
Borde and Dick Bergen, however,

will go into the indie unit producing

field.

Formation last fall of the TiBO by
B&k came as a surprise to the Chi-

cago trade! and show business in

general. It Was not the first such

.

attempt by a theatre operating out-

fit to also enter into a partnership
arrangement, but thus far no. such
maneuver had been successful. Para-
mount, in fact, which i? a partner
in the B&K Outfit, had a booking
partnership deal with the William
Morris office that never quite panned
out.

At one point In the short lifetime

of the TBO a number of the Chicago
agents voiced strong complaints
against what they called TBO's 'un-

fairness' in tying up talent. These
agents pointed to the fact that the
TBO, through its B&K tleup, could
Influence acts to switch to the TBO
as agents away from the independent
act-sellers. TBO w;is accused of

offering dates at the Chiicago and
Oriental, its two ace Chi stage show
spots, to the acts in return for get-

ting the privilege of representing the
talent for niteries, etc,

Lipstone entered blanket denials
against the accusations and the latter

soon died out.

As strictly booking manager of the

17 B&K houses and with the TBO
dissolved, Lipstone returns to his

former premise as buyer of the Chi-
cago, and Oriental shows. In this

end he cooperates with Hariry Kal-
cheim. Paramount booker in New
York.

Gene Austin Coming
East for Vaude Tour

Gene Austin is coming east next
month for his first vaude engage-
ments in this territory in three years.

First date is week of Aug. 13 at the
Michigan, Detrpit,. followed by a

stand at the Steel Pier, Atlantic

City, a week at the Hipp, Baltimore,
starting Aug. 27, and the following
stanza at Loew's Fox, Washington.

.

Jane Pickens' Solo Dates
Jane Pickens (Pickens Sisters),

whose first date solo was in last

year's Shuberts' 'Ziegfeld Follies,' is

now going into vaude on her own.
She opens at the Metropolitan, Bos-
ton, Aug. 12.

Starting Aug. 25, she'll augment
the Shep Fields orch at the N. Y.
Paramount. •

FISCHER EN ROUTE

WITH TOUES BERGERE'

Production on reopening Fhow
CFolies Bergere') of the French
Casino will not begin till Monday
(9), when Clifford C. Fischer arrives
from abroad.
Opening is scheduled for Aub> 20,

but thus far no important talent has
been contracted on this side. Fischer
is bringing a number of acts over
with him.

Casino's reopening will precede by
nearly two weeks the opening of
the International Casino, which is

skedded to debut first week in Sep-
tember. Among others, the opening
show v^iU include Bobby May, Gaud-
smith Bros, and Caligary Bros.'

HAERY ANGEE'S UNIT
Harry Anger's first unit under his

partnership deal with Irving Mills

goes into work in N. Y. late this

\eek..
Cast hasn't been completed, but it

gets a showing date at the Par-
amount, Springfield, Mass., week f

Aug. 26.

Felton Holding Over
At Urban Roof» Pitts.

Pittsburgh, Aug. 3.

William Penn hotel has lifted

Happy Felton's option for remainder
of summer at Urban Roof. He'll be
the first in spot's history to stick out
entire season. In past; Urban Roof
has usually had from three to five

different bands during the four-
month period.

In order to stay on, Felton had to

get a release from a previous con-
tract with the Biltmore, Providence,
R. I.

Eddie Conrad's New Act
Chicago, Aug. 3.

Eddie Conrad, late of Chi 'You
Can't Take It With You* cast, now
doing vaudeville turn, with girl

partner.

Girl is wife of Larrj Slate of Slat*
Brot.
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Burlesque Reviews

ELTINGE, N Y.
After judicious salary slicing, re-

ported as having shaved talent ex-

pense one-third, and.^n ideal sum-
mer rental arrangement calling for

reduced landiord take tor summer
months, this former burtey is doing
okay and- will undoubtedly continue.
Management reports bis generally

building, with near capacity at the

show caught Saturday night.

Revised lineup now has nine
ponies aiid six show girls, handling
dance numbers and parades; three
comics, 'Shorty' McAllister, Harry
(Stinky) Fields and Harry Evanson,
alternating in comedy bits and black-
outs; Chick Hunter, straight; Billy

Shaw, soub; Johnson Tritf, colored,

two men and girl; Miller Sisters,

spng and dance duo, and a brace of

acrowigglers, Ruleano and Jai-Leta,

I.atter duo alternate in semi-reveals
and torso manipiulation, without
either going in for legit strips. Re-

' duction ol the ensemble does not
hurt, since the stage is small,

Show, which . runs neariy two
hours, has pfenty 6f varied enter-
tainment and fast dancing,: but gets
tedious through a monotony of the
same trio of comics and type of ma-
terial, which is eveft' worse.
Show is plenty bawdy, with Mc-.

Allister and Fields the chief oifend-
ers via their threadbare, stereotyjjed
csmedy going two ways for meaning
and delivery. With them on it's a
revival of the same stuit that

(Continued on page 51

)

iOUIS GOMEZ
(GOMEZ . AND WINONA)

SIDNEY FISHER
7S/77«. ShaftMbury Av*nu*

PICCADILLY, LONDOM, ENG.

AGENTS
Birthday. Everyday, Convalescent

Greetlngr Csrd*
In B6)ied Asaortments

Very Mberal . Commisstona.
W^te tof partlfltilarft

DOROTHEA ANTEL
.

'iZB West IZbd St. N«w York, N. f

.

It Had to Come

Minneapolis, Aug, 3.

When Harry Hirsch reopens his

stock burlesque season at the Gftyety

Sept. 3 h^'ll try the experiment of

burlesque without comics. Just pro-
duction and girls.

Hirsch says that clever and tal-

ented 'burlesque comedians are few
and far between. Moreover, the

business blackouts and gags that

have been used by his supposedly
funny men during the past few sea-

sons have been, for the most part,

antiquated and stale.

Freda Pope Takes

Over Plaza, Pitts.

Pittsburgh. Aug. 3.

Freda Pope, Pittsburgh's only
femme night spot operator, will take

over Plaza Cafe this falU planning
for reopening next month. Miss
Pope, who formerly had a successful

place bearing her own namej ran
Show Boat here up until a year ago
when she stepped out ' following
trouble with State Liquor Board
over booze, license.

Plaza had been operated by John
Maganotti and Etzi Covato, band
leader.

Burley Goes Uptown
Indianapolis^ Aug. 3,

Kane Bros., who recently closed
the Empress, burley-film house;^ bave
signed a lease on Keith's tiieatre

to continue business on the same
policy.

This .will be the first time tn al-

most 40 years that burlesque has
been presented in the exclusive up-
town area, being heretofore con-
fined to the fringe ot the theatrical
district.

Harry Lewis and his .orch opened
at • Wilshire Bowl, Hollywood, . last
Sunday (1), replacing Larry Kenfis
combo.

he THEATRE of the STARS

Pin. BURLEY HOUSE

REOPENING STRIPPERS

Pittsburgh, Aug. 3.

Stopping of burlesque in-^ New
York apparently will have no effect

on Pittsburgh next season, for

George Jafle has just announced
he's reopening Casino for the year
on Labor Day. House has been
closed since middle of May.

Jaffe. figures he can grab off bur-
leycue topnotchers now-. Previously
many' of the more prominent strip-

pers refused to leave New York.
Casino was still open when Broad-
way shut-down occurred and agita-
tion started here as well, which sent
police, censors intot- local houses for

a check-up. They gave it a clean
bin of health, however, so Jaffe ex-
pects no - opposition' for 1937-38.

• IS YEARS AGO «

(from VARncTT §nS CUpptr)

States right market was picking up
a little. Had been iwetty tough for
some time.

Famous Players announced films

skedded for September release would
be slipped during July and August.
More celluloid needed.

WugbWaHasWoe;

Son Kows, Cops Pinch,

Judge Sets $500 Bail

Wugh Wa, Chinese vaude perform-
er and owner of fhe Shanghai Wugh
Wa troupe^ was given a hearing in

West Side CQurt, New York, Monday
(2) on. ehwge of employing a minor
Avithput a permit. , Wa waived exam-
inatiojft and was held for Special Ses-
sions in. $5()0' bail; which was posted

BiU Shilling, his -agent.

Court- fracas was result of per-
fwnheF's arrest at Republic, N. Y.,

July 22 upon complaint of the Chil-
dren's Society, alleging unlawful em-
ployment of his 10-year-old son in

the act. Tlie kid got away, which
burned the arresting officers, who
arrested Wa. instead of serving sum-
mons on him as is customary.

Jack Scholl and M. K. Jerome
have turned in 'Out of the Corner
of My Eye,' which- Dfck Foran will
chirp in Warners 'Two Watobns.'

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Henry Berlinghoff limping, around
with sprained ankle. Tried tennis
his first day here and slipped.

Jack Hirsch, Boston ftrst-riighteri

ogling town and boosting. Allan
Cross and Mickey Alpert, who have
done' so. much for this Actors' "colony.

v'Biir Cody, who has been con-
nected with several broadcasting sta-

tions, now the par-ex technician and
talker Jaetween recordings at the
local WNBZ.
Lake Placid Players, under the di-

rection of Elizabeth Stearns, doing
good biz. " Company includes Robert
Bardwell, LaVerne " Walker, Miriam
Lewis, Morton Woodcock, Everett
Gammon, Christian Clausen, Richard
O'Connell, Paul Forrest, Bradford
White 'and McKinley Osborne. This
week, 'Whistling in the Dark'; next
week, Noel Coward's 'Home Chat.'

Mr. and Mrs. Christy Matthewson,
Jr., have returned from Lewisburg,
Pa.

It's not snowing up here, but it's

cold.

Coming and Going: Lee Frazer, to

Montreal; Murray . Salet, to New
York City; Mrs. Dan Lee, to New
York City; Monty Fisher, to Albany;
Mrs. Barrie (Wendy's mother), to

Lake Placid; Joseph Grace, back to

Philadelphia.

Herbert Elder, who is doing nicely

at the Will Rogers', expects that

much desired o.k. so that he can re
sume work at the studios.

Write to those /whom you know in

Saranac, or elsewhere, that are ill.

Rasonond. Hitchcock standing *em
up at the N. Y. Palace, but act was
pretty weak. One of his star gags
was the Philly letter carrier shoot-

ing. Credited to Bugs Baev. Not a
strong scorer. .

N. Y. State was split week, but it

booked Bob Nelson- for the full

seven days—and he made good. Could
change.

Karjd Norman and Emma Carus
splitting the honors at the Majestic,

Chi. Pretty good for a summer bill

as bills were going.

Crane Wilbur out of pix for per-
sonal appearance at the 'Frisco

Orpheum. Big name then.

Philly airdome was using a, solid

sheet of ground glass for its picture
screen. Picture thrown from the
rear. vMade a good projection, but
hardly practical for theati^e.

Nat Lewis took two full columns
to advertise opera hose. Girls wore
stockings then.

Figured that 40 new shows would
be- on B'way by the end of Sep-
tember.

Shuberts, Orpheum and Pantages
in a three-cornered vaude jam in

Minneapolis! ',

Orpheum circuit announced its big.

time houses- would play thr^e-a-day
over the week-ends. - Juniors to do
four. Beginning of the end. .

Casino, Brooklyn,

May Drop Burley

For Stock Legit

With the way the censorial wind is

blowing, the Casino, Brooklyn, may
not reinstall Its burley policy when
reopening next month.

Ops are talking two other policies

for the house, either musical stock

or travelling legits—it there are any.

Stock show idea would give bpok
musicals, such as the Shuberts and
Gallo are doing on the outdoor ros-^

trum at Randall's Island and Jones

Beach, If this- should not develop, it

is likely the house will become a

spoke in Jules Leventhal's chain|
with Leventhal sending in shows^^but
not participating in house operarion.

Casino, formerly the De Kalb, had
been shuttered for years when taken
over last November by Sam Brisk-
man, who spent $50,000 rehabilitating
it for burlesque, which prospered
until Sam, and Harold Raymcmd,
operators of the Star,' Brooklyn, took
over the, Centurjr (formerly Teller's
Shubert) and crampied the Casino
take somewhat. Casino had been
playing burlesque 'and 6otored shows
when sloughed with other hurleys iii

the cleanup pirocess.

FNOW-

^jj^ CONTINBNTAr ROOM
UOTEI. STEVENS, CHICAGO

Sale^
Aug. 191

tre J

Write Of phone at once
for particulars to

2 P. M.
in the theatre
on the pier

Auctioneer
67 Liberty St., N.Y. C, Tel. BArclay 7-7000

PiM- 175^wid«, JOriMg Kith grant f§r SOT addmenal—Theatr* seMs 22NL:

ExjMsHioii HaN ISS'long, 75' high, also promenades, gwdens and storefc

LONDON'S FAVORITE DANCERS

Bob Robinson iVirginia Martin
53 Weeks London Hippodrome 6 Weeks Savoy Hotel

23 Weeks Charles B. Cochran's Revue 4 Weeks May Fair Hotel

fO Weeks Berkeley Hotel 3 Weeks Grosvenor House

10 Weeks on the Riviera

ALSO

Herbert Wilcox Musical Rim "Back Stage"—British Lion Musical Film "Fine Feathers"

Many thanks to all who have helped us. Sailing September 16th on President.Roosevelt
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Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK (Aug. 9)

THIS WEEK (Aug. 2)

Numerals In connection with bills below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week

RKO

CHICAGO
tmiaw (30)'

Duke Blllntfton One
CUEVELAND
raJBce (6)

'Puko ElUnjtton Ore

Vdn Ceiio L Mary
'4; pebonnalrCB

F'rsythe Seam'n & F
M'arjorle Galnsw'rth
Preisser Sla
Frank Ga.hy
Nelson's Elephants
KANSAS CJtY
lUTaliisfreet <4)

Fred Waring Oro

Loew

•NEW tOBK CITV
V . State (5)

>Icchlnnl Tr

AI Bernle
•Plfl D'Oraay
Jay C PUppen
.^^len? Denlzon Co

COLUMBCS
Broad (6)

Major Bowes U
.

WASHINGTON
Cnpltol ' (6)

Don Franclaco Co
Slim TlmbUn
GuB Arnhelm Ore

Appearing
AT

BEN MARDEN'S

RIVIERA
GEO. PRENTICE

TIa TvEDDT « SMITH

Paramoiint

NEW YORK CITY
ParamoaDt (4)

PhU Spltalny Oro
Dale Wlnthrop

BOSTON
SletropollUn (6)

Bio Bros
.N«ll Kelly
Dawn & Darrow
.Sander & Glanca
'BhanKhal Tr

. CHICAGO
' ChlcaKo <6)
-Herman Blng
-Paul Roblnsoa
Tip Tap Toe
Serge Flash

DETROIT
. Ikllchliran («)

Martha' Baye
KI' Cota Co
Harris Sh'nnon & C
Olvera Bros
Jack Williams

Casino <6)
Phil Hnlrrls Ore
Georges & Jalna
Art Jarrett
4 Craddooks
Arren & Broderlck
Vic Hyde
3IINNEAPOTiIS
Orplienm («)

Eddie Duchin Oro

Warner

PHII<ADErPHIA
Earle " <6)

France & LaPell
Marjorle Galnsw'rth
Saul Grauman Co
8 Stooges
Lela Moore

(30)
Clyde Lucas Oro
Pansy the Hor^e
-Joe & Betty llee

PITTSBURGH
Stanley («)

Jlninty Dorsey Ore
Freda Sullivan
CondtiS Bros

Art Frank
(30)

Will Osborne Bd
3 Stooges

,
WASHINGTON

Earle (6)

Titan 3
Don Gummlngs -

Mai Hallat Ore
Frances & Carroll

(30)
L'lazeeds
Brown & Amea
Steve Evans

.

Gene Dequlncy & L

Independent

CHICAGO
. State lAk* (6)

.Raymond WUbert
;6ll. Lamb
Tommy Sanford

I'onl Lane
Chilton & Thomas
KANSAS CITY. MO

Tewer (6)
4 Vespers
Will & G Aliearn

London

Week of Angust 2
Canterbury M. H.

' ' 1st hair (2-4)
Weelten Bros
3 Avernds

2d half (6-7)
Harry Wilaon

, Rhodes & Lane
^Trofttdero Rest.
Billy Bennett
•Aohem Kahn
: Wences
Murray & Mboney
3 Herons

BRIXTON
Astoria

Joe T^ss B(T
EAST HAM
Granada

J Maskeleyne Co
Louis Almaer
Neumnn, W & I

EDMONTON
Empire

.
McDonald 2 A Mills
Pasco & Dorothy

> ISLINGTON
Blue Hall

lat hnif (2-4)
Hnrry Wulson
Rhodes & Lane
. 2d half (6-7)
Weoken Bros'
3 Averads
OLD KENT ROAD

Astoria
Joe Losa Bd .

TOOTING
Granada

Mlo*ie" fz Arnova
Keith Wilbur
T-OTTENHAM
COI RT ROAD
Paramount

Al Borlln Bd
Johnny Nit
WALTHA STOW

GrunMla
McDonnld 2 & M
Paeco & Dorotljy

Provincial

Week of August 2
ABERDPEN

TlvoH
Jay & Cullen
<>aston & Andree

. Jimmy Heed
Ohappellc & C'rifn
^ Loose Screws
Raoqucllo Dome
'l""?, Rhyder & Pinr
AetlU ft Fontaine
ALDERSHOT
Hippodrome

"eorgo Robey
Renee & Godfrey
Armour Boys
Mllaom Si a
Teter White

Ormonde Pis
JasB & Jessie
Ara «: Zelta,
A janic.<; & Ptnr

DONCiSTER
Palace

Irenp Manspj
EIHMU'RGH

Regent
Snake'ps Johna'n Bd
Daly & Fo-T
Tirownlnj; &, Starr
Mnnitos
Olsen's Pea Lions
Luxor Ciill-C.i 11

.look McKny
4 A scots

KINGSTON
Empire

Afclque
Jack Barty
Murray & Mooney
Mexano's Bd
Les Fierrotys
Christian's Dogs
Adanos
Rego 2
4 Brilliant Blondes

rtVERPOOL
Paramount

Rawlcz & Landauar

Sliak«8pear«>
Naughton ft Gold
Doris Ashton
Wyn & Ivy
Ike Hatch
Chas Ancaster
Roy Davey
Hengl^r Bros

PLYMOUTH
Pala^^e

Geraldo Ore
H & M RIstorl
Charlie Hlggltis
Lester & Cranston
O'Henry Petros ft M
Barrie Sis

Cabaret BEs

NEW YOKK CITY
Barney Gallant'a

Betty Bowker
3 Musical Rogues

Bertolottl's

Jimmy Whalen Ore
Tommy Horris Ore
Yula Flournoy
Nysa AIna
Joyce Faye \

Greta Lewis

nill'a Ony Wl'i

Spike Harrison
Gus WIcke
Emltt Casey
Jerry White
Henry L^Marr

Calient*
Beth Raborn
Helen Shaw
Ruth Wayne
Carol Sis
3 Rhythm Boys
Callente Cabelleroa

Cliateao Moderne
H Leonard, Ore
Conauelo FJowerton
3 Crackerjacks

Claremont Inn
Jolly Coburn Org

Club 18
G Andrews Oro
Jack White
Pat Harrington
Jerry Blanchard
Frank Froeba
Jerry Kruger
Jerl WitheiB

Club Ganclio

Vaccaro's Orch . .

Jose Diaz
Trinl Plaza
LIta Moya
Helen Virgil
Dlrnitrl

Club MIrador
(Roof Garden)

Buddy Wagner Ore
Jack Osterman
Edith Roavk
Floria Vestoft
Gaye Dixon
Chiquita
Joan Vitkers

Club ^umnrl
Eliseo Grenet Oro
George Ncgrctte
Julio & Silvia
Portia Porter

Jnink Dempsey's
B Carpenter Or<t

El Chlco
Don Alberto Oro
Carlos Montoya
3 Pampero •

D'Avolos & A
Antonita Morales
.Jose & Patricia
Las Guarecltds
Rolando

' El Morocco
Ernie HolPt Oro

Frottca

Ralph Watklns Ore
Glen Island Casino

Nye Mayhew Oro
Carolyn Hughes
Lester Ludke

llU'kury Itoune

Joe' Marsala ' Ore
Jim Moorehead
Ray Blondi

Hickory Lodge
(Larclimont, N. V.)
Hei-ber Stclner Ore
Hal Kerry
Annabello Lee
il'i.vw'd Kesfunrmii

MItrhell Ayrea Ore
E Jclesnlck' Ovo
Jean Sargeant -

June Lorraine
6 Debonnlra
L. Manning & Mltzl
Kay Taylor
Bobby Joyce
Ted Adttir
Patricia Gllmore
Charm Ion
Asnca & T Nip Ji
Ruth Gaylor
Glen Popo
Hotel Amba8Biid«tr

Ramon Humos Ore
William Alder
Paul Taubman

lloiel Asfor

(Roof Garden)
Oz/.ie Nelson Ore
Shirley Llbyd
I.,nthrop Bros
Bobby Dupont
Olympic 3

Hotel Hlltmnr'
(Moonlight 'I'crrace)

Horace Ilcldt Orc<.

liiitrl Rdlson

Billy Swanson Ore
Hold Ksnet lloMsr

Nat Brandwynne O
Maxine Tnppln
Dick Stone
Johnny Blue
Murrny rnrun
R J Calinian

lintel <iov. Clinton

Phil D'Arcy Oro

Stuart Jules
Kay Marshall
Hotel I.eiliiKton

Andy lona Ore
Ray Kinney

•

Meymo Holt

. Hotel MrAhiln
(Roof Garden)

J Messner OrC;
Jeanne D'Arcy .

Hotel Murray Hill
(Fountain Room)

Joe CappI Ore
Nancy Garner

Hotel New Yorker
(Sainmer Terrace)
Evelyn Chandler
Baptie & Lamb >

Hotel Park renlrnl
(Cocoanut Grove)

Jerry Blain« c»rc
Hotel lVnna.t> unln

Tommy Dorsey Ore
Edythe Wright
Jack Leonard
Alien Storr
3 Esquires
Hotel Piccadilly

-iJeno Bartal Oro

Hotel Pierre

(Roof Garden)
Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel PIhzn

Will McCune Oro
Pancho Ore .

Paul Draper
Neila Goodeiie

Hotel Rooaevelt
Freddie Starr Oic
Hotel Suvo^ •PImiw

Bnille PrttI Oro
Russell Swan
Hotel St. George

(Brooklyn I

Ell Dantzig Ore

Hotel fit. Mtirtte .

(Sky GardenK)
Hal Richards Ore -

Grisha

Hotel St. Regis
(VIeuneue Roof)

Jacques Fra y Ore
A Rascb Dancev -

Hotel Tnfl
Gee. Hall Ore
Uolly Dawn '

otcl WuMorf-
Aslorln

(Starlight Roof)

Guy Lombardo Ore
Ralph Rutgers Ore
Marlssa Flores
Raphael
Hotel Wellington

Ed Mayehoff Oi'o

Jimmy Kelly's

Lionel Rand Oro
Joe Capello Ore
Montmartre Boys
Carter & Schaub
Jlmmte Costello
3 Raymonds
Danny HIggina

l4irue

Kddle Davia Oro
Hlrado Ore .

Le Coq Rouge
Iloraclo Zllo Ure
George Sterney

Le Mirage >

Harry Horton Ore
Ou<iulta
Marie .\lmonte
V MacNaughlon
Brown's' 3 ShuUea

i.eon A Rilillr'*

(Pago-PuRO Room)
Lou Martin Ore
Eddie Davis
Jane L'ee
Patricia Gllmore
Vivian Ray
Gloria Cook
Jnmea Keoi;un
Nelsons Cats
Kalnes 'I'aie ft S
Tcte ft Kongo Co
Mile Denlne
Norman ft jMoKay
Utoasa Costello

iMon Puria

Oene ToMdli'l* Ore
Laurence White
Murion Pierce
Versalllo ;i

Morl'n

Lou Ferris Ore
Tlie OukM

A I Lambs Ore ''

Tommy l.yinan
Gene Archer

Oiiyi ( lull

4 nplrlln of rih.\ i inn
Maxinc & Jniiice

I'lirudUe

Jiiy Freeman Ore
Ann Pemilnpton
Lucille Johnson
Andrews f>la

Place Kl4'guii(c

Dill Fsirrell
Mario BnKlnl
To to Canfi'losi

Rex Gavitte
Larry Mado Oro

Ralnbutv Gr|ll

Emery Deutsch Ore
Durelle Alexander
Helen Myers
Rvalyn Tyner
C & L Bonner
Glover ft La Mao

Rainbow Room
Al Donahue Ore
Eddie LeBaron Ore
Oliver Wakefield •

Lotto Goslar
Texas Tommy
Helen Myers
Dr Sydney Ross

Rlley'fl
(Saratoga)

Ramon & Renita
Wlnl SUaw

• Riviera
Mickey Alpert Oro
Val Ernie Ore
Lola Kay
Eddie Garr
Irene Beasley
Nick I.«ng Jr
Kay Picture
Paul Duke

Nad 1no Gae
George Prentice
Bon Yost Collegians

Sands Point Bnlli

Club
Paul RebuccI Oro

. Stork Club
Soiiny 'Kendis Oro
Gus Martel Ore

Snrfslde

(Atlantle Beacli)
E Madrlguera Oro
Henny Youngman
Don Ragonese

Tavern On Green
(Central Park)

Hufehie Barrett Ore

Valhalla
.Maurice Shaw Oro
.Marlta
Lorraine Barrett
Rohd Hal ,

Versnllles

H Rosenthal Ore
Joe Rodriguez Ore
Milton Douglas
Slmpaon's Co

L0$ ANGELES
Rail

Bruz Fletcher
Charles Lawrence

Beverly Wllalilre

Geo Hamilton ure
Hill more Uotvi

rimmy Gj-ier Oro
Lola ft Lewis '

Robert Gately
Ha'rtk the Mule
Terry Green
Delores & Andre
Dick Webster
3 Rhyttim Raarals

Cafe Century
Miller & Mantan '

3 Danrldge Sis
Cqreta
Marie- Bryant
Olivette Miller
Marcus Slayter
Peter Ray
Nat Colea
Cedes Ore

Cafe De Puree
Ted Dawson Oro
Marls Monterez
Helen Curtis
Lemare
Cafe International

Barrett & Wright
Ben Pollock Ore
Chaz Chase
Billy Vine
Caroline Mason
Beth Wilson
Dick Bennett
The Theodora
Dora Dean
Ginger Lynne
Lilly Ann Starr
Eleanor Troy

Cnfe l4» Hhc*
Wm Hoffman Co

Clover Club
Rob Grant Oro
Helen Thompson

.

Ciub Hawaii
Hawaiian Oro
CoMtMHIlt GrOTO

Geo Olsen'a Oro
Edgar Bergei?
Charlie- McCarthy
Edith Caldwell

Famous Uoor
Stuff Smith
Cozy Coe
Jonah Jones
Bddie Beal

Hawaiian Paradise
.«iol Brightfl Ore
Satlnl Tual Loa
Sol Hoopl

Wanda
Diana Toy

Lido
Les Parker^s Oro
Bill Roberts
Bob Searles
Dolores

Little Club
Jane Jones
Pdul Kendall
Helen Warner
Rose Valyda

Omar's Unme
George Redman Ore
Elm<r
Duvall & Tregg
Maxine Gregory '

Jo & Ann' Berkeley
PuclHo Sunset Club
Al Heath Ore
Bud & Helene
Harriet HlUard
June Morgan
Buddy La Rue

.

Palomar
Gene Krupa
Betty Van
Bruno Weiss 3
Jack Vlaskin
Hudson Metzgef- Gla

Paris Inn
Pete Contrelll Ore
Dominie Columbo
Ken Henryson
Sylvia ft Marjorle
Conchlta Toreno
Bronleo Bros
Henry Monet
Thora M^lthalson
Macguerita del Rio
Juan de Martinis

Seven Sena
Lonnle Melntire Or
Lily Gibson
HquoIuIu Dancers
Somerset House

Jack Owens
Betty Borden

Swing Club
B B B
Clarence Brown
Frankie Gallagher

Topsy'o

Al Eldredge ' Oro
The Dee Sisters
June Bruner
June Brady-
Betty O'Dulr
Lllllas Gilbert
Loona Rice
Aghes Johnson

Trocndcro
Dick Gasparre Or^

Ball-Ball

Billy White Oro
Dancing 'Dietrichs

Warden & Dade
Sally Joyce '

Blnckhnwk
Joe Sanders
Ronald' & Roberta
Pete the Newsboy
June Glory

Cites Parce

Lou Holtz

Helen Morgan
Georgie Tapps
Readlnger 2

Rosemary Deering
Lillian Carmen
Henry Busse Ore

Colonlmos
Bob Tinsley

Janls Andre
.Maxine DeShon
Dorothy Wahl
Willie Shore

CoiigreMM Hotel
(Casino)

Jesse Crawford
Helen Crawford
Chas Carlile
Bernhardt ft Q
Diaz, Don, D ft D
Tommy Trent
Varzoa & McDowell

Gay eO'o

roli^en
Ceovgia Lucky
Lew King
M ignon
Inptrld
Jules Novlt Oro
Marion Miller

Jack Elkins

ilnrry'a N. T-
<'ul»ar«t

Chns Engles Ore
Jack Irving

Yvetle
Tlioo Troy
.Mildred Kock
S Parisians
». B. H.
KWIev Sis
Piiimer yis
Dorothy Johnston

HI-HhI
'

riurns ft AVhIte
Soni .Shaw
Vivian Prwtor
l.orlH Lorraine

Hotel lllntnnrch

(U'nlnut Room)
Kitdle V'avzos Ore
l.iiflo (:»r<'ln

Walker 3

CHICAGO
Tho Duanos
Dean Murphy

Hotel - RroTOOrt
Dorothy Duval
Earl Smith
Commodore Duo
Joe Parlato

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Boom)
Jack Denny Oro
St. Morltz Ice Car'l

Kit Klein
Douglas Dufty
Bobby Hearn

Hotel figdewatcr
Beach

(Board Walk)
Bernle Cummins Or
Gloria Sutter

H Smith Ballet

Hills Circus
Northway & Danlto
LaVarre Bros

Hotel Lnsnlle

(Blue Fountain
Room)

Paul Sablln Oro
Dorothy Miller

Hotel Palmer lloiise
( Einitlre Room >

Eddy Duchin Oro
Holland ft Hart
Uruce Holden
Ellen Blair
Marl Lynn
4 Aristocrats
'Abbott Danuers

Hotel Sliermnn
(College Inn)

Frankie Mnatera Or
JacUlo Heller
Donna Dne
Ahcarn Bros
Chas Carrier

Hotel Stevens
(Continental Rtrami

Carlos Molina
Uiithania ft M'lc'lni
Frank Payne

noa Club
nilly Carr
.Nora Ford
'Douts' Burns
lOtt.i Reed
Ford ft Barnc.i

Vaclit Club
Vino Rinnldn Ore
Francs Willlama
E'ina .Sedgwick
Wlnt?y MannOne
Jackson, Mills & R

885 Club
Johnny Hornert
The Dictatora
Corlica ft Pnlnier
.Mary Jane Dodd

Burlesque Reviews

ELTINGE, N. Y.
(Continued froiiri^age 50)

sloughed the Mutual wheel and that
the City Fathers used in their argu-
ments to limbo the burlesque classi-

ftcatiot).

Evanson is less offensive, but never
gets a chance to be funny, either.
Chick Hunter makes a personable
straight, romping from one scene to

the other with the comics. And that
is some romping! Billie Shaw is

okay in the spub assignment, work-
ing in the skits and planting a couple
pf sock specialties, especially the
drunk dance.

Miller Sisters are a fetching
pair who also get over ndatly with
songs and dances. Johnson Trio
have blended their former vaude act
into the show, giving it in three sec-
tions and registering, as usual, on
hoofing.

Comedy bits have nearly every-
thing they'd bfeen doing for years in
burlesque save 'Ghost in the Pawn
Shop' and 'Irish Justice,* which just
couldn't be crowded in. And maybe
they'll be in next week. McAllister
and Fields are rowdy throughout,
especially in the 'Crystal Gazer' and
'Tailor Shop' bits, Evanson and
Hunter struggle valiantly with 'Life
Saver' and 'Telegraph Office,' both
venerable and refusing to be resusci-
tated.

Jal-Leta contribs a couple of dis-
guised kootchers, held in, but giving
a satisfactory amount of torso grind-
ing. Ditto for Ruleana. These, in
addition to the above-waist strip
tableaus, are all there is of the girly
angle reminiscent of former bur-
lesque, but the unsapolioed skits
probably are sufficient to satiiate ap-

PHILAOELPHIA
Ancliorage

James Craig
Manno ft .Strafford
Ed Sllverglade
Sally La Slsrr
Johnny Graff Oro
Izzy Bellls
Mildred Tolls

ArcMdlR Int'l

Milton Kellem Oro
Don Rcnnldo Oro
Mayfalr Girls (8)
Ed Sllverglade
Izzy Bcllls
Collette &. Barry
Eleanor Bowers
Irma Bundcl
Mario -VlUanl

RellevaeVStrMtford
(t*lanet Room)

Meyer Davis Oro
Ben Frniiklln ' Hotel

(Corul Cute)- '

'.Vloo .raffe Orq
Benny the Bum'*
Deloyd McKay
.Muriel Thomas
Snaha LeonofC
Frank Hfl 11 ,

Diana & D Cnmpo
Cedatwiiod Inn
(.Malaga. N. J.)

Jack Curtis
Bobby Evnna
Stump & Stumpy
CIn renee Mich Oro'
Franky Schluth

Embasny Club
Lee Pcrrlns
Pedro- Blanco Oro
Helen Heath
Warwick Sla
Joyce Henry
Dor6thy Deppin
Helen Benton '

Evergreen Casino
Henry May Oro
Billy Faye
Dolly Wellington
Miriam Brome
Ton'i Barry
Kathleen May
Jay King -

Harry Glyn
ISiS I.ocust

Babbles Shelby
.lane Farrcr
Kay Lavery
Virginia Young
Mclly Bonka
Linda Ray
Peanuts Stewart
Swing KIngM Ore
Hotel Adelphln Roof
Vfncpnt Rlzzo Ore
Harold Knight Oro
John L'ppmann
Al Bernle

.

Alice Dawn
Robbinu Fam
Vera Fern
1) ft D FItzglbb'onji
Diana Ward
Agnen Tolln
» Texas Hoclieta
Evan M Fontaine

l.an)bM Tavern
Larry Aleli Ore
l.lltle Ruthnkeller
Jack GrIfTIn Ore
Dorothy Bach
<«eorgt) ."^'cotti

Frances Carroll
.'^cnsatlon'l TItrillers
Ivahn ft DePinlo
eat Perry

I'lerre's

Manny Ln Hone Ore
Gaton ft OlaIre
Doris I'IcIiIh

lIctMy Bain
Jack King

RltTi-Carlton
(Crystal Room)

Van Levis Oro
Henry Patrick

31 Club
Bill Flske Oro
Blllje Brill
Brooks 2
Gene Onhorne
Lloyd Woods
Johnny Magnan

.

Silver Mke Inn
(Clementon)

Joe MlUkopf Oro
Beth Chains
Carlton ft Juliette
•Tanlce Thompaon-—
Carr611 & Lane

20th Century Tavern
Lou Lortgo Oro
Hazel Harman
20th Century Co (0)
Frankie Hyres
Wlnstead .1

Gray & Harlow.
Parrlsli Cafe

Bobby Lee Oro
Blanche Saunders
Fats Prlmere
S Parisettes
Chiekle Martin Co
Plocadllly Room '

<15^ Locust)
•!lohh Hiimilton Ore
Jackie Mablle
R'beHega WllltHms
Patsy Evans
Fats Smith
Lulu Mae
Lillian Fitzgerald
Cora Green
Uutkin's Hathskellei

Agnes Willis
Helene Hart
Black & Myer;i
'Zolley Ramblers Or
Trank Pontl

Stamp'* Cafe
Jack Hutchlnaon
Bella Belmont
Billy .Slier
Joan ft George
T#a Vonne
Flo Hu(ae
Johnny Walsh

Viking Cafe
Penn Fuy Oro
Jh)w Foster
Evelyn Barnes
Sla MeCall
Harry Sweeney
Geo Hnrrlgan
Jack Finnev
Johnny Rellly

Weber's Hot Hrao
(Camden)

Loula Chalklh Oro
Kay Miller
Reed, Thrift & R
Bobby Del Reo
Jjernanlo de Pace
Penny Spencer
Instrumental 3
Hugo Klee
.Sid Golden
rise Hart
Eldoradlnna

Sunset. Inn
Ace Pancoaat Ore
Bctly Vallone
Chubby Reed
Al (lornarg
Belly Scott
Dun McGarrlpran
Claire Rt Claire
El Marple
Billy Wlnaton
PcH4-o<'k Gardens

Sylvan Herman Ore
Vorktown Tavern
Billy ,Seln Ore

DETKOiT
BloKHoin lleutli

Jfi-i-y .fohiK.on ()rc
Ktlna & S Torre nre
Uook-Cndlllar. Hotel

<ruMlno)
Ron Perry Ore

Oafils
Annette
.NicholH ft Sylvia
.Madyl.vn KInf;
Josephine ('nintilifll
«'h«Trlie I.azin 0(c

I'lanlaHtwr—
(RhythirmnlacM

.t ROCCOB
S Tops
Earl Wdlton Ore

Powliiitun

VVjll Hondfrson Ore
Rellly ft Bmrnctt

SakR
a Kavnnagh Ore
Webster: Hall Hotel

(Cu4:ktail Grill)

Art Mooney Ore
The Great Haskell
r.ola & Andre

petites of those who demand their
burly raw.
Sapoliing i$eems to have gone di.s-

tinctly awry here. Somebody must
have copped it, and they haven't
missed it.

APOLLO, N. Y.
(42ND STREET, N. Y.)

This former burley stand is in its
third week after the sapolio process
and is figured to stick, despite nut
being around $6,000 weekly and con-
siderably above that of the Eltinge,
across the street and its only op-
posish. This one took it on the chin
with others on opening week, with
considerable biz improvement last
week and gradually mounting this
week.
Ann Corio, ace stripteaser before

the censorial era, holds over a third
week. So do most of the others,
with exception of Bobby Barry, who
replaced gap of Joe Morris. Miss
Corio has done plenty, as she usually
does, to hypo the box office and may
stick indefinitely if other bookings
do not- interfere.

Current week's show, still cap-
tioned 'Follies,' is a lavish produc-
tion, colorfully costumed but not too
cover-uppy on chorines and femme
dancers. In motif, it looks like a
gradual slide back to burlesque, not
of the dirt show and peeling calibre,
but more like the refined cantantas
of the erstwhile Columbia wheel.
The idea seems an all-arbund clicker
for house and audience response.
There's plenty ot past era bur-

lesque formula in the blackout
stanzas, sans former dirt and more
effective. Ditto for the stripping,
and there's plenty of it, but handled
in an artistic manner that is neither
offensive nor liable to bring down
censorial wrath. Thanks to the
showmanship of Emmett Callahan,
managing director, and Allen Gil-
bert, producer of the shows, who is
gradually s)\bwing spark of another
John Murray Anderson in the
making..
Reversing the nondescript thrown

together numbers, which • with addi-
tional evils put burlesque on the
toboggan, Gilbert in this one goes
more for warm weather routines of
stage pictures and ^drades, although
there are a sufficient number of
peppy dance routines hy the ponies
to make admirable contrast. Comedy
is soniewhat weak, some b^ts effec-
^e.and- othets not, but the artlBtic
handling of femme unadornmeht is
done with class and everything knits
for good efitertainment.
Spacing the glrly numbers, Mor-

ton and Arthur Havel spot some
food clowning on their own. Ditto
lobby Barry, who hasn't cracked

burlesque since Columbia circuit
days, when he was teamed with Al
K. Hall in Sam Scribner's 'Maids of
America." Barry is . a' pint-sized ec-
centric comic who fits in neatly with
Bert Grant, Havels, Joey Pay,
Thelma Temple and Dorotjiy. Ryan
in the comedy blackouts. Barry also
spot? some foolery topped with a
Harry Lauder Impresh that's okay.
Standout in comedy is the 'The
Transformer,' with Grant as a nutty
inventor, and Joey Eay as. stooge,
which worked up for plenty of
laughs. 'Cut Up and Bleeding,' con-
scripting Pay, Havels, Grant and
Misses Temple and Ryan, wherein
Havels have to wrestle the nitery
waiter for the check, also registers.
So does 'Skin Game' and 'Song
Plugger.'
Ann Corio holds up neatly in three

spottlngs. First in a phony inter-
view bit with Havels, where she
strips down to panties and brassiere,
then an audience number; 'Give Me
a Little Kiss,' but provides raal
socko strip in 'Girl at the Brook'
allegory. As the timid maiden at-
tempting to cool off in a wooded
brook stream, she reveals everything,
lust as neatly, if not more so, than
before ban of striptease.

Mile. Deleys, attractive aero dancer
and cortortionist, also incorporates
a neat strip in her number. Jimitiy
Lewis and Dorothy Ryan alternate
on the warbling.
Show runs practically two hours,

with film shorts and candy butcher
spiel spacing. Lightine, costuming
and effects are distinctly Broadway-
ish, especially the spectacular
rhinestoned staircaise utilized in sev-
eral of the numbers wherein the
chorines give them plenty of abovc-
the-waist eyefuls.

Hardeen Into Apollo, Burly

Hardeen, illusionist, will be spotted
at the downtown Apollo, N. Y., week
of Aug. 16 as an added attraction to
the house's burley show. Deal was
set by William Schilling.

Hardeen is
, a brother of the late

Harry Houdini.

Jamtt Stays in Dallas
Art Jarrett is being held for an

additional 10 weoks at the Inter-
national Casino, Dallas. His first
10-week contract terminates Au&
21.

Larry Puck of Lou Irwin's office
set the deal.
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LOEWS STATE, N. Y,
Ip .the light. o£ vaude's condition

in the past several years, the . cur-
rent stage show at this house looks
lijke an accident. Three, of the fLv6
acts are in the comedy class, and
till . this week it didn't appear as
though there were that many laugh
turns left in all of vaude. That
much risibility-shaking in one show
nowadays is news, but the State's
booker didn't let matters re&t there.
He topped the layout with b.O. via
the Gus Arnheim orch and opened
it with a slack-wire novelty that's
okay for suspense.

Totaling all this and adding to the
William Powell-Luise Rainer co-
starrer, 'The Emperor's Candlesticks'
(MG), the State 'should arrive at a
healthy gross.

Comedy .acts are -Charles 'Slim'
Timblin, doing his colored preacher
turn; Stuart and Martin, one of the

.
outgrowths of the original Mills,
Kirk and Martin trio, and Luis Zin-
gone, sleight-of-hand worker who
paces his act much along the same
lines as Fted Keating. Of the three,
Zingone is weakest in getting lau!*hs,
but that's <chiefly due to his piling
on the talk too thickly .and ^Iso his
habit -of stuffing the punchlines. His
appeai-ance and, his magi9, hpwever,
are okay.

Stuart (and
:
Lash) and Martin

have been teamed about a year and
their improvement in that time has
been steady. Right now they rate
as one of the better male comedy
acts' 'around, runnings the gamut, of

' low hoke, gags and singing in 14
• fast minutes. Timblin's turn, though
standard for years, is still plenty
socko ori the comedy end. He's in
next-to-closing with assist from an
unbilled mixed team, while Stuart
ahA Martin are in the trey slot and
Ereceded by Zingone. Opener is
ton Francisco, who starts on ' the

slackwire as a dsunk and then ne-
gotiates a difficult handkerchief lift

and some wild swinging, before bow-
ing off.

'

' Thev^Arnheihi orch on the State's
Btag^e, arid the Arnheim orph in its

. recent appearance at the New
Yotker Hotel, are two different com-

' bos in tone. In the State this crew
oif 13 musicians is blasting as com-
pared with its sweet, inusre for the
hotel's dance sessions. And most
times that foj'te b^ass work isn't any
tdo musical. ^

. -T^Vo
,
excellent specialists, Meta

.
Carlyle, hoofer, and June Robbins,

, torcher, plus the Rhytbmanlacs.
swin.?y quartet , ol' musicians out of
the band, lend plenty to Arnheim's
impression here, Mjss Carlyle de-

- livers but one rhythm dance routine;
Miss Robbins smigs two songs, 6f
which 'Alexander's Ragtime Band'
IS by far the best, while the Rhyth-
nianiacs swing two songs in what

- Arnheim classifies as the '52nd Street
manner.' Four boys ar6 diwi^d up
as bass-whackfer, xylophbnist, clar-
inetist and guitarist and they're good

_ musiciains.

Arnheim, unlike his debut in the
east as a maestro at the Palace back
in 1929; is now almost strictly a
baton-waver. His only piano session
currently is for a medley of three
songs he wr6t6 a few years ago. At
the Palace he stuck to the piano
throughout, but the switch was prob-
ably necessitated by recent trends,
which forced maestros to double as
m.c.s.

Stage Show in entirety runs 69
minutes, the Arnheim band taking
up 28 minutes of that time, and biz
openmg night (Thursday) was okay.

Scho.

EARLE, PHILA.
Philadelphia, Aug. 2.

Earle's stage show is well-rounded
and generally entertaining although
lacking in marquee draw that house
has had of late. Clyde Lucas, not as
yvell known here as some orch lead-
ers, has a well routined, fast-moving
program and audience showed more
enthusiasm than any Earle crowd has
in some time.
Show opened with the orch (15

men) playing 'Twelfth Street Rag,'
following with a medley of current
hits. Boys look neat in blue and
^fl'ay outfits and background is at-
tractive and not garish. Unusual
feature, noticeable from the start, is
doubling ability of virtually all the
members. They jump from one in-
strument to another with bewildering
ease, playing one as well as the other.
Lucas himself does a fine trombone

,
solo of 'September in the Rain' and

.
then takes part in a vocal trio ren-
dition of 'Let's Call the Whole Thing
Oft' that rates and gets a. good hand.
After that, the first of the snecial

features is spotted, a dance offering
by Joe and Betty Lee. . "They're a
good-looking young couple. Start-
ing with graceful ballroom waltz,

,
they follow with a faster dance with
a Spani.sh air and end up with a
modified and. restrained truckin'
number. All three are well done.
The orch' then gives a noveltv.

'Nero,' which has plenty of comecVv
effects .and registers strongly. Lucas'
brother and partner, Lyn, sings
'Wher.e .or When' with a pleasing
tenor and has the audience with him.
:Two marimbas are then hauled out

and various members of the orch
.handle .the sticks skillfully with Lyn
Lucas singing. He demonstrates that
serious ballad singing is by no means
hi!* only forte bv his very amusing
version of a (Jhin^man singing a
rhumlm- in Spanish. It's top-notch.

• Seven member.'' of the orch then
cotne down to the footlights with

their violins , and play 'Smoke Gets
in Your Eyes.'

'Pansy,* the human horse,, is then
introduced by Lu-jas, .Florence Mayo,
a shapely blonde, brings this remark^
able equine on. Act is- one of the
best of its kind, with both front and
hind legs doing remarkable athletic

and dancing stunts. The Martins
who 'play' them are introduced by
Miss Mayo at the end.
Three vocalists follow, singing

'Little Boy Blue,' and Lucas does a
bit on his trombone. That leads into

a short but effective finale.

Pic is 'Fly-Away Baby' (WB).
Water*.

TABOR, DENVER
Denver, July 30.

Mildred Harris Chaplin tops the

stage show, and unlike many from
Hollywood who have been in Den-
ver, she doesn't just say *I hope you
like me'—she goes ahead and sings

and makes audience like her. But
why spot a mike smack in front of

Ler face? If the loudspeaker sys-

tem is necessary put one on each side

of her and let the crowd get a good
look at her. She's easy to look at.

She's best impersonating Hefen' Mor-
gan singing 'Those Little Thmgs You
Used to Do.'

,

Gus Murcay & Co. use harmonicas
and do a good job of it. The blonde
femme gives Gus a run for his

money when it comes to getting re-

sults from a mouth organ.

Roy Dove juggles to open the
show. Uses three balls, three cigar

boxes, fou^.hoops and Indian clubs.

Okay for an 'opener.

The line does the usual three rou-
tines, first a gypsy number, with gay-
colored costumes and with Fred
Rawles singing. Beth Seymour
pleases with novelty sold dance. In
the swimming hole routine girls

wear one-legged, checkered • overall

suits and large , straw hats. Lolly
Garris, one of them, sings. For finale

the girls, have -long skirts split down
the front so they can spread them
with hands. Second time on they
have colored 'balloons. Virginia Per-
kins, of. the line, - does a neat solo

dance. Back drop splits to reveal
one of line with bunches of colored
balloons and- acts parade as curtain
falls.

'Good Old Soak' (MG) on screen,
and crowd only fair for first show
Friday.' Rose.

MET, BOSTON
Boston, July 29.

Variety and good production make
this bill satisfactory. Talent ranges
from solo ballet to Waldorf's Boxing
Bear (New Acts), and in between a
fair assortment of conventional
vaude.

. Niela Goodelle, singer, is fea-

tured. Although there was no indi-

cation from the matinee crowd that
she was well-known, there' was
plenty of . evidence that they liked
her work. Possessed of a sweet
voice. Miss Goodelle stands out like

aVmillioh. Wise in the selection of
numbers, 'Johnny One Note,' 'First

Time I Saw You' and 'God's ChiHuns
Got Rhythm,' she demonstrates her
versatility to okay returns.

Another soloist on the bill, who
has too little to do, is Piroska, su-
perb ballet dancer. His brief bit is

the highlight of. one of the brightest
production numbers ever staged at

this house. The 16 line girls do a

ballet number to introduce Piroska,
and ^s the number opens, the scene
is set so that the audience gets the
impression of sitting on stage, look-
ing out- into another auditorium.
Footlights, shining into the audience
and a backdrop depicting a theatre
interior. At this point one gets the
thrill of seeing a Degas painting
come' to life. The footlights, then
black out, scenery turns aoout,. and
the set is reversed so that the girls
now lace the real audience and the
production returns to the conven-
tional. John Lonergan,. line direc-
tor, and Leo Morgan, producer, both
rate bows for this gem.
Masters and Rollins, have quite a

fiing in a nonsensical session of
hokum,, gagging and eccentric danc-
ing. Miss Rollins is tall, loosc-
.iointed and puts rippling rhythm in
her bumps, and her gawky, goofy
hokum gets the mob. Master's big
moment is a good, but Conventional
eccentric dance that climaxes in slow
motion work, earnings him some
potent plaudits.

Next-to-shut is George Prentice
and his Punch and Judy specialty
that registers well with both chil-
dren and adults. To set this scene,
a gypsy camp, the booth projects a
colorful woodland eft'ect that grad-
ually fades to the actual settin.s; in
which violinist Mario Mantini, from
the house orchestra, is soloing 'Play
Gypsies, Dance Gypsies' -to create at-
mosphere. Very effective,
William El Gota and company fill

the deuce with comedy xylophone
woi'k. Billed as 'world's greatest
xylophone player'' El Cota i.«! nothing
more than a good pei'former on the
wooden cleats, and his comedy is

never hilarious. His clowning of
'Lazy Bones' is excellent, however,
and a good closer of the act. His
femme partner does an okay daffy
ballet bit,

Georgie Hayes -is featured in ac-,

robatic. toe dance number in the
oppning line routine.

'Exclus'v;?' (P<u-> is the featu'-c. .

Fox.

ORIENTAL, CHI
Chicago^, Aug. 2.

House is becoming slip-shod in its

v'aude operation; it is seeking the
easiest way' out of every situation,
and is not making the niost of its op-
gortunities. Instead of trying to
righten up every little good point,

it is simply letting itself go by the
wayside.

Current show is a sad example of
this growing habit of being 'sloven.
They are presenting a hopelessly
draggy, wilted and soggy show,
where it might just as easily have
been a bright, beaming and catchy
performance. On the show are three
'picture' names, Pop-eye, Betty
Boop and Gene Austin. On the
screen, in addition to 'Wild Money'
(Par) is the line-up of the Walt Dis-
ney Academy Award cartoon win-
nifcrs. The whole cavtoon idea might
have been spliced together in a
frothy type of stage show that would
have meaning, lilt and lift. .

But instead they run it off in
vaude style without taste, build-uo
or showmanship. They have Pop-
Eye in the person of ' Harry Foster
Welch working all alone on a mam-
moth shelf. Behind set, far back in
three, is a crummy black drop
against which is set a small, cheap
boat cut-out. It looks like a postage
stamp against that drop. Welch looks
awfully lonesome uo there on that
wide, bare stage. He does a small-
timey routine, imitating guitars, cal-
liopes and jewsharp. It's cheap stuff
from every angle, and makes a soggy
doucer.

Mae Questel is senarated from
Pop-Eye by a chorus routine seem-
ingly spotted without reason. Her
Betty Boop still good vaude. Han-
dles herself smartly, getting every-
thing possible out of her 'dute' style.
Her 'Dangerous Betty Boon' number
remains okay stage stuff. Makes
good appearance, but should stop
pulling at her shoulder piece. It be-
comes annoying. Fortunately Miss
Questel works in one with a pianist,
so things don't look so barren.
But they're back to an emoty full

stage in the last act with Gene Aus-
tin, even though he works right up
against the footlights and mike. Aus-
tin has lost plenty of beef and doesn't
look like himself. But . he comes
through well enough on his vocaliz-
ing. His two instrumental helpers
aren't of any real help.
Pop-Eye, Betty Boop and Austin

make it three singing acts. Opening
act of Gene Granese also has consid-
erable warbling. It's an old-fashioned
comedy act with Italian dialect, and
not particularly suited for this
housed
Real click of the entire flve-acter

was the acrobatic turn of the Gilbert
Bros. Always the finest of finesse on
.gymnastic bar routines, they turned
in a bang-up session here on Friday
night.
Show lacked bulk and there was

nothmg to hold it together. It tended
to fly apart every minute. The possi-
bilities for a production setup this
week to build a genuine 60-minute
show that would have bulk, depth
and meat were there, but the house
neglected to make proper use of
them. Gold.

TOWER, K. C.
Kansas City. Aug. 2.A good picture invariably brings

a letdown in vaude section. Pic this
week is 'Willie Winkie' (2(Hh),

Just about tlie roughest bill pre-
sented here in a long time. Both
from physical and production angle.
Jaw whacking, eye gouging and conk
hammering pace the bill's dreary
course and it's all left to cute 5-year
old Patsy O'Connor to gather the
pieces in her capable hands and give
the bill an excuse for its existence.
However, her routine is thrown to-
gether with total disregard fpr the
physical endurance of a child.
The whole bill with the exception

of the tiny Miss O'Connor leans
heavy to eccentricity. Roy, Lee and
Dunn, male hoofers, open cold with
knockabout and soft-shoe. Two of
them put over a nice drunk bit. They
finish with rag dolls.
Stevens Bros, and Big Boy, lour

hnen and a Russian l?ear. can't make
up their minds whether they want
to be another stooge act or an animal
turn. As stooges tliey're boring and
as an animal act—^well, the bear is

a nice clean-apoearing animal who
probably longs for the steppes more
than he does the four-a-day. The
men burn a lot of energy rassling
the bear.
Jack and Bill O'Connor open for

the Four O'Connors (there are live,
however) with hoofing and ga.agin?
that would ordinarily tadie but bv
the time they're on audionce is a bft
weary of knockabout. They brin?
on their mother, Effie O'Connor, who
still does a top tin-ie step and also a
kid brother, Donald, who sing.-?, hoof.s
and gets jerked about by his older
brothers.
Palsy O'Connor then moves in for

'Irish Eyes,' and when thorou.u;hl.y
winded by some fast taps tackles an-
other tunc. Line treits on decked
out in kilts. They, fling long cnouu^h
for the recently scrammed Miss
O'Connor to don kilts and reappear
with . Harlan Christie who paclcs a
bag-piD, for a flash finale. 'Which
.^ivcs the bill a tie-in with the screen
f(>-'iiire. Line is seen midway iw the
hill in a Mickey and Minnie Mouse
routine. New S'xos amoiig the ponies,
neat lookers, too.
John C(rfvin, 18-year-old local

canary,- barytones a pop to fine re-
turns. With more' experience back
of the guttered mazdas he'll be oke.
A comej.
Judy Conrad's orch is on the stage.

Hoyt.

LYRIC, INDPLS.
Indianapolis, July 3D.

Noble Sissle orchestra and revue
perform a nice job on stage here this
week. Outside of about two acts,

they don't do much but they 'sell' ii

big and their smiles nxake the show
play well.

Sissle, who claims this as his home
town, having attended Butler college
here, has been played at the Lyric
for a week each summer during the
past three years. The house adds a
couple of acts to bolster his special-
ties and . the ads plug, it as Sissle's
own revue.
Gordon and Rogers and the team

of Chilton and Thomas are added.
Working well down in the show, the
former team opens with comedy tallv

that is fair and then goes into some
'break-a-leg' dancing which stops the
show cold. Both boys are dressed in
loud suits and that with their vigor-
ous 'selling' put them over. Chilton
and Thomas, more polished dance
team, work in the closing' spot just
ahead of the finale and do their usual
pedestal dance routine. They go
well, but Gordon and Rogers have
made it tough for them. Sissle has'
done his best to separate their ap-
pearances by presenting a couple of
band numbers between the two acts.

One number is 9 Gershwin tribute,
'You Can't Take That Awav from
Me,' and the other 'Bugle Call Rag.'
The remainder of the show up

ahead is Sissle's. His band opens
with 'I Got Rhythm' to get away
nicely. Edn^ May Harris is on sec-
ond, singing a chorus of 'Love Is
Good for Anything That Ails You,'
and then dancing for a finish. Four
members, of the band, introduced as
the Swingsters, form a hot combiha-^
tion around the microphone in the
next spot to do two fast numbers to
good results. Billy Banks, band's
soloist and comedian, does two num-
bers to a moderate reception. Sissle
himself, who has a modest, self-ef-
facing nanner that pleases, takes the
spotlight next to contribute an origi-
nal dramatic recitation with a med-
ley of music as a background. It's

the real sock in the first half of the
show and then Sissle brings on Gor-
don and Rogers who' carry on well.
The entire show is played by Sissle's
band from the stage. The house band
is vacationing.

'San Quenlih* (WB) is the picture.
Biz was good Saturday afternoon
with a capacity house at the second
of the five performances of the day.

STATE LAKE, CHI
Chicago, Aug. 2.

Traditions don't mean a thing to
this house any more. They've got the
house band woi'king the first half
on-stage, and the second half in the
pit, complete reversal of the. usual
procedure. But cover up by present-
ing a fast' bill of good, solid vaude
acts. So good that enthusiastic regu-'
i^rs of the State-Lake audience were
ready to let any and every act halt
the show. And, by the time the Bor-
rah Minevitch Rascals - (minu:s Mine-
vitch) are finished, it's easy to see
that the upsetting of traditions was
a necessity. Had the harmonica foot-
ers been spotted anwhere else except
.lust before the picture, they'd have
held things up indefinitely. As it

was, the applause backgrounded the
picture dialogue for several minutes.
And that's unusual.
Every bit of the enthusiasm was

deserved by the Rascals. That they
play fewer class-tune arrangements
makes no difference. They're "better
vaude without them, especially
since the comedy has been developed
to its present high i>eak. In the com-
edy, everybody works to Shorty, and
he comes through with a character-
ization which is artistry.
A little more careful staging would

be desirable, with the boys doing
the bits working down a little more.
Working up, the rest of the gang
blocks therni off from half the audi-
ence.
Bobby Pincus, around so often he's

looked upon as. a home-town boy,
uses sections from his several rou-
tines, and gets his goofy humor over.
Dance lesson, Helen Morgan burly,
little girls, bits are all in, as is some
gagging with new blonde stooge. Her
contributions to the Pincus act rate
only fair. Sings and hoots a bit, but
seems to lack a sense of comedy.
Captain Spiller and his three seals

fill the deuce snot. Latter handle
themselves much better than does
the captain, from the standpoint of
showmanship. Clicked here.
Toy and Wing, boy and girl Orien-

tal hoofers, have an act that's class.
Until he goes cute with his talking.
Then they have to do another of
tliejr banrr-up tap routines to wear
off the bad taste. Finish off with ac-
robatic stufl' which includes flying
splits, and, if he hadn't talked to the
audience, the audience would still be
talking about thcip.
House line comes through with

only one routine this Week, as the
opener, but it has the combined ef-
fect of three. An acrobatic turn this
time, with every girl doing special-
ties, which would be a credit to an
individual act. They got applause,
and how!
Picture is 'Armored Car' (RKO).

.•jnd business at third show, onening
day, good. Loop.

CAPITOL, WASH.
Washington, July 31.

Straight vaude back this week, but
following house usual' policy of
working it in through novel manner
the informal touch is at. the outset
when classic overture, introduced
dead straight, • is .ihterrupted by
stonip rhythms behind curtain, turn-
ing out to be Vic Hyde's one-man
band. Curtain open to find Hyde
banging away on his paraphernalia-
filled stand and, after bit of debate
between Pit. Maestro Lampkin and
Hyde, he takes over for regular act
House went for the.novelty,-: although
they were obviou.sly more impressed
with.idea than with his music, Wind-
up playing three trumpets and tap-
ping at same time got hini off with
nice hand.
Newsreel follows as usual after

overture and then into regular bill
introduced by Lampkin; First is Bert
Nable & Co'., whose acrbbatid cat
pantomime went over nicely. Girl
in. modified cat tap costume gets by
oka with contortionist dance and two
cats back .oii for flash finish. Act
ends abruptly, audience

. assuming
girl is used for others' costume
change, but sudden close leaves 'em
at peak.
Guy Robertson out on ramp next,

greeted by light hand that makes it

obviousvhe isn't as wiell known as
was expected. 'Never in a 'Million
Years,' 'Was It Rain' and 'September
in the Rain,' all sung straight, are
just songs and his two dialect stories,
well told, but lacking wallop, are
just stories. It's when he gives 'em
'Song of the Vagabonds,' after ex-
plaining the; setting, that he really
wins the house. ..Took two -bows
and could have done encore, but
rested on what obviously is his top
number. '

..

'

Wind-up is return here of - Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Crawford and their two
Hammond Organs, this time backed
up by 13-piece daiice band. Directing
with baton while seated at organ and
getting up to movable mike .nearby
to make announcements gave turn
informal air that went over big in
straight organ shows, but with band
it Was a little fiat, -Whole show
.seemed to. be. a clash between specr
tacular dance tunes and soothing
organ stuff, Both were surorisingly
eood and house went for 'em, but
Crawford's aim to maXc a unique
blend didn't blend. . One of best fea-
tures of band portion was use of
quartet of euphonium horhs,' which
Crawford claims are being, intro.-.

duced in dance unit for first . time.
Big and boomy, they look and sound
plenty smart and arrangements make
full use of them. Mrs. Crawford's
.solo is -'Chloe' and Jesse gives 'eni

'When Day Is Done.' both socks. Fin-
ish with hefty flash on 'Merry-Go-
Round Broke Down' and applause
lasted through trailers.

Pic is 'Slave Ship' (20th) and biz
fair. Croig.

Embassy Ne'wsreei, N. Y*
Japanese-Chinese war crisis is a

terrific life-saver for new program.
Otherwise, most of topics are mark-
edly dull, even usual freak and
comedy clips being below par. And
the sad part of the current newsreel
coverage of Jap-Chino difficulty is

that nobody has actual, recent battle
picturization.

Consequently, Metro's 'News of

Day' and Fox Movietone fill out the
Enibassy headline subject with
views of marching troops, maps,
charts, soldiers on the great Chinese
wall and generals inspecting fighters
or exhorting their followers. Both do
an elegant photographic job but
M-G-M has grasped the dramatics of

the situation with its cheering
crowds in Tokio seeing the army
boys off to the front. Little at-

tempt to explain warlike situation
in detail, though Fox -outlines the
ambition of Japan for additional tei'-

ritory in commentation and chart.

Same reel unfolds the review of

Hawaii-U. S. army as indicating
American preparedness in the Pa-
cific. Paramount and Fox cover
Spanish civil war from alnrost strict-

ly loyalist side of the front line, but
neutral in comment. Fox also de- •

picts Franco troops celebrating the
anniversary of the rebel -loyalist con-
flict's outbreak. Nothing exciting
here.

After that it's the old" familiar
'freak' news that gains most atten-
tion, with sports, fashions, spot news
and comedy taking a back seat. Fox,
IVletro, Paramount and Universal
lead the way in choice of material
and manner of handling, last named
probably showing the most inge-
nuity.
Universal has a string of deft clips

which include use of gla.ss bricks in

a publishing plant building; a Long
Beach plane that folds up for a

•parage »nd really flies: an elephant
bathing beauty; boy horsemen train-
ing, at Rome, and Hollywood film

beauties wearing furs, with animals
to match on leash. Also chins in

later with »n inventor who claims
to have harnessed the .sun for cook-
ing, a French avirntion meet, beauties
at » Maine girl'.s camp amd fatal

bandit killing and wounding of pal

in the southwest,
Pathe rloes best with sports, giving

a neat story on the Sarazeh golf vic-

tory', and' a.diviu!? meet at Mohawk.
Reel has only four otjjei* shots on

(Continued on page 63)
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Night Club Reviews

HOTEL ASTOR ROOF
(NEW TpRK)

Managing director Bob Christen-

berry's policy at the Hotel Astor

Roof of changing bands and floor

shows every month Is a good stunt.

It's working out OK for the b.o. New
name band draw is Ozzie Nelson, a

fave with the juves, and with Shirley

Lloyd as fieatured vocalist, in the

groove formerly allotted Harriet

Billiard (Mrs. Nelson), the dance
combo shapes up very satisfying for

the yoimgsters.

Strong three-act combo rounds out

fhe show, opening with Bob DuPont.
vet juggler, doing the same routine

as he has been for 15 yfears when
with his mixed partnership/ but still

a very serviceable interlude. Opened
strongly here.

The Lathrops (used, to be Lathrop
Bros, and Lee) are a suave mixed
dancing trio. Two men and a girl,

doing precision routines, with
.
the

girl teeipg off with a solo ' on her
own. Nice hoofology and. shapes up
even ^jetter on a cafe .floor. Look
smart in their toppers and formal
gowns.
•Olympic Trio with their roller-

skating atop the table-top border on
the sensational with their holds and
whirls. Nice presentation. And an-
other manifestation of how vaude-
ville is gravitating to the hotels and
ciifi3. What's more, what would
normally be a good opening act be-
comes a feature spot attraction.

The theory of which, therefore,
should be that it would tend to eii:

courage talent usage all over the
-country. Buj; something is holding
it. .back. Or it may, be that the
intimacy of nitery work places ari

-added burden on the acts through
the'medium of personality.

Shirley Lloyd's own solo vocal-
izing opportunity, apart from the
band sets, were 'Hallelujah' ' and
'Johnny One Note,' done in the
modern moderate swingo. Abel.

COLOSIMO'S
(CHICAGO)

Chicago, July 29.

One of the oldest cafes in town,
Colosimo's, goes along year after
year, presenting practically the same
type entertainment to the same type
clientele. General policy has been
to mix burlesque and nitery talent
in a frank, open way, and give 'em
what they want.

Spot has one of the few rising
show floors in Chicago, and it' re-
tains the old-style decorations which
made it a show place years ago. Bob
Tinsley's orchestra, used for both
floor and dance work, is off in one
corner, while acts work on floor, also
stage at the rear.

Show starts when the girls leave
the tables and customers to dress for
their opening routine. Eight of
them there are, and as unmatched
as eight peas in eight different pods.
A couple looked like they hadn't
eaten for days, and a couple more
looked like they'd eaten too much.
Do two routines, a jungle costume in

the first, and an India getup for
finale. Both wind up \yith the four
extra show girls letting a draft on
their chests.

Working with the line is Dottie
Wahl, formerly of burlesque, and
one of the few around here from"
hurley who can dance. She can, and
she does—so well, in fact, that she
shouldn't have to do stripping to

get by.

High spots on the show, and
they're genuine high spots, are the
comedy act of Sherr Brothers, and
the ad lib hoofing of Willie Shore,
the m.c. . Sherr Brothers, with their
plenty blue material, bang hard as
knockabout comedians in their In-
dian dance, and top that in their
dance chorus, boy duo. Willie Shore,
box office in certain spots around

. Chicago, fails to get over with his
threadbare gags, but does big stuff

when dancing. Soft shoe is his forte
and should blast any audience, just
as it does here.

Dance team is the satirical Jackson
and Blackwell, who get by, and the
singer is red headed Sunny Shol'c,
who doesn't. Monte Carlo singers, a
mixed quartet, score with their op-
eratic numbers, but would be out of
place anywhere else. Show evidences
of a good solid Chautauqua back-
ground.

Star is, as always in this spot, a
name stripper. Dianne Rae this
time, the girl who journeyed to
Britain to feel the English breezes,
but had to let 'em sift through her
clothes because of legal difficulties.
Hers is one of the fastest strips on
record—two pieces and it's finished.

Loop.

SKY GARDENS
(ST. MORITZ, N. T.)

The Hotel St. Moritz's Sky Gar-
dens has its best draw in that Cen-
tral Park vista, which is exemplified
by its name. Perched more than 30
stories atop the Hotel St, Moritz on
Central Patk South, the veranda
tables, with a commanding view of
Manhattan and west to the Jersey
side, is the best attraction the place
has in the summer. Requires no cool-

ing^ plant and is a natural for mid-
town dining-dancing.
With the $2 table d'hote, Harold

Richards (who warbles a nifty bari-
tone on his own) dispenses sprightly
music for the roof with his snappy
dance combo, and there is a dance
team,-^ Gilbert and Dolores. They look
svelte in the better-grade N. Y, hotel
manner, but not too Latinesque, do-
ing graceful Waltz and foxtrot rou-
tine. Personality of the pair is ag
much to their distinction as theii:

ballroomology. Abel.

'

Blue Fountftin Room
(HOTEL LA SALLE. CHI)

Chicago, July 25.
When a band makes opportunity

out of predicament, that band has
every chance of batting itself into
the name class. Paul Sabin's outfit,

going into the Blue Fountain room
at the LaSalle, found thd.t, for their
eight summer weeks, they had to
be the dance music, the show music
and the show^—a heavy load, but a
swell chance to develop, into some-
thing more than accompaniment.
Band is taking full advantage of, its

spot and is well on the way to

i^ounding into a specialty outfit.

In the first place, Sabin himself
has what -it takies in. appearance and
ptrsohality. His informality in put-
ting the band through its paces is

just as it should be, any attempt at

gagging or fbrmality would be out
of plate for both this room and the
b&nd's show.

With' him Sabin has a nine-piece
crew, aind girl singer, withal most
everifbody doing specialties. Royal
Jestets (Jack Armstrong, Perry
Drin^, Paul.Pegue) looked the best
on the show caught. Their special

patter'singingv numbers rate in the
top class, and their delivery is good.

Best of all they know how to build

an act, so that the top is at the beg-
off period.

Another one of the outfit who has
what it takes is El Eldridge, comic,
doing Harlem stuff; Mugging and
comedy voice is "good for. show-stop,
but he needs more to do and more
freedom before he reaches his real

peak. If clicking is enough, Eldridge

is okay now.
Dorothy Miller has an okay voice

and does good work on the fast num-
bers. She's letting 'em lay on the

slow ones, and the remedy is animar
tion. If she gets that, she'll belong.

Dance arriangements are good, with
lots of depth and background. All

types of numbers are played, with
vocalists ' thrown in now and then,

adding plenty. Between dancej;.

music is done by double pjano, and
piano and singer.

•

Boom is air-cooled, and remains
the intimate nlace it started out to

be 'after the remodeling which it re-

ceived eight months ago. Compared
with the rest of the setting, how-
ever, some new music stands would
be plenty welcome. Caters to the

younger middle-class set. and has

built uo a nice list of regulars which
were in abundance Tuesday (20)

night. . ^
Loop.

MARDEN'S RIVIERA
(ENGLEWOOD, N. J.)

Ben Marden's Riviera, geograph-

ically and architecturally, is the

show spot nitery of America. It's

doing the cafe business of the east

these summer days. It's natural that

it would, and Marden, shrewdly,

perpetuates public interest, by a

constantly shifting floor show
divertissement which is no deterrent

to repeat trade.

Designed like a Hollywood film

set, Lewis Allen Abramson's archi-

tectural contribution is perhaps the

Riviera's No. 1 draw, next to its ex-

traordinarily advantageous location

perched precipitously on the Pali-

sades cliffs, just across the George
Washington bridge, at Englewopd,

N. J. It's a natural draw for a near-

drive" to dinner, with result Marden,.

Sam Salvin, et al. are more con-

cerned with making the gross add

up at the hours when biz isn't so

brisk.
Whether it's the idea of Marden

or Carl Erbe, his exploiteer, that

campaign anent 'the 2:30 a.m. Fol-

lies' is a smart stunt to develop
whatever late business there is. Din-

ner and after-the-theatre are almost

always capacity, gauged of course

by "weather conditions to which all

roadhouse business, no matter the
environment, is perforce subjected

to-
.

Staged by Harland Dixon (now in

Hollywood, after a long session at

the *WB Vitaphone plant in Brook-
lyn) and Ned McGurn, aided by Dan
Brennan, the 'Riviera Follies of

1937' isn't burdened with too much
stock material to hamper any shift-

ing about. Fred Ahlert and Joe
Young wrote the special song mate-
rial and already 'The Image of You'
and 'I'm Happy Darling Dancing With
You' are asserting themselves on the
nation's radios. The introductory
number also, 'It's the Smile That
Gets 'Em' is a very good audience
song which likewise rates general
attention. Incidentally, dating from
the Cotton Club shows, nitery re-

vues the nation over now go in for

special scores with the knowledge

that the tunes, if good, can become
excellent free ads for the spot when
song and production sources are
credited under copyright provisions.
Always' known for his astute se-

lection of lookers, Marden has an
unusually pulchritudinous crop of
houris on the rostrum. Wes Som-
merfield does the vocal introduc-^
tories. He's a tenor of fine voice
and appearance who should go
places.

Ben Yost's Varsity .8, male octet,
miss something on effectiveness of
'front' by doing their amazing vocal-
izing in formal summer flannels, in-
stead of the military regalia so long
their forte. That's been the differ-
ence between , their OK showman-
ship and being just a good octet.
They should resurrect the boots and
brevets even though the milk-white
suits may have impressed them or
the management as being more sea-
sonably informal.

Nick Long, Jr. is tfiamed with
Nadine Gae (sister of the Roxy's
dance-stager, Gae Foster) in Astaire-
Rogers ballroomology. Long is more
effective in his solos. He's of musi-
cal comedy timber, wherein he has
had long experience, and lends conr
siderable tOne to this revue. •

Paul Duke,' cigaret magician, reg-
isters; also Irene. Beasley with her
songs. She's, heralded on her radio,
rep and manages nicely with a pop
repertoire although blasting need-
lessly into the mike. That can be
controlled.

Eddie Garr is a bit ot a revela-'
tion as a cafe worker in that he's
gotten away from his mimicry to
the degree he's now. essentially a
comedian. It's only for the routine
encore that he does the imitations
(wher-e formerly that was the basis
of his work), and then he mimes for
laff purposes essentially. . i

Mickey Alpert, erstwhile m.c,
maestros the dance band and- does
the. perfunctory introductories.' Lois
Kay is vocalist with his band and
Val Ernie's Continentals alternate
for the hoofology.

Ensemble numbers are novel and
freshly costumed.
But primarily the Riviera, as a

suburban inn, is in a class by itself
on location, decor, architecture and
modernity. 'Neath-the-sky

,
dancing

possibilities, and exposures all

around the circular interior, are all
subject to lightning-quick protec-
tion, by electrical control, :so that
the dome may be sealed and plate-
glass walls keep rain, wind, etc. out,
when and if. Capacity 800. ,No
couvert, but a $3 and $4 minimum.

Abel.

VERSAILLES, N. Y.
Club Versailles is one of the* few

.qniarter east side niteries to venture
the summer season, and Nick Prou-
nis, Arnold Rossfield, et al, are mak-
ing a go of it. The cooling plant of
course is the prime help but basic-
ally Nick and. Arnold with Alfred,.
Roberto and the others at the door
manifest how sturdily they've built
up their institutional draw.
So much so that despite the hoov-

erized show the Versailles is doing
all right. Harry Rosenthal's major
dansapatioh and Joe Rodriguez's
rhumbaists represent the prime in-
vestments for entertainment. Milton
Douglas m.c.'s and sings mostly for
his chore and the Simpson's Co.
(New Acts) rounds it out with a
puppet routine. The next new line-
up will comprise Judy Starr and
jTony Martin,

Douglas is an engaging juve al-

though his choice of songs is against
him. He makes it unnecessarily
tougher for himself by teeing off

with a couple of slow ones. He
should use numbers more attuned
to his metier and songs that are of
the moment, rather than selected for
whatever may have accounted for
their presence.

Versailles is due for some inten-
sive internal face-lifting but that's

not going to impair the continuation
of business over the summer prior
to the fall reason. Then, as usual,

the big-act policy will be resumed.
At the moment the spot is coasting
nicely on the momentum created by
its past flash investments. Abel.

spots vocals during the dance pe-
riods.
With the band is, of couhse, a girl

singer, Donna Dae—one who's get-
ting quite a build-up 'round town.
Voice Is Just okay. . "Tapping, during
her spot on the floor show, is tops.

(Costuming, however, is very bad. If

she must wear her hair in its present
off-the-face manner, and she
shouldn't, she'd do better to wear a
gown until time for the tap rou-
tines, then slip it off.

Frances Alice line of eight has re-
placed the one Paul Bachelor had
in all summer. .The .current girls are
all brunettes, well-rhatched, and good
dancers. More, each is an accom-
plished emotional actress. Such a.s-

tonishihgly virile expressions of gay-
ety haven t been seen since the Viola
Dana era of silent pictures. . Line
does two numbers—first a semi-
Latin, and finale, a pleasant routine.
Ahern Sisters with their eccentric,

semi-coihedy dance routines have to

carry the whole humor load. Chai-les
Carrer is the novelty, but has been
around too often to be much of a
surprise. Can't take his cleverness
away from him, though, and he's a
clicker from the time he juggles
eight ball's, until he jogs ice cubes
into 10-trayed goblets simultaneous-
ly. Paced unusually fast, but the
.cast with which his stunts are done,
and the fact -that he never misses
makes him look just too good.
Table tennis, is still in and going

over big. Champion Coleman Clark
and challenger Bill Price do a nifty
game, and an act that's entirely okay
for this -spot. Loop.

SNI-A-BAR, K. C.
Ktmsas City,' July 31.

•This' out-of-town : spot has blos-
somed into heaVy strosser since addi-
tion of floor ,show4 Show isn't,a .rave,
but it's pulling plenty. Features an
out-of.-doors layput,' but the whole
thing can be sco.bted to a pavilion in

case of bad weather^ They've Ht(d*to

do 'i;t about two-thirds of the tinrie

in the. last two weeks,: breaking aboitt
even. But iwith a' heat-wave moving
in profits have mounted, Saturday
(31) night the turnover was 1,100
and the ipob good spenders. No cover
policy with week-hight minimum of
|l -and $1,50 Saturday, It- will take
warm weather in town to drive 'em
out here and with the stiirt August
has biz should continue great.

Show, produced by Jay Howard,
consists of a single, double a line of
10, an m.c. and Boyd; Raeburn's
band. It's a breezy concoction and
thoroughly satisfyipg. ' John Hale,
who warbles and mic.'s, accounts tot
the tempo. In fact, it's his show
from start to finish.. The diminutive
Hale has a fine voice and the custom-
ers can't get epou'gh of him. He's
good-looking with plenty of pep and
steam. The mediocrity of the balance
of the show is arripiy covered by
Hale. And he's the chap they'll be
going out to see and hear.

Two acts used are Pasquale and La
Dorr, ballroom stuff, and Dorothy.
Maxwell, toe and taps; they're both
on twice. Line is from Nick Boila's
'Follies D'Amour' and as seen here
barely creep to an 'all right' rat-
ing. It's the routines, not the girls,

at fault.

Flesh will be kept here just as long
as it draws. A group of three stroll-

ers take care of intermissions. Rae-
burn's orch smack out danceable
tunes, but mostly customers prefer
to relax and keep cool. Hoyt.

New Acts

WALDORF'S BOXING BEAR
Animal Act
6 Mlns.
Full Siage
Met. Boston
This bear recently got newsreel

breaks. Those" who saw the clip shw
most of the act, but this film preview
undoubtedly aroused some mterest.
It's a good animal act, as i$, because^
it is kept short.

"*

"Two men act ais handlers" for bear.
Human opponent and another man
handles announcements. The boxer
taps the bear on the chops. during
four brief rounds In a special ring,
and the bear retorts with fairly light
taps, accurately aimed. Both take
ifills, and in the final round the bear
wins by a 'knockout.'

'

Apparently the bear is not mal-
treated in any way, likes the, work
and he gives the kids a thrill. Looks
like good possibility for circus' work
and niteries. Fox

SIMPSON'S MARIONETTES (2) .

Club Versailles, N. Y<
Puppet shows as nitery acts have

been a growing vogue in the past
season or two and. th? Simpson's Co.
act -adds - to the roster of impressive
marionette presentations. ^lovQlty, of
the SimpsOn's is t^et th^ 'expose'
theit stuff, the man and woman per-
mitting themselves "to be visible
above the miniature stage. .

'

This in itself is a igood audience
idcai -demonstratin'^ how the sti'ings

and sticks manipulate the .puppets.
With' this novel idea as -the basis,
Simpson's Co; furthermore .pteaents
a novelty cavalcade' of simple variety
hokum, so that' withal It's a fetching
interlude. Abel, •

COLLEGE INN
(HOTEL SHERMAN, CHICAGO)

Chicago, Aug. 2.

With this issue of its show. Col-
lege Inn gets away from all-athletic

events policy and goes nitery again.

In setting up Frankie Masters' band
and Jackie Heller as headliners, it

has a rare and happy combination.
The band is swell for the spot, ar-

rirgcments are excellent, and Mas-
ters, himself, is a personable show-
man in whatever he's doing, be it

singing, . m.c.'ing. or just directing.

Heller, back for his fourth rUn at

the spot, is hiore mature in stage
presence, better in voice, and differ-

ent entirely frOm the gigjglingi sticky

person he once was. Putting the two
together the College Inn has some-
thing.
Heller begs off at every perform-

ance while the requests are still com-
ing thick, and fast—yet he's on long
enough.
Masters works all through the

show, and during the dance periods.

Does the m.c. in easy manner and

UNIT REVIEWS

Nitery Placements

Jack Mason, m, c„ Ruth Osborne
Troupe at the American Hotel, Long
Beach, N. Y.
Ozzie Nelson, Orch., Shirley Lloyd,

Lathrop Bros., Virginia Lee, Bob
DuPont, Olympic Trio on the Hotel
Astor Roof, N. Y.
Dorothy Wilkens, singing accordi-

onist, renewed for another month in
Manhattan Room, Hotel New Yorker,
N. Y.
Georgette Negretle, Portia Porter,

Julio and Silvia comprise new show
at the Club Yumuri, N. Y.

.

Cleo Florenze, acto dancer, opens
tonight (4) at the Wivcl Restaurant,
N. Y.
Two Jacks 'Blue . Streaks of

Rhythm' currently at Mcadowbrook
Club, Saratoga Springs, N, Y.-
Murray Greene Orchestra . and

Jeanne Austine at the Embassy Club,
Bronx, N. Y.
George Prentice added to the revue

at Ben Marden's Riviera, Fort Lee,
N. J.

Georgie Tapps, next Paradise, N.
Y., show opening in Sept.
Red Skelton, Sybil Bowan, Chez

Paree, Chicago, opening Aug, 20,
Eddie Garr renewed for an indefi-

nite stay at Ben Marden's Riviera,
Englewood, N. J.

Fritz and Jean Hubert, Casa Ma-
nana, Ft. Worth,' Texas, for four
weeks, opening Aug, 13.
Frazee Sisters and Johnny Weis-

muller' renewed for the run of Billy
Rose's Aquacade, Cleveland.
Stroud Twins, Rainbow Room,

atop Radio City, N- Y., for two
weeks, starting Aug, 2.5.

Oshins and Lessey go Into the
Blossom Heath Inn, Detroit, starting
Friday (6).

Caperton and Columbus go to the
Surf Club, Virginia Beach, following
their current date at Ross-Fenton
Farms, Asbury Park, N. J. Hurry
Kilby agenting.

Hlwood Nisrht Club Revue
(CAPITOL, ATLANTA)

Atlanta, Aug, 1,

This one was cut from the same
pattern used in patching together so,

many units that* play the Hot Biscuit
Belt.. Excepting the fact that show
dees not carry a line, iVs a replica
of 'seven out of 10 units that come
south.
Top honors go to 'Rainey,' big

German shepherd dog, which, under
guidance of his master, O. F. Sheets,
does a 10-minute turn. Animal is
well trained and obeys command.s.
High sDot of act comes when Sheets
sends -dog into audience, where, he
takes a straw: Hat off customer seajted
6n -aisle, brings It back on stage and
then takes it back, finds the patron
and ' returns skimmer to him.

, Show ope'ns with Chick Schloss,
m.(i., gagging a bit before bringing,
on ' Mabel -

.
Bradley, personable,

blonde, who does a so-50 tap routine
to 'Dream Boat,' Youngster's dancing
is elementary, but she's a looker.
Gene McSweeney, baritone, follows
with 'Trust in Me.' He should use
the p.a, system.

Schloss then introed Helen Dove
In aii intefpretative 'Poetry in Mo-
tion' dance to 'Two Guitars,' Femme;
a brunette, is quite "graceful n?id
does some sustained one-toe spinning
that won her a good hand.
An eccentric dance by young Eddie

Lancaster to 'I Never Knew' was
followed by a pleasing novelty, Mar-
vin French playing the eight-string
electric steel guitar.
Maurice Martin and Kay Esslingcr,

dance team, then stepped out for a
snappy bolero number .to 'Speakeasy
Bolero/ They scored okay, but stage
was too dark and performers were
hardly recognizable..
Band, four with show and seven

house standby tooters, under direc-
tion of 'Red' McEwing, then Offered
'Basin Street Blues,' drummer 'Tiny*
Smith slipping off car to vocalize in
front of mike with McEwing mixing
In a bit of hot trumpeting,
Helen Dove returned at this point

in another interpretive dance, a toe-
lap number to 'St, Louis Blues,' Girl
is strikingly garbed in purole mascu-
line outfit with a Spangled coat, silk
topper and frilly ruffles below heir
knees. It's a fast number and she
does .some difficult slides on knees"
and .splits. .

An inane skit is inserted here for
no reason at all, Schloss and French
being joined bjr Bob Corbett and
Wilmuth Gray in a bit of hokum
that boasted neither rhyme nor rea-
son. Eddie Lancaster and Mabel
Bradley follow . with a shim-.sham
number to 'Bugle Call Rag.' They
bow off, band strikes up 'China
Boy' and whole company, including
Rainey, the smart piip. come back
for usual cut-and-drled finale.
Harry Farris, ventriloquist, billed

out front, failed to join show as iin-

ticipated. A good, strong 'ventro act
would hypo this unit immensely.
Management re-routined whole

show at No, 2 showing Sunday. They
eliminated Bradley firl's single en--
tirely, chopped the skit out. moved
the dog way down next to the clos-
ing .spot and had Maurice and Kay
substitute ap Apache number for the
one they did on the first show. Time
on first show ran 42 minutes, elimi-
nations cutting it down to 37, which
didn't hurt a bit. Unit is brand new,
having been assembled for debut in
Columbus. Ga,, last week.

Pic Is 'King of Gamblers' (Par)
and house was full with rooes hem-
ming in standees for first time this
summer. LucK
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Prospects Look Brighter for Pros

In WPA; Gillinore Talks Things Over

With Mrs. Flanagan, Expects Results

Following a session between Hallie

Flanagau and Frank Gillitiore last

week, the situation in the WPA the-

atre project over dismissals is- ex-

pected to favor professionals who
were let out recently.- because of

orders from Washington to reduce
the payroll. That all of the profes-
sionals who received pink slips will

be reinstated is hardly anticipated,
but not since Gillm6x*e conferred
with Harry L. Hopkins in Washing-
ton has .there been a brighter out-
look,

Understood that Mrs. Flanagan,
who' hetetdfore conducted the Fed-
feral Theatre Project rigidly, dis-

played a much more cordial attitude
to the actors' representative, who is

, understood to have also spoken for
' other stage unions, as he did when
.visiting Washington recently and ac-
quainted naf nal WPA adminis-
trator Hopkitis of the dilemma. It

is hinted that the administrator
came to New York subsequently and
(Conferred with Mrs, !Flanagan.

; VJn Wiy event, the result was evi-
;i^i^q64,by Mrs. Flanagan's desire to

£Mjji|«i^dlfferences of opinion, over
ttiie i^buts, so far as the profession-
als involved are concerned. Likely
thait applications for reinstatement
iWilt'.be made available soon, and it

is ciiiain that, any further changes
an the FTP in Nfew York will not be
made without the voice . of an actor's

representative,
it was agreed that such a contact

"Would be welcomed in the WPA
(headquarters. To that person all

;.4>rofessionals will be able to present
Mtheir complaints, if and when.
.There will also be a grievance com-

;
mittee composed of pros, which is

/ (expected to dispose of most disputes.

,
This body will be along the lines of
a committee Which has been furic-

Vftionlng on the Coast for the past six
^*imonthS. Mrs. Flanagan is said to

; have subscribed to the ideas pre-
Isented, instead of falling back on the
Unelastic regulations set forth in
Washington;
Conference indicated that Mrs.

S'lanagan remains in charge of Fed-
eral theatre stage relief, despite inti-

mations from Washington when a
recent shakeup placed Paul Edwards
In New York as administrative offi-

cer of the now combined white col-
lar WPA projects.
She declared there were not as

many amateurs in the project as
claimed, by the professionals. An-
other point at issue were the figures
and percentages brought forth, which
apparently concerned only the legits.

Mrs. Flanagan said she was not re-
sponsible for the 'breaking down' of
the data on the payroll, but oiffered
to secure more exact figures from
her statisticians.

.
There is, however, one handicap to

the reinstatement of the let-outs, and
that hinges on the order from Wash-
ington that the project shall not
have more than 5% of non-relief
people. It is known that a percent-
age of actors never applied for home
relief, qualifications for which are
often difficult, but most did secure
certificates of need.
Another visit to Washington is an-

ticipated, with the idea of getting a
concession on the non-r-lief percent-
age. If thgt is granted, the Way for
reinstatements would be more easily
opened.

ENOUGH IS ENOUGH

WPA Balks After Spending $500,000

oa Atlanta Audi

Atlanta, Aug. 3.

Having put up coin at the rate of
14 to 1 ($500,000 to $37,000) on the
City Auditorium remodeling project,

the WPA has flatly refused to con-
tinue playing Santa Claus and
finance the remodeling of the en-
trance and lobby of the structure,

L. B. Barrett, WPA director, in-

formed Councilman John A. White,
Public Buildings Committee chair-
man, that the government would
split the $183,000 expense for the
new work with the city, but the 14

to 1 ratio was out.

Formal opening of the remodeled
aude is set for Aug. 28. Mayor Wil
liam B. Hartsfield, when informed of

the WPA's baUc told the Council to

slap some paint on the old entrance
and lobby and open as is.

'37 Bam Season

Below *36 Par;

Only 80 Stands

Current strawhat season has been

away below par, With but 80 of the

bucolic tryout and revival stands

now operating as against 260 that

were spotted this time a year ago.

Several which were to have started

six-week seasons this month have
called them off. Latter were mostly
experimental groups, offshoots of
New York dramatic schools whose
pupils wouldn't go for the tuition,

board and room tap which was okay
in other seasons.

Of the 80 currently operating, less

than 25% are on the right side of
the ledger for their first month, but
figure current month, with greater
infiux of vacationists to the strawhat
localities, will at least help balance
the budget, if not bringing additional
profits.

Of some 20 new plays given the
poison ivy test, none have shown
sufficient stamina to warrant Broad-
way reproduction: There's another
batch of new ones penciled in this
month which are- said to be better.

'SERVICE' WILL DEBUT

EARLY DET. SEASON

'AwakeV Resort Tour
Cliflford Odetts' 'Awake and Sing,'

originally produced by the Group
Theatre, is being revived for a four-
week tour of the Jules Leventhal re-

sort circuit. It is spotted at the
Empire, Providence, for current
week (Aug. 2), with Brighton.
Brighton Beach; Convention Hall,
Asbury Park, N. J., and Garden
Pier theatre, Atlantic Cily, N. J., to

follow.

Cast includes Robert Leonard,
Henrietta Schnitzer, Morris Slras-

berg, Sylvia Lupas, Ira Lee, Arthur
Space, Harry Hanlon, Fred Kaulnian
and Lee Mintz,

Detroit, Aug. 3.

Prospective legit season here

shapes up as the best in years, with

almost a two-month jump over pre-

vious seasons in date for opening

show and with strong tentative list

of plays lined up.

Two attractions are already carded

for August at the Cass, town's lone

legit spot past two years. First,

•Room Service,' is scheduled for a

two and a half-week stay, starting

Sunday (8). Following, house will

be turned over to roadshowing of

'The Firefly,' starting Aug. 26, for at

leajt three weeks.

Other shows due at Cass, for which
dates haven't been definitely set, in-

clude 'Tbvarich,' 'Show Is On,' 'Fred-

crika,* 'Babes in Arms,' 'Leaning On
Letty.' ^The Women,' 'King Richard
II.' 'Victoria R,egina,' 'You Can't

Take It with You,' 'Brother Raf and
'Ziegfeld Follies' around Xmas.

That Washburn Again

After two seasons of heavy
plugging of the 'Abbott Stock
Co.', in his publicity, Charlie
Washburn has apparently put
the idea, over at last Postcard
came into the Abbott office last
week reading: 'Could I take up
acting and drama at your place.
Yours truly '

Understood the producer has
asked Washburn for samples of
his handwriting.

GtlVma 'MAN' TRYOUT TEST
'Man With Nine Lives,' new play

by Harry Hamilton and Norman Fes-

ter, will be tested foi* four night

beginning tomorrow (Thursday)
the Golden Bougb theatre, Carmcl
Cal.

Charles McCarthy has staged it.

Stebbins* 'Murder*
Hollywood, Aug, 3.

'Merely Murder,' play by A. E.

Thomas, has-been taken by Rowland
Stebbins,

It will be produced on Broadway
this fall.

4 NEW PLAYS

BEING PREPPED

Although the coming season* still

looks unusually, late, two or three

straight plays may arrive on Broad-

way by early: September, first actual

entrant ' probably being the musical

'Virginia,' at the Centre (Aug. 31).

Possibility to beat it in is 'Never

Trouble Trouble,' being readied by
John Golden. It is due to try out

at Brighton Beach, Aug. 17. If the

comedy is regarded to be in shape

it would be presented in. the Golden

theatre shortly thereafter. Play Is

by Katherine Hilliker and H. H.
Caldwell and was previously known
as 'Little Stranger' and 'You Little

So and So,'

A. H. Woods has 'Rhyme Without
Reason' scheduled for early showing,
with the 48th St. mentioned, but no
rehearsal date has been set. Salary
bond has been filed with Equity by
Paul Martin for a play called 'On
Location,' which is also slated for
early display. It was authored by
Samuel R. Golding, a New York at-

torney. 'Susan and God,' which
Golden tried out last spring, may
enter rehearsals late this month.

Stagehands, Musicians

Scale Remain Same

Next Legit Season

Wage scales for stage hands and

musicians in legit theatres in New
York for the coming season will

probably remain as 'is. Managers and
unions have been operating with a
basic agreement for several seasons
and it is reported that neither side

has asked for a conference, indicat-

ing there are no differences over the
existing rates.

In some other stands, however,
stage hands are seeking to rescind
the cut that has been operative for
the past several seasons. Boston local
in particular has objected, the
former scale having been cut eight
percent. Managers counter the pro-
posed boost by claiming that busi-
ness in the Hub has not increased
enough to warrant the wage lift.

Skinner s 'Candida' Using

Cornell's Props, Scenery

Frank McCoy will handle produc-
tion for Cornelia Otis Skinner in a
revival of 'Candida' for a once
around of the rerort circuit, opening
Aug. 9 at the Empire; Providence.
Skinner revival will have scenery

and props of the/ Katharine Cornell
production, renting deal having been
n-.ade between McCoy and Guthrie
McClintock.

'Penny Wise' Next
For Hedgerow Group

Next production at- Hedgerow the-
atre, Moylan-Rose Valley, Pa., will
be 'Penny Wise.' Play will open
Aug. 16,

Hedgerow's follow up will be the
American premiere of Robert Bren-<
nan',s 'Bystander,' opening Sept. 14.

Company has completed two weeks
of its four-week Shaw cycle, with
business best in the group's history.
Second week topped all previous fig
ures by 20%.

'MEN'S' BREAK-Hr
'Calling All Men,' musical, satire

on escort, bureau gag which .Loopard
Sillman is producing, will get under-
way at Asbury Park, N, J„ Aug, 16,

After three additional weeks out, it

will steer into a Broadway house.

Equity's 38 Unauthorized Strikers

On WPA Retain Lawyers for Defense

Plenty Variety

Schenectady, Aug. 3.

A magician has been added to the

list of outstanding personalities in

show business delivering public lec-

tures at the Mohawk Drama Festi-

val's Institute of the Theatre on
Union College campus. John Mul-
holland, president of the American
Society of Magicians gave an illusr

trated talk in the Old Chapel, Sun
day night (1).

Mulholland followed Waller Hamp
den, Mrs, John W. Alexander, cos

tume designer; and Barrett H. Clark,
of the Dramatists Guild. Lecturers
on the. two concluding Sundays will

be Sheldon Cheney, theatre historian,

and Charles D. Coburn, director and
co-founder of the Mohawk Festival

Hope to Settle

Ziegfeld Estate

By Sale of Plays

In an effort to settle the estate of

Florenz (Flo) Ziegfeld, Administra-

tor William S. Coffey will hold a sale

of whatever rights the showman had
to the attractions which he presented

or was interested in; Sale, wbich
will be held in the courthouse, White
Plains, N. Y„ Thursday (5), is simi-

lar to that which wound up the es-

tate of C. B, Dillingham. Both prod-

ucers made millions, but .both died

broke.

After the demise of Ziegfeld it be-
came known that his assets were nil

and since that time William S. Cof-
fey has attempted to liquidate any
claims so that the liabilities might
be reduced.. Creditors, however, re-
ceived little. One item was for $5,-
000, that being a settlement of the
claim that the. estate would share in
royalties from the Shuberts for the
right to produce 'Ziegfeld Follies.'

Billie Burke, widow of Ziegfeld, de-
cided to settle the case rather than
have it drag through the courts, an-
other reason teing that she is resid-
ing on the Coast.
Plays mentioned by the adminis-

trator start with 'A Parlor Match'
and end with 'Palm Beach Nights.'
Included are

. 'The French Maid'
(/..nnr Held) and 'Papa's Wife,' also
'The Pink Lady,' although in which
others were interested. Same goes
for all the original 'Follies' in which
Klaw and Erlanger, and latterly Er-
lariger, were interested. 'Follies'

series start with 1908 and continue
until 1931, there having been a revue
with that title almost eviery season
in the interim. Included also are
the 'Midnight Frolics,' in which the
Erlangers were also interested.
Lowest bid acceptable is $7,500.

LONDON 'TOBACCO'

UNCERTAIN, GRISMAN

Sam Grisman, back after staying

one week in London,
.
expressed

doubt that the British censor would
pass 'Tobacco Road' for West End
showing. Drama played six weeks
at the tiny Gate theatre,, which does
not come within the scope of the

censor. Other plays have been pre-

sented in that spot becau.se of that
situation. Manager ventured to
guess that it may be a year before
the final answer will be given
whether 'Road' will be allowed to
play commercially there.
Second company of 'Road' closed

last Saturday (31) after a fair week
in Asbury Park, where the gross was
quoted at $8,800. That resort has
been topping Atlantic City for legit
attractions this season. Latter spot
had the show at the Garden Pier for
two weeks for an av.erage of ap-
proximately $6,000,

'Calling All Men,' tried out at
Cape Cod. was slated to go into the
Pier theatre for two weeks, but some
question over posting the salary bond
has set the date back.

Equity members who disregardedi
its orders and participated in a one>
day strike several weeks ago in pro-
test over reduction of the WPA
theatre project will face the Council
next Tuesday (10) to show cau.se
why they should not be disciplined.
There have been 38 players in-
structed to be present and answer
charges.

Paradox in the situation is that
two of the people on relief who
joined the 'strike' have secured the
services of attorneys of note to de-
fend them. Lawyers are Arthur Gar-
field Hays, who has been mentioned
in a number of matters concerning
Equity, and Harry Sackei% who
specializes in representing labor
unions. Whether counsel is to be
paid is not indicated, but both ad-
dressed letters to Eqviity asking per-,
mission to attend the hearing, and
setting up a defense for their clients.

Letters from the attorneys were
discussed at this week's council ses-
sion (Tuesday), when it was indi-
cated that,the requests would .be re-
fused. Equity's custom has been not -

to permit outside attorneys to de-
fend members- bgainst whom there
are charges by the association, and .

no precedent was expected to be
made.

'

Curious angle to the matter is

that few, if any, Equityites in WPA
are paying dues, having been ex-
cused from such obligation until ap-
pearing in shows regularly. Should
they be suspended, therefore, or
fined, such punishment could only
apply if and when the players con-
cerned secure engagements in a
commercial production.

Joseph Kramm and Alfreda Sill

are the FTP players under charges
who retained attorneys. It was
claimed that when the. stoppage for
one night, principally in -legit at-

tractions, was determined some of

those alleged to have disobeyed
Equity's instruction not to partici-

pate could not even penetrate the
picket lineis set up by other union-
ists. They say they could not enter
the theatres. Stated, however, that
the picketing' was conducted mainly
by WPA i>eople not In the theatre
project. On the night in question
none of the legit shows in the thea-
tre zone were performed, though a
vaudeville unit and the WPA circus

did go on.

Philly Expects Plenty

Of New Season Shows

Philade]|phia. Aug. 3.

Indications that Philly will be
wanted by a number of producers
next, season are causing Sam Nird-
linger, operator of the Erlanger here,
to take his time on fall and winter
bookings. In a good spot to get
some real shows, Nirdlinger is at-

tempting to avoid try-outs, foe which
the house has been used mainly iti

the past seasons.

With the two Shubert houses.
Chestnut and Forrest, booked solid

for three months, the Erlanger is the
only open theatre in town. Work on
demolition of the Broad began yes-
terday.

Nirdlinger has so far booked a
Norman bel Geddes musical for
three weeks in October, University
of Pennsylvania's Masit and Wig
show for Thanksgiving week and a
road show pic in February.

Taustus* H. O. in Atlanta
Atlanta, Aug. 3.

Excellent performances won the

plaudits of critics and a two-day
holdover for 'Tragical Historie of

Dr. Faustus,' ' presentation ot th«

Federal Theatre Project , at the At-
lanta theatre. Show was skedded for

five days, but ran seven, ending to-

night (3).

Walter Armitage, who showed and
also directed the production, was
given able support by Roy Elkins,

Evelyn Eden, Maurice Fain, Edwin
Pceples, John I, Williams and Susan
Falligant. Chorus was made up by u

bevy of local socialites, while debu-
tante Martha de Golian was the pre-

miere ballerina.

Cast was drawn from Atl.jntiJ,

Birmingham, Ala,, and New Yoi k

WPA theatre units and the AM.int.i

Theatre Guild, which sponsors Hib

FTP here.
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AAM'S SURPRISE COMEBACK
Outdoor Operetta Is First Legit

To Regularly Play Sundays in N. Y.

Legit attractions are regularly be

Ing presented Sunday nights at the/

municipal stadium, Randall's. Island,

N. Y., lor the first time since such

shows were legalized by the ^tate

last year. Players in the Gallo-

Shubert operetta revivals receive

extra pay for that appearance and

do not play Mondays, as required by

the statute.

When Simdays were okayed for

Jegit by the; state after a campaign

of 20 years, Equity blocked such per-

formances hy permitting its mem-
bers to appear only if paid two-

eights of a week's salary for the

performance which meant an ad-

ditional one-eighth. Other stage

unions virtually followed suit, al-

though stage hands and musicians

receive regular wages for Sundays

in film and other theatres.

Managers immediately realized that

the additional costs nixed the Sun-
day law. Last season several at-

tractions opened on Sunday night to

avoid premiere conflicts, but no show
_ was regularly presented on that eve-
~
ning. Only other legiters given were
performances in aid. .the . the Stage

Belief Fund, but - there was an ex-

ception made for. 'The. Eternal Road'

last spring because of: its religious

theme and the fact that "the actors

and stage hands agreed to play with-

out additional salary.;

Convention Skipped It

From time to time the Sunday
show matter has arisen, with the idea

that Equity will change its attitude

fori the general welfare of show
business. Curiously enough, the topic

was not brought up at the first legit

theatre convention, but will probably
be discussed at length at the second
meet next spring, if not before. That
the newly created American Theatre
Council will touch on Sundays is un-
likely, since that group was not
projected for the purpose of handling
controversial sub.iects.

At Randall's Island, as at Long
Beach, which is operated by the
same management, the • shows are

on a stock basis. Under that rating,

10 performances weekly are per-
mitted, but only six are given, there
being no matinees. At the Island the
cast receives 1-lOth extra pay and
the chorus gets one-eighth extra for
the Sunday shows. Performances
start on Tuesday and Sunday night.
At the Beach, openings are on Mon-
days and closings Saturday.- At th£
resort, Sunday night shows were
tried last season but dropped. On the
Island, however, business on that
night, has been good because pf
proximity to the city.

Accidental Comedy

Best laugh, unexpected, at
premiere of 'The Student
Prince' in the open air at Ran-
dall's Island, N. Y., last week,
was copped by Franklyn Fox.

As the dignified prime minister,

he was about to address the

king when a gust of wind blew
the actor's cape over his head.

Back of the scenes the comics
squawked, so for the other per-

formances Pox anchored the

cape with pins.

CHEVALIER IN

TOLLIES' FOR

SIfllBERTS?

Shubert production schedule for

next season has again, been re-

arranged and 'Hooray for What?' is

now announced as the Winter Gar-

den's first attraction in the fall.

Previously slated for that Broadway
spot was 'Between the Devil.' Next
'Follies' was also figured for the

Garden, though it probably will not

be ready until late fall or winter.

Maurice Chevalier is reported en-

gaged for this revue and, if he ap-

pears, the 'Follies' will have a heavy

cast, since Willie and Eugene
Howard, Gypsy Rose Lee, Florence

Desmond and Steve Garay are the

other names. Latter two are from
London.

Lee Shubert announces 16 new
productions for the coming season,

11 of which are classed as musicals.

Among them will be 'Three Waltzes.'

'Yippi' and 'Balalaika,' a current

London hit, screen rights for which
were recently acquired by Para-

mount.

If the musical schedule is com-
pleted, Broadway will have more
tune shows than for years, since

there are several managers with

plans 'for such attractions.

Shuberts also announce Eddie

Cantor in a musical dated for 1938-'39,

the world's fair season.

EQUin CONCESSION

FOR FRITZI SCHEFF

Instead of collecting back dues
from Fritzi Scheff when she ap-
peared with the St. Louis muny
opera for one week in 'The Prince
of Pilsen,' Equity all but cancelled
the debt. Former operetta star com-
plained bitterly to her representa-
tive in New York over the associa-
tion's claim, but necslected to advise
him that Equity . had made a healthy
concession.

Miss Scheflf, not appeared
on the stage for some years, ex-
hibited a letter from Richard (Dick)
Eerger, managing director of the
opera outfit, to the effect that her
back dues amounted to $1.12.50 and
that, under the general managerial
arrangement between mana.^Iers arid
the association, tlie money would be
deducted from her solo week's sal-
ary. She failed to indicate that slie
wrote Equity and asked for a con-
cession becau.se of the scarcity of
her on.qagements, nor that it was
ijrantcd.

Reply sent Mi-^s Sche.T, carrying
Frank Gillmore\s .si.^'nnture. was to
the elTect that she 'cjuld n:\mc her
own figure.' Lelier stuted that the
back dues would be reduced to $30,
which .she i.s pL-rmitlcd to pay ofTf at
the rale or $3 wcc-kly if and when
she has other enga.i;;f,TiC'nls.

Ev. Marshall Chiseling

That Midriff for B'way

Ft. Worth, Aug. 3.

It'll be a wasp-waisted Everett

Marshall who reports back on Broad-

way in the fall.

Baritone, signed for the Shuberts'

'Three Waltzes,' is working out daily

with Jack Willis, former light-

heavyweight pug, at his Lake Worth
place here. Singer has taken off four

inches of midriff thus far by boxing

and fencing. Weight is down from
167 to 158 pounds.

Mar.shall currently is yodeling for

Billy Rose's Casa Manana Revue.

UNKNOWN EVEN

E

Gillmore*s, New Status May
Mean Shifting Around of

Officers — Dalzell, Mrs.

Holt Talked About for

Actors Equity Leadership

PLENTY OF PROBLEMS

Most startling development within
theatrical unioriisrn ever was that
which virtually recreated the As-
sociated Actors and Artistes of

America last week and there is little

doubt that radio was the indirect

amalgamator. Plan to make the Pour
A's the dominant factor was known
to but few within the organization,

but its acceptance was even more
striking.

Several alert leaders in the Screen
Actors Guild and Equity are credited
with the move. They realized that

the two organizations have the pre-
ponderant voting power in the
Four A's because they have more
members than all the other af-

filiated unions combined. Nothing
was said about the International

Board, which is the controller of the

Four A's, but that committee's mem-
bers are virtually the same as those

of the parent organization.

When Kenneth Thomson came in

from Hollywood armed with a SAG
okay of the plan, all Equity's Council

needed do was to accent, which was
done pronto. Frank Gillmore then
agreed to continue at the head of the

Four A's, which has the basic charter

of the American Federation of Labor
for stage, screen and radio. Equity,

by relinquishing its jurisdiction of

radio, paved the way for the organ-
izing of that field, which will now be
speeded. It will receive a franchise,

the same as Equity, SAG and other

unions, from the Four A's. Equity
pointed out that it reserves the tele-

vision jurisdictional rights, although
some change in that stand may
eventuate. American Federation of

Radio Artists is virtually set as the

name of the proposed new union.

Gillmore, Dulzell, Holt

When Gillmore's new status was
established, an executive to take

over most of his duties at Equity
was immediately broached. He will

not resign the Equity presidency, to

which he was recently re-elected for

three years, according to present
plans, but it is figured that by No-
vember he will be devoting most of

his time to the Four A's.

Emily Holt, who is an attorney and
whose clear thinking and personality

has meant much in Equity affairs, is

mentioned as returning and col-

laborating with executive secretary
Paul Dulzell in handling the associa-

tion matters. Mrs. Holt resigned a

(.('ontinucd on page 57)

Greenwood to Again

Tour ^Leaning Letty'

Charlotte Grcenv.'ood will take to

the road again with 'Leaning On
Letty,' musical version of 'Post

Road,' opening in Philly Sept. 20.

Later in season she will do a new
comedy by Walter Hackott. with

songs by Martin Broones. Latter is

husband and manager of Miss Green-

wood.

THOMSON GOING

BACK TO COAST

St. Louis Citizens Form Committee

To Build Town Into 25 Week Legit

Stand; WiD Guarantee Attendance

Just Big-Hearted

When Edward Clark Lilley

signed to stage the book of

'Virginia,* Schwartz - Stallings

musical readying for the Cen-
ter Theatre, N. Y., after lengthy
dickering, he agreed on a
smaller fee than he first asked.

Couple of days later Ken Hy-
att, in charge of prpduction,
called Lilley and informed him
the Rockefellers had decided to

give him what he had first

asked. .

'

\

Explained they 'wanted him
to feel satisfied,'

7 NEW EQUITY

MEMBERS 1
YIRGINU'

In the cast of 'Virginia,' which

started rehearsals at the Center, N.Y.

last week, a check-up showed that

seven players were not members of

Equity. It was explained that non-
members were either from England
or Hollywood and that ihey would
be required to join the as.<;ociation

before the ope"retta opens. That calls

for the payment of a $50 initiation

fee, plus thie first half year's dues,

or $9.

Laurence Stallings, who wrote the

original book of the Rockefeller-

backed operetta, may not figure in

another stage authorship assignment
for some time, having entered into"

an option contract with Metro for

three years. He will not go to the

coast until after 'Virginia' opens,

Aug. 31.

Owen Davis, who edited and col-

laborated, on the book, is now equally

billed with Stallings on the Center's

house boards, Albert Stillman is sup-
plying the lyrics to the score of

Arthur Schwartz.

R.R.'S SHELVE PROPOSAL

TO LIMIT BAGGAGE CARS

Kayoed by Temp.
Hoot .scared ofl Bronx Thrr.tro

^ Guild's season at Ihc Winter Garden.

Bronx, which was Kct to s'tai-t. tliis

week (2).

Group sot sea.son ^^ack until after

Labor Day.

Kenneth Thomson, executive sec-

retary of the Screen Actors Guild,
v/ho was an' important figure in the
reorganization of the Four A's; a

move decided on when plans for

organizing a radio artists. union were
crystallized, will return to Los An-
geles Thur.-day (5). Deal for hiin to

appear in 'Su.san and God,* In which
John Golden will star Gertrude
Lawrence, is still pending.

If Thomson returns to the stage, it

may be temporarily and he will se-

cure a leave of ab.sence from SAG,
under an arrangement he has with

that organization. He may also ac-

cept picture cnj.^a:4emcnt.s. Whether
llie 'Suian' ertga.s;ement is definite or

not. there a:(? SAG matters which he

nni.-t sttend to on the Coast. Play

is slated to £0 into rehearsal late this

! month.

Trunk Lines Ass'n, which consists

of execs of railways, east of the

Mississippi, has talDled a motion
aimed at the limitation of baggage
cars furnished to theatrical com-
panies. In railroad circles it is be-

lieved that the plan will be pigeon-

holed indefinitely, or voted down.

Showmen were concerned when it

was reported that a proposal had
been made to the effect that not
more than two baggage cars be
alloted gratis to any show, regard-
less' of the number of people in-

volved. It was stated that if such a

regulation becomes operative large

musicals would be forced off the
road or greatly curtailed, since the

scale rate for cars carrying produc-
tions would entail too high a cost.

It was known that passengers
agents of leading rail systems have
expre.=:sed them.selves as opposed tO'

the bagga.cje car curtailment plan,

v/hich had been suggested once be-
fore.

St. Louis, Aug. 3

Plan to stimulate interest in road

shows and create a general iipbeat

of legit which sponsors are certain

will eventually miean two-week
stands here and probably will result

in two local theatres for legit, has

been launched here by a dozen busi-

nessmen.

State charter will soon be applied

for by Playgoers of St. Louis, as the

new organization will be known, and
the first committee will be asked to
recruit 100 charter spoinsprs who, in
turn, will extend a general invita-

tion to local show-goers, with the ob-
ject of creating a membership of,

several thousand.

General plan calls for' member-
ship which will cost $1 to de-
fray/general expenses, to guaran-
tee purchase of 5,000 seats weekly

,

for each legit show coming in. Cleri-.

cal staff will reserve and mail seats,

for all members forwarding checks
and this will save time and worry
for those desiring to see a purticiilar

show. Seats, a mlnimurri of two for

.

each member, will not be limited to
the orchestra, but may be reserved
in any section of the house.

Word-of-Mouth

Paul Bcisman, local legit mgr., be-
lieves word-of-mouth advertising by
the large membership will gener-
ate sufficient interest so that evcr^'^

play presented here will be an n.s-

sured b.o, success. Sponsors are cer-
tain that whether the American,
town's only legit theatre, the Munici-
pal Auditorium, or some other house
is used, the plan will attract lots of

out-of-town patrons and will not
only revive night life in downtown
section but also stimulate biz for

merchants in general.

United Booking Office, New York,
which has been routing legit shows
to the American theatre, has given
its approval to the plan, which was
outlined to execs in New York by
Beisman.

Mayor Dickmann, who is one of

the sponsors of the scheme, publicly

stated that support of the enterprise

will help bring the cream of stage

productions to St. Louis, if producers
can be guaranteed adequate attend-

ance and thus provide for a full fall

and winter season of 25 weeks.

May Spread

It is believed that "when the local

move is demonstrated to be .success-

ful the idea will be taken up in

other cities where legit has not done
so well in recent years and may re-

sult in a general revival of the stage.

First committee of Playgoers of
St. Louis is composed of Henry W.
Kiel, pres.. Max Kocnigsberg, dir.

and M. E. Holderness, treas. of
Municipal Theatre Ass'n.; Thomas N.
Dysart, pres. St. Louis Chamber of
Commerce; Frank M. Mayfield, pres.

As.sociated Retailers; David R. Cal-
houn, Jr., dir. of Merchant's Trans-
portation Ass'n.; Fred E. Wiri.sor,

Outdoor Advertising Co; John Ring,
Jr., dir. of 'Visit St. Louis' bureau
of Chamber of Commerce; G. Gor-
don Herstlet, pres. Advertising Club;
Eugene D. Ruth, Jr., pres. Real
Estate Exchange; William Victor,

pres. St. Louis Hotel Ass'n. and
Mayor Dickmann.

BARTLETT 'V/ALTZES' EAST
Hollywood, Aug, 3,

Michael _ Bartlett will go ca.st

early in September ff)r rehearsals
of 'The Three Walv.cs,' in which
he is to be starred under the Shu-
bert banner, opening on Broadway
Oct.y20.

Play is running now in Paris,

with Yvonne Print'^mps in the lead.

McClintic In and Out
Guthrie McClintic is expected in

town today (Wednesday) and will

probably announce his first produc-
tion of the season. Was on the

Coast for a week conferring with
actor.s and authors. Returned laft

Saturday (31) and left immediately
for Martha's Vineyard, M.'i.'-.s.

Had been planiiin.:; on 'Blind

Man's Buff as his .•je;;.-' jn'.x .'^tarter,

biit may do another k!v)w Jii'st, de-

pending on whether he can'^ct an
English fernme star for the lead.
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Summer Theatres

TWO TIME MARY
Skowhegan, Aug. 2,

'Two Time Mary,* Owen Davis'

latest play, presented by the Lake-
wood Players as their 485th produc-

tion, is his first farce since 'Nervous
Wreck.' For characters Davis has

taken a lunatic household ruled by
a managing mother who has trained

her husband, her three daughters

and even her servants to act as a

football team in blocking any oppo-
sition to her plans. When she de-

cides that her old daughter Nancy
.ihall break her engagement to young
Bill Farrington, because of the ar-

rival of a wealthy suitor in their

home, she finds support from all her

family except her niece Mary, who
decides to tell the truth about every-

thing 4t the wrong time.

With a sound basic scene the play

is filled with farcical situations, and
the pnthusiasm <'ith which it was
received at the first performance
augurs well for a Broadway produc-

tion in the autumn. Owen Davis, Jr.,

is the guest star of the week in his

father's play, while Dorothy Bernard,
as the mother, A. H..Van Burein, the

husband, and jCJlisiries Farrell, former
picture star,' ''i^^^ljfe wealthy youth.

'. Marian ShocTcIe;^' J)lays the title role

and .others in the cast are Day Eliot

as Nancy, while Marita- and Daphne
Sylvia, twin daughters of Madam
Ma rguerita Sylvia, are the twin, sis-

ters, Jessie and Jenny,- John Ham-
tnc \d Dailey, Ben Lacmnd, Jessa-
mine Newcojnbe, Beatrice Graham
and David Shelley round out - the
cast. The play was staged under
Melville Burke's direction. Hend.

THE SECRET HEART
Newport, July. 27.

A WW comedy in three acts by Tvan Noe.
tr.Hiialaied Xroiil the French by BIyth? Vht-
unntt and Agiiey Morgiin. Staged at the
NowixiiL C'a.sino theatre, Newport, R. I.,

July -<. 'i)T. Directed by Miss Morgan;
SHl': i.crs by lOmellne Clark Roche.
<i5 < .^t»i^ .Philip Tonge
l.Dcetdi i ...Valentino Vernon
Rii.<er..- ...'.Hayden Rorke
A'li're • , .Charles Trexler

. (,'lii'istlan Guy de Vestel
.Su'/!ttiinp ......Dorla Dalton
Mine. Juui-dnih.' Beatrice Terry
(JiTlrude Bettlna CerC
J^aii ..ISllzabeth Denn Farrar
Jaoquea Franklin Gray

This Parisian interlude is pleasant
enough comedy, but the chances are
it v.'ill have a limited appeal. It is

smart stuff and borders close to
satire, but is rather threadbare iii

plot.

The principal character, M. de
Jourdian, is one of those dual per-
sonalities, a middle-aged chap as
meek as a mouse at one jglance, and a
gay roue at another. As a respect-
able citizen, de Jourdian is employed
in the office of the Ministry of Ag-
riculture. Once a month, with clock-
like regularity, de Jourdian forsakes
everything—domestic strife, shabby
clothes and office cares and blossoms

forth as a gay boulevardier under
the name of Christian. .

On one of these periodic excur-
sion."?, Christian meets Suzanne, whd
Is waiting for her escort. They strike
up an acquaintance, and make a date
for that same evening. But Chris-
tian doesn't keep the date, and Su-
zanne, a rather resourceful girl,

starts a man-hunt of her own, the
trail leading her to Christian's home.
The dialog is extremely witty in

parts, especially in the closing scenes.
As for the acting, de Vestel's skill-

ful handling of a rather difficult rple
was swell. He has just the right
Gallic accent to add to his urbane
charm. Doiris Dalton's Suzanne was
excellent, but feminine acting hon-
ors go to Valentine Vernon for her
portrayal of Lucette. Morccllo.

1/3 OF THE NATION
Poughkepsie, N. Y„ July 30.

r.lvloK Newspaper «lay (11 soenea) by Ar-
thur Arent. illr«>cted by Harold Bolton: aet-
tln>r find tethnical direction. Howard Buy;
ci>.sturtie!«. Mary Mertlll; llBhtInt;-, Fcder;
choreoifraphy, Tainiris: music; Clair Ijson-
nrd; percussion, Shirley Graham. Presented
by Federal Summer theatre at VAssar Col-
lege, PouRhkeepsie. N. Y.. July 30, '37.

fast: Franklin llaymond, Clarence Talbot.
KuKen'e Stone. Ralney Bennett, Dvo Seron,
William Sully. Manuel Manlsoff, Rachel
GuUey. Adelaide Oyman, Cyde W^ddell, Ed-
win Michaels, Eliot Duvey, Frederick Mor-
row. Manuel Apariclo, Helen Fuller. Bess
Whitcomk Francis Verdi. Mary V. Hein-
leln, .Tack •Rennick, William Carbone, Scott
McJjean, M-ilion Wein, Richard Fulmcr, Ku-
Kene Stone, Herbert. Ashlon, Jr., William
Tennysjon. Michael Slane, WilVlani Pollard,
Tohn Cameron, William Perkins, Michael
Adrian. Lorin Raker, Marlon Brooks,

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON
Berkshira Hotel, New York

Circumstances surrounding the
production of this latest Living News-
paper drama set it apart fi-om other
'issues' in the series. But there is

no perceptible difference in quality.
*l/3 of Nation' ranks easily with such
efforts as 'Injimction Granted' ' and
'Power' and, in forcefulness and
compression, is perhaps even better.

Script was again written by Ar-
thur Arent on strictly factual mate-
rial and employs the theatrical de-
vices, familiar by now, of a Voice of
the Living Newspaper, stylization in
setting, projection of slides on a
screen, scrambled chronology and so
on. It is all franlcly non-realistic,
and tremendously effective.
Topic up for discussion this time

is housing. Arent claims", and statis-
tics seem to support him, that one-
third of the nation lives under un-
sanitary conditions. New York is

chosen as the supreme example of
bad housing on a large scale; an in-
vestigation is made into the history
of the community, showing how such
a state of affairs came into being;
the early do-nothiiig policy of the
city authorities is exposed, and finally
some hope is' held out for sweep-
ing reforms through a government
subsidy. Although, as one character
observes, army and navy appropria-
tiojis in this country are vastly more
extensive than provisions for ordi-
nary peaceful living.
Federal Summer theatre, which

has produced this play, is a profes-
sional company composed of direc-
tors, actors and designers from Fed-
eral theatre units throughout the
United States, meeting for- a six
weeks' session of study and experi*
mentation at Vassar. 'Thus very few
of the performers in '1/3 of the Na-
tion' have appeared in previous Liv-
ing Newspaper productions on Broad-
way, but the general level of act-
ing is up to the usual standard and
there are many individual stand-outs
—too many for mention in a review.
Show has been mounted with maxi-

mum effectiveness, Howard Bay's
setting, adroitly lighted by-Feder, is

an A-1 piece of suggestion. A huge
garbage can, a cracked toilet seat, a
rusty water tap, an old-law fire es-
cape—all the objects one associates
with the slums—dangle from the JJies

and set the mood of the entire pre-
sentation. Harold Bolton, assisted by
Tamirls as choreographer, has direct-
ed with pace and rhythm. Original

I. MILLER
SEMI-ANNUAV
SHOE SALe offers

DARK SHOES 1 WHITE SHOES I COLORED SHOES 1

A variety of style$> but not every style in every site,

In0»nu», mode express//

for I. Millar. Orleinally

9.95 and 9.75

I. Millar Baavtiful ond
Oa luxa. Ori<|inally

12.75 to 15.75

COMPANION SALES! I. Miller Ssoutiful Hosiery ond Bogs!

S62 FIFTH AVE. 450 FIFTH AVL 49 WEST 34th ST. 1552 B'WAY

music for piano and organ by Clair
Leonard provides an apt running
commentary.

*l/3 of the Nation' is especially in-

teresting when viewed after another
drama on housing, 'Kingdom cf 137.'

•Kingdom' is a little play written by
Arthur Smith for amateur perform-
ance in the East Side slum district,

and because it was staged non-pro-
fessionally in a basement, most of

the public did not know about it.

Arent states the facts behind p6or
housing. Smith created a crude and
exciting emotional drama out of

these same facts. Taken together,

the two plays may be said to con-

stitute a complete and iniportant

study of living conditions in the aver-

age big city. Vdul,

LET THE MARE RUN
. Fitchburg, Mass., .Aug. 2.

'Let the Mare Run,' by Marian
Grant and Robert Pei-ry, premiered
here tonight by the Manhattan Play-
ers, is one of the best of the straw-

hat crop from this area this season,

but not in the hit class, though it

shows some promise.
It is good theatre, and in quick,

infrequent flashes there are tinges

of greatness iii its plot, but even
with a big name cast it is doubtful

if the whole fabric is strong enough
to support a winter season run. As
a matter of fact, a commendable
cast gave it a good test tonight and
generally satisfied a large summer
audience, although the patronage

did not exit with any buzz of ac-

claim.
Through three . acts (six scenes)

the role Of Patricia Ekstrorh, played

by Francesca Bruning, Is a power-
ful one; perhaps a bit too much so

for this player. It's the story of a

sacrificing woman of the theatre

who first gives up her love of grease

paint for the love of Carl Ekstrom,
Jr. (Robert Perry), then for the

love of her children, and at. last in a

final scene that misses its full punch
somewhere in the writing and act-

ing she, an aging widow, passes up
the puny, charitable overtures of

her children and declares 'This mare
is now free to run.'

She also declines the hand of her
loyal admirer, Michael Grimley
(Frank Lyon). This is one of the

quirks 'of the piece that lift it out of

the conventional rut into which it

seems to be running earljer in the
evening. Other smart twist comes
after Ekistrom's cantankerous father
tosses them out into the street to

poverty, and following a struggle on
their own, Grimley offers Patricia a
place in the theatre from which her
husband plucked her.
While she hears and accepts the

offer, Carl is getting his first break,
a $12 a week mechanic's job. She
has to choose between a $150 job
'alone' or the 12 per with Carl. She
takes the latter.

Carl makes good during the 16
years that elapse' between the two
scenes of the second act (IQOa^igiB),

but he also has a serious flirtation in

Washington during his service with
the army. Discovery of this infi-

delity turns Patricia back towards
the theatre, but she is stopped short
by the illness of her daughter, and
stands by the fireside guns.
Opening scene of the play por-

trays the argument of the three
children as to how they shall care
for their widowed mother without
undue inconvenience to themselves.
Final scene picks it up, and after

continued debate, Grimley tells

them he will now marry their

mother, as he has always hoped to

do. Her refusal to abide by this solu-
tion adds zest to the play, leaving
room for conjecture at the finish.

Miss Bruning is nearly always
convincing; Berry is more than cap-
able as actor and co-author; Lyon is

very good as the old faithful stand-
by; Nancy Duncan is excellent as
Mary, the maid of backstage and
later good friend of the young
couple; and Kenneth Parks as the
crusty, prejudiced Derek Ekstrom
had the first-night audience gritting
their teeth at his meticulously
drawn characterization. Fox.

Al Fresco Operetta Opens in N. Y.,

May Be Stpiied by Poor Conditions

By JOE SCHOENFELD
Second season of outdoor oper-

ettas in the large municipal stadium
on Randalls Island. N. Y., got under-
way July 27 with 'The Student
Prince' under the unofficial direction

of Robert Moses, commissioner of

N. Y. parks, with Fortune Gallo, di-

rector of the San Carlo Opero Co.,

and William Caryle who is fronting

for the. Shuberts. Last year, unlike

the Gallo-Shuberts Jones Beach, L\I.,

productions, this venture- was brief

and brodied. And in '37 it looks like

red ink may again splash the books,

despite good opening business. ,

It's not the shows that'U put this

proposition on the wrong side of

the ledger—it's the condition of the

island. Though less than a half-

hour from Times Square in actual

distance, Randalls Island might just

as well be two hours away. It takes

that long to get back to the mainland
because of the incomplete parking

and exiting facilities. .

Parking field is still unpaved and
there's only ia single lane open lead-

ing off. the island and back onto -the

Triboro Bridge. Opening night

there was plenty of confusion after

the show-break, and plenty of fum-
ing on the part of motorists, many
of whom were delayed as much as

two hours getting back to Manhat-
tan, the Bronx and Queens. All of

which doesn't add Up to good word-
of-mouth.

Production Okay
But the production is something

else again. Presentation of Sigmund
Romberg's operetta smash of the
1924-'25 Broadway season under the
stars is ag good as anybody can ex-
pect for the $1.10 top scale, if not
better. Singing of the tuneful score
is excellent; casting also is plenty
forte, with the ampitheatre setup
outdoors lending extra massiveness
to a large and lavish production.
Plus the 'Prince,' the N.Y.-Gallo-

Shuberts combo toss in the Fokine
Ballet for one routine in the first in-

termission, and a group of songsters
in native Italian costumes during the
second rest period. Appeal of the
ballet and its symbolic choreography
is naturally limited, but not ' too
much so for operetta audiences.
Robert Shafer and Helen Arnold

are in the top tenor and soprano
roles in 'Prince,* with both deliver-
ing capably, both in voc^l and ro-
mantic angles. Top honors, how-
ever, go to Doug Leavitt (and Lock-
wood), standard vaude comic, and
Hope Emerson, in the chuckle-parts
of gentleman-in-waiting and Grand
Duchess, respectively. Leavitt, in
fact, practically walks off with the
proceedings through the injection of
his old vaude stage hoke and his ex-
perience, at timing situational com-
edy. He is also credited with hav-
ing staged the production.

Little Danclnir
Boots McKenna directed the danc-

ing, though the latter is held down
to a minimum, While Watson Bar-
rett did the settings. Latter are
strictly set pieces and, because of
insufficient anchorage, were buffeted
plenty by the winds opening, night.
In the second act, for instance, one
whole side of the set nearly crashed,
a stagehand rescuing and bolstering

HORSE TALE
Madison, Conn., Aug. 3.

Farcft In three ncl.s (foui' scenPs), l)y .vIIm-

(llne Bel). .Staged L>y Brace roiinni;?. .sct-

Hn.ij.s, y.. Ij. OoldwHHser. I'rf.ionlpil hy 'rht»-

nti'e A.SHUL'lntes and Kaniify ( 'oinplini. ;il

Ptiat Road theatre, Madison Bench, Conn.,
Au<. 2. '\M.

B(!lle Hardwlrk...
Parley Hosldn. , .

.

.Jeff I.ethcole
Bilker Hurdwlck.,
Skeozlx.
BJlly Whlllaker..
Olive TronieUnn..
Koae Tremellan . .

.

Joe Trlpi)
O.scar jlcGowuii .

.

(JdorKe Jnck.son. .

.

.indy Jivans

RllzalxMli Khnhiill
l''ioiliM-l'-k rtinilli

O. Albei'l Sinldi
John Miii'Oiiey

, . r, r . . . . \'>y I li:ii>'('ir

,
Kopil Hcrrln;^

I>orolhfii I.ove
..Marlon Carriill ('miwiiy
. lereniy Ituwmnn

,.,l''i'iuik Ihii'vey
l:i)lii>i'L I'.lnil.-iiiy

I.'tlllfs l''ljr

'Horse Tale' is probably a good ex-
ample of why certain types of .shows
should never be tried out in the sum-
mer spots. Here's a situation of a
fairly novel theme, backed, up with
some laughs and replete with juicy
character possibilities, taking a lick-

ing because of the misca.sting so
often evident in stock troupes which
require a clergyman of one week to
doff his frock in favor of a cowboy's
outfit the next.

It's a strain on even the best of
talent and this week's tryotil fails to
give the play a proper chance be-

cause of this deficiency in casting.
Only member who fits his role is G.
Albert Smith as Jeff, with Jeremy
Bowman a possible second choice as
the sheriff.

Laid in her native state of Utah,
author has spotted the action at a
western tank town called Dromedary
—so named because a package of
Dromedary dates was delivered to
the general store there by mistake

j

one time. Jeff; and Parley are a
couple of poverty-stricken cowboys
who figure to get out of debt by
marrying and raising a family. Com-
munity allows each kid two-bits a
day for school tran.sportation and
Jeff figures his offspring can ride on
ponies and pocket the daily quar-
ter.

Boys arrange to have a cook from
the next town come to work for

,

them with the idea of one of them
I

marrying her and providing the nec-
i
essary family. However, two cooks

! arrive instead of one and the cow-
hands want to walk out on the whole
deal. Meanwhile, a notorious horse-
thief (nothing is safe in the com-
munity unless it's nailed down) is
making the rounds of the neighbor-
hood, and eventually Jeff and Parley
are induced to tie in with him to
boost their financial standing. In a
mixup, Jeff is pinched and about to
be shot when the chief thief is cap-
tured, the boys split the reward on
hi.s head and end up by marrying the
two cooks.

.
Writing of the play is rather mea-

(L'onLinuc'd on im^'e 57)

the scenery till the scenes was com-
pleted.

Pit orch, in a well just in front ot
the stage, is directed by Pierre de
Reeder. Like most members of the
cast, De Reeder and his crew will
be permanent here for the season,
City of N.Y, is included in this

year's setup on Randalls Island,
through providing a inonster, mov-
able stage that's estimated to have
cost $150,000. This season the Gallo-
Shuberts combo is paying rent for
the structure; next year they'll prob-
ably have it for a percentage of the
gross. Stage is mobile and com-
prised of 53 units, m&king possible
its removal to other stadiums if de-
sired.

It's much like the stage at jones
Beach, only the latter is anchored in
Zach's Bay, while at Randall's Island
the stage is set out in the playing
field of the stadium, with one end of
the permanent structure serving as
the amphitheatre. Seating capacity
opening night was 8,000 and nearly
filled; second night a couple of more
sections of seats were opened, to
raise the capacity to 10,000. Scale
starts at 25c and graduates up to
$1.10, with about the first 25 rows
going for the highest price.

DAYLIGHT AND DARK
Melodrama In three acts (Cour scenes),

by John S. Brown. Staired by S. Mario
("astagnn; scenery and efCet'ta by Myles;
technician, John WoIHord. Preaentnd by
I.lttle Thaatre Players at nomedy, N. Y.:
Auff. 2. '\\~\ ft.10 top. '

lilistle WlKson i.... Irene Sllilman
Be.SMle Stone..; Rosalie Coudrey'
Chuck Dugan: Ous Roceo
Madeline Wilson :..Khlrlev Roacv
Jenny Van Kster Rose Marie Stewart
r,ealle Hull Joseph Hanleo
Sann ...Hurry Adelsteln
Patrick Quinn .....Robert Richardson
William Ivelsey ...ISdgnr Winslow
George Clirton.. Jack Butler
George Randall Raymond Punn
Mi.'is Palmer fVlia I,evy
Jwdue Slng-leton AliUoh Gorland
Court Clerk. . : .J.'aul aiewavt

Organization's first attempt on
Broadway. Charge it off to experi-
ence. Simply a hopelessly amateur-
ish production of a worthless play.
Neither 'Daylight and Dark' nor the
Little Theatre Players belong on
Broadway, where earnestness doesn't
pass for. talent. Effort offers nothing
for pictures or the commercial the-
atre.

Story is of a white girl raised by
a Negro mother as her own daughter
and, believing herself a Negress,
passes as a Spaniard. Rich man's
son meets her, only to have a scoun-
drel white man (who holds the
mother in his power by threats of
exposing her for an old crime of
which she is innocent) extort $5,000
from him. Girl is put on trial for
extortion, but is .freed when it's dis-
covered she's the long-lost kidnapped
daughter of the judge. Dear, dear.

If there's any merit in the script
(which is hard to believe), the play-
ing hides it. Or if any ability among
the cast, the script nullifies it.

Hobe.

l.BCAT. NOTICE

S XT R K O G A T E'S COURT, WBST-
CHESTBR COT'NTy. In the Matter of
the K.Stat e of tn.ORKNZ 7JK(JKKM»,
deceased. On Thursday. AuBiiat 5, VOXl, at
]'J;0() o'clock noon. In the Rotunda of Hie
County Court House, Main Srreet, While
Plains, New York, the adminlstriitor ot the
Kslate ot Kloren/, Zlejyfeld will offer for
sale at publU; auction all the riffhl, litla

and Iniere.st of the said Florenz Zieptfeld
and o( his e-statc In and to the Collo'vlng
theatrical productions and In nnd lo llie

.slock ot any coi'poratjon owning or Invinji
any intere.st' In any of the following theat-
rical producllon.H: A Parlor M;<l(:li, A O.ny
Deceiver, The irrem h Mnld,- Pttpu'.s Wife,
lilt lie. Dutchess, Mile. N'apoleon, P.»rl.siu«

Model, Parl.slan Model (Revival), Mi.ss In-

nOcen<'e, The Pink I.ady, A Winsome
Widow, f'enlurv Girl, Miss llJl", Cue.sar",M

Wife, Sally. Inllmute Slransers, Ko.sb

Briar, Kid Boots; Alinia Deftr, lioul.s TH'O

Hlh, Rio RIlB, Sliow Boat. Betsy, Itiisiilie,

'I'he Three MuskelecrH. Show Girt, Ulltei

.SwiiGl. Whoopee, Simple Simon, .'^n\lleH.

Hot Ci-a. .siiDw Boat (rtevlvul). /iiegfeld

Kollies of 11107, /,l«?gfeld Kollles of l!t(IS.

Zlp.nfeld Follies of mm. Zlegfeld Follfe.s of

IIIIO, '/-legfeid Kollies of llMl. /-iegfelil l''oi-

lles of 1I»V.>, Klegfetd Polliea of lin:i, J^leg-

feld Kolllps of 11)14, Silegfeld Kollie.s ot

11)15, Zlegfeld l''ollle.s of IIMO, Zlegfeld I'V>1-

lies of 1<)17, Zlegfeld Kollle.s of IDIS, Zle.i;-

r-Id Kolliea of 101!). /.iegft-ld Kollies of 1!»iO,

/'.iegfelri Kolllus of lUL'l. /.legfetd Kollies of

IDli'-', '/-iegfeUl li-orllics of I!!'.'::, ZlegfcM l''ol-

lle.s ot llll't. 7.|p;fJVl(l Kollies of l!)i">. '/Ao.V,-

fclil KolllcH .(formerlv) iif 1it:J.">, /.lepfelo

KolllP.s of IflliT, /.iegfet.l l>\)llies of H'ltl.

y.lcgfeld Krollc & Am. Revue ot lO:.'i;, Miil-

nigltt KrollcH of 1!)ll)'. Midnight KrollcH of

1!l-2». .Mldniirht Krollcs of lit:il (.Vlnrcli),

MIdnlghl Kn,llca ot lirjl (N'ovemher). -Mi"'

nlghl I'-olics ot i;r..'!l. Miilnight Itevuc,

I) o'clock Kcvue of H>lf), !» o'ClocK Kevne
of Midnight Krollcs of lltl.'., .MiiliilRMl

Krolics of 11)17 (.lime). Mldnli;bt Krolics of

l!tl7 (necember). Midnight Krollcs of ID-!'

(January), I'lilm Keii(<i ,\'luhls, Thu Tintle
and l.a I'oupci'. 'I'iie sale will be .suii.U'cl

lo the n;>pniviil of The lioimralilc Willi;iiii

J. ."Shells. Ihc SiiiYiigMie of We.stchcslci'

County. .\i> bill of Ii»sm IIiiim .';7.r>(llt will be

I'ecomiiicndcil for :<|>orovnl. The |iiircliM-.cr

will l)e re-iiiircd l>> denosit llfo of tin- l'<"

'

cb.ise prlci> »!, llif time of Siile 'iilI I" I'l'V

the b!il;inc-» in cash wi'.hln live dius
Vn,"''

Ihe Sun-og:ili'\s noproviil of the s^ile. 'I'"''

iidmiiilslralnr will make ii(> warr.-iMl> •»

any kind or rialiMv.
U'll.l.r.V.M S. C()1''I'*KV.

j
A.lniiiilstial.x

; ISiiiIiI. CDiTf.y DiM-l In,".

.\lloi'm»vs I'lir AitinlnlHl r;i lor,

liroiw-vllli' 'l'i-iis( Coniiinny liuildlof?-

IJroiiicv lllij, N'lMv Y')r(c.
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Inside Stuff-Legit

Among the Summer mysteries ire annoying thefts in Broadway theatre

dre-ssing rooms and tjie latest variation is a 50-50. clip claimed by an actress

in 'Having Wonderful Time.' She insisted there was a $20 bill in her bag

and that upon returning to the dressing rooms, discovered that it had been
switched for a $10 note. Management was somewhat skeptical about the

claim, but others in the company say they have been robbed. Missing

amounts do not exceed 10 bucks, but it seems to be a weekly event. A
stagehand reported that a $3 tool was copped last week.

It is Uelieved that fire escapes leading to open windows of dressing

rooms maK6 it easy for pilferers in the summertime. Largest amount
lost in that way was repotted by Clarence Derwent, During the engage-

ment of ^Th'e Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse' at the Hudson, $100 was taken

from trousers easily reached from the fire escape.

Charles B. Cochran, now on the Coast, who came from London for a

brief visit,, will make quite a stay of it as indicated by his wife haying
arrived to join him. It was announced last week from Hollywood that

Cochran will present 'Helen' and 'Nymph Errant' in New York, both
musicals; He had no such plans when he landed in New York and it is

indicated that Coast backing will figure in the shows. London ^howman
is not bound by the new authors contract, which is an out for the Holly-

wood end. .....
Cochran's proposal for the San Francisco 1939 exposition was made at

the suggestion of Louis Lurie.

Through Ben Atwell, who has been doing press work for Max A. Cohen,
N. Y. midtown film exhibitor, it i§ announced that the latter has formed
a legit production company. Cohen recently bought the New Amster-
dam, now operaing with pictures at pop prices, but it is indicated he
will present a legit show there in the fall. He is head of the Cinema
Circuit Corp.

Possibility of the New Amsterdam booking in a musical is also men-
tioned.

Revival of 'Passing of Third Floor Back,' by and with Walter Hampden,
which got off to a. weak start at the Brighton, Brooklyn, several weeks
ago, is not folding . after all. Hampden, played Providence last week and
did sufficiently encouraging business to stay out for at least two. more
weeks, with Asbury Park, N. J., and Atlantic City, N. J., siet to follow,

After the road trek, Hampden may steer the production into New York
or Philadelphia.

One of the most shoddy examples of dead billing adorns the Bfoad-
hurst, N. Y.i where painted signs still carry 'Victoria Regina,' a two-season
hit at that theatre. 'Regina' billing on the boards at the entrance have
been removed, revealing underneath '20th Century,' which played the

Broadhurst nearly four years ago.

Curiously enough, the box office is open for the sale of tickets to Jones
Beach and Randall's Island attractions.

'Broadway on Parade,' musical which Eddie ..Dowling had in mind,
looks cold. Show had been in preparation for more than a year, but the

story of the book is said to be too similar to 'Room Service.'

The score, however, may be salvaged, the numbers mostly coming from
James Hanley and Jo.seph McCarthy.

4A Surprise Comeback
(Continued from page 55)

year or so ago and is residing in

Fort Worth, Texas, where her hus-

band, also a lawyer, is connected

with a major oil company. She is

said to be . equally acceptable to the

administration and those in Equity
who comprised the opposition in the

June election.

Understood that one reason for

Mrs. Holt's withdrawal was that she

did not agree with certain policies of

Equity leaders. It is known that

Gillmore contacted her with a view
to proposing that she return to New
York and rejoin Equity's forces. Mrs.
Holt states, however, that no defi-

nite offer has been made, and so far

there have been only overtures. Be-
fore she withdrew, Mrs, Holt did

much work in Washington on behalf
of actors, so that they could partici-

pate in the WPA relief program, and
in guiding the Equity end during
vexing situations after ' the FTP
started

Gillmore will receive $250 weekly
in the new berth, same as he re-

ceived from Equity. Actually he was
paid $300, but has been returning $50
weekly to the association for the. past
six years. According to the Four A's
set-up, it would be unable to finance

the revised status and, in order to

meet the increased budget, the per
capita tax will be raised. Each mem-
ber union pays in 75c per head,
which will be raised to $1.50.

Decisions on Issu<;s

There are many points . to be
cleared up by the Four A's in con-
nection with member-unions. Per-
haps the most difficult is the idea of

interchangeability of membership
cards, because artists frequently
switch ^rom the stage to the screen
and radio and vice versa. At this
time it is not thought feasible to
adopt any plan, since there is a
rther wide variance in the initiation

fees and dues of the individual
unions.

One issue to be decided inside the
Four A's is the situation between the
Grand Opera Artists Asa'n and the
American Guild of Musical Artists.
Latter, headed by Lawrence Tibbett,

has a membership among concert and
radio artists. This group has refused
to join the GOAA, which is suppo.sed
to take in all grand opera, artists.

Union was given a franchise by the
Four A's in 1934.

It is contended that the GOAA has

not fulfilled its purpose, because it

has been unable to organize the
Metropolitan Opera Co. This union's
former officers favored joining with
the Guild, but at the last election

were defeated, Guiseppe Interante
heads the group, which formerly had
Elizabeth Hoeppel as president.

Issue will be decided -within the
next four weeks. It is indicated that
the voting power of Equity and SAG
combined will lead to a settlement
\yhereby the Musical Artists Guild
may be included in the new radio
union, otherwise there is a chance
that the GOAA charter will be re-

voked.

Gillmore's post with the Four A's
is for a five-year term. Parent union
has been quartered in Equity's offices

and will probably continue in that

spot for the present.

Bitter Dailies

(Continued from page 45)

'sugge§,tions' to advertising agencies

that the .Morning Whoozis is pretty

petty to take its animosity against

the station out on the client.

'BRIDE' SOCK $45,000,

AL FRESCO, ST. LOUIS

St. Louis, Aug. 3.

Fir.«;t St. Louis showing of 'The
Bartered Bride,' with four Metropol-
itan stars, Su.sanne Fisher, Eugene
Loewenthal, George Rasely and Jo-
seph Bentonelli in leading xples, end-
ed a seven-night run Sunday (I)
with a take of .approximately $45,000
for the best single week's take of
the

. season. Biz done was exceeded
only by 'The Great Waltz,' opening
piece, which ran 10 nights and col-
lected $50,000.
Modernized version of 'The Pink

Lady,' presented here in 1926, be-
came the ninth al fresco operetta
production in Forest Pai:k Bowl Mon-
day (2), with three newcomers in
star roles. Favorable weather still
prevails and the opening house ap-
proximated $3,600. George Menader,
of opera and legit. Jack Arthur and
Patricia Bowman clicked, as did
Bernice Claire in the title role.

'others in the supporting cast are
Eddie Foy, Jr., Val Castle. Helen
Raymond, Robert Pitkin, Detmar
Poppen, Anna Mary Dickey, Ruth
Urban, Erika Zaranova, Phil Porter-
field and Gus Howard. Theodore
Adolphus, ballet master, and Al"
White, Jr., dance director, for the
second time during the current sea-
son collaborated in devising spectac-
ular routines for the line of 24.

Waltz routine with the line was ar-
ranged for Miss Bowihian and scored.
Miss Castle clicked with her solo
dances, .which have made her a fave
here for several seasons.

Huge Forest Park stage enabled art
director Raymond Sovey to build
elaborate sets which added to the
success of the piece

Half Year Gone,

But Take Stfll

$13,000 in Loop

Chicago, Aug. 3.

'You Can't Take It With You' just
keeps rbllin' along, and packing in
the coin week after week. Looks set
to roll comfortably into the chill of
autumn and perhaps the cold of win-
ter.

Holding to a remarkable coin pace
in its 26th session with no sign of
letup. Its variations in wampum
from week to week are only slight
fluctuations that affect the box office
seismograph very little.

Estimate for Last Week
'You Can't Take I( With You,' Har-

ris (1,000; $2.75) (26th week). Again
nearly $13,000, excellent.

WPA
'Lonely Man,' Eilackstone. Readying

to fold by Aug. 15. To be replaced
b.v a parade of three one-acters.

'O Say Can You Sfngr?' Great
Northern.

Cincinnati, Aug. 3.

Post and Times-Star, rival after-

noon papers, are snubbing each
other's aircasting of news staff mem-
bers in listings of local .radio pro-

grams. Nixson Denton, sports editor

of the Times-Star, has been doubling
for more than a month on WSAI
with a quarter-hour of humorous
news chatter five evenings a week.
His blasts are sponsored by Twenty
Grand cigarettes. In the radio

schedules of his Own sheet, Denton
is listed by name. Opposish Post'

merely tags' his stanzas as 'sports'

in its program listings.

Last week Paul Kennedy, radio

editor of the Scripps-Howard Post,

which is linked with local WCPO,
started a series of twice-weekly
amusement gossip 15-minute broad-

casts on WCKY, as a sustainer.

Kennedy gets personal billing on
his stints in the Post program list-

ings. In the Times-Star radio .sched-

ules Kennedy's programs ai'e labeled

'studio.'

Both receive radio blurbs in the

columns of their own sheets, yet get

nary a mention in their competitive

rags.

Operetta Revivals Under the Stars

Lead Broadway B.O.s; $20,000 Each

SUMMER THEATRES

(Continued from page 56)

gre, author failing to build a numbier
of promising situations. Improve-
ment along this line may be its sal-
vation.

Play attempts to kid the Zane
Grey type of horse opera and for
this reason may hold considerable
appedl along the self-ribbing line,

as far as Hollywood is concerned.
Production end is commendable,

with a neat general store setting by
L. L. Goldwasser. Brace Conriing's
direction speeded up a lethargic first

act into a fairly lively act three.
Bone.

LOVE MY DOG
East Jaffrey, N. H., July 29,

ConieUy in three acts by lit-Uy ru-ivc
and J.,ort'alne Miller. Prencniea l)y 'The
A.tor-.^aauclttt•3H at Inn Theuire, Ku'nt .tnr-
rrey, N. K.. July 2U, ';|7. Wllllnm Purl-
ridge, director; VrHz ISlBenniiinii, iiH.slHlaiU
director
Normo. Armstrong Belly Pierce
Benjamin I'roiit ICdwnril Hule
Hani ArinfllronK. Judith - Jfllllott
Peter AnnHlronir. , ..Oonliin MacTiCod
Anne Prout VlrKlnlu Itlce
OharlGB Bonno .llUHHell Ouvry
.S;uhu^il ArniKironK ...Prltz JiliienmunM
Qragoiy Armsliong . . , Kloyd Itumney
.Sally Armalrong..,,.... ... .r.ornilne Allller
Jamea Poole Hol)»>rt. numont
Mr. McCarthy.... John Bell
2iobo Kniery Uiittlu

ENGAGEMENTS
Gary Mohr, Darthy Hinkley, Maud

Scheerer, Ford Bowman, Katherine
Raht, Francis Stringfellow, 'Alice,'
Barter Theatre, Abingdon, Va.

Percy Kilbride, Evelyn Varden,
'Western Union, Please,' Cape Play-
house, Dennis, Mass.
Doris Carson, Dave Jones, David

Morris, Demetrious Vilan, Nina Oli-
vette, Hope Emerson, Douglas Lea-
vitt, 'On Your Toes,' Jones Beach
Stadium, N. Y.

Anne Revere, jWhitner Bissell,
Shepperd Strudwick, Katherine
Emery, Robert K. Adams, Alan
Handley, 'Candida,' Surrey theatre,
Surrey, Me.
Edith Barrett, Cecilia Loftii.s, *As

Husbands Go,' Newport Casino the-
atre, Newport, R. I.

Doris Dalton, Henry Fonda, 'Blow
Ye Winds.'
Lauren Gilbert, Jackson ''Perkins,

Joseph F. Foley, Patrick Lawrence,
Berilla Kerr, Virginia Block, 'Candle-
light,' Farragut playhouse, Rye
Beach, N. H.
Ann Freeman, Russell Collins,

Harold Moffet, George Macready,
Sammah Cunningham, John Hoys
radt, 'The Devils Moon ' 'Theatre-by
the-Sea, Matunuck, R. I.

Estelle Winwood, Edward Colin
Dawson, Wilfrid Seagram, Violet
Be.<ison, John Williams, Ernita Las
celles, 'John McKee, Grace O'Mal
ley, 'At Mrs. Beam's,' Ogunquit
Playhouse. Ogunquit, Me.
Arden Young, Starr West, John

Barclay, Teddy Jones, Clement
O'Loghlen, Miriam Battista, 'The
Good Fairy,' Starlight theatre, Pawl-
ing, N. Y.
Hume Cronyn, 'Room Service'

froad ).

• Edward Fielding, 'Yes, My Darling
Daughter.'
Tonio Selwart. Doris Dalton, Esther

Mitchell, Elizabeth Dean Farrar,
Franklin Gray, Edgar Kent, Bettina
Cerf, Lois Bolton. Charles Trexler,

Hathaway Kale, Valentine Vernon
Roberta Barrett, 'Autumn Crocus.'

As the first playwriting effort by
the Misses Pierce and Miller, 'Dog' is

interesting and commendable;
. as

strawhat fare, it hits the groove; as
basis for a light film it has good
possibilities; but for Broadway legit
it looks hopeless.

The youthful playwrights seem to
lave the conventional formula for
comedy well in mind and well in
hand, but because the. lines and sit-
uations never climb out of the con-
ventional rut the result is not re-
markable. A film studio script de-
partment could pep it up, a producer
could broaden the scope of the Arm- •

strong family's antics, and with the
right cast the finished product could
be a better-than-average funny
film. One studio (Par) has shown
interest already.

Sara Armstrong, middle - aged
mother of a typical middle-class
American family, has a yen for
phony human lap dogs, and "her cur-
rent interest, when the curtain rises,
is Zobo, a pseudo mystic and Rus-
sian refugee. When McCarthy, the
new servant in the Armstrong house-
iold, drops his tray at the sight of
Zobo, this serves as a tip-off that not
all is kosher—and it also serves as a
perfect curtain for act one.

All characters are introduced in a
rather windy opening act; in the .sec-

ond, Sara runs off with Zobo after
her phlegmatic husband finally pro-
tests, and in. the third, she returns
after a night in jail (for speeding),
Zobo lams after McCarthy turns him
in as a former spaghetti house
waiter (his own runaway brother-
in-law).

In a competent cast several stand
out: Judith Elliott as the flighty
mother (and working very much like
Alice Brady); Betty Pierce, as the
daughter with dramatic leanings;
Emery Battis, as Zobo with exag-
gerated accent, and Gordon Mac-
Leod, as the adolescent Peter Arm-
strong.

Handed a good role, which could
have been developed even further,
MacLeod plays the kid brother of
the family with a flne.sse that merits
serious attention from both legit- and
picture scoUts. Fritz Eisenmann, in

the character of the easy-going
father, plays convincingly. Oddly
enough, Lorraine Miller, co-author,
had trouble with her lines opening
night, but otherwise filled the niche.

Fo.x,

Operetta revivals in the open air
near New York, at Municipal Sta-
dium; Randall's Island, and Jone.s
Beach, are bettering the taking.^ of
any shows on Broadway. Attrac-
tions last week were 'The Student
Prince' and 'Frederika,' re.speclively.
Both topped $20,000 last week.
With ticket prices from 25c. to

$1.10, attendance in both place.<; ap-
proached capacity and the open-air
projects are indicated clean-ups.

Last summer, while the beach
turned in splendid profits on the
season, the attempt' to duplicate at
the island flivved- One rea.son was
opening late in the summer.
Open-air cards are the joint pre.<;-

entations of Fortune Gallo and J. J.

Shubert. Latter is using the canopies
and house boards of dark Shubert
theatres to plug the island shows.
Attendance figures at the beach,
about 25 miles from New York, indi-
cate that 30% of the patrons comes
from nearby Long Island, 24% from
Manhattan and the balance scattered
among the other city boroughs and
out of town.

Surviving shows on Broadway
drew fair business last week, some
grosses even improving. There are"
no carded withdrawals. In the rural
spots the high of the summer in fry-
outs comes this week, with 14 new
plays listed.

WPA continues its colored 'Swing
It* and a mixed cast play by a col-
ored author comes into the Elliott
next week, 'The Trial of Dr. Beck,'
which was originally presented in
Jersey.

Estimates for Last Week
'Babes in Arms,' Shubert Cl7lh

week) (M- 1,385, $3.30). Improved
somewhat and topped $15,000; musi-
cal cokts more to operate than in-
dicafed> however.
'Brother Rat,' Biltmore (34th

week) (C-991-$3.30). Reported slated
for road early in September, but
may stay longeir, depending on busi-
ness; over $6,000; still profitable.

'Having Wonderzul Trmc,- Lyceum
(24th week) (CD.l,000-$3.30). Held
up fairly well, with gross around
$7,500; indications are for better tak-
ings from now on.

'Room Service,' Cort n2th week)
(C-l,059-$3.30). One Of the solid hits
that belong to last season; de.spite
late entry has been a wonder play;
$15,000 or more.
'The Women,' Barrymore .'32d

week) (C-l,048-$3.30). Moved up
somewhat further last week, when
quoted gross was around $14,000;
should extend through autumn.
'Tobacco Road,' Forrest (191st

week) (D-i,10Y-$1.65). "Long run
drama looks slated for fall holdover
again; takings improved to slightly
over $5,000 last week.

•Tovarich,' Plymouth (41st week)
(CD-l,036-$3.30). If engagement ex-
tends into September may stay until
Thanksgiving; business fairly good;
around $8,000 for hit.

'Yes, My Darling Daughter,' Phty-
hou.se (26th week) (C-878-$3.30). One
of the favored comedies that sur-
vived; business estimated around
$7,000.
'You Can't Take It With You,'

Booth (34th week) (C-708-$3.30).
Back to standing room every per-
formance, including both shows on
Saturday; over $15,000.

Bevlvais
'The Fireliy,'. Randall's Island; open

air; Fokine ballet added.
'On Your Toes/ Jones Beach; open

air.

WPA
'Swing It,' Adelphi; colorlfed' mu-

sical.

'Candide' and 'How Long Brethren,'
Elliott; will be followed by 'The
Trial of Dr. Beck' (mixed cast
drama) next week.

Strawhat Ups Gross

Selling Jury Seats
On its recent production of 'Night

of January 16th' the County theatre,

Suffern, N. Y., dug up some unex-
pected profit. Show played to big

grosises all week and there was turn-

away business Friday and Saturdry
nights.

Play Is a courtroom meller in

which, members of the audience leave
their seats to serve on the jury on
the stage. Management sold the
12 juror .seats at both perform-
ances and rang up an additional $48
in the till.

Elitch 'Day* $5,700
Denver, Aug. 3.

'Call It a Day' was down about a
hundred from the previous week,
closing with approximately $5,700 at
the Elitch stock summer theatre. No
.sellout.*} were recorded—just steady
business.
'Autumn Crocils' it curreoi.

LA. 'RAT 9i^Gs;

3 WPA SHOWS

Los Angeles, Aug. 3.

'Brother Rat' continues at a merry
Dace at the Biltmore, where it is now
in its third week, with one more
stanza to go.- Extreme heat early •

part of last week held down the take
somewhat, but a hefty advance in-
sures good trade for the balance of
the run.

Estimate for Last Week
'Brother Rat,' Biltmore' (C-1,656;

$2,75) (2d wk). Comedy of college
life is getting great word-of-mouth
and, de.spite excessively warm niphts
early in the week, hit a neat $9,500.

WPA
'Merry Wives of Windsor,' Holly-

wood Playhou.se. Opens today <3),
running through the month of Au-
gust

'Macbeth,' Mayan. All-colored pro-
duction terminntf.-i Saturday (8).
Next attraction i.s 'Pursuit of Hap-
pine.s.s,' debuting Aug. 11.

Hansel and Gretnl,' Greek theatre,
Enf^agement runs to Saturday (41),
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Book Price War On
Although 32

,

publishers have

signed fair trade contracts in accord'

ance with the provisions of the Feld-

Crawford Act in New York State,

. and tnoi-e than 75% of the States

now have laws against price-fixing,

efforts on the part of distributors to

defeat the aims of the bill are still

going on.

Leader of the fight , against main-

taining prices in New York is R. H.

Macy & Co., which has been running

full page ads in the metropolitan

dailies ever since the constitution-

ality of the Feld-Crawford Act was

upheld. On6 full page ad with a

message to authors appeared in last

Sunday's ^1) Book Review Section

of the N.Y. Times also.

Introducing the subject with a

quote from John Stuart Mill- on the

demand for goods when they are

cheap, ad contained suggestions to

authors for preventing their pub-

lishers, from price-fixing any, book

and pointing out advantages pf such

action. Method suggested is described

as 'very simple* in the following

terms:

'Vou can write into your contract,

with, your: publisher a stipulation

which states that he agrees that at

^no time will he fix the retail price

of your book. Any good lawyer can,

write such a bindirig statement for

yod. very simply . .

.

' \
.'We mike this suggestion based on

long , experience aS the .bookstore

which probably sells more books-r-

for more publishers and authors—to

more readers^thari any other; which
. sold, for instance, 92>a0 copies of

•Anthony Adverse,', and 157,000

copies of 'Gone with the Wind'; a,

bookstore in..whose aisles, .on any

day, you will ' encounter authors

. sampling the popularity of their

bo'oks; a bookstore which has con-

tributed. 'more royalty to the wallets

. of nibre aiulihprs ih^n any other in

V America—by means of low prices

through volume distribution.'

Meanwhile, booksellers- have not

been idle and are planning steps to

fight'the newspapers which have op-
posed price fbcinjfe- (Bditorially, pos-

. sibly "under, pressure from large re-

, 'tail' store ad(vertisers.
.

'

Plan to sell . at cut prices, those

newspapers which' have editorially

opposed: price maiiitenance is under
consideration by the American BoPk-
seliars Ass'n-, and will .be submitted

to the Retail Druggists' an4 Toilet

Goods Ass'ns.. shortly. This plan was
revealed; last week by Dr. Crichton

Clarke bit the booksellers group, w|io

declared that. While the proposal

h?is riot, yet been iacted 'ph, 'it will

• certainly b^ done.*
,

. . .

.

'.

•It is just as fair "to cut prices on
. newspapers as it is. on a drug prod-
' tict or a book,' Dt. Clarke declared.

Plan, as he outlined itj will . first 'be

dji^dcted, againjst. those newspapers

.;
editojrially. o'pijosed to price-mainte-

' nia.ncp;' tjut may be.expanded ip those

. which c^rry ' stove advertising extpU-

, . ing 'free'-prices.

editorial work, writing blurbs, in-

terviewing authors, applicants and

fe^rdliiig manuscripts.

Ned L. Pines, publisher, stated that

Redstone was put back on his old

job of proofreading and was just on

his vacation from July 12 until this

week, when he returned to work.

Redstone contends that he was
fired by Loo Margulics, editorial di-

rector, on July 12, the. reason given

him being economy. He says that

he was not on vacation, but that all

his efforts since July 12 have been
directed to getting reinstated.

Bevy of ThlHy Flrlnjs

New Guild contract at the Phila-

delphia Record and agreement with

the publisher which went into effect

Monday (2) on the Inquirer, have
brought about a wave of .firings, as

the managements adjust themselves

to higher wage scales. Record, in the

past two months, has dropped nine

employees in the editorial :
room.

Inquirer beheadings included prin-

cipally men' whose metropolitan

newspaper experience would entitle

theiri, under the new agreement, to

raises of from $10 tp $20, over
previous salaries. Generial staff

shiakeup also followeci. , This sent

Dick 0'K;,eefe, former Inquirer Wash-
ington correspondent and later as-

sistant city editor, to cover his old

beat at the Mayor's office,. Clarence
Campbell was transferred from the

city desk to the copy desk, Mac Mac-
Donald from' thv/dity. desk to rewrite,

and Tonimy TurnbuU from office boy
to district reporter.

S-s-sold

!

6 ANG '0<'t;anl;Eer^ . Named
;Eight of the 10 new.' organizers

for the American Newspaper Guild
w.ere. appointed last we^k, six hav^
ing. started fo work in, widely Scat-

tered sections of the country. One
of the two remaining positions will

be filled by a Canadian, in accorcl-

ance with ' a decision recently

adopted by' the International Execu-
tive Board. Appojintments were
made possible by the allotment of

C.I.O. funds for this, purpose.
. 'Appointees are: Don Stevens, for

Chicago and the v Middle West;
Charles L. Irvine for Seattle; Mor'
ris Watson, for .wire services; Ernest
Moprer, for Atlanta and the South;
Bernice Morgan, for Knpxville and
.the Squth;. Honore Armsirorig, fOr

SeattleNind the Northwest; Nathan
L.' Goldberg in national headquar-
ters,' New York, and Fred Myers for

New England;
,

Shiyk Bi^places Bradley .

- Ed L. Shavel sports editor of The
St. Paul Daily N^ws since 1911, has
replaced George If.' .Bradley as di-

rector of the Minnesota Tourist

Bureau,, effective Aug. 1. . Spot pays
$4,000 aonugilly. '.

.

>

-• Bradley, :before going In as tour-

ist-director in' ld33, wais St. Paul
• Variety cirfe!spon(^ent and for seven
years "ci^jr editor ".of, the ,'St. PauJ
Daily' News.

Macon, Ga., Aug. 3.

The Rev. J". I^. Cargile is put-

ting finishing touches on his

13,000-word novelette and look-

ing for a publisher. Book is

titled 'The Gladiator's Choice'

and every word in it begins

with 's'.

Baptist preacher has been.-

working on his opus two years'

iand says he is using only .'s'.

words 'for reasons of my own.'

Brooklyn Eagle Strike

The Brooklyn Eagle unit of the

Newspaper Guild last week voted

65 to 30 to authorize the executive

committee to call a strike, if fur-

ther efforts to secure a contract are

not successful. After the vote was
taken, a motion to make it unani-r

mous was adoptecl. Strike must be

approved by the R^resentative As-

sembly before it can go ;into effect.

Vote grew out of the firing of five

employes, one of them .frort) the

newly, organized circulation depart-r

ment section of the Guild, for what
the unit alleges were union activi-

ties." Sixth man, Ed Hughes, sports

qartoonist and columnist, was in-

definitely suspended.

Following conferences with the

management this week, one man,
Kingsley Austin, has been reinstated,

and indications are that two more
will shortly be. taken back. Stock-

holders' meeting is scheduled for

today (4) and another meeting of

the. Guild' and the management at

the end of the week.

Radio Reports
(Continued friiti paee 43)

20 minutes froni inside the theatre

with audience participating. Stunt
clicked so thoroughly on fl!rst show-
ing likely will switch into theatre

for full 30 minutes.
First 10 minutes was the regula-

tion Vox Pop, which has been spon-
sored steadily .for the last four years
over KTRH by Metzger Dairies.

Then came switch-over to. a stage
mike in the theatre with Staff An-
nouncer Ted Nabors behind the
mike as 'Doctor I. Q.' Three port-
able mikes manned by program
director Harry Greer and two other
announcers were out in the crowd.
All mikes hooked up to P.. A. system
so that theatre audience as well as

air audience could hear whole pro-
ceedings.
Correct answers to Doc. I.Q.'s

questions from audience volunteers
were rewarded with five silver dol-
lars. Partially correct answers drew
a merchandise coupon from the
sponsor. Snapper conies with the
final question, which is a 'master
question,' double tough but carrying-

a $25' prize for the correct • answer.
If nobody answers correctly prize
goes over to nexl; vfksk to be added'
to the 'master question' money .then.

Also. •

'Thompson to Miami

Elwin Thompson, former manag-
ing editor of the .N. Y. Telegraph,
and before that with the Ft. Worth
Record, has gone south ' to become
managing editor of th'e Miami Daily
Tribxme.
Florida paper is owned! by the

Atinenberg interests, which also own
the Telegraph. >

. l^liHlT News In Trouble

Philadelphia Newspaper Guild is

preparing to file a complaint against

thie Daily News with the National

Labor' Relations Board unless A. E.

Marifredonia,'!NQAys unit chairman, is

returned to his former job and pay.

Guild charges that Manfredonia was
fired one day after he posted a Guild
nptice showing the gains won by the

Philly Inquirer as a result of nego-
tiations with the . publisher.

' Notice
was removed, the. Guild alleges, and
Manfredonia .was-, informed that

economy necessitated' his dismissial.

Manfredonia was reinstated by
Robert, fl. 'Vale, city editor, not as

rewrite 'man at $22 a week, but as

library clerk at $15. Vale told Tom
R/lcCarthy, -Guild .organizer,' that
Manfredonia could also have, if he
Wanted it, the soft-drink concession
in the shop, which would net him $2
to $6 a week.

McCarthy/was the labor editor of
the News until about three months
ago. He was also unit chaijrnian

when fired for economy reasons.

GERALD WALKER
With. .Harry Heilmann, Bob Evans
Sports Qntz
15 M^ns., .Local
Tue.s., and Thurs., 6:30 p.m.
PETER PA^ BREAD '

.

WXyz, Detroit
Stunt previously successful on net-

works is given new twist for a baise-

ball program in a town which is dia-
mond-sport mad. • Got oft auspici-
busljr and should hiive little trouble
clicldng. .

>

Station has Gerald (Gee) Walker,
outfiiielder of Detroit Tigers, as hub
of program. Hie's not a polished
miker by any meand. and his south-
ern drawl is a bit-tiresome at times,
but nevertheless he's sock , to sport
fans. Abetted on twice-weekly
stints, which are also shipped to
WXYZ's state web, by Harry Heil-
mann. "WXYZ sports announcer, and
Bob Evans, sports spieler at. W^BC,
both of whom turn ii} ^iice jobs.

Idea is to' get fans to Svrite in ques-
tions on baseball, five best ^ach pro-

AFL Doesn't Start So WeU
First efforts to .forrn American

Federation of Labor newspaper un-
ion units, announced by William
Green, fell through in Chicago on
July 28; Scheduled organization

meeting was given wide publicity,

but none of the 60 pro-A.F. of L.

rnen who were signed up appeai-ed.

; Only ones who showed were six

reportei-s, sent to cover the meeting,

four of whom were Guild members.

Pulp Novels Airain
' Magna' PublicatiPnS",

. Inc.; is put-
ting oiit a series of mystery novels
in jpamphlet form, to. be sPld at

newsstands. , Different titles, in. a

series of w.k. mystery novels will be'

published monthly.- First one, out
this ' month, • is Vincent . Starrett's

'Laughing' Buddha.',

,
Other m&igazine outfits which have

their eye on the regular book field

are the American Mercury and Re-
view of Reviews. Merpury pyts -put

novels, and the , latter prize^ short
stories.

,

Street & Smith took a whirl .it

book publishing in a '15c pulp
format, and EUer.y Queen tried a
25 center. Both of the latter tries

flopped. .

New series is pocket size, printed
on good stock with an > attractive

ccvcr.

Mrsk . Shathin's ^ApoUoP .

Novel, 'Apollo,' written by Mrs
Daphne Shathin, will be published
this fall by Messner in N. Y.

Mrs. Shathin is the wife of War
ners' Japanese manager. . I

.,. - Blake Gets Column
• Charlie Blake, reporter on the
Chicago American, evening Hearst
rag, gets a crack at a regular cpl

unm.
.

Will do- 'Around Chicago' starting
next week.

NLRB Settles Standard Maff Case
Appeal by the

.
Book and Magazine

Guild to the National Labor Rela-

tions Boaird in the case of David
Redstone. employe' discharged July

12 by Standard Magazines, Inc., was
dropped last week and Redstone re-

instated on Monday (2). Case,, which
was the Guild's first appeal to the

board, . was withdrawn after three

preliminary hearings and settled. It

was based on the allegation by the

Guild that Redstone was discharged

fot union activities.

Conversations on Monday night

with the parties involved in the case

produced conflicting statements. Red-

stone declares that after he returned

to worlc he.' was 'moved to another

floor, isolated from the oth6r em-
ployes and

.
given

.
proofreading .

wqrk
to do. His former work, he stated,

consisted of making up, supervising

SteiSens' Letters

Granville - Hicks, who recently
did a

:
biography of John Reed, is

working at his mountain home In

Grafton, outside of Troy, N; Y., with
Ella Winter, second wife of Lincoln
Steffens, in editing thousands of the
journalist-author's letters. . They
will be published in book form.
In searching her husband's let-

ters, Miss' Winter recently obtained
a. package of such communications
from Owen D. Young. The letters

were found , in the storeroom of a
house at Riverside, Conn., occupied
at one time by Steffens and pur-
chased in 1920 by Young.

Staple's A. K. Issue .
'

,

Booth Tarkington celebrated liis

68th birthday in Indianapplis last

week. He is one of the
,
authors

honored in the August issue .oi- Stage.

Other Indiana authors ' in the

historical - edition . of the mag are
George J^aii Nathan, David Graham
Phillips, and Theodore Dreiser.

LITERATI DEATHS THIS WEEK
Joseph M. Lyman, 41, editor of

the Daily Hampshire Gazette,
Northampton, ' Mass., died at his

home on July 25 after a brief illness.

He had been with the nevyspaper
for 15 years and was. editor for th^

past five years.
.

,

Rue! Perley Smith, - 67, who was
night cityeditor and one of the Sun-
day editors of the New York World
until his retirement 10 years ago,

died in New York on July 30. Death
was caused by pneumonia following,

an operation. He was known for

his adventure stories for ' boys,

which included the 'Rival Campers'
series and 'Jack Haryey's Adven-
tures,'

W. Earl Grubb, 50, managing edi-

tor. .of the Bangor (Pa.) Daily News,
died of a heart attack, at his home
in Bangor last Thursday (26), after

an illness of two days. Grubb had
been editor of the paper since the

death of his father, W.. R. Grubb.
founder of the News, 20 years ago.

CHATTER
John Buchan on a trip to the

Arctic.

Marguerite Young vacationing in

Connecticut.

Ralph Allan now with the English
Book Shop in N.Y.

James Lee, ace rewriter of the Los

Angeles Examiner, has- finished a
novel, 'Hollywood Agent.' which
Macaulay will publish.

Oliver La Farge's new "novel titled

'The Enemy Gods.'

Foto, picture mag, •v\riii henceforth
be published bi-monthly. .

Maly Safton in England .working
on a novel titled 'The Single Hound'

' Dale Carnegie's 'How to
, Win

Friends' has passed the 500,000 mark,
Edward Levinson, N. Y. Post's

labor repprter, is writing a bpok on
the C.IiO. for Harper's.

Bill McGiffen of the Associated
Press Will go to London in Septem^
her to head the feature staff there.

Mrs. Grace Stone Hall, woman's
editor of the Miami Daily News, is

assembling, material in Hollywood.
Albert Gfer'vaiis'' novel- 'Madame

Flowery Sentiment* has • been tran
slated frpm the French and will be
published by Covici-Friede.

W. S. Kirkpatrick, m.e. of Hearst's
Atlanta Georgian and. Sunday Ameri
can, is vacationing 'with his son Bill,

renorter on the L. A. HeraldExpress
Edmond Coblentz is sitting in as

editorial generalissimo " of the L.- A.
Examiner. Has beei> without portfolio
since the New YPrk American,, of
which he was editor, was dropped.
Charles Siegferth, • former col

umnist of the nowidefunct Brooklyn
Times-Union, will ether his column,
'Picked From the Throng,', three
times weekly over WBBC, Brooklyn
It's personality stuff

, Faiivcett Publications has combined
Screen Book and Screen Play, With
Ted Magee, editor of the former,
continuing as combo ed. and Llewel
lyn Miller moving from the chair of
Screen Play into an Undefined edi
torial capacity.

George Bernard Show has written
a series of articles on Fascism and
Sovietism which will appear in Story
mag in the fall. Articles will be
anti-Fascist and pro-Soviet and are
Shaw's first Anpierican magazine
pieces in many years.
George Conrad Ebbert, former as

sociate editor of Inspiration maga-
zine, has gone columnist and is do
ing a short daily feature, 'Life Lines,
Which is being syndicated by
Siegrad Syndicate, Inc. Feature also
appears in This Week, bi-monthly
mag published by Herald Trib
One of the best breaks ever was

gotten by Elliot Paul's new book
'Life and Death of a[ Spanish Town
(Random House) which got full

front-page raves in both the Sunday
Times and the Herald Tribune, N.Y.
last Sunday (1), as well as front
page splurge in the Saturday Review
of Literature, Seldom any book lands

gram getting. . free transportation
etc., to appear oh show and duiz
Walker in persoh. Gag should
great guns outstate, where listen,
ers'll get a long free ride to DetroitAnd novel part of it all, there's noth-
ing to buy or write, except .the ques-
tions.
Program flows as smoothly as can

be expected.. Spotted right at the
dinner hour, should have no trouble
catching big audience. Scheduled
to run twice-weekly for duration of
baseball season.

Spelling is short and choice, most
of .plugs being inserted in more di-
geslible forrn by Walker, who hands
out autographed ball aind loaf of
jread to each qUizzer. PzXz.

•NEW IDEAS'
With Martin Weldon, Marion Hal.

pert, Pat Lederer, Jackson Beck
George Berry, Elizabeth Morean'
Byron Keith, Helen Orendt and'
Frank MoCullouffh

Dramatic Readings
SO mins.—^Local

Sustainlnir
Monday, 8:1S p.m.^ DST.
WINS, New York
Hearst-owned WINS offers a con-

tribution to the broadcasting experi-
ment with Shakespeare. It's 'much
ado abput' . . . well, at least little.

Proposal is to weekly trot out some
'love scenes' from the Bard's big
book; Initialer had three chunks.
Martin Weldon 'conceived and di^

rected' the idea.- Miss Halpert does
the narrative and dresses the scenes
Unfortunately, the acting didn't nose
yp to a very high level.

flacked continuity, and it will be
only the inveterate and never sated
Shakespeare addict who will have
the patience to stick with the series.
As' usual, the program is palmed off
as being another in the daisy chain
of radio 'experiments.'
Miss Lederer and Beck paired off

first as, respectively, Kate and Pe-
truchio in one of the repartee bits
from.Taming of Shrew.' Lines main-
tained their salty tarig because of
fairish handling by players. Dull
was the excerpt from 'Twelfth
Night; with, the Duke and Viola
heaving- sighs as done by George
Berry and Elizabeth Morgan. What
should have been a topper, the bal-
cony bit from 'Romeo,' missed be-
caustii the troupers. Keith and Miss
Or«nat; missed, the latter by miles.
.Frank McCullpugh, . vet legiter
who has done rather a thick slice of
Shakespeare in, his time, closed
show with critical praise for all. His
swell diction made listeners regret
he had not been in the sketches. 'As
a critic, he was the best actor.

Bert,

DUNBAR BIGELOW
Discs
AMERICAN MAGAZINE
Monday, 6:30
WHAZ, Troy
Editor of monthly started this se-

ries . of transcriptions by telling
stories about 'The American Scene?
but a switch frprii pAe full-time yarn
to- bitS" about unusual people—unu-
sual activities brought the last discs
heard -around to. the formula used in
a group of platters made last year
by Sumner Blossom. Latter provides
more interesting, radio fare for the
avferage

, dialer.
Quarter-hour tales by an average-

ability narrator, aided only by such
elementary sound effects as the
noise of a train or ' automobile , a
.whistle, etc., denoting story action,
become a little tedious. Several re-,
ports, caught on the operations and
technique of hi-jackers, the Ameri-
can career' of an Austrian imposter,'
and the adventures of two boys from
the U. S. A. in the banana industry,
crited 'for dramatization by actors.
They made better reading than lis-

tening. Last two weeks' curiosa, an
angle which The American long has
featured, sounded livelier and more
mtriguing.
Bigelow speaks in a clear voice

and with a straightforward rather
than a dramatic delivery. Records
Cut for turntabling on exchange at

smaller terms stations. Jaco.

SYLVIA FROOS
With Jay Bennett, Blue Belles, Bob

Stanley Orch.
30 MIns.
Sunday 7.30 p. m. DST
WOR-Mutual, New York
One of the names signed by WOR

Artist Bureau for fall buildup, Miss
Froos, with a vaude and radio back-
ground, got off to a good and well

publicized start Sunday (1). Given
a swell time for audience attention,

the warbler also had the benefit of

a carefully groomed backstopping.
Program is in line with Mutual web 9.

effort to keep a strong sustainmg
series of shows_ on Sunday nights

during the summer to hold the listen-

ers for autumn commercials.
Miss Froos' four numbers were

'Gone with Wind,' 'God's Ghillen Got

Rhythm.' 'Where and When,' and

'Thrill Is Gone.' She was strong on

'em all, and looks to easily live up

to the expectations her new setup

has for her. ' ...
Stanley's orchestra is a fairly sUcK

crew with a fast rhythmic style, ine

trio was chiefly good, but at umes
the intricate arrangements used tcna-

more than one of these at a time, not I "^^ to'make the"lyrics inarticulate
to speak of all three; • Bert.
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Four As Figured to Switch

Concert Reld Control from

&OAA.A. to Newer A.GJH.A.

Jurisdiction of the concert and

"opera performer field, now held by

•the Grand Opera Artists Association

of America under a charter from the

Associated Actors and Artistes of

America^ is slated to be transferred

to the American Guild of Musical

,Artists. GOAAA- is protesting the

switch, but understood the skids are

already .."well greased and .the deal is

only a formality when the Four A's

meets next month ,to act on. the

matter.

GOAAA has been given the threie

-weeks between now and the next
AAAA meeting to show cause why.

its charter should not be revoked

and the jurisdiction given to the

AGMa; Motion to that effect . was
'made, at last week's Four A session

by. Ken Thomson, Screen Actors

Gyjld, .
secretary. Replying to the

proposal, Giuseppe Int errant e,

GOAAA president, -accused Frank
Giilmore, Equity and Four A head,

ot 'scheming' with the AGMA' offi-

cials to transfer the charter to the

"latter organization in defiance of the

AAAA constitution and by-laws.

Gillihore is using. his official position

to serve personal ends, Interrante

'charged. '
.

Argument that Thomson's motion
assumed the GOAj\A is guilty with-

'out proof was made by Leonard E,

Ruisi, counsel for the GOAAA.
.Burden of proof, Ruisi claimed, is on
the Four A's. Attorney further

staled after the meeting that, the

.GOAAA would take court action, 'if

possible,' to prevent the 'railroading'

-action by the 'AAAA heads. Reason
- .offered for withdrawing the GOAAA
charter is that it has failed properly

-'to 'organize the opera and concert
• field.' GOAAA ^claims it has more
than 200 members and is growing
"fast.

lias Big Names
AGMA claims an active, paid-up

membership of more than 400, includ-

irig the big names of the concert and
opera ranks, AGMA heads say the

GOAAA haviB only about 67 paid up
members. Also claim that more .than

100 of the GOAAA membership have
signed petitions for amalgamation

. with AGMA. Only a small group of

• officers has blocked the merge, it

claimed. '

'

" Action of. the AGMA. in seeking
offijiatioh with the AAAA, an AFL
affiliate, finally and definitely sets

at rest a fairly widespread belief that
the organization was originally

|

formed and had acted simply' as a

stalking horse for the concert man-
"Sger's slnd opera producers. This

.
impression, strengthened during sev-
eral Dickstein bill . hearings, is

.thought to -have arisen from the un-
usual formation of the group, which
'Was started largely by top names;

AGMA was originally suggested to

Lawrence Tibbett, the current presi-
dent, by Frank Chapman, concert
singer and husband of Gladys
Swarlhout, during a round of, golf.

.
About a year later Jascha Heifetz
made the same proposal to Tibbett

. in Hollywood. Then about four years
ago a group Of six concert stars,

including George Gershwin, Richard
•Bohelli, Leo Fischer (the present
secretary), Albert Spalding, Deems
Taylor and Don Vorhees, met at

Tibbelt's home in New York and
formed

. the nucleus of the organi-
zation.

First regular meeting was held two
weeks later, with the Sibove names
and Chapman, Heifetz, Alma Gluck,
William M. Daly, Paul Whiteman.
Frank Sheridan, Efrem Zimbalist.

: James Melton, Ernest Schelling.

Fred Waring, Queena Mario, Charles
Hackett, Eva Gauthier, Miss Swarth-
out, Ruth Miller; Stewart Wille and
Frank LaForge present. Tibbett was
elected 'pre'sident.

]

. Idea of forming the group with
name artists was that they would
bt better able to risk sticking their

necks out against managers, they
would be in better financial position
to help organize the group, would
carry more, prestige in getting the
body, under way , and would carry,
moie weight in a fight with the

» managers, if and when one devel-
oped.

pUfs lor the AGMA are $25 a year
wilh an initiation fee of $50. GOAAA
dye-.': are $10, with a $5 initiation fee.

Under the proposed merger of the

Ballet Uproar

Philadelphia, Aug. 3.

Too much arty temperament al-

most kept Littlefteld ballet from
boards of Robin Hood Dell last week.
Troupe just returned from Europe.
Because of lack of scenery, Miss Lit-

tlefield refused to do 'Barn Dance'
and 'Terminal,V which won acclaim
abroad. Instead she did 'Sleeping

Beauty,^ which . group hadn't prac-
ticed for several months.

Rehearsal was very ragged. Dan-
sejjse d,idn't like it and neither did

Conductor Alexander Smallens. T!hey

were both pretty much sore at the

world when one of the male mem-
bers of the ballet, in Smallens' esti-

mation, made a face at him, Small-
ens Was all for cracking him on the

head, and not with a baiton. But Lit-

tlefteld interfered and she and Small-

ens had it out.

Spanish Garden

As Scene of Al

Fresco 'Carmen

Birmingham, Aug. 3.

'Carmen' will be sung here in Sep-
tember with the Legion Field con-

verted into" a Spanish village al

fresco for the occasion. Audience
will participate in fiesta. Tables will

be set out. Opera will be the climax.

Mrs. J. W. Luke is impresario and
Mrs. George Bridges will have
charge of the fiesta arrangements.

Mary Fabian will stage.

Galli-Curci Coast Tour

Los'' Angeles, Aug. 8.

Resting 'at home -here following

her return to the concert stage in

April and May, Amelita Galli-Curci

expects to tour this fall. She will

sing here Nov. 2.

Tour starts at Victoria, B. C, Oct.

1 and extends through Vancouver,

Seattle, Portland and down the West
Coast

GROSS $14,400

ATLEWISOHN

Nice Going in Philly as

Littlerield Ballet Helps

Den Gross Nifty ISG's

iPhiladelphia, Aug. 5.

Weather and Catherine Littlefield

ballet last week gave Philly Orch
men's Robin Hood Dell concerts best

gross of season and one of best in

seven years, operation of the al

fresco music hall. Wickets clicked

30,000 times in six days for a very

nifty .$15,0.00, Present week's series,

which concludes tonight, going along

neatly and destined to break another

record.

First Littlefield ballet, presented

last Tuesday after rain blocked Mon-
day's skedded performance, drew ap-

proximately 7,500 people at double

admish for around $6,000. This is a

new Dell record. Wednesday's per-

formance of ballet (Wednesday
nights are left open in case rain

some other night makes a postpone-

ment necessary ) attracted '5,000 cus-

tomers for estimated gross of $4,000.

Two dual piano concertos plus two
performances of .'Carmen' this week,

all at double admishe.s, are expected

to bring gross to $17,000. Dell execs

have finally dropped completely pro-

jected plan to present five concerts

this summer in 16,000 .seater Con-
vention Hall. Philly music lovers

apparently like their Beethoven
under the stars, for first of the in-

door presentations floparooed hard.

Stadium Concerts, N, Y., last week
rang up their best figures so far this

season. Despite rain Monday (26)
night, a wallop performance of Wag-
ner excerpts and two evenings of
ballet by the Philadelphia Ballet
boosted the figures. First appear-
ance in New York of George King
Raudenbush, conductor of the Har-
risburg Symphony Orchestra, was no
dice at the boxoffice. Batoner's
lack of name and only so-so reviews
did him no good. Totals for the
week werp 29,700 attendance • and
$14,400 gross.

Estimates for Last Week
Monday (26), regular concert, with

Fritz Reiner conducting ($1 top);

performance moved indoors because
of rain: miserable $200.

Tuesday (27), 'Tristan und Isolde'
excerpts, with Fritz Reiner and
soloists ($1.50 top); clear, cool
weather plus Reiner's farewiell date
of the season and the last of the
Wagner series: fine $5,800.

Wednesday (28), regular concert,
with George King Raudenbush con-
ducting ($1 top); clear weather
couldn't turn this unknown into a
draw: bad $600.

Thursday (29), 'Steeping Beauty'
ballet, by Philadelphia Ballet, with
Alexander Smallens conducting ($1.50

top); clear weather and advance
ballyhoo failed to create the expected
demand, though ballet is nearly al-

ways okay at the wicket: $2,500.

Friday (30), 'Sleeping Beauty' re-
peat, \yith Philly Ballet' and Alexan-
der Smallens ($1.50 top); fair

weather; somewhat better, $3,000.

Saturday (31), regular toncert,
with George King Raudenbiish ($1'

top); clear weather, but again a
weakie, with the week-end exodus
to the, resorts a factor: $1,100, brutal.
Sunday (1), regular concert, with

George King Raudenbush ($1 top);
weather couldrft save it, murder
again at $800.

This week started off with a rained
out concert Monday (2), night,

Jascha Heifetz, as violin soloidt, with
George King Raudenbush conduct-
ing, drew a better-than-capacity
house estimated at $8,500, but the
perforinarice was halted by raiii. It

will be repeated tonight (Wednes-
day); Heifetz was also 'skedded to

solo last night (Tuesday) ' arid was
figured for another smack gross.

Helen Gahagan Sings Modem Songs

As Best-Attended Salzburg Festival

Starts; 39 Operas and % Concerts

Thomas Mann in English

Philadelphia Forum has added

Thomas Mann, 'Nobel Prize winner,

to its list of lecturers for the coni-

ing subscription season. Writer, most

of Whose previous lectures in Amer-
ica have been in German, will speak
English this appearance.

Majority of Forum events are held
in the Academy of Music, Philly.

AUDITORIDMS'

UNION JAMS

Atlanta, Aug. 3.

Local Stage Hands Union is burn-
ing at Atlanta auditorium, now
nearlng completion, because City
Buildings Committee Thursday (29)

included employment of an electri-

cian at $190 per month and not a

stage hand
,
at $75 per week.

W. A. Kemp and Cliff Clower,
union reps, declared Atlanta local

had asked international union to

place aude on 'road call.'

Structure's formal opening has
been set for Aug. 28 despite tact it

won't be ready by then.

San Francisco, Aug. 3.

A tilt last week between Stanford
University and the International Al-
liance of Theatrical Stage Employes
threatens to cancel the annual con-
cert serieis that includes the appear-,
ances of Lawrence Tibbett, Nelson
Eddy and Lily Pons and the closing
of the university's new $750,000 thea-
tre to all but local productions.
According to Den J. Hugh Jack-

son, acting controller, the theatrical
union has demanded a full-time
property custodian and general utili-

ty man, hired from the ranks of or-
ganized labor.

Should the university fail to com-
ply, according to Jackson^ the union
will attempt to halt the concert
series by. calling out those of its

members who travel, as property
men, with, the concert s^irs.

H. A, krebs.. Palo Alto . business
agent of the union, denied making
any threats to halt the concert series.

He said that the universi|y had three
years of^race to meet the regula-
tions governing commercial theatres
and that he was making an attempt
to place a union man in the job.

To make the issue more involved
the university already •employs b
full-time custodian in the ' liriiVirsity

in- the person of Waldemar Johansen,
technical director, who "ie also a
member of the faculty.

Concert, Opera on Upkat in Japan

Grace Moore, Lawrence Tibbett Among List of

Imports by Strok—-Tokyo Asabi

150,000 HEAR LILY

PONS IN CHICAGO

Hurray for Sousa
. Vienna, July . 25.

Father Lachs' Symphonic' Boys

won the audience at .
the concert

hou.se when they played a Sousa

composi.tion., Sousa being America's

mo.st popular composer here.

Program included part.*? from the

Coppelia ballet, the Mei.ster.singer

and: the Prophet. • M. Le.sin.ski di-

rected.

two groups. GOAAA members would
be permitted lb enter w ithout an ini-

tiation. fee and due.^ for them would
be .'^el at $15- for i»ctive nicm' - or

$10 for Class A member.'^.

Chicago, Aug. 3.

Lily Pons-Andre Kostelanetz open-
air concert Saturday (31) night drew
estimated attendance of 150,000, with
a three-mile complete traffic tie-up

of turn-aways.
Audience began arriving at 1 p.m.

for the 8:30 recital, bringing lunch
along. ,

L. A. Music Lineup
Los Angele.s,. Aug. 3.

Piartial lineup for fall sea.son at

the Phi.lharmonic Auditorium, start-

ing Oct, 19, has been imnounced.
Artists booked

,
include Yehudi

Menuhin, Galli-Curci. Kijslen Flag-,

.stad, Salzburg Opera Guild, Nelson
Eddy, Marion Anderson, John
Charles Thoma.s. Ballet Ru.s.se de

Monte Carlo, Shan ' Kar Hindu
dancers. Joo.ss Europeiin Ballet: San

Carlo. Grand Opera aiifi Trudi

Schoop and her balloi.

Tokyo, July 12.

A, Strok, the impresario, has en-

listed the co-operation of the Tokyo
Asahi (Morning Sun) in bringing to

Japan outstanding concert artists

during the next five years. Arrange*-

ments have already been made with
Grace Moore and Lawrence Tibbett
io visit Japan, Dates Will be ar-
ranged by Strok when he visits

America next month.

Other artists contracted for ap-
pearance this fall are Tito Schipa,
Jacques Thibaud, French violinist,

and Alfred Cortot, French pianist,

Strok also has a plan for pro-
moting grand operas here, which
contemplates combining foreign stars
with Japanese singers.

Toho, in coroperation with the
Victor and the Columbia' phono-
graph companies here; have- closed
contract with the Vienna Opera
Company to appear in Japan. Some
40 members of the troupe will arrive
in Japan in October and will give
performances in the leading Taka-
razuka houses.

By EMIL MAASS
Salzburg, July 35.

Salzburg offers, this year, more
than ever to the visitor; 27 opera
performances, 12 operetta perform-
ances, 10 grand concerts, nine small-
er concerts, eight church concerts
and 68 'incidentals.' Title for the
whole could be '150 years of music,*

as works from immortal composers
beginning with Gluck's 'Orpheus and
Eurydice,' to modern Bichard Strauss
are played.

Super-modern music was repre-
sented by Hans Duhan and Helen.
Gahagan of America. They saog
pieces from Marx, Kienzl, Josef Ri-
naldini, Alban Berg, Hans Ewald
Heller and Rudolf Reti.

Beethoven's 'Fidelio'—as usual— •

and Schubert's operetta 'Dreima-
ederlhaus' were chosen as openers
for this year's festival season. Days
before—season started on Saturday,

'

July 24—Salzburg and the neighbor-
ing villages were overcrowded.
Members of the festival committee
are all smiles. They promise, that
statistics—with an allowance for fig-

ure juggling—will make the seem-
ingly impossible possible, a still

higher attendance from abroad than
ever.

Natives .of Austria are scarce here
and for obvious reasons: scarcity of
cash, nowhere felt more than at
Salzburg. Also most of the. natives
have seen them proceeding before
and seek a change.

The Stadttheatre, under the man-
agement of Herbert Furreg, engaged
Alfred Piccaver of the state opera
for 'Dreimaederlhaus,' He played
the part of Schubert, the unhappy
lover. Piccaver has played this role -

hundreds of times already, Amer-
ican tenor is at his best, just now.
Fritz Imhoff as TschoeU was .jexcel-

lent, Bertie Greller as Gri8i''and
Mizzl Zwerenz as the porter's wife
completed the all-star -cast. Fritz
Diestel set the scenes, Anton Paulik
of the Theatre an der Wein directed.

'Merry Widow'
Franz Lehar's 'Merry Widow,' with

Rita Georg in the title role, and
Wojciech von Ruskowsky of the
Warsaw opera as Danilo followed.
Excellent 'ViTarsaw guesi followed in
the footsteps of Louis .Treumann.
who originated the Danilo part. Mitzi
Shorp, Leonardo Aramesco and
Josef Egger had smaller parts.

Scenes set by Otto Langer, dances
by Harrys,

Johann Strauss' 'Zigeunerbaron,*.
third in line of the Strauss oper-
ettas, also drew full houses, , with
Cliristine Eftimiadis, Hansi Zirnmer-
mann,' Fritz Imhpff and Alfred' Pic-
c&ver; scenes set by K. Richter.

Arturo Toscanini directed 'Fidelio,'

'Everyman' followed, then ;Verdi's
'Falstaff' and Richard Strauss' 'Ro-
senkayalier' under Kanappertsbusch.

Batoners: Toscanini, Bruno- Walter,
Kanappertsbusch, Rodzinki, Messner,
Baumgartner,

Star names on the programs: Lotte
Lehmapn, Jarmilla Noyotna, Ker-
stin Thorber.g, Hilde Konetzni,
Margit Bokor, Louise Helletsgruber,
Herbert Alsen, Alexander Sved, Al-
fred Jerger, Alexander Kipnis, Elisa-
beth Rethberg, Rose Pauly, Maria
Cfabotari, Angelica Cravcenko, Eide
Norena, Helge Roswaenge, Jussi
Bjoerling, Ezio Pinza, Mariano Sta-
bile, Karl Friedrich,
Max Reinhardt flew with his wife

Helen Thimig from Paris. Toscanini
flew in from Italy.

Weather reports: good. That is

the only really unusual thing that
has happened af Salzburg so far.

Halasz in St. Louis

St, Louis, Aug, 3.

Laszio Halasz, Hungarian conduc-
tor, is. here directing chorus re-
hearsals of St. Louis Opera Go. for
the comLng fall season, Nov. 22 to
Dec. 3. Tryouts, attracting unusu-
ally heavy number of -hopefuls, were
held in Municipal Auditoriums and
rehcifvrsals got under way Monday
<1).

Sinfjors of Metropolitan Opera
who will appear for fall season are
Flagslacl. Chaliapin, Martinelli, Cas-
ta.^na, Allhoiiso, Tokatyan and 'Papi.
Ei ria Sai-k, Dresden,' also has been
en;.;ii;icd lor appearance here.
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Broadway

Leo *Kieran of the Times a papa.

Alan Hale back in town from New
England.

Ann Clark due back from Europe
next week.

William Morris agency enlarging
.its offices in RKO building.

Gabe Hess, of Hays office, back
from vacash in Connecticut.

Florence Mallee, of Rockettes, re-

cuperating ' from appendectomy.

Bert Hanlon in froin Hollywood
for vacash says don't know why.
Jimmie Grainger, Vs sales direc-

tor, back from biz trip to Chicago.

Joe- Burke has arranged for an-
other op in hope of restoring sight.

Chauffeur of Marta Abba pinched
for Speeding on trip from Great
Neck.-

Major Frederick Sidney Cotton,
• Dufaycolor prez, back from Ne-wrport
visit

Al Schneider, of CBS artist bureau,
expected back from the Coast Au-
gust 15.

Tonjr Panza, recovered from stom-
ach ailment, back entertaining at
Roxy grill.

H;al Home commuting to New
Hampshire, where Mrs. Home iS:

summering.
Leon Van Gelder's orchestra play-

.ing aboard showboat Americana for
second season.

P. D. Cochrane, advertising chief
at Universal, away on vacation, due
Jback next week.
Eddie Colebrook entering actor-

author-producing ranks next month
.with Trisco Kate,'

Jack. (Columbia Picts) Cohn's
>hiner.as result of falling off -horse
'at his Katonah estate.

Since the Fi^ehch Casino folded,
the Paradise iSind Hollywood have
doomed. . Tourist influx.

,
Bert Granet, WB film writer, re-

^rfturns to the Coast next with Jerry
^^"Wald, after vacationing east.

Eddie Chester, formerly Ted Lewis'
jfshadow,' now running the Red
l(Feather tavern, on West 48th;
X Joseph R. Fliesler has moved his
i^ipublicity office in the RKO building
^;from the 28th to the 19th floor.

./. George Abbott hosted party last
*ISunday (I) at Port Washington, L. I„
'Mot members of 'Abbott acting com-
pany."

Carl Fisher and Mary Maqon leave
tomorrow (Thursday) for two weeks
vacash at their Westport, Conn.,
home.

Irving Windisch, publicity director
of yie Strand, N. Y., off to the Ca-
nadian Rockies for a hunting trip on
his vacash. .

'

Show folk and other habitues of
Times Square have been dramatized
by John Crump in his latest play,
^Rex Hotel.'
Tyree Dillard, Jr., of Metro's legal

staff; is slated to return from ocean
cruise vacation next week. Been
away a month.

Ho-tvard Winner, who did Ethi
opian campaign for Universal news-
reel, off to China oil similar stint in
Jap-Chinese fray. '

Hume Cronyn back from Eurooiean
vacash and into 'Room Service,' re
placing Eddie Albert while latter
takes month's loaf.
Jack Benny's bee-o-lin, miniature

violin, was among exhibits at con-
;
vention of Musical Instrument Manu
facturers in N. Y» last week.
Mike Nidorf, of Rockwell-O'Keefe,

at Buckwood Inn., Shawnee, Pa.,
convalescing from pneumonia. Ex-
pects td return to work in Septem-
ber. •

Ray Henderson cables from Aus-
tralia that there is 'enthusiasm
everywhere' from Katharine Cor-
n^lVs prospective world tour. P.a. on
his way to Sourabaya, Java, then
g02s to China.
Oscar Binder, manager of branch

operations for Universal, with head-
quarters in N. Y., was given a birth-
day luncheon last week marking 25
years of service with company. Gifts
were given by Universal CHub and
tlie company, latter being a check.

Georgie Price had Alfred G. Van-
derbilt winging in Saratoga by put-
ting oil a limey accent and posing as
a cockney jokey and horse-trainer.
Upset the Vanderbilt stables by tell-
ing 'em that 'you Americans don't
know anything about b r e e d i n ig

horses'.

opened. M. Davis, MGM South
African g.m., is on the spot.

Capt. C. W. R. Knight here for the
National Geographical Society of

America to get a film of the crowned
hawk-eagle, fiercest in the world.
Joe Myers is acting as branch

manager at African Consolidated
Theatres' Capetown office while
J. H. Stodel is overseas on holiday.

Tokyo
By W. R. WHIs

Hot weather evaporating the b.o.

stream.
Helen Keller, blind authoress, off,

to Korea.
Newsreelers popping up hke

mushrooms.
Dr. and Mrs. Felix Weingartner

eft for Europe.
Prof. Klaus Pringsheim gave a

farewell concert.
Henri Gil-Marchex leaves soon for

a Java concert tour.
Fery Lorant, Hungarian violinist,

he-e for an indef stay.
William Piper, Paramount man-

ager, a father; it's a girl.

Tommy Missman, sax tooter, back
from America next month.
Paul Ninogradoff, Russian pianist,

concerting and well received.
Benton & Bowles' Wm. Benton and

wife are vacationing in Japan.
Dr. Wm. Montgomery McGovern,

author, and wife researching here.
Bus Johnson, former Paul White-

man trombonist, summering at
Tsinglao.

'

A. Cecil Taylor, Peiping Chronicle
news editor, passed through Aus-
traliaward.
As usual, horror and mystery pix

holding the boards during Obon fes-
tival week.
A. D.' M. Longden, Anzac impres-

sario, here ai^ranging - dates for Lia
Meri, dancer.
Henry Hellssen, Danish columnist,

writing a series for Copenhagen Ber-
lingske Tidende, then to America.
Loraine Kuck preparing an Orien-

tal .Guide Book for Lippincptt and a
treatise on Japanese gardens for
John Day & Co.

London

Chicago

Al Marin has become a squash ex-
pert.
Sam Lutz chugging in a new gas-

Phil Friedlander to N. Y. for a
month.
Paul Sanders Off to the Coast with

his sculptor.
Joe Jacobson up to the north

woods for fishing.'

Sam Gumpertz in for the local
Ringling showing.
Barney Ross is the town's most de-

voted sport-shirter.
Sam Schoenstadt and frau back

from N'Yawk vacash.
Bill Stein in town for a spell, on

his way to the Coast.
CAPA readying an annual local

show biz golf tourney.
Henri Elman, of Capitol films, to

the Coast to o.o, product.
Max Halperin and Harry Greben

to Cincinnati and Detroit.
Charlie Riley and Dee Sparr col-

labing on some racing yarns.
Dorothy Miller knows the play-by-

play history of all the White Sox
games, especially the exploits of
Zeke Bonura.

New Haven
By Harold M. Bone

at

South Africa
By H. Hanson

Mischa Elman a success in Johari-
nesbui'g.

Boswell's Circus and Menagerie
in Durban (Natal).
Fred Roper's Midgets Show lo-

cated at Pavilion Theatre, Durban.
Carl Rosa Opera Company opens

a Capetown season on July 15 with
•Ri>?oletto.'

Expected visit to South Africa by
Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels is cre-

ating interest.

Rosita Forbes, explorer and writer,

has been giving South Africa a look
ovor for six months.
African Consolidated Theatres will

have a new theatre in Capetown.
Also a new theatre in Johannesburg

'Merrilv We Go,' revue at Empire,
Johannesburg, is merrily doing busi-

ness. George Lacy heads the show
as comedian.
Metro working at top speed to get

Its new cinema de luxe in Durban

Jack Foxe off to Maryland.
Irving Hillman vacationing

shore. .

-

The Boyd Smiths to Surrey, Me.,
till fall.

Beii Cohen back from sailing trip
to A. C.
Gene Brassil taking the f?imily to

Lake George.
At Paramount, George Rcising

back from vacash; Lew Schaefer
leaves shortly.
, , .Percy Helton and Douglas Gil-r
more alternating as directors. . .

'Whistling in Dark' and 'Night of
Jan. 16' set for next two weeks;

Ivoryton: Sidney Kingsley in. . .

When they have a crowd here they
draft extra chairs from the local un-
dertaker, . .Milton Sticfel doubles
his apprentice group here and Say-
brook Town Hall.
.
Stony Creek: Daggett Leie makes

this his favorite summer hangout. , .

Mary Rockwell out of local cast. . .

Clem Wilencheclc stretched his stay
to two weeks with Stony Creek Play-
ers. . .Veteran Wm. Dorbin only
troupe member to hold over from
last year. . .'Welcome Stranger' try-
out postponed.
Guilford: Edna Eustace goes for ice

cream sticks in a big way. . .Betl
Goodrich in shorts could double
nicely for commercial art posing. . .

Canine thespian, 'Mr. Dooley,' drew
floral bouquet opening night of 'Fly
Away Home'. . .Impresario Carl
Goodman sidetracked '20th Century'
this week in favor of 'Ceiling Zero'
Milford: Marcus Mcrwin and gang

of original Conn. Players celebrated
25th production by cutting a cake. . .

Rex O'Malley a consistent first-

nighter here. , .Helen Ward again
costumiere. . .Natives apathetic to
theatrical venture here, leaving sup
port exclusivel.v to outlanders. .

Leona Powers diie Aug. 16 in 'Vine-
gar Tree'. . .Fred Howard has left for
other parts.

Nate Spingold here for a couple
of days en route to Carlsbad.

Elizabeth Allen and David Niven
being tested 'i>y Metro.at Denham.

Chqrles Laughton and Eric Pom-
mer on a walking tour through
Switzerland.

Ben Goetz and Bob Ritchie off to
Cannes to meet Louis B. Mayer en
route to Carlsbad.
Pinewood Film Studios, at Iver,

the only film studios here with a
bank on the premises.
Max Nilder offered two cigars to a

Varietv mugg to get his name in this
department. Nothing doing,
Phil Rich and Alice Adair in the

Will Mahoney unit, which opens in
the sticks the first week in August.
Louis Adler, Pop of Larry, bring-

ing him a new Cadillac when he re-
turns from New York end of Au-
gust.
Alanova, Russian dancer of Scot

parentage, married Count Andrea di
Robilant at a London regi^ry office
July 22.

Cafe de.Paris closed; reopens Sept.
14 with the Yacht Club Boys, if they
can get away from Hollywood for a
few months.
Henry Wenman, who recovered

from blindness sufficiently to. play
in the revival of 'The Squeaker,' has
had a relapse.
Jack Waller week-ending at Le

Touquet before becoming wrapped
up in his three new productions for
the West End.
John Masefield succeeds Sir James

Barrie as president of the Incorpor-
ated Society of Authors, Playwiights
and Composers.
Hartley Power an I Marie Ney wDL

leave the cast of 'To Have and to
Hold' and be replaced by Cyril Ray-
mond and Gillian Lind.
Sam Burger flying to Durban,-

South Africa, with his newly mar-
ried wife to open the Metro, new
MG deluxer at Durban.
Francine Larrimore to do 'The

Birds Stopped Singing' as a tryout
at the Embassy, Swiss Cottage, with
a West End run in view.

Vivian, eldest son of Isidore Os-
trer, engaged to marry Thekla Horn,
one of the Albertina Rasch dancers
at the Dorchester cabaret.
Herman Hyde and Sally Burrill

booked to rieturn to London at the
Savoy hotel, as soon as they finish
their cabaret work in America,

~

Romney Brent sailing for New
York to take a look at 'Room Serv-
ice,' in which he is to play a leading
role when the show is done in Lon-
don.
Jack Willis is assistant producer

to Rene Clair. Was with him in the
same capacity when Clair made
'Ghost Goes West' for Korda two
years ago.
Horace Goldin to do a show at the

Royal Free Hospital for Incurables,
Putney, to surprise David Devant-
who is a patient there. Cardini will
also appear.
Loper and Hayes, who- slipped into

the Mayfair hotel quietly and scored
a hit, go to Monte Carlo and Deau
ville, and return to London to play
the Dorchester.
Louis Sterling trying to get Tos-

cannini to go to Palestine to lead the
Palestine Symphony Orchestra.
Sending recording unit over to make
several records.
Van Phillips, who recently com-

pleted the longest broadcast contract
ever signed by BBC (26 weeks) is

musical director foe Jack Btjchanan's
film productions.
Will Mahoney dickering with

Frank Neil for Australian tour.
Mahoney's last Australian appear
ance was in 1912 as Mahoney
Brothers and Daisy. •

Miriam Seegar, first here with
'Crime,' some 10 years ago, and now
wed to film producer Tim Whelan,
looking for a suitable vehicle to re
•turn to the West End.

Odeon, deluxer which is renlacing
the Alhambra, Leicester Square,
built by Oscar Deutsch, opens some-
time in October. House will have a
straight picture policy.

.

Five' films on the floor at London
Films: four Korda productions, in-
cluding one of Victor Seville's and
one a New World Films production
which is the Bob Kane unit.

Basil Sydney returns- to the West
End in a new crime play, 'The Case
of Blondie White.' by Bernard Meri
vale and Geoffrey Dell, Harold
French will produce, the show for
H. M. Tennent.
Dave Bader has the film rights of

the radio 'Mr. Penny' series, with
John Corfleld, head of Briti.<;h Na-
tional having arranged for a film, on
the subject. Richard Toolden will
do the title role.

Marcel Hellman. who was direct
ing a picture, starring Jack Hulbert
which he was prodncin* in conjunc
tion with Alexander Korda. ault
Understood he wanted Arthur Ris-
coe in the cast, but Hulbert objected
Dorchester Hotel's new cabaret

show now complete and will com
prise the Meri'iel Abbott girls. Wiere
Bros.. Naunton Wayne and Robbins
Opening Sept. 16 and in till Christ
mas.

Chairles Woolf has offered Arthur
Tracy a five year film contract call

ing for two oictures per year at

$60,000 per. But singer must not
make pictures elsewhere whilst
under contract.
Warner's Teddins^ton Studios iriun

dated with broadcasting personal!
ties. Include Keith Faulkner, Ivy St
Helier, Bobby Comber, Claude Hul

bert, Chili Bouchier, Reginald Pur-
dell, Athole Stewart.
Sidney Howard and Arthur Riscoe

being teamed for the first time and
will co-star in a musical in the fall.

Show will have six weeks in the
sticks, and then go to the West-End.
Jack Davis, ag^nt, will present.
Gordon Harker has the role of a

lighthouse keeper in a spooky com-
edy-drama by Evadne Price titled

'The Phantom Light.' Frank Cellier
producing the show, which has a
provincial tryout before coming to
the West End.
Following the success of the pic-

turization of Edgar Wallace's 'Edu-
cated Evans,' Warners, which pro-
duced it with Max Miller, purchased
a story for its star which it will
call 'Frank Evans.' It won't go into
work until the Fall

Westport
By Humphrey Doulens

Ditto Helen Flint."

Henry Fonda here.

Lawrence Langner back from dude
ranch.

Luther 6reene making rounds of
strawhats.
Peggy Wood at her place at Sun-

set Ridge.
William Lynn weekending at

Shorehaven.
Big. ball game at Westbrook Peg-

ler's next week.'
'Lysistrata' did big business at

Country Playhouse.
Roger Doulens off to Hollywood

for Radio Feature Service.
Press will bite dog next Monday,

giving limcheon for Eugenie Leonto-
vich. ,.

Vivienne Osborne stays in Holly-
wood instead of coming to her farm
at Norwalk for holiday.
Downie Brothers Circus at Bridge?

port Monday, after billing the coun-
tryside for the first time.
Mrs. Franklin D, Roosevelt honor

guest at luncheon at Heywood
Broun's in North Stamford.
Margaret Tallichet, Selznick find,

discovet-ed in bit part in 'Lysistrata.'
Coaching with Tam'ar Daykarhan-
ova.
Maria Savage, veteran Met chor-

ister, honored at luncheon by Marion
Telva with Geraldine Farrar and
Lily Pons present.

Boston
By Maxwell Fox

Sid Paine back from Montana.
Hy Fine's car burned up in ScoUay

Square.
Wedding bells for Dick Mahan In

October.
Freddie Rush back from Vermont

relaxation.
Helen Eager back on the Job after

appendectomy.
Al and Bill Hillman following the

tennis tournaments.
Harold Valpey successfully mend-

ing from long Illness.
Edith Stevens will take the usual

two weelcs at the Cape.
Mrs. George French to Coast for

vacation and visit with family.
Busy strawhat season in this area,

with more new' plays than usual.
George Holland, four months in

St, Elizabeth's hospital with a broken
leg, is now recuping from pneu-
monia.
George French has finished build-

ing his boat for his vacation. Mrs.
French back from the Coast to sail
with him.

Stroudsburg, Pa.
By John J. Bartholomew

Vincent Lake's orch at Delmar
Tavern.
John Coutts booking shows for the

Carmen.
Warden Megargel's orch at Pocono

Alps Tavern.
New RCA sound installed at Sher

man theatre.
Frederick Jagel's recital at Buck

Hill Aug. 13.

Maxine Grey and Doris Dare a
Chateau Roth.
George Camp and his music at

Savior's Lake Tavern.
Donlin's Pennsylvanian's for Glen

Brook's terrace garden,
Shawnee's David Copperfield play-

ers disbanded; director Norman Ford
to New York for screen tests.

Seattle

By Dave Trepp

Mahan and Ruclcer sailed for
Shanghai On Heian Maru, for en-
gagement at .Park Hotel, opening
Sept. 1,

H, M, Daigler on two weeks' va-
cash, starting off with Puget Sound
fishing off Whidby Island; angling
is his weakness.
Leo Carrillo hit front pages with

heroic rescue of Wm, Dietz, camera-
man for 'The Barrier,' being filmed
at Mt. Baker, Dietz had capsized in
swirling rapids.
Fred Marshall, recently moved

from N. Y. to west coast, as public
relations rep for RKO, to develop
photoplay appreciation in high
schools and colleges, pinch hitting by
iiandling local exploitation for 'Toast
of New York' here, Tacoma and
Portland.

Hollywood

Douglass Montgomery in Ensenada.
Wallace Peery hunting in Idaho.
Louis daPron vacationing in Yose-

mite.

Sigmund Romberg abed a flu suf-
ferer.

Jean Hersholt winged to Saa
Francisco.

Eddie Davis vacationing at Arrow-
head Lake.

Esther Muir and Sam. Coslow are
at Lake Tahoe.

Christian Rub off to push around
Europe a month.

The Sam Briskins celebed a wed-
ding anni July 27.

Claude Binyon chucked scribbling
toil , for six, weeks.
Otto Dyair back from making

Gaumont British stills.

Sam Weisbord here to escape the
Manhattan midsummer.
Metro scriveners moved into their

new building last week.
Dick Hogah.has gone for ai new

home on- Lake Arrowhead.
Sid Silvers hustled back from

Broadway for '52d Street' retakes.
Charles Gregory of National

Screen Service here for. a lookaround.
Dan Greenhouse, Metro's Java

manager, visited studio en route to
N, Y.
John Arnold, in charge of Metro's

camera department, back from va-
cash.
Eliebe Lyn, recently tested by.

20th-Fox, in from N, Y. to talk con-
tract.

,

Paramount feasted and funned 350
toilers to celebrate windup of 'Ebb
Tide.'

Robert Taylor brought the ninth
bangtail in his string in from Ken-
tucky.
Henry Wilcoxon received a 20-lb.

granite fan letter from an Egyptian
priest.
John Blystone heading east after

washing up 'Music for Madame,'
(Lasky).

.

.—
Wallace Ford and family back

from London, where he did two pix
for G-B,

Silas Prime has joined Lichtig 8e

Englander as head of the story de-
partment. V

Will Hays visited the set of B. P.
Schulberg's 'Blossoms on Broadway'
last week.
Director Richard Thorpe utilized

six stages in shooting 'Double Wed-
ding' at MG.

.

Dave Gould gets the terp assign-
ment on Metro's 'Rosalie' vice Al-
bertina Rasch.
Wesley Ruggles yachted to Santa

Barbara before directing 'True Con-
fession' at Par.

Cinemites and " cinerhlghty alike

jamrned Del Mar track for the finale

Saturday (31).
Lanyi, Esquire's Hungarian carlca-

sculptor, is on the Coast, chaperoned
by Paul Sander.
Marian Marsh bestrode her prize

nag. Pretty Face, at the Santa Bar-
bara hoss show.
Henri Elman, Mono exchange head

in Chi, chinning with Scott R. Dun-
lap at the studio.
Smithsonian Institute in Washing-

ton has accepted an autograph book
from Richard Dix.
John Tobin, Metro plant super-

intendent, back at work after six

weeks In hospital.
Thomas J. Shea, Radio studio's

chief of police, celebrates silver wed-
ding anni this week.
Campbell MacCulloch, general

mgr. of Central Casting bureau, re-

covering fronfi operation.
Illness of Eleanor Powell delayed

the start of Wm. Anthony McGuire's
''Rosalie' at MG last week.
Bob O'Donnell and Dick Foy, of

Dallas, are domiciled at the Karl
Hoblitzelle mansion in Bel Air.
Lupe Velez floated" in from Cleve-

land p.a. for chores in Radio's 'The

Kangaroos' with Wheeler-Woolsey,
Ksn Maynard due back from p.a.

tour this week to star in a ,
new

thud—and-thunder series for Condor.
Jeanette

. MacDonald and Gene
Raymond dock from hulaland honey-
moon Aug. 5 for the premiere of

'The Firefly,'

Detroit
By Pete Wemhoff

Arlie Williams managing Choco-
late Bar.
• Corktown Tavern reopens near
Navin baseball field.

Horace Heldt orch 'due next week
at Westwood Gardens.

Plenty In the ^yInd about summer
opera here next season.

'Italian' Singin' Sam, ex of Pal-

metto nitcry, piloting San Diego
spot.

Sammy Dibert takes his orch into

Jefferson Beach resort for indefiniie

stand,

Jacob Schrieber, pix chain op.

changed not guilty plea to nolo coiv

tender^ in income tax evasion cai^e.

Home of CuUen Landis, ex-film

player now director at Jam Hand.v

commercial studios, looted by ban-

dils.

City pressing another court test to

outlaw theatre lotteries, after several

previous decisions have proved- un-

availing.
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BATHING GIRLS

AT AQUACADE

HIKE PAY

Cleveland, Aug, 3.

Although Lake Erie's waves are

rolling gold-dust into his Aquacade

since the hot-spell boomed exposi-

tion crowds, Billy Rose is now hav-

ing cast-trouble. Troupe of about

125 sWlrtimera and dancers in his

water spectacle are kicking" because

five matinees have been added to

the two-shows-per-day schedule, to-

taling 19 performances weekly.

Aquabelles claim they're already

over-worked, and want an advance

in pay. Another complaint is that

the chlorine in lake water is ruining

their complexion. Stuff tastes bad

but this is the first objection to it

as a beauty-destroyer. Chorines,

who formerly got $27 weekly, got a

slight increase for additional per-

formance? but are demanding more

dough on grounds they have to pay

10% to local Artists' and Models'

Bureau for agents' commission.

Notwithstanding a rainy June
which - gave Aquacade a bad start,

its cuisine in charge of Ralph Hitz,

chain hotel man, has already netted

about $112,000. Talk of new stars

being imported to replace Johnny
WeismuUer and Eleanor Holm is

just so much malarkey, according to

the promoter. Publicity resulting

from the still-pending Holm divorce

is hyping business terrifically. When
that dies down, the wiseacres are

now. cracking, it will be Tarzan's

turn to land on Page 1 by staging

another, domestic brawl with Lupe
Velez. She is here watching over
him but acting suspiciously demure,
Isham Jones' .orchestra signed for

Rose's show opening two-week run
Aug. 2, following Roger Pryor.

Radio Trouble

Mix-up between three Cleveland
stations over forthcoming autumn
shifts in network contracts is work-
ing to disadvantage of the Great
Lakes fair and its Radioland. Mu-
tual outlet is the only one giving it

pronounced plugs; others lean back-
wards. Eleanor Holm turning down
bids to get her on air. Johnny, the
Philip Morris boy, appearing in

Radioland's outdoor broadcasts cur-
rently. Ireene Wicker, the 'Singing
Lady,' booked for Aug. 9. Best
broadcast stunt was staged by Carl
Mark, WJAY announcer, who donned
out&t with phone wires to in-

terview the octopus in a tank on the
Expo's midway. Octopus reported
to be a phoney but it made a good
gag.

Lincoln Dickey, g.m. of the Cen-.'

tennial, is going to town on a pro-
gram of special day events to yank
in the rural trade as well as neigh-
borhood cities. Marine Day held
last Wednesday (28) brought out 50
army and navy officials, Newton D.
Baker as com'mittee head, and every
boat that could raise enough steam
to join parade. Mayors of Detroit,
Chicago and Pittsburgh are co-op-
erating by sending week-end dele-
gations at excursion rates to fair be-
ginning Aug. 8. Oddest gala day
held so far was one honoring chiro-
practors.

Attendance in past week, up to
Saturday (31) was 170,384, almost a
record-breaking week. To ^date the
expo has drawn 1,621,587 in 58
days.

. Recess Club, swank spot for
socialites, is cutting its member-
ship fees from $30 to $17.50 to be in
tempo with new bargain tickets.

^ Edward G, Chamberlain, stunt
diver at Aquacade, is to be married
to Margaret Meek, fair's beauty
queen, on Aug. 31. Dan Nagyfy,
61 -year-old fire-eater at Rose's Pio-
neer Palace,, died here from toxic
poisoning July 22 after a month's
lilness.

Haag Plays Midwest

Coshocton, O., Aug. 3.

Haag Bros.' circus, piloted by Roy
Haag, after playing three weeks in
Ohio is heading for Indiana and the
midwest for the late summer and
early fall. Biz in the Buckeye state
Was spotty, according to Haag, with
patronage much improved tlie last
two weeks when the show played
mostly smaller industrial towns in
eastern and central Ohio.

COLE SHOW SLOWDOWN
Tent Badly Ripped, but It Happened

After the Performance

Lincoln, Aug. 3.

Arriving here still showing the
marks of a bad blowdown in Sioux
City, la. (24), Cole Bros. Circus
strawed both afternoon and night on
the 6th and South lot.

Blowdown was lucky, in that it

happened a bare fifteen minutes
after the last patron had cleared the
tent. Sudden gust of wind pitched
the whole top over into the grand-
stand. Of 100 workmen On the in-

side tearing down, only one was
hurt, and that slightly.

Pair of centerpieces were badly
rippQd and a score of sailmakers
were pulled in to meet the show in
Omaha to repair it. Show arrived
late in Omaha, missing the mat, but
going heavy on the evening per-
formance. Not quite sO late getting
here, but it was a long haul, and the
parade was slow starting.

CONGRESS' LID

ON FAffi COIN

Washington, Aug. 3.

Line of legislators wanting public

funds for back-home celebrations
lengthened last week;

Newest tin-cuppers are the South-
ern California and Oklahoma dele-
gations. Former is looking for

$2,000,000 to help the 'Pacific Mer-
cardo' carded for Los Angeles in

1940. Latter asked for $1,000,000 to

help commemorate 50th anniversary
of opening of Indian Territory to

white settlers, programmed for 1939.

Also pending are money pleas from
Florida, North Carolina, and other
sectors.

Tightening-up of the House
Appropriation' Committee was fore-

cast last week when the pruned New
York and San Francisco allotments
were approved. Chairman Clifford

Woodrum, of the subcommittee
which handles miscellaneous mat-
ters, indicated he will not be sympa-
thetic toward requests for supple-
mental appropriations for the
(jotham and Frisco celebrations next
year, although he Was informed by
George Creel, federal commissioner
for Giolden Gate Expo, that another
hand-out may be sought.

Home Guard for Circus

Under Federal Project

With forced departure of alien

acts Aug. 1 via pink slip process

from the circus unit of the Federal
Theatre Project, latter has this week
been forced to undergo re-alignment.

With half of former personnel

being foreign acts, latter were hit by
Washington order for dismissal of

aliens from this WPA project as part

of the retrenchment campaign
wherein current year's home and_

work relief appropriation was'
shaved to $1,500,000.

Spots vacated will be filled from
other vaude units of FTP, and if not

sufficient,, by others with home re-

lief status who heretofore had been
unable to make certification for a

project job.

Plenty Woe for Carney
Regina, Sask., Aug. 3.

Royal American ' Midway Shows'
management off to Winnipeg with

fingers crossed. Shows jinxed plenty

this year, especially in Western Can-

ada tour.

Rain was troulDle at Calgary Stam-
pede. At Edmonton woman fell or

jumped to death from Ferris wheel

and a companion was injured

resulting in several court actions.

Five-minute cyclone hit Saiskatoon

fair opening day, smashing props,

light towers, scenery worth $20,000.

Show was just folding here at mid-

night Saturday, Aug. 2, last day be-

fore going to Winnipeg, when man
fell out of the Flying Trapeze and
severely injured. Winnipe.${, Man.,

and Fort William, Ont., next Cana-

dian stops.

Ginger Ray (Lorow), left behind

in hospital by show. She injured

her back while swimming at Bran-
don, Man., later .spending three

weeks in St. Paul, Minn., ho.=;pilal.

Rejoined sister Raynell's 'French

Casino' here where .she is featured

dancer. Took ill next day.

Alfredo Codona

Shoots Ex-Wife,

Then KiDs Self

Long Beach, Cal., Aug. 3.

Climaxing a conference over divi-

sion of household effects following

their recent divorce, Alfredo Codona,
aerialist, fatally shot his ex-wife,.

Vera Bruce, four times and then put

a. bullet through his head in a

lawyer's office here July 30. He died

almost instantaneously; she suc-

cumbed the next day. She was 32.

After Codona had asked the

lawyer to leave the room, he walked
over to his wife, lighted a cigaret for

her, and in the presence of his

mother-in-law, started shooting.

Couple whs married in San Antonio,

Sept. 18, 1932, a little more than a
year after the death of Codona's first

wife, Lillian Leitzel, the aerialist, in
Copenhagen, from a fall during a
performance of 'The Flying Codonas'.

Codona was born of trapeze star
parents—Eduardo and Hortense Co-
dona—at Laredo, Mex., in 1895. His
father died several years ago in Wal-
teria, Cal., and his mother died . in

Long Beach in 1931. Following their
parents on the rings were three sons,
Alfredo, Lalo, now in England, and
Edward, residing here. Three sis-

ters also survive Alfredo.

Shooting wound up a tragedy
which .started when CJodona fell 60
feet from a flying trapeze in 1933,
while performing with the Ringling
circus in New York. His body struck
a steel cable and his shoulder was
fractured. He left the act and his
wife went on with the show. He
practiced in a barn here for several
mOnths, but the injury would not-

heal. Then he became manager of
the troupe. Restlessly, Codona trav-
eled for a year with "Tom Mix's cir-

cus as an exec to the actor. Then he
bought a suburban garage here and
was working there when the divorce
occurred.

The injury that forced Codona
from the flying trapeze was incurred
at Madison Square Garden during
the Ringlings, Barnum & Bailey date
there about four seasons ago. Con-
sidered the world's ace flyer, it was
during a triple sommersault, which
feat he alone accomplished ' in the
air, that the shoulder muscles were
torn. One of his hands failed to grip
that of his brother, the catcher and
he dropped to the net,

.

That appeared to be one of a series
of bad breaks which started when
his wife, Lillian Leitzel, died after a
fall in (Copenhagen. A swivel used
when she performed her one arm
planges snapped and she fell 60
feet to the board platform. Vera
Bruce joined the Codona act subse-
quently and their marriage followed.
Miss Bruce was with the Ringling
show early this season but left the
outfit without explanation during the
Boston indoor date. Few in the
show knew there was an estrange-
ment from Codona.

Miss Bruce, aerialist and eques-
trienne, was brought to this country
from Australia by the Wirth Family
and she appeared in that riding act
until the Wirths left the big top. She
was with the Rieffennach riding act

at Madison Square Garden last

spring, along with her brother Clarie
the comic in the turn who is married
to one of the Rieffennach sisters.

Protest Short Show

Louisville, Aug. 3.

After Hagenbeck-Wallace Circus
played here Monday (26) to overflow
biz, necessitating holding some 10,000

people in the menagerie tent and
putting on an extra performance, a
storm of protest in the form of let-

ters to the newspapers was forth-

coming from patrons who had at-

tended the show. Squawk came
when hundreds were admitted to the
big top, to find that there were no
seats for them.

Many letters of protest staled that

the show had been shortened to 45

minutes, that patrons were ordered
from the tent after the curtailed

first performance, in order to make
room for those held outside, and that

many v/ho had paid $1.90 for re-

served seats were unable to see the

performance, due to the crowd of

.standees and sitters-

CHOCK-FULL OF ANNiS

Georgria Reaches Centennial Sla^-e

With Many Galas

Atlanta, Aug, 3.

.
Although Georgia was one of

original 13 colonies, her cities and
towns are just now- getting around
to being 100 years old. Consequently
quite a few centennial celebrations
are on tap for this fall.

Biggest of all will be Atlanta's
observance, which will coincide with
annual Southeastern Fair, length-
ened to 10 days this year instead of
one week. Two days of pageantry,
including street parades, will precede
fair's opening at Lakewood Park in
October. Rubin & Cherry carney
will occupy midway.

DaltoUi population 14,000, will
celebrate its centennial first week in

September. Features of the anni-
versary celebration will be a
pageant,

,
air show, golf tourney,

flower show, home-coming day and
carnival attractions.

OiEEiraiS

HIS S.F. PLANS

San Francisco, Aug. 3.

Upon his return here from Wash-
ington, D. C, last week with tenta-
tive plans for the use of the $1,500,-

000 fund voted by Congress for a
federal exhibit at the 1939 World's
Fair at Treasure Island, George
Creel said the fund would be split

as follows: Building, $350,000; ex-
hibits, $750,000; administration, $300,-

000; reserve, $100,000,

Creel said 'every exhibit of the
Federal Government will be told
dramatically, with a minimum of
-statistical data and there will be
a central idea tying the exhibit to-
gether. There will be an exhibit
showing the taxpayer where each
dollar goes arid how it beneflts each
individual.

President Roosevelt, said Creel, is

most interested in the plan for the
Indian exhibit and Indian Commis-
sioner John Collier has given as-
surance of assistance.

If the . difference in cost of the
federal building between a tempo-
rary and a lasting structure can be
made up by local subscriptions, the
government will give its building to
San Francisco, Creel said.

Co-operation between officials of
the New York World Fair and the
Golden Gate Exposition is assured,
according to Creel, who said a plan
has been devised whereby exhibits
will be shown alternately at both
expositions.

L A. GRUNT ARTIST

MARRIED AND KAYOED

Atlanta, Aug. 3.

Jack Bloomfleld, wrestler ' from
Los Angeles, took himself a
bride Friday (30) night at West End
Arena and also a fancy manhandling
at the hands of one Mike Cassidy, of
Omaha, Neb.
Ceremonial uniting Bloomfleld and

Gladys Burnett, Atlanta girl, took
place in the ring before 2,500 cus-
tomers, who paid up to 45c top to
see the show and the nuptials.
Main event between Bloomfleld

and Ca.ssidy followed and new bride
saw her spouse practically mas-
sacred after winning first fall.

Going for Ganiblers
Detroit, Aug. 3.

State's gambling joints, which
have enjoyed more or less official
freedom past few years, expect to
find it tough sledding next month
or so, following voting of investiga-
tion by state house of represent-
atives this week.
Committee of three were charged

with 'investigating state police, at-
torney general's office and other
state and county officers involved
in protection of gambling.' Power
was given to take all neces.sary
steps to eradicate clip joints.

REMOTE LIGHTING
Lynchburg, Aug. 3,

Alec M. Earle, Jr., has beeii
named to supervi.se construction of
scenery on a 120-foot stage for the
national tobacco festival at South
Boston, Va.
Beverly Campbell, director, said

light towers 40 feet high will flood
the stage with eff.ects.

FT.WORTH STRIP

DONS PANTIES

BY REQUEST

Fort Worth, Aug. 3.

Rivalry of publicity departments
of Ihe Fort Worth and Dallas expos
continues. Last week Ned Alvord,
of the Port Worth staff, reported
Fort Worth Frontleu Fiesta paper
had been covered lip at Dallas. He
rushed a crew to the rival city and
slapped Casa Manana paper over
the Dallas blurbs.

'And,' he: said, 'the crew covered
our paper with lard so Dallas bill'

posters could not cover it up again.'

Paul Whiteman, already colonel On
the staffs of the governors of Texas.
New Mexico and Kentucky,, last

week was made a colonel on the
staff of Governor lliSarland of Okla-
homa,
Whiteman -has auditioned 400

Texas girls in his search for likely,

screen material. He will hear the
best of these again soon and has
invited other orchestra leaders to be
present to pick any promising mate-
rial he can not use.

A lower priced dinner at $1 for

Casa Manana has been provided.
Albert Johnson, scenic .designer

for the fiesta, left last week for New'
York. He will design settings for
'Hold Your Hats, Boys,' new George
Kaufman and Moss Hart musical
satire. Johnson, was accompanied
by Harry McMains, of Dallas, "who
has been his assistant here for two
years. McMains will continue in
that- capacity.

Hinda Wassau,^ strip-tease dancer
of the pioneer Palace, donned pan-
ties and a brassier to please the city

dads,

Sydell and iSpotty, clog act, will

remain In Casa Manana until Au-
gust 12, an extra week before filling

another engagement. Joe Jackson,
bicycle pantomime artist, and the
Three Cossacks, roller skaters, will
be spotted in Casa Manana Saturday.

NO CANDID CAMERAING

THE FT. WORTH NUDES

Ft. Worth, Aug. 3.

A special guard was placed back-
stage at Casa Manania here today
with instructions to smash any and
all candid cameras. Order came
from Fiesta officials after one ama-
teur cameraman was caught snap'-
ping^ nudes from behind a hoop skirt
in the chorines' dressing room, .

Taking his job too seriously, the
guard whacked'a cane across the full-

sized Graflex of Paul McAllister,
Star-Telegram lensman, who was
snapping a routine shot in a hallway.
Since Amon Carter, Star-Telly pub-
lisher, is a Fiesta biggie, a hot ses-
sion on the carpet is foreseen for
the guard.

Midges or Mutts

St, Louis, Aug, 3.

Plans to revive greyhound racing
at Mississippi Valley Kennel Club
at Cahokia, 111,, across river from
here by syndicate of St. Louisans
was nipped in bud last week when
Sheriff Henry I. Siekman of St. Clair
County assured Gov. Horner that he
would raid plant if attempts Were
made to start operation.
Harry Soldani, former hotel prop,

here and 'Tony* Foley, both of whom
operated the Ramona dogtrack in St.
Louis County until authorities closed
it are reported as heads of move to
operate Illinois track. May substi-
tute midget auto racing.

Audience Afloat
San Francisco, Aug. 3.

Seats for thousands of spectators
at Temple of Music events at the
1939 World's Fair here will be on
a series of gigantic barges, under
plans being developed by Walter
Reimers, special events director for
the big show on Treasure Island in
1939.

Other thousands will be seated in
the stadium surrounding the Lake
of AH Nations. At the climax of
productions and at other 'high sp'ls*
in the performance, that portion of
the audience seated in the 'movable
theatre' will drift gradually across
the lake and approach the great
proscenium in front of the Temple
of Music, adding to the spectacular
effect of the pageant.
A steam curtain will be installed.
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News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as put>-

lished during the week In the daily papers of New York, Chicago,

San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety takes no credit for

these news items; each has been rewritten irom a daily paper.

East

Harold F. Davidson, unfrocked
minister, was badly clawed by a.lion
in a sideshow at StiiTkey, Eng. Since
expulsion, ex-cleric has been work-
ing with carnival. He died of his in-

juries.
Police have installed 19 loudspeak-

ers on the beach at Coney Island,
operated from four observation tow-
ers and used to warn those who lit-'

ter beach.
Teachers College of Columbia U.

adds Disney films to its curriculum,
dubbing Walt the 1927 Aesop. Think
films have educational value for'

youngsters.
Congress quashed suggestion that

a copy of a book on the Constitution,
edited by Sol Bloom, be given every
uewly naturalized citizen.

Edwin Franko Goldman plans a
series of pop priced Sunday band
concerts at Kismet Temple, Brook-
lyji, commencing Oct. 17.

Honeymoon 'Week planned for At-
lantic City in September. All brides
will be cuffo, but hubbies will pay
as usual.
Gov. Hoffman, of New Jersey/ad-

vocating a contest for a state song.
Part of a planned advertising cam-
paign.
Booth Tarkington celebrated his

sixty-eighth birthday last week.
Charlotte Velez^ 17, high school

girl, chosen 'Miss AtUntic City* for
Showmen's jubilee in September.

McAllister S.S. line sets up i^ervice

to Coney Isltod. First time in sev-
eral yearis for water trip. WiU use
city piers.
Proposition afoot to use the S. S,

Leviathan as a floating hotel at San
Juan, Porto Hico, this winter. Trial
canter for similar use at World's
Fah-.
Errol Flynn to prolong his yacht

ing cruise while he writes stories.
Minskys to put a revolving stage

into theu* OrientaL
N. Y. State Police Chiefs to ap-

point a committee to argue with film
producers to persuade them to de-
pict film flatties in a more.iavor-
able light. Tired of detectives used
as comedy relief.

Randalls Island stadium adds
2,000 seats.

Serge, Konessevitzky, in Boston,
tells reporters European composers
are growing steadily worse but that
Americans are still up on their toes.

Will presently direct at "the Berk-
shire festival.
Toonerville Trolley' at the Pel

ham Manor, made its last trip Sat
urday. Fontaine Fox was one of the
passengers. Boosters claiming the
car to be the original of the car
toons, but the real car ran in Louis
ville.

Eloise Brazil, of Dothan, Ala.,
beauty winner, in a tri-state contest,
giving N.Y. o.o.

London reports .Virginia Cherrlll
is married to the Earl of Jersey. That
makes her the 16th actress-countess,
Formerly the wife of. Carey Grant.
Will "Vodery, Negro composei;,

forming a colored choir for '"Vir

ginia.'

N. Y. state wins right to appeal
from recent ban against interfering
with dog. racing tracks. But it can-
not be heard before October, when
it's all over.
Radio exposition opened' Friday in

Berlin marked by the announce
msnt of Minister Goebbels of a *peo
pie's' radio set at 59 marks.
Leopoldine Konstantin, German

actress, arrived' In Ni Y; last Friday
as an immigrant, entering via Ellis
Island. To join her husband, Geza
Hsrczeg, writer, in Hollywood.

Strawhats at Parsippany, N. J,

and Burlington, "Va., put up the
shutters. Had enough.
Doris Nolan, pix actress, tapped $25

for soeeding in Yonkers last week,
Admitted doing 65.
Leroy W. Sweigart, 19, dirt track

auto racer, killed in a crash at Dills
burg, Pa., Sunday. His bride of less
than 24 hours witnessed the crash,
Yonkers ferry goes modern. Two

man band discards opera for swing
and boosts collections.
George White in Egg Harbor

(N.J.) court to answer a charge of
careless driving, His car sidaswiped
another. No one hurt, but it cost
him $5 and costs.

Lily Pons going to train Thomas
McGrath for grand opera. He has
been singing with small time bands,
but she declares his voice is worth
'millions.' He will go to Hollywood
for lessons.
Federal Theatre Project's Caravan

theatre (on wheels) announces it

has played to 847,000 persons during
the first eight weeks of current sum
mer season. Gave 147 performance!
and rained out 29 times.

Representative Cochran asks con
gress to discontinue minting of com
memorative coins for benefit of fairs

and celebrations. Says it's just
coin dealers' racket, and abused.
Sacond camera train to Berkshires

took out 300 snapshooters Sunday
(1). Sponsored by Metropolitan
camera club.
Dionne quins drew 119,700 persons

to Callender during July.
' Police ral(js netted ."iS Chinese dice

players in Harlem Saturday night,

but sprang them because they all

looked alike and could not be identi-

fied.

French Line reports an up of 31%
m travel over last year.

High taxation threatens existence
of Mexican nite clubs.

Race riot at Coney Saturday over
occupancy of beach at foot of W.
"Seth street.^ Man paraded a sign.

No dogs or jew^ allowed.' Two cops
lurt breaking up the fight that fol-
"owed.
Carlyle Moore, actor, drove what

le supposed to be a friend's car to
Hyannis from N. Y. Real owner of
the car had police trace supposed
iheft. Actor borrowed the car to
ceep a strawhat date. .All straight-
ened out after much excitement;
Washington reports grave danger

of the complete extinction of lob-
sters along New iBngland

. coast.
Crustaceans given no chance to raise
families.
Reinald. Werrenrath soloist at his

son's wedding in Newburgh last Sat
urday.
Kathryn Roth, 66, ^udeville and

dramatic actress, died July 31 of
starvation in an Englewood, N^ J.,

lospital to which she had been taken
lollowing discovery of her plight in
ler home there. Sh6! had sold even
ler bed and had been without food
for a week.
Seymour Gross cast himself for a

role in his 'Accidental Family,' which
had a strawhat tryout at Dennis
Cape Playhouse. Then put Norman
Stuart into the role so he could sit

out front and see what it looked
like.

PLENH BIZ, BUT UITLE

ACTION AT POP nCHTS

Coast

Mrs. Helen R. Ince, widow of
Ralph Ince, who was killed in an
auto accident in London, arrived in
L. A. on the Danish motorship Amer-
ika.
Gilda Gray has filed an amended

divorce complaint in L.' A. against
Hector de Briceno, Spaniard, charg-
ing desertion.
Federal court judge hearing John

Barrymore's bankruptcy case in L.
A. authorized the court custodian to
sell the actor's yacht. Infanta. It is

valued at $75,000.
Twehty-month-old daughter • of

Robert Taylor, accountant at the
Selznick-International studio in Cul-
ver City, died from injuries received
in fall from four-story window.
Report of Junior Orpheum Los

Augfeles, Ltd., owners of the RKO-
Hillstreet theatre in L.A. for the 26
weeks ended July 3, 1937, shows a
loss of $36,302 a^ter all charges. This
compares with a profit of $715 for
comparable period last year.
Elinor Harriot, only woman on

Amos 'n' Andy airer, announced in
L.A. that she'll wed. Frank Nathan,
non-pro.
Buston Keaton was ordered to pay

$100 a month for support of his two
sons by an L. A. judge. Formerly
Keaton had been ordered to pay $300
monthly, but pleaded his income had
been reduced,
Boris Posner, theatre manager,

was sentenced to 180 days in the
L. A. county jail for misconduct in
measuring girls for a beauty contest.
Motion for new trial was denied.
Charles S. Belden, 20th-Fox writer,

was charged by his wife, Beth, who
seeks a divorce, with breaking into
her room and beating- her. She asks
reasonable alimony and custody of
their four-year-old son.
Tod Browning, film director, has

sued the federal government for $3,-
695 assertedly due him on an income
tax refund for 1927.

Gershwin S.R.O.

(Continued from page 1.)

Ruby Elzy and the Eva Jessye Choir.
Program will open with selections
from 'Of Thee I Sing' and will in.-

clude other numbers from (Sershwin
hit shows and his lone opera, 'Porgy
and Bess.'

Committee nn arrangements in-

cludes Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern,
Sigmund Romberg, Deems Taylor,
Walter Damrosch and Gene Buck.
Reserved seats, at $1.50 each, were
sold out in a single day. Unreserved
seats are priced at $1, 50c and 25c.

By JACK PULASKI
Attendance is jumping weekly at

Madison Square Garden imder its

pop scale and the crowd last Thurs-
day (29) was the best yet, though
the card had no particular draw
names. Show was topped by Billy
Beauhuld, a Jersey lightweight, and
Paul Junior, from Maine, the contest
indicating that neither is going
places. .

Beauhuld is a winging; battler and
displays a fairly hefty right, as dem-
onstrated in the second round when
he clipped Jvmior on the button and
the kid hit the deck for a seven-
count Thereaftier, however, he
tucked that chin behind his shoulder
and Billy failed to reach the spot
again. Junior made it a clinching
match and that isn't the way Beau-
huld operates >est.
One of tJie eight-rounders fur-

nished some interest to the dull, card,
the contestants being Young Chavez
of Los Angeles, and Frankie Terra-
nova of the Bronx. Latter is sort of
double Major Doyle and very tough.
As one of the onlookers had it,

Frankie looked as though he was
standing in a hole, such was diff in
size between him and the West
Coaster.
Chayez has the record of two en

counters with Garcia, one df which
he won. That would indicate the
fellow is among the best, but he was
up . against too sturdy mixer-upper
and could only • gain a close deci
sion. Carl Guggino of Hartford got
the nod over Alf Blatch, the Aussie
fighter who was recently stopped by
Hank Armstrong, in the semi-final

Alfie started too late.

N. T.'s Ontdoor Cards
New York will have two big out-

door shows late this summer, both
being promoted by Mike Jacobs
First will be the scrap for the
heavyweight title between Joe Louis
and Tommy Farr, which will have
a $23 top. Ticket sale for the event
has been open for a week with only
fair sales reported, impression being
that the Englishman is hardly a real

contender and that the fight will be
brief. London newspaperman, who
is already on the job, doesn't think

much of Tommy. He explained the

win over Max Baer, saying that Farr
butted Baer, opening a gash over the

former champ's eye. They poured
so much collodion over it that the

stuff got into Maxie's eye and
blinded him.
The other major boxing show will

have four titles at stake. This

Sept. 17 card will be topped by
Barney Ross and Ceferino Garcia

for the welterweight crown; Marcel
Thil and Fred Apostoll will argue

it out for the middleweight cham-
pionship; Lou Ambers and Pedro
Montanez wiU decide the lightweight

situation, while Sixto Escobar and
Harry Jeffra will battle for the ban-
tamweight honors. Ringside will be

$16.50.

Los Angeles. Aug. 3.

The University of California of
Los Angeles is planning a giqantic
campus memorial fete to George
Gershwin in September. The late

composer and his brother, Ira,

adapted their 'Strike Up the Band'
into 'Strike Up the Band for UCLA,'
as the school's official football song
hence the collegiate tribute.

Only other professional composer's
published work to be thus honored
has been the Army's adoption of

Rudolf Friml's 'Vagabond King.'

OBITUARIES

MARRIAGES
Patricia Batton. model, to John T.

Floore, manager Texas theatre, San
Antonio, Aug. 6.

C. J. Kenfleld to Mari Contes, in

"Pittsburgh, July 26. Groom is a

former WB manager and now on
staff of -Webster Hall hotel. Bride

is cashier at Fulton theatre.

Hugh Keough to Marjorie Hutchin-

son, non-pro, in Chicago on July 28.

GroOm is with Witmark in Chicago.

Virginia Hastings to John Red-
mond in Kansas City, July 30. Groom
is house manager of Tower, Kansas
City.
Marge DeWerth to Bud Van Dover,

July 31, in Chijiiigo. Bride is dancer,

and groom is Tom of the WGN Tom,
Dick and.Harry act.

Catherine Ryan, rton-pro, to

Charles Blanchard, tenor with

Gordie Randall's orchestra.

DOLLT GBAT
(

Dolly Gray, 69, (Mrs. Chas. HaU)
originator in the gay 90's of the
'muscle dance,' forenmner of Gilda
Gay's sh'immy, died in St. Paul,

July 23. .

From the 101 Wild West show,
Dolly moved into the World's Fair at

St Louis, where she became to. that
expo what Sally Rand was to A Cen-
tury of Progress.
When police wired her only sur-

vivor, a daughter in Altoona, Pa.,

and received ' no reply, she was
buried, in Ramsey county's Potter's

field, without a solitary mourner at

the grave.

BIRTHS
Mr. and IVIrs. Whythe Walker,

daughter, July 30, in Chicago. Father
is on WIND sales staff.

Mr. and Mrs. Allen Kennedy, son.

Aug; 1, in Philly. Father is an-
nouncer at KYW. Mother non-pro.
Mr. and Mrs. William Russell, son,

in Los Angeles July 26. Father is a

cutter at RKO studio.

Mr. and Mrs. Itobert Bloom, a

son,' in Warren, Pa., July 25. Father
is a sound engineer for WB.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kass. daugh-

.ter, July 31, in New York. Father is

chief of the Kass-Tohrner radio
talent and program-producing agency.
Capt and Mi's. Willie Mauss, son,

July 23 in Los Angeles, Calif. Father
is standard vaudeville act

TANAGBA
Mrs. Charlotte Marshall Kanellos,

45, professionally known, as Tanagra,
dancer, died at her home, in Manito-
woc, Wis., July 27, of a streptococcus
infection.

The wife of Vassos Kanellos, Greek
dancer, she at one time had a studio

in Athens and together they staged
the Delphic festival' there in 19271

More recently she had been art in-

structor at the Downer college, Mil-

waukee, being well known for her
murals and other paintings.

KATHBTN BOTH
kathryn Roth, 66, died in an

Englewood, N- J.> hospital July 30,

of starvation. Neighbors reported she
had been without food for a week in

her home there.

She went into vaudeville at . 1'

e

age of 15 and later toured with a
wild cwest show. She had won suc-
cess in New York as a trombonist
before touring in Shakespearean
repertory with Frank Hohig. 'She
left the stage in 1910.

himself in Long Beach, Calit, July
30,

Details in the Outdoors section.

VEBA BBUCE
Vera Bruce, 32, divorced wife of

Alfredo Codona, died in Long Beach,
Calif., July 30, of pistol wounds in-
flicted by her former husband.

Details in Outdoors section.

DAN NAGTFY
Dan Nagyfy, 61, fire eater at the

Cleveland exposition died in that
city July 22 of toxic poisoning.

BOBEBT TBILLO
Robert Trillo, RKO-Radio manager

in Spain, died in an automobile
crash en route to Paris July 31. De-
tails; in international film section. '

NOBMAN CBAIG
Norman Craig, yet radio station

i-ep, died in New. York July 31. De-
tails in radio pages.

HEBMAN MUELLEB
Herman Mueller, 65, for. 28 years

a member of the Philadelphia Or-
chestra, died at his home- in Phila-
delphia Sunday (29), after an ill-

ness of a year.
He played for eight years with

a group conducted by Walter Dam-
rosCh and spent seven years in
Pittsburgh with Victor Herbert. He
also played with the Melba Opera
Company before joining the Phila-
delphia Orchestra. He played a
bassoon, and later a viola.

J. LESLIE SPAHN
J. Leslie Spahn, former manager and

part owner- of the Helen Mae Butler
Ladies Band and of the Cora Young-
blood Corson's Instrumentalists, died
at Westmont 111., July 25, of a heart
ailment
He was born in Buffalo, N. Y.,

1869. Known as Jack Leslie was
once the featherweight champion of
New York State when a young man.

JOE O'GOBMAN
Joe O'Gorman, 74, died in London

July 30. He was the founder of the
Variety Artists Federation and the
Variety Artists Benevolent Fund in
England.
O'Gorman was generally credited

with being- the originator of the
cross-fire vaude type of act and was
a name in vaude for 50 years, work-
ing with Joe Tennyson for 20. His
sons are cross-fire comics.

PAUL D.OBNHOBST
Paul Dornhorst 27, actor-drama-

tist was drowned at Cornwall, Eng.,
July 23, while trying to rescue a
friend who was swept from the
rocks. His play 'They Flew By
Twilight' is due for production in the
West End in the fall.

In addition to collaborating in
'Stubble Before Swords' with Rob-
ert Jordan, which was produced last
year, he had written a novel, 'Run
of a Comedy.'

BAY FULLEB
Ray Fuller, 38, half-brother of Sir

Ben Fuller, died in New Zealand
following major operation.

.
He had been connected with show

biz all his life, first in vaude man-
agement and later in pix. Prior to
his death he was in charge of the
Fuller interests in Auckland.
Widow and two children survive.

MRS. EDDY DUCHIN
Mrs. Marjorie Oelrichs Duchin,

wife of Eddy Duchin, the dance
maestro, died Aug. 3 in Harbor San-
itarium, N. Y., of complications fol-

lowing the birth of a son last July
28. She was 29.

Details in the music section.

ALFREDO CODONA
Alfredo Codona, aerialist fatally

shot his divorced wife and killed

HABBT HILLING
Harry Hilling, well-known variety

agent died ih London, July 26, while
in a doctor's consulting roorh. He
came originally from Australia and
represeniad Frank Neil,- of that
country, then joined Posters Agency,
McKeigue, Elliott and Paul Murrajh.

David Tawlts, grandfather of Paul
Yawitz, RKO 'scripter, died in St'
Louis last week, day after he cele-
brated 82d birthday. Death occurred
two days after he celebrated 62d
wedding anniversary.,

A. E. Wupperinann, brother of
Ralph and Frank Morgan, film play-
ers, died in Greenwich, Conn.,. July
30. He was head of the Angostura
Bitters Co., long a family properly.

Mother of Lawrence and SherriU
Cohen, and- wife of J, H. Cohen,
veteran Los Angeles theatre opera-
tor, died in Los Angeles July . 31.

Mother of "Tom Mijf, 78, died July
24 in Maple Avenue Hospital, Du
Bois, Pa., after an extended illness.

Son, 19, of Edgar Bill, president
and owner WMBD, Peoria, 111., died
suddenly at his home, July 29.

Double-Headers
(Continued from page 7)

running time, poor quality of the
secondary feature and time con-
sumed by such as just- so much
smoke screen. He claimed that
there was not a great deal of differ-r

ence between five reels of shorts,-

used often on an old single feature
program, and five or six reels of a
minor feature in a dual alignment
The real rub is that the exhibitor now
is. spending his $15 or $20, or more,
formerly put on shorts, for the *B'

picture on a double film program,
was his contention. 'Where a com-
pany formerly was able' to spot its

shorts in a house along 'with ' the

features sold, now he is informed by
the exhib that there is no room for.

most short featqres, according to

this observer. Obviously such a sit-

uation is not to the liking of com-
panies with shorts to sell, he charged.
Asked if he thought that- double

film programs constituted a bargain
and one sought by the public, an-

other independent executive, pointed
to the persistence and admitted draw
of the. bargain bill in baseball. He
expressed the belief that double-
headers in the national pastime rep-

resented the difference between a
profitable year for many " ball clubs

and winding up in the red. They are

firmly entrenched and nearly al-

ways may be found on a Saturday,
Sunday or holiday when the great-

est potential drawing is available, he
stated.

Comparing with dual bills, this

indie stressed the fact that there is

no squawk about abolishing double-

headers nor is there any objection

to the eye-strain of seeing two
games on the same day. It's simply

the bargain urge of the public, he

said, the same public to which pic-

tures appeal.

rage in Milledgeville

Milledgeville, Ga,; Aug. 3;

Page Show's have been signed to

occupy midway when Baldwin

County fair opens here week of Oct.

4-9.

Capt. J. H. Ennis is preZ and Mrs.

F. W. Hendrickson sec of event
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Embassy Newsreel, N, Y.

(Continued from page 52)

show, with the work of carrier

pigeons in saving stranded boats off

Long Island thie most fetching.

Blasting of a California lake, grab-

bing wild ponies irf Virginia, old

knighthood games in Diresden, cailes-

thenic's oh beach, a water toboggan,

New York city kids boxmg and shots

of Jimmy Mattem and h^ plane are

carts of Fox's thin harvest. Its views

Sf the world's largest plough are

nway out . of ordinary, as are the

soorts treatment of Saratoga races

and the Budge, tennis ylct<)ry.

i/t-'tto contributes cleat-cut view of

' nreoaratidhs for the' America cup

vacht races, ' fighting grasshoppers

with new contrai^tion,' a fast-moving

outboard race air Long Beach, Calif.,

and fairish views of Joe Louis and

Tommy I^rr doing, prelim training.

ParamouBt's . best offering is pic-

ture of 10-story building being

moved in entireity at Hartford, Conn.
Reproduces procession in India and
crowning of gypsy king, with little

effect partly due to ragged commen-
tation. Captures some attention with

story of China's war on narcotics but

its mountain skiing, art at seashore

and dog-beauties are yawn produc-

ing.. Lew Lehr does another animal

comedy chatter,, with.slim returns.

,*£3ng .Winter/iin Xfniversal 'Going

Places! series, -ftnd 'Oriental Para;-

dise* (Metro), another Fitzpatrick

travelogue in color, furnish welcome
relief faom neWs^eel trite stuff.

/. '•
,

••' Wear.

WHAT THEY THINK

BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Aug.3^

Standard yaude acts blended into,

a presentation and skillfully paced

by m. c. Red Skelton through 50

minutes of good entertainment,

proves a welcome change to Hipp

customers somewhat satiated with
diet of band boolcihgs. Current do-

ings, utilizing attractive full stage

house set and orchestra brought up
from pit, is definitely., of the stuff

that makes flesh a real asset to the-

atre policy. ...
Skelton, tremendously ' improved

since last around, grabs audience
from his first entrance and keeps
them interested in mounting fashion

to final beg off.

Show gets off to swell start with
house' band, under able direction

of Felice lula in a special arrange-
ment which brings out the solo

abilities of the individual members,
followed by some excellent clown-
ing by Skelton and Edna Stillwell

who attempts a. vocal of 'Sing, Sing*

to comic's funny business.

King, King and King on next in

two numbers, a hoofing session and
some socko challenge, stopped pro-
ceedings coldj making it tough for

Skelton to take, hold again, but he
did and had them yelling at his

coufse in dunking, a very funny bit,

Swell spot here for the Varsity Co-
eds, six femmes attractively dressed
and 'real lookers with a routine of

- Sees Educ. Pix Teo Far Off

Brooklyn, July 30.

Editor, Vabiety;

I have been reading with interest,

if not conviction Variexy's • annual

discussion of the motion picture in

the educational field. But I will

admit that this year the Hays of-

fice, which about this time each
year becomes excited over the edu-
eational aspect, has broadened its

viewpoint somewhatj though there is

still too much stress on such side-

issues as the . character forming se-

ries which was formed by' cutting

down some recent features to stress

character problems, • This may be
helpful, but it is not educational in

the scholastic sense. . The classroom
educational still ^eerhs to be as far

around the corner ' as prosperity was
in 1930. It is an eveii break whether
the . educational picture or tele-

vision 'will come under: the wire
first. "'

.
' '', '

,

,To my thinking the pictures will

become truly educational only when
it becomes possible to obtain a rea-
sonably complete pictorial treatment
of a given subject from (and tiiis is

the crUx of the matter) a single

source. Educational pictures will

not be practical until it is possible

for a school to obtain a week's
supply of filni from a ' single ex-
change and on a single booking.
In other words, all 'educational pic-

tures must be pooled and handled
as a single unit. Schools cannot
maintain' a booker to order the
requisite subjects from ai dozen
sources.

I have been following the course
of the educational picture since 1908.

About two years earlier Charles
Urban produced his Urbanora cata-

log which purported to list the then
available educational subjects.

It was a formidable list of some
2,000 or 3,000 titles including eyery
non-theatrical release made by any
company and ranging from photo-
micrographic subjects to the Bar-
num Ic Bailey circus parade coming
down Market street in Philadelphia.

In 1908 I was employed by one of

the components of the Motion Pic
tures Patents Co. and a friend, a
magazine writer, sent me a list of

some hundred-odd topics listed as

being made by this concern with the

request that I advise her how they
could be obtained.

Not a single print could be sup
plied. The- vault man admitted that

he probably still had some of them,
but it would be too much trouble to

dig them out. These were what
were known as 'scenics' or 'Indus

trials,* and used to tack onto the

tail of a comedy too long to be re

leased in company with another, the

object , being to bring the length of

the reel up to the required 975-1,000

feet required of the standard reel.

They were inexpensive and some of

but these. There are 1,000,000 or
more feet available for geographical
study, but it would require a cpuple-
of years to collate these widely <Jis-

tributed subjects into a reasonably
exact geographic study. The same
applies to othier classroom subjects.
It is hot possible at this moment to

assemble a compilete course in any
study.

In the historical end conditions
are even worse. It is not 'pbssible

to assemble an historical sequence.
While Charles Stewart Parnell is

required to shed his whiskers to in-
crease his sex appeal. It's something
to talk about; something to feed the
reform element, but you can't tell

it to practical classroom teachers
(I'm married to one)., until you can
list a complete course.
Recent improvements in the 16mm

projectors make poissible the pro-
duction of an adequate ' Screened
picture for classroom purposed, but
the projector is useless without the
^adequate flow of ' ^film, and this is

still in the far "distance.

CJcT'cnce B. McHeriry,

harmony singing, capably sold. Did
two medleys and had to encore with
another before- .being permitted to 1 them were interesting, but once re

leave

Dance by Franeis and Carroll
pro.ved another sock in a sock-full
.bill, youthful looking boy and girl

giving but with ah aero routine fea-

turing control contortion of the
highest order. Skelton comes
throiigh again, this time with a
walking bit, very much a show
stopper and bringing on the Five
Jansleys -with the laughs still

audible. Jansleys won them from
the. start with their lighting risley
work,' balancing and tumbling nicely
pointed with effective comedy.
Skillful booking and smart show-
manship combine here this week to

prove that- socko. talent may yet
be garnered to make the stage por-
tion of a combo house as effective a
trade getter as a top flight film.

Opening was good and biz is on the
rise. News of a show like this gets
firound quickly.

' Film is 'Toast of New York'
(RKO). Burm.

Burlesk As Was

the bandwagon when he knows his

stand is fundamentally, unsound

—

that is, if he ever takes the time or
trouble 'to reason out the wherefore
Of' Increased rentals, and subsequent
necessity for elevating admissions.

I think it is high time a healthy,

active independent national organi-

zation of exhibitors is formed to

take in all theatre operators in

America, especially the- smaller in-

dependents who always are holler-

ing about Being oppressed by major
companies.
Such associations function for

other important irdustries and the
film business shoulid haye'the same.

.This type of association could fight

the battles for the small exhibitor,

when his complaint is justified, and
at the same time follow through on
soiUe essential campafgn such as

the present one for increased admit-
tanc<i fees! . . .

Exchangenian.

to powwow with CBS execs, vacash,
and take pictures for the San Fran«
Cisco News Letter-Wasp, weekly
magazine. Trip will take a month.

William Botzer, University of
Washington debater, after conclud-
ng a public speaking tour of the-

ilawaiian Islands, Philippines and
he Orient, has rejoined , the KOMO-
KJR, Seattle.

Tlw Radio ..W«rih.Turnp ,

Chicago, July 29.

Editor, 'Vahiety: •

Rise of Equity in' radio is no more
than . radio has coming. Putting
aside any question of chiseling or
kickbacks, and even admitting that
it may be exaggerated, the . fact is

that the radio' employei's of talent
have been . consistently lacking • in

consideration and courtesy. They
have -offered and expected perform-
ers to accept, one-sided contracts
they would never, dream of offering
businessmen; they have not hesitated

to demand all and promise nothing.
There is now in Chicago a decided

alteration in attitude on the part of
performers toward contracts. So
miich so that the whisper is out that
network executives are piqued. Per-
formers have at long last tired of thie

idea that being connected with a big
business organization was in itseU
anything to be boastful about when
the network didn't bother to provide
room rent and broccoli One net-
work which has a long train of un-
fulIfiUed 'careers' in its files is now
largely unable to find Chicago-ex-
perienced performers willing to sign

up and has to scout small town sta-

tions.

Customary practice is to talk big
and forget fast. Years of resentment
are responsible for the present atti-

tude of talent.

Peeved,

<Continued from page 1

)

leased, they lost further value

This was' before the day of the film

library, and preservative precautions
The negative was merely put into a

can, double sealed with adhesive
tape, and put in the back of the

vault There Were practically no
reorders, and the probabilities are

that had there been any the nega-
tive would " have required elaborate

reconditioning before the ^sprocket

holes wOuld ride the printer. Add-
ing a cost of around 4c a foot for

stock and printing, it would not pay
to make a 200-foot print for - a pos-

sible $•» renta-1. The film factor.*:

flatly declined to fill the infrequent

orders!

A similar inquiry three or four

years later, this time made to Bob
Etris, of one of the General Films'

exchanges, brought the same reply

that they were not interested in fill-

ing orders. They kept talking about

the educational ,advantages, but no
one was willing to co-operate.

That was about a quarter, century

ago. There exists a greater spirit

of co-operation, but no practical plan

A |2Sd,««0 Band
New York, Aug. 1.

Ediior, 'Variety:

After microscoping the foi:emos.t

^hot' musicians in radio, I have com'
piled a ^ band which, if a. sponsor
were to hire, would cost him $25€,000

a single broaclcast:

Piano, Duke Ellington; trumpets,
Louis Armstrong, Bunny Berrigan;

trombones. Tommy Dorsey, Jack
Teagarten; saxophones and clarinet,

Benny (]roodman, Frankie .Trombaur,
Jimmy Dorsey, Charles Barnet; vio-

linist, Joe Venuti; bass, Bobby Hag-
gart; guitar, D.iango Rheinhardt;
drums, Chick Webb; vibraphone,

Lionel Hampton; harp, Caspar Rear-
don; electric organ. Milt Herth; vo
calists, Martha ' Raye and Bing
Crosby; arrangers, Fletcher Hender-
son and Will Hudson; conductor,

Paul Whiteman.
Jcno Bartol.

has yet been worked out. The move
looks like the houses are doing an is still in the talkative stage and let

about-face to where they were be- no one tell you differently. There
fore their trouble started. i has been no definite effort made to

CJeneral opinion is that the thea-
|

^«Pf'
and nothing done

Ires have found out they can't oper- i

by Eleclnoal Re.search Products or

ate without burlesque and are ready >he former Eastman experiment has

to fight it out again. ^^'^^ '""^^ ^ P'"^ ^^^^^^ ho\es.

Gaiety,. Republic and Oriental I
In the field of zoology, for ex-

found this out early and shuttered ample

Showmanship
(Continued from page 38),

ductioh without a hitch anywhere
niade the* stunt bell ringer, and re-
sulted in station encoring stunt sev-
eral times with new interviews and
records. Rurals, locals ahd visitors
were carefully picked by McSwain to

provide variety, distribution and—
types.

Contest for Retailers
Hagerstown, Md.

WJEJ is offering 52 quarter-hour
periods free to the local merchant
who submits the best idea for a pro
gram. Contest was introduced about
the same time that the station an
nounced a boost in rates.

Announcers' Contest
Cincinnati.

YfCPO announcers and listeners
are eligible for cash awards in the
station's 'choose your announcer'
contest, running for two weeks. ,In
a :

nightly q^uarter-hout "spot the
mikers participate in an impromptu
stint, each taking a turn as m.c.
Listeneris are invited to submit writ-
ten

,
bouquets on . their favorites.

Prizes are $25, $10, $5 and 10 $1
awards to fans and $25, $15 and $10
for the winning announcers.

• KMOX's Hetcl Tle-Up
St. Louis.

KMOX has promotional tie-up
With DeSoto hotel In downtown dis
trict. Upon arrival guests receive
letter from management to which is

fittached tickets to live audience
shows in KMOX-CBS playhouse in

Mart Building, a few blocks from
hotel.
Telephones in all rooms carry

transmitter collars calling attention
to KMOX -programs. Hotel execs
look at tie-up as added guest cour
tesy, while KMOX chalks idea up as
a good will build-up for station.

for the summer, if not permanently,
unless there is a general, all-around
^'nleashing of arbitrary regulations
when licenses are .renewed on yearly
^!>is next month. Currently oper-
J^^infj houses have onJy three-month
probationary termers.

there exist thousands of

feet of African .stuff, the late Mar-
tin Johnson's Borneo adventures,

and a couple of films of Australian

.<;ubjecls, but there is no similar

collection of pictures of North
American or European fauna, and i

Increasing Fix Prices

Chicago, July 29.

Editor, Variety:
I don't see why there is so much

excitement over whether admission

prices at film theatres shbuld be
raised, or not. The distributors have
been forced to boost their rentals

and had to. figure other ways of get-

ting additional money for their

product. They • were forced to do
this because of the mounting cost in

making films—much the same as

other manufacturers have had to

raise their wholesale prices because

of higher operating expenses.

But some exhibitors fear resist-

ance on the part of the buyinji pub-

lic. What they really are afraid of

is that some highly competitive

operation will fail to follow in rais-

ing admittance fee.-; and try to

undersell thern. Of course, the pic-

ture bijsines.s'is hi.^hly competitive,

but so are hundreds of other busi-

nesses. And yet other businesses get

together, either by mutual con.sent

or simply to meet tiic rising whole-

sale price.

What aclually i.s wrong is that

there is always .soiiie chiselinji ex-

KMOX, St. Louis Salute Twisi
St. Louis.

A (jood Will trip down the Mis
sissippi, stopping at three historic
towns, was waxed -by KMOX's Pub
lie Affairs Dept. Saturday and SuU'
day. Packet boat 'Golden EagWl'Cftir-
ried KMOX crew which incliid^d
Dan Donaldson, Gordon Sherman,
'Happy'- Green, and Jerry Hoekstra.
Towns visited were Cape Gii'ar

deau- and St. Genevieve, Mo., and
Cairo, 111., and in each a 15-min. pro-
gram was recorded based on historic
background of community and inter
views with leading residents. Prior
to trip Capt. Henry Leyhe, river
pilot, recorded in studib. Program
was aired in 15-min. spots daily, for
four days, starting Tuesday 127) with
studio recording preceding stoi'^ of
town.

Canadian S4aiioas Houkc Orcan
Winnipeg.

Government-owned CKY, Winnl
peg, and CKX, Brandon, are issuing
four-page pamphlet for diaixibution
each month to listeners. Contains
items regarding the stations and
staff, plus a continued story of the
history of broadcasting in Manitoba
Printed on buff stock,' it comes out
once a month, the product of the
Public Relations Department, under
D. R. P. Coats.

Distribution at present is through
the . affiliated telephone offices
throughout the province, with city
listeners being cared for via the mail
route.

Pacific Coast Notes

(Continued from page 38)

Lor« Lane, KOL, Seattle club
editor, opened new scries for sum-
mer months on her Washington
Woman's Radio hour with Mrs.
Charles Head in book review.

Gene Fromherz, space buyer for

J. Walter Thompson, guest of KVI,
Seattle-Tacoma at KVI lodge located
at station's transmitted estate at
Point Heyer, Vashpn .Island.

Walton MeKinney on new KOIN
Portland 'program tor Milton Gum-
bert's fur store.

Ivan Eppinoff has succeeded Leon
Rosebrook as musical director at

KEHE.

Rush Hughes is back from Hono-
ulu, doing his Ldngendorf Pictorial

on NBC; Buddy Twiss filled In dur-
ing Hughes' vacashi

John . Boyian,
.
formerly on the

WGN production staff, has joined
KFI-KECA as staff writer.

Bob Swan, KFAC announcer, is

pulling the inquiring reporter gag
on takeoffs of American Airline
ships.

Mel N«e, formerly with KHJ. has
joined the engineering staff at KNX.

Carleton KaDell, announced on
Chase & Sanborn Sundays, takes
over the. Chesterfield Friday pro-
gram over KNX.'

Al Pearce will guest Gertrude Nie-
sen and Pedro Gonzales over CBS
Aug. 10. Shaw and Lee go on the
following week.

'

Natalie Park, NBC actress in San
Francisco, is doing the sleepy-
voiced 'Martha Murgatroyd* on the
Jack Meakin 'Bughouse Rhythm*
programs over . the nationwide Red
web Fridays.

S. H. Patterson', manager of KGGC,
San Francisco, has a new launch
with short, wave equipment which
tie expects to use for pickups along
the waterfront.

Bill Fuller, formerly production
manager of KYA, San Francisco,

joined KFAC as a producer.'writer.

John Wagner, of the NBC audit-
ing department in San Francisco, Is.

honeymooning with his bride, ' the
former . Jean McCracken of New
Jersey. 'ii' •

Theresa. Aeser, music librarian at
KFHC, San Francisco, is moving to

Los Angeles. < She will be succeeded
by Edith Drydon.

Lloyd E. Toder, NBC western divi-

sion press chief, left San. Francisco
Saturday (31) to visit his family in
Salem, <jbio, and then—long de-
tour—o.o. network affiliates in the
Pacific Northwest. He'll be .away
three weeks.

,

Lauiance L. Cross' program,
'Crosscuts from the Log 'O the Day,*
was aired by NBC from San Fran-
cisco for the 2,000th time Monday
u):

J
no course would be complete with- hibitor who ncvei wants to ;,et on

Robert Turner, concert pianist,

fills the guest spot on two NBC na-
tionwide broadcasts by Ernest Gill

Aug. 4 and 11, from San Francisco.

Jack Meakin's band, Johnny
O'Brien's harmonica band, Walter
Kelsey's Swingaroos, Three Cheers
and 'Williams Sisters were San Fran-
cesco's contribution to the NBC
.salute to its 10 new Blue outlets in

ihe South Sunday (1).

Infullible Pair'
Denver.

Blowing whistle.e and ringing bolls
to announce questions Ihey cannot
answer is the method used in award-
ing prizes on Ihe 'Infallible Pa.ir'

program over KLZ. The program is

at .8:15 a.m.. and is kept goin^ by
questions .vent in by );stener.s, with
Manitou Water orders .'^ent tho.sc

sending in a question the pair can- Red and Blue webs,
not answer.
Wesley Baller.sea. pioduction man-

ager, nnd Fril/ Muelkr of the com-
mercial departmf.nl. m-k aiul iin-wcr
the questions.

NBC lines go into El Patio ball-

room, San Francisco, for remotes by
Leon Mojica's dance band starting

Thursday (5). Mojica gets five spots

a week divided between the Coast

Frank J. Qxarart is managing the

.San Francisco offices of Allied Ad-

j verti.sing Agencies,. Inc.
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Tie battle is bn_Erl Roman,

famous sportsman, vs. 600 lbs. of

savage, fighting blue marlin!

How would your nerves stand up to two hours of this?

AQUAPLANE EXPERT.
Miss GloriaWheeden, at^ical

American outdoor giri, says:

"Yes, I smoke. I enjoy Camels
— especially at mealtimes. I

give my appetite*" full, rein-

smoke Camels—and enjoy a

Bcnsc of well-being,

AS the Miami, Florida, "Herald" said of Erl Roman's ti-

XTL tanic struggle with the big fish (above): "The batde

was tough. Erl had his hands full staying in the fishing

chair." But a sporting spirit and healthy nerves kept Roman
going. After a 2-hour fight, he landed the second-largest

blue marlin ever taken on rod and reel. Mr. Roman, a game

angler, considers Camel the preferable cigarette for steady

smoking. "Healthy nerves are necessary for keeping on top

of things. Camels don't get on my nerves," Erl says. Above,

right, Mr. Roman enjdys good digestion and a Camel after

his tense fight. "I smoke Camels with my meals and after

'for digestion's sake,' " he says.

Smooth Blending of Costly Tobaccos. Camels are made
from costlier tobaccos, in a matchless blend. A mild, fine-

flavored cigarette for steady smoking that docs not rasp

the throat or upset the nerves.

ttenny Goodman sicings
it etiery Tuesday Night!

Tune in! Hear the trio— the quar-

tette— and all of Benny's boys swing

the popular favorites. EveryTuesdny

at 0:30pm E. S.T. (9:30pm E.D.S.T.),

7:30 pm C.S.T., 6:30 pm M.S.T,,

5:30 pm P.S.T., over WABC-CBS.

CnpyrlBlit, I93T

R. .T. K«riiolcl:i 'i'dljnruo Co.
Winat«n-S»l»m, N. C.

FOREST RANGER has smoked Camels

for 2 i years. "If it weren't for Camel's mild-

ness, I couldn't enjoy smoking so much,"

declares Clarence E. Dare. Mr. Dare likes

Camels after his meals. "Camels smooth

things out for my digestion," he says.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
• Camels are made from fiuer,

MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS

. . . Turkish and Domestic . .

.

thau auy other popular brand
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a l!^e of the Svw
It; Summer Biz Oli5%

By JACK HELLMAN
Reno, Aug. 10.

.

' .This hard-crusted burg that likes

id live up to its electric lighted repu-

tation of- being 'The biggest little

pity in the world' has gone, softie

and Is leaning strongly to the cream-
puff * side. Those- sun-baked pros-

pectors, who foimd the town's pine
seats comfy enough for . their cal-

loused fundaments, are shying away
froifi' tlie'main drag where the city

fellers have set- up their own Park
jivenue.

'The town's tinsel palaces are

—

Charlie Repnie's Town House, hard
by the Riverside hotel, mecca of

divorcees, or Hy Hoffman's Club
Fortune, newest of the game and
guzzle traps. Imagine the look on
the old prospectors* pahs when an
optic survey fails to mark a single

spittoon. Or how they must shrink
from the sight Of a huge cut glass

bowl, brimful with neatly packaged
lipstick tissues. To say nothing of

•oriental rugs that caress the ankles,
pi: "hip-high upholstering. Nary "a

pine board in sight.

.

Of course, there are strll a few
of the other kind left, but tough
old -Reno didn't think it would ever
come to pass that rowhands would
roam a tango salon, decked out in
silks and satins anS expostulating
from the hip. Or that pjush would
meet a sitdown, when or where. Or

(Continued on page 54)

Showboat Passing Up

Big Towns, Yokels No

Like Slickers' Whoopee

St. Louis, Aug. 10.

The Goldenrod, showboat plying
the Mississippi, Illinois and Ohio
rivers during summer season, is find-
ing biz profitable even though it

^ill duck St, Louis and other large
towns. Capt, B. F. Menke said there
"were several reasons why St. Louis
will not be a port of call.

• In the first place, Capt, Menke
stated, city license is too high even
il city authorities were to waive
enforcement of an ordinance which
prohibits wooden theatres being
•used as places of assemblaige.
Other reason is that rural folk, who
s^U take their 'Dora Dean,' 'East
Lynne,' 'The Drunkard,' 'Tildy Ann/
The Vulture,' etc., seriously object
to presence of cityites who • visit
showboat plays on slumming parties
and who refused to become alarmed
at conspiracies hatched by the vil-
lain and frustrated by the hero.

Capt. Menke finds that country
customers still have a warm spot in
their hearts for the old-time mel-
lers, despite radio anad pix. They
^i"e content with one visit a year
ii'oin a showboat even though they
"Witness but a single performance-.
The Goldenrod got a lucky break

several weeks ago when an accident

(Continued on page 62)

Lloyds Tips Pix Bielers

Newsreel home officeS."Vi;^r,e tipped
on how Lloyds of Londortr' regards
the danger of an armejd. conflict in

Europe, during the past -Hveek "when
they took out insurance on Qamera-
men dispatched to the China-Japan
danger zone. Upping of Lloyds' rates

indicates the insurance under.writers

do not. regard outlook fi§ fijiy too

bright; V •

Premium for $10,00ff- policy is

seven times as great as hdtihally, de-

pending on length of tim^i' taken out

for, with three-month peti&d. longest

listed. This applies to- -the entire

world, excepting Spain. , .

Boycott of Home

Talent in ffiwood

Paris, Aug. 10.

Now that quota troubles have been
smoothed over, temporarily, a new
problem has arisen to face Holly-
wood in the form of an 'anti-Holly-

wood' drive as a protest against the

snapping up of French artists and
technicians- by Hollywood producers.

Break in relations threatens between
Paris and Hollywood which might
have far-reaching results.

Motivated by a powerful French
film producing syndicate, beef will

probably eventually result in a home
boycott of French artists who accept

foreign engagements of more than
one film annually while hot complet-

ing the same amount in France.
This is the first public outcry

against the desertion of the home
field, although the ipovement has
been under cover for some time now.
It will affect those already in

America, England and elsewhere, as

well as new signees.

Only two important French players

involved are Fernand Gravet and
Charles Boyer, although there are

several French femmes about to

come to Hollywood who might fall

into this classification, notably Dan-
nielle Darrieux and Anabella.
Simone Simon was not a star in

Paris when brought to the U. S.

Chevalier, of course, is back in

France.

Sign of Autumn
Minneapolis, Aug, 10.

Minnesota-Notre Dame football

game has biggest advance sale ever
enjoyed by any amusement or sport

event here. Although contest is

more than two months off (Oct. 31),

52,000 seats have been sold at $3.30

each. All were disposed of by mail

order.

Condition Ascribed to Biz

Being in Flush of Pre-

D e p r e s h Pro>sperity

—

Bankers No Savvy Why
Intake Not in Keeping

WASTE—BUT WHERE?

By JOHN C. FUNN
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Lights are burning late in the cost
estimate departments of the Holly-
wood studios. Amber reflections
dart through Venetian blinds, touch
the stucco sound stages, glance off

the roof of a star's dressing-room
bungalow, and are lost in the net-
work maze of timber which sup-
ports, from the rear, a replica of
Cleopatra's palace. But the boys

Radio Payrolls

Current issue details how ra-
dio payroll costs are going up
too. Due to five-day week,
unionization, generally upping
overhead, etc. Estimated the
tilt this year is 25%.
Story in the radio department

of this issue.

who work with slide rules; who plot
lines on graphs, indicating upward
prices in all divisions of picture-
making, linger on until morning
hours trying to solve the one prob-

(Continued on page 4)

NEW YORKm
AFFABLE IN

NEW AGE

Long known for its aloofness and
lack of that neighborliness which
distinguishes many an American
city, New York is letting down its

hair and proving that it pays to be
more than casually cordial. It's

good b.o. for the big burfj. As the

No. 1 tourist centre of the world,

the New York midtowners—mer-
chants and transients alike—are

lately losing some of their brusque-
ness which made many a visitor

wonder at the town's general chill

and exaggerated preoccupation.

Rockefeller Center and Radio City,

however, have been the prime fac-

tors in this new tack. As the major
tourist focus of N. Y., with llie Em-
pire Slate building as runner-up, a

(Continued on page 50)

Joe College H'wood Coin

ose Campuses

Love Wins Agaio

Barry Sullivan, of the Broadway
company of 'Brdthe)??; Bat/ - left last

week for the C^dfist-to jnarry Marie
Brown, of the Los Angeles edition

of the same show, 'iWhole cast from
the Biltmore, N; -Y./r-Was at the sta-

tions to' see hint 6jff.

George Abbott- intends some shuf-^

fling to get 'em "both In the same
company.

Fair Men Already

See N.Y.'sExpoAs

AGnch'39aick

With the opening of New York
World's Fair nearly two years dis-

tant, veteran fair executives from
other cities already' are predicting
a click. They see It as the largest

fair ever staged, not simply in ad-
vance billing, but in space, build-

ings, exhibits and participation by
companies, states and nations.

Influx of industrial companies and
exhibitors seeking space has aston-

ished N, Y, Pair officials, who have
witnessed the struggle to create in-

terest in other expositions. It's

simply a matter of putting on the

apron and waiting on the customers;
of trying to find space and allotting

this so that there will be a minimum
of squawks.
Aside from improved business in

the last two years over U. S., old-

line fair executives say this unusual
condition is the result of show-
mindedness on the part of American
public and industrial company of-

ficials plus the fact that New York's
pre-eminence makes it a natural.

Few firms believe that they can af-

ford to stay out. Manhattan's show,
it is believed, will benefit from mis-
takes made at other recent fairs.

Exposition in N. Y. in 1939 prob-
ably will occupy more space than
the 427 acres used at Chicago, Only
one-story buildings will be u.sed to

house exhibits and lateral aisles

alone will be permitted in them
Both will overcome difficulties en-
countered at other world shows
Fair visitors won't go to the second
fioor for any exhibits, so the Chi
cago fair lads discovered—not even
if escalators and other conveniences
are provided. Elimination of cir-

cular pathways through fair dh>-

plays also will enhance the display
of prize objects.

Ruth to Manage H'wood 9?
Hollywood, Aug. 10,

George Raft left yesterday (Tues
day; for N, Y. to confer with Babe

.
Ruth on latter's management of the

' Hollywood Baseball Club,

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Joe College," a large number oC
whom are extant in these parts, Is

looking around these days for coin
to pay fraternity dues, college en-
trance fees and other items, maybe
a pencil or a boolc, with the result

that studio casting gates are clut-

tered with him.
Case in point in Paramount's

'Thrill of a Lifetime,' formerly
yclept 'Summer 'Romance,' .which
will will feature 'the rahrah element
to a considerable extent, Freshmen
and upper classmen are yammering
for extra and bit spots flgfuring that

the film's locale, a summer camp, is

the proper dish for romantic col-

legians, canoeists and crooners.

Situation calls to mind that, in ad-
dition to the customary quota of

gridiron stuff coming out of the
Hollywood hoppers this season, the
studios are going in Strong for col-

lege background, while the number
of film tags with'the word college in

'em would fill a column of agate
type.

All this college mahoomba calls

not only for the brawny athletic

types but also for the swagger set,

• (Continued on page 24)

Dallas' Sex-Religio

Stunt Irks Mexico

But It's OK for 6.0.

Dallas, Aug; 10.

It's been officially established that
the Aztecs didn't stab virgins during
spiritual orgies in pre-historic Mex-
ico. This fact went into the records
after the Dallas consular representa-
tive from Mexico forced Pan-Ameri-

'

can exposition officials to delete such
a scene from Cavalcade last week.

Until a week ago 'iJavalcade script
called for the pyramid sacrifice of
an Aztec warrior, the blowoff being
a volcano eruption in background.
Producer Red Vollman decided he
needed to sex up the historical spec-
tacle so he substituted a nude girl

for the warrior.
Consul A. G. Dominguez protested

and when his wail was ignored he
came up with an agreement signed
last May between him and exposi-
tion officials granting Mexican gov-
ernment right to censor all offensive
scenes in Cavalcade. The consul said
the virgin sacrifice was offensive and
wasn't historically accurate.
There was pro and con contro-

versy on accuracy of scene—in the
press, of course—but result was con-
sul had his way and Cavalcade's
business took a spurt. Everybody
now satisfied.

Attendance at the exposition,
pa.s.scd the 1,000,000 mark over the
week-end and officials continued
plans for elaborate free attractions
as gate inducements. Cavalcade ha.s

been on free list for couple of weeks.
A-, free jamboree in which nnmoa
from midway and Casino partici-

I pilled was offered in amphitheatre,
i (Continued on page 48j
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IN PHULY, EXHIBS THINK PAR ERRED

BY SUING; OTHERS MINIMIZE SITUASH

Some Exhibs Sustain Paramount's Privilege to With-

hold $l,000,000-and-More Productions—No Philly

Exhib Personally Suing Par

iPhiladelphia, Aug. 10.

General feeling among top indus-

try execs here is that Par pulled

wrong card'from the deck, when

"it filed an injunction suit against

striking exhibs. Only a very lew

of the indies have been scared by
the action, while the rest have been
embittered. Suit has only served to

make the theatre operators grit their

teeth and deterihine mdre than ever

that they won't sign with Par.

Desiiite the fact that injunction

against picketing or other persuasion

was temporarily granted by Federal

Court last week—and Is being scrup-

ulously observed by the United Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners—date
and buying strike has in no way
loosened up. Exhibs have been
drawn together tighter than a drum
and dre now more united than in

any in film history, at least ia Philly.

Unheard-of cooperation is taking

place among nabes. They feel that

they are in a favorable position, be
cause, as their attorney, Ben Golder
—who three times defeated Par in

court: Qti the double-feature issue-

explained: 'The worst that Para
mount can do to you,' if they can
prove you broke the contrabt and
they didn't, is sue you for the amorant

due for August pictures.'

Since Par's legal action, the strike

war chest has gone pa^ the $10,000

inatk, A $2,500 retainer 'was sent

GOlder this wee^ Exhibs are further

optimistic because they are certain

of almost unlimit^ financial backing
through the interest of several large

iirms in the strike. Among these is

Erny-Nolen, which has only two the

atr^s, but actually owns a whole por-

tion of the better part of Philly.

Briefs were filed with the court

last Thursday by both sides in an
effort to have the injunction

amended. No action was taken by
the court, however. A hearing on
whether, the injunction will be made
permanent ia skedded in. the Post

Office building here tomorrow
(Wednesday).

Lewis Round-Tables

Coast Exhibs to Get

Slant on Par Strike

and about \vhich the striking exhibi-

tors are complaining were not even
finished when lihe 'strike' got under
way.'.

Nearly every company fails to de-
liver from 5% to 10% of its product.
Players, stories and many other
causes prevent some films from be-
ing delivered as hoped for.

The V^ade always has been able to

adjust this before. Generally these
situations are individually ironed out
between exchange and exhibitor.

- Exhibitor Opinion
Exhibitor opinion is that, legally,

the protesting exhibitors won't ac-

complish much in the present move.
As one exhib puts it, 'it is okay to

use bu}png-resistance to Par pictures

as a seasonal argument, but - per-
sonally I would want to know that I

had plenty of strong product or

enough to carry through for a year
before I told the world that Para-
mount was unfair. I know a lot. of

exhibs "can't forego using this com-
pany's pictures and' still operate
profitably.'

Veteran picture association leader

said that the proof that Par had not
broken any contract with exhibs was
contained in the fact that not a sin-

gle exhibitor has started suit for

breach of contract. He pointed out

that no film company will guarantee

a fixed number of pictures in a given
year, with exigencies of production

what they are. He said the average

exhibition contract reads that the

distributor agrees to deliver all pic-

tures ^produced and .released' in a

fixed period of 12. months (new Par
year starts Aug. 1) in U. S. Sole ex
ception is . the proviso that the dis

trib can roadshow any film in L.A.
. (Continued on page 8).

Los Angeles, Aug, 10.

Myke Lewis, Paramount's western
district sales chief, summoned a
small group of indie exhibs for a
conference at his offices here last

week to informally discuss the

Southern California play-date em-
bargo in effect against the distribu-

ting organization.
~

Lewis, who has been out of town
for some weeks, wanted to get a

first-hand grasp of the indie griev-

ances, and while ho action resulted

from the get-together, belief is that

favorable progress was made.
Local indies met again last Friday

(6), but beyond going over a resume
of the embargo fight to date and
agreeing to mark time voted- no
other action.

Advices received here from Seattle

tell Of a- resolution ladopted b'j''' the

independent exhibitor organi:ifltiO'n

there, in which Paramount is 'vin-

dicated of 9ny pract.ices not followed
by other distribs, and condemning
boycotting practices.

Fed1 Trade Commisb

Reyiewing Anti-Par

Charges Miade by Myers

f2S«,««e LoBsf

It is estimated that Paramount al-

ready has suffered damages of $250,-

000 as result At the exhibitor 'strike*

against the company. Paramount,
booking 'da'tes 'ift '

approximately 150

theatres, iii'several states, have been
withdrawn by the 'strikers.' Around
100 of these theatres are in-New Jer-

sey, Delaware, Pennsylvania. Minne-
sota claims the remaining 50.

The trade in general, as well as

Par, is apprehensive over the meth-
ods and technique employed by the

'striking' exhibitors in this situation.

Not only haa picketing been threat-

ened against houses, wherein Par
films are being played,, but threats

also have been made to compel ex-

hibitors neither to buy nor to play

Par .fllnfiS.

Whether the Department of Jus-

tice might be asked to look into the

situation is something else. The D.

of J. always has been on its toes

to bring actions against distribs for

restraint-of-trade and conspiracy. So
ifs .going to be Virorth watching to

see what happens in this situation

with a distributor on the other end.

It is likely that Par may . argue to

go ahead on the merits in the case

which comes up for hearing today
(Wed.) in the Federal district court,

Philadelphia, and try to obtain a

permanent injunction against the

alleged conspirators in Pennsylvania,
Delaware, and New Jersey, defend-
ants in the case.

At Minneapolis tomorrow (Thurs.)

Paramount goes to bat regarding a

temporary inj'.action against Allied

of Northwest.

Paramount delivered 53 films on

Jts 193C-37 program. Its promise was
to deliver 'not more than 65.' No
minimum was mentioned. Under its

standard contract. Par promised to

deliver all films which it shall have
'generally released.' Insofar as

known there has been no Question

about Paramount fulfilling the legal

requirement of its contracts. Curious

angle of the situation also is that

most of the films which Par failed

to deliver on its 1936-37 program,

Washington, Aug. 10.

Investigation of charges against

Paramount filed by Allied States As
sociation, as part of" campaign to

force delivery of withheld pictures,

was launched - last week by Federal
Trade Con^mission coincident with
indie exhibitor^ appeals for Justice

Department support.

Informal study of the brief sub
mitted by Abram F. Myers, Allied

general counsel, was ordered by the
F.T.C. as preliminary .to decision on
issuance of a formal complaint under
which Par would be forced to show
cause why a cease-and-desist order
should not be granted. Commish
lawyers will weigh data obtained
from warring exhibitors to see if a

prima facie case exists and advise
upon carrying proceedings further.

Indie-Par troubles were laid be
fore the Justice Department during
the week but the new attack is re

ported unrelated to the buying war
.Secrecy surrounded a confab be-
tween Allied chiefs and Assistant
Attorney Robert H. Jackson, head
of the anti-trust department, but in-

dications were that New England
squabbles constituted the basis of

conversations. Presence of Nathan
Yamins of Fall River, Allied prez,

and Max Levinson, another New
England theatre' owner, in company
with Myers, hinted that purely re-

gional situation was cause for the
visit.

N.W. LUKEWARM

ON PAR STRIKE

Minneapolis, Aug. 10.

Although Northwest Allied claims

in excess of .230 independent ex-
hibitors in the territory are par-
ticipating in. the playdate strike

against Paramount, the exchange
here insists 'there has been little

interference' with its business and
that most of its regular accounts are
using its pictures the same as usual.

Paramount points out that nuany
of the exhibitors listed in the North-
west Allied bulletins as having
pulled playdates never have been
sold the product or are unimportant.
One prohiinent exhibitor, . E. L.
Dilley, Northfield, Minn., gave out a
story to the Northfield News, pub-
lished on its front, page, stating he
is not in sympathy with the strike

and will continue to show Para-
mount pictures.

Instead of personally picketing the
Paramount exchange, as it was an-
nounced they would do, the' striking

exhibitors have employed pickets

from outside the business to carry
the banners charging the company
with being unfair and requesting
that it be not patronized. Dope now
is that Northwest Allied will not go
through with its threat to picket

theatres that show Paramount pic-

tures despite the strike.

Local exhibitors are alarmed over
the fact that Minneapolis A.A.
league baseball team plans five

nights a week next summer. Club
inaugurated night ball a few weeks
ago, but has been holding noctural
sessions down to two a week. First

seven night games drew approxi-
mately 43,000 paid admissions dcr
spite unfavorable weather on sevr
eral nights. Two ;0f the games
attracted 10,000 spectators each.

Showhouses have felt the opposi-

tion plenty and' exhibitor squawks
have been much in evidence, but
worst is yet to come.

It has been a tough summer all

around for the Minneapolis ex-
hibitors. The municipal audilorium,

(Continued on page 63)
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Par Battle Concerns All Majors
(Reprinted from *Daily Variety*) ^

Until the past few years when some of the major distributors
changed the form of their exhibitor licensing agreements, every com-
pany sold to exhibitors its block of pictmes by listing either in a
'working sheet' or on the face of the agreement, the titles of the films
the distributor expected to deliver during the ensuing season.

Metfo and 20th-Fox discontinued the 'listiiig by nanie' form of con-
tract, and the license agreements of these two companies specify a
minimum and maximtim number of films the distributor agrees to
deliver, without actually citing the titles. >

Paramount in the past season included in its trade announcements
the titles of six pictures, which exhibitors are insisting should be
delivered, and not canceled. It is the independents' claim that the
films are again listed on the. new season's agreertients and that Para-
mount is asking higher rentals for sOme, if not all, of them. The
pictures are, 'High, Wide and Handsome,' 'Souls at Sea,' 'Artists and
Models,' 'Angel,' 'Spawn of the North' and 'Cpunt of Luxembourg.'
Any review of the situation in which Paramount fihds itself with

some of its independent customers should remove any intimation or
suggestion, that Paramount is trying to 'pull a fast one' by holding
over the pictures until the new season. The company has no other
choice in the opinion of its executives.

Although some thousands of contracts listing the'films have been
signed and approved, the facts are that the films themselves devel-
oped into .productions of extraordinary negative cost, a sum far in

excess of reasonable expectations of film rental returns under the
existing contracts.

Other distributors in other years have been in the same position

In which Paramount finds itself now, but by dealing with their

accounts individually have been able to "work out satisfactory settle-

ments and arrangements.
- F^atyre of the present dispute which is of particular cncern to the
distribution departnients, of all th^.ni'ajor companies is whether the
coricerfe4".actlott'bf exhibitors (which hiappens" in' this in'stahce to be-
against Paramount) doeS not point the 'flriiger to the need of a radical

change
,
in block selling^ in which ' all' of ' the cbmpanies engage.

Block booking has been an evolved trade ' practice peculiar to the

motion picture industry. Its virtues are manifest, not only to dis-

tributors but to exhibitors, who are enabled at the beginning of a
season to safeguard their- theatre investment with agreements which
assure them of a steady flow of product from the film exchanges.

Only United Artists, among the major distributors, attempts to

market pictures individually, although it is common practice for an
exhibitor to purchase all UA product in advance of delivery. He does
this by signing at one time a number of individual contracts, instead

of a single form of agreement which is provided by the other dis-

tributors.

Years ago the practice- of accepting a cash deposit from an exhibitor-

as earnest against his fulfillment of the contract was discontinued,

and deposits no longer are required.

At various times certain distributors have sought to change the

block booking practice in the hope of increasing revenues from films

which develop into smash boxoflice hits. None of these modifications,

except in the elimination of titles, has proved satisfactory in the

long run.

Double billing of features which has become prevalent, with only

a few cities and territories exempt from the practice, has contributed

to the hold Which block booking has obtained. Eichibitors who
change their dual programs, three times weekly require 312 new
films each season. That's a lot of pictures.

{

Par Spent $22M00O for 22 Pix In

1936-7; $30,m()00 Budget This Year

Paramount will spend approxi-

mately $30,000,000 in production for

the coming season. For 1936-37, the

cost was around $28,000,000, inclusive

of newsreels and shorts. During this

past season Par spent $22,000,000 on
22 films ot its program, which ^f
itself is extraordinary.

Certain, of the 'company's costliest

films are only now being presented

by the company, in roadshow, pre-

release in advance of the new sea-

son. Of these, none was completed
until after the new season got under
way.

'High, Wide and Handsome' now
on a two-a-day showing at the Astor
cost $1,800,000; 'Souls at Sea,' which
opened Monday (9l at the Globe,

cost $1,600,000; 'Angel,' the new Mar-
lene Dietrich film produced by Ernst

Lubitsch, cost $1,500,000; 'Artists and
Models,* $1,750,00'0. Figures are ap-

proximate.

Commensurate rentals naturally

must be returned on such filmSf and
that's Par's problem. Of its films

there were only two for which ex-

hibs paid over 30%. These were
'The Plainsman' and the 'Big Broad-
cast of 1937.'

Those which came in at 30% rent-

als, or under, included, among others,

'Maid of Salem,' 'Met Him in Paris,'

'Wakiki Wedding,' 'General Died at

Dawn,' 'Texas Rangers,' 'Mountain
Justice,' 'College Holiday,' 'Swing,
High, Swing Law* and 'Go West,
Young Man.'

L. A. to N. Y.
Joan Bennett.

Gertrude Berg.

Pat Casey.

Yasha Davidoff.

J'une Gale.

G. L. George.

Martin Gosch.

Bert Kalmar, Jr.

Al Kingston.

Michael Laring.

Mitchell Leisen.

David L. Loew.

Jim Lundy.

Vicente Minnelli.

George Raft.

Tom Revere.

Morrie Ryskind.

Sylvia Sidney.

A. Strok.

Waller Wanger.

Sammy Weisbord.

William Wyler.

N. Y. to L. A.
Edward L. Alperson.
Frank Chapman.
Hugh O'Connell.

Walter Meyers.
Marco Montedoro.
Charles Kullnlann.
Raynvond Paige.
.John A. Schultz.

Sinione Simon.
Gladys Swartbout.
Kenneth Thomson.

SAILINGS
Aug. 21 (New York to London),

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hummert (Ber-

engaria).

Aug. 18 (London to New York),

Alfred Hitchcock (Queen Mary).

Aug, 11 (London to New York),

Dick Henry, Gaudsmith Bros. <Nor-

mandie).

Aug. 11 (New York to London),

Robert Taylor, Lionel Barrymore,

Jack Conway, Hal Rosson, Rolano

Young, Mr. and Mrs. De Witt C.

Wallace, Herbert Wilcox and JacK

Mills (QueenMary).

ARRIVALS
Francine Larrimore, Clifford C.

Fischer, D. E. Griffith, F. W. Al-

port, T. H. Thfligelstone, Nina biK?"

gonova, Jean Le Seyeux.
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RELEASING JAM-UP IN CHI
Uncle Sam's New Tax Sock Kayoes

Incorporated Holding Co. s by Fix

And Ra(Eo Stars; No Loopholes

Washington, Aug. 10.

Stiff increases in taxes on income

of film and radio personalities who
incorporate themselves were recom-

mended to Congres Thursday X^) by
joint Senate-House committee which

. has been ferreting out tax dodgers.

Possibility of obtaining mote len-

ient treatment from government-
such as suggested recently by Roger
Marchetti, Hollywood attorney—was
killed when lawmakers urged enact-

ment of new revenue measures

which would bar tax-evasion through

use of personal holding companies
and would extend existing b.urdens

to incorporated singers, acto;:s, .dir

rectors, et al. Recommendations
aimed at practices revealed • to- be
employed by Cecil B. DeMille, Ed
Wynn, Charles Laughton, Bing Cros-

by and other performers.

Principal recommendation hitting

film and radio figures would bring

them under the stringent tax law
provisions affecting 'personal holding

companies,* while other suggestions

would put sharp limits on deduc-
tions for tax purposes and wipe out

the reason why talent incorporates

itself.

Under current conditions 'personal

holding companies' are firms which
(1) derive 80% of their income from
royalties, dividends, interest, annu-
ities and gains from sale of securi-

ties and (2) are controlled by not

more than five individuals, with all

Jnembers of a single family classified

as a single individual. The report

recommends that all income from
. 'contracts for personal service of any
individual who owns 25% of out-

standing stock' should be included in

applying the 80% test. This means
that any firm which obtained bulk
of its revenue from payments for the

services of actor or singer who is

also an owner would be subject to

the drastic regulations hitting com
panies set up to hold stocks and
property.

Remarking that testimony showed
Individuals in film and radio biz

form corporations to sell their serv-

ices at substantially higher prices

than corporations pay them, commit-
teemen declared practice is 'serious

loophole in the existing law.'

Personal Services .

Complicated recommendation was
not wholly clear as far as effects are

concerned. Committee made a point
of saying that definition of term
'contract for personal services'

should include condition that a

party other than the personal cor-

poration has the right to designate
the individual who is to perform
the service. In view of the fact that
in most instances, personal corpora
tions in film and radio biz, aside
from agencies, seldom have the
services of more than one person to

sell, this idea was puzzling. Confu
sion could not be cleared up by legis-

lative draftsmen who were respon-
sible for the suggestion and who
showed total unfamiliarity with
practice of using agents in dealings
with studios and networks.
In trying to elaborate on this point

the report said:

'Someone, for example, such as
an actor or artist, with more or
less unique talents, incorporates
himself and draws a salary from
the coi'poration. The corporation
contracts out his service with a third
party and the difference between the
amount paid to the individual as
salary and the amount -received from
the third party is accumulated by
the corporation. Because of the con-
dition in the Contract for personal
services that a party other than the
corporation must have the right to

designate the individual who is to

perform the services, in order for
this provision to apply, it would not
apply to all cases where the corpo
ration is hiring out its employees to
third parties. Its application would
be limited to cases in whch such

- other party has the right under the
contract to designate the individua

Fessier Chncking Prod.

Berth for Quill Stint

Hollywood, Aug, 10.

Michael Fessier has obtained re-

lease from his. associate producer

pact at Metro and leaves the studio

on completion of his current as-

signment on 'My • Wife,' likely this

week.

Deals are understood to be on

the fire for Fessifer's moveover to

another major on a writing ticket.

IT'S TTPICJL

OF OTHER KEfS

Extended Runs, Holdovers,

Etc., Have a Flock of

Strong New Product

Awaiting Distribution—
B&K, in Chi Trying to

Rush It Along

Pix Execs Hear of a New Crop

Of Anti-Trust Suits; Deprecate

No Conciliation Setup Exists

GOOD PIX AWAIT

Tough on Weak Nerves'

Is New Censor Excuse;

Aussie, Hague Pic Bans

The Hague, July 31.

Dutch censors are still going

ron"}. They banned 'Love from . a

Stranger' (UA), stating it was 'dan-

gerous -for people with weak nerves.'

Board of censors based its opinion

on the judgment of a psychologist,

who assisted at the meeting of the

board.

'You Only Live Once' (UA) not
admitted for public exhibition. Board
praised the director and players, but
couldn't see the criminal phase of

the picture.

Canberra, July 20.

Commonwealth Censor" has nixed
for screening here Warner's 'King
and the Chorus Girl' and United
Artists' 'You Only Live Once.' For-
mer is okay in New Zealand under
title 'Romance in Paris,' and latter is

also okay there as is. But not in

Australia.

'King' was apparently banned be-
cause of recent Royalty trouble, and
'Live* because it showed 'life in the

raw.*

who is to perform the service and
where the individual so designated,

with members of his family, owns
25% or more in value of the securi

ties which constitute outstanding
stock.'

Protection io Agents

Presumably this qualification

would protect legitimate concert bu-
reaus, agencies and management
companies from being hit by the
confiscatory rates applied to personal
holding companies but whether it

would provide a new loophole for

individuals who incorporate them-
selves and deal through agents was
a subject of dispute and uncertainty

If the recommendations are

adopted, film personalities would
find the profit of their incorporated

selves virtuially devoured by the

Government. Other changes urged
in the report would prevent per
sonal holding companies from enjoy^

ing privileges of unlimited deduc
tions for charitable contributions,

for. losses on sales or exchanges of

capital assets, and for amounts used

to retire indebtedness incurred be
fore 1934. Furthermore, any income
from estates or trusts, as well as

gains from sale of any interest in an
estate or trust, which goes to the

intermediary corporation would be
subject to stiff tax scales.

Tax rate boost on personal holding

companies will be sensational. In-

stead of present scale running from
8% on first $2,000 to top of 48%,
levy would be 65% of 'undistributed

adjusted net income' up to $2,000

and 75% on excess income. Thus no

advantage would be obtained by
stars who have their compensation
from film producers or broadcasters

paid into a corporation which they

control.

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Jam-up of pictures in this territory

is causing no little concern among
distributors. Exchanges are worry-
ing plenty how to break, it up as

some 20 topnotch coin flickers are

stalling on the shelves, waiting for

an outlet to the screens.

Loop houses have been having the

best summer season in years with a

flock of ace pictures, and they are

holding over pictures for five, six

and seven weeks. Pictures such as

'Star Is Born,' 'Exclusive,' 'Day at

Races,' 'Saratoga,' 'Shall We Dance,'

have had such runs that it's impos-

sible to get the new product, out of

the exchanges. This situation is re-

ported also in several other key
cities. Exhibitors are jubilant over

the prospects of great autumn busi-

ness, according to the list of pic-

tures which are available for August,

September and October dates, and
the line-up is generally agreed by
exhibitors to be about the strongest

list of attractions they've had avail-
able in a long, long time.

Among the flickers which the ex-
hibs are licking their chops over are
'Stella Dallas,' 'Dead End,' 'Vogues,'
•52nd Street,' 'Hurricane,' all of
which are ready, plus the soon-to-be-
completed 'Goldwyn Follies,' all

from United Artists. Paramount
right now has ready 'Artists and
Models,' 'Double or Nothing,' 'Angel,'

'High, Wide and Handsome,' 'Souls at

Sea'; Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has
'Broadway Melody of 1937,' 'Good
Earth,' 'Captains Courageous,* 'Fire-

fly'; Warners has 'Zola,' 'They Won't
Forget,' among others; 20th Century-
Fox lines up with 'Thin Ice,' 'You
'Can't Have Everything'; Colurnbia
has 'Lost Horizon'; RKO the new
Fred Astaire picture while Univer-
sal is banking on the new Deanna
Durbih flicker.

Balaban & Katz here is being sub-
jected to tremendous pressure from
the exchanges in this town, all of

which are yelping for release dates
for the stuff they have on their

shelves right now. But despite all

the hurrying-up B. & K. can't move
'em quickly enough to satisfy the
distribs. Theatres themselves are

sitting in a soft spot, with pictures

that look like strong box-office bets.

Indie Producer Breaks

2 Ribs in Auto SpiO

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

Mike Levinson, owner of the film,

'Lash of the Penitentes,' . was in-

jured in an auto accident at Lebanon,
Pa., last Thursday on his way here
from California. Prints of the film,

which he had in the car, were not

damaged.
He was confined to the hospital

severiai days with two broken ribs.

WB Laimching Pair

Of $1,000,000 Films;

'Gold' and 'Robin Hood'

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Warners will launch two $1,000,000-

budgeted films this month under the
production guidance of Sam Bischoff.

First to get away will be 'Gold Is

Where You Find It,' skeded to start

Aug, 16 with Michael Curtiz direct-

ing. Filming will be done almost
entirely on location around Chlco.
Week later 'The Adventures of

Robin Hood' gets the go signal with
William Keighley at the megging
post. This one too will be largely a
location film with the principal out-

door spot in the Sacramento river
country.

ANNE NICHOLS' CLAIM

VS. PAR OVER lETTY'

ALPERSON ON COAST

READYING GN SEPT. PIX

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Edward L. Alperson, Grand Na-
tionial prez, was expected in Holly-
wood today (Tues.) to line up the

fall production program, with the

big splurge due to get started in

September.
Pictures partially readied to go

before the cameras next month in-

clude two to be produced by Max
and Arthur Alexander, 'Return of

the Shadow' and 'Flash Casey No, 2';

'So This Is Hollywood,' a B, F. Zeid-

man production; 'At Your Service,

Madame,' Anna Sten starrer to be

produced by Dr, Eugen Frenke;

Zion Myers* 'Honolulu Honeymoon';
a second 'Wallaby Jim' under the

helm of Bud Barsky; new Victor

Schertzinger film yet untitled, also

an untitled comedy to be made by
David Diamond and, possibly, 'Dy-

namite,' a new James Cagney starrer.

Although Paramount!s Hollywood
studio announced that Martha
Raye's first starring film will be
'Linger Longer, Letty,' it is stated

that the rights to the title have not
been cleared. Deal was started by
Oliver Morosco, who produced the
show with Charlotte Greenwood at

the Fulton, N. Y., in 1920, on the
selling end.

'Letty' was a farce with music.
Book was written by Anne Nichols,

who wrote some of the lyrics to Al
Goodman's tunes. First Miss Nich-
ols knew of Par's interest in 'Letty'

were the press releases from Holly-
wood to the effect that the film com^
pany would use her play for Miss
Raye.

Indicated, too, that Par had no
knowledge of Miss Nichols' interest.

Reported that Morosco had >the

'Letty* rights for silent pictures, but
no such film was ever made. With
the talker angle now a factor, she
contends that the rights are princi-

pally hers. Morosco went into bank-
ruptcy some time ago and any rights

on his part are not certain. George
Bentiel, formerly associated with
Morosco, comes forward with the

claim that he bought the rights to

all Morosco plays for some $53,000,

An examination of the list, however,
failed to show 'Letty' included. In

any event, Miss Nichols will share
in any film money paid for 'Letty.'

Erlward B. Rose is also mentioned in

the authorship, but Miss Nichols
states he was not a contributor to

to the show.

Gathering of litigation stormclouds
promises to break out with a deluge
of private and public suits in the
next two months. High executives
in the picture business have been
cognizant of trend in recent weeks,
some figuring recent questioning of
New York exchange managers as an
inkling of what's going on behind
the Scenes.

These coupled with the usual sell-

ing-season influx of suits against dis-

tributors and threats of others are
pointing the way to a vast amount
of anti-trust and restraint-of-trade

litigation. One tycoon this week
predicted that before snow flies this

fall there would be four or five'

spectacular suits simiilar to the St.

Louis case in scope.

It is fairly well known in industry
circles that valiant efforts have been
made in recent months to interest

the Government, either via the at-

torney-general's office or the de-
partment of justice, in bringing ac-
tion. Initial big one is expected, to
crack wide open any day now* '

Trade ~ leaders deprecate th'e al-

legedly, completely disorganized
state within the industry for hand-
ling grievances. There is abso-
lutely no machinery set upjit pres-
ent for handling disputes, tfft alooe
listen to them. The exhibito?. "who •

feels that he' has been unjustly

treated has only two courses of ac-

tion left open to him—employ an
attorney and institute suit, or in-

terest federal officials. Both spell

legal costs.

Squawks Don't Help

Squawks to distributors have pro-
duced no response. They are told

that they (the J.istributors) don't
know what the other companies are
doing. They disclaim responsibility

on clearance' and over-buying, seem-
ingly because of the number of com-
panies involved. The complaining
exhibitor consequently doesn't evea

(Continued on page 53)

Billy Rose Says Hell

Probably Join Metro

Ft. Worth, Aug. 10.

Billy Rose, back at the Frontier
Fiesta here after three weeks in Hol-
lywood, says Metro wants him to

make a musical picture which would
be budgeted at $2,000,()00, production
to start Nov. 1. Rose said he also is

weighing a 'fabulous* offer <rom
Warner Bros. (Mervyn LeRoy).
He probably will go to the Metro

lot, he said. Fannie Bri,ce, his wife,

is under contract to Metro.
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H'wood Costs Up
(Continued from page 1)

lem which has Hollywood jittery

and near panicky, at the moment.
Wh^n is the upward trend in pro-

duction costs to reach its peak? No
'one knows.

Producers lie sleepless for hours

in bed worrying ovfer the problem:

Associate producers draw funny

pictures on tablecloths which, when
interpreted, mean that films which
are budgeted at $400,000 are coming
out of the cutting rooms with

Charges totaling $500,000. Directors

with reputations for sticking to

shooting schedules find themselves

5 to 20 days overtime on stages de-

spite all their efforts to move pic-

tures faster. Costs continue to

lApunt

Film business is gripped by a

fearful dread that somewhere some-

thing has slipped and control of

manufacturing costs has gotten com-
pletely out of hand. Each studio is

struggling with the monster. Exec-
utives of competing plants talk over

the situation and come to indefinite

conclusions. Blame is placed on
everything that can't talk back.

Some say it's the increased cost of

labor under the new wage scale

xtgreements, but the figures do not
justify higher wages as the prime
cause. Others declare that increased

prices of building materials, textiles,

machinery and all the accessories

which go into film producing are the
reason. When these Items are segre-

galiied it is found that they represent
substantial increases, but of them-
selves are not sufficient to justify

the. upward cost trend.

Save By ShuUine Down
"The industry would save itself

several million dollars if every
studio in Hollywood would shut
right down for the next four weeks,*

a prominent producer said the other

day. 'We could afford to keep right

on paying all contract people in

every division of the plants, could
rearrange our miechanical depart-
ments in a more efficient ipcianner,

and still be ahead of the game at

the end of the shutdown. Best of

all, .we could have a breathing spell,

a chance to analyze where we are
going and why—a chance to ex-
change experiences and benefit from
conferences of department heads of

the different plants. Then we might
be able to lick this experience.
That's the only way I know to solve
the problem.'

Shutdown, of course, Is Impossi-
ble and impractical. Every studio
at the moment is engaged in turning
out its new season's pictures, the
leaders in quality entertainment for

the sales force to brag about when
the time comes to line up the in-

dependent accounts in the country
with coQtracts for another year.

The simple fact is that production
costs of pictures have increased 33%
in the la^t 12 .months. Not in every
factor which contributes to produc-
tion, but in total it has been estab-
lished, after a confidential peek at
real figures, that every studio in
Hollywood is laboring under a one-
third advance in negative expense
over and above production costs of
the summer of 1936. It looks alarm-
ing, particularly as the upward
trend continues week after week.

Indications are that the summit
is not yet reached. It isn't half as
alarming 'as it is pictured, however,
because the principal, single, individ-
ual and downright reason for the
present condition is that the busi-
ness is in the fiUsh of pre-depres-
slon prosperity. Costs will come
down quickly enough when the eco-
nomic needle begins to point in the
other direction—and not until then.

What is happening to the picture
business is happening to every other
manufacturing industry in America,
in greater or less degree. The dif-

ference being, of course, that the
film industry dramatizes itself more
vividly than most businesses.

Parade of Banlcers

With the past two months there
has been a parade of New York
bankers to Hollywood, coming on
some ' pretext or other, but mostly
concerned with a. look at the studios

and a chance to analyze cost sheets.

They want a first-hand view of the
reasons why nearly every istudio

has gone overboard in costs and has
exceeded budget allocations voted by
boards of directors in New York.
Some bailkers are' still here; others

on their way.

JJvery expert in these matters
knows ther* are two general dlvi-

sipna of manufacturing costs; first,

expense of ' management, which in-

cludes Qdnupistretion, interest on in-

vestment, taxes and general plant

maintenance; second, wages and sup-

plies. There is slight variance in

the amount expended under the first

classification due io increased pro-

duction, but the latter rises in di-

rect proportion to it.

A survey of 40 films produced by
one Qf the major plants for the 1935-

36 season compared with the same
number of films made for the 1936-

37 period reveals an actual increase

in the studios' administration costs

of 5.5%. Other items, however, hav-
ing to do with salaries, properties

used in productions, .wardrobe, me-
chanical effects and. musical scoring

and recording ' have increased from
10% to 90%.

Figiures from another studio have
been compiled to show the cost of

individual items and departments of

a film which reached the negative
total of $1,000,000 in 1936, as com-
pared with the cost of exactly the
same cast, wiriters, director, ward-
robe, properties, mechanical depart-
ments in 1937, and the result shows
that what cost $1,000,000 a year ago
costs $1,317,669 today.

Paramount's Soaring Numerals

Through a series of circumstances
the spotlight on increased costs ~has

been directed at Paramount. This
plant has had its manufacturing
problems projected in the trade
more vividly than some of the other
studios because of the series of ex-
ecutive changes in its studio man-
agement over the past firve years.

Paramount also a year ago initiated

a program of more expensive pix
thaii, it had produced previously.

Some of these got away to a bad
start; some were late in sta^'ting, and
when the present summer arrived,

it was evident to the management
that the general theatre release of

the films, all of them in cost brackets
in excess of $1,000,000 each, would be
unwise. They were withdrawn from
the 1936-37 season's sked. Pictures
and their approximate final total

costs are 'High, Wide and Handsome,'
$1,800,000; 'Souls at Sea,' $1,655,000;

'Artists and Models,' $1,750,000,

'Angel,' starring Marlene Dietrich,

$1,250,000.

Behind the cost sheets of each of

these films are tales of production
obstacles overcome, of delays in

shooting due to long inclement
weather periods, to the influenza
epidemic which • struck Hollywood
last winter, and to difficulties of
finally assembling casts and proper
directors.

Most interesting angle of the Par-
amount setup, because it reflects the
general situation in Hollywood of

marked cost increases between films

made 12 or 18 months ago with
pictiures recently completed, is com-
parative figures on a few individual
films.

'

Up They Go
• Take for instance two pictures di-

rected by Wesley Ruggles. In 1936
he made 'The Gilded Lily,' with
Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray
and Ray Milland. It cost $445,000.

In 1937 he directed 'I Met Him in
Paris,' also with Miss Colbert, sup-
ported by Melvyn Douglas and Rob-
ert Young. Cost, $1,220,000.

In 1935, Henry Hathaway directed
'Peter Ibbetson,' starring Gary Coop-
er, Ann Harding and Ida Lupino;
cost, $875,000. Hathaway recently
completed 'Souls at Sea,' also star-

ring Cooper and George Raft; cost,

$1,655,000.

Mitchell Leisen directed Carole
Lombard and Fred MacMurray in
1935 in 'Hands Across the Table';
cost, $380,000. The same director
handled the same stars in 'Swing
High,' Swing Low'; cost, $725,000.

Filmusicals also have jumped in

negative layout, 'Collegiate,' with
Joe Penner, Jack Oakie, Ned Sparks
and Frances Langford, cpst $855,-

000. 'Artists and Models,' re-

cently completed and starring Jack
Benny, Richard Arlen, Ida Lupino
and Gail Patrick, cost $1,175,000.

Waste—But Where?
Much that is contributory to pro-

duction cost is intangible. Because
of the glamorous kind of a business
picture making is, and always will
be, it defies at a certain point the
methods of the conventional busi-
ness man, who would try to apply a
high pressure efficiency to the spend-
ing program, and stop the intangi-
bles, which he terms 'waste.' • That
there is waste, in addition to all the
other cost factors, none will deny.

What is hard lor the 'business

man' to understand is how two pic-

tures can differ by $1,000,000 in cost.

What Hollywood seeks is the reason
why two films equal in cost can
vary $2,000,000 in gross income. In
the answer to these two questions
lies all the law and the profits.

Par Sets Runyon Yam
For Hope, Shirley Ross

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Paramount has placed 'Money
From Home,' Damon Runyon race-

track yarn, on the fall ptoductioii

sked to feature Bob Hope,' Shirley

Ross and the Yacht Club Boys. Story

was first intended for Bing Crosby.
Screenplay is .being written by Sy

Bartlett and OUve Cooper. Mel
Shauer will produce.

How Prod. Costs Have Increased

(Under expense allocations of various mojor items tohich contribute to
the cost of a motion picture, the accompanying chart is an accurate conu
pilation of figures illustrating the cost breakdown of a $1,000,000 film made'
in 1936, ond the cost of the same film, with the same director, writers

^
actors and mechanical stafs if produced in the same studio in 1937. Center

I column indicaties the percentage of increase of individual items between the
^two years. What cost $1,000,000 in 1936, costs $1,317,669 in 1937.)

of

KUUMANN QUITSM
FOR GOLDWYN HLM

Charles Kullmann, regularly with
Jessica Dragonette on the Palmolive
show, leaves for the Coast this week
to go into the 'Goldwyn Follies,' his

first pic stint in America. Robert
Weede replaces him for a pair of

shows, on which will, be dramatiza-
tions from 'The Three Musketeers.'
Michael de Pace set Weede, through
Benton & Bowles.
When he returns from the Coast,

Kullmann will go back on the Palm-
olive show and will also fill opera
dates with the Metropolitan, San
Francisco and Chicago operas. Han-
dled by Calvin Franklin of Columbia
Concerts bureau.

WB mLLYWOOD HOTEL'

EN WORK; CLEAR TITLE

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

With the title of 'Hollywood Hotel'
cleared, Warners got the production
launched last week at Alhambra
where Busby Berkeley, directing, led
his crew for initial shots.'

Leads playing in the first footage
include Dick Powell, Frances Lang-
ford, Johnny (Scat) Davis and Ben-
ny Goodman's swing band.

Nancy CanoII Talked

For Table' at Rep

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Deal is being talked between
Nancy Carroll and Leonard Fields
whereby the actress may play the
femme'lead in 'Love Is a Fable'
which Fields is slated to produce for
Republic.

Script is being touched up and re-
written to conform with Miss Car-
roll's personality.

Harold Uoyd Seeking

Jean Arthur for Lead

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Deal is being talked between Har-
old Llo]fd and Paramount whereby
Lloyd would borrow Jean Arthur to

play the femme lead in his new film,

'Professor, Beware.'
Paramount will release.

Wheeler-Woolsey Sued
Los Angeles, Aug. 10.

Plagiarism suit for $200,000 has
been filed in federal court here by
Earle Ross, writer, against Radio
Studio, Bert Wheeler, Robert 'Wool-
sey and three screen writers.

Plaintiff claims that portions of an
original manuscript submitted by
him to the studio were used in
the W h e e 1 e r-Woolsey co-starrer,

'Mummy's Boys,' in .'1933.

Abel in Rep's Tortia*
Hqllywood, Aug. 10.

. Walter Abel .-has one of the top
spots in Republic's 'Portia on Trial,'

which got under way last week with
Albert LeVoy producing and George
Nicholls, Jr., directing.

Others in the cast include Frieda
Inescorf, Neil

. Hamilton, Heather
Angel, Ruth Donnelly, Tony Marsh,
John Kelly and George Cooper.

Sidney East for Play
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Sylvia Sidney headed east Mon-
day (9) for a stage breather between,
pictures to appear in the Theatre
Guild's forthcoming 'To Quito and
Back.'

Actress stays east until late fall

when she is skedded to return for
her next Walter Wanger assignment.

CAIN A METRO SCRIBE
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

James M. Cain, author of 'The
Postman Always, Rings Twice,' has
been spotted on Metro's writing staff.

He will script a film which Henry
Henigson produces.

Literary material, continuities and treatments
Salaries (casts including stars and featured

players)
Extra talent
Directors^
Production staffs

Supervising salaries
Cameramen and assistants
Props and set dressing
Wardrobe, hairdressing and make-up ......
Cutters and laboratory
Technical
Electrical labor
Sets, construction .•'••••>
Operation, standby labor
Striking

Electrical rentals and expense. ; .

.

Camera rentals and expense .................
Miscellaneous equipment and expense
Props-rentals and expense
Wardrobe-rentals and expense
Raw film stock (positive and negative, includ-
ing expense of developing, printing, making
composites, laps, dissolves, fades and dupes.

Auto hire and trucking
Location expense
Projection
Tests— ,

Process shots and scenic effects

Titles and inserts '•

Insurance • > ......

Miscellaneous expense
Scoring, dubbinig and sound effects
Foreign versions (negatives)
Exploitation (studio only) . .

.

General ' overhead

1936
$60,000

240,000
25.000
85,000
13,500
30,067
12,000
12,000
7,000

13,500
12,000
13.000
50.000
9,000
5,000
21,000
3,300
3,300

13.000
25.000

42,367
7,333
5,000
6.733
3.700
5,000
1,667

10.<H)a

2.000.
30.633
10.200
7,500

215,000

$1,000,000

Increase
31 .

45
41
42
5
6

42
50
34
40
30
30
39
10
10
40
10
63
60
60

30
90
40
25
20
40
14
40
60
60
10
5
5

1937
$78,600

348,000
35,250

120,700

14,175

31,871

17.040

18,000

9,380

18,900

15,600

16,900

69,500

9,900

5,500

29.400

3,630
5,379

20.800
40,000

55,077
13,933

7.000

8,416

4,440
7.000

1,900
14,000-

3,200.

40,333
11,220
7,875

'

225,750

$1,317,669 •

BOB LEONARD TO DIRECT

METRO'S 'GOLDEN WEST'

Hollywood. Aug, 10.

Robert Z. Leonard draws the di-

rectorial assignment on Metro's 'Girl

of the Golden West.' co-featuring

Jeannette MacDonald and Nelson
Eddy.
Eddy is back from a Honolulu va-

cation.
'

David Butler Succeeds

Buzzetl on U's Taney'

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

David Butler has moved over from
20th-Fox to Universal on a loanout
deal to direct 'Young Man's Fancy,'

vice Eddie Buzzell, who resigned

over disagreements with the studio.

B. G. DeSylva is producing.
Buzzell has .gone with, Metro as

a director after having obtained re-

lease from his Universal directing

pact.

First assignment on the new Job
will be 'Spanish Omelet,' starring

Robert Montgomery. Megger dis-

agreed with • U over 'Young Man's
Fancy.'

Landers^ Bourne, Dunn

Trio in RKO's 'Basement'

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Lew Landers and Whitney Bourne
are together again as director and
femme lead ' in Radio's 'Love in a
Basement,' now in production, fol-

lowing their initial film as co-
workers, 'Flight From Glory.'
James Dunn is the romantic male

lead in *Basement.'

Jack Connelly, A. B.
Jack Connelly, former general

manager of Pathe newsreel, quali-
fied as an expert yachtsman last
week on one of his first cruises.
Connelly rescued a couple on a
water-logged sailing boat off Port
Washington, L. I., while taking his
yacht, the Jim Jack, on a pleasure
trip. Smaller craft was flying dis-

tress signal when tossed a line and
towed in by Jim Jack. A girl from
Rye. N. Y., and a Duke university
athlete were saved.
Accompanying Connelly on yacht

cruise, were Mrs. Connelly, Mrs, J.
J. McCarthy and Mrs. Will Brown of
Boston.

DUMONT VICE GATESON
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Marjorie Gateson is out of the cast
of Radio's 'High Flyers,' formerly
'The Kangaroos.'
Margaret Dumont replaces Miss

Gateson in the Wheeler-Woolsey
opus.

COAST INDIES

HOLD OFF

BUYING

Los Angeles, Aug. 10.

Few independent exhibitors here-

abouts are showing any disposition

to hurry in signing up pew product,

deals, apparently waiting until

cooler weather sets in and more ad-

vantageous bargaining.

Chains^ however, are pretty well

set, only Important deal hanging
fire, but now set being that of Fox-"

West Coast and United Artists. Most
accounts now being closed by major
distr-ibutors are confined to non-com*'',

petitive situations.

George J. Schaefer, for United

Artists, and Spyros Skouras, for Fox-
West Coast, .have resumed negotia-

tions for purchase of U.A. product

by the latter, but whether a deal will
,

be concluded this week is prob-

leiTiatical. Last week, intervention

of Sidney R. Kent, president 'of

20th Century-Fox, prevented the

negotiations from collapsing.

This like other deals is .
a .ques-.

lion of terms witli the Skouras angle

apparently being that the U.A. terms

are too high for West Coast and that

the circuit cannot carry the UA.
tariff, although the U.A. product is'

earnestly wanted.
Neighborhood Theatre Circuit, Inc.

of Richmond, Va., was signatured

last week hy Universal. Morton G.

Thalhimer, head of circuit, and J. R.

Grainger, for U. headed negotiating

parties for deal ^yhich covers 15

theatres in Richmond and other Vir-

ginia cities.

CHAS.MACARTHUR JOINS

MG AS ASSO. PRODUCER

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Charles MacArthur has signed an

associate producer contract at Metro

under which he will be responsible

for three productions, the leadoff of

which will be 'Only Unto Thee.

MacArthur is working on the script.

Pact contains option clauses for

further films.

Clork's Yule Chore
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Harry Clork is scripting The Night

Before,' which Nat Perrin will pro-

duce for Columbia.
i

Film will be made from Paul Gal-

ileo's Satevepost story, 'Tlie Night

Before Christmas.'
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Special Master to Have Tentative

Report on RKO Reorg Plan by Oct. 14

After several months of hearings

devpted chiefly to squabbles and

disputes between disgruntled stock-

holders and attorneys for the Atlas

Corp., Special Master George W.
Alger announced Thursday (5) he

•will submit a tentative report on the

proposed RKO reorganization plan

to Federal Judge William Bondy on

Oct. 14. It is expected court's final

okay- of the plan will not. take place

before January.

At the final hearing Thursday Ar-
thur Berenson, attorney lor a group

of Boston and indie stockholders,

added his protests to those of Joseph
Coheri; attorney for another group,

to the setup of the plan, declaring

its\provisions were unfair to the in-

die stockholders. Atlas attorneys

drafted the proposed reorganization

setup • and Berenson claims Atlas

alone is in back of the . reorganiza-

tion idea. .

The Special Master denied Cohen's

request that the contract between
Atlas and Radio Corp. of America,
under which the former corp.

bought half of RCA shares of RKO
and obtained an option for re-

mainder, be admitted to evidence.

Instead, Alger directed that the

contract be locked up imtil he sub-

mits it to Judge Cafley with his ten-

tative report. Alger also indicated

that he would make several recom^
mendatioiis which might hive mate-
rial effect on the original plan.

Following the hearing, Berenson
declared that Atlas had, by fhe pay-
ment of $5,000,000 to RCA, obtained

4,211,462 shares of RKO common and
about $9,786,655 in debentures. Un-
der the contract, the attorney al-

leges, Atlas also obtained an option

which runs until December, 1937, for

the remainder of the RCA holdings
for . $6,000,000. The $11,000,000 was
th« total price to be paid for securi-

ties said to have been worth $30,-

000,000 at the time the deal was
made, the attorney alleges.

MG-6ARTH0L0MEW SUIT

OVER PACT UP AUG. 13

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Arguments will be heard next
Friday (13) in Superior Court in

Metro's injunction suit to forbid
Freddie Bartholomew from working

.. at another studio.

Defendants are Myllicent Bartholo-
mew, moppet's aunt and adopted
parent, and the Union Bank & Trust
Co., guardian of his estate. Metro
earlier won a temporary restraining
order.

GN Rushes 3d Cagney

Pic Before WB Appeal

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Grand National will rush 'Dyna-
mite,' James Cagney starrer, into

production as quickly as possible
after the completion of 'Something
to Sing About,' current Cagney .

ve-
hicle.

Idea is to have a third Cagney film

readied before the Cagn,ey^Warner
Bros, contract suit goes into the
California appellate court. Script
of 'Dynamite' has been completed by
Betty Laidlaw and Robert Lively.

Sandrich*5 No Wait
Hollywood, Aug.' 10.

Mark Sandrich, recently returned
from jaunt abroad, has been as-
signed by RKO to direct the next
Irene Dunne film.

Felix Young produces.

PAR TESTS BAND GAL
Maxine Marlowe, featured vocalist

with Phil Spitalhyjq-all-girl ork, now
at Paramount theatre, N. Y., is be-
ing considered for a screen test by
Par.

Others who have gone from the
Par stage onto the screen include
Niela Goodelie, Virginia Verriil,
Frances Faye and Hildegarde.

FLOREY, GRINDE IN TOKYO

far Director iceportea Hunting:

Types for 'Butterfly'

Tokyo, July 19.

Robert Florey, Pararriount direc-
tor, and Nick Grinde, Warner direc-
tor, arrived here last Thursday (15)
for several weeks vacation. Some
time will be spent in inspecting the
various Jap studios.

Story going the rounds is that
Florey, while here, will o.o. several
Jap actresses with the idea of se-
lecting one for the part of Cho-
chosan in 'Madame Butterfly, re-
ported to be under consideration for
remake by Par.

MORE FANCY H'WOOD

SALARIES DISCLOSED

Washington, Aug. 10.

More six-figure Hollywood sal-

aries came to light- via the Federal
Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion last week.
Big-check recipients for last fiscal

year included Kay Francis, $227,500;

Joe E. Brown, $201,562; Leslie How-
ard, $185,000; Ronald Colnian, $162,-

500; Irene Dunne, $102,777; and
Frank Capra, $208,000.

Previously S.E.C. disclosed six-

figure compensation for Nicholas M.
Schenck, Warner Baxter, Gary
Cooper, Georeg Raft, Darryl Zanuck,
Roy del Ruth, and Wesley Ruggles.

Cantor Sells, to Act In

Own Single at 20-Fox

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Next Eddie Cantor starrer at 20th-

Fox, following 'Ali^ Baba Goes to

Town,' will be 'Sing While You
Sleep,' to be made from an original

by Cantor, which Darryl Zanuck has
okayed and purchased.

Original idea is credited by Cantor
to Eddie Davis, his ether scribe, and
centers around a ditty author who
gets his ideas in slumber.

Raye Sued by Agents

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Suit for accounting of her earn-
ings, plus $25,000 damages was filed

against Martha Raye here last week
by Sligh and Tyrrell, Inc., agency.

Suit alleges that ' in November,
1935, the agency gave Miss Raye a
chance at the Hotel Morrison here,

and that she later agreed orally to

pay them 5% of her earnings.

Moppets* Hey-dey
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Approval is being sought in court

by 20th-Fox for contracts handed to

June Wilkins, 19-year-oid player, and
Joan Felt, six-year-old, to be known
on the screen as Joan Carol.

Wilkins pact starts at $70 weekly
and increases to $600 through option

periods, while moppet begins at $125

and works up to $1,100 in seven

years.

ASHER'S UNIVERSAL 'CAT'

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

E. M. Asher has drawn the pro-

ducer assignment on Universal's 'The

Cat and the Canary.'

Film will be based on the John
Willard mystery play.

FTP Actor's Film Chance
Hollywood, Aug. 10,

Hugh Sothern, who quit the

brokerage biz to become an actor

with the Federal Theatre Project,

has been handed the role of Andrew
Jackson in Cecil B. deMillc's 'The
Buccaneer.' Tests were forthcoming
as the result of Sothcrn's portrayal

of Jackson in 'Rachel's Maji' at the

Hollywood Playhouse, FTP produc-
tion. •

Player is said to bear striking re-

semblance to 'Old Hickory.'

Ui JR. CiiBER

OF COMMERCE TIE

Radio Campaign in 13 Key
Cities — National C. C.

Body Cooperating with
Hollywood Junior Cham-
ber of Commerce— Pix

Chance Via Broadcasting

Program—-Name Director
to M. C.

RETURN FARES—A MUST

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Detemined to lift talent-hunting
out of 'the category of heart-break
rackets, Norris J. Nelson, Hollywood
Jr. biz prez,. having received the
okay of the U. S. Junior Chamber
of Commerce, is planning to go
ahead with a radio program to be
known as Hollywood's Quest for
Talent. 'Quest' is to be sponsored
by a national advertiser, with nut
figured at $65,000 for a total of 13
weeks.

Difficulty of keeping quest a legiti-
mate search for talent will be eased,
Nelson believes, if the sponsor has
a product which is above reproach.
For this reason, all cosmetics, hair
tonics and other glossy products are
being given the brushoff by the com-
mittee.

Idea was approved by the U. S.
Junior Chamber of Commerce con-
vention in Denver in June, but it is

as yet to get the Hays office okay,
which the Chamber doesn't consider
essential but figures it would be nice
to have.

Once the project is set, it will call
for a mobile production unit to
broadcast and make tests, each week,
from different cities of the United
States. The radio program will be a
review of talent from that particu-
lar town and will be a three way tie-

up, with the U. S. Junior Chamber
of Commerce splitting the billing
with the local chamber and the
sponsor.

The overhead, figured to run'
around $5,000 weekly on the techni-
cal crew, with director acting as
master of ceremonies, and a script
writer to prepare copy as yet not
figured in. Nelson is trying to get
somebody like D. W. Griffith as m.c,
but this too is partly in the lap of
the sponsor.

Elimination Contests

Plan is to hold elimination contests
in local theatres with the local

Juniors defraying all expenses for
the tryouts. Program will run for
13 weeks, meaning 13 key cities are
all that the program can handle.

In addition to the radio spiels the
crew will make screen tests of the
winners in each town and these win-
ners will get six months' contracts
with transportation to and from Hol-
lywood.

The 'from' part of the deal is what
the studios want stressed more than
it has been up to date. With town
overboai'd with layoffs and the
county deporting outsiders for whom
it can't find jobs, any talent hunt
which isn't a two-way proposition is

only adding to the studio aspirin

bills at this time, say casting direc-

tors.

Nelson says that in the radio rou-
tines it will be stressed what a small
percentage have a chance of success

in Hollywood out of the thousands
who make the attempt, but that now
and then an unknown does slip

through, and even bathing-beauty
winners have been known to make
the grade in Hollywood.
As the chamber's hunt is to be

open to both professional and ama-
teur talent, the backers believe they
are not leading anybody on or ex-

ploiting the talents of a million for

the benefit of a few.
'

The Junior chamber officers point

that this project is in line with the

general run of things they generally

sponsor. They consider themselves

the showman's division of big biz

and sponsor everything from cotton

(Continued on paije 8)

Cedric Belfrage Exposes Another

H wood Racket-Immigration Quota

Burglars Night On

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Goldwyn publicity staff is try-

ing hard to keep a straight face
over break it got when Gary
Cooper's house was robbed of

$40,000 worth of gems while
star and his <\vife were attend-
ing preview of 'Dead End.' Pic-
ture, which is about the slums
and how it manufactures
gangsters, got a big play in wire
service stories of the Cooper
frisking.

Thing that didn't get any
play was the fact that Thurs-
day is maids' day off in Holly-
wood and crooks, have learned
to watch big previews for that
night, figuring that pix homes
on such nights are pushovers.

THREE TERP TUTORS

ON MG'S 'ROSAUE'

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Metro has set three dance direc-
tors to rehearsing numbers for
'Rosalie,' produced by William An-
thony McGuire.

.

Albertina Rasch is oh ballets, Dave
Gould is handling tap routines and
Val Raset is maestro of the chorus.

Col. Vs. Del Rio in lOG

Suit; Actress 'Unique'

Hollywood, Aug. 10,

Columbia Pictures Is asking $10,-

000 damages from Dolores Del Rio
in a contract breach suit filed in

superior court.

Studio claims contract signed in

April, 1936, called for two pictures

and five yearly options but that the

Mexican actress has refused to re-

port for work.

Columbia contends the actress has
such unique talents that it's impos-
sible to make substitution in the

film she is wanted for.

Thomas Back at Par

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Bill Thomas, recently resigned as

Columbia studio publicity chief, has
rejoined Paramount as production
assistant to Harold Hurley.

In the last year Thomas has been
an active freelance, writer, peddling
four originals to major studios.

Goldwyn Kids Loaned
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Six kids used in the Samuel Gold-
wyn production of 'Dead End* have
been borro\ycd by the Mervyn Le-
Roy unit at Warners for 'Who Asked
to Be Born,' Leonardo Bercovici
screen drama.

Options on the youngsters were
grabbed by Goldwyn following the
'Dead End' preview last week.

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Quietest racket«in California which
has been going on. for several years
and is never likely to meet with
legal objections is that of 'immigra-
tion counselor,' Cedric Belfrage,
London film Critic and . author of
'Away From It All,' has just given
the racket the runaround and is anx-
ious to explain, to other aliens in
the show business just how easy., it

is to duck a rap that„y.UJ9*'''JfiC»n $250
to a $1,000 for the alieiged'-service -of

getting a visitor a qupta number.r.
It is Belfrage's contention that the

talent agents are responsible for
sparing people into believing that
you can buy your way into staying
in America. Agents explain to talent
that the immigration counselors can
fix up the whole matter of a quota
number and that for this service a
few hundred dollars will suffice.
Usually the agents later report that
trouble is met locally and that the
immigration counselor will have to
pull some strings in Washington,
meaning an additional service rap.
The laugh is, says Belfrage, who

has just got a quota number . with-
out its costing him a dime, Wash-
ington doesn't even know who's com-
ing into the country until the visitor
is here. The issuing of quota num-
bers is entirely in the hands of con-
suls abroad and the state depart-
ment receives from the consuls the
quota number lists, not vice versa.
So greasing Washington is like greas-
ing a guy who isn't even aware of
what you are greasing him for.

Immigration CounBelors
Immigration counselors make

much of the fact that they have ar-
ranged things so that the aliens may
go out of the country and then re-
turn in anything from a day- to two
weeks. They give this information

(Continued on page 50)

SMALUE AGENTS BALK

ON JOINING m GUILD

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Smaller fry artong 10%,W5 On the
Sunset Strip havfe refused to affili-

ate with the Artists' Managers Guild,
organization being fostered by 13
agent biggies.

Informal sesh last week resulted
In decision to 'respectfully refuse' as-
sociation, little fellows feeling that
they would be given no voice in
policies.

Del Ruth Stays on Home

Lot for Next Sonja Pic

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Fancy price offered by Metro for
the loan of Roy Del Ruth from 20Ux
Century, wanted to direct the Ed-
ward G. Robinson-Luise Rainer film,
"The Last Gangster,' was rejected by
20th.

Del Ruth recently completed
'Broadway Melody' for MG and now
goes to home lot for the next Sonja
Henie picture, 'Bread, Butter and
Rhythm.'

ERWIN'S PIGSKINIJER
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Richard English is screenplay! ng
'Signals Over,' football yarn that
will serve Stuart Erwin as a Grand
National starring vehicle.

Ben Pivar produces.

BAFT-ROSS DEUCED
Hollywood, Aug, 10.

George Raft will be teamed with
Shirley Ross in his next Paramount
starrer, 'Strange Fascination.' orig-
inal by Andrew L. Stone, who also
directs.

Script now is being prepared by
Eve Greene in collaboration with

; Stone. Film will be a William Le
Baron production.

Mae West's 'Sapphire Sal*

Gets Gun Aug. 25 at Major
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Next Mae West starrer, tentatively
titled 'Sapphire Sal,' will be given
the starting gun Aug. 25 with Eddie
Sutherland directing for Emanuel
Cohen of Major Pictures.

Original and screenplay wera
tinned out by Miss West and Jo
Swerling,

Autry's Columbia Pic

Hollywood, Aug. 10,

Gene Autry's outside film on his
Republic contract will be made inde-
pendently for Columbia release.

Dude ranch yarn, 'Howdy Stran-
ger,' from Broadway legit of pasf
season, will work on $150,000 budget.
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Plenty to Go Around, 'Everything'

LA. Topper at

Toast'

, Two Spots;

, TireJy Hot Mi/^C

Los Angeles, Aug. 10.

Headed by two-a-day run of Met-
ro's 'Firefly' at the Four Star, where
it debuted (6), town is in for an-
other satisfactory week 'most of the
way around. While takes generally
are a trifle below those of past two
weeks, managers have no kick to
register.

'You Can't Have Everything* is

lopping the town on combined take
in two houses, piling up around
$a0.500. Toast of New York' at the
RKO and Pantages should come close
io $21,000 for the week, while Para-
mount will wind up with oke returns.

'Knight Without Armor,' Dietrich-
Donat starrer, is just so-so at the two
Warner houses.

EsUpiates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 30-40-

55-75)—"You Can't Have Everything'
(JSOth) and 'London by Night' (MG)
dual. Should hit nifty $14,000. Last
week, 'Good Earth* (MG) and "Lady
Escapes' (20th), surprisingly big at

$14,600, exceeding expectations.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-

65)—'Knight Without Armor' (UA)
and 'Public Wedding' (WB) dual.
One-time strong Marlene Dietrich-
Robert Donat draw is lacking for
this program topper so will have to
be satisfied with $7,200 which, how-
ever, profitable." Last week, 'San
Ouentin* (FN) and 'Marry the Girl'

(WB), topped $9,300, big.
Four Star (Fox) (900; 55-83-$1.10

$1.65) 'The Firefly* (MG). Getting
away to a $4,000 take on a $5.50

preem (6) this one should pile up
smash $14,500 on initial week of its

two-a-day (threfe Sundays) run. Tre-'

fnendbus campaign helped opening
and follow up biz. Last week, 'I^ve
From a Stranger' (UA), finished at

$3,800, oke.
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 30-40-55-

65) 'Knight Without Armor' (UA)
and 'Public Wedding* (WB) dual.

Biz running ahead of its day-dater
Downtown and should finish with
profitable $7,000. Last week, *San
Quentin' (FN) and 'Marry the Girl'

(WB), very good at ^^200.
Orpheiun (Bdwy) (2,280; 25-30-35

40)—"The Califomian* (20th) and
'She Had to Eat* (20th) dual and
vaudeville. After some weeks of

second run picts with which to bol-
ster its vaude shows, Orpheum cur-
rently has. 'Califomians* for first

local showing, and is headed fdr
satisfactory $7,200.

Panteces (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-55)—
•Toast of New York* (RKO) and 'Big

Shot' (RKO) dual. Started off with
a bang and on basis of early showing
should garner okay '$10,500. Last
week, second stanza of 'Road Back'
(U) and 'Love In a Bungalow' (U),
oke $4,800.
Faramonnt (Partmar) (3,595; 30-

40-55)—'It's AU Yours' (Col) and
'Blonde Trouble* (Par) dual and
stage show. Rushing in a flock of
previews during the week and show-
irig 'Blonde Trouble' at morning
and afternoon performances only,
looks like satisfactory $15,000. Last
week, 'Exclusive* (Par) and Eddie
Peabody stage unit, brought nifty
$18,000 on nine days as expected.
BKO (2,950; 30-40-55) 'Toast of

New York' (RKO) and 'Big Shot'
(RKO) dual. Edward Arnold prov-
ing a downtown draw and with a
preview thrown in should hit neat
$10,000. Last week, 'Road Back' (U)
and 'Love In Bungalow' (U) (2d wk),
good $5,600.

Slate (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-
55-75)—'Can't Have Everything'
(20l;h) 'and 'London by Night' (MG)
dual. Filmusical should garner
around $16,500, better than average.
Last week, 'Good Earth' (MG) and
'Lady Escaoes' (20th), finished with
smash $19,500, much better than an-
ticioatcd.
United Artists (Fox-UA) (2,100:

30-40-55)—'Good Earth' (MG) and
'Love From Stranger' (UA) dual.
Moveover of *Earth' ffom State and
'Stranger* from the Four Star looks
like smart booking and should brinp
$7,800, excellent for house. Last
week, 'Saratoea' (MG) and 'Born
Reckless* (20th), on moveover,
smy««h S7,200.

Wilsbfre (Fox) ^2.296; 30-40-5.S-65)

—'Good Earlh' (MG) and 'Love from
Rlranser' (UA) dual. Long two-a-
rlnv run of 'Earth' at the nearby
Cfirthay Circle and rerent brief run
o| 'Sl.ranfiter' at. the Four Star cut
into irp(\e at this boulevard house;
IftnUs $7.ono. Last week, 'Sar^^totra'

<]V1G) and 'Boirn Reckless' (20th),

b;g $8,500,

Eat' (20th). Satisfactory $14,500
anticipated. Last week 'Super
Sleuth' (RKO) and 'Born Reckless'
(20th) got nice $14,000.

Fox (4,000- 25-35-55)—'Devil is

Driving' (Col) and 'Ridings on Air'
(RKO). Okay $13,000. Last week,
'They Won't Forget' (WB) and 'WQd
Money' (Par) got $17,500, fine.

Met (2,400; 25-35-55) — 'Saratoga'

(MG) and 'California Straight
Ahead' (Ind). Healthy $16,000 in
view for dual. Last week, 'Knight
Without Armour' (UA) and 'Mar-
ried Before Breakfast' (MG) were
okay at $15,000.
Paramount (4,000; 25-35-55)—'Ex-

clusive' (Par) and 'King Solomon's
Mines' (GB). At $13,500 n.s.h. Last
week, 'Easy Living' (Par) and
'Hoosier Schoolboy* (Mono) $15,500,

strand (2,000; 25-35-55)—'Jugger-
naut' (GN) and 'Paradise Isle'

(Mono), so-so $5,000. Last week
'Two Who Dared' (GN) and 'Could
Happen to You' (Rep), good $6,000.

'EARTH' $14j

TOPPER' 7G'S,

MPLS.

Minneapolis, Aug. 10.

Temperature and grosses are

zooming currently. . Summer's second

severe heat wave isn't keeping the

customers away from 'Good Earth'

and ' 'Topper' and both promise to

finish in the money. Former, at the

Minnesota, is far out in front, but
the Orpheum also has a winner in

'Topper' and will salt iaway a nice

profit.

Otherwise, the- single outstanding
box-office performer is 'Knight
Without Armor,' holding over for a
second week at the World.

. Estimates for This Week
Aster (Publix-Singer) (900; IS

25)—'Mountain Justice' (FN) split

with 'King of Gamblers' (Par) (2d

runs) and last .three days first run
'Wings of Morning* (20th) on dual.

Lack of cooling plant hurting here,

fair $1,000 indicated. Last week, 'My
Girl' (RKO) split with 'Night Must
Fall' (MG) (2d runs) and last three

days dual first runs 'Border Cafe
(RKO) and 'Armored Car' (U), fair

$1,200.

Century (Publix-Singer) (1,600
25-35-40) 'Slim' (WB). Well liked
but not burning up the box-office
fair $4,500 in prospect. Last weekj,
'Saratoga* (MG) (2d wk). $6,500 very
good after $18,00P at Minnesota on
nine days.

Minnesota (Publix-Singer) (4,200
25-3.5-55)-'Good Earth' (MG) Wasn't

First Rons on B'way

(Subject to Change)
Week of Aut. 12

Astor—'High^ Wide and Hand-
some* (Par) (4th wk).

Capitol — 'Captains Coura-
geous' (MG) (2d wk).
Central—'Think Fast, Mr.

Moto' (20th) (14).

Criterion—'She's No Lady'
(Par) (11).

Globe—'Souls at Sea' (Par)
(10).

(Reviewed in thu issue).

Hollywood — 'Emile Zola'

(WB) (11).
(Reviewed xti, Variety June 30).

Music Hall -r- 'Stella Dallas'

(UA) (2d wk).
Paramount — 'Artists and

Models' (Par) (2d wk).
Elalto—'London By Night'

(MG).
(Reviewed in Variety last week)

Rivoli — *you Can't Have
Everything' (20th) (2d wk).
Roxy—'Road Back' (U) (13).

Strand—*Mr. Dodd Takes the
Air' (WB) (11 ).

(Reviewed in Variety July 28).

Week of Aug. 19

Astor—'High, Wide and Hand-
some' (Par) (5th wk).
Capitol—'Topper* (MG),
(Reviewed in Variety July 14).

Central—'Think Fast, Mr.
Moto' (20th) (2d wk), •

Criterion-'On Such a Night'

(Par) (17).
,

Globe—'Souls At Sea' (Par)
(2d wk). .

Hollywood — 'Emile Zola*.

(WB) (2dwk).
Music Hall—'Vogues of 1938'

(UA),
(Reviewed in Variety last week)
Paramount 'Artists and

Models' (Par) (3d wk),
Rivoli — 'You Can't Have

Everything' (20th) (3d wk).
ROxy — 'Love Under" Fire'

(20th) (20).
(Reviewed in this issue).

Strand — 'Confession' (WB)
(18).
(Reviewed in Variety July 21).

Pbilly s Stil Crying; 'Sleuth' Oke

$li5t lodels Only Fair $15,(M

roadshowed here and its > initial en-
gagement at pop prices is landing
plenty of attention; properly ex-
ploited, too, and delivering; reaching
toward fine $14,000. Last week 'Ex-
clusive' (Par), $4,000, bad.

Orpheum (Publix-Singer) (2,890;
25-35-40)—'Topper' (MG). Riveting
considerable attention here; eh route
to good $7,000, Last week, 'Slave
Ship* (20th), $7,500, good.

State (Publix-Singer) (2,300; 25-
40)—'Wings Over Honolulu' (U) and
'On Again, Off Again' (RKO). Dual
bill pulling satisfactory trade; looks
like pretty good $3,200. Last week,
'Midnight Madonna' (Par) and 'Oh,
Doctor' (U), $3,000, fair.

Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—Xar-
ceny on Air' (Rep) split with ""My
Man Godfrey' (Col) (reissue). Poor
$500. Last week, 'Forbidden Adven-
ture' (Reade) (5th wk), $550, oke
considering big takings of first four
weeks.
Uptown (Publix) (1,200; 25-35)—

'Waikiki Wedding' (Par). First nabe
showing and headed for good $3,500.
Last week, 'Day At Races' (MG),
$3,000, good.

World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)
—'Knight \|rithout Armor' (UA)
(2d wk). Good . spot for this picture
and it's showing box-office strength;
nice $1,800, indicated. Last week
$2,zU0, good.

Hifinkie by No Means Wee at
, o

In Detroit; Martha Raye-'Sleuth' 45G

'SARATOGA' $9,000,

BEST IN MONTREAL

*S«Jratoga' Big $16,000;

Brooklyn Biz Pleasant
Brooklyn, Aug, " 10.

Scorching weather here is giving
ihe parks and beaches a break, but
aggressive newspaper campaigns are

keeping the deluxers in the running,
with grosses mostly on the pleasant
side,

, Estimates, for This Week
Alliee (2,500;. 25-35-55)—'Toast of

New York' (RKO) and 'She Had to

Detroit, Aug, 10,

Same old story, give 'em what
they want and they'll eat it up. Best

all-around attractions currently that

town has seen for long, long tihie,

and box offices tell the result.
Repeating previous sock else-

where, Martha Raye has .town to her
own as topliner of stage show at
the Michigan, coupled with 'Super
Sleuth,' At the Fox, which-has been
suffering from poor product for
some time, Shirley Temple is dupli-
cating previous appeal here with a
fine gross due on 'We6 Willie Win-
kie,' Straight pix houses catching
the overflows from the vaudfilmers.
plus good work on theii* own attrac-
tions, and biz generally is above
normal proportions.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 25-40)—

'Roaring Timber' (Col) plus 'Love
in Bungalow' (U), duah Due for
good $5,800, La.st session normal $5,-

400 on 'Can't Last Forever' (.Col)

and -Talk of Devil' (GB).
Fox (Indie). (5,00.0; 30-40-65)—'Wil-

lie Winkie' (20lh) plus stage show.
Temple opus duplicating previous
good work, with matinees big and
nights holding for swell $30,000.

" /
Lean $14,000 la.^ week on 'Girl Said
No' ((jN) and vaude;
Madison (United Detroit) (2,Q00;

30-40-65) — 'Saratoga' (MG) (3d
week). Gable-Harlow flicker forced
out of UA, after tWo nice .sessions and
moved here for oke $4,500 on third
setto. Verv weak $3,000 last week
on 'Knight Without Armor' (UA).
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-65)—'Super Sleuth' (RKO)
with Martha Raye topping vaude.
Screen star had 'em hanging from
rafters opening day, and looks like
a sure bet for a wow $45,000, best
house has seen in months. Around
$25.000.. good, last stanza oh 'Exclu-
sive' (Par) plus revue headed by
Carl Freed's harmonica band.

Falms-Sta(« (UD) (3.000; 25-40)—
'Meet the Missus' (RKO) plus 'White
Bondage' (WB), dual. Set for good
$7,000, following good it;6,000 last
week lot 'My Girl' (RKO) and
'Great Gambini' (Par).
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000 30-40-65)—'Good Earth' (MG).
Pop-priced .showing of Muni-Rainer
flicker got. off to nice .start and fig-

ures 10 grab good $13,500. Second
session of 'Saratoga* (MG) good for
.$12,000, .follosying bumper $19,500
first stanza.

Montreal, Aug. 10.

Current h,o.'s are 'Easy Living*
and 'Great Gambini* at the Princess
for a second week, with 'Cesar' at

the Cinema de Paris going into a

12th satisfactory week. Tempera-
ture drops swelled b.o.'s arid the
outlook is some better this week.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700: 50)—'Saratoga'

(MGM). Should top the town with
$9,000, best take in weeks. Last
week 'Knight Without Armor'
(Regal) was the local best ,with a

good $7,000.
Capitol (CT) (2,700: 50)—'Singing

Marine' (WB) and 'Man in Blue'
(WB). Expected to gross fair $6,000,

'New Faces of 1937' (RKO) and
You Can't Beat Love' (RKO), the
same last week,
Loew's (M,T.Co.) (3,200: 40)—

'Slim' (WB) and 'Case of Stuttering
Bishop' (WB). Should do slim $4,000.

Last week 'Hell Divers' (MG) and
'When Ladies Meet' (MG) did
slightly better at $4,500. •

Princess (CT) (2,300: 50)—;Easy
Living' (Par) i and 'Great Gambini'
(Par) (2d wk). Should take good
$5,000 after very fine $6,000 last

week.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600: 50)—'Cesar' (12th wk). Took
$1,300 last week, due to qooler
weather; expect $1,200 this week.

St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300: 34)—^"Topaze' ancl 'Poulot Avateur.'
May .run to fair $2,500. Last week
'Messieurs les Robes de Cuir' and
'Monsieur Prosper' the same.

A &W TERRinC

$1^. SEATTLE

Seattle, Aug, 10,

'Saratoga' goes to the Music Box
for a third week, after a dandy fort-
night at the Fifth, while 'Toast of
New York,' with a heavy campaign,
is the successor at the latter spot.
General Motors' Parade of Prog-

ress circus hit town last week wltii
a free show that drew over 100,000,
and hurt the theatres plenty.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Monse (Hamrick-Evergreen

)

(900; 16-27) — 'Hollywood Cowboy'
(RKO) and 'Wildcatter' (U), dual.
Expecting $2,400, fair. Last week,
'Behind HeadUnes' (RKO) and
'White Bondage' (WB) dual, got
$2,600, good.
Coliseum (H a m r i c k-Evergreen)

(1,900; 21-32)—'Romeo and Juliet'
(MG) and 'Her Husband Lies' (Par),
dual. In for only four days and
$2,500 will be okay. Last week,
'Gave Him Gun' (MG) and 'No-
body's Baby' (MG), dual, at $3,100
okay.

Colonial (Sterling) (8.50; 10-21.)—
'Restless Valley' (Par) and 'House of
Secrets' (Ches), dual. Should get
$2,400, okay. Last week, 'Cherokee
Strip' (FN) and 'Bank Alarm' (.GN),
dual, slightly off at $2,000,

Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Ever-
green) (2,400; 32-37-42)—'Toast' of
New York' (RKO) and 'Born Reck-
less' .(20th), dual. Heading for $7;000,
fair. Last week, 'Saratoga* (MGM)
(2nd week), nice $7,200 and moved
to the M,B,
Liberty (J-vH) (1,900; 16-32-42)-

'Can't Last Forever' (Col) and
'Speed to Spare' fCol), dual. Prob-
ably will reach .M,500. okav. Last
week, 'Roaring Timber' (Col) and
'(Jriminals of Air' (Col), dual, $4,700,
big.

Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(900; 32-37-42)—'Saratoga' (MG) (3d
week). Moved in from the Fifth and
headed for $3,900. big. Last week.
'Emperor's Candlesticks' (MG) and
'Big Business' (20th), dual (3d
week), $2,300, fair.

Orpheum (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(2,700; 32-37-42)—'Road Back' (U)
and 'Wild Money' (Par), dual (2nd
week). Probably $4,800, good. Last
week, same films got dandy $8,700.
Palomai- (Sterling) (1,450: 16-27)—

'Trouble in Morocco' (Col) and
vaude. Again lines on openinn days;
headed to reach around .$4,500. his.
Last week, 'Rhythm in Clouds' iRep)
and vaude, with latter held respon-
sible for sock $4,700.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3.106: 32-37-42)—'Artists and Mod-
els' (Par) and 'Fly Along. Babv'
(WB), dual. Expecting $12,500.
which is sen.sational. La.sl weok.
'Exclusive' (Par) and 'Marry the
Girl',(WB), dual. !S5.600. Pood.

Roosevelt. (Sterling) (8.«)0: 21-32)—
'Kid Galahad' (WB) an^ 'Oh, Doc-
tor' (U) dual. Paced at ."J.OOO. £;of>d.

Last week. 'Good As Mi-Tj-ied' (lit
and 'Go Getter' (WB). dual. $2,700
good.

Philadelphia, Aug. lo
More dull biz is indicated

tot
Philly's downtown film sector this
week, despite presence in town of
several light musicals which should
be top-notch hot weather fare, .

;

Crix. here all went to town.ior
'Artists and Models,' at the Stanley
but trade hasn't been commehsurate
with the notices.-

'Good Earth,' in its first film-house
showing here, proved especially dis-

appointing. It closeis a week's stay
at the Boyd- tonight (Tuesday) with
'The Toast of New York' toUoS
Town has two major musicals vjp!.

ing for trade. 'You Can't KEv^rythmg' opened at the Fox to-
day to battle with 'Models' up the
street. Fox wants to get back to
regular Friday change policy and
hopes to do so with the current of-
fering, which should be good for at
least the three extra days.
Aldine is skedded to relight Aue

30 with 'Prisoner of Zenda.' Hou»
has been e!ntirely renovated.

Estimates for This Week
Boyd (2,400; 40-55-65)—'Toast ofNew Ydrk' (RKO). Opens tomorrow

(Wednesday). 'The Good Earth'
(MG) ending a rather disappointing
week's stand tonight with not over
$12,500.

Earie (2,000; 25-40-55)—'Super
Sleuth' (RKO) and vaude. Surpris-
ingly big house for opener and very
enthusiastic notices; upped gross in-
dicated, probably $14,500, for six-
day week. Last week, 'Fly Away
Baby' (WB) and Clyde Lucas Orch.
dull at $11,500 on six days, .

"

Fox (3,000; 40-55-65)—'Can't Have
Everything'. (20th). Opened today
iTuesday). and figured for week and
a half. 'Exclusive' <Par) got only
so-so $12,000 for its week's slay.
Karlton (1,000; 25-35-40 )—'Road

Back' (U) (2d run). Fairish $2,300
indicated. Last week, 'Marry . the
Girl' (WB), only six days, scrammed
to sad $1,500.

Stanley (3,700; 40-55-65)—'Artists
and. Models' (Par). Gorgeous notices
but biz hasn't been any too strong,
maybe $15,000. Last week, 'Saratoga^
(MG) got $17,500 in a nine-day 2d

Stanton (1,700; 30-40-50)—'San
Quentin' (WB). Typical house film
and figures for okay $6,500. tm
week, 'League of Frightened Men'
(Col) was under average at $5,200.

Lincoln Cross-Ady.

Its Opposish's Pix

But Biz Still Biali

Lincoln, Aug. 10.

Local screens are clogged with
screen ads ballying other circuit

houses and their pictures now that

newspapers and the row are on
strictly unfriendly terms. New pat-
ley over ads came to no avail. fii«

is not what it should be for the pic-

ture houses, by far.' Showmen ar«

beginning to look longingly to Fair

week (Sept. 5) and the start of col-

lege a week later.
Estimates for This Week

Liberty (LTC) (1,200; 10-15)-
'Chained' (MG) and 'Red Lights

Ahead' (Ches) split with 'It Could
Happen' (Rep) and 'Land Beyon(|
the Law' (WB). Just fair. House
has thrown in a worse than amateur
night procedure labelled 'Opry

Hou.se Night,' which isn't helping;

$800. Last week 'Smoke Tree Range
(U) and 'Meet the Boy Friend' (Rep)

split with 'Desire' (Par) and 'Dari'

gerous Holiday' (Rep). So-.so, $900.

Lincoln (LTC) (1,600: 10-20-25)--

'Slim' (WB) and 'Melody for Two
(WB) split with 'Slave Ship' <20th).

Patrons not impressed, slow $1,900,

Last week 'They Gave Him a Gun
(MG) split with 'Talent Scout' (WB)
and the 'Miss Lincoln beauty pag-

eant;' Latter gave the night crowds

a bocjst. but the full week wasn't so

forte, $2,100. , „„,
Orpheum (LTC) (1,350; 10-15-20)

—'Armored Car' (U) and 'Lady Es-

capes' (RKO) SDlit with 'Off Again.

On Again' (RKO) plus 'Californian

(20th). Heavy sledding to get bet-

ter than average, $1,100. La.st week

'Great Gambini' (Par) and 'Cant

Love' (RKO) sDlit with 'King ol

Gamblers' (Par) plus 'Hotel Hay-

wire' (Par) noor $1,150.

Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40)--

•E.-ry Living' (Par). Show comes in

with no bally at all, which i.-^n't help-

in"-. About $3,000. fair. La.st wees

'Day at Races' (MG). did finf
on

wfNrd-of-mouth and got out with

Varsitv (Westland) H.IOO: 10-15)

'Great Guy' (GN) olu.s 'Siii«;.

bov, Sing' (GN). Idea of
PJ,'^^'"^_f,n

old .second run with a nni r

doesn't look very good, at '^asi '

ii-ni makinp mur>h dniigh I"/ ^'
"

snot; fair. $900. La.«t wcQk Man i"

lh*> Mirror' (GN) plus • rhcodoi

(Col), so-so, $1,000.
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Chi's Holdovers but Biz StiD OK;

1Women Plus Herman BingJSOM

'Toasl'-Vaude 24C; TireHy 2-a-Day

Chicago, Aug. 10.

General tone of the loop falls of?,

'fioihewhat currently due to an array

of holdovers In the majority of the

• liouses. Itoosevelt, United Artists,

.Angllo, Garrick all stabbing with
added runs. And of the new pic-

tures, only 'Toast of New York' at

the Palace indicates genuine pull.

Chicago drops perceptibly, follow-

ing a smash session last week. 'Be-

tween Two Women' on the screen
• hasn'b the punch, and will deliver

•only a fair week's take for the house.

House has embarked, on a strong
. policy ol names on the stage, lining
V up marquee .

strength for a long
;series of weeks running into Sep-

( tember. Currently has Herman Bing
.in the flesh.

: Metro brought 'The Firefly' into

'town Sunday (iB) for a roadshow
.gallop at the Erlanger. This makes
.the fifth roadshower for Metro here
in the past

.
year. Getting a good

^matinee play from the femmes, ac-
' cording to advance sales.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200 35-55-65-75)

^r-'Ever Since Eve' (WB). Comes in

here following session at the Chi-
"i cago. Will do $5,000, fair enough,
• Last week 'Day at Races' (MG)
clicked neat $6,700 in its return date

/jn loop.

Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
".'Between Two Women' (MG) and
VHerman Bing headlining on stage.
Okay take at $30,000. Last week was
the lulu, with Martha Raye on stage,
.plus 'Ever Since Eve' (WB) zinging
through to a mighty $59,000.

i Garrick (B&K) (900; 25-35-55-65)
'—'Road Back' (U). In here follow-
ing powerful week at Palace, head-
ing for ripe coin at $8,500. Last week

' 'Exclusive' (Par) turned in nice $6,-

400 for second loop stanza.
' Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 25-35-55-
65)—'Dance, Charlie' (WB) arid
.vaude. Lucky to hit $12,000. Last
week 'Wild . Money' (Par) came
through with the. assistance of Dis-
ney award cartoons for $16,500, nice.

Palace (RKO) (2^00; 35-55-65-75)
—'Toast pf New York' (RKO) and
vaude. Another money-making week
in the oflling for the house. Register
clicking off 'an excellent $24,000. Last
Week 'Road Back' (U) caught on in
fine fashion to run up a powerful
$25,800.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-45-65-
75)—'Wee Willie' (20th) (2d week).
Going along in splendid fashion, $13,-
000, neat coin, for holdover, follow-
ing a fine $18,800 last week. 'Knight
Without Armor' (tTA) next.
State-Lake (Johes) (2.700; 25-35-

45-55)—'Sweetheart of Navy' (GN)
- and vaude. Another coin session in
i!view as this house rides a steady
money keel, around $14,000, plenty
profit. Last week 'Armored Car' (U)
leaped several grand above normal
to $16,700, real strength.

. United Artists (B&K-UA) (1.700;

.

35-55-65-75)—'Saratoga' (MG). Fin-
ishhig UD after exceptional mazuma
gallop. Will hold to better than $14.-
000 in its third week, following a
nifty $19,000 last week. 'Dead End'
(UA) next.
ErUnirer (i;400; 55-83-$1.10-$1.65)

—'Firefly' (MG) (1st week). Jean-
nette MacDonald-Allan Jones operet-
ta opened on a two-a-day run here
Sunday (8), and indications for good

.
stay from strong femme support.
Miss MacDonald has become a solid
box ofTice favorite in this town. Very
dignified and restrained advance
plugging on this one.

'Everything's' the Word;

Big $9,000, Louisville

Louisville, Aug. 10.
Cooling rains over the week-end

niade temperature more comfortable
hereabouts, and first runs are pranc-
ing along in the profit column. Com-
petitive outdoor attractions don't
seem to be hurting much, and the
present summer season has been one
•.of the best in years.

'You Can't Have Everything' at the
Riaito will COD the shekels. currently,

• ^vith 'Good Earth' in a pop price
showiiTg at Loew's State following
closely.

Estimates for This Week
^Brown (Fourth Ave.-Loew's) (1,^
500: 15-25-40)—'Saratoga' (MG) and
Promise to Pay' (Col), dual (3d wk).
Has been a sure b.o, winner all
along, and three downtown weeks
IS something unusual for this town.
Current vStanza has indications of re-
turning good $2,800, not much of a
slackening from last week's good
$3 400.

Kentucky fSwitow) (900; 15-25)—
Pnnce and Paiiner' (FN) and 'Last
Trajtv from Madrid' (Par), dual, split
with 'Angers Holiday' (20th) and
There Goes Mv Girl' (RKO), dual.
Plenty comfortable at $2,500. Last
Aveek 'Shall We Dance' (RKO) and
Let's Get Married' (Col) dual, re-

tained for a full seven-day stanza,
took good $2,400.

Loew's State (3,000; 15-25-40)—
'Good Earth- (MG ). Regular prices
more to liking of local patrons than
roadshow tariffs, and current show-
ing should garner fine $7,700. Last
Week 'Topper' (MG) and 'Men Not
Gods' (UA), dual, best in town at
$7,000.

Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
15-25-40)—'San Quentin' (WB).
Looks like good biz here at $2,900,
Last week 'Marry Girl' (WB) and
strong opposish, but managed to cor-
ral fine $3,100.

Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Stage
Struck' (WB) and 'Pepper' (20th),
dual, split with 'Reunion' (20th) and
'Singing Kid' (FN), dual. Slightly
below average at $1,300. Last week
'Freshman Love' (WB) and 'Banjo'
(20th), dual, split with 'Snowed Un-
der' (FN) and *15 Maiden Lane'
(20th), dual, weak $1,200.

Riaito (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-25-
40)—'Can't Have Everything' (20th).
Host of cast names and nice boosts
from cricks should hypo take to siz-

able $9,000, with every indication of
h.o. Last week 'Exclusive* (Par)
and 'Love Bungalow' (U), dual, okay
$5,500. ^

Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,500; 15-25-
40)—'Road Back' (U) (2d wk). H o.

stanza unusual for this house, but
returns in neighborhood of $3,400 in
prospect, should justify . the exten-
sion. Last week tallied big $5,600.

earth; TOAST'

13G'SEACft

CINCY

Cincinnati, Aug. 10.

Reopening of the RKO Shubert,
which is racking up $13,000 on 'Good
Earth,' even-Steven with 'Toast of

New York' at the Palace for top
money currently, is a downtown
trade-tilter over last week,

'Exclusive' at the Albee has a $9,-

000 tag and Keith's is labeled for

$4,200 on 'Another Dawn.'

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—'Ex-

clusive' (Par), Ordinary, $9,000.

Last week 'Topper' (MG) at $14,000,
okay.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—
'Saratoga' (MG) (3d wk). Good, $5,-

000. Set a new high here last week
for a move-over pic by pulling $9,-

000. Drew record $26,000 in first

week at Albee.
Family (RKO) .(1,000; 15-25)—

'Roaring Timber' (Col) and 'That
Man's Here Again' (WB), split. Nor-
mal $2,100. Same last week on
'Frightened Men' (Col) and 'Night of

Mystery' (Par), split.

«rand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—
'Topper' (MG) (2d run). All right,

$3,500. Last week 'Hell Divers' (MG)
(revival), $3,000, very good.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 25-40)—

'Another Dawn' (WB). So-so, $4,200.

Last week 'Marry the Girl' (WB),
$3,500, sad.
Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 35-42)—'Wee

Willie Winkie' (20th) (2d run). Fair,

$4,200. Last week 'Make Way for

Tomorrow' (Par). $3,000, poor.
Palace (RKO) (2.600: .35-42)—

'Toast of New York' (RKO). Dandy
$13,000. Last week 'Wee Willie

Winkie' (20th). $13,000, nice.

Shubert (RKO) (2.150; 35-42)—
'Good Earth' (MG). Swell $13,000. .

going at $5,000. Last week, 'Exclu-
sive' (Par) was okay at $4,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,500: 25-35-50)—

'Can't Have Everything' (20th), and
stage band. Doing okay at $8,500.
Last week, 'Road Back' (U) turned
in an average week of around $7,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

—'Toast of New York' (RKO) and
'You Can't Beat Love' (RKO).
Nothing to brag about at $6,000. Last
week, 'Saratoga' (MG) and 'Married
Before Breakfast' (MG) on three-
day holdover, and 'Behind Head-
lines' (RKO) and Fred' Waring's
band, three days, kept the house
packed, totaling big $15,000.
Paramovnt (Fox) (2,000; 25-40) —

'Hoosier Schoolboy' (Mono) and 'She
Had to Eat' (20th) at $2,000, nothing
to cheer about. Last week, 'Sing and
Be Happy' (20th) and 'Men in Exile'
(FN) were fair at $2,500.

Buffalo Way Up;

'CanYBig$17,000,

'Slave Ship $9

'EVERYTHING' $8,500

LEADS DENVER B.O.'S

Denver, Aug. 10.

Most of the first runs are ofT here,

hot weather chasing people to the

hills. Post baseball tournament and
Softball are contributing factors.

Estintates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,500: 25-40) —

'Road Back' (U). following a week
at the Denver.. Okay at $3,500. Last
week. 'Wee Willie Winkie" (20th')

was very good at $4,000 and went
to the Broadway for a third down-
town "weelt,

Broadway (Fox) (1.500: 25-40) —
'Wee Willie Winkie' (20th). fol-

lowing a week each at the Denver
and Aladdin. Probably won't got

more than fair $2,.500. Last week.
'Knight Without Armor' (U.\), same
figure, following two weeks at tiie

Aladdin.
Denham (Cockrill) (L.'iOO: 2.')-.35-

•40 >—'Artists, and M-jdels' (Par). Nice

Buffalo, Aug, 10.

August is seeing no let-up in the
high grosses which have character-
ized most of the sumhier here so far,

and exhibitors agree that the present
is the" strongest summer seen here
since before 1930,
This week again sees soaring fig-

ures at the Buffalo and the Lakes,
with other houses following along
nicely, after an exceptionally strong
stanza during the last period.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Sljea). (3,000; 30-40-50)—

'Can't Have Everything' (20th).
Snappy opening and general public
approval of the film may send tak-
ings to fine $17,000. Last week 'Wee
Willie Winkie' (20th), built steadily
and came in with very good $15,000.
Century (Shea) (3,40O; 25-35)—

'Elephant Boy' (UA) and 'There
Goes My Girl' (RKO). Has caught
on strong and should go to excellent
.$7,500. Last week 'Great Gambini'
(Par) and 'She Had to Eat' (20th),
were nice at $5,300.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 30-50)

—'Slave Ship' (20th). Business con-
tinuing to click here and this one
will probably better $9,000. Last
week 'Saratoga^ (MGM) (2d run),
did swell business at over $10,000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 25-40)—

'Knight Without Armor' (UA) and
'Meet the Missus' (RKO). Okay,
probably $7,000. Last week 'Be-
tween Two Women' (MG) and 'Jones
Family' (20th), jumped to nice
$7,500.

Lafayette (Ind) (3.400; 25-35)—
'Love in Bungalow' (U) and 'Cali-
fornia Straight Ahead' (U). Looks
like lowest soot in town currently
and will be okay if reaches $5,000.
Last week 'Road Baqk' (U), very
nice business at $8,500.'

Indianapolis 100^ Okay;

'Charhe,' Austin $9,600,

'A & M,"Money' $S,500

Indianapolis, Aug. 10.

August business is running true to
form in this city, which means that
it is the best of the summer months
here. First runs usually begin to
climb at this time of year and this

week is following last week's good
example, with all houses continuing
on the right side of the ledger.

'Artists and Models' at the Circle,

on dual with 'Wild Money,' is hitting

a fast pace, while 'You Can't Have
Everything' also is doing standout
biz at the small Apollo. Vaudfllm
Lyric, with Gene Austin's personal
appearance tooping the stage bill,

and 'Dance, Charlie, Dance' as the
pic, is up in the very good class.

Loew's makes it unanimous with, a
substantial take on 'Knight Without
Armor' on .a twin with 'Married Be-
fore Breakfast.'

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100: 25-

40)—'Can't Have Everything' (20th).

Looks good for a second week, ac-
cording to early pace, pointing to

$6,200. Last week 'Road Back' (U)
was over the hump at $4,750.

Circle (Monarch) (2-800; 25-40)—
'Artists and Models' (Par) dualled
with 'Wild Money' (Par). Clicking
toward strong $8,500. Last week
'Topper' (MG) on dual with 'You
Can't Beat Love' (RKO) was good at

$7,000.
Loew^s (Loew's) (2,400; 2p-40)—

'Knight Without Armor' (UA)
teamed with 'Married Before Bre.-jit-

fast' (MG). Dietrich has been slip-

nin.g here, but Donat apparently is

helping; heading for $6,500, okay.
Last week 'Saratoga' (MG) on dual
with 'League of Frightened Mfn'
(Col) (2d wk) did verv big $6,800.

Lyric (Olson) (2.000: 25-30-40)—
'Dance, Charlie. Dance' (WB) and
vaude. Gene Austin headlined and
seems to mean something at box
OfTice. Starting pace indicates ,$9,G00,

Dientv okay. Last week 'San Qu.'?n-

tin' (WB) and Noble Sis.sle band on
stage finished excellent $10,200.

B way Cries $91000 Worth for 'Stella

AndLaffs$S8|00for'A&M'-Spitalny

Combo; 'Everything Gleeful Too, 37G

There's no cataloging a b, o. pacer,
and Broadway is proving that. It's

the universal appeal which counts.
Love, laughter and adventure rides
the crest that is making the Main
Stem b.o.'s tinkle. Weather is no ob-
stacle when they're good, and the
heat is being licked by the variety
of class films which the theatres are
offering.

'Stella Dallas' is creating summer
history over again in a brand new
way and proving that it pays to make
theih cry, because this Goldwyner
has the . cartwheels rolling, men and
women alike, for a joyful $97,000.
It's the street's top.

'Artists and Models,' at the Para-
mount, with Phil Spitalny's femme
musikers in the pit, are heading for
a new sunimer record, a socko $58,000.

The Ritz Bros., Alice Faye et al.

have the Rivoli up.?ide down with a
sweet $37,000 for 'You Can't Have
Everything,' proving that the film
has more than ordinary laugh stam-
ina and holdover strength.

Broadway debuts two special open-
ings at $2. 'Souls at Sea' started off
with a pretty good critical reception
Monday (9) nii'ht, and there is con-
siderable advance interest in tonight's
(Wed.) opening of 'Emile Zola.' The
new Muni film relights the Holly-
wood for this occasion.

Both 'Zola' and 'Souls' were given
auspicious ad campaigns, and 'Stella
Dallas' and 'Artists and Models' like-
wise teed oft with generous spiace.

The Capitol will shut down for re-
modeling and repairs on Aug. 26.
This may mean that 'Captains Cour-
ageous,' now on its first pop run in
this city, after a .$2 engagement on
Broadway at the Astor, may stay
three weeks, because two weeks is
assured, following a swell $36,000
this week. However, 'Topper'
may make the closing bow to the
Main Stem for the Capitol, before it

relights, some weeks later, in new
dress, including a new marquee, new
seats, etc,

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—

'High, Wide and Handsome' (Par)
(3d week). Paramount's roadshower
a frail $7,500 last week.

Capitol (4,620; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
'Captains Courageous' (MG). After
a $2 run at the Astor, film returns
for general pop release on Broad-
way in midsummer to hang up a
nifty $36,000. Second week assured
on this kind of business and maybe
3d, although 'Topper' (MG) may fol-
low, week before ' officially an-
nounced sumnier closing of theatre,
now Aug. 26. Last week 'Saratoga'
(MG) finished its two-week run with
a good enough $22,000.

Central (1,000; 25-35-40)-^'Frame-
Up' (Col). Mild entry, and even
after doubling up on its opening day
with another feature, 'Gold Racket'
(GN) only $5,000. But 'Gold Racket'
(GN) teaming up on its final and 8th
day with 'Frame Up' (Col) can brag
about its $5,500, which is n.s.b.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55) —
'Blonde Trouble' (Par). Just drop-
in stuff at around $4,000. 'Marry
the Girl' (WB) didn't do better than
this $4,000, week before. House is

trying to do a Riaito without the
Riaito location and that kind of sen-
sationalism.

Globe (1,274; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)
—'Souls at Sea' (Par), Opened Mon-
day (9) to good press sendofi, and
a well calculated home office adver-
tising splurge.

Hollywood (1,454; 55-85-$1.10-
$1.65-$2.20) — 'Emile Zola' (WB),
Warner Bros, going to town on this
new Paul Muni special with plenty
of paid space in the dailies and a
class opening tonight (Wed.), Ad-
vance sale ok.

Palace (1,700; 25-.35-55)—'White
Bondage* (20th) and 'Ever Since
Eve' (WB). Strangely enough, this
hou.se i.s topping itself somewhat in
this midsummer period with $9,000.
Tliat's considerably over what this
double-feature, weekly run spot has
been claiming to do for months. Not
so bad, last week, either because $8,-
200 is okay on 'Singing Marine'
(WB> and 'Born Reckless' (RKO).
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)

—'Artists and Models' (Par) and in
pit Phil Spitalny orchestra. House
has one of those nifty double-power
bills that's kicking the daylights out
of tiie blistering weather, Spitalny's
mu.sic is a substantial assistance to
what may likely be a new summer
record of $58,000 or better. Nearest
to this was 'Easy Living' (Par) and
Martha Rave on stage in middle of
July, the Raye girl dominating the
.'ihow. She's in the Current film also.
L;ist week. 2nd week of 'Exclusive'
(Par) witii Mai Hallct orch and Hal
Leroy. finished nicely at $28,000,

Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 40-
fi0-85-99-$1.63 )—'Stella Dallas' (UA)
and sliige show. It's the tearfulest
wow to hit the Main Stem in some

time, blazing a new .season's prosper-
ity with a gorgeous $97,000, A clnch
holdover. House in high spirits, do-
ing $71,000 on the second week of
'Toast of New York' (RKO). That's
good business and particularly after
$32,000 on its first week, 'Vogues'
(UA) follows in here,
Riaito (750; 25-40-55)—'Between

Two Women' (MG), Fair, $6,400.
Last week it. was 'It Cin't Last For-
ever' (Col), which did $6,100, as ex-
pected. House a consistent pacer,
catering as it. does to the Broadway
dropins.
Bivoli (2.092; 40-75-99)—'You Can't

Have Everything' (20th) (2d wk).
This is a hummer at $37,000, and
good enough to reside on the Main
Stem several weeks at this brisk
pace. This is giving the house a
happy start after several weeks ot
shutdown. 'Dead End' (UA) fol-
lows,
Roxy (5,836: 25-45-55-75)—'Wee

Willie Winkie' (20th) (3d, final week)
and stage show. Nearly $130,000 In
three weeks is the record of this
ShiWey Temple. It probably Will
finish around $28,000 after doing
$40,500 on its second week. Splen-
did cooperation • between the film
company and the theatre helped this
film achieve this really great gross,
during one of the greatest heatwaves
the city has known. In 3 weeks there
probably was around $21,000 spent In
advertising space in newspapers with
around $8,200 coming from the film
company, proving it pays.
Strand (2,707: 25-55-75)—'Dodd

Takes Air'. (WB), Opens today
(Wed,), 'San Quentin' (WB) closed
last night to pretty fair $15,000 after
a slim l'ill,800 on 'They Won't For-
get' (WB) on its 3d lap.

State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Knight
Without Armor' (UA) and vaude
headed by Jay C, FUpoen and Fift

D'Orsay. At $20,000, which is good
enough. Last week 'Emperor's Can-
dlesticks' (MG) with Gus Arnheim
band on stage, ditto.

TOPPER' TOPS

WASH., $22,000

. Washington, Aug, 10,

Better pictures .are bringing bet-
ter grosses this week, but the sum-
mer doldrunis are still on. Hopes
that rain would keep 'em in the city
over the weekend had managers set
to run extra shows,. but the weather
man missed his guess.

Leader is 'Topper' and .Gus Arn-
heim's orch at the Capitol, pic hav-
ing had a biiild-up for nearly a month
on the screen. Keith's went to town
with the second swank premiere in
two weeks on 'Toast of New York*
and a hefty campaign,

E.stimates for This Week
Capltoi (Loew) (3,424; 25-35-60)—

'Topper' (MG) and vaude. Build-up
on pic and word-of-mouth, plus Gus
Arnheim Orch on stage should keep
week up near $22,000, good. Last
week, 'Slave Ship' (20th), fair $19,500.

Earle (WB) (2;244; 25-35-40-60-70)—'San Quentin* (WB) and vaude.
Mai Hallett Orch as opposition to
Arnheim leaves the vaude draw can-
celled and pic won't pull over ligh;
$14,000. Last week, 'Exclusive' (Par)
same.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 25-35-50)-
'Toast of New York' (RKO), Nice
bally got pic big opening, but slip-
ping; still nice, however, at $10,000
Last v/eek. 'Road Back' (U) (2d
week) dropped to oke $5,000 for five
days.

Met (WB) (1,853; 25-40)—'Ever
Since Eve' (WB) (2d. run). Should
see oke $4,200, Last week, 'King oJ
Gamblers' (Par), same figure.

Palace (Loew) (2,363; 25-35-60)—
'Good Earth' (MG). First showing
after three weeks' roadshow last
winter should near average $16,000.
Last week, 'Saratoga' (MG), (2d
run), big $12,000,

Riajto (Indie) (1,100; 25-30-40)—
'Under Red Robe' (20th), Critics
enjoyed it and three-reel edition of
'Legong' (DuWorld) is interesting
the boys; may see good $3,500, Last
week, 'Dreaming Lips' (UA) silid oil
after nice start but oke $2,500,

Getting 'Henry' Ready
Hollywood, Aug. 10,

Monogram has started filming *\
Bride for Henry' with Warren HuU
and Anna Nagel playing the les^of

and Heiuy MoUison and Claudia
Dell in featured roles.

Dorothy Reid is producing and
William Nigh directs.
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Frisco Frisky; 'Everything,' *Moto'

, Taast' Terrif

San Francisco, Aug. 10.

'You Can't Have Everything* and
'Toast of New York' are piling up
tremendous grosses at tlie Fox and
Golden Gate theatres, respectively.
Opening of Toast of New York' was
surprisingly big, doing better than
the Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers
pictures, Which have been top draws
in this house.
Navy has things pretty well in

hand in Frisco this week, what with
the fleet in for several weeks in con-
nection with the 162d Harbor Day
celebration.

Estimates for This IVeek

Fox (F-WC) (5.000; 35-55-75)—
'Can't Have Everything' (20th) and
'Think Fast Mr. Moto" (20th). Mu-
sicals seem to be what the doc or-
dered. Critics liked the new 21anuck
musical and San Francisco locale of
'Mr. Moto' is attracting some extra
biz. Win do big $23,000. Last week
•Wee Willie' (20th) and 'Wild Money'
(Par) did socko $24,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 35-55-
75)—'Toast of New York' (RKO) and
vaud. Not often that the Gate gets
real marquse names; anticipate ter-
rific $22,000, which calls for a hold-
over. Last week 'You Can't Beat
Love* (RKO) and vaud ended with
fiirong $17,500.

Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55-75)
—'Girl Said No' (GN) and 'Outlaws
of Orient' (Col). Adis stressed ex-
cerpts from Gilbert and Sullivan in

'Girl'; attracted a few old-timers,
but not enough for more than $6,500.
Last week (3rd) 'Road Back' (U) and
'Small Town Boy' did fine $6,000.

Paramonni (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55-
75)—'Saratoga' (MG)..and 'Big Busi-
ness' (20th) (3rd wk). Expected
trade to fall off after the curious
had been around, but biz holding up;
swell $10,000, Last week (2nd) did
corking $15,000.

SL Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-
•75)—'Wee Willie' (20th) and 'Wild
Money' (Par) (2nd wk). Opened to
"the biggest day this theatre has had
in a long time; looks geared for
.*68,500, which is plenty after its take
of $24,000 at the Fox. Last week
'Captains Courageous' (MGM) and
"Crime Nobody Saw' (Par) (3rd wk)
closed at $7,500, remarkably good.

United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-
55-75)—^'Make ' Way for Tomorrow'
(Par), and Walt Disney Academy
Hevue (UA) (2nd wk). Competish
far too keen for this combo to make
any headway; don't expect to get up
to $5,000, which is bad. Last week
was poor at $6,500.

Warfieid (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)
—'Good Earth' (MG). Picture is

getting heavy ballyhoo in Frisco's
big Chinatown section. Considering
xoadshow engagement at the St.

Francis, across the street, pic is

coming along fine; looks headed for
sweet $16,500. Last week 'Topper'
(MGM) and 'Midnight Madonna'
(Par) did so-so $12,000.

MPTOA'S CONCiUAtlON

SYSTEM ON THE SHEF

Heat Goals Prav., But

'Knight' and 'Night' 7iG

Providence, Aug. 10.

Torrid heat is playing havoc at
the box office. Theatres report biz
lowest since start of the season. Un-
less there's a break later in week,
everything will be way off.

Bills are nothing to brag about.
•Wee Willie Winkie' on holdover at
Fay's is plenty slow. Loew's will
lead with a twin bill topped by
•Knight Without Armor.' but on a
comparative basis the takings are
just as bad as at the oppOsish
houses.

Estimates for This Week
Fay's (2,000; 25-35-50) — 'Wee

Willie' (20th) and vaude. Under
different circumstances picture
would be way up. Heat, however,
knoclced the daylights out of it over
the week-end. No more than $4,500
in prospect. Last week 'Talent Scout'
(FN) was just so-so at $5,200.
Loew's State (3,200; 25-35-50)—

•Knight Without Armor' (UA) and
'London by Night' (MG). Poorest
opening house has had in months;
unless there's a change for the bet-
ter, gross will be around $7,500, off.

Last week 'Saratoga' (MG) and
'Marriage Before Breakfast' (MG),
at $9,800 for second week not bad at
all.

ijajestic (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
•Crn't Have Everything' (20th) and
•Mr. Moto' (20th). Opened fair, but
ou';come depends on h6at. Just now
it lioks like merely $6,500. Last
wr-k 'Wee Willie' (20th) and 'Pub-
lic Wedding' (WB) was great at

;; 'rand (Indie) (2.200; 25-35-50)—
dnight Madonna' (Par) and

'R'j'Jers' Valley' (Par). Maybe
$•1 000 on four day run, n.s.g. Last
•wcl; 'Rhythm in Cloud.s' (Rep) and
It Could Happen to You' (Rep)
•Wj around same on split week, too.

House goes back to weekly base
no::t week after a month of splits to

get rid of .sluff product.

Conciliation system, deemed one
of the most vital points in the Mo-
tion Picture Theatre Owners Associ-
ation's proposed industry reform
program, is definitely on the shelf

until sometime in September. With
the new product selling season on in

full swing and branch chiefs and
salesmen occupied currently with
setting 1937-38 pictures, there is no
chance even for trying out the con-
ciliation plaa in one or two spots.

However, because if is regarded
by industry leaders as one of the
most important alignments for set-

tling disputes between exhibitor and
distributor, indications are that a
preliminary fling will be given in

one or two key cities as soon as

MPTOA officials return to N. Y. Ed
Kuykendall, president, is still at his

home in Mississippi and probably
will not be in New York until after

Sept 1.

'WOMEN' PLUS

DORSEYSOCK

2CCPITT

Pittsburgh, Aug. 10.

'Between Two Worrten' and the
Jimmy Dorsey orch are headed for
a sock $20,000 gross at the Stanley,
which, will easily lead the town.
'Road Back' is still doing hotcha biz
at the Fulton in its second week.

'

'CJood Earth,' in its first stand here
since road showing, was the smash
last week, bringing $19,600 into the
Penn, and is slated for second good
drive on the turnstiles at Warner.

Estimates for This Week^
Alvin (Harris) (2,000; 25-35-40)—

'Hell Divers' (MG) and 'Big Busi-
ness' (20th). Not likely to break
above $4,000. Last week 'Wee Willie
Winkie' (20th) (2d wk) well enough
at $5,000.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1.750; 25-40)

—'Road Back' (U). Grabbed off

$9,000, beating the first week of 'My
Mali Godfrey,' which did a seven
week stand here last year. Running
close to $6,000 this week.
Penn (Loew's-U-A) (3,300; 25-35-

50)—'Toast of New York' (RKO).
Fair Enough, although no world-
beater at $11,000. Last week 'Good
Earth' (MG) a socko at $19,600.
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60 )r-

'Between Two Women' (MG) and
Jimmy Dorsey orchestra. Combo of
Franchot Tone and radio band is

drawing young 'uns for swell $20,000.
Last week 'Turn Off Moon' (Par)
and Three Stooges and Will Osborne
on stage also $20,000, which is nlenty.
Warner (WB) (2.000; 25-35-50)—

'Good Earth' (MG). Pearl Buck opus
moved over a few blocks after a
bang-UD week at the Penn and looks
like $7,000, excellent. Last week
'Saratoga' (MG) brought in a bang-
up $8,000.

'ROAD BACK' $8,000,

SMASH IN PORTLAND

Portland, Ore., Aug. 10.

'The Road Back' at Parker's
Broadway is getting sensational re-
sults on a big exploitation campaign.
Like 'Saratoga' at the UA, it's in

line for long run biz. 'Saratoga,'
now in its third week, is still mop-
ping up.
'Roaring Timber* at the Parker-

Evergreen Mayfair has a Northwest
production angle that rates extra
biz in this sector. Another winner
is 'Toast of New York' at the Par-
amount.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-55)— Road Back' (U) and 'Good as

Married' (U). Answering to big ex-
ploitation, clicking off a smashing
first week at $8,000 and holding.
Last week 'Ever Since Eve' (FN)
and 'Case of Stuttering Bishop' (FN)
were well over par at good $5,600.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1.-

400; 30-55)—'Roaring Timber' (Col)
and 'On Again, Off Again' (RKO),
getting extra slice of biz due to
Northwest pic; about $3,000, fair.
Last week 'Slave Ship' (20th) and
'There Goes My Girl' (RKO) closed
a nice third week at $2,500. First
two weeks mopped up $9,000.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(2.000; .30-55)—'Arti.sLs and Models*
(Par). Getting results on good bally

and will put this house over for
better than average $6,000. Last
week 'New Faces' (RKO) and 'Mid-
night Madonna' (Par) hit about
average at $5,300.
Paramoun t (Hamrick - Evergreen

)

(3,000; 30-55)—*Toast of New York'
(RKO) and 'Meet the Missus' (RKO);
Strong enough combo for good $6,500.
Last week, 'Exclusive' (Par) and
'Sing and Be Happy' (20th) just
average $4,900.
United Artists (Parker) (1.000; BO-

SS)—'Saratoga' (MG) and 'M^n in
Exile' (FN) (3d Wk). Piling up H
great $5,000 and likely to hold
longer. Second week was $6,400,
after $9,500 first week, terrific for
this town.

WARING, lOVE'

BI€$limK.C.

Kansas City, Aug. 10.

'Fred Waring is back in town at
the Mainstreet, with 'Can't Beat
Love' on the screen, and looks
plenty forte, perhaps as much as
$17,000.

'Can't Have Everything* is putting
the Tower plenty up in the profit
bracket. Rest of the to.wn is limp.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown (Fox) (800; 25)—Last

week 'High School Girl' (WB), Sex-
sold, and topping a dual bill with
'West Bound Limited* (U), faded tb
so-so $3,500. House back to 2d lun
grind now.

Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 35-55)—
•Can't Beat Love' .(RK(3) and Fred
Waring combo on stage. Will get
eight days and looks fine at $17,000.
Waring set a house record during
his stay last March. Last week 'An-
other Dawn' (WB), five days, $5,000,
off.

Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25-40)—
'Between Two Women' (MG) and
'Girl Said No' (GN). Unhealthy at
$8,500. Last week 'Saratoga' (MG)
rounded out a holdover week with
good $10,500.

Newman »Par> (1,900; 25-40)

—

'San Quentin'. (WB) and 'Marry the
Girl' (WB). Weak at $4,000.
Tower (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—'Can't

Have Everything' (20th) and vaude.
Looks plenty nice at $11,000. Last
week 'Winkie' (2QtJl) and vaude
went to fine $11,000.
Uptown (Fox) (2,020; 25-40)—

'Winkie' (20th). Was good $4,500 last
week and, on the holdover, augurs
fair $3,000.

Par Strike

(Continued from page 2)

and N.Y. at advanced scale of prices
and in a reserved seat house. The
exhibitor holding a contract can get
these pictures and the distributor can
compel the exhib to play them.
Most trade leaders felt that Para-

mount was justified in holding back
on such costly product as 'Souls at

Sea' and 'High, Wide and Handsome,'
with cost budgets of $1,000,000 to

$1,800,000 on each. If exhibitors had
been successful in getting these at
extremely low film rentals. Par prob-
ably would have taken a terrific loss

on the films. Present discussion cen-
ters on these two films plus 'Artists

and Models' and 'Angel.'

One theatre man expressed his be-
lief that the trouble with the current
Par boycott is that the rank and file

exhibitor is not convinced that it is

justified: that they are not sure the
company did something flagrantly

wrong; and that others are inclined

to question the leadership in the
current campaign. He contended
that exhibitors might ask why the
war chest is essential. Why it should
cost them money and why not just

withhold playdates?
Ohio, where the present boycott

move is credited with getting under
way, is now going ahead and buying
films, according to report in N. Y.

SlefCes Vamooses
Minneapolis, Aug. 10.

Paramount here obtained an order
from Federal District Judge G. H.
Nordby last Thursday (5) restrain-
ing Northwest Allied and individual
exhibitors from picketing its ex-
change and theatres playing its prod-
uct or interfering otherwise with it.<i

business, but the picketing of the
exchanging is continuing this week
because the company has not been
able to find the defendants. Presi-
dent W. A. Steffes of Northwest Al-
lied employed the pickets and David
Shearer, Paramount's counsel, wished
to serve the order on him. Sleffe.s

apparently got wind of the suit and
decamped.
At his office it's stated he's out of

town and will be gone a week or
longer, but they refuse to divulge
where he went. Hearing on the
order f.t !^ei for Aug, 12. If Steffes

'Everything' $24,000, 'Gun,' 'Thunder'

Good $26,000 in Two Houses, Boston

can't be located. Shearer says the
order will be served on one of the

organis;ation's other officers or one
of the individual exhibitors named in

the action, and that if thi picketing

doesn't cease 'somebody will go to

jail.' He accuses Steffes of 'duck-

ing' after having announced that a
court test of the Northwest Allied's

activities in connection with the

play-date strike against Paramount
would be welcomed.
The suit is a replica of the one

brought in Philadelphia, It alleges a

conspiracy in restraint of trade and
other possible anti-trust violations

by Northwest Allied and the indi-

vidual exhibitor participants. It also

charges exhibitors ' desiring to buy
and play Paramount's products have
been intimidated from doing so and
that Other t^ieatre owners have been
coerced into breaching their con-
tracts.

The activities constitute a buyers'

sitdown strike that .will interfere

with interstate trade and commerce
in motion pictures by preventing the
company from delivering its pictures

in accordance with its contracts,

causing it the loss of large sums of
money. *

"
-

'Can't Have' iiG,

'Easy Living

Both Big in Balto

Baltimore, Aug. 10.

Best biz this week is concentrated
on Lexington St., with day-time trade
from shoppers helping to round out
healthy grosses for 'Easy Living'
(Par) at Keith's and 'Can't Have
Everything' (20th) at the New. Of
larger capacity, Keith's is grossing
a very robust $9,500 for 'Living,' as
the New piles up a hey-hey profit
with $6,000. Both films are slated
for holdover.
Not much action in other houses.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 15-25-

35-40-55)—'Night Must Fall' (MG).
Very mild; not more than $6,000.
Last week, second . of 'Saratoga'
(MG), satisfactory $9,000 after smash
first week of $16,000.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,200;

15-25-35-40-55-66)—'Big Shot' (RKO)
plus N.T.G. Regue on stage. Getting
fairly steady play to $10,500. Ia.st

week. 'Toast of New York' and
vaude. okay $12,300.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 15-

25-30-35-40-55)—Easy Living' (Par).
Setting town's pace to gratifying $9,-
500. Last week, second of 'Road
Back* (U), just fair $3,500, after first

session to $6,000.
New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15r25-30-

40-55) — 'Can't Have Everything'
(20th). Ringing up healthy profit
with hey-hey $6,000. Definitely hold-
ing over. Last week 'Think Fast, Mr.
Moto' (20th) was pulled after four
days to no more than $1,500.

Stanley (WB) (3,450; 15-25-35-40-
55)—'Ever Since Eve' (WB). Fall-
ing down badly in spite of extra
heavy exploitation, with $4,700 in
sight. Last week 'Singing Marine'
(WB) unexciting at $6,200.

MADY CORRELL'S 'KISSDff'

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Mady Correll has been handed
the femme lead in Major's 'Stop,
Look and Kissin,' musical comedy
originated by John Hyland.
Mary McCall, Jr., has been set at

the same studio to script 'Free
Woman,' Leonard Q. Ross original.

6 Yiddish Pix
Series of six Yiddish film oper-

ettas is planned by Eron Pictures
Corp., formed recently by Arthur
Block and Samuel M. Segal. Sidney
M. Goldin will direct. First, from
an original story by Louis Freiman,
with a score by Alexander Olshan-
etzky, will be called 'The Cantor's
Son,' and is skedded to roll next
week at a New York studio.
Plan to distribute internationally.

WB's Newspaper T.^l-le

Rochester, Aug. 10.

Fir.st novel by Henry W. Clune,
Rochester Democrat & Chronicle
columnist, has been bought by War-
ners for a picture. Book i.s titled
'The Good Die Poor' and is .skeded
for publication Sept. 8 by Longmans,
Green, and in England bv Metheun,
Ltd.

Boston, Aug. 10
Leaders of the week are 'Ca«'tHave Everyt^ling,' with stage shZl

at the Met; a^d -'Gave Him a G?^'and 'Thunder in the City,' dualled
the Orph and State.

Par and Fenway are hot this wcpw
with 'Wee Willie Winkie' and SS'
Charlie' on double.

^"'^*>

.'V^f^y' opened a road.show date
at $1.65 top at the Colonial,

'

EstiinatCK for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 25-40-55)_

'Reported Missing' (U) and *Armoral
Car' (U). dual. N.s.h. at $5,000 iSt
week, 'Big Shot' (RKO) and 'What

^,"5®*YSJJ]?*^<^*^'
^S^l^' double, fc.

zled, ^4,200.
'

Fenway (M&P) (1,400; 25-35-40-50)
—•Wee \Villie Winkie' (20th) (2d
run) and 'Dance, Charlie' (WB) w
run), duaL Opened to excellent biz
and points to dandy $6,500, best in

"iif^^' .i'^^ 'Singing Marine'
(WB) (2d run) and 'Big Business*
(20th) (1st run), dual, medium $5,000.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900: 25-

40-55)—'Toast of N. Y.' (RKO) and
'Love in a Bungalow' (U), double
(2d wk). Running at okay $10,500*
pace. Jirst week very pleasing
$18,700.

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,300; 35-
55-75)—'Can't Have Everything'
(20th) and .stage show. Looks
healthy, around $24,000. Last week,
'Exclusive' (Par) and stage show,
drooped to disappointing $15,000 on
6 days.

Orpheam (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-
50)—'Gave Him a Gun' (MG) and
'Thunder in City' (Col), dual. Opened
with a bang, getting heavy evening
trade; slightly, oft for matinees, but
will hit about $14,500, good. Last
week 'Saratoga' (MG) and 'Married
Before Breakfast' (MG), double,
holdover, bfetter than expected, at

$15,000.

Paramount (M&P) (1,800; 25-35-
55)—'Wee Willie Winkie' (20th) 2d
run) and 'Dance, Charlie' (WB) (1st

run), double. Making important tally,

$9,000 or better. Last week 'Singing
Marine' (WB) (2d run) and 'Big

Business' (20th) (1st run), double,
very good $7,500.

ScoIIay (M&P) (2.700: 25-35-40-
50)—'Singing Marine' (WB) (3d run)
and .'Ever Since Eve' (WB) (2d run),

dual. Okay $6,000. Last week 'White
Bondage' (WB) (1st run) and 'Easy

Living* (Par) (2d run), dual, satis-

factory $5,500.

State (Loew) (3,300; 25-35-40-50)

—'Gave Him a Gun' (MG) and-

'Thunder in City' (Col), double.

Good $11,500. Last Week holdover
for 'Saratoga' (MG) and 'Married

Before Breakfast' (MG), dual, far-

nered okay $9,000.

Talent Hunt

(Continued from page 5)

carnivals in Memphis to winter

sports in St. Paul. .

N. Y. Still Booneinr

Campaign for new faces in sum*

mer stocks, most of which are lo-

cated along the Atlantic seaboard,

is being continued unabated by

many of the major film companies

operating their scouts out of the

N. Y, eastern talent divisions. Bulk

of larger companies won't reveal

their finds for another week or two,

but at least one talent executive is

optimistic.

New method, which probably will

be tried by one company, is that of

assisting potential screen thespians

in roles on Broad^yay for further

Seasoning before being tested or ac-

cepted for Hollywood. Thus far it

is not revealed whether this will

consist in partially underwriting the

legit show involved or helping with

the casting of several productions.

Another company will push pros-

pective new faces through its talent

school.

One talent scout returned io N. Y.

this week with six name possibilities

in sight out of six shows caught.

This official also located possible

director and producer material.

The Southern California boys, jn

fact, plug a $10,000 open golf tourna-

ment, a harbor day whoop-a-doop,

a winter sports carnival at Lake Ar-

rowhead, national air and aquaplane

races and a distinguished service

award, this year's medal having gone

to Walt Disney. .

Nelson submits all thi.s.a? prooi

that the Chamber's primary business

may be peddling dirt in commercial

acre.':, but their chief hobby i.' m see-

ing that the stage, screen and raO'o

are kept happy and prosperous.

Metro is interested in Kennetn

Treseder, legit actor, who wii.

caught by a scout at the Cvtpe y]»y-

house, Dennis, while playinM

night at 8:30.'
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WAIKIKI WEDDING
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110%
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1 \Atr H!V IN PARIS

\\%%

f.'.OUNTAlN MUSIC"
110%

110%

101%

10%

I

170%

4(0%

190%

140%

EASY LIVING'
130%

l]0%

110%

100%

X 90%

m 10%

"WAIKIKI WEDDING'
—160% of average business for all runs.

"I MET HIM IN PARIS"
—1309^ ofaverage business in 36 key runs.

"MOUNTAIN MUSIC"
—150% of average business in 28 key runs.

"EASY LIVING"
—165% in NewYork—140% in 17key runs.
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Paramount is

PARAMOUNT
Look at this 1936-37 record. Every one of

these pictures an outstanding box office success!

RHYTHM ON THE RANGE"
Laughter, Music, Gay Love, Action

"TEXAS RANGERS"
Action

"GENERAL DIED AT DAWN"
Action

"GO WEST, YOUNG MAN"
Laughter, Music

"COLLEGE HOLIDAY"
Laughter, Music, Gay Love

"THE PLAINSMAN"
Action, Gay Love

•'THE BIG BROADCASTOF 1937" "CHAMPAGNE WALTZ"
Laughter, Music, Gay Love, Action Laughter, Music Gay Love

"SWING HIGH, SWING LOW"
Laughter, Music, Gay Love

"I MET HIM IN PARIS"

Laughter, Gay Love, Action

"EASY LIVING"
Laughter, Gay Love, Action

"WAIKIKI WEDDING"
Laughter, Music, Gay Love

"MOUNTAIN MUSIC"
Laughter, Music

"EXCLUSIVE"
Action, Gay Love

P
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will be the most

sUcGessfiil in its history

!

L<k>k at this line-up (Just to mention a few of the pictures)

"ARTISTS and MODELS"
Starring

JACK BENNY with Ida Lupine,

Richard Arlen, Gail Patrickr, Ben

Blue, Judy Canova, The Yacht

Club Boys, Louis Armstrong and

Specialties by MARTHA RAYE,
Andre Kostelanetz and His

Orchestra, Russell Patterson's

^*Personettes," Judy, Anne and

Zeke, Connie Boswell. Screen play

by Walter DeLeph arid Francis

Martin. Directed by Raoul Walsh.

"SOULS AT SEA"
starring

GARY COOPER and GEORGE
RAFT with Frances Dee, Henry
Wilcoxon, Harry Carey, Olympe
Bradna, Robert Cummings, Porter

Hall, Virginia Weidler, Joseph

Schildkraut. Screen play by
Grover Jones and DaleVan Every.

Based on the story by Ted Lesser.

Directed by Henry Hathaway.

mm.

P
i

mm.
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"DOUBLE or NOTHING "

Starring

BiNG Crosby; martha
RAYE with Andy Devine, Mary
Carlisle, WiMmm Frawley, Fay
Holden, Samuel Hinds, William

Henry, Benny Baker, Screen play

by Charles Lederer, Erwin Gelsey,

JohnC.Moffitt and DukeAtteberry.

Directed by Theodore Reed.'

"EBB TIDE"
Starring

OSCAR HOMOLKA,FRANCES
FARMER, RAYMILLAND with

Lloyd Nolan, Barry Fitzgerald.

Photographed in Technicolor.

Screen play by Bertram Millhausen

Based on a story by Robert Louis

Stevenson and Lloyd Osbourne.

A Lucien Hubbard Production.

Directed by James Hogan.

"ANGEL"

Starring MARLENE DIETRICH
with Herbert Marshall, Melvyn

Douglas, Edward Everett Horton,

Laura Hope Crews, Ernest Cossart,

Herbert Mundin. Screen play by

Samson Raphaelson. From the play

by Melchior Lengyel. English play

adaptation by Guy Bolton and

Russell Medcraftt Produced and

Directed by ERNST LOBITSCH.

"THE BARRIER"

with James Ellison, Leo Garrillo,

Jean Parker, Robert Barrat, Otto

Kruger, Sarah Haden. Screen play

by Bernard Schubert. Based on the

story by Rex Beach. A Harry

Sherman Production. Directed by

Les Selanden

"THIS WAY PLEASE"

with Charles "Buddy" Rogers, Betty

Grable, Ned Sparks, Fibber McGee
& Molly, Porter Hall, Lee Bowman,

Romo Vincent, Cecil Cunningham

and MARY LIVINGSTONE.
Screen play by Grant Garrett,

Seena Owen and Howard J. Green.

Based on a story by Maxwell Shane

and Bill Thomas. Directed by

Robert Florey.

J-4 ••
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>rome Kern and Oscar Hammerslem's

"HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME"

Starring IRENE DUNNE with

RANDOLPH SCOTT, Dorothy

Lamour, Akim Tamiroff, Raymond

Walburn, Ben Blue, Charles

Bickford, Elizabeth Patterson,

William Frawley. Music by Jerome

Kern. Original story, screen play

and lyricsbyOscar Hammerstein II.

A Rouben Mamoulian Production.

Directed by Rouben Mamoulian.

"BLOSSOMS on BROADWAY"

Starring

EDWARDARNOLDwith Shirley

Ross, John Trent^ Weber & Fields,

RufeDavis,George Bancroft, Radio

Rogues* A B.*P. Schulberg Produc-

tion. Directed by Richard Wallace.

"SUMMER ROMANCE"

with The Yacht Club Boys, Ben

Blue, Judy Canova, Betty Grable,

. Leif Erikson, Eleanore Whitney,

Johnny Downs. Screen play by

Grant Garrett, Seena Owen,
Maxwell Shane and BobbyVernon.

Directed by George Archainbaud.

"THE YELLOW NIGHTINGALE"

i/arm^GLADYS SWARTHOUT
and JOHN BOLES.

"WELLS FARGO"
A FRANK LLOYD Production

with BOB BURNS, JOEL
McCREA, FRANCES DEE,

LLOYD NOLAN. Directed by

Frank Lloyd. AGTIOt^^*

AN UNTITLED PRODUCTION

Starring BEATRICE LILLIE

and BING GROSBY. Produced

by Emanuel Cohen,

"TRUE CONFESSION"

Starring CAROLE LOMBARD
and FRED MacMURRAY. Based

on a French play by LouisVerneuil

and Georges Barr. Directed by

Wesley Ruggles.

"THE BIG BROADCAST
OF 1938"

starring W. C. FIELDS with

GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE
ALLEN, MARTHA RAYE,
BOB HOPE, Shirley Ross, Ben

Blue, Leif Erikson. Specialties by

Kirsten Flagstad, Shep Fields

& Orchestra, Tito Guizar, Rufe

Davis. Directed by Mitchell Leisen.

"SAPPHIRE SAL"

Starring MAE WEST
Directed by A. Edward Sutherland.

An Emanuel Cohen Production.

<• "''lA
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"THE BUCCANEER"

a CECIL B. DeMILLE Production

starring FREDRIC MARCH with

FRANCISKA GAAL, Akim
Tamiroff, Ian Keith, Anthony
Quinn, Charles Bickford. Directed

by Cecil B. DeMille.

"BLUEBEARD'S EIGHTH WIFE"

starring

CLAUDETTE COLBERT and

GARY COOPER. An ERNST
LUBITSCH Production.

"COLLEGE SWING"

with MARTHA RAYE, JACK
OAKIE, GEORGE BURNS and

GRAGIE ALLEN, CHARLES
BUTTERWORTH, VICTOR
MOORE, BEN BLUE, Betty

Grable, Johnny Downs, Eleanore

Whitney, Marsha Hunt, Slate

Brothers, John Howard, Rufe

Davis, Benny Baker, Olympe
Bradna, Robert Cummings.
Directed by Raoul Walsh.

"SPAWN OF THE NORTH '

with Randolph Scott, Gail Patrick,

Charles Bickford, Beulah Bondi.

Directed by Henry Hathaway.

"HER JUNGLE LOVE"

with Dorothy Lamour, Ray
Milland, Lynne Overman, Robert

Cummings. Director to be assigned.

'PROFESSOR, BEWARE"

starring HAROLD LLOYD.

"PARIS HONEYMOON "

with BING CROSBY, Franciskii

Gaal, Akim Tamiroff, Ben BluCr

Edward Everett Horton. Impor*

tant director will be assigned.

"YOU AND ME"

starring SYLVIA SIDNEY and

GEORGE RAFT. Directed by

Fritz ("Fury") Lang. Music score

by Kurt Weil, famous composer.

"THINGS BEGAN

TO HAPPEN"

starring W. C. FIELDS with a

hand-picked supporting cast under

an expert director.

and such pictures as these . .

.

mm

The "HOPALONC | The "BULLDOG | The The

CASSIDY'S" I DRUMMOND'S" I "SOPHIE LANG'S" "FU MANCHU'S"
Hdrrv StMTmdn Prcxjuccionv ^|
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THEY WON'T
DRAW FLIES

!

STARS? NAMES? Swell...

but put them in outmoded vehicles, dated stories,

problem pictures and THEY WO]hI'T DRAW

FLIES! THEY DON'T MEAN ATHING IF

THEY AIN'T GOT THAT SWING...

Paramo

Paramount

M USlC^

UN"

The SWING that puts gay young people like

Oaudette Colbert and Jean Arthur into pio

tures like"! MET HIM IN PARIS" and

"EASY LIVING," Carole Lombard in"TRUE

CONFESSION." The swing that brings

out pictures such as"WAIKIKI WEDDING,"
"MOUNTAIN MUSIC," "ARTISTS &

MODELS," "DOUBLE OR NOTHING," "BIG BROADCAST OF 1938'*

and puts laughter in them by casting them with W. C. Fields, Bing Crosby,

Jack Benny, Martha Raye, Mary Livingstone, Judy Canova, Fibber McGee and

Molly, Ben Blue, Yacht Club Boys, Louis Armstrong, Andre Kostelanetz,

Russell Patterson, with music from such composers as Harold Arlen, John

Burke, Sam Coslow, Hoagy Carmichael, Ralph Freed, Frederick Hollander,

Oscar Hammerstein II, Jerome Kern,Ted Kohler, Burton Lane,Vee Lawnhurst,

ArthurJohnston, Ralph Rainger, Leo Robin,Tot Seymour, Al Siegel,VictorYoAing.
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aramount's 1937-38

pictures haveYOUTH

!

YOUTH!

They've got what YOUTH
wants! And they have what

Magna Cum Laudes in linet

it takes to meet your REAL competition . .

.

AUTOMOBILES RADIO DANCE HALLS

"There's a honey of a picture over at the

Paramount with Jean Arthur and Ray Milland^

What say?" P. S. She said,"Let's gol"

He: "I'd rather go over to the Paramount Theatr^;

and see Bing Crosby and Martha Raye in^'Waikiki

Wedding." P. S. They wenti

Shet',,^'Let'f go see Johnny Downs and
Eleanore Whitney do those new jamming
•tcpsr P.S.-They wentI

PARAMOUNT PICTURES are tough

competition for every kind of amusement!

Ask the man who has played against them!
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your EAR
off the ground

The air is full ofPARAMOUNTTALENT
(names including Fields, Benny, Crosby»

Burns, Raye, Mary Livingstone, Fibber

McGee and Molly, Lamour, DeMille,

Kostelanetz, Armstrong, Shep Fields,

Kirsten Flagstad) . . . The air is fuU t)f PARAMOUNT SONGS-"Whispers

in the Dark," "Public Melody No. 1," "Stopr You*re Breaking My Heart,'*

from "ARTISTS AND MODELS;" "Hi^, Wide and Handsome," "Can I

Foi^ct You," "The Folks Who Live on the Hill," "Will You Marry Me,

Maria," from "HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME;" "All You Want to

Do is Dance," "It's the Natural Thing to Do," "The Moon Got Into My
Eyes." "After You," "It's On, It's Off" and "Smarty" from "DOUBLE OR
NOTHING;" "Good Morning" and "If I Put My Heart in My Song"

from "MOUNTAIN MUSIC;" "Blue Hawaii" and "Sweet Lelani" from

"WAIKIKI WEDDING." The air is full ofPARAMOUNT plugs

and theatres are full with PARAMOUNT PICTURES.

Paramount's

So What ?

while the iron's hot and put your John Henry

on a Paramount Contract before your

competitor beats you to it! CpiC/HA'S *

1
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SOULS AT SEA
Paramount relBaee of Henry Hathaway

oroa action. Stars Gary Cooper and George
Raft features Frances Dee, Directed by
Senvy Hathaway. Scjeen play, Grover
Janea and Dale Van Every; original,

.
T^d

JiBsser; Bongs, Ralph Ralnger and Leo
BirtJln; original score, W. Franke Harllng,

Milton Roder f.nd Bernard Kaun; camera,
t'harlea X-iang, Jr., and Merrltt GersUd;
fl'oeclal photographic effects, Gordon Jen-
nings: film editor, Ellsworth Hoagland;
mimical direction. Boris Morroa; asst. dU
rector, Hal Walker. At Globe, N. T.,

twice dally, $2.20 top, commencing Aug. 9,

Running time, 90 mlns. .

•

'Nuggln' Taylor. Gary Cooper
I'owdah George Raft
Wargaret Tarryton Frances Dee
T.leut. Tarryton... Henry Wllcoxon
Captain of 'William Brown'. ,. .Harry Carey
Babsle > • • >Olympe Bradna
(ieorge Martin Robert Cummlngs
Court Prosecutor Porter Hall
Woodley * * .George Zucco
Tina.... .. .'. Virginia Weldler
(iasion de Bastonet Joseph Schlldkraut
Capt. Mavtlsel Gilbert Embry
Toymaker. ;....••» • .Luclen lilttlefleld

Violinist. Paul Fix
I'>ecoi'a TuUv Marshall
Male Monte Blue
Urnnley Stanley Fields

'Souls 9t Sea' is a good picture,
certain for strong box office. Not a
$2 roadshow film, as being sold on
Broadway currently, and further
handicapped a bit in" that it's second
in the cycle of slave-ship films, this
pic nonetheless holds plenty for all

types of fans. In Gary Cooper and
George Raft (co-starred) it has
strong marquee values, and with
Frances Dee .underlined, and Olympe
•Bradna, there is sufficient romance
interest for the femmes. That, too,

is a barrier for adventure pix of
this calibre which has been success-
fully htirdled.
Narrative opens with a courtroom

trial and flashes back .to recount the
saga of Cooper and Haft as adven-
turous seamen, the latter frankly a
slave-trader, but Cpoper of finer and
seemingly nobler antecedents. That
Cooper's antecedents are vague and
sketchy, and, in truth, his entire
characterization only a capsule of
what the audience's imagination must
conjure him to have been, doesn't
matter much.
Henry Hathaway's direptlon is

bold, brave and sweeping. He paints
his yarn with an indelible brush,
particularly in the sequences on the
seas leading up to and following the
conflagration of the S.S. William
Brown. Skillful film editing permits
little that's extraneous. Human
touch when little Virginia Weidler
capsizes the kerosene lamp which
fires the packet from Liverpool to
Philadelphia is vividly translated to
the audience, and from then on the
resurrection of a dormant finesse in
Raft; the brutal but efficient rescue
work by Cooper in. the lifeboat; the
trial in Philly; the intervention of
Queen Victoria's intelligence oflEicer
at the U. S. trial in Cooper's behalf;
the ultimate 'happy ending'" with
Frances Dee—these, and other de
tails are deftly captured on the
screen.

It's essentially a man's picture and
the male players get the histrionic
opportunities. But there's enough of
the feminine for all. Cooper anc
Raft are outstanding—the former up
to his usual standard; Raft a bit of
a surprise as a sympathetic player
who meets his dramatic opportunities
more than half way.
Frances Dee, sub-featured, is a bit

above Olympe Bradna's opportunities
in the principal, but relatively minor,
femme roles. Henry Wilcoxon, Harry
Carey, Porter Hall and Robert Cum
mings are more vivid in their choreSc
Joseph Schildkraut in a French
duelist Jjit is outstanding.
Although Robin and Rainger are

billed for the songs, there's nothing
but an incidental doggerel to show
for their handiwork, and the specia'
score by W. Franke Harling and
Milton Roder, as interpreted by Boris
Morros' baton, does more to con-
tribute to the musical background
(Incidentally, anent the sub-creditSj
Bernard Kaun is programmed for the
special score, but the screen credits
Harling and Roder. Likewise some
of the other credits are mixed up
indicating multiple production ef'

forts.)

Technical production is flrst-rate
and 'Souls at Sea' should please 'em
aU over. Abel,

VARSITY SHOW
(MUSICAL)

Hollywood, Aug, 10.
Warner Bros, production and release

Slaia Dick Powell and Fred Waring and
"la Pennsylvanlans. Features Ted Healy
Priscllla and Rosemary Lane, Walter Cat-
lett, Johnny Davis, Buck and Bubbles,
Directed by William Kelghley. Screenplay.
Jeny Wnld, Richard Macauley, Slg Herzlg
and Warren Duff, from orlislnal by Duff
and Heizlg. Songs, Dick Whiting and
Johnny Mercer; dances, Busby Berkeley,
Previewed at WB Hollywood theatre, Aug

'!!7. Running time, 120 mlns.
Charles 'Chuck' Daly Dick Powell
Krnie Mason . .Fred Waring
Beti.v Bradley PrlsclUa Lane
Trof. Sylve.ster BIddle. ..... .Walter Catlett
"'iiimni Williams Ted Healy
Barhnra 'Babs' Steward. . .Rosemary Lane
Bu7,7, Bollon Johnny Davis
Johnny 'Rubberlegs' Stevens Lee Dixon
J'uddles Mabel Todd
J<«1) George MacFarland
Dean Meredith HalUwell Hobbes
Mike narclay Ed Brophy
Mr.s. Smith .Emma Dunn
Jiuck and Bubbles Buck and Bubbles
Tiout Sterling HoUoway
Jicotly , Scotty Bates
roley Foley McClIntock
I*)Of. Washburn Roy Atwell
Hammer Ben Welden

Varsity Show' is a rah-rah musi
cal entertainment made to order for
the early autumn business when the
college boys start pegging the pig

skin and alumni sneak out of town
Saturday mornings to visit that old
alma mater. It's full of the kind of
college" spirit that will start nabe
audiences that never , heard of Yale
singing 'Boola-Boola.' Boys and
girls in the western wheat district
will chorus 'Anchors Aweigh,' but
will flunk on the question whether
Annapolis, is in Oregon or North
Carolina. Papa Fred Waring and his
. ?ennsylvanians go right to town in
;his one with the maestro playing
the part of a college professor and
some of his band members walking
out under the campus oaks trading
fraternity pins for youthful romance.
t's a refreshing tuneful and nos-
talgic interlude with enough story
around which to piece together a
series of good specialties. .Much too
long at the preview showing, how-
ever, and can stand some drastic
cutting which will help.
Idea is that the undergraduates

at Winfleld College are about to
stage their annual show. They have
everything except an idea and a pro-
ducer imtil Dick Powell, one-time
star student, and presently reputed
successful Broadway musical com-
edy producer is persuaded to return
to the ivy environment and give a
hand. Ted Healy, hard-boiled stage
manager, goes along for' lack of
something better to do and because
•;he bankroll is gone; Those Joe Col-
lege youngsters give Ted the paddle
treatment, the freshman razz and
other undergraduate courses. Powell
gets a diploma named Rosemary
Lane, and Healy at the finish is

yoked with Mabel Todd. The show,
of course, is a knockout hit, which
JUts Powell back on his feet in the
i)ig city.

Waring and his aggregation do
;heir entire college routine, which is'

familiiar because of his numerous
personal appearances and his weekly
sroadcast for Ford. But William
Keighley, their director, has given
i:hem a more lavish setting than any
in which they heretofore performed.
The picture's windup, staged by
Busby Berkeley, engaged several
hundred boys and girls in a giant
stairway .settiftg, during which they
form various and sundry college in-
itials. Each formation has its own
musical accompaniment, mostly var-
iations of the campus originals.
Cast conveys youthful exuberance.

Healy carries the comedy load for
an easy touchdown and Waring con-
verts for the extra points. Walter
Catlett has a good character part as
a fussy professor. One 'unrbarious
scene is between Healy and Catlett
when former passes along a mumps
epidemic. Rosemary and Priscilla
Lane are bept of the girls.

There are nine musical numbers in
addition to the college airs' medley.
'You've Got Something There' and
'Moonlight on the Campus,' both by
Whiting and Mercer, are likely
whistlers. 'Varisity Show' has speed
and is qualified for good box office
take, as it is suitable for all classes
of "houses. Flin.

FLIGHT FROM GLORY
Glendale, Cal., Aug. 10.

RKO-Radlo release of Robert SIsk pro
ductlon. Features C^hester Morris, Whitney
Bourne. Directed by Lew I..ander. Story by
Robert D. Andrews, screenplay b.v David
Sllvestein and John Twist. Camera, Nich-
olas Musuraca; special effects by Vernon
L. Walker; fllm editor, Harry Marker: as-
sistant director, Robert Barnes. Previewed
at Alexander theatre, Aug. 4, '37, Running
time, 66 mlns.
Smith Chester Morris
Lee Wilson Whitney Bourne
Ellis Onslow Stevens
Wilson Van Heflln
Hanson Richard Lane
Jones..., Paul Gullfoyle
Itzky Solly Ward
Hilton J Douglas Walton
Old Timer Walter Miller
Molly Rita LaRoy
P.epl..r. ..r Pasra Khan

Possessing distinctive entertain
ment features, such as an unusual
scene for its action, which takes
place on a flying field of a rhining
supply company in the South Ameri
can Andes, and a group of characters
seldom encountered in motion pic
tures or fiction, 'Flight from Glory'
rates way above the average of pro-
gram releases. It contains ingredients
which might have lifted it into con
spicUous first run classification if it

had been more pretentiously pro
duced, and acted by a cast of better
known players who possess box
office draw. That is, if marquee
names could duplicate the excelleni;

performance of those who appear in
the film.

Story is tense and Stark, and con
cerris aviators who risk their lives
with each flight Over the dangerous
mountain ranges between the supply
base arid the secluded mines. So
grim is the work that only the most
fearless flyers will undertake the
job. They are men who have los;

their professional pilot licenses in
the States through some violation
of regulations, but being fit only for
flying they are attracted to the
hazardous work as an escape from
embittered self-condemnation. Shut
off from the world and all women
except a slattern cook, housed in

drab quarters, each lives from day
to day in the ominous conviction thai;

his turn for the inevitable crash is

.iust as certain as his knowledge thai;

the planes he flies are obsolete arte

unfit. This bunch dies with their
goc^les on.
New member arrives. His offense

was when, slii»htly cockeyed and en
route to a football game at New
Haven, he mis.iudged a landing anc
clioned off the top of an automobile
with tragic consequences to the oc
cupant. He brings his bride of a

Miniature Reviews

•Souls at Sea' (Par). First-

rate slave-ship adventure fllm

with Gary Cooper, George Raft
and Frances Dee for the mar-
quee.

•Varsity Show' (WB), Good
box office musical for fall sea-
son, with Dick Powell and
Waring's band.
'Flight from Glory' (RKO).

Tense action fllm about avia-
tors who fly over the Andes,
featuring Chester Morris and
Whitney Bourne, Better than
average programer and worth
strong exhibitor plugging.

•The Biff Shot' (RKO). Guy
Kibbee in an amusing comedy-
gangster thriller. Okay dualer..

'On Again — Off Again'
(RKO). One of the best

Wheeler-Woolsey comedies, and
okay dual stuff.

•Between Two Women* (MG).
Class B that almost grew up.
Eternal triangle in a hospitial.

Okay dualer for nabes.
•Headline Crasher' (Guar).

Sorry quickie melodrama, with
nothing to put it past scattered

double set-ups; Frankie Darro
in lead.

•The Frame-Up' (Col), Brisk
enough romance between a
race-track detective and his

secretary; for the two-for-one
spots.

. 'Love Under Fire' (20th).

Loretta Young, Don Ameche,
the Spanish revolution and the
Minevitch troupe; in a melo-
drama with music cooked up
for the duals.

few months with him, and .the plot
developments as a result . of her
presence within the circle of exiles
are exciting and dramatic.
Chester Morris heads the cast and

the Company of aviators in the spot
of chief pilot. He gives a strong per-
formance and sets the general at-

osphere of fatalism which pervades
le group. Morris falls in love with

the newly married bride, whose hus-
band breaks down under the pres-
sure of constant danger. Despite
Mprriss' efforts to save the boy's
li^. he deliberately crashes a ship
wi*h the .company's general manager
as la passenger. Way Is opened for
Morriss and the girl to emerge.
Whitney Bourne, young actress re-

cently from Broadway, plays the
bride. She is a contrast to familiar
ingenue types and, although not
strikingly beautiful, she can act and
speak her lines with an understand-
ing of what they mean. In the only
femme part of any strength, she has
morel, than the usual load to carry.
She \s a new personality worth
watching.
Van Heflin is the youth with a fear

complex and he plays with the fer-

vor of a Lambs Gambol perform-
ance. Onslow Stevens is the hard-
boiled manager who values his

ships more than human life. Solly
Ward, from vaude (remember vaude-
ville?) does a good character bit as
a mechanic, and Richard Lane, Paul
Guilfoyle and Douglas Walton are
the other pilots.

Direction by Lew Landers Is ter.se

and straightforward. His scenes
have movement and snao. Trick air-

shots and crashes are deftly illusion-

ary. Bob Sisk's handling of the pro-
duction, which reflects a modest
budget, 5s showmanlike.

This film, can stand up to generous
advertising. It's better than the
studio's first ^uess when It was fiven
a short orodnotion bankroll. Worth
olu<»frin* bard because it is diffcent,
and. if held over for several days,
word-of-mouth boosting will bring
customers. Flin,

THE BIG SHOT
RKO production, and relcasp. Stars Guy

Kibbee. Keatures Cora Wltherspoon, Dor-
othy Moore. Gordon Jones. Directed by
Edward Kllly. Adapted by Arthur T. Her-
man and Bert Kr,inet, from story by Law-
rence Pohle and Thomas Ahearn.; camera,
Nicholas Musuraca; fllm editor. Jack
HIvely. Reviewed In I'rojectlon Room,
N. Y., Au5f. 5, '37. Running time, CO mlns.

Mr. Slmms i .Guy Kibbee
Mrs. Slmms . Cora Wltherspoon
Peggy ....,>. .Dorothy Moore
Chet. Gordon Jones
Drake , . . . .nussell Hicks
Murdock ....Frank M. Thomas
McQuadc Dudley Clements
I'olloe Chief George Irving
Gloria Maxine Jennings
Mamie. .Barbara Popper
Bugs Tom Kennedy
Deuces John Kelly
Soapy... Kddle Orlbbon
Spots Al Hill
Johnny Cullen Donald KIrke

turn out to be a far-rflung, efficient

system of vicious rackets. Without
realizing what he's doing the vet
steps in to take over the business,
working with the plug-uglies with
whom the uncle nas surrounded
himself.
Learning of a newspaper wrecked

by the mob, the vet decides it would
tickle his wife's yen for him to in-

dulge in civic betterment, so he
underwrites the paper's anti-gangster
crusade, He is ultimately revealed
as the public benefactor and at the
same time the master mind of the
racket. Clear sailing at the finale,

of course.
RKO has wisely not grabbed the

opportunities offered in the story for
a Durlesque of gangster pics; It's

sufficiently satiricar as it is, but by-

playing the yarn straight, it becomes
funnier to those who see the satiric

slant and more dramatic and excit-
ing to those who see only a comedy
gangster thriller.

Action is kept rolling, with fre-
quent daishes of shrewd comedy sit-

uations and sufficient slapstick hoke.
Few tricks are overlooked. Kibbee,
of course, is one of the Hollywood
aces at playing the harmless, be-
wildered, ineffectual souI~and as this

unconscious big shot he's entirely
convincing and effective. As the
only name in the cast he does every-
thing that could be. expected, short
of miracles.
Cora Wltherspoon, as the nagging,

dim-wit frau, appears to play too
much in italics. As her part is writ-
ten, it's hardly necessary to lean on
the characterization—the scripters
have done all that. But possibly
that, too, points up the satire. At
any rate, she's,, amply obnoxious,
which seems to be the main idea.

As the young love interest,

Dorothy Moore and Gordort Jones
get little opportunity but show up
well, considering. Each Is young,
attractive and enthusiastic. If either
can act, future parts may reveal It.

Miss Moore bears a slight facial re-
semblance . to Simone Simon and is

so manifestly well built that the
script obviously contrives to place
her in a bathing suit.

'The Big Shot' Is an exceedingly
well made B product. Hobc.

On Again—Off Again
(WITH SONGS)

RKO . release of Lee Marcus production.
Stars Bert Wheeler, Robert Woolsey. Fea-
tures Marjorle Lord. Patricia Wilder. Di-
rected by Edward Cllne. Screen play by
Nat Perrln and Benny Rubin; songs, Dave
Dreyer arid Herbert Ruby; musical direc-
tor, Roy Webb; camera, Jack Mackenzie;
fllm editor, John Lockert. Reviewed In

Projection Room, N. Y., Aug. 6, '37, Run-
ning time, 00 mlns.

WlUInm Hobba..... Bert Wheeler
Claude Horton Robert Woolsey
Florence Cole.... Marjorle Lord
Oertle Oreen Patricia Wilder
Nettle Horton Esther Mulr
Mr Applegate Paul Harvey
George Dllwlg.,.. Russell Hicks
Tony . > George Meeker
Miss Meeker ...Maxine Jennings
Mis- Prirker Kitty McHugh
Sanford .Hal K. Dawson
Slip Grogan ' Alec Hartford
Mr. Green Pat Flaherty
Nurse Jane Walsh
Attendant > Alan Bruce

Between Two Women
Metro production and release. Features

Franchot Tone, Maureen O'Sulllvan, Vir-
ginia Bruce. Directed by George B. Seltf«.

Adapted by Frederick Stephanl and Marlon
l^nrsonnet, from original story by E'rlcli"'

von Stroheini. Musical score. Dr. Wllllnm
Axl; camera, John Seltss: montage effects,
John Hoffman; fllm editor, W, Donn
Hayes. At Rinlto, N, T.. week Aug, C,
'.17. Running time, 87 mlns.
Allan Melghan..,, ...Franchot Tone
Clnlre Donnhue ;...M.aurpen O'Sulllvan
PatHola Sloan Virginia Bruce
Tony Woolcott , Leonard Pcnn
Snoopy Cliff Edwards
MI.-4S Prlnglo ,. Janet Beecher
Dr Webster.-. Chrirlcy Crapcv.-ln
Snlly ..Helen Troy
Nurse Howley .Grace Ford
Eleanor. . , ; , . . June Cl'iyworth
Di Barlli Edward N.orrls
Tom Donahue........ Anthony Narft
Priest , Hugh Mavlowe

Clever story, plus another of Guy
Kibbee's forte comedy characteriza-
tions, plus an all-around capable
{(roduction has turned this strictly

ightweight pic into a sound Class B
item. Not a boxoffice Goliath, by
any means, but plenty okay for dual
bills. For the various parts they had
in cooking up the yarn, adaptors
Arthur T. Horman and Bert Granet,
and authors Lawrence Pohle and
Thomas Ahearn rate nods for a
minor triumph.

'The pig Shot,' in this case, is a

mild, amiable veterinarian in a hick
town, browbeaten by his silly, so-

cially ambitious wife. Mysterious
uncle dies and leaves him a huge
fortune and various 'interests,' which

One of the most successful pic-
tures the Wheeler-Woolsey combo
has ever turned out. Much too long
getting under way and has several
d«ad spots thereafter, but for the
most part a very funny film. Natural
companion for dramas on the duals.
In noany . cases it will be a strong
topper. Will please all the Wheeler-
Woolsey fans and should even satis-

fy- some of those who haven't been
amused at the lads.
Apparently this yarn originated

as just another typical Wheeler and
Woolsey story. It certainly starts
that way, with the two being the
quarrelsome partners of a pink pill

manufacturing concern. But the
principal and best, part of the pic
deals with \vhat loolcs to have been
first intended as merely an inci-
dental gag. To decide which is to
get the business when they split,

they agree to wrestle for the com-
pany, winner to be boss and loser
to act as his valet and butler for
a year.
Woolsey wins the bout on a fluke

and Wheeler becomes his Jeeves.
From that point on the pic contains
plenty of laughs. Action Is kept
stepping, there are numerous sur-
prise situations and genuinely hllair-

ioiis twists of incidents and dialog.
Yarn ends with the pair, now old
and decrepit, storming up and down
the office, calling each other names,
(Dbvious finish, but . about as effec-
tive as possible under the circum-
stances.
Both lads play with unusual ef-

fectiveness once they're past that
typical Wheeler-Woolsey opening.
From then on they are bolstered by
a good script, instead of leaning en-
tirely on their by-now too familiar
comedy characterizations and man-
nerisms. And, f)roving they really
have the stuff, they slap each laugh
neatly in place. It's an okay job
and Edward Cline's direction un-
doubtedly merits some of the credit.
Marjorie Lord and Esther Muir are
fair as the sweetie and wife, re-
spectively, of Wheeler and Woolsey,
while Patricia Wilder grabs the
brass ring in a beautifully written
part of the gold-digging cutie who
never misses.
Picture is capably produced. Hard

to tell whether the two songs aren't
so hot or whether they're badly pre-
sented, anyway, they don't register.

ifobe.

• Belongs somewhere between Class
A and B,

, Fair marquee Value,
Metro's usual quality production and
plenty of hoke to get an average
audience. On the other hand, it has
no sure-fire box office name, story
is trite, and it runs too long, or so
its 87 minutes feel. Answer will be
n, s, g. In downtown first-runs, better
in the nabes and okay in the vil-
lages. Dual stuff, but good enough
for top deck with strong support.
Metro is pushing 'Between Two

Women' as a follow to 'Men, In
White.' There are similarities in lo-
cale, atmosphere and general story
outline. This is strictly follow stuff,
however, offering nothing new and
certainly boasting no dramatic wal-
lop. Looks as though 'Men in White*
was an inspiration.
Story has Franchot Tone as the

earnest young surgeon in love wltii
the nurse. She also loves him, but .is

married to a failure whom she sticks
to out of loyal pity. Beauteous
young heiress, Virginia Bruce, comes
to the hospital for ah appendectomy,
takes to the doc and works out on
him. He tumbles and there's a wed-
ding.
What follows is the usual melo-

dramatics that Hollywood seems to
think typical of hospitals. The doc's
new wife is jealous of his work and
keeps him stepping. The nurse's no-
good hubby is dragged in for an
emergency operation and the doc
isn't on hand, being out with wifey.
No-account dies, the recent marriage
goes fooie and as wifey and her
sweetie are going away from it all
their train is wrecked. Wife is
scarred, hubby renounces his true
love and stands by her. But the
scars heal and hubby goes back to
the hospital and the little woman
who really understands him. Slow
fadeout, with soft music swelling up.

It all depends how you look at it.
Sophisticated spectators will likely
jeer, at least Inwardly. But the
naive and romantic, who sense stark
drama in every tonsil operation—or
ambulance bell—will eat it up. Tone
is noble enough, self-sacriflcinff
enough and understanding enough
to inspire mayhem or all the fam-
Ininely tender yearnings. Maureen
O'SuUivan is properly small and
loyal, truly the brave little woman.
Virginia Bruce, looking not quite so
lovely as she has in previous films,
is one of those rich, spoiled, sel-
fish—er, ladles out of a Hollywood
script. All three play the parts so
easily they might be doing it all from
memory, which wouldn't be so sur-
prising, either.
George B. Seitz's direction clearly

demonstrates that he knowis exactly
what to do with a stereotype yarn
like this one. The photography is
excellent, lighting is fine, sets and
costumes are Handsome and (except
for some sound lapses) Metro's tech-
nical departments rate a bow. In
fact, considering the material they've
had to work with, the whole lot have
turned out a workmanlike job. Just
shows what Hollywood can do with-
out half trying. Kobe.

OURSELVES ALONE
(BRITISH MADE)

Oaumont-Brltlsh release of British Inter-
national production. Features Antoinette
Celllor, John Lodge, John Lodcr. Produced
and directed by Brian Desmond-Hurst,
Screen play, DudUy Leslie, Marjorle Jeans,
Dennis Johnston from play by Dudley Stur-
rock and Nool .'Icott; camera, Walter Har-
vey, Bryan Langley; fllm editor, J, Cor-
bott, At Oflth St. Cinema, N. Y,. week
July 80, '87.', Running time 70 mlns.
County InspAotor Hannay John Lodg«
Captain Wlltihire John Lnder
Maureen Elll^ftt Antoinette CeUler
Terence Elliott. ,,..Nlall MncGliinIs
Commandant Connolly Clifford Evans
Private Parsley , .Jerry Verno
Nanny }... Mnlfp O'Nein
Mnloney Toiiy Quinn
Hogan. . . ..... .\ , Paul Farrell
.Sergeant Hallorkn Pat iNoonan
Lieut. LIngard,\ Brucft Lister

\ '

^

For those vifelly interested irl Sinn
Fein matters, \ this picture should
prove highly ei^ective; for othirs it
is liable to be «omewhat of a bore.
It is probably a\very good film from-
an accuracy standpoint, and it bias a
good deal of artistic merit. But ^the
story rfiatter is not readily exciting
and demands too much credence 'on
the part of auditors. It has pretty
Well played out its time abro'ad
(where it was released more than\a
year ago) and on this side will firid
tough sledding because of the sub-
ject matter, •

,

There have been two or three Sinn
Fein pictures produced in Holly-
wood. None of them may have'"
equalled this Briti.sher from the •

standDpint of historical truth, but
they had a better story background;
On the other hand, admittedly, this
was a ticklish subject for English-
men to handle, what with the Irish

,

(Continued on page 34)
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SAG Has No Specific Deadline

For 100% Guild Shop in Eastern

Studios; Wait Til Prod. Resumes

Screen Actors Guild now has -no

definite deadline ior 100% GuQd

shop in the;, eastern studiog. At pres-

ent only the majors, including Para-

mount, Warners and Republic, have

signed Guild jpacts. In the case of

Elducational some question exists as

to whether the studio is a subsidiary

of 20th Century-Fox but the studio

is understood to have indicated it

will not oppose the Guild.

Ken Thomson, SAG executive sec-

retary, left by train for the Coast

last Thursday (5) night after a week
in New Yoj*k. During that time he
did virtually nothing toward setting,

pacts with the eastern indies, being
.occupied with .the reorganization of

the Four A's and the formation of

;the American Federation of Radio
Artists, in both of which deals he
was a motivating force. Lawrence
Beillnson, SAG' counsel, planed to

the Coast the previous Saturday (31 ).

Series of confabs are skedded
within the next few days between
Thomson, Beilinson and reps of the

Jam Handy and Wilding studios, De-
troit, with Charles L. Glett, prez of

Audio Productions, likely to sit in

as rep for his own studio and other
indies in New York.

Eastern indies have so far balked
at signing Guild agreements, claim-
ing they are unable to meet the
specified conditions, partictdarly the
upped wage scale. Mrs. Florence
Marston, SAG eastern • rep, is not
seeking to call any strikes at pres-

ent, but has notified the indies that

-.-.^he .nMiy.-act^-to-enfo£ce.Guild xon--------™^
ri^i^Mi^zi.CiA^'iij:^':'^^^:^^^^^^^^^-^ '^IK'iZSkitia'Vi •'"^:?.v:L£v^>»g *i«<Li:xXJur

Few productions are being made
in the east at present, but it's under-
stood when things get under way in

the fall the SAG will move to en-
force its standards, with the possibil-

ity that cameramen, technicians and
grips may be called out (if neces-
sary) under the SAG's unofficial co-

operative understanding with the In-

ternational Association of Theatrical
Stage Employees.
New wage scale that the SAG has

notified the studios it will insist upon
calls for $5.50 a day for atmosphere
extras, $8.25 a day for costume ex-
tras (to whom duds are furnished),
$11 a day for character extras
(types), $10.50 a day for dress extras
and $25 for speaking parts. Pay in

all the above classifications has been
considerably under that scale in mosf
eastern studios in the past.

SAG's idea in not forcing immedi-
ate signatures of Guild pacts is two-
fold. For one thing, since produc-
tion is at a virtual standstill at t)res-
ent, it's figured there's no rush
about a showdown. Secondly, it's

not desired to deprive any actors of
work without giving both actors and
studios all reasonable time to fall

into line,

Pfoducers of commercial films in

the New York territory, plus the
'March of Time' reel, thus far prom-
ise to be the biggest stumbling block
in the way of the Screen Actors
Guild obtaining contracts. Recent
conversations indicate that the com-
mercial folks now think they are in

much the same category as 'Time'
reel.

Despite this current attitude, SAG
is going ahead in its campaign to

secure pacts with the various pro-
ducers and studios in the east. Ex-
tension of time granted about 10
days Ago still holds because Guild
officials want to take plenty of time
in hearing all sides on any dispute
or situation. In all instances where
concessions or alterations have been
requested by producers, SAG of-
ficials have told them to go ahead
and draft their proposals for sub-
mission.

Commercial (or industrial) pic-
ture makers will have representa-
tives confer with Kenneth Thomson.
SAG secretary, on the Coast some-
time this week. Some agreement is

expected from this confab.
One thing that the SAG officials

are certain on is that there will be
no juggling around of the basic
wage scale so that it is different in
any Avay from that in effect on the
Coast. It was pointed out that the
Guild scale differs little if any from
that now being paid in eastern stu-
dios with the exception of the dress
extras $16.50 minimum, and this is

ai)l)licable to extremely few.

Extra St. Louis Divvy

From Skouras Bkptcy

St. Louis, Aug. 10.

Notices have been mailed by
trustees for Central Properties
Corp., subsidiary of Skouras Bros.
Enterprises, Inc., to bondholders
that an additional $§,70 per $100
bond is available , for distribution
due to additional,>-.i'eceipts from
bankrupt estate of Skouras Bros.
Enterprises. Trustees notified 372
bondholders who have not claimed
funds due them; 45 of the notices
have been returned as undeliver-
able.

William H. Orthwein, attorney
and trustee, reported that of the
original $4,500,000 bond issue of the
company, later . reduced to $4^040,-

500, holders of $3,39»,600 of bonds
deposited them under reorganiza-
tion plan, but holders of . $640,000
failed to do so. A fund of $256,744
has been deposited in a Chicago
bank on a b^sis of $40.06 per $100
and is in addition to the $6.70' per
$100. Bonds . are held in widely
scattered sections of country and
there is probability that entire sum
will never be claimed.

CHI BEATS BIG

fix TAX IDEA

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Theatres won their first municipal
victory in a long time when they
licked the proposed city gross tax
last week. This tax would have
raised the general take from local
theatres from, the current $110,000 to
approximately $8 0 0, 0 0 0 - $900,000,

switching the mode of city revenue
on theatres from a license setup to

a direct percentage tax.

City council, in a drive for some
$2,500,000 additional coin in 1&38, had
also considered a flat tax of - from
Ic to 4c per ducat! However, in .a

special meeting in council chambers
last week, it was voted to let the
license setup remain as is and to

seek additional tax coin elsewhere.
Aldermen who defeated the pro-

posed picture ducat tax declared it

would be a hardship on families of

meagre means, that it wOuld tax chil-

dren and finally that it appeared to

penalize the small picture houses.

BEERY, PENDLETON IN

GOOD EQUin STANDING

Wallace Beery and Nat Pendleton,
film players, were last week restored

to good standing in Actors Equity
Association. Beery was fined $250

and Pendleton assessed $50. Both
had been blacklisted for refusing to

join the Screen Actors' Guild, with
which Equity has a working agree-

ment. They applied for reinstate-

ment week, before last.

Although both players were rein-

stated, their names have not been
removed from the suspension list on
the bulletin board at Equity head-
quarters. That is due to an over-

sight, however.
Other film names remaining on the

suspended list include Elizabeth Al-

len. Lionel Barrymore, Alice Brady,

Tom Brown. Ricardo Cortez, Doug-
las Dumbrille. Eric Linden and
Wini Shaw. Pointed out that all

must ultimately obtain reinstatement

in Equity or give up pix under the

SAG contract with the studios.

Towne-Baker at MG
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Gene Towne and Graham Baker
have signatured an agreement to

script an original and screenplay for

Metro.
W. A. McGuire will produce.

ADRIAN LEVY AT PAR
Hollywood. Aug. 10.

Adrian Levy ha.s joined the Para-

mount writing stafl".

Initial chore will be to script an
untitled musical.

Allport In from Eng.

F. W. Allport, director of title reg-
istration bureau for the Hays or-
ganization, returned from England,
Monday (9), after spending seven
months there. Allport assisted in
setting up a title registration bureau,
the first of its kind for that coun-
try, for the British film business,
offering suggestions and explaining
setup, with the Motion Picture Pro-
ducers & Distributors.

While in Great Britain, Allport
also explained details surrounding
U. S,. picture business' experience
with the 2,000-foot reel so that the
English exhibitors might adopt an
alignment for handling the larger
spools as- in America if they voted
in favor of it. Matter is' still pend-
ing.

U. S. IMPOUNDS SEX

FILM FROM AUSTRIA

Jewel Productions, Inc., importers

of foreign films, filed suit Saturday

(7) in federal court, N.' Y., to re-

strain Henry Morgenthau, U. S. Sec-

retary Of the Treasury, and Harry
M. Durning, New York Customs Col-
lector, from interfering with • the
showing of its Austrian-made pic-
ture, 'Mysteries of Sex.' Plaintiff
also wants Government officials to
surrender a negative which they
seized Ort its • arrival here, al-

though a print of the same film had
been previously admitted.
According to Jewel, it contracted

in 1935 with Wilhelm Luschinsky of
Vienna for the American " rights to
the film, 'Mysterien des Geschlechts'
('Mysteries of Sex'). In December
of the same year a print of the pic-

ture arrived under the title 'Science
of Mankind' and was admitted by
customs. On Feb. 13, this year,

the negative of the picture under
.thfiL, title, !MyAteri/es .,of Sex'...jeached

'Ni^mimciSti^cs seized bHhfe att^

thorities.

Jewel in its. suit claims both the
negative and print contain the same
dialog, the only difference being that
the negative is the Fx*ench version
of the story and the print the" Ger-
man version. The photography of

both are alike. Jewel contends.
The Government, however, insists

on comparing the photography of

the negative and print, but' has been
unable to locate the print to make
the comparison. Until this is done
Jewel will be stopped from exhibit-

ing the film in this country.
Film, dealing with rejuvenation

and such operations as changing the

sexes of human beings, was made in

Vienna by Prof. Voronoft, Hofrat
Teilhaber, Prof. Peham and Dr.

Abraham. Cast includes Renee Lan-
sky. Otto Hartmann; Traute Braun
and George Moser. Produced by
Wilhelm Luschinsky. Henry Pearl-

man is attorney for Jewel Produc-
tions, of which Samuel Cummins is

director.

Yesterday (Tuesday) Judge Man-
delbaum reserved decision on Jewel's
motion to enjoin the government
from seizing the print. Although
the judge agreed the government's
delay in the action may have been
financially harmful to the Jewel
Corp., he indicated he would not
prevent the U. S. attorney from in-

stituting court action against the
film. Edward Ennis, for the govern-
ment, declared the Customs Dept.
had never determined whether . the
print which was admitted was ob-
scene. He said his office was still

trying to locate the print.

Loew's Missouri, St. Loo?
St. Louis, Aug. 10.

Although deal for leasing 3.600-

seater Missouri theatre by Fanchon
& Marco interests here, to Loew's,
Inc., for showing of second run
pix is reported to be .still on,

house reopened Friday (G) under
F&M banner after being dark for

several months.
After a few details are ironed out

house, located on Grand boulevard,
a block from F&M'.s Fox, and block
from St. Louis Amus. Co.'s St.

Louis, will pass into Loew's control

for exhibition purposes.

WB's Chain Tax Suit

Philadelphia. Aug. 10,

Warner Bros, avoided penalties

under the new chain store tax law
by filing injunction proceedings last

Wednesday, the last drjy before the

deadline for applyin;* for permits.

Law provides $.'50 a day penalty

for not obtaining perrnit unl^vs re-

straining suit filled.

Indie Hoss Opry Producers Wail

That SAG. Unionization Drive

Tilts Basic Costs Prohibitively

Settle $1,177,000 Roxy

Theatre Claim for 700G

The $1,177,000 claim filed by Roxy
Theatre Corp. gold noteholders'

committee against Fox Theatres
Corp. Will be settled for $700,000, ac-

cording to a report filed in federal

court, N. Y., on Thursday (5) by
Courtlandt Palmer, special master.

The report recommended that Judge
Francis X. (3affey allow the claim at

that amount.
The noteholders committee based

its bid on an agreenient of July 23,

1927, between Halsey, Stuart Co.,

brokers, and Fox Theatres Corp.,

under which the latter agreed to

make good with Interest $1,500,000

in Roxy notes sold by the brokers,

in the event Fox Theatres de-

faulted

Fleischer Still

Fighting RLRB

Bargainii^ Unit

Regional Labor Relations Board

election to determine the collective

bargaining agency for Max Fleischer

Mdifts
next Monday (16) in New York, Pro-

ducer has served notice on th6 RLRB,
however, that he will not co-oper-

ate in the election and will appeal in

the N. Y. Circuit Court of Appeals
for a stay.

Reason advanced by Fleischer for

opposing the election is that to check
on the right of various employees to

vote it would be necessary for him.
to turn over his list of employees
and salaries, which he insists Is not
public property. - Representatives of
the producer and the Commercial
Artists and Designers Union, which
has been on strike for the last three
months, met in conference with Les-
ter Levin, RLRB official, last Monday
(9) night. According to Levin, it is

the first instance of an employer re-
fusing to co-operate with the board
in conducting such an election.
Meanwhile, the membership of the

Moving Picture Machine Operators'
Union, Local 306, last week voted to
refuse to handle Fleischer cartoons
until the CADU strike is settled.
Matter will now go to the Interna-
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees (parent union) executive
committee for approval. Committee
is skeded to meet next Monday (16)
in Seattle. Body previously nixed a
similar boycott move by the 306
executive board.
CADU, which has contacted every

indie pic theatre in Greater New
York, claims nearly all have agreed
not to exhibit any Fleischer product
pending settlement of the strike.

Union also claims the Loew 'Circuit

has made a similar promise, though
that is unconfirined.
Reported that Fleischer, with pro-

duction at his own studio in New
York at a standstill, has attempted
to fami out production to various
plants on the Coast or to Jam Handy
studios, Detroit, All such overtures
have been nixed, however, studios
claiming they are occupied with their
own production.
Attempt by CADU pickets last

week to appeal to Fleischer studio
workers (on the fifth floor of the
building at 1600 Broadway, N, Y.)
with placards fastened to helium
balloons flzzled when the slip knots,
tying the balloons, gave way. Bal-
loons sailed away and the idea was
abandoned. Understood the strikers
now figure on renting a sound truck
and have obtained permission from
the New York authorities,

. but are
stalled by lack of necessary funds.

Washington, Aug. 10.

Considerable delay before the gov-
ernment makes up its mind whether
to call requested election to end
studio jurisdictional tiff involving
'draftsmen, artisl.s, et al.. was indi-

(C(»iUlnucd on pagv 3i)

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Srnall independeht producers claim
that the move of the Screen Actors
Guild in extending' 'Guild shop' or-
ganization to all location spots, out-
side the 300-mile cpntract limit, will
make cost , of westerns and nsisative-

cost productions prohibitive. Several
are talking of closing shop if SAG
refuses to make Wage concessions
for atmosphere players and extras
on location.

.Indies had planned to Jump out-
side the 300-milfr Guild shop limit
and produce two or three pictures a
a time, escaping payment of .SAG
wage scale. Aubrey Blair, business
manager of SAG, learned, pf plan,

and immediately organized Guild
chapters in Flagstaff, Ariz., Sonora,
Mammoth Lake, Truckee, Reno and
even in Oregon and Idaho. Cards
are also being issued to Canadian
players.

Riders who formerly were paid •

$5 a day for themselves and horsa
on location are now demanding
SAG scale of $11 day. Those who
speak lines are asking to be classified

lis bit players at $25 day and trick

riders are asking $35 day pay of
'

stunt men.

Double Cost Indicated

SAG pact with producers provides
SAG scale be paid on location within
300-mlle ' radius of Los Angele?.
C^ompanies are also required to pay
transportation of players, etc. Indies
claim extension of Guild limit wiU
double cost of many productions.

Diflferences between producers and
studio painters were settled when
pact calling for 15% wage tilt was
signed with Motion Picture Painters

1, . 1938.

Under new scale pay of studio
painter is boosted from $7 to $8.0^
day for six hours. Set foremen,
color mixers, spraymen and agcr,<i

are boosted from $8 to $9.20. Mar-
bilizers, furniture finishers and dec-
orators are raised fron) $d:40 to
$9,06 day; sign writers from $10 to

$11.50, and paint foremen from
$76,75 to $88.

International Alliance of Theatri-
eal Stage Employes notified studios
that after today (Tues.) all work
performed by laborers on film pro-
duction must be done by Class B
grips. Only maintenance work and
street sweeping will' be left to
Studio Utility' Employes Local 724.

Directors Make Flea .

Screen directors and script clerks

presented demands to producers at

conferences recently. Directors asked
wage tilt for assistant directors and
improved working conditions for all

members of Screen 'Directors Guild.
Members want to sit in on story con-
ferences, have voice in casting and
direct editing of film. Demands were
presented by John Ford, Howard
Hawks and Jack' Sutherland. E, J.

Mannix, Jack Warner and Darryl
Zanuck .-epresented producers.

Script clerks want 64-hour week,
time and half for overtime, and
triple time for over 16 hours day.

Jurisdiction fight over studio
draftsmch is, still in state courts,

with United Scenic Artists Local 621
seeking permanent injunction to re-

strain alleged interference w^tU
signing of agreemerit between or-
ganization and producers. Latter
halted negotiations .with.. Scenic
artists after lATSH and the Society
of Motion Picture' Set Designers
both claimed jurisdiction over
draftsmen, Ciase probably will b(f

set for trial this we'ek in superior
court.

INTERCHANGEABIUrr

OF AAAA MEMBERSHIPS

Hollywood, Aug, 10.

Kenneth Thomson's recommenda-
tion that interchangeable member-
ship cards be issued . to groups af-
filiated with the AAAA was ap-
proved Monday (9) by the direc-
torate of the Screen Actors' Guild.
Move would permit screen or stage
actors to work in radio and vice
versa without necessity taking out
other membership.
Thomson explained the American

Federation of Radio Actors soliip to
Guilders and promised extension of
Guild shop pacts to eastern studios
as fast as machinery can bo put in
motion. Concessions to be made to
industrial film makers being worked
out.
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BRITISH TRADE REACTIONS TO QUOTA

PROPOSALS VARB, BUT REUEF FELT

Korda, Maxwell Ostrer All Express Views—Gen-

eral y Favorable, but Some Dissenters—Distribu-

tors, Particularly American, Not Saying Much

London, Aug. 3.

Trade reaction to the Govern-

ment's new quota plans, as drafted

in the current 'White Paper,^ has

been unexpectedly subdued. ,
In gen-

eral, publication ot the proposals has

brought a sense of relief, observable

in the comments passed by Wardour
Street's three sections: even the ex-

hibs show themselves less hostile to

the concrete draft than to earlier

suggested framtwotk, which in the

main it consolidates.

Most favorable comment, as ex-

pected, comes from . the producer

end, though even here some reti-

•cence is noticeable, with Isidore

Ostrer expressing definite disap-

pointment.
Alex Korda, In a non-commital

statement, declared: 'On the whole,

the new bill should be better than

the old. I only hope it works.'

John Waxwell, with a foot in all

three ^arnps, briefly expressed un-

qualified enthusiasm for the measure

as drafted, declaring it a statesman-

like compromise which should bring

the greatest amount of satisfaction

to all. -

.

Basil bean plumped for the reci-

procity proposal, seeing it as a 'magic

talisinan that is going to throw open

the . entire world' matket (to say

nothing of the U. S.) to British pic

tures.

Americans Nonoommital.

Distribs, the Americans in par

licular, are lying low. They felt

the bill would have it in for them,

flflayjagtdMad=ay^ .f.Tid-^.the:.-«rmQ§§l§,
iijuimnr — —
mu(

Rea's Apollo, London

London, Aug. 10.

Alec Rea, business magnate ac-

tively interested in theatres and
production fo* the past 15 years,

during which he held the lease of

the Saii\t Martin's theatre, will va-

cate that house in October and take

over the lease of the Apollo.

Apollo is one of the Associated

Theatre Properties chain, at present

on rental to Walter Hackett Prod,
Deal with. Rea is being kept secret

here to protect th& Hackett activi-

ties, which will necessitate ai move
to some other theatre.

Hague Biz Doll

The Hague, July 31.

'History Is Made at Night' (UA)
did splendid business at the reno-
vated City theatre here and good
at the City theatre, Amsterdam.
'Swinff Time' (RKO) flopped at the

Metropole Palace here, but Tarzan
Escapes' (MG) stayed three solid

weeks at the Royal, Amsterdam.
Summer season is' very duIL

percentage cuts offer some mitiga-

tion, and they are inclined to find

salvation in this silver lining, leav-

ing broader issues such as quality

tests and pleas for a Film Commis-
sion to executive negotiation.

CE.A.'s Campaign

Notwithstanding likely percentage
cuts, the Cinema Exliibs* Ass'n is

^till rigorously opposed to the cost

test, and its campaign in favor of a
viewing panel will be keenly main-
tained during passage of the Bill

through Parliament in the fall. This
must become law by March, 1938,

when the present act terminates, and
it is believed in government circles

that the measure will stand well to

Within the limits of having to back

the quota, they find -most of the

concessions they asked granted —
the percentage is -coming down, the

cost test stays and the quality basis

is out, the higher cost pictures will

rank double in footage, and the

plan to grant <iuota on local product

bought for outside distribution light-

ens the burden ever more. Why
worry?
Exhibs fall back on the old pro-

verb about the bird in the hand
being worth two in the bush. For
them the feature of the White Paper
that softens resentment over rejec-

tion of their demands for a viewing
panel is the fact that they are to

get immediate quota relief, through
reduction of their liability to 15%
next year, and then to 10% in the

first year of the new Act;- in addition,

.they are assured a stepped quota,

which, on first analysis, should al-

low them a margin of choice.

Financial Comnient

Most surprising observations are
those from the City, as represented

. in criticism by leading financial

newspapers. Here comment is di

rected to the proposed cost test, and
it is suggested that a viewing com-

,
mittee would be more satisfactory

'Cost is no final test of quality,'

says the Financial Times. 'Greatest

stress should thus be laid on the
principle of quality tests by. a view
ing committee, provided that the

committee represents wide enough
interests. There is nothing magical
about the minimum figure indicated
and

.
many films made for consider-

ably less have been of far more
value to the prestige of the industry
and the country than the expensive
ones.'

What makes such criticism more
remarkable is that the rriain objec-
tion of producers and distribs to a
quality test proposition has through-
out been that it would frighten away
finance.

Certain minor elements of the in-

dustry still find no cause for satis-

faction in any of the provisions

drafted. Quickie producers who
have made a good living by supply-
ing American distribs with quota
footage fear the $75,1)00 minimum
cost proviso will put them on the

spot. Fact that their product would
pass as exhibs' quota if not as dis-

tribs' is seen as cold comfort. Same
goes for small indie distributors,

who have so far backed their Ameri-
can quickie programs with domestic

product of similar standard; $75,000

pictures are outside their power to

purchase.
With these elements also side

small house operators, who see elim-

ination of cheap local product as a

menace to their second feature sup-

ply. For them, however, promised

side circles forecast it reaching a
second reading before Christmas.

C.E.A. meanwhile is intensifying

its canvas among members of Par-
liament, and groups were visiting

the House of Commons right up to

July 30, when Parliament rose for

its long vacation. Recess will be de-

voted to campaigning in the constit-

uencies, with exhibs planning di-

rect approaches to their local rep-
resentatives while they are on hand.

General cross-section of opinion
on the proposals, as distinct from in-

dividual group views, .is difficult to

assess, the prophets using consider-
able imagination in forecasting the
results of putting them into opera-
tion,

Oi interest is a view that suggests

the Bill will lead to establishment
of a Hollywood-in-England, through
setting up of Americanized produc-
tion units by major Coast concerns,

led by Metro, 20th-Fox and Warners
In this, it is suggested, the Act may
work contrary to its intentions, with
the effect of strangling purely Brit-

ish production -as such, in favor of

elaborate offshoots of the principal

U. S. studio organizations.

Isidore Ostrer's eomment tags him
in this school of thought. Proposals,
he says, 'will undoiibtedly result in
more American pictures being made
in Britain, but not in helping the
establishment of a British industry.'

But, in spite of the confusion
whicl^ such a spate of interpretations
•might imply, the broad effect of pub
lishing-r'the government intentions
has been to straighten out the situa-

tion for all. Speculation as to what
might or might not come out of the
hat had previously in large measure
kept group interests in the industry
at arm's length from each other as
from the Board of Trade, which has
to negotiate the Bill through Parlia-
ment.
Now its strength and weakness

(as groups perceive them ) are clear-

ly plotted, and even those sections

which come out worst are feeling
relief.

PiXLOOKGOW,

HYAMS BROS.

OITSVAUDE

London, Aug. 10.

Hyams Bros., biggest supporters of
imported vaudeville for their de
luxe cinema chain, will halve week-
ly appropriation of $1^00 for acts for
each house, it has been decided.
Reason given for the chop is that

the chain is solidly booked up with
films 'of importance for the fall,'

when the new cut-rate policy be-
comes effective, 'and therefore feels

it will not need much rostrum bol-
stering,

;

That Aussie Quota Tangle

Sydney, July 20.

Premier Stevens of N. S. Wales came back strong at Stuart' Doyle
for openly stating that the local quota was 'an absolute and abject
failure.' Doyle had made the statement following his retirement
from Greater Union, Cinesound and associated tinits.

In his comeback, Premier Stevens stated that Doyle's criticism was
'very wide of the mark.' This in itself is quite a strong remark for
a local politician to make. But he went on with, 'Any disinterested

person will agree that the Film Quota Act, iar from being a failure,

has achieved^ definite measure of success, and there is strong evi-
dence that it will continue to effect its object^—the establishment
in Australia of a film production industry on a substantial basis. I

beUeve the industry can make good in this state, despite the tre-

inefidous opposition of certain vested interests. ... The act has en-
sured a ready market to every film, produced in Australia which has
satisfied the requirements as to quality and suitability/

Despite what the premier says, .the man in the street knows today
that the quota is a decided flop. Up to the present, in its second year,
the quota has failed in every respect. There are five studios in
N. S. Wales, four of which have remained closed for months and there
is but one picture in work right now.
Premier speaks of opposition from 'certain vested interests,' Amer-

ican distribs are the only ones who opposed tiie idea of: being forced
Into production for quota. They're still protesting. Americans have
stated that they'll do anything within reason to meet the require-
ments and assist in establishing a young local industry. But not as is.

At the end of the first quota year the government was iforced to
admit that the act hadn't worked well and Americans were par-
doned for not producing pix. Now, in the second year, only on*
studio la operating. The rest, to be perfectly frank, cannot secure
sufficient capital even to make a start, Distribs' quota this year
calls for 7^%. How is that possible without pictures?

Producers Are Villains,

Claims Animal Defence

London, Aug. 2,

Alleging cruelties not recorded by
the camera, the. Performing and
Captive Animals' Defense League is

petitioning King George VI against
the Animal Films Bill, about to go
before him for Royal Assent after

passing both Houses of Parliament.
Capt. Edmund T. McMichael, di-

rector of the League, claims the bill

is directed against the wrong peo-
ple—exhibs and distribs—when it is

the producers who .are to blame.
Asserts cruelty is used in persuad-
ing animals to do their stuff for the
camera which none but experts
would spot.

Among tricks claimed by McMi-
chael as- perpetrated in studios
('where those present are afraid to

denounce such actions lest they
should lose their emplojrment' ) are:

Squirting ammonia or gases at

animals to make them snarl.

Giving them electric shocks.
Twisting rubber bands around

dogs' muzzles to make them chatter.

Choking cockerels with chewing
gum to make them crow.
Tripping horses with wires to

make them fall.

Inserting drawing pins under the
saddle to make , them rear.

Petition therefore calls for inquiry
into circumstances, of the bill's

coming before Parliament and the

futile amendings it has undergone.

London, Aug. 2.

Threatened strike at 170 theatres on
tht Union circuit, scheduled for ^^.^^ tvtHi

T minute. Followiifig" a conference at I _ '.
. !

the Ministry of Labor, attended by
Fred Bernhard of Union, Thomas
O'Brien, secretary of the National

Ass'n of Theatre Employees, and
representatives of the Cinema Ex-
hibs' Ass'n, terms of settlement

were drawn up.

NATE executive subsequently ac-

cepted the terms as a basis of nego-

tiation and withdrew strike notices,

its major gain being recognition by
Bernhard.
Main terms of the settlement are

that arbitration shall take place

under the eye of the Ministry, ex-,

cept in London, where points in dis-

pute will be referred to the Joint

Conciliation Board existing between
the CEA and the labor unions.

First major national clash be-

tween labor and theatre interests,

the affair is expected to hasten a

decision by the CED, now seeking a

mandate from branches to negotiate

with NATE.

Joe College

(Continued from page 1

)

COL SETS 8 QUOTA PIX

FOR BRIT. COL STUDIOS

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Columbia will produce eight quota
films on next season's program under
the imprint of Central Films at Vic-
toria, B. C.

First will be 'Manhattan Whirl-
wind,' now readied to start with
Jack Fier producing. Second is

skeded to be 'Murder Is News,' now
in preparation.

pantaloon wezfrers, spats cohort,

rhythm swingers, rhumba rasslers,,

etc. Boys have dusted off their

tuxes and varnished, their pumps for

dress work and not a few dug down
and found enough wherewithal to

join the Junior Actors Guild.

Directors are glad to see 'em at the
casting windows asking for work
because they come cheap, are
usually eyefillers from the femme
point of view, and are both well
behaved and easy to handle. May-
be it's the old I.Q., sometimes called

intellectual quotient, that Joe Col
lege is supposed to have, anyway he
catches on quick and has the figure

that cameras love to photograph.
Rush of collegians to the sets is

calculated to last well into Septem-
ber. Around that lime the gang wil^

shove off lor Stanford, Harvard, No
tre Dame, Minnesota and where else

shaking off the Thes's buskin, and
carrying enough spending money to

put them.selves over with the college

widows of their sundry campuses.
Hollywood likes Joe College. Likes

to lake care ol him—and does.

Japaii aainpng Down« Eiport

Of Coin; May Force Local Printing

Threatened Strike of

Union, London, Settled

Tokyo, July 19.

Ministry of Finance has started to

enforce the exchange regulations
against the American pix cos. op-
erating here. Remittance permits re-
quested by Paramount, Metro, Fox
and Universal were held up last

week, with assurances that definite

decision..<«V-them.,would be rendered

FLOCK OF AUSSIE PIC

EXECS BACK FROM U.S.

Sydney, July 20.

Whole flock of local film men ar-

rived on one boat from the U. S.

last week and kept newspaper men
on the jump.
Stanley Crick, local 20th-Fox boss,

said that his company is perfectly

willing to assist Australian pic pro-

duction in every possible way, but

at the same time it felt it would be
impracticable to produce locally.

Nevertheless, assistance would be
given to those who continued to

make<i|^ix here.

Charles Munro, Hoyts, had very
little to say until he'd taken a look
around the field. Mentioned that

Grade Fields would probably visit

these shores next year. On his re-

turn he resumed the co-directorship

of General Theatres.

Charles Chauvel intends produc-
ing again as soon as possible and
may go into National Studios' for a

new try. Mentioned he'd bought a

story from Frank Baker dealing
with the exploits of Australian
Light Horsemen during the World
War.
Here Mclntyre. local Universal

boss, went into raptures over a new
U femme find, Danielle Darrieux.

Cecil Mason, local Columbia chief,

reported that Australia is soon to

witness some excellent American
pix.

Ken Asprey had nothing to say.

waiting first lor a long huddle with
Stuart F. Doyle.

In placing applications on file,

ministry advised each co. not to ex-
pect Issuance of permits for full

amounts requested. Expectation is

that around half of the desired sums
will be granted, each company. Delay
in acting on applications is due to

indecision of the government as to

just how far it will go in stymieing
all coin Intended for export.

American cost here report that the
government has not yet issued any
definite info regarding tightening ol

regulations on foreign product, but
all expect something to happen soon.

Most of them take the optimistio

view that enforced restriction of
importations will benefit the biz by
creating a shortage of good product
and automatically eliminating the

weak sisters which only clutter up
the market.
Mike Shathin, Warner manager

here, when asked about the situash,

indicated that his co. expected no
regulations which would work a
hardship or which would seriously

hamper conduct of biz. Shathin pre-

dicts though, that one of the regu-

lations which will probably be en-

forced will require all foreign cos.

to have dupe prints made here. Sev-

eral COS., Paramount being the first,

are' already doing this and have
foimd Jap prints satisfactory.

ALL BRITISH CIRCUITS

EXPANDING OPERATIONS

London, Aug, 2.

While Associated British shpws
steady expansion, having 325 thea-.

tres at the time of its annual report.

Union is now in the field with the

contention it will have 350 houses by
the end of next year. .

Fred Bernhard outfit is developing

at a smart pace, with 40 properties

set to open by the end of the year.

Sites have recently been bought for

another 10, and deals have been set-

tled for the circuit to control 13 ex-

isting jobs, mostly in Wales.
Associated British, by adding new

structures and buying independent

theatres, ,has its nose well in front,

with GB still running second, and

Odeon, opening new properties at a

consistent rate of one a week, com-

ing along strong.

ROSS AND STONE CLICK
London, Aug. 10.

Benny Ross and Maxine Stone ar*

the only newcomers on the new Hol-

born Empire bill.
. .

Proven the most original mixed

team offering seen here. in years,
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U. S. PRODUCTION IN JAPAN?
John Maxwell's ABPC Shows H348,225

Net Prolil on Year, Pays 18% Divvy

London, Aug. .2.

Publication of the annual report

and accounts of Associated .British

pictures Corp. brings John Max-

well into the limelight as sponsor of

perhaps the most successful docu-

ment ever issued by a motion pic-

ture concern in Briton.

Trading profit of $6,329,150, high-

est ever recorded, is up by

$1,696,725 on last year's record fig-

ure. Final dividend is equal to

18% on ordinary stock, the Board

recommending payment of 11% for

the' second half year, to add to. 7%
already allotted for the first six

months.

Deduction of interest
'

'oil mort-
gages, loans, debenture stock et al,

and income tax leaves a net .profit

of ?*,348,225. Aside from the div.

payment, the Board recommends
placing $875,000 to reserve for de-
pteciation, plus $1,875,000 to general
reserve, bringing this last figure up
to $8,750,000. Balance of $481,730

goes forward to the next account.

Last year's full dividend on ordi-

nary stock was 12%%.
Capitalization

Associated British is capitalized at

$20,000,000, - in equal amounts of 6%
preference shares of $5 and ordinary
shares of $1.25, but of $10,000,000
worth of the latter stock $1,875,000

remains as yet unissued. Total as-

sets on the consolidated statement of

the Corp. and subsidiaries are listed

at $73,725,415,

Still to be observed is the reaction
of the City to this result, though "the
extent to which it may assist in re-

storing confidence of the financial

world in picture business is gov-
erned by the fact that A.B.P.C. is

primarily a theatre-owing and
operating concern (directly or
through associate companies). It is

realized in the City that returns
are less problematical on theatre in-

vestments than on production, so the
effect, while hardening, confidence
in theatre business, may not ma-
terially appreciate the chances of

production funds being forthcoming.

Directors' report,' submitted with
the accounts, indicates the theatre
strength of the group is now 325
houses, making the Corp. in direct
holdings the strongest chain operat-,
ing in Great Britain. To these are
rapidly being added new buildings,
or others are being bought in, so
that the concern's exhibition interest
may be expected to be materially
greater when the next report is due.

Valuation

Against this is to be set the figure of

$61,424,000, representing valuation of
the entire plant and equipment, land
and buildings; covering more than
300 theatres, together with the Els-
tree studios, laboratories and general
plant, and the smaller Welwyn pro-
duction facilities, the figure suggests
a moderate estimate of the value per
theatre, due in part to the fact that
the Corp's operations cover houses
of types, from modern supers to
small halls in frankly nabe districts.

Reserve for depreciation is placed
;

at $2,250,000, and the statement;
shows an issue of $10,000,000 deben-

'

ture stock in Associated British]
l*roperties, through which the A.B.
PC. exhibition development is be-
coming more largely governed.
Other activities of the group, not

perhaps so spectacular, reflect the
general success of the undertaking,
the Board going on record that no
losses have been made during the
year by subsidiaries. Distribution
(merged largely inside the Corp.)
continues satisfactory, it declares,
and the production - condition is

represented in a total of 16 pictures
produced in the year under review.

Reverse English

Accompanying statement of
the John Maxwell interests for.
the past year indicates that in
London theatre operation is by
far the healthiest theatrical ven-
ture from a coin return stand-
point This is in. distinct con-
trast to the American picture
biz, where theatre operation is
secondary to distribution (pro-
duction).

What makes it more outstand-
ing is that it is indicated. British
money-men are leery of putting
coin into the production end of
things, at present, but not so on
operation. Probably exactly the
reverse ^on -this sirfe.

GERMAN FfC

Paris, August 2.

France and Germany are at war
again. This time the cause is a Ger-
man film.

Few weeks ago, at the Interna-
tional Film. Congress, one of the
resolutions passed was that no coun-
try should make films which might
be harmful to the prestige of another
country. But in the middle of .

the
convention a new film opened in

Berlin which has brought the French
press to arms. Berlin correspond-
ents of the larger French dailies have
taken a look at the filrti, 'Mon Fils,

Monsieur le Ministre' ('My Son, the
Minister'), and report it strongly

anti-French.

To make the situation more com-
plicated the lead in the film is played
by a French actress, Mme. Francoise
Rosay; Pix, which is based on Henri
Birabeau's 'Fiston,' itself a satire on
the French government, was directed
by Veit Harlan.
French claim the film attacks de-

mocracy in general and France in

particular. First part of this the
Germans readily admit. State, how-
ever, that there is nothing in the
pic which might be interpreted as,

an attack on France. Film is simply
a farce on the democratic form of

government before 1933,

French have picked out several

things which, to their way of think-

ing, prove the film attacks France.
Among these are cracks made at a

'Popular Front' government, a thing

that did not exist in Germany be-

fore the advent of Hitler. One of

the things which gets into their hair

the ntost is a song sung by Mme.
Rosay at the end of the pic. In the

refrain she compares democracy to

herself, always changing men, which
is taken as a direct slap.

BETTER WEATHER,

PIX UP AUSSIE B.O.

F. P. Young to Far East
.

F. P. Young has been named man-
ager for Dutch East Indies and
Straits Settlement of Western Elec-
tric Co. of Asia. Will headquarter
m Singapore.

Young sails Aug, 21 from San
Francisco.

Sydney. July 20.

Brighter weather and a bunch of

new pix brought trade again to the

b.o. New ones include 'Love Is

News* (20th), 'Seventh Heaven'
(20th), 'Love on Run' (MG), and
'Good Earth' (MG). All look like

catching heavy coin and long runs.

'John Meade's Woman' (Par) quit

after a marked low, with 'Go West
Young Man' (Par) replacing. 'Lost

Horizon' (Col), and 'Rainbow on

River' (RKO) continue to cop very
heavy biz and will stick.

Melbourne. July 20.

Biz is picking up again, with a

good weather break and the man-
agenieiit.s anticipate good b.o. with

'Go West Young Man' (Par). 'Banjo

on Knee' (20th), 'Girl In Million'

(20th). 'Aren't Men Beasts' (AD),

'Earthworm Tractors' (WB). 'Take

My Tip' (G-B). 'Beloved Enemy'
(UA), 'After the Thin Man' (MG).

JOINT PIC DEAL

Follows on Heels of 20th-

Shochiku Palaver—Most-
• ly a Break for Japs But
Will Allow Coin Exporta-
tion to America

JUST TALK SO FAR

Tokyo, July 24.

Discussions have taken place be-
tween RKO and Toho looking

toward producing a pic here jointly,

sometime in the near future. Sim-
ilar' action by other cos. is in the
•oilTing.

F. A. Kennedy, RKO mgr. for
Japan, when asked, admitted that
conversations with Toho have been
in progress, but declined to divulge
details. He further stated that ne-
gotiations had not reached the point
for story consideration or for pro-'
duction set-up. Understood, how-
ever, that Kennedy's report to the
RKO homeoffice was favorable, and
that the matter will be further dis-
cussed when Reginald Armour,
RKO's Far Eastern manager, arrives
here in the near future.

If and when the deal is settled, it's

-almost certain that aii American
director will be in charge and that
a skeleton staff of American tech-
nicians will be brought over.

Angles

There are several angles to this

present trend toward co-operative
productions, benefits of which seem
to decidedly favor the Japs. Big
item, of course, is that joint effort

offers the Japs a short cut to the
world pix mart, which they have so
far been unable to tap on their own.
This should be set down on the
credit side for the Japs, debiting the
Americans. Another angle, and the

one which interests the Japs con-
siderably, is the opportunity for

learning how it's done, from
acknowledged experts. This will

probably prove another debit item
for the Americans in the future. An-
other aspect which appeals to the

industry here is the fact that, by
producing here, gobs of coin can be
kept at home, thereby strengthening

the home industry.

On the credit side for the Anrieri-

cans is the fact that by producing in

Japan, world distribution of the pic

offers a channel through which to

realize coin. Also, because the big

Jap producers are also exhibs, co-

operation with them in producing

may enable the American cos. par-

ticipating to get preferential treat-

ment for their strictly American-
made product.

If the present RKO deal, or the

i5hochiku-20th-Fox propo.sition, re-

ported some time ago, reach the ac-

tual production stage, it's a certainty

that a number of others will follow

suit. There are a large number of

indie studios here which would jump
at the chance to participate in any

sort of a deal which would hold

promise of entry into the foreign

marts. Coin for the local end of a

jointly produced film wouldn't be
hard to get as the woods are full

of capitalists itching to take a fling

at the pix biz.

Building Fever in Rio, 13 on Way;

Par, Metro Plan New S. A. Cinemas

3 London Tryouts

London, Aug. 3.

Three plays scheduled for produc-

tion in LondOu were tried out pro-

vincjially Aug. 2.

'Old Music,' by Keith Winter,

which Gilbert Miller is to show at o j • m -j ^._ , . , \ ^ ^, ^ J
.Par announced similandeas for Rio

St. James theatre shortly, had its de Janeiro, Warners, although not

Rio de Janeiro, August .3.

Film house construction fever has
hit major producing companies in
Brazil as Metro and Paramount an-
nounce hew plans for extension of
their chains,

MGiWT revealed that a 3,000-
capacity house is to be built in Sao
Paulo and construction, is . scheduled
to start before next Decemb(jr, while

premiere at Manchester. Story is set

in the days before the Crimean War.

'Vickie and Albert,' by ConSuela

de Reyes, had its first showing at

Brighton and is another story on the

life of the late Queen Victoria.

•The Fight Is On,' bv Hagar
Wilde, Ernest Heyn and Elliott Nu-
gent, had its tryout at Richmond.

All three will be shown in the

West End in the early fall.

25;^ WAGE INCREASE

FOR MEX PIC LABOR

Metro's Empire,

London, Socked on

Default of^ Quota

London, Aug. 2,

Prejudice by West' End customers

against domestic pictures was blamed

by the management of the Empire,

Leicester Square, when it came into

court charged with defaulting on its

quota of British pictures under the

Films Act, Excuse didn't wash,

though, a fine of $75 plus a further

$52.50 costs being imposed.

Empire is 'Metro's permanent show
house, playing big stuff from Culver
City in sequence, with local product
thrown in as 'and when necessary

under the act, usually on a second
feature basis.

Sydney Wright, defending, alleged

the West End public was hostile to

British films. Failure of local, pro-
ducers, too, helped to create circum-
stances beyond the company's con-
trol, and they felt disgruntled be-
cause the Board of Trade would not
grant an exemption certificate.

Charles Raymond, Empire man-
ager, said that with two domestic
productions;, the b. o. had taken it on
the nose, to the tune of $2,500 and
$750. House had lost out to competi-
tors in efforts to book good British

product, he stated. Suggestion that
the company made ho setious attempt
to get good pictures was refuted by
declaring that he could produce cor-

respondence proving otherwise.

Wright, in further battle with a

Board of Trade official, contended
the failure of British producers
proved there was antipathy to local

films. Official said that, apart from
the Gaumont-British lay-off, he knew
of no serious diminution of produc-
tion in this countiy.

Giving judgment, the magistrate
declared the defense had not satis-

fied him the circumstances were be-
yond control.

In the relevant period, the Empire
played 16,67% British pictures, in-
stead of the statutory 20%.

having its own theatre here, has re-
newed its contract with A. Castro &
Cia. for the Plaza, where WB has
been releasing its productions for the
last 18 months. It had been believed
that Castro would not be able to get
WB to renew, due to unfavorable lo-
cation of the house, but the recent
inauguration of the MGM house a
couple of doors dwm the way has
brought biz swarming to the Plaza.
Side street has since become the
center of the five-o'clock-Saturday-
dress-parade, an old Rio custom.

Paramount inaugurated its thea-
tre in Sao Paulo, which was re-
garded as a snub to Rio, Par was
linn in its statement that bigger biz
was to' be gotten in Sao Paulo than
Rio, But MGM thought differently
and commissioned the construction
of the most luxurious pic house in
Rio, Cine Metro, as the MGM house
is called, made such a crashing hit
that Par has now; ordered"constnit-
tion of a house in Rio.

Cine Metro owes much of its suc-
cess to the fact that it has becomd
the center of reunion of all local
debutantes and their escorts, and to
be at the Metro on Saturday after-
noon has become the high point of
elegance.

Par says that its pic house in Rio
will have a capacity of around 2,500.
The Alhambra will shortly be torn
down and an 18-floor building will
be constructed on the same site with
a cinema on the ground floor. Coii-
struction of the ROxy, just off the
Copacabana beach, is nearing com-
pletion, while it is announced thiit a
total of 131 pic houses are actually
being constructed in different parts
of- Rio,

Special Feature Film

Programs for Churches;

Arthur Rank Financi9!S

London, Aug. 2.

J. Arthur Rank, money man and
director in most of the Charles M.
Woolf film enterprises, has inter-
ested himself in the production oC
religious feature Alms designed to
bring the picture industry to the
aid of the church. '

Rank is collaborating with Bruca
Woolfe, chief of Gaumont-British
Instructional, and Johrt. Grierson,
documentary film producer, where-
by talking film equipment will be
brought within the reach of tha
majority of churches, and G-B Will
make 20 film programs suitable for
such edifices.

SNIDER-DEAN GOING

FOR IMPORTED UNITS

Mexico City, Aug. 10.

Local exhibitors have smoothed
over labor troubles which brought
mutterings of a strilce by yielding to

their organized attaches' demand for

a 25% wage increase. Most cinemas
have signed with their help on this

basis.

Cinematographic workers' unions

are so pleased that they have for-

gotten, for the time being, their

yelp that the help get a slice of tlic

cinemas' yearly income.

When Sam Eckman, Jr.. in com-
,

pany with other American distribs,
submitted evidence to the Moyne
Quota Commission last year, mem-
bers of the investigating body did
some grilling on the allegation that
British quickies were played at the
Empire and other West End theatres
m the intention of bringing home
production into disrepute in com-

'

parison with American films. Eck-
i

man flatly contradicted this.
j

Several British pictures have been '

1 withdrawn from the Empire (as
from other key London theatres)
following hostile demonstratioti.s by and ha.s the C;r>iinoi s and Paul revue

I
the audience.

j
unit on its own.

Sydney, July 20.

Sam Snider and George Dean, oii-
erators of the largest indie pic chain
in Australia, are determined to build
up the flesh-and-blood end of tha
entertainment" field here by import-
ing class attractions from oversea.s.

Claim' that this will not interfera
with their present pic policy; each
will be run on separate lines through-
out the Commonwealth.

If try meets with the success hoiwd
for, Snider-Dean will seek a site

for a theatre here to take care of
imported shows.

At present Snider-Dean i.s in wilh
Sir B(Mi Fuller on thii Marcus Sh'>w,
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Rupert Hughes in the Middle in

Strife Between ALA-SWG and S. P.

Hollywood, Aug. IQ.

Screen Playwrrigltts, Inc, wwe eat-

pected to thro^Xr full stqpptMrt behind

Bupert Hughes ak the membevsMpi
meeting tonight (10) in bis stend to

retain membership irt the Authors'"

League. It's seen as a move to force

the hand of the Screen Writers'

Guild in a court aetioin. Playwrights

say the court will be aslced to enjoin

any attempt by the: Atithors' League

to enforce TOliaS that scenarists

can't hold meijtrbe*sbip in both ALA
and SP. Co»t8Hid such enforcement

violates writers' €«>Dstit«tional rights

and subject to revieiw by federal

• judiciary.

John Lee Mahirv Kaywrights' prez,

said 138 members would be given

ev6ry protectioo to respect the pro-

ducer agreement. Guild board di-

rectors meet today (10) also to dis-

cuss the Hughes situation. Likely

that Dudley Nichols, SWG prexy,

will make an annouoeentent of policy

against dual memberships,, after con-

ferring with Marc Connolly.
Strife between the Authors League

of America and the Screen Play-
wrights, Inc., over, the matter

, of,

recognition of either iSP or the ALA-'
affiliated Scre&tt Wciters •

. Guil(J,'

broke into the open la^- week' after

'

smouldering for thfe last, couple of
months. Spark that set the whole
shebang off was an open letter from
Hupert Hughesy SP prez, to Luise
Sillcox, ALA secretary, in which he
larAbasted the League in refusing its

request for him to give up his mem-
bership in SP or resign from the
ALA.
Morrie Ryskind, SWG member on

the Coast, next day (Thursday) took
a full page in Daicy Varipty to re-
ply to Hughes and *tell him the facts
of life.' Marc Connelly, ALA prez,
also on the Coast on a Metro writing

.-JacjsetL..i?o ..FritVay .ffi.^ _per»ned....an. Itess clsuros-Miiavii. Qli,tjal.p§d..l.oans,.of

fered his rebuttal Saturday (7).
Matter has since rested (if it could

.
be called that) -tbere.

Miss Site»x Silent
Luise Silcox, Authors' League of

America secretary, will not answer
last week's letter addressed to her
by Rupert Hughes, Screen Play-
wrights prez. Matter will be re-
ferred to the League council for of-
ficial actioA when that body meets
again. No meeting is scheduled at
present and none is likely in the near
future, as few council members are
now in New York- or on the Coast,
at either of which places the sessions
must be held.

Hughes letter, attacking the pres-
ent setup of the League and charging
'regimentation,' was in answer to a
communication from Miss Silcox re-
questing him to give up his Screen
Playwrights connection or resign
from the ALA- .Hughes refused to
do either. While Miss Silcox has not
and doesn't intend to answer the
Hughes blast, Marc Connelly, ALA
prez, answered it with an open letter
on the Coast and Morrie Ryskind,
another SWG member, took full
page ad in DAity Variety to ridicule
the attack. Connelly is expected
back in New York within a week,
having completed a Metro writing
•ssignment.

Although Miss Silcox refused to
comment officially on the Hughes
letter, ALA members in New York
were inclined to shrug off the attack
as too absurd to warrant answer.
They claimed it was full of obvious
misstatements and said that, in any
case, the general faults that Hughes
alleged

, were in the original ALA
constitution, which Hyghes helped
.write and which he signed at the
time the League was formed. Changes
In the constitution since then have
all been to broaden the general
membership's powers and make the
organization more democratic, it is

claimed.

Possibility that the Screen Actors
Guild, with its affiliated bodies in
•tlie Four A's, and the Screen Di-
rectors' Guild might join with the
SWG in the battle with the SP is

discounted at League headquarters
here. Recognized that the SWG has
'the sympathy of the various AAAA
groups, the SDG and even the In-
ternalional Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees and the American
•Federation of Musicians, but it's fig-
^<i"ed highly unlikely that these ties
are anywhere near strong enough to
bring about concerted action, at
least at this time. In a couple of
y^'Xcs, according to present trends,
It's felt joint action might be taken.
At present, however, only moral and
social' suijport are likely to be f.)i-lh-

totiiing.

Off ColcMT

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Gcoup at cx'oL staggered, out
of .Grauomani's Chijnese after
preve of Walter Wanger'^s
'Vogues of 1938,' punch-drunk
with 115 minutes of super-
colossal color photography,
about tops in color to date, and
fell into chairs in the Cinegrill
of the Roosevelt hotel across
the way.

Still taking a rose-tinted
count, one of them lamped
Black and White as first among
the whiskeys on the liquor list.

'Give me that,' he said.

The rest spotted it and said,

'Same, double.'

Nuovo mm sheriff

SMI PQSTPdll^ A WK.

The sheriif has been stymied, at

least for another week, from dis-

posing ot the. assets- and unatt:ached
property of Nuovo Mondo Pictures,

inc:, which has been, exhibiting
itaKan-made fllins in - this country
for some time. The sheriff was all

set Wednesday (4) to sell to the
highest bidder the belongings oS

Nuo>vo at its officcsy 630 9th avenue,
N. y., when Federal Judge Vincent
Leibell put a temporary stop to it.

On Tuesday (3> three creditors

of the fttm firm. decided they had
not been done right by Ifuovo
Mondo and filed an iavcduntary pe-
tition in bankruptcy against the
corp. These petitioners included
Leon Fromkess, as assignee of Joe
Brandt, of Severely Hills. From-

a National City Bank note for $10.-

063 for the alleged bankrupt that

Brandt was not compensated for

laying out $1,000 for traveling ex-

penses to Italy. The Fromkess claim
alone totals $20,963. Other petition-

ing creditors are Leo Seligman, for-

mer director, treasurer and general
manager of Nuovo who wants to be
paid $3,333 for salary and loans he
claims are due him. The third pe-
titioner creditor is Salvatore Ui
Genero, who claims the corporation

owes him $712 in film sale commis-
sions.

In their petition the three com-
plain that Nuovo, although insol-

vent, showed preference to other

creditors by permitting the sheriff

to carry out executions of judg-
ments obtained within the past four

n\onths. • These preferred creditors,

according to the petitioners are:

Consolidated Films Industries, Inc.,

to which Nuovo owed $5,847; Delux
Laboratories, Inc., $2,089, and Du
Art Film Laboratories, creditor for

$K8S3.
Judge Leibell appointed Joseph I.

Carroll, 53 East 93rd street, as tem-
porary receiver under a bond ol

$5,000. The stay on the sheriff is

good for 10 days from the date of

the filing of the petition.

Nuovo McHido is the outfit Joe
Brandt (ex-Columbia Picts) fi-

nanced to distribute Italian pix in

the U. S.

Canova Trio Spotted

in Par's 'Romance' Pic

Hollywood, Aug, 10.

Paramount's 'Summer Romance'
got started yesterday (Monday) with
George Archainbaud directing.

Judy, Anne and Zeke Canova,
Flo;.-ida cracker trio, have been as-

signed a featured spot as a i-esult of

their toil in 'Artists and Models.'

Modern's 'New Earth*

'The New Earth,' Japanese pic

costing more than a million yen, will

be distributed in the U. S. early in

the fall by Modem Film Corp.,

which has acquired the American
rights.

Feature, also titled 'Daughter of

Samurai,' stars Setsuko Hara, most
popular contemporary Japanese film

actre.-is. and Sessue Hayakawa.

HAEAUr FRAMES 'CASINO'

Hollywood. Aug. 10.

Robert Harari has stepped into

the Warner writing department,
H.i will write the original and

scriitinply for 'Casino.'
•

SALLYING SUBS

U. S. Navy's Working with Warners
to Inspire Confidence

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

U, S, Navy is cooperating to the
fullest extent with. Lloyd Bacon, di-
rector of Warnefs^-^Sttbmarine D-1,'
with the idea of inspiring public
confidence in the newest types of
Uncle Sam's undersea craft.
Latest safety devices will figure

prominetty in the ffbn to abolish the
notion that subs are the Navy'^s
death traps.

U. S. STILL COLD ON OK

FOR ALCATRAZ HLM

-Washington, Aug. 10.

Justice Deparfrnent continues to
frown on idea of basing a feature on
Alcatraz prison in San Francisco
Bay.
With assertion that 'our policy

has not changed one particle,' At-
torney General Cummings last week
cold-watered report that the Gov-
ernment has broken down, and will

permit Cosmopolitan Productions to

turn out picture dramatizing U. S,

Devil's Island. Denying any pi'O-

posal of Cosmo plan, Cummings
said that nothing has yet been pro-
posed in the way of an Alcatraz
flicker in which the D. J. feels it

can cooperate.

B's 'Sword' Goes Aug. 16;

Sylvan Simon Directs

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Universal's production of 'Mightier
Than the Sword' ^ skeded to get
the gun next Mooday (16) with Ed-
mund Grainger producing, Sylvan
Simon directing and Kent Taylor
in the male lead.

Film, which is Simon's initial

megging assignment, will be made
fji:o.m,a.r) o^isinalJb''^JVUIiatn-Rankin

.iFainore dRnrfin, " SCTiptecP'tV'
Robert T. Shannon and Bruce Man-
ning,

Frances Mercer Coasis

For Pic, Radio Chores
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Frances Mercer is here from New
York for screen tests and to talk ra-
dio deals.

Thrush is daughter of Sid Mercer,
New York sports scribe. She will

audition for the fall program of the

Yacht Club Boys.

Muggs Run for Cover When Connelly,

Lets Go at Hughes with Rare Verbiage

Cbowleas Xtrat

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Players in makeup are barred
ttom the 2(Hh-Fox lunchroom
after 9 a, m, due to the prac-
tice of extras to report on the

set and then duck for chow.
Guards on duty report that

enforcing the new rule keeps
them on the production.

WEISMAN'S $15,000

FEE IN FOX MAHER

The quashing of a claim for $2,-

184,184 against Fox Theati-es Corp.
by Adolphus E. Burroughs and EUias

M. Boas,, operators-of a southern the-
atre chain, became known Monday
(9) when Milton C. Weisman, Fox
receiver, asked Circuit Court Judge
Martin T. Manton for an additional
allo^vance for his services^ Weisman
revealed that Courttandt Palmer,
special master, had tossed out the
huge claim of the theatre chain, due
chiefly to -his, Wejsman's, efforts. The
claimants alleged the Fox corp. had
defaulted on an agreement to pur-
chase the Burroughs-Boas houses.
Judge Manton finally allowed

Wetsraan $15,000 ad interim allow-
ance for the period of Jan. 1*2 to

July 13. Weisman had asked for

$20,000.

Tomlin's 'Listening'

Hollywood, Aug, 10,

Pinky Tomlin musical titled

'Thanks for Listening' gets the start-

ing signal today (Tues.) at Maurice
Conn studio with Marshall Ncilan di-

j:eciiQg,__E;om}firiy :!if^&J^e&cji, !Don.'t.

Ta!t^iraW5g»'^
•• ••--

Also launched today was 'Trooper
X-13,' featuring Frankie Darro, with
Les Goodwins megging.

Open the Oat Bags
Hollywood, Aug, 10.

Next Buck Jones production at

Universal goes before the cameras
tomorrow (Wednesday) with Muriel
Evans cast in the top femme spot.

Ray Taylor directs from screen
play by Frances Guihan, based on
novel by Forrest Brown.

RKO's Golf Tourney a Freefor-All;

Free Prizes to All Who Showed Up

Around 100 assorted divot-diggers

tore up the Fenway C.C, (White

Plains, N. Y.) course Wednesday

(4) in RKO's fifth annual golf tour-

ney. By the time it was over, Fen-

way was a replica of Gettysburg, the

swimming pool was filled with

plates, napkins and celery, and al-

most everybody walked home with

a prize. It appeared, in fact, that

there were more prizes than en-
trants—certainly more prizes than
golfers.

RKO tournament this year was a

Kickers' handicap, in which the en-
trants set their own handicaps and
then abided by a number picked out
of a hat as the winning net score.

Some of the handicaps the boys took
sounded like the Roxy's theatre

gross, but even then they didn't

give themselves all the best of it.

By the time most of them got to

-the third tee, they were already
figuring out alibis.

Fenway, originally Fenimore, is a
pretty course, but the majority of

the duffers didn't get much chance
to see the scenery. The sandtraps

were too deep,
,

Players also were permitted to

keep their own scores, which plus

their own denoted handicaps, was
self-inflicted punishent on the

awards committee. Maurice Golden,

vaude producer, took 16 strokes com-
ing out of one standtrap, but
claimed a short 10. Harry Romm,
who is always quick on percentages,

claimed interference every time a

caddy talked, even though the lat-

ter was three fairways away. From
the way some of the kiddies were
hilling into the trees, it looked as

thoui^ they were shooting for birds
nests instead of par.

The J. J. Murdock cup, which Is

supposed to become the permanent
pr(^>erty of the player winning three
successive RKO tournaments, was
certainly safe this year. Ten duffers

came in with a net of 80, the num-
ber picked by Major L. E. Thomp-
son. They were Dave Canavan,
Roger Murrel, Ralph Rolan, Ed G.
(Ted) Lauder, Harry Brandt. Sam
Rinzler, Harold Rodner, Milton
Cohen, Sam Rosen and Morris
White.
Prizes also went to the winners

and best putters in each four.some,
with tl»e result that 53 awards in
all were officially passed out. An-
other dozen or so were picked up
from under the speakers' table by
lads who didn't want to go home
empty-handed.
As usual, gags were plentiful dur-

ing the course of the tourney, but
absent at the dinner which followed.
Pete Mack was assigned to Herb
Yates, and the latlec could lake only
about five hodtes of the ex-agent's
dialectic caddying. Plus this, Freddie
Myers, who chainmaned the tour-
ney, set a band on the first tee to
send the boys off with musical
trappings, with the result that sev-
eral of the players blew up.

Milton Berle was recruited for
gags at the dinner, of which Jules
Levy was toastmaster, but the p. a,

system went dead before the comic
could get started and that's where
the comedy ended. Some ot the
boys tried to stir up their own spe-
cial kind of laughs by throwing
things, such as rolls, plates, wet nap-
kins, etc., but that comedy was con-
fined to the kindergarten under-
tjraduales.

By DENIS MORRISON
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Welkin hereabouts was sprained
in several places this last week or
so by polysyllabic verbiage tossed
around by such nimble ink-spillers

as Rupert Hughes and Marc Con-
nelly. Casualties to date are I'e-

ported as being upwards of 2,000
assorted dictionaries and lexicons
torn to pieces by maddened combat-
ants looking for more words to

sling.

Technical winner on points wasD
Connelly, who speared Hughes right
in his breakfast nook with 'syncre-
tist,' but at last reports Hughes was
said to be burrowing into ancient
tomes in a frantic search for un-
heard of synonyms to put on paper.
Meanwhile stooges for both sides

were rushing up reinforcements and
there was more peculiar lingo- being
bandied about Hollywood than you
could unearth at a logothetes"^ coAveu-
tion.

Hughes launched the broadsida
early in the week with an open
screed to Luise Sillcox, secretary oC
the Authors' League oC Anterica.
Before that there had been desultory
firing with one neat broad'side de-
livered by Dorothy Parker, Screen
Writers' Guild champ word-dlielist.
Connelly, however, brought the

boys and girls out of the trenches
and into the open whent he let fly
at Hughes with 'syncretist.* Vaioety*
office was thrown into complete co»i-

fusion as 'syncretist' whistled* Into
the window and lay there siiszling

in the middle or the floor with
muggs scrambling for the exits.

Finally a stalwart halberdier ot
the Varibtt -platoon had a ixisli

of ideas to the head. Before this

completely metagrabolized him he
(j_i-an to the 40-pound Webster and,
f*S^P -dustiiii;" off the layecs, this

weapon reduced 'syncretist' to a
mess of harmless mono^llables that
sputtered innoeuously awhile and
then jumped into the editor's lap.

VxRiErrr has put in a claim taie this

year's Poo-Poolitzer's priae f<wr be-
ing the first newspaper t» ca^^ure
'Syncretist' alive and deAne it, which
was done as follows:

'Syncretisin—The union or at«

tempted union of conflicting' parties
or principles. In philosophy, syn-
cretism designates a careless or il-

logical cclecticism.^*

Ye, as simple as thatr

Only trouble was, Hughes thought
Connelly's gun was loaded.
Chief Logomach Hughes retired

behind a network of barbed logo-
griphs over the weekend reform
his paragraphs and recruit a new
regiment of peroratlcms. Meanwhile,
the $l,000-a-week hoplites oS the
Hollywood literati were shivering on
their yachts, etc.

And old Lazarus Producer? Well,
La7.arus Laughed—as usual.

Primipd Attaches

Kendis' 'Rackets' Pie

On claim that Jay Dee Kay is a
California corp and J. D. Kendis, its

president, is a resident of Holly-
wood, Joseph Klein, general man-
ager of Principal Pictures, was
granted a warrant of attachment on
'Crusades Against Rackets' yesler^
day (Tuesday) from N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice Timothy J, Lesrjr, Tlis
court order also tied up any other
.property belonging to defendant in

N, Y, state.

Jay Dee Kay Production.";, lac. and
Kendis were named Friday (tt> in
N. Y. supreme court in a breach ot
contract suit by Principal Film Ex-
change, Inc., in connection with tha
distribution of the picture 'Crusade
Against Rackets,' currentty on il.4

first rim at the (laiety, N. Y. Plain-
tiff charges Jay Dee Kay and Kendi.>?

ran out on agreement after plaintiff

had arranged contract tor showing
of picture at the Gaiety. Suit is to

recover $5^0 which principal claitn.s

as its share of gross taken on pic-
ture's first week run.

Plaintiff avers it entered agree-
ment with Kendis July 22, under
which Principal was to have s-)le

distributing rights of the picture in

N. Y. and New Jer!5cy. Claim Kendii
only supplied one positive which
was furnished to the Gaiety an.-l

refused to furnish additional rcjl.i

for other houses as per agreement.
Also charges plaintiffs approprirttod
Gaiety contract and repudi;>tv!d iLi

contract with Pi'Incipal.
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YOUR
HOLD-OVER ADS
NOW!
A tip to all theatres based on the first Popular
Pfl ncsk r»n rvz^«^ r^*^ I T Hold-oyers just announced

: PITTSBURG; SALT LAKE CITY-
1 rice engagements! buffalo^ Washington, d. C; LOS ANGELES pTaying

- 2nd week at two theatres day and date. More on the way!.

'The Good Earth'' is a positive extended-run
hit Hold open plenty of extra time!

F. S. Thanks Los Angeles; Oklahoma City; Mountain, Michigan; Salt
Lake City; Akxandria^Minn; Buffalo; Ahany; Pittsburgh and others
for those swell campaigns. We're gratified that our 38-page Exploitation
Manual of tried and proven Roadshow campaigns is proving so helpful.
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Lefty's Am Show Conies Of Big

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, Cal., Aug. .10.

Pear Joe:

Well >ut dancing' school iiho^ .was a knockout. I hardly could recognize
the house because' th»t*3'. thft first time I ever* saw it full of people. W«
always thought there was an echo in the plaice hut I guess the sound equip-
ment was put in. for.JtuU hoiuses. Sound equipment for theatres that- run
double features lik^.roihe- Should just reach two rows. Anyway it was
the first real dough me and Aggie have seen since we bought this tomkto
surprise. It's ,a lunny tiling—here I'm supposed to be a picture theatre
operator and instead of making dough from pictures I gotta make it from
my dartcing school.

A lot of the. kids' relatives tried to chis6l in for free because they were
relations. .Two guys tried to get in on one ticket because they were half-
brothers.' I had a little trouble with the mothers of the kids because they
all wanted to sit in the .front row so I give 'em some fast talk about mak-
ing the kids nervous so they all came backstage instead. I never tripped
over so many mothers since I played with the Gu^ Edwards act.

Aggie made the kids up swell but their moms had to put som« more
stuff on their pusses to make 'em look like actors and actresses—they fin-

ished up looking like a set of Charlie McCarthy's understudies. All the
kids danced jUst a little ofE-time but ! had a hot piano player and he cov-
ered it u^ swell.- The banker was a hit until he. started to talk; then he
lost his voice. . I'll bet that's the first thing that guy ever lost in his life.

I guess his vocal cords are just trained to say 'no.' A half-wit by the
name of Golden was supposed to play a trombone and instead he puts over
a sneaker oft me and announces that he. has a new. kind of biazooka made
out of a broom handle, funnel, dish pan and pump. It was a swell idea
but nothing caine'out. He said he must have forgotten something.
Anyway Vic, who was m.c, covered it swell by saying 'Silence is Golden'

—sort of homemadey but not bad for an ad lib. It's a good thing the
guy's name was Golden or it wouldn't fit* ..It .got * laue^ though; every-
thing got laughs, even the things ' that ahbiUdh't. ' One kid of 14 sang. Her
mother. ;tqld : me' she took le§'$6ni jrpm' the': best sihgip^^ieacher . iri Cziik
fornia. ^: "Well ihe kid remindeii:^ inej.jbf the cat. tfiafihou^t 'iV could sing'

just because if atie a canary. But her relatives ^put her over big.

yic did a swell job as m.c. I don't know how a guy so young can re-
member such old gags; -But they were new to the natives. I guess they
don't listen to the radio very much. This kid Vic has got the dames of

the town, nuts about him. Aggie sez he is a sexpert. He's a little stuck
on himself too; he thinks 'Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here' is a solO.' I'll

make plenty of dough with him if he don't eat himselJ^. oulta shape. His
favorite perfume is" Liver and Bacon. He's a little fresh but a ibod kid.

Aggie told .him not to call her mom so now he calli? her Toots and I. gotta
watch her like a hawk so she don't put no ground, glilss ii^ his food!
Well it certainly feels good to handle some, real" dough. We . didn't de-

posit it because the banker wotdd think we're. maktiijg.kncAney. ..so after
Aggie got herself some new scenery she put the rest avvay in her grouch
bag and was it surprised. . .it ain't had any company since the Gus Sun
time^.,; .g9i|;.,jnypelf.„9.,nair of new kemiels^jQr-W-dogs.ajiftJhey mu.st^be
^fluderOTjptarjM^ because-ihey sure sgaffths^ia^jiMig
Vic and he thinks it's a new gag. If I 'can keep him like that I'm okay.

Best to the boys and girls on the Main Stem and we hope they're keeping
up the interest on those Simpson Slips. Sez

Your Pal,

Lefty.
P. S. , Vic knows quite a lot about horses and showed me a system that

•ounds like we can make paupers outta the bookies. Will let yoii in on it

when I find out more about it.

the Girls' Eye View

By MABIAK SQUIRE

It's ladies day at the Paramount,

yvith Phil ^Spitalny's all girl band

»nd glee club—and nice going for

the film addict in a week that in-

cludes 'Artists and Models.' Opening

V^ith a musical comedy scene to end
all m.c. sceneis including ballet girls,

ian dancers, ponies, show girls and
seven sets of scenery directed by the
Yacht Club Boys—the hUarity
mounts from there.

Mary Livihgton will have to keep
an eye on hei legal sidekick now
that he's been revealed in his true
colors—a Romeoj no less. They even
unveil the Benny stems at the finish

and, besides being a very funny fel-

low, he Can wear tights!

Travis B&ntdn, responsible for cos-

tumes, goes gay .^with Gail Patrick's

draperies,^ giving her hats that bring
out all the 'Good God, what next?'
in a mahV Tiny pillbox effects with
feathers, rising, straght up in the air,

the more conservative reaching the
height of a foot or so—but failing to

disturb Miss Patrick's serenity.

Ida Liipino—the girl who fakes
social regis tei' to give her a job, and
her man^^falls heir to flowers and
feathers in the wardrobe depart-
ment. G>he evening cape, composed
entirely ' of puffy blossoms, gets

dunked ih' a' swimming pool. The
last costume, as Queen of the Artists
and Models bair in all feathers (os^

tiiches,. please note), except for. the
rhinestones that make up the bodice.
(When' Miss Lupinq is doing 'social

register' -someohe could remind her
that there , is an 'h' in 'wbtds ' like,

'when,'..'where' and 'what'.)

Judy Canova makes her initial

appearance in a tub full of suds, a la

Dietrich, but there the resemblance
abruptly ends, and Judy spends the
rest of her time contributing to the
general gaiety with the haywire as-
sistance of Ben Blue.
Connie BoswcU does the starred

ballad in a girlish white frock, most
becomin<ily loaded down with tiny
net ruffles. K Martha Rayc keeps
Oil looking as pretty as she did in
the high-yallcr make-up for 'Public

prison yard at 'San Quentin'—con-
vict riots, prison escapes and a
couple of juicy car crashes con-
nected with the latter.

Feminine touch is supplied almost
entirely and most satisfactorily by
intelligent and decorative Ann Sher-
idan, who is also vocally pleasing in
the night club sequence. White
satin seems to be the whitehaired
material for evening gowns at the'

mpment, and Miss Sheridan's back
can well stand for halter style she
wears as the night club crooner.

After going through a lot of
trouble with her convict brother
(Humphrey Bogart)—in neatly tai-

lored suits—^she wins O'Brien, which
seems to make up for her previous
distress—as it should.
The villain, Barton McLane, is in

again, And what a villain! Garry
Owen holds his own- among some
swell performances, with, his job as
a religious maniac.

Melody Number One,' they'll have
to stop kidding the Raye face.

Spitalny's Musical Brunets

Phil Spitalny's girls are an eye-

soothing picture in ankle-length,

white satin, with touches of red. The
femme outfit should make the dark-

haired' sisters hold their long-neg
lected heads a little higher. The at-

tractive orchestra is more than 80%
sable-tressed—or maybe it's be-

cause Maestro Spitalny foimd that

brunets are easier to handle. At any
rate, the dark heads and white

gowns are most effective.

The 'Three Little Words' go to

town with an operatic version of

'Frankie and Johnnie'—and Maxine,
Spitalny's soloist, does her stuff in

a very feminine white chiffon, float-

ing over a rose slip. Floating, but

not so floating that it disguises her

figure.

Adrian's Hals, Miss Bruoe's Finger

Virginia Bruce, as the society wife

Who keeps her doctor-husband
(Franchot Tone) up all night, and
Maureen O'Sullivan as the nurse

who wishes, she wouldn't, get most
of designer Adrian's attention in

'Between Two Women.' Maureen
wears hospital uniform throughout
most of the film, but the outfit is so

becoming she shouldn't mind. A lot

of nurses would be happier if they

had Adrian to design their caps.

Either Adrian has changed his

style in this opus, or Miss Bruce
hasn't been keeping her appoiht-

rn^nts v/ith Mme. Sylvia. She's not

as- sylphrlike as she's been in recent

.offerings. As she spends a lot of

time in the hospital, she gets\to,wear

many, .fluffily' becoming negligees,,

.biit it's in the "fitted evening gow'n's

that the change in silhouette is no-

ticed,
" Complications straighten them-

selves out. with Maureen's husband
conveniently getting him.<:elf killed.

Tone sees the light about his but-

terfly wife and it ends with Fran-

chot and Maureen in a disinfected

clinch in the hospital.

'San Quentin' Quite Ma.scullne

The atmosphere is anything but

feminine as the Strand, with Pat
O'Brien dynamically bossing the

'Sonls at Sea' a Chiller

If you're in a mood to have your
blood curdled, 'Souls at Sea' will do
a neat, job of It. -Better not take
Junior if he's inclined to b6 nervoLis,
No calamity is left out of the disas-
ter which overtakes the good ship
William Brown, with things falling

off the ship, mashing people, as it

explodes here and there,

Frances Dee and Olympe Bradna
supply the love interest for Gary
;Cooper and George Raft, respective-
ly, with- the happy ending reserved,
'for Cooper and Miss Dee.
Costumes are the tight-waisted,

billowing skirts of the late '80s,< and
the gowns are more becoming to

Miss Dee than the coiffure—^those

are an awful lot of curls for. a
small, pointed face to support. She's
at her best in a heart-shaped bon-
net, lined •with tiny lace ruffles

—

what girl wouldn't be? Anyway, the
ruffles on the girls' costumes ^re
the only froth in the picture, the
rest being rugged sea stuff—but
ruggedl
Henry Wilcoxon, as Miss Dee's

-ilav^xtrading ..Jjrothejc, .maJRas-,;.

traftjj^^villyiiir^a^^
meet. You'll probably recognize a
few faces that haven't been seen
around so much lately—Monte Blue,
Harry Carey and Tully Marshall all

contribute bits to 'Souls at Sea.'

Preem Fashions

Hope Hampton and her husband,
J.ules Brulatour, arrived at the Globe
in time to make the opening of

'Souls at Sea' official. Contrary to
reports that MisSc Hampton had gone
blonde in anticipation of her pic-
ture career she wore her character-
istic pinkish-orange tresses. Also
characteristically, she was dressed
entirely in white, but departed from
Hampton formula by wearing a

street-length frock and a tiny,

jockey-cap effect hat, with a long
visor.

Otherwise celebrities were prac-
tically nil, the- westward and Euro-
pean treks having about cleaned
them out of Manhattan.
There was the, usual crowd

thronging the lobby "eyeing each
other, suspecting each other of be-
ing famous .people, and not noting
the entrance, of Lee Shubert, Jack
Cohn, Herbert Wilcox and other out-
of-the-limelight gentlemen of impor-
tance.

Few of the feminine division both-
ered with soup and fish, but those
who did presented a miniature fash-

ion show. A brunet in regal white
lace, and a graceful blonde in sheer
starched chiffon redingote over
matching pearl gray taflfeta slip

I

caused the most neck-craning. Quite

j
a bit of sheer black around, and
more of those hats with the. wing
spread of a droopy . umbrella than
have been seen around all summer.
But there should be some law per-
mitting offended citizens to u.se a

hammer .(maybe just a small one)
on the wcll-coiffed heads of ladies

Hollywood Runaround
By Radie Harris

Hollywood, Aug, 10.

Fave story of the week: Hollywood, with its penchant for improving
everything, is. jdOiW making Gypsy -Rose Lee (Scomore Seemore to you!)
vvear padded chests for her role of the Sultana in 'AIL Baba Goes to
ToMyn'!

Metro is planning a remake of 'Shopworn Angel,' with Joan Cx-awford
and Jimmy Ste.wart in the ,roles played originally in the silent version
^Paramount) by Nancy Carroll and Gary Cooper. -

,

Fred Finkelhoflfe'ahd John Monks, co-authors of 'Brother Rat,' here for
Selznlck-International, have switched their original idea for a musical
picture based on college life to a serious angle with no boola-boola or
Jack Oakie in a single reel of footage.
Sidney Howard Is trying to snare Ethel . Barrymore for an. important

role in his forthcoming Theatre Guild opus, 'Ghost, of Yankeie Doodle.'
Elizabeth Young, Donn Cook and Dudley Digges have already b(^n spotted
for feature parts. .

George Gershwin's 'American in Paris' ballet will be immortalized in

the 'Goldwyn Follies' at a Cost of $147,000 for seyen minutes' footage.
It happens in Hollywood. . .once in a lifetime. Horace MacMahon arrived

here. Jan. 21 purely on spec. The very next day he started working at
Paramount. Since then he has worked at five other major companies
with not a single day's layoff in between.
Now that Madge Evans has obtained her release from Metro> she is in

th^ market for a Broadway stage vehicle. Miss Evans, .ha^'t )i>een seen
'in person, NOT a motion picture,' since 'Phillip Goes FprtH* (1928).

While the search is stlllVon for Scarlett O'Hara and Rhetfc Butler, Laura
Hope Crewes is quietly being considered for the part of Aunt ¥>itty Pat,

Muriel Hutchinson, the reason gentlemen prefer blondes, has been
making tests in a dark wig for the fcmme lead opposite Fredric March
in 'The Buckaneer.'
When Merle Oberon returns from London, she will find that Sam

Goldwyn is planning to launch her on a new career as a comedienne.
Just as 'The Thin Man* took Myrna Loy out of the 'Nubl; me good girl*

type of characterization, so 'Honeymoon in Reno,' a gay comedy by
Donald Ogden Stewart, will serve the same purpose for the exotic Oberon.
Joe Mankiewicz, whose favorite actress off screen is Loretta Young, 'is

trying to persuade Darryl Zanuck to loan her to him to play opposite
Sj>encer Tracy or Paul Muni in the talker revival of 'He Who Gets
Slapped.'

Walter Wanger was so pleased with Irving Cummjngs' direction of

'Vogues of 1937' that he is paging him again to wield the megaphone on
'Arabian Nights,'

If Metro and Freddie Bartholomew don't come to terms soon-, oh their

current salary squabble, the studio will have to forfeit a $100,000 option
to the Rudyard Kipling estate for 'Kim,' which lapses Oct.. 1, The coUosal
job of adaptation is now in the hands of John Le^Mahin, with Sir Cedric
Hardwi<:ke already cast for the role of the 'High Lama,'
Bob Montgomery denies the premature announcement that he will start

rehearsals in the Rowland Stebbins production, 'Merely Murder,' in Sep-
tember. Plans are too dependent on his working schedule out here to

and Learn' he will move his makeup box to Hal Roach fOr.a top spot in

'Road Show,' Lewis Milestone directing.

Charles R. Rogers turned actor this week for the Universal Newsreel
closeup of Charlie Macarthy signing his new U contract.

The femmes in Ncmv York, who are dusting off the red velvet carpet
for Bob Taylor's arrival next week, are due for a big"' disappointment.

Taylor arrives and pulls out for London on the same day.
• Mary Miles Minter is opening an interior decorating shop bearing her
own tag on her own property on Beverly Boulevard.

Shirley Booth, here with her husband, Ed Gardner, enroute for a vaca-
tion in Honolulu, is being, deluged with picture offers.

Joy Hodges, Charles Wendling's discovery, who makes her screen debut
in 'Merry-Go-Round' (U) has been nabbed for the new Kaufman-Hart
musical, 'Hold Your Hats, Boys.'

Before training east to play a week's engagement with Raymond Moore
at the Cape Cod Play House, Michael Loving auditioned for Billy. Rose.

Helen Hayes, (Charles MacArthur and little. Mary have checked into a
bungalow at the Beverly Hills hotel.

On the preview cards at 'Dead End,' Sam Goldwyn had queried, 'Have
you any suggestions to make to me?' Among the hundreds that came back
was one that answered, 'Yes, be kind to your mother, Sammy.'

Scenes In a Day
Social high spot of the week was the huge party that Flo Haley threw

to celebrate Jack's natal day. Among the guests who crowded the Haley
menage on Roxbury Drive were the Wally Beerys, Pat O'Briens, Oscar
Hammersteins, Dick Powells, Bing Crosbys, Eddie Cantors, Bob Young-s,

Laurence Schwabs, Sidney Lanflelds, Fred Kohlmars, Albert Eschncrs,

Billy Gaxtons, Walter Winchells, Charles R. Rogers, Joe 6reeriS, Burns
and Allen, Abe Lyman, Patsy Kelly, Alice Faye, Al Hall, Ann Sothem,
Phil Baker, Victor Moore, Benny Rubin, Ginger Rogers and Gordon and
Revel.
The Anti-Nazi League dinner-dance at the Ambassador turned out to

be a huge sucess due to the untiring efforts of Donald Ogdeft Stewart
and Johnny Green and an array of talent that included Judy Garland, Ben
Blue, Frances Langford, Virginia Verrill, Jimmy Durante,' Gordon and
Revel, Don Ameche, Benny Goodman, Sigmund Romberg, Robert B6nchley,
Charles Butterworth, Reginald Gardner, and Joe Lewis, who m.c.'d the

show. . .applauding from the sidelines were the Harry Warners, Harry
Rapfs, Gale Sondegaard, Dorothy Parker, Alan Campbell, Margbt Grahame,
Rian James, Gloria Stuart, Arthur Kober, Parkyakarkas?,

' Thelma Leeds,
the Ralph Blums, Betty Kern, Manning Sherwin and the' Lewis Milestones.

line to Mrs,. Post* She would tell

them that brides receive best wishes,

not congratulations. Chivalry is not

dead—at least on paper—and no
matter how hard the little lady might
have worked to achieve the state of

who don't remove them in theatres. ! matrimony, the social assumption is

that it's the groom who is the lucky
'Stella Dallas' a Sob Soiree

Added to their duties of scraping
chewing gum from seats, the Music
Hall cleaners will have considerable

mopping up to do, if the dripping

handkerchiefs on view at the finish

of 'Stella- Dallas' is any gauge. , The
feminine Niagara.may be excused pn
the grounds that Barbara sUnwyck
dofs a grand jbb. of the common,
h*eroic mother. And Anne Shirley,

who has yet to give a mediocre per-

formance, tops all previous efforts as

'Laurel.'

Stella's odd taste in clothes is

scarcely pointed until the action

reaches the present day. Opening in

guy. Brides are congratulated both
in 'Stella Dallas' and in 'Between
Two Women' — by people who
wouldn't be apt to do so.)

But with all the excellent acting
'Stella Pallas' is probably .the best

sob soiree since ''Ljttle Womien? ':

Audience reaction note: -Gals look.;

wistful, anjJ ' in^n laiigH h,eariily; at

Stella''s 'old-fashioned morals, in 'the

beginning of the film. Which prob-
ably proves something or other.

I

Jtocketles from Dixie

! With a Down South motif, the

j

Roeketles make their entrance in an
! applause-winning set—a Colonial

while gowns, besprinkled with huge
blue flowers, making* grandpa sigh
for the good old days.'

Quaintness takes a back seat in the
Cakewalk number—ha.lf the Rbck-
ettes in tight black sktiriv' trousers
and bright red tail c6>its, their part-
ners in white satin dresses, short-in-
the-lront, long-irt-the-back—the bet-
ter to kick their orange riifflcs in a
modernized Cakewalk.

Cora Greene (late substitute for
Hazel Diaz) defies 'Negro Heaven' in

•.a Green Pastures scene,; wearing a
Ion.?, tight slinky biack'Vfeovvn, that
looks like sheer patent. leather, but
prdbably .isiV.t.-

•

the time of 'Margie' and 'Dardanella,' I mansion on elevated stage with fig-

Stella's clothes don't look much u

fussier than others. Little Anne
wears her girlishly simple fiocks

with unself-conscious grace.

(By the way, if Hollywood is .still

intercsttid in detail, it might drop a

res artistically arranged about the
columned porch, wearing pastel cos-
tumes of a Gonc-with-the-Wind day.
Appearing through huge daisies at

stage level, the Rockctlcs live up to

their pictorial reoutation in ruffled

j
'KIM' TECH ADVISOR

!
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

1
Metro has signed. Lillian Luker

Ashby, co-author with Roger Whate-
ly of 'My India,' as technical ad-

vi.<!or on 'Kim.'

Kipling yarn has been designated

as a Freddie Bartholomew starrer

to be produced by Lf>uis D. Light-

ton,
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NOON
The sixth day starts off agoin ot

a smash pace—4879 tickets sold

in first thirty minutes

!

1 P. M.
They're standing^'IO^'deep in

back as ticket^booths continue

to sell against a packed house!

2 P. M.
The first show breaks rT^thou-

^

sands pour out and yet eager

thousands pour in to get their

Samuel Goldwyn presents

§TELLA DALLAS
..BARBARA STANWYCK

JOHN BOIES • ANNE SHIRLEY
ALAN HALE • BARBARA O'NEIL • Wr/ffen by OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTyI

DramoWzoUon by HARRY WAGSTAFF GRIBBLE and GERTRUDE PURCELLJ .

Directed by KING V/DOR • Refeoied thru united artists'

3 P. Ni.

Is there no stopping this push-^

ing, pulling throng? We're ^875 >

^ahead of the record figures of

,last Friday!

4 P. M.
Who%ver thought we*d pass

the 15,000 admission mark so

early in the day..c*mon ''Stella"!

5 P.M.
How that girl draws them in!

We're now ^1105 ahead of

Friday...whew.r.sorry to sign off

^but this ad must go to press!

Held Over 2nd Week Radio City Music Hall!
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6/25/37 DEVIL IS DRIVING
GIRLS CAN PLAT

SWEETHEART OF THE NAVY
CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS

LAST TRAIN FROM MADRID
YOU CAN'T BEAT LOVE
A LAW MAN IS BORN
SING AND BE HAPPY
LOVE IN A BUNGALOW

ANOTHER DAWN

Col Cal Melodrama
Ralph Cohn Col Comedy

B. F. Zeidman GN . Comedy
L. D, Lighton MGM Soectade
G. M. Arthur Par Drama
Robert Sisk RKO Rom-Com
A. W. Hackel Rep Western
M. H, Feld 20th Musical
E. M. Asher U Rom-Com

WB WB Rom-Dr

B, Di3|<JoaB Perry
3. Wells-C. Qulffley

Eric LlhdenrC Parker
F. Bartholomew-Spencer Tracy

. L. Ayres-D. Lamour
P. Foster-J. Fontaine

J. M. Brown-I. Meredith
J. Davis-A. Marin
N. Grey-K. Taylor

K. Francls-E. Flynn

H. Lachman
L. Hillyer

D. Mansfield
V. Fleming
J. Hogan

C. Cabanne
Sam Newfleld
H. Lehrman
Ray McCarey
W. DieterlQ

M99 1nif i

'69 6/30
63 7/7

115 5/19
85 «/23
69 6/30
^1 7/7
67 6/23
67 7/7
73 6/23

68 7/7

67 7/14

95 6/30
8/4

S6 7/ai
55
106 7/7
90 6/23

69 7/7
106 7/7

61 7/14
87 »/U
6Z — tt'/ao

70 8/4
66 ft/11

60 7/21

7/2/37 A FIGHT TO THE FINISH
-ONE MAN JUSTICE
ROARING TIMBER

RIDERS OF THE ROCKIES
THE EMPEROR'S. CANDLESTICKS

THIRTEENTH MAN
MIDNIGHT MADONNA
FORLORN RIVER

New FACES OF 1937
SLAVE SHIP

DARK JOURNEY
I COVER THE WAR
SINGING MARINE

R. Cohn Col
H. Jju Decker Col
R Flothow Col
Ed Finney GN

J. Cotisidine MGM
Iion Young Ikiono
E. Cohen Par

Par Par
Edward Small RKO
N. Johnson 20th
V, Savill? UA
Trem Carr U
Ii. Edelman WB

Action D. Perry-R. Keith
Western C. Starrett-B. Weeks
Outdoor Jack Holt-G. Bradley
Western Tex Rltter
Rom-Dr PoAvelNRainer
Mystery W. Heyhnm-I. Courtney
Melodrama W. Willinm-M. Correll
Western L. Crabbo-June Martel
Musical M. Berle-J. Penner-H. Hilliard
Soectacle W. Baxter-W. Beery-E. Allen
Drama C. Veidt-V; Leigrh-J. Gardner
Drama J. Wayne-D. Barclay-G* Gaze
Musical D. Powell-D. Weston

C. C. Coleman
Leon Barsha
Phil Rosen

R. N. Bradbury
G. Fitzmaurlce

W. Nigh
J. Flood
C, Barton

Leigh Jason
Tay Garrtett
V. Saville
A. Lubin

Ray Enrighl

7/9/37 THE TWO OF US
THE SHADOW STRIKES
BETWEEN TWO WOMEN
HOOSIER SCHOOLBOY

WiDLD MONEY
ON AGAIN. OFF AGAIN

BORN BECKLESS
WESTBOUND LIMITED
PUBLIC WEDDING
EMPTY HOLSTEBS

Gainsborough GB Rom-Com
Alexander^ GN Mystery
MGM MGM Dl'ama

K. Goldsmith Mono Drama
Par Par Com-I>r

L. Marcus RKO Comedy '

M. H. Feld 26th Melodrama
McRae-Koenig U " Rom-Dr

WB WB Com-Dr
WB WB Western

J. Halbert-Gina Mal0 Lynn Shores
B. XaBaeque-L. Anders . G. Seitz

Tone-V. Brnce-M. O'SuUivan R. Stevenson
M. Booney-F. Shields W. Nigh

E. E. Herton-L., Campbell Louis King
Wheeler-W9eldey-E. Mulr Edw. Cline
b: Donlevy-B. Hadson M. St. Clair
L. Talbot-P. B*wles F. Bcebe
J. WyBisn<M> Wilson Nick Grinde
D. F*nin«P. WalUiliU B, Eason

7/16/37 IT CAN'T LAST FOBEVEB
KING SOLOMON'S' MINES
BOOTS OF DESTINY
BLAZING BABBIEBS

BIDERS OF THE DAWN
TOPPER

EASY LIVING
SUPER SLEUTH

*HirCA£W01
EVER SINCE EVE

H. I*. Decker Col RoBn.-Com.
GB GB Soectade

Condor GN • Western
K. Goldsmith Mono Drama

R, N. Bradbury Mono Western
Hal Roach MGM Comedy

A. Hornblow. Jr. Far Comedy
Edw. Small BKO Mystery

r*
"A. W,U5»<^t--±r''.—B*p--" Wgslefn ''-

Cosmo WB Rom-Com

B. Bell»my-B. FatBCSs
A. Lee-R. Yoiuis-B«bcsoA

Ken Bbyaard
F. Coghlan-E. Aniild, Jr.

Jack Randall
C: Beniieti-B.. Yaanr
J. Arihur-B. MiUand
J. Oakie-A. Sothem

M. Davies-B. Montcemery

Ham. MacFadden
R. Stevenson
A. Rosson
A. Scotte

R. N. Bradbury
N. Maclleod
M. Leisen
Ben StolofT

(juT^tefisr**^
L. Bacon

68
89
59

98
89
75

7/7
0/30
7/28

7/14
7/7
7/14

77
.7/

6/30

7/23/37 KENDEZVOUS IN ALPS
SARATOGA

PARADISE ISLE
RUSTLER'S VALLEY
THE BIG SHOT

THE LADY ESCAPES
KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOB

TOWN SCOUT

J. Hagen GN
Hyman-Emerson MGM
Dorothy Reid Mono
H. Sherman Par
Maury Cohen BKO
L. L. Landau 29th
A. Korda UA
WB WB

Rom-Dr J. Baxter-A. Biialwl
Rom-Dr Gable-Harlow
Drama Movlto-W. Hnll
Western WllUam Boyd
Comedy C. Wlthcrspoon-Kibbee
R(Mn-Com M. Whalen-G. Stoarft
Drama Dietrich-Robert Donai
Comedy D. Woods-J. Maiden

B. Vorhaus
Jack Conway
A. G. Collins
Nate Watt
Edw. Kiily

Eugene Forde
J. Feyder
Louis King

90
73
68
60

99

7/14
7/28
7/7
8/11

6/16

7/30/37 A DANGEROUS ADVENTURE
WHERE THERE'S A WILL

SMALL TOWN BOY
LONDON BY NIGHT

LEGION OF MISSING MEN
EXCLUSIVE

TOAST OF NEW YORK
WEE WILLIE WINKIE
VOGUES OF 1938
THE ROAD BACK
MARRY THE GIRL

BULLDOG DRUMMOND AT BAY

W. MacDonald Col Action
Gainsborough GB Rom-Dr
Zion Myers GN Comedy
S. Zimbalist MGM Mystery
L E. Chadwick Mono Drama
Ben Glazer Par Melodrama
Edw. Small BKO Rom-Dr
Gene Marker 29th Drama
W. Wanger UA Musical

Grainger-Whale U Drama
WB WB Comedy
Rep Bep Melodrama

D. Terry-B. Keith
Will Hay-LllU Palmer
S. Erwitt-J. Compton

L. G. Carroll-B. Johnson
Ralph Forbes

F. MacMurray-F. Farmer
E. Ameld-F. Farmer-Oaklo

S. Temple-V. McLaclen
W. Baxter-J. BcBBctt

J. Klar-B. Bead-A. Devlne
Mary Boland-H.^ tferbert

J. Lodcc-D. Mack»lll

D. R. Ledejrman
M. Vamell
Glenn Tryon
W. Thiele

H. McFadden
Al Hall

Rowland V. Lee
John Fox'd

I. Cummings
J. Whale

Wm. McGann
Norman Lee

70

73
93
105
116
105
66

8/4

7/21
7/14
6/30
8/4
6/23
8/4
8/4

8/6/37 BLONDE TROUBLE^ REPORTED MISSING
RANGER STEPS IN

MYSTERY OF HOODED HORSEMAN
THE GOOD EARTH
THE OUTER GATE
WINDJAMMER

BOOTHILL BRIGADE
YOU CAN'T HAVE EVERYTHING

STELLA DALLAS
SAN QUENTIN

SEA RACKETEERS

Par Par Musical
E. M. Asher U Melodrama

Col Col Western
Ed Finney GN Western
I. Thalberg MGM Drama

I. E. Chadwick Mono Drama

'

G. Hirliman RKO Action
A, W. Hackel 20tli Western
L. Schwab 20th Musical
S. Goldwyn UA Drama

WB WB Melodrama
A. Schaefer Rep Melodrama

L. Overman-E, Whitney
Wm. Garcan-I. Bocers
B. Allen-E. Stewart

Tex Bitter
Paul Manl-L«ke Rainer

Ralph Forbes
Georee O'Brlen-C. Worth
J. M. Brown-C. Rochelle

Alice Faye-Rltx Bros. Amecha
Stanwyck-Boles

P. O'Brlen-H. Boe:art
W. Heyburn-J. Madden

G. Archainbaud
M. Carruth

S. G. Bennett
Ray Taylor
S. Franklin

H. MacFadden
Ewing Scott
Sam Newfleld
N, Taurog

n King Vidor
L. Bacon

H. MacFadden

67

140

104
70

100

8/4

8/4
2/10

7/28
7/28
7/28

8/13/37 ARTISTS AND MODELS
LOVE TAKES FLIGHT

LUCK OF ROARING CAMP
HIDEAWAY

ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN
HANDY ANDY (Reissue)

DANCE. CHARLIE, DANCE
DEVIL'S SADDLE LEGION

L. E. Gensler Par Musical
Condor GN Rom-Com

J. H. Steele Mono Outdoor
Cliff Reid RKO Drama
Sol Wurtzel 20th Rom-Dr
Sol Wurtzel 20th Comedy

WB WB Comedy
WB- WB Western

J. Benny-G. Patrick
B. Cabot-Beatrice Roberta
O. Davis, Jr.-J. Woodbury

F. Stone-M. Lord
C, Trevor- S. Blane
W. Rogers-R. Taylor
S. Erwin-Jean Muir

Dick Foran-Ann Nagel

Raoul Walsh
Conrad Nagel

1. V. Willat
Richard Rosson
Allan Dwan
D. Butler

F, McDonald
B. Connolly

95

60
68

8/4

7/21
7/21

8/20/37 SHE'S NO LADY
OUTLAWS OF THE ORIENT
KING OF THE SIERRAS

SHADOWS OF THE ORIENT
BROADWAY MELODY OF '38

FLIGHT FROM GLORY
LOVE UNDER FIRE

MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR
FOOTLOOSE HEIRESS

GOD'S COUNTRY AND MAN
HOPALONG RIDES AGAIN
PUBLIC COWBOY NO. 1

B. P. Schulberg Par Melodrama
Col Col Outdoor

Condor GN Western
L. Darmour Mono Drama

Jack Cummings MGM Musical
Robert Sisk BKO Action
N. Johnson 20th Rom-Com
M. LeRoy WB Rom-Com
WB WB Rom-Com

R.N.Bradbury Mono Outdoor
H.Sherman Par Western

S. C. Siegel Rep Western

Dvorak-John Trent
J. Holt-Mae Clark
Thunder and Rex

R. Toomey-E. Ralston
R. Taylor-E. Powell-S. Tucker

O. Stevens-W. Bourne
L; YouniT-D. Ameche
K. Baker-J. Wyman

C. Reynolds-A. Sheridan
T. Keene-C. Henry

William Boyd
Gene Autry-S. Bvrnette

C, Vidor
E. B. Schocdsack

A. Rosson
B. Lynwood
R, Del Ruth
D. Silverstcin
G. Marshall
A. E. Green .

"Wm, Clemen.s
R. N. Bradbury

L. Selandcr
J. Kane

65

66
79
85

8/11
8/11
7/28

8/27/37 IT'S ALL YOURS
KING SOLOMON'S MINES
TRAILING TROUBLE

BAD GUY
WHERE THE WEST BEGINS

ATLANTIC FLIGHT
ON SUCH A NIGHT
MAKE A WISH

THINK FAST, MR. MOTO
WESTERN GOLD

DEAD END
CONFESSION

Wm. Perlberg Col Comedy
GB GB Spectacle.

Condor GN Western
Harry Rapf MGM Melodrama

R. N. Bradbury Mono Western.
William Berke Mono Western
Em. Cohen Par Melodrama
Sol Lesser RKO Musical
Sol Wurtzel 20th Melodrama
Sol Wurtzel 20th Western
Sam Goldwyn UA Drama

WB . WB Rom-Drama

M. Carroll-F. Lederer
A. Lee-R. Young-Robeson

Ken Maynard
B. Cabot-.T. Chatburn

Jack Randall
D. Merrili-Lambie

K.. Morley-G. Richards
B. Breen-B, Rathbone

Lorre-V. Field
S. Ballew-H. Angel
S. Sldncy-J. McCrea
K. Francis-I. Hunter

E. Nugent
R. Stevenson
A. Rosson
E. Cahn

R. N. Bradbury
William Nigh
E. A. Dupont
K. Neumann
Norman Foster
H. Bretherton
William Wyler

Joe May

89 6/30

99
85

8/4
7/21

9/3/37 SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT

BIG CITY
SOULS AT SEA

SHEIK STEPS OUT
THIN ICE

PRISONER OF ZENDA

Schertzinger GN Musical

Norman Krasna MGM Melodrama
HathawayrJones Par Drama

H. Schlom Rep Rom-Dr
R. Griffith 29th Musical
D. Selznick UA Rom-Dr

Cagney-E. Daw

Tracy-Rainer
Cooper-Raft

Novarro-L. Lakie
Henle-Pewer-Treacher
R. Colman-M. Carroll

Schertzing6r-
Myers

F. Borzage
H. Hathaway
Irving Pichel
S. Lanfleld

J. Cromwell

89 8/ii
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Vpdf off over the map I • • • Smash openings

FRANCISCO reporfs: ^Vlff opening-day

Sm • • • •

"' 1

li^ilifs exceeded. Unable handle crowds/^

I INili ORLEANS: ^^Opening bigger than last

"^^^aiipMogers. Business phenomenal. # • #

^^fifg. Crowds lined up both

sidei^Jo^ sireet. Looks like highly successful

exfeikM wn.". . . YOUNGSTOWN: "Opening

broke record. Seconcf cfoK bigger than

opening/^* *^ And those reports are typical

of the word flashing in from PITTSBURGH,

CINCINNATI, COLUMBUS, CLEVELAND, CHICAGO,

ST. LOUIS, PORTUMD, Si^OKANE . . .ond o dozen

other key spnlt$i>^ ^^yi/^^v^e big first runs

ready to oi>mm:HmM3L^m^ey 'Ws week!
' " ' '5 ' /' ''///, / '"'',"/,>''://', '' ''/''/'',, ,'/">'/"/' ' ' ' ''''''>

, ' I , ' I ' I 'I'l , I •WA'/-/j.V/!j/Y.-
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Film Reviews
OURSELVpS ALONE

(Continued from page 19)

ieud not cleared up by any means;
hence, the care with which this
angle was handled undoubtedly hurt.
In an attempt to assuage feelings,
dramatic value was lost sight of.

Brian Desmond-Hurst, who pro-
duced and directed the picture for
British International, has been mak-
ing rapid strides in England in the
past couple oif years. He started as
an indie producer on his.own, but
now is considered near the tops.

This is understandable more from a
directing standpoint than a pro-
ducing standpoint. This picture
quite distinctly shows that he has
the makings of, directorial impor-
tance. But he is still obsessed too
much by arty valuations and not

V ""fificiently with story design.
Yarn is a simple one of misunder-

standing between the two factions
in Ireland. Antoinette. Cellier is

pretty and has real acting talent in
the role of a colleen in love with
John Loder, of the opposition army.

: He shoots her brother (^fiall Mac-
Ginnis) and it is then up to her . to

get reyehgei John Lodge accepts
the blame in order to make this

easier for Loder and Miss Cellier.
Acting is well, if not' brilliantly

.
handled, with the bit players^ espe-
cially effective. Direction is in-

clined to slow the players up even
more than usual, but that is hardly
avoidable in a film of the soVt. Tech-
nical end is A-1. Sound seemed a
bit awry when caught, but this may
be a fault of the theatre.

In some spots on this side this pic-
ture is being released Under the title

of 'River of Unrest.' Kauf.

LOVE UNDER FIRE
(WITH SONG)

Glendale, Cal., Aug. 10.

20th Oentury-Fox release ot Nunnally
^Tohnson's pioauctlon. Stars Loretti Tbun^
atid Don Arneche. Directed by G«oree
AfarflhaU. riom play by Walter HacHett;
screenplay, Gene Fowler, Allen Rlvkln and
Ernest Paacdl; song. 'Language ot Love,'
by Samuel Pokrass; camera, Krnest Palmer;
asst. director. Booth- McCracken; flint edi-
tor, Barbara McLean; musical director, Ar- „_ _ . .

—• V- V..-- — ^ build a romance between the news-
paper scribe and the secretary

""^tyrii" Coopei?.". ... I li'oretta Young
Tracy Egnn ; Don Amecbe
Bonah Minevitch and His Gang^Theinselvea
Piimela Beaumont. '. .Frances Drake
Tip Conway...; ......Walter Catlett
Cnptaln Delmar .John Carmdln<>
Gmiei'al Montero f...» Slg RUmann
lileutenant. Chavez Harold Hubor
Bosa Katherlne de MUIe
Captain Bowden.; B, B.^ Clive
Lieutehant Cabana. Don Alvarado
Captain . Controras Georges Renavent
Bevt Clyde Cook
I.ieutenant de Vega George Regas
Cunningham Claude King
Officer t Francis MrDonald
MeWhirter David Clyde
Ch'Ulan ....Heron Bre<«her
Captain Jua«. Totena
Dtirnley ; Holmes Herhcrt
Poller George Humbert

They got all tangled up making
this one, and no wonder. It's about
the revolution in Spain, a beautiful
English jewel thief, a singing Scot-
land Yard operative, airplahe crack-
UDs, gunboat pursuits and—Borrab.
Minevitch and his harmonica har-
monists. Not all the Zanuck horses
and men-:—and he used some of best
writing, producing and directing tal-
ent available—were able to put these
waird ingredients into one entertain-
rnent with satisfactory results. *Love
Under Fire' is an unconvincing
melodrama with music, and it isn't
so hot.

Star names 6t Loretta Young, -Who
looks very beautiful, and Don
Amsche, who is still waiting for that
role which will cash in big on his
popularity, are some guarantee to
exhibitors that the film will draw
opening audiences. Try as hard as
possible, these two and some other
very capable players including E. E.
Chve. Walter Catlett, Harold Huber
and John Carradine, are .unable to
make a bad script click like a good
one. Screenplay is by Gene Fowler,
AUT.n Rivkin and Ernest Pastel, from
a Play by Walter Hackett.

r'TIss Young is the thief; but then,
agsiii, it isn't clear whether she is
or isn't, because she tells so many
versions of why she is in Spain. Fact
is. a diamond necklace which belongs
to her employer never was returned
to the safety deposit box in London,
and the Scotland Yard dicks are on
her trail. Ameche catches up with
hsr in a Spanish town as the revolu-
tion busts wide open. He sings to
her about love while they are danc-
ing, just before the machine guns let
loose. There's a tough hombre,
p.layed by Huber, who muscles in
with the idea of stealing the neck-
lace from Miss Young. Next thing
you know the necklace is in a paper
bag of chocolates which the inspec-
tor at the airport is holding while
Miss Young is being searchied for the
gems. The rest is a getaway to a
British ship, amusingly captained by
E. E, Glive, a chase by a Spanish
gunboat and a wedding at sea of
Miss Young and Ameche to the ac-
companiment of Mendelssohn as
plaved by Miiievitch and his boys.
George Marshall's direction is

somewhat hesitant, which is not hard
to Understand considering the fre-
quent stoppage of the melodrama

yam to give Minevitch ar chance to
ptUt over a. hot number.
Film has son\e size. Scenes at the

Spanish . airport are realistic and
photographic shots of airplanes mov-
ing into the finder of an anti-air«
craft gun are interesting and novel.

riin.

HEADLINE CRASHER
Maurice Conn production releaspd by

Guaranteed Pictures. Features Frankie
Darfo, Uan« Rifrhmond and Muriel Svans.
Directed by Lea .Goodwins. Adapted by
Harry .O. Hoyt: from Peter B. Kyne story;
s.crccnplay by Sherman Lowe; catnera, Gil-
bert Warrentbn. At Chaloner. N. T„ Aug.

'ST, double bill. Running time, 08
niln.'j

Jimmy Tallant. .'

, . .Frahlde Darro
Larl*.v Deerlng. Kane Richmond
Edith Arlen...., Muriel Evans
Sc.arlottl John Merton
Senator Tallant Richard Tucker
Atwood : Edward Eax-le
Al Jack Ingram
BlaUe .Charles King
Tofr..... nick Curtis
Bin Eddie Kaye,
Helen ...i... Eleanor Stewart
City Editor Harry Havvey
Oampaljc^n Manager..., John Ward
•Steward.;. Walter Clinton
P<>we»'.s : Henry Hall
New.s Photographer. Wayne Bumpus
B16r;doy , , Bunny Bronson
Martin Ray Martin

This meller is more fitful than a
balky broncho. If Peter B. Kyne
ever saw it, he probably would take
up picture producing jiis^t to prove
that he couldn't make so many mis-
takes. 'Headline Crasher' overflows
with them—in casting, story adapta-
tion, recording, acting, direction and
camera work.
Film unfolds a jerky version of a

veteran senator campaigning for re-
election despite the obnoxious and
absurd campaign by his opponent
and- his newspaper buddies. Pre-
sumably the Kyne original developed
the plot along: sleuth-gangster lines,
but here it's a melange of the vicious
newspaper assaults, wild escapes of
the senator's son, operations of a
paroled gangster and his cohorts, and
several knockdown fights in moun-
tain home of the legislator.
Frahkie Darro is, small-sized

enough to be the son, but he's in and
out of the fable with almost as much
attention given to Kane Richmond,

(Muriel Evans) to the senator, but
it's as thin as other threads of the
yarn. Other miscastin.8ts are John
MertoUj as Scarlotti, the gangster
whose dialect can't decide if he is
Italian, southern or plain American;
Charles King, as one of his stooges;
and Richard Tucker, as the senator.
Latter is wasted on a thankless role.
Both the writing and directing are

as flighty as Lindbergh. Recording
measures up to the weak photog-
raphy.

Cast manages to lend some life to
impossible lines and situations.
Muriel Evans shows up smartly
when handed a chance. F^ankie
Darro is as energetic as ever. Kane
Richmond starts as a negative char-
acter, but switches suddenly to semi-
hero role. Wear.

THE FRAME-UP
Columbia production and release. Fea-

tures Paul Kelly, Jacqualine- Wells, George
McKay, Dlieoted by D. Ross Ijederm'an.
Adapttid by Harold Shumate fr-om story by
Richard E. Wormser; camera, Benjamin
Kline. At Contra!. N. T.. week Aug. 7.
'H7. Running, time, 50 mins.

".y...V.......Paul Kelly
i,i ^acquellna WeHs

. . s-i . . .'George McKay
:ifi^,,^B(;bert E. O'Connor
,^^;^,,..Rapb4el Bennett

.Wade Botcler
.13dward Earle
Montague Shaw

Mark Mac.to'th\ir.
Betty Mnm^'i-^'- •

Joe. TioM^f'"
Larry it
Franey L
Ca'pta In-'"-'

Ellery Ricwe^gKei^v
James '^^c^ton....;• ,.C. „n„.^ ^^^r,
•^'•^Py /''"'nof John Tyrrell
SP"<l„l','Vf'« ' '-led Oliver
Dr. Phillips Horace Murphy

There's rhythm to this story of a
strong-arm romance between a track
sleuth and his little secretary and it
makes good rimner-upper amuse-
ment for the two-for-one spots.
Hasn't got that dramatic substance
nor marquee strength lor solo rat-
ing.

Action stuff, sprinkled with some
comedy, well timed, showing that
some pretty good headwork went
back of the plot making. It's a
brisk enough recitation of how a
hardshelled but honest track detec-
tive, for the sake of his kidnapped
sweetie, yields to a crook's plan to
gyp the track.

But Paul Kelly is one of those cop-
pers with a lot of gray matter, ad-
ditional to brawn, and he outwits the
criminals with the aid of additional
honest policemen. Gunplay and
some nifty motor acrobatics accom-
pany,

George McKay shoulders the com-
edy end in a quiet and efficient
manner. He handles the assistant
detective role to Kelly. Jacqueline
Wells as the heart interest performs
her routine satisfactorily.

The film offers some nifty hand-
to-hand encounters and the action
opens up early with a racing se-
quence, and ends in the same way,
and that's okay.
Robert Emmett O'Connor, . tradi-

tional, hard-boiled copper, goes into
reverse, in this picture by playing
the part of a crook, and with a
smirk, too. Paul Kelly, as the track
detective, has one of those self-as-

sured character parts, and he han-
dles it well enough.
The camera work is okay and the

backgrounds are' mostly interiors ex-
cepting the racing sequences fore
and aft and a couple of countryside
shots in the chase scenes. The rac-
ing shots may be library stuff but
it's apt material. Shan.

CONTRACTS
Dennie Moore signed Warner play-

ing termer.
Desmond O'Malley hooked onto the

20th-Fox writing unit.
Metro has retained Robert Spinola,

Mexican lad, for an optioned termer.
Arthur Fitz-Richard has hired out

to Scott R. 'Dimlap of Mono to do
scripts.
Franklin Coen's scrivehing tickets

optioned at RKO.
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

John Ridgely, of Pasadena Com-
munity Players, handed playing
termer at Warners.
Term acting tickets drawn at 20th-

Fox by moppets June Wilkins and
Joan Carol.
Joseph Anthony,. Anne Herendeen

and John . Foote signatured 'new
scribbling pacts at 20th-Fox.
Dotted line johnhancocked at 20th-

Fox by Raymond Scott and his swing
band for a termer with group al-
ready assighed to three films.
Henry F. Misselweitz signatured

a Metro writing ticket. Formerly
was foreign news editor of the United
Press,
Universal handled Felix Jackson

new scribbling pact.
Options validated at 20th-Fox On

Geneva Sawyer and Shirley Deane,
players, and Otto Brower, director.
Hal Roach hoisted options on

Spanky McFarland, Porky Lee and
Darla Hood of Our Gang.
RKO picked up Willie Best's op-

tion for another term.
William Franey signatured term

playing deal at RKO.
Radio has dispensed options to

Parkyakarkus and , John Twist,
scripter.
Herbert C. Lewis, N. Y, news-

paperman and novelist, stepped into
a Metro writing termer.
Playing options of Esther Brodelet,

Lynn Bari and. Dorothy Dearing.
have been snapped up by 20th-Foxi
Ginger Manners, stage and radio

juve, drew an acting termer at
Paramount
Helen Westle.v was, handed a

Fox.
Olive Cooper dottedlined a Para

mount writing ticket.
. Mary Livingstone has been re
newed by Paramoimt for another*
year.
William Ludwig checked in as a

Metro 6oi!Vract scribe.
Metro sighed oii Eleanor Lynn of

the N. Y. stage to a term playing
agreement.

EXPLOITATION ; : By Epet W. Sii|rent

TITLE CHANGES
.
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Monogram's 'Stars Over Arizona'
switches to 'Where the West Begins.'
'Buckaroo' will be release title of

Paramount's 'Arizona Aines.*
Tag of 'One More • Tomorrow'

switched by Warners to 'Evidence.*
Anna Sten's Grand National film,

'At Your Service, Madame,' changed
to 'With Pleasure, Madame.*
Paramount's 'Summer Romance'

metamorphosizes into *Thrill of a
Lifetime.'

£fSTESSr ASSIGNED
Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Screenplay assignment on 'They
Didn't Want Love' has been handed
to Philip Epstein at Radio.
Film is on P. J. Wolfson's pro-

duction chart.

Fleischer

(Continued from page 21)

cated last week at National Labor
Relations Board.
Because of multitude of organiza-

tions claiming right to repre.sent
white-collar worker.-;, the N-L.R.B, is

making a comprehensive study be-
fore deciding whether to have a
hearing or trying to v/in agreement
for 'consent election.' In formal
probe under way to get line on ex-
actly what strength each of the score
of units in the argument has.

If the rival groups, will not go
along or studios refuse to deal with
winning faction, board likely to call
hearing on petition filed by Society
of Set Designers, Society of Art Di-
rectors, and Society of Artists and
Illustrators. Election plea has been
balked by United'Scenic Artists local
621 and International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees,
While tossing Hollywood hot spud,

N.L.R.B. called for balloting by pro-
duction employees of Fleischer Stu-
dios, New York, producers of ani-
mated cartoons. Voting occurs within
the next week, with all hands on the
pay roll April 30 entitled to register,
except supervisors, story, musical,
clerical, camera, and maintenance
workers. Issue is whether Commer-
cial Artists and Designers Union No.
20329 shall ba sole spokesman for
studio's help,

Topi dh 'Topper*

Lancaster, Pa. .„

Outdoing' the year's most elab-
orate campaigns, Bert - Leighton
launched tbe town's biggest exploi-
tation to sell Topper the funny way.
Invading night spots, beer gardens

and other Warner Srothers theatres,
Leighton used plugs, extra trailers
and announcements to get the ^show
across.

Street gags, frowned on by the
law, were as' important as lobby
treatment, and the assortment of tne
former kept downtowners busy tak-
ing them all in. Best outside stunt
of the campaign was a kid fishing
in a pail of water on town's busiest
intersection. Sign beside him read,
•If you think this is funny, wait un-
til you've seen topper.' Funniest
part of the gag was the way the kid
would fish until the law would show
up and then do a fade-out to crop
up on another corner. This angle
wasn't figured on, but Leighton was
quick to see the Value and posted the
kid to keep ducking. Crowds thought
it was great. '

Another outdoor crowd attracter
was man in street frantically signal-
ling companion in twelfth story of
office building. They signalled back
and forth tmtil enough people had
gathered to see what was going on,
then man in building broke out big
banner reading 'See Topper at the
Grand.'

Third street bally was unusually
fat man in a suit with the . seams
ripped and sigh reading, 'I split my
sides laughing at Topper.' Another
was old barrel gag which was dusted
off for the occasion. Passersby were
lured by signs to- look into the bar-
rel and see something funny. They
looked at themselves in a mirror
placed in the bottom of the barrel.
'If you think this is funny,' read let-

tering around the glass, 'wait until
you've seen Topper.' Barrel, which
was covered inside and out with
funny papers, was planted on pave-
ment in front of theatrie.

Much attention was attracted by
gold fish bowl containing only water
and seaweed, advertisea as contain-
ing the invisible gold fish seen in
Topper. Girls at each of the city's

to swim suits labeling them as" the
invisible girl in Topper.
Leighton built an entire front for

his house made entirely ^f funny
papers. Search for the comic sup-
plements carried sign shop crew
through junk yards and all their
friends' cellars before they could
rake up enough papers for front.
Comic masks ttimmed oil the cor-
ners and a gross .of gas filled bal-
loons each with a comic face painted
on it were fastened to the marquee.

Inside as centerpiece for lobby
display, a display case 7 feet 'high
and 12 feet long showed articles lost

by people laughing at Topper. Case
included false teeth, gum ' boots,
glass eye, spectacles, cast from
broken leg, ear trumpet, doctor's
stethescope, bank book showing de-
posit of $1,000,000, marriage license,

red flannels, horse collar, corsets,

comedy hats, court warrants, crutch
and celluloid collar and scores of
other items. Case was a regular five
minute laugh getter and proved one
of the best items in the campaign.

Didn't Get the Idea
Fred Hodgson, of RKO publicity,

Columbus, Ohio, used the big pass
idea for a preview showing of 'Toast

of the Town' at the Palace, but didn't

quite get the idea. The card is 14x22.

inches and is invalid if presented
folded, which is one part of the idea,

but the type faces are entirely too

small. Largest is only 48 point, used
for the title.

The big idea of this type of pass
is that it must be carried, unfolded,
to the theatre. To get full value it

should be done in. poster type and
suggest a block one-sheet. "The cur-
rent sample has attention value, but
is shy on display. The largest type
possible to crowd on the card should
be used for house and title if the
stunt is to haye.its full value,

Barking Tjp Tload'

Louisville.

,Ai JvKalberer put over a nice ex-
Sloitation campaign Qp TPhe Road
iack,' working ^out several angles

which -were successful in selling thp!
picture at the Fourth Avenue
Amusement's Strand. In addition to
increased newspaper advertising, a
letter was. written to editorial headt
of local papers, inviting them to wit-
ness the pic,, which resulted in good
publicity breaks in the editorial col-umns during the run.

Several thousand soldiers are in
training at Fort Knox, some 25 miles
t^2J^^

LouisyiUe, and Kalberer sent
2,500 tickets, specially priced, to thearmy reservation, which brought a
good representation of military men
to all performances. Two thousand
arrow markers were tacked around
town a week in advance, and book-
miirks were placed in main and
branch libraries, bookstores and
book rental libraries throughout the
town. Five thousand roto heralds
were inserted in Liberty magazines
and a large number of photo cutouts
and ^blow-ups were displayed in the
most prominent locations.

Special window displays were se-
cured by the Better Films CouiicUm leading department stores, and
war souvenirs and relics were fur-
nished by the Council to dress the
windows. A 75-foot string of pen-
nants was hung from the marquee
to lamp-posts from the theatre to
the corner of Fourth and Chestnut
one of the town's main intersections'
In addition ushers' sashes were worri
by girls at drug store soda fountains
throughout the dowtttown district.

Spilling the Dope
'

. Detroit.
Prior to showing of 'Chinese

Justice' flicker, Bill Elliott, manager
of Palms-State, rigged up a special
exhibit of dope paraphernalia in the
lobby. Stuff included pipes, mor-
phine, cocaine, needles, lamps and
variety of other narcotics supplies.
Entire array was obtained from

Detroit police department narcotic
investigation squad, and consisted of
contraband seized by local police in

^fS^fe^ by^a"^SmSKi
the department, familiar with the
Oriental eviL

"

Theatre Changes

Canton, O;
Ben Schwartz, who has been ia

charge of Warner Bros.' theatrical
interests at Lima, O., for the past
five years, now manager of the com-
pany's Ohio theatre here, replacing
Wallace (Doc) Elliott, recently
transferred to Lima as city manager
of the Warner's three houses there.

loew Contest

St. Loui.<;.

MGM and Loew's theatre here
have launched contest for exhibs
in Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois and $50 will be awarded
operator who conducts best exploita-
tion campaign for Topper' soon to be
released in this territory.

Contestants are required to file

scrap book of accomplishments with
branch office and committee will de-
cide winner,. Jimmy Harris, p. a. at
Loew's is barred.

Oot a Painting
Two-way stunt on 'Knight Without

Armor' was worked by Sam Gilman,
of Loew's Regent, Harrisburg, Pa.
He offered an oil painting of the star
to the author of the best sentence
composed of the letters in her name,
A local artist was commissioned to

do the picture, and worked in a
store window, which provided the
second stunt. Of the two the artist
probably did the more selling.

Philadelphia.
Fulton Opera House, Lancaster,

now being operated by partnership
of Mrs. R. M. Finch and Jay Emanuel.
Emanuel also taking over Rajah,
Reading.
Charles Steerman will take control

of Poplar . from Warners Sept, 1.

Warner Bros, will reopen Jefferson,
Elite and Cadet, in September. Plans
reported being drawn for new 1,000-
seater in Germantown. WB Grand,
in Camden, extensively remodeled.
Bridgeville theatre, Bridgeville,

closed indef.

Greenwich, N. Y.
Swan, Greenwich, sold to Vivian

Sweet, owner of the Star, in nearby
Salem,

St. Louis.
. J. A. Siepker and associates, of
Ozark, only house in Webster
Groves, Mo., have let contract for
l.OOO-seater, to be operated in oppo-
sition.

Carl Pearson, Rushville, 111., plans
new house to replace his Menard, a
300-seater. He also has changed
name of Princess to Lloyd.
Thomas M. Campbell, Terre Haute,

Ind., has acquired 400Tseater, under
construction at Newton, 111.

Lancaster, Pa.
Finch-Emanuel management took

over operation of the Fulton here
this week, cutting Philadelphia capi-
tal into one of the few remaining
indies in this section. Deal which
was concluded in mid-July called
for Ja.y Emanuel and the Finch
group drooping $14,000 each into the
project. This sum bought out heirs
of late B. F. Finch. Mrs. Finch
joined with Emanuel to purchase
house from the estate so that hev
children rriight share proportionately
at once.
At the same time the « local deal

was completed Emanuel announced
that he had acquired the Rajah,
Reading, This house is also a double
feature grind.

Rochester, N- Y.
Shakeup in Comerford houses puts

Louis Meyer, Capitol manager, in

charge of the RKO Temnle and shifts

Kenneth Cobb to the Capitol. Law-
rence Cottier, assistant at the Tem-
ple, gets month leave for appendi-
citis operation.
Edward May, manager of the Iiake.

Shine house, transferred to the Dixie
with Sam Shafer going to the Lake.
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ICC. Rides7%
Payment on Film

Delivery Service

, Washington, Aug. 10.

Tighter regulations governing bill-

ing for film delivery service were
imposed last week ,by Interstate

Commerce Commission in order af-

lecting the accounting practices of

trucking companies subject to Fed-
eral control under motor carrier law.

•As aftermath of prolonged inquiry
growing out of an order issued a

year ago, I.C.C. said that in the fu-

ture trucjcers must bill clients with-

in seven days and customers must
pay. up in a like period. Commish
hinted time may be cut even shorter

in the future. Order slices present
period in half.

Time-shortening was opposed on
behalf of exhibitors' by Edarwd G.

Levy, counsel for M.P.T,O.A., who
was backed up by Guy K. Stewart
of the National Film Carriers Asso-
ciation. Duo noted .that film deliv-

ery seryice usually is engaged on a
weekly basis and said that to allow
only a week for payment would be
to, impose hardships. Explained
that chain houses customarily for-

ward bills to., home or regional of-

fices' for payment, with routine tak-
ing morp than, seven days.

More Balto BMg.
f

Baltimore, Aug. 10.

Considerable local activity in nabe
field here. New houses already be-
ing built by the Durkee chain and
Lou Gardner. The Metropolitan,
operated for many years by Warner
Bros., leased to Lou iRome, adding
another house to his growing chain.
Talk of nabe construction by down-

town de luxe interests still persists
with North avenue and Charles
street, bvfty commercial sub-center,
mentioned as possible location.
Loew's Parkway and Aurora, op-
erated by Arthur Price, already on
spot.

LANCASTER, PA., HELPED

BUCK PHILLY'S STRIKE

SEE $8 LOEW'S DIVVY

BY END OF THIS YEAR

Declaration of $3 in cash on the
common last week by Loew's, Inc.,

directors brings the total payments
on this stock in 1937 to $6. With at
least one more dividend action ex-
pected before the close of this year,

disbtirsemehTs on the common will
be $8, new peak in common cash
payments by a picture company.

" Loew's declared $1, divided equal-
ly between extra and regular, on
March 31; $1.50 extra and 50c regu-
lar on June 30. Understanding in

Wall Street is that the surtax on un-
distributed profits has been a pow-
erful influence in these liberal dis-

tributions, Loew's following the
practice of other big industrial

companies in distributing coin
rather than paying a heavy tax on it.

Directors of Columbia Pictures
maintained the regular $1 annual
dividend rate last week by declaring
the usual 25c quarterly divvy on the
common shares and certificates.

Payment will be made on Oct. 1 to

holders of record Sept. 17.

Lancaster, Pa., Aug. 10.

The Capitol theatre here became
a temporary clearing house for film
during the past week \vhen striking
truckmen in a city-wide strike tied

up the city of Philadelphia. Regular
truck system . of film distribution

couldn't function and pictures were
bootlegged out of town in pleasure
cars, elevated trains and on the hoof.
In most cases, a couple of shows
were loaded into ^ pleasure car and
hustled out of town before pickets
were aware the blockade was being
run.

Lancaster became a concentration
point for the films with managers
in this city, York, Hanover, Gettys-
burg and siirrounding towns clearing

their shows here.

Despite the suddenness of the up-
heaval and its duration, there was
no instance in this territory of a

theatre being dark because its show
failed to come in.

Incarporations

CALIFORNIA
.Sacramento.

Million Dollar ProductlonH, Inc.; capital
•tock, ;26,000. none subscribed. Direc-
tors: Harry M. Popkin, Leo C. Popkln.
Ralph Coojier; Frances - Popkln, all of
L. A.
W«Btwood Hillfl Publications, Inc.;

capital stock, 1,000 shares, none sub-
•cribed. Directors: .TaiTies S. Daley, .Toy
Daley, James W. WeIr', Harry B. Weir,
all ot L, A.

MISSOURI
.Tefferson City.

Xlncoln Tlieiitre Co.. St. T.ouis; to en-
gage in general theatre and show busi-
ness, deal in real estate, etc.; capltfil
tock, $6,000, paid up. Incorporators:
oam Komm, Cullinsville, 111.; David R.'
Komm and Homer Illmer, St. I^uls.

Ansell-St. liOuis Amusement Co., Dover,
Del.: has been authorized to opernie in
MlsBourl as a foreign corporation; capital
Btqok, 200 shares of *10 par vulae stock
and" lists. Loula K. AnsoU a.s ita prin-
cipal Missouri agent, This i» the cor-
porate body that Is carrying through re-
cent pooling deal made several ^veeks
ago by AnaeU Bros. , and. St.. I.,ouia

Amusement Co. and Fanchon & Warco
Interests here. Five nabes were Involved
In deal.

TEXAS
Auslih.

Rotan Tlieutrt's, Inc., Rolan; opera
house; capital stock. $5,000. Incorpora-
tors: Ijance M. Davis, C. V. Jones, Don
C. Douglas.

'Arno'fl presentation Is something
to hear and en.loy. It excited the
audiences to the point of <le-

mandlng three encore.H.'-—IlulTalo
Courier ExiireHR.

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

General truck strike here last

week tied up film deliveries in the

territory for three days. Only prints

distributed were those called for in

private cars. Exchanges parcel-

them to the post office in employees^
autos.

Films from out of town were
brought to city limits by regular

Horlacher delivery trucks and then

taken back to exchanges in passen-

ger cars.

Big Insurance Rate

Cuts on St. L Houses

St." Louis, Aug. 10.

Reduction of fire insurance rates

for better constructed moving pic-

ture theatres in Missouri, ranging

from 20% -35%, will be the second
slash that has been made by State

Supt. of Insurance R. Emmett
O'Malley since May, 1935. At that

time a marked reduction was made
after a compromise was effected

with fire insurance companies.

An example of how owners of

theatres are benefiting by cutting of

premiums is at the Orpheum theatre

owned by the Cella interests and
under lease to Fanchon & Marco
here. Prior to the May, 1935 com-
promise the rate on this house was
93c per $100 of insurance. By virtue

of the compromise it was reduced
to 61c per $100 and new fireproof

schedule made another cut to 49c

per $100. Other houses are bene-
fiting similarly.

Ark/s Ad Booers

Little Rock, Aug. 10.

Despite two policemen and the

glare of house mazdas, more than
30 members of the recently organ-
ized Society for the Booing of Com-
mercial Advertisements in Motion
Pictures made its debut at the Ar-
kansas theatre—Little Rock's largest

—last week, M. C. Blackman, secre-

tary of the Sobers, is employed as

a member of the Arkansas State

Publicity Commission. Today he
said he had received more than 150

applications for membership.
As Blackman and other members

entered the theatre they were
greeted by Ralph Noble, local man-
ager, who left, however, before the

booing started.

Both Blackman and Noble i.s.<:ued

signed statements after the booing.

PROF. ED LEVIN
Chicago, Aug. 10.

It's Professor Edwin Levin of Bal-
aban & Katz now. Levin, p.a. for

B.&K., has been special lecturer on
'Music Recordings' at the University

of Chicago this summer.
Part of the course in mu.sical ap-

preciation.

QUESTION OF THE IDEAL OPENING DAY

FOR NEW PICTURES CONES UP AGAIN

$35,000 Theatre Fire Loss

Spartanburg, S. C, Aug. 10.

•Tryon theatre razed by fire with
$15,000 equipment and $20,000 build-
ing loss. Flames broke out in pro-
jection room at night show with
several hundred patrons escaping
into stireet. minus injuries.

Ushers and P. Pressley, operator,
credited to large extent with orderly
manner in which piatrons filed safely.,

out. Pressley gave a quick alarm
from the booth then found his es-

cape cut off by fiames and crawled
out on the roof through a ventilator.

He sustained severe bruises, but no
burns and was the only person in-

jured.

Loss partly insured. Theatre
equipment, owned by- Charles W.
Nesmith, total loss. N. B. Jackson of

St. Petersburg Fla., owner of build-
ing. No reconstruction plans yet an-
nounced. '

RENEWED POUCE DRIVE

IN DETROIT ON BANKO

Detroit, Aug. 10.

Police have been ordered to ob-
tain evidence and seek- warrants
against about 30 theatres operating
bank night, gcreeno and similar . de-
vices here. A temporary injunction
restraining police from interfering

with the games was dissolved by
the circuit court last week.
The police action marks another

activity in the two-year battle be-
tween large downtown spots and the
smaller nabes, which has been car-

mmor courts in DelrtJfC**™^-

Because court verdicts have
proved ineffectual in stopping the
games, larger loop spots and circuit

operators are exerting considerable
pressure on the common council to

adopt an amendment to the city's

theatre ordinance prohibiting de-
vices which have been termed lot-

teries by the state supreme court.

After several weeks' study of the
situation. Assistant Corporation
Counsel Nathaniel Goldstick last

week urged the council to pass the
amendment, providing stiff penalties
for violations.

More than a dozen nabe operators
protested in a body to the council
that the measure was discrimina-
tory, in that it hit only theatres and
failed to embrace the police field

day, the fireman's field day and
numerous church affairs, which em-
ploy one form of 'lottery' or an-
other.

They Pile In at Philly

Earle for 25c Bargain
Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

Despite usual hot-weather skid
and apologetic copy of an air-con-
ditioner at Earle, rhorning b.o. is so
solid under new price scale that the
lowered admish looks to become
permanent policy at house. Orig-
inally planned only as tropic-wave
pepper-upper.
Entrance Jevy was dropped early

in July from 35 to 25c before 1 p.m.
Fees later in the day were also

dropped commensurately, but real
bizhike, as a result, is seen in the
first two hours principally. Whether
the lower prices all day will be con-
tinued during the winter or the bar-
gain policy will be limited to " the
pre-lunch hours, yet undecided, but
looks doubtful in view of general
plan to tilt Philly fees.

WB's Penney Scale Cuts

York, Pa., Aug. 10.

Without announcing reasons even
to hou.se managers, Warner theatres

in this city and Hanover went into

a new policy with, deep cuts in

prices. Capitol and Strand, York,
cut mat prices from 30c. to 20c., and
evening balcony prices likewise.

Rialto and Rltz second-run grhids
dropped from 25c. to 20c, and the

scale in Hanover was cut from 30c.

to 25c.

While the opinion in expre.s.sed

that new policy is intended to hypo
gros,se.s over summer month.s, m.nny
feel the plan is employed to (lis

courage threatening compellsh.

IVs Thursday Now, but May Revert Again to

Sunday—Competitors, Jealous of the Opposish,

Gang Up on Whichever Day's Selected

The why and wherefore of open- plus additional advertising on a doy
ing day picture theatres is up
for discussion again. Trend in key
spots- of nation to back away from
Thursday is pictured by some
leaders as indicating that the open-
ing day for pictures may soon wind
up on Sunday, once the old-time
favorite.

While numerous and sundry ex-
planations are offered as to why
N. Y. and many major cities open
their new film attractions on Thurs-
day, two basically iaire held respon-
sible. One is that it has resulted
from constantly moving back the
'opening' from Saturday. The other
is traced to the fact that theatres,

operating oil a split policy, often
open one picture on Thursday with
the other on Sunday.
One veteran New York theatre

manager this week deemed Sunday
an ideal opening day although ma-
jority opinion among house opera-
tors is strictly against it. Old-time
exhib claimed that besides cashing
in on big Sunday influx, large news-
paper publications on the Sabbath
gave full . opportunity for extra
publicity, and sometimes reviews

Beatrice, Neb., Still

Wrangling Sunday Pix
' Lincoln, Aug. 10.

Town of Beatrice, Neb., is still

wrangling over the tie vote (1,553-

all) on the question of Sunday shows
in the city.- It's a 10,000 spot, Robert
Taylor-a-^'^rome" -town;- and the last

place in the state of any size to

hold out ^^gainst seven-day show-
ingsj> This week the pro-Sunday
gang went to court claiming the

Simday issue was won by them be-
cause some of the votes allowed by
the board were illegal and some
not allowed were legal.

Count without the mail votes was
1,525 for Sundays and 1,512 against,

the mail tying the count.

when the average reader has added
leisure time.

Theatre exhibitors at one time
figured Saturday as the ideal day
for launching a new show because of

as.sured display for their reviews in

Sunday papers, with larger circutS^T

tion and added time for reading.
.

Coupled with .this trend towards
Saturday opening was the .situation

in some keys where the exhib had
five or six hoiises but wanted to give
one specific theatre a boost. Hence
he opened a new attraction in it on
Saturday. Competitors joined in

because they were adverse to giving
opposing houses a break, hence the
whole town ultimately was starting

its new pictures on the Saturday
date.

This tendency to beat the gun
prompted one or two to experiment
with Friday. Natural result was
that competitive theatres moved
back a day. Then they picked
Thursday, which is admittedly a
favorite not only in New York but
in numerous other key communities.
Now veteran exhibs, sehsirtg this

trend Ot theatre men to hit the
street with- a new production when,
their competition is not opening, say

this may in time push the whole
thing back to Sunday.
Against actually picking out the

Sabbath' as the first day for a run
is the general belief that a week-
day and an ofl-nlght is the logical

time for beginning a new show. The
exhibitors rate Saturday and Sun-
day as generally taking care of

themselves—being the big days of

the week.
One school of thought indicates

Thursday as the logical opening be-

cause it often is a slack night and
does not interfere with the Friday
upswing. This increase on Friday is

attributed to trade garnered from
students when school is lit session,

being date-night with the scholastic

clientele.
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JACK
BENNY
"artIsts

and
MODELS"

H£I>D OVSR
IN PBRaONl

PHIL
SPITALNY

And HiH
ALL GIKL
ORCHKSTBA

Sf^," MUSIC HALL
nKLD OVER

'STELLA
DALLAS"

8p«ct«culiir 8tiio« Produetlont

CAPITOL
Znd We«k at Popular rrlt:e«

Sp«ncer Fr«(ldle

In M-O-H'it

^'Captains Courageous"

7th At. m a«th

ROXY
ALL OC« TO
JBATB^** 1 r.M.

StnrtlDK Krldny
Aoeust la

"THE ROAD
BACK"
—o

PLUS
STAGE SHOW

BILL SAXTON'S APPOINTMENT
Baltimore, Aug. 10.

William K. Saxton, city manager
for Loew's, has been appointed by
Gov. Harry W. Nice to represent the
State of Maryland at the New York
World's Fair.

State planning tin elaborate par-
ticipation.

STATE
XODAY ONLK

'Knight Without Armor'

, STARTING THIJR.SPAY
W| Clark" TT .•••un

VTABLi: • HaKLOW
in 'SARATOGA'

"Mr. Dodd Takes the Air"
I

with KENNY BAKER * FRANK McHUGH

a
25c .«

I p. Ill,

AIR-CONDITIONED — B'way and 47th Street

looori opon 9:30 A.M. — MIDNIGHT SHOW

FIJN-J'OR-ALL KOMANtK
Wttli the OddH oil tlio Itlonde

'BLONDE TROUBLE'
A P.aramount Plnlurfl willi
KLKANOU WHITNKH:

.lOJINNV DOWNS
Alr-Conditlonad e%F^

CRITERION Mt. 25c
Opent 9 a.m. Midnight Sh'owi t* I P.M.
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WEBER SEEKS RADIO-TYPE YARDSTICK

AS GUIDE FOR ABSORPTION OF MUSICIANS

Seeks Factual Data, Detailed Breakdowns—Local

Difficulties Will Be Accommodated— Friendly

Spirit of Radio Appreciated

International Executive Board of

the American Federation of Musi-
cians may. call in representatives of

the networks and the National As-
sociation of Broadcasters for a talk

before the expiration ot the period
al^ajyed them to evolve some solu-

tion to the union's demand that more
musicians be employed in broad-
casting. APM has started to work on
a formula which might be applied

to^ the probleiii and if the completed
formula impresses the executive
board as practical and equitable the

representative broadcasters will be
invited to submit their reactions, to

it. Webs and the NAB have been
granted until' Sept. 16 to figure out
their own plan.

As a preliminary to developing a
formula; . based on a definite yard-
stick, the AFM's board last week
moved to gather necessary dtita from

' local branches. Through question-

naires the board is seeking to learn
the number of radio stations within
each local's jurisdictioii, thef number
of ° musicians employed by them on
a weekly basis, local prices, how the
working days and hours are divided,

the number casually employed and
the scale for such employment.

Radio-Type T»risttck

In working out a formula the
bbard expects to' keep two things
uppermost in mind. One is that the
elements in the formula must be na-
tive to the broadcasting industiry, or
angles that station men are ttior-

oughly acquainted with, and which
haVe been used by other factors in

V -^determining ^prices, rates and fees.

Other matter involves doing nothing
that will have ah unfavorable ef'

feet on musicians already employed
by local stations.

Spirit which continues to rule the
'AFM chiefs in their efforts to arrive
at a solution is that the co-operation
and opinion of representative broad-
casters be solicited every step of the
way and that* anything smackhug of
the arbitrary be avoided. What made
the most gratifying impression on
Joe Weber, AFM chle^ during the
discussions with persons from the
radio and recording industries the
week before were the admissions
from these sources that musicians
have not been receiving the employ-
ment breaks coming to them from
broadcasting and- that the tendency
of musician employment to dwindle
while radio prospered created a se-
rious situation for the AiPM. Weber
feels confident that the problem can
be solved without resort to a strike.

AFM board realizes . that regard-
less of the' formula agreed upon
there will be cases of stations whose
potential income .will mvSse it im-
possible for them ,to meet musician

.
.
employment requirements. Such ex-
ceptions will receive individual study
and decision.

Meanwhile it has been arranged
that a subcommittee of the interna-
tional executive boajrd, composed of
difterent members each week, meet
with representatives of the networks,
NAB and stations not affiliated with
either, and discuss points at issue and
possibilities of solution. Thtise gath-
erings are expected to prove an edu-
cation to the members of the board
themselves as to the problems of

operation of the broadcasting indus-
try. Also overcome the jittery feel-

ing produced among broadcasters at
the previous week's meet with the
executiva board that they had to deal
with men whose grasp of the inner
workings, of the industry was a lim^

ited one.

One-Scale Out

American Federation of Mu-
sicians has abandoned the idea

of establishing a national uni-

form scale for broadcasting.

Federation's executive board
is convinced that the peculiar

problems of the industry and
local union conditions' would
make an arrangement of that

sort impractical.

670 STATIONS

EMPLOY 781

MUSICIANS

Reading Pa., Aug. 10.

Joe Weber, A,.F. of Ml prez, ad
dressing musicians meeting here last

week, claimed that .670 stations in

the United States employ only 781

musicians; The 234 with' web affilia-

tions used even less than the others,

he claimed. WCAU, Philadelphia,
with 50,000 wat^, was specifi-

cally pointed put by Weber as one
of the large stations without any
musicians.
M. Claude Rosenberry, -formerly of

Reading and now- director of music
for the- State Department of Public
Instruction in this State, pledged Jthe

aid of himself and Jhis . staff in swp-
ping unwarranted and improper
competitioia by school bands for paid
engagements which would ordinarily
go to union musicians and other pro-
fessionals. Frank L. Diefenderfer
was re-elected the Pennsylvania
Delaware conference's president for
another five-year term.

Raymond Paige in N. Y.

Raymond Paige, 'Hollywood Hotel'
maestro, returns to the Coast next
week after a fortnight's vacation in
New York, his . first eastern trek.

Paige also takes on the baton for the
Packard show Sept. 9, so that the
CBS maestro will also have an NBC
groove with Packard, operating both
shows conjunctively. Latter show is

for 39 weeks.
European vacation of Louella Par-

sons, permitted Paig#. to. also take
time out in. .order to visit N. Y.

McAssey Joins Agencj ,

--.r.-i - Chicago,' Aug, 10,

C. P. MeAssey has joined the
Schwimmer & Scott agency here as

account executive.
McAssey was formerly with sta

tion WCFL here as commercial
sales manager.

Wynn Orr Radio Heads
Stack-Goble in Chicago

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Wynn Orr, producer, at local NBC
studios, leaves there to become head
of Stack-Goble ad agency, replacing

Bess Johnson,
Bess Johnson moving to Lord . &

Thomas.

PONTIAC COLLEGE SERIES

Henry. Sonvalne Will Produc<
Held, Jr.^ Omitted

-John

Detroit, Aug. 10.

Pontiac Motors has signed contract

with NBC for I-Bsumption ot its

'Varsitj^ Show' starting Oct. 1. Con-
tract calls' for new series campus
airings over 78 stations of NBC Blue
net, instead of the Red web used on
the original series last winter and
spring.

Half-hour, show, substituting >(:ol-

lege talent for the m.c. chores per-

formed by John Held, jr., in the
original series, will hit the air at

8 p.m., EST., Friday. Production
and direction of shows again will be
handled by Henry. Souvaine, Inc.

Dates assigned fox first six broad
casts include U. of Alabama, Oct. 1;

Purdue, Oct. 8; Southern Methodist

U., Oct, 15; University of Virginia,

.Oct. 22; FordlMimi Oct. 29, and In-

diana U.; Nov. 5.

Rutherford To

Spiel Over 60

Stations Twke

Judge Rutherford is buying time
on a flock of stations through the

east, south and midwest for two live

spiels he will personally) make dur
ing the annual convention of the
Watchtower Society to be held in
Columbus, Ohio. Watchtower is big,

user of transcriptions.

Each talk will be of one-hour
duration, first carded for Sept. 19,

the winder-up for Sept. 26. Hookup
will be via wire out of Columbus to

all the stations rigged together for

the pair of spiels.' To date about 60

stations have been definitely cleared,

but nearly a dozen broadcasters ap
proached have refused to carry, the
Watchtower proceedings because of

the radical character of the religious

principles.

Gee. Bijur's Agency

George Bijur, one-time CBS sales

promotion chief,' is opening an ad
agency of own under his name on
Aug. 20, in New York.
Leaving Columbia after an 11

month tenure in Oct., 1935, Bijur

worked for Irwin-Wasey for a stretch

which terminated last winter. Since

then he has been visiting in Europe

C. 1. 0. Mouthpiece Whams Carter
'. /

/

Philadelphia Labor Publication Stalks Philco Coin<

mentator for Anti-Union Campaign

StiU Working

Linton Wells on NBC

Linton Wells, vet foreign cor-

responderft, starts a new series of

Saturday nights,. 8:30-8:45 broad-
casts for NBC Aug. 21. In addition
Wells is slated for the Magic Key
Oct. 3.

Sino-Jap fracas has accentuated
interest in foreign affairs,' and Wells
will talk on his background as news-
paperman in the capitals of the
world. ' '

'

ye is author pf , 'Blood on the

lyio^on,' iiis reminiscences, .
and was

last N, Y. publicity r.epresehtatiye

for Samuel Goldwyn, Inc.

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

Labor Record, official organ for

the 100,000 CIO members in Phil-

adelphia, devotes a full page in this

week's issue to a lambasting of

Boake Carter for his anti-labor

views. Paper also takes WCAU and

its Owners, Ike and Leon Levy, to

task and suggests that labor frown
upon Philco products while the
company bankrolls Carter broad-
casts.

Editorial describes Carter as

being known to the newspaper pro-
fession as the 'Voice of Inexperi-
ence' since, it is alleged, he has often
confessed that his 'radio blah and
his syndicated column are culled
directly from what he has just read,'

'This,' says the editorial, 'constitutes

the most authentic case of inbreed-

Indianapolii, Aug. 10,

Mrs. Albert J. Beveridge,
widow of Senator Beveridge of
Indiana, whose son, Albert, Jr.,

is spieler for WIRE here, will

divide $5,000,000 estate with her
brother. Spencer Eddy of Paris.

Two were, named heirs of

widow of Marshall Field. Will

was "filed for probate in' TJnited

States District Court in Wash-
ington, D. C, on Friday (6).

Mrs. Beveridgie and her
brother will divide the net in-

come from a trust fund of

$4,500,000. Upon the death of

Mr. Eddy, Mrs. Beveridge or
her heirs will inherit the entire

estate.

Al Beveridge, Jr. showed up
for work as usual at WIRE on
Sat. (7).

Train Saluted

Enrotttehy Six

Radio Statioiis

Cincinnati, Aug. 10.

WCKY will be this flr.st of six sta-

tions to do a short-wave pickup of

the fourth anniversary ' program
originating on the Pan-American,
crack train of the Lpuisville &: Nash-
ville Railroad, operating between
here and New Orleans, set for Aug.

L. B. Wilson 10,000 watter will air

the first ijuarter hour of the rolling

show, starting, at 10 a.m^ Vocal and
instrumental talent for the initial

stanza will be from the WCKY staff:

Pat O'Malley, Jayne Rohan, Ralph
and Edith Hodges, Edith and Sher-
man Collins. There also will be a
brief interview with an L. & N. exec.
When the flier nears Louisville,

artists from WHAS will present a
similar program, to be picked up by
that station. During the trip WSM,
Nashville; WSGN, Birmingham, and
WSFA, Montgomery, Ala., and WWL,
New Orleans, will participate in the
broadcasts.

SEGAL-SMITH HEARING

MAY BE DELAYED

Washington, Aug. 10.

Ppstponement of hearing on dis-

barment charges was sought from
Federal Communications Commission
last week by Paul M. Segal and
George S. Smith. Ventilation prob-
ably will be deferred until October.
More time was requested because

of absence of key witness, now
traveling in Europe, combined with
the fact that the scheduled hearing
would occur about the time of Jew-
ish holidays. Commish probably will
grant request, particularly in view
of two vacancies and possibility that
new members will not have had time
to become acquainted with case by
the original hearing date, Sept. 13.

ing on record. It also explains Car-
ter's recent attacks on the CIO.'

Carter is scored by the editorial

for getting only one side, the em-
ployer's, in a labor controversy. It

also charges him with 'raising red
scares, lauding vigilantism, encour-
aging strikebreaking, fawning upon
the Tom Girdiers, uttering pious
and patriotic platitudes and gener-
ally ranting monotonously like a

man in a padded cell who thinks
they are coming to take his last

yacht away from him.'

Editorial concludes: "Charlie
McCarthy even answers back. Boake
Carter imagined a character Johnny
Q. Public, and imagined him
dumber than . a dummy. He. im-
agined Johnny Q. Public wouldn't
talk back. But he is talking back all

the time and it won't be long, before
Boake the Bloke finds it out.'

Robert Stevens* Try-Out
For Maxwell Program

San Francisco, Aug.. 10."

Robert Stevens, tenor on the local
NBC staf¥, goes to Hollywood this
week for a special appearance on
the Maxwell House Show Boat pro-
gram Thursday (.12), . May get a
term contract,' Has been with NBC
since 1931.

Another singer, Betty Kelly, is

skeded for a buildup and is being
replaced (16) on. the daily afternoon
show by Beryl Cameron, contralto.
Miss Kelly, a soprano, will be spot-
ted on various network airers, in-
cluding Meredith Willson's Saturday
coast-to-coaster, on which she has
been singing for several week.«!.

Two other NBC warblers, Zella
Layne and Dick Newton, leave the
web's staff Avig. 21. Miss Layne will
devote all her time to Ellis Kim-
ball's dance bqnd at Topsy's Roost,
where she began singing recently,
and Newton will return to his hbmft
In Rend, Nev., to attend to ^personal
business.

Soiith America

Shortwave Reply

To United States

Buenos Aires, July 24.
Not to be outdone by the incur-

sion of European and American
short wave 'trespassers' in{o the S,A.
territory, Prlmera Cadena Argen-
tine de Broadcasting opened its first
two short Wave outlets in the Ar-
gentine last week. Radio Belgrano,
top station of the S,A. network con-
trolled by Jaime Yanklelevitch, pre-
miered newcomers CXA8 and
CXA14 as 300-watt short-wavers of
part of the chain.

Antennae of the stations is not
directional but is, instead, an inter-^
national broadcast to the Spanish
speaking world. New American set-
ups of NBC and CBS are directional
and aimed at the radio listening pub-
lic of SiA. Will operate on a part
time policy. Former of twain oper-
ates on 9,605 k.c. band while latter
occupies notch on 15,160.

Panama City, July 24,
Station HB5A, new short waver,

was opened this week by Star and
Herald, local Spanish-English paper.
It's knovi^n as Star of Panama.
Operating on the 11,000 band, sta-

tion carries 300 watts making it the
most powerful short-wave station in
the Central American area.

Majority of stations in small C.A.
territory are shortwavers because of
the cramped condition. If they were
long-wave stations they would be
forever violating the international
agreement and can only offset such
conditions while functioning in the
uncontrolled short wave bands.

SHUBERTS PROTEST ON

WOR'S SHOW'S NAME

On protest from William Klein, at-
torney for the Shul>erts. to Jules
Seebach, program director of station
WOR, the new Georgie Price sus-
tainer, on the Mutual network, starts
Sunday (15) sans the 'Passing Show
of the Air' billing. Shuberts claimed
that's an established exclusive show
property with them, despite the sta-
tion's reference to the 'passing show
of Washington' as a newspaper fea>
ture, the Passing Show as a periodic
cal title, etc.

Price and the Shuberts have been
engaged in legal imbroglios before^'

including contract breach litigations.

Morton Gould's orchestra, Vivian
Ruth and the Key Men will round
out the Price half hour starting at

7:30.

Bernie at State Fair
Chicago, Aug. 10.

Ben Bernie will make his last
broadcast of the season from New
York on Aug. 31 and then hop for
the Coast, where he will take up the
following week.

Stops off . at . the Michigan State
Fair on Sept. 3-4, where .he, will
work as m.c.

Offer Willie Howard with

Will Osborne and 7G's
Program being auditioned for

commercial network spotting this

week is a 30-min. layout consisting

of Willie Howard, Will Osborne's
orch and Ed Smalle's 7 G's. Show
was put together by Frank Cooper,
of Curtis & Allen agency which is

submitting.

Howard is now doing a. air

single, after having in the past al-

ways been teamed with his brother
Eugene, who acted as straight, over
air and on stage.

Young Demos on NBC

Indianapolis, Aug. 10.

National Yoimg Democrats' Con-
vention at State Fair Grounds here

Aug. 19-20-21 with 10,000 delegates

and spectators expected, will be fed

via WIRE, Indianapolis, to NBC. All

will be on Friday (20), with Mrs.

Roosevelt to air over the red web, as

will James A. Farley. Blue web will

receive spiel of President's .son,

James Roosevelt. W. A. Clark, sta-

tion manager, states NBC has an ex-

clusive on these three spiels.

Also included in WIRE plans is

the airing of dance on Saturday (21)

evening at Fairgrounds for local air-

ing only, when convention will be

closed to the Duke Ellington swing-

style.

. John Sheehan of Qeperal Electrics

broadcasting division at WGY, took

over the sports commenting, as well

as announcing, on "Tydol .program

last week, in absence on vacation

of Leo Bolley.
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WJJD, CHI, ON WLW LINE
Shake-Up of Hearst Radio Looms;

Gough, Billings, Roosevelt Each

Would Be Sultan of His Region

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Reported that there is a revamp-
ing of executive authority in the

Hearst radio division under way.

Idea which T. J. White, top .
man in

Hearst radio, has under considera-

tion is to split up the supervision

of these interests in three sections.

. Under this purported new setup

Emil Cough's jurisdiction would be
confined to the stations in the east

and middle- west, while Ford Billings

would assume autonomous authority

. over the west coast group and El-

liott Roosevelt have the. first and
last word in the operation of the

southwestern stations controlled by
Hearst. As the result of such split

of authority each of the thriee would
co-operate wilih one another but re-

port direct to White.-

.. ,It is also understood that White is

favorably disposed to the breaking
up of the California Network, or at

least eliminating the McClatchy sta-

, tions from this setup.

GEN. HUGH JOHNSON

BAniNG FOR BROMO

General Hugh Johnson will make
his commercial^air debut on Sept. 27
ov.er NBC-blue* for (Grove's Bromo-
Quinine. Stack-Goble is the agency.

Signing of General Johnson
quashes the mixup that occurred
when Gabriel Heatter inadvertently
signed exclusive pacts for both an
NBC program for Grove and a WOR
setup for Rogers-Peet department
store. Heatter had squiggled a con-
tract first with the latter, so Grove
stepped out.

General will do a commentating
job four nights weekly over the web.
On Mondays and Thursdays, he will

air from 8 to 8:15 p.m.; on Tuesdays
and Wednesdays from 10 to 10:15

p.m.

Former NRA chief, before signing
with his sponsor, exacted a promise
that his copy . would not be cen-
sored. Since it is the policy of NBC
to hold the right to use the shears
on iany material aired over either of
its webs, at the network the boys—
especially those in the program de-
partment—are sitting with crossed
fingers.

It makes for a rather complex
situation, with NBC declaring its

policy on censorship is undeviating,
yet the account has been taken on
with NBC aware of the terms under
which General Johnson agreed to do
commercial commentating.

News Eds Convention

Chicago, Aug. 10.

First annual convention of the A.s-

sociation of Radio Niews Editors and
Writers will be held here at the Ho-
tel Sherman on Sept. 10-11-12.

Some 300 news editors and writers
in radio are expected in for- the
meetings and get together. John Van
Cronkhite, president of ARNEW,
planning advance meeting of the
board of directors of- the Organiza-
tion, to set up schedules and special

sessions for the convention.

Mischa Kottler at WWJ
Detroit, Aug. 10.

IWischa Kottler, concert piaiii.st

wilh station for past three years,
has been appointed musical director
of WWJ.
He succeed.s Valbert Coftey, who

5eft the station several months ago
to rejoin the Detroit Symphony or-
clieslra.

Shandor's Hotel Date
Shandor, radio and vaude violinist,

hiis signed an agent pact with Conr
-solidated Radio Artists. With an ac-
cord ion i.-st, he's been booked into the
Hotel Bennett, Binghamton. N. Y.

Bill Buriiham, of the CRA home
'/(fice, set the deal.

Mutual July Off

Mutual billing for time:
July, 1936—$109,561.16.
This year—$84,361.65.

HEARST SELLS

COMIHDNISTS

TIME

Hearst-owned WINS, N, Y., has
sold a half-hour of time to the Kings
County Communist Party oh Aug. 26,

for a whooper-upper for the com-
ing election.

Speakers on . the program, which
will be fed WMCA; include

, Earl
Browder, most prominent . Com-
munist in the U. S., arid Clarence
Hathaway, editor of the

.
Daily

Worker. • .-'
.

; j ,

'

, ; .

Sale of time mai-ks the first in-
stance on official, record of any
Hearst property doing business with
a communistic organization.

PETRY DROPS IDEA

OF JR. STATION REP

It's 100% cold at the Edward Petry
organization for a junior station sales

rep set-up. Petry and partners,

Cristal and Voynow, toyed with the
idea for a coupe of months.
Decided that unavoidable conflic-

tion of interests would arise between
the parent and the offspring. So
they're forgetting about it.

IN, OUT, UP, BETTER

staff, at KLZ, Denver, Records Some
Activities

Denver, Aug. 10.

Wes Battersea' has quit KLZ as

production manager to join the Ray-
mond Keiane agency. He continues
to handle two KLZ street broad-
casts, however.
Bob Jensen, station engineer, goes

to Chicago to join NBC. Ralph Sar-
gent succeeds him and Les Water-
man succeeds Sargent at transmit-

ter. Tom McClelland, chief engi-

neer, is recovered from his pneu-
monia and loafing in Kansas City.

Bob Bradley is back, tenoring at

the station after a New York date

on the Heinz CBS program.

CBS' 40c Divvy

Initial dividend on the new Class

A and B stocks was declared last

week by Columbia Broadcasting
System directors, with issuance of

40c. cash on both issues. Divvy is

payable Sept. 10 to stockholders on
record Aug. 27.

Present stock, which has $2.50 par
value, 'now is being traded on the

N, Y, stock exchange, dividend dec-

laration halting recent declining

tendencies as both issues attempted

to find a trading range. CBS Class A
stock was most active last week..

Hoffman to WSYE ^

Des Moines, Aug. 10.

Phil Hoffman, of the commercial
department of KSO and KRNT, Des
Moines, goes to WSYR, Syracuse,

N. Y. as commercial manager,
Aug. 12.

With Hoffman's leaving, the sales

set-up of the stations has been
changed to include Dale Morgan, an-
nouncer, and Wayne Welch, secre-

lary to Craig Lawrence, commercial
manager.

OTHER DEALS ON;

STIIIITS SEPT. 15

Transamerican Prez Now
Lining Up Additional

Links to Expand Existing

Cincy - Pittsburgh - Philly-

N.Y. Loop

10-CITY WEB

WLW line now running from Cin-

cinnati through KQV, Pittsburgh

and VyFIL, Philadelphia to WHN,
New York, on the eastern end will

be considerably extended with the

start of the new broadcasting season.

Negotiations are no.win progress be-
tween John L. Clark; piresident of

Transam.erican Radio & i Television

Corp., exclusive sales, representatives

for the WLW line, and stations in

prime markets in the midwestern
and eastern sectors of . the United
States.

Meanwhile WJJD, Chicago, is set

to become- the .Chicago outlet for the

expansion. In closing the deal Ralph
Atlass departs from his .traditional

policy of ' completely .unaffiliated

bpieratiori. '

!

WJJD at the start is expected to

feed about six shows to the Trans-
american loop which will be a small

network emSracirig big markets only

starting Sept, 15. Lydia Pinkham is

one commercial maybe.

Transamerican has been busy
scouting the secondary phases of de-

vel9pi?r!ent for th'e WLW, line for

many weeks. Has preserved con-

siderable quiet due to some expion-

age work that resulted in monkey
wrenches bawling up a couple of

deals.

Without Chicago particularly the

line could not hope to 'swing certain

accounts. Other key markets, too,

were logical additions. In all some
six cities will be added to the pres-

ient four.

Transamerican may set up a Chi-

cago sales and production office.

Colored Cast

Torgy and Bess

As Air Show

Kass-Tohrner agency yesterday

(Tuesday) closed with the Theatre

Guild for the radio dramatization

rights to 'Porgy and Bess,' George

Gershwin musical which the Guild

produced last season oh Broadway.
Deal with Gershwin on his end as a

composer was arranged two months
ago.

Original colored cast has been set

by Kass-Tohrner, including Ann
Brown, Todd Duncan, Georgette
Harvey, Ruby Elzy, Warren Cole-

man and Jack Carr. Gershwin,
shortly before his death, o. o.'d and
o". k.'d the air script prepared by
Fanny May Baldridge.

'Porgy' is designed for the ozon.e

as a series of 13 30-min. pi-ograms.

A 28-pc orch will be used, and the

warbled solos buttresi-ed by a 16-

voice choir.

Some Gershwin music which
could not be squeezed into the legit

production will be used on the air.

It was originally planned, incident-

ally, to have the lale compo.ser pro-

duce and baton the orch for the

broadcasts.

This week will see the start of

several rehearsals the cast will have
before the show gets its first audi-

tion. Two agencies have already

carded auditions for clients.

Radio Actors Claim 600 Members;

Board Chosen, Orgamzers Next;

Writers Unit Seemingly Cold

Coughlin Starts Oct 31

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Season for Father Coughlin broad-
casts' gets going Oct'. 31, and con-
tinues for 26 weeks, according to

contracts signed! within past few
days. Will use .an independent net-

work ' of 26 Canadian and U. S.

stations.

. Is 11th year for the airing, and
second in which Cahadlan stations

are included.

WOR PORTER

KNOWS HIS

ACOUSTICS

James, TThieubedeux, colored por-

ter at WOR, New York, sells pro-

gram producers and orchestra lead-

ers using studios at station produc-
tion acoustical layouts and orchestral

setups. Reason the porter gets paid

ior such service is that he has re-

peatedly evinced keener knowledge
of the acoustics at WOR than any-

one el^e around the place.

Originally from New Orleans,

Thieubedeux is a graduate of Xavier
College, N. O., and occasionally gets

a job doing a role on an ether

dramatisation.

ATLANTA JOURNAL

LIBERALIZES DEPT.

Atlanta, Aug. 10.

With advent of WAGA, Atlanta
Journal has practically doubled daily

space allotted to radio. Journal owns
and operates WSB and supervises

WAGA, which is owned by Liberty

Broadcasting Co.
Previous to WAGA's debut, read-

ers of Journal's radio page had to

content themselves with news of

WSB almost entirely, other station.^

getting only bare and curt listings in

agate type in program schedules.

This has all been changed, how-
ever. WGST, Columbia outlet, and
WATL, local inde, are now getting

recognition in Journal, as well as

sheet's own WSB and WAGA. Move
is regarded locally as a smart one
as paper's aloofness tow4ird two
other stations has thrown it open to

much criticism from readers who
like to. (do a bit of brbwsing on their

dials wheh the occasion arises.

Ernest Rogers, publicity director

of WSB, continues in charge of page.

Organizational setup of the 'r^CV"'

American Federation of Radio Arti.sts

is expected to be complet(?d within
the next week or 10 days. Formal
appliccitlon for a charter from the
Associated Actors and Artistes of
America will be made tomorrow
(Thursday) afternoon. Granting of
the charter is merely a forrhality, as
the action was informally taken by
the AAAA council a week ago.

First formal meeting of the board
win take place next Monday (.16 >.

Election of officers and appointment
of organizers for other cities slated
for that time. President and five
vice-presidents, all honorary, will be
chosen, as will a paid executive sec-
retary and staff.

While the personnel of the na-
tional board of 45 members has not
been officially announced, many are
already known. Sonle of those from
the New York dramatic ranks are
understood to be Helen Hayes, Os-
good Perkins, Helen Menken, Marc
Smith (at present serving as chair-
man of the temporary local board),
Richard Gordon and George Heller.
Suggested by the Coast dramatic

group for membership are thie fol-
lowing: Carlton KaDell, Cy Kendall,
Fred Shields," Norman Field, Bill

(Continued on page 02)

Moms Plan Turns To
'

Radio for That Veneer

'Ports of Call' transcription series
has been sold by Atlas Radio to n
number of Individual MorrLs Plan
banks. There are some 200 such
banks. Headquarters in Richmond
recommended the show, which is
educational in charactet

. and sugnr-
coats geography for kids.

Detroit Morris Plan bank has
taken a school teacher under spon-
sorship for.a 'Pronounce it Correctly'
program over CKLW.
Morris Plan banks encounter some

public hostility and are attempting
to create good will among parents
and the younger generation.

BUICK'S BIG BLAST

70 StetionH Will Be Loaded Down
During Auto Weeks

Al Short Dead

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Al Short, 46, died today (Tuesday)
from apoplexy. Coming from Bala-
ban & katz theatre chain. Short
majored in radio until vaude units

bobbed up couple of years ago.

Other details on Short in vaude
pages.

Buick Motors this autumn will
blast out with an ' intensive spot
campaign of one week's duration
over a spread of TO-odd stations.
During the stanza the stations used
will air 20 puffs daily for the ac-
count.

Weeks of bombardment of Biiick
blurbs will coincide with the Auto
Shows at which General Motors will
unveil next year's models.
Last year during the motor exhibit

season, Buick went on stations with
ten spots daily for five days. Rea.son
for the upped expenditure this year
is that Buick is tilting the prices of
its models.

Montgomery with KSO-KRNT
Des Moines, Aug. 10.

E. F. Montgomery has been ap-
pointed national sales manager for

stations KSO and KRNT, Des
Moines, and WMT of Waterloo and
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Montgomery
was formerly commercial munafeor
of KOIL and has also been asso-
ciated in the past with KSTP,
WCCO and John Blnir.

He a.<<sumes his new diM )€.=; im-
mediately.

NBC 'At Home' to F.C.C.

Washington. Aug. 10.

NBC was 'at home' to the Federal
Communications Commission at its

new modernistic studios in the
Trans-Lux building last Friday <G).

Party for. F.C.C. employees, which
included a reception and tour of the
.swanky lay-out, was postponed at
the time of the official opening ber
cause of the death of Anning S,
Prall. commish chairman.

John Gillin Elected
Lincoln, Aug, 10.

Nebraska Broadcasters Assn^
representing 10 stations in slate,

elected Johnny Gillin of WOW,
Omaha, its president.
John M. Henry of KOIL-KFAB,

Omaha, is vice president and Art
Thomas of WJAG, Norfolk, is secre-
tiu'y treasurer.
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LAW
REGULATION OF BROADCASTING lY THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
By LOUIS G. CALDWELL

„

Mmmht ol tb* Dialriet ol Cohiabis and OlinOM Btoa

, ^ISSLI^^ ^ REGARD TO DEFAMATION..
[LOTTERIES, AND PROPERTY RIGHTS" IN NEWS

By ISAAC WATLINGTON DIRGES
Mmbw of ib* Ban Vmw York mmi VirQiBla

Defmallon I17 Radio

(Jefamation by radio prop<rly. classifiable as libel or w slander?

,
'
The distinction is not academic, for slander 13 the tesser offoise, and cases

have held that while some utterances are libelous if redaced to the written word,
'.t)><ne same utterances are not slanderous if orally uttered.

COPYRIGHT: A PANORAMA OF TjSE LAW'
By FRANCIS .GILBERT

Mvm'iMr el A* Bar of <h» Stoto^of ilmw Totk

Csnnnon Law fUnhU

The protection with which the law safeeiiards intellectual property is known
^e^"-* ••ntellectua) property sva"

Inated as any other Innd^of personal property. The artisan who rreated a chairhad ' property nght m the chair only so long as he continued to own it. Wlien

.J^'^i'
''^ "'"""y ^'^ f«P«' it- To the same extent theauthor Ht composer was protected in the ownershio of his mamiscripj until heMa It, or sold or gave away copies of it ' _

AGENCIES
CBS 'GROSS" BILLINGS TO AGiENCIESTr936)
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DICKSTEIN CHARGES FOCUSAHENTION ON

FOREIGN LANGUAGE BROADCASTING BIZ

Impetus to Critical Viewpoint Seen—WWRL,
WBBC, WHOM-WFAB Deny Use of 'Con-

tractors'—Linguals Aware of Delicacy

Reaction amon^ the foreign lan-

guage stations of Greater New York

to the accusations o£ Rep. Samuel

Dickstein that their stations have

taken Nazi propaganda, knowingly

li^iSirtiknowingly, together with the

various published stories of the sit-

uation has focused attention upon

the multi-linguals as never before.

That the stations are sensitive to the

charge of propaganda needs no amr

plifying. They are, however, equally

sensitive to any tendency .
or pub-

licity which they believe might

strengthen sentiment against foreign

language broadcasting in itself.

At least one Federal Communica-
tions Commission examiner has

raised the question of whether alien

speech over American . stations was
altogether , desirable or in the public

interest. Critics have alleged that

the use of-- radio to intensify old

woi-ld loyialties, strengthen immi-
grant groups, etc., was working
against Americanization efforts

which regard the use of English as

a fundamental of assimilation.

Impossibility of one-language
Americans policing foreign programs
on which propaganda is or may be
slipped over and the fact that the

stations . themselves have possibly

been lax in that regard is also not
doing the "immigrant stations any
good.

New York, Philadelphia, Cleve-
' lartd, Buffalo and. Detroit are prime

foireign language broadcasting towns.

Certain factory towns likewise hav?
a good deal.

Men operating the foreign stations

are keenly aware of and intelligently

trying to combat the dangers that

beset them. Not only Nazi-Jewish
animosities but other racial situa-

tions have to be delicately skirted

WWRL located in Woodside, Long
Island (actually a part of' New York
City) is probably typical of the ef

forts to appease all sides and keep
the station neutral. Frank E. Clarke,

its commercial manager, explains
that he purposely employs as sales

Foreijg^n Favorite

Ludwig Zadora officiates on
a Polish program on WHOM,
New York, the label of which,
in translation, means 'Voice of

Heart.* It is sponsored by
Norge refrigerators.

On a recent Sunday Zadora
presided at a picnic attended
by his listeners. He plugged
the affair 'over the ozone in ad-
vance, and WHOM states 7,000

came.
Zadora proved quite a godly

hero to his listeners when they
viewed their adviser for the
^rst time in the flesh. They
enthroned him under a tree on
the picnic grounds and marched
by in silent awe. Many of

them showed their appreciation
of his ether talks by tossing

dollar bills at his feet.'

partnership with Paul Harron, a
Catholic.

men a Jew, a Catholic and a Prot-

estant.

Horst Wessels song, Nazi anthem,
is barred at WWRL, Clarke states,

who adds 'our set-up is such that

no propaganda could be broadcast

without our knowledge and we pride

ourselves in maintaining a station

policy that frees us from any foreign

political discussion that might serve

to stir up religious and racial

hatreds.'

No Contractors

WWRL. as do WBBC and
WHOM-WFAB, denies that any of

their foreign language participating

programs are conducted by 'con-

tractors.' All are run by salaried

staff announcers.

Joseph -Lang of WHOM-WFAB
states: 'We have absolute control of

our programs and nothing is broad
cast that is not first approved by the
station. . . . Two persons formerly
connected with our organization

were asked to leave because of their

suspected Nazi leanings.'

Lang admits that his stations have
been approached by parties probably
having Nazi connections. All were
flatly spurned, he states. Lang is in

Fired One Announcer
Detroit, Aug. 10.

WJBK fired an announcer some
months ago for inserting Nazi propa-

ganda in a record program. That
appears ' to be the sole known in-

cident of racial trouble on any of

Detroit's multi-lLnguals.

Polish, Hungarian, Yiddish, and
German tongues predominate and
the advertising is a nice piece of

change for the stations involved.

German is on two stations. Polish is

ijTore down the alley of Detroit's

working class districts.

WMBC, Detroit and WEXL,. Royal
Oaks (suburb) carry foreign stuff in

addition to WJBK. No other racial

feuds cause any trouble.

WNYC in Election

Local stations around greater

New York City are in for a
big bowl of broadcasting cher-

ries this autumn when the

mayoi-alty election campaign
swings into fever heat.

Fusion party, with Mayor "

LaGaardia on a reelection

ticket, has already signified its

intention of heavily investing
its campaign coin in air time. •

Tammany will follow suit, re-

gardless of to whohi the nod is

given.

WNYC, New .
York's muni-

cipally-owned and non-com-
mercial station, will give all

candidates and parties an equal
chance as required. Should be
ironic when LaGuardia's op-
ponents sling darts at him over
the station he babied during his

regime.

Cleveland, Aug. 10.

Cleveland is big city for foreign
language radio due to 65% of popu-
lation being first or second genera-
tion immigrant. Stanley Altschuler
in charge of foreign programs at

WHK-WJAY reports that only once,

to his knowledge, has a Nazi group
attempted to use Cleveland radio.

That was about six months ago. They
were promptly nixed.'

Various nationalities get along
okay, each having own programs,
cultural life, etc., but collaborating

peacefully on various specials of a

civic character from time to time.

Majority of programs are . in the
musical tradition of the homelands.
WHK and WJAY have 10 na-

tionality group programs weekly,
occupying 8 hours 45 minutes on
air. Nationality Broadcasting Assn.
run foreign language shows on
WGAR for six different groups. Sta-

tion devotes three hours weekly.
NBA was organized last December
after groups formerly on WJAY split

after WHK took over station and
announced policy of English an-
nouncements on all nationality pro-
grams.

Philadelphia, '.Aug. 10.

WTEL and WHAT have carried
German language programs pro-
duced and announced by Willie

Seuren who at present is on a visit

to Germany. He was once employed
at WRAX.
Neither the local offices .of the

American League against War and
(Fascism nor the Anti-Defamation
Committee of B'nai Brith ever had

.1 Ji-y

During the Spring and Summer of this

year, network and national spot business

showed a 100% increase over the same

periods in any of the preceding yeax

Fall reservations on national and network

business have already exceeded all expec-

tations.

WSAI—-proven "The Cincinnati Buy."

Idktrl Q. Jennin{i, i«i ohtrt* ef Sitoi tni Pr«gnm*i CinehiMti

• BASIC RED NETWORK, N. B. C.

• MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
• THE WLW LINE

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION

any complaints about his activities

or even heard of him.

Seuren does two shows a week for

WHAT, one an hour and one a half

hour. They are operatic recordings
obtained in Germany. According
to Manager Bill Bailey they contain
no speech and Seuren does little

talking in introducing themi The
programs are sustaining. ' Seuren's
script is read in English before -he

airs it, but whether he sticks closely

to it in German isn't known.
At WTEL and WBZA, AUentown,

Seuren conducts participating pro-
grams. He has an hour daily on
WTEL of music and gab. Here, too,

copy is submitted in English, but
what Seuren actually says in Deutsch
isn't known.

.

Universally avowed policy of all

five Philly stations using the no-
spika-da-English . programs is to

avoid in every way economic or po-
litical angles that might get them in

trouble with either listeners or the
Commission. WIBG has had no Ger-
man programs for two years and
WDAS none for six years. Neither
outlet has any scruples against them,
merely find them not commercially
profitable.

'The German population in Phila-

delphia is so small and so much An-
glicized that there seems no call for

programs in that language,' Alexan-
der W. Dannenbaum, prez of WDAS,
declared.

t

According to Census Bureau esti-

mates for 1935, Philly's foreign-born
Deutschers number about 40,000.

Total of foi-eign-born and those of

German or German-mixed parent-
age is 135,000. This is put. of a total

foreign-born white imputation of

370,000 in a city of 2,000,000. There
are 185,000 Italian-born or parented
Italians; 180,000 Russian-born or
parented Russians, and 77,000 Polish-
born or parented Poles in the city's

other largest national 'groups.

WRAX has two one-hour German
programs daily, announced by
George Gerhardi, former Shubert
operetta chirper. Station sells com-
mercials itself and makes all an-
nouncements in both English and
German. All Iscripts must be sub-
mitted three days in advance and
numerous execs and panelmen
verstehen Deutsch so there is little

opportunity for anything to be
slipped over.

Program consists of music and
news obtained from the German-
language GazetHr-Democrat ' or
translated from the dailies. Accord-
ing to G, M. Stahl this is carefully
edited to eliminate anything offen-
sive, particularly inasmuch as ma-
jority of sponsoring merchants are
Jewish.
Only two actual offers to put the

Brown-shirt stuff on the air have
been made here, and they to WHAT
and WPEN. Former station was
asked If it desired to use a German
short-wave rebroadcast, while WPEN
was approached by Steel Helmets
six months ago. Neither oppor-
tunity was. accepted. Europa Im-
port Co., mongers of free German
discs, never have'been to Philly, ap-
parently.

Italian Troubles

WDAS, which airs shows in
•Italian, Jewish, Lithuanian, Polish,
Ukranian and Slovak, has had com-
plaints on its Italian programs.
About once-a-month Italian consul
speaks on the show. This regularly
brings squawks about station being
pro-fascist. According to Fiorento Do-
nato, announcer who handles the
show, most Italians have leanings
that way, so he goes along to some
extent. . Station sells its Lithuanian
and Polish time in bulk.
WRAX handles German, Italian,

Jewish and Polish programs. WTEL
has German and Polish; WHAT,
German, Lithuanian and Italian;

and WIBG at present has no foreign-
language because of recent ruling
that time for such airings will be
sold in nothing less than 15-minute
blocks.. Spots aren't accepted on
these shows.

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Stations here appear to be cutting

down on foreign language programs.'
Will not admit difficulties with any
racial groups of any Nazi angles.

Karl Berg going into his seventh
year doing German show on WCFL
30 minutes a day.

WIND does one hour daily. WGES,
Gene Dwyer station, has 30 minutes
daily German show likewise.

More Polish program here than
anything else.

KOIL Power Boost Starts

Aug. 20; Whoops Sept. 13
Omaha, Aug. 10.

KOIL, Omaha news transmitter,

stepping station up • to 5,000 watts
daytime will be inaugurated about
Aug. 20. Formal celebration of new
outlay being withheld until Sept. 13

when will be observed in connec-
tion with Electrical show. Features
of the eyent include special Mutual
net broadcast, beauty contest, two lo-

cal parties in city auditorium, his-

torical broadcasts and display at

electric show.
Committee in charge besides John

Henry and Bruce Wallace includes

Bob Cunningham, program director,

and Paul -Hamman, national adver-
tising manager.
Rates remain same for time being

or until such time as coverage sur-

veys can be completed. Expected
some time in fall new rate card will

be forthcoming made up on 5,000

watts coverage basis.

In Colorado Springs Are

Greater Than 77 Larger Cities

• Volume i»f aiitAinotlvA Nnl«i9, In Colorado SprliiKi*.

I»«at8 tlittt 111 'Cities up to more IIihii (Ii»hM<> Uh ii/e

unrt qutilifleM It nn a miirkfit In wlilcli anUn pffort W
piroduc-tlve . . . KVOB ««ii qiiuUfy us the inwHuiii to

make it proilluble.

® COLORADO SPRINGS
AHiUai*<l with th* CoUrada Skiing* Gai*ll* and Telagraph * Und»r Ailili*

«l*d ManagantMil with WCY>OktahoRi« Cily, XLZ-D*Br«r «nd ih*

Oklahoma Fubliihing Co. • Bspr«Mnl*d br 'ol< Spvctol Adv. Agvney.
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PAYROLL GOING UP
RADIO SALES REPS

WAR, BIRMINGHAM

Chicago, Aug. 10.

. Radio Sales, Columbia 6wned-and-
operafed station spot rep firm, takes

over representation of WAPI,
Birminghamj Alabama. Columbia
network has just bought an interest

in the station.

Outlet spot sales will be set up
according to all the contract regula-

tions of Columbia owned 'stations

and has adopted the Radio Sales uni-

form rate structure.

J. Kelly Smith, sales manager of

Radio Sales, looking up train sched-

ules for a hop down to Birmingham
shortly to look over the station and
market. Smith has been in Chi for

several weeks and will stick here
until Sept. 1 to clear up a number of

midwest deals.

VJotiM Re-Site KNX

Washington, Aug. 10.

Columbia Broadcasting System
last week requested government ap-
proval for relocation of KNX trans-

mitter in Los Angeles. Prospective
22 acre plot is closer, to center of

population, away from hills which
caused transmission headaches, and
in spot which will lay down stronger
signals at San Diego and Santa
Barbara.
Web also seeks to make peace

with airlines and Commerce Depart-
ment. Although no accidents at-

tributed to present KNX 490-foot
radiator, presence of towering an-
tenna adjacent to airways which
have been scene of many crashes has
bothered fliers and government
authorities. New location is far re-

moved from main legs of radio
beacons.

Income Tax Sock

Self - incorporated holding
companies by Bing Crosby, Ed
Wynn, Cecil B. de^ Mille,
Charles Laughton, and other
radio-film personalities, has
created a tightening up of in-
come tax loopholes.
Washington, D. C, lawmakers

have set up a new system for
Uncle Sam to sock the moneyed
show people. Details in the
film department of this issue.

PANELMEN'S SCHOOL

KXBT Adjunct Has 100 Resident
Studes in Kansas City

Kansas City, Aug. 10.

First National Television, Inc., op-
erators training school, has been do-
ing a brisk biz in placing studes.

Biggest demand is for combination
operators and ' announcers for new
100-watters.

First National, which was started
in 1931, has 100 resident students and
2,000 extension studes. School owns
aind operates station KXBY and ex-
perimental television station W9XAL.
At present school is making ex-

tensive lab experiments on new type
cathode ray television. Sid Noel is

school's prexy.

American Can Talent

Chicago, Aug. 10.

With the sudden withdrawal of

Vicent Lopez as guester on the
American Can program on Aug. 17,

the Morris, Shenker & Roth agency,
through Herman Bernie, has moved
up Gracie Barrie from the Aug. 24th
slot to replace.

On the Aug. 24 date the guesters
will be Sheila Barrett and Viola
Philo.

LOOKS LIKE n%

Union Threats, Five-Day
Weeks, Publicity on Enor-
mous Earnings Last Year
All Presage Drastic In-

creases in Radio's Total

Disbursements

A.F.M. DEMANDS

Radio industry during 1937 will
complete a general salary boost all

around. This' will run from top to
bottom and is probably one of the
most extensive upping of employe
incomes in any single industry.

Some of the raises have already
been granted; others are promised
for fall; still more are in the form
of 'demands' that have a pretty good
chance of- being completely or partly
okayed. Five-day weeks have also
been adopted widely in the larger
cities.

Union pressure has in some in-

stances impelled managements to

act. In other cases the mounting
profits of individual broadcasting or-

ganizations have dictated a desire to

spread part of the prosperity among
the hired hands.
On top of these salary gestures,

forced or spontaneous, to announc-
ers, engineers, actors, writers, direc-
tors and office help generally, there
looms the threat of the American
Federation of Musicians with 11,000

Expecting a Raise

Albany, G«., Aug. 10.

A pleasant competitive situa-

tion between two of J. W,
Woodruff's Georgia stations,

WRBL, Columbu.s, and WATL,
Atlanta, has arisen. WRBL
staff will get '.semi-annual

bonus' checks, following similar

melon-cutting in Atlanta.

Now WGGP, Albany, third

station owned by Woodruff, is

wearing that anticipatory look.

unemployed membership and a grim
fixation that radio stations must ab-
sorb a substantial number of them
through setting up house orchestras,

still far from general in the broad-
casting trade.

Peak business of last sea.son and
the promise of even more prosperity

for this season has placed .^a'adio in

an odd situation. Although the net

result of unionization, five-day

weeks, employe wage tilts, staff in-

creases due to the five-day week, and
so on, is starting to materially boost
operating overhead, the stations are
unable to cry 'poverty' Or 'economy'
with any great expectation of any-
body believing them or sympathizing.
Rapid turnover of radio empployes,

fi:om sales managers to spielers, has
long been notorious. It is getting

even more pronounced as better

money or working conditions draws
from small station to large stations

and from large stations to networks.

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Idea is strong held in Midwest that

a 25% rise in operating costs, largely

on payroll increases, is inevitable for

coming season.

Sales departments, particularly,

present a problem. At present time,

policy of payment is divided, with

DENVER UNDERTAKER

SPONSORS AMATEURS

Denver, Aug. 10.

Offering scholarship awards val-
ued at $'!,380 KLZ is starting the first

amateur hour for children in Den-
ver. It's a commercial, sponsored
by Olfnger's mortuary, with the
scholarships furnished by various
music schools of the city. Program
is labeled 'Olinger's Contribution*;^
Youih.'
To insure . none getting on the

program that have no talent, audi-
tions will be held. The age limit is

18. Voting will be by mail or tele-

graph only, and two winners week-
ly will be picked. First prize each
week will be |25, with a second of
?1S—both in scholarships. Weekly '

winners will compete every eight
weeks for additional scholarships
and at the end of the year the week
winners will try for scholarships
valued at $200 and ^100.
John C. Kendel, director of music

in the Denver schools, has been en-
gaged as producer, director and mas-
ter of ceremonies for the progranri.

Program starts Sept. 5.

some stations paying straight sal-

aries, and some commissions. Sta-
tions t>aylng their men a commission
are, in most cases, afraid to switch
'em to salary, since offering 'em
$100 a week after they've been mak-
ing twice that in commissions just

won't work out.

Tendency is noted to voluntarily
jump writer's and actor's salary.
Agencies and stations are afraid of
threatened unionization.

So it goes, all down the line—en-
gineers, account executives, singers,

even page boys, All want more '*''

money since they've heard what
their stations grossed and their,

bosses netted.

THE 4-Star STATION IN

AMERICA'S THIRD MARKET

!

S0,000 WATTS

^BIGGEST audience

^GREATEST power

if STRONGEST influence

if FINEST equipment

PHILADELPHIA
AOBEBT A. STREET. Commercial Man<tifr
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DOROTHY THOMPSON
Talk
PALL MALL
Friday, 10:45 p.m., D.S.T,
WEAF-NBC, New York

(Comptony

Miss Thompson (Mrs. Sinclair

Lewis) is considered top newspaper-
woman in the U. S. One of the few
women to hold own in rarified at-

mosphere of world events' comment-
ing. She is w.k., respected and
quoted, Pall Mall is her right spon-
sor, and she should do a job for the

ciggies that cost a cut more than
the standard brands. •

On her initial inning (6), the an-
nouncer handicapped her at the
start by blurbing for a full five
minutes. Partially it was a glowing
buildup for the. talker, but chiefly
it was for the product; the latter
portion of copy was stale and repe-
titious.

.^p!? has been announced that the
ciJmmentator will chat on 'People
in the News.' On her, opening shot,
she dwelt briefly on quite a few,
but her basic topic was the possibil-
ity of war. Her copy was terse,
punchy and prepared with pene-
trating insight.

Threaded into her copy were
thumbnail estimates of the men who
Will ultimately say yea or nay on
the next world strife—Cordell Hull,
Leon Blum, Eden, Stalin, Mussolini
and Hitler. Her explanations of
these men, their backrounds, biases
and motivations were excellent.
They were not all original; some
Miss Thompson has written before,-
others were probably first brought
up by John Gunther in 'Inside Eu-
rope.' But for what a radio audi-
ence is, accustomed to getting, they
wete super-super.

-Miss Thompson's pipes are not
precisely plush for the ozone. She
speaks lowly and at times her voice
goes slightly strident^ But when the
listeners get gripped by her glowing
copy they will be oblivious of her
vocal values. And possibly, from
hfer many lectern chores. Miss
Thompson has learned how to make
her talk sound as though she were
not leafing it off pages. Bert.

BERT LYTELL
'Alias Jiinmy Valentine'
With Betty Worth, Craig: McDonald,
John Hamilton

Transorlptions
15 Mlns.
EDGEWQBTH
Nightly, 7:30
WHN, New York

(Blaclyett-Sdviple-Hummerl)

This is 14 installments out of port
and now past the safe-cracking scene
that was the climax of the original
stage play. From now on the script
will take Jimmy Valentine into new
fictional territory. Episode caught
was laying the groundwork .in the
form of threats to the reformed
crook (Lytell) from still-mean John
Hamilton.
Production directed by Martha

Atwell was above average in pacing,
plausibility and characterization.
Discs are cut in New York for spot
placement. Network was impos-
sible, because Lytell at the time the
radio deal was consummated was
Under commitment for a Broadway,
stage piece.

'Tobacco plugs are fore and aft.

Claims-all idea is employed.
Quarter hours ramble, along pleas-

antly and should hold their own.
Lytell registers well. His voice is

individualized and his diction crisp.
Melodrama fans on the air should
like him. Support okay.

Sdripts are air-mailed in for re-
cording from Hollywood, where the
author resides. Land.

'KANSAS CITY KIDDIES REVUE'
With Charles Lee Adams
Variety
45 Mihs.—Local
JENKINS MUSIC CO.
Saturday, 10:15 a.m.
WHB, Kansas City

Saturday (7) airing of this show
marked its fifth birthday. ' It is old-
est continuous sponsored air fodder
in K. C. and its had same sponsor
the entire route. Show is remoted
from sponsor's aud which seats 800
and is air-conditioned.

Charles Lee Adams who produces
and emcees originated the show. He
does a nice job and his shows are
always fast and entertaining. Doesn't
let kiddies stand bn their 'cuteness.'
They have to dish out sock. Hoyt.

Trot out those fall schedules, boys, I'm in shapel I've

been busier this summer than any summer since I

climbed into the radio arena . . . The fans like my stuff

'cause I'm in there every minute giving them what they

like . i. . you know, the old crowd pleaser . . . big crowd

pleaserl Put your dough on me . . . you're pickin' a

winnerl

THE TEST STATION
OF THE NATION

DAYTON, OHIO
.Nat 1. Ri'prcHcnialivf. JOHN BLAIR 4 CO.

'LET'S PLAY GAMES'
With Jane Martin, Carlton Warren
15 Mins.—Local
Friday, 8:45 p. m..

WOR, New York
This new freak novelty • is pat-

terned somewhat after Prof. Quiz
and others on the air but has a qual-
ity of variety an4 funmaking that
should make it okay. Picked ques-
tions, tongue twisters and bi'ain teas-

ers are solicited from listeners which
are then picked from hat by con-
testants in the broadcast.

Payoff to contribs is $3 , for each
game accepted 'for air program and
$1 each for tongue twisters. For
contestants $5 is given for high score
and that's all. Program had four on
stage with prize of this session going
to Bentley Dickman, salesman.
Radio audience is also invited to
chime in on the fun.

Jane Martin handles the games
after Carlton Warren's explanatory
announcement. Just now a sustainer.

OTELLIO REVARRA ORCHESTRA
Dance Music
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Saturday, 10 p. m. EDST
WOR-Mutual, New York

Otellio Revarra's Spanish orches-
tra, playing at the El del Paseo,
Santa Barbara, Calif., gave his Mu-
tual listeners one Coast idea of din-
ner-dance music. Announced that he
would play a number of his composi-
tions. They were better melbdically
than the playing of them. Plays too
much in same groove.
Rhumba tunes predominate, with

'The Masked' One' best. Some sort
of 'song of Mexico,' while presum-
ably okay for small dance spot,
comes over air strictly lukewarm.
Revarra's orchestra fails to measure
up to tempo or polish displayed by
any number of N. Y. and Chicago
Cuban, Spanish and Hawaiian or-
chestral combinations now on radio.
Spanish announcer (name ' not
caught) did nicely, announcing in
native tongue and English. Pro-
jzram came out of KDB, at Santa
Barbai'a. Wear.

HERB MAY, JACK CANNOR
Novelty
30 Mins.
SEAWAY LINES, LTD.
Monday, 9:30 pr.m.

CKLW, Detroit, CRCT, Toronto
Series of broadcasts from s! S.

Georgian's Great Lakes dock at Mid-
land, Ont., originating with CRCT,
Toronto, and . piped, after first two
airings, to CKLW, Detroit, has two
mikemen. Herb May and Jack Can-
nor from CRCT, stationed on dock
and boat during the half hour be-
fore Georgian leaves Midland for
the cruise. Pick up lotta celebra-
tion on the docks, special train un-
loading ship passengers, coupla in-
terviews and some tunes by ship's
orchestra, but spend entirely too
much time, conversing between
themselves about nothing. •

Program is well-timed to catch all
the big happenings and runs smooth
enough. Spiel centers about 'vaca-
tion paradise' covered by Georgian
and boat's facilities; and is not blir-
densome. Contests, with winners
getting seven-day cruises, also on
the program. Pete.

Follow Up Comment

Hollywood Hotel program was
given a much needed assist Fri-
day evening (6) with a resume
of 'High, Wide and Handsome'
(Par), co-starring Irene Dunne and
Randolph Scott, providing 25 min-
utes of entertaining dialog plus
couple, of vocals by Miss Dunne.
Songs were .'High, Wide and Hand-
some' at beginning of script and
'People Who Live On the Hill,' fur-
ther down.

Miss Dunne was in usual good
singing voice and reception was
clear. Script was adeptly handled
to give sufficient meat of the story
to promote intrigue in the film pro-
duction. It tags at point that leaves
the listener guessing, and possibly
curious enougl^ 'to want to find out
what happened after that. Shaped
up as okay box office baiter for
film.

Preceding was routine stuff ex-
cepting the Frances Langford vocal-
izing.

CECILIA LOFTUS
Impersonation
7 Mins.—Local
WGY, Schenectady

Bill Meenam, station p. a., Intro-
duced Miss Loftus, guesting in W. S.

Gilbert's 'Palace of Truth' at Mo-
hawk Drama Festival, Union College,
to the radio audience and inter-
viewed her after she had 'recreated'
Ada Rehan in two scenes played by
that star in 'Twelfth Night' many
years ago.
Naturally, this impersonation would

be best appreciated by veteran the-
atregoers and Shakespearean stu-
dents, • However; even ordinary lis-

teners could not fail to be impressed
by Miss Loftus' , ability to project a
character and mimic its interpreta-
tion by one. who is now nothing but
a name to them.
At the concliision, Miss Loftus

spoke humorously about exercise she
was receiving, 'reluctantly but bene-
ficially,' in hopping about the vast
open-air stage—said it was her first

date out-of-doors.
, Unfortunate that a, name and a
talent like Miss Loftus' had to be
presented, unballyhdbed, . in mid-
afternoon of a blistering hot day
when the dialing load was probably
low, Joco.

'ECSTASY'
Music, Narration, Sketch
30 Mins.
Saturday, 9:30 p. m. EDST
WOR-Mutual, New York

This strange mixture of music,
dramatic narration,, recitation and
brief sketch (dragged in by its,

horns) adds up to a dull 30. minutes.
In the ecstasy portion, as well as

in skit, 'Needle in a Haystack,' talent
loomed as superior to material.
Looks as though Don Lee studios in
L. A., whence the broadc&st ema-
nated, had something to sell, but
didn't know how to sell it. For in-
stance, reading of love letters, splen-
didly done by the unknown male
was all but obliterated by loud or-
chestral notes. Yelled for pianissimo
treatment instead of blasting.

'Needle' skit credited to James
Butterworth offered two or three
fair thespian efforts. What occurs
in this 'behind the scnes at radio
studio' affair is feebl.v directed. Cast-
ing is poor, with listeners unable to
distinguish identity of three male
voices because so similar. Wcor.

READ HER COOK-BOOKS!

ALLEN FRANKLIN
'The Old Salt'
15 Mins.; Local
PARTICIPATING
Daily, 7:45 p. m. -

WFIL, Philly
This is a new and unusual pro-

gram that is catching on with select
audience it is aimed at in Philly and
surrounding fishing territory. Allen
Franklin, who just came to WFIL
from KVOO, Tulsa, plays part of pis-
catorial addicts' friend. He offers
some advice on fishing, but sticks
mainly .to reading wires and letters
telling where fishing is best and how
many were in the day's catch. Draw-
ing a large number of telegrams,
mainly from skippers of fishing ex-
cursion boats who hope to gain, pat-
ronage from the free advertising.
Franklin has unusual knack of

adapting voice to kind of, show he's
working. In this he uses deep,
booming tones that would be natu-
rally asosciated with 'Old Salt.' Usu-
ally pretty good, although sometimes
hoke gets so thick it Ijecomes an-
no.ving.
Sponsorship of 15 minutes also

unique. Four companies supply the
coin. Two are naturals—both isell

fishing equipment. Other two are a
beer manufacturer and tobacco and
pipe shop. Franklin works commer-
cials into his- spiel. There is no sales
talk at beginning or end. Herb.

HENRY FONDA
With Myron McCorraick
'The Mountaineer'
10 Mins.
SEALTEST
Sunday, 10 p.ni., DST
WEAF-NBC, New York

(J. "Vfalter Tkorcvp^orO

Fonda, ably abetted by McCor-
mick, Broadway legiter, put on a
sweet little dramatization Sunday (8)
for the variety show headed by
James Mplton. Piece packed a quiet
dramatic impact, and was finely pro-
jected by the pair of players.
Playing a moonshiner up on a Car-

olina ridge, Fonda was aided by that
accent he used to good advantage in
'Trail of Lonesome Pine' (Par) film.
McCormick was- a 'revinoor' trekking
the region for illegal stills. Playlet
had to do with the agent subtly and
nonchalantly talking himself out of
a death trap when the mountaineer
had the bead on him.

"

.Boys worked together smoothly,
probably helped by fact that before
Fonda got his picture break the pair
for several years worked in the
same little theati'e and winter stock
companies. • Bert.

GEORGE FISCHER
'Hollywood Whispers'
15 Mins.
Sustaining:
Saturday, 10:15 p.m. EDST
WOR-Mutual, New York
George Fischer, who comments on

screen stars, Hollywood happenings,
interviews a film pei-sonality and re-
views two pictures, has 15 minutes
that sparkle. Covers wide range of
matters in his brief air time. His
material is varied, well written and
is aided by his own ingratiating per-
sonality and informal tone.

Interview with Douglas Montgom-
ery was mainly breezy, down-to-
earth exchange of sWords. Wear.

IOWA NETWORK

ROUNDS UP

STUDENTS

9 IOWA COLLEGES
STAGE RADIO SHOW
Program In aired «iich Sun(1a.v att-
erjiooii over KKO->VM¥ comblna-
ttoii. liilrty-mlQUte variety oliow
<IoeH the trick. I'rograiii features
Instrumental trio anil Kuettt Hrtlnts,
u'ltli ColIeK^ Vre$ilc)e.iitM NplelliiK*

Serlea now hi third successive year.

WE BUILD SHOWS
TO DO THE JOB

IOWA NETWORK
KSO—WMT—KRNT

Badio StatloHH of the I>es Moines
Rei^Uter and Trlhune

Re|tre.teiitative: K. KATZ

Mrs. Ida Bailey Allen, internation-

ally famous home-maker... recipi-

ent of thousands of letters weekly

...author of 21 popular cook-books.

Participatins Sponsorsliips are Availalile in

IDA BAILEY ALIEN'S

HOMEMAKERS OF THE AIR PROGRAM
Radio's outstanding daily variety program

for women . . . Household hints . . . drama . .

.

music... and guest Stars!...The perfect pro-

gram for any advertiser who sells to women!

• A 68-million-clollar wheat crop

(biggest cash crop since 1928) is

already in the bag . . . biggest cot-

ton crop in years is in the making

. . . and there'll be "a chicken in

every pot" throughout Oklahoma
this fall and winter.

T^ke your sales story to rural

Oklahoma through the single sta-

tion that covers the state's best

agriculture sections. Reach this

active market, receptive to buying

ideas now, through WKY.

}n\ Afiliated with The Daily Oklahoman,

^Jy
The Times, and The Farmer-Stockman

Reprasenlalive—E, Kali Sppcial Advertising Agency
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RAPS F. C. C.

REPORTERGETS

THE BIZ

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

Transradio reporter assigned to

cover City Hall, who caused resent-

ment among newspapers by getting

beats on stories Jtrom tips meant for

their reporters, now finding himself

out in the frigid zone as far as other

newspapermen covering the run are

concerned.

They've tripped him by moving
thieir headquarters from room 619 to

212: .The former room, assigned to

police reporters, is wide open to all

comers. The TP man had no diffi-

culty in making .it his g.h.q. He thus
got all the tips phoned confidentially

by electrical bureau and police

switchboard operators to newspaper
reporters. , ,

However, operators have now been
asked lo phone tips to 212. This is

much swankier room, where report-

ers who cover the Mayor's office

meet to play poker with his secre-

tariat. Door on this room naturally
can be securely locked. And when
Transradio man did sneak in once,

he was informed politely that he
wasn't welcome.

So now he sits in 619, lonely and
forlorn in the spot that once buzzed
first with the city's news and now
is but a tip-less empty shell. And
the City Editors' Association has
given up its plans for a meeting to

consider what to" dp about the radio
^tions .that .were beating ihem to

the street with news.

CUT UTILITIES DISCS

Players From Hollywood Plane to
N. Y. for Transcriptions

Series of 35 dramatic programs
originated by KMBC, Kansas City, is

being waxed beginning this week by
World Broadcasting, N. Y., for Kan-
sag Power & Light. Fran Hey ser is

directing.

Jean Colbert has lead and ethers
in the cast include Fred McKaye,
Robert Frazer and . John Gibson.
Latter three plane in from the
Coast this week. Miss Colbert ar-
rived several, weeks ago. Same play-
ers previously made a series of 60
similar shows on the Coast for the
same sponsor. Program, to run 15

minutes, will be tabbed 'Phenomena
Electrifying History.'

POLICE LIEUTENANT

DRAWS A SPONSOR

Indianapolis, Aug. 10.

Station WIRE is airing from Po-
lice Headquarters daily talks by
Lieut. Lawrence E. Fanning. It's

sponsored by Axton-Fisher Tobacco
to plug Zephyr Ci^gies.

Includes such routine matters as
missing cars, missing persons, tips on
safe driving, how to get a policeman
when one is needed, how to have
arrests made, and so on.

Marquardt Elopes

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Staff of WCFL, Voice of Labor
station here, looking for their gen-
neral manager, Maynard Marquardt,
who hasn't shown up since Thurs-
day (5).

Check-up shows he eloped. Bride
is the former Louise Litton, dramatic
coach.

'iDCEMEOF

Tells Intefnational Conven-
tion in Holland That
American Radio Regula-
tion Is Capricious and Un-
predictable

LICENSE IDEA

Washington, Aug. 10.
Louis G. Caldwell, president of

the Federal Communications Bar
Assn., appears to be conducting a
vigorous one-man campaign to cut
through the redtape, contradictions
and unpredictable policies of the
American radio regulatory system.
His latest leadership has taken the

form of two broadsides, one deliv-
ered as a speech, the other distribut-
ed as a reprint, at a convention in
Europe.

In one of the most clearcut pro-
nunciamentos yet levelled at F.C.C.
procedure and Federal radio regu-
lations Caldwell described both
bodies of law as an almost unin-
telligible hodge-podge. He made his
declaration at Second International
Congress on Comparative law which
had its final session at The Hague in

Holland yesterday (Tuesday).
Title of his paper was 'Legal re-

strictions on the contents of broad-
cast programs in the United States,'

and his conclusions were that any-
one looking for exact legal restric-

tions as a guide in running his biz

would go whacky. F.C.C. decision^

were described as sometimes favor-

(Continued on page 53)

Desirable Radio Studios Scarce in L. A.;

Warners See Rental Boom on Theirs

Kellogg Triumpliant

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Final signaturing of contract which
gives Kellogg the WBBM sponsor-
ship of all Northwestern U. football

games was completed last week,
after considerable fussing and fum-
ing on part of Socony Vacuum, who
also wanted the schedule.

In setting the deal, N. W. Ayer ad
agency also signed John Harring-
ton as announcer, and Joe E. Brown
as guest spieler. Both Harrington
and the picture star have been do-

ing baseball broadcasts on WJJD
this season for the same sponsor.

TOY MAKER WARNED

ON RADIO ADS BY FTC

Washington, Aug. 10.

Adolph Weip, New York toy deal-

er, last week was ordered to cease
and desist radio ballyhoo claiming
his products are 'made in the U.S.A.'

Federal Trade Commission pointed
out . that playthings he sells are

made in Japan or 'another for-

eign country' and not under the aus-

pices of Uncle Sam. Wein must also

quit advertising his toys as U.S.-

made in his price lists, labels, circu-

lars, containers and other printed
matter, commish ruled.

Roy Grande, KNX (Hollywood)
scripter, heading for Seattle and a
trip to the altar with Dorothy Losi
Smith, KOL continuity writer.

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

Indications are that the studio-

theatre of KFWB, Hollywood, -^^^
be in much demand this fall for th^**

origination of network programs.
Layout was recently constructed by
Warner Bros, at aft estimated cost
of $100,000, with radio tecfTnicians

rating it as the last word in broad-
cast equipment. Fact that it seats

500 makes the spot particularly de-
sirable for audience shows.

With NBC's new Hollywood stu-
dios still in the talk stage and CBS
hard pressed for remote facilities to

take care of its influx of fall showis,

Harry Maizlish, KFWB mgr., has
been receiving bids from various
sources. Four different agencies ap-
proached about booking possibilities

last week.

Benton & Bowles' Maxwell House
Showboat is the only outside pro-^

gram using the WB playhouse. Like-
ly that Rogers Silver or ^ell-O (Jack
Benny) will originate from the
Warner lot.

Film producer is now considering
the erection of one or two duplicates
of the studio-theatre, with every-
thing depending oh the demand con-
tinuing and the right kind of rental
deals.

. Atlas Exeos In, Out
Julius Singer replaces Herbert

Hayman, former film company sales'

manager, in charge of the New York
distrib set-up of Atlas radio tran-
scriptions.

Sidney Garratt, English flliA man,
returned to London last week where
he will be Atlas' correspondent.

EXTRA PUNCH

It's the extra punch that delivers extra

sales. More and more network advertisers

are getting that extra punch by broadcasting

individual programs over WLW.

T H E NAT 10 N ' S STATION
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Agencies—Sponsors

Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co. of Des
Moines will sponsol: three weekly
Farm News broadcasts on WHO
starting Aug. 17. R. J. Potts Agency,
Kansas Gity, handles account.

Brown-Camp Hardware Co. of Des
Moines started a series of quarter
hour musical clock broadcasts on
WHO on Aug. 3. Beginning Aug. 16

the hardware company will also as-

sume sponsorship of three weekly
Farm News broadcasts. R. J. Potts/.

Kansas City, on account.

Cownle Fur Co. of Des Moines is

sponsoring a new series of musical
clock programs over WHO through
ttgjS^ Coolidge Advertising, Des
Moines.

Grant Watcheji placing announce-
ments 3ept. 20. Morris & Davidson
Agency, Chicago.

Northrup King: Seed Co. has con-
tracted for six quarter hours per
week on KRNT and WMT, starting

Sept. 20, through Olmsted, Hewitt
Co., Minneapolis.

Cahn, MiHer 8c Nybergr, Inc., Balti-

more, have placed three 15-minute
programs weekly lor three months
on WBT, Charlotte, N. C, for

Chatham suits, made by Chatham
Manufacturing Co., Winston-Salem,
N. C. It will be a studio show. .

Groves-Keen, Inc., Atlanta, placed
26 100-word, announcements on WBT,
Charlottie, N. C, for American Mem-
orial, Atlanta, selling monuments.

Whitevllle, Ni C, Tobacco Board
of Trade has signed for a remote
program over WBT, Charlotte, N. Ci,

from Whiteville, covering warehouse
activities at the opening ,of the to-

bacco season.

McJunkin, Chicago, placing 26 an-
nouncements for Schlitz beer.

Ruthrautt & Byan has purchased

Credo Harris, Author

Indianapolis, Aug. 10.

Credo Fitch Harris, manager of
Station WHAS in Louisville (Ky.)
has. turned author, and his book,
•Microphone Memoirs,' was released
last week by Bobbs-Merrill Co., In-
dianapolis publishers.

Harris, who has been manager of
WHAS since it first aired on July
18, 1932, subtitles his tome: 'Of the
Horse and Buggy Days of Radio.'

Ralpli Atlass Relaxing
Chicago, Aug. 10.

After a summer of seeing mem-
bers of his WIND and WJJD staffs
shove off for Europea jaunts, their
boss, Ralph Atlass, left for his vaca-
tion yesterday.
Two weeks at Yellowstone.

time at WGY, Schenectady, for 30-

minute transcriptions of 'The

Shadow,* a thriller, on behalf of

D. L. & W. Company's 'Blue Coal,'

for a 26-week Sunday afternoon run,

beginning Oct. 10. D, L. &.W. pre-

viously sponsored the serial, 'Peggy's

Doctor,' over . NBC, • and also had a
series of waxers, emceed by Jackie
Cooper and presenting Hollywood
stars, over a string of stations last

winter.

N. W. Ayer & Son, New York, has
taken time for once-weekly five-

minute participations in WGY's
Household Chats in the interest of

Curtice Bros! (Blue Label Food
Products), Rochester, N. Y., from
Sept. 9 to Nov. 25,

Lela^hton & Nelson has contracted
for 104 one-minute announcements
on WGY, Schenectady, for H. S.

Barney Co., Schenectady Department
store. Ditto, Husband & Thomas,
60 one-minuters for Block Drug
Company, starting Oct. 4. Interna-
tional Harvester Company (tractors),

using 26 one-minute announcements
on WGY, through Aubrey, Moore
& Wallace, Chicago.

Bulova through- Biow, New York,
six daily time signals, starting Aug.
15 over KPO, San Francisco.

Budd Si Votow Co. (Pebble Beach
neckties), through Doremus & Co.,

San Francisco, starts a series of
three announcements weekly Aug.
10, continuing through Dec. 23, on
KYA, San Francisco.

Laborite (soap), through Allied
agency, San Francisco', is set for
three flve-minute studio programs
weekly for 26-week, starting Aug. 6
on KSFO, San Francisco. Elma Lat-
ta Hackett will do the spieling.

Rulo Corp. (automotiv.e), through
C. Ellsworth Wylie, Los Angeles, on
Aug. 11, begins a 39-we'elc series of
five-minute transcription^ three a
week, on KFRC, San Francisco.

Painless Parker (dentist): Dr.
Seth Maker's 'Radio. University,'
Mondays, Wednesday, Fridays, 1:30

1:45 p.m., PST, from San Francisco
over the Mutual-Don Lee network in

California: KFRC, KHJ, KGB, KDB,
KQW, KFXM. KDON, KXO, KGDM,
KVOE, KPMG. Agency: Emil Bri
sacher & Staff.

Tillamook Caunty Creamery Assn.,

Tillamook, Ore. (cheese): Program
and talent not yet determined, Fri-
days, 10:15-10:30 a.m., PST, Sept. 17
through Dec. 17, from San Francisco
over the basic Pacific NBC-Red:
KiPO, KHQ, KOMO, KGW, KFL
Agency: Botsford, Constantine .&
Gardner, Portland.

Huffh Barrett Dobbs* program,
'To. the Ladies,' has been moved
from an afternoon to a morning spot
on KJBS, San Francisco, and KQW,
San Jose.

NOTRE DAME GAMES SET

FOR WLW SUSTAINING

Cincinnati, Aug. 10.

Bro^adcasts of Notre Dame's foot-

ball-games this year will be strictly

on a sustaining basis. So it was re-

vealed last week when Bob Kennett,
program manager of WLW, closed a

deal in South Bend, Ind., with Elmer
Layden, for airings of the college's

home gridiron contests during the
approaching season on the WLW
line. As for the past two years, the
miking will be done by Red Barber,
chief sportscaster of Crosley's 500,000

watter.
Matter of broadcasts of Notre

Dame games on foreign fields is

something to be worked out between
WLW and the home club manage-
ments. Kennett is optimtisic about
his station .jaining approval for
radio reports of the complete sched-
ule for the Fighting Irish pigskin
brigade, including the tilts with
Army and Carnegie Tech,
Notre Dame garrtes broadcast on

WLW last year were sponsored by
the Ohio Oil company for Lincp
gas. WLW line tie-up is not on an
exclusive basis, and it is likely that
NBC and CBS also will broadcast
some of the Notre Dame battles^

St. Louis, Aug. 10.

University of Missouri at Colum-
bia intends cashing in on its home
played football games next fall. Don
Faurot, head coach, ahnounced that

a charge of $100 per game, played
at Columbia, will be made for

each radio station broadcasting game..

Last year broadcasting privileges

were free to all stations whose spon-
sorship and announcers were ap-
proved by university heads. This
approval will still be a requirement.
KSD, KWK and KMOX all broad-

cast Missouri's games last year here
and in Columbia and it is likely

that the $100 'touch' will not deter
these stations airing games of State

school as Missouri, St. Louis and
Washington U, latter two located
here, play to determine state cham-
pionship. Missouri is a member of

Missouri Valley, Conference and since

Faurot became head coach several

years ago has made much improve-
ment on the gridiron and is closely

followed by natives here, many of

•whom are alumnus of school.

Nina Olivette Teamed With
Shimen Ruskin for Air

Curtis & Allen agency has teamed
Nina Olivette, vet vaude comedienne,
and Shimen Ruskin, of legit play,

'Haying Wonderful "Time,' as a radio
act.

Pair get an audition today (Wed.)
at World Broadcasting for a pros-
pective disc sponsor.

Hagedorn's Additions
Horace Hagedorn, station rep, has

added a pair to his list, WDEV,
Waterbury, Vt., and WMFR, High
Point, N. C. Both are daytime-only
stations, former a 500-watter, latter

a 100-watter.

Brings total Hagedorn representa-

tion to eight.

MA

WITHIN SIX WEEKS!
These 50,000 Watters

WHO
WCAU
WLS

Like other front-ranking stations, have turned

to TRANSRADIO for the quality that adver-

tisers are demanding in news broadcasting

RADIO DAFFODILS
Lynchburg:, Va.—^Program over WLVA gives advice pn 'Where to Spend

Your Vacation.' Suggests Bar Harbor and White Sulphur Springs. Sponsor
is pawn broker.

New York Clly—^Promising news that requires utmost secrecy, 'The
Ghost Reporter' started this Week on WINS with his identity and where-
abouts while broadcasting unknown to the station staff. Last ghost re-
porter in radio was over WJAY, Cleveland. He stopped when a bomb
exploded outside the home of the station owner.

Chicago—Scornful tirade against radio serials appeared in the press as
quotations from Lester Tremayne. Press agent got the bright idea. Tre-
mayne makes his living working in radio serials.

Lahcaster, Pa.—Local orator hits WGAL and a couple of other stations

in nearby towns every Sunday morning bawling out backsliders among the
Pennsylvania Dutch for not going to church. Spieler gets pretty tart

about people missing services, but adds that his program is supported by
thie contributions of stay-at-home listeners. In dashing about to conduct
radio programs the orator doesn't get to church himself.

Charlotte, N. C.—WBT is arranging a frog-gigging party at a mountain
lake. Pick-up the gigging via a label microphone. Generally several
snakes jump into the boat and the ti'ade press is offered some good
publicity photographs of the whole gigging-hissing affair.

Chicago—Normas Ross' 'Suburban Hour' on WMAQ is now sponsored
by the Northwestern railroad selling vacations in the north, a switch
from the previous sponsor, Illinois Central, that sold vacations in the
south.

Philadelphia—Allen Franklin does a going-going-gone auction over
WFIL daily on furniture. Stuff is described, claimed to be worth such-
and-such a sum, and bids invited, sight unseen, in sealed envelopes to be
opened by a notary public. Shuman Brothers willing to sell suites, al-

legedly worth $150^, for $50 or so on theory that the bidders who don't

win but must give their addresses are all nifty biz prospects.

Cleveland—Ireene Wicker is a 'Double Admiral' in Governor Martin
L. Davey's Great Lakes Navy, Officials forgot that she was awarded/^a
commission last year.

Indianapolis—Telephone company official called station WIRE burning-
mad because Medford Maxwell had offered a free cake to first 25 women
calling station. Resultant jam of phone calls tied up two. exchanges.
Phoiie e^cec flatly forbid station to continue the stunt but gave his name
and address for his wife to receive one of the free cakes.

Philadelphia—WIP's famous Uncle WIP (James A. Willard, Jr.) has
finally succumbed. He's gone and ordered' himseU a dummy, which will

be ready in three weeks and be christened Oscar.

New York City—Ted Church of NBC publicity is trying to interest net-

work in ballyhoo stunt that would unfurl a 'blue flag' over each station

affixed to NBC's blue web. Suggestion to fly a 'red flag' over the other

NBC stations was not made.

Hollywood—What Wallace Beery, Harold Lloyd, Tom Mix and other

Hollywood stars did to earn their honorary police badges will be told by
Ben Alexander over NBC.

MAYOR RULES

'EXCLDSIVES'

OUT
Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

There will be no more exclusive
rights granted to any one radio sta-
tion for airing of public events in
which he takes part; Mayor S, Davis
Wilson edicted last Thursday. Ukase
handed down as result of fumin' and
fussin' last week between WCAU
and WFIL over manner in which
former outlet got rights to string
lines into Hizzoner's reception room
for talks by chief exec on progress
in settling strike which tied up all

city's trucking.
Situash had been simmering for

some time, but boiled over last week
when WCAy. etherized the Mayor
five times in three days for a total
of 76 minutes. WFIL and WIP were
left completely on the outside look-
ing in during entire strike distur-
bance, unable to even set up a mike
in City Hall because one of the
secretaries from whom permish can
be obtained was away and the other
was too busy to see their reps.

Stanley Boyton s Agency

Detroit, Aug. 10,
Stanley G. Boyton, ex-advertising

and sales promotion manager at
WJR, has formed the Aircasters, Inc.,
which will sell, originate, write and
direct own radio shows. Among ad
accounts are WJR and CKLW.
Others in the agency are Arthur

W. Lenfestey, Edwin G. Lenfestey
and Harold Pursell, who's in charge
of media and programs.

Gertrude Berg- Heads East
Gertrude Berg has completed her

second Bobby Breen story for Sol
Lesser, and is leaving Hollywood to
get ready for the opening of her
'Goldbergs' serial on NBC Sept. 13.

Show will originate - from New
York with Procloi- & Gamble the
underwriter.

4-STATION VIRGINIA

LOOP FOR POUTiCS

Richmond, Aug. 10.

A four-station hook-up consisting

of WRVA, Richmond, WDBJ, Roan-
oke, WGH, Newport News, and
WBTM, Danville, was put into use
five times during recent primary
campaign.
Hook-up worked out by Barron

Howard, WRVA'a commercial man-
ager.

WGY Sans Sales Head
Schenectady, Aug. 10.

With the transfer of Ralph Nord-
berg, WGY commercial manager, to

NBC's New York sales staff, in the

web-operated station division, the

Schenectady 50,000-watter will go
along, for a time at least, without an
official sales head.
Same situation prevailed for sev-

eral months last year after Edward
L. Spencer resigned as cm., to take

up farming.

NnriONQL REPRESENTPTIVES
EDWPRD RETRY & CO.
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Radio Newsreel

Would Use Folks

Off Page One

Stack-Goble has sold the newsreel

Idea "yvith which it has been experi-

menting lor several weeks to Ener-

gine. It will be a haW-hbur pro-

gram on NBC's basic red (WEAF)
Sunday afternoons (3-3:30) starting

Oct. 24. Wally Butterworth and

Parks Johnson will do the interview-

ing of personalities in the news,

Pair's Vox Pop program (Molle

shaving cream) stays as is.

Publicity Associates, Inc., staged

a mass audition, including the press

last W«ek« -
Mrs. Stella Crater, wife of judge

now missing lor slightly over seven

years; Isabelle Hallin, former Sau-
gus, Mass., school teacher dis-

missed by board after row over al-

leged serving of cocktails to pupils;

Dorothy " Kilgallen, Hearst scribe

noted for around-world flight; Gen.

Jacob S. Coxey, -of 'army' fame in

1884, were quizzed by Parks Johnson
and Wally Butterworth.

Branliam Reps KWKH
Braoham Co, will ' represent

KWlCH, Shreveport, La„ after

Sept J.

AlBQ Will continue ditto for KTBS,
same city and. same management.

Little Miss Muffei sat on a tuf-

fet

Eating her curds and whey.

Along came a spider and sat

down beside her.

Shook hands—and proceeded to

'say—

-

"Now my Utile lily,

"I'll tell you a dilly,

"In radio station buys.

"Please, don't let your sales wait

"In Central New Ydrk State

"Say clients and agencies wise.

"A Syracuse station,

"The best situation,

"For makitig your money go far.

'Your sales will start mounting

"While profits you re countmg

"The station? Why, it's SYR."

P.S.-^WSYR'« four-fold power
increase is only one of the rea-

sons why 15 out of 16 counties

prefer this Syracuse NBC- Blue

outlet khd why national and
local spot advertisers use it 3 to

1« Write us for proof and de-

tailt.

WSYR
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

MONTREAL
The pIx inonllis eiutinR-

Xiarch 3J, 1'J"'T, t=h<iw

furlher Buln« Rt OFCF
. . . reftehlnB the Ini'K-

eet number rf »p<i*i-

BOred broadCRHUfl evtr
dellveved In Montreal
homes by
"Montreal's Quality

Station"

N. B. C.
re:d €c

BLUE

WGAR 15% OVER 1936

Live Talent Ahead af TPax in Per-
ceniace •{ Increase

Cleveland, Aug. 3.

Survey of business during the first

six months of the year at WGAR re-
veals an increase of 15% over simi-
lar period in 1936. Most of the in-
creiase has been in spot announce-
ment and .

live commercial fields,

with live talent getting the edge of
black ink.

Transcriptions had the edge on
live talent during the opening half
of 1936. This year, however, trend
is toward more local live shows.

Sid Andorn^s Stunt
Cleveland, Aug. 10.

Over 1,000 Cleveland orphans spent
the day at the Great Lakes Expo
Monday (9) as a result of the radio
efforts of Sidney Andorn, WGAR's
airwavie gossiper. Peeper Andorn
staged a gala three-hour program
last week to raise funds and trans-
portation for the event, the program
netting over $1,000 and transporta-
tion for all the youngsters.
Local night club and theatrical

talent aided Andorn in the venture.

F.C.C. Docket

Heat Shrink
Washington, Aug. 10.

Washington dog-days, plus the ab-
sence of a quorum on the Broadcast
Division of the Federal Communica-
tions Committee, curtailed Govern-
ment radio license transactions to
mere handful of new applications.

With no examiners reports turned
in during last week arid no Com-
mish action of any sort, requests lor
new transmitters and changes in as-
signment constituted only biz accom-
plished. Continued increase in ap-
plications for new high frequency
and relay broadcast stations was
noted.

Applications received during the
week were as follows:.

Arkansas; J. T, Griffin, Fort Smith,
new station to be operated on 880
kc with 1 kw, days only.

California: KGDM, Stockton, in-

stall new transmitter, change an-
tenna, jump power from 1 to 5 kw,
change frequency from 1100 to 1150
kc and hours of operation from days
to limited; Ben S. McGlashan, Los
Angeles, two new relay broadcasjf
stations to be operated on 1622, 2058,
2150, and 2790 kc, with 10 watts.

Colorado: KLZ, Denver, new high
frequency broadcast station to be
operated on 31,600, 35,600, 38,600 and
41,000 kc, with 100 watts—also, new
relay broadcast station to be op-
erated on 31,100, 34,600, 37,600, and
40,800 kc, with 1 watt,

Louisiana: KMLB, Monroe, author-
ity to install new automatic fre-

quency control equipment; KVOL,
Evangeline Broadcasting Co,, Inc,
Lafayette, install verticaL antenna,
increase day power from 100 walls
to 250 watts.

Maryland: WFBR, Inc., Baltimore,
install new transmitter, boost power
from 500 watts nights, 1 kw days,
to 1 kw nights, 5 kw days, and in-

stall directional antenna for day and
night u^e.

New York: Columbia Broadcasting
System, Inc., New York, new relay
broadcast system to be operated on
39,700, 39,900, 40,800 and 41,400 kc,

with 5 watts—also two new relay
stations with same frequencies to

be operated with 55 watts power;
National Broadcasting Company,
New York, new experimental broad-
cast station to be operated on 83,500

kc, with 1 kw.
South Carolina: Santo Sotille,

Charleston, new station to be op-
erated on 1200 kc, with 100 walls
nights, 250 watts days.

Tennessee: Times Printing Co.,

Chattanooga, new station to be op-
erated on 1120 kc, with 500 watt.s

nights, 1 kw days, using directional

antenna all times.

Texas: Tri-State Broadcasting Co..

Inc., El Paso, new relay broadca.st

station to be operated on 31.100,

34,600, 37,600 and 40,600 kc, with
three waits; KFRO, Voice of Long-
view, Longview, authority to trans-

fer control ol corporation from
Rogers Lacy to ' James R. Curtis..

5,000 shares of common stock.

Washington: KOL, Seattle, change
frequency from 1270 kc to 1040 kc
and boost night power from 1 to

5 kw.
West Virginia: WCHS, Charleston,

in.s.tall new transmitter and verliciil

antenna.

SALES DEMONSTRATION

INTRO TO PROGRAM

Indianapolis, Aug. 10.

WIRE show tagged 'For Women
Only* heretofore had two male an-
nouncers. Station decided femme
voice was needed to go with title of
show.
Gal decided on has Ijeen doing

demonstration sales work at Wm. H.
Block, dept. store here. But her
moniker yfia Kay Kiser, same as
band leader, so WIRE, with an eye
to glamour, tagged her Charlene.

Is WP's Neon Sign Art?

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

Big question right now at WIP is

whether it can put call letters up in
neon lights on new antenna tower in
mid-city Parkway. It's all a prob-
lem of jurisdiction. Nobody knows
who must be seen to get permission—or if permission is even needed. .

Antenna is. in an ideal spot It
can be seen for miles. But station
doesn't cafe to go ahead and put up
the letters, which would cost in
neighborhood of $5,000, only to learn
they've been nixed. .Park Commis-
sion, which granted permish to erect
antenna, now not sure the whole
thing's in its bailiwick. Thinks may-
be the Art Jury must decide whether
an emblazoned WiP in the sky line
would mar Philly's beauty. u' itw

hurbi Ritzes American Music And

Radio Singers at PhiDy Concert

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

Jose Iturbi conducting the open

air symphony from Robin Hood Dell

Monday night (9) was tuned off NBC
when he attempted to «witch a .non-
cleared number into, the broadcast
portion of the program that was
carded for the second non-radio half.

Iturbi ignored both NBC's and Man-
ager Alfred Reginald Allen's remon-
strances that he was gumming up
the works.

Iturbi was conducting en all-

American program arranged as a
special non-subsoription event at $1
top with two radio fingers, Lucy
Monroe and Jan Peerce, down from
New York, as guest soloists.

Resenting the time taken out of

the broadcast period for the radio
singers Iturbi -stood in the wings and
continued an argument that had been
going on all day with Manager Allen.

He insisted that Lucy Monroe, who
'had .

opened the proceedings with
'The Star-Spangled Banner,' should
not have « further, solo opportunity.

This tiff transpired as Peerce was
on stage doing his stuff with a piano
accompaniment.

Iturbi flared up then and later to

newspaper reporters anent the qual-

ity of the American compositions,
which he trapped as poor stuff.

. Line-up of songs included Deems
Taylor's 'Circus Days'; . Gershwin's
'Rhapsody in Blue'; Herbert's 'I'm

Falling in ' Lov* with Someone";
Kern's The Song Is You'; Laforge's

'Song of the Open.' 'Iris,' *lMe and
Death* and 'Morning* , w'ere other
Yankee works On the sked.

Itiurbi completed the program, but
the radio end was messed' up be-
cause, of his uproar.

After the" final vocal number witlv

a full orchestral session still to cpme^
several hundred left the DelL Which
fact was bandied about as repudia-
tion of Iturbi's idea that only the

orchestra counted.

Philco's One Day Layoff

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

Philco plant was forced to shut
down last Wednesday because of
general truck strike^ which pre-
vented movement of parts between
sections of the huge factory.

Eight thousand employes were
sent home, suspending a payroll of

$50,000 a day.

to 700,000

Radio Families

One ticket—your pro-

gram on KPO—takes you into

all these homes in Northern

California, Nevada, Idaho and

Oregon. And takes you there

to the accompaniment of NBC

prestige and popularity—

a

strong combination.

•

A Pacific Coast Red Network Station

Completely Programmed by NBC
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$50,000 Forfeited Cash Bond Wanted By

Georgia Governor as Radio Backlog

Atlanta, Aug. 10.

State of Georgia takes preliminary
steps this week toward assuming
control of WGST, Georgia School of

Technology station, now operated
under lease by Southern Broadcast-
ing System* with W. H. Summer-
ville as manager.

Title of 'station is vested in Geor-
gia Tech, which is part of State
University System, It was given to

school by late Glark Howell, Sr.,

12-12:30m EDST

Bhj*—Saturday*

12-12:30m EOST

ARTISTS MANAGEMENT

ARTISTS MANAGEMENT
B'JRCAi: ;nc

and His

Orchestra

2ND YEAR

Viennese Roof

HOTEL ST. REGIS
NEW TOBK MOT.

JII.C.A

publisher of Atlanta Constitution.
Present lease has some three years
to run, with 10-year renewal option.

Last session of General Assembly
passed a hill, sponsored by Gov-
ernor Rivers, creating a Radio Com-
mission to take over WGST and 'any
and all other radio stations state

may acquire.' First step under
Rivers' plan wiL be • arrangements
or short-wave radio contact between
WGST and newly created State

Radio Patrol.

To finance Commission, Governor
is eyeing a $50,000 cash bond posted
by Dixie Terminal Co,, which was
to have erected a cold storage plant

in state-owned W, & A. Railroad
yards here. After spending $150,000,

company abandoned work and Rivers
is planning to grab the $50,000 and
turn it over to new Radio Commis-
sion as oi)erating capital. A hearing
is to be held this week before the

bond is declared forfeited.

Rivers announced he would ap-
point the three citizen members of

the Commission this week. It is

understood that two of the members
will be Clark Howell, Jr., publisher
of The Constitution,- and L. W.
('Chip') Robetr, former assistant

Ui S. TDreasurer. Other members of

the Commission will be the gov-
ernor, prez of Senate, speaker of

house and prexy of Georgia Tech.
Under terms of lease, station,

which is Columbia outlet here, pays
Tech 10% of gross receipts, which
has meant between $13,000 and
$15,000 annual income to school,

which carries a $100,000 valuation

on property.
Measure passed by last legislature

provides for Radio Commission to

pay Tech the amount of the endow-
ment for an annual sum to be de-
cided upon and gives state authority
to rent station, out commercially ex-
cept for such time as it might be
needed for state purposes.
Both Sam Pickard, former CBS

mogul, and Hearst Radio Corp. were
said to be interested in taking over
WGST early part of this year, but
nothing further has . been heard
along these lines since state decided
to take over station;

WXYZ Dramatic Director
Vacations Kid Troupers

Detroit, Aug. 10.

James Jewell, dramatic director at

WXYZ, has taken the entire cast of

'Children's theatre of the Air' pro--

gram to the 'Lone Ranger' camp at

Mullet Lake, 'Mich,, for week's
vacash.

Camp,' which Jewell owns, is for

boys only, but once annually Jewell
sets aside the rules to both boys and
girls of station's juvenile show for

a brief vacash.

By JANE WEST

now radio's most popular

family brings you more

Laughter Jears and Heart-throbs

Presented by Ivory Soap 99*' \oo " o pure

LISTEN ^^'^^ ^^"-Y
NBC Blue Network, Mon. to Fri. 11 a.m. DST
NBC Red Network, Mon. to Fri. 3i45 p.m. DST

COAST TO COAST
IN

MGT..
Dir., COJkiPTON ADVJRRXISING A<;ii:NCT
ED WOLF—RKO BLDG.. NEW YORK CITY

AVE MARIA HOUR
GALA OUTDOOR BROADCAST - COSTUMES

/ FEAST OF THE ASSUMPTION
(1:30 P.M. Sundny, August 16. OnrrlHun, New York, WMCA. Fntlier An!«e1m,
Dlrettor of the Ave Mnrlii Hour, cnr«Iliilly IiivlteH all IlHtenvrH anil friends
to see inonnHtIo grriiymonr, witness hrondcust festivities nnd visit shrines.

WITNESS THIS COLORFUL OUTDOOR BROADCAST
Aiiffniented Choir - Symphony Orcliestru » Special llrondwny Cast

CIIA8. T.ATORRE, Producer

AI.FKEOO ANTONIXI, Coniluctor— IIOM'ARD WARmCK, Script

5,000 STAY TO END
•f- ,

Goofy Softball Twlxt Radio and
Press .Draw* Mob

Lincoln, Aug. 10.

Best inter-office stunt ever worked
by the newspapers and the radio
stations here was a free-to-the-pub-
lic exhibition of softball by the edi-

torial gang and the KFAB-KFOR
talent crew. Radio won—8 to 6—in

an extra inning go.

Stunt was thought up and banged
out, with plenty of sour comedy ma-
terial, in two dqys. Moire than 5,000

people turned out and stayed the
whole game, which amazed all the
players.

Rules demanded no practice by
either club, but the radio crew got
in some. Result, the newspapers
had newsboys picketing the grand-
stand calling them 'unfair to dis-or-

ganized softball.'

Joe Di Natal^ promoted and man-
aged the radio outfit, and Barney
Oldfield fronted for the scribes.

WWJ 387« BOOST ON

'EXPERIMENTAL' TIME

Detroit, Aug. 10.

WWJ's new rate card, setting aside

the 12 noon to 3 p.m. period when
no chain breaks or inter-program
announcements will be madte, re-

veals a 38% boost in rates for those

three hours. New policy, which was
announced recently along with one
fixing a diversification of sustaining

programs which'll not be moved to

sell time, covers Monday through
Saturday.
On basis of 38% increase for shows

in this three-hour period it's figured

station is assuming about two-thirds

of rap because of loss of biz on an-
noimcements during that time.

Although all new contracts will be
affected by new rates, policy will

not actually go into effect until time
change in September. Previous con-

tracts will not be affected until ex-
piration.

Exposed

Hollywood, Aug. 10.

While vacashfng in Honolulu,
Tom Harrington, radio head on
the Coast for Young & Rubi-
cam, was peirsuaded to parry a
few pleasantries on the air

with one of the island nar-
rators.

He was signed In as 'the

rambling reporter from Bos-
ton.'

Newton Edgers, Sole

Ofay wjth Jap Radio

Combine, Visiting U.S.

Newton Edgers, only Caucasian

with the Broadcasting Corporation

of Japan, is on a visit to America,

his native land. He has general

charge of the news broadcasts in

English and of the shortwave . pro-

grams sent out of Japan daily in five

different directions.

Edgers states there are 3,000,000

receiving sets in Japan paying 20
cents tax weekly and 32 stations

linked into a network with JOAK,.
Tokyo (50 kw), the key station. Sta-
tions operate from about 7 a.m. to 10

at night, with twin wavelengths di-

vided between entertainment pro-
grams and educational. Advertising
is not permitted.

News is conspicuous and a pro-
gram similar to the March of Time
is; broadcast weekly for one hour.

A symphony orchestra of 125 tnen

and sevjsral chamber music imits are
maintained.

Foreign talent visiting Japan for

other appearances (mostly concerts)

are used on the radio, but such en-
gagements from the performer's
standpoint are for publicity pur-
poses primarily, as the standard re-

muneration is around $15 per broad-
cast regardless of the standing of the
artist.

Here and There

William Waiters, recently iri from
freelancing on the Coast, has joined
Kass-Tohrner agency, N. Y., as

scripter and p.a.

John Sla^rle, announcer, subbing
for Harry. Colder as chef on the

WXYZ Detroit Sunrise Breakfast

Club at 6:30 a.m.

Les Weinrat has a job scribbling

continuity for Aunt Jemima Chicago
program.

Virginia Payne of "Ma Perkins'

cast doing a two week Eastern tjip.

Betty Caine, Chi leading woman,
signed to NBC exclusively.

Bill Shannon, of San Antonio,
Texas, addition to announcing staff

at WATL, Atlanta.

Charles Hicks, Jr., promoted from
assistant to program director of

WSOC, Charlotte, N. C. Paul W.
Norris, former program director, has
been released from the post to or-

ganize a new department for the
station.

Jim Shouse, general manager, and
Ken Church, sales manager, of

KMOX, St. Louis, put in a couple

of days last week with Bill William-
son, sales manager of WKRC, Cincy.

—^

Carol Weymaiin, singer, has se-
cured release from her contract with
Henry Dagand and is now agenting
herself.

Lucy Grant, mezzo-soprano, new
addition to 3 Symphonettes, girl tria

handled by Columbia Artists, Inc.

Newcomer replaces Marion Jernigan,
who quit to return to her home town^
Atlanta.

The Jimmy Murrays—^he's pub-
licity director for WCAE, Pittsburgh
—expect the . stork in a couple of

months.

Walt Framer is transferring his
daily Show-Shopper program from
KDKA to WWSW, Pittsburgh, with
an eye to snatching a fall sponsor.

.Tack Hollister, sports announcer
for KDKA, Pittsburgh, has added
the Kennywood Park publicity ac-
count to his string.

Georsre Halley, KMBC national
program rep, to Chicago for a couple

(Continued on page 63)

HEAP BIG FIRST GUY

Hop! Indian Tenor BagK<id in Ari-
zona Hunt

Phoenix, Aug. 10.

Chief Clarence E. Taptuka, Hppi
Indian, has been chosen the all-

Arizona winner of a talent hunt con-
ducted by KOY here.

The Redskin tenor, as a prize, will

be cuffed to a trip to Chicago, where
he will sing a single shot on WLS.

WXYZ Staff Chase Pill

Detroit, Aug. 10.

Thirty members of WXYZ staff

are participating in a two-week golf

tourney at Glenhurst club here for

'studio championship.'
Play over 54 holes is on handicap

basis, but the handicap will not be
determined until all entrants have
completed three rounds.

Lawyer Runs WIL Show
St. Louis, Aug. 10.

Leo Maginn, local attorney, is

WIL'S new 'Mr. Fixit! Ray Schroe-
der resigned for job with Post-Dis-
patch.
Maginn was tutored by Schroeder.

HANGOVER CURE FROM

WOAI TO WEB AUG. 15

San Antonio, Aug. lo!

New program placed on WOAI
thrice weekly by Payne Advertising
Agency is the 'Knight Kappers', fea-
turing Ted and Bill, singing-guitar-
ists. This program is on Wednes-
days, Fridays and Saturdays, follow-
ing Amos 'n' Andy, Sponsored by
Knight Kap (Corp.) which is the
new hangover preventative.

Steve Wilhelm, head of Payne's
Radio Division, gets a Texas Quality
Nietwork wire for the program, start-
ing. Aug. 15. Program is initial part
of a national campaign put on by"
the Payne Agency.

Marie Walsh of KTSA, San An-
tonio, is in New York City.

EASY
ACES

BROADCASTING
6th YEAR FOR
BLACKETT - SAMPLE
HUMMER T, INC.

A N A C I N

JACQUES
FRAY
^ MARIO
BRAOGIOTTI

j

II III II III II 111 m
NBC NETWORK

TODAY'S CHILDREN
RADIO'S MOST POPULAR DAYTIME PROGRAM

WRITTEN BY IRNA PHILLIPS- PRODUCED BY N. B. C.

NOW ENTERING 5TH YEAR FOR

Pillsbury Flour Mills Company
DIR. -^HUTCHINSON ADVERTISING COMPANY

N. B. C. RED NETWORK-MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

10:45— 11:00 A. M./ E. D. S. T.

D'ARTEGA
AND HIS

ORCHESTRA
JELLO

7:00-7:30—NBC
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SOCIAL GRACES
JACK ROBBINS

PROTESTS TO

METRO

Although Metro and Rpbbins have

an alliance, ai;id Metro actually owns

51% of Robbins Music Corp. and af-

filiated song ifublishing ,firms, Jack

Hobbins has filed protest with the

s^dio that screen operettas such as

'The Firefly/ 'Sweethearts,* 'May-

time,* 'Rose-Marie,* 'Naughty Mari-

etta' and others to come are working
more to the benefit of Schirme^,

Harms and other publishers.

Being production scores, these, the

originial pubs, are benefiting anew
from Metfo's fllmizations.

Technically Robbins has no re-

dress,' although that publisher has

long since protested that Metro
might iiave protected Robbins by
interpolating new ' song material,

which could fall into the Robbins

catalog, and thus benefit Metro's

ihusic pub subsid.

But what is crystallizing the

squawks is Metro's loan-out of Gus
Kahn to RKO-Radio in order tc

work with Rudolf Friml on the next

Nino Martini picture. Robbins ar-

gues that Kahn is 100% a Metro-

Robbins 'property and any tnating

with Friml (signed to Schirmer)

could at least have been worked out

so that Robbins and Schirmer- be-

came co-copyright owners and pub-

lishers of the Kahn-Fi'iml songs.

INTRODUCTION

For the Curious—That Picket Is

Mr. Arnstein NEWM SONe
Ira Arnstein, who in recent years

has engaged in several . legal tilts

with music publishers, is on a one-
man picketing campaign .against' the

American Society ol Ck)mposers,

Authors and Publishers. His line of

march is in front of the Sixth ave-
nue entrance to the RCA building

where some of the firms he has sued
have their offices.

Fore card of his picketing sand-

wich reads: 'I am protesting against

the pirating of all my songs by the

American Society ,
of Composers,

Authors and Publishers. They are

making millions, while I am starv-

ing.' On the rear card Arnstein has

pasted sheet copies of tunes which
he claims were lifted from manu-
scripts of his.

Arnstein's last piece of litigation

was against the E. B, Marks Music
Co. on the tune, 'Play, Fiddle, Play'

in February, 1936. After getting

an adverse verdict in the Federal

court, New York, he appealed but

with no more favorable results.

DECCA MAY BE CHIEF

ANTI-WAX VICriM

Demands made by the American
Federation of Musicians on the com-
panies manvifacturing records, in the'

A,F. of M. campaign against broad-
casting, also includes a shaft which
may seriously curtail the widespread
use of coin-operated phonographs.
A.F. of M. declares that 'records

cannot be used in places where
otherwise musicians may be em-
ployed or where it has a tendency
to desttoy employment opportunities

of musicians.' The threat is that un-
less record manufacturers comply,
they caniiot use union musikers in

cutting their goods.
A jgteat number of the coin ma-

chines now in use -throughout the

country are in bierstubes and taverns

wheije there are postage-stamp
dance floors. It is likely that the

A.F. of M, deems these 'places where
otherwise musicians may be em-
ployed,' Dancing to coin-machine
music gets big play in semi-rural

districts, small towns and the poorer

neighborhoods of the big burgs.

About 35%, of the records disposed

of by manufacturers to coin-ma-
chine operators are used in such
spots.

If the A.F. of M. is able to en-

force this demanded restriction.

Decca will be the chief sufferer, sell-

ing as firm does the bulk of the

platters used in the machines. Rea-
son Decca

. heads the field is that its

wholesale rate is cheapest, 21c. pei-

record (no returns), and also because
in its Catalog it includes a long list

tit swing orchs' and singers, which
•supply the favorite form of music of

the coin-machine sluggers.

CODE IS STILL

UP TO PUBS

Federal Trade Commission has rec-

ognized the need for a code of fair

trade practices in the music publish-

ing industry and it is now up to

spokesmen for the business to get to-

gether with the commission on set-

ting a date for a trade conference on

the proposed covenant. Group which
will likely represent the industry in

the date fixing discussions is the

code committee of the Music Pub-
lishers Protective Association, with

the conference held in New York
either late in September or late Oc-

tober.

Code as drawn up by this MPPA
group has been before the FTC since

the fall of 19^6. By agreeing to the

calling of a conference the commis-
sion intimated that this particular

code fits the need but did not give

any assurances that this would be

the document which would be accept-

able to it. The details of the pact

will have to be worked out during

the conference.
Strong opposition to most of the

clauses in the MPPA code is expect-

ed to develop from among the

smaller publishers. Indications are

that they will make the film pro-

ducer controlled pub firms the tar-

get of their attacks, holding that if

these firms are given any more ad-

vantages the small independents will

be forced out of business. The smal-

lies will argue that the superior score

product and expensive exploitation

staffs of the producer-owned pub-
lishing houses make for competitive

edges which the minor firm cannot
hope to contend with unless they are

permitted to operate jn their own
way.

Go Places and Meet People
-—Have to Infuse Others

with Their Own En-

thusiasm—"Stay Up with
Sick Friends or Squire

Lonesome Torchers, All

in the Day's Work

GET AROUND

Hoagy Carmichael Some
Pumpkins in Indiana

'
Indianapolis,. Aug, 10.

Local boy who made good in the
city, Hoagy Carmichael, the tune-
smith,' .and wife, broke Hollywood to

New York trip, for week's stopover
here to visit parents and other rela-

liyes. Also took in campus of In-

diana University at Bloomington
'^Ind.) where he composed 'Stardust.'

Ju.st to show what people here-
abouts think of Hoag and his song-
^vrit^ng, local dailies have given him
oyer 50 column inches of space and
pictures, and on trip to Blooming-
ton (Ind.) he found there the Star
l^ust Restaurant, owned by Ralph
Henslev.

Louis Bernstein Copyright

Deal With Turner Layton
Louis Bernstein, head of Shapiro,

Bernstein &; Co., cabled" his office

from England last week that he had
negotiated the right to renew the

copyrights of several songs authored

by J. Turner Layton. They include

'Way Down Yonder in New Orleans,'

'Dear Old Southland,' 'After You're
Gone,' and 'Strut, Miss Lizzie.'

Layton has become a British resi-

dent, doing a .singing routine in music
halls and niteries. Bernstein is due
back in New York Monday (16).

'BIG APPLE' SONG
i Lee David and John Redmond are

j

first to get out a song for new 'Big

I
Apple' dance craze with a tune of

j same title.

Exclusive is issuing number which
is being recorded by Cab Callowiiy

lor Master Records. •

Joe Sanily has replaced Murray
Staub as proi'e.vsional mgr. of Mills

. Music. Inc. SUiub was brought on

I
from Chicago several months ago.

Overseas Pubs and Writers Benefit as

Yankee Wax-Sync Feud Continues

By ABEL GREEN
Music Contact man of today is per-

haps one of the most colorful sales-
men in the world. He's suave,
worldly, filed down at the rough
edges, and quite at ease among ^
flock of personalities and celebs.

His salesmanship embraces a host
of qualifications as .a good mixer.
That often means ability to con-
tribute a fancy game of bridge,
klabiasch or pinochle, a fair game
of golf, a nice assortment of new
gags and stories, an ability to bend
an elbow, terp a toe or exercise the
average social graces in a bit above-
average manner, and all founded on
an ingratiating personality.

Selling such a nebulous commodity
as a new manuscript calls for con-
siderable of plenty. Every new
song becomes 'the greatest ballad
we ever had,' or the 'greateiit score
Berlin ever wrote,' or the 'great-

est dance arrangement by Will Hud-
son,' or almost any of a dozen other
'greatest' superlatives.

That's where the personality
comes in. That's where nights of
carousing, days of golfing, sessions
at a beach club, great manifestation
of care and worry about this or that
radio act or band's welfare, stand
the personality song contact men in

good stead. /

Gigoloing: on Side

Radio satellites are subject to the
same human frailties. The gal war-
blers may cotton to this or that con-
tact man who knows how to buy
them an interesting lunch or dinner,
and manages to step a nifty dance
set as a coincidental social grace.

Name band, must perforce yield to

past sentimentalities arising from
jolly moments in Saratoga or on a
Long Island golf course, or in some
other intimate association with the
music publisher's representative.

It's still high-pressuring today, as

it was in the past, but on a more
genteel plane.
Strong Nordic influence in the ad-

vertising agencies, with executives

reared on some of the best Ameri-
can campuses, has created necessity

for a new approach. The radio tal-

ent itself has been basically influ-

enced along these lines, and the
songpluggers have had to follow
suit.

Advent of the.se collegiate agency
men aS big radio program factors

has not been without its grief. Like
all . officials, they must be catered

to, and ofttimes tryingly.

They have been the basic cause,

as the bigge.st single force, in the

revival of songplugging subsidies.

Reason has been simply because
these program builders have no
other standards than 'the most' of

anything. Just as they have
schooled to break down the boxoffice

popularity of stage and screen stars,

in order to arrive at their radio val-

ues, so similarly they gauge songs on
the same premi.se of 'nno.st.' Hence,
the 'mo.st played' tabulations are the

best barometers for popularity.

Since the song contact men find this

to be the surest way to get songs

into the big national radio shows, it

has encouraged a freer spending for

plug.s, among the minor bands and
acts.

Vanity Ant'Ie

On the other hand, the persuasive-

ness of the pluggers figures in the

vanity angle. It's become a new
vogue, for certain name maesti'os to

take, pjjde in having 'introduced'

new song.s which ultimately became

Can't Take It, Eh?

Walter Winchell's panning of

some of the mikesters' treat-

ment of certain 20th-Fox fll-

musical songs has created an
inverse attitude. Winchell is

frankly partial both to Gordon
and Revel's tunes and the

Zanuck-brand ; of musicals in

general. "Wlienever he hears
any vocalization that doesn't

jell with his ideas, the column-
ist tells 'em off in no uncertain
terms.
Music publishers in the east

didn't mind the comment or the
plugs for the various song titles

until they discovered that some
of the burned-up radio artists,

who had been so singled out for

,

captious comment, arie 'getting

/ even' by laying off singing all

Gordon and Revel tunes, and
even going so far as to put' a
chill' on 20th-Fox film songs.

From the pubs' angle, that's not
so good.

hits. Later, in subsequent broad-
casts, these bands make capital of

this fact.

Thus, a song contacter pan write
a band in Catalina Island, or in Mon-
treal, or playing a seasonal engage-
ment in Saratoga or Miami or New
Orleans to have him become 'among
the first to introduce' this or that
new tune. Thus are contacts main-
tained. Distance from New York is

an element that is capitalized via
mail and telegraphic and even tele-

phonic communication.

Wide-acquaintance of pluggers
with all sorts of talent is the sole

stock in trade for the music- contact
man. The wider the circle, the
greater the value.

It's been axiomatic, too, in show
business of late, that the girl who
does a vocal special on, some cafe
floor may be the singing star of a

Hollywood lilmusical two years
hence. Viz., Alice Faye, Dixie Dun-
bar, Martha Raye, Harriet Hilliard,

et al. The hideaway band of today
may become a big network fave al-

most overnight, because of some
fortuitous radio break. That's beeh
illustrated repeatedly%

Songplugging has moved high,

wide and handsome since the boys
used to make the rounds of the

Coney Island beer.stubes and ham-
mer it home to the pretzeLs-and-

suds patronage. , •No^^v^SKsSfflfSwr--
tantly loosed •;a^QUi^f#^SMi|^
Plaza arid!'Wadisoi\'" a>^(!^i^^
dio agency. Stidjuiipts ^M^"l^'" and
Lexington ' S<J;- thai . the v'jTOn^lugger
of old is' a. hew type individual in

1937, et seq.

It's to the Credit of Tii\ Pan Alley,

that was, that so many have success-

fully bridged the transition, keep-
ing apace with, times and trends.

It further illustrates why and how
the song plugger, basically, whether
under his old tag or as the new-
fangled music contact man, is

among the truly resourceful sales-

men. Perhaps the yield, economic-
ally, isn't as much as in other lines,

but there is certainly much more
color. The boys must dress well, by
necessity as well as choice; they mix
in gay, colorful company (hotels,

niterie.s, golf-cour.se.s, racetracks,
sporting events, spas and resorts)

amidst gay, colorful people, which
is as much a part of their job as it

is the average layman's pleasure:
their associations are distinguished
by personalities who.se names are

household words.
Incomes range from .$100 to $2S0,

average, for the topnotch contactors,

plus $25-$100 expense accounts, and
if one manifests exeeutive ability it

can run into a $20,000 .jobi plus per-
centage. And that ain't tin except
in Hollywood.

Foreign music publishers and /

writers are profiting plenty from the

jam now existing between pop pubs
on this side and the !5ongwriters0?^'

Protective Association. With . the

latter two .frictions unable to comt*

promise the SPA's claim to the tran>
scription atid synchronization rights

to its members, foreign music men
;

have found si r«ady mafket in this

country for their, curent pop rfe-

leases.

Among the foreign firms .that have
been unloading, them heavily in

America are Campbell-Connolly,

.

Peter Maurice, Dix, Ltd., Bixio and
Francois Salaben Several ol the
more important American pubs have
elected to pass up the new works
of SPA members and are accepting .

material made available from abroad
or written by Americans not con-
nected with the SPA. Two Imports
that have already come through on
the most played lists are 'Harbor
Lights' (Mario) and ^The 'Milkr's
Daughter, Marianne' (Shapiro).
Attempts ot « publish^t^" commit-

tee to meet the SPA part of the way
have struck an hnpasse. .After the
SPA's executive .(council had shQwn
an irfclinail'on to , recede from its

original demand to adnninisfer the
sync and tran'scriptioh ,ri^hts| the
pubs submitted a litiiform contract
which wQUl!i give SPA writers 60%
of the nioney.'that the ,

publishers
collected from such rights. This con-
tract draft was r^jCicted -as unsatis-
factory. The SPA expressed a' simir
lar reaction to a revised agreement

'

which was tqrned,/ over to jit the
week before.

Ndw It s Cash;

Gershwin Tunes

OfFreeLbt

Estate of .George Gershwin has
closed down on the free production
use of the late composer's works..
From now on there will be the usual
charge for the performances of such
compositions over the air or in con-
certs.

Following Gershwin's death in-

struction$..were .giyen by hjs mother .

and his brother, Ira, to the publish-
ing flrrils involved to refi'ain from
asking for a fee in the case of any
reputable conductor or orchestra
seeking permission to perform his

liriajor works; Late writer's 'family
felt that this arrangement ought to

prevail while the frlusic world want-
ed to pay tribute to him. ' Last on-
the-cuff permit issued was the one
that the New York Phllharmdnic orr
chestra got for its Gershwin . me-
morial concert at the Lewisohn sta-

dium Monday night (9).

Firms which either hold or are
the agents for >the copyrights to

Gershwin works are Harms, Inc.,

New. World Music Co,, the Chappell
Co, and the George Gershwin Pub-
lishing Co.

Shapiro, Bernstein ic Co. has ob-
tained the American rights to

'Broken-Hearted Clown' from the
Southern Music Publishing Co.. Ltd..

London. It's England's current No. 1

tune.

AL JACOBS TO MILLER;

AMATEURS' TOP PLUG

Al .Jacobs, former general man-
ager for Sherman-Clay in Frisco,
has become business mnnnger of
Miller, Mu.sic, Inc., a Robbin.s-
Metro sub.sid.. Last Week S-C be-
came a Robbins-Metro proprrty,
under a $75,000 purchase, and Jac-
obs heads the personnel taken over.

Feist and Robbins firms \w\\l re-
issue old S-C copyrighls with new
HiTangements. Meantime, a current
pop, 'So Rare,' authored by tv.'o West
Coast amaleul'.s, Jerry ITerst -a-uX

.Tack Sh;npe, has bcon traiisrcrroc! to

the Robbins .t:;ita]o.i< as th;\t firm's

No. 1 popular song plug r»Liij;c-civ
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jGershwin Memorial Cracks Stadium

Records But Performances In and Out

Bjr HOBE MORRISON
George Gershwin memorial qon-

cert Monday (9) night at ' the

Lewisohn Stadium, N. Y., smashed

previous records for Stadium con-
cert events. Total of 20,223 paid ad-

missions was ofTlciaUy announced,
for an estimated gross of $12,000.

Symphonic-jazz composer.-pianist had
held the previous Stadium record
o£ 17,000 attendances since he ap-

Tops in the Music Business

MY CABIN

OF DREAMS
The You and Me

That Used To Be

Gone With The Wind

Coming, A New RKO Musical

'Life of the Partv'
W . t T 1 1 s G r ( .1 ! ?! .

• I-

1

B, ALLIE WRL'BEL
.ir-o HERB MAGIDS/DN

Let's Have Another

Cigarette

Roses In December

The Life Of The Party

Yankee Doodle Band

So You Won't Sing

Chirp A Little Ditty

Inc.

799 Seventh Ave., New York
HAIIrV link, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

FLASHES
Hv/o VexT Inatramentnl Novel-
tleit. .by ^ thcL.. rdbUAhers of

• — -/Tolly"

"CHINA DOLL
PARADE"

"WHISTLING
MOSE"

Distinctive Piano or
Orchestra Specialties

SAM FOX
PUBLISHING COMPANY

l]SO SIXTH AVENUL
nCftOU'LOIMC RADIO CITY

NtW TOBK

"POLYNESIAN ROMANCE"
"JUST ABOUT RIGHT"

By
T^yAle Tomerlln and Andy lona T.onir
(Writers ot "South Bea Island Magic")

VANGUARD SONGS
6411 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cillf.

VKRNON TOMERLIN, Gen. Mgr.

peared in person on an all-Gershwin
program several seasons ago.
Mark was finally cracked hy a few

hundred admissions Tuesday . (3)

night of last week, by Jascha Hei-
fetz. But the Monday turnout far
surpassed anything previous.

Stadium attendants and Philhar-
monic Symphony Society officials

had never seen anything like the at-

tendance for a symph event. Crowd
resembled a World Series, football

or championship fight mob. Several
thousands were on hand when the
Stadium doors were opened at 6.15

and by 7 o'clock all the 25c. unre-
served seats were taken. Every seat

in the $1 and 50c. sections were gone
by 7.30, and by 7.45 there were
several thousand standees in various
parts of the Stadium.

Crowd kept swarming in until, by
the time the concert got under way
at 8.35, all aisles were filled and
thousands were standing along the
band shell extensions and in every
available foot ' of space along the
stadium rim and the outlying sec-

tions of the field:, Few stragglers

kept arriving until about 9 o'clock

and somehow, somewhere, squirmed
inside |the entrances. Few thousand
others,, unable , to find ,room inside

the stadium, - lined the iron fences

enclosing the field on Convent Ave,
136th and 138th Sts.

It was an amazing and impressive

tribute to the composer who, dur-
ing his lifetime, won recognition

from concert, artists and critics and
who captured the imagination of the

mob as probably no other artist or

composer has ever done. Besides the

artists on the program, who included

Ferde Grofe, Alexander SmaUens,
Harry Kaufman, Ethel Merman,
Anne Brown, Ruby Elzy, Todd Dun-
can, the Eva Jessye -Choir and the

men of the New York Philarmonic
Orchestra, and the committee of

sponsors, consisting of Irving Berlin,

Gene Buck, Walter Damrosch, Leo-
pold Godowsky, Jerome Kern, Sig-

mund Romberg and Deems Taylor, a

number of well-knowns were in the

audience. Among those recognized

were Rudy Vallee, . Gov. Lehman,
Mayor LaGuardia, the composer's
mother, Mrs, ROse Gershwin, and his

sister, Mrs. Leopold Godowsky, Jr.

EveniniT of Contrasts

It was, above all, an evening of

contrasts. For, side by side on the

same program, were such strange

concert-mates as Todd Duncan, Anne
Brown and Ruby Elzy and the

Philharmonic .Orchestra, or Ethel

Merman, Harry Kaufman, the Eva
Jessye Choir, Ferde Grofe and Alex-

ander Smallens. Arid perspiring el-

bow-to-elbow in. the audience were
the regular symphony lovers of the

Stadium concerts and those other

thousands who had never before

been to,: the Stadium, but who re-

sponded to the magic of Gershwin's

name. Some of t{i^ latter, from dis-

tant pstts'^^^^e city, had left home
as early as 5.30 to get there in time

to find seats. Others, from out-ofr

town,Mi^4Igt?arted early in the day

or the night before.

It was also a program of contrasts,

highlighting as never before Gersh-

win's artistic versatility. For such

was Gershwin's range as a composer
that no single conductor was capable

of interpreting all the various styles,

tempi and moods of his works, and
no single artist or general classiftca

tion of artists was qualified to pre-

sent his music.

'

And, although such an extensive

variety of talent was present, Gersh
win still remained beyond their tal

ents. At times his music was played
or sung well .enough to fill out and
project its vivid life and color and
the sly humor lurking atound the
next bar of music. But frequently
the artists present found the com
poser's swiftly alternating expres

Most Played on Air

WALTER WANGER DOES IT AGAINI
This Time It's "VOGUES OF 1938"

AVITH 'JLHKSK SON« HIT.S

THAT OLD FEELING
By LEW BROWN and SAMMY FAIN

LOVELY ONE
By FRANK LOESSER and MANNING SHERWIN

TURN ON THAT RED HOT HEAT
By PAUL WEBSTER and LOUIS ALTER

LEO FEIST, JNC. • 1629 .Broadway • New Yorl<

Combined plugs on WEAF,
VfJZ and WABC are computed
for the week from Sunday
through Saturday (Aug, 1-7),

My CabJn of Dreams
(Berlin)

tWhere or When
(Chappell)

It Looks Like Rain
(Morris)

•I Know Now
(Remlck)

Sailboat In Moonll«:hi
(Crawford)

*First Time I Saw You
(Santly-Joy)

*Whispers In the Dark
(I<'anious)

Stardust on the Moon
(Marks)

""Cause My Baby Says Its So
(Remlck)

,

*Afraid to Dream
(Miller)

*A11 God's Chillun Got Rhythm
(Robblns)

Caravan
. (Hixcluslve)

^Loveliness of You
(Miller)

Miller's Dauerhter Marianne
(Shapiro)

. "Yours an^. Mine
(Robblns)

Merry-Go-Round Broke Down
(Harms)

Stop, You're Breaking My Heart
(ramous)

So Rare
mobblns)

"Penthouse on Third Ave, •

(Feist) '.

Satan Takes a Holiday
(Lincoln)

Gone With the Wind
(Berlin) ;

Till Clock Strikes Three
(Shapiro)

'

"That Old Feelinff
(Feist)

Harbor Lights
• (Mario)

You and Me That Used to Be
(Berlin) .

Me; Myself and I
(Words and Music)

Indicotcs filmusical song.

t Production Number.

sions and moods beyond their ken.

Of the- satisfactory' portions of the

program, the three symphonic com-
positions and the vocal selections

from 'Porgy and Bess' were outstand-

ing. In the latter, Todd Duncan,
Anne Brown, Ruby Elzy and the Eva
Jessye Choir found the characters of

the music admirably suited to their

talents and the orchestral accompani-
ment provided by the Philharmonic
and Alexander SmaUens' direction.

Cei'tain parts, particularly the more
symphonic, of the Concerto in F for

piano and orchestra; *An American
in Paris,' and the 'Rhapsody in Blue'

likewise were well suited to , the
background and abilities of orchestra
and conductoi'.

But in the moz'e rhythmic surges
of the compositions the men of the
Philharmonic and frequently Con-
ductors Smallens and Grofe found
themselves in a metier they did not
understand and had no real feeling

for. Consequently, the medley from
'Of Thee I Sing,' batoned by Grofe,
was little more impressive than any
musical cornedy overture, and 'Strike

Up the Band,' with the same con-
ductor, was simply a lively and me-
lodic band piece out of its proper
surroundings.

Can't Swinff It

Of^ all ^the evening's disappoint-
ments, Ethel Merman was the most
notable. For one thing, only one of
her selections was well suited to her
brand of singing. For another, the
Philharmofiic Orchestra was woe-
fully inadequate for the uplifting

rhythms which only Miss Merman is

able to arouse in a song. And for a
third, the singer was inclined to be
nervous in such strange surroundings
and before such an awesome 'audi-

ence. '

^

Of all the artists on the biU, Harry
Kaufman, playing piano solo parts
of the Concerto and the Rhapsody,
touched off all the fireworks implant-
ed in the score by Gershwin. Todd
Duncan, particularly with the 'I've

Got Plenty of Nuttin',' won the in-

sistent enthusiasm of the audience
and his 'Bess, You Is My Woman
Now' duet with Anne Brown was
alive with tender warmth.
Everything considered, Gershwin's

memorial concert was a real triumph
for the composer. Not only did it

indicate as never ^efore his emo-
tional place in the affections of gen-
eral music lovers. It proved even
more the amazing musical versatility
of the boy from Brooklyn, who once
thought it was sissified to play the
piano.

Phoebe Clark, NBC actress and
wife of Claude La Belle, radio and
drama editor of the San Francisco
News, has been given a role in Wil-
liam S. Hurlbut's play, 'Story to Be
Whispered,' which gets its preem at
the Carran theatre Aug. 19.

'Marietta' Rigbs SoU

Chappell Co. of America lias

acquired th* U. 3.. and Canadian
publishing rights to the Oscar
Strauss-Sacha Cuitry operetta 'Mari-
etta' from Francois Salabert, Paris
music publisher.
Assignment was negotiated bet-v^een

Henry Spitzer, Chappell g. m., and
Joachim Aberbach, Salabet's Amer-
ican rep. Aberbach is working on
several similar sales to American
publishers.
There is a possibility of 'Marietta'

being produced on Broadway during
the coming season.

Radioite Manages Garden
Lynchburg, Va., Aug. 10.

Tuck Young, for two years news-
caster at WLyA, has resigned, effec-
tive Aug. 15, to take over manage-
ment of the Merry Garden nite spot.
Carey . Hi Falwell, owner of the

Garden, has sold out to a mystery
backer at Harrisonburg, Va., whose
name he will not divulge. Young
was employed by the latter to handle
the place. Remodeling will include
improvement of band stand acoustics.

Henry Biagini's Hops
Henry Biagini leaves Tybee Beach,

Savannah, Ga;, this week to open for
two weeks at the Iriquois Gardens,
Louisville, on Aug. 14,

After the Iriquois, band moves to
Enna Jettick Park, Auburn, N. Y., on
Aug. 30 for a fortnight, and thence
back to Louisville to reopen the Casa
Madrid, class winter spot," on Sept.
15. Nitery has a new wire with sta-
-tion WHAS.

.
Schuster.^Miller have taken a new

tune by Abel Baer titled 'I Won't
Take No For An Answer.' Baer. is

not, as stated in a previous issue,
connected with the publishers in any
other way.

Dallas Stunt

(Continued from page' 1

)

Chick Webb's band and Ella Fitz-
gerald were presented in same place
Saturday (7) night. Talent contests
and nearly everything else in the
book has been called into play as a
hypo on attendance. The fair even
staged a wrestling tournament for
the simon-pure over the week-end.
This week will bring resumption

of fair's international sports pro-
gram. A boxing joust will begin
Thursday (12) between American
A.A.U. stars and amateur pugs from
South

. America.
Vic Hyde, one-man band, opened

for two weeks Saturday night (7) at
Casino. In the show now are Arreii
and Broderick, The Kraddocks,
Hyde, Phil Harris' band, with Art
Jarrett handling all vocal chores.
Florence and Alvarez replace dan-
cers Georges and Jalna Aug.. 21.

Harris is in until Sept. 9 and will be
followed by Benny Goodman.

The Kngllsh Swing
Novelty Sensation

'Cuban Pete'
Featured on Kvery
Important I'rogram

Relenned Hoon!
The AII-BIt Musical Score of

''LIFE BEGINS
IN COLLEGE''

HQUYV/QOD SONGS-
RCA BUIU)INC-RADIOCnY-NEWY0RK.N,Y
PHILKOBNHEUER. Cao.Mor

Sam Fox Has American
Rights to ^Balalaika'

Sam Fox, Hollywood Songs, Inc
prez, has closed with Keith Prowsa
& Co., British_pubs, for the Ameri-
can rights to the score of the Lon-
don Stage hit, 'Balalaika.'

Lee Shubert figures to open his
version of the musical on Broad- •

way around Christmas, while the
screen rights hav^s already been
b'ought by Paramount.

Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell
are cleffing sortie original tunes for
'Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,' 20th-
Fox Shirley Temple vehicle.

Walter Bullock and Harold Spina
checked in at 20th-Fox; for musical
chores.

GORDON and REVEL
Songs for the Smash Darryl

Zanuek-20t}i Century Fox
Production: .

"FoM Can't Have
JEverything^'

The swell score follows: .

AFRAID TO DREAM

THE LOVELINESS OF YOD

YOU CAN'T HAVE
EV'RYTHING

PLEASE PARDON US—
WE'RE IN LOVE

DANGER—
LOVE AT WORK

Also, Gordon and Revel's great
waltz

I HUM A WALTZ
from 20th Century's
"This Is My Affair"

M«>-LeR, Music. |nc.
1619 SKOAOWAV • NIW VOItK^

DUKE'S ^New Smash Hits ^j^H

HiiKM
RECCRCED ON

. MASTER AND
-VARIETY RECORDS

EXCLUSIVE PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

1419 BROADWAY NtW TORF. N V

LOVE IS EV'RYWHERE
By BDBIE KUSBT and CASE KUSwy

Arr. by Harold Mooney

IT'S THE
START OF A NEW ROMANCE!

Also by the KUSBY BROS.

— COMING
YOU'RE DYNAMIC!

By Jack Cavan and Wnlly Chrl8*I«

DYNAMIC MUSIC CO.
43-20 GREENPOINT AVE.

WOODSIDE, I.. I., NEW YOJlK
CASE KUSBT, Prof. Mgr.

EOUK l-EIST HITS KIDING SXBONG

OUR PENTHOUSE ON THIRD AVENUE
LOVE IS NEVER OUT OF SEASON

From RKO-Rndlo'A "NEW FACES OF 1937"

From BKN MARDEN'S SAIAKT RIVIERA REVUE

THE IMAGE OF YOU
From THK 1>AN AMEKICAN CASINO REVIE

DON'T YOU KNOW OR DON'T YOU CARE
LEO FEIST, Inc. • 1629 BROADWAY • NEW YORK
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Last Week s 15 Best Sellers

It Looks Like Rain Morris
Merry-Go-Roxmd' Broke Down Harms
Sailboat in the Moonlight Crawford
So, Rare Robbins
tWhere or When Chappell
You and Me That Used to Be Berlin
"Sweet Leilanl Select
Harbor Lights , Mario
•I Know Now ...Remick
"Penthouse on Third Avenue .Feist

"First Time I Saw You Santly-Joy
My 'Cabin of Preams i Berlin -

Caravan «... Exclusive
Whispers in the Dark ..Famous

tStrangers in the Dark. ........ , . Crawford
Indicates /ilmiwical song, t Indicates stage production song. The

others are. pops.

On the Upbeat

C. S. Bose, operator of the Modern-
istic ballroom, State Fair Park, Mil-

waukee, and the Futuristic ballroom
in downtown Milwaukee, was in

New York last week to visit Charlie

Green, CRA prez.

Earl Hines 'and Fletcher Hender-
son, both Negro bands, will play

against each other for the first time

Aug. 27 at Tomlinson Hall, Indian-

apolis, on a .Consolidated booking.

. AI Ponahae orohestra' leave the

Rainbow Room, N. Y. Aug. 23 to fill

an engagement at the Roosevelt Ho-
tel, New Orleans. He returns to

the Skytop Cafe October 12^

iBIue Barron band plays' Castle

Farms, Cincinnati, Aug. 21-22 for

CRA.

Lukewella's Hawalians replace -the

Freddie Starr crew in the Roosevelt

Will Hudson's Latest

YOU'RE MY DESIRE

"From New Faces of 1937"

PECKIN'
The New Summer Sensation!

IS THIS GONNA BE

MY LUCKY SUMMER
.Season's Loveliest Ballad'

MOQN AT SEA

Comedy Hit of the Season

TODAY I AM A MAN
Pinky Tomlln's Smash Hit

I'M JUST A

COUNTRY BOY AT
HEART

Mills Music, Inc
Ml* nouwAT raw tmk, h. t.

Hotel, N. Y. grill. He stays until

the return of Guy Lombardo in the
fall.

Gerald Nicrman has signed an ex-
clusive deal with . Consolidated for

his Lakeside Park, Dayton. Already
set are Blue Barron, Ed McGraw
and Austin Wylie.

Jay Freeman has had his contract

fenewed for another year by the
Paradise restaurant, Broadway ni-

terie.

Austin Wylie orch playing one-
nighters in the middle west before
going into Lakeside Park, Dayton,
Aug. 22. CRA handling.

Jolly Coburii has been signed to

provide musical entertainment again
next season at the Claremont Inn,

N. Y.

Johnny Gries and orchestra play-
ing Half Moon Inni Steubenville, O.
Aired three times weekly thru CBS'
WWVA -station.

Herman Waldman orchestra played
a guest stand at the Olmos Night
Club, San Antonio, Tex., week of

Aug. 6.

Jimmy Reilly and his Nighthawks
will finish summer season at Craigs
Meadows Hotel, near Stroudsburg,
Pa.

Lou Blake orch has gone into the

Chez Paree, Omaha, for an extended
stay.

Harry Romlg's orch playing in the

pavilion at Saylor's Lake, Saylors-

burg, Pa.

Billy Swanson orchestra set for the

duration of .the season at Hotel Edi-

son, N. Y. Green Room-

Bernie Collins' orchestra now
playing in the pagoda of the Grand
Union Hotel, Saratoga.

Ray Herbeck's orchestra in band-
stand at Olentangy Park, Columbus,
this week.

Al Anderson, drummer, recently

rejoined the Johnnie Fielder radio-

dance band in San Antonio.

THE SEASON'S SONG SCOOP

SO RARE
The Sherman-Clay Hit Just Acquired by

Robbins—The Fastest Hit of the Season

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP. • 799 7th Ave., New York

BROWN and FREED'S Greatest Score

By Far the Crowning Achievement of the Series

M-G-M'S "BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938"
With These "Hits to Come"

YOURS AND MINE

TM FEELIN' LIKE A MILLION

YOUR BROADWAY AND MY BROADWAY
EVERYBODY SING

Robbins Music Corporation • 799 7th Ave., New York

Harold Stern's Pay-Off

Atlantic City, Aug. 10.

Ba.toneer Harold Stern finished his

engagement at the Eitz Gardens here

last week with a blfl in the schnozzle
following a disagreement with Op-
erators Albert and Bert Kay over
the pay-off.

Stern went from the Ritz to Mil-
lion Dollar Pier.

GUY LOMBARDO

MAY OWN PUB

FIRM 100%

Lombardos, (Guy, Carmen, et al.)

are interested in two music publish-

ing firms. Words & Music, Inc.,

which is a composite embracing
Fred Waring, Paul Whiteman« Abe
Lyman and Jack Denny, and also
in Ohnan Music Corp. The Lom-
bardos have 25% ot Olman Music,
and may' get it all bapk under pres-
ent negotiations as Jack. Robbins
wants to dispose of that firm.

.

Abe Olman is v.p. and general
manager of Leo Feist, Inc., which
last year came under the Metro-
Robbins control. It was the inten-
tion then to ultimately develop Ol-
man Music's catalog for upped
ASCAP rating, but now Robbins is

Avilling to let all of it go baek to the
Lombardos if they'll pay only what
it cost Metro-Robbins so far since
it's been an Inactive unit.

KALMAR-RUBY AGAIN

IN PUBLISHING BIZ

Reorganization of Kalmer and
Ruby's music publishing business,

with Dick Arnold as professional

contact. Is a move by Bert Kalmar
and Harry Ruby to insure them-
selves against demotions in ASCAP.
New K-R pub unit will exploit their
popular stuff. It will be head-
quartered in Hollywood.
Kalmar and Ruby as picture pro-

duction songsmiths will publish
chiefly through Harms, their past
production outlets, unless the studios
have othet publishing affiliations, as
sometimes happens. K-R, Inc., how-
ever, will be an outlet for pop
songs.

In former years Kalmar, (Harry)
Puck and (the late Maurice) Abra-
hams were a publishing unit tied in
with the late Henry Waterson's
Music pub enterprise, Waterson,
Berlin & Snyder. Irving Berlin, of
course, now heads his own firm and
Ted Snyder Is now a Hollywood
local restaurateur, financed by Pres-
ton Sturges whom he befriended
when the playwright was a strug-
gling lyricist.

New K&R firm has Harry (Co-
lumbia Picts) Cohn in fbr a re-
ported $5,000 Investment; Sid Sil-
vers, $2,500, among otheris.

Brown and Henderson's

RKO Songs Go to Harms
Lew Brown and Ray Henderson's

RKO filmusical numbers will be pub-
lished via Harms and not Robbins
as was an original Idea.

Brown and Henderson have al-

ways been identified with the Max
Dreyfus interests and a plan to
create a B-H unit, as a subsid to
Robbins, has flivved.

Carl Moore's Tour
Chicago, Aug. 10,

.
After closing at Buckeye Lake,

Ohio, Sept. 4, Carl (Deacon) Moore
goes on a month's tour of one niters
at a price considerably over last
year's. Starts off with seven con-
secutive Tom Archer ballroom dates,

and is also set for Kansas City Play-
more, Sept. 18, where he broke all

records last year.

Consolidated Radio Artists setting
deals.

Lisbon in San Antonio

San Antonio, Aug. 10.

Henri Lisbon and his orchestra
opened a limited engagement at the
Gunter Hotel Aug, 7. The combo
succeeds Ken Moyer's band.
Dancer and vocalist Is Mary Jane

Dodd.

Petrillo Imposes Six-Day Week On

Cafes, Hotels, Niteiries, Balboms

ABELES' POWWOWS

Confers With Selznick - Goldwyn
Group for Robbins

Hollywood, Aug, 10,

J. T. Abeles, attorney for the

Metro-Robbins music interests, made
the rounds of the studio legalists,

while here, setting groundwork for
future music deals. Copyright law-
yer, from N. Y., came herie from
Frisco where he had consummated a
$75,000 music buyup by Robbins-
Metro of the S. F. firm, Sherman,
Clay & Co. He returned to N.Y.
over the weekend.
Among others Abeles spoke to was

the Selznick-Goldwyn group with
view to tying up United Artists for
Robbins song .publishing exclusivity.

Robbins already has a deal with
Walter Wanger, a UA associate pro-
ducer.

ASBIIRY PARK

BOOKS NAMES

For remainder of. summer season

with exit of Rudy Bundy's crew on
Aug. 26, Walter Reade's Casino at

Asbuty Park, N. J., will revert to

name policy, but on much larger

scale. Heretofore a weekend name
band stand, spot will up to a name-a-
night policy with sup6r labels re-
served for the weekends during va-
cation month.
Cab Calloway Is set for Aug. 14

with Ted Lewis on Aug. 21 and Sally
Rand on Aug. 27. Latter starts off

the daily name policy for which
booker Charlie Shribman is now ar-
ranging. Casa Loma band is one of
first slated so far.

Bundy exits after nine-week stay
for a two-week stand at Iriquois

Gardens, Louisville, Ky., opening
Aug. 29. Band has been going it

alone nearly all summer since name
biz was discarded, averaging about
8,000 admissions weekly on reduced
ticket of .40 and .55 from original

price of $1.10. After Louisville date
Bundy returns to Levaggi's, Boston,
from whence it originated, opening
Sept. 19 with a new Mutual wire.

Chicago, Aug. 10,

Starting on Labor Day (Sept, 6)
,

the Chicjigo Federation of Musicians
will enforce a six-day week ruhTag,

taking in all cafes, hotels, niteries

and dance halls.

This ruling has been effective for
some time as to theatres, with ^he
theatres in town replacing with «
new set of pit musicians for each
seventh week, rather than one day
in each week. .

While the nlte spots have not yet
indicated how they will take care
of this six-day ruling, It is likely,

that the dance spots will use the
policy of giving the musicians one
day rest in seven, rather than one
week out of seven weektf. Will likely

substitute one or two men in the
band every day through the week,
sb that there are always a big iha-

jority of the regular band members
on the stand every night.

42c Bargaiii Matinee

Seattle, Aug. 10.

Ted Fio-Rito at, Trianon ballroom
(John Slavage) Frldaiy arid Saturday,
with 42c. bargain dance matinee Sat-
urday, did fine business.

Dahcegoers also got a chance to
step to Glen Gray's music Thursday
at Senator Ballroom, Scaled .at 75c.«

$.1

Two N.w Hitat

"OVER NIGHT"
and

"MY iSECRET

LOVE AFFAIR"
From tii« torthcomlnir 20th
C«ntary-Fox Mutlcal,. "THIN
lOE," ttanlnit Sonja Henle

r MOVIETONE
MUSIC CORPORATION
Sam FOX PuhLiSinNf, CO A., i,

1250 SIXTH AVENUE

NLW YOkK

ARROWHEAD INN
(Midwest^ Finest Night Club)

GINCINNATi, OraO

Booked Exclusively by

PAUL SMALL

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCYINCORPORATED
^ great muHlfiil score from MG:M'8 production featuring the SIARX DKOS.

"A DAY AT THE RACES"
Tlie Hwell Hi'.ttre. by Guh linlin, Knpcr and ilurmann foUons:

TOMORROW IS ANOTHER DAY
A MESSAGE FROM THE MAN IN THE MOON
ALL GOD'S CHILLUN GOT RHnHM

BLUE VENETIAN WATERS
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION • 799 7th Ave., New York
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Izzy Hirst s 27-Week Wheel Ready

Next Wk.; Yautfe Acts But no Strip

Wheel burlesque, which this year

eflfects a title change and will be

known as the Jxzy Hirst Circuit in-

stead of the Independent Burlesque

Circuit, as formerly,, will get under

way next week with 27 weeks and

as many houses and shows.

Hirst, who heads the circuit and

has just returned firom a field tour,

is . hopeful that three houses will

be added by Sept. 15, making a 30

week route this season, as against

,20- last ysear.

Shoiws will carry 12 principals, 16

line girls and two or three vaude,

acts, but nO' strippers. Xiatter vras

decided upon this week by Hirst and

his associate- producers, thus avoid-

ing; the necessity of. changing shows

in spots tight, on censorship, which
they figure weald generally gum
thiuj^ up. Another angle is- Va^t all

shows will be thoroughly, sapolioed

before going out and an inside cen-

sorship will keep them that way to

avoid trouble;
,

,

/ ir« IJtt Tet
> Neither producer list nor shows are •

r^dy^ but lo<*s like they'll throw

a bunch of stock bu4iey titles into

a hat and take therr pick, as usual.'

AUan Llpscott, radio scripter, has

been commtsdoned to- hype up- dated

bits, and wtlte new Mies for the

shows.
'

Ofdy b»?c-0!lfice name certain for

the wheel at ttus time is Billy (Beef

Trust) Watson» who will project'and
sq^piear In BOly Watswi's 'Chicken

Farm/ having: a new version of

'Krausmeyer's All^' and TSashful

Venus.' For .the liew setup^ Watson

is scrapping his former fat lassies

for bantams.
Circuit opens its . season at the

Rialto, GhicagOi Aug. 13. Additional

hotises lore Casino, Toronto; Gayety,

iMilwaukee; Qs^cty,. Baltimore; Old
Howard, Boston; Keith's, Indian-

apolis; Gayety, Washington; Garrick,

St. X<ouis; National, Louisville;

Gayety, Cincinnati;. Capitol, Toledo;

Casino, Pittsburgh; Empire, Newark;
Jacques, Waterbury, Conn.; Roxy,

Clevdand; Gayety, Detroit,

All above houses will reopen next
week and the week fallowing, open-

ing dates ccmtingent on setting of

routes and readiness shows.
- Opening dates have not been de-

termined yet fOr Brooklyn, Phila-

delphia» ooe-nj^ters in, Pennsyl-
vania, Bodiester aBd Unimi Ci.ty,

N. J, It is expected the latter will

open early in September..'

With each of' tine shows carrying

two or more vaude acts as strength-

eners, the circuit will provide an
outlet for nearly 60 acts.

As- for strii^eTs; some of the
houses may toss in name peelers to
hypo bxisiness- in libera) ^ts, but
it so, they'll be doing it on their
own two ways, financial and re-
sponsibility.

Selfrage Exposes

(Continued from page 5)

out of the side of their mouths as

if it were a nice legal runaround,
whei> the- fact is you can get the

same information at the cost of the

stamp. The govenunent will give

you printed instructions how to leave
the country and come back legally^
aU in one day.
The only obstacle in the way of

fulfilling quota conditions is- money,
and anybody who has enough to-pay
an agent $1,000- so that he might split

50-50 with an immigrant counselor

has enough to fulfill the govern-
ment's conditions without having to

spend- a- cent.

Far from having to- get Way back
at the end of the line to- get iiito

the U» S. A., any alien eltgfbte for a

quota stand's practically alone these

days. Only two coimtries, Turkey
and Greece, fulfilled their quotas last

year. And of 150,000 eligible from
all countries, only 2O;0OO [came. Eng-
land, for instance, UiSed up only 3%
of its :quota.

The Chht

Sample of how the immigration,

counselors work on. the fears, of the

visitors is the case of a studio cam-
eraman. He was native-born him-
self, but his wife had conie from
Canada. .The Canadian quota- Is

large and easier than most His agent
immediately started to move in to

help, and . soon learned that the
cameraman's wife wasn't sure

whether she had' been bom in Can-
ada or had come JDrom England when
a baby of three months. The immi-
gration counselor immediately bal-

looned that up into the cause- celebre

of the century. It would take at least

1,000 bucks to square that, in his

opinion.

The. cameraman- told his trouUes
to some scribes and it all seemed
very screwy to them. They called

up the agent and. immediately the
cameraman wa& called back by the
agent saying that no more money
would be needed. But he didn't get

back the original $250 he advanced.
Belfrage said that in getting bis

own quota number all that was re-

quired of him was to- take a pleas-
ant automobile trip from LosAngeles
to Tia Juana and return.

If you are abroad and want to .get

a quota number, see- the American
consul anywhere you hai^>en to be.

If you fulfill the quota- conditions,

he is bound by law to give you a
quota number and nobody in Amer-
ica can help you imtil you are here
—not even- John- Farr Simmons, head:
of the quota division of the State
Department.
So you can see where an immi-

gration counsel rates in this setiq>.

In a civilized country, says Belfrage,
neither the immigraticHi counselor
nor agent could^ or should, get a
quota number—^for himself.

Stripteasery Temple
Convertins: to Garage

Baltimore, Aug. 10.

The Palace, once town's best bur
lesque house, will be torn down to
permit construction of a garage. Built
to. accommodate shows of c4d Em'
pire wheel, house later switched to
Columbia. Several attempts at vaude
and {Stock failed including ah am-
bitious undertaking two years ago
by Minsky with stripperoos.

The Gayety, now only burly spot
here, will open late in August, Hon.
Nickels, after a succesful season last

year, will again operate, playing, road
^M>WS.

N.Y.MLEYBIZ

OP AS STRIP

RETDRNS

(If f'

The THEATRE of the STARS

Apollo and Eltinge theatres, sur-
viving, hurleys in N. Y., are going
along to -somewhat improved bir, due
to turnabout and going back to- oM
burlesque formula. Both houses are
getting: better play afternoons than
evenings.
Both houses are giving consider-

able marquee - display to their fea-
tured femmes, erstwhile strippers,

and still goings for modified strips.

Ann Corio, jotted at the ApMo, is

given double billing in the electrics,

one sign -of 24-inch letters occupying
the house board and smaller displays-

on the house marquee: Margie Hart,
augmenting the Eltinge stock and
doing her usual strip, is also given
solo billing. Looks like both houses
are convinced that the strippers are
still all they'^ve got to offer.

Miss Corio is in her third week
at the Apollo and. vamps Friday (13),

when Georgia Sothem g^oes. in. Cast
changes this week have the Havels
out ofter three weeks, with Peggy
Calvert, torch songstress,, and George
Walsh, fomieriy with the Yacht Club
Boys, bridging the gap.

Night Club Reviews

ORIENTAL, K Y:, BACK

TO BBRLEY IN SEIT.

Oriental, N. Y., which did a fade-
out several weeks ago after a try
with a colored musical policy, will
revert to type when reopening SJept.

3 -with subjugated hurley.
House is having its stage enlarged

and a movable band pit constructed
during the shuttered period.
Gayety and Minsky 's Republic are

also figured to reopen with hurley
Sept, 3.

Gene Austin Gral>bed

For Back Alimony
Chicago, Aug. 10.

Gene Austin was arrested Wednes-
day (4) afternoon after his perform-
ance at Oriental theatre here on a
writ of ne exeat under which he Is

required to make a $5,000 bond or
go to jail lor nonpayment of ali-

mony.
Writ was issued on petition of

Mrs. Katherine Rosenbaum, Austin's
divorced wife, and prevents him
from leaving Illinois until he has
paid $6,200 allegedly diie wife for
support of their daughter, Ann,
Divorce decree was granted in

1931.

Jack Deiifty's Tour

Chicago, Aug, 10.

After eight-week build-up over
WGN-Mutual while at Drake here.
Jack Denny closes Aug. 26, to do a
tour of one niters. First four dates
will be on Tom Archer ballroom cir-

cuit, starting Aug. 28 with Omaha,
and following on consecutive nights
with Sioux City, Sioux Falls, and
DesMoines. Plays Waukegan Sept.
2, and Rockford 5, with other dates
being set.

Handled by Consolidated Radio
Artists.

Bnrley Exploitation
Surviving hurley houses, Apollo

and Eltinge, are in hot competition
for what biz is still around.

Eltinge has a flock of men under
giant caricatures parading the
streets, while the Apollo is making a
iiti'ong bid for femme trade via news-
paper coupon advertising with clip
and a dime admitting femmes at all

performances.

BENNY THE BUM'S
(PHILADELPHIA)

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

With cover and minirnum both

off for suntan sea?pn,
.
biz. .perking

up a little at Benny's, although

waiters still sometimes finding it

necessary to talk to themselvea to

shun off the dozes-. -That's -not con

fined to this spot, however, for all

the Philly quencheries are getting

plenty of one-twos
^
as result of

spenders' weekly trips to. .the shore.

Quantity of entertainment has
been well-shayed, for lean months.
Program runs about 25 minutes, with
the better quality of lower-price
acts.

Music tooted by satisfactory-
enough eight-pieee local outfit,

christened, for lack of. something
better, Benny's Troubadors. Mas-
tering, ceremonies - accomplished by
Frank Hall. Without reflecting on
Hall, better choice could have been
made for the ^t. Show lacks novel-
ty act or humor. Emcee who
could- jack up the- comedy end would
t*) a real asset. Hall is a fair

singer and brings on acts' in okay
manner. However, he lacks color
and personality- which, this show
begs for.

Opener is a tapper, Muriel
Thomas. Femme has- some neat
routines- and can handle brogues
plenty. Could improve general re-

ception by dressing more strikingly

and bringing on a grin without so
much exertion.

'

Ballroom pair. Rose and Ray Lite,

follow. They're really the strength
of the show, doing a turn here- and
one next to close: In first appear-

Nitery Phcemehts

Rosalyn and Seville^ Lois Nixon,
Ross-Fenton Farms, Asbury Park,
N. J., set by Harry Kilby.
King's Jesters and Marjorie Whit-

ney, Blossom Heath Inn, Detroit.

Set by CRA.
Jane- Pickens does a one-nighter

at the Piccadilly Hotel, N. Y., Aug.
14.

Evelyn Ran and Fred Cameron,
Cocoanut Grove Roof, Park Central,
N. Y.
- Alice Dawn iollowed Irene. Beas-
ley at Ben Marden's Riviera, Fort
Lee; N. J.

Peggy Strickland, singer, added to
the Chateau Moderne, N. Y., revue.
Wini Shaw holding over at Riley's,

Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Arthur Boran, CBS mimic-com-

edian, currently m.c.'ing at the Tro-
cadero Club, West End, N. J,

Sophie Tucker headlining at Pip-
ing Rock, Saratoga Springs, N, Y.
Gomez and Winona, Peter Higgins
and Vincent Lopez's orch also at
same spot.
Alan Cross and Henry Dunn top

new floor show at lUley's Lake
House, Saratoga, N. Y., following
Wini Shaw, who will trek to Holly-
wood for pix stint.

Mary Burton and Do^y Deane into
the Ritz Gardens, Atlantic City, N, J.

Affable N. Y.

(Continued from page 1)

new attitude, in relations with the
out-of-t-owners, has become a bit of

a habit of late.

Only New Yorkers know with
what stance some of the natives (in

majority, transplanted from otlier

cities to the Big Burg) look upon
all non-New Yorkers. It ranges
from calling them icky to Babbitts.

Visiting firemen from all parts of
the globe have been pouring in and
tourist agencies today acknowledge
Manhattan's ascendancy to this new
classification. And it constitutes a
builder-upper for the big town's
show business. "Doubtlessly tt>e 2c
railroad fare and other inexpensive
modes of transportation have been
big aides in this upswing.
In the past Manhattan was known

to those in the provinces largely for
its skyscrapers, its costliness and the
aloof attitude towards strangers.
The change in recent years has been
chameleon-like. Cost of an outing
to N, Y. now fits any person's lim-
ited pocketbook. Usual stand-offish-
ness of a huge metropolis' popula-
tion has been shaded through the
efforts to secure the maximum of
this visiting trade.

And Radio City, known to most
isolated radio listeners in all sec-
tions of America through constant
repeating of name on National
Broadcasting programs, is offered on
a platter as the top tourist attraction
of the U, S, Mount Vernon, its
nearest competitor, releases no fig-
ures on its attendance but it's highly
dubious if it will reach the 2,000,000
visitors expected to take the six
tours of Radio City this year.

ance do a waltz and then a rhumba.
Make neat appearance, working in
formal dress, and are accomplished
terpen.
Lee Bartel, okay looking torch

songstress, comes next and does
.nicely with vocals, especially 'Love
to Keep Me Warm.'
Sasha LeonofE, allegedly Russian

accordionist, follows with instru-
mentals adeptly.
Muriel Thomas returns with an-

other swell routine, this time more
arty, and then the Lytes in the

.

snappy 'Bugle Call,' M. C, Hall
finales the bill with three manly
warble-works, which are very okay,
but sbihewhat hampered by defec^
tive amplification. Herb.

TELLER HOUSE
Central City, Colo., Aug. 9.

The Central City Night club, ope-

rated seven nights during the three-

week's run of 'A Doll's House' at

the old opera house, gave patrons
many times their money's worth in
entertainment on the closing night,
with SSiella Barrett giving more than
she would even doing four a day,
with all shows different, and mem-
bers of the cast, the wife of one,
and the pianist all doing their' bit.

For the first time in the six years
the nitery is said to have paid a
Erofit. Nearly every night this year
as been a sellout, due to. the pres-

ence of Miss Barrett.

Miss Barrett not only did three
long, shows in. the three hours, a
tough job in the altitude, but acted
as m.c. for the others. She proved a
real trouper and was at her best,
with liberal applause and boiiquets
her reward.
Misg Barrett gave plenty, starting

with Lionel- Barrymore singing.
'Minnie the Moocher,' tlien Katharine
Cornell as she would sing 'Goody-
(joody'; she admitted she couldn't
sing, in introducing, the part of a
night club girl singing 'Million
Thanks to You';, then Zazu Pitts
conferring with Will Hays on censor-
ship—a bit with a< cracker on it; a
'You're Not the Type' bit; she casts
the leads in 'Gone With the Wind'—
Fannie Brice as Scarlett O'Hara and
W. C. Fields, as Rhet Butler; Greta
Garbo making a personal appearance
at a night dub, also doing a bit of
'Camille'; 'Speakeasy Girl,' speak-
easy during prohibition—'Hamlet*
with Bert Lahr and Lynne Fon-
taine—a little too far fetched, and a
takeoff on the third act of 'A Doll's
House,*^ with the cast getting a
thump out of it.

With Miss Barrett doing the m.c,
members of the cast of 'Doll's House
put on a show qf their own. Inga
Hill clicked in vocalizing 'Without a
Song' and 'Deep River,' Hope Lan-
din did 'The Qiicken Woman,' Sam
Jafle did Riissian 'The Flea' story

—

the crowd needed only a brief ex-
planation and his motions told the
rest; Lillian Taiz (Mrs. Jaffe) sang
until she was too hoarse to go on

—

Russian folk song, 'Faust' bit, an
American chorus girl doing 'Car-
rnen' with ai white tablecloth for a
gown; and Helen Morgan singing
'My Bill'—and the crow,d wanted
more.
Miss Barrett, as if she had not

given enough, responded to demands
for her skit of the aouthern girl do-
ing N. Y. night clubs. She then led
the crowd in singing 'Auld Lang
Syne' and crowd started thinning
out so the doors could be locked for
another year. Rose.

12th Week
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tSk Launches Campaip to Organize

Nitery Field, First the Class Spots

American Federation of Actors,

heretofore active chiefly In vaude,

will begin an intensive drive to or-

ganize the nitery field, Like the

other member groups of the Asso-

ciated Actors and Artistes of Amer-

ica, the organization has been busy

ih the last few weeks with the re-

alignment of the parent body.

Ralph Whitehead, AFA secretary,

has been in Chicago, but is expected

back in New York this week.

Understood' he intended looking

oyer the nitery ground there, as

well as lining up the Chicago drive

for membership and settling a juris-

dictional fuss in the circus field.

• According to Whitehead, the AFA
does not plan a widespread assault

on the nitery front. Accompanying
the campaign' for new members, the
organization will contact individual

niteries in New York and other key
cities, picking out the larger spots

and seeking agreements regarding
salaries and working conditions.

AFA closed shop pacts, while the
ultimate aim, will not be attempted
at first. Federation already has
agreements with several of the lead-

ing niteries in New York and White-
head 'doesn't anticipate trouble with
the top spots here or in other towns.
Although the AFA has no work-

ing agreements with other per-
former groups, it's figured in good
•position to carry out a gradual or-

ganization of the nitery field un-
aided, if necessary. AFA doesn't re-

veal its numerical strength, but
claims .

its membership includes
nearly all the top .names in the busi-

ness. Idea is that in case of a battle

with any leading nitery, the weight
of - those b.o. draws would be a de-
ciding factor.

. New angle on the AFA-nitery
situation, however, Is the revised
Foiu: A's setup. Where that vitally

affects the Federation is in the ex-
pressed aim of the vitalized parent
body to work out a system of close

tie-ups between the member groups,
working agreeents and with inter-

changeability of membership cards.

That and thp proposed co-operative
deal between the AAAA groups and
the International Alliance of Thea-
trical Stage Employees and the
American Federation of Musicians
would give the AFA a potent
weapon with which to enter a cam-
paign against niteries.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Bcnway

Melitta Brunner and Hedy Stenuf,
aces of figure skating; topping the
ice carnival at Lake Placid.

Ray Ketchem, (Loew, Inc.) mas-
tered three stages of that rib op,

now residing at 39 Ampersand Ave.
and doing great.

Boerner, from Chicago, arrived
here and taking to the ozone O.K.

Morris Gould, Erie, Pa., has en-
tered the Will Rogers hosp.

'. Edith Lemlich (Warnerite) had
her first Pneumo-thorax routine and
taking it well.

Coming and going: Jack Hirsch to

New York. . .Kate Smith to Lake Pla-
cid. Bobby Graham to Hamilton, Ont.

...Henry Berlinghoff (Morris office)

to Camp Intermission. . .Bert Ford
back here. . .George Anderson to

Montreal ; . . Mrs. Ray Ketchem here
..;Russ Kelly to Lake Placid.'. .The
Buster Holts to New York. . .Murray
Salet to Atlantic City.

'Doc' Baker recuperating at

Spring Lake, Mich.
Jack Edwards (.Edwards & Dar-

rell) making the grade oke at Will
Rogers hosp.

Dr. Karl Fischell (Will Rogers
Hosp.) sailing for Germany for a
three month look-see, to find out
why 'they can't get out of bed
sooner.'

Chance's down-town nitery folded
due .to bad biz.

Write to those whom you know in

Saraiiac ' and elsewhere who are
sick.

A.F.A.'s Boston Branch
Boston, Aug. 10.

Headquarters for the American
Federation of Actors were opened
at 230 Tremont street with an open
house party,
Tom Senna, Jr., Lou Morgan and

Horace McNab were hosts.

Benny Goodman Tops
Paramount Band Poll

Retention of Benny Goodman at

the head of the procession marks the

latest tabulation In Paramount thea-

tre's band popularity voting contest.

Goodman and his swingsters are

more than 1,000 votes ahead of Guy
Lombardo, with 7,542 total. Lom-
bardo has polled

,
6,209 ballots. Shep

Fields is a warm third, with 5,721

votes.

Phil Spitalny, whose band now Is

current at the Paramount, has
grabbed 4,713 votes, Eddy Duchin
is fifth. Horace Heidt, comparative-
ly new to the east and neyer hav-
ing played the Par, is next with
3,862.

Others finished in the following
order: Glen Gray, Fred Waring, Hal
Kemp, Ozzie Nelson, Tommy Dorsey,
Mai Hallett, Clyde Lucas, George
Hall, Rudy Vallee, Emery Deutsch,
Wayne King, Andre Kostelanetz,
Richard Himber, Ina Ray. Hutton,
Bunny Berrigan, Ray Noble, Bob
Crosby, Jan Garber, Louis Arm-
strong, Jimmy Lunceford, Ben
Bernie, Russ Morgan, Cab Calloway,
Kay Kyser, . Clyde McCoy, Chick
Webb and Xavier Cugat.

600 DANCING MASTERS

OF AM. CONVENE IN D.C.

Washington, Aug, 10.

The Dancing Masters of America,

some 600 strong and determined to

make the U. S. 'dance-conscious' if

they wear their feet off, adjourned

a seven-day convention here at noon

Saturday, (7), convinced they had

had not only a satisfactorily educa-

tional time but a lot of fun to boot.

Previous to the actual convention,

about 200 of the -hardiest terpsichore

teachers had been through a two-

week 'normal school,' In which they

turned themselves into pupils for

daily instruction In higher dance

arts at $80 for the course. Instruc-

tion was the order of the morning
and afternoon during the conven-
tion also, although it was a dif-

ferent set of super-teachers, classes

were more on a mass scale and the
tariff was only $10, including admis-
sion to all convention activities.

Not only did the Capital press go
overboard publicizing the conven-
tion, but probably for the first time
in history the Mayflower hotel,

smartest in town, allowed bare-

legged ladies to virtually take over
the lobby. (They were supposed to

stick to the e;ast end, but nobody
seemed to care.) Among the eve-

ning affairs, which were strictly

'social,' was an International Ball at

which about 200 Capital diplomats
accepted invitations to come and see

how dancers get that way.
Officers elected for the ensuing

year were Mrs. Montie .Bea'ch, Hous-
ton, Texas, president; Leroy H.
Thayer, Washington; Joshua T.

Cockey, Baltimore; Jack Bowman;
Pittsburgh; Julia Harper, Richmond,
v.p.'s; Walter U. Soby, Hartford, sec;

and Ernest Ryan, Los Angeles, new
member of board of directors. Next
convention set for New Orleans.

VAUDE VICE UNITS

iShea's, Toronto, Loew's, Montreal,
Favoring; Acts "

Shea's, Toronto, and Loew's,

Montreal, which last season played
house productions, will, go in strictly

for occasional, spot-booked attrac-

tions this fall. Charles J, Freeman
is booking the houses out of the

Paramount office in N, Y. First .show

in each spot, both of which dropped
vaude early this summer, will open
Sept. 3.

Harry Anger, producer for the

houses last season, is now aS.sociated

with the Irving Mills office in N. Y.

in staging units.

[Tough on Ears!

St. Louis, Aug. 10.

•Leather lunged' crooners who
entertain in beer gardens and
niteries where their voices can
be easily heard during summer
weather ar^ to be cracked down
on by local gendarmes.
Excise Commissioner Law-

rence McDaniel, during past
fortnight, received many com-
plaints that crooners are do-
ing their, stuff after closing
hours and are creating a dis-

tinct menace to sleepers.

Beefs have been forwarded
to Maj. Albert Bond Lambert,
pres. of Police Board, who
promises his cops will stop
crooners after closing hour.
Same goes for tooters who be-
come a bit too fortissimo.

THEm STORY;

THEREAOrr

NOACTS

London, Aug. 2.

Novelties, whether for vaudeville

or niteries, are still as scarce in

England as ever. Americans would
like to import as many English nov-
elties as they can, but tl;iere is noth-
ing available. Result is that pro-

ducers and agents are compelled to

bring back American acts who have
been away from home for some
time; the longer they have been
away the better.

Dick Henry is bringing back the

Lei Foun troupe, six Chinese who
were a standard in America some
six years ago as the Dack Shing
troupe. Rigoletto Bros, are another
American act which has been away
so long that it can now be billed

as a European novelty. Wilson, Kep-
pel and Betty, another American
act going back through the William
Morris office, has been here nearly
five years and should prove a nov-
elty for the younger Americans.
Rebla, juggler, is the only English-
man coming over, while there is a
possibility that Betty Frankis, a per-
sonality singer in some of Chariot's
revues, may be taken over.

International Casino, New York, is

in the same position. Looking for
novelties, the only ones it could
find are Bobby May and Gaudsmith
Bros., both American standards.
Even the Amette Sisters are Amer-
ican girls who were first sent to

London by Dick Henry to play at

the Prince of Wales theatre.

SEPIA CLUB'S SATURDAY

NITES FOR OFAYS ONLY

Atlanta, Aug. 10.

Top Hat, Atlanta's only colored
nitery, now reserves every Saturday
night for white patrons only. Dine
and dance place offers two floor

shows nightly, featuring Stuff and
Business, dancers; Little Jesse Haw-
kins, singer; Mary Shaw and line of

Top Hat Girls, Spot has been using
name bands when available and
convert is 75c.

With times getting better Atlanta
hotels have been catering to the
night trade. Gus Lazarb and dance
orch hold forth in the Ansley Hotel
Rathskeller for nightly terping until

1 a.m. Dinners go as low as $1 with
no cover charge.

Henry Grady Hotel's Spani.sh

Room has dancing from 7:30 to mid-
night, with Harry Hearn's band
holding forth. 'Music charge' of 40c

goes on each check of less than $1
per person on Monday through Fri-

day, while Saturday after 9 p.m.

minimum charge per person is $1.50.

Harold Leonard's New Ore

Harold Leonard has severed with

MCA and his organizing a new
'streamline' dance band.
Leonard just closed at the Mon-

signeur, N. Y., which reverted to

Chateau Moderne, former tag.

Bouche May Run New
Town Casino, Chicago

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Several deals are pending for re-

opening of the Casino Parisien

(French Casino) in the Hotel Mor-
rison. Casino has been dark since

June.
One of the talked-about setups

would bring Albert Bouche, operator

of the suburban Villa Venice, into

the Casino as operator and partner.

Understood Bouche would produce
shows and run the nitery, under
the new tag of Town Casino, with
Bouche to get .salary and split on
the profits.

Excess Incflime Taxes Has Radio,

Pix Names Shying at P. A. Dates;

Reason Why Bookers Are Stymied

Michigan Extends

Niteries* Whoopee
Detroit, Aug. 10.

Extra half hour of grace,- plus ex-
tra two hours Saturday nights, have
been allowed Michigan - nocturne
spots, efl^ective last week. Extra time
is expected to provide needed shot
in^ai'm for local spots, wrestling with
heat and open-air dance emporiums.
From now on niteries will be per-

mitted to sell drinks till 2 a.m,, with
allowance of half hour to clear spots
of patrons. The later curfew will
also apply to Saturday nights, big-
gest biz night of the week, which
heretofore was alfected by midnight
curfew. '

Meanwhile board officials studied
a plan of zoning dry and wet dis-

tricts in. Detroit, with view to cut-
ting number of licenses. This will go
into effect next May, when licenses

come up for renewal, and it's under-
stood number will be slashed at least

one third. All sorts of gambling
boards and machines also have been
banned ^from drinking spot premises.

JACK DEHPSEY'S SPOT

OPPOSITE N. Y. DEPOT

Belmont Bar, fliy East 42d street

beergarden (opposite Grand Central
Station),' becohies Jack Dempsey's
East Side Bar & Grill,

Dave Amron and Louis Brooks
will be associated With Dempsey.
Both previously connected with
Dempsey's restaurant opposite the
Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y.

• 15 YEARS AGO •
(From VAmxtT and Clipper)

Possible merger of Goldwyn and
First Nat. declared olT. Latter com-
pany was to have been physical
distributor for Goldwyn pix.

Vincent Lopez brought his band
into the N, Y. Palace and upset the
bill. The two nominal headiners,
Arnold Daly and Florence Walton,
had to be shunted to the first part
to make proper spot for his smash.

George LeMaire wais doing the

dentist and osteopath bits In vaude
and currently saving the show at the

81st St., N. Y.

Vera Gordon at the Majestic, Chi.

At that time she was the No. 1

mother of the screen and a knockout.
Sketch a poor one, as usual.'

Gus .Edwards and Harry Carroll

both offering revues at the Orpheum,
'Frisco. Sufficiently different not to

conflict.

Some carnivals had fried to re-

form, but business so poor they had
to revert to the grift.

Special performance of Chauve
Souris at swank Southampton, L. I.

Theatre specially built at a cost of

$12,000 for the single performance.
Boxes seating six were $100. No
single chairs available.

Will A. Page, theatrical press
agent, suing Sam Goldwyn for $2,500.

Was to have ghosted on a 50-50 split,

but. Goldwyn, he claimed, reneged
when friends told him he should get

a better cut.

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Vaudeville agents here have had a
long standing theory that the one
thing needed to up vaudeville
grosses is top bracket name.s. Last
week, they watched Martha Raye at
the Chicago prove that theory.
Which proof gave them a lot of self-

satisfaction but nothing else, as the
facts are now as they have been:
Top notch names can't and won't be
inveigled into leaving N. Y. or the
Coast.

Even though such performers are
the one thing which would put
vaudeville back on the map, it's

pretty generally accepted that both
picture and radio names are a thing
of the past as far as Chicago is con-
cerned. And the answer is taxes.
Some agents have even made trips

to the Coast, thinking that if letters
and. wires couldn't line up stars,

maybe a gabfest would. ,In every
case, they came back empty handed.

It seems that whenever a name
plays a couple weeks, its inconie
class goes up another notch, and
both salary and a fork-full or the
reserve goes to the government.
Thus, the more money they're of-
fered, the less they want the job.

If it doesn't actually cost them
money to play a date, then it leaves
them so little that their health Is

worth more. Out of $10,000, . less
taxes, less commissions, a performer
winds up with $2,000 and circled
eyes, which most of them think isn't

enough considering how hard they're
working on picture and radio jobs
already.

Nixes $15,000 a Week
Underistood that almost every

name of consequence has been ap-
proached and each has given a no-
soap answer. Jack Benny is said to
have been offered $15,000 for a week
at the Chicago here, and refused.
Joe E. Brown has had repeated of-
fers of big money for personal ap-
pearances, but, if he has to pay the
government for working, he'd prefer
to do it in a way he enjoys. So he's
around town, guesting as a baseball
announcer and instructor on the
WJjD-Kellogg baseball school. So
far he's taught 35,000 kids, but nixes
any footlight offers.

Carole Lombard, W. C, Fields, Ty-
rone Power, Fred Astaire, Ginger
Rogers—anybody and everybody is

wanted in this town, but it's no go.

When first put Into effect, the tax
situation was welcomed by the -

average standard vaudeville act, who
felt that it would mean more woric
for them. Now, however, they're

beginning to squawk that vaude-
ville, as it is today, can't hold up
unless there's draw 'names' on the

marquee.
Nudies kept 'em coming for a

while, The standard turns are will-

ing to do the entertaining and let

the names yank 'em in and bow to

'em. But standard acts can't be ex-
pected to do more than entertain any
more.
Only class of names that's an ex-

ception to the policy in personal ap-
pearances is bands. They're willing
and anxibiis to come, for being seen
builds their reps in a big way.

Keith booking agents In a new
pact not to steal each other's acts.

Old rule restored forbidding a
change of agents.

Peggy Joyce was threatening, to

make her own pictures. Did not
carry the Idea through.

Walton roof. Philly, paying Lillian
Lorraine $2,500 a week.

Negro shows on the downbeat. Had
been coming up strpng, but too many
poor productions hurt them all.

Labor troubles in N, Y. theatres.
Stage hands resivsting managerial de-
mand for a cut in salaries and mu-
sician.<: already on a strike, but doing
little hurt.

Cliff Fischer Back
With New F. C. Show

Clifford C. Fischer arrived Monday
(9) from abroad with the new 'Folies

Bergere' talent which reopens the
French Casino Aug. 20 on Broadway.
This beats the hew International
Casino's premiere on Aug, 25 by sev-
eral days. Latter's debut production
staged by Pierre Sandrini and
Jacques Charles will likewise be a
Frenchified show.
George Olsen who, with Lou

Brecker, and Joe Moss, are financial-

ly in on the International Casino, got
in Monday from Hollywood where he
closed at the Los Angeles Ambas-
sador's Cocoanut Grove, OUsen will

play the dansapation; Yascha Bun-
ch uk for the revue.

MURIEL PAGE'S DALLAS TREK
Chicago, Aug. 10.

Muriel Page and her flame dance
to the Dallas Exposition to pick up
three weeks starting on Friday US)
at the Road to Rio Village.

Then back into vaude in Septem-
ber in Oklahoma City, St. Jo.seph,

and the Tower, Kansas City.
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MUSIC HALL, N.
This week's stage-show, labeled

'A Southern Rhapsody,' vies for

audience appreciation with even

more reliance on the layout's spec-

tacle values than ordinarily. It's a

feast f.or the orbs scenically, but of

the acts on display only one, Chuck
and Chuckles, really , aroused the

mob. For the rest, the unveiling of

the three separate stage dressings

got almost as much applause.

First portion displayed front ver-

andah- of the fictional ante bellum
beep South home, with the expected

goateed Cunnel lounging in a chair

sipping a julep, surrounded by the
fetnme members of bis family and
a colored servant Set, very lavish,
was on upper tier downstage. Flor-
'enc? Rogge's ballet waltzed a nice
T^iitine in front while soprano Bosa
Akersten accomped with a song.
Next male chorus appeared in

angels' gowns and cleverly contrived
halos and, paced by baritone . Hudson
Cdrmody, rah off some first-rate
spiritualizing. Intro'ihg the number
"was a saSron-skinhe^ songstress,
Hazel Diaz, who did a bit of a swing
lor .

contrast. Spotting of such a
routing 'ahead of the sombre singing
ot ,:*£bie men did not work out too
weiL'vfvvrhere was the contrast, but
the idtia didn't jell for the effective-
ness sought.
Chuck and Chuckles, colored

rhythm tappers, put in some needed
sparkle and splash

. when they
bounced on with' their lively hop-
ping. They proved the pUnch the
.mob . had been waiting for and-
stopped the show. Windup was fur-
rther strengthened when the Rock-
ettes romped on for a brisk whirl.
Stage-show : should .have been

^ore lively to contrast, sustained
l-emotiort of 'Stella Diallas' (UA). (re-
kviewed in VARiEry, July 28) on the
ftiscreen.

I Erno Rapee and his brch played a
ijmedley of Stephen Foster airs as an
W)verturei . Didn't prov^ ds socky as
'^^uch a set has been, before. Bert.

termittently by members of the en-
semble.

Strolling on into one with his
girls, Granlund gets show under yay
with smooth and effortless gagging
as he hands out knockers to stub-
holders and sending his femmes into
the aisles to do likewise. Brings on
Chester Fredericks for fast opening
with session of hard shoe hoofing
followed by Gladys Crane in vocal
and adequate routine of tap stuff to
'I'm iBubbling Over.',
The Three Sailors, next and per-

fectly spotted, are usual sock with
their gagging and tango travesty.
Work throughout rest of doings from
here on and give matters a consider-
able lift at all times, particularly
during attempted rendition of vocals
by Christine .Maple and Sonya Kat-
larskaya that follow their spot.
Two more specialties, by Chester

Fredericks*, back again with Joan
Gray and Joan Gaylord giving out
with a bumpy rhumba, precedes the
Fur Fashion parade.
As routined opening show, stint

fell to Ruth Denning to vocal 'Slap
That Bass,' a very lucky selection in
this house because it brought Paul
Spitzbarth of house orch down front
to do his stuff. . Combination got a
real ovation and helped considerably.
Marian Wilkins and Jack Walters

next with two nicely sold ballroom
routines and the roller skating Three
Speeds, assisted by an oversized
femme stooge brought up from, audi-
ence, bring matters to a very hilari-
ous close. With Fur stuff included,
doings ran an hour. A pretty long
stretch, but the final curtain brought
a rousing hand so N. T. G. must
have what it takes in this town. Film
is 'Big Shot' (RKO). Burm.

CAPITOL, WASH.
House evidently put very, little

:work on this one and though it's en-

it«rtaining because of its per-

fformers audience can't help being

^conscious that it's just straight

.vaude—iand only three acts of it

—

left ti) stand or f^ll on merits, Even
j overture was omitted at show
^caught, bill going straight from fea-
ture into news, trailers and footlight
parade.
Opens with Don Francisco slack

wire turn. Fast .footwork, picking up
handkerchief with mouth from
kneeling position and loosening the
wire for a flash swinging finish
malce it satisfactory act.

Next is Slim TimbUn, on with
burst and fanfare oh dark stage
to wake 'em up wiJth his blank .car-
tridges. Armed with piQpit and
telephone book, which get smatter-
ing of applause when lights went up,
he goes straight into 'Garden of
Egypt' blackface sermon, half of

house reciting every gag under its

breath with him aUU loving it Eu"
cores with two blackface stooges in

wedding routine, just as surefire,
and rides to three bows.
Wind-up is Gus Amheim's Or-

chestra, pleasing Ariiheim fans and
an adequate band act to the others.
Highlight is easily the Four Rhythm
Maniacs, tOpnotch bass-xylophone-
guitar-(Aarinet swing unit that gives
the youngsters St. Vitus Dahce.
Ray Foster vocalizes 'Looks Like

• Rain' 'and J(me RtAiibins gives 'em
•'Foolish' Things,' both oke but noth-
ing extra. Arnheim takes over
piano and spot during medley of his
own stuff, winding up with 'Sweet
and Lovely' to nice hand. Only
touch ol comedy is in 'Merry-Go-
Rouiid Broke Down,' warbled by
gid with orch singing the breaks,
and it's .ultrarreslx'ained.

Pic is 'Topper' (MG) and biz oke.
Craig.

HIPP, BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Aug.' 6.

N. T. G. is making his fourth visit

to the Hippodrome in not too long
a lapse and except 'for a few changes

' in spe(;ialties and girls is doing the
same old act Not a single new piece

' of business or gag has been added to

the routine that ought to be as fa-
• miliar to the stub holders here as
•The Music Goes Round and Round.'
Still, on opening show caught the

. informal and sometimes lowdown m.
c. from 'the niteries of Broadway
ably aided by the Three Sailors kept
the amply filled auditorium laugh-
ing arid audibly responsive in appre-

• ciation. And that after all, is the
test of any act.

Staged in presentation style with
orch on stage and accommodating
art interpolated Fur Fashion. Revue
tied into the doings, management
solved mechanical problem nicely by
utilizing an added platform built-in

, over heads Of musicians and. reached

. , by central staircase to apron. Ar-
rangement very .handy in, parading

"the fur clad models and lent itself

to cabaret atmospheref further en-
• Hauied Tljy s'mall tables and chairs

spread Across st^ge and 'occupied in-

PALACE, CHICAGO
Chicago, Aug. 9.

Good five-act line of acts here.

Makes a show that was thoroughly
'enjoyed by a well-filled house at

last performance on Friday, most of

whom .were in to see the flicker,

'Toast of New York' (RKO).
AH

. of the acts, fitted nicely into

their designated niches', and no single

turn rates any special consideration

aside from the general review, For
that reason they can be taken in

order, starting with "Van Cello, who
opened the bill. Always a standard
risley worker, Van Cello came
through with a neat opening routine
of foot-juggling. • Makes good ap-
pearance, and had this audience
breaking into ' spontaneous hand-
smacking throughout act especially

his -work with the barrels. Good nov-
elty turn that can fit on any show.
Also fine stuff for the more sedate
niteries.

In the deuce the Eton Boys dem-
onstrated how tied they are to the
microphone. Though they and the
entire audience realized that the
mike was dead for the first part of
their act the quartet still kept boop-
a-dooping right into the dead mech-
anism as if it were some kind of in-
escapable magnet. They weren't sure
enough of themselves to back away
from the mike and chirp . over the
footlights when -they got up against
the dead p. a. system. Mike caught
on later, however, and everything
was hunky-dory. They warble some
pop tunes, a novelty number and
finish with 'Tiger Rag,* which they
do nicely.:

R 0 Ct g h h 0 u s e but laugh-getters
were 'Forfeythei Sea'mon and Farrell,
back in the .TiSA following a sojourn
abroad. - They make only one bad
error. They stay on too lorig. Short-
ening their turn by thiee minutes at
the finish would make things hap-
pier for everybody concerned. Espe-
cially unnecessary is the Irish song
and jig routine as a semi-encore.
For the rest, however, it's good low-
down laughs, based primarily on the
avoirdupois of one of the girls.
Standard laugh material that they
sell robustly.
Next to closing Vic Oliver lurried

in one of the sharpest clicks he's
ever had in his many appearances at
this house. Has new material since
last around, and it was welcome.
Oliver should watch a growing habit
of tugging at the bottom of his coat
He's doing it unconsciousl.v, but it
tends to become pretty irritating to
the audience after the 198lh tug.
Plenty of appearance, a fine set of

r6utiiies and general air of youth and
charm makes the final turn of Hol-
land and Hart phis the single Edna
Sedgwick a surefire number. They
had this audience applauding into
the picture \^'hen caught. Holland
and Hart have a fine airiness, plus
a youthful approach to their ball-
room dancing that lifted this audi-
ence out of their seats. Turn in a
run through practically every type
of dance number and also excellently
done in a breezy, gay manner that
was full of charm, showmanship and
salesmanship. Miss Sedgwick has
been around town many times, most
recently at the Chez Paree, and has
always made good, no matter whether
it be a nitery or theatre. Toe num-
ber and a tap routine make up tho
solid base of her act; and add to a
full-fledged dance session that' makes
it worthy -of any theatre or nitery.

Gold.

PARAMOUNT, N. Y.
Phil Spitalny's all-girl crew com-

plements 'Artists and Models' (Par)

(reviewed in last week's issue) pur-

rently at this Broadway deluxer.

A crack radio aggregation, this or'qh

of 24 girl mtisicians, plus Maxine,
Three Little Words and Dale Win-
throp as specialties, is also tops on
a rostrum.
Around 45 minutes is consumed

by the Spitalny outfit on the pit
platform, and none of them are
wasted. Several new arrangements
are included in this maestro's reper-
toire and, rather novel for a girl or-
chestra, the quality of the music is

on par with the powerful showman-
ship exuded by the Spitalny combo.

Standouts are the 'Second Hun-
garian Rhapsody' and the finale

Ravel's 'Bolero,' each topped off by
rhythmic arrangements. "Then there's
the glee club arrangement of 'l^lerry-

Go-Round Broke Down,' which in-

cludes comedy dialectic bits by
three of the musicians and the sing-

ing of -Maxine. Evelyn (that's her
solo billing) contributes still another
sock with her fiddling of 'Stardust.'

Spitalny introes her as the band's
arranger and her work sounds plenty
good.
• Girl harmony trios going in for
comedy usually don't, pan out very
well, but the Three Little Words
belie this to some extent via their
delivery of 'Frainkie and Johnnie'
as it would be sung at.the Metopera.
Result was that they tied up the
proceedings and included 'Man of
the Flying Trapeze' for an encore.

Solo song session is ably taken
care of by Maxine, who, like the
rest of the current aggregation ex-
cept Dale Winthrop, is on the air

with Spitalny, She socks with 'You
Can't Take That Away From Me,'
but the highlight song opportunity
is Maxine's novel arrangement of
'Johnny One Note.'
Dale Winthrop, who was origi-

nally part of i vaude sister team,
provides the only hoofing at the Par
currently, but it's strong buck 'n'

wing stuff. Femme has a unique
rhythm routine, the spotlight most
times focusing on her feet, reminis-
cent of the Astaire school of dancing.
She's fast and an audience-pleaser.
Finding fault, with this Spitalny

showing is difficult. About the only
criticism that can be levelled is

Spitalny's low-voiced announce-
ments, despite the mike.
Biz Thursday night was excellent

SchOi

TABOR, DENVER
Denver, Aug. 9.

Tuffy, film lion, headlines cur-
rent stage show and is dressed up
with special routine by the line.
Line carry heavy large black wigg
to give African atmosphere, and
tropical sets designate the locale.
The lion, a large specimen, is han-
dled much like a large dog "by the
trainer, Bob Matthews. The beast
jumps through a small hoop, walks
tight wires (one on each side) and
does a 'suicide leap' from a shelf onto
a small table where Matthews is

lying. Effective.
Betty and Harry McCabe, on next,

are fast and tuneful on banjo and
accordion. With pleasing personali-
ties they get their stuff across. They
do 'Hand Me Down My Walking
Cane' in true hillbilly style.

Yorke and Tracy, comedy team, do
a fast comedy act. They know com-
edy from the ground up and dish it

out so the audience eats it up.
In opening the ° Taborettes dance

before a college setting and sing a
college jingle. They start out wear-
ing gowns,- but soon peel the gowns
for their routine. Lolly. Garris of
the line sings and docs a bit of neat
tapping; Chet Harris baritones 'Best
Things in Life Are Free,' and Shir-
ley "WelbOrn of the line fini.shes with
some fancy rope-skipping. Line's
second routine in green trunks, bra-
zierres and yellow puff sleeves, do
a brief but fast bit for their second
appearance.
'They Gave Him a Gun! (Metro) on

the screen, with house faiir at last

show Friday night / Rose.
'

,
—^—~

LYRIC, INDIANAPOLIS
Indianapolis, Aug. 9.

Only things this bill lacks are
more girls and some scenery other
than the regular house drops. Six
acts are presented with all but the
opening and closing acts working in

one. Four women are on stage dur-
ing the entire hour, two of them
stooges.
Gene Austin and Candy and Coco

are headlined and fill number four
spot Austin's pipes are in good
shape, and his rendition of popular
songs well received, but the sock
of the act is an instrumental num-
ber with Candy and Coco swinging
along on guitar and bull fiddle to
Austin's piano. Medley of^pop songs
is given as encore aind each one is

salvoed as opening bars are recog-
nized.
Toy and Wing hold down deuce.

Chine.se girl and boy come on in
Oriental outfits to remove kimonos,
immediately revealing bOy in tails

and girl in formal dre.ss. "They do
ballroom and eccentric dancing. Be-
cause of their youth and aopearance
they are .specially pleasiii,^,

Abbott and Robey ioUow w'th
comedy offering depending oh

Robey's trick voice and Abbotts
fiddle fooling tor Jaughs. Fiemme
stooge, Sylvia Brill, walks on twice
as excuse for gags, one the familiar
routine on how to make love.
They're best when - singing reiquest
numbers called out by the audience,
with .Robey '• improvising in falsetto
and Abbott's stopping his fiddle ac-
companiment to become visibly an-
noyed,
Keaton and Armfield are next to

closing. The femme half of the
team is the only reason for acts
holding down this, spot for Keaton
plays a hammy straight to her com-
edy antics. Her routine , includes the
silly girl, acrobatic dance, an im-
pression of Katharine Hepburn, and
closes with a duet dance with her
partner. Chorus of this closing
number is sung by white-faced
stooge who has been brought on to
give Keaton a chance to get off some
'dead-man' gags.
Show is opened by Jack Gregory

and company. He >oes tricks with
a stage full of hoops. The 'Com-
pany' is girl string holder for hoop
tricks.

Show is closed by Six Lucky Boys,
risley performers, who inject com-
edy into their offering. They de-
pend on trick gadgets to put them
over more than they do on their ac-
robatic feats, which are good.

Picture is 'Dance, Charlie, Dance'
(WB), and tough competition made
biz only fair at last show Friday,

Kiley.

TOWER, K. C.
Kansas City, Aug. 7.

House is in for another good week
and the feature flicker, 'Can't Have
Everything* (20th)', undoubtedly the

draw. Vaude is, incidental.

All selling bally pointed to the

'Girl on the Flying Banjo,' which lets

the customers down with a terrific

thud. Bulky mechanism used to

hoist, the 'banjo' out over first sev-

eral rows is quite visible to a' good
share of audience, which completely
kayos any illusion—and illusion is
vital. House built .a fine routine
with the ponies to bring this "act on.
Girls are in phosphorous frocks.
The femme on the 'banjo' is hoisted
out over payees while she pipes, and
not too well. She's on to close and
lasts about three minutes which is
long enough.
Will and Gladys Ahearn have a

polished combo of roping, gagging
and hoofing. Man opens single ana
very nearly wrecks things with some
meaningless chatter and then about
faces to go into a smack routine of
rope tossing and patter that takes.
Why that stumbling opener is a
mystery, he knows better and proves
it Girl also spins rope and does
some okay toe work. She has three
dance routines and all please.
Betty Lee bats out a couple of

rhapsodies on xylophone. Handles
herself well, works fast and scrams
early.
Four Vespers, male spring-board-

ers standout with their fine jumps
and aerial somersaults.
John Colvin is catching on nicely

in his solo barytone spot Harlan
Christie continues as emcee. You
either like him or you don't
Judy Conrad's band moved to the

pit this session to make way for the
'banjo' contraption. They'd better
get • some new drops or leave the
band on the stage. Stage has that
clean but gaunt look, Hoyt.

PARAMOUNT, L. A.
Los Angeles, Aug, 5.

Pretty much ot a makeshift stage
show this week, with little in the
way of outstanding talent or num-
bers, Fanchonettes are back after
several weeks vacations and offer a
couple of routines pretentiously
staged.
Opening is a semi-tableaux reveal-

ing the Fanchonettes prone on a
series of ramps, with one of their
group sitting atop and warbling a
number. Girls go into a leap man-
ipulation routine that is cleverly ex-
ecuted.
Jack Pepper, acting as emcee, on

for a bit of clowning with his part-
ner, Sammy' Cantor, spotted in an
upper box. with Francis Abelld and
hi.s talking parrot John Tio. first
introduced. This bird is remarkably
well trained and unlike most turns
of this nature actually talks, sings,
whistles and does other stunts to
'prove his cleverness. Act registers
solidly,

Helen Greece, 12-yr. old torcher
from radio KFWB, does a couple of
numbers, displaying a lot of youth
gnd personality that brings favor-
able returns,
Robert Vernon, high tenor, does a

couple of numbers, revealing a pow-
erful pair of pipes, then brings on
Jessie Draper, his dancing partner,
for a solo routine, with pair finish-
ing up With amusing .burlesque acro-
batic routine.
Pepper and Cantor back for a line

of comedy chatter, with Pepper
doing some warbling while accom-
panying himself on the uke, and
Cantor showing a .bit of stepping for
mild returns.

Closing has the Fanchonettes on
for another routine, staged in an ef-
fective ovitdoor. .setting.

Main" screen feature i.s
'

Col'.-, 'It's
All Yours.' with 'Blonde Trouble'
(Par) 3hown_ at morning ^md mati-
nee performances' only. Edwd.

LOEWS STATE, N, Y,
Current bill is ideal warm weather

entertainment with plenty of divei'-

sity even if sans socko material.

Looks like another of those offweek
grosses, with Col. Jay C. Flippen and
Fifi D'Orsay sharing marquee billing

withi the pic 'Knight Without Armor'
to hypo them in.

Flippen's popularity, derived by
his WHN airwave contribs, should
mean something, and probably does.
Miss D'Orsay, from pix. Has nothing
new save new hairdress, gown and
perhaps a new ivory tickler.

Flippen m.c's as breezy and per-
sonable as ever, straights for Fifi
and later trots out a trio of his aiv
amateur winners for spot stuff and
additional clowning.
Real sock of the show is Al Bernie

who sewis things up with his clever
mimicry of stage, screen aind radio
personalities. Bernie gets them at
outset with radio travesty on mys-
tery melo, 'Murder at the Trocadero *

in which he gives corking impres-
sions.of W. C. Fields, Charles Butter-
worth and Edward G. Robinson in
the ensuing investigation of the
pseudo perfect crime. In addition
to voice semblance, he also gets in
good facial expressions on all. Ditto
for George Arliss, Edgar Bergen and
Charles Laughton. He could have
stayed indefinitely as far as audience
response was concerned. .

Miss D'Orsay, in next niche
flanked by male pianist offers an
admixture of songs and mild foolery
lifted considerably by Flippen's as-
sist. Making chic Appearance in
white dress with white fur-trimmed
coat, she offers a brace of special
vocals, 'Music Is What I Need' and
Take a Wallc with Me,' both of

^

which are topheavy with 'beeg boy'
wheezes and get so-so reSDonse. • The
clowning kissing bit with Flippen
hoDoed things a bit
Flippen's ams include John C.

Morley, baritone, who clicks with
prolog to 'Pagliacci'; Tommy
Murphy, accordeon player and
yodeler, ahd then Frankie, whose
harmonica and guitar medley topped
with good dancing impresh of Hal
Leroy gets plenty returns.
Helene Denizon and Denizonettees,

latter group of six male and six
femme steppers, score both on class
and terp in a colorfully mounted
dance production closer. Miss Deni-
zon's toe and ballet contribs are
especially good, her assistants spac-
ing with lively dance ensembles
handled expertly for desired results.
Picchani Troupe, seven men, sets

a lively pace for show as the opener
with a fast routine of acrobatics,
springboard tossing, catching and
pyramiding.

STANLEY, PITTS.
Pittsburgh, Aug. f

.

Radio names pack 'em in in Pitts-

burgh. Jimmy Dorsey and his or-

chestra drew a socko gate in sizzling

atmosphere for his first show here
and will probably finish even bet-

ter. But the Bing Crosby maestro
should polish up on visual showman-
ship and pacing, however, if he
wants to keep his draw. Show
dragged something fierce on opener,

and sent Warner house crew and
strategy board into high to knock
out 18 minutes for second appear-
ance.

Femme appeal in the act is lim-

ited to one dancer, Frieda Sullivan.
Kid is extremely clever with nice
pin-wheel turn in her number,' but
needs more flash in costume. Unit
also has Ray Ebei'le, whose swell
baritone and precise lyrics go over
big. Other numbers include June
Richmond, sepia shouter. the Condos
Brothers and Art Frank.
Turn Opens with familiar- Dorsey

themer and then presents Ray Mc-
Kinley, drummer, in drum specialty
and in Song number, 'Love Bug Will
Get Ya.' Later not so hot and slows
thiriss up. Drum specialty is well
received. Ray Eberle follows in two
numbers, one of which, 'Night and
Day,' was smash. Band then goes
into good swing presentation of
'Flight of the Bumble Bee.' with
trombone solo. Frieda Sullivan is

next in her two turns after which
comes band number and Richmond.

.
She's followed bv the (Rondos boys

who knocked out great oVations from
opening house with highly effective
tap presentations. ' Audience beg[ins

to realize a whole band is on the
stage for first time with 'Peckin'
number, nicely staged novelt.y. Art
Frank, growing familiar here, gets
a swell rise on his imitation of a
torch cutie, next to closin? which
has band swinging into 'I've Got
Rhvthm.*

Dorsey's
.
rnusicianship has him

putting too much emnha.sis on who's
.c:oing to hit high 'G,' or 'X,'- in cer-

tain numbers. Mob not up on sucii

esoteric talents and wants more
swing and melody. The maestro is

a likeable lad and leans over a litle

too far backwards in desire not to

host show himself.
Tone to accentuate the draw on

the radio-conscious youngster.<5..Dave

Broudy's pit ciew brings. Dorsey on
and t^kes him 'off. 'Biz look;* good
for entire "week. "Pix is 'Between
Two Women' (Metro).
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MET, BOSTON
Boston, Aug. 9. •

Endowed with an improved run of

film fare these last few weeks, the

Met has kept apace with the screen
pickup by producing a series of stage

shows that contrast most favorably
with several earlier this season.

For the seekers of straight vaude,
there is a very satisfactory lineup of,

talent, including Glahcz and Bellak's

ping pong exhibition, and 'the Shang-
hai Wing Troupe. For /those who
need their production nuiiibers for

a perfectly, rounded menu, ' there are
<tw6 pips on the bill: 'Staccato Moods
.in Color,' land 'Calling All Cars.'

Opening number starts :dft with an
effect thrown on a scrim,' depicting
prison bars. In the center is a cir-

cular motion picture of police/cars
rushing to scenes of 'crimes,* and
while this is reeling off, brief pan-
tomimes are spotted, consecutively,
behind the scrim, giving impressions
of a fight, a holdup, and. :a kidnap-
ping. The 16 Swing-O-Pfliters an-
swer the call for 'all cars,' and hoof
it in tricky police costunies. Dahdy
novelty. •

' •. .

'

The mid-piece for, the . line is a
striking, colorful- proiductipn,, in
which four groups of girls are light-

ed from' above by the four, primary
colors, and costumed iti: sequins of

' like colors. The dance is 4 modeVne
onQ, but most of the effiect comes
from the changing lights. This' serves
to introduce Dawn and Darrow in
their enjoyable adagio number. Un-
fortunately the team was 'hamp.ered
by a mike left center stage' by ai! pre-
ceding act. •! r . -.

.

The table tennis act clicked perfect-
ly in the deuce and set a lively 'pace
for the balance of show. Both play-
ers- are showmanly, especially Bel-
lak, and the single game ith'ey plsjyed,
was thoroiighly interestitlig to -..the

summer crowd. A blaQk : velpur
background, with a whit^ i'rope ejJg-

ing" on a center, draped, .planelK prp-'
vides exactly the right setting, 'be-
cause it does not distract', attention
from their game. If this ^ef doesn't
belong to the boys they =Would- do
well to recommend it, wherever
they go.
From yo-yo tossing to; ;ace afro-

batics is the gamut of ' antics -. of-
fered by the Shanghai Wing Troiipe,
and they click all the way in closing
spot. A dive by one bf the boys
through two frames ofiknivesi and
a back bend by a girl whqi picks up
a glass of liquid with her teeth and
drinks it are highlights of a thor-
oughly entertaining act. '

:

Rio Bros., in next to = shut,- ap-
pearing a bit over-confid^rit after
their picture work, get; f^lf .'recep-
tion to their opening heckling com-
edy, better appreciation bf 'their pre-
cision, eccentric hoofing, but click
best in their hoky Mexican cavalry
number.

Nell Kelly in the trey 'rants, ca-
vorts and tears herself apart in three
comic character numbers, ' and wins
over a sizable legion of haridclappers
at the finish. A Garbb number is

much too long, though well executed,
and a lengthy session of drum beat-
ing and shouting about .beans sags
in the middle. Off-stage' singing is

handled by John Eaton.
'Ypu Can't Have Everything' (30th)

en screen. Fox.

solidly. Closed with 'St. Louis
Blues.' Brought back and encored
with 'September in the Rain.'
June and Cherry Preisser next.

Were booked in hurriedly to cash in
on publicity of Cherry's recent mar-
riage to WPA administrator Harry
Hopkins' son. Cute kids, pair is one
of swellest sister acts 'in the biz.
Do some nice harmony singing, neat
terping and exhib fine comedy
sense. June, in solo of 'Love Bug,'
shows Jio voice but all that it takes.
Also does spme acfo stuff,

'

.Three Stooges and . Laughton fol-

low with standard turn. Have some
neW chatter that clicks for laffs.

Trio is positive entertainment for
those who go for their style of
knockabout. Earle audience went
for them in a big way,
Grauman's 'Musical Stairatone'

closes. ' In this, man and four girls

terp on. staircase so arranged that it

produces tunes on musical bells
when steps are tread on in proper
order. It is attractively put to-

gether and very shoWmanly. Herb.

EARLE, PHILLY
Philadelphia, Aug. 6.

Earle show this week clearly
demonstrates case of snappy head-
work squeezinig four times

.
ordinary

entertainment value out of naturally
entertaining acts. Manager Herman
Whitman has cleverly wrung every-
thing possible out of his talent by
building it into neat presentation
and putting house band On stage to
back it up. Makes a riifty .bill

without too heavy a nut. And re-
BUlts are being reflected where they
count. When caught, 2;800-seater
had 'em on their tootsies upstairs
and down. Partially due, too, of

.
course, to better-than-usual Earle
pic, 'Super Sleuth' (RKO).
What Whitman does first to build

up 50 amusing minutes is take Eddie
"Laughton, straight-rnan for the
Stooges, and make " him emcee for
the works.
Next thing Whitman, did wa."? to

take four gals who appear in Saul
Grauman rMusical Stairatone' act
and use them as terpers in two
others spots. . Gals are su re-looker.«-•

• and okay hoofologists, so it was all

asset. Velvet parts on four large
canvas wine bottles. Laughton, in

easy patter, ijntroes girls, " who step
from the bottles. Drop then 'flies"

to reveal Lou Schrader's band. They
are placed on each side of staircase
and effect is nifty,
France and Lapell, pole balancers

follow. Act is slow and
showman.ship in selling.
Grauman's femmes then do an-

other turn. Pair of them present
nice tap routine with fencing foils,

and another exceptionally graceful
member does some aero work and
knot-tying, with her frame as the
string.

More hfefty headwork follows in

act of Marjorie G.Tinsworlh. operatic
.soprano, Once with Chi Civic op.
All her natural vocal talent is dis-
played Vv'ithout making her turn In

opera. Trick is accomplished by
having her chirp, to the tunes of

various operas, a ditty about how
she prefers pops to the classic slu/T.

Continues right on to give bil.f of

fcver.ylhing from 'Take Me Out to

the Ball Game* to 'II Traviata.' Hit

FOX, DETROIT
Detroit, Aug, 6.

^Scarcity of names on current bill

taken care of by Shirley Temple's

'Wee Willie Winkie' (20th) on screen

Result is not only plenty of activity

at the b.o; for the first time in weeks,

but in addition an entertaining bill

of fare on the stage. Balcony in

5,000-seater opened opening night

for first time in several moons.
Payees, strictly a Shirley Temple

type with mbre than sprinkling of
kids, ' accorded nice assortment of
clean, wholesome vaude and made
known appreciation in no uncertain
terms. Not much variety in the bill,

but there's six acts, plus Gae Foster
line, for plenty. of quantity. Runs a
smooth 50-miriu.tes, in revue for,m»

and includes the following:

The Bo. Brummels, zany musl
cians; Max and His Gang, dog and
aero turn; Johnny Bryant, whistler;
Barr and Estes, eccentric hoofers;
Park and Clifford, muscle artists;

D'lvdns, ballroom dancers with
new twist; the Gene Foster gals, and
Sam'Jack Kaufman's pit ork.

All acts work in one, before a
nifty setting consisting of pit orch
in a swell terrace effect, with wind-
ing stairs on either side leading to

a daised pinnacle. All in white,

abetted by. smooth lighting effects,

Kaufman, besides batoning the band,
pulls off nice job as m.c, including
one turn in which he acts as. piano
instructor in one of line's routines.

Sixteen girls, who have been the
rage here since being installed aS'"

house line for summer, have two
other routines in addition to the
miniature piano stunt. First is a
Tyrolean-costume affair, which opens
show, and the -last a smooth ballet-

type number, in which they serve as

background for strength feats of

Parks and Qlifford.

Latter's smooth appearance is a
tip-off to their turn, which consists

of the usual muscular feats plus

coupla new twists. Swell closing act,

and off to big hand.
Show's palm belongs to the Bo

Brummells. three screwily-dressed

musicians who've appeared here be-

fore to nice advantage. Spotted
fourth the trio covers everything in

the zany category. Start but never
finish all sorts of tunes, with one
playing piano, another trumpet and
the third a bass viol. Antics clean

and plenty of rib-tickling. Got a

deserved encore, which isn't as funny
as regular chores.
Max and his Gang (five dogs). In

opening slot, is a smart turn. Fella

opens with a different round of

hoofing and then calls in canines

for several smooth feat.<?. includin.2

backward somersaults and climaxed

by sock bit in which a dog climbs

completely around Max's body from
head to foot, front and back, while

fella does a few back flips.

Barr and Estes. male and femme
hoofers, contribute some oke solo

and duo bits. Girl is attractive and
does a satisfactory tap. The D'lvons,

nice-appearing team offer ballroom

and a hotcha number, with mfinipu-

lation of arms and hands adding a

diferent twist.
. Roimd of whi.stling. aoinP all .sorts

nf birds and abnut evewthin^ else,

is provided bv Johnny Bryant. Has
anneal and off to nice hand.
No overtiive. pit orch beinfr stat"^ied

on sti>p:e. Hoiuse almost iamm-'d Fri-

dav ni^ht (6) at late .show. Pete.

novelty in that the boys wear bright
colored suits, and that they revers6
the usual procedure of good delivery
but bad material. In the hands of
a know-how turn, their lines would
whack hard.
Following them is Eddie Conrad

and Qf^. the headliner, late of the
local 'You Can't Take It With You'
cast. Working in the ballet-master
character of that show, sticking in
the famed 'confidentially • she stinks'
line, Conrad gets a lot of- laughs with
his conglbmera'tion of familiar vaude-
ville bits. Uses Everything from sit-

ting down on a whirJitig" pian6 stobl,

to making love with his tall blonde
stooge, "This latter, by the way, is

Louise Slate, capable in every re-
spect—especially good as a feeder

—

and with plenty of looks: CJark Den-
nis is the other part of the 'and Co.',
and on for some good tenoriiig. Act
needs, pruning and faster pacing ber
fore it's up to the former Conrad par.

Powell and Nedra on in deuce,
with, their sand picture act. It's fine
novelty, and showmanly from every
angle. Lighting of pictures and man-
ner of working deseirve a special nod.

Single girl singer, with a spot of
her own, is Myra Nash. Does torch,
and not too good.
Picture is 'Dance; Charlie, Dance'

(WB), and business fair on third
show opening day. Loop,

9.

and

EMBASSY NEWSREEL
(NEW YORK)

Aside from the new Jap-Sino
crisis, only other interesting subject
in this week's screened news melange
is 20th-Fox's technicolor reel of the
Coronation; Latter is a little late
and very draggy in its 27 minutes,
but inteiresting because of the color
angle. No shots were taken inside
Westminster Abbey during the cere
monies by the technicolor crew,
because of the special lights needed,
but sufficient historical background
is provided, plus the parades and
royalty and nobility arriving at the
Abbey in their medieval costumes,
to -hold interest.
Paramount, Pathe and Universal

all cover thfe Japanese-Chinese
clashes around Peiping and Tien
tsin. .Paramount claims the only
footage on scenes of destruction fol-
lowing the opening hostilities. Other
two content themselves with shots
of Jap and Chinese high officials and
comments regarding Japan's inroads
on the Asiatic mainland;
Metro's 'Women's Page' portion

includes interesting footage of Mrs.
Chiang Kai Shek, wife of the lead-
ing Chinese Republic official. This
is spaced apart from the war footage,
but the comments stress her diplo-
macy and work in uniting China
against Japan,
From there on the news stops and

the stock and library clips begin
These include the inevitable mon-
keys, this time at Frank Buck's Am-
ityville, L, I., zoo; a publicity stunt
by 20th-FOx for Rubinoff on the
Coast; a couple of Lew Lehr clips;
bathing beauties; soap box derby;
elephants doing manual labor in In-
dia; shots of Lou Gehrig, and Joe
DiMaggio, Yankee sluggers; society
at Newport, R, I.; Czar's jewels; a
freckle contest for kids; polar bears
bathing in a zoo, and down the line
of all the time-worn stunts,

Scho.

ARMETTA UNIT
(PALACE, AKRON)

Akron, 0„ Aug.
His best forehead slapping

shoulder tilting are on laugh parade
at the Palace,' as Henry • Arnietta,
Italian dialectician of the films,

greets his fans from the stage. His
new stage unit '

is nicely balanced,
not pretentious, but replete with en-
lertainihg, standard vaucje turns that

register with the audience.
Armetta is stellar attraction of the

show, which includes the original
California Collegians, a group of mu-
sicians who have played in the tune
alkies, vocalists and dancers.
That stars no longer ai-e sole

claimants of movie fan attention is

definitely established by the greeting
accorded Armetta here* A crowded
hea.tre and spontaneous applause
before and after his turn pales the
reception given many a screen star

of greater import. Approval was as

much appreciation for Armetta's
long series of grand characteriza-
tions upon the screen as for his pres-
ent perforniance.
Armetta's offering is chiefly a

drawing upon the bag of screen fa-

miliarized tricks. That was what his

audience wanted and what, they got.

He does a dialect skit of a screen
star returned to look up an - old
flame. It is well timed for laughs
and gets them when the star 'accords
in the warmth and sympathy to

make the $kit mojfe than a mere pat-
ter turn, .

The Collegians merge bits fronri

their pictures with somie' new ; num-
bers arid draw jaudience, aipproval
throughout their 'act. J
Sarah Ann Mc'Cabe, vocalist; re-,

cruited from the,.fiir w?(ves,'is pjeas-^

ant upon both ear, arid eye. Novelty
taps are offered; by Lou Duthers,
Jenn and Joan. '• •

. Mack.

ORIENTAL, CHI
Cbicsao. Aug. 9.

Rather dull show this week, with

Act is slow and stunts lack | little in it to bright up the proceed-

ings or the audience.

Plenty of responsibilifv on the

.•'houlders of the Dorothy Hild chorus

which turns in a set of three num-
bers as production. Nicki Nichols is

in as a line leader for one number.
Fifi[uring as about the best act on

the bill from point of view of show-
manship and re.'-ult.s i.s the dance
team of Lewis and Ame.s, who were
p,ood enough to have the production

built around them. Have a fa.st and
.surefire act sU the way teoing off

with double stair v/ork. ?nd finishing

wilh .sv/ftll challenge .stuff.

Gordon and Rogers, the other male
dancing duo. and colored, wind no
their turn with .swell challenge .stuff

also. Before that, they stall. Act has

Anti-Trust Suits

Unit Reviews

a Spanish tango-rhumba that's swift
and graceful, replete with spins, and
score again.

Gory and Roberta are joined by
Marjory Lightburn, a Georgia girl,

in- a couple of comedy bits to sIhII

while bandsmen get-into comic .fem-
inine garb to join Gory in his orig-
inal crazy baud bit. 'Participant's are
Joe Smith, Burrel Ubben, trombon-
ists; Johnny Coones, trumpeter; Or-
ville Hooper, drummer, and Neil
Mott, sax. It's knockabout hokum,
with comedy falls, some into pit,

steel wig socking and plenty of off-

key music. Gory again uses a gun
to 'cow his companions and the
laughs are plentiful.

Billy Raymond, in blackface, closes
the show with his colored preacher's
sermon, which, clicks. He finishes
with a colored wedding skit, beiraf
joined by Leda and Errol, his Wire,
who, Incidentally, is sister of Leon,
and Burrel Ubben. Act lasts 14 min-
utes and cloijed to a fine hand.
• Raymond comes back for bow and
is joined by whole company for
finale.

There's 17 in show, five in band.
Company has one miore week after
Cap' date and will disband in (pb-;
lumbu-s, Ga.,\ after having been out
about seven months.

Pic is 'Wings Over - Honolulu'
lUriiy) and- house was capacity.

l/Uch.

Raps F.aC.
(Contlriued from page 43)

(Continued from page 3)

h&ve anybody with whom he can sit

down and talk over his kick.

Under the Film Board of Trade
setup, there was arbitration ma
chinery for handling these griev

ances. Similar arri^ngement was
possible under the NRA. While
neither were 100% perfect, at leas;

they constituted a regularly estab-

lished body to which an aggrievec

theatre man might appeal.

Under the Blue Eagle, one in-

dustry chieftain said four out of five

grievances were found to have no
just basis for complaint. With the

Film Trade arbitration boards, half

of tho.se to be filed were withdrawn
before they came up for hearing.

Another high percentage of the oral

complaints never reached the stage

where they formally were filed in

wi-iting with the boards.

B.ut now, no such machinery is

available. The exhibitor, unless he
fecl.s that . his orolc-is v.;irr';nt

cari-ying to the attention of federal

department officials, at the present

time must .seek some attorney. Re-
sult is a .suit against distributors for

triple damages.
Typical instance is in communities

of about 8.5.000 population with five

film theatres operating. All want to

be fir.st run excepting where an ex-

hibitor owns Iwo theatres and is

making one house sub.sequent run.

The result is that this type of city

requires at least nine new pictures

each week, and as a rule
.
there

aren't that many to go around. As
a con.sequence. the fir.st run theatre

charges conspiracy in re.vtiT.int of

trade and threalen."' olhtr dire con-

sequences.

Wake Up and Laugh
(CAPITOL, ATLANTA)

Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 8,

Brimming with comedy, mixed
with novelty and topped off with
standard vaude acts that go over
with a bang, this unit rates as sure-
fire box office. It boasts class, both
as to personnel and presentation,
and it's plenty socko.from all stand-
points.
Owned and produced by Billy

Raymond and Gene Gory, they hold,
the featured spots—and what a swfell

job they do, too. Clocked in 45 min-
utes, show has speed and there's
something doing every minute.
Show gets under way with a hot

band number, Roberta, Gory's part-
nfiv, coming on to act as emcee and
intro Denise Brun^au, personable
brunette, who doe^ fast acrobatic
tap to 'China Boy.'
Vic Heras and Joe Smith, billed

as Heras Brothers, follow with a

nifty seven-minute turn. Pair start

with some mandolin and guitar
music and then offer knockabout
acrobatics and handbalancing with
Smith as understander. Their most
difficult trick comes . when Heras,
atop Smith's .shoulders and holding
half a hoop in hands, leaps up and
brings hoop under feet twice ."before

landing on Smith's shoulders. It's a

wow of a trick and got therii a big
hand,
A novelty waltz, gracefully pre-

sented by Joe Lopez and Grace Cos-
tello to 'Beautiful Lady', and 'Kiss

Me Again,' also scored.
Roberta then intros Gene ' Gory,

well known for his participation in

Ziegfeld 'Follies' and as., leader of
Frank and Milt Bri,ttpn's band.
Gory, wearing shaggy J?iack wig and
dressed in tails, piays the comedy
for all its worth and has the cu.s-

tomers in stitches. An excellent
violinist, his imitation of the Notre
Dame Cathedral organ, priest chant-
ing in Latin and choir singing, is

beautifully done. Using a panto-
mine comedy routine and assisted by
Roberta his hokum runs the gamut
from string breaking rage that leads
him to bite a chunk out of 'fiddle, to

fhooting up the band. with a tommy
'•un. As a novelty he plays 'Bii<

Bad Wolf on a two-string six-inch
fiddle with a wee bow. Roberta then
sings 'This Will Make You Whi.stle'

and Gory joins her for some monkey
business with a trick cello that
spouts a stream of water into pit

and flies open to reveal a half-pint
pup, which trots offstage amid gales
of laughter. Gory manages to step
on train of Roberta's dress and
leaves her exoo.sed in undiG.s. He
then, seriously, plays 'Serenade,' by
Drdla, and lovely, too.

Gory take.i over as emcee at thi.s

point and brings on Roberta in a
star dance done to 'The Evening

Ing one side of - the 'fence, and som?-'
;

times j the . othei\ ' ,In. niaiiy cases, hfe - .•

stated, ! not even a wide no-man's
land has been established.

, MeStho.dically going .over . the his-?'' •

td'rical background of r^dio -legisla-
'

tio.n; taldwell attributed the briglii

of current legal mess -"s to increasinjg
Federal powers

. , pushing into
;

'vaguely-defined,, dimly-lighted su-
'

burban areas,' Liberal court inter-'

pretations, he stated, have extended
'

Federal powers heavily into the reg-
ulation of business without, however,
setting tight legal limits or resulting"
in accurate rules of condlict.

Boiling db^yn to F,C.C, procedure,
he pointed out, among other matters,
that 'there is no mo-'e bewildering
task than to attempt to trace the

'

Commission atiitude toward cha'i ;^r

network, programs,' In. 10. sets of iri-

stances, he stated, F.C.C. deci.sions. .

have looked on chain programs as a
favorable factor.' iii obtaining li-

censes. In 10 other sets of instanced,
'

local programs were favored as .

against chain stuff, : Ditto as regards. •

foreign language programs. '
.

His conclusions anent the chain v!?, :

local matter were that 'network pro-
grams have been' a football of poli-

tics, sometimes booted in one direc-
tion and sometimes in another. Fac-
tors in the game, in the background-
er in the open, have included coni-
petition between networks, and ef-

forts by applicants to get new or bet-

ter privileges oh t'ne ground that are
or will be 'independent', and that-

existing stations are not 'indepen-
dent' because of their affiliation?.

The controversy has been compli-
cated by ignorance or disregard of -

elementary technical facts by some
of the contenders and in a few in-

stances by a touch of demagogucry,*

Other Red Tape Victims

Similar cases of bewildering pro-
cedure, according to. the paper, have
also confronted the press' and the
films, but in these cases the greater,
age of the media and the lack of an
out-and-out license .system were de-
scribed as making the works some-
what more understandable. .

In still another paper distributed
by Caldwell at the Congres.s, he
hinted indirectly that the f.C.C. can
(if necessary) get out of any em-
barra.sing procedural uncertainties by
extending the six mi6nth.s' liccn.se

system. With the short-term .sys.tem

in effect, Caldwell stated, the burden
of proving proper conduct rests on
the .station owner in a.skirig for re-

newal. If a longer license were
granted, and the broadcaster com-
mi'ited an offense during its tenure,
the F.C.C, would be forced to up
proof of misconduct in order to gpin
a licen.se revocation, i In short, in-

timated Caldwell, the F.C.C. cur-
rently has the station owner in theStai',' by Wagner. A .semi-strip

number, dance, created by Roberta h..n;„„ ,„nu
herself, is cla.ssical and not to be I

box,, whereas with a longer

confused with burlesouc. Scored .
I't-'C'ise period the broadcaster Would

heavily, A good daugh is inserted
at this point when GoVy. apparently
calling Roberta back to tai:e a bow,
brings on burly Joe Smith, clad in

pink underwear and carrying the
girl's star. Gory and Roberta are on
stage nearly 15 minutes, but the
audience bogged for more.
Denise Bruneau return.s for a

'study in control' contortion lumi-
ber. Femme does her twLsting v.ith

a glass of colored water bKh-nced on
\ev forehead and gets a good h::r)d.

Lonez and Costello come back for

be doin.<< the pitching. Caldwell took
the iT.zor-ed.ffe off this contention,
however, by statintj that the F.C.C.'s
tc-ndoncy has been 'in the direction
of ftvir play.'

Gale Greenstrect of J, Walter
Ihornpson in Hollywood contacted
tiie radio scribes in San Fraiici.sco

hnd the East Bay di.'jtrict during a
brief visit la.st v^eek before pro-
ceeding to the Pacific Northwest,
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Variety Oills
NEXT WEEK (Aug. 16)

THIS WEEK (Aug. 9)

Numerals in connection with ImUs below indicate, opening day of

show, whether full or split week

RKO

CHICAGO
l>:tUre (13)

Vmv Cello & M
Aton Boys
r'raytlie 8*11109 A T
Vic Oliver
^Holland & Hart

(S)
Van Cello & M
'F'rBythe S'rtion 4: P
Vic Oliver
Holland & Hart

CIJRVKLAMD
ral««!e (13)

S Jansleys
Merrymaca
3 Qopblaticatea GIs
Alphonse Berg:
Tip Tap Si . Toe
Herman Bins:

(8)
DuTce Kllington BA
KANSAS CIXV
Malnstnet (4)

Fred Waring Co

Proi^ncial

Week of Aug^ust 9

Loew

VKW TOBK CIXX;
Stat* <1S)

Sfann, Dfipree & L
Carter & Holmes
'judy Starr

ttad Skalton

.Will Daborna Orb

I'lXTSBVRCiH
StaBley (13)

Mai Haltett Ore
WASHINGTON
Capitol m)

France & ta Pell
Sylvia Sc. Clemen ce
Ward WUson
Jimmy Doraey Ore

AKKKDK10N
Tlvolt

Caatelll A.o. Bd
Kreil, WiyJlls St A
BrownlnK Sc Slarr
Olaen'a Sea Talons
latv McLean
Navarre
Luxor tialll-Galll

KDINIUTIKiH
Koyal

I
Dave Seed Co

( Devlto Denny 4
Sllin Rhyder & Ptnr
.lay & Cullen
Jimmy Held
S & M Harrlnon
Krtc Randolph
Myera St St John
Ddnitvan & Hayes

KINGSTON
Kmplre

Lou Praegrer Bd '

Ayr St Tjeslte
South China Tr
.lack Edse
itanger Co .

Devon & Wayne
Kavlaon i

KAY KATYA and KAY
BARBARA BLANE

NOW AT
Caaina do la Playa

Havana
Dir.: LEDDY A SMITH

K.& J Wlnnoa

JParunoiMit -

Rawicz & Landauer
, T.IVKRPOOI^
j

Sliak«Hpeare
1
Afrlque

i

Durham St Klldare
I Renee & Godfrey
I
Joe Klnjr

: >::Usabeth Welch
;
(MnRales Co

• Astill St Fontaine
Alh'ambar Kids -

NKWCASTJ.JB
ParamoMnt

Joe Loss Bd
PJLTMOVTH

Palace
Radio Players

j
Harry Welchman
Bennett St Williams
Eve Becke
Rudy Slarlta
WInsor St WUton
7 Romas
Kio Angels-
P & V Lennox
H Vadden St GIs

V MacNaUKhton
Brown's 3 Shadea
Leon a EMIe-'a

<Paco-Pairo Room)
Lou Martin Ore
Uddta Davis
Jafie Tiee
Patricia GUmore
Vivian Ray
Gloria Cook
Jumea Kf^oiran
Nelsons Cats
Haines Tale St S
Tete & Koni;o Co
Mile Denise
Nnrman & McKay
pioasa Coslello '

AluH Pt«ri<i

Gene I)'ii9cll<-U Oro
Laurence Wlitta
Marlon Pierce
Versatile

Alori'N

Lou Ferris Oro
. I'he Oaks

Al Lambs Oro
Tommy Lyman
Gene Archer

Onyji rtul>

S spirits of Uliytbm
Maxinp ft Jnnlcp

Pavillun Royal
<Valley Stream T^.I.)

Delia> St Bill Mack
Jill Denet .

Bernlce Ar.U<^rman
Virginia Vaughan
Cackles O'Neill
Walt Walters
Ann Linn
Danny Beck
Bergere S's-
Bunny lierrlsAn Bd

PantdlNH

Jay Freeman Ore
Ann Pennington
Lucille Jolinaon
Andrews Sis

Place ICIeganle

Bill Farrell
Mario jBasinI
Toto Cangloal
Rex QjLA'itte
Larry Mado .Oro

Uaiabow tirlli

C -Co'dolban Oro
Durelle Alexander
Helen .Myers
Bvalyn Tyner
C & li Bonner
Olover & La Maa

Riilnboir Koom
Al Donahue Ore
Kddie LeBaron Oro
Oliver Wakeneld

I
l.otte Goslar

' Texas Tommy
Helen Myers
Dr Sydney Ross

Riviera

Mickey Alpert Ore
Val IQrnle Ore
KUdie Garr
Alice Dawn
Nick- Long Jr
Kay Picture
Nudlne Gue
George Prentice
Beii Yost Cpile8:ians

Sands Point Bnlh
Club

Paul Rebuccl Oro
Stork Club

Sonny Kendl.i Ore
Gus Martel Ore

Swrtsltle

(Atlantic Beach)
H: Madrlguera Oro
Henny Youngman
Don Ra^onese'
Patricia Gllmore
Taverii On Green
(Central Park)

Huglile Rarrett Opo
Valhalla

-Maurice Shaw Oro
-Marltn
Lorraine Barrett
Rond Hal

V«ranllle»

H Rosenthal Ore
;

.loe Rodriguez. Ore
Judy Starr
Tommy Martin

Wlvcl
Arllne Whitney

Swanky Reno
(Continued from page 1)

a dozen other transitions that are

totally incongruous to the locale.

Seems There's » Slump
Everyone in tiiz has his own rea-

son lor this year's slump in tourist

spending. Best seems to be the

'Frisco hotel strike, which endure'd

for 89 days. Reno gets a heavy play
from the S't F. transients and this

semester, there just weren't "^any

Holland & Hart
iiruce Holden
Kllen Blair
Marl I^ynii

4 Aristocrats
Abbott Dancers

Hotel' iillierjnnn

(College Inn)
Frankie Masters Or
Jackie Keller
Donna Dae
Aliearn Bros -

Chas Carrier
Hotel Stevens

(Continental Room)
Carlos Molina
Ruthania & M'lc'lm
Frank Payne

MS Club
Billy Carr
Nora Ford
'Boots' Burns
Ktta Reed
Ford St Barnes

Tacht CItih

r^Ino Rinaldo Ore
Frances Williams
Kdna Sed^rwlok
Wlngy Mannone
Jackson, Mills. & R

881 Clab
Johnny Hornert
The Dictator
Corlies & Palmer
Mary Jane Dodd

PHILADELPHIA

Cabaret Bills
LOS ANGELES

HEW YORK CITY

Paramoiul

|»rtCW TOBH CIXI
• PanHnoant (11)

l^hil Spitalnsr Ore
JDale Wlnthrop

BOSTON
) Mejbropolltan (13)
jjBeridova
wtna Pickens
l7ean Dovaraux
fflEarry Savoy
jOtad Donahue Co
nVarlely Gambols

OHICAGO
ChUiano (13)

mddl* Duohin Bd

BAXI/AS
Caaino (13)

Phil Harris- Oro
Georges '& Jalna
Art Jarrett
4,.Craddocks
Arren & Broderlck
Vic Hyde

DCtROlT
;HlehJiran (13)

Continentals
Georgia Hay'
Pansy the Horse
Mayneld 3
Gene Austin Co
Shanghai Tr

; PHILABELVHIA
Sarle (IS)

fert
Frohman

Ifl Dorsay
eila Goodello
tMtdos Bros

lHo>vardl Sc Sheltoa
(6)

XFranca St Lapell
Alarjoria Oalnsw'rth
iSaul Grauman Co

stooges
Preis-ser Sis
PITTSBVBOH
Staaler <13)

- Btal Hallelt Ore
Saul Orauman Co

Marty May
(6)

Jimmy Doraey Ore
Freda Sullivan
Condos Bros
Art Frank
WASHINGTON

£arie (13)
Stafford & I< Rev
Yost's VaJ-flUy Co
Bill Robinson
3 Swifts

(6)
'

Titan 3
I>on Cummlngs
M&I Hoillett On;
Francis St Carroll

INDIANAPOMS
l.yrio (13)

Paul Ash
Ra>- Saxe
Hel'Xt Honan

,I>^ice, Florlo A L.
ICen ft Roy Paige
Barbara Parks
Buddy Rich
Billy Blake-

Lfmdoii

Week of August 9
Ounterbury M. H.
First half (J-11)

Harry Coady
J & J Melville

2d half (12-14)
BeHaven '& Page
etevvart & Olive

' BemlalOH
Al Sandler 3

Trooadero Best
Gaston Palmer
Ken Harvey
Hachem Khan
J ^ B Bden
Sheila

C.VMOKN TOWN
Gaaniout

Jo»'era .

Wilson, Duke * H
Cr...\PTON

Rink
Wyn & Jvy
Geo iUelton
3 Canadian)*

ISAST MAM
tlrnnada

Sam liinfleld Co
4 Darlings
Frfrt Dosh

KDMONTON
Kmpire

Savoy Jr Bd
X'lNSBVRT FARK

AMtorla
Anton Bd
Mario Loreilzl

JHA^niRRSJMiTH
Palace

Joaft. Moreou
Philco 4

JSfJNOTON
Bine Hall

1st half (9<11>
DeHuveu & Pai;e

Stewart St Olive
2d half (12-14)

Harry Coady
J Jc J Melville

XRWISHAM
Palace

Act Superb
Auatel St Arthur
liRYTONSTONK

RIalto

4 .Darlings
Fred ]>oah

OLO KENT ROAD
Astoria

Al Berlin Bd
.TImmy Nit .

SHKPH'KUS Hirsil

Pavilion

3 WlUaida
Masu & Yuri

STRFATIIAM
Palace

4 Hermans
Irene Manael

TOOTING
Granada

P & M Honrl
TOTTKNJI.i.U

Palace
AVyn & Ivy
Geo Betton
3 Canadlana

'J'OTI'KNIIAM
COURT ROAD
I'arainounl

Anton Bd
Adanos
Cliff Cook
WAT.THAiWSTOW

Granada
Savoy Jr lid

Barney Gallant's

Betty Bowk<'r
3 Musical Rogues

Bertolottl's

•TImmy Whalen Ore
Tommy- Harrla Ore
Yula Flournoy
Nyaa Alna
.Toyce Faye
Greta Leivla

BIN'* Gi«y ttO's

Spike Harrison
Gus Wlrke
Kmitt Casey
.Terry White
Henry I^Marr

Callente

Beth Raborn
Helen Shaw
Rulh Wayne
Carol Sis
» Rhythm Boys
Callente Cabelleros

Cliateau Moderjie
F McFarland Ore
I'onsuelo Flowerlon
Peggy Strickland

Claremout Jna
Jolly Coburn Oro--

Clob 18 .

<r Andrews Oro
Jack White
Pat Harrington
Jerry Blanch ard
l''rank Froeba
.lerry Ki-ugfr
.lerl WIthee -

CiMb Gaucho
Vaccaro's Orch
Jose Tiitxv.

Tr\n\ PlaTia
Tilta Moya
Helen Virgil
Dlmllrl

Club lUirador

(Roof Garden)
Buddy Wagner Ore
Jack Oslerman
Kdlth Roark
JHorla VestoIC
Gave Dixon
iMtlquIta
Joan Vickers

Club yunVurl >

Blixeo Gre.net Ore '

George Negr«tt,o
Julio & Silvia
X'oiiia Porter
Jack Bempsey'a

IS Carpenter Ore
TA Clilcn

I>rtn Alberto Ore
farloa Montoya
A l*anipevo
D' A volOS St A
Anlonlla Morales
Jo.He Sc Patricia
TiHH Guiirecltas
Rolando

Kl Morwcco
BIrnle Hol^it Oro

t'roKCs

Ralph Wat kins Ore
Glen Island <'MSi»o

N'ye Mayhew Ore
Carolyn Hughes
Lester LudUe

Hickory Houko
.Toe Marsala Ore
.lim Mooreliead
llHy Bioiuli.

Hickory Lodge
(T.tirrhniont. N. Y.)
HVrber Stplner Ore
Hal Knrry
.Vnnahelle f.pe

H'lyw'd Restaufanl
Jliu-licll .Ayre.i Ore
ii Jeli'snicli Ore
.l>'nn Sfugi'iint
J uiii> l.orr:<iiia
i> l/ehon.Tiii's

li. Manniii.t; & ^{ltzl
I<;«y Ta.Ufir
J)ol>by lio.M'e

'J'ed Adair'
Patricia Ciilmoj'd
("IjMvniion
AijlK-s ife T Nip Ji
HuiU fJaylor
(1 It'll Pope
Mole] Antha<i!)ii<l<tr

(tainon Itunios Oi'c
\Vjlli:iiri Alrli^r

I'»u1 I'anbinan

Hole! Anior

(Koof iiardcn)
I O/./ie Nel.-iiMi Oi'<;-

Shirley I>.loyd
Lathrop Bros
Bobby Dupont
"Olympic 3

Hotel i;iltniori>
(moonlight 'A'errace)

Horace Heldt Oro
Hotel EdIsoB

Billy Swanson Ore
Ifolel. Kssex House
Nat Brandwynne O
.viaxine Tappin
Dick Stono
Johnny Blue
Murray Carun
,R J Callman
Hotel Got. Clinton

Phil D'Aroy Ore
Stuart Jules
Kay Marshall
Hotel Lexlngtea

Andy' lona Oro
Ray Ktnney
Meymu Holt

Hotel McAlpla
(Roof Garden)

J ilessner Ore
Jeaane D'Arcy

Hotel Harray Bill
(l!V>uotaia Room)

Joe Cappl Ore
Nancy <3arner

Hotel New Xorker
(Summer Terrace)
lOvelyn ' Chandler
Bftptie & Lamb
Hoi el Park (laatriar
(Coooaant Grbre)

.Terry Blaine Ore
fSvelyn Ran
Fred Cameron
Hotel PcBnaylTanla

Tommy Dorsey Ore
Edytha Wright
Jack Leonard
Allen Storr
3 BstiulreH

Hotel Piccadilly

Jeno Bartal Oro

Hotel ^lerra

(Koof Garden)
Harold Nagel Ore

l^otel Flaea ..

Win McCuno Ord
Pancbo Ore '

Paul Draper
Nalla Goodelle

Motel Roosevelt
Luke Wela's Co
Hotel Savuit -Plnen
Hliiills Petll Ore
Russell Swann
Hotel St. George

(Brooklyn)

Bit Dantzig Oro

Hotel St. Morlta
. (Sky GardeuB)

Hal Richards Oro
Grisha

Betel St. Regis
(Viennese Roof)

.Tacques Fray Oro
A Ranch Dancers

Hotel Tatt
Geo. Hall Ore
Dolly Dawn
Hotel Waldorf*

Asloriu
(Starlight Roof)

Guy Lombardo Ore
Ralph Rutgers Ore
Marlasn Fiores
Raphael
Hotel Wellington

£Id Mayehorc Oro
Jimmy Kelly's

Lionel Rand Ore
.loe Capollo Ore'
Alontmartre Boys
(".ulcr Si Schatib
JlinnitO Cofltello
:t Raymondn
Danny Ulgglns

I<arne

ICdilla Davis Oro
lllirtdo Ore

J.e Coq .Rouge
ITorncIo Wlo Oro
GeorKS Sieriiey

1.0 Mirage
Harry Horlon Oro
( 'i)qiill;ii

Marie AltnoiUe

Bail

Bruz Fletcher
CUarles Lawrence

Berarlr Wtlsiiiro

Geo Hamilton Ore
Blltmwre Bowl

Jimmy Crier Ore-
Lola St Tiewla
Robert (Jately
Hank the Mule
Terry Green
Delores- & Andre
Dick Webster
3 Rhytlun Rascals

raf» Century ^

Miller St Mantaa
3 Oanridge Sis
Coreta
Maria Brj'ant
Olivette Miller
Marcus Slayter
Petpr Ray
Nat Coles
Cecles Ore

Cafe I>e Paree
Ted Dawson Ore
Maris Monterez
Helen. Curtis
Ijemare ,

Cafe Xaternatlonal

Barrett & Wright
Ben Pollock Ore
(;haz Chase
BiUy Vine
t'Taroline Mason
Beth Wilson
Dick Bennet t
The Theodora
Dora Dean
Ginger T.ynne
Lilly Ann Starr
Bleanor Troy

Cafe Iji Mate
Wm HoKman Ca

Clover Clul>

Bob Grant Oro
Helen Thompson

Clak Hawaii
Hawaiian Ore
Cocoanat Orora

Geo Olsen's Ore
Bdgar. Bergen
Charlie McCarthy
Sdith Caldwell

. FamouR Boor
StuH Smith
Cozy Coe
Jonah Jones
£ddls Beal
Hawaiian Paradise
Sol Bdghts Ore
Satini .Q'ual Loa
Sol HoopI

Wanda
DIuna Toy

Lido
Tjes Parl-.er'.s Ore
Bill Roberts
Bob Searles
Dolores

Mttle Club
Jane Jones
Paul Kendall
Helen Warner
Rosa Valyda

Omar'a Uome
George Redman Ore
IClmcr
1>uvall St Tregg
Maxine Gregory
Jo & Ann Berkeley
Paciflo Sanict Club
A I Heath Ore
Bud. St Helene
Harriet Hillard
.(une Morgan
Buddy La Rue

Palomar
Gene Krupa
Betty Van
Bruno Weiss 3
Jack Vlaakin
Hudson Metzger OIs

Paris Inn
Pete Contrelll Oro
j>omlnlc Columbo
Ken Henryson
Sylvia & Marjorla
Conchita Toreno
Bronlee Bros
Henry Monet
Thora Maltbalson
Marguer'ita del Rio
Juan do Martinis

Seven Sea*
LoiiniS' McTntlre Or
Lily Gibson
Honolulu Dancers
Somerset House

.Tack Owens
Betty Borden

SwInc Cliib

B B. B
Clsrence Brown
b'rankie Gallaprher

Topsy's
'

Al Eldredes Oro
^'he Dee Sl.it era
June Bruner
June Brady
Betly O'Dalr
Lillias Gilbert
Laona Rice
Agnes Johnson

Troeadero
Dlclc Gaspavre Ore

CHICAGO
Bwli-Balt

Billy White Oro
Dancing Dietvlchs
Warden St Dado
Sally Joyce

Blackhnwk
Joe Sanders
Ronald St ' Roberta
Pete the Newsboy
June Glory

Chex Pareo
Jiou Holtz
Helen Morgan
Georgia Tapps
Readinger 2
Rosemary De6ring
Lillian Carmen
Henry Buase Oro

Coloslmne
Bob Tinsley
Janis Andre
Maxine DeSlion
Dorothy Walil
Willie Shore

Congress Hotel
(Caalnu)

.Tesae Crawford
Helen Crawford
Chas Carllie
Bernhardt Si G
Diai!, Don. D & D
Ton>my Trent
Variios & McDowell

Gay 90'e

(Colleen
Georgia Lucky
Lew King
Mignon
lugrld
Jules Nov It Oro
Marlon Miller

Jack KlKIiis

Harry's N. T.
Cabaret

riias Unglea Oro
Jack lr\'iiig

Yvelte

Theo Troy
Mildred Rook
3. Pariaiana
B. B. B.
Rider Sja
Palmer Sis
Dorothy Johnston

Hl-Nat
.Burns St White
Son! Shaw
Vivian Proctor
T..oris TiOrraine '

Hotel Bismarck
' (Walnut Room)
Kddle Varzos Ore
l.ucio Gai'cia
Walker »
Tlio Duanos
Desn "Murphy

Hotel Brevoort
Dorothy Duval
ICarl Smith
<:oniniodore Duo .

Joe ParlalO

UrnUe Hotel
(Gold Coast Room)
Jack Denny Ore
.St. MorMz Ice Car'l
Kit Klein
Doiigla.i Dulty
.li«bb.v Hcarn
Hotel Kgdewnter

Beach ^

(Itoiird Walk)
Bi»rjiie Cummins Or
(Moria Sutter
11 Smith Ballet
Hlll.>< C'lrcua
N.>rlhw9y *: Danilo
lAtVai'i-e Bros

Hit) el J,asu)le

(Blue Fountain
Room)

rnul' S;iblln Oro
i>oroUiy Mlll«r

'

Hotel Palmar House
(ICmulre Koiiiio

I'M'ly Ducliln Oic

Anchorage
.Vtarcella Sharkey
Manno St Strafford
ISd SIh'erglade
Sally La Marr
.Tohnny Graft Oro
Izzy Bellls
Mildred Tolle

' Club Arcade
.Tohnny Cosier
Cosier St Rich
Helen Winkle
Bill Plumrey
Jean Mason
.Toe Booth
Night Owls .Ore

Arcadia Int'l

Milton Kellem Oro
Don Renaldo Ore
Mayfatr airl.<i (8)
F.d Stlverglade
Izzy Bellis
Colletie & Barry
Kleanor'Bowers
Irma Bundel
Mario Villanl
Burton Pierce
Bellerae-Stratrord
(Planet Room)

Meyer Davis Oro
Bea Franklin Hotel

(Coral <:afe)
.Woe Jaffa Ore
Beaay the Bima'a

Deloyd McKay
>^uriel Thomas
Sasha Leonolt
Frank Hall
liCe Berg Cartel
Rose St Ray T<yto
Mayo St Marie

Cedarwood Inn
(Malaga. N. J.)

Jack Curtis
Bobby K"anp
Reds St. Curley
Clarence Micli Ore
Franky Schluth

Kmbassy Cluk
Don Pedro Oro
Lee Perrins
Helen Heath
Warwick Sis
Joyce Henry
Dorothy Deppia
Billy Lee
Pay Rey
Peggy Butler
Kversreeji Gasiaa
Henry May Ore
Billy Faye
Dolly Weillngtoa
.Miriam Bromo
Tom Barry
Kathleen May
Jay King
Harry Glyn

1583 I.«Mtiist

Bubbles Shelby
Jane Fai'rer
ICay Ijavery
Virginia Young
Nelly -Banks
Linda Ray
Peanuts Stewart
Swing Kinga Oro
Hotel Adeltfhia Root
Vincent Rlzzo Oro
Harold Knight Oro
.lohn Uppmann
A I Bernie
Robbina Fam
Vera Fern
Alfonso Berg
13arlyn Wallace
Marlora

St 3 Iicach
Clyde Hagner
Diana Ward
Agnes '£olle
8 Texas Rockets
Bvan B Fontaine '

I^mbs Tavera
Larry Mell Ore
l.lttle Rathskeller
Jack driftin Oro
l>oi-olhy Bach
George ScottI
Frances Cari'oU

Shandar & Margo
Kabn & DePinto
Pat Peri-y

Pierre's

Manny liaPorte Ore
Gates St (Maive
Doris Fields
Betsy Bain
Jack King

Rltx-Carlton
'

(Crystal Room)
Van Levis Ore
Henry Patrick

31 Club
Bill FIske Ore
Blllie Brill
Brooks 2
Gene Osborne
Lloyd Woods
Brown & Brown
Johnny Magnan

Sitrer Laka Ina
(Clementoa)

Joe Millkopf Oro
Beth Chains
Vanessl St De Lima
Le,w Hoffman
.Carolyn Dyne
'JOth Century Tavern
Lou Longo Ore
Hazel Herman
20th Cen.tury Co (6)
Frankie Hyrea
WInstead 3
J & B Adams

Parrlsh Cafe
Bobby Lee Ore
Blanche Saunders
Fats Primere
3 Parisettes
Chlokie Martin Co
Piccadilly Roona
(1S«S locust)

.Tohn Hamilton Ore

.Tackle Mablie
R'berlega WilUame
Patsy Bvans
Fats Smith
Lulu MaO
liillian Fitzgerald
Cora Green
Butkla's Rathskeller

Agnes Willis
Helene Hart
TioaU Sis
Peggy Du Van
XoUey Ramblers Or
Vrank Pontl

Stamr's Cafe
Bella Belmont
Flo Hulse
Sammy Westoa
4 'Blossoms
.Tean Le. Nolle
Kltls St Raness

Viking Safe
.Penn Fay Ore
Ijew .Foster
Kvelyn Barnes
Sis McCaJl
Harry Sweeney
Geo Harrlgan
Jack Finney
Johnny Rellly

Weber's Hot Bran
(Camden)

Louis Chalkin .Ore
Ray Miller
Lane & Carroll
Benlo Bros St Rita
SaritMi
Hugo Klee
Sid Golden
Use Hart
Bldoradians

Suaset ]nn
Ace Pancoast Ore
Betty ValloPa
Chubby Reed
Al Cornarg
Betty Scott
£dith Moulson
Barl Shaffer

Peacock Gardens
Sylvan Herman Oro
Yorktown Tavern
Billy Sein Ore

DETROIT
BluNHitiii Heath

.Terry Johnson Ore
Kdna St J Torrence
B4>ok*Cad lilac Hotel

(CuNino)
Ron Periy Ore

Oaals
Charlie Lazln Oro
AnneUe
NUliola & Sylvia
Josephine <*anipbell

Plantation
Karl Will I on Ore
Ted BliK'kinan
TiOUis Dep))e
4 Cata St Fiddle
Mae Allx
Harvey Klhel

Powltutau
Will HenderRon Ore
Reilly Sc Kniiiiett

SakH
(} Kavanagli Ore
Webster Hall Hi»4«l

(Cocktail Grill)

An Moimey Oro

The «n»at Haskell
liOla St Andre
Arcadia (iardens

Lee Walters Ore
Curly Baldwin
Ro.senjary Calvin
Henry Van Sleeden
Jerry Thomas

Chalet
>rank Fomlsh Ore
Club Continental

Clilco Reyi'.'t' Ore
Jesaie Pengra
Continental 3

>!aNiwood Gardens
Sophie Tucker
Johnny Hainp Ore
Grays! one Gardens
Clyde MoCoy Ore
} Bennelt Sis

.Teffersou Bench
Noble SIsale Ore
-Weatwaud Gardens
HiHace Hfjidt Oro

around. Over in the Tiay cities they
claim that both Los Angeles and
Salt Lake routed travelers away
from .*Frisco, citing a lack of accomo<
dations^ what with 19 front line inns
boarded up. Those that did make
the town claim they had no trouble
getting decent lodgings. Like Brook-
lyn, one doesn't encounter much
trouble finding a church.

Nite clubbers and gambling opera-
tors say that this year's take dropped
off an easy 35% over last, summer.
Even the! stockade is yelping bad
times. That dropoff is not a normal
thing, it is pointed out, because there
was plenty of soldier bonus monev
around last year.

Divorcee crop is holding up and
that's where the class niteries come
in. Three spots in the village—For-
tune, Tov/ji House and Tavern^get
the heavy play. It's not unlike
Hollywood. The grapevine soon gets
busy when Delphyne Dodge, the
,auto heiress, .or Helen Wills, takes
a card at the tango table. In no time
at all the 175 plush seats at the
Fortune are tenanted. At. 10c a
game you can mingle with the be.st
people. That continues through the
night, for the easterners here 'for
the cure' have nothing to do but
watch- the calendar. It's drink all
night and sleep through the day at
one of the thirty dude ranches with-
in a radius of 35 miles. Inasmuch
as there's really no hurry, the gala
and their pick-up acquaintances
make each drink a ceremony.

The 'Divorce Cooler' at 75c

Hy Hoffman, who knows about
those things from his stewardship
of the Troeadero and "Vendome in
Hollywood, has cooked up a six-bit
drink that gets a brisk bar play.
Fact that it's called a Divorce Cool-
er has something to do with it, too.
It's compounded of gin, absinthe and
equal portions of lemon, orange and
pineapple juice, all shaken up in a
tall glass with sparkling water and
a few trimmings that only improve
the looks of the setup. 'Another
fav with the split-ups is the iced
daiquiri. .Mixed drinks run to- about
50% of the total bar sale, with scotch
and bourbon sharing alike on the re-
mfiinder. . Barkeeps draw $7 daily
on eight-hour shifts. In the gamblr
ing.' quarters the dealers take down
$15 for their eight-hour day and pit

bosses net $25.

•Unique institution is the Town
House, across the Truckee river from
the Riverside. Rennie, who owns it

lock, stock and barrel,' not so long'
ago was a bellhop at "the Riverside.
He married well and set himself 'up
in business at this off-the-street tav-
ern. It's only a hop,, skip and a jump
from the hotel to the Town House,
and the gals "well know it. And
Charlie knows nearly all tlie new-
comers. In fact, he makes it his
biz to keep tab on the turnover. To
the natives he's Nevada's night club
king.

Tax dodgers from California ar#
providing Reno with plenty of spend-
ers. Free of nuisance taxes, the
state does require that those setting
up corporations within its borders
must hold board meetings at least

four times a year. That brings
plenty of loose spending to the town
and also gives the directors a chance
to get away for a fling. Idea is catch-
ing on and spreading inland.

Tango is perhaps the most popular
game with both natives and visitors

alike. Roulette runs second, then 21
and craps. At- the Fortune the crou-
piers are attired in. formal getup.
Word is dround that only two spots
give the sucker ah even break. One
operator as much as admits his

tables were not set up to be ^ beat.

Reno really has only two slow
months in the 12—^February and
March. In the winter, what is known
as the class mob really moves in.

That's the gang that goes for win-
ter sports.

.
Summer indux runs

heavily to trailers, but the town
never got where it is on slot ma-
chines.

Strangely enough, Reno is not a

Saturday night town. That is, in so

far as it concerns the dress mob ov

the real spenders. There's an exodus
to Cal-Neva, some 40 miles toward
Lake Tahoe, and that's where the

real soft money passes in the night.

They come in from the Tahoe re-

sorts on one side and the Reno dude
ranches on the other. Cal-Neva
(bordering on the two states) is a

class layout. Anyone that's really,

lucky can store up a lar.ge evening

for himself there.

Theatre biz around Reno and bor-

dering spots never cuts in much on

the trade. It's mostly won»en atid

children that march past the wicket.

You can always go In a siuw back

home.
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B.O. ICE ON THE CARPET
Stagehands May Jolt B way Mgrs;

Want Raise in Scale or Confab

With the new season just around

the corner, managers are likely to

face addied problems before .they can

open from unexpected sources, Pro-

ducers have been going along under

the assumption that stagehands are

satisfied with current terms, but

have been kidding themselves, it

seems, because the deckhands think

they have a boost in wages, coming.

Stage Hands union, local No. 1,

lATSE, Is trying to arrange a meet-

ing with the managers with a boost

In mind. While they don't intend

to get tough .about it, they think the

time is ripe for at least a conclave.

Managers are seemingly surprised

by the sudden move. They claim

that the stagehands are actually

getting a better break than the ac-

tors, pointing out that the lowest

paid crew member gets $50 weekly.

Also point to the fact that the musi-

cians union is not asking for any
change of terms, indicating that this

proves that managers are being

taxed sufficiently for 'labor in these

departments.
Stagehands, on the other hand,

don't feel too sure of this. They
admit that, > insofar as is known,
musicians are not complaining about

legit and are agreeable on the con-

tinuance of the present scale, but
point to the fact that musicians unr

icn gets additional coin in so-called

penalty theatres. These are houses

which dtopped orchestras for all at-

tractions and, when pit men are re-

quired for productions in them, the

scale is materially upped. Deck-
hands say they have no way of

getting any similar type of protec-

tion or leverage.

HOWARD MILLER GETS

n? EXECUTIVE BERTH

Washington, Aug. 10.

More personnel changes in the
Federal Theatre Project, paving the
way for a housecleaning in the
Southern California area, were start-

ed this week. How extensive the

shifts may be could not be learned,
although it was said that a consider-
able number of individuals will be
affected.

Principal move so far is upping of
J. Howard Miller of Los Angeles
from present post of assistant regional
chief for the Western . States to
new berth as deputy national admin-
istrator. Makes him number two
man in the theatre set-up, directly
under Mrs. Hallie Flanagan, and re-
placing William P. Farnsworth, who
has been directing the New York
activities.

Most immediate changes- will be in
Southern California, where continued
grumbling has been heard. Move to
improve conditions at this sore spot
jvill boost George Gerwing, now
local director in Los Angeles, into
the regional job formerly held by
Miller.

Scope of personnel overhauling
was under consideration this week
at headquarters but final plans are
^bject to Mrs. Flanagans approval.
Washington will mark time until she
returns from her vacation, although
both Miller and Gerwing were in
town Monday (9) conferring with
WPA execs.

Lipscomb Sailing Away

From London with Flay

London, Aug. 10.
w. P. Lipscomb, playwright, who

recently completed the script of
Beau Geste' for Paramount in
Hollywood, is here arranging to take
h's play, '90 Sails.' to America be-
cause of casting difficulties.

If the play is. produced in Holly-
'Wood, Lipscomb will seek Paul
Muni for the lead. However, if the
piece opens in New York he'll re-
open negotiation.^' lo obliiin Brian
Ahearne, who declined a previou.s
offer due to pic work.

*Story' for Curran, L. A.,

With Marj. Rambeau
San Francisco, Aug. 10.

William Hurbut's new play 'Story

to Be Whispered' has had its world
preem transferred from the Geary
theatre to the Curran, where it will

be given Aug. 19.

The change of stage, and date .al-

lows for a longer run than would be
possible at the Geary, where George
Abbott's comedy, 'Room' Service,' is

definitely booked to open on Aug. 30.

Cast includes Marjorie Rambeau,
star; Weldon Heyburn, ' Herbert
Corthell, Lester Matthews, Phoebe
Clark, Minnie Dupree, Alma Lloyd
and numerous others.

Arch Selwyn and Edgar Mac-
Gregor of New York Productions,

Inc., producers of the play, will take

'Story to Be Whispered' to Broad-
way if it hits on the Coast.

'STAR WAGON'NEW PLAY

FOR BURGESS MEREDITH

Burgess Meredith will make his

return to legit in Guthrie McClin-
tic's first production of the season,

'The Star Wagon,' new comedy
drama in prose by Maxwell Ander-
son. Sets will be by Jo Mielziner

and show will open at the Empire,
N. Y., Sept. 29, after an out-of-town

tryout. Meredith is expected from
the Coast, whiere he's finishing

'Don't Forget to Remember' for

RKO, next week for rehearsals.

Decision ends possibility of 'High

Tor' going on tour this fall. Under-
stood McClLntic figures on, playing

'Tor' and 'W^igon' in repertory, both

with Meredith, when and if the new
one hits the road after the New
York run.

McClintic's second production of

the season will likely be chosen from
either 'Blind Man's Buff,' by Dennis
Johnston and Ernest Toller, or

'Flight into China,' by Pearl Buck.

Another Pearl Buck play, 'The Em-
press,' is held by Katharine Cornell

and may be taken on her prospective

world tour. Also 'The Ivory Fan,'

Gustave Eckstein's dramatization of

his novel, 'Canary.' Miss Cornell will

begin casting it in December and
will open it in Washington March 7

for a brief tour before setting out

on her international trek. Other
plays to comprise the repertory will

be chosen from 'Romeo and Juliet,'

'Saint Joan,' 'Candida' and 'The

Barretts of Wimpole Street.'

Timberg's 'Easy' Flop

Tries Again in London

'Take It Easy,' musical starring

Herman Timberg and Barbara Blair,

is in rehearsal in London, with an
opening skedded. there before the

end of August. Show was first pro-

duced in N. Y. eight years ago by
Timberg but after a break-in in

Philadelphia never reached Broad-
way.
Last year Timberg tried to interest

London producers in reviving the

show for the English market, but no
go. Since then Miss Blair, who was
in the original production, started

to mix in high English circles and
dug up a bankroll, reportedly from
private interests.

Russ Brown (and Whitaker) last

Wednesday (4) also sailed for Lon-
don to go into the production.

Lunts on B'way Nov. 2

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
will open their new play, 'Amphi-
trion 38,' in . New York at the Shu-
bert on Nov. 2.

Piece is from the French of Jean

Giraudoux, adapted by Sam N.

Behrman and was tried ou'i, on the

West Coast for t^vo wtt'ks bc'.ove

folding for the sjiimmer.

Treasurers, Hauled Down-
town by Washington In-

terrogators— Will Fight

It Through to Highest

Court — 50% of Excess

DpeJGov't, Claimed

WHO'S GYPPING WHOM?

That portion of the admission

tax law which pertains to the gov-

ernment collecting 50% of all money
beyond 75c. over admissions' price if

collected by the manager or any of

his staff, is due to be tested in U; S.

supreme court soon. Will be fought
on the ground that it is 'discrinir

inatory and class legislation.'

When the ticket situation- was in-

vestigated, some years ago, a settle-

ment was finally arranged with the

U. S. prosecutor (Charles H. Tuttle)

making a proviso that those under
charges then would not appeal to the

higher courts no matter what dis-

position was made of the case. Now,
however, another side of the issue

has developed, what with the gov-
ernment investigating theatre b. 6.

men on the subject of 'ice,' generally

regarded as gratuities from - the

agencies.

Last weex several treasurers were
summoned to the Post Office Build-
ing, N. Y., for quizzing by emis-
saries from Washington. Latter were
very familiar with the subject of
ice. Treasurers were distinctly frank
and, when asked whether they had
ever received such gratuities, replied,
'Certainly. Who hasn't?'

Previously the ticket brokers had
been asked by the government men
whether or not they paid off the b. o.

men in that manner. Some admitted
they did, while others were evasive.
Agency books in possession of the
investigators are understood to dis-
close no such payments, but the coin
is accounted for in bulk.
Treasurers, by and large, have in-

cluded the ice in their income tax
returns, but the government now con-
tends that is not enough, and that
the b. o. should split all such coin
with the governmeiit on a 50-50 basis.

It also believes that, under the law,
treasurers should file excess receipt
forms on this coin with the collector
of internal revenues, who is supposed
to get a 50% cut.

Cite Precedent

There is a precedent in Washing-
ton, however, the treasurers contend.
Latter's argument is that they per-
form a legitimate service for the
agencies and are therefore entitled to

remuneration. Explanation is that
the b. 0. men really perform work
for the brokers, even to the point of
keeping books and the 'ice' is pay-
ment for this service. This explana-
tion was made in Washington dur-
ing a previous investigation and was
accepted there.

As for the excess money claim,

treasurers say that it is both unfair
and incorrect; No b. o. man tells

the broker how much is to be paid
for the service rendered, they point
out. This is in distinct variance with
the situation years ago; when man-
agers demanded as much as ^1 or
more per ticket over b. o. price from
brokers.

Present admission tax law was
changed from the older regulations,

which called for agencies splitting

50-50 with the government on excess
money charges. It was argued at the
time that such a ruling practically

put the government in the gyp ticket

business, so it was removed, insofar
a.v agencies are concerned. However,
that portion of it referring to

managers sharing in excess coin

with the government, was retained.

Viiat is the loophole which the gov-
ernment is now working on and that

is the clause which will be fought
by showpeople now as to constitu-

tionality. And .showpeople are .so

up.vet by it all that they insist they

j

v. ill finht it through and get it

1 clesired up once and for all.

Lazarus-King Capitulating

To Dramatists, Guild Ruling

On Disposal of 'Delano Case

'Virginia's* Crocs

Leon Leonidoff, Radio City
Music Hall producer, who's
perfonning the same chore for

'Virginia,' musical being pre-
pared for. the Center theatre,

ordered Jo Mielziner, designer,
to make room somewhere in

the production for crocodiles.

Mielziner objected, pointing
out that there were no such
reptiles in the' Virginia hills or

- valleys and that the play is al-

legedly a historically .correct

item. •

'Don't tell me,' answered
Leonidoff, 'I was there once for

two weeks.'
The crocs are in.

H[ROSE, JAP SINGER FOR

NEW JOHN GOLDEN SPEC

Tokyo, July 24.

Reported here that George Hirose,

American-born Japanese baritone,

has been offered an important part

in 'The Casket of Ten Thousand

Jewels,' said to be skedded for pro-
duction on Broadway by John
Golden and Post Wheeler. Play is

a romance based on an old Japanese
legend, and written by Wheeler, who
was formerly stationed here as

American charge d'affaires.

Hirose, who is currently appear-
ing with his wife, Naoe Kondo, at

the Yokohama Takarazuka theatre,

expects to leave for America next,

month, where he will deliver a num-
ber of lectures on the Modern Thea-
tre and Music of Japan. Will also

give several concerts in N. Y. and is

taking with him as accompanist
Katsunori Ueno, now orch leader at

the Nippon Gekijo, Toho's down-
town deluxer.

Werba Squawks on Use

Of His Name in B'kiyn

Louis F. Werba, producer, asso-

ciated with Jules Leventhal in ope-
ration of cut-rate lefeit, has regis-

tered a squawk against improper
use of his name in opnnection with
Minsky's B^rooklyn, formerly Wcr-
ba's Brooklyn, Brooklyn,. N. Y.
Werba has not operated the . house

for several years and previously
stopped the u.se of his name in con-

nection with burlesque shows there.

House then carried the Minsky tag

until the recent hurley sloughing,

when authorities ruled to limbo the

name of Minsky. Brooklyn house
reopened with a picture policy and
put out the Werba name again.

Werba has petitioned operators to

take it- down.

First case of open rebellion by a

member of the Dramatists dtuild.

against the organization as regards

much-fought contract rtiay come to

a peaceful end this week when Mil-

ton Lazarus and Rufus King make
disposition of their play, 'The Delano
Case.' There are three picture com-
panies allegedly interested in buying
the play outright and the authors
are trying to make up their minds
whether or not to sell,

Difficulty comes from the foct that
Lazarus thinks he can get production
for the play with motion picture
financing if it were not for the Guild
contract, which picture people are
boycotting. He had an offer to this

effect from at least one picture com-
pany and tried to get it done sans
Guild contract, or with an exception
by the Guild. Latter nixed, Lazarus
then butning and writing letter to
the Tlme9 about it, claiming that
lesser-known • dramatists are caught
in between by the new contract
>which, he alleges, favors name play-
wrights.

Behind the scenes there was more
to it than that. Lazarus thinks he
has a bona flde picture production
offer; the Guild does not. After he
got a turn-down from the Guild for
a production oh any but the basic
agreement rules, he asked whether
he could resign from the Guild and
have the play done his own way. He
was told that such a move was
within his rights but, if he attempted
it, he would have to stand by the
consequences. In other words, it was
intimated he might not be able to
rejoin th^ Guild afterwards. That
stopped, the resignation talk, seem-
ingly.

There is nothing to prevent any
picture company from producing
plays by other than Dramatists Guild
contracts. Producers who do this,

however, and dramatists who do Ihi.s,

are put on the 'unfair list,' and none
has yet been found who dares at-
tempt this.

After thinking it over, Lazarus was
still in a dilemma early this week.
He does not wish to quit the Guild,
ffeoling that in the long run it is to
his advantage to stick, no matter
what is the momentary situation.
Also there has sprung . up in two
regular managerial offices, he has
learned, interest in his play. He
would rather have it done as a legit
pr^or to selling for pictures. If he
capnot get a legit production in nor-
mal legit channels now, he has de-
cided, he will simply sell outright
to ^pictures, but sans production as
a t)lay.

Wald*s Tin Pan Alley

Satire Mebbe for Abbott
Jerry Wald, Warner Bros, scenar

ist, east huddling wijh Rudy Vallee
on the latter's next WB filmusical,

hopes to clo.se a Broadway play pro
duction deal with George Abbott.
Wald's piay is a satire on tin pan
alley titled 'Vamp 'Til Ready.' Ab-
bott is supposed to be interested.

Whether there will be WB participa
tion on the production must be
worked out.

It's primed for Sam Levene find

Teddy Hart.

Smith's Own Play
Robinson Smith, who is as:-oci;ited

with Eddie Dowling in MHurjce
Evan.«' revival of 'Richard IJ." is

planning a solo legit venture with

j

'Gcnllemnn Unknown,' jitw fonrt'cly
' by A, A. Milne.

2 MORE TAKE IT' COS.

MAKE 4 TOURING NOW

Two additional road companies of
'You Can't Take It With You' are
being readied by Sam H, Harris.
One opens next week (17) at A.s-
bury Park, N. J., following into
Atlantic City a week later and then
to Boston for a run.
Another company is being cast

and 3et to open at Wilmington, Del.,
Sept. 13. This makes four companies
in all of the Kaufman-Hart cojnedy
smash, the original currently at the
Booth, New York, and second -com-
pany at the Harris, Chicago.

Henderson-Winwood in

Coward-Lawrence Group

Robert Henderson has acquired
i road rights to Noel CowardV pl::y-

let group, 'Tonight at 8..30,' i^nd is

sLtting a western tour with the v»fPt
coa.st as ultimate destination.
Henderson will appear in iho for-

mer Coward assignment wtih Eslelle
Winwood taking over tlic Gertrude
Liiwrence roles.
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Summer Theatres

AT THE THEATRE
Ogunquit, Me., Aug. 5.

[ the three casket trick iii the 'Mer-
i chant of Venice.'

Again, to show how far from orig-
(•iin)(><iy In tiiree mia {four_wone:«) hy

|
inality the piece is, an eclipse of the

• JJiirt- e,,n ie iicorl fn awo +hA Or!«»ntalc into1.iiinvlir> Taylor, preseiiled by AValtoi'

win- ,ii ^'oliit))- theatrp, OBUnqult. Me.. Aui?,

r>, Hi.:y[-it J.nurelle Taylor. DlreciPil iiy

Jn(<ii rcirktiulrick-. Sots, David Ashei'm;i i».

Mhi-Io .SxnrDrrt , Laurctle Tuylor
'Arlhm Asliloy , ..IjlUlan l'\>.sl.->r

.I.it k |:(..s:u-r ..Stlnno Braefflol 1

1

Vliliviij-d Siiillh.'!<)n AVUllam .Swcilan<l

Kliliiinl 'rt'sKjLfi- ......Curl BciUon (iolil

Mull Siii'iiri« ....Damlan O'Flynii
Airi-.^'dii I.ojeuiie. Lang-aon Clpcr

Shiii -.William Roehrlilc
Hi-l.Mip Evelyn ClievUI'Jt

("liuiifii»ur , FlBke Onvt'.

I):M>liiie Jinnvn I'hylU.s Thaxler
Frances lOdKurd. Eloise KhWiloii
JaineH Morroii. . . ; Bobln Thoniaa
Miiiy Huliies. ..Olga ]>esohey
Jji i-ksou Tftwne Harold AVti x
\ViHluiii .Sl.ivrfit... Peter Carhaiil
]';j|-/SHiit>(li Atiiion ..Madelcln(> Hoolpy
Ot4ier Ulrl JlU aieni

Laurette Taylor has a rich theatri-

cal experience behind her. It is . not
surprising, then, that she can turn

sun is used to awe the Orientals into

a frame of mind that permits Mvhat
happens to happen. Which was done
in Marie Twain's 'Connecticut
Yankee.'
Considering all this, it is safe to

surmise that 'Princess Turandot' will
not go fir, nor tarry long. Bunch
of mountebanks from Italy, headed
by none too devout a priest, are
pinched in Peking and sentenced to
have their heads Chopped off because
they are Christians. Wily priest , is

somewhat of an astronomer and
plans to make his appeal to the em-
peror just at the time of the eclipse.
He puts on a show that convinces
the emp that he is the McCoy.
Royal household embraces Christian-
ity, the fakers are elevated to high

. , .... ~, J .position, and they set to work to get
out a delightful comedy which affords the man-hating princess to wed be-
several players very tasty roles and fore the old man kicks off.
offers to prospective producers 4 she rebels, but consents to accept
piece that, with proper casting as her consort a blue-blooded guy
should garner important money at

| ^an answer three riddles she
the box office. This one will almost

| proposes, with the proviso that un-
certainly reach Broadway.

| successful contestants forfeit their
Combining the technique of a noodles. Right away the gates of the

play-withm-a-play, with the love tri- - •> -

this, they become state's evidence
and upset Charlie's story completely.
So the murderer is saved only by
the confession of the wife of the
slain man, who cannot^ stand to see
an innocent man convicted.
Balance of the play is devoted to

proving and" disproving conflicting

theories outside tne court room and
the matter is finally settled when old
Judge Livingstone, who always sends
flowers to his dead horse when tight,

learns that the the last such occasion
was the night of the murder and that
he was accompanied by Charlie.

Charlie's part 'is the meatiest in
the play and requires an expert.
Character roles offer opportunity for

Elenty of real work, but Percy Kil-
ride's work is distinctly outstand-

ing.

Play looks very definitely like
Broadway material and flexibility of
pl6t, which would allow for any
amount of building, shaping and add-
ing to, makes it a natural for pic-
tures. Posey.

angle, and sonie juicy characteriza-
tions added for spice^ 'Theatre' is a
charming, casual comedy, loaded

• with ' bright, refreshing humor and
wit that thoroughly sustains avid in^

terest.
Opening scene is a bare stage

-with Producer Tessler (Carl Benton
Reid) chattiag with Playwright Ed-.

ward Smithson (William Shetland)
over a revision demanded by the
temperamental star. Arline Ashley
(Miss Foster). Marie Sanford (Miss
'Taylor), an associate director and
head of a junior group of players,
puts, in an early appearance and
conducts an audition of the appren-
tices. Obviously, this is little more
than an excuse to give the appren-
tices of this strawhat colony an op-
portunity to appear with profession-
als, and their several little skits,

while okay, contribute nothing to the

city become decorated with the
heads of those who tried but failed.
Eventually a former mysterious
riiember of the original gang floats
in and, through the

. connivance of
his buddies, solves the riddles.

Princess tries to squeal out of 'the
compact at first, but after the play-
wrights get through with her she
tumbles head over heels in love with
the puzzle-solver, who discloses his
identity as a prince of some foreign
land.

Star part is a natural for Anna
May Wong, although she is a little

awkward at times, both as to action
and expression. There is np adverse
criticism for the balance of the cast,
even though some of its members
lean strongly to the burlesque side
in their comedy.

Sets, designed by John Koenig, are
unusually elaborate for the poison

plot. Only one of this group blends j

ivy circuit. Chinese costumes are
into the main plot, in a bit part near \

worn by all the characters. Craw.
the finish.

Note to film scouts: Give Phyllis
Thaxter (an apprentice) the o.o. as
a new face possibility.
Story concerns Marie and Arline,

two actresses who have been friends
since childhood. Arline is all set to

marry, her leading man, Jack, when
he chances to fall in love with Marie.
Marie, bluff and hardboUed, cannot
help feeling an answering emotion,
but she keeps it hidden and puts up
an elaborate pretense of being en-
gaged to another man. Eventually
Arline sees throufth the ruse. Taking
a firm hold on herself, she gets over
her infatuation for Jack, runs off to
Paris and buys herself a gigolo. Now
that Arline is • satisfied. Marie con-
fesses her love for Jack and agrees
to marry him.
Not a novel yarn, particularly, but

the dialog, fresh and fimny, and the
human characterizations of the two
actresses help immeasurably. Of
course the theatre atmosphere is

perfect, and the naturalness carries
over into- most of the acting. Miss
Taylor, in fact, seems not to be act-
ing at all. Her Marie is a grand
performance, and it is complemented

. by the shrewd trouping' of Lillian
Foster as Arline. The pair of them
together are a perfect team.

Stiano Braggiotti is thoroughly
satisfactory in the not too taxing
assignment of Jack. William Swet-
land, as a harassed author; Carl Ben-
ton Reid. as a director, and a num-
ber of other adept players, including
Damian O'FIyrih, Langdcn Geer,
William Roehrick, Phyllis Thaxter
and Madeleine Hooley meet slighter
demands adequately.
John Kirkpatrick has done a nice

job of directing against bright sets
by David Asherman. Fox.

MISCAST
.Buck Hill, Pa., Aug. 6.

.'V. drama In thrae act.s by Cornelia Stab-
ler GItlam; directed by Ralph Pendleton
arid managed by William l<\ I.iaporte, Jr.
Presented by the Buck Hill playem in the
auditorium oC the- Inn at Buck Hill Falls,
Pa.
Mrs. Snowden. Sally Thompson
Rufe .Malcolm Laws
Mr. Norrls Louta Uay
Robert Tyler Frank Webb
Paul Wnrren..' Arthur Weld
Julie Tyler -...Nell O'Dity
Sum Herman George' Ijlnton
Patay Paret .

. , Polly Wood-
David Weeton John Becker

Princess Turandot
Mt. Kisco, N. Y., Aug. 5.

Trunftd'y buHed on old play by Carlo doy.y.l.

In Uvik ucta (alx Scenes) by John Oeranl
and Ti*wreii('e Tjitn^ner.' Presented by llHy
* Skinnpr, u-ndor direction"TJT D(iy Tullle' ni
WeaicUeiiter i'laybouse, Ml. Kincu, N. V.,

Auff. 2. '.-IT.

Piiiilalonn , ...Predferlo Toners
;

Kitli-r ltlcrl ; Ted Tenjey
|

Biiml»Hrdi>n 31. C'lair Biiylleld
|

Hixrli'qiiln Jjtck Col^' •

CDliiinbine VlrBlnla iMIll.'r
'

Yuan JuK^s Schnddl !

I'lxMi'ui lolKM- Riiy. J.^.'iinlM
1

..Mdtuni, ]<;ini>priir ot China..McKuy Mtinht ;

Tm-Hiidnt, hl.s dauKhter. . . .Anna May Wtm^r
Zrllina Phyllis linii;;iiT
A'iRliiia. AnKU ICuc/.nU

|

Citlav ...Vincent i'rii-M
i

I'H I'll Clarence I>i>rwcm
Si tilrlna ,

.

DAY IN THE SUN
• Mt. Gretna, Pa., Aug. 5.

Play In three acts by Kdward Sanimis
and Krnest V. Heyn, directed by Hlchard
Rankin; aet. Jack Boigler; presented by
K. A, Scott at. Theatre In the Woods, Mt.
Orelna, Pa.

U'i^'U* .^."'^l"*'"
• ^'"fy Kilbride

Kd. JHubbell Halph Chambers
*'<^rt Hubbell Melba Palmer
J. p.- Cralwhaw i^uls Tanno
Brickie Hubbell Warren BryanAnn Sujnner Beth Marion
Gloria Crabshaw Patsy Light
Judne Llvlnustone...... Phil Tead

J<5hn Handfoid
Dick Blanchard Jack Easton
Mai lin Mallon Richard Rankin

Howard .Klsk

*",".f
• .Tack Boyd

XuZ^T^ A

'

^ary Bear
Jll.-^s McCIean jean Arden

This play, first by a team of au-
thors w. k. in other fields, is well
plotted, arid although sketchy at
places, is well sustained by beauti-
fully written dialog. Lines through-
out are splendid. Aimed at the deep,
low laughs, of the more sincere na-
ture, they click throughout,
. Acts one and three can't be im-
proved upon, but the second act is
too light and allows the play to sag.
In itself, it is smooth enough, but
doesn't have sufficient punch. Au-
thors, however, have gone into hid-
ing and will probably emerge with
a new act two. Revised version may
include a court room scene, although
the authors made a .special effort to
keep away from, that;

Story centers around the efforts of
Charlie Sumner to demonstrate that
it IS possible to retire without funds
on the good graces of a brother-in-
law and sister, provided you retire

:

in a small town, own the house in
which the family lives, and are
pretty good at contests.

Charlie's yen for entering con-
I
tests, though- never winning, led

i

him to keep an accurate record of
;
the whole string and enter them in a
ledger. Record, in turn, leads him

I

into the most shining spot of his
!
career, chief defense witness for a

I man accused of murder.
I Latter, arrested for a murder that

I

had occurred a year and a half
! earlier, said he could not possibly
;

have been at the murder scene be-
cause, oh the given night, he was in
the little town where Charlie lived
reading in the public library. Charlie
said he remembered the man and
orfered his recollections of the occa-
sion to prove the alibi. He had been

Cornelia Stabler Gillam, who last
year gave us the humorous 'Where's
the Fire?' brings forth a sterling
drama with enough comedy ifor bal-
ance and plenty of punch all around.
Although all the actioa takes place
in one setting, one never tires of the
same scene, so expertly does the
plot unfold and the interest mount.
Rather than a stage production of
any duration, one envisions for this
neat little trick some Hollywood in-
terest, so diversified are its ramifica-
tions.

At the death of Robert Tylei-'s
mother, the domineering house-
keeper, Mrs. Snowden, assumes full
authority in the managing of. the
farm. When Robert marries the
actress Julie and brings her home
to the farm, great is the indignation
of Anna (Mrs. Snowden) who is

secretly in love with Robert and
considers Julie an intruder. Taking
advantage of every opportunity to
browbeat and undermine the morale
of poor Julie, Anna's malicious
nature is especially evident in her
unkind thrusts at Julie'^ inability to
be a mother in the true Tyler tradi-
tion. Julie's spirit cracks under the
strain and she suffers a breakdown,
during which convalescence she
writes a play. Robert, deeply in
love with' his wife and oddly un-
aware that Anna is carrying the
torch for him, secretly negotiates to
have the play produced, -the financ-
ing of which to come from the sale
of his highly valuable antiques in
which his farmhouse abounds.
Anna discovers Robert's intentions

and also that his house guest, Paul
Warren, is in love with his wife and
has been meeting her clandestinely.
In a scene fraught with emotion she
forces Julie to promise -to leave her
husband and return to the stage
after the tryout of her new play.
The ancient Tyler temper asserts

itself with Julie's play a grand suc-
cess and with Anna's complete
capitulation. So instead of running
away, Julie remains as mistress of
her estate.

The capable cast was especially
enhanced by the excellent portrayals
of Mrs. Snowden by Sally Thomp-
son; Robert Tyler by Frank Webb;
and Julie Tyler by Nell O'Day. Miss
O'Day .of stage and screen successes
will soon appear at Newport opposite
Alexander Kirkland. Jaye.

up a contest . that evening
in the library preparing it

g. His diary backs tip the

.Rachel Sewajl i finishing
l'rlt«.Mt .liRninr (Mark I anrf
Cii.iida. . ..William Browning:, Krod >fi.Mshii I .

,. ...^jV.^^
A-Hiniluger-i ...G. Ogsbury, P. Klavuii • mailing. ^ ^

. story and he becomes the man of the
Look.<; like William Shakespeare 'lOLir. basking in the hotel in the

has a clear case of plagiarism against ,* bounty seat at the defense's expense,
Goxzo (1720-1806) et al. Unles.s.

.-l.
.

,

. as

may be the case, they all got their

ideas from an ancient scripter lost

to pop fame in the obscurity of an-
tiquity. Anyway, 'Turandot' re-

minds amazingly of 'Taming of the

Shrew, for the story of the present
play concerns the transformation of

a Chinese princess from a man-hat-
ing and obstinate child to a kind and
loVins sweetheart and docile daugh-
ter. Likewise, a la Shakespeare, her
suitor is selected by a variation of

being interviewed and creating all of
the uproar he had always yearned
lor.

This is a bit irksome for the
biother-jn-law and sister, who have
no fondness for Charlie's contests
and not much more for Charlie him-
self, so- they check his story and de-
cide that the night of the murder
was not the night Charlie finished
the contest in the library but the
niifiit he ate too much fried chicken
and fell oft the couch. Armed with

MANY MANSIONS
Stockb ridge, Mass., Aug. 8.

T)ran>a In two acts, fifteen scenes by
Kckert Goodman and Jiile.s Ktrkert Good-
man. Musical score c.ompo.ted by Milton
JiUuk; staged by Wm. Miles; .tetlinga by
('harl».«i Hold«n; t>)-e.<iented at the Berkshire
Playhouse, under the direction ot Wllllain
Miles, at Slockbrldge, Mass., Aug. 7, '37.

.V2.4r. lop. /
Peter Bi-ent , Alexander Kirkland
Rey. Roger Crandall Gage Clark
Fldgar .Brent J. Barney Klelnschmldt
Mcs. Brenl.. Arlene HoiTman
Martha Brent
George. Grahniu...
Dick Barton
Jo.-^ii Hollld.
.lack Worlhlngion
Bob Kdinond.s
H:irvey Philips. .

.

Spencer WInlon
Morgan Grange.'
Dea n Kediiiond
BHhop (iraves. , ,

Mrs. Roberts
r>r. Josiali Ward
Rev. Charles Haiinnond
Whitlaker.
ICiy
UllH
IVtrosinri
Inspect or Wnrren ,

Miss T.Hwreitce
Bishop .lordaii .

.

Kll^ubelh Young
. . . . .Theodore Henry

.Alexander Claris

.....T'Mnra Campltell
...Peter Van Buren
... i . .Stanley il-lonlsn

Maurice tjister Hunt
. . . . ( MiiU'les yedWick

T)udley Darling
Robert Allen

, . , . Robert M. H orris
Klleii Hall

IjAwIs Murliii
...Kdninnd (leorge
.(.Charles Northrup

'Heleii 'HiDolvs
.Mancv 'Donaldson

Ilobi'i l Allen
. . . . Illclmrd Abert

,
Mary Wickea

.Charles S->d3«'lck
Clerk .lohn .Miivliew

Already slated for Broadway this

fall, 'Mansions' Will doubtless niake
a big splash on the Big Stem; will
probably be acclaimed by press and
public alike.
Viewed at this strawhat on clos

ing night of a week's .tryout, this
piece looks ready to be ti-ansported
almost intact to the big boards with
every assurance that it will remain
there for a good, solid run.
Commercially its only handicap Is

that it deals with religion, but a
barrier that will soon be surmounted
when the word-of-mouth gets around,
for, although religion is its theme,
and the authors have an axe to grind,
it is so supeibly and plausibly writ-
ten that it will appeal to both church-
goers and agnostics alike. Further,
it carries a wallop, is spiced with
good comedy relief, and is made of
the stuff that should encdurage table
talk and drawing room -discourses
on its merits.

Aiming at no particular denomina-
tion of the church, 'Mansions' traces
the exciting career of a young mdn
who 'gets the call,' enters the church
almosi against his own will, tries to
practice the teachings of Christ as
he interprets them, runs afoul , of
stodgy, conservative superiors, is. un-
frocked, but remains unshaken in
his fundamental faith in the need of
liberal interpretation of God's word
in a modern world.

'When Peter Brent (Alexander
Kirkland) confides in his friend, Rev.
Robert Crandall (Gage Clarke) that
he has decided to study for the clergy
and is ready to make any sacrifice,
the young minister asks: 'Even
martyrdom?' 'Yes, even martyrdom,
if necessary.'

'Well, martyrdom is not needed.
It's the petty thing$ that will bother
you,' replies Rev. Crandall. The ad-
vice is souhd.

His wealthy father disapproves of
his decision, his mother is lukewarm,
his sister somewhat encouraging.
These are relatively unimportant, be-
cause he cannot resist the urge to
enter the church. However, bidding
Joan Hollis (Flora Campbell), whom
he loves dearly, goodbye for the
three years he will have to devote
to theological study, is very impor-
tant.' The strife between his noble
sincere intentions towards the'church
and his love for the girl supplies
the theme for a beautiful, believe-
able love story through the play.

The petty things, the politics and
the materialistic ramifications of ec-
clesiastics soon manifest themselves
in theology school. There is Spencer
Winton (Charles Sedgwick), called
'Stinky' by his inates, with reason,
who tattles to the dean. There is

the dean, himself, who rules with an
iron hand, and whose idea of justice
is to pray for the y'oung student who
gets drunk under the strain of cram-
ming for exams, then dismiss him
from the school. In befriending his
schoolmate, Peter loses a chance at a
scholarship, but he sticks by the
guns, ,

In a bull session at divinity school
he hears from one of the boys: 'We
get up and preach this stuff, but we
know there's a lot of bunk in it.' And
this theoi-y: 'Usually a fellow goes to
divinity school because he seeks a
safe, soft -job, pr because of family
tradition, or because he is. sexually
queer and seeks escape.*

By the time Peter has graduated,
Joan has married a mutual friend.
He grits his teeth and digs Into de-
veloping a career. Seeking to attract
young men and women back to the
church, Peter . arranges a dance at
one of his early churches, but arouses
the ire of his superior, Dr. Ward
(Lewis Martin) who has him trans-
ferred to another parish. His modem
ideas do not blend with those of
any of his other senior pastors, and
he is transferred several times be-
fore he opens up a mission in the
slums of a city. When he befriends
an innocent girl, the police report
him to his bishop and arrest him for
obstructing justice. This leads to his
unfrocking, but not until he has
blasted the static administration of
the bishop and the 'brotherhood of
pious mouthers of words.'

At a trial before the elder clergy,
Peter, now disgusted with his' inabil-
ity to practice Christianity without
compromising and kotowing to
vestrymen and monied subscribers,
says nothing in rebuttal to charges
(some true, some untrue) made by
his former superiors. But when Rev.
Crandall breaks in on the trial and
voices his confidence in Peter's lib
eral philosophies, the unfrocked
cleric finally shoots the works in a
smashing scene that closes the play
with a bang.

Brilliant playwriting; ace direction,
inspired acting all combine to make
this production ring true.
Kirkland has a firm grasp on his

powerful, sympathetic role, all the
way; Miss Campbell scores heavily
as the girl; Clarke is entirely con
vincing as the understanding con
fldant; Maurice Lister Hunt is very
good in the role of a slightly cynical
divinity student; Sedgwick is okay as
'Stioky'; Robert H. Harris makes 'em
writhe at his interpretation of the
bishop who advises the graduating
theologs to bring new blood into the
church, then practices the reverse
theory; Lewis Martin is very good
as a crusty, hypocritical pastor; Ed
mund George is excellent as i

shrewd, fairly regular minister who
plays politics and compromisejs often
to seek the path of least resi.stance
In the administration of his parish.
Eden Hall, in a minor role of a
femme parishioner .seeking more than
just consolation and advice from the
handsome Peter, supplies a highlight
in the production.

Incidental music, written for the
electric organ by Milton Lusk, be-
tween- the la episodic scenes, is ex-
cellent, and well played by Hans
Hanke. Fox.

All of a Summer Evening
HolyoHe, Mass., Aug. 5.

Farce in three acta (four scenes) by-
Homer Llttlfl and My)a Jo Clusaer: pre-
sented by I'^ederal Theatre Project at Mt
Park Casino, Holyoka, Mass., Aug. 4, '37*

Staged by WlUard Dasblell, Set, Antdoiiy
Schael'er.

Junior ...Peter Cuito
Fergus .Sidney Manstteld
Zoe Drake ....Grace O'Leary
Peter Drake, Sr Frank Chariton
Babs Walker Kleanor Klemmer
T..enny O'NeJl Frank Sulllvua
Hiram Holl..... Frank O, Mayo
Blrbal .Charles TaglLivlni
Ban Bonaparte .Robert Burnsi
Ann., Cella Hart
The Lion ...Jaclt Langlol'*

'Summer Evening,' premiered in
an amusement park (25c. top), is
only spasmodically sustaining in this
environment. It is not likely, there-
fore, that the piece -would have a
chance with the $3.30 mob, unless
&6me smart producer uses it as a
book for a rnusical. In that direc-
tion lies hope.
Basic idea is very good and bulg-

ing with possibilities: a rib of .the
big game hunters. Authors hardly
scraiiie the surface, unfortunately,
and they try to stretch out one comic
incident into an evening's entertaih-
ment. Roughly, it's this: Peter
Drake, Sr., retiredi famous big game-
ster, has a husky, capable wife, Zoe,
and an aesthetic photographer for a
son. Hiram Hall, a second-rate,
phony, jungle trekker, visits 'Jungle-
ria,' the Drakes' Connecticut esUte.
Drake will put up $20,000 if Hall
will call his next African jaunt the
Hall-Drake Expedition and take
Junior along as cameraman. Drake
wants his boy to carry on the Drake
name in

.
the tropics, and this looks

like the opportunity to make him
give up photographing bees, birds
and flowers.

Just as the deal is set, and Junior
finally agrees to join the expedition,
an animal trainer from a nearby
circus bursts into the trophy room,
seeking the aid of Drake and his
friends in the capture of an escaped
lion. With much flourish, Drake or-
ganizes a party for the search, and
with an 'On, safari!' leaves Junior
behind. Needless to say. Junior, cap-
tures the lion on his own back porch,
whil$ the synthetic safari -flounders
around the underbrush of the neigh-
borhood.
There are a few clever lines, io.sh-

ing the big game business, and the
posing of the two hunters are at
times humorous, as well as their
petty jealousies and constant delight
in relating jungle experiences, but a
great quantity of the keenest wit
will have to be injected into this
ahaemic structure of words before it

begins to breathe.
Standouts in the cast are Grace

O'Leary, as the explorer's hefty
mate; Sidney Mansfield, as Fergus,
the family retainer who' shot most
of the big game on the Drake ex-
peditions; Frank Mayo, as the rival
explorer; Frank Charlton, as the
great "Drake, playing the role with
just a bit too much restraint; and
Peter Curto, as Junior, convincing
most of the way as the pale youth
who shows distaste for the raw meat
lore of his parents.-
Miss Klemmer in a principal role

(an ebullient, obstreperous young
woman crowding Junior for ro-
mance) handles her lines like a dra-
matic school studeht, retarding the
already lethargic pace. ' Fox.

ACCIDENTAL FAMILY
Dennis, Mass., Aug. S.

Comedy in three acta by Seymour
OSross; Julie Haydon featured; staged by
Arthur Sirconi: sets, Kugene C. Fitscli.

At Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass., Aug.
2, '37.

Moinaij^ ..."Blvelyn Vai^leit

Poppy Walter N. (Jraezin,

Julian ....Norman Stuart
r^any Reed McClelland
Sylvia Strong .Tulle Haydon
Charlie Richard f'ai'Ison

Iris Martha Scolf.

Butch Otto Hulelt
Orncer Kd wards Bdward Butler
.1 hi) .Fred Sear.<

Clancy Dudley Hawlej'

For a first try, 'Accidental Family*
is not at all a bad job. Author Sey-
mour Gross has worked up a light

comedy with many funny situations,

but it will need much revising be-
fore anything can be said about
Broadway.
Revision will have to come in the

first and third acts. In the first act

the author is rather vagUe in motive.
Audience is kept preoccupied, al-

most up to curtain time trying to

find the motivation, when it should
be concerned with getting a full

measure of laughs out of the brittle

dialog. Third act looks as though
it fairly races to the climax, when
a more leisurely pace and a clearer

exposition of situations would be
more effective.

Story stems from the adventures
of five unemployed actors who take

over the town house of A wealthy
family in the West Fifties, in New
York, and proceed to make them-
selves comfortable while waiting for

Lady Luck to smile again. '

Quintet includes Mr. and Mrs.

Walter Gibbons, husband-wife-team.
Former is Poppy to the other mein-
bers of the accidental family. He i3

a loquacious, but likeable person.

His wife, Mommy, is continuously

strutting, living in the glories of tha

past. Then there is Julian, an em-
bryonic playwright with radical

ideas. Larry, the other male mem-
ber of the family, is' a song-wnter
and always talking about that musi-

(Continued on page 58)
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Unity of Stage Unions Seen As

Solid Front Bloc Against CIO

Formation of an all-inclusive

alignment of various performer and

technical unions in the different

branches of show business will

probably not take place before fall,

at the earliest. Proposal was given

preliminary approval last week by

reps of a number of the groups that

would be involvfed, but nothing

definite was decided and the matter

Was set aside until later.

Bodies, that have tentatively

okayed through their reps the ideas

are the Screen Actors Guild. Actors

Equity, the new American Federa-

tion of Radio Artists, American

GiHld of Musical Artists, the Inter-

national Alliance of Theatrical Stage

Employees, and the American Fed-

eration of Musicians. Informal dis-

cussions took place last week, with

all those present strongly favoring

such action.

What is holding up the plan at

present is the unsettled state of sev-

eral of the bodies with their own
affairs. The reorganization of the

Associated Actors and Artistes of

America, comprising the SAG, AEA,
AFRA and AGMA, for instance, is

occupying the entire attention of

those groups. In addition, the AFRA
is up to its ears with its drive to

organize the radio performer field

nationally, while the AGMA is busy

preparing to take over the charter

of the Grand Opera Artists Associa-

tion of America, besides also taking

an active hand in co-operatirtg with

the AFRA radio campaign.
Before leaving for Chicago last

week, George Browne, lATSE prez,

stated publicly that his organization

favored the proposal. AFM, how-
ever, has its hands full at present

with its drive against the use of

recorded music by radio. Joseph

N, Weber, AFM head, has expressed

himself as for the plan. But its

ultimate adoption is figured largely

up to him, since the AFM is one of

the largest and most deeply en-

trenched unions in show business.

Not so far identified with the gen-

eral get-together of the show busi-

ness groups, but figured as possible

candidates are the Screen Directors

Guild and the Authors League of

America, with its affiliated Screen

Writers Guild, Dramatists Guild,

Authors Guild and Radio Writers

Guild,
Idea behind the tie-up of the va-

rious groups is to stymie any move
by the CIO to get inside show busi-

ness. With all the above groups,

except the Authors League (which

is officially independent of any

other group, but generally works at

least in sympathy with the .others)

affiliated with the American Federa-

tion of Labor, the CIO has a slim

chance of horning into the picture.

Still, it's figured, that chance would
be even slimmer if there were a

working agreement among all the

bodies. Also, in case of hostilities

with the . Broadway or Hollywood
producers or the broadcasters, a

unified front would insure imme-
diate victory.

Connelly^s Duo

Marc Connelly will probably be
represented on Broadway next sea-
son by, two plays, one of his own
production and one on the Theatre
Guild list.

Latter is an adaptation of a
French pliay. Other is an original

merely in the outline shape but
which Connelly hopes to have com-
pleted by about November. Figures
on doing it himself as quickly as

possible.

Connelly returns from Hollywood
next week to get started on a road
company of 'Having Wonderful
Time,' since the current N, Y. show
is expected to hang on indef.

RAINMCKS

nSTAIXOSS

Central Gty Backers

Satisfied Even Though

In Red on 'DolFs House'

Schenectady, N. Y., Aug. 10.

The unusually rainy weather,
coupled with chilly nights, during
the month of July, had some effect

on the attendance at the Mohawk
Drama Festival, Union College

Campus, but despite this, admissions
totalling 13,810 were recorded for

the first four weeks. The top audi-

ence numbered 1,720, for a perform-
ance of 'The Farmer Takes a Wife,'

which, although a period play, was
the only one of recent Broadway
vintage carded for the 1937 Festival.

Normal capacity is 1,500 in the out-

door theatre.

The season's final piece, offered

for the sixth week, ' is 'Bourgeois

Gentleman,' with general director

Charles D. Coburn in the leading

role. Rosalind Ivan, William Post,

Jr., Donna Earl, Mary Hutchinson,

Fairfax Burgher, Roland Bottomley,

Le Roi Operti, John Burke, Henry
Buckler, Viola Patterson, Richard
Sisson, Hal James and Hugh Norton
have the other speaking parts. Fifty

dancers take part in 'Turkish Ballet,'

staged by the Marmein Sisters.

Both last and this year, the festi-

val opened with a Shakesperean
opus and closes with a Moliere com-
edy. Sheldon Cheney, the final guest

lecturer, spoke Sunday night on 'The

Theatre in a Changing World.' Di-

rector Coburn will bring the series

to a close next Sunday evening (.15).

Denver, Aug. 10.

Central City backers, as well as
the guarantors, are enthused at the
lower deficit this year. Although the
gross at the three-week run of 'A
Doll's House' was considerably less

than last year, production costs were
down, resulting in less red ink.

Gross
,
ran about $25,000 this year

as against around $32,000 last. The
play opened to . a practical sellout
this year, then dropped for a week
but built during the last two. Word
of mouth, praising the play after it

had been under way for a week,
was credited for the pickup.

Across from the Teller House,
where the night club ^ was housed,
old fashioned square dances were
staged whenever the croAvd wanted
them. Richard Aldrich, N. Y. pro-
ducer, staged the affair and coordi-

nated all of the Central City ac-

tivities.

Jed Harris produced and directed
'DoU's House' with the following
cast: Ruth Gordon, Walter Slezak,

Dennis King, Sam Jaffe, Inga. Hill,

Margaret, Waller, Hope Landin and
Harold Johnsrud.

PERKINS GETS LEAD

IN GGLDEN'S 'SUSAN'

Osgood Perkins gets the male lead
in 'Susan and God,' new Rachel
Crothers play for John Golden pro^
duction, with Gertrude Lawrence
starred.

Kenneth Thomson, executive sec-

retary of the Screen Actors' Guild,
was offered the role and wanted it.

He didn't want to take more than a
three months' leave of absence from
his SAG task, however, and Golden
insisted on a run of the play con-
tract.

Golden figures 'Susan* will run
more than three months and doesn't

want to have to change leading men
in mid-season.

Going Out!

First of the past season holdovers
figured to span the summer but
succumbing to the heat is 'Tovaritch,'

Gilbert Miller's production of a
French Import, which will give up
Saturday night (14) at the Plymouth
after 42 weeks.
Show was a click practically all

Take It' Still Big

$11,000 in Chi, 27th

Week; 'Bro. Rat' Due

Chicago. Aug. 10.

Town now waiting fo,r 'Brother

Rat,' due in on Aug. 22 at the Sel-

wyn. Next door, at the Harris. 'You
Can't Take It with You' continues,

going into its 27th week. Little fluc-

tuations in the biz, rarely more than

one or two grand.
WPA gets a new set of shows

shortly. 'Lonely Man' scrams the

Blackstone on Saturday (14) and will

be replaced by lineup of three one-
acters. 'O Say Can You Sing?' slated

for Great Northern exit Aug. 21.

with 'Monesh,' a Yiddish piece; to

replace.
Estimate for Last Week

Tou Can't Take It With You.'

Harris (1,000; $2.75) (27th week). Go-
ing along in excellent shape. Down
slightly to $11,000 last week, but still

a wonder coin show at the run.

WPA
'Lonely Man,' Blackstone. Goes

out on Saturday (14).
'O Say Can You Sing?' Great

• Northern, starts Aug. 21.

Guild's Behrman Play
'Wine of Choice,' new comedy by

S. N. Behrman, has been added, to

the ro?ter of Theatre Guild produc-
. tjons for forthcohiing reason.

CASTERS PASSING UP

LEGIT FOR PIX, RADIO

Factor in- tendency of producers

to cast their own shows without de-

pending on talent agents is the fact

that a number of the leading

agencies waive commissions for ac-

tors in the lower salary brackets.

Since establishment of the $40-a-

week minimum by Equity, number
of rhanagers paying more than that

for minor parts is significantly less.

There are conseiquently fewer com-
mission parts for the agencies to

cast, resulting in decreasing inter-

est in legit among the agents.

Answer, of course, is that talent

agencies have now nearly all

branched into other fields of show
business, in many cases to such an

extent that legit is now a minor
portion of the intake. Films and

lately radio now get the greatest

attention from agents.

Hedgerow Plans

Autumn Repertory
Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

Hedgerow Theatre, having wound
up its four-week Shaw Festival, will

add several plays to its repertory

during the fall months.
Next opening in the Ro.se Valley

playhou.se is John Ferguson Black's

'Penny Wise,' opening next Monday.
This is not a premiere, however, as

the piece was done in New York last

spring.

On- Tuesday, September 14, Hedge-
row will give the Anierican premiere

of an Irish play, 'Bystander.' They
already have a number of Irish plays

in their repertory including O'Ca.sey's

'Plough and the Star.s,' Synge's 'The

Playboy of the Western World' and
several comedies by Lennox Robin-

son, includinu 'The White Headed
Boy.'

TOVARICH'
Opened Oct. 10, '36. Critics

were almost unanimous la her-

aldine this as a smash, the only
excvpuon beine a single no-

opinion. Atkinson (Times)

called it 'a most palatable com-
edy.'

Variety (Ibee) declared *ii

looks like a cinch.'

Heat Socked B way Legits Last

Week; Only 8 Shows Surviving

Moore's B'way Trio

Raymond Moore has acquired pro-

duction rights to 'Marriage Royal,'

by Robert Walleston, and has
skedded it as first of a trio of pro-
ductions he will make on Broadway
in forthcoming season.

Piece was strawhat tested at Cape
Playhouse, Dennis, Mass., last month
with Margarel Anglin and Tamara
in central roles, with duo probably
heading reproduction cast.

LA. SITS BACK

the way. Dropped off to near $8,000

about a month ago and has been
going along to that approximate
pace ever since. Figured it might
pick up again, but, with an approxi

mate $9,000 nut, was decided to drop
out of the race.

Los Angeles, Aug. 10.

After one of its most successful
seasons in years, Biltmore winds up
(.14) for the summer, following four
weeks with 'Brother Rat' to substan-
tial returns.

Fall season will open in early Sep-
tember, with limited booking of
•Story to Be Whispered,' Coast pro-
duction by Arch Selwyn and Edgar
McGregor, piece being groomed for
New York this fall. First road show
coming in will be George Abbott's
'Room Service,' opening Oct, 4, fOr
four weeks, with 'You Can't Take It

with You' following in early No-
vembei", for possible flve-week stay.

Estimate for Last Week
'Brother Bat/ Biltmore (C-1,656;

$2,75) (3d week). Comedy of mili-
tary college life holding firm and at

$8,500 on third week plenty oke.
Piece now in final stanza.

WPA
'Merry Wives or Windsor,' Holly-

wood Playhouse. Shakespearean
comedy holds through month.

'Pursuit of Happiness,' Mayan.
Comedy debuts Aug. 11, O. D. Wood-
ward directing.

'PInocohIo,' Greek theatre, gets un-
der way Aug. 10.

DRAMATISTS MUJl

NEW SEASON SETUF

Board of Directors of the Drama-
tists Guild met yesterday afternoon
(Tuesday) to discuss new season
plans and setup.

American Theatre Council activi-

ties and several minor contract is-

sues were taken up, but no definite

action of any kind taken, although
several matters were referred to the

council for action.

'Hoboemia' Musical
'Hoboemia,* new musical with book

and lyrics by EUwood Engelhart and
music by Edward • King, is being

propped for production late next
month via Times Square Prods., of

which Harry Nelson is managing di-

rector.

Cast will include John Dale, Jr.,

Jo Ann Ward, Herman King, Martha
Brown, Larry Morton. Timothy Ring,

Ann Carroll and Flo Dempsey,
among others. Book will be staged

by Edward King, with Marion Mar-
tctte staging dances and numbers.

Heat took its toll of Broadway
legits again last week, although
l$rQs.ses in general did not change
much. Most ; of the list was down
decimally, with two, however, claim-
ing to be up a point or two. De-
.spite that, one show, Tovarich,' de-
cided that enough is enough, and.
has agreed to call- the whole thing
off, folding next Saturday (14). This
leaves only eight shows on the street,
safne figure last year at this time.
'Brother Rat' also has decided to give
up the struggle and has entered the
last four weeks, dropping out on
Sept. -4 for road-dates.
Open-air operettas at Jones Beach

and Randalls Island continued to do
mop-up biz last week, both spots
approaching the $20,000 mark, which
means smiles a-plenty and about
30% up on totals a year ago.
Straw-hat tryouts in the sticks got

a good push, at last, last week, after
an indifferent start, when 14 new

.

plays were tested. At least three
plays barned during the week ^are a
cinch for Broadway. Only fivie new
ones being looked -at this week,
which is nornuil. and the scouts are
sighing with relief.

. WPA brought in a new play Mon-
day night' (9) for a two-week run
at the Maxine Elliott. 'Trial of Dr.
Beck' is a mixed-^cast unit previously
seen in Jersey. >

Estimates tor Last Week
'Babefe In Arms,' Shubert (18th

week) (M-l,386-$3.30). Up again a
bit, an exception to the rule last

week; only musical in town got
about $15,500, which is just about
even, break.

•Brother Rat/ Biltmore (35th week)
<C-99l-$3.30). Still plenty l^rofltable
at $6,000, but readying for road;
drops out Sept. 4.

'Having Wonderful Time,' Lyceum
(25th week) (CD-l,D00-$3.3O). Off a
bit to about $6,000, bttt that's not too
bad; sure to pick up again and hang
on for quite a spell.

'Room. Service/ Cort (13th week)
(C-l,059-$3.30). Playing right along
in the big time; $14,500 last w'eek,
which is slightly off the running, but
nearly capacity..

'The Women/ Barrymore (33d
week) (C-l,048-$3.3O). StUl in the
nice coin brackets; at $13,500 off a
grand from the Week before, but
lovely to look at.

. Tobacco Road/ Forrest (ld2d
week) (D-l,107-$1.85). Nothing can
stop this ono; it goes on and on;
about $5,200 Jadt week, more than
enough profit

'Tovci>Icb/ Plymouth if42d week)
(CD-l,036-$3.30). Giving up next
Saturday (U); goes on the road in
September; about $7,500 last week
again, not bad, but it take.s $0,000 to
break.

•Yes, My Darling Danrbter/ Play-
house (27th week) (C-878-$3.30 ).

Another of the babies figured to run
through another season; about $8,000
la.st week claimed, which is about
$1,000 up on the previous week.
•You Can't Take It With Y«u,'

Booth (35th week) (C-708-$3,30 ).

Standing room at every performance
and ho kidding; over $15,000 again.

Revivals
•Of Thee I Sing/ Jones Beach;

open-air performances holding up
splendidly. •
•Gay Divorce,' Randalls Island;

open air; nearly capacity claimed last
week,

WPA
•Swing It/ Adelphi; colored musi-

cal hanging on to slim pickings.
'The Trial of Dr. Beek,'* Maxine

Elliott; mixed-cast whodunit opened
Monday (9) for a two-week run.

Mrs. Holt Not Sure AlHHit Returning

To Equity; Producers Fear 'Politics

Ft. Worth, Aug. 10.

Equity has definitely asked Mr.s.

Emily Holt to come back to N. Y.
and help out in an administrative

way during the current reorganiza-

tion. Whether she will accept or not

is still, however, uncertain.

Mr.s. Holt said today that she Is

withholding her an.swer until she

consults with Harper Holt, her oil

man husband. He is now in Cali-

fornia and is due back late this

week. She .say.s it all depends On his

attitude, since the job would require

heavy commuting between New
York and here, where her home is

located.

There ha.'-- been per.si.'.-tent report

in New York that Mrs. Holt will

come back to take over reins at

Equity. She i.v an attorney who for-

merly was an important mpniber of

the Equity staff and, it is understood,
if she agrees to return, will have a

co-directOrship with Paul Dulzell.

Move is necessitated by the removal
of Frank Gillmore, prez, to the presi-

dency of the reorganized 4 A's, with
the feeling that someone must take
over the actual Equity work, what
with the new sea.son approaching.
Neither Equity nor Mrs. Holt would
previously admit, however, that ahe
had been officially invited to come
back. She has lived in Ft. Worth
for several years now.
Meantime, on Broadway, there i.s

a constantly rising feeling of impa-
tience on the part of .show people
who would like to know just what is

what and who i.s who. Producers
are afraid that the polilic.«.at Equity
may become involved and perhap.c
muddle production schedules, which
are just about ready to get started.

'PINK LADr $35,000,

FINE, IN ST. LOUIS

- St. Louis, Aug, 10.
Revival of Reginald De Koven's

comic opera, 'Robin Hood/ was given
as the 10th production of the cur-
)-ent season at Forest Park's al fresco
theatre Monday night (9) and
grossed approximately $3.S00.

Strong cast was headed by John
Gurney, Met opera baritone, making
his final appearance of the season
here; Mary Hopple, Wilbur Evans.
Margaret Daum, Eric Mattson. Jo.seph
MadCauley, George Meader, Detmar
Poppen, Ruth Urban and Annamary
Dickey, all of whom scored.

Ballet master Theodore Adolphus
who, in collaiboration with dance di-
rector Al White, Jr., conceived out-
standing routines for the line of 24
last week for 'The Pink Lady,' re-
peated with new dance numbers
which clicked. Municipal Opera's
singing chorus al:;o acquitted itself
well. Art director Ray Sovey, aided
by huge oaks growing on both sides
of the .stage, constructed realistic set-
tings.

'Pink Lady,' which clo.sed a seven-
ni^Iil run Sunday (8), e.stimated $35 -
000 for .satisfactory biz. Good
weather aided.
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ACCIDENTAL FAMILY
(Continued from page 56)

^

cal comedy he, hopes to have pro-

duced. Last member of the family

is Sylvia Strong, who has no past,

but a future to .worry about.

One rainy night they meet under

a tree in Central Park. They all

kuDw each otheif from warming the

benches in agents' offices. Mommy
hits on the idea of taking over the

Martin ^'enwicfc home for the sum*
mar. Curtain rises on the drawing-
rDom' of the Fenwick mansion. It's

Saturday night and Mommy and
Poppy are waiting for their 'chil-

dren' to return home with the usual

rations of bologna and beer for the

Sa^^urday night supper.

While waiting for the feast,

Mommy and Poppy talk about their

hey-days in the theatre, and about

a certain young man^ Charlie, who
has the strange habit of visiting the

accidental family every Saturday
night, and then passes out from the

effects of liquor. When the curtain

falls on the first act, the audience

knows that Charlie . is actually

Charles Martin Fenwick, and that

his visits have been ^staged pur-

jposely to see who had taken over

the ancestral mansion while his

folks were vacationing in Maine.
Charlie lets Sylvia in on his secret

and then proceeds to straighten out

the tangled lives of the quintet. How
he does forms the motivation for

the rest of the play, fey having the

family arrested in a raid, Charlie

gets them, loads of publicity and
good fat contracts.

Kxfiept for Julie Haydon's Sylvia

Stirorig, the work Of the cast is uni-

formly good. Miss H^ydon . dis-

plays '

a" • teriseness ..throughout the

ifeveoing that is not. compatible with
• iliB lightness her role demands. Con-
sequently there are times when this

.-i^n?eness is telegraphed .to other
-^embers of the cast.

Prihcip.al acting honors go to

• JJvelyn Varden's characterization of

a buxom actress who is forever re-

'piinding everyone of her glorious

:%ys in Troy ' and Syracuse. Miss
Vfitden characteristically ' ' brings

snap to h^r lines, and her work is

a highlight of the evening.
Walter Greaza does a workman-

like job as Poppy and Richard Carl-
son's Charlie is also excellently

handled.
Gross has endowed his play with

much jargon familiar to New York-
ers, 'and those connected with the
theatre. A shbrt jirologu'e, perhaps,
depicting, the meeting under, the
tree in Central Park, would set the
audience: right. Tacking on five min-
utes or so ext)ra time cannot harm
the production. It ran less than
two hours on opening night. Marc.

"

THE DEVIL'S MOON
Matunuck, R. I., Aug. 3.

Comedy In three ncta presented by Sld-
rc;y Harmon In a-SKocIatlon with Theatrea-
by-llie-Sea, Matunuck, R, I.; written by
%Vllllnm Ford Manley; staged by Halsted
"VVellea; set, Johannes I^arsen.
Slstt^r Agnes Caroline Hatnbleton
Nella. ...Ann Freeman
ytstcr Cionevleve. Virginia. AVenver
aisi^K l-'enelopc k ...... .'Morton Urmy
.Sj.Hei' AliKe .....Sylvia Field
SUuer Martha... .Tooklo Hunter
SiMier Cintc-e Lee Pope
FiillH-r I'aul John Hoysradt
ll'irlo '1'. Edward Hambleton
MnLher An£reIIcu;...,,.Zama1i CunnlngCiam
O.Vicer. . .

; .Arthur Sachs
Tli'i B'.ghoi) . i ; Russell Collins
J?in .<.?eorge Macreody

' ICphuni Robert de San Marzano
<

'. ;mivj;1o Alfred IStoheverry
%\'uuii(1eil Mun Harold Moffet
Lleiiloiuitil John Stvaub

behind convent walls, when treated

in a mood that is capricious, at times

lend themselves to a variety of re-

actions, let alone being made a tar-

get of public carping.
'The Devil's Moon' hasn't a chance,

even with extensive revisions, which
makes it a shame that it shows
flashes of intelligent writing. Man-
ley has worked' up a few scenes
which sparkle with clever dialog, but
these are not enough to justify the

play's production on the metropol-
itan stage.
Piece is. laid in a quiet garden of

a Spanish convent in the 18th cen-
tury. When the religipus . inmates
of the convent catch 'a fleeting

.c;limpse of the baker boy's ted pants,

the word is spread that the devil
himself has visited the convent to

carry on a .clandestine affair with
Nella, k girl Whd has grown to womr
anhood under the careful eyes of the
convent nuns. Later when a bishop
is frightened by a brigand in red
pants and red cloak, everyone is

convinced that the odor of brimstone
lingers in the air,

'. In between times, when the bishop,
a priest and the nuns are concerned
with a satirical treatment of the
devil's visit, the script pictures
Nella's struggles to get into the. out-
side world and taste love. First it's

with the baker's boy, then with the.
brigand, Jan, and finally with an
army officer sent to slay the. brigand.
Two extremes fail to jell, notwith-
standing the splendid work of the
cast, particularly John Hoysradt's
Father Paul and-. Russell Collins'

frightened bishop. •

Only amusement first-nighters here
got otit of ' the play was from the
performances, but aside from Hoys-
radt and Collins,' the work of the
others seldom rises above the banal-
ities of the script. Marc.

Current Road Shows

WEEK AUG. 9

'Brother Bat,' Biltmore, Los An-
geles.

You Can't Take It With You/
Harris, Chicago,

Summer Theatres
(NEW PLAYS THIS WEEK)

'Alice,' Barter Theatre, Abingdon,

Va.
'Catch a Comet by It's Tall,' Sum-

mer Theatre, Kennebunkport, Me.
'Reno,' Lakewood Theatre, Skow-

hegan. Me'. .

'

•So Refined,' Sarobia Theatre, Ed-

dington, Pa.

'Step Into My Parlor,' Parrish

Memorial Hall, Southampton, L. I.

Western Union, Please,' Cape
Playhouse, Dennis, Mass.

Had the playwright concentrated
on making 'The Devil's Moon* either
straight satire or straight drama, he
mi^ht have had something. But Man-
ley poured in both, and they don't
mix.

Jloreover, Playwright • Manley
ti-.:kled a tough theme. Activities

Western Union, Please!
Dennis, Mass., Aug. 9.

'Western Union, Please!' priemiefed
here tonight at Raymond Moore's
Cape Playhduse. Appears to be
aimed more at films than the legit-

imate stage. Perhaps the fact that
the authors, Frances Goodrich and
Albert Hackett, are of the Hollywood
scenario fraternity explains it. It

appears a natural for screen custom-
ers, and hopeful for legit. Gener-
ously sprinkled with gags, this com-
edy-farce roused plenty of laughs
from" a strawhat audience composed
mainly of women. It's a piece that
will appeal solidly to family audi-
ences as well.
Danny

.
Daley (Percy Kilbride), a

good-nati4red slob, has been missing
from home for seven years when the
curtain rises, and it is sodn learned
that his wife Jennie (Evelyn Varden)
is planning to sell the house, now
surrounded by valuable, business
prope^rty, to an oily slicker by the
name of Stoddard (Otto Hulett), who
has connived to have Daley declared
legally, dead so they can close the
deal at a low figure. Aurora Neus-
bickle (Mabel Paige), a deaf, fidgety
old maid sister of Jennie, and Alice,
nretty young daughter still loyal to
her missing dad, complete the Daley
household. A young surveyor from
New York Is also hanging around on
matters 6f business and love. Alice
tells him her father swore he
wouldn't return until he had made
good, and she believes in him. tele-
grams on the eve of the signing of
the deed of sale announce Daley's
return. - A-t the close of the first act
he bursts in on his wife, dressed in
a Westenn- Union outfit. It's a swell
curtain, and the real climax of the
piece.
Much comedy revolves about

Daley's enthusiastic loyalty to Wu
and his quotes from the pep talks of
the service manual. 'All big men
started at the bottom,' he tells his
wife after she recovers from a faint.
'Yes, but you've been going from

I.MILLER
semi-annual

SHOE SALE

JANITORS PICKET CASS,

DETROIT, BUT BIZ OKE

Detroit, Aug. 10.

Pickets of the Detroit Theatre Jan-

itors' Union threatened closing of

'Room Service,' which opened at the

Cass Sunday night (8) unless the

theatre recognizes the union, but the.

box office was not affected, either

Sunday or Monday nights. Grossed
apiproximately $2,700 on the two
nights, very nice.

Ray Cornell, picket leader, who
wired Joseph Weber of the Musi-
cians' Union and Frank Gillmore of

Equity for aid, declared that the

union would close the play if neces-

sary to gain recognition. Cornell
also" said that five employees of the
theatre had joined in the strike,

which was denied by Manager Harry
McKee.

PHILLY MARKS TIME

ON NEW LEGIT SEASON

Boston to bottom until now you're
taking jobs away from children,* is

the comeback.
Joe GraybeU (Philip Huston), the

surveyor, and old Daley get chummy,
discuss the Stoddard deal, investi-
gate and find plenty phony, and ulti-

mately trimi the slicker to the tune
of $40,000.

Kilbride's character is richly em-
broidered, and hie grabs off a load of
howls during the performance. Miss
Varden fits the role of wife per-
fectly and registers nicely. Miss
Paige's fidgeting with her mechanical
hearing apparatus, misunderstanding
of dialog between other characters,
her frequent threats to leave the
house in a pout, all add a great deal
of comic zest to the proceedings.
Houstop is okay as the love interest
for Alice, played by Martha Scott
ably, and the other players are well
cast in their respective' roles. Dii-ec-
tion by Arthur Sircom is excellent,
and ditto for the single set, reeking
with authenticity,', by Eugehe C.
Fitsch. Fox.

OA INGENUE
modeli mode
«Mpre%sly . for

I. Miller. Orlg.

t.95 and 9.75

I. Miller Beauti-

ful and Deluxe
models.
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17.75 »o 15.75
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WHITE, bark ohd Colored shoes, bul not every ttyle in every
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RENO
Skowhegan, Me., Aug. 9.

'Reno,* which opened here tonight,
has definite Broadway possibilities.
Written by John Haggart and' pre-
sented by the Lakewood Players, the
comedy-drama is a colorful and in^
teresting panorama of life in the
Nevada city. It is a modern slant on
the easy divorce racket and there is

novelty in its treatment of the-cow-
boy angle and the romances of the
divorcees who decide to live a life

of freedom in the west.
Haggart, author of 'Mackerel Skies,'

produced on Broadway several sea-
Sons ago, has a good sense of con-
struction and a facility for character-
ization, the play being filled with
small but sharply etched portraits.
Central figure of 'Reno' is Chris-

tine Wentworth, who comes from the
east to secure a divorce. ; She falls

in love with Roy, a cowboy, and mar-
ries him after her divorce is grant-
ed. Within a year she finds herself
the proprietor of a ranch that takes
paying guests. She ''also discovers
that Roy thinks only of hi.s horses
and of making love to every woman
who drifts along. At the end of the
story she is ready to divorce Roy
and contract a third marriage, this
time with Jeffrey Townsend, a man
of her own. class. This final romance
is indicated, rather than stated
definitely.

Play is filled with types oi' di-
vorcees, parasites and hangers-on
who fill Reno, and is more or less a
humorous expose of the way life

goes on in an artificial atmosphere.
Selena Royle plays Christine with

naturalness and effectively portrays
the girl, who is an exceptionally be-
lievable person. Most of the sophis-
ticated lines go to Wilctte Kershaw
as Olive SmithAeld, another divorcee.
Grant MilLs as Roy, the cowboy, and
Charles Farrell, picture actor, as
Jeffrey, have the leading male rolesj,

although other important characters
are played by Katherine Meskil, A.
H. Van Buren, Ben Lackland. Jes-
•samine Newcombe, William David,
Marian Shockley and David Shelley.

Settings are excellent and the first

night audience, which practically
filled the theatre, received tlie play
with enthusiasm. Hand.

Philadelphia, Aug. 10.

Exact schedule of legit opening
dates here hasn't been announced
with weather conditions probably
being taken into consideration.

Present plans, however, still call

for re-lighting of Chestnut Street

Opera House on Aug. 30 with special

road company of 'Room Service' to

be followed, three weeks later, by
'Leaning oh Letty' with Charlotte
Greenwood. Forrest expects to open
Sept. 6 with Arthur Hopkins' try-

out, 'Blow, Ye Winds' and now defi"

nitely announces Ed Wynn musical,

'Hooray for What!" on Oct. 4, which
means that Helen Hayes' engage-

ment in 'Victoria Regina' won't come
in until late October.

Erlanger is not figuring on opening
until mid-September. This, indie

hous?, directed again solely by Sam-
uel Nixon-Nirdlinger, will also have
a m.usical. (Norman bel Geddes) in

October^ probably at least part of

the time in opposish to Wynn.

'Brother Rat' is' skedded for an
early fall run here and so is the

Noel Coward 'Tonight at. 8:30' cycle,

now being toured by Robert Hender-
son, and Estelle Winwood.

PORT CHESTER, N.Y., 5TH

LEVENTHAL $1 HOUSE

Embassy, Port Chester, N. Y., goes

legit next week (16) with eastern

road compiany of 'Dead End' as iii-

itialer under new policy. House will

be fifth link in chain of Jules Lev-
enthal $1 top circuits, others being

Brighton, Brighton Beach, N. Y.;

Empire, Providence; Convention

Hall, Asbury 'Park, and Garden Pier

theatre, Atlantic City.

With acquisition of Port Chester

hpuse, tircuit will now have five

weeks for available attractions.

'Boy Meets Girl,' which disbanded

two. weeks ago, will be reassembled

to follow 'Dead End' at Port Chester

and probably a repeat around the

circuit since it was a money getter

on initial trip. 'Tobacco Road,' head-

ed by Tiiylor Holmes, will also do

a repeater and follows 'Boy' into

Port Chester.

*GOD INNIS' READYING
'The God Innis,' by Helen Rbvene

Williams and George DoweU, will

be preemed next week at Rye' Beach,

N, H., by the Farragut Players.

William Morris office has set Ed-
\yard ITrevor to star in the produc-

tion.

FTP Review

THE LOST COLONY
Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 8.

A symphonit! play with mu.<iic and dances,
presi'niecl in the outdoor Roanoke Island
WMteralde Theatre,. Manteo, Roanolse
].slaTid, i^. C, three nlgrhls a week. Writ-
ten by Paul Green. Staged and directed
liy Samuel Selden. Frederick H. Koch,
auperNM.sins; director. Krle Stapleton, musi-
cal director. Mrs. Alexander MatU'ls, pro-
duction nfisociale. Produced by the Fed-
eral Theatre Project, the Xorlh Carolina
Mislorlcal t'ommls.sion, the Koanoke Islan^l

Hi.siorlcal Association, with a,9;encles oC the
AVPA co-operatlnR. Lost Colony Chorus
from the AVestmlnlsltr Choir School,
Princeton, N. J. .Tames McTjCndon, orgao-
i.st. Dances staged by Fred Howard and
Mary lIiiyliMWorth.
Cast: Bedford Thurman, Anthony Tlohert.s,

.luck I.ec, Orlando Scharff, Fred Howard,
CliarlA.i Overman, Charles Dumont, Angcs
MWIsrelt, Grace Davis", P.obert Atkinson,
Gilbert Mister. Tom Fearing, Karle Mayo,
(JaKton Mcekin.-". Howard Twyne. Sam
Iliwli, 1,1111a n Ashton. Anlhony- Roberts,
Kalhcrine C.'ile. Howard ]>aileY, Barry
Shariniin, Kitgone l.ang.slon, Raoul Henry,
Orlando Scharff, Tom ]''earlng, tiam Hlrsch,
>l0M)er Aii.slln, ,Tr., Martin ICelloKg, Bed-
ford Thurman. Wavy Haynfiworlli, Marie
Huff. ]>orls .7(mpH. ]':il7,ubelh Hooker, Helen
Bailey. Koxle Atkinson, LoulKe Meeklns,
Lf.vlle Austin. Billy Vox, l,ynn Bailey,
William Doufihlie. I'M.creniure Duval, Fred
Hosvard, l.ubin Lcggelle.

FTP Equityites

Guilty; Suspend

Fines Each

'The Lost Colony,' in which Paul
Green has taken the stirring story
of Sir Walter Raleigh's early and un-
successful attempts to colonize
America, and the story within a
story of Virginia Dare, first white
child born in America, and the sub-
sequent mysterious and still unex-
plained disappearance of the colony,
child and all, marks a unique under-
taking in American drama.
He had America's greatest .mystery

to work with and the tapestry of
drama that he produced enriches the
dramatic literature of the land.
Scenes are set in England, where
Raleigh and Queen Elizabeth
planned the colonization effort, and
in America on Rdanoke Island where
the colony was established. Play-
wright Green stuclc to his historical
tacts. His story is unfolded with the

(Continued on page 63)

'Equity Council heard charges yes-
terday (10) against group of Equity
members, employed in units of the
Federal Theatrfe Project, who al-
legedly disobeyed rules by par-
ticipating in one-day stoppage last
May 27, as protest against dismissals
from WPA. About 44 of the 54 in-
volved were adjudged guilty and
each fined $50, but fines were sus-
pended. •

.

Session took all afternoon and the
allegedly recalcitrant actors and
actresses were heard in groups so
as to facilitate matters at the hear-
ing. About 10 others involved in the
same charges begged off from yes-
terday's session on account of being
out of town. These will be given
hearings at a later date.
At the hearing most of the actors

claimed reason they did not sign in
at theatres as instructed On May 27
was because of their inability to
penetrate picket lines of City Pro-
jects Coijncil and other, unions that
had called and engineered the stop-
page.

.

Two members who had retained
attorneys to represent them had to
go through -without legal representa-
tion since Equity nixed appearance
of the barristers upon, premise that
the hearing was strictly an associa-
tion matter.
On day of stoppage union affiliates

of American Federation of Labor
voted a non-participant in the WPA
stoppage. Immediately after Frank.
Gillmore, Equity prexy, wired all

Equity members of the Project not to

participate but to report for work
as usual. Of all the 800 Equity mem-
bers employed on WPA, all signed in

as ordered on night of stoppage, save
54 who precipitated the charges. All
WPA legits were crippled and gave
no shows on that evening.

It is unlikely any appeal will be
taken from Equity Council decision,

which was unanimous.

ENGAGEMENTS
Ernita Lascelles, 'Agamemnon of

Aeschylus,' Colony Theatre, Ogun-I
quit, Me.

Elsie Eyre, 'Patience,' Matunuck,
R. I., and Stockbridge, Mass.
Fred Lawrence, Margaret Swope,

Cornelia Ely, Sherrard Pollard, Caro-
line Ransome, David More, Tom Ma-
son, Kermit Kegle.y. Vincent Gard-
ner, Virginia Mealy, 'Fly Away
Home,' Barter theatre, Abingdon, Va.
' Fred Lawrence, William Mowry,
Barbara Correll, 'Private Lives,' Bar-
ter theatre, Abingdon, Va.
Paul Yost, Gary Mohr, Lydia

Perera, Alan Williams, Fred Law-
rence, Katharine Raht, Arthur Little,

'For Charity,' Barter theatre, Abing-
don, Va.
David More, .Tamie Heron, George

Humphrey, 'Patrick Henry,' Barter
theatre, Abingdon, Va.
Robert Porterfteld, 'Sun Up,' Bar-

ter theatre, Abingdon, Va.
John Cromwell, Lydia Perera.

Gary Mohr, Robert Dryden, Cole
McMartin George Oliver Taylor, Gil-
bert Faatz, 'The Petrified Forest,'
Barter theatre. Abingdon, Va.
Paul Yost, John Dickens, Nell Har-

rison,. Elizabeth Sparks, 'The Long
Night,' Barter theatre, Abingdon, Va.
John Cromwell. Margaret Swope,

Gary Mohr, David More, 'Macbeth,'
Barter theatre, Abingdon, Va.
Gertrude Michael, Philip Huston,

'Damn Deborah,' Cape Playhouse,
Dennis, Mass.
Edward Trevor, 'The God Innis,'

Farragut Players. Rye Beach. N. H.
Set by the William Morris office.
Madalyn O'Shea. 'Elizabeth the

Queen,' Forty-Niners, Whitefield,
n; H.

Starr West, John Barclay, Isobel
Ross, Teddy ones. Clement O'Logh-
len, Miriam Battista, Arden Young,
'Greater Love,' Starlight theatre,
Pawling. N. Y.
John Barclay, 'The Man in Dress

Clothes,' Starlight theatre, Pawling,
N. Y.

•

Mgt.: LOU CLAVTON
Berkshire Hotel, New York
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Literati

Circulafion by States

New York newspap«rs far outstrip

all other states in circulation but

California's press comprises the most

cheels, U. S. Commerce Dept. re-

ported Friday (6). Figures showed

strong journalistic comebacH through

1935, although daily circulation

figures remained under 1929. Sun-

day total was ahead by nearly

200,000.

With daily and Sunday readers ag-

gregating over 70,000,000 only seven

states had evening papers, only four

had morning^ and only eight had
Sunday rags with circulations over

the million mark. Country had 464

a.m.'s, with 15,983,996 circulation,

1,573 p.m.'s with 24,886,550 circula-

tion, and 523 Sunday's with 29,196,006

circulation.

Figures for leading states are:

Number Circulation

California 157 2,356,113

Illinois 105 3,572,986

Massachusetts .... 67 2,511,712

Michigan .... 59 1,464,976

New York 143 7,683,426

Ohio 130 2,646,872

Pennsylvania .... 145 3,376,783

Texas 123 1,429,293

Guild Vote Aug. 18

. The referendum to decide the fu-

ture status of the American News-
paper Guild will be held next week,

(18), following a decision of the In-

ternational Executive Board on Mon-
day. Seven questions covering all

the decisions of the Columbus con-

vention will be put to the member-
ship, which will vote individually

and not as Guild units. 'Shall the

American Newspaper. Guild rescind

the action of the St. Louis conven-

tion .in affiliating the ANG with the

CIO and sever that affiliation?' is

the most important of the questions

which will be voted on.

Only members of the ANQ_ prior

to June 1, and in good standing will

participate in the vote. Altogether
there is a voting strength of about
11,000 in the Guild, but not all of

these will vote, because of thfe usual
hummer slump in dues. A few days
remain for members to pay back
dues to be eligible -to vote.

ius Ochs Adler, vice president-gen-
eral manager of the Times, and Mrs.
Arthur Hays Sulzberger, wife of the
publisher of the N. Y. Times, are
among the other Sponsors. Dr.
Everett R. Ciinchy, executive head
of the National Conference of Jews
and Christians, is director of the In--

stitute.

Arthur Krock, Washington corre-
spondent of the New York Times,
will lead a symposium on 'Public

Opinion in a Democracy,' Other
correspondents arid publishers ex-
pected to take part in this discussion

are: Sir Wilmot Lewis, Washington
correspondent of the London Times;
Henry R. Luce, publisher of Time,
Fortune and Life; Henry Haskell,

editor, Kansas City Star; Frank R.

Kent, columnist for the Baltimore
Sun and a syndicate of newspapers;
Herbert Agar, editorial writer for

the Louisville Courier-Journal, and
Wilbur Forrest, executive assistant

to the editor of the New York- Her-
ald Tribune.
Rev, John La Farge, S.J., will pre-

side- at- the round table discussion-

of the religious press. At a session

dealing with radio, Sept. 3, the Rev.
James M. Gillis, C.S.P., editor of

The Catholic World, and broadcaster
on the Catholic Hour over. NBC, will

speak; on 'The Radio and Religion''

Salzburg Sensation

Salzburg, July 30.

Town's first traffic signal has
been, installed on the main
square here to facilitate hand-
ling of the motor car influx.

Automatic
,
blinking lights are

attracting more attention from
the native peasants than is the
Mozart festival.

have yet been worked out, but back-
ers have been working on the plans
for more than a year.

Esquire-Coronet corporation's re-
cent balance sheet filed with the Se-
curities & Exchange Commission
shows that the firm possesses cash
on hand of $1,514,000, with total as-
sets listed as $2,500,000. Three
months' net income for the period
ending June 30 is listed as $363,522,
after Federal tax deductions, as com-
pared to $127,759 for the same period
last year.

Total profit for 1936 after deduct-
ing Federal normal tax, but not the
surtax, was $937,000. Coronet, less

than a year old, and without any
advertising, has showh steady in-

creases and has- a profit of $150,000
to date. Advertising will start in

that magazine in the October issue.

Heifetz Session Helped Lots In

Hypoing Stadium s $23,000 &oss

Rnlnnoff's Big Crowd

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Probably largest crowd iever to

hear a concert in the U. S., heard
Dave Rubinoft as guest conductor
and soloist in the regular open air

session in Grant Park (6). Estimated
that 225,000 were actually there,

with 25,000 more turned away.
Appearance of Rubinoff came after

a .20 day build-up by Bill Green.

SALZBUR€ IS

SNUBBED BY

GERMANY

New Rochester Dally?
With over 25,000 circulation signed

when, and if, plans for the Roches-
ter l)aily Press are hanging fire,

with members of the Journal Em-
ployes ' Assn. and former Hearst
Publisher Meyer Jacobstein seeking
to line up finances. Chief basis for

the pew sheet is public reaction to

one-man control .of the newspaper
situation in the city.

Flash, weekly green sheet selling

for a dime, has folded. Replaced
immediately by the Banner at a

nickel, with Dick Smith, former
Hearst reporter, editing. Selling as

•Rochester's new newspaper,' and-

claiming 25,000 circulation the first

week.

The Post's Pep
Newspapermen and publication

observers have been commenting on
the Saturday Evening Post's re-

newed pep. Many date its virility,

away from previously staid lines, as

being coincidental with the eleva-

tion of Wesley Winans Stout to the

chief editorship.

SEP has been going in for a wider
assortment of stories and articles,

including an obvious bid for the

'popular' reader interest via pieces

on Hollywood, etc. The general in-

formality, too, of the backpage
Keeping Posted commentary on
writers and Stories is regarded as

a new keynote of the Satevepost

Bell's Abbreviated Title

Dell Publications will add a new
nag to their list next month titled

'Mr.' First issue will contain 132

pages of material, with color illus-

trations throughout. It will be

pocket size and sell for a quarter.

Mag will have masculine appeal,

contain both fiction and non-fiction

and cartoons in color. Norman
Anthony, editor of Ballyhoo, will

also edit this one.

B'klyn Eagle's Sunday Supp
Brooklyn Sunday Eagle is issuing

a weekly supplement titled 'Trend'

with George Currie, former book
reviewer and sports writer, editing.

Forrriat is full newspaper size page,

with combination of material similar

to' that of Time and Life mags.

Lyle Dowling, formerly managing
editor of the paper is an associate

as is Winston Burdette. Former was
once secretary to Walter Pitkin.

World Observer Stitrts

World Observer is the name of a

I

new monthly mag published by the
Lucis Publishing Co., with Ameri-
can .headquarters in New York City.

Editors are Alice A. Bailey and
Foster Bailey with Florence Bro-
beck as managing editor. Purpose
of the mag is promotion of world
harmony.

Contributors to the first issue in-

clude Magaret Ayer Cobb, Dane
Rurhyar, Jay Franklin, Linton Wil-
son, Dorothy Sabin Butler, George
T. Tichenor, Thomas McClary, Gault
MacGowan, Claude Bragdon, Leonie
Rose and Dr. Edgar J. Fisher.

Salzburg. July 30.

Germany, which is trying to buck
the current Salzburg Festival with
musical fests of its own running all

summer as tourist traps, is snubbing
the show here as the Deutschland
never has before. Only one concert

is being picked up by the German
radio stations.

Soviet Russia, however, is display-

ing much more interest than here-
tofore. USSR stations are picking

up six concerts for blanket broad-
casting across the country. France
is taking 14, England 11, and Amer-
ica 8.

Redstone Avers Isolation

Book and Magazine Guild has de-

cided- not to drop charges
_

against

Standard Magazines in the 'case of

David Redstone who was reinstated

last week and the matter will again

come before the Nat'l Labor Rela-

tions Board. Contention is that

Redstone has not been put back at

his old position and is being dis-

criminated against for union activi-

.ties.

It appeared last week as though

the matter was satisfactorily settled

when Redstone went back to work
after several preliminary hearings

before the board. This is, however,

not the case at the present time, as

Redstone charges that he has been

isolated from other employees and

is not back at the position he has

held for several years. Case is the

first Book and Magazine Guild mat-

ter to come to the attention of the

NLRB.

L. A. Times Weakens
Los Angeles Times, .fighting threat-

ened encroachments of the News-
paper Guild, went on the five-day

week last Sunday (8), with staff re-

ceiving same pay handed out form-
erly for six days. Paper also gave-

workers the privilege of working six

days and getting seven days' pay for

il. It's understood there has been
aggressive proselytizing among
Times staff members engineered by
the Guild with several on the anti-

labor rag having secretly aligned

themselves with the LANG unit.

Rochester D. A C. Shakeup
City desk shakeup on the Roche.s

ter Democrat & Chronicle shifts

Wliliam Lewis from Sunday to day

city editor, Norris Vagg from day

city editor to the night trick, Roy El-

liott from night city editor to special

reporting, Cliff Carpenter from as

sistant city editor to Sunday editor.

Additions to the staff include copy

reader Art Wood. and reporter Jim-

my Hart from Albany, copyreaders

Nate Kahn. New York, and LeRoy
Eichert, Wisconsin; photographer

Jack Irving, New York, and .sports

writer Paul Pinckney, Syracuse.

Dodd Mead's Contest
Dodd, Mead & Co. are sponsoring

a contest for the best fiction or non-
fiction manuscript of 70,000 to 150,-

000 words written by an American
newspaper man or magazine writer
professionally employed as such.

Award is a $2,000 advance against

royalties.

Contest which will be judged by
Herbert Agar and Stanley Walker
closes March 1, 1938.

G. L. George's New Berth
G. L. George, Hollywood corre-

spondent for Ce Soir, of Paris, has
resigned to become foreign rep for

Associated Film Audiences.
Sailed from New York last Friday

(6) to set up an International Film
Audiences Bureau in Paris, co-

operating with similar groups on
the continent.

Frisco Opera in L A.

For the first time since its forma-
tionj the San Francisco Opera Com-
pany will this season give perform-
ances in Los Angeles, Will offer five

dates, including two German operas,

two Italian and one French.
Singers set for the Frisco season

include Lily Pons and Richard Bo-
nelli (who will also appear with the
Met, N. Y., and the Chicago), Charles
Kullmann, Rosa Tentoni and Kath-
ryn Meisle. All set by Calvin Frank-
lin, of Columbia Concerts bureau.

Rosalyn Tureck's 6
Rosalyn Tureck, pianist, will give

a series of six Bach recitals this sea-
son in Town Hall, N. Y. Dates are
Nov, 8, 17, 24, Dec. 1, 8 and 15.

Charles L, Wagner handling.

Wililamstown Huddles
Figures in newspaper, radio and

motion pictures will take part in dis-

cussions of these principal agencies
of public opinion 'from the point of

view of their relation to ethics and
religion,' at the Institute of Human

. Smart-Weintraub-^Gingrrich Ag-ain

Esquire-Coronet, Inc.s new mar.

which will be announced in the

forthcoming issue of Esquire and due

out in the fall, is titled 'Ken,' and

will probably be a bi-monthly,

though this has not definitely been

decided upon. Publishers state the

mag will be different from any other

publications on the market, includ-

ing the two now put out by the

firm, and will 'concern itself with

the Insiders World.' Likelihood, is

that Erne.<!t Hemingway will be the

editor.

David Smart is to be publi.sher.

Relations in Williamstown, Mass., 1
William H. Weintraub. a.ssociate pub-

Aug. 29 to Sept. 3. William S. Paley |
li.'^her. and Arnold Gingrich, tem-

of CBS/ i.s one of the 36 Americans i porarily at least, editor. Mag will

.^^ponporin'^ the Institute, which will
,

be 'expertly staffed' but no names
be attended by leaders of Catholic, |

have as yet been reveiiled. No de-

Protestant and Jewish thought. Jul- i cision as to format and other details

LITERATI DEATHS THIS WEEK
Fretf Eldridge, 60, editorial execu-

tive with Hearst for 35 years, died

Aug. 9 in Louisiana from a bronchial
ailment. Started newspaper work in

Philadelphia, later becoming manag-
ing editor of the Inquirer there.

After several years as managing
editor of the N. Y. Journal he went
to the Coast to become editorial

head of the L.A. Examiner.
Before stricken he was editorial

supervisor of all Hearst morning
dailies on the Coast, Survived by a

widow, Florence Lawrence, drama
•editor of the i-<.A. Examiner.

Lee JefTerson Lansriey, newspaper
man and former member of Georgia
Legislature, died Friday (6) at his

home in Lakeview, Ga,, after a heart

attack. Started on Atlanta Constitu-

tion, practiced law from 1898 to 1903,

when he became New Orleans rep-

resentative for Manufacturers' Rec-

ord. Subsequently associated with

news staffs of Chicago American,
Louisville Courier Journal, Mont-
gomery (Ala.) Journal, Birmingham
Age-Herald and St. Louis Star.

Percival Mullikin, 71, publicity di-

rector and manager of the informa-

tion bureau of the Queen.sboro

Chamber of Commerce and former
city editor of the North Shore Jour-

nal, died Aug. 4 after a lonsr iUn«-f-,

William (Bunk) Macbeth, 52,

sports writer for the N. Y. Herald

Tribune for 13 years and former
sports editor of that paper, died in

Saratoga, N. Y., after,a short illne.ss.

He had been a .sports writer for 33

years, and was fir.st as.sociated in

New York with the American and
then the Sun. He was a founder of

the Baseball Writers A.ssociation and
conceived the idea for the Turf-

writers Association. He was instru-

mental in briiifiing Babe Ruth to the

N. Y. Yankees and Uir^JcIy rospon-

.sible for bringinj.' profcs.sional

hockey to N. Y.

In

Figures at the Lewisohn Stadium
concerts last week, the next to last

of the season, topped previous highs
for series. "Totals were among the
best in history of the Stadium con-
certs. That, although one night was
rained out and last Monday (9)

night's George Gershwin memorial
concert, setting all-time records, was
not included.
For the six nights, a total of 41,800

.paid admissions were estimated to

have been rung up, for an estimated
gross of $23,200. Responsible for the
bulge was Jascha Heifetz, •.•'who

packed two hordes in (not counting
a rained out performance that drew
15,000) for a record double total of

34,000 admissions and a combinetl
gross of $19,000.

EstimatCB for Last Week
Monday <2), Jascha Heifetz, violin

.soloist, with George King Rauden-
bush conducting ($1.50 top); terrific

mob, probably 15,000, but rain no-
diced it; date postponed.

Tuesday (3), Jascha Heifetz, with
Raudenbush conducting ($1.50 top);
all stadium attendance records
kayoed as the fiddler again proved a
b.o. wallop and clear weather
helped; 18,000 present, for gross of
$10,000.

Wednesday (4), Jascha Heifetz and
Raudenbush again, replacing the
originally-scheduled Willem van
Hoogstraton for the postponed date
($1,50 top), clear weather and an-
other huge turnout, close to 16,000
present; amazing $9,000,

Thursday (5), regular concert,
with Willem van Hoogstratep baton-
ing for his first Stadium date of the
seasoh ($1 top); officials blamed it

on the hot weather, but conductor
isn't ioo exciting draw; only $800',

very poor.-

Friday (6), riegular concert, van
Hoogstraten again conducting ($1

top); still warm and still no biz, but
better, $1,500.

Saturday (7), regular concert, van
Hoogstraten conducting ($1 top);

heat and general lack of interest
withered the gate; $800.

Sunday (8), regular concert, van
Hoogstraten again waving the stick

($1 top); still hot weather and still

cold business; $1,100.

, This week started ofT with a sky-
rocket gross Monday (9), '20,223 per-
sons scrambling into and over the
Stadium for the George Gershwin
memorial concert Final week's fig-

ures therefore are off to a healthy
start, with possibility of cracking last

week's grosses on the added presence
of Albert Spalding, Harold Bauer
and Efrem Zimbalist as soloists.

CHATTER
William Saroyan in New York,
Oliver La Farge vacationing

Santa Fe.

Nora Benjamin , working on an-
other juve. .

Nancy .Hale collecting letters of

Elinor Wylie.
Life mag estimates its first year

loss as $2,500,000. '
'

Zora Hurston returning to N. Y.
from Haiti next non*h.

Irene Haird's first novel, 'John,'

will be out next month,
Olive Higgins Prouty finishing a

new novel titled 'Li.sa Vale.'

Fawcett Publications will merge
Screen Play with Screen Book in Oc-
tober,

Elizabeth Corbett ha.s finished her
new novel titled 'The Langworthy
Family.'

Heinrich Mann will have a new
novel out next month based on the
life of Henry IV.

Arthur S. Draper, former editor of

The Literary Digest, joins the De-
partment of Labor.

As.sociated Press laboratory has
turned out a new portable wire-
photo receijving .set 40 inches high.

Can be hitched up to any telephone
circuit.

Sam Goldwyn ha.s given

CINCY 6-WEEK

SHOW SCORES

Cincinnati, Aug. 10.

Six-week summer opera season at
the Zoo, which closed Saturday (7)
with the performance of 'Pagliacci*
and 'Cavalleria Rusticana' drew the
largest attendance in recent years.
Open-sided auditorium seats 1,900,

Scale was 25c to $1.50, In all 15
operas were presented. For the first

time portions of some of the operas
were broadcast,

'

Before disbanding the company
jumped to Toledo, O., for three per-
formances in the amphitheatre of the
Toledo Zoological Society, .seating

4,000. *Aida' was scheduled for Sun-
day (8), 'Carmen' Tuesday (10) and
'Rigoletto' Wednesday (11). Troupe
of 120 includes Soloists, chorus and
orchestra, Gertrude Sprenger is

spon.sor of the Toledo offerings.

Several of the artists who .sang

here this summer are booked for a
series of operas in Carracas, Vene-

away . zuela, in September, They are Carl^
more than a thousand copies of hi.s

|
Morelli, Armand Tokatyan, Norman

biog by Alva Johnston. ; Cordon. Jose .De Gaviria; aLso An-
Robert French and Thoma.s H. , ihony Spivatelli, stage manager, and

Raywood back tomorrow (12) from
i Fausla Cleva, conductor,

two weeks at Clayton, N. Y, i o.'-car F. Hild, head of the local
George Conrad Ebbert is syndicat-

j
mu.sicians- union, was general man-

mg his own short feature. 'Life-
;
ager of the summer opera company.-

Lines, instead of via a .syndicate.
j

Charles S. Hart, author of 'General
'

Washington's Son of Israel
' h^ in New Hampshire

been elected Gran . Exalted Ruler of \

the Elk.s,

Lsak Dihe.sen has comple'icd the
m.s, of a new book of short storitK
about Africa, ..'hich Random ll')u.«€

i
will publish next year.

Edwin Slrawbridge and Li.sa Par-
nova, with their ballet, dance a ohe-
uiKhltr at the Town House, Poter-
boroufih, N, H., next TiiesHjiy »17).

Dti.-1 bet by Edward W, Lowrey.
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Broadway

Sam Weisbord planed in from the
Co-jst,

Leo Fischer w6ekending at Prov-
inc3town.

Ralph Whitehead back from Chi-
cago this week,'

'

. Justin Herman, Par shorts scrip-
tci', vacationing in Philly.

Troupers' Club mulling plans for
ap.mal outing next month.'

Thyra Samter Winslow baick from
thv," Coast for short vacash.

Anne Nichols has training system
that has gotten rid of 37 pounds.

H. E. Uncles, Trans-Lux home of-
fico 'exec, taking his annual holiday.

Melvyn Levy authoring a pair of
new plays at his Bucks county. Pa.,
home.
Sidewalk spielers now clutter up

siUmvalk in front of Paramount
building.

Lou Smith, of Paramount's home
office publicity staff, on a safari to

• .the Coast.

Marc. Connelly office planning to.

send 'Having Wonderful Time* on
tour in October.

Bill Joyce, of the William Morris
office, rusticating on a farm, in
upper New York.

Len Gaynot, ' 20th-Fox publicist,
away on two-week vacation on his
New Jersey ranch.

Eve Arden is sporting a brace of
cuffo earrings w:elded from miniature
gold Carolina $'s.

Walter Brooks back on Broadway
. Bind may align with Eddie Dowling

in an exec capacity.

jRoland Young in from the Coast
for a vacation, bulk of which will
be spent on XiOng Island.

Anna Erskine, summering with
(the Westport, Conn^, strawhatters,
skedded for a Metro pic test.

. Vince Hart, of Hays office produc-
^^^ition co'dd administration depairt-

'.'infeKit in the east, is vacationing.

Tom Waller back at his desk at

I'Par this week after spending second I

.f^ialf' of vacation on Long Island.''
j

Walter Hartwig. presenting the
V Yale Puppeteers this Saturday (14)
at his Colony Theatre, Ogunquit, Me.

Katherine Locke and Morris Hel-
',fl!>eriii on a month's trip to England
• land France with the Benno Schneid-
ers.

'

Monte Prosser tried to leap wire
'.lence at Grossingers, ripped arm
^and six stitches needed to close the
Igap.

Sam Byrd ' expected • back this
\\3Jk with script of Paul Green's
•Star in the West,' for fall produc-
tion.
Fred Walton associated with M. S.

Bentham as theatrical and radio
agsnt, has resigned to open offices
on his, own.
Jules Garfield and the missus

h^3ted the cast of 'Having Wonder-
ful Time' last week at their home at
Groton. N. Y.
'Ken Clark^ publicity chief with

Hays office, nas returned from Vir-
ginia, where he was spending his
ai-'nual vacation.
. Elsie.

,
Eyre, of Coast radio and

musical comedy, doing the lead in
•P.-.lience' at Matupuck> -R. I., and
S' "ickbridge, Mass.
Paul Haakon, dancer, plays his

fi dramatic role next week in 'Ex-
cursion' with the Post Road Play-
er \ Madison, Conn.

Mai'co Montedoro, assistant produ-
cer, scenic and costume designer, at
the Music Hall, on a thre^-week trip
to the Coast, his first.

Sheldon Leonard and Sam Levene
b2'ng considered for leads in Jed
H"..Tis' new production, 'I Can Get

• It or You Wholesale.'
Aaron Rosenthal, studio comp-

tr':Uer for Grand National, came into
N. Y. first of this week for 10-day
c:» - fab with home office.

Cnlvih M. Franklin, of Columbia
Concerts bureau, leaving Friday (13)
for month vacash at. his summer
h"'T3 at Smithtown, Pa.
Emmett Callahan, one of operators

o£ 42d Street Apollo, called suddenly
yesterday (Tues.) to Toledo by seri-
ov~ illness of his mother.

Scott Dunlap, vide-president In
chr.rjie of production for Monogram,
is due in from the Coast this week
f r home office confabs.

, Boyd Crawford leaving 'Yes, My
Dsrling Daughter,' at the Playhouse,
N. Y., to fill a Metro stint on the
Coast. Richard Bonneville replac-
iv.".

Sidney Phillips, of Metro's talent
department, oft on a new tOur of
strnwhats, latest trip to take him
to Maine, New Hampshire and Ver-

'"^ni-int.

Herbert 'Vigran and Sandra Gould,
the honeymooners in 'Having Won-
derful Tihie,' among the weekend
guests at. Bob Broder's farm, Bucks
C')unty; Pa.
Joe Daly has been appointed gen-

err^l ' manager , for Standish O'Neill.
• lefit producer. Latter's first for new
season Will . be a musical, 'Cross

Your Heart.'
Madalyn O'Shea, of the F.T.P.,

N.Y, acting division, is taking a

strawhat vacation with the Forty-
• Niiiers, ' 'summer stock troupe at

W'Mtefleld. N. H.
Strike pickets in front of Auto-

mut on Broadway tied up traffic

Saturday night until cops persuaded

them to lessen maneuvers while
crowds were so dense.
Hotel and apartment house owners

and operators in T. S. area mulling
idea of installing air-conditioning
before world's fair year. Especially
those who cater to summer tourist
trade.
Promenade Cafe in Rockefeller

Center has a 'Wally Special' drink,

60c. a copy, amoi^ig the highest tariffs.

Tliat usually fetches the query what
is a Wal/y special and the straight-
man waiter replies, 'Fit for a king.'

Friends of Tom Mead, assignment
ed at Universal newsreel, are con-
gratulating him ; on marriage to

Madeleine McMeel, of home office

staff. Married quietly more than a

month ago, but kept secret until last

week.
T. H. Thfligelstone, president of

the British Cinematographers Assn.,
arrives in New York today (Wed-
nesday) from London for business
arid recretation visit. Probably will
visit Hollywood before returning to

Europe.
The Queen Mary which brought in

-Cliff Fischer and his new 'Folies

Bergere' troupe, also brought in

mailed-frorri-PaWs invites for the
French Casino preem Aug. 20. One
of Monte Proser's lil p.a. stunts to

lend it tone.
Complaints of agencies having of-

fices on the north side of the RKO
building over noise raised by work-
ers on new city subway continue
unabated. Huge steel slabs being
pounded in ground make offices as
quiet as a boiler factory,'-

Tournament of. the Br'oadwayites
took place over the weekend on the
Grossinger golf course. Louis Sobol,
Leonard Lyons, Hy Gardner, Doc;
Leo Michel. Monte 'Proser, Mack Mil-
lar, Ed Werner, Milton Blackstorie

and Paul Frehm crossed clubs in a
handicap .set-to. Sobol, Lyons and
Gardner won in a triple tie.

London

New Haven
By Harold M. Bone

U. S. Marine Band set for Arena
Sent. 30.

£ddie Weaver vacationing from
Taft Grill. •

Exhibs meeting this week to de-
cide on admish boost. ' -

Henry Busse commutes to Hart-
ford as WPA symph head.
Lew Schaefer working on a style

show for .local staging next month.
Milford: Cherry and Jvme Preisser

reneged oii local run of 'Broadway'
. . .Biz running double a year ago. ..

Boris Sokoloff, ex-prop man here,
now Westport house manager...
George Coulouris got in a lot of

tennis between rehearsals. . .Hal Le-
Roy guest starring for this Week.
Stony Creek: John Feamley's kid

sister, Celine, debuts on stage here
currently...Peggy Bates in from
H'wood for local trbuplng. . .With
'Guardsman' and 'Idiot's Delight' un-
der their belts, it looks like Earl
MacDonald and Fraye Gilbert are
swiping the Lunts repertoire. . .Dick
Bender will act-direct season's finale,

'Young Love' (30).
Guilford: Joseph Marra doing sets

here this year. . .Robert Gilflllen reg-
istered in a ten-second bit in 'Fly
Away . Home'. . .Spot is making
money this summer. . .Ushers here
carry out the Old-time spirit by
dressing in colonial gowns and they
call you back for acts by ringing
church bells... Frank. Adams house
managing this season.'
Madison: Jeanette Chinley sporting

a new birthday-gift cat. . .AUadine
Bell slips off to a pic on opening
night of her new play 'Horse Tale'

.Curtis Cooksey due next week
in 'Excursion'. . .Elizabeth Love re-
newing shore .line friendships dur-
ing cui-rent -xiun of 'Reflected Glory'

.G. Albert Smith went shaveless
for a week for role in tryout here
. . . James Furn'ess doubling as stage
mgr.-trouper.

'

Rio de Janeiro
By Dave Wilson

Martha Eggert and Jan Kiepura
may tour South America next spring.
A. Rezende to succeed A. Rosen-

vald as 20th-Fox's manager in Bra-
zil.

Regensburg Choir in Rio, also ap-
pearing in Buenos Aires and Monte-
video.
Raul Rbulien still ab^d with the

flu; next production postponed indef-
initely.

Chariot and his four muchachos
from Buenos Aires oh. PRA-9; expect
be in Mexico by .January.
Broadway' pic house to be pinned

to the Severiano Ribeiro circuit, now
holding seven Rio deluxers.

Stroudsburg, Pa.
By John J. Bartholomew

'Jim' Farley at Skytop.
Rose Livingston summering at

Sciota.
Jack Waters and Trudy Carroll at

Chateau Roth.
Robert Fra.ser (WIP-WPG) at

County Line Grove.
Duncan and Dodd with Fred Kline

m.c'iu.)? at Columbia.
Paul Sales' orch succeeded Len

Ma.vfair at Colony Club.
Robert Slewai't new director of

summer theatre at Shawnee.

Robert Donat agam seriously ill.

Gitta* Alper oft to America in
Octobei'.
Melvil^ Brown off to Hollywood

via the Fiji islands.

Jack Whiting back and rehearsing
with Jessie Matthews.

Elsie. Carlisle has the smallest
house in ritzy Mayfair.

Eric WoUheim wants the Berry
Bros, for the Savoy hotel.

Gloria Day set for the new Stan-
ley Lupino-Laddie Cliff musical.

Divorce of Beatrix Thompson and
Claude Rains made final July 26.

Georgie Harris to do a short
vaude season with Leslie Fuller.
Barre Lyndon- off to Africa to

gather material for a new play.
Cole Porter writing the music for

the Jack ' Buchanan-Adele Astaire
film.
Bubbles Stewart back again to do

a single, opening at Piccadilly hotel
Aug... 9.

Henri Lartigue going to. New York
to look • after Cliff Fischer's French
Casino.

Earle
.
St. John, head of Para-

mount theatres, cruisiing on the Nor-
wegian coast.

Metro's lease with Denham is for
one floor, on a six months' contract,
with options.
Owen Nares received by the King

and Queen at a Buckingham Palace
garden party.
Harris and ;Shore are being re-

tained at Grosvenor House for an-
other fortnight.

Gottfried Bergmann, Dutch agent,
here scouting for talent for vaude,
concert and radio.
Lee Sims and Ilomay Bailey back

again, .but will concentrate on com-
posing and radio work.
Gladys Cooper and husband. P'hil-

lip Merivale, in quiet seclusion at
Frinton, play reading.
General Theatre Corp. booking

Galli-Galli for the entire circuit, as
well as Moss Empires.
Anthony "Vivian, of Murray, Elliot

& Vivian, on three weeks' vacation
in Austria and Germany.

George Arliss got a medal from
the Royal Society of Arts for his
paper, on 'Stage aind Scr.een.'

New John van Druten play due at
the St. Martin's, titled 'Gertie
Maude.' Auriol Lee staging.

Cinda Glenn has bought an inter-
est in a uniform factory in St.

Louis, with her mother in charge.
Phil Hyams vacationing in Carls-

bad. Goes from there to Budapest;
where he will be joined by brother
Mick.
Gerard Heath issued a writ against

Arthur Tracy claiming $210 commis-
sion. Writ was accepted, and claim
settled out of court.
Harry Ham back as head of the

local Myron . Selznick office after
several months' vacation in New
York and Hollywood,
Sid Phillips, sax player and ar-

ranger for the Ambrose band, is out.

Has joined Cinephonic Music Co. as
an instrumental writer.
Before he left for Paris Jack

Benny did a two-minute broadcast
July 24 for B.B.C.. without a fee.
He goes to Berlin, "Vienna and points
east.
Jack Hylton has bought the rights

of Kurt Robitschek's "Victoria Palace
and Palace revue, 'Wonderful World,'
which he will tour as a vaudeville
unit.

Irene Henschel will produce J. B.
Priestley's new play, 'Time and the
Conways,' at the Duchess theatre in
the fall, starring Jean Forbes-Rob-
ertson.

Jesse Jacobson and Eddie Fields
together again as a 'vaudeville act,

with Jack Leon, writer of Gracie
Field's theme song 'Sally,' also in
the act.
Harry Welchman may play the

lead in 'Laughing Cavalier,' which
Tommy Bostock is producing at the
Adelphi with A. Duben, theatrical
costumer.
Kurt Robitschek has the remake

rights to 'Congress Dances,' Ufa mu-
sical hit of a few years ago. Has
been rewritten, and .retitled 'Forbid-
den Waltz.'
Peter Bernard taking a vaudeville

unit over to India. Eight, acts in-
cluding . the Grosvenor hotel line.

Unit sails Sept. 18, and yill be away
for a whole year. / .

The Romney Brents off to Paris
and Italy for vacation, with Mrs.
Brent's (Gina Malo's) father, here
on vacation from Cincinnati, ac-
companying them.
Hildegarde on the air in Holland

for the week of Aug.. 16, then goes
to the Dorchester for a fortnight,
with a month at the Trocadero res-
taurant to follow.
Talk of postponing the Jack

Buchanan-Rene Clair picture till

Buchanan returns from America,
where he is due for a show on
Broadway in September.
Jed Harris in town, quietly play-

snooping. Is interested in one of
J. B. Priestly 's, which has not yet
been done in the West End, and has
been conferring with the author.

'Lucky Sambo' is scheduled here
as a touring show, with Valaida, who
is in America, lining up the cast.
Cyril Lawrence, former Lew Leslie
London manager, raising the bank-
roll.

Actor-author Robert Morley hav-
ing his latest play. 'Goodness. How
Sad,' produced at a summer theatre
in a small villasje in Cornwall. Hopes
it will reach the West End eventu
ally.

Martinus Poulsen's lineup for the

Cafe de Paris are Pills and Tabet
for two weeks, when the cafe opens,
Sept. 20; the Four Yacht Club Boys
for six weeks; Lucienne Boyer for
a month.
Martin B. Jones' oft to America.

Will be -back soon, to do a Broad-
way play which starred Paul Robe-
son some years ago. Robeson will
again be starred, with Jack Doyle
in the cast.
Their Majesties, the King and

Queen of England, saw Marion
Lome and Walter Hackett's produc-
tion 'London After Dark,' which
means a spurt in the Apollo theatre
b.o. for another month at least.

Jack Buchanan's deal with Rene
Clair for two pictures was done
through E. Ray Goetz, who has Clair
under exclusive contract. First pic-

ture as yet untitled, but starts shoot-
ing early in August at Pinewood.
TThe Divorce of Lady X,' star-

ring Merle Oberon and Laurence
Olivier, with Ralph Richardson and
Morton Selten in support, will be
the last picture Tim Whelan will do
for Alexander Korda. Then goes to
Maj^lower Productions (Pommer-
Laughton) for two.

Rebuilt Prince of Wales, which is

opening in September, is not likely

to resume its continuous revue,
policy. Management has been try-

ing hard to get names, but finds it

difficult on account of the continur
ous grind. Now likely the theatre
will do twice nightly revues.
Hart and O'Brien's touring show,

'New Faces,' causing RKO-Radio
trouble. Film company has re-

quested that former abandon the
name as it is being used for a film.

But Hart and O'Brien maintain it

has been using the title for months.
Lawyers on both sides are squaby
bling.
'Venus in Silk," which Carl Bris-

son is producing in conjunction with
Lee Ephraim, is a Robert Stoltz pro-
duction originally scheduled for

Berlin, but abandoned on account
of Hitler's Non-Aryan ramp, Louis
Dreyfus had an option on it, for

which he paid $2,000, to do it at

Drury Lane theatre, but gave up
when Ivor Novello leased' the house
for three •years. It was seen on the
road in the U.S., but folded pre-
Broadway.

Sydney
By Eric Gorrick

Benno Moiseiwitsch playing the
sticks.

Cecil Shanon visiting New South
Wales.

Newsreel theatrette trade con-
tinues high.

Nabes are running four-hour bills

to catch trade.

Tito Schipa proving- a great suc-
cess for W-T in Melbourne.

E. J. Tait feels sure legit will make
a string comeback this year.

Stork paying a visit to the Phil
Jones'. Dad's the p.a. at the Em-
bassy.
Archer Whitford, m.c. of Every-

ones, plans a trip abroad in the near
future.
Ernest C. Rolls is in town looking

for suitable territory to open a new
cabaret.
Williamson-Tait reviving 'Romeo

and Juliet' (MG) on two-a-day at
pop prices.

Stuart Doyle will make a brief
tour here prior to leaving for New
York and London.

Eric Baume, editor of the Sunday
Sun, will tour America in search of
copy for his pic column.

"Wrestling is creeping back into
favor this winter, but boxing has
slipped away to nothing.
Concert performers in this spot in-

clude Tito Schipa, Bronislaw Huber-
man and Georg Schneevoigt.
Beresford Clark, director of B. B.

C. Empire services, .has arrived for
a look over local conditions.
Frank Neil will send a vaude-

revue unit to Brisbane, after which
the show plays New . Zealand.
Hal Carleton, Bill Tinkler and

Mike Lustig all out on • exploitation
for the 'Good Earth' (MG) premiere.
Government has promised to re-

duce taxation next year to cover
both commercial and entertainment,
worlds. .

Film Board of Trade has been sit-

ting rather tight during the past two
weeks on new rules covering theatre
erections and giveaways.
Acts playing here for Frank Neil

include Hickey Brothers, Stan Foley,
Scott and Foster, Ted and Al Wald-
man, Clifford Guest, Three Aber-
dohians. La Fayette and La Verne,
Turner Twins, Daimler and Eadie,
and Bob Parrish.
More than likely that Frank Neil

will extend his vaude-revue activi-
ties to New Zealand before long.
Neil, at present, mostly confines him-
self between here and Melbourne,
sometimes sending a unit to Bris-
bane and Adelaide.

Public looking forward to seeing
some new shows. First to come in is

'Over. She Goes' with George Ooe,
Valerie Hay, Donald Burr, Billie
Worth, Percy Le Fre and Lois Green.
Albert Locke will produce, with
Andrew McCunn as musical director.

'Let's Go Places' will be the fir.st

offering of Montague revue unit for
the Fullers in Melbourne. Princess
theatre is being thoroughly redeco-
rated for the premiere. Feature of
show will be the Hungarian Dar-
mora Ballet. George Doonan and
Barbara Vernon.

Hollywood

Max Golden back from Alaskan
trek.

Dr. Herbert Kalmus railed in frotn

Robert Young trailered to Mexico
City.

• William Wyler hospitalized for
minor op.

Wesley Ruggles wrenched his back
exercising.

Lily Damita returned from Euro-
pean toil.

Yale Charney here visiting his
brother, C. King.
Henry Koster pursuing the finny

tribe off Ensenada.
Samuel Roberts the most improved

golfer of the year.
Michael Todd in from New York

for a look-around.
Katie Cuff handling special press

for Standard Radjo.
Mitchell Leisen back from Euro-

pean peregrinations.
Jay Carmody, Washington Star

crick, star gazing here.
Christopher Dunphy planed in

from month's trip abroad.
Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler are

back in. their Encino villa.
Michael goring wends Cape Cod-

ward. for stock work this week.
Martin Beck aired in from N. Y

with Mr. and Mrs. Bert Scherin.
Olivia De 'Haviland winged to San

Francisco for a three weeks' layoff
Campbell MacCulloch back at his

Central Casting desk following op
Sam Briskin brought a deep cop-

pery hue back from the High Sierra.
Jack Otterson has taken over his

new post as art director at Universal.
Joe E. Brown and Dave Rubihoft

made honorary members of CAPA'
Lou Goldberg of Major Bowes at-

tractions in town for some bookings.
Michael Bartlett gazing at the sad

sea waves from a Santa Barbara
cabana.
Jeanette MacDonald and Gene

Raymond back from hulaland honey-
mooning. .

•

Ernest Truex likes the Hollywood
terrain and will become a perma-
nent resident.
Victor ItfcLaglen is Motion Pictui-a

Day chairman for the Cal. State Fair,
opening Sept. 3.

Andre Kostelanetz will baton Lily
Pons' grand op canarying in . 'It

Never Happened Before.'
. W. H. Stein, exec v.p. of Music
Corp of America, has transplanted
from New York permanently.

Lillian Rosines goes to England
with the Metro producing unit as
Maureen O'SuUivan's maker-upper.
Roy Del Ruth has cleaned up

'Broadway Melody of 1938' for Metro
and pulled out for a six-week
siesta.

Dolores Del Rio and Cedric Gib-
bons, seven years wed, revisited
scene of their vows at Santa Barbara
Mission.

Bill Grady, Metro talent scout,
eying picture possibilities at Central
City, Colo., niteries and Elitch'*
Garden, Denver.
B.B.B. tossed a shindig at the

Swing Club for his former boss, Sam
Barken, owner of the Five O'clock
club, in Miami Beach.
Jack Bobbins writes locals that

he's working on his autobiography,
'Twice in a Lifetime,' or his experi-
ences oh the Metro lot.

Six cowboys toiling as redskins in
Paramount's 'Wells Fargo' were
knocked out by 118-deg. heat on lo-

cation near Bakersfield.
Mary Astor has abandoned Toltica

Lake and migrated to Bevhills^
where she bought Bayard Veiller's
house. Veiller retires to Connecticut

'

acres.
Since Metro and 'Hollywood Hotel'

rechristened Igor Gorin to Charles
Gorin, the radio musicians have fur-
ther Americanized it by calling him
'Chuck' Gorin.

Baltimore
By Howard A. Burman

Leo Fields to Hollywood.
Broughton Tall to Florida for va-

cash;
Fred Schanberger, Jr., to hosp. for

minor op. '

.

'

Mrs. Gustav Klem recuping from
appen op.
Bernie Sermon appointed j. p. by

Gov. Nice.
Clem White chaperoning congress

of Indians.
Izty Rappaport to Maine for visit

to son camping there.
Lew Brown to New York for. job

with Loew's publicity dept. .

George Browning reviewing pix
and plays for new Journal.
Don Hix readying revue of youth-

ful talent for national radio sponsor-
ship.
John Little up to ears in con-

struction changes for opening of

Ford's.
Maxwell Weinberg has script titled

'Double Feature' now making
rounds of Broadway.
Play authored by Norman Clark

and Taylor Holmes mulled for straw
hat. tryout at Showhegan, Me.

TTed Routson wearing towns
noisiest Guttenberg and no longer

interested in flying after recent

smash-up.
Max Cohen purchased half block

of main drag realty to protect 10-

year-old nitery biz from n(;ari)y

competish.
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Qeve Extends Expo to Sept 26;

Small Exhibs Ask for More Time

Cleveland, Aug.. 10.

Heavy sputt in attendance and bet-

ter weather conditions, auguring a

hot September, iare reasons, why
backers of Great Lake Exposition

decided to extend it three weeks.

Centennial lair on lakefront was set

to close Sept. 6 but instead will keep

running until Sept. 26, making it a

115-day affair.

Postiponcment oi closing was made
at insistence of a number of smaller

exhibitors and concessionaires, . who
are just beginning to climb out of

the red, caused by June rains. If

Old Sol continues to show his phiz

with no let-down in trade, they fig-

ure to be in the gravy in the next 45

days. Up to Monday (9) the turn-

stiles had turned 1,908,036 times, with

past week-end . drawing 81,134 rub-

ber-neckers.
Biggest stunt so far to ballyhoo

the fair will be Cleveland's 'Jubilee

Day' Saturday (14). It is to be
high-lighted by a Mardi Gras in

'Streets of World' section, an all-

Ohio bathing beauty contest, special

'Hadioland' broadcasts and extra

vaudeville shows.
For another builder-upper, a wom-

' en's swimming race is being held

Aug. 16, featuring a. dozen profes-

sional, water ' queens in half-mile

swim.. Sponsor is Bernarr Macfad-
den, who will fire starting gun and
award $2,000 in prizes. Gertrude
Ederle, Ethelda Bleibtrey, former
world's champ, and Ethel Hertie are

participating.

Rube Bernstein, manager of Billy

Rose's Aquacade, had to add' 500

seats to marine theatre's capacity of

5,000 to handle SRO crowds over
week-end. Plans to add two more
performances during September,
making 21 per week, despite pro-
tests of sWi/vimers and chorineis now
doing 19 shows. Although an in-

crease in salary was' rumored, gals

say they are still getting only $25
a week. Contracts call for 21 per-
formances weekly but they are still

battling for Equity's chorus-girl scale

of $40. "When dismissed for alleged
temperament, three Aquabelles
threw a chair through a door and
then tried to dump a director into

Lake Erie.

As head of Cleveland Professional
Artists' and Models' Bureau, Walter
Hulley claims he was commissioned
by Expositions to find and train 50
mermaids and chorines. Also says
they signed agreement to pay. him
10% of $25 salary for fourteen weeks,
but majority didn't live up to prom-
ises. When he tried to collect from
Aquacade treasurer, he declares that
Bernstein breached the contract by
posting a bulletin warning members
of the cast not to pay money to un-
authorized agents.' Aquacade officials

retorted they never had a contract
with, Hulley's bureau, which .he
claims lost reputed $5,000 because of
cold. deal. Case comes to court here
Wednesday (11).

Hit by competish, Herman Pirch-
ner closed dance and dine spot in
his floating Showboat, dropping L.
Nazaar Kurkdjie's orchestra, but
keeping his Club Eldorado open. Ba-
varian impresario,now devoting him-
self to his Alpine Village on Mid-
way.
Team of Gene and Glenn, former

radio faves locally, are retvirnlng
from western prairies for personal
appearance at outdoor Radioland be-
ginning three days Aug. 14. Station
WLWs staff from Cincinnati have
had its date shifted to the same
day, combining singers in its pro-
gram. Irenee Wicker now appearing
here, doing a man-woman puppet
show in the Sherwin-Williams radio
shell.

Following Isham Jones, Bob Cros-
by's orchestra is penciled into Aqua-
cade Aug. 17, with Glen Gray's Casa
Lpma band set for Aug. 21.

'FRISCO FAIR EXHIBS

TO USE FILM DISPLAYS

PICKED A SHINING MARK

Nova Scotia No. 1 Carney First
Victim of New Law

The province of Nova Scotia, for
many years a mecca for toiuring car-
nivals, has withdrawn the welcome
from the doormat to these tent
shows, regardless of whether organ-
ized within the province or not.

First victim of the anti-gambling
and anti-gyp legislation was the lead-
ing carny promoter of the province.
Bill Lynch, head of the Bill Lynch
Shows, with base at Halifax, and
limiting its touring to the Maritime
provinces and Newfoundland, each
season for the past dozen years,

Lynch had a close call from going
to the bastille, and had to pay a fine

of $500. Jail term was suspended.

COPYRIGHT SUIT VS.

ROSE'S mODY LANE'

ASK 2D YEAR

FOR FRENCH

EXPO

San. Francisco, Aug. 10.

Dr. A, H. Bitting, director of the
Food, Beverage and Agriculture
Building at the 1939 Golden Gate In-
ternational Exposition, revealed yes-
terday that many of the exhibitors
Jit the fair plan on showing pictures
within their exhibits instead of du
plicating actual manufacturing proc
esses.

The building at present has seven
exhibitors signed up for space. At
each end of the building there is an
auditorium in which motion pictures
will be shown and sales talks given

Los Angeles, Aug. 10.

,. Suit is on file in Federal Court in
which Frederick V. Bowers, song-
writer, charges Billy Rose with

[

Copyright infringement in Rose's
Texas Cenlennial production, 'Mel-
ody Lane.' v

Bowers asks $15,000, declaring
'Melody Lane' infringed on 'Song
Writers of the Gay Nineties,' au-
thored by Bowers and produced as
a musical short by Paramoimt last

year.

Detroit State Fair s EDM Seat

Theatre With Star Acts, 25 and 50c

Paris, Aug. 2.

Ballyhoo and blare to keep the
Exposition open for another year is

being whipped up to the stage
where there is hardly a day that a

blast does not appear in some quar-
ter. Not all the arguments for such
a move are on the yes side, how-
ever, and the boys on the other side

of the fence have some good rea-
sons why it should close definitely

in November.
Despite the feeling of the localers,

the real responsibility for continu-
ation of the expo for another year
rests in the hands of the governr
ments of the 44 nations which have
constructed pavillions here and arC'

furnishing the displays.

M. Jonas, member of the Chamber
of Deputies, states that the members
of the expo commission are in favor
of running the show another year if

all of the countries participating are
willing to maintain their exhibits.

At the World Advertising Congress,

M. Hodges,
.
president of the Ad-

vertising Assn, of America, gave en-
couragement to the plan by stating

that he felt the United States would
be in accord with a prolongation.

Postponement of the opening and
incomplete state of the expo at

present makes another year almost
necessary if the whole show is to be
presented. If the show closes down
on Nov. 25, presently scheduled

closing date, many of the buildings

will have been open to the public

for less than three months.
American pavillion is no excep-

tion. Even at this late date its

doors still remain closed to the

public.

Exhibitors are being tempted with
the fact that another year would be

of as much value as this from ^

publicity and propaganda standpoint

and costs would be comparatively

small lor maintenance during the

winter and another season of ex-

hibiting.

Technicians have been questioned

as to the ability of the buildings to

stand the heavy winter rainfalls.

General opinion is that some dam-
age might be done to the outsides of

some structures, but for the most

part they would pull . through in

good shape.

Although mentioned from time to

time, there is little chance that the

expo will be open any later than

the end of November. When talk of

this started the local fire depart-

ment stated the buildings were not

suitable for the installation of heat-

ing plants.

Success of the Chicago fair in its

second year is pointed to frequently.

International Bureau of Expositions

has raised no objections to the con-

tinuation, stating it feels another

year will not harm. the New York
expo in 1939.'

Contracts have been drawn for

only one year and in some cases

possibilities of renewal are not too

promising. Concessionaires, however,

for the most part are predicted to

be ready to grab at a chance of an-

other summer's work, should the

chance be theirs.

BROCKTON FAIR

DOUBLES GATE

. By BILL RICE
Brockton, Mass., Aug, 10.

Arrived here- from Salt Lake City
in five days. Good roads all the
way except through the state of
Ohio.
Intended to work at the Brockton

Fair, but found that they had tilted

their gate to $1 for both day and
night from 50c. gefteral. admission.
This making it the highest priced
fair in the U. S. or Canada. They
have no new buildings or any more
to offer the public than in former
years and I can only figure that they
are committing suicide. If they had
cut the price to 25c. there would be a
chance for an enormous take, as the
home guards would come every day,
which means better take for the
grandstand, midway, concessions and
exhibitors. Where III go from here
unknown- as I write this^

The George Hamid Fair Booking
Agency has a complete sellout of

acts from now until November.
Largest business ever done by this

or any other booker. Barnes &
Corruthers and Ernie Young of

Chicago also sold out and all the

smaller agencies in the same boat.

Fairs are over optimistic and the
many carnivals using free acts have
helped make the shortage.

Many carnivals promoting New
Deal Fairs, but many can never
click with the short promotion they
are being given. Was offered one
on good terms, but I only had two
weeks to sell space, get out premium
book, put on advance sale and ex-
hibits. Not being a magician had to

pass this one up.

Met Walter L. Main, the dean of all

circus owners, on Broadway stepping

along as lively as a 2-year-old. Is

GA of his own circus and reports

his business good. When a small
boy I worked to get in his circus.

He billed his show as the Walter L.

Main Shows 'The World's Youngest
Circus Owner.' Sprung this on hini

about 20 years ago when he intro-

duced me. to bis missus that he had
just married. He kicked me on the

shins and officed me to go outside.

When there he said, 'Nix on that

working for me when you were a
kid, my wife will think I'm an old

man."
AH class A and B fairs in western

Canada did better business this year
than last with the exception of Re-
gina and other nearby fairs that

had crop failures. Dan (Steve)

Rogers promoting a Baby Parade,

'Miss Brockton' Bathing Beauty
Parade for the fair, and preliminaries

to be had in various dance halls and
finals in the Brockton theatre. All

to be climaxed with the Bathing

Beauty Parade at the pool inside the

fair grounds.
A feature thriller for the fair will

be a balloon race with the burning

of one and escape of the pilots via

parachutes. New stunt, I think.

AFTER THE TOURISTS

Washington to Spend $250,000 to

Advertise State

Spokane, Aug. 10.

Grand Coulee dam will be played
up as the biggest tourist lure in the
State' of Washington in its two-year
$250,000 publicity campaign, mem-
bers of the Washington State Prog-
ress Cotnmisslon decided here dfter
an all-day inspection tour of the
dam.

C. E. Johns, executive secretary of
the commission, will set up head-
quarters at Olympia, state capital,

and organize publicity staff.

Bill requires commission to have
state exhibits at Golden Gate Ex-
position in San Francisco and at
New York World's Fair. Also to put
on a State celebration for Washing-
ton's 50th anniversary as State.

Ff. WORTH GETS

MW FACES AT

MANANA

Columbus Show Set
Columbus, Aug. 10.

Entertainment features of Ohio
State Fair opening Aug. 28 will be
Gus Sun's Rodeo and Stampede and
Lum 'n' Abner's Pine Ridge Follies.

Sun outfit scheduled for evening

iperformances before racetrack

grandstand with Follies to be pre-

sented in the Coliseum.

Circus Routes

Week ot August 16

Barnes, Sclls-FIolo
RnpiO Clly, S. D., 10; DeaiUvooc). 17;

Chmlinn, N'eb.. 18; Alllanc*. 10; Bioken
How, Z«; HasLlngs, l!l; f^cxlngton, i'l.

Cole-Beatty-Maynard
Wfilla-W;!!!.!, Wafli., Jfl; foKax, 17;

Spokane, l.t ; Wcnatthec, IS: Evcretl, 20;

Seattle.
Bingling Bros-Barnum & Bailey
Fi-prpoit, IW., 1«; Waterloo, Ta., 17;

X)cn Alolnf.*, m: OKumwa, 19; Mcbeily,
Hio., 20; Sr. Louis, 21-22.

Fort Worth, Aug. 10.

Changes marked shows at the
Frontier Fiesta as the seventh week
started Saturday (7).

Melody Lane became a free show,
replacing 'Flirting with Death.'

Joe Jackson, bicyclist, replaced
Moore and Revel in Casa Manana.
The Three Cossacks, skaters, will
replace Sydell and Spotty Saturday.

Fritz and Jean Hubert followed
Clyde Hager, who is booked for a
tour on the West Coast.

Old-time dance hall to be opened
in the Astor House on Sunset Trail,

livening up that cluster of frontier
shacks.

Paul Whiteman is expecting a visit

soon from Judy, Annie and Zeke
Canova, who were with him here
last summer. He said he will put
them on as guest artists at Casa
Manana one night

Jimmy Brierly, tenor with White-
man, is featuring 'I Kissed a
Stranger in the Dark,' ixom. Billy
Rose's 'Aquacade' at Cleveland.

Short Wave to Salzburc

Wliiteman will broadcast a half-
hour program at 12:30 p.m. Thurs-
day from the fiesta studios for the
musical festival at Salzburg, Austria.
He will play. George Gershwin's
'Rhapsody in Blue,' among other
things.

Best night's business so far was
hung up. last Tuesday (3) when 2,000

Texas bankers swelled attendance,
Show officials expect August to be
banner month. John Sparks,
treasurer of the fiesta association,

said ICexas business conditions are
the best he has seen since 1912.'Show
is sure to get gobs of cotton money
before it closes Oct. 16, officials be-
lieve.

Rose, returning from visiting his

wife, Fannie Brice, in Hollywood,
said Casa Manana acts will be
changed every four weeks. This does
not apply to principals. Rose to

leaye this week for New York,

Harry K. Barth, bull fiddler with
Original Dixieland Ja^z Band, who
joined band in January, out of
group Saturday (7) because his de-

mand of more pay was not met
Barth took spotlight in Pipneer Pal-

ace show and reasoned he was worth
more money. Nick LaRocca, leader,

could not see it that way. Buster
Coughey, with Ed Lally's local band,
took Earth's place.

High wind Thursday night f5)

caused Casa Manana revue to omit
regular scenery in 'Lost Horizon'
and 'Wake Up and Live' epi.sodes,

more permanent .sets being substi-

tuted for first performance.

Uncle Sam played Santa Claus to

fiesta employes last week when rul-

ing was made fiesta is non-profit or-
ganization. Employes received re-
fund of 1% government had col-

lected on. salaric:: as far back as
April for some. Refunds amounted
from 50c to $40 and $50 for stars.

Fiesta got 2% refund of between
$2,000 and $2,500.

Detroit, Aug< 10.

A 10,000-seat theatre is being con-
structed in the Coliseum, State Faii^

Grounds here, to house the biggest
array of stage, screen and radio tal-

ent ever assembled under one roof
here, during the Michigan state fair

Sept. 3-12.

For a top of 50c. (25c. for

kids), localites will be able to see a.

$50,000 flesh show, consisting of the
following who were signed last

Saturday (7) through Music Corp.
of America:
Edgar Bergen, Wayne King orch,

iBen Bernie (minus the Lads), Ethel
Shutta; Rufe Davis, comedian in

'Mountain Music' (Par); Jack Wal-
dron, m.c. at Hollywood Restaurant,

N. Y., piast two years; Joan Brittoti,

warbler; Ames and Arno, comedy,
duo; the White Guard, male octet;

Vera Fern, dancer; Pansy the Horse;
a 24-gaI line from Hollywood, plus
three or four other acts as yet' un-
signed.

Shdw will cost in the neighbor-
hood of $50,000 lor 10 days, includ-
ing talent^ adveiUsing, promotion,
and renovating of the Coliseum.
Figured on the basis of 24 presenta-
tions during the 10 days (3 on ordi-
nary days and as high as five on
Labor Day), it's hoped to gross
about $76,000 on the venture, br
about $25,000 net.

T* Scat
Coliseum, which has b«en used in

past for circuses, rodeos and midget
cdf racing, will have a stage 40 feet
deep and 60 feet wide, and with ad-
dition of chairs on arena's floor will

seat around 10,000 persons.

Show is one. of General Manager
Frank N.. Isbey's announced efforts

to put fair In the black this year.

When he took over the event coupla
months ago, Isbey promised Gov.
Frank Murphy he'd make it pay or
foot the losses out of his own
pocketbook, with the one stipulation

that he'd be given full rein from
any political bonds, thereby putting
the event on a strictly business basis.

His first efTort in that direction
will be the installation of coin-ope-
rated turnstiles to stop graft.

Therell be no comps or secret gates,

politicians and everybody else being
required to put 25 cents in the turn-
stile before getting in. Pay attrac-

tions inside, grounds' also will' be
operated by coins only. He's also

warned the carney to operate with-
out graft, or else.

Another attraction of fair, besides
the usual agricultural, exhibits, etc.,

will be a . civic center with a huge
orchestral shell and stage where
fraternal and civic groups will pre-
sent free musical, choral and edu-
cational programs. Several free acts

are also planned for spotting

throughout grounds.
Isbey who's president of Detroit

Union Produce terminal, is aided by
board composed of Harry Mack, of
Ford Motor; William Fisher, of
FJsher Body; and Joe Fields, of
Chrysler Corp. Motor companies
also planning si^ecial exhibits.

WHITEHEAD IN MIDWEST

TO ORGANIZE CARNEYS

Chicago, Aug. 10.

Extensive drive to organize carni-
val performers is getting under "way
in the midwest with the arrival her^
laist week of Ralph Whitehead, head
of the American Federation of Ac-
tors.

Whitehead is planning meetings
with carnival owners in this terri-

tory and also will
;
arrange several

general open meetings of performers
in a number of key towns.

Jurisdictional row between the
American Federation of Actors and
the Chicago local of the Ticket Tak-
ers and Ushers, affiliated with the
Building Service Employees' Union
Avas settled last week by Ralph
Whitehead, APA executive secretary,
on a trip to Chicago. Dispute be-
tween ihe two groups was over the
jurisdiction of the ticket takers at
Ringling Bros, circus in Chicago.
AFA has a closed shop agreement

with the circus and in other cities

that has covered gate men. Ticket
takers and ushers have been ex-
tremely active in Chicago, however,
particularly at ball games, race-
tracks and at Soldiers Field and th»
local stepped in to take over the cir-

cus ticket men.
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News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as pub-

lished dunng the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,

San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variett take* no credit lor

these news items; each has been rewritten from o daily paper.

East

Boston police cracking down on
pistols worn as watch charms. Gats
are about one inch long, but said to

be able to cause damage,

Representative Herbert S. Hous-
ton, speaking in Tokyo, urged dis-

tribution "of fllm^ explaining na-

tional manners and customs as use-

ful in establishing a better under-
standing of national processes of

thought. .

N. Y. motorcycle, cops given new
uniform blouses of tropical worsted.

iSupposed to make for neatness and
comfort. If they click pavement
pounders will wear them, too.

Devoe & Raynolds, paint concern,

dotted lines for 10,000 sq. feet at the

N; Y. World's Fair* To erect own
building.
Wife of former justice Joseph F.

Crater, reported to be angling for

a stage engagement. Says she's

broke. Tackling radio, too.

Aaron Gold, Bronx, winner of the

Goldman memory contest at Central
Park concert last week. It's his

ninth year aimong the first three in

the recollection romp. Gets a gold
medal. Medals presented at the
Friday concert,

Hallie Flannagan on her first va-
cation since the Federal theatre
project started. Gone to Canada.
Roger Smith hotel, White Plains,

bars sale of liquor to siU under 21.

Legal age is 18.

Irene SharafI to design the cos-

tumes of 'Virginia.'

Washington Heights Players
moved into new quarters at 620 W.
158th street. To do eight plays this

winter. '

.

Florida legislature bans all slot

machines. • Had authorized them last

year.
Lucy Monroe, daughter of the

late Anna Laughlin, obtains court
'permission to prosecute her dgad
mother's suit against her imcle,

Roland G. Monroe, for $41,147. Miss
Monroe is a radio songstress.

Most of the U. S. naval ships will

anchor in the Hudson, for a two
week stay to help along the N. Y.
World's Fair.
Katharine - Hepburn visiting her

parents in Conn. Howard Hjighes
flew her east. Making talk,

Present plans have Rowland Steb-
bins using Rochester as the dog for
rtallulah Bankhead's H^leopatra.' To
start Oct. 12
N. Y. police last Thursday dumped

$40,000 worth of guns, gambling
equipment and slot machines into
the ocean. Seized in raids. Mayor
LaGuardia threw out the first gun.

" Shuberts* 'Between the Devil* to
have no chorus, but a line of show'
girls all over six feet tall. Present,
plans will bring it into the Imperial
theatre after break-in weeks in Bos-
ton and Philly.

. .American Theatre Council to have
a luncheon at the Astor Aug. 23.

Glass Containers Assn. offered
contest with a trip to Hollywood as
the prize to' battle canned beer. Con
testants mu|t;ie|l^ Why bottled beer
is better. ^^^ClpiJed Saturday,
George Bernard Shaw invites

America to kick in with an endow
ment.for a national theatre project
in London. Says Britons can't be
expected to contribute much and
money must come from outside,

. Eastman Kodak seeks to purchase
a Rochester cathedral for a purpose
not made known.

Gf:rtrude Ederle; now 30, declines
to entei the water carnival at Swan
Lake, N. Y., as a contestant, but will
appear as a bather. Says she's too
old for tricks.

Estelle Powell, former chorus
girl, asks ' permission of N. Y, su-
pierne court to sue her husband for
a divorce. He left her six years
ago, but she does not want to wait
for an Enoch Arden decree, Wants
to remarry,
.Will of the late Vivian Burnett,

the original of Little Lord Faunt-
Icroy, disposes of $30,000. .

-New Jersey State Beverage Com-
mission rules that 'nuts' is not an
insult but an expression of frustra-
tion. Woman complained of a bar-
tender, which brought out the dic-
tum
Lightning killed three at Rocka-

way Sunday when two elsctrical
storms met. Had the bolts struck a
little further to the east they would
have hit the crowd at Riis Park.
Garden Pier, Atlantic City, goes

on auction block next week (19), To
settle an estate.

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. nixes
liquor ads but rules, indie stations
may advertise beer and wines if no
local objections.

, Albert Carroll, who told police he
was co-author of 'Calling All Men'
beaten and robbed by two thugs
early Monday morning. Men took

i his clothes which later led to their

identification and arrest.

Jam on a Harlem pier last Friday
when two Negro excursions got
mixed up.

and those who could not get on
board sought to get on the second
steamer, which was under another
charter. Police called to clear up
the situation.

Thrown into the crowd watching
his performance when his rigging

snapped, a performer in a circus in

Copenhagen injured 10 persons, one
fatally.

Riis Park gets fireworks every
Friday evening.
Harold Tehel, 18, ih Bellevue for

observation. Spotted in a theatre

by a girl who recognized him as

her annoyer in another house the
week before. Police found record
of six previous arrests on charges
of annoying girls in picture thea-
tres.

Shubert talent scout picked two
girl ushers at the Randalls Islaind

stadium for the next 'Follies' chorus.
They are Veronica Burr and Alice
Loft
American Chemical Society an-

nounces Eastman Kodak is making
10 films on chemistry for classroom
use.

Coast

Mrs. Mae Keaton, former wife of

Buster Keatoh, was married to Wil-
liam W. Gassert, Reno insurance
man, at Carson City, Nev,, Aug. 2.

Betty Douglas, film actress, an-
nounced she would file suit for di-

vorce in Los Angeles from Vincent
Farrar, cameraman.

Oliver Morosco announced plans
to return to the theatrical produc-
ing field in Los Angeles, opening
with a burlesque pomedy yet unse-
lected and following up with a series

of revivals.

Betty Grable, film player, revealed
in Hollywood that she will become
the bride of Jackie Coogan in Bev-
erly Hills Dec. 18,

Marie L. Marks, screen player
who sued her former husband, Cecil
Sillman, for $200,000, has accepted
an out-of-court settlement under
which she will reseive $100 monthly
for '25 months.

Checkup of the take at Del Mar
racetrack shows that net profit for
the initial meeting was $177,946, of

which Bing Crosby's share was ap-
proximately $33,000 a week for four
weeks.

Victor Orsatti, actors' agent, re-
ceived an interlocutory decree of di-

vorce in L. A. from June - Lang,
actress. They were married last May
29. Mother-in-lawitis.

Wife of Eric Blore, film comedian,
started 'suit iii L. A. for separate
maintenance. They were married in
New York June 12, 1926.
Paula Stone, daughter., of Fred

Stone,- and George W. Mason, nitery
entertainer, filed notice of intention
to wed in Santa Barbara.
Cross-complaint to the divorce ac-

tion brought by Jan Rubini, vio-
linist, was filed in Los Angeles by
Mrs. Adele Rubini.
Roy Randolph, dance director,

pleaded not guilty in L. A. Superior
court when arraigned on a morals
charge. Trial was set for Aug. 31.
Veda Ann Borg, Warner player,

and Dick Purcell, of the same studio,
were injured in a head-on auto-
mobile collision near Cahuenga Pass.
Miss Borg incurred serious face and
scalp lacerations that may interfere
with her career.

Lucille Lund, Columbia actress,
and Kenneth Higgins, radio producer,
revealed plans to be married Aug. 20.
Anne Shirley, film canary and

player, and Jolm Howard, actor, filed
notice of intention to wed in Santa
Barbara last week.
Bulk of the $10,000 estate of Vera

Bruce Codona, slain by her husband,
Alfredo Codona, was bequeathed to
her mother, Mrs. Annie Bruce, who
also was named executrix.
Los Angeles City Council slashed

license fees for one-ring circuses
with seating capacity of 300 or less
to $15 for the first day and $10 a day
thereafter.

Actors^ Union

Showboat

(Continued from page 1)

put its towboat Wenonah out of com
mission at Thebes, Mo. It took a
week for the crew to make repairs
and Capt. Menke's p.a. plastered
showboat paper all over counti*y
side. A bunch of old mellers were
dug out of the trunk, dusted off and
added to company's repertory and
company enjoyed one of best weeks
of current season during lay up.
Last visit of a showboat to St.

Louis was in 1934 when The Holly-
wood' tied up at Music's Ferry Land-
ing, in northern part of St. Louis
county and remained for a full sum-

One boat was oversold rner and had a fine b.o. season.

(Continued from page 37)

Lawrence, Fred MacKaye, John Gib-

son, Eugene Carman, Georgia Fi-

fl^ld, Lloyd Creekmore and Ynez

Screen Actors Guild has nominated

the following: Eddie Cantor, Dick

Powell, Edward Arnold,. Joe E.

Brown, John Boles, Don Ameche,
Bing Crosby, Jack Benny, Edgar
Bergen, Ray Middleton, and Warren
Hull. SAG alternates are Fred As-

taire, Andy Devine, Joe Penner, Bob
Burns, Charley Winninger, Ed
Lowry, Kenny Baker and Frances

Langford.
Names offered by the American

Guild of Musical Artists include

Lawrence Tibbett, Richard Bonelli,

Frank Chapman, Jascha "Heifetz,

Queena Mario, James Melton, Grace
Moore, Lanny Ross and Margaret
Speaks.
National board will number 45

members. Headquarters will be in

New York, with offices to be set up,

probably within a few. days after

next Monday's meeting. Dues, will

be $12 a year, with a $10 initiation

fee.

To facilitate the organizing of the
performer field throughout the coun-
try, there will be three locals of the
AFRA, respectively for the East,

West and Mid-west. Each will have
its Own constitution (patterned,

however, after the national one),

officers and a certain degree of au-
tonomy.

Claim 600 Members
Estimated the New York per-

former field is now almost- entirely

organized, with more than 600 mem-
bers. Large percentage of that

number reported to have already
paid initiation fees and dues. AFRA
officials guess roughly that the or-

ganization will liltimately munber as
many as 15,000 members nationally.

Inclusion of radio writers in the
organization, at first reported from
the Coast, is imderstood to have been
abandoned. When he left New York
last week after getting the organiza-
tion under way, Ken Thomson, SAG
exec secretary, is believed to have
reached an agreement with the Au-
thors League of America here that
jurisdiction of the scripting field

would be left to the Radio Writers
Guild, affiliate of the ALA and al-

ready well started in the field.

Last Monday (9) night's AFRA
meeting in New York, attended by
about 300 persons, discussed the
skeleton of the local constitution.

Suggested changes were offered and
the draft will be submitted for ap-
proval at a later meeting. Im-
portant decisions, however, are gen-
erally being held until the formal
granting of the charter by the Four
A*s and the organization meeting of
the national board next Monday.

MARRIAGES
Janet Olcott, pianist, to William

Gerard Cavanagh, non-pro, at Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y., Aug. 5.

Mary Louise Meyer to George W,
Thompson in Toledo Aug. 7. Bride
is member of 'Smoothies' at WWJ,
Detroit.

Flora Hill, non pro, to Donald
Naylor, production manager of
WGST, Atlanta, Aug, 7 in Atlanta,

Virginia Jackman, non pro, to
Robert W. Dailey, p.a. for WTAM,
Cleveland, Aug. 9.

Joan Eberle, model, to Edward
Brymer, film designer, Aug. 7, in

Yuma, Ariz.

Louise Litton to Maynard Mar-
quardt in Chicago, Aug. 5. Bride is

dramatic coach, and groom general
manager WCFL. /

Alma McKenz^e to George Spittale
in New York Aug. 6. Bride works
in script shows on all Philly sta-
tions. Groom is a broker.

Marty Chloe Villard to Charles
Warren in New York Aug. 7. Groom
is professional mgr. of the Remick
Music Corp.

Marilu Geiselman to George T,

Case, in Columbia, S. C, Aug. 3
Both are staff artists on station WIS,
Columbia.

E. M. Saunders, Jr., younger son
of Edward M. Saunders, western
MGM sales manager, to Grace
Schwing, in Bronxville, N. Y.,

Aug. 12.

OBITUARIES
CHARLES ROMANO

Charles Romano, 38, legit actor,

died Aug. 9 of a heart attack at his

home in New Yprk. For the last

couple of weeks he had been re-

hearsing in 'Virginia,' new Schwartz-
Stallings musical for the Center

theatre.

Son of Enrico Romano, proprie-

tor of the celebrated restaurant on
the Strand, London, Romano served

with the British army in the cam-
paign against the Turks at Gallipoli.

He came to the U. S. in 1921 with
Henry Esmond and subsequently was
identified with the American stage.

Plays in which he appeared in-

clude 'Romance,' 'WiU Shakespeare,'

'Gerxtlemen Prefer Blondes,' 'The
Mountebank,' 'Lion Tamer,' 'Seventh
Heaven,' 'The Doctor's Dilemma,'
'Marco Millions,' 'Berkeley Square,'

'Clear All Wires,' 'The Dark Tower,'
'Richai'd of Bordeaux,' 'While Pa-
rents Sleep,' 'Design for Living' and
The Great Waltz.' He served a
number of times as Equity deputy.

Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Mary
Ricard Romano, known on the stage

as Mary Ricard; a daughter, Peggy
Romano, and a sister, Mrs. Edward
Evans, in London.
Funeral services under the au-

spices of the Actors' Fund, will be

LOUIS FINNERTY
Louis Finnerty, 54, oldtime vaude

rouper, died in .the General hos.
pital, Los Angeles, from an inted-
linal obstruction Aug. 4. Formerly
member of Bernard, Finnerty and

Mitchell^ comedy trio, he had re-
sided on the Coast 15 years and
played in many films, the last one
'Saratoga.'

He was a native of New Jersey.
Funeral was held Aug. 6 and the
ody shipped to Cranston, N. J., for

interment. The Troupers Club had
charge.

In Ixtvlns Memory of My Pear Wife

MAUDE RYAN
(Aug, 15, 1036)

CHAS. INNESS
WM. T. RYAN ' (Brother)

held at the Walter B. Cooke Funeral
Home, 117 W. 72d street. New York,
at noon today (Wednesday), burial in

Ken«ico Cemetery.

LADY TREE
Lady Tree, 72, Widow of the late

Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, died

in London, Aug. 7, as the result of

an operation from which she did not
rally.

Born Helen Maude Holt, Lady
Tree married her actor-husband in

1883, the year of her stage debut,

and played in his and other -com-
panies until the time of his death
She continued her stage work fol-

lowing his demise, and did not re-

tire until compelled by advancing
age. She made her Anierlcan debut
in 1895, in her husband's company,
and subsequently played many en
gagements here. -Her best liked role

was the Countess de la Briere, in

'What Every Woman Knows,' which
she played in many revivals. She
had appeared in a number of Brit-

ish-made motion pictures in later

years.

ALBERT SHORT
Albert Short, vet midwest imit

and presentation producer, pit or
chestra conductor, and during recent
years a director and producer of

radio programs, died in Chicago
Aug. 10 of apoplexy. Short, who was
46, was stricken by a heat stroke
two weeks ago.

Formerly with Balaban. & Katz
as a producer of presentations in the
B&K houses hereabouts. Short went
over into the unit production field

when that form of show invadec
vaude. At the time of his death, the
producer was associated with Will
J. Harris in building units.

Short was also connected with
NBC's Chicago studios in a producer-
conductor capacity. Survived by
widow and child.

BIRTHS
To Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Peck, son,

July 31, in Omaha. Father is assist-

ant manager of Omaha theatre.

Mr. and Mrs. Albertus Heding, son,

July 25, in Indianapolis. Father is

assistant manager of Lyric theatre.
Mother former cashier at house.

C. A. WILLAT
C. A. (Doc) Willat, 58, pioneer in

dependent film producer, died in
Hollywood Aug. 6 from lobar
pneumonia.

Willat started with Vitagraph pic
tures in 1900 and later became as-

sociated with the New York Motion
Picture Co., operated by Bauman
& Kessel, afterward joining Carl
Laemmle.
He •was a member of the Lambs

club, Hollywood Masquers, the Ma-
sons and Elks.

Widow, one sister and three broth-
ers survive. Irvin, one of the broth-
ers, is a Hollywood picture director.

other plays, one of .which the farce
'Never Again' was put on by William
A. Brady in 1927.

His death, followed only a few
weeks after his second marriage
July 17, to the former Miss Edith
Duell, Glens Falls, a survivor.

DOROTHY DALE
Dorothy Dale, 12, juvenile stage

and screen actress, succumbed to
heart ailment after five months ill-

ness Aug. .1 and was buried in Holy
Cross Cemetery, Jersey city, Aug. 3.'

She was the daughter of Johnny
and Loretta Dale, formerly of vaude
and musical comedy. Youngster had
appeared on stage with parents and
in ^lotion picture shorts and had
been on way to Hollywood career
when cardiac trouble developed.

LOUIS ANC]E^R
Louis Aricker, 50, a member of

the radio team of Lou Ancker and
Anice Ives, died in New York; Aug.
6, after an illness of 10 months.

. He had played in many stage pro-
ductions before starting 'Every-

woman's Club of the Air' for WIP,
Philadelphia. He married Miss Ives

27 years ago.

MRS. ANNA G.' MERRILL
Mrs. Anna G. Merrill, 60, one time

vaudeville booker with RKO, • died
at her sister's home in North Bel-
grade, Me., Aug. 7.

Deceased was formerly in charge
of the New England territory with
the RKO vaudeville exchange, which
position she held for many years.

CHARLES (HAPPY) ADAMS
Charles (Happy) Adams, 47, for

many years head canvasman for

Ringling and lately head props at

the Hollywood Bowl, died in Los
Angeles, Aug, 7, of heart attacks

Was also property manager at th«

Shrine Auditorium and for tht

L. A. and Frisco opera troupes.

MRS. LOUIS LONG
Mrs, Louis Long, 35, who, with

her husband, has. operated a string

of 15 film theatres in Arizona, died,

in Stafford, Ariz., Aug. 7, following
childbirth.

Eight-pound son survived. She is

also survived by her husband and
two other children.

JAMES DUGAN
James E. Dugan, 39, assistant di-

rector at Metro, died in Hollywood
Aug. 5 from a heart ailment. Widow
and two small children survive.

Funeral service was held Aug. 7

at Cathedral Chapel, Hollywood,
burial following in Calvary Cem-
etery,

STEVE K. DUROS
Steve K. Duros, 43, founder of the

old Nickelodeon, first motion picture

house in Columbus, O., died there

Aug. 1. He also was an operator

at the Pastime, Dreamland and the

old Empress.
His widow, mother, two Sisfers and

two brothers survive.

ALBERT N. C. FOWLER
Albert Nelson Chaney Fowler, 64,

playwright and business man, died
suddenly at his home in Glens Falls,

N. Y., Aug. 2.

He wrote the book of 'The Tatooed
Man,' for which Victor Herbert did
the score, with Frank Daniels as
star. Fowler authored a number of

JOHN ALBERT ROPP
John Albert Ropp, 77, who for 12

years was an acrobat with the Sells

Brothers circus, died recently at his

home at Forest, O.
He traveled throughout the United

States, Australia and New Zealand

with the circus, . ,

DWIGHT CULVER
Dwight Culver, 31, of Paramount's

budget department, died Aug. 6 in

Los Angeles after an illness of three

months during -v^^Ich he submitted

to two brain operations,
^

He is survived by his widow and

an eight-year-old daughter.

Mother, 66, of George McCall, ex-

Variety, now of Hollywood office of

Universal Service, died in Buffalo,

Aug, 2.
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Here and There WHAT THEY THINK
(Cootinued from page 46)

dayi ttien oflf to Kansas City, and

follows with New York.

Virfbii* Seeds* IVLS, Chicago,

publicist, married last October, to

devote lull time to housekeeping, be-

ginning Aug. 15. WLS spot not yet

filledL

iRalph Nerdberr, WGY, Schenec-

tady, commercial manager since last

Kovember, has been transferred to

NBC's New York headquarters sell-

ing time.

HarrtsoB Baitey^ V(MOX, St Louis,,

continuity writer, resigned to take

post of program dir. for WICA,
Ashtabula, O.

Sobm G«rrc«ht, part time an-

nouncer on WGAL, Lancaster^ is a

diamond expert in a local jewelers.

BIri Fisher, manager of KOMO,
Seattle, deepsea angling last week
off Mexico with Al Pearce.

Gimlwai McNamee renewed as an-

nouncer on the Yallee (Boyal Gela-

tine) program for another 52.weelcs.

NBC Artists. Service handles the

mikemep.,

Mary BfcCemlck, radio trouper

working several web script serials

out of\New York, set for a film try

with Wamer^s starting Jan. 1. Curtis

& Allen agency placed.

hiaa, CmylBfUn Harrfil, chatterer

on WSOC. Ctiarlotte, N. C., lor the

past two years, now on WBT, same
town.

Alberi Miller has been added to

the flcripters on the Town Ball pro-
gram with Wsilter O'Keefe. Set by
Bill Joyce, of tbe William Morris
office.

J«f«ph I. Aaerhaaa, p.a. of WNYC,
New York, is out, being replaced by
Seymour N. Si^I, doubling as di-

rector of the program division.

Kolin D. Bagcr* WGY, Schenectady
manager, his wife, and twin daugh-
ters, Koline and Norine, are vaca-
tioning at Westbrook, Conn.

Cvmclfa Osgood pinch-hitting for

Kay Brinker on WBBM 'Manhattan
Mother' serial, during latter's illness.

ArttHr Charcli, KMBC head, in

Chicago for stopover before proceed-
ing to N. Y. to supervise recordings
of more Thenomenon' episodes.

Rfceliard O'BrlcB and Dave Caugh-
lan have joined sales staff of KSD,
Si. Louis.

DarlBi: summer months KWK has
beieii hitting air at 6:30 a.in.-^n hour
later' than usuaL There is no day-
light saving law in St. Louis.

BriUin OR's V. S. Radie
New York, Aug. 9.

Editor, Variety;

Under the heading ^Britain favors
home talent,' the following, as part,'

appeared in a recent issue of the
N. Y. Times:

'Recognizing itself as the 'Sole
Trustee for Broadcasting iri Britain,'
the British Broadcasting Corp., in
its journal, the Radio Times, asserts
it is bound to give its listeners the
best . wherever it is. found. - Home
telent has succeeded in this aim.' It
further says tliat Britain artists are
the backbone of British broadcast-
ing-

Knowing the above utterance to
be nothing but self-complacent re-
marlcs of one in the ranks, I feel it

incumbent on me as one who has
been very closely connected with ra-
dio in many countries, to say tliat

never at any time has Great Britain
-been able to hold a candle to Amer-
ican programs and that so far as
even a knowledge of required tech-
nique and showmansl^ip is concerned,
British broadcasting is, in the main,
amateurish as compared. There are
such a majority of listeners at home
who wish the programs were even
a little more 'homely' and who would
welcome an opportunity to be en-
tertained by some of their favorite
American picture stars, tliat the
above utterance becomes even more
ridicukius. Unfortunately nothing
can be done. British Broadcasting
is ah autocracy unto itself.

I consider it bad form and un-
sportsmanlike to state publicly as
this writer did, that 'events picked
up from other countries are only
the trimmings,' and my fellow coun-
tryman could well spend a few
months in U. S. A. to send him back
with a troubled conscience. Al-
though American broadcasting itself,

including certain network programs,
has room for much improvement,
owing, to inefficient directors here^
there is ho doubt that it is On the
whole doing the greatest job in the
world of radio today. While the
present keen competition amongst
sponsors keeps up, radio entertain-
ment in U. S. A. must leap ahead of
that in Great Britain.

Under present conditions British
programs can never hope to compare
with American. To prove this would
be quite a simple 'thing. A contest
could be organized. We compete
against America in sporting events,
and competition improves talent It

would mean an. exchange of artiste

and would stimulate and revive pub-
lic interest and unless I am gravely
mistaken (and I would of course like

to be) would give justifiable cause
to prevent a repetition of lufair
statements.

B. Ch«rles-Dcdn.

(Pres., Briitsh American Produc-
tions, IncJ

KWK'a 'Minstrel Show,' bank-
jrolled by Slack Furniture Co., East
St. Louis, for more than a year, is

off the air for a few weeks. Pro-
gram is presented in Municipal
Auditorium every Monday p.m. be-
fore live audience.

L. A. Benson^ of WIL, St. Louis,
has signed contract with Small Sc

Brewer, as national sales repre-'

sentatives.

same condition exists throughout the
country.

I recall my entrance into burlesque
in 1905 when the two circuits—'the
Western and the Eastern Wheels-
went their separate ways. The East-
em Wheel had the shows and pro-
ducers, while the Western Wheel had
the theatreis, and was forced to make
its own producers. Tliat's how I got
my start. Never having seen many
burlesque shows, I wasn't familiar
wi^ the 'nigger' acts or 'bits,' and
-as a result I came iii with new, un-
hackneyed ideas. A^ a result I made
good from the start I concentrated
on ideas, humor, entertainment de-
void of vulgarity or filth.

In 1908 I produced 'Follies of the
Day,' a satirical revue, with traves-
ties, and bubbling over with funny
scenes backed up by an original mu-
sical score. I first got the idea, in-

tending it for a Broadway revue.
When I got my own franchise from
the Empire Circuit I decided to fore-
go a Broadway production, several
managers being interested in the
show^ The wisdom of my judgment
at the time was vindicated when tor
18 consecutive years these 'annual
productions, absolutely clean and re^
freshing, and always full of new
ideas, continued to prosper.

I realized many years ago that the
name burlesque was doomed and I

omitted it from all advertising of
every nature. The sprouting of stock
burlesque theatres all over the coun-
try started the decline of burlesque
and the fact that producers without
imagination or initiative continued
to produce the same bits year in and
year out Hien when strip-teasers

and -vulgarity of the lowest form
was injected, the bottom dropped out
Of the burlesque business. Some
good will come from it alL There
will be a new kind of entertainment
rise in its pUce; but producers will

have to forget the kind of shows
they offered in the past
This is a new era-^e only re-^

semblance to tbe old one. is that the
public is still willing to be enter-
tained. What constitutes entertain-
ment? That's what they've got to

find out They will have to dig up
new blood, just as the Western
Wheel did, and history may repeat
itself. It always does!

Barney Gerard.
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios)

Edgar P. Shutz, conunercial mgr.
of WIL, St. Louis, on biz calls in

Washington, New York, Detroit and
Chicago on way home from vacation.

Les-Alien is new staflC announcer
ftt K.YA, Oakland.

Bob Q«erner has replaced Dudley
Manlove as announcer on KROW,
Oakland.

iV. W. Lukewarm
(Continued, from page 2)

which ihe theatre owners helped to

build and assist in supporting in
their taxpayer roles, has been pro-
viding an unusually large amount of

opposition. There have been weekly
wrestling cards and a pop series of

symphony concerts for the first

time and now Harry Hirsch's roller
derby is packing 'em in and will run
lot 21 days.
Because of the. hundreds of lake

resorts featuring .fishing other sum-

Barney Gcr»rd Baricsk
Culver City, Aug. 9.

Editor, Varictv:

I read with great interest in the
Forum of your issue of July 28,' the
letters of S. Hapgood Courtenay and
of James Henry Sprague. Sprague's
mention of travesties, citing those
done by Harry Morris, namely on
Cyrano de Bergerac* and 'Trilby,' in-

dicates he can go back some. But
he is right—good travesties have al-

ways been entertaining. I used to

make them an annual feature of

'Follies of the Day.' Good travesty

artists have always been scarce.

Such sterling artists as Gertrude
Hayes , and Larry McCale were ideal

exponents of the art of travesty. For
example, their work in the first 'Fol-

lies of the Day,' in which they bur-
lesqued 'The Easiest Way,' *The
Heart of Maryland,' -Uncle Tom's
Cabin' and 'Railroad Jack.' But even
in those days it was difficult to find

actors who could properly portray

the characters in such travesties.

Another actor who starred in one of

my later shows, Edmond Hayes, was
excellent in travesties, but like

others who were successful in trav-

esty, he was a good actor. The aver-

ag'^ actor, in essaying travesties, tries

to get his laughs by being funny,

while the best results are obtained

when the mood is played seriously.

Mr. Courtenay concludes his let-

ter with 'The theatre isn't dead. It's

merely suffering from amnesia.' He
is absolutely right. The theatre is

bound to come back and if it doesn't

it will affect the entire amu.sement

business which includes motion pic-

tures as well as the speaking stage.

There is talent waiting to be dis-

covered most everywhere if the dis-

cerning producer will only detect it.

Why Exhiiis Can't C»-mp
New Haven, Aug- 8.

Editor, variety:
I suppose the What They Think

department is open to all, but why
waste space on the suggestion that
exhibitors should form one strong
organization instead of dividing their

strength?
It simply cannot be done. Even

before the days of the producer-
operated chains there were always
a group of malcontents unwilling to

trail with the Others for the com-
mon good. There always will be.

Exhibitors simply will not unite in

a common bond, and the producers
know it Therefore they don't scare.

Any suggestion of complete coopera-
tion simply doesn't make sense.

Hugo Blaisfield'

don't believe in pinning medals on
jnvMitors, as you can't eat medals,
but I do believe it is importent ,to

get inventors set up in their own
business, whidi is why I spend .a

considerable portion of my time try-
ing to aid them financially through
my friends in the business world.
Any service that I am able to render
is freely given. I never have, nor
ever will accept any fee, interest or
commission, for my efforts in this

respect PU get mine from one of

the three sponsors who are now
dickering with me.

Sam Hammer.

Vavde's NUcry Cliances

New York, Aug. 7.

Editor, Vahiexy:
The part which hotels and night-

eries play in fostering and introduc-

ing new talent to the allied fields

of entertainment should be recog-
nized to a greater degree than at

present
Demise .of vaudeville and the cor-

responding rijse of radio and screen
focus new talent discoveries upon
the nighteries. In recent months
hotels have been providing more
and more specialty acts with the
floor shows, attempting to re-intro-

duce many of the bid-time vaude-
ville favorites who are pacing time
until television rounds that corner.

The object of such attention by
hotel managers has changed. Talent
discoveries are not predictable al-

ways. In the event of a surprise dis-

covery—larger, entertainment mag-
nates (vis;: screen and radio), con->.

tract talent exclusively. Which is

not opposed by hotels and nighteries,

but which makes for more serious
concentration on entertainment set-

ups.

Recent months have found a new
interest on part of the public for

hotel entertainment Summer months
which used to spell 'BO-NG' now
hold plenty of chance for BO. The
attitude - of your night-clubber has
chanfedi No more Ustlessness and
heavy drinking.' Moderation and a
new zest for a pleasant -good time
has followed the increase in the

country's pocketbok.
Specialty acts have come into a

new vogue with the present tide.

Tbe juggler, the roller skating spe-

cialists; the high hat dancers, with
new routines, the sophisticated ma-
gician with the Thin Man' debon-
aire—all answer the problems of

hotel and nightery enterteinment
needs. The top demand, however,
still is for a name head for your
show. That's why we've been book-
ing the biggest music-makers in the
biz, and featuring \ their shows with
novel (and new) specialty acts.

Robert K. Christenherrv.
Vice-Pres, and Gen'l

Mgr., Hotel Astor, N. Y.

rners, even lacking, this one's attrac
tions, always have given plenty ol

j
I see plenly of it walking the streets

worry to theatres.

Ignores latUaiM-s

New York, Aug. 5.

Ediiot, Vahiety:'
Relative to story In last week's

issue about my WMCA program,
'Your Invention,' I have no inten-

tion of dignifying any of my imita-

tor^ by entering into controversy
with them. However, as there was
an unintentional mis-statement of

fact in your story, I would appreci-

ate the opportunity of setting the

record straight.

As to priority—I first presented
my program idea to Mr. Hall, pro-
gram director of WMCA, on April

6, 1937. At that date it was accepted
for production by Mr. Hall. He had
no suitable evening time available

then; therefore, the show was not

announced until the time could- be
cleared. My first broadcast was
made June 21, 1937.

I have never used an advisory
board. I did or.ganize a group of

my business and financial friends

and sold them the idea that they

could do a great deal of good by
undertaking to see that worthy in-

ventors get the capital, manufactur-
ing and sales facilities they needed.

I think it important that you know
the rules under which I conduct the

'Your Invention* program. First, I

will not broadcast any invention

that hasn't been patented, as with-

out a Patent Office claim, I don't

believe an inventor Ls adequately

protected for broadcasting purpo.ses.

Furthermore, I will not allow my
program to be used to drum up

Plays OuiofTown

THE LOST COLONY
(Continued from page 58)

of Hollywood, and from reports the business lor any patent attorney, I

Badio Aaus««nccr's reeve
Chicago, Aug. 8.

Editor, VAraETv:
Am wondering just where we an-

nouncers 'are going to wind up,- w'ith

the effort to uhionisn^' rafdii>., 'jHTe^ve

be^n invited ;ihto AC^R^i^; ^'^nie of

us belong to ,
Equity a;;;id^,9j?;V|^ pomes

a feeble bid from I^dtp^Guild. I

say . feeble : because from > reports I

get Actors Radio Guild doesn't care
particularly whether we join up or
not
From my own experience I would

say this disinterest or seeming lack
of trying to land announcers solid

by this Guild is a bad mistake. And
one that should be corrected before
it is too late. From my own ex-
perience I would say the y announcer
is more essential to a program than
an actor. Don't forget the numer-
ous little stations which can get
along without actors or live talent

but try and dispense with an an-
nouncer. They can play records, but
they heed an announcer in between
times to keep the programs running.

I fear that Radio Guild is being
swayed by having too many actors
in New 'York at these formative
meetings.' That's fine and good, but
why overlook the announcers scat-

tered, into every community of im-
portance in the U. S. Besides, get--

ting the.se spieling boys in on the
ground floor will give' the organiza-
tion backbone and the -strength es-

sential for the Guild to amount to

something. If I haven't made my-
.self clear, just ask some of the pro-
duction men, announcers" and vet-
erans in this crazy radio busines.s.

My under-standing is that the
Radio Guild's proposed constitution
reads an announcer can't be sn
actor. But is there a similar pro-
vision slating that . an sictor can't
announce or narrate'.' What about
a master of ceremonies? Is he an

aid of the Lost Cotony Chorus of ex-
cellent voices from the Westminister
Choir, secured -for tbe summer, a
large outdoor organ, and Indian
dancers. Theatre stands on the very
spot where the . first brave but futile
attempt was made against an un-
chartered America. The waters of
Roanoke Sound form a backdrop, the
same waters in which Raleigh's ships
dropped anchor. All about tlie orig-
inal fort and . buildings stand, . re-
constructed to form a part of the
theatre.
Screening and lights enable the

rapid shiftmg of action from Eng-
land, to Indian vUlajge In America, to

the colonists' own .Fort Raleigh, .and
so on. There are three levels of the

.

100-foet sta^e and action shifts oii

these from stage rlj^t to stage left

and back, in panoraibic fa^uon.
Principal parts are carried by a

group of Federal Thieatre players
brought from New York, the second-
ary roles are played by members of
the Carolina Ploymakers group, mob
scenes, use townspeople, and minor
Indian parts are puo^ed by boys from
a nearby CCC camp. There are 130
in the cast
Between scenes a historian catohes

up the loose -ends with brief rfeadr
ings. The music, which utilizes old
English folk songs, baUads and
hymn^ to whidi Bfir. Green put new
words. Is the maUng of the presen-
tation. The show plays for an hour
and -90 minutes.
The symphonic drama has a

deeply rellgtous tone -and theme.
Comic relief is provided largiely by
the beggar who was kkked from
pubs in England, came with the
peditioni was made a new .aiian by
the new world, and eventually rose
to a position of tespett and leader-
ship in the little colony.
The whole tiling has a natural

simplicity, is luuinfingly poetic, and.
is diescribMl by many who have fol-
lowed closely the cneer tof Paul
Green as by far the best thing he
has yet done.
The drama that has been created

on the known fae^ of ihe romantic
mystery of the iMt colony creates a
man agtunst the wilderness situation.
To Sir Walter Raleigh tbe new world
is a luring dream, under the Green
interpretation. To' Queen EUtabeth
it is a teasing shadow that would
scatter her resources. To Eleanor
Dare, mother ot the first American-
born white Child, it is a chance for
CTiiritual freedom. To ber husband
it is just another post of duty for -a,

soldier. To John Bbrdon, hero of the
story, the adventure - unlooses a
power for leadership. To Old Tom,
the beggar and jester, it is the hope
of becoming a real man.
The first act deals with the

flcult enterprise conceived by
leigh and undertaken by hb
lowers. Swift scenes show tbe set-
tlers aroushig the enmity of the In-
dians, and so on. The second act
treats of a pioneer settlement planted
and a civilization begun. 'Hopes are
high. Homes are being shaped from
the wilderness. The first baby is

born.
And then supplies fait There is

a long brave watching for help tliat

never comes, because Elizabem has
ruled in the face of activity on the
part of the Spanish against England
that not even the smallest ship can
leave those shores. Hunger, pain
and discouragement follow for the
tiny band of settlers. .Until one day
a warlike Si>anish ship appears in
the sound, caiistog |he. band to make
their last tragic flight into the dark
Wilderness. It has b^en said that it

is not a play b^iiSe it doesn't end.
The people vanish and the play van-
ishes with thenU But there is some
sort of unity—if tiot dramatic unity.
And the somber tragedy takes on an
etheral quality. It ia the story of a
failure but not of human weakness.
Tbe idieal remains- even after the
people have vanished. Nowhere is

the realism marred. There is no
coming back for curtain calls.

The most powerful scene is the
last, where the colony is swallowed
Up in the wilderness of the new
world. The lights dim and the set-
tlers file off to be enshrouded in an
unbroken veil of mystery. A single
beam of light follows them acrcss
the stage until the last group trudc;es
up the little hillside and behind the
trees. The -organ picks up the tab-
leau and the play is over. Silence
prevails for a time before the audi-
ence gets back from the real char-
acters that Green has made of the
poor, grotesque, brave and pathetic
Roanoke Islanders of 1587—350 years
ago.

If there is a star of the show it is

the choir. Harden.

actor or announcer? Or a sound
effects man? I think it would be a

good thing if they kept most an-
nouncers from acting, or at least on.

the broadcasts they announce. This
is where Radio Guild should inaist

that a real actor be used.

My thought on the birth of this

Radio Guild is that it won't amount
to much without a full membership
of annoimcers, and the hearty wel-
come sign hung out for them. Yet,
it seems to be .shaping up as .strictly

for- the radio actors, with the an-
' iibuncers only tolerated as a .'-.ocond

thought. 6'p/cfcr.

dif.
Ea-
fol-
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Sales End Fears All-Negm Mdcal

HollyWood is still keen on attempf-

Ing an all-Negro filmusical, but' sales

departments of the 'film companies
have stymied at least two deals that

were all set' to go through. The film

producers think it. can ' be made
Commercially successful but the dis-

tributing ends so far have kayoed
it because »f merchandising qualms;

Irving' Mills still" has Ernst Lu-
bitsch steamed up about, this new
,idea—an all-colored, fast-moving
comedy revue,- with 100% Negro
talent.. Lew. Leslie, producer of the

'Blackbirds/ came back firom London
and is now in New York chiefly to

continue powwows with Emanuel
Cohen for a similar show, but that

too is now stymied. However,, Les-

lie has the 20th-Fox bunch inter-

ested. -

Vaude's New Tag

The boys on the Palace
Beach last week were discuss-

ing the new trends in musical
pix when one of them asked
what had become of' vaudeville.

'It's got a new name,' was the
answer,- 'Darryl Zanuck.'

May Need More

Hotels for '39M Fair Mob

Survey just completed by the

Hotel AsfedCiation of New York City
for World's "Fair officials indicates

that the town has more than enough
room to accommodate the expected
influx of fair visitors during 1939-40.

Building of any neW hotels is called

extreme unlikely. The Broadway
Ass'n holds other views.
According to the survey, all

classes of hotels, hotel-apartments
and rooming houses in the city

could takis care of well over 250,000

persons. Figured that the capacity
is -75,000 a day over normal business.
Rumor aroilnd the street was that
the Fitzgerald building, Broadway
above 42d, was slated to be. torn
down and a hotel built on the site.

Other buildings in the Times Square
district were mentioned for a like
fate. "While the management of the

(Continued on page 78)

BUCOLIC BELT'S B.O.

FOR PLAYS WITH S.A.

RADIO TDTORS

AUSTRALIAN

CHILDREN

Sydney, Aug. 17.

Infantile paralysis outbreak here
has proved disastrous to all show
business. Melbourne authorities have
prohibited children under 16 attend-

ing theatres . and b. o. throughout
the country has dropped about 60%
in the past week.-

Exhibs are. requesting distribs to

reduce film rental until the out-
break diminishes. Fullers packed
up the Montague Revue and shipped

it off to New Zealand. for a tour.

What is making it worse, but un-
derstandable, is that the government
has shut down about 60 state schools

so far, with more likely, and is

teaching the kids via the medium of

radio. Lessons ai-e being piped right

into the homes of the kiddies, with
some entertainment also spliced in,

and the youngsters urged to remain
home and away from congested

areas until things die down.

Sexy bills have been getting top
coin with the strawhats this summer
and in several cases have been a wind-
fall to balance previous deficits.
With the tryout crop showing few

possibilities and natural skepticism
of patrons to buy the proverbial pig-
ni-the-poke, the naughty but nice
cantatas have been pressed in, in
"vxst spots, for the desired effect to
P 111motor anemic stands.
Favorite bills with resorts and bu-

colic theatregoers are 'Lysistrata,'
Behind Red Lights,' 'Excursion,'
White Cargo,' 'It's a Wise Child' and
Spring Cleaning.'

How to Be a 100^ Santa

Claus in 7 Easy Lessons

Rochester, N. Y.. Aug. 17.

Charles W. Howard of Albion, who
calls himself dean of Santa Clauses,

will open- 'first Santa Claus school in

world' for one week beginning Aug.
.30. Students will work for a degree

in Department Store Santa Claus-

ing.

Course will include study of child

psychology, art of makeup and phil-

osophy of Santa Claus legend. Grad-
uates will be given list of children's

Xiiias tales to study as a post-grad-

uate course.

National president of the Parent-

Teacher As.sociation slated to con-

duct a seminar on 'What Parents

Expect of a Department Store Santa

Claus.'

Ploward fake.s his Kris Kringle

role at McCurdys store seriously

and i.i seeking greater uniformity in

appearances of store Santas and
an.swers to the kids. In the off sea-

son he manufactures children's toys,

directs villufte enlertainment.s, runs

a farm and serves as court crier.

Renaissance o f Dramatic
Writing Forecast for New-
York This Season—Repa-
triated from Hollywood

—

Also 'Inspired' Anew to
Do Creative Writing

MONEY ANGLES

The playwrights are coming back
to Broadway. The Main Stem will
have. a bigger array of name play-
wrights next season, if present plans
are completed, than for any season
in years. It's due to a ^combination
of things, major of which has been
constant urging on the part of the
Dramatists Guild for the play-writ-
ing lads to" get back to work at their
.own medium.

Guild sent out a lot of letters last

year to all the name playwrights
possible, some of whom hadn't writ-
ten plays in years, others of whom
just were waiting around for mir-
acles, urging them back to their
desks. Guild was convinced that
the theatre is now in healthy shape,
with money a-plenty available, and
all that is needed is plays.

Guild dug up a bunch of statistics

(Continued on page -70)

NAT! THEATRE

FOR ENGLAND

London, Aug. 17.

After year-s of discussion, appeal
and postponement, the scheme for a
National Theatre, first mooted 29

years ago, looks like materializing.

At the outset, $350,000 was donated
for the purpose by Sir Carl Meyer,
and building was to have com-
menced in 1916. but the outbreak of

war prevented it.

Shakespeare Memorial National
Theatre Committee has acquired an
island site in South Kensington op-
posite the Victoria and Albert Mu-
seum, for whitfh it has paid $.375,000.

Some derelict houses thereon will be
demolished, when construction of the
theatre will commence, for which
funds will still be needed. Main
criticism of the site is that it is too

far from West End, but it is in the

heart of the best residential district

of London.

NIJINSKY BETTER
Vaslav Nijinsky, once the world's

greatest dancer and sliinin'.', iif^ht of

Russian ballet, for llie last 20 years
inmate of a mental hoiwe in Switzer-

land, is reported rn:»ainint; his health

and mental balance.

Nijinsky lately has recognized his

.relatives, and give.-< :<in(H of improve-
ment generally. Doc.'^or? expect

complete recovery.

BmU to Pass Into OUim
Nationally Most

Debs' Torrid Toa$ts

Audienca participation stunt
of a portable mike with record
attachment for immediate audi-
ence play-back,' tried by Russell
Swan, ma^fclan, current at the
Savoy-Plaza hfttel, N. Y., proved
a Wrong idea.

Actor sotight toasts, etc., from
ringsiders. The femme portion
of the audience, notably, the

debs, mouthed strictly stag

toasts for the waxed- stunt.
• Not wanting to offend some
listeners,' playback stunt was
temporarily > abahdoned' due to

the extreme blueness of • the

debbies' contributions, and the

record was broken pronto.

TALK REVIVAL

OF STOCK

-AGAIN

Concerted effort Is being made to

reclaim key spots and the hinter-

lands for dramatic stock, which has

gradually become an unknown
quantity In the last decade, although

it flourished considerably before jiuc-

cumbing to the opposition of talking

pictures at low b.o. scales.

Harry Franklin, operator of .stoclcs

in the middlewest, arrived in New
York last week and is lining up

most of the former stock operators

for a series of conclaves to be held

the latter part of . this month at the

Hotel Lincoln, New York.

Franklin says he has more than

25 former stock operators interested

in his new association, unnamed as

yet, and is confident they can get to-

gether to mutual advantage for

restoration of stock next season.
Association is forminsr nians fjr

special deals with Equity, stagehands,
musicians union and play brolcers
which, if consummated, would pro-
vide employment for several liyn-
dred persons in these branches of
show business.
Franklin and his associatss n^jure

that, if they can get a deal for two
stagehands on each outfit, with mu-
sical trios in the pit for Jnusic and
a halving on present royalty foes
from playbrokers, they can uet by
profitably at 75c top scales in key
cities and 55c scales in others.
With additional opinion that

novelty of the talkers has i)as.sed

they are hopeful that stock .sh.)w.s

can again attain their plac-; iti the
theatrical horizon.

Looks
,
likely that' burlesque, -a^nd

with it the Burlesque Artists 'As.*?©-

ciatipn CAmeirican Federettioiv-of La-
bor affiliate), Will paiss iiito oblivion
nationally bii; the end 'of this 'Week.
A deal is in the mskinjg. betweetX; the
•American Federation pf A<iJprs, )ilso-

an A. F. .gi L. xihlon,,, andi the^ In-^

dependent Burlesquefv Ajsspclfitipn,

comprising 2] theatres, . which will
mafte the latter eloped shpp^ for AFA,
members. , . .

.

. With the signing ott6i$" deal, ex-
pected to be consummidtiEia 'by to-
morrow (Thursday), the tiame bur-
lesque will be compl6tiB][y elinijjnated

from the Independent.^ B.Urlesquo
Association theatres,, and 'another
tag substituted for. the 'vaude unit
shows which will replace the Strip-

pers, bumpers and- dirty blackouts.
IBA, which was formed by Izzy
Hirst, Philadelphia burlesque im-
presario, has been offering vaude acts
contracts guaranteeing 20

. weeks'
work, and has been laying platts'for
the production of units to swing
around the former hurley wheel.
Deal between the IBA and AFA

will culminate a long-lasting feud be-
tween the burlesque circuit and the
BAA's prexy, Tom Phillips, Latter
had frequently been accused bj&;thQ
circuit of hindering its eh&nces and
also of failing to meet' with it on

(Continued on page 65)

Borscht Alumnus,

Now a Big Shot

Comes A-Visiting

Solen Burry, who plays the social
director of Kamp Kare-Free In
'Having Wonderful Time' a+ the Ly-
ceum, N. Y., spent the week-end at
Shawanga Lodge, Wurtsboro, N, Y.,
where he actually was social direc-
tor several seasons ago.
When Burry strolled in with a

dozen guests the boss gave hun the
local-boy - who - made - good routine,
handed him and his gussts the be.<?t

($42,50 a week) rooms In the place
and choice dining room locations, all

cutt'o,

Burry and his pals, including
George Tobias (of 'You Can't Take
It With You') and Mitchell Gray-
son, Jules Garfield, Sandra Gould

j

fall of 'Wonderful Time') and Sam
I

Burry, brother; of Solen, retaliated

I

by presenting a free show Sunday
night. Production was such a wow
the normal Sunday night exodus to
the city never took place, guests re-
maining for an extra night and scur-
rying for New York next morning.
When he started his four-year

stay at thj Shawanga, Burry was a
night watchman. By heckling the
social director at a camp, show,
Burry was given that gent's job and
later doubled as waiter and salad
mixer.
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Dept. of Justice Sleuths Active

Of Late; Augurs Aiwther Big Hove

Vs. Pix Biz; Execs Are MystHied

Renewed activity by Department
of Justice representatives and other

Federal operatives in the past week
or 10 days led to expectations in thie

industry that some sort of an anti-

trust actio.n suit was. being readied

against leading producer-distributor

companies. Several major companies
noted that Justice Dept. agents had
called on home offices for books and
other documents, with these readily

supplied without questions being

asked. Present attitude of most ma-
jors is that all tiieir records are wide
open for perusal

Recent questioning by the attor^

ney-general's aides in Newark,
Brooklyn and elsewhere,; in and
about. N^w York* further substanti-

ates the belief among • picture of-

ficials that the first of one or more
suits charging violation of the anti-

trust law or charging restraint of

trade violation will be filed shortly.

No definite intimation has been
receivied as to when- the storm will

break because all moves have been
shrouded with much secrecy. Indus-

try probably will not kiuyyr for cer-

tain until actual suit is filed in Fed-
eral court In investigations and
calling of wittiesses in both Newark
and Brooklyn, persons questioned
have been sworn to secrecy before

.
asked a thing. Counsel for several

mjaj^kr companies were reported
called in the Brooklyn attorney-
general quiz. Century Circuit .is re-

ported, to be the complaining party
but here, too, Federalites have named
iio.^pAcific party.

Whether expected Government suit

will be of the extensive scope of the

St. Louis^case is not known but most
executives believe they will be more
fully prepared to combat any action
than, they were in the previous suit.

Also revealed this week that Dept
of Justice men have been unduly ac-

tive in the last four ,
or five months

in checking . Various film company
records. Hays offi(^e .also has bee^
given thorough going • over. Wide-
open policy has been maintained by
Hays organization as well as picture

firms.

Basis of .complaints in Greater
New York district is the familiar cry
of independent exhibitors that they
cau't get product More explicitly,

their squawk is that they are unable
to ^et new pictures with suitable

(Continued <>n page 78)

'ZOLAMN ROCKAWAY

DAY-DATE WKH B'WAY

KKO Pays $25,000 For

Unproduced Muscal

Pmr toM. Preem

RKO-Radio" has closed for the
Bcreen rights to "Some Like it Hot,'

tinproduced musical which Peter
Axno was working on as his reentry
lo leglt production. Understood that
film company paid approximately
$25,000 for the rights, which is be-
lieved to be a new high for that
type of script

Musical was written by Milton
Lazarus, Dave Lesan and Frank
Gabrielson but has no score' as yet,

Atac was dickering with several
songsmiths but couldn't find cast

leads when the picture bid came
and he decided to sell.

John J. Wildberg and Leah Sals-

bury a£ented.

Warners and RKO have closed a
special deal for ^wing of 'Emile

Zola* on a roadshow basis at the RKO
Strand, in Far Rockaway, N. Y,, be-

ginning Aug. 24. Booking of this

film oi> a
.
two»SL-<Jay basis in the

metropolitan territory while its

Broadway run is current will bear

watching in the trade to gather the

effect by the Rockaway showing on
the picture's Broadway stay. Rock-
away Tun is to catch the vacationist
trade at the beach before, .the sum-
mer season ends.

Warners and RKO are having talks
regarding other roadshow bookings
of the picture in RKO houses around
New York, same as was done, on cer-
tain previous Warner films 'such as
'Midsummer Night's Dream' .and
"Anthony Adverse.'- • • .y .

Since opening at ' the Hollywood,
N. Y^ last Wednesday,

. Wairners'
'Emile Zola* has. been doiiig abso-
lute capacity. That includes a Sat-

urday midnight show which soW out
and turned 'em away.

At present scale and capacity
"Zola' will gross $2S.OO0 the first

week.

.Film had an advance sale of $14,-

OdO Qp to Mondiay night .

SAILINGS
Sept t (London '1<o New York)

Erne.st Lawford (Paris).

Aug. 25 (New YDrk : to .London)
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Zukor (Queen
Mary).''

Aug. 21 (New York to London),
Robert Taylor, Joe Newman (Beren-
garia).

Aug. 21 (Los Angeles to Hono-
lulu) Sol Lessei* (Lurline).
Aug. 21 (New York to West In-

dies) Tom La Brum (Rotterdam).
Aug. 20 (Los Angeles to Sydney)

Len H, Roosj Walter J. Hutchinson
(Mariposa). ^

Aug. 18 (London to New York)
.Sam Sax (He de France).
Aug. 18 (New York to London)

Constance Bennett, Dorothy Parker,
Lillian Heliman, Jean Howard,
Ernest Lawford, Maj. John Zanft,
Leon Rollin, Mr. and Mrs. William
J. O'Neill, Paul Stobart, Constance
Bennett, (N,ormandie).
Aug. 18 <New York to London)

Willem van Hoogstraten, Ethel Levey
(Aquitania).
Aug. 18 (London to New York)

Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Alfred Hitch-
cock, Beverly Biaxter (Queen Mary),
Aug. I'i (Los Angeles to Shanghai)

Dell Goodman (President Coolidge).
Aug. 14 (New York to Paris) Jean

Baube, Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.

Brouse, Edward Cushing, ROy W.
Walholm (Champlain)'
Aug. 14 (New York to Naples) Mr.

an Mrs. C^rl Bickel (Vuleania).

COURT SHMIES RKO

REORGANIZATION DELAY

ARRIVALS
Jed Harri.s, Ann (Slark, Olive Hal-

lett Kurt Katsch. Ed Sullivan, Col
Robert McCormick, Mile. Chrysis de
la Grange, Jim Londos, Marcel ThieU
John J. McKeon, Richard Watts, Jr.,

Arnold (lingrich, Mrs. Raymond Ives,

Andre and -Rene Thery, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Small, Max Schmeling,
Ellen Burkjardt, Jeanne Mahnet,
Dick Henry, Dario and Diane, Gaud-
smith Bros., Manuelle Steiner, Leila
Beronja.

WB's London Nnacal

London. Aucf. 10.

Warners lias a piece ol the Lee
Ephraim-Moss Empire's new musical^
due at the Hippodrome early in Sep-
tember, in which Cicely Courtneidge
and Bobby Howes are starred.

Should the show prove a hit, War-
ners intends to do a film version,
with the two I^gUsh stars to be
used.

Film is likely to be done at War-
ners' Teddington studios under Irv-
ing Asher's direction, and will be
one of the most lavish pictures yet
turned out there.

Repiibiic Sigiuog

Up Promising New

Taieirt in die Ea^

New stance on the search for new
facts for the screen is being used by
Republic in the east, with a ^rotip of
comparative unknowns being pacted
to term contracts. Being picked os-

tensibly for one major feature pro-
duction, thespians In this picture
showing potentialities or possible
future would be given a break in

other Republic fi'liAs or &ij?med=«ut.
Richard Altsch4ler-j;so^oing:-selec'r,

tion and testing,^.. T^Jiixugh^ thqse
chosen are.not so well iihowh, cast-

ing in present aMi^'ifieM' is' paih^-
taking both on voj,ce ^n'd adaptability
of api^earahce in

,pictures. Idea is

that 'talent- must' show possibilities

from long-range viewpoint rather
than for one-time shot

CARROLL-DRAKE SUE

WR ON CANAL SCRIPT

Warner Bros, gained a 50-50 split

on its efforts to have the N. Y. fed-

eral court dismiss the $150,000 breach
of agreement and plagiarism suit

brought by Richard Carroll and Wil-
liam A. Drake, authors of an hisr

torical scenario oii the construction
of the Panama Canal. Judge Vincent
Leibell dismissed the breach of con-
tract count, but permitted plaintiffs

to file amended complaint The.
Court also dismissed the' anti-trust

count on jurisdictional grounds.
Plaintiffs' complaint of slander' of

title and payment for services was
allowed to stand.

C!arroll and Drake in their com-
plaint relate that in 1934 at War-
ners' suggestion they wrote a scenario
built around the life of General
Crorgas and the building of the
Panama CanaL. Paul Muni was to

star in the picture. Their story was
rejected by the producers who later,

they aver, registered intention with
the Hays office to produce a picture
with a similar background. Plaintiffs

claim that this notice has blocked
them from selling their own story to

any member of the Producers' Asso-
ciation. They claim they were never
paid by Warners for work on the
scenario and figure they are out
about $150,000 all told.

L. A. to R Y.
Constance Bennett
Roman Bohnen.
Margaret Booth.
Douglas Churchill.
Jack Conway.
Sam (Toslow.

Norman Field.

L. Wolfe Gilbert
Bob Gillham.
Sidney Howard.
Zita Johann.
Al Kingston.
Otto Kruger, ^

Joe Lewis.
^

Burgess Meredith.
Joe Newmann.
Allan Scott
Leonid Snegoff.

Robert Taylor.

Adolph Zukor.

Orpheum Circuit preferred stock-
holders were denied the right to in-

lexvene in the RKO reorganization
proceedings by Federal Judge Wil-
liam Bondy in N. Y. on Monday
<16). Isadore J. Kresel, counsel for

the stockholders, had claimed that

because Stadium Theatres Corp., an
RKO subsidiary, had purchased
Orpheum assets, the stockholders

had a right to have a say in the

Vorking out'cf the plan.

Tlie (Tourt also denied the stock

holders' 'request to force Otpheum
Circuit, through its trustee, to file a

voluntary petition in bankruptcy un-

der 77B which would give them the

right io bring about a reorganization

oi the corp.
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To Cut Costs: Make "Em Shorter

(Reprinted from *Daily VijarUty)

Because the prime and sole purpoise of motion picture production
is ti6 provide entertainment for the public, through the medium of
theatre screens, it is incredible that film makers persist in turning
out attractions, for general release which require two hours (some-
times logger) for imreeling. There seems to exist in Hollywood a
belief, that somehow a shorter feature film is not' so impoirtdnt as a
longer one.

Much may be said against the almost universal practice of double
billing, but until some circuit of theatres, with , the cooperation of
independent competition in its territory, tackles the problem and re-

establishes single billing, duals will continue indefinitely. It therefore
would seem a common sense decision for producers to recognize the
fact, and fi^nd out ftlnts from Hollywood which fit into

, the present
workings of the industry.
A two-hour film is linsuited to current exhibition policies. Teamed

with a second feature, which may run an hour and a quarter, with
neWsreels, a cartoon and a- travel picture, the resultant combination
constitutes an entertainment of nearly four hours. That is to say,

a patron who brings his family to the theatre iat 7 o'clock in the eve-
ning starts for home at 11.

Apart from the sheer physical exhaustion of sitting through a four-"

hour show, the .hard work, investment and skill which go into the
making' of films is nearly always lost,when viewed through tired eyes.

Worst effect of double billing has been the apathy it has created

.
among exhibitors. Not so long ago independent operators vied with
each other in creating boxoffice business through exploitation 'of

sin^e films. . .A big attraction, fortified with fine press notices in its

...key city first run spots. Was heralded weeks in advance by small
town theatre managers, Ingenunity. was used in .creati^ig public
inteiac^t in tjl^ booking, ^Qocthe day of its 'showing the boxoffice te-

sp(^'d6^,/Qn<t^ihe; film, ,b«)|^ on a percentage Of receipts,' profited
a]jon^i|tth( th^ txhifeitqr^i^.^tihi^ incrjeawd •busirtesssj' ''If was a ^mmon >
prSctice to extend 'the playing time; of popular ^films in' order to reap<
the revjard of., a good , production, a.od showroanly. hajadling- of the-

.exhibit r -^*^;-^.' - : '

Double, billing is 'a wet blanket which smothers exhibition enter-
prise. The films come arid go so^st that, .the ushers can't remember
their names. The patron, eager to .see a certain film, misses the meagre
advertising, and 'the engagement frequently -Is «nded before ijih^ fan
has a chance to reach into his pocket for the admission fee. .

Hollywood is seeking means to trim the constantly increasing costs

of pictures. Cognizance of the practical workings of exhibition should
clearly indicate an effective channel f |r lower budgets. Shorten the

films to coincide with exhibition policy. Producers will get a vote
of thanks from the public if they do.

Pix

VS. SerioiK in ers

Yeah-Man

!

Washington, Aug. 17.'

Here is How incorporated,
actors, directors, crooners,

hoofers, and other talent will

be subjected to tax raps rang-
ing from 65% to 75% if their

compensation goes to a com-
pany of which they control
more than one-quarter of the
stock. Point is gained by iden-
tifying compensiition from 'per-

sonal service contracts* as tax-
able holding company income-
Found on page lour of omni-

bus bill passed by the House
Monday (16), loophole-plugging
bill stipulates:

'Amounts received under a
contract under which the cor-

poration is to furnish personal
services; if some person other
tlian the coporation has the
right to designate (by name or
by description ) the individual
who is to perform the services,

or if the individual who is to
perform the services is desig-
nated (by name or by descrip-
tion.) in the contract; and (2)
amounts received from the sale

or other disposition of such a
contract. This subsection shall
apply with respect to services
under a particular contract
only if at some time during the
taxable year 25% or more in
value of the outstanding stock
of the corporation is owned,
directly or indirectly, by or
for the individual who
has performed, is to perform,
or may be designated (by name
or by description) as the one
to perform, such services.'

Try Greek. It's easier.

N. Y. to L. A.
Willard Alexander.
Jack Carney.
Grego7-y Dick.son.

John Hammond.
Minam Hopkins.
Mack Millfir.

Lou Mindling.
Leonard Palumbo.
Len H. Roos.
Hubert Voight.
Arthur Willi. •

Metro's 'Victoria' Pic
Hollywood. Aug. 17.

Metro has bought 'And So Vic-
toria' for production in London.

It's a British novel by,, William
Vaughn Wilkins.

Washington, Aug. 17.

Revenue legislation soaking in-

corporated film and radio personal-
ities highballed through the House
of Representative Monday (16) on
the strength of President Roosevelt's

appeal to penalize tax dodgers.
Measure boosting taxes on talent

which is sold under a company label

is sure to get Senate approval and
go on the law books within next
fortnight.

Sticking "to "recommendations of

colleagues who recently probed tax
dodging. House' ratified omnibus bill

upping load on personal holding
companies, and makings income ot
actors, singerSi directors; et al. who
form their own corporations, ' sub-
ject to breath-taking levies. Instead
of present scale ranging from. fl% on
undistrib\ited net income under $2,-

000 to 48% over $1,000,000, reve-
noovers will demand 65 per cent

and 75 per cent No reason left for

turning one's self into a firm.

Besides hiking the rates, the. new
law cuts down on exemptions and
deductions, so that incorporated per-
sons, yachts, estates, etc., are caught
at both ends. Loophole-tightener
has only one loophole—in ca.ses

where the incorporated person and
members of his immediate family
own less than 25% of the share of

the corporation. No niore deductions
for charitable contributions, except
up to 15% of total income.
.
Explaining the intent of the mysti-

fying Greek-like .language regarding
talent, the House committeie in its

report tried to throw light on the

stipulation that income from personal
services is not subject to the con-

fiscatory tax except when a third

party has the right to designate

whose services are to be hired.

Document elaborated!
'The . provision that some third

party must have the right to desig-

nate who shall peirform the services

i contracted for, or that the pei .'son to

! perform the services must be de.sis-

I

nated in the contract will prevent

; this rule from applying in general to

I
operating corporations engaged pri-

marily in rendering personal serv-

ices and which necessarily enter con-

tracts lo render such services, .select-

ing such members of their stall a.s

they desire to render such services.'

Thus, corporations which lei out

the services of architects, ensineer.s

and advertisers would not be re-

quired to report such income as per-

sonal holding company income. It i.":

believed th;>t the proposed ;inier»d-

i
nienl will take care of the 'itic^'rpo-

rated talent loophole.'
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Selznick s Future Unit Plans

Mention 3, Metro Most Likely

Metio, Paramount and RKO are

.all mentioned in negotiations with

j>avid • O. Selznick's possible future

alliance , in the ,^ producing field.

Coast ' advices indicate that Selznick

^nd his associates have been hold-

ing conversations, off and on, with
jepresentatives of these three out-

fits, for an association to begin if

and when Selnick concludes his

present arrangement with. United

Artists.

It is not_ possible, however, for

.^alznick to make any shift for per-

haps another year, but the talk of a

possible alliance ol the future con-

.tinues, presumably due to the prob-

abilities which are inherent in the

3sunuel Goldwyn-Alexander Korda
options for control of U.A.

.

That the Metro possibility is the

jnost. likely present indications is

generally believed, to again . link

jjDuis B. Mayer and Selznick who is

Jblis son-in-law in a unit arrangement

i6n the- lot o f,T which Mayer is

czar.

Both the Par and the RKO angles

are very much in the embryo.

GoUwyn-Korda

RankrtU for UA
I

Buy Looks OK

After being at a standstill for

more than a fortnight, efforts have
been renewed on behalf of the Sam-
uel Goldwyn-Alexander Korda in-

terests to secure the. required funds

with which to exercise the options

for control of United Artists. It is

understood that new bankers are in

the picture, now, who are described

as being favorably disposed to con-

sider such a deal.

The prospect of a deal with RKO
Is cold and .so is the prior discussed

Paramount plan.

That probability once talked of,

relating to a merger between UA
and Paramount went into the dis-

card many weeks before the possi-

bilities o£ a deal with RKO , was
thought of or considered.

The RKO possibility never got be-

yond the first stages of discussion,

insofar as known.

The G-K options expire on Dec. 1,

so that there extends scarcely more
than three months in which Gold-
"vyyn -Korda must make good its

options.

LAEMMLE RE-SELLS 'DR.

CLIHERHOUSE' TO WB

Hollywood, Aiig; 17.

Carl Laemmle, Jr., realized $30,-

000 profit on the resale of 'Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse' to Warners, Lat-
ter reported wanting, it for Paul
Muni's next.

Stager was to have been Laerhmle's
first production at Metro but the
studio has other plans.

.

Son Berle Gets Pad,

Two Top Spots at Radio

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

First assigiunent for Milton Berle
tfollowing ratification of his long
distance phone contract with Radio
through S. J. Briskin, will be the
lead ia 'Radio City Revels,' on the
f'ill production schedule.
Following that Berle will ' move

into the top spot of 'Having Won-
derful Time,' and the studio also is

toasidering him for the comedy lead
ill 'Room Service.' Comic reports
back here Oct. 10.

Wanger's Davies Film

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Marion Davies' outside picture on
her Warner contract will be made in
color, by Walter Wanger for United
Artists release.

A heavy publicity campaign is

planned.

FINANCING SET

FOR COWANS

RENOWNED

Financing details on the new
Renowhed producing firm, first of

the cooperatives planned in the film
producing field, are understood to

have been completed by Lester
Cowan, and that this firm will soon
begin producing for release through
United Artists. Louis Lurie, of San
Francisco, and Lawrence Stern, Chi-
cago banker, are among those cov-
ering half of the approximately
$1,000,000 to start off the firm.

Among those whom it is proposed
to tie-in on the producing end. are

John Ford, Fredric March and Ron-
ald Colman, besides others. Tay
Garnett has since bowed out.

FWC-WBBUY

FOR 2 YEARS

Los Angeles, Aug. 17.

Fox-West Coast and Warners have
completed a two-year product deal.

Deal was under discussion several

weeks in New York, with W. E. Cal-

loway, WB western district manager,

sitting in on the huddles.

Figures are unavailable on the

volume or percentages, but it is

understood deal corresponds favor-

ably to the contract in effect the

past year.

Republic has sold its new program
to Warner Circuit on the Coast cov-

ering Beverly Hills, Huntington

Park, San Bernardino, San Pedro,

Santa Barbara, Fresno, and Los
Angeles. Ashman Bros, circuit in

Michigan also has contracted for

company's product in five spots, and

Panora circuit in New England has

bought .1937-38 lineup in New Mil-

ford, Waterbury, Stafford Springs,

Willimantic and Baltic, Conn.

Deal whereby N. L. Nathanson's

theatres in Canada will play Uni-

versal's 1937-38 product is nearing

completion. Toronto film leader, who
is nlanager of Famous Players-Cana-

dian, originally was reported as

being interested in U bub said in-

terest now is only in film product

for his theatre operations in Canada.

RKO has closed a product deal

with Warner Bros, on its 1937-38

product after considerable negotia-

tioni ' It . is one of the major deals

set so far by the RKO company.
Jules Levy acted for RKO, while

Clayton Bond and Joseph Berrihard

represented the Warner theatre

chain.'

Baruch Aide to Katz
Donald Baruch, formerly of Pear-

son 8c Baruch, has joined Metro as

assistant to Sam Katz, studio exec.

This is his first venture into films.

Legit partnership wa.s formed a

couple of years ago with no out-

standing Jiesult. Bar'icli is now on
the Coast.

yPPED COSTS

Suspicious That It's a Pre-

lim to a Rental Tilt-
Besides, Point at the Film
Co. Earnings to Indicate

It's Good Business to

Make Costlier Pix

GOOD STATEMENTS

Campaign in Hollywood to trim

producing costs, and figures from

the Coast- that costs have gone up
33% over the previous 12-18 months,
is dubiously regarded by certain ex-
hibitors as so much advance bally to

justify higher rentals and back up
demands for future tilts. These ex-
hibs can't see where the production
boy's have n>uch cause for complaint
when corporate esurnings of the pic-

ture companies or their affiliate or-
ganizations now are running 75-

100% (sometimes more) higher than
at. this time last year. They con-
sider it only a natural economic de-
velopment that pictures should cost

more when they gross more. Else
where do the higher earnings come
from?

It all brings into sharp relief the

fact that the picture companies are
doing fairly well for themselves,
their officials and- the corporate
stockholders. Per share earnings
are distinctly on the upbeat for a
majority of film companies. Dividend
distributions have been healthy,

some of them comparing with the
heydays of 1929 and 1930.

The highest earnings this year
will be shown by Loew's, Inc., and
the sAme company will show the
greatest cash distribution to com-
mon stockholders. Yet for the year,
Metro, the actual producing and dis-

tributing affiliate of Loew, probably
has spent the greatest average

(Continued on page 60)

PROFITS
Group-Buying on PhOly Front,

New Exhib Move in Par Strike;

In Mpk, Issues to Bat on Aug. 19

Orders from G.H.Q.

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Producer, down for a Civil

War super, received his; cost

sheet from the front office and
saw $1,000,000 had been pen-
cilled in for the chase. Chase
was a famous battle which, in

history, lasted three days and
actually decided nothing.
Producer squawked at this,

arguing he could duplicate all

the famous battles in history for

that miuch dough. Front office

insisted it wanted a million

spent on it and hot a cent less.

• 'Vfhy, you squanderers,' cried

the producer, 'the original battle

didn't cost the Confederate and
Union forces $750,000 altogether.

'The original battle was a.

flop,' insisted the accountants.

'The New" York office insists

that this one be a hit.'

LIKELY MERVYN LEROY

WILL RE-SIGN AT WB
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Present indications are that Mer-
vyn LeRoy will sign as a producer-
director with Warner Bros, for an-
other term. LeRoy's United Artists

possibility apparently has gone chilly.

LeRoy had mulled the desirability

of attempting to purchase the Charlie
Chaplin-Mary Pickford-Douglas Fair-
banks slice of UA which Samuel
Goldwyn and Alexander Korda have
optioned.

ATLAS' BDY-IN

ON RCA ITS

OWN BIZ

Atlas Corp. need not make known
the circumstances under which it

acquired half of Radio Corp. of
America's RKO holdings, Federal
Judge William Bondy in N. Y. de-
cided Monday (16). The court tossed
out petition of RKO indie stock-
holders who claimed Atlas purchiase
was not on the up and up and only
done to bring about reorganization
of RKO. Judge Bondy also denied
the request to force Atlas to file a
verified statement showing what
claims against RKO that Atlas may
have bought or transferred prior to

proposed reorganization.

Joseph Cohen, attorney for the
petitioners, asserts that Atlas for

$5,000,000 had obtained half of RCA
holdings in RKO stock and deben-
tures and also an option for the re-

mainder of RCA stock in RKO. All
told, Cohen declares. Atlas is getting
about $30,000,000 in stock for $11,-

000,000.

The final hearing on the plan will

be held on Oct. 14 when Special
Master George W. Alger Will sub-
mit his tentative report to Judge
Bondy.

Zukors Foreip Trip Portends

Important Biz, Not Merely Yacash

Adolph Zukor is going over for

business reasons much more than

just for an announced vacation, De-
velopments of a probable important
nature are expected to accrue from
his British and European visit of

three to four weeks. He and Mrs.
Zukor sail next Wednesday (25),

going to London first.

Understood to .be planning a sur-

]

vey of the entire foreign situation

in Britain and on the Continent,

with Zukor expected to look in on
leading sales offices on the otiier

side, he may consider the establish-

ment of a producing plant in Eng-
land now that Warners have ex-

panded in that direction there and
Metro has arrived at plans to set up
a British film-making unit.

Although Par now controls a num-
ber of theatres in England and on
the Continent, it is possible that ex-

pansion in exhibition abroad is also

contemplated. Barney Balaban, Par's

theatre operating president and

head of Balaban & Katz, was re-
cently abroad and believed to have
sized up the theatre situation on his
visit. Joe Bernhard, Warners' thea-
tre head, also was across recently,
in company with H. M. Warner, to

study the outlook for theatre opera-
tion abroad.
On reaching the other side, Zukor

is expected to sec Stanton L. Griffis,

chairman of the Par c.\cculive com-
mittee, who went over . on the same
boat with A. II. Giannini about 10
days ago. With Griffis now in Eng-
land and Balaban having been over
earlier in the summer, Zukor's visit

m"akes it unanimous for the . three
top men in the Par 'company.
On Zukor's calendar prior to leav-

in.s; New York is a special screening
with him of the new Bing Crosby
picture, 'Double or Nothing,' fol-

lowed by lunch at the Astor hotel
today (Wed.). Screening and cats
aie for a limited number from the
press (daily and trade) only.

Philadelphia, Aug. 17.

While awaiting the Court decision
in Paramount's injunction suit, local
indies are planning a new stunt in
their fight against the producers.
The hew weapon is group-buying,

to force Paramount to come to terms.
The plan was sprung by Dave Bar-
rist at a mass meeting of the striking
indies on Monday' (16). .

The plan briefly is this; Each indie
is to sign a power of attorney au-
thorizing a buying committee of
UMPTO to act for him in negotiating
with Par. The power of attorney
to read: 'at the same, terms or lower
than last year.'

The actual operation of. the new
scheme was postponed until ihb
zone captains could contact exhtbs
in their territory and give them the
lowdown. The scheme got the O.K.

:

from the legal experts of UMPTO*
Former Congressman Benjamin

Colder, chief counsel for UMPTO ih
the injunction fight, told the mem-
bers to 'sit tight' and let Par do all

the suing, "

'Let them take you to court,' he
said, 'they can't do a thing as long
as we keep up the passive resistance

and refuse to buy.'

Pledges to boycott Par 'forever if

ppcessary' were :taken by many of
tiie exhibs present including Abe
Sablo.sky, operator of " the central
city Arcadia, Charlie Segall and.
Luke Gring among others.

Meanwhile, /both - counsel were
busily completing their briefs o>'-

dered submitted before the end of
the week by Judge Oliver B. Dickin-
son In Federal Court.
Judge Diclcinson said he would de-

cide whether he would issue a per-
manent injunction against the strik-

ing exhibs after he examined the
facts in the case as were presented
at a hearing last Wednesday (11) in

Federal Court.
At the hearing George P. Aarons,

secretary of UMPTO and a. defend-
( Continued on page 31)
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PU Beta Kappa MX. s with S. A.

Keynote B.O. of R.C.'s Guided Tours

New Yorlcers not equipped with a
cousin from Peoria, or Bald Knob,
Ark., are being gypped. Without an
excuse like that for touring, they're
inclined to lift amused eyebrows at
the idea of spending any time just

looking at things in Bockefeller Cen-
ter and RiidiQ City*

Femme readers may be more - iil-

terested in hearing about the guides
than the imported marbles ^ind such.

Since the college rickshaw boys did
so well .at the Chiefago lahr, you
might like to learn that the' Rocke-
feller guided tours are conducted by
almost 1QQ% college men, and of

primary importance in landing a
guide job -is looks and personality
(See how you*ve been wasting your
time?). •

.

The guide's personality is im-
portant for obvious reasons. 'The
guide/ it was explained^ 'is the pub-
lic's, sole personal contact with
Rockefeller Center.' The education
is necessary because the boys aren't
equipped with canned speeches.
They learn the wonders of their stir-

. roUndings, and ttom then cm they
are verbadlyon their own. Ask any-
thing; you want, even about the bib-
lical quotatlofi over the entrance on
the irench building, attd you can't

^tump your guide. Asked what fool-
ish question was most frequently put
by- the tourist, the guide replies
kindly but firmly *Our guests don't
^sk foolish questions.'

Among many other enthusiastic
young men, you may have dark and
serious Mr. Heed show you about
the building, or let effervescent
blonde . 'Mr. Ellsworth show you
through the sky gardens. They're
fiepai'ate tours.

One of the most interesting things
about the tour is the way the guides
-maintain their enthusiasm. The
ardor is only dampened when they,

point out (reluctantly),from the ob-
sm-vation tower. New York's four
taller buildings^

A tour of the buildings might well
be taken up after the ground floors

have been covered. It's easier on
the arches, and you've probably seen
the sunken gardens and the lobbies,
anyway. But you havent been to
the sub-cellar, where 60O trucks
daily, serve' the ,H buildings. (Statis-

tics? > Anywiay, the sub-cellar is well
prepared automatically for any sort
of fire, including the releasing of
carbon monoxide in case of a gaso-
line explosion. So if you're thinking
of having a fire, the Rockefeller sub-
cellar would be a very good place
for it.

The Gardens
Loveliest of the formal gardens is

the Italian garden,, complete with
white pillared pergola. The bit ot
American .woods is realisticaliy
equipped with a bear (stone), and
a frog (authentic).' -

All of the gardens are now wa-
tered by hand. Seems they had a
marvelous irrigation system. All
you had to do was turn a few faucets
and the entire garden area got a re-
freshing bath. It's all gone now,
though. Pedestrians on the street
below objected to sharing in the
shower.
The vegetable garden, with huge

purple cabbages nodding majes-
tically toward St. Patrick's Cathe-
drsd, has some of everything. Even
epihach, ^over behind a rock," the
guide said he believed it was—and
a very good place for it. Resist the
temptation to pick a tomato, how-
ever^ The gardeners harvest the
crop and take it home..-

Instde on Radio

The public meets the Internal
workings of their favorite programs,
from sound effects to soundproof
walls, in the guided tour through
the NBC studios. Apparently dis-

covering that the marching army
they hear ort the air is a set of

wooden pegs, and horses are rub-
ber plungers, is not illusion-shatter-

ing to the public—some of the tour-

ists are third and fourth-timers. It's

fun to be fooled, but it's more fun
to be able to tell the neighbors back
home what makes it tick.

The guides have plenty to do with
the sustained enthusiasm for sight-

seeing, and Yale's gift to the tour

department,* Jerry Baxter, is a fa-

vorite pointer-with-pride to the

"wonders of the studios.

For tlie statistic department, 47

colleges are represented among the

totir directors, from Paris' Sorbonne
to. the U. S. middle west. But don't

think, the lads can just walk in and
present their diplomas in exchange

for a guide job. Two months steady

training results in the finished prod
uct, most of the time spent—ac'

cording to the gentleman iii charge
of the proceediiifs—in developing
the • boys^ personalities. Besides
knowing what makes everything
work, and answering any questions
jiunior or. grandpa can think up,
they have to be a combination Bur
ton Holmes (without pictutes) and
subdued master of ceremonies. They
must make the air-cooling system
and the Insides of a radio as inter

esting as informal visits to big
broadcast rehearsals—nice, work if

you can do it.

On exhibition is the microphone
designed for Mary Pickford's first

broadcast. Seems she. was fright-

ened of the' litle black disk, so

they secreted it in a hu^ globe. This
disgiiise so terrified her that the
only thing left to do with it was put
it among .'the exhibits. (Miss Pick-
ford's nlike fright is now a thing of

the past,, and she takes them in her
stride with or without disguise.)

U Lenses 2 Westerns

^imnltaneously; Try

To Beat Upped Costs

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Universal is making two westerns
simultaneously in an attempt to beat
negative costs which have heen
upped by revisions in labor sched-
ules and pay of actors.

Films in work are 'Suhdown Trail*

and 'Renegade Wranglers,' both fea-
turing Bob Baker, U's warbling lariat

tosser.

36 WB MUSICAL SHORTS

TO BE HADE IN EAST

Despite dualers have somewhat
cramped the style and market for
short sjib|ects, Warners has set up
an extensive plan for next season
at Its eastern studios. First com-
plement calls for 36 two-reelers, all

musicals; some of - revue variety,
some books shows and others tab
versions: of units. Most will ca'rry

names conscripted from niteries
and radio.

Eastern Vitaphone studio will
start grinding about Sept. 10 under
Lee Stewart. In addition to the mu-
sical shorts; studio will also make
usual number of scenics, travelogs
and' sports.

Nix On Debs

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

"No more calls will %o out
from central casting for ^ciety
debs and others who do eictra

work for a larlc,

Screen Aptors Guild cracked
down.

KLUXERS SUE WB ON

mamm insignia

Douse Xtra Phone CaDs

Produceri Reported to Be Saving $100 Month—Cost
Heavy for Player*

' ' ' ~ 4-'
,

United Detroit's 17th

Soph Stays On at Spa

Not needed back in HoHywood un-
til Sept 1 to start work on 'Thor-
oughbreds Don't Cry' at Metro,
Sophie Tucker is remaining at the
Piping Rock Club, Saratoga Springs,
until Aug. 28. .

.

'Broadway Melody of 1938,' Miss
Tucker's first picture, is scheduled
to open the redecorated Capitol,
N. Y., Sept. 2.

Alice Brady^s Bad Foot
Halts *Chr for 2 Weeks

*

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Complete shutdown on 'In Old
Chicago' at 20th-FQx was ordered for
two weeks while Alice Brady allows
an injured foot to heal.
Actress is needed for all remain-

ing scenes.

Atlanta, Aug. 17.

A suit totaling $113,900, . charging

violation of a patent on its cross in-

signia, was filed here last w,eek by
Knights Of the Ku Klux Klan against
Warner Bros, • Pictures, Inc., . and
Vitagraph, Inc^ for alleged use of the
insignia, in the film titled The Black
Legion.*

The petition was filed in. the name
of the KKK, a corporation, by Mor-
gan Belser and Augustine Sams and
declared defendants, are represented
in Atlanta by Joseph C. Vergesslick,

manager of local branches of these

concerns, both incorporated in Dela-
ware. It alleges pic was shown in

54 different cities throughout coun-
try and asks $2i5b for each time it

was shown, plus $10O;000'dalnages. It

also asks .that defendants, be re
strained from further showings of

film.

Attached to petition was a photo-
static coiiy of the Ku Klux. insignia,

described' as 'a white cross, superim-
posed upon, a background of red with
a black square, enclosing a red de-
sign in the form of a spheroid, super-
imposed upon the center of the
cross.' .

'

This insignia, *or a duplicate, imi-
tation or simulation thereof,* was
worn by two of the principal char-
acters in 'The Black. Legion,*^ the suit

contends.

'Jurisdiction of this suit,' the pe-
tition declares, 'is invoked on the
ground the defendants have violated

the patent laws designed to protect

such insignia against reproduction.'

The Ku Kluxers* suit also eharged
that film's dialog also contained this

reference to Klan, "Are we in for
another reign of terror by .a new Ku
Klux Klan?"

Petition declares that a design
patent was issued to William J. Sim-
mons, assignor to plaintiff, Sept. 15,

1925, by Deipartment of Commerce,
U. S. Patent Office, numbered 6i,21»,'

and good for 14 years. It explains

that patent, since then, has con-
stantly been used as a distinctive

method of identifying its own re-

galia, and *plaintiff has, by use of

said design, patent, and particularly

by its use attached to a white robe,

created among its members and
among the public generally through-
out the United States;, a definite pro-

prietary intei-est and a distinct good
will therein.'

This legal xhove on part of bed-
sheet, boysmarks second court action

Warners has found itself entangled
with in Georgia. On June 11 State

Court of Appeals upheld right of

Prison Commissioner Vivian L. Stan-
ley to sue Warners, et al., for

$100,000 for alleged libel in 'A Fugi-
tive from a Chain Gang.' Pic was
based on book by Robert Elliott

Burns titled 'A Fugitive from a

Georgia Chain Gang.'

Detroit, Aug. 17.

United Detroit Theiatres, which is

building a new l,500-$eat nabe. on
the east side, understood to be figur-
ing on addini^ the Cinderella, - big
east side house, to circuit.

Cinderella, now operated by James
N. Robertson, would increase UD's
chain to 17; including the Aew one
under construction which has been
niamed the Vogue. Latter will seat
1,500 and is expected to be finished
about Nov. 1. UD, which operates
five loop spots, now has 10 nabes.im-
der its wing.

DeMiHe Celebs S6th

Birthday, 35th Anni

As 'Buccaneer' Goes

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Cecil B.. DeMUle got under . way
with his production of 'The Buc-
caneer' with' customary ceremony,
entertaining some 300 guests at a
Paramount studio luncheon, includ-
ing the cast, associates and the press.
Guest was Mrs. DeMille, ialways on
the set on the first day of a DeMille
picture for good luck.

Occasion marked the producer's
56th birthday, 35th marriage anni-
versary, -and 64th film production.
DeMille sliced a birthday cake sent
by Gov. Leche of Louisiana.

KuseO Readies Temale'

As Next for Hopkins

. . Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Script-polishing job on the next
Miriam Hopkins film at RKO, 'The
Female of the Species,' has been
handed to Harold Kusell.
Shooting will start after Miss Hop-

kins arrives on the Coast -toward
the end of August, with Edward
Kaufman producing and Leigh Jason
directing.

Cohimbia s Musical

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Columbia has elevated Charles
Starrett from westerns to lead in its

musical 'Freshman Follies' opposite
Joan Perry. Jimmy Durante will be
starred in this one, too.

Nat Pek-rin produces and Johnny
Green is writing score and will also
appear therein.

Hollywood, Aug. 17,
Adding tp the uncertainty of an

extras* life in filmdom, Central Cast-
ing Corp.. the organization that han-
dles the pic mobs, has discontinued
calling the Culver City and North
Hollywood exchange numbers when
a perswv is wanted ^or work. Blast
of larnents hit the Culver City
chamber of commerce, but the
Screen Actors' Guild took the brunt
of the attack.

Keruoeth Thomson, executive sec-
retary of the Guild, stated his outfit

would appropriate funds to defray
cost of service in event it couldn't
be straightened out otherwise.

' Many of the extras are re«|U)red to
check into Central Casting several
times daily to ascertain if they can
work the next day. Theie players
now will be required -to pay 10c. for
each call, while toll charge was only
5c. sa long as the two numbers were
maintained by Central.
Matter' will be discussed this week

by Thomson, Campbell MacCulloch,
vice-prez and general- manager of
Central, and l^ed W.' Beetson, presi-
dent of Central and' secretary-.treas-

urer of the Motion Picture Prodvre-
ers^ and Distributors'' Association, -

While discontinuamce of two num--
bers: wiU cost players thousands of
dollars, saving to producers is esti-

mj(ted at only $100 monthly.

Colbert Clark Gives Up

Asso. Prod. Spot at Rep

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

'Colbert Clark leaves bis Republic
associate producer berth shortly, .be-

ing unable to get together with the
studio on new terms.

He'll take an European vacash be-
fore tying into another picture chore.

Asher's U Duo

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Scripting of two E. M. Asher pic-
tures has started at Universal with
David Silverstein moving in for
'Lefis Be Candid' and John Gray do-
ing 'The Cat and the Canary.'

Silverstein switches over from th«
Robert Sisk production unit at RKO.

Ford in GN Fold
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Wallace Ford, who recently re-
turned from England where he did
two pix for Gaumont-British and
one for Capital Films, had been
signed to do a quartet for Grand Na-
tional pictures.

He will appear in a series of com-
edies to be produced by David Dia-
mond. First will be 'He Wanted to
Marry,* an original by Percy Row-
land, adapted by Clarence Marks.

Make Way for Miss Sawa
Tokyo, July 30.

.

Miss Rahko Sawa, P. C, L. star,

leaves tomorrow (31) for the U. S.,

where she will spend six months
visiting various studios.

Idea is to learn something of

American technique.

Roach Reties Constance

Bennett for 3 More Yrs.—
-/

Holly^vood, Aug. 17,

Option held by Hal Roach on serv-
ices of Constance Bennett has been
grabbed off for three more years
following receipt of biz being done
by 'Topper,' in which she is fea-
tured with Roland Young.

Next , for Miss . Bennett will be
'Love Without Reason,' also a com-
edy to be directed by Norman Me-
Leod.

20th's Cinda Glenn

London, Aug. 10.

Twentieth-Fox has signatured
Cinda Glenn for one pietvire, with an
option for two more. Contract was
signed in Paris, with Cliff Fischer,
who has the Chicago girl under a
further two years' contract, consum-
matij^l the deal.

First picture is the next Bernie-
WincheU pic, in which she will play
the femme lead. She is due in Hoi*
lywood last week in September.

John Wayne Deal Talked
At Radio; Carr Handling

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

John Wayne, who is under per-
sonal contract to^ Trem Carr, will
make his remaining pictures under
the ticket for RKO if a deal now
being talked by Carr and S. J.

Briskiix goes through.
Wayne has switched out of thud-

and-thunder roles exclusively and
now goes for action films, and this

section of the Universal program,
where Carr is under contract, has
been completed. Pact between
Wayne and Carr has two years to
run.

Ether Scrib Goes Pix
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Brewster Morgan, producer of
the CBS Shakespearean series, has
been signed to a writer contract
by Metro.
He reports at the studio the first

week in October.

New Castle's New 3,500-Seater

New Ca-tle, Pa., Aug. 17.

Towni is to have combo legit and
film theatre, opening early next
month. New Castle Theatre Corp.
has leased the Scottish Rite Temple
and has renamed it the Cathedral
theatre. Will play pix and vaude,
with legit shows when available.
House seats 3,500, has large stage

and the last word in lighting and
sourid equipment. Heading the proj-
ect are Charles Freeman and Mike
Marks. Former with Peoples Amusp.
and Victor Theatre Corp. Latter
manager of the Latonia Theatre, Oil
City, Pa. Pair were first to exhibit
pix in New Castle 31 years ago.
John M. Ball, 3d, is p.a.

Gillham Enroute East
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Robert Gillham planed to San
Francisco last Friday (13) enroute
to his office in New York,
He was on the Coast supervising

campaign for premiere ©f 'High,
Wide and Handsome' at the Carthay
Circle theatre.

Ritter's Good Deeder
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Tex Ritter is back on the Grand
National lot, having returned last

Sunday from a two-month personal
appearance tour through the east
and middle west, and has started
preparations for 'Tex Rides with the
Boy Scouts.'

Film goes before the camera in

September, Ray Taylor directing.

DorianV Breakaway
. Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Charles Dorian will direct 'I'll

Never Forget,' as his first full direc-

torial ioh at Metro. Lou Ostrow will

produce. Dorian formerly was an
assistant director.

Yarn is an original by John Bright
and Robert Tasker.

Polesie a Producer
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Paramount has promoted Herb
Polesie to associate producer and
handed him the next Bing Crosby
film, 'The Badge of Policeman
O'Roon,' to be produced by Emanual
Cohen.
Film will bear the imprint of

Major Productions.

Mitzi's 'Fiddlesticks'

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Mitzi Green has been set lor Hie

top spot in 'Fiddlesticks,' musical by

Frank Gabrielson, David Lesan and

Milton Lazarus at RKO studio.

Miss Green is due on the Coast

shortly after her Broadway rim in

'Babe in Arms.'
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Newsreelers Intent on Increasing

Incomes; Few Now in the Black

. spread of newsreel theatres, in-

crease in their popularity and con-

templated entry of others into the

field in the next six months, prob-

ably will result in a concerted cam-
paign by r the five newsreels to hike

rentals. The move, which probably
will not bear fruit imtil next spring,

is more than customary, demand for

increased rentals. It is all part of

the desire of picture executives to

place newsreels on profitable operat-

ing basis, something that few can
claim at present.
' Aside from increased costs, which
have been gradually going up for.

mqre than a year, newsreel execu-
tives, no longer are turning such a

sympathetic ear to pleas of hard
times by newsreel house operators

or other exhibitors. Some contend
that newsreel rentals have been kept

at rock bottom prices too long.

Entry of 'March of Time' into

newsreel spots and other theatres

has proved an eye-opener to rental

possibilities. Manner in which this

once-monthly subject is able to de-

j^iand and receive five to six times

as much as is paid for two issues of

one individual newsreel per week,
as recently reported, is said to have
been the convincer. Argument of

newsreelmen is that largest grosses

have been attributable to newsreel
coverage, pointing out the business

done on the Coronation and Hinden-
burg crash.-

: One estimate made this week was
that it costs at least $71 to lay down
two newsreel .prints weekly for the

newsreel theatres, which leaves a

slim margin of profit. This margin
disappears when extra coverage,

such as on the floods, runs up costs.

Nothing can be done on elevating

rentals until April or May, in most
instances,- because present contracts

hold good until then.

Afraid to Screen

When a filmusical is 'big,' it's

a tin pan alley custom on
Broadway to stage a midnight
or other trade screening for
benefit of the bands, radio
singers, et al., which preview is

primed to further cement inter-
est in the new score.

Some of - the recent pictures
have allegedly so badly sub-
ordinated the' song material
that the music publishers have
refused film company coopera-
tion to stage such screenings,
preferring to go out and try and
make the tunes independent of
the picture.

US. Atty. Charges

'Mysteries of Sex

Fihn Is Obscene

BERYL MARKHAM'S PiX

YEN; AN EARHART niM?

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Beryl Markham, blonde solo flier,

who hopped from Europe to America
and glided the last 40 miles of ocean
to land without gas, is in town look-
ing for picture comniitments. She
came here; planning a Pacific solo

flight, but the Amelia Earhart trag-

edy blew that one up and her back-
ers used government interference as
an out.

V/ith two studios talking of an Ear-
hart picture, agents have grabbed
the South African flier in the hope
of selling her as technical adviser.
Chief selling point is that, in addi-

tion to being . the only surviving
femnie transatlantic solo flier, she
has an Oxford accent.

Sing s Bangtail Binge

Getting tirrie out from the Para-
mount studio, Bing Crosby arrived
in Chicago yesterday to visit the
races and today (Wed.) will be in

Saratoga for the balance of the
bangtail season there. Star's plans
are to. remain in the east until
Sept. 7,

Last season Crosby made some
hoi-se purchases at Saratoga during
the August racing season. He. is on
this year strictly for racing reasons,
it being denied that he is makin?
the trip to see Gov. Lehman with
respect to extradition

.

proceedins^s
against his friend, John Monta.ciue.

Holding that Jewel Productions'
Austrian-made film, 'Mysteries of
Sex,' is obscene, U. S. Attorney La-
mar Hardy yesterday (Tuesday) re-

quested the U. S. Federal Court in

N. Y. for an order to confiscate and
destroy the negative and filrh.

The print of the picture arrived
here two years ago under the title

of 'Science of Mankind' and was. ad-
mitted by the customs officials. Early
this year a negative of the picture,

titled" 'Mysteries of Sex,' was seized

by the customs and held. Since then
the Government has tried to locate

the original print. Jewel has re-

fused to surrender it. Hence the re-

quest of the d.a. for permission to

seize it. Jewel has been battling to

have the film okayed on grounds
original print had been passed by
customs.

STRAUS BOBBYBREENS

BEFORE HIS '3 WALTZES'

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Oscar Straus goes East next month
to rehearse and conduct music for

his operetta 'Three Waltzes,' to

which he is a contributor and which
opens Oct. 20, on Broadway.
Composer is now penning tunes

for a Bobby Breen picture, 'Make
a Wish.'

WillTEnSlOSEnt

TO COiNTEn SALE

Hollywood Studios Indiffer-

ent to the Means But De-
mand the Results of Song
Hits — Wpu*t Cooperate
with Publishers, Just Or-
der Them to Do Their
Stuff and 'Make' Hit4

'MOST PLAYED'

By ABEL OREEN
New York music publishers with

Hollywood affiliations are nursing
quite a burn against their cinematic
allies because of an alleged lack-*of
cooperation. The tin pan alleyites
east charge the film studios with
stymieing them on worthy song ma-
terial, but at the same time demand-
ing that the music publishers 'make'
hits of every film score.

Picture bunch now eyes the song-
plug charts, such as the 'Most Played
on the Air' tabulations in Variety,
with the same avidity as do the
Lindy's herring-tearers. Hollywood
perspective on the 'most played' is

chiefly from the advertising and ex-
ploitaition angle, since they know that
every time a picture song title is

given an air performance it entails

a coincidental free ad for the title

of the film.

That's why the studio tycoons are
so insistent that the music men plug
the tunes into hitdom, or at least

into generous public performance.
From the publishers' attitude, how-
ever, that's an unfair assignment be-
cause of the charge that the studios

(1) know little, or nothing about
picking^ songs; (2) . care even less,

seemingly; (3) refuse to cooperate
with experienced music publishers
in properly spotting ballads or what
might be tunes with better commer-
cial potentialities, if proper coopera-
tion existed; and (4) charge that the
studios themselves are to blame in

(Continued on page 37)

E. V. RICHARDS PUNS
VISITING H'WOOD SOON

Krims on 'Gamblers,'

Reinhardt to Direct

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Milton Krims has been assigned

to screenplay Dostoievsky's "The
Gamblers' for Warners following

okay of
.
his treatment by Hal B.

Wallis, production executive.
'

. Max Reinhardt wjll return from
Salzbui'.s; to direct and co-produce
with ]^enry Blanke, with cameras
rolling in the fall. Charles Boyer,

Bette Davis. Ba.sil Rathbone, Walter
Huston and Maria Ouspenskaya are

set for tlie top spots.

E. V. Richards, head of the
Saenger circuit and a member of the

board of Paramount Pictures, Inc., is

laying plans for a Coast visit, leav-

ing his headquarters in New Orleans
early next month. Karl Hoblitzelle,

another Par partner in the South,
being in the Texas territory, pre-

ceded Richards on a Hollywood
visit to look in on Par studio execu-
tives and to get a slant on what the

production outlook was.

The Saenger circuit head, in con-

trol of a chain of 65 houses in

Louisiana, Mississippi and Arkansas,
is the only Par theatre partner-

operator to sit on the Par direc-

torate.

COOPER'S ACTIONER

Pidgeon Breaks In As
Lead in MG ^Aldrich'

,Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Walter Pidgcon, whose contractHollywood, Aug. 17. „ .

Color action picture with East In-
j
was purchased from Universal by

dies setting will be the first for Mer-
'

ian C. Cooper as a Metro producer.
Ernest Schoedsack directs with

native cast.

ANTHONY COINS 'MONEY'
Hollywood, Aup.. 17,

Scripting of 'In the Money M'sou
Skipworth-Polly Mora". c )•<. "iy
I'Vhich Republic will producb. Sas
'jecn assigned to Walte, AMth )n".

H;»rold -vShumate pr-* i'li oy.
"

,
iMelro recently for a reported $25,000,

• moves into male lead for the first

• time in 'My Dear Mi.ss Aldrich,' in

]
i 'lich he plays opposite Maureen

' (J'SuUivan.

U i.-5 levellnjj down studio over-

head by dropping contract players

at option time, with Hobart Cav-
anaiigh aiid Jack Smart said to be

ne.\t to face the lop. Pidgeon is

held to one U lllni- a year under the

Metro setup.

Sidney Howard Winds Up

Selznick *Wind' Script

Hollywood. Aug. 17.

Sidney Howard has completed the

script for 'Gone With the Wind' after

lengthy conferences with David O.

Selznick, who will produce, and
Geoi'ge Cukor, director.

Howard left immediately after for

New York.

Fix Would Like to See News Breaks

Coincide More with the Release

Dates for Direct Benefit of B O.

Success Formula

Hollywood, Aug. 17,

Surefire make - 'em - give - up
gag at the pop local niteries hal'

the dpor-greeter address the
departing femmes as 'Good
night, MiSB Crawford' or 'Good
Night, Miss Francis,' or any
other name addressed to the
gals who might think they re-.

«emble some Hollywood celeb.

It never fails with the girls,

who beam their gratitude, and
it's also a surefire loosener-up-
per for their escorts.

$imOOO FOR

BENNY'S 8

AT PAR

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Jack Benny has been signed to a

straight four-year contract by Para-
mount, during which time, he will

make eight pictures, Deal, it is said,

will net the comic $1,200,000.
*

First of the Benny films, 'Music

Over America,' is bfeing scripted by
Preston Sturges and will be pro-

duced by Arthur Hornblow, Jr.

Benny is not due back from his

European vacation for several weeks.

. Mary Livingstone (Mrs, Benny)
recently had her option lifted at

Paramount for one more pic after

'This Way Please.'

WARNERS PUTS SUNSET

STUDIO ON SALE BLOCK

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Warners has placed its Sunset
boulevard studios Pn the block for

sale or lease.

Hefty price is being asked for the

Sunset boulevard property, which
currently comprises stages and a com-
pletely equipped - picture-producing
plant. Any deal, however, will not

affect Station KFWB situated on the

lot.

Theatre exhibitors and press de-
partments of film hoyses, where
operation is lai\ge enough to boast
such, are advocating moire timeliness
in copy by press syndicates, column-
ists and fan magazine articles when
any reference .is made to. a specific

production. They hope in this way
to get a more definite break for the
theatre box office when the picture
actually hits various communities.
News stories and features by

columnists as a rule are published
while the feature is in actual pro-
duction. Means that it precedes the
release by six months, with theatres
in the past failing to cash In on thi.s

publicity to any great extent.
Reason for the present cahipaign

to indicate in. all subject matter jujst

when the picttire is likely to be re-
leased generally, barring any delay
in producing schedule,, is' that thea-
tres in larger key cities of late com-
plain that Hollywood columnists and
syndicated articles monopolize,much
of the space available to amusemepts.
The. publicity boys say that this" de-
prives the public of knowing, whert
to looH for the film.

Effort will be made In some places
to get the syndicates to Indicate In-
formation, eithei: as an editorial note,
or in body of $tory as to when the
picture will be placed on the screen
nationally. Indicative of this trend
is found in some New York dailies
such as the News, Post and Mirror,
where actual schedules of principal
features, are listed in a separate box.
That they ' have been retained is

indicative of reader interest.; lAider-
stood that Hearst newspapers now
have a policy of letting readers "know
where an attraction is playing when -

ever a reference is made to a cur-
rent picture.

Recent policy of many "dailies in
tabulating radio programs, giving
full information on time and station,
as well as special stories with spe-
cific reference to time of broadcast,
is regarded by some theatre pub--
licity men as constituting a future
leverage for much the same on all

film factual material.

Boyer's Bernstein Pic

Paris, Aug. 10.

When Charles Boyer, due in

France in September, arrives he will

step right into production of Henry
Bernstein's 'Le Vcnin' ('The

Venom').
Stage play is being adapted for

the screen by Marcel Achard and
will be directed by Marc AUegret,
No selections have yet been made
for the rest of the cast.

Pat Paterson is scheduled to start

a film in France about the same time
and producers are expressing the de-

sire that Boyer will be able, to find

time to help them direct his wife.

Boyer is booked to make 'Mylord
I'Arsouille' in both English and
French versions here next year.

CRUZE VS. FAN MAG FOR

$250,000; REP RUINED?

Hollywood, Aug, 17.

James Cruze, who directed 'The
Covered Wagon' for Paramount
many years ago, is plaintiff In a
$250,000 suit against Macfadden
Publications growing out of an ar-
ticle published in Photoplay Maga-
zine which allegedly defamed him.
Cruze asserts certain statements con-
veyed the impression that he no long-
er possesses his former skill as a
director. Cruze, who produced and
directed 'The Great Gabbo,' one of
the early talkers, says the article
to which he objects gave the im-
pression that he wias unable to di-
rect or successfully take part in the
making of a sound picture. Photo-
play article also mentions Betty
Compson, former wife of Cruze.
Ruth Watcrbury, editor of Photo-

I

play, is made a co-defendant in the
1 buit.

Kalman to Metro

West'sM Starting

Hollywoori. Au'4. 17.

Emanuel Cohen ha.-5 sol Aui^. 25 as

the starting d;il(; I'oi' Major's next

Mae West starrer, teiitntively l'\c;i;ed

'Sapphire Sal.'

Karl Struss dr;iws head le isiiig

assignment.

Vienna, Au.;?. 17.

Emmerich Kalman will proceed to

Hollywood early in the fall.

Has signed with Metro for a film

version of his pre-war hit, 'Zigcunev-
prima.s' ('Gypsy Princess'), plus

mu.sic for two other productions.

Loy, GaMe, Tracy Trtoed

For Metro Test YM
Hollywood, Aug, 17.

Metro will bring Myrna Loy. Clai'lc

Gable and Spencer Tracy together in
'Test Pilot,' skeded to start ne.Kt
month with Louis D. Lighton pro-

i ducing and Victor Fleming directing,
! Miss Loy and her husband. Arthur
• Hornblow, Jr., will go to Mexico City

i

for a vacation before starting the
lUm.

Metro has been buying up a flock

of old operetta hits for Jeanetlc
MacDonald, NeLson Eddy and Allen
Jones,, and plan.s importing thos-o

composers still alive for some added
tunes.

SHERRIFF'S MG PIC
Hollywood. Aug. 17.

Metro signed R. C. Sherrid" ti.>

.screenplay 'Spurs of Pride.'

Loui.s Lighton produces.
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SAG Signing New Memkrs East

And Generally Tightening Up

strides toward obtaining addi-

iional members and bringing eastern

film producers into line were made
last week by the Screen Actors'

GuDd with the appointment of Mike
Connolly as contact man and checker
at N. Y. studios, and checking of

iiets at the Biograph - and General
Sei-vice (Educational-Christie pro-

duction) studios.

;
First results came when SAG ob-

.
tained the usual dress-extta pay lor
Epproxim«^tely 100 extras employed
in Republic's musical, 'Manhattan
Merry-Go-Round* at Biograph. Guild
also was successful in. obtaining an
adjastment from William Saal, Re-
public executive, for two days of

work by'" extras oil -Merry-Go-
RoundV production when ' it was
pointed out by SAG officials that the

scale should be $16.50 instead' of $11.

Two days' pay tepresented nearly
an additional $1,000 for.extras. Re-
public promptly rectified the error.

Besides obtaining the $16.50 scale

for extras last week when Conn611y.
wept on the job, 'the extra people
were told that they must all be
Guild members before they w;ould be
permittekl to work on a Rep set

again. Many already belonged, and
others signed subs3C[uently.

Set on an Al Christie short was
checked at General Service later in

the week, with the same procedure
followed. Separate signatory pact
probably will be obtained from Edu-
cational, although it releases through

.
20th-Fox, which already has signa-

lu.i>ed SAG agreement on the Coast.

Set on a Caravel production is

being checked this week, with the

hope that commercial film producers
will speed signing with SAG. Guild
officials were told by some commer-
cial pT«}ducers that they were wait-
ing until counsel for Itfarch of Time'
rettirns from Europe before signing
up; Then they indicated they >vould

. draft a contract of their own. Atti-

tude of SAG officials now is that

their or;ganization already has -a con-
tract and thbt is the only one to be
recognized. However, certain- con-
cessions may be allowed when it is

shown that they are legitimate and
essential.

Guild in N, V. also is signing up
' all new talent that is signed lor
Hollywood pictures before they
leave for the Coast.- Agents repre-
senting artists as well as producing
companies are cooperating on this

matter. Reason is that it prevents
any delay on production when the

new faces arrive in Hollywood be-
cause there is no need for going
through the routine of signaturing
new jnembers on the Coast.

Ethel Merman,- Boyd Crawford
find Phyllis Welch were recently
>iigned in this manner. Case of six

singer-s going to the Coast for Grand
National on a one-picture contract
presented a new wrinkle because
payment of six was left to one indi-
vidual. Guild ruled that they should
be paid individually according to

scale, rather than in lump sum to a

manager.
Attitude of SAG towards 'March

of Time' is that actors are employed
jand as such they should receive the
imion scale. Idea of photographing
im information clerk or telegraph

• company worker when an actor

could just as well be used cilso is to

be considered by the Guild. .

SAG expects ultimately to hove
between 450 and 500 members in its

eastern division: Estimated there

me somewhere in the neighborhood
oJ! 250 and 350 players regularly em-
I)loyed in the eastern studios, while

(Continued on page 79)

CM Censors So Amiable

Ifs Cetting Monotonous

Chicago, Aug. 17.

Fading film season goes down into

history as the most quiet and peace-

ful year that the local exchanges
have ever had with the Chicago
censor board; Once a daily head-
ache for the local distributors, the

censor board at present is as gentle

and quiet as a summer breeze. The
only • contacts the exchanges now
have with the censors is strictly an
off icial license-buying procedure.

Gone are ' the arguments, pleas,

entreaties, .second screenings and
general air of suspicion and double
dealing that formerly went ,haOd-in-
hand with censor negotiations by ex-
changes. Exchange managers today
rarely even* see the censors, and
have about forgotten what they
look like.

Basic cause of the new peace that

has descended on film row is the
self-imposed censorship of the pro-
ducing origanizations, with the great
bul^ of the -pictures coniing into

town already completely sapolioed
and well-pressed.

PATHE-DUPONT'S QUEST

FOR SOME NEW COLOR

Pathe Films and DyFoht Film Mfg.
officials have been giving once-over
to' several new color film jprocesses
in the last three weeks. Virtually aU
of them were - bi-pack style film

methods or those employing double-
coated film stock.

No decision reached on suitability

of any inspected, with Pathe-DuPont
combination still reported on prowl
for color system for adaption and
doubtlessly financing.

Proposal to hike the number of
common shares from 1,000,000- to 1,-

500,000 shares will be voted on by
Technicolor, Inc.,' stockholders at a
special meeting Sept. 9. Additional
shares would have no par value as 'at

present and none would be subject to

any right of preemption by stock-
holders. Additional share would be
used for growth of business.

With note of special session to act
on increasing stock. Dr. H. T. Kal-
mus, president of Technicolor, issued
a statement covering policy wrapped
up

.
in ^tock boost plan.

Kay Frands' ^limbo'

Hollywood, Aug. 17;^

Horace Jackson is screenplaying
'Return from Limbo,' which replaces
'Comet Over Broadway' as the next
Kay Francis starrer at Warners. .

Film gets going around Aug. 23,

Stanley Logan directing. A. H. V,
Carr originaled 'Limbo.'

PIX, OIL, NO. 1-2

BIZ IN CAUF.

Washington, Aug. 17.

Lusty growth of the motion picture

industry—even during depression

doldtums—was reflected last week in

a Bureau of Census r,eport showing

flicks as the greatest California in-

dustry.

Mounting far above figures for 1929

—except lor cost of materials and

fuel, which dropped discernibly

—

statistics on number of establish-

ments, average- wages and value of

products during' IddS'^-far. surpassed
boom-day records. Californiai's oil

biz ran second to celluloid through-
out survey. '

Average number of wage-earnets
-barring cream-fed salaried em-
ployes—rose from 8,036 in 1929 to

12,970 six years later, study dis-

closed, an improvement of 4,934.

Payroll, during same six-year period,

soared $2,146,986' from a $19,560,237

peak in the good old salad days of

1929, to $21,707,223. Value of prod-
ucts likewise skyrocketed from $129,-

274,246 to $165,064,504. Cost of ma-
terials, containers, fuel and pur-
chased electricity, however, dropped
from $25,457,945 to $20,988,922 in six

years.^

Census bureau also supplied statis-

tics showing that, in 1933, before pic-
ture biz started- its real upswing,
workers increased, wages decreased
and costs and value of products suf-

fered heart altacks. -Apprpximately
986 new workers were taken On at

studios, survey showed, but wages
sank $4,100,218 in the same period.

Costs were $8,365,302 under the 1929
figures and value of products took a
dizzying nosedive' of $32,525,869—or
from $129,274,246 to $97,748,377.

Census agency explained that

'value of products' could only be
arrived at in the m.p. industry by
counting cost of production and
painstakingly refrained from lump-
ing picture figures with other Los
Angeles industries. Statistics applied
strictly to studios, U. S. Department
of Labor pointed out.

Others in SP, Besides Hughes, to Be

Gone After by the Authors League

nm PROMISES 19

FIX FOR OCT.-NOV.

Monogram's pliiydate drive, which
got under way this week, is beinjj

based on ability to deliver 19 pic-

liires during the months of Ocl-nbci'

and November. Bookings are b3ii\/,'

made about six weeks in advance
with this promise to exhibitors.

These features constitute approxi-
mately half of Mono's program for

Jfi37-39.

Following meetings here this

week,- W. Ray Johnston, president,

and Eddie Golden, sales chief, will

^0 to Chicago for similar confabs l'»

enthuse interest among salesmen.

Johnston then will head for the

Coast for additional regional meet-

ings in key cities while CJolden will

cover the southern territory.

Authors League of America will

bring action within the next few
days, possibly ,* this week, to expel
Rupert Hughes from the organiza-
tion. Actual charges will be filed by
individual members for approval by
the board, after -which a date will
be set for a hearing.
Basis for the complaints will be

Hughes' activity, as Screen Play-
wrights prez, opposing efforts of the
Screen Writers Guild, ALA aft'iliate,

to be recognized by the Natibnal
Labor Relations Board as collective

bargaining agency for film writers.

Hughes was called upon by the
League to sever his connection with
SP or resign from the ALA. His
open letter to Luise Sillcox, ALA
secretary, refusing to resign, precipi-
tated a controversy by letter with
Marc Connolly, ALA prez.

Believed almost certain that the
League board will oust Hughes, as
Connolly is understood to have
polled the board members privately
before moving to seek the Screen
Playwrights prez' resignation.

II and when Hughes is expelled
he may appeal to the general mem-
bership of the League against the
board s action. Felt that such . a
move might be ri.sky in view of' his

recent charges that the League is

now controlled by a small clique

contrary to the knowledge or senti-

ment of the members at large.

Throats on the Coast by SP offi-

cials that they might take court ac-

tion to prevent Hughes' expulsion
by the League are ridiculed at ALA
he?id<ioarters in New York. Doubted
thfit the matter would be considered

Intricate Repuhlic-Yates-Con.

Fdm Setup Revealed Via the S.LC

Warfiington, Aug. 17.

Stopper holding up financing plans

of newly-formed Republic Pictures

Corp. of Delaware seemed removed

last week when. Securities and Ex-

change Commission was acquainted

with settlement of litigation over
rental of old Mack Sennett studios.

Registration form covering proposed
public offering of 6Q0,.00O shares of

$1 per capital stock.has been, stymied
since submission early in July.

Company plans and statements

remain under consideration but

batch of amendments to original

subsidiary corporations and hold
varying blocks of stock in the web.
George J. Schaefer^ who became
secretary-treasurer and director of
the new Republic outfit after leav-
ing .United. Artists, is down for
$4,082 for the current fiscal year;
M. J. Seigel, director and vice-
president, is slated for $39,000
president of Republic Productions;
and Walter W. Vincent, president, is

due to get $5,000 as board chairman.
From the subsidiaries, four persons
are receiving more than $25,000:
Gene Autrey, actor, $31,223; Phil
Regan, actor, $25,500; Harry Sauber,

, , ,. J X V,
producer, $25,125; and J. J. Milstein.

plea are believed to have supphed
^^nager, $26,000.

the necessary data for the S.E.C. to
[

grant clearance and allow the public

sale to start Outfit was incorporated

July 6 to bolster financial position

of Cajo Co. and tie in ramified in-

terests, of Consolidated Film Indus-

tries and Setay Co.

Amendment to original S.E.C.

document showed that lawsuit oyer

alleged breach of contract between
Mascot, one of the subsidiariep of the

intricate empire, and Guaranty
Liquidating Corp. has been dropped
with understanding that the lease

for the old Sennett plant will cdn-

tinue and additional rent will bd

paid. Republic. Productions pledged

to make sure that Guaranty will get

$24,999.74 extra compensation, of

which half will be paid by Francer

J. Levine, wife of Nat Levine, who
recently quit as production directoi-

for Republic. Added rent will ' be

spread over 29-month period start*

ing Aug. 1.

Pending registration papers co\'er

proposed distribution of 975,000 of

the 1,275,000 unissued shares of the

new corporation, as well as 261,000

warrants.' Company has handed out

225,000 of its authorized capitalizH;

tion of 1,500,000 $1 tickets.

Stock Splitup

Under the financing plan, Ca.io

Co. will receive 225,000 shares: Con-
solidated Film Industries will get

150,000, and 600,000 will be put on
the market via Hammons & Co. at a

net to the company of $3,000,000.

Sale price to public will be $6.50.

Another 261,000 shares will be re-,

served under warrants which prob-
ably will go also to Hammons.
Control of new company will rest

largely in hands of Herbert J. Yr;le.<',

president of Consolidated, since Re-
public Pictures Corp. is promoted by

Nat1 Theatries Conv.

Group in Pilgrimage

To Will Rogers' Shrine

Colorado Springs, Aug. 17..

The National' Theatres (J; ox-West
Coast) convention group, more than
lOO delejgates, were the first show biz
group to make a pilgrimage to the
Will Rogers' Shrine-of-the-Sun Me-
rnorial on Cheyenne mountain near-
here. A suitable plaque has been
ordered placed at the shrine com-
memorating their visit.

The Shrine will be dedicated at

the close of a three-day rodeo, cow-
boy dance and other affairs, Sept.
4-6. The memorial building has been
erected by Spencer Penrose, Springs
millionaire and lifelong friend of
Will Rogers.
The delegates to the National The-

atres meet were held in numerous
business sessions presided over by
Spyros and Charles Skouras and Sid-
ney R. Kent, president of 20th
Century-Fox and chairman of the

National Theatres board.
The golf bugs got their fill of golf

on the tricky Broadmoor golf course,

adjoining the Broadmoor hotel,

where the convention was held.

Some of them stayed over on Friday
and Saturday in' an effort to beat

par.
' Rick Ricketson and his ' Denver
delegation did a hangup job on en-

tertainment, showing the boys that

showmanship could be used in a con-

vention as well as in a theatre. The

ROXY'S $9,490 NET

PROFIT IN ONE MONTH

within the jurisdiction of a civil

court. Even if a court would hear
the case, it's pointed out, Hughes'
suit would probably have no stand-
ing unless he had exhausted every
other method of retaining his mem-
bership, including appeal to the
members. If such an appeal had
been nixed his case would be badly
punctured at the outset, it's figured.

In addition to Hughes,, several
other ALA members who also be-
long to the SP are likewise slated

for or-else action by the League.
Names have not been revealed, nor
the identity of others who are

known to have relinquished their

SP connection rather than peril

their League membership — even
though the ALA has made no move
in their direction as yet.

Still others, retaining member-
ships in both ALA and SP, may not

be forced into a choice, at least at

this time. League's idea is that such
members, not active in the SP drive

against the SWG, are valuable to the

ALA as long as their association

with the group is retained. Felt

that threats might drive them solid-

ly into the SP ranks. Since,a num-
ber of them are frequently active in

writing for legit, such action might
also weaken the position of the Dra-
matists Guild (another ALA affili-

ate), since such writers would thus
be encouraged to seek film backing
for their future plays. That Holly-
wood financing angle is one of the
prime objectives of Dramatist Guild
skirmishing 'in the past (and still

alive as a threat in the present, to

say nothing of the future).

Denver delegation was distinguished

Cajo, which in turn is controlled by from visitors via white suits and red

.Consolidated, Setay Co. (Yates" name
|
roses in their Iapels<

backward) and Nat Levine.
Intricate financing plan includes

agreement between Con.solidated.

Setay, Cajo, Republic Productions
and Repiiblic Pix covering loans
to be made by Consolidated and
Setay to Cajo and then pas.sed on in

turn to Republic Productions to

finance studio operations. Cajo hris

assigned 70% of the gross derived by
Republic Pix from -film rentals to

Consolidated and has promi.sed Setay
the remaining 30%, with Republic
Pix guaranteeing the payments.
Setay

j
has assigned to Con.solidated

its share of the unpaid balance of

loans Iwhich Cajo owes until the in-

debtedness is sliced to S825.000.

Roxy Theatre, 'N. Y., had a net
profit of $9,490 foi" the period cov-
ering June 25-July 29, according to

the report of Howard S. Cullman,
who is about to surrender his job'

as trustee to the theatre at the end
of this month. Last month there

was a slight deficit in the receipts.

Cullman's report, filed Wednesday
(1) in the Federal Court, showed
that $166,492 had been taken in

with understanding that when nut i.--
j

fiom 150.782 admissions during the
pared to the stipulated figure SziCy \ period, of which $153,341 had been
then will start getting its 30'; of the

j

paid out. The estimated profit w.^s
"

' fir.ed before interest on debts, trus-

tee's and lawyers' fees had been de-

Republic Pix gross revenues,

Cajo's $3,571,907 Loans

New corporation ha.s taken ove

-

liabilities of Cajo which include
loans aggregating $3,571,907. dyeu-
ment revealed. Agreement provides
that $750,000 of the amount Cajo
owes to Consolidated and $400,000 of

the amount Cajo owes to Setay will

be liquidated via i.ssuance of 150
shares of Republic Pix stock to C-)ii

and 80,000 Republic tickets to So;;:y.

Substantial part of the baliin:-a of'

the Cajo-Con and all of the C::i<)

ciucted.

Plagiarism Suit Over

MG's Ian of People'

Metro's picture, 'Man of Iht Peo-
ple' was pirated by its author. Frank
Dol; n, according to Henry Ro.'jc,

^ V... ,w ,
^- playwright, who filed suit

Satay debt is slated to be w'iptd out
'

'^'""'Sf'^iy ^^2) in Federal Court,

through use of the proceeds f/oni - foi" an injunction and account-

public financing. I

ing of profits on the film. Besides

Tentative distribution of the ca-h [^^^'^''o and Dolan, Loew'.s, Inc.. and

expected from the 60(),000-.>Jhitrc j
Salver Export Corp. are named de-

public sale will go as follow.^: lo

Consolidated, $1,415,000: to Scii.v.

$427,000; to Frances J. Levine.
$91,000; and. lor new copiiiil

fcnc'antf.

Ro.'--e wrote and had copyrj{th1ed

in 1.'.'34 a play titled, 'Burrow, Bur-
row.' He avers he submitted the

!51,C10,250. Balance earmarked for I
manuscript to Metro the same ye;:r.

lesser items. '< After holding thC' script ifor ^ome
Intcr-company contracts, many of

them old pacts which have b:-:'n

modified, provide that Republic

time, plaintiff charges, it was re-

jected by them. In 1935, Rose com-
plains, Dolan wrote the scenario of

Productions will turn out and sell to
j
'Mv-n of the People' claiming it iif

Cajo at cost from 40 to 50 fcatu-c,-- his original story. Plaintiff chur^t-s

annually, with Cajo finani-ing pio-

duction and Republic Pictures Corp
handling distribution.

Salary figures' .showed tbot of- 1

fleers get only nominal amounts, I

since they are executives ol various

'

plot, situations and episodes are sim-

ilar to these in his play. He doe.s

not charge the dialog is the runn.'.

Wants Metro to submit nc;,'alivt of

pic to court so that it can bt re-

viewed.
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Interchangeability of 44 s Cards

Complicated by Fact That Players

Nowadays Play in Many Fields

Some standard basis lor inter-

changeability of membership cards

among the various affiliated groups

of the Associated Actors and Artistes

of America will probably be worked
put within the next couple of weeks.

Committee will be named to work
out such an agreement, members to

include Frank Gillmore, for Actors

Equity; Mrs. Florence Marston, for

tl>e Screen Actors Guild; Henry
Jaffe, for the American Guild of Mu-
sical Artists; Ralph Whitehead, for

the American Federation of Actors,

and someone yet unchosen to repre-

sent the American Federation of

Ra'dio Artists.
• No date has been set for the con-

fabs, but expectation is they'll take

place within the next week or two.

Meanwhile, Mrs. Marston .and Jaffe

will probably huddle in advance to

arrange some sort of general plan

subject to amendment and approval

at the full meeting. When a stand-

atd rule is adopted by the committee
it will be submitted to the Four A's

board for okay, then considered and
voted upon, by the memberships of

the affiliated AAAA groups.

While the Four A's constitution

has always contained a clause per-

mitting interchangeability of cards, it

has never been put into practice.

That rule allows members .of one
AAAA body to work in another field

provided such person pays the dif-

ference in annual dufes .
if moving

into a higher dues' group. Also per-

mits any member of such a group
to obtain an honorable withdrawal
card from the body he is temporarily

' leaving.

Expected that the new rule, when
worked out, will probably be drawn

_
along somewhat, similar lines.

• Figured that certain changes will

have to be made, however. In some
cases, too, it is thought that per-

. lo^L'mers working simultaneously in

two fields (particularly those in the
' higher salary brackets) will be re-

quired to pay dues in both organiza-

tions having jurisdiction.
' Whatever arrangement is woi'ked

,oUt, it's conceded that the setup is

. likely to be a very complicated one,

as the performing field is no longer

split up into definite classifications
' as in the past. Present conditions
• frequently allow performers to work
\ in two and even three different fields

almost concurrently.

S. E. Exhibs' Monopoly Cry

Jacksonville, FlV., Aug. 17.

Highlight of meeting of South-
eastern Theatre Owners' Association
here was adoption of resolution
Thursday (12) asking a Federal com-
mission to supervise the sale of mo-
tion pictures to small theatres and
put an end to an alleged monopoly.
H. C. Moore, prez, of here, de-

clared 'unless some changes are made
by the Federal Government, the little

theatre owners will be put out of

business.' Georgia, Florida,. Alabama
and Tennessee sent reps to the

meeting.

SAG DEMANDS,

GETS DOUBLE

PAYOFF

INSIDLSTUFFi

HERCIILPIK

Films Running Into Plenty

of Big Coin Are in Holly-

wood, but Not of It—Jam
Handy Discreet Outfit

BREAK FOR ACTORS

Hollywood, Au.?. 17.

Paramount's first brush with the

Screen Actors Guild was amicably
settled when the studio agreed to

the demands of SAG that two
checks be issued to players appear-

ing in two separate productions on
the same day. Guild balked at hav-

ing question submitted to adjudicat-

ing committee and insisted matter

one for arbitration unless the double

check was forthcoming.

Guild crackdown came when
cameramen moved in to shoot scenes

of extras after mob finished work
in a Schulberg production. Guild

demanded two full checks for supes

claiming subterfuge by the studio to

get around the Guild wage scale.

Labor Strife Places

Tacoma at Standstill

Tacoma, Aug. 17.

With thousands thrown out of

. work, all department and 5 and lO's

' stores padlocked and one of the
• northwest's largest sawmills and all

its camps closed down, this town is

taking the worst licking since '33.

• Theatre grosses have dropped to their

lowest; two remaining papers, Times
and News Tribune are taking thetr

worst shellacking on display linage
and radio stations have slowed uP-
With over 2,000 workers on the

street without work on account of

the labor dispute, Seattle stores are

benefiting, only a 30-mile hike
separating the cities, and additional

. truck deliveries to the localities are
taking care of the trade. While at-

tempts have been made to settle the
•' controversies, the padlocks still re-

main. There is plenty of parking
ro6n-i on the main stem for cars any-

/time -ot day and children can play in

the street. Tacoma is taking a

lickinii; but still standing up.

WURTZEL SETS DIRECTOES
Hollywood. Aug. 17.

Sol WiirtTiel has made the follow-
itTj; direclorial assignmonts at 20th
Fox; Frank Straycr on the seventh
'Jones Family' picture; Alfred
Werlcar on 'Big Town Girl'; Bruce
Huniberstone on 'Island in the Sky'
Eutiene Ford on 'Charlie Chan at

M.Jtite Carlo.*

Fleischer Plans Appeal
In RLRB's CADU Rulin*
Regional Labor Relations Board

election to determine the collective

bargaining agency among Max Flei-

scher's artists resulted Monday (16)

in a vote of 74 to 0 in favor of the

Commercial Artists and Designers

Union, which has been on strike for

the last several months. Fleischer

boycotted the election, having pre-

viously protested the RLRB decision

to hold the vote.

Artists eligible to vote in the poll

numbered 128, including 72 CADU
members out on strike. Nearly 70

of the votes polled were those of

CADU members, but several other

Fleischer artists not out on strike

are said to have voted also, despite

the. cartoon producer's implied op-

position.

Votes of 15 persons have been held

in abeyance pending decision of their

eligibility.. But even if all 15 are

ruled out. it is explained, the elec-

tion result will be the same, since it

would still leave 59 votes favoring

the CADU out of a possible poll of

113, Election took place at the

Union Methodist Episcopal Church,

N. Y. Reported that notices posted

on the walls of the Fleischer studios

announced that , no workers '.had to

vote' unless they wished to do so.

Animators, included in the election

by the RLRB ruling, did not vote.

Pe.tition, signed by 26 of the 30 em-
ployed in the studios, asked that they

be classified separately from the ar-

tists. Fleischer also issued a state-

ment denying reports that he is be-

hind in production, stating that he is

'about two months ahead of sched-

ule.' Al.so declared he has never re-

fused to bargain with the CADU.
but has refused to a^ree to the

union's wu'^e deniands, wliich lie rle-

scribps as excessive.

Ruling will be sou.i{ht in N. Y.

Circuit Court of Appeals, when it

reconvenes in October, on the RLRB
classiTication of. the animator.s in t'l"

same category with the artists.

By DENIS MORRISON
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Picture business has a baby. Or
maybe it's a. little brother. Perhaps,
again, it's a satellite, like the moon
is the satellite of the earth. Any-
way, just as the giant oak drops
off acorns from which other oaks
sprout, this huge film biz has be-
gotten the commercial film industry
which now boasts operations that
run into many millions yearly.
More and more, commercial films

are moving into Hollywood. They
are in Hollywood, yet -not of It.

In spirit, they're as remote from
the cinema merry-go-round as steel,

rubber, soft drinks or the mattress
business.

Names as Hollywood understands
names don't mean a thing to 'em.
They have their technique, as
Hollywood has, but it's in another
world.

Yet, commercial films today are
regarded as an essential part of the
great mechanism of American busi-
ness and industry. They put over
a subtle lesson, they, teach where
words can't teach, they sell where
the slickest, salesman falls down on
the job.

They Follow Players

Pat Dowling, indie commercial
producer, long in the biz, perceives
a definite trend of the biz films
toward Hollywood because more bnd
more the , commercial picture is be-
ing made in dramatized form. For
drama you must have players, and
this is where the players are. No-
where else. People must be com-
petent—not names, but got to know
what it's all about, otherwise the
result is a mess. Light, sound, di-

rection; set dressings, everything
that goes into the manufacture of an
entertainment filrn has to be present
in the commercials, too.

So, a biz within a biz has grown
up unnoticed. Agents probably are
more hep to what is going on than
any other- Hollywood- insii^ers be
cause the commercials recruit their

talent from the ayancies—mostly
small bit players who haven't got
what it takes to go qver in regular
pictures but who know the motions
to make when the camera starts

rolling.

To provide an example oC the
audience pull some of the more pre"?

tcntious commercials exert, imagine
a six-reel film made with. top talent,

exhibited to probably 3.000,000 per-

sons, yet never shown in a theatre
That happened not long ago. Film
was -made by the Wilding Corp.,

partly at its quarters in the Selz

nick-International Studio, partly at

its Detroit plant, for the Plymouth
division of Chrysler Motors.
Deere & Co., a $100,000,000 outfit

that has gobbled up the fattest share
or the plow, harrow, cultivator,

planter and whatnot agricultural

biz; is another client. Deere, folks

wanted a film to show to farmers.
Idea was to assemble the hardy
husbandmen together at picnics, etc..

with Deere picking up the check
for everything and Deere salesnien

getting in their work presumably
while the fai'mer. the farmer's wife,

the farmer's daughter, and the farm-
hand were in a receptive mood.
Part of the shill to superinduce the

H wood Labor Setup in a Week;

2 Players Fined by Actors Guild,

Directors Termed Outside ERB
Okla. Film Workers Union
Gets New Deal; 15-35% Up

Oklahoma City, Aug. 17.

After much palaver the di:awn-
out contract dispute between the
film workers union and eight ex-
changes here has been settled when
George Snodgrass, president, an-
nounced adoption by the union of an
agreement providing for wage in-

creases ranging from 15 to 35%. The
agreement will take effect for the
76 city members on Sept. 1 for six
months' or a year's duration.

Principal provisions of the contract
are, closed shop, 40-hour week, time
for overtime, two weeks paid vaca-
tions, sick leave and wage raises

from' 15 to 35%, with new salaries

ranging from $17.50 to $38.

.

WEBER -CASEY

HUDDLE ON

PIX MUSIC

Joe Weber, American Federation
of Musicians prez, declared Monday
(16) that discussions with Pat Casey,
labor mediator for the film industry,

on the question of dubbing restric-

tions have been put off to next
week. Pair got together shortly

after Casey's arrival from the Coast
but the conversation, said Weber,
lasted but a half hour and scarcely
touched on the subject.

It is understood that the producers
are agreeable to stop dubbing from
soundtracks created from nOw on,

but the AFM is determined to make
the ban apply to the soundtrack
libraries accumulated by various
film studios and indie recorders.,

Weber said that Casey planned to

remain in New York for - several
weeks and so that there was no
need of pressing for a settlement of

the issue. AFM's executive board is

inclined to dispose first of the prob-
lem of increasing musicians employ-
ment as regards broadcasting.

FEW PIX STOX DEALS

IN LATEST SEC REPORT

Washington, Aug. 17.

Few shufflings of picture stocks by
company insiders were disclosed this

week in Securities & Exchange Com-
mission reports. Customary market
operations by biggies were notably
missing.

Major transaction was revealed in

Universal Pictures statement. Dur-
ing June Universal Cor^ ., holding
company for the new management,
picked up 20 sha.^s of 1st preferred,
adding to prior holdings of 228,927

common and 20,000 2nd preferred.
Di.sposal of 40,000 shares of Inter-

national Cinema common by Regan
Day, Inc., ot Los Angeles via trans-

fer was shown, together with state-

ment that A. J. Guerin, Int. director,

owns only one share of common and
that Trem Carr. another boardite,

la.sL year had a similar stake.

. Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Film labor developments during
past week were marked by action of
Screen Actors Guild in suspending
two players charged -with unethical
conduct, and ruling of producer at-,
torneys that screen directors are
highly paid creative workers and not
subject to jurisdiction of National
Labor Relations Board.

J. Buckley Russell, film extra, was
fined $1,000 and Suspended for 12
months on a charge of attempting
to organize a rival body to SAG
and persuading members of latter
to resign. About 40 SAG extras
are reported to have Withdrawn
from SAG and affiliated with Rus-
sell's Hollywood Picture Players As-
sociation.

Fine was suspended pending flir-
ther action of SAG board of direc-
.tors. Russell announced, howevexv
that appeal would be taken to
American Federation of Labor, and
if suspension was sustained he would
go into court to seek reinstatement.
Jane Tallent, another iextra, was

suspended for. six months for acting
as a makeup artist while Motion
Picture Makeup Artists Association
Local 631 was on strike In May, She
claims to have had' makeup card of
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees, and is seeking re-
instatement on that ground.

As Desig:ninf Engineers
Attorneys for producers claim

screen directors come under same
classification as designing engineers
for Chrysler Corp. who were re-
cently held to be outside jurisdic-
tion of NLRB. Ruling said engineers
were highly paid creative workers,
haying influence over hiring and
firing of other workers, and- for that
reason were not entitled to protec-
tion of NLRB.
Directors announced negotiations

for pact with producers would be
pushed, despite ruling of attorneys.
Screen Directors Guild claims to
represent 98% of directors and as-
sistant directors.

Ed Gilbert was reelected president
of United Scenic Attists Local 621,
defeating Griff Jay, 70 to 48. Gil-
bert was named president when
Charles Lessing resigned as sole
nominee for president. Board of
directors ruled election was illegal
because mail ballot was not used,
and ordered new election. Gilbert .

was an easy winner.

Koenlj? Offer Nixed
Metro office workers nixed offer

of William Koenig, studio production
manager, of 10% wage tilt and one
week's vacation with pay • for all
workers employed one year. Work-
ers are asking 20% pay hike, two
weeks' sick-leave and two weeks*
vacation with pay.
Koenig became peeved at workers

burlesking hia activities during nego-
tiations, and intimated drastic ac-
tion would be taken If criticism of
executives continued. Board of di-
rectors of office workers' associa-
tion Js now considering his ulti-
matum to lone down activities.

Loew*s State, L. A., To
Get $50,000 Going-Over

Los Angeles, Aug, 17.

Bigiie.st theatre rchrjljil'itatiun job
mood, as it Wefe. is entertainment,

j hereabouts in years has just been
so to Hollywood and the Wilding
Corp. came the wise men ot Deoro.

started by Fox West Coast, with
:5.'')0,000 to be spent in refurbishing

Frank Fay was cast as master of
j
and remodeling Loew's State, which

ceremonies. Charley Chase was in
; it operates.

the troupe, also Block and Sully.

Phyllis Barrie, Sam Hearn and
Charlie Irwin, and Beri Pollack's

band. Ten shooting days did the

trick, with the lensers on the job all

(Continued on page 4'.')

Heaviest outlay will be for reseat-
ing, which will nick the b.r, for $22.-

.100. New carpets will cost $8,500
and remodeling the 7th street en-
trance, which is t') ho elirninutcd,

will cost $6,500.

SCREEN PLAYWRIGHTS

WIN BSLUNG POCT

Hollywood. Aug, 17.

Screen Playwrights hereafter wil?
receive credits' on pictures In all
advertising matter where the name
of the producer and direct ;r apnsar.
Producers have a.yreed to amend the
studio basic a.qreement to incorpo-
rate this changfe, .Old agreement
provided for credit only in Irado
pantirs and lithoi^raph.';.

Playwrights al.<;> won the ri','hl to
revise the chiusc .'^'ovjrnlng I:iy "fTs

on 40-weck conlrncts f )r su')mi.:sion
to producers at next mooting.
Scribes have been given wider rep-
resentation on adjudicating commit-
tee with increase from tv/o members
to five on the standing commitlee.
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L A. Hops on Gravy Train, Topper'

Just That at $29,000; 'Artists' Big

27& High, Wide' lOG, Dodd'

Los Angeles, Aug. 17.

'Topper' and 'Artists and Models'
are garnering top money at the. reg-
ular first runs currently, with Par's
'High, Wide and Handsome' start-

ing a two-a-day roadshow engage-
ment at Carthay Circle to somewhat
disappointing returns. 'Firefly' con-
tinues strong at the Four SiAv with
Jong run indicated.'

'Mr. Dodd Takes the Air' is an-
other disappointment at the day-
^ate Downtown and Hollywood,
while holdover week of 'Toast of
New York' is bringing in good $10,-
000 at the two houses.
Moveover- of 'You Can't Have

Everything' indicates that downtown
trade isn't so hot about the filrhusi^

cal, but Bevhills patrons are going,
for-it strong.

Estimates for This Wc«k
Carthay Circle (Fox) (1,518; 55-83-

1.10-1.65).—'High, Wide and Hand-
some' (Par). Paramount's first road-
show attraction at this house debute
ted to around $4,600 at a $5.50 preem
(12) but is weak at only $10,000 on
initial stanza. Heavy bally preceded
opening, with Par player and execu-
tive personnel out in force.
Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 30-40-

55-75)—'Topper' (MG) and 'Between
Two Women' (MG)'dual. Trade off
a little over recent weeks but should
finish with oke $14,000. Last week,
'You Can't Have Everything' (20th)
and 'London By Night' (MG), very
big $15,000.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30H40r55-

65.)—'Dodd' Takes Air' (FN) and
'White Bondage' (WB) dual. Fil-
musical starring Kenny. Baker dis-
appointing at $7,500. Last week.
'Knight Without Armor' (UA) and
'Public Wedding' (WB) not so forte
at weak $5,500.
Four Star (Fox) (SOO; 55-83-1.10-

1.65)—'Firefly' (MG) (2d week)..
Jeanette MaqDonald proving draw
with this operetta and augurs healthy
jStay. First week ended with $13,500
4n the till, which included $5.50 open-
ing.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-
65)—'Dodd Takes Air' (FN) and
'White Bondage' (WB) dual. This
brace on the boulevard should hit
oke $8,000. Last week, 'Knight
Without Armor' (UA) and 'Public
Wedding' (WB), satisfactory at $8,-
000.
Orpheum (Bdway) (2,280; 25-30-

35-40)—'Gold Racket' (GN) and
'Sing and Be Happy' <20th) dual and
vaude. With Nick Lucas, oldtime
Orp circuit fav, heading the yaude
show, house looks headed for very
good $7,800. Last week, 'Californian'
(20th) and 'She Had to Eat' (20th),
fair $6,900.

Pantares (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-55)—
"Toast of New York' (RKO) and 'Big
Shot' (RKO) dual (2d week). Hold-
over heading for neat $5,000, after
big $9,900 on initial stanza.
Paramount (Partn^ar) (3,595; 30-

40-55)—'Artists and Models' (Par)
and stage show. Got away to big
start and with heavy night t^ade
should have no trouble winding up
with $27,000. Last week, 'It's All
Yours' (Col) and 'Blonde Trouble*
(Par), below expectations at $14,500.
RKO (2,950; 30-40-55 )—'Toast of

New York' (RKO) and 'Big Shot'
(RKO) dual t2d week). Running
about neck and neck with its dav-
dater, excellent $5,000. First week
big $8,500.

Stato (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-
55-75)—'Topper' (MG) and 'Between
Two Women' (MG) dual. Headed
for profitable $15,000, excellent for
midsummer. Last week, 'You Can't
Have Everything' (20th) and 'Lon-
don By Night' (MG) topped $16,000,
not as much as expected but satis-
factory.
United Artists (Fox-UA) (2,100:

30-40-55)—'You Can't Have Every-
thing' (20th) and 'Talk of Devil*
(GB) dual. Biz on moveover pretty
fair at $3,600. Last week, 'Good
Earth* (MG) and 'Love From a
Stranger' (UA) (continued first run),
sm.ash $7,600.

Wilshire, (Fox) (2,296; 30-40-55-65)
—'You Can't Have Everything'
(20l;h) and 'Talk of Devil' (GB) dual.
Bevhills mob going for this one so
looks like good $7,500. Last. week.
'Good Earth' (MG) and 'Love From
a Stranger' (UA>, nifty at $6,700,

'love Fire'-Ams Panic

Denver for Big $17,000

Denver, Aug. 17.

Tn spite of exces.sive heat or be-
cansa of it, two first-ru))s are doing
v?iy strong biz. 'Love Under Fire,'

, aic:< rt by a Major Bowes unit, is

packing 'em in at the Denver and
probabiy will break house record of

past several years. 'Good Earth' is

statidinji , them up every night and
will Wind up ."itrong.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,500; 25-40)—

'Cftn't Have Everything' (201h), lol-

lowing a w«ek at the Denver. Nice
$4,000. Last week, 'Road Back' (U)
was moved, to the Broadway after a.

nice second week of $4,000 here.
Broadway (Fox) (1,500; 25-40)—

'Road Back' (U), following a week
each at the Denver and Aladdin.
So-so $2,000. Last week, 'Willie
Winkie* (20th), got fair $2,500, after

a week each at the Denver and
Aladdin.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,500; 25-35-

40)—'Artists and Models' (Par) (2d
wk). Good $5,500. Last week, same
pic, big $9,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,500; 25-35-50)—

'Love Un<Jer Fire' (20th) and Major
Bowes unit. Getting terrific $17,000.

Last week, 'Clan't Have Everything'
(20th). good $10,500 and went to the
Aladdin.
Orphenm (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

'Good Earth' (MG) and 'On Again'
(RKO). Very big at $12,000 pace.
Last week, 'Toast of N. Y.' (RKO)
and 'Can't Beat Love' (RKO), fair

$6,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,000; 25-40)—

'Slim' (WB) and 'Stuttering Bishop'
(FN), Good $4,000 in sight. Last
week, 'Hoosier Schoolboy' (Mono)
and 'She Had to Eat' (20th), fair
$2,000.

M Biz Off;

'Topper 15G, But
• 9

Buffalo, Aug. 17.

Grosses have subsided somewhat
this week, although Topper' is de-

veloping surprise business at the

Buffalo and the Century is moving
Up strong. Offerings at 9ther box-
offices are failing to draw much.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30r40-50)—

'Topper' (MG). Running strong and
looks to take well over $15,000, good.
Last week, "Can't Have Everything'
(20th), swell $17,500.

Century (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)—
'San Quentin' (WB) and 'Marry the
Gitl' (WB). Looks like excellent
$8,000. Last week, 'Elephant Boy'
(UA) and 'There Gioes My Girl'
(RKO), very nice $7,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 30-:50)—

'Exclusive' (Par). Very slow at the
take-off;' looks like rock bottom
$5,000. Last week, 'Slave Ship'
(20th), developed into another sur-
prise and came in with over $11,000,
good.
Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 25-40)—'New

Faces' (RKO) and 'Can't Beat Love'
(RKO). Seems to be paced for fair
$5,000, Last week, 'Knight Without
Armor' (UA) and 'Meet the Missus'
(RKO), $5,000. fair.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 25-35)—

'Trouble in Morocco' (Col) and
'Clan't Last Forever' (Col). Business
still sub-av6rage; $5,000, poor. Last
week. 'Love in Bungalow^ (U) and
'California Straight Ahead' (U),
$4,500, poor.

First Runs on BVay

(Subject to Change)
Week of Any. 19

Astor—'High, Wide and Hand-
some' (Par) (5th "wk).

Capitol—'Topper' (MG).

(Reviev)ed in Varikiy July 14).

Central— Dark'Journey' (UA)
(20).

Criterion'— 'Talent Scout'
(Par) US).

Globe—'Souls at Sea' (Par)
(2d wk).

Hollywood — 'Emile Zola'

(WB) (2d wk).

Music Hall—'Vogues of '38'

(UA).

(Revtei««d in Vamety Aug. 4).

Paramount—^"Artists and Mod-
els' (Par) (3d wk).

Bialto — 'Roaring Timber'
(Col) (18).

(Reviewed in Vadiexy July 14).

Rivoli — Tfou Can't " Have
Everything* (20th) (3d wk).
Boxy—'Gangway' (GB) (20).

iRevieu'ed in current VABijETY).

Strand — 'Confession' (WB)
(18).

(Revietued in Vambiy Jy.lv 21).

Week of Auf. 26

Astor—'Firefly' (MG) (31).

iRevtetued in, Vakiry July 28).

Criterion—'On Such a Night'
(Par) (25).

{Reviewed, in cyirrent Vameiy),

Globe—'Souls at Sea' (Par)
(3d wk).
Hollywood — 'Emile Zola'

WB) (3d wk).
Music Hall^'Vogues of '38'

(UA) (2d wk).
Paramount — 'Angel' (Par)

(1).

Rialto—'Bad Guy' (MG) (25).

Rivoli—'Dead End' (UA) (17).

- ( Reviewed in Variety Aug^ 4)

.

Boxy — 'Love Under Fire'

(20th) (27).

(Reviewed in Vabiety Avjg. H),

Strand — 'Confession' (WB)
(2d Wk).

STELIi' TEARS

CHEERY 206
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Pittsburgh, Aug. 17.

The ladies are turning out at the

matinees of 'Stella Dallas' in big-

ger numbers than those that jammed
'Saratoga' and the Goldwyn weeper
looks headed for tremendous $20,000

at the Penn, U-A gave the picture

the exploitation Avorks here and it

looks like afternoon trade will re-

turn the dividends.

At the Alvin 'You Can't Have
Everything' will bulge house for a
smash $9,000, and 'New Faces of

1937' plus Mai Hallet and his NBC

Benny's lodels,' $24,000, Wows

Frisco; 'Knight' Lukewarm $8,000

San Francisco, Aug. 17.

'Artists and Models* at the Fox
will hav£ things pretty much its

own way' on Market Street this
week, competition beipg negligible.
Outside of 'Knight Lukewarm With-
.out Armor,' at the United Artists,
and 'It's All Yours,' at the Orpheum,
the other houses all have holdovers.

Estimale.<( for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

'Artists and Models' (Par) and
•Bishop' (WB). Opened strong and
should follow through to big $24,000.
Last week /Can't Have Everything'
(20th) and 'Mr. Moto' (20th), hefty
$21,500.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55-

75)—.'Toast of New York' (RKO)
and vaude (2nd wk). Gate has been
in the money with 'Toast,' which i.s

holding up very well after lerriflc

initial stanza. No complaints at the
take of $13,500 for the .«;econd and
final week. Last week got $21,500.
Orpheum (F&M) (2.440; 35-55-75)

—'It's All Your.s' (Col) and 'Re-
porled Missing' (U). Not o\ er $7,500,

disappointing. "Last week 'Girl Said
No* (GN) and 'Outlaws of the
Orient' (Col), $6,200, n.s,g.

Paramount (F-WC) (2*740; 35-55-
75)—-Can't Have Everything' (20th)
and 'Mr. Moto' (20th) (2nd wk).
Moveover from Fox will bring in
good $11,000. Last week 'Saratoga'
(MG) and 'Big Business' (20th),
(3rd wk), $9,000, nice.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-
75 J—'Willie Winkie' (20th) and
'Wild Money' (Par) (3rd wk). Looks
headed for good $6,000. Last week,
second, fine $8,000.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

53-75) — 'Knight Without Armor'
(UA). Lxikewarm reviews respon-
sible for di.sappointing $8,000 ex-
pected. La.st week, 'Make Way for
Tomorrow' (Par) and Walt Disney
Academy Revue (UA) (2nd wk).
Dipped to $4,500, n.g,
Warfield <F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)— Good Earth' (MC3) (2nd wk).

Healthy $12,000- in sight on the hold-
ovei. Ln.vt week. $18,000, much bet-
ter Ihfin txpcctei

Vaude, 'Between Women' B^ 20G

h Pliy; Toast' Tepid $11,500

orchej^tra will bring a plenty good
$19,000 into the Stanley.

' Estimates for This Week
Alvin (Harris) (2,000, 25-35-40)—

'You Can't Have Everything' (20th),
On its way to grand $9,000. Last
week 'Hell .I5ivers' (MCJ) and 'Big
Business' (20th) not so good at

$4,500.

Fulten (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40—
'Sing and Be Happy' (20th) and. 'Man
Who Could Work Miracles' (UA>.
I^atter film, entirely unbilled in ad-
vance, pulled the lead reviews and
will probably help bring poor $3,500.
Last week 'Road Back' (U) brought
fair second week $4,500 after swell
opening week at $9,000.

Penh (Loew's-UA) (3,300, 25-35-
50)—'Stella Dallas' (UA). Slated for
a hip-hoQray week at this house at
$20,000. Last week 'Toast of New
York' (RKO) a medium $13,000.

Stanley (WB) (3,000, 25-45-60)—
'New Faces' (RKO) and Mai Hallet's
ordiestra. Will do very good $19,000.
Last week 'Between Two Women'
(MG) and Jimmy Dorsey's orch
dragged down a cdlossal $25,000.

Warner (WB) (2,000, 25-35-50)—
'Behind the Headlines' (RKO) and
'Midnight Madonna' (Par). Luke-
warm at $4,000. Last week 'Good
Earth' (MG) went for terrific

$9,000 in second week here beating
'Saratoga' (MG) which did $8,000 in
second weeker.

Tirelly Cool,

But 'Models'

Hot23GinHub

Boston, Aug. 17.
Bright spots here are the Met, with

'Artists and Models'; Orph and State
with 'Stella Dallas,' and the Par and
Fenway with 'San Quentin.'

'Firefly' roadshow at Colonial is

drawing only medium trade pn
opening stanza. 'Knight Without
Armor,' at Memorial on double bill,

just so-so. Keith Boston opens
vaude season Sept. 2.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 25-40-55)—

'Mr. Moto' (20th) and 'Windjammer'
(RKO), dual. Fair $6,000. Last
week, 'Reported Missing' (U) and
'Armored Car' (U), sagged to $5,000,
n.g.

Fenway (M&P) (1,400; 25-35-40-
50)—'San Quentin' (WB) and 'Matry
the Girl' (WB). Will tally okay
$6,000. Last week, 'Willie Winkie'
(20th) (2d run) and 'Dance, Charlie'
(WB) (1st run),, very good $6,500.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 25-
40-55) — 'Knight Without Armor'
(UA) and 'Super Sleuth' (RKO).
Fair matinee draw, but pale after
dark; about $11,000. Last week, sec-
ond of 'Toast of N. Y.' (RKO) and
'Love in a Bungalow' (U), nice
$10,000.

Metropolitan (M&P)- (4,300: 35-55-
75)—'Artists and Model.s' (Par )r and
stage show topped by Jane Pickens;
Good $23,000. Last week. 'Can't
Have Everything' (20th) arid stage
show, okay $24,000.

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-
50)—'Stella Dallas' (UA) and 'Devil
is Driving' (Col). Getting good
matinee play from this shopping
area and okay nights, about $14,000.
Last week, 'Gave Him Gun' (MG)
arid 'Thunder in the City' (Col), very
good $17,000.

Paramount (M&P) (1.800: 25-35-
55)—'San Quentin' (WB) and 'Marry
the Girl' (WB). Will ' hit around
$8,500, dandy. Last week, 'Willie
Winkie' (20th) and 'Dance, Charlie'
(WB), very good $9,000.

ScoUay (M&P) (2,700; 25-35-40-50)
—'Talent Scout' (WB) fist run) and
'Willie Winkie' (20th) (3rd run).
Okay combo, $6,500, Last week
'Singing Marine' (WB) (3rd run)
and 'Ever Since Eve' (WB), $6,000,
fair. . .

State (Loew) (3.500; 25-35-40-50)
—'Stella Dallas' (UA) and 'Devil
Driving' (Col). Fair $12,000. Last
week, 'Gave Him a Gun' (MG) and
'Love in Bungalow' (Col), satisfac-
tory $13,000.

Colonial (Loew) (1.643; 55-83-
$1.10-$].65)—'Firefly' <MG). Road-
show not quite up to expectations
in opening week.

Frank McHugh's 'Life'

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Frank McHugh's next comedy at
Warners will be 'Larger Than Life,'
from the original by Jo.^eph Schrut)k,
who is doing the scieetipljjy in col-
laboration with Robe)•l^on Wliile. -

Lew Seller' will direct fox- the
Bryan Foy unit

Philadelphia, Aug. 17
Recent- sharp jump of Earle'<: biz

has been a feature of the downtown
pic hou^e situation. Although closed
Sundays during the summer months
Earle is shooting well above normal
seven-day average over the six-dav
stretch. ^

This week's combo with cnch
names as Tom Howard, Georee
Shelton, Flft Dorsay, Bert Frohman
and Neila Croodelle on the stage and
•Between Two Women' is hitting on
all cylinders. Gross of nearly $20,000
indicated if extreme heat doesn't re-
turn.
Other house doing real biz is the

Stanley with Jack Benny's 'Artists
and Models.' it appears sure to
make it a two weeks' stay. 'You
Can't Have Everything' is also coast-
ing beyond the one week mark at
the Fox.

. .

•

Estimates for This Week
Boyd (2,400; 40-55-65)—'Toast of

N. Y.' (RKO). Ending rather tepid
week's stay tonight for $11,500.
'Confession' opens tomorrow (Wed )

Last, week, 'Giood Earth' (MG), fair
but disappointing $12,000.

Earle (2,000; 25-40-55)—'Between
Two Women' (MG) and vaude.
Going big and may get $20,000. Last
week, 'Super Sleuth' (RKO) arid
vaude. Three Stooges headlining,
good $19,000.

'

Fox (3,000; 40-55-65)—'Can't Have
Everything' (20th) (2d wk). Start-
ing second week today (Tuesday)-
but likely to be pulled Friday to put
house back on former schedule.
•Everything' got. okay $15,000 in first
week.

Karlten (1,000; 25-35-40)—'Blonde
Trouble' (Par) (1st run). Only
$2,400 indicated, poor. Last week,
'Road Back' (U) (2nd run), $2,800.
fair.

Stanley (3,700; 40-55-65)—'Artists
and Models' (Par) (2d wk). Getting
okay $14,000 in after first week's biz
jumped to unexpected $18,500.
Stanten (1,700; 30-40-50)— 'Mr.

Moto' (20th). Notices mild but
should get $5,500, a little under
average. Last week, 'San Quentin'
(WB), ditto.

Ritzes-Faye-Ameche

Great lOG in Seattle

Seattle, Aug. 17.

Holdovers rule the roost this week;
'Saratoga' into fourth week at Music
Box; 'Artists and Models' into second
week at Paramount, while Wee
Willie Winkie' is up among 'em at
the Fifth Avenue.
Kipling is getting co-billing oh

marquee with Shirley Temple.
Estimates for This Week

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(900; 16-27)—'Night pf Mystery^
(Par) and 'Lady Escapes' (20th)
dual. Indicates okay $2,200. Last
week, 'Hollywood Cowboy' (RKO)
and 'Wildcatter' (U), okay $2,300.
Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,900: 21-32)—'Parnell' (MG) and
'Angel's HoUday' (20th), dual. Likely
sjx days- '^expected big $3,400. Last
week, 'Romeo and Juliet' (MO and
'Her Husband Lies' (Par) 4 days,
nice $2,200, could have held longer;
split with 'My Affair' (20th) and
'Elephant Boy' (UA) dual, six days,
good $4,900 in 10 day week.

Colonial (Sterling) (850; 10-21)—
'Give Her Ring' (Prin) and '13th
Man' (Mono), dual. Headed for fair
$2,100. Last week, 'Restless Valley'
(Par) and 'House of Secrets' <Ches)
dual, good $2,500.

Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(2,400: 32-37-42)—'Wee Willie Winkie'
(20th) and 'Sing and Be Happy'
(20th), dual. Anticipate great $10,000,
Last week, 'Toast of N. Y.' (RKO)
and 'Born Reckless' (20th), dual,
moderate $6,800.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,900; 16-32-42)—

'It's All Yours' (Col) and 'Platinum
Blonde' (Col), dual. Paced at okay
$5,000. Last week, 'Can't Last For-
ever' (Col) and 'Speed To Spare*
(Col), dual, $4,300, fair.
. Mutfic Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(900; 32-37-42) — 'Saratoga' (MG)
(4th wk). Still good, $3,000, La.<=t

week, same film. $3,900, good.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Ever.ereen)

(2,700; 32-37-42)—'Can't Have Every-
thing' (20th) and 'Midnight Madness
(Par), dual. Doing terrific biz:

$10,000. La.st week. 'Road Back' lU)
and 'Wild Money' (Par), dual, $4,600,

good for second week.
Palomar (Sterling) (1.450: 16-27)—

Coui(5 Haopen to You' (Rep) and
vaude. Nice going at exbected
$3,900. Last week. 'Trouble in

Morocco' (Col) and vaude. S;4,60fl. b)>?.

Paramount (Hamrick - Everj/i ec n

)

(3.106; 32-37-42) 'Artists and Model.s'

(Par) and 'Fly Away Baby* 'WB)
(2d wk-). Anticipate $5,200. ^-ccd.

La.st week, same films, grciit -A

$11,000.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (850: 2\-W2)r-

'Slim' (WB) and 'Girl Overb.-i.id

'(U) dual, Okav for .<i2.5()ft. L;<.vt

week, 'Kid Gailahiid' (WB) nim Oli.

Doctor' (U), $2,600, good.
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Heat No Crimp for B.O. Pix in Chi;

Ritz Bros. Plus Dnchin Smash 62G;

My! Nice IIG, 'Earth' OK $18j

Chicago, Aug, 17.

Weather is beginning to sizzle the

top of the thermometer once more,

^ut the houses with good pictures

gtvU 4raw-

Plenty of holdover stuff around
again currently, with the ' Palace
Sticking with Toast of New York'

for a second session; 'Wee Willie'

moves into the Garrick following a

good stay at the Roosevelt, and
Saratoga' goes into the Apollo fol-

lowing a smash run at the United
Artists. 'Good Earth' is at the UA
currently, coming back to the loop

for its pop run engagement follow-

ing a two-a-day gajlop several
months ago at the Apollo.'

Big smash of the current week. is

the Chicago, which is topping all re-

Cent marks with Eddy Duchin band
on stage and 'You Can't Have
Everything' on the screen. Cinch to

hit wow $62,000 at the present pace
of five and six shows a day.

Tjrefly' is going along nicely at

the Erlanger on its two-a-day show-
ing, though doesn't seem to have the
public as sold as the previous road-
showers. Notices were good, but no
raves.

Estimates for -This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1.200; 35-55-65-75)

—'Saratoga' (MG). In here following
walloping run at the United Artists.

Will hit above $7,000. Last week,
^ver Since Eve' (WB), fair $5,100.

Chlcaffo (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
•Can't Have Everything' (20th) and
Eddy Duchin band on stage. Best
combination of attractions house has
had in long time, and the box office

skyrockets into top coin at $62,000

or better. Not the crowds that
Slartha Raye drew two weeks aigo,

but practically solid adult attend-
ance, where Miss Raye had nearly
25% kids in her audience. Last week,
fair enough at $28,900 for 'Between
Two Women' (MG) and stage show.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-45-65-75)

—'Wee Willie' (20th). Moveover
from Roosevelt. Okay at $5,500. Last
week. 'Road Back' (U), fine $7,100.

Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 25-45-55-
65)— Quentin' (WB) and vaude.
Plenty of plugging currently and

• upping the gross neatly to $17,000,
pleasant. Last week, 'Dance Charlie'
.(WB), okay $14,100.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)

—'Toast of New York^ (RKO) and
Saude (2nd wk.). Holding over and
oing well at $18,000 for second ses-

sion following excellent $25,200 last

Week.
. Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-45-55-
B5-75)—'Knight Without Armor'
ipA), Opened here Saturday (14)
4nd headed for satisfactory initial

Stanza at $15,000. Last week, sec-

,
pnd for 'Wee Willie' (20th), $11,890,
.oke.

State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-
45-55)—'Border Cafe' (20th) and
*Bi-oadway Passing Show' unit on
stage.. House has hit winning stride
in big way. Again over $14,000, fine.

Last week, 'Sweetheart of the Navy'
(ON) and stage show, neat $13,800.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;

35-55-65-75)—'Good Earth' (MG). In
for pop price gallop following two-
a-dayer some months ago. Looks like
a good initial week at $18,000. Last
Week. 'Saratoga' (MG) completed
hotch?i three-week stay to $12,300.
Erlanger (1,400; 55-83-$1.10-$1.65)—

Tirefly' (MG) (2nd wk.). Road-
shower got fair enough notices and
getting good femme play. Got nice
$11,000 for its initial session here.

'Dallas,' 'Modek' Eacb

8G, Pace L'viUe Field

Louisville, Aug. 17.

Holdovers in town holding grosses
down. 'Stella Dallas' at Loew's State
ajid -Artists and Models' at the Ri-
mo are breezing ahead of the field.
Pix are running nftck and neck.
Loew's went to town on a bang up

exploitation campaign, and the Ri-
aito reaped several air plugs on the
cast of radio names.

E.sUinales for This Week
Brown (Fourth Ave-Loew's)—

t|.500: 15-25-40)—'Wee Willie Win-
nie (20th) and Coronation color
"iiTi. Pace moderate and indications
are for mild $2,400. Last week, 'Sar-
atoga' (MG) and 'Promise to Pay'
(Col), dual, third week, fair $2,800.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—

Kid Galahad' (WB) and 'Big Busi-
i^eis (20th). dual, split with 'Good
as Married' (U) and 'Tomorrow'
^Par), dual. Just' fair $2,100. La.sL
jveek. 'Prince and Pauper' (FN) and
Madrid' (Par), dual, split with
An^el'.s Holiday' (20th) and 'There
^oe.^ M.V Girl' (RKO), dual, okay

Loew's Stale (3,000; 15-25-40)—
^tella Dallas' (UA) and 'Devil Is
AJrjvi„:j> (Col), dual. Plenty femme
"adtj al matinees; will ring the bell
wr tine $8,000. Last week, 'Good

Earth' (MG), big $7,700, topping pre-
vious showing at roadshow prices
when pic was housed at the Brown.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15-25-40)—'San Quentin' (WB) (2d
wk.). Light at $2,400, after first

week's fair $2,900.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Your

Heart' (WB) and 'Harvester' (Rep),
dual, split with 'Chan at Race Track'
(20th) and Two Against World'
(FN), dual, Won't get more than fair
$1,200. Last week, 'Stage. Struck'
(WB) and 'Pepper' (2qth), dual, split

with 'Reunion' (20th)' and 'Singing
Kid' (FN), dual, fair $1,300.

Rialto (Fourth Ave) (3,000; 15-25-
40)—'Artists and Models' (Par). Host
of names pulling plenty of air fans
and headed for big $8,000. Last
week, 'Can't Have Everything' (20th)
and March of Time, plenty big
$9,000.

Strand (Fourth Ave) (1,500; 15-
25-40)—'Can't Have Everything'
(20th) and Coronation. Moveoyer
from Rialto, with prospects for light

$3,200. Last week, 'Road Back* (U)
(2d wk.), wound up with satisfac-

tory $3,400.

All Quiet Again

In Del; living,'

Austin Nice 25G

Detroit, Aug. 17.

Whopper stanza everywhere last

week leaving town a little limp cur-
rently, in view of three holdovers
out of town's crop of six houses.

After setting a new 10-year record
for admishes with Martha Raye on
stage last week, Michigan settles

down currently, but figures to get
town's best gross on 'Easy Living'
and Gene Austin topping vaude.

Estimates for This Weelc

Adams (Balaban) (1,700: 25-40)—
'Armored Car' (U) plus 'Sing. Be
Happy' (20th), dual. Nice $5,600.

Last week, 'Roaring Timber' (Col)
and 'Love in Bungalow' t.U), good
$5,800.

Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—
'Willie Winkie' (20th) (2d wk) and
stage show. Temple opus holding up
well after bumper $31,000 first

stanza; should get nice S22,000 cur-
rently. Stage show also held over
for second week.

Madison (United Detroit) (2,000;

30-40-65)—'Saratoga' (MG) (4th wk>.
Should garner oke $3,800 on foiirth

session, following $4,800 last week,
when Gable-Marlow flicker was
moved here after two stanzas at UA.
Set to pull out Thursday (19;.

Michigan (United Detroit^ (4.000;

30-40-65)—'Easy Living' (Par) with
Gene Austin topping vaude. Due
for nice $25,000. La.st week saw 10-

.year admish record smashed with
Martha Raye on stage, phis 'Super
Sleuth' (RKO), snagging wow $44,000.

Through Miss Raye, who was put
on six-a-day final day to accommo-
date crowd.s, eclipsed former admish
mark hung up by Mary Pickford in

1927, gro.ss didn't hit the gross rec-

od because of lower rates now pre-
vailing.

Palms State (United Detroit) (3,000;

25-40)—'Married Before Breakfast'
(MG) plus 'Forlorn River' (Par),

dual. Hitting for good $6,900. Last
week. 'Meet the Missus' (RKO) and
'While Bondage' (WB), good $6,800,

United Artists (United Detroit)

(2.000; 30-40-65)—'Good Earth' (MG)
(2d wk).

.
Clipped off nice $13,000

last week on first pop-price showing
and should get around $8,500. good,

this week.

(Par) and 'One Mile from Heaven'
(20th). Doing great $8,000. Last
week, 'New Faces' (RKO) and 'Mid-
night Madonna' (Par), average
$5,500. , ,

I

Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(3,000; 30-55)—'WUUe Winkie' (20th)
and 'WUd Money' (Par). Well ex-
ploited and answering for big $7,500.
Last week, 'Toast of New York'
(RKO) and 'Meet the Missus' (RKO),
average $5,000.
United Artists (Parker) (1.000; 30-

55)—'Good Earth' (MG) Following a
three week campaign, clicking at
once for terrific $8,500. Last week^
'Saratoga' (MG) and 'Men in Exile'
(FN), closed good third week for
$4,500. First two weeks piled up a
terrific total around $17,000.

TOASr HOT

$8^00 IN MPLS.

17Minneapolis, Aug.
With 'Good Earth' holding over

for a second week at the Minnesota
the Orpheum boasts the only im-
portant attraction, 'Toast of the
Town,' among the newcomers. Heav-
ily exploited, the Edward Arnold
fiicture is garnering plenty of atten-
ion and looks en route to a pros-
perous seven days.

Estimates for This Week.
Astor (Publix-Singer) (900; 15-25)

—'My Affair' (20th) split with 'King
of .Gamblers' (Par) (2d runs) and
last three days dual first runs, 'Love
in Bungalow' (U) and 'Hollywood
Cowboy^ (RKO). Pretty good $1,200
in prospect Last week, 'Mountain
Justice' (FN) split with 'Make Way
for Tomorrow' (Par) (2d runs) and
dual first-runs last three days 'Wings
of Morning' (20th) and 'Forlorn
River' (Par), $1,000, fair.

Century (Publix-Singer) (1.600;
25-35-40)—'Between Two Women'
(MG). CJetting good matinee play,
thanks to theatre's location, picture's
title and cast names. Moving toward
fairly good $5,000, Last week, 'Slim'
(WB), $4,000, light.

Minnesota (Publix-Singer) (4,200;
25-35-55)—'Good Earth' (MG)
week). Good $8,000 in sight. Last
week, same pic, got fine $13,000.

Orpheum (Publix-Singer) (2,890;
25-35-40)—'Toast of New York*
(RKO). Has benefit of critics' praise
and customers' word-of-mouth boost-
ing. Good $8,400 in prospect. Last
week, 'Topper' (MG), $8,200, very
fine considering picture came in cold
on last minute's notice when Eddie
Duchin cancelled. Built steadily all

week.
State (Publix-Singer) (2,300; 25-

40)—'Great Gambini^ (Par) and 'She
Had to Eat' (20th). Should wind up
with fair $2,800. Last week, 'Wings
Over Honolulu' (U) and 'Oh Again'
(RKO), $3,000, fair.

• Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Imi-
tation of Life' (U). This revival still

displaying box-office potentialities.

Heading for good $900. Last week,
•Larceny on Air' (Rep) and 'My Man
Godfrey' (Col) (reissue), $500, poor.

Uptown (Publix) (1,200; 25-35)—
'Emperor's Candlesticks' (MG).-J'irst
nabe showing. Fair $2,500 indicated.
Last week, 'Waikiki Wedding' (Par),

$3,500, big.

World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)
—'Broken Blossoms' (Imp). Splurged
on advertising for this one; fair

$1,500. Last week, 'Knight Without
Armor' (UA) (2d wk), $1,000, light.

'Stella 8% 'A&M'-Spitahy 4SG,

Big li Weeks on B'way; 'Road Back'

Strong $42,000 Can't Hold; 'Zola OK

Pictures that hav* got that thing
are getting that gross, others aren't.
Tossing out the B's that can't make
the grade against current opposition,
the. general complexion of business
adds -up high for this time of the
year.

Of three roadshows on Broadway,
'Zola' is by far the strongest at the
Hollywood, with 'Souls, at Sea' an
okay but not big secoxtd, and 'Higlu
Wide' a poor third. 'Zola' re-mazdaed
the Warner Hollywood last Wednes-
day night (11) and on its first, week
looks a smash at $25,000. An ad-
vance sale of $14,000 is claimed for
the picture. 'Souls at Sea' may be
feeling opposition from 'Zola,' plus
having gotten a bad break in sum-
mer weather, but in doing $9,500 oh
six days is satisfactory considering
that the capacity at the Globe, as
scaled, is $19,000.

Paramount's other two-a-dayer,
'High, Wide' last week (its third)
did under $5,000, poor, and goes out
Aug. 29. Metro retakes the Astor for
'The Firefly,' which premieres Aug.
31.

Except for 'Mr. Dodd Takes the
Air' at the Strand, 'She's No Lady'
at the Criterion, Central's 'Think
Fast, Mr. Moto' and 'London by
Night' down at the Rialto, which are
first runs, plus 'Road Back' at the
Roxy, the town is represented by
holdovers. They are offering the
sternest opposition, led by a nifty
$85,000 for 'Stella Dallas' on its sec-
ond week at the Music Hall, and a
strong $45,000 for 'Artists and Mod-
els,' plus Phil Spitalny's band at the
Paramount, also the second week.

Other holdies are 'You Can't Have
Everything,' which should knock out
$25,000 or better for the Rivoli, and
'Captains Courageous,' a probable
$24,000 for the Cap, both on their

^ ° second weeks. 'Everything' stays a

'Mr. Dodd* Plus Vaude
Okay $8,800 in Indpls.

Indianapolis, Aug. 17.

'Stella Dallas' is setting the pace
in the downtown deluxers this week
with two of the other first runs
coasting along with holdovers that
are okay. 'You Can't Have Every-
thing' at the Apollo and 'Artists and
Models' at the Circle turned in very
strong first weeks and- are in the
black in their second weeks. 'Mr.
Dodd Takes the Air,' supported by a
stage revue built around Paul Ash,
is doing nicely at the vaudfilm Lyric.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100; 25-40)

—'Can't Have Everything'. (20th) (2d
wk). Will finish with $4,000, okay
for second week. Same pic got
dandy $6,000 in first week.

Circle (Monarch) (2,800; 25-40)—
'Artists and Models' (Par) and 'Wild
Money' (Par) (2d wk). Promises
$5,000, good. Same picture ,in first

week was very good at $8,500.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-40)—
•Stella Dallas' (MG) on twin bill

with 'Frameup' (Col). Former film
given extra ad help and" got big
opening that indicates $8,500, excel-
lent. Last week, 'Knight Without
Armor' (UA) dualled with 'Married

Charles Morrison, reestablishing j
Before Breakfast' (MG), faded to

himself as an agent on the Coast, is $4,250.

Morrison East on Biz

'Earth' Fertile $8,500

In Port.; *A&M' $8,000
Portland, Ore., Aug. 17.

'The Good Earth,' at Parker's UA.
and. 'Wee Willie Winkle.' at the

Paramount, are in the big inoney
this week. Another winner is 'Top-

per,' at the Broadway.
Kstimales for This Week v

Broadway (Parker) (2,000; SO-.SS)

— Topper' (iVIG) and 'Between Two
Women" (MG). Responding to big

advance campaign and getting good
$.1,700, Last week. 'Road Back' (U)

and 'As Good a.s Married' (U), strong

.$6,200.
Mavfalr (Parker-Evergreen")

400: 30-55)—'Saratoga' (MG) I4th

wk.) and 'Talent Scout' (FN). Aver-
age $"-i,300. Last w^ek, 'Roaring Tim-
ber" (CoM and 'On Again' (RKO).
gi)(*d enouijh $3..500 in 10 days.

O r |» ti e u rn ( Hanu ick-Evcr.grcen)
("2,000: 30-55)—'Arli,st:, and MndcLs'

currently in N, Y.
Set a deal making the Artists Syn-

dicate of America his eastern reps.

ASA thereby gets the use o£ Mor-
rison's Equity franchise.

(OLson) f2,000: 25-30-40)—
'Mr. Dodd Takes the Air' (WB) and
Lyric

vaude. Pointing to $8,800, okay.
Last week, 'Dance Charlie. Dance'
(WB) and vaud^ headlining Gene
Austin got $9,000, very nice.

Tourists Hold Up Wash. Biz; Dorsey

Orch, 'Everything' Swinging $21,000

Wa.shington. Aug. 17.

All gros.ses riding along on an even
keel this week, with no socks and no

j

flops. Perfect weather sending home
: folks to hinterlands, but the tourist

: trade is heavy and this week they're

taking in the shows as well a.s the
'. Washington Monument.
I

Capitol out in front with 'You
! 'You Can't Have Everylhin.;?" and
I Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra, although

! Earie, with less capacity and lower

i
scale, is proportionately good with

I
'Mr. Dodd Takes the Air' and Bill

j
Robinson.

'

Estimates for This Week
! Cai>itoI (Loew) (3,424; 25-35-60 )—

i
'Can't Have Everything" (20th j and

j
vaude. Jimmy Dorsey orcii helping
get the swing-minded for good

I

$21,000. Last week heavy bally and
'

.sock notices sent 'Topper' (MG) and
Gus Arnheim to $20,500, good.
Columbia (Loew) (1,583; 25-40)—

'Saratoga' (MG) (2d run). Third
week downtown after stops at Cio-
itol and Palace heading for oke $4,-

[
000, La.st week, 'Ea.sy Living' (Par)

I (2d run), $4,000, good.
! Karle (WB) (2,244; 25-35-40-60-70)

i

— Mr, Dodds Takes Air' (WB) and
j
vaude. Pic sold as another 'Mr.

I

Deeds' and with Bill Robinson on
; stage may get nice $18,500. Last
week, 'San Quentin' (WB) and Mai

: Hallett band. $12,300, .just fair.
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 25-35-.50)—

: 'Toa.st of N. Y,' (RKO) (2d week).
;

Flan'-ing on with fair $5,000. Last
week, sock bally got same pic nice
.$10.1500.

j
Met (WB) (1.853; 2.5-40)—'Marry

I

the Girl' (WB). Passable $3,900.

,
Last week. 'Ever Since Eve' (WB)

• (2d nin), weakish $3,300.
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 25-35-60)—

'Good Earth' (MG) (2d week). Good
$9,000. Last week first pop showing
atter three-week roadshow got aver-
age 3516.000.

Rialto (Itidie) f 1.100; 25-30-40)—
'Miracles' (UA). Looks like oke $2.-
400. Last week. 'Under Red Robe'
(20«h), satisfactory $2,600.

third stanza, while 'Topper' succeedg
at the Cap tomorrow (Thurs.). Par
is retaining 'Artists' and Spitalby
for two more weeks, or a total of
four.
A holdover that could be but isn't

because of booking commitments, is
'Road Back,' which will get the Roxy .

$42,000 or better after a recent dis-
appointing $2 run at the Olobe.
House is bringing in 'Gangway' Fri-
day (20).

'Mr. Moto' is doing fairly well for
the grind Cfentral, suggesting $8,500,
and 'London by Nighr gets by at the
.Rialto, probably $6,100, l>ut both 'Mr.
Dodd' and 'She's No Lady' are sore
disappointments. : The Strand falls
short QJE $10,000 with 'Mr, Dodd,' .

while 'She's No Lady' looks this side
of ,$5,000. 'Confession' opens at the
Strand today (Wed.).

'Saratoga' and, on the stage, Will
Osborne's orchestra, is arousing the
State to $27,000 this week after re-
cent setbacks in gross here.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$l,65-$2.20)—

'High. Wide' (Par) (4th week).
Dinjied to behind $5,000 last week
(3d> and is posted to close Aug. 29
after , a disappointing six-week run. •

.Metro reclaims the theatre for 'Fire-
fly,' which comes in Aug. 31.

Capitol (4,620; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
'Captains Courageous' (MG) (2d
week). Previously twice-dailied at
.the Astor, this one of the sea is do-
ing nicely at pop scales; this week
(2d) around $24,000 after first week's
$32,000. 'Topper' (i^G) opens to-
morrow (Thurs.), after which house
closes for repairs and redecoration.
'Broadway Melody' reopetts it

Sept. 2.

Central (1,000; 2.'>-35-40-55-05-75-
85-99)—'Think Fast, Mr. . Moto'
(20th). Should grind out a good
enough $8,500. Last week, 'Frame-
Up' tCol) only $6,500. disappointing.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'She's
No Lady' (Par). Anotlier tiiat isn't

doing right by the gentlemen who
pay the rentals, under $5,000 being
its sneed, poor. Last week, 'Blonde
Trouble' (Par), also bad, only $4,000,
Globe (1,274; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2J20)—

'Souls at Sea' (Par).. Long-awaited
$2,000,000 roadshow picture ran into
hot weather on the getaway, plus
current stiff ooposition which holds
it down, but okay, in view of every-
thing at $9,500 on the first six days.
House Capacity on wesk is $19,000.
Hollywood (1,454; 55-85-$1.10-$1.65-

$2.20)—'Zola' (WB). Premiered
Wednesday night (11) and oft to a
very auspicious start, first week
clicking big $25,000. A healthy run is

no doubt assured. Advance sale is

claimed to stand at $14,000 as of yes-
terday (Tues.).

Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'They
Won't Forget' (WB) (2d run) and
'Big Shot' (RKO) (1st run), coupled.
Will get about $8,000 on six days, not
so bad but began dropping off so
sharply it was decided not to hold a
full week. 'One Mile from Heaven'
(20th) (Ist run) and 'Toast of New
York' (RKO) (2d run) open today
(Wed.). Last week's brace, 'White
Bondage' (20th) (Ist run) and 'Ever
Since Eve' (WB) (2d run), $9,000,
okay.
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-.55-85-09)—

'Artists and Models' (Par) and Phil
Spitaln.y orchestra (2d week). Hit
new summer high under policy last
week (i.st) of $56,500 and on second
remains .smashy at $45,000. Show Is

in for two )nore weeks because of its

obvious strength.
Radio City Music Hall (5,080; 40-

60-85r99-$l.«5)—'Stella Dallas' (UA)
and stage .show (2d week). Mighty
at $90,0()0 la.st week (1st) and $B5,-
000 currently on holdover, the kind
of business that tickles the Rbcke-

.

feller bunch over here. 'Vogues of
19.18' (UA) bows tomorrow (Thurs.).
Rialto (750; 25-40-55)—'London by

Night' (MG), Murder mystery points
to around .$(5,100, getting by for the
summer. Las't week, 'Between Two
Women' fMG). $6,200.
Rivoli (2.092; 25-55-75-85-99)—'You

Can't Have Everything' (20th) (2d
week ). A good $25,000 or better for
this one on the second week after
an initial .seven days of iust under
S40.000. very big. Goes a third week.
'Dead End' (UA) next.
Roxy (5,836; 25-45-.55-75 )—'Road

Back' (U) and stage show. This pic-
ture wasn't so good as a roadshow
but here on a pop run it is doing
handsomely. .$42,000 or over. Ln.st

week, third for 'Wee Willie* (20th),
a rousing MO.OOO.

.Strand (2.767; ^«)-55-75 )• -'Mr. Dodd
Takes Air' (WB). Takes the air
after a ooor lone week's run at un-
der Sin.OOO. Last week. 'San Quen-
tin '(WB) got $14,700, a little under
f;iir. 'Confession' (WB) opens to-
dav (Wed,).

Stale (3,450; 35-55-75 )—'Saratoga*
(MG) (2d run) and vaude headed
by Will Osborne's Orchestra. The
hypo that was needed here has finally
come, probably !';27.000 this wcik,
fine. L'i<<t week 'Knight Without Ar-
mor* (UA) (2d run) and a bill

toooed by Jav C. P'lipopn and Fill

D'Ocsay managed only .$18,000. mild.
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Wave of Non-Restrictive Film

Buying in Chi Spells the End

Of the Idea to Curb Dual Films

Chicago, Aug. 17.

Complete collapse of the indepen-

dent campaign against the coiltinua-

tion of double features into the new
film season has suddenly takj^n place,

with a general sweep of indie buying
for the new season getting under
way last week without any restric-

tions as to double billings.

Neighborhood exhibs had been
holding up any film deals . for sev-

eral weeks in the belief that Some
agreement would be reached with

Balaban & Katz for the elimination

of twin pictures for the 1937-38 sea-

son. Several exhibs had even
broached the possibility of offering

B.&K. some sort of 'gift' in return

for the elimination of the bargain

bills. T^is 'gift' was to have been
the okaying of an extra week of

clearance between the 'C week of

pre-release houses at 30c. arid the

first week of general release theatres

at 25c.

Balaban & Katz has had this

dream of an extra week of clearance

between the 30c. and 25c, houses,

for several years, but despite many
campaigns to obtain this concession

from the other exhibs and exchangees,

it has failed to put this deal over.
'

However, this possibility has van-
ished quickly, with th6 exhibs gfen-

. erally. now convinced that they're

going to gallop along with twin lea-

tures for at least another season.

All exchanges have been out in the

field for the past weeks and selling

product on a non-restrictive basis.

And non-restrictive means double

features, since the contracts no;^

being signatured by the exhibs con-

tain no clause alluding to doublte

features or prohibiting .. the t^in.

billing of any of the major, dis'

tributors' pictures with another
feature.

, ,

'

General agreement among eX'

changes is allowing the houses some
leeway in the matter of contracting

for short subjects" "where the ex
hibitors are double-featuring. In

most instances, the standard, ^limi

nation on shorts is being .listed at

25%, with the elimination not beihg
okayed on shorts not on the regular

releasing schedules - of exchanges,

such as March of Time, the Walt
Disney cartoons, etc.

Exhibs have been yelping fdr even
greater eliminations th^n" the 25%
offered by the distributors, but in

general they have all settled, finally,

for the one-fourth shorts elimination,

Shorts are an especial headache
to those exhibs who figure that as

long as they're going to give the

public a bargain, they might as well

give 'em plenty. With the result

that several houses are screening
triple and even quadruple flickers

as genuine bargain bills.

TEMPLE TOPS B'KLYN

'Winkie' Getting Big $17,000; 'For-
ever' Weak $12,500

K. C. STAR SLAPS DUALS;

STANWYCK GOOD IIG

Brooklyn, Aug. 17.

Several good b. o. attractions in
the downtown area, particularly at
RKO Albee where 'Wee Willie
Winkie' is doing far better than
average. Paramount, with 'San
Quentin,' is so-so.

. Other houses in doldrums due to
heat and outdoor competish.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (2,500; 25-35-55) — 'Wee

Willie Winkie' (20th) and 'One Mile
From Heavea' (20th). Temple
flicker will do $17,000, big, and may
jold over. Last week, 'Toast of New
York' (RKO) and 'She Had to Eat'
(20th), satisfactory $14,500.
Fox (4,000; 25-35-55)—'Can't Last

Forever' (Col) and 'Blonde Trouble'
(Par). Wealcish $12,500. Last week.
'Devil is Driving' (Col) and 'Riding
on Air' (RKO), fair $13,000.
Met (2,400; 25-35-55)—'Saratoga'

(MG) and 'California Straight
Ahead' (Ind.) (2d week.). Nice $12,-
500. Last week dualers snared good
$16,000.
Paramount (4,000; 25-35-55)—'Sari

Quentin' (WB) and 'Marry the Girl'
(WB). Duelers will get fair $14,500.
Last week, 'Exclusive' (Par) and
'King Solomoh's Mines' (GB), $13,-
500, n.s,g.

Strand (2,000; 25-35-55)—'Bengal
Lancer' (Par) and 'Sweetheart of
the Navy' (Ind). Revival- prf 'Lives'
getting • biz to tune of nice $6,500.
Last week, 'Juggernaut* (GN) and
'Paradise Isle' (Mono), so-so

'
$5,000.

TEMPLE-CORONATION

$7,000, TOP MONTREAL

Montreal, Aug. 17..
Continumg hot weather shrunk

main stem b.o.'s last week, but break
ip. heat vl^ave is expected to push lip
this week's takes.

Estimates for This Week
Palace* (CT) (2,700; 50)—'Saratoga'

(MG). . .Led town last- . week AVith
good $7,500 and should do $6,000 on
repeat this week. Sentiment for late
Jean Harlow obvious.

Capital (CT) (2,700; 50)—'Wee
Willie Winkie' (20th) and Corona-
tion in color (20th) should lead town
with $7,000, Last week, 'Singing
Marine' (WB) and 'Man In Blue'
(WB), fair. $5,000.
Loew's (M. T. Co.) (3,200; 40)—

*Wild Money' (U) and 'Parole
Racket' (U). Only poor- $3,000 in
Sight. Last week. 'Slim' (WB) and
^Stuttering Bishop' (WB), slim $3,000,
Princess (CT). (2.300; 50)—'Two

Women' (MG) and 'Married Before
Breakfast' (MG) may get $6,000
good. Last week second Easy Liv-
ing' (Par) and 'Great Gambini'
(Par), good $4,500.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)-

(600; 50)—'Caesar.' Did $1,100 on
12th week and looks same this week.

St. Denis (France-Film) — 'Les
Petites AUiees' and 'Paris Carmar-
gue,' May run to fair $2,500. Last
week, 'Topaze' and 'Poulot Avateur,'
to $2,300, poor.

Kansas City, Aug. 17.

Dual bills continue, and the K. C.

Star this week gets in its best lick

to date in its anti-dual policy. In

reviewing pics, paper gave cus-

tomary space to bill toppers, but

relegated all companion pics to a

column headed 'The Second Feature.'

Midland has fine mat draw in

'Stella Dallas.' 'Artists and Models'

at the Mainstreet, is keeping staff

awake during dog days.

Estimates for This Week
Mainstreet (RKO) (3.200; 25-40)—

'Artists and Models' (Par) and 'Big
Shot' (RKO). Forte at $10,000. Last
week, 'Can't Beat Love' (RKO) plus
Fred Waring band on stage, good
$16,000 in eight days.

Midland (Loew) (4.000; 25-40)—
'Stella Dalla.s' (,UA) and 'Devil is

Driving' (Col). Okay $11,000. Last
week, 'Two Women' (MG) and 'Girl

Said No' (GN), $8,000. poor.

Newman (Par) (1.900; 25-40)—
'Exclusive' (Par) and 'Hoosier
Schoolboy' (Monog), Fair .$5,000.

Last week, 'San Quentin' (WB) and
'Marry the Girl' (WB). poor $3,800.

Tower (Fox) (2.200; 2.'5-40)—'Mile
From Heaven' (20th) and vaude. So-
.so $7,000. Last week. 'Cun't Have
Everything' (20th >, fine $11,000.

Moved to Uptown.
Uptown (Fox) (2.020; 25-40)—

•Can't Have Every thin.t,'* (20th) (2d

run). Looks nice at $4,000. Last
week, 'Winkle' (201h) (2d wk), fair

$3,500.

High Temp.^ Low Biz

In ProY^ 15G

Providence, Aug. 17,

Heat has subsided somewhat, but the
frosses are wilting this stanza also,

ttractions are just fair, Loew's and
Strand being the only spots in town
with drawing cards.
At Loew's State it's 'Stella Dallas'

on a dualer, and- the going is big
enough to clinch the lead. Strand
has 'Easy Living', on twin bill, too,
and there the biz is surprisingly
good for this time of the year.

Estimates for This Week
Fay's (2,000; 25-35-50) — 'Can't

Have Everything' (20th) and vaude.
Heat has been taking this spot for
the count, and this week lo(}ks like
no exception unless there's rain and
plenty of cool breezes. Picture
brought over from Majestic; not over
$5,500, mild. Last week, 'Wee Wil-
lie Winkle' (20th), $5,500 in h.o.
Loew's State (3,200; 25-35-50)—

'Stella Dallas' (UA) and 'Fight to
Finish' (Col). Getting good play; set-
ting town's pace for gratifying
$15,000 at least. Last week,. 'Knight
Without Armour' (UA) and 'London
by Night' (MG) flopped with the
heat; poor $7,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'Ever Since Eve' (WB) and 'Dance
Charlie Dance' (WB). Maybe $6,000,
so-so. Last week 'Can't Have Every-
thing' (20th) and 'Mr. Moto' (20th)
oke $7,100,
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50)—

'Easy Living' (Par) and . 'Hoosier
Schoolboy' (Rep), Figures • for gopd
$8,800. Last week, 'Midnight. Ma-
donna' (Par) arid 'Bustlers'. Valley'
(Par), better than expected; $3,9(50

.in four-day run,

3 Stooges-'Forever*

Bled in Bako, $U,00(^,

'Exclusive' Red $3,500

Baltimore, Aug. 17.

With two holdovers in town and

little competish otherwise, the

Hippodrome, thanks to p.a. of the

Three Stooges, is leading the way to

a very, gratifying $13,000 with 'Can't

Last Forever.' 'Emperor's Candle

sticks' at Loew's Century is not very

exciting in spite' of names, indicat
ing fair $9,000. .

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15

25-35-40-55 )— 'Emperor's Candle
sticks' (MG). Orily fair in spite of
marquee strength - of featured play
ers. Not more than $9,000. Last
week, 'Night Must- Fall' (MG), n.g.

$5,700.
. Hippodrome . (Rappapoirt) (2,200;
15-25-35-40-55-66)—'Can't Last For
ever' (Col) and -vaude. Getting a
whale of support from p.a. of Three
Stooges; good $13^000. Last week,
'Big ShoV' (RKO). and N. Tl' G. re-

vue, $10,300, fair.

.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 15-

25-30-35-40-55) — 'San. Quentin'
(WB). Opens tonight (Tues.) Last
week, second of 'Easy Living* (Par),
nice $6,000 after very healthy $9,600
in first stanza.
New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15-25-30

40-55) — 'Can't Have Everything'
(20th) (2nd wk).- Holding solid pace
to $4,500 after sockd $6,100 in first

session. Third week indicated.
Stanley (WB) (3,450; 15-25-35-40-

55)
—'Exclusive' (Par). In the red,

with no more than $3,500 in sight.

Last week, 'Ever Since Eve' (WB),
in spite of extra plugging by News-
Post, poor $4,100.

Inside Stulf-Pictures

Grand Central Newsreel theatre, in the G. C. railroad station, is a def-
inite fixture on New York's picture house map. Operating since last

spring, patronage now is steady and operations definitely An the black.
Only slim days are Saturdays and Sundays when the take is best at other
N. Y. theatres. Operators attribute it to hurried departure of many from
the city early Saturday and absence of folks from offices on those days.
Theatre runs 60-minute show, with half made up of newsreel clips and

about 50% consisting of shorts. Sked is 10 a.m. until midnight. Running
time schedule is geared to make it a dvop-in spot, with many finding it

one of the few air-conditioned places of this sort in the neighborhood.
David Dubin is manager, William Moclair, assistant. Same group is re-

ported considering second house because of biz done by G. C. Would be
larger but site is not set.

The Oris Eye View

By Marian Squire
Met Opera-Type Turnovt for . 'Zola'

A miniature Johnstown .flood ushered 'Zola' into Manhattan. Out of the
downpour and into the kliegs. came the Countess Garibaldi, Mrs. Esme
O'Brien, th^ Countess Carafe—wearing a voluminous black arid white
print evening frock under a billowing, floor-length, sheer black cape, and
topping this elegtince with a white flower crown. Sir Hubert Wilkins,
(entirely, too distinguished looking to vanish periodically into the wilder-
ness) and Lady Wilkins, lovely in printed white bouffant taffeta.

Fannie Hurst sustained her sartorial reputation in heavy white flat

crepe, decorated only by a wide gold belt. Stark make-up much the
same,' except for lighter hand on the lip rouge.
Among theatrical delegates to pay tribute to their colleague, Paul Muni,

were Bert Lytell, and his wife, Grace Menken, Miss Menken in sheer
black; operatic Frieda Hempel in lighter than navy transparent gown with
a trick capfe-scarf effect at the throat, a member of the $10,000 wardrobe
she brought back from Paris; Fay Bainter, dainty in pale green ruffles

topped by a tiny shirred white jacket; warbling Frances Maddux in heavy
blue-green satin under a tight, hip-length rose-red .coat (looked like the
new jackets described by Carmel Snow in her Paris broadcast); and
of course, the omnipresent Jules Brulatours, Hope Hampton looking like

a bon bon in candy-pink, floating net, with matching jacket.

In spite of the heat, silver fox swarmed about on all sides—in capes,

scarves and short coats. White won the majority vote'for gowns, and a
new gay note was the very brief Rornan striped bolero, in all the colors

of an exploding firecracker. These biright boleros look like a good way
to make your more observant girl friends forget you've had that white
gown all summer. Just as effective on all black.

Scattered among the frou-frou of transparent gowns wfere a number of
more practical transparent raincoats—but, by and large. Muni the Magni-
ficent had an opening night crowd that looked more like the launching
of the opera season than a picture premiere.
. And Paul Muni's 'Zola' was something to dress up for, even rabid .Muni
fans expressing surprise at his artistry. Bursts of applause greeted his

speech in defense of the martyred DreylEus. And that took a bit" of doing
—said speech crowding Hamlet's soliloquy for length. Joseph Schildkraut
brings the abused Dreyfus to life, and Gale Sondergaatd sviffers rrjost con-
vincingly as the wife who won't give iip the battle for- his freedom.'
Erin O'Brien-Moore got a bettei: costume break as the ruffled . and

feathered outcast, . Nana, than did Miss Sondergaard and Gloria Holden,
Zola's wife. No more yn^ecoming costume has been ddsign^d than the
mutton-leg-sleeved-shirtwaist and long skirt of the late 80's and early 90's.

Henry O'Neill is a noble soldier who 'seen his duty and don€ it' regardless
of consequences. 'Zola* is simply crawling with swell performances.

, Harry Brand, 20th Century-Fox publicity chief, says he didn't engineer
Eddie Cantor's beef, included in a piece on ghost guest-columning in

Variety by Frank Scully, but he's engineering a beef right now against
Cantor's being included in the class of picture stars who don't write the
stuff that goes out under their names.
Whatever-bows other stars may take illegilimately. Cantor's Spencerian

spiels are just as much the work of Cantor as the writings of say, the late

Will Rogers, were the work of Will Rogers. That's Brand's story and
even Scully is stuck with it.

The one-time proposed deal whereby 20th Century-Fox would acquire
the Chase Bank's equity in National Theatres is in abeyance and whether
such a deal is made in the future depends upon conditions. There is none,
however, who professes any doubt but that eventually such a deal is the
logical conclusion to the situation. Chase Bank has the majority equity
in National Theatres.
The whole things is a question of eornin.n.s and conditions and while the mat-

ter is understood to have been befoic the 20{h Century-Fox board, at one
time, no conclusive action was taken at thai time.

Those Intrepid Gae Fosterltes

Stunt of the week for the intrepid Gae Foster girls is a formation skip-

rope routine at the Roxy. (They'll be having 'em in gliders next.) - The
dancers terp out of huge hoopskirts to go to work in tiny dark blue skirts

over matching shorts, and pale, pink-ruffled blouses. The Foster young-
sters handled the combination dance and rope-skipping with such machine-
like efficiency it seems almost a shame to report that one girl's feet had a
slight disagreement with the rope—and almost at the finish, too. (It wouldn't
be nice to suspect that these mishaps are intentional. But they do get
such a big hand—probably because the little accidents make it clear to the
auditor that the stunts aren't as easy as the Foster girls niake them look.)

Vaudeville's Valentine Vox and Emily Walters are back, washed In on
the wave of Charlie (Bergen) McCarthy's popularity, no doubt—and a
very good thing, too. Vox keeps his dummy chattering away while he
drinks a glass of water.
Tiny blonde Mayon adagios with the Karre Le Barons, wearing first, a

billowing see-through gown of palest pink with deep scallops bound in

black. In the last number, she's a white bird with the briefest of spangled
trunks and bra, using two huge feather tans for wings. Nice effect with
her two tossers all in black, and between them she floats through the air

with the g. o. e.

The ensemble backs this dance in fitted satin with long skirts wired out
at the bottom and used as hoops in the dance. The gowns look pearlish
to begin with, but a little abracadabra with the lights turns them every
color of the spotlight. The, stage-show gets a good 6endoff with Paul Ger-
rits making a pair of skates roll over and play dead.

'The Road Back' No Laffing Matter
Just because Slim Summerville, Andy Devine, Louise Fazenda, Etienne

Girardot and Al Shean are in it, don't get the idea that 'The Road Back' is

all fun. There is some gaiety, of course, with that setup, but the story is

still about the horrors and futility of war. Barbara Read is a grand lady-
rat whose flirtations drive her war hero fiance to murder., Lionel Atwell
almost revives the old pastime of hiss-the-villain as a prosecuting attor-
ney, with Johri King. defending his war buddy, and Robert Warwick judg-
ing the proceedings. But it is hard to picture all of these familiar U. S.

faces as German citizens,- which they are in 'The Road Back.'
An eagle eye out for additional love scenes discloses but only one slight

one when John King and Jean Rouverol meet for the first time after the
war—one clinch, and one or two kisses. One meeting between hero and
heroine at the finish could scarcely be termed a love scene. At the least

the customers at the Roxy didn't think so.

'Mr. Dodd Takes the Air' and the Femmes
Kenny Baker. .'Mr. Dodd,' may take the air literally, but not figuratively,

as long as the femme fans can cast a vote. 'Cute,' 'sweet' and 'adorable'
are some of the more conservative adjectives wished on the engaging
Kenny by an enraptured feminine public. Light comedy sits humorously
on his broad shoulders, too, so it look.s like the Hollywood singing juveniles
will definitely have to move over and make room.
Alice Brady, as the temperamental opera singer, and Gertrude Michael

as a society chiseler, multiply the laughs in their battle for the naive *Mr,
Dodd's* hand. Miss Brady and Miss Michael are allotted the '\vhoop.«:'

gowns, dripping with furs, sticky feathers and metal cloth. Much splashy
black and white adds to the exaggerated effect. Jane Wyman, in neatly
tailored sub-deb and junior miss frocks, defeats the two sophisticated
schemers to win Baker. Incidentally, is Miss Michael casting a larjier

shadow because she's doing comedy, or vice versa?
Why 'Mr. Dodd' is extensively advertised as 'Mr. Deeds if he could

sing' is preity puzzling. Both came from small towns—Gary Coooer's
Deeds and Kenny Baker's Dodd are both highly enjoyable experiences—
but beyond that the two pictures aren't even distantly related. Might be
better to let 'Mr. Dodd' stand on Kenny Baker's own capable feet.

50—Beautiful Hostesses—50
Under the heading of educational touring, drop in on one of the inspira-

tions for "Ten Cents a Dance.'' (A gross exaggeration of the girls' take,

incidentally). The Orpheum ballroom, the oldest on Broadway, offers 50
beautiful hostesses 50, and continuous orchestras. A small admi.s.'^ion lee

if you 'dance wit de guy whut brung you*—tickets for each dance if you
'pays ybur money and takes your cherce' of the 50 beautiful hostesses 50.

The girls' gowns are all formal evening, but the introductions are not.

Arranging a dance with one of the hostesses is as mysterious a proceed iriti

to the observer, as a bid at an important auction. A lifted eyebrow in

the general direction of the group, and the selected hostess knows, by
some proce.'?s of telepathy, exactly who has been singled out.
They must be ..experts in ioUowing all styles of dancing—for cu.^lomej s

range from the slick haired lads who aren't happy on the floor unless lied

in the more complicated knots—to castanet-kneed dandies who ycjirn to

waltz, but will compromise on a rhumba.
" If a paying gue.sl prefers conversations to dancing, there's no parking

(Continued on page 37)
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Booth 1 nrkington
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Campaign On for Strainer Home Fix

As Forerunner of Quota Law in Japan

Tokyo, July 30.

Fearing that government action on
establishing a quota for foreign pix,

when and if instituted, will leave

exhibs high and dry, without enough
strong features, a campaign is on to

induce native studios here to pay
nioie attention to quality.

In presenting the matter to pro-

ducers, exhibs point out that for the

first six months of this year, 275

feature-length subjects were com-
pleted, a gain of 18 over the same
period last year. Important point,

however, is that only 10 of the en-

tire output proved to be b.o., the
balance either losing or barely
breaking even, when played without
aid of foreign subjects.

Exhibs aver that, with a possible

shortage of foreign subjects, Jap
producers will have to snap out of

the quickie idea and turn out fea-

tures approaching somewhere near
the foreign standard. Exhibs also

maintain that, if a shortage does
come, the subjects will have to. i>e

booked for longer runs, which cail^t

be done with iproflubt of poor qual-
ity.

Headaches

While one guess is as good as an-
other as to the course the gov-
ernment will take in regard to im-
portations of foreign films, reports
indicate that plans being consid-
ered, if adopted, will cause plenty
of headaches for the American dis-

tribs. One American manager,
usually accurately informed, claims

(.Continued on page 76)

Ostrer's Stock Gifts

London, Aug. 17.

Isidore Ostrer has presented all

Gaumont-Eritish executives with
some shares of stock in the company.
Gift was accompanied by a form

letter stating that Ostrer feels all em-
ployees should have a financial in-
terest in the concern.

BRITISH LABOR

GIRDING ARMS

London, Aug. 8.

Real showdown is coming between
labor interests and motion picture
theatres here, with the National
Ass'n of Theatre Employees about to
lay their wage demands before the
London Conciliation Board, and
which exhibs are expected to tlirow
straight out.

Conciliation panel has operated
two years as a joint effort between
NATE and other labor interests on
one hand, with the London section
of the Cine Exhibits' Ass'n on the
other, and is regarded as a model of

agreements which should be na-
tionally adopted. Demands for in-

creases in agreed wage scale, claimed
necessary by rise in the cost of liv-

ing, will split the arbitration board
wide open and precipitate a crisis.

NATE, backed by the Trades
Union Congress, is playing for a

government inquiry into theatre
conditions, and the Ministry of La-
bor will undertake a probe at the
tail end of the year, impelled by
hundreds of letters from theatre
workers collected by Members of

Parliament.
Labor interests tasted blood when

their conflict with union theatres
ended in the circuit climbing down
on every point after strike threats.
Other stoppages are being planned
in areas where CEA sections or in-

dividual exhib groups have fobbed
oft labor approaches by refusing ne-
gotiation>'

So. Wales Gov't

Plans to Amend

Its Quota Act

' Sydney, Aug. 17,

. GovfeLCfiment of New South Wales
is getting ready to amend its Quota
Act. According to the wording of

the law at present, exhibs and dis«

tribs must 'acquire* a certain per-
centage of films for quota. This has
proved a cinch loophole and made
for tons of arguments, since distribs

claim that they cannot 'acquire*

what isn't available and they do not
think they are forced to produce in

order to 'acquire.' This will all be
cleared up now, it is understood,
with the government making its

meaning clear beyond any doubt and
will force local production for quota.

Thirty local made pictures, in this

way, are required to fill the quota
regulations, which is impossible since

there is only one studio operating
and there is nothing in the law to

force more production than that.

Americans are reported willing to

cooperate with the government in

any way except to produce locally,

and the government is expected to

take this attitude into consideration

in reframing the law.

2 French Cos. in B. A,
Buenos Aires, July 30.

Two French companies have ar-
rived here and will play in B. A.
theatres. ~

One is the new troop for the
Casino Music-Hail, staging two
French revues "La Exposition de
Paris' and 'La Attraction Universals'
with a lot of vaude players, featur-
ing Mapy Cortes. Other company
will start at the Odeon with Ver-
neuil's >Ma Cousine de Varsovie.'
Elvite Popesco tops the cast.

Westebbe to Holland
Max Westebbe. 20 years New York

exchange staff member for Pathe and
subsequently with RKO-Radio, left
for Ainjterdam last week to become
nianuijing director of the company's
Ijr-inch in Hollywood.
Westebbe gets the spot left vacant

by the death of Roberto Trillo,' who
^vas killed ill a Dutch transport crash
*t Hal. Belgiujn. last month.

Name Left Off Credits,

Actress Sues GuHry

Paris, Aug. 8.

Leaving a name off a program has
landed Sacha Guitry in court with a

$12,000 suit on his hands.

In the last film of the writer-

director-actor, 'Les Perles de la Cou-
ronne,' two artists played the part

of Catherine de Medicis. Younger of

these, Colette Borelli. was left off

the program by mistake. A.^ a re-

sult the older Catherine. Paulette

Elambert, has been reaping all the

credit for both parts and getting all

the publicity.

Before a suit was filed, the 13-

year-old actress wrote a letter to

Guitry enumerating the chagrin

caused by the absence of her name
from the cast and asking for con-

solation. Among the chagrins was
the fact she had not been invited to

the premiere of the film and at a

regular performance she had heard
people praise the other girl. No reply

was forthcoming, so her father hired

Lawyer Rene Floriot to file a suit

for damages.

BIZ OKE DOWN UNDER

'Earth' Starts Well for Sydney-
Aussie New Zealand B.O.'4 Up

Sydney, July 20.

Nice bunch of attractions in, ma-
jority of which are pulling socko biz.

'Good Earth' (MG) is oke and like-

ly to run three months. 'Lost Hori-
zon' (Col) and 'Rainbow on River'
(RKO) both swing into their sixth

weeks and are sticking. 'Shall We
Dance' (RKO) opened strong and
should pull plenty, and Par's 'Go
West Young Man' looks like son\e-
thing.

'Seventh Heaven' (Fox) goes out
on floppo, with 'A Star Is Born' (UA)
replacing. M-G has another winner
in 'Love on the Run,* and 'Love Is

News' (20th), sweeps easily into sec-

ond week and may go to four.

Melbourne, July 20.

Yanks are well in on biz with
'Girl in a Million' (20th>, 'Banjo on
Knee' (20th), :After Thin Man' (MG)
and 'Go West Young Man' (Par).
'Come and Get It' (UA), is in for a
run try and may make' the grade.
British pix include 'Take My Tip'
(G-B), 'Sabotage' (G-B). and 'Aren't
Men Beasts' (AD).

New Zealand, July 20.

Trade is still strong in Auckland,
Wellington, Christchurch and Dune-
din^ with Yankee pix leading. List

includes 'Romeo and Juliet' (MG),
'Romance in Paris' (WB), 'Jungle
Princess' (Par), 'Star Is Born' (UA),
'Michael Strogofl' (RKO), 'Swing
High, Swing Low' (Par), 'On the
Avenue' (20th), 'Girl From Paris'

(RKO) and 'Dreaming Lips' lUA).

Argentine Says

Triple BiDs Oat,

But Doubles Okay

Buenos Aires. July 30.

City Council of Buenos Aires has
issued a decree limiting the per-
formance time for films to exact

regulation. Up to now cinemas have
been showing, usually, three pic-

tures at the evening performance,
beginning 8:30 p.m. and ending at 1

o'clock. According to the new reg-

ulations, however, performances must
not end after midnight. Besides,

evening performances must not start

before 9:20 and not include more
than two features. Shorts are okay
to fill.

Decree complies with the wishes

of President Justo that people

should not return home later than

midnight.
Local film companies declare it

impossible to accede to the decree

because B. A. filmgoers are accus-

tomed to seeing three pictures. Also

feared they will not be inclined to

I wait one hour or longer after din-

! ner for cinemas. Profit of this meas-

I

ure will go to cafes, vaude and legit

houses.

Bendroidt, Rolls Hont

Aussie Cabaret Sites

2S Free Cinemas at Pans Expo

Burn French Exhibs; Talk 'Action

Pix in B. A.

Buenos Aires, July 30.

Pictures shown this week in

Buenos Aires first run houses: 'Per-

sonal Property* (MG) and 'Girl on
Front Page* (U) at the Ambassador;
'Broken Blossoms' (British) at the

Broadway, 'Maytime' (MG) at the

Ideal; 'Dark Journey' (British) at

the Suipacha; 'La Fuga' (local) at the

Monumental; 'Woman Chases Man'
(UA) and 'King of Gamblers' (U) at

the Opera; 'King and Chorus Girl*

(WB) at the Gran Rex,

Gaetanos Comin' Home
Tokyo, July 30.

Gaetano Girls, group of American
entertainers, are leaving for home
this v/eek after haying toure'd the

Orient for the past two year.<:. Jn

.Japan appearances were made in the

various Toho houses during the past

month.

Group, all from Denver, includes

Elsie Risoli. Helen Risoli. Maxine
V/ingo. Josephine Pullo and Madelyn
Dre.ssler.

Sydney. July 20.

J, C- Bendroidt, formerly connect-

ed with the Trocadero. is dickering

for the Palais Royale. dance hall,

to be turned into a cabaret, skating

rink, and dance rendezvous along

Continental lines. Bendroidt ran

the Royale before he went into the

Troc.

Ernest C. Rolls is also on the look-

out for a site to turn into a cabaret

in the heart of the city. Rolls is

planning to introduce 'somethini^

novel' in the way of cabaret enter-

tainment.

London Casino,

New Crazy ^how

Both Open Well

London, Aug. 17.

New show at the London Casino,

restaurant-nitery, titled 'Nuits de
Folies,' opened Tuesday (10). It is

more elaborate than its predecessors
here and was splendidly received,

with Betty Bruce the outstanding hit

of the performers.
New Crazy Show scheduled for

the Palladium opened, in Brighton,

last night (16), running three and a

half hours. Most of it is good, but
more than an hour must be deleted

before show is ready for the West
End.
Biggest hit of the performlance was

scored by Gypsy Boys Band, Gan-
jou Bros, and Juanita. Cardini also

scored strong. But Flanagan is not

especially well served with material.

MG's 'Yank' Crew Wends

Way to Eng. for Picture

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Advance production crew of

Metro's 'A Yank at Oxford' left

Aug. 14 for New York and England.
Joe Newmann, assistant director,

sails immediately for England, while
Robert Taylor, Margaret Booth and
Jack Conway, director, are sailing

on the Paris. Maureen O'SuUivan
will follow on the Normandie.
Preparations are reported all .set

in England for the start of camera
work when the Hollywood contin-

gent arrives.

Paris, Aug. 8.

Free cinemas, and plenty of them,
inside the expo are causjing local ex-
hibitors on the outside to talk of un-
fair competition, combined action

and a number of other things.

More than 25 film projection sa-

lon.s, with a combined capacity of

almost 5,000, are now operating in-

side the exhibition grounds and as

by far the largest proportion are

free, they are getting plenty of cus-

tomers. These range in size from
the 1,000-seat hall of the Palais du
Cinema down to the four tiny pro-

jection rooms in the Palais du Lumi-
ere. which holds less than 50 people.

Only two of the houses charge ad-
mission. Russian pavilion charges a
3.5c. admittance fee to its 400-seat
house, and. the Dutch pavilion asks
7c. to get into its liliputian hall hold-
ing only CO. Others are fi'ee.

National pavilions that have pro-
jection machines operating either in
separate rooms or in their res-
taurants are: Russian, German, Bel-
gian, Roumanian, Swiss, Spanish,
Norwegian, Danish, Swediyh, Dutch
and Luxcmbourgois.

There are al.so cinema houses in
the Palais de Cinema, Palais' de la

Decouverle, Palaces and Pavilions of
Publicity. Light, Railroads, Public
Works, Gas, Regional Ccntor, Alum-
inum, the Planetarium, and in foiir

small commercial pavilions. One of
these is the Czekoslovakian shoe
company, Bafia, which oilers foot
massages with a Him of its factories

in action.

Types of films shown in the dif-

(Continued on page 79)

MULTI-VERSION

JAPANESE PIX

JAPANESE WAR SHOWS

Tokyo's Pics and PUys to Stir Up
tlie Patriots

Seattle, Aug. 17.

Ed Perkins, Coast publicist, sails

for Japan Sept. 4 from Vancouver to

assume duties as foreign p.a. for
Shochiku Film Corp. of Japan. He
will divide his time between Paris,

Hollywood and Tokyo.
Publicist was taken on to handle

the planned incursion of the Eng-
lish and French market.s. Shochiku
intends doing two and three lan-

guage versions of its best produc-
tions and will also seek interchange
of talent with French and American
film capitals. Principol stress Is be-
ing laid on getting into Yank mai*-
ket.

Marks second spread in Japanese
film biz in last two weeks. Toho,
other large scale producer-distribii-
tor, is negotiating with RKO for lat-

ter to produce in Japan for woi"ld
market.

Tokyo, Aug. 17.

War fever, as the result of the out-

break in China, is at high pitch here
and is reflected in the amusements
being dished up. Shinko is making
a naval pic called 'High Seas of the

Pacific,' Nikkatsu is shooting 'Clouds
Over the Border' and Daito is

preparing 'Death in Action,' all of

which will be ready for release be-
fore the excitement dies down.
Current military legit offerings

are 'The Sino-Japanese War,' revue
at the Nippon Gekijo; 'Leaving for

the Front,' dramatic production at

the Yurakuza, and 'A Patriotic Boy
Aviator in Service,' opera at the

Takarazuka.
War office gives its blessings to all

such productions and in many ca.ses

.supplies the material.

Tokyo, .July 30.

Shigeo Takomolo, Japanese rcore-
sentative of Andre de Vries, French
pix company, leave.s for Franco Aug.
5 to assist in producing a picture in

that country based on the life of
prince Kimmochi Saionji, elder
state.sman here and adviser to the
Emperor,

Prince Saionji was a resident of
France in 1871 and was acquainted
with many of the notables of that
period. Filming is expected to

prove a medium of Franco-Jap
amity.

Cantabria's 'Bohemia*
Hollywood. Aug. 17.

.\i't>ir several delays, due to in-

ability to tind studio space. Canlabria

Films has set today (Tuesday) as

the starting dale for its Spani.'ih lan-

guage picture, 'La Vida de Bohemia.'

[nteriori will be shot at Hollywood
Studios.

Film co-stars. Rosita Diaz and Gil-

b^vl Roland, with Jaime Del Arrip

l)roolu(;iii '„ :»nd .losof Berne dirocl-

in'^.

Hitchcock Due in U. S.

Alfred Hitchcock sails from Lon-

don today (Wednesday) accompanied

by his wife and son.

Although a first visit to the U. S..

Gaumont British director will not

0.0. Hollywood. Plans 10-day slay in

N, Y., then returns to Islin-^lon for

final editing of 'Tho C.h\ W:).^

Young.'

' JOLY GOES A-BUYING
Buenos Aires, July 30.

Julio Joly, head of the local film

distributing company of the same
iKime. started his yearly trip to

Kurope.
Will visit France to buy product

lor next .sca.son. Trip may include

Italy, too.

Katharine Cornell, Fay

Compton Due in SytJney

Sydney, July 20.

Williamson-Tait has anui).u'-':ad

jextfnsive Australian tours for v.y.t' », A 1 1 1 1.^1 V t m I.M.I « I leiiL iiiiiia lur

j
sea.son (or Katharine C'orncll, A. i .m--

: ican .sUir, and Fay Comr)|i)n, Kn-..M^h

actress.

Viennese WB Dubs
Vienna. Antj. U.

Warner Bros, 'signed contrncts

with Austrian Selenophon for dul)-

bing of their production.^ 'Snint

' Quentin' and 'J'accu.se' CZolu''.

i Work is to start pronto.

DAVE lOUIS TO B. A.

Buenos Aires, July 30.

Onofre Moner, Argentine mati-

i'4ev of Metro, has resigned. Is fol-

lowed by Dave Loui.s, former MGiVT
n\ana^er in Japan.

Liplon Astrochan is out as Uni-
vursal's representative in J;j' - Mo
ri'()|;*f;ein.int as yet.

r».;s,.Mil.ilive. R;iy IL'ndei". on. is c- -

ri'iitly ill New Zealand loukin-i ()\ „»r

the field and v. \\\ fDiw lieit* n '>;t.

Mi»; ('.)mi);on v :ll .", rive in /''us-

lr:ili;( i'l i '.o iii-mlli.: \vi;!i lirr f'.'U

comp.ii'.v .-HI 1 •••.•;ll I "'I'liri l')r a .< -.-a-

i -ion. 'V;. ' II i I ['"'iinii' a< the

I
opening pl,i\
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THE YEAR'S BIG RHYTHMUSICAL

LAUGH SHOW. Scteen, stage and radio

plundered fornames! • • Thegag market cornered for funI • •

Hollywood combed for beauty and talent! ..SIXSWELL
NEW SONGS anda world of hilarityon a
screen aglow with all the gay
romance, exciting

lovelinessandthril'

ling entertain^

ment your leap-
ing heart can ^stand!
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B'WAY MELODY OF '38

(MUSICAL)
. Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Mr-ii'ii ri'loasp of Jacl? Cumnilnird prDiim'-

tion Sims Uobert Taylor and IfiUMiiof

Vitwvll. I''eaturf.s George Murphy, Biiini(>

K-ii-Mi't IJudGy Ebsen, Boptale t'ucker.^.Iudy

(f ulnivl. Directed by Roy I>el Rulb. tHn'ry

hv .liiclc .McGowaii and Sid Silvers; ficiocii-

n'lsv oy McGowan; Music and lyrlca liy

KmcIo He>rb Brown and Arthur ]''rpp(l:

niusU-nl presentations, Merrill Fye; niuslcnl

dlircllon, Georgle Stoll; arrnneeinenta.
Kii'jpi- fOdens, Leo Arnaud nnd Murrny

' M (I Iter; dances, Dave Gould; camera, Wll-
limii nanlels; montage, Slavko Vorltopicli;

mill editor, Blanche Sewell. Prevlewi'd lU

V^Vslwood Village theatre, Wesiwoixl, ('id.

Ituniilnff time, IIS mins.
Robert Taylor

Kleniior l^owell
Geortrc Mui'Dliy
HInnle It-iinoy

. lJuddy KbKPn
Sophie 'I'uPkw

. Judy Oiirinn I

Cljarles Igor Corln

tlie discovery by a quacking duck of
Ebsen trying to steal a bushel of
oat!5. Despite his protestations and
pleas the duck persists in raising an
•alarm. One. ol the hysterical mo-
ments in the film.
There is no spot in a revue of this

kind for Taylor, who neither sings
nor dances. He must be sold straight
and filmusical is too frothy for his
style. Taylor has stepped along to
drama. He is lost against fast moving
mu.sical talent.
Robert Benchley is wasted in a

small press agent role. Billy Gilbert
does an amusing bai'ber who sup-
ports the bookmakers. Charles Igor
Gorin sings operatic arias as if it

were easy.
Bright lights will give 'Melody' to

Taylor and Powell. The audience
hands it to Tucker and Garland." In
combination it's okay b.o. Flin.

Hii'Vrt Itnlelgh

S-iUy I'Ce

yiinny hcdford . .

.

C'moltne ^Vhlpple
PiMpr Trot
AII<'>» Clayton ....

Kelly t laytoii . .

.

NUlfl •|'apaloo')nM

Hprmaii Whipple Raymond Wnlhiiui
]>uffy • Hohert Ki'iichlfy

j

jHiiiPf K. Blajieiey .... Charley (ira;<evvlii DOUBLE OR NOTHING
The Snepzer lloberl WlUlh-ii U I ,n«wTo.#^ « » v

{ieorge I'apaloopas. Hnly Ctlh ri .

(MUSICAL)
.ifiry jn-w • BainPtt Tmupr Hollywood, Aug. 17.

^""'^ Punumnnu n-lease of l-.urnPy Gla«v pro-—
I (IucIIkii. .siar.-i HInp Crosby. Kuutures
.Wailh:i Uuyp. .\ndy Oevlne, Mary (7arllslp.
Will. P'rawlpy. Directed by Theodore Reed.
Sioi-y by Colics ^Vebster; screpnplay by
Chill IPH fjcderer. Krwin Ool.spy, .lohn C.
Mofi'lti and l>uke AUcrbury; oamern. ICarl
.sirii.sH; muslral dlreclloh, Boris Morros;
lyi'u-.s and muslp. .\r'.(iur Johnston, John
liiirlip, S-im.CosUnv, AI Slegel. Ralph Freed
;incl Burton Tjiine; vocal suncrvlslon by Al
S-?iRPl; arrangenipnts. Max Terr and Victor
Toun.t;: muslc-il p.dvlser. Arthur Franklin;

t
nli'ii pdltor, KOward Dmytryk. Previewed

Swell entertainment and will do

smash business everywhere. Much
better than its predecessor of '36, and

not far behind the original 'Broad-

way Melody' of a decade ago which
featured Bessie Love, Charles King
and Anita Page. This one is red hot

merchandise, with some blazing pt Paniinount theatre, l.i>n Angeles, Aug.

names for the come-on displays. I

f;^:^^^^'.;;;;?,!,"^^

Both stars, Robert Taylor and El- j
'.''"^ . '

-f'"
-I'nne'

'. '.

".

'.

eanor Powell, hsve increased tWir
j
v'ouw'ialk.V.'.V.'.V.

voltage. since' iheipiast joint appear- j
• \y:.

ance, and the .1 supiporting cast in- j jtfmuhari'aa'rkV. ."V.

eludes George; :V#rphy, Bmnie-I g^weif rfew*.-.

.BIng Crosby
Martha Raye
Andy .T>cvlne

. .Mavy..rQr.llfile
,

', WiUtein -rrawjey
'BCnny Baiter

... Samuel . 'S, Hinds
. , . . f\'illlnm Hc.nry

_ > V I
- - - -..Fny Hol'den'

Barne.s, Buddy Eb£;en,—and Sophie 1 P>'»xf>^>e'a — Bert Hanlon
Tucker and Judy Garland. Special

; ,\'!t<
h''"

;.-. V-"'"^'t1.

niche tor these last two, who. with •

in,,,,.,,.,-,,,., ,o,,„ caiiau.ipi
much less to do tharx the OthCi'S. thvlit\slr;i Conduitor Hany Barrl.s

stand out like traffic lights. SpecinltlPs l>y Am-s and Amo. .\lphr»n.se

Roy Del Ruth has turned in a fine I::'':*:-
Fj«yo: Kd Rkkard. cm-

job of directing, and Jack Cumniin^s "I

iln'-.fh^wh'^^r.?, Ji^?!, u°^^'; Bing Crosby and Martha Raye are
length, which is a serious fault. Fast ,

~,
. . ,rv ..i »r .

pace of the action, the. size and sump- [

teamed again m Double or Nothing,

tuousness of the bigger numbers, and
i

which should give the film big first-

the repetition of speedy terp, leave I lun sendoffs, as their names are po-
the audience m a state near exhaus- r^„„„,.^^,. n-u^
tion. It's 20 minutes too long and • '^"^-'^'^ marquees. The large fan

should be cut (but where?). !
following which Miss Raye has de-

Music and lyrics by Nacio Herb ' veloped, evidenced by • those recent
Brown and Arthur Freed are first

. personal appearances back east, will
rate, and will go right from the hlin

: ^ r . x x..

to the air. Already they're enjoying attendance for the open-

wide etherization. ings days." After that the picture
into the details; will have to stand on its own. It's

until Sophie Tucker and Judy Gar- ; , . .„
land are. • disposed of. Former is |

a weak sister.

soir^where past 40, but when she This is not the first time that Cros-
walks on the screens something hap-

1
by has carried a heavy load on his

pens. You' can hear what the others
are saying, but Miss Tucker is the
only one you see. It's as if all that
energy of more than a score of years

broad shoulders. Point is, can he
keep on doing it indefinitely? He
is strictly a personality, just passing

in vaudeville has been recharged and
j fair as an actor, but his croon is

served up in one package. Then she I ^ fL,« ,wt^», ^-^Air. o.,vvi.^:t.*

steps back and pushes Judy Garland. ""'^"^ ^"'^ """^^ "'^^^ cxploita-

still in her teens, into the camera I
tion he has had keeps him a valu-

foreground. Young Miss Garland ! able asset for theatres. He needs
gives them 'Everybody Sing,' with a i carefully selected vehicles in which
Tucker undertone, and it s worth a

,
his share of the entertainment obli-

letter to the homefolks. Coming near
! gationg limited to his particular

the picture s opening, these two .give i falents
the filrt a great kickofl:-. Each does, gtag^ is set for the public to go
numbers solo later on. Judy smsis

j
jq,- Raye in a big way right now,

a plaint to Clark Gable s photograph kut the studio muffs the chance, as
which IS as close to great screen g^e has little to do beyond an gxag-

T^«?,^f*^^''^"'« c^\^/"'""!v'''^'geiated and noisy broad comedy
Then.^ to top it off. Soph does .

Your
] ^^^.^ ^er song numbers have been

" iction
noth-
d the

edge is dulled by repetition.
Story takes much footage in its

tal enough to padlock every pine
applejuice joint on the stem.
Most of the rest is just filler-in

KoV,.7.:L *V ''^ ^fs"^
:
telling. Rich man leaves a trick

between the Tucker and the Garland ,.,;„ \„ .^^^^ „,k:„i, ^,.t_
numbers. There is a lot of plot about
a racehorse which is owned by El-
eanor Powell, and a Broadway musi-
cal show which Taylor is try in 2: to
produce on a short bankroll. Dobbin
wins the Saratoga steeplechase, and
the winnings finance the show. The
story with modifications has been
done plenty since music came to pic-
tures. It's hackneyed and trite now.
and isn't worth the great pains with
which it is told again. All that is

needed is someone to step out and
give the formula, flash various pro-
files of Taylor, heat the music for
Miss Powell's superlative tapping
and then leave the rest to the Tucker-
Garland combo. When you come
away that's all you remember, any-
way

will, by terms of which four out-
siders, selected by chance, are given
^f),000 each. First beneficiary who
doubles his stake by honest means
in 30 days wins the entire $1,000,000
I'ortune. Participants are Crosby,
Miss Raye, Andy Devine and Wil-
liam Frawley. Opposed are rela^

tives of the deceased who try to ruin
their individual business ventures,
Mary Carlisle, rich man's niece, sin-

gles out Crosby for sabotage.
Bing is cast as a crooner with am-

bitions to be a night club proprietor.
He invests his five grand in an elab-
orate layout, assembles a. floor show
of specialists and a mixed sing band,
under Max Terr's direction. Nitery
opening is. a smash success and Bing
sells half interest for $10,000 and

Well,_ not quite, Willie Howard wins the estate. It's as easy as^^^^^^^^^^

scores in a small bit as a waiter in
the Tucker theatrical boarding house.
Short sequences between Howard
and Robert Wildhack, who has
switched from snoring to sneezing,
should be viewed by every actor in
Hollywood just for the educational

So many story angles and char-
acters to be taken care of that there
is slight development of the romantic
episode between Crosby and Miss
Carlisle. Miss Raye is pushed off to
one side. Andy Devine plays him-
self. Straight bits are done by Sam-

values to be derived from watching uel S. Hind.s and Fay Holden
_

Howard listen with his eyes. ^^st novelty in the film is the sing

Film builds up to a big finale l>and oE 20 voice;;. Tl

which is supposed to introduce Mi.S3 sul'* this troupe bar
Powell to Broadway as a star dancer
This number, staged by Dave Gould.
Js extravagantly arranged against a
futuristic skyline ' of New York.
Miniature automobiles and crowds
fill the streets. Although the Powell
inovemants are startling in this sec-
tion, they are somewhat dimmed of
their brilliance because of her fre-
quent prior tappings. Teamed with
George Murphy she does a whirl-
wnd duet in 'Follow My Footsteps'
ill and around the benches of Bryant
park.
Buddy Ebsen. who has come to

he regarded as Eleanor Powell's
shadow because he alwa.ys play.s
^'th and up to- her, handles sohk'
first class comed.y bits on his own
111 addition to his eccentric danciii=.r.
Ons particularly amusing .^ccjii-j i.-i i'ills r;jth<ir flat.

The boys and
monize nice-

ly, have a fine sense of rhythm and
attractive appearance. Most of the
other specialties are mor^ familiar,
Micluding Ames and Arno. Alphonse-
Berg. Tex Morrissey, Frances Faye,
Ed Rickard and Steve and Andre

[nry ^'y^

Of tiie songs. 'It's On. It's Off,' a

strip-tea.se number bv Sam Coslow
and Al Siegel, and 'All You Want to

Do Is Dance,' by Arthur Johnston
and John Burke, are distinctive. Bur-
ton Lane and Ralph Freed contrib-
ute 'Smarty' and 'Listen My Chil-
dren,' which are good.
Value of the Crosby wacble i.s

dimmed because he sings in nearly
avtjr.y eoi.sode in which he appears.
Si>ina of it is so casual that his major
CMl'Drt near the end of the picture

Miniature Reviews

'BroadWay Melody of 1938'

(M-G). Explosion in the cash
drawers; Robert Taylor, Eleanor
Powell, Sophie Tucker and Judy
Garland. First two will draw
'em in; they'll go out talking
about the last two.

'Double or. Nothing' (Par).

Comedy with music in which
Bing Crosby and Martha Raye
are teamed again. Due for big

openings and tapering-off busi-

ness. Will squeeze through.
'Oh Such a Night' (Par).

Gangsters caught in a Missis-

sippi river flood but all the ex-
citement is in the photography.
Ka,ren Morley, Alan Mowbray,
Roscoe Karns in a dualeiv

'Think Fast, Mr. Moto' (20th ).

P^ter .Lorre in new, like-

able characterization, the Japa-
nese sleuth. Actionful mystery
thriller can stand alone where
they like this type of picture
and strong for double combos.
'Gangway' (GB). Jessie Mat-

thews' newest starrer disap-
points. Largely lacking humor,
yarn deals with jewel-thief
chase across Atlantic ocean
terminating with U. S. gangster
stuff. :-: .. ..

'Kllou, ijbe 'ICiUer.^' (DuWorld >.

Techhicolor,;^ fllrn' >about ' native
tribe in jjidp-Chiijia, vvith all-

ha.tive
.
aistr ; ;$ub.-feature for

art houses .only,'

'Sundown Saunders' (Sup).
Bob Steele rides again; better

than his recent westerns but
for secondary dual support.

'Sonff ot Ceylon' (World).
Travelog of the arty sort for

the arty spots. Swell camera.

SHE'S NO LADY
Piir.imounl r^-l.-isp of 11. 1*. Sr-liull.i'r.i;

pi'odiicUoii. I'Val uii'.s ,\iin Dvorak :iml

,loba 'J'ri'iil. J?lrpili'd by Chartcs Viilor.

rirrcvn iMa.v by C.poiffe Itrutp .-iiid I''r.iiik

I'lirlos I'liiini "story liy .Imiup.m Kdivard
f?riiiit: faiiipr;i. (!Pori;p CjiMiions. Al
CrltPilon. .N. Y., w>'.>k Aug. i:t, ';»7. Ituii-

nlnff liiiii\ 70 mliiH.

.lorry ,...Vnn Dvor-ik

(';ii'|pr lolm 'I'l-foL

Vnrlp ,
ll.-in-y I !i>r.--.sr(>r(l

.Jeff (iiiliMi Wlllliiiii.<i

Mr.-*. ])oui;l.iM Nili-cn I'llnplp

Mr. Douisla.x

Cot>

. .\rlliiir Hoy I

.I'aul lleHi'ut

Flill.

Accent is on the second word in

the title. 'She's No Lady' is no pros-

pect for b.o. biz. It's a weak sister

on names, story and entertainment.

Treatment attempted is breezy.

But the farce is too heavy-handed.

Extreme deftness required to get

away with that sort of thing is

wholly lacking. It's a hodgepodge
that's desperately trying to be flip-

pantly sophisticated in the modern
manner with John Trent struggling

as a suave master-crook with wise-

cracks a la William Powell. But
playing more like a radio hero—af-

ternoon radio.
Diamond thieves, it appears, are

on the loose again. Only they turn

out to be insurance company inspec-

tors. Which is respectable but not
very glamorous.
Performances are as good as story

and direction permit. Or maybe a

bit better. Lond.

Land Beyond the Law
(WITH SONGS)

Warner Bri>»; j>roJi><-llon ft ml ^^•lp!^^e.

Stars UJi'k Koiun. Kpaliirc.M Ijiiida J'en-y,

Wayne Morris, Irene Franklin. Jo.Mcjrti

King. Dlrfvtt^d by H. IteevPH Kason.
Screenplay, l.uci Ward and .loseph K. Wal-
son; sloiT, Marlon .Jackson: raniera, Ted
McCord; editor, 'J'ttomas illcharda; Honfts,

Jack ttL-holl and .M. K. Jerome. A I fillt-

erty. Lincoln, doal. niiiinln? Iliii>', 34
ihlnH,

(;hlp I^oUETla-"

Tjoulse
T)aVB MuaHey
CaUle Kale
(Joy. Ijew Walla<'e.
Major Adnlr
Slade Henabei ry . .

.

Shorty
Bandy Malarkey . .

.

Taacosa
Sheriff Soence. . ; .

.

MaHoii
Kirby
OOURlH.'J, Si-

Illnk"

.... Dick Kornn

. ..I.lnda rorry
. . Wn.kne Mon-ls
.Irene Kranklln
. . .Joseph KInK
...Gordon Hart

Cy Kendall
PVank Ortli

,
.tJli'nii Slranjce

, , . Harry Wood.s
.M lit (Ml Klhbce

. . lOdmund Coltb
. . Hi»nc.v Olbo
...T.tin Itrcwer

, . . .I'uul IV'izer

Dick Foran fans will be unani-

mous that more like 'Land Beyond
The Law' will ftnd them ready money
at the b.o. Film has punch, guts and

speed, with a lot of action sprayed

around the fringes. This western

succeeds in keeping something going

on without being obvious and boring
about it.

Chronicles the turn of a hair-

brained and reckle.ss young cowpoke
from the near edge of lawlessness
to the right side in time to save
his family face, the country's hei"ds

from the rustlers, and drive his

former associates to the last ditch.

Foran sings several numbers, the
best being one he did in a prcviou's
picture, 'The Prairie, My Home.'
Uses it as an intro, a practice .seem-
ingly used inore and more in the
western mu.sicals. The Tex Ritler
string does the same frequ<'M\l.ly.

Setting is at. the time in New Mex-

ico when Gen. Lew Wallace was sent
down to straighten out the tenst>

cattle feud between the established
•ange lords and the nesters.
Foran has evidently been lrainin'.{

in the WB gym because his fighting

has improved. He does one smooth
trick in this one. Western heroes
are by tradition all perfect gentle-
men, but he spanks the leading lady,

Lincia Perry, within two seconds
after being introduced to her.
Wayne Morris, now known by his

'Kid Galahad' click, <:an be featured
in any billing to advantage, probably
winning a lot of the gals to the
ticket window who would normally
pass a western by. Part is inci-

dental, but that's no matter. Irene
Franklin is the gold-tooth dolly al

the cash register, but the mother of
a model daughter. Linda Perry. Hsr
joint is the cowhand hangout and
her girls crave company. Part is a

cinch for her. Frank Orth and Mil-
ton Kibbee provide comedy sheriffs,

while Harry Woods, Cy Kendall. Ed-
mund Cobb and Henry Olho lean to

the mean side.

Western houses will more thin
satisfy with this one. Bar?!.

ON SUCH A NIGHT
Glendale, Calif., Aug. 17.

I'liramounl riMoasc of Tdhutnucl Cobon
pro'.lactlon. Feutiires Karen Morley. Kobi'ok
Karnft and Alnn Muwl)r:>y. l>li'e.cleil by K.
.\. Du!>onl. Slory by .Vorloy F. Cansldy,
S. S. Field, John D. KIoimm'; .-icrepniday by
DorlD Malloy and Wlllinni r,l|im'in. I'fo-

duotlon inonajTcr. .loaepli M, Nadel; <'iiinerii.

Clharlea Schocnimuiii; epedal plTocls, Kred
Jnckman: flini cdlloi-, l(|iy Curll.iM; niiiHlciil

score by Krn.s|. Toch; iniiHlcnl illrertor.
George- Slpll; ns.ii. director. Ueorfjtf Hlp-
imrd. Previewed iil Alexander Ihenlre,
Clcndale, Auh'. l(», "il. Kuiinlnu time, 71
mlns.
NMcky I.nat Ora.nt Htcbiirds
OtiU Stanley i' Karen Morley
.Joe Plynn...., KoHcoe Kiirnn
'Ice' KIchmond I'MuanIo ClunnollI
Mile. MIml Mllll Monti
Prof. Richard (.'iiiidb* Vliin Mowbriiy
Mi.SH Belinda KenlrldKO Hslher l)u|e
Colonel I">nlrldse. . Hobort .McWade
Dlslrict Altorney lolin Alexiindor
Ciiwird Ilumnnn John Wray
Horace J>arwlii l-'nink nelchor
.liid-^o Mm .Man-iiH
.Matron Nur.se , Itiilli lloblnson
MiikIc Diirne.s ;• I'uiil |i'l.v

Defense Attorney., Thllo McCiillovi;th
Satnantha .• Kitii McOanlel
Henry Clay Wnahlnh'toii . . . . Kdille Aiidei-Hon
lOininle Lou Beriilce I'llol:

(Jcoi'Be \Vu.sliln(;toii Feiit rld^ie. . I a'W I'liyton

Another striking example that a

picture is as good as. its story, and no
better. This one has so many con-

fusing and bafiling twists, and in-

definitely conceived characters, that

the thread of the narrative is soon
lost. Fact that the production goes
in heavily for Mississippi river flood

scenes, some well photographed ex-
teriors of emergency relief camps,
and a few rather obvious but well

executed trick shots and miniatures,

serves only to heighten the deficien-

cies of the story and its develop-
ment.

Writers and director had a bad
idea when they started to tell this

yarn about a condemned murderer,
who escapes from his guard when
the ole debbil river kicks over the

traces, by beginning In the .middle
and not smartening up the audience
on what it is all about, until the

last reel. By that time it is too late;

interest in the proceedings droopg to
the vanishing point. What might
have been an exciting melodrama of
racketeers, who lose their hatred for
each other when trapped by a com-
mon enemy, the Mississippi on ram-
page, fiz7.1es out weakly.
Seems that a gangster leader who

killed a pal has shoved the guilt on
another gangster, who is,too fright-
ened to squeal for fear his bride will
be harmed. Film opens on the final
minutes of the trial, but the audi-
ence hears nothing of the testimony,
and the seriousness with which the
sequences are played adds to the
perplexities. Karen Morley enters
from nowhere and announces .she Is

the condemned nian's wife, and cer-
tain of his innocence.
She kidnaps him from a ho.spitsl

after he and his guard are re.scucd
from a raging flood, which endan-
gers the prison. They make their
escape to an old southern homestead,
where they are treated with mint
.iulcp hospitality. The gangster
leader pursues, and all are caught
by the rising river. Tough guy con-
fesses and the film ends on a scene
of bliss and happiness outside the
courtroom when the real killer is

found guilty. It take.s .something
better than an hour to ligure all this
out. E. A. Dupont's direction is

masterly in its deception of motives.
Miss Morle.v is the only name

draw in tlie film. She never seems
very happy in her a.ssignment.
Someone should speak to her also
about those eyela.shes. Giant Rich-
ards, a find from the local Federal
Theatre Project, plays the lead and
conveys the su!?estion that acting
isn't ea.sy. Bad man is Eduardo,
Ciannelli, who oviMdoes it a bit.
Ro.scoe Karns isn't a very comic
new.spaper reporter, and Alan Mow-
bray plays an itinerant magician,
Only Robert McWade. as the south-
ern colonel, gives a first-class per-
formance.
Bereft of any sub.st.mlial boxoffice

draft among its players, flim'.s bid
for favor depends solely on its story.
Il doesn't make tlii urade on this
count, and oiclure is ticUoted for the
lower br.-ickel duyl-;. FUn.

Think Fast^ Mr. Moto
(WITH SONG)

liiHh Century-Fox release of Sot Wuri/.
liroiliictlon. Stars Poter l.orre; ft»;<liii."»

Vii[;iiiin. Field Thomau Bock, °Sle Kuin'Jim.
DiVectcd by Norman Foster. ScveQnjila.v
by Foster and Howard Kills Siriltli; nif.-'l

on (( story by J. P. Marquand; asal, rllivc-
lor, Solly Wurtzel; fllm editor, Alex 'I'lof-

; .song by Sidney Clare and Marry Aksl;
inii.sicHl direction, Samuel Kaytln: cnmei-.i.
Harry Jackson. At Central, N, V., v>»'eU
Au;<. H, 'U7. Itunnlntf time, <(> uiln.4,

Mr. Motto , I'eliT i.iqvn
Uloria JUanton..,,' Vlr^lnl.'i Field
Hob HltchlnBs Tb.imi.s .O.-M.

.N'Icotas Alarloir Hl.vj ltutn;iiiii

.lo-spph Wllkle MiiiTHy Kimicil
Caroon John lti>Reiii
l.ela liln, l.utiiH lionir
MiiK.ifs Ulake George Cooiif/-
Ailiaiii I, Cin-,,! |>Julhli

Cuilo Dealer l-'rederlcK Vo^itiltii;

Peter Lorre presumably was cast
in 'Think Fast, Mr. Moto' as a trial
balloon to determine whether his
screen work as an Oriental w»uld
click with audiences. Obvious rea-
son is that 'Mr. Moto' stories coujd
be .developed, into a series alon^
much the same lines as Charlie Chan.
This initial 'Moto' yarn is so well
done and fits Lorre so nicely that it

indicates additional pictures in this
Japanese mystery-sleuth groove.
Producers may figure that the series
will serve as a means of elevating
Lorre for wider audience appeal.
Being the first of the 'Moto* series,

the title is an apparent handicap,
hence, this feature may not do the
business that future releases should.
However, the vast Satevepo$t-J. P.
Marquond series promises fair draw.
And exhibitors can promise the most
satisfying work from Lorre.

Lorre's new characterization, fchat
of an educated' Japanese rherchant
and amateur sleuth, gets away from
the grim villiany of his previous film
efforts. Air of mystery surrounds
his aptivities for story purposes but
he's developed humanly. He no
loncier is a bogey man.. When he
smiles, it is not a . wry, warped
grimace. The new Peter Lorre
probably will be rated as a And by
others who heretofore knew hini
only as a dyed-in-wool villain.

In 'Mr. Moto' he. carries the title

role, being represented as a S»n
Francisco importer who decides to
run down a vast ring of gem smug-
glers, operating between Shanghai
and the U. S. port. His identity ia

skillfully masked till the pay-oft
scene. Aboard a liner bound for the
Chinese seaport metropolis, Moto
begins unraveling the skeins of a
'Frisco murder mystery and identity
of a mysterious beauty who boards
the steamer at Honolulu.
Romance between the youthful .son

of the steamship line's owner and
this girl is nicely interjected with-
out marring the main business .'it

hand. Once the' boat reaches its

destination, Moto moves swiftly and
soon traps the smuggling ringleaders
in an ingenious manner.
Peter Lorre is surrounded by a

capable cast, with Virginia Field and
Sig Rumanh as distinct assets, -She
is the gang's unwilling undercover
operative who tries to warn the
wealthy youth with whom she tails

in love. Rumann plays the cabaret
owner and king of the smugglers.
Thomas Beck makes a likeable rich
man's Son who drums up a friend-
ship with Moto when he learns that
he is a fraternity brother. L'Jla Liu,
as a femme assistant to Moto, shines
in a minor assignment while an un-
billed Chinese actor, portraying the
bit rol? ol Shanghai chief of police,

is particularly effective.
Dialog is an asset to the well-

framed story, being brittle, pointed
or slyly humorous. Howard EUie
Smith and Norman Foster did praise-
worthy scripting and Foster, turned
director from acting ranks, handles
al! Ingredients with a nicety, show-
ing special skill in susoenseful mo-
ments. Production is adequate- while
Harry Jackson's camera manipulat-
ing is one of his better efforts.

Wear.

GANGWAY
(BRITISH MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

(iiiinnont'Brll.lHh vroducllon niiil relc.'im*.

Siar« .IcHKle Matthe^v^l. Fealurcn Bui/jr
MacKny. Nut- Pchdleton. DIvPt-led by l-t(»»i-

)ilp Hnle. OilBlnul by DwlHliI Ti.^loi;
Hereon play, LcuHcr Samucla (ind llnlc;
mii»lc and lyrics, Ham l..Rrner, Al (loodlmtl.
A I Horfmun; camera, Qlen MiicWllllafii;<;
iliincca. Buddy Bradley. Previewed In N. Y.,

AUif. 1-'. '37. Runninpf time. IKt inlns.
I'hI Wayne Jp(wle .MatlUcw;*
Iniiiteuior Bob l>ccrln{( I'.ai ry Aladcoy
Nrddtt Beaumont Olive flinlteni'y

(Jreia, Brand Ijlune Oi'dcyntt
I'lir) FreomnHon. .

,'. I'nirlclt. IiIkIIiiv/-

'rtmllet"' IIofTun..'.. .S'nl |'ondleti<ii
Oil ernia n .VocI M nd Iron
'I'li^KPl I . . , ; Ala.Mtiili Klix
Mi'K. Viin T'uyl..' DiiriM IlOKUl*
Ti'iie.v, , , . .,l.i(Ui'<.'iice Andcii.o;,.
Me.niiy the Ucnl .'..ISliilcc l>i>r<i

loc (.ii'Mliiiiii M'oifiil I,

AK.><'f Ciii'Tiinl».sloncr I'oler (inwlboinn
Sinllber.u , , Henry Malln tt

l''ort>l|jrn Dancer sSairco .lenUin:)

A disappointment. 'Gangway* i.s -a

musical-gangster film. It's the third
picture starring Jessie Matthew.s
which Gaumont-British has bvouuht
over in a little over a year. Initialer,
'It's Love Again,' was b.y far the
best, more recent two pi-oving de-
cided slippers, In this one Mi.s;*

Matthews is overwhelmed by a badly
prepared script and far from adroit
direction and production.
Sonnie Hale, Miss Matthews' hus-

band and himself a vet London staga
comedian, does not seem able to pre-
.sent the star as smartly as she de-
.serves. Perhaps it would be best .ilt

around to stop making the Matlliewr;
films a family affair.

What, in this instance, slioiiici hav.»
boon fT full-fledged music.ii, turns out

(Continued on page yi»
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for matinees as hl% as nights and
nights as big as they come • • .

tor the Kind of business you wish
you^d Itave every day in the year...
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BOBBY BREEN..dBASIL RATI
With MARION CLAIRE . . . henry kmmk ralpk foribes . . . le(

LEONID KINSKEV . . . Directed by Kurt Neumann . , . Produced I by SOL L|

Edwiird Gross . , * Strteii f/oy by Cartrvde ••rg, Btrnard Settubrt end for/* Sntil with musidi
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HoBywood Runaroiind

By Radie Harris

^ , , . ,
• Hollywood/ Aug, 17.

The reason behlftd May Robson's unexp($cted replacement ot Beulah
Bondi as Aunt Polly in 'Tom Sawyer' (Seknick) after Miss Bondi had
been playing the part for three weeks is because Dave Selznick suddenly
decided that he wanted to make a co-starring team of Miss Robson and
Tommy Kelly, the 11-year-old Bronx youngster, who makes his screen
debut in the title role oi the picture. Selznick feels that he has a million-
dollar proposition in the boy and has already purchased several stories

for him, which Beulah Bondi, under contract to Paramount, will be unable
to make, while May Robson, now freelancing, is in a position to continue
the association, .

'

.

Pay-off of this whole casting entanglement is that Elizabeth Patterson,
who . was the original choice for Aunt Polly more than a year ago, was
replaced by Miss Bondi when Norman Taurog took over the directional

reins from Hank Potter,

Miss Patterson, hearing of the second switch, called up Paramount and
said, 'You'll just have to reconcile yourself to the fact that your character
actresses • are- no good!'

, Movlelnr Alon;
When Shirley Temple returns from her Honolulu vacation (29), she'll

find two stories waiting tO go into immediate production, both talker re-

vivals of Mary Pickford's early silent successes. The first will be 'Rebecca
of Sunnybrook Farm,' the second 'The Little' Princess.' Upon completion
of these two, the little Temple miss, who is still the reason why air good
things come in small packages, will leave on a four months' trip around
the world, ostensibly on a vacation but actually $o that every country who
has claimed her as 'box office favorite No. I' can see .her 'in person.'

William Wyler Will transfer his megaphone from Sam Gold;wyn to RKO
to direct 'Having Wonderful Time,' with Ginger Rogers set'iorVthe role-

of 'Tedclyi'

Louisje Gampbeh, young Broadway, player recently importeil here, is

being groomed for. staxdorn' tiy Paramount. She gets her first big break in

a highly ernOtional role in 'Prison Farm.' ' ' • . ;
.

Norma Shearer has definitely decided on "Marie Antoinette' as the ve-

hicle tQ^ mark her return to the screen. And in all probability, Bernie
.Hyman, Thalberg's close associate for many years, will be the. prodiicer.

When Jean Hersholt's son, Alan, arrives back in Hollywood from aii

extended trip abroad, he will find a writing conti:act waiting for him at

Republic.
After working with Marlene Dietrich in 'Angel,' Ernst Lubitsch can think

of a much more appropriate title for the picture,

Kay Neilsen, Danish illustrator, who arrived here, a year ago to design

the sets and costumes for 'Everyman,' hag been nabbed by William Harris,

Jr., to act in the same capacity for his production of 'The Human Element,'

an adaptation by Zoe Akins of the Somerset Maugham story. He leaves for

New York the end of September.
John Barrymore, completely disguised in his role, of 'Capt. Neilson' in

.'Bulldog Drum'mond,* walked on the set at Paramount and joined a group

of people in earnest discussion. Unrecognized, he listened amusedly while

they put him and his frau on the pan for their Ariel-Calibantics.

Although the Goldwyn office has been very secretive about it, Ben
Hecht is doing a lot of rewrite on 'Hurricane.' .

When Frtfdric March and Florence Eldridge make their joiiit return to

Broadway this fall, John Cromwell will handle the dirfe'ctorial assignment

and his wife, Kay Johnson, will be included in the feature cast.

Helen Hayes is entertaining F. Scott Fitzgerald's 15-year-old daughter,

•Scotty,' as her houseguest at the Beverly Hills hotel and since 'Scotty' is

a rabid fan, Miss Hayes is spending her- vacation acting as her guide,, auto-

graph collector,- lenshound and introdiicer-er to all the glamour boys

and gals—and getting a big kick out of it.

With the release of 'Nothing Sacred,' Frank Fay will get a second lease

on his screen career. He has dialogued his own role and the result is said

to be plenty all right.

'Guilded' Siffnaiures

The Screen Actors' Guild is banding together io effect some practical

way to handle the autograph racket which is growing more of a menace
every year. The first step in this direction is a card which the board of

directors has sent to every member of the Actors' Guild, asking to sign

the following pledge:
'To assist in raising funds for an actors' home, I hereby pledge that I

will not grant any request for an autograph, either by mail or in person,

unless there is affixed to the letter or page of the autograph a Guild

tamp, and I further agree not to refuse such request if accompanied by

a stamp, this i^ledge to go into effect on a date to be determined by the

board of directors of the Screen Actors' Guild. I understand that this

pledge does not apply to photographs sent by myself or. studios.'

Thus far, the response has been unanimous in its favor, and it i.« only a

question of a short time before it is put into working effect, thereby put-

ting an end to a hobby, which started out as a flattering gesture to the

stars and has wound up a needless popularity prop.

Scenes In a Day
Norma Shearer, Helen Hayes, Reggie Gardner and the Mervyn LeRoys

In one party at the gala Carthay Circle premiere of 'High, Wide and

Handsome.' Others spotted in the brilliant passing shoW were Irene

Dunne with her husband, Dr. Francis Griffin; Bruce Cabot with Paillette

Goddard, Sandra Storm with Alan Marshall, Eddie Sutherland with Mona

Maris, Virginia Bruce w;th Cesar Romero, Dorothy Lamour with Robert

GLlIham, and Randy Scott, spurning all the local debs, to escort his favorite

'Grandma,' Elizabeth Patterson.

Spotted in the midnight mob at the Trocadero afterwards were the

Leland. Haywards, Harold Lloyds, Edward Arnolds, Ray Milland.s. Stephen

Ameses, Danny Dankers, Jack Haleys, George .
Bumses, Adrienne Ames,

Mary Brian, Dorothy Mackaill, Wesley Ruggles, Hedda Hopper, Harry

Jacobson and Larry Reilly.

Disney's New Depths
For RKO Symphs, Etc.

First Silly Symphony to be re-
leased by RKO, 'The^ Old MiU,' will
contain new camera technique xipaa
which Walt Disney has been experi-
menting for. several years. Claim the
new method gives the illusion. Of
depth. iBxplain it is not to be con-
fused with the thlrd-dimensional
technique developed ahd used by
Max Fleischer, that being based On
the use of -^revolvlng sets against
which the 'drawn characters are
placed for photographing.

Disney's depth illusion is done en-
tirely by drawing and the us^ of a
new type camera. Producer hopes it

will cause as much comment as the
perspective drawing first used in the
Silly Symphony, 'Three Orphan Kit-
tens.' One-reeler, the cartoon will
be released by RKO in a couple of
months, after a pair of Mickey Mouse
shorts. ,

•

Gregory Dickson, Walt Disney
publicity head on the Coast, trained
out of New York last Friday ("13) for
Hollywood after a couple of weeks
conferring with Barrett McCormick,
RKO press head, and Hal Sloan,
Disney N. Y. rep'i

Huddles were to set bally cam-
paigns and methods for the Disney
product now being released through
RKO.

Seltzer; yi^Fiirner

As Blorb Head

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Frank Seltzer,.formed publicity di-i"

rector for Warners theatres pn the
Coast, soon will become blurb di-

rector at Hal Roach studios.

Seltzer will succeed Fred Purnev,
who again moves into- the exploita-

tion spot at Santa Anita race track.

Although track will not open until

Christmas, Purner plans to begin an
early -campaign.

John iBarrymore Topping

Par's 'City Hall Scandal*
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

.

Paramount has spotted John
Barrymore one of the top roles of

'City Hall Scandal/ . which started

yesterday (Monday) with Ralph
Murphy directing. -

Others in the. cast are Charles

Bickford, Elizabeth Patterson, Lynne
Overman, Louise Campbell, Evelyn
Brent, Cecil Cunningham and Bar-

lowe Borland.

3 Ballew Ditties

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Three- new ditties have, been ac-

quired by Sol Lesser for Smith Bal-

lew to thrush in his new starrer cur-

.rently tagged 'Boots and Saddles.'

Tunes are 'Stars Over the Desert'

and 'On the Sunny Side of the

Rockies,' by Roy Ingraham and
Harry Tobias, and 'Roll Along, Ride

em Cowboy, Roll Along,' by Lyle

Womack and New Porter.

Screenplay for 'Boots' ia being

scripted by Dan Jarrett.

Bob Weitman's 2-Year-OId

Son, Peter, Now on Mend
Peter Weitman, two-year-old son

of Bob Weitman, managing director

of the Paramount, Broadway, is seri-

ously ill at the French hospital, N;Y.,

having been removed there from the

Xoney Island hospital to which he

was taken on Wednesday (ID when
stricken suddenly. The boy's- father

got. word of his child's illness while
attending the premiere of 'Emile
Zola' at the Hollywood theatre.

Lieut. Daley, who was with the

police detail assigned to the opening,
ordered a police escort for Weitman
to take the father to the hospital,

and Detective Mahoney and Officer

Oppenheimer, of the force, in at-

tendance at the theatre, that night
cooperated in the emergency to get
Weitman through.

The child Underwent several blood
transfusions and an operation, and is

reported improved now.

Toss Out Ximarron Suit

The $1,000,000 plagiarism suit

brought by Allen Caruthers, author,

against RKO-Radio Pictures Corp.,

invblving Edna Ferber's 'Cimarron,'

was tossed but yesterday (Tuesday)

by Federal Judge John M. Woolsey,

N. Y., who declared the picture bore

no similarity to the plaintiff's story,

'The Sooners.' Caruthers claimed he

wrote his story in 1923, admitting it

had never been copyrighted or pub-

lished. He made no claim that Miss

Ferber had copied any part of his

script, but contended that certain

episodes, sequences and the plot of

'Cimarron' were identical with those

of his story.
' Judge Woolsey decided otherwise

and permitted RKO to file a bill of

codLs against Caruthers.

CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Margaret Cole signatured a play-

ing termer with Sol Lesser.
Columbia validated pact of Rob-

ert Kalloch, studio designer, for an-

other ,12-mohth.
Jack SchoU and M. K. Jerome set

for another year as Warner cleffers.

B. P- Schulberg ticketed Warren
Leonard to pact as dialog and dance
director.
Radio JohnhenrLed John MOnks,

Jr., and I*red Finklehoffe, authors of

'Brother Rat,' to script an Irene
Dunne film.

Bert Granet tied himself to RKO
for a scripting term.
Metro handed scribbling tickets

to Martin Mooney, James M. Cain
and H. W. Hanemann.
RKO dished out term contracts to

Helen Broderlck, player; Stephen
Dunne, .sound engineer, and Roy
Webb, music director.

Dennie Moore dottedlined a play-

ing termer at Warr^ers.
John Trent's acting option vali-

dated by B. P. Schulberg.
Shirley Deane had heiy. option'

lifted at 20th-Fox.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Radio purchased screen rights to

'Lights Out,' play by Paul Dickey
and Mann Page.

'Peley Simmons,' novel by George
Fitch, bought by Pfiramount.
Horace McCoy's new novel, 'No

Pockets in a Shroud,' bought by
Metro.
James Edward Grant .sold an orig-

inal, 'Marry An Orphan,' to 20th-

Fox.

Whenever Lefty s in Doubt He Runs A

Western,but 1 Mugg Asks for Busbman

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

. Coolacres, Cal., Aug.- 17.

Dear Joe:
1 Wrote you last week about Vic having a system to beat the horses.

Well, I didn't rush right into it, I let him make the selections for a week
without me betting h dime.. And he was .swell, he picked five and six
winners a day besides two parlays. Well It looked good to me after that
audition although Aggie sed, 'harness makers are the only ones that ever
put everything they had on a horse and didn't go broke.' But you know
Aggie, she never wants to take a chance, She figures when anybody gives
you odds they know something you don't. And I'm beginning to think
she's right because this Vic guy had me 30 bucks loser before i knew it.

I didn't tell Aggie about it because I figure what, she don't know won't
hurt me. That Vic is the' kind of a fellet that knows everything about
racing. The day before the race he knows which horse is sure to win and
the day after he knows why he didn't. Now he wants me to run a silver
book...you know, just take bets up to six bits; he sea; in no time we'll
have folding money. So I told him we got enough to do with the theatre
and dancing school wiUiout going into the bookmaV.lng business and be-

.

sides Aggie has the bahkroili
The theatre ain't doing much, The only thing tliat saves us. is what my

pal Riney Hehle told- me .when I first got the house, 'When in doubt, put
on a western.' So We nearly always book a western for the last. half. One
western star. Buck Sawtree, is sure a big favorite here. We c?ih count on
business everytime we get him. He can ride, sing hillbilly, play Ibe guitar
and shoot while holding; a 'gal on a horse. In fstct he can ride '-anything

with hair on it. The westerns ar^ okay' but the trouble, is". they send too
much western paper and photos even ,when we don't order it .". .<.

You should see the load of paper 1 got. Ones,' thi'ees' and slxOis. . .all

about hordes. Buck Sawtree and his horse^oriy. Tony the horse. Houses,
'horses, horses. - This paper makes our ^oint -Iooklike a cavalry recruiting
station. I write the exchange not to send .any .niore sixsheet^ of -jE^i^olt

and his horse, Tony. In fact I told them that I was going, to get out my
own sixsheet. It would have a horse on it, too, a dead horse with a white
Wing standing on the dead horse waving his shovel and broom saying
something. Well some giiy with a sense of humor wrote- back .'saying*

'That picture would be good if I .intended making a personal appearance.'
They should have the guys at the exchanges write the pictures, thej^'d be
funnier; I mean the comedies.
Aggie and me were listening to Fibber MpGee and Molly the othev

night on the radio, and they're swell. Aggie sez they're, a couple of old
time vaudeville people putting it over big, so.jvhy couldn't weV X thought
sure she had the show business bug out of her head, but every once in a
while it comes out in her. I said ain't you satisfied tis being in show
business out here? And she sez, 'You don't call this thing show business.'

I don't blame her much being disgusted at times,.' Everybody comes out
and pans the' pictures to her in the box . office. T'he other, diky; she told, a
woman that complained, 'Mdy I only seU the* tickets for tnefti) I don't
make 'em.' One guy came up to her the other hight^ and said, ;:'|When are
you going to have a Francis Biiahmatt picture? ' AiG^Ic( still do;h't know if

the guy was sarcastic or on the level.

Well, I guess the boys and girls back there are sbt^y Vaudieville isn't

back. What a great spot for gags with' this Chinese tfhil J^'pi^ce' break-
ing out. Looks like the columnists took Jhe place of >^udeviUe. Well,

everybody .'sed it was coming b&bk under ft different form!:'; Keep your nose
tidy se?, . .

-

Your pal,

Ufiv.
P. S.—^Bud Freeman sez a hypoCrondlac is a guy -that .gets a headat|h«

from running only one feature.

Newsreelers Refuse To
Pay for Sports Coverage

Newsreels are expected to present

a united front in the next few weeks
and nix any effort to get them io

sign a pact with operators of the

Cleveland national air races. All but
one of five reels signed for the Los
Angeles aerial circus last September,
and this one, Universal, now is be-

ing sued for $25,000.

Newsreels figure that coverage of

any sports event is doing the pro-

moters or managers a favor. Esti-

mated that one newsreel subject

reaches' more people than any 10

newspapers. It is following to a

large extent the old tactics of stay-

ing politely and uniformly away
from any major sports or other

events if there is any indication that

the newsreels are not wanted or any
desire on the part of the manage-
ment to put on restrictions.

Tyler'» 12-Episoder .

Hollywood, Aug, 17.

Universal
.
places 'Tim Tyler's

Luck,' 12-part serial, before the

cameras tomorrow (Wed.) on a six-

week shooting sked.

. Henry Macrae and Ben Koenig are

co-producers with Clifford Smith
and Ford Beebe co-directors.

FILM ON REUGIOUS

TOLERANCE ALL SET

NATTEFORD'S 'BORF
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Jack Natteford is scripting 'Born
to the West,' which the Harold

I

Hurley unit will produce at Para-
1 mount.

Charles Barton will direct.

Z Film Creditorg In Bankruptcy
Boris L. Feinblatt, salesman, 336

Central Park West, (N. Y., filed an
involuntary petition in bankruptcy
yesterday (Tuesday) in U. S. Dis-
trict Court, N. Y. He listed his
liabilities at $81,194 and no assets.

Among creditors named are High-
Art Pictures Corp, 729 Seventh ave-
nue, for $1,000, and $400 to Warner
Bio.>>.' Connecticut Thealios Corp,
for rent.

Two films, oiie dealing with the
importance of tolerance among
people of all faiths, and the other
with the far-reaching infiuence of
different cultures upon the world's
civilization, will have their pre-
miere showing at the 1937 Williams-
town Institute of Human Relations,

which will be held at Williams Col-
lege in Massachusetts from Aug. 30-

to Sept. 3 under- auspices of the Na-
tional Conference - of ' Jews . and
Christians. .

The film, "This Thing Called Tol-
erance," reveals . the history and
present activities of • the University
Religious Conference, which for a
number of years has conducted ex-
periments in human relations among
students of all religious groups on
the campuses of the University of
California in Los Angele.'< and the
University of Southern California-
The Univer-tity of Religlpu.<<. Confer*
cnce is an organization headed by
a Roman Catholic bishop, a Protes-
tant bishop and a Jewish rabbi.

These leaders, supported by their

respective denomlnation.Si have rec-

ognized the fact that although men
and women may differ widely in
their religious outlooks, they never-
theless have a common purpose in

working together for the advance-
ment of American ideal.s*.. The idea
for the picture was originated by
Gerry Fitzgerald and was produced
at. the RKO -studios with the co-

operation of H. L. Giimbiner. presi-

dent of the Gumbiner Synchro-
Sound Company, and Sol Lesser,

president of Principal Productions.
Ca.st refused to accept .salaries for

their work and RKO donated the

facilities.

DUO ON Ma 'FORGETS'
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Metro has assigned Kubec Glas-
mon and Martin Mooney to script

'I'll Never Forget,' which Lou Os-
trow will produce.
Film is .skoded /or aiil.unin produc-

I tion.
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Par Strike
tCisrttiinued- from page 3)

ant, was called as a witness for the

plaintiff, Paramount, a rare court

procedure.
Aarons admitted that his organiza-

tion had. spread propaganda urging

the boycott, against Pararriount to

other exhib orgs- all over the United
States. He said the boycott, if suc«

cessful, would cost Par between
$8,000,000 and $10,000,000 in a year.

Par's Anti-Trust Cry

William A. Schftader, Par's mouth-
piece, pounced this testimony and
said it proved thafUMPTO was vio-

lating the Clayton and Sherman Acts
in the restraint of ' trade in inter-

state commerce.
Colder denied thiS'-' He contended

it was perfectly • legal to 'induce' a

fellow exhibitor to join in a fight

•when they were fighting a 'common'
enemy.' Colder, sprung a bombshell
in the closing moments, of the hear-
ing when he alleged that Par was
coming into the suit with 'unclean

hands,'- •

'The plaintiff is asking the Court
for protection under a contract which
this court has itself declared illegal,'

Colder said.

He referred to the double feature

clause in Par contracts, which ^yas

declared void by the U. .S. District

Coxirt and is xxovr /swsXiir^ii^ii^^r
merit in the Court bf r^'A^pii^aisi

Schnader appeared stunned-*', ftff

moment, but recovered to exclaim
that this phase of Golder's argument
was 'irrelevant.'

Schnader asked the Court to re-

new the temporary restraining order,

but Judge Dickinson said it was
unnecessary after Colder promised
that his clients would preserve the
'status quo' and refrain from picket-

ing.

NW Allled's Defense

Minneapolis, Aug. 17.

The legal right of Northwest Allied

States' members and other indepen-
dent exhibitors 'to agree together not
to do business with Paramount untQ
it shows good faith in performing
its obligations' is contended in their

answer to the suit bi'ought by the

latter company, alleging a conspiracy
in violation of the Sherman anti-

trust act and seeking a i>ermanent
injunction to resti^ain'.the Northwest
Allied and exhibitors' picketing of

the Paramount exchange or theatres
showing its pictures and other in-

terference with its business. 'Inter-

ference' cited in the complaint in-

cludes an alleged buyers' sitdown
strike and intimidation of exhibitors
desiring to buy and show Paramount
pictures.

L. B. Schwdrtz, associate of for-

mer Chief Justice J. P. Devaney,
counsel for Northwest Allied and
the other defendants, whose illness

prevents his appearance, represent-
ing the defendants, claim in the an-
swer to the Paramount complaint,
just filed, that Paramount itself is

guilty of violation of the Sherman
anti-trust act by 'indulging in busi-
ness practices, common to the film

trade, which give the producer-dis-
tributors a stranglehold over ex-
hibitors.'

Schwartz further charges that

Paramount has perpetrated a fraud
by obtaining exhibitors' signatures to

an invalid contract, that it showed
bad faith in not keeping promises
made orally and in trade paper ads
to deliver pictures involved in the

present controversy, and that its po-
sition that the time of release or

pictures sold in its contracts, deter-

mining whether the films should be
delivered, is' subject to its 'uncon-
trollable whim,' is untenable under
the law.
Declaring that Paramount, thus.

Comes into an equity court with 'un-
clean hands,' Schwartz argues in the

answer that the company is barred
from seeking a restraining order in

this instance and he asks for a dis-

missal of the suit.

Validity of Contract

When the, case is argued before
Judge G. H. Nordbye in federal dis-

trict court here Aug. 19, the court
will be asked to pass on the validity
of the standard form of film con-
tract employed by Paramount and
the legality of distributors' present
method of doing business. Both are
attacked by Schwartz in his answer.
Schwartz claims the Paramount

film contract is invalid and unenforc-
able because it is one-sided and not
binding on both parties. Under it,

he ar^es, exhibitors cannot tell

what pictures they will receive and,
due to the classification plan and
prevailing practice of non-deliveries,
"What the flflifl cost per picture will
be. The plan employed by dis-

tributors to deliver films accord in.tj

'to their whims' is illeg.il and

strangles exhibitors, he contends.
At some length, Schwartz' explains

that the defendants' activities were
caused by Paramount's failure to de-
liver pictures 'promised' when the
1936-37 contracts were sold and its
efforts now to sell these films at a
higher price. He avers that 'dis-
tributors have been in the habit of
gyping exhibitors by failing to de-
liver pictures' in the lower alloca-
tions and thus raising the cost per
picture above the amount provided
4h the contract,

'On this occasion. Paramount, not
satisfied with allocating pictures to
higher classifications, decided to'
\yithhold these pictures which had
been promised and were ready for
delivery,' Schwartz says, 'The rea-
son for this was because the tom-
pariy had produced so many flops
and. the percentage returns from its
product were so disappointing. So
that, before the 1936-37 season for
delivery was finished, it held out
these good box-office pictures with
leading stars and offered them for
res/ale ' fqj higher percentages than
before.'

Continued
, a Week

.

Hearing on the federal court order
to show:, .cause why a tetbpoiraiy inr
junction shoiJld.. not . be
schedule^ last: Miixksdisii^:^^

obtained the . iti;intinuante;.iiint&^^

week to pei^ftit.liiimvfui'meir.t
prepare his '*ca^e7 --.Tlie court ai'sa

granted Schwartz's motion for mod-
ification of that part of its temporary
restraining order prohibiting the de-
fendants from 'any act^ in further-
ance of the conspiracy' and limited
it to specific acts complained against,
'My clients don't want to go to jail

and they wish to know just virhat

they can do and what they can't,'

Schwartz told the court.
The temporary restraining order

continues in effect pending the hear-
ing this week and the court's de-
cision. It was issued Aug. 5, but
picketing of the Paramount exchange
continued until four days later due
to the delay in obtaining seirvice of
the order. David Shearer,' attorney
fr Paramount, wished to serve Presi-
dent W. A. Steffes of Northwest Al-
lied Sftates, but the latter left on a
vacation at the time the suit was filed

and his office refused to divulge .his

destination so that he would not be
disturbed. He is due to return this

week. In his absence, other North-
west Allied officials and individual
exhibitors were served.
In its complaint against Northwest

Allied and the individual exhibitors
being sued, Paramount alleges a

conspiracy in restraint of trade and
other possible anti-trust violations;

a buyers' sitdown strike that will

interfere with the interstate trade
and commerce in motion pictures,'

inability to deliver pictures in ac-

cordance with its contracts, causing
it to suffer loss of large sums of

money; intimidation of exhibitors

desiring to buy and play Paramount
pictures and the coercion of exhibi-

tors into breaching their contracts.

The suit is a duplicate of the one
filed in Philadelphia.

Northwest Allied claims more than
230 exhibitors in the territory are

participating in the strike, having
pulled all Paramount features and
shorts dates and refusing to nego-
tiate for new-season product. The
strike has resulted in a spurt of

newsreel business for other ex-

changes.

Exhibs' Slant In N. Y.

While Philadelphia court has case

under advisement and Minneapolis
.court delays making the restraining

order a permanent injunction to

halt picketing against Paramount
exchanges and films, exhibitors in

New York were attempting to sum
up the significance of the situation.

It all simmers down to the fact that

the theatre operators involved in

the present situation around Philly

and in Minnesota are striving to

obtain Par's pictures cheaper with-

out employing accepted practices.

When exhibitors complained in

the past about losing coin on first-

line productions, the usual course of

redress was to obtain an adjustment

on their contracts by conferring

with the company's branch ijtian-

ager. In order to do this, the ex-
hibitor is required to show his

books thereby sustaining his point

that the product did not stand up or

that it played to disappointing busi-

ness.

None of those Involved in the

Philadelphia area have been willing

to. unveil their books or. have
shown any inclination to follow the

customary procedure in seeking any
adjustment, according to reports re-

ceived in N, Y,
Previously when exhibits

squawked that films were clucks,
the result has been that the ex-
hibitor has sought an adjustment on
his contract. Experiehce has shown
that often, especially when coming
at the end of a product season, this
has produced satisfactory results be-
cause the distributor desires to ob-
tain favorable deals in the ensuing
season from the very exhibitor who
is complaining.

Picketinjr Legality

Present campaign in the courts,
according to trade interpretation, is

simply whether or not picketing
against Par is to be permitted.
Justification for picketing has pro-
duced the old Philadelphia dual dis-
pute for court perusal. In this ac-
tion over double bills, the court
:handed down a memo ruling and
then recalled it almost immediately
after issuance, with none issued
since. Double feature case was
brought in by. exhibitors involved at
Philadelphia to show that Par con-^
tracts were a -violation of this, so-
called ruling.

,

Distributors -and exhibitors both
are watching these efforts at picket-
ing

. against Paramount olbsely be-
cause of unusual phases. For in-
stance, as far as could ^be. ascer-
tained this week, no suit ' claiming
violation of- contract has been filed
against Par&m^unt , although ' there
.are,-rB^te(£!^I^v^ 10,000 Par con-
tractfei;'^ ^TOicB.. Instead, ttie

i>i;clc6t;iiif^ippe^^|^as -been , adopted!

'

g^%^t-v<i . ov- more pic-
'•^ipf^y::^^\ tfif^?^ch- are road--
shov^ing'Tri^ N-''Y: and one in Los'
Angeles^ constituting putting pres--
sure on Paramount to compel theijj'

delivery this season and at Ipvv.

rentals, according to best trade
opinion. Because the maximum
number of Class A and B films have
been given exhibitors . on the Par
contracts, the company would have
to deliver these at the lowest prices
under. the contract. One estimate is

that this would mean releasing two
pictures, costing in excess of $1,-

000,000, with the chance that each
would not gross as much as actual
cost.

OHIO'S $163,106 NET

FROM PIX FEES IN '36

Columbus, Aug, 17.

.
Censorship is a headache to film

companies^ but not to State of Ohio

—

unless it comes from adding up fig-

ures. Last year the state cleared
$163,106 net profit in the division of
film censorship. Fees—at $3 a reel
on every print of film exhibited in
the state—amounted to $187,888, out
of which $24,782 went for operation
of the department.

Profits are split two ways, half go-
ing for visual education and half for
state operating expenses.

Audience Audibly Votes
Taboo on *Cash Nights*

Utica, N. Y., Aug. 17.

By a rousing vote of 'no' an
Olympic theatre audience went on
record for abolishment of 'Cash
Night.' Manager Harry Coodwin
asked for a vote with those in favor
of continuance saying 'Yes,' There
were a scattered few. The opposi-
tion vote left no room for doubt.
Cash at stake totaled $450 Tues-

day night when vote was taken and
drawings were held for $250 and
$200, There were no winners.

Stearns Moves Up
Henry Stearns, who grew up with

the Saenger organization and was
managing the Strand, Meridian,
Miss., is now a division operator for

the circuit with headquarters at

Hatticsburg, Miss. His territory em-
braces the ea.stern portion of Mis-
sissippi and in addition to Hattics-

burg and Meridian, takes in Saenger
operations in Biloxi, Gulfport, both
in Mississippi, and Mobile, Ala,

Horace Hoagland is in charge of

the Strand, Meridian, as succes.sor to

Stearns in that post.

$10,000 Theatre Blaze
Hahira, Ga., Aug. 17.

This prosperous tobacco market's
Gold Leaf theatre went up in smoke
Wednesday (H) when fire broke out
in projection room, spread quickly
and consumed building before
volunteer fire department could do
much about it. Patrons kept their

collective heads and none was hurt.

Blaze threatened entire downtown
area, including three large "tobacco

warehouses, before apparatus from
nearby Adel and Valdosta arrived

to brihg it under control. Loss set

at $10,000,

Those 'Zola' Ads
Not since the same company's

'Midsummer Night's Dream' has
there been shown in the New York
papers a suite of advertisements that
in their elegance convey the inipres-
sion of reial value such as is now
being used on Warner Bros, 'Life of
Eniile Zola' for its premiere at the
Hollywood theatre. New Yprk. They
were prepared • under S. Charles
Einfeld.
, Like the 'Dream' ads, the cus-
tomary fat black types, supposedly
indicative of immensity, is out. The
"Zola* displays are mostly in a style
of lettering that.might.be expected
from a society stationer rather than
show business. They are the last
word in elegance, and . yet display
value has not beeii one whit sacri-
ficed. The very absence of ink
blotches make these displays dis-
tinctive on any page through con-
trast,- At the same tim^ the effect
gives a proper idea of the nice dis-
crimination with which -the subject
has been treated. To use an ovcr-
woilced phrase, they are class in
ev£ry lipe and a credit to their
creator, and the company he," repre-
sents.

These probably will " be made,
available through the campaign book
wlien the picture comes .to general
release, " The exhibitor who docs not
make generous Use of them, will be,
short-sigjited indeed.

Toasted 'Toast'

Omaha,
'Toast of Neiw York' offers sev-

eral possibilities for tie-ups with ho-
tels, cafe and bars since consider-
able attention is'focused on food and
drink in the film, Louise Cotter of
the Brandeis worked out a nifty ar-
rangement with Sam Josephson of
the Hill hotel here, .

' Week before opening day Joseph-
son advertised and gave away free
with a dinner in his coffee shop a
'Toast of New York'' champagne-
cocktail. Worked as strong come-
on for hotel's dining room giving
good opportunity for ' advertising.
Gag was high-spot of heavy cam-
paign and very appropriate since
some of picture's ads show Arnold,
film's star, offering toast.
Display tie-ups were arranged

with railroads because of theme of
pix. Libraries joined in because of
book. Orchestras lent help to songs,
and newsstands helped ballyhoo be-
cause of spread in 'Life,'

Boosting Playground
Lancaster, Pa.

Acute shortage of cash in city play-
ground budget here gave Ray
O'Connell, manager of the Capitol
theatre, a chance to pyll the best
goodwill builder of the season.
O'Connell arranged a benefit show

with all the proceeds going to the
Playground Association, Affair,
which began at midnight 'Wednesday
(11) drew so much support from night
spots and other houses that show did
not break until after 3 a.m.
Program consisted of 15 acts of

vaude headed by Bob Hope, who
drove here from New York to do
the show and then bustled right
back again, two shorts and a feature.

Benefit was strictly gratis with
WB furnishing, the house help and
pictures and talent kicking in their
time. Revenue was sufficient to as-
sure pla.ygrounds cash for the bal-
ance of the season.

General Help
Because the story of 'High, Wide

and Handsome' in some respects
parallels that of the Tidewater
Oil Co., the latter kicked in with a
1,200 line ad in the N, Y. papers
plugging the 'ooening. It also
whooped it up on an eight station
radio ride, but .this was of small ad-
vantage to the New 'York run, since
the stations were out of town. It

will probably help later when the
picture goes to general' release.
More directly helpful was the dis-

tribution of 250,000- heralds at Tide-
water stations within a 75 mile
radius of the city.

Does It with Food
,. Indianapolis,

Claude Allison, manager of the
nabe Strand, has found out that the
quickest way .to his boxoffice is thru
the stomachs of the kids in hi.s

neighborhood. House was packed
with 450 moppets last week when
Allison staged an catinli contest.

First heat was a watermelon eat-
ing event, was won by a girl. Next
were two pie eating contests, one for
girls and one for the boys, "This was
followed by. a novel banana eating
contest. Two girls were blindfolded
and sat on stage, facing each other.
Each • was required to peel her
banana and feed it to the other.
Dissention was avoided by awarding
both girls prizes. Banana gag was
repeatfed for benefit of boys. .

Show wound up with ja sacl« x^cs.
AUisoh states that event' was

'
pVtiflt-

able, but competitors are clalijiing

that his food orgy will h\ake the kids
so sick they won't be able to g^f o.ut

to a 'show for weeks.

Candid Faces
St. Louis.

In absence ot Homer H, Harmon,

&, a., who is" vacationing, Harry
rawford, mgr. pf Fanchon & Marco's

downtown de' luxer. Ambassador,
conceived utilization of candid cam-
era fad for a sWell exploitation fov
'New Faces of 1937.' Crawfoffl and
several aids mugged passersby dui'-

ing noon hour and a flock of pix
were posted -on huge display board
in theatre* lobby with the billing 'New
Faces/ Other notices,, calling atten-
tion to. disi)lay, .were placed outside
of theatre. •

Ho every person Identifying their
^hiz , a pair of -ducats to show was
awarded*- Another tleup made by
Crawford wfts one with Stix-Baer &
Fuller, downtown deptt store, which
yielded one of its largest windows
for display of plaster paris caricature
head models' ot"^ stars in leature.
Both stunts 'cr'eated eohsiplerable In-
terest and helped b. o. activity.

Another: Bamberger
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO sales

promotion m'Sflefger, is • in vfiih an-
other novelty mailing bit. This time
it's for Bobby Bre'en in 'Make a
Wish' and is an eight-page sales talk
with a heavy paper cover. Front
carries the title and the name of the
recipient, both printed. Rest has a
picture of Breen holding up a white
metal wishbone With a pin for at-
taching to the coat laoel.
Piece goes to 6,500 exhibs in the

U. S. and Canada, to 2,000 in Eng-
land and 600 in Australia, which
means about 7,000 linotype slugs for
the names. That's some job, but it

gets attention, and Bam seems to
have, found these novelties well
worth while,

Theatre' Changes

Los Angeles.

Harry Milsteln has acquired tha
Elite, 900-seat subsequent run thea-
tre on Wllshire blvd., from J. P.
Neist. He also operates the Flor-
ence (nabe) here.

Oklahoma City,
The State Theatre, Inc, issued a

building permit for a $15,000 house
'to be built !at 206 West Reno-Avenue,

Opelika, Ala,
Roy E. Martin, operator of a chain

of movie picture houses in Alabama,
Georgia and Florida, has authorized
construction of a new building here.
To seat 1,500,

New York.
Sam Lelkowllz, formerly with

Warner exchange, N, Y„ has Joined
J, M, Seider's Prudential Playhouses,
Inc., as general manager.

Spark Plugging 'Zehda'

Hollywood,
Tieup has been completed involv-

ing Autolite Spark Plugs. Shaltucic &
Ettinger agency here, and Selznick
International whereby- Autolilc'.s
product and S-I's new film. 'The
Prisoner of Zenda,' will be jointly
exploited in 300 cities and via na-
tional mags, including .the Saturday
Evening Post, Collier's, Life and
Liberty,
Mag inserts by Autolite outfit will

be sent to cities where the picture
is showing, also will provide 7.500
window displays for dealers with
life-size portrait of Madclciiic Car-
roll:

Denver,
;

Chester Bell,. Denver Paramount
I
exchange manager, succeeded Harry
Golub as president of Rocky Mt.
Screen Club. Golub resigned in-
tending to take ian extended trip, Joe
Dekker now first v, pres,, and Frank
Gulp .second v, p.
A. C. Stalsup new city manftger

for Wcstland. Inc., Greeley, Colo.
F. C, LeRoy, formerly Chicago ex-

hibitor, is on the Grand National
staff as salesman out of Denver, suc-
ceeding George Hartley,
Ruby L. Collins; United ArHst«

salesman, has lea,sed the new Serf
theatre in Las Cruces, N, M.

1 Calvestoji.
Jeffor.son Theatre Co., Beaumont,

has purchased the Stocpplpian the-
atre, Silsbee.

Seaside StufI

Nate Cohen, of Atlantic City, got
a tremendous buildup for U. S.'s
'Knight Without Armor' by donating
the Marlene Dietr'ch cup for the
most outstanding act- of Valor by a
lifeguard.
Newspapers and radio took it up

whole-heartedly and got both locali-
ties and the visitors hopped up, to
tlie general bcneni of the picture.

Pittsburgh.
Warner Bro."}. Western Pennsyl-

vania district made several man-
agerial shifts effective Aug. 1. New
set-up sent Joseph Biele, assistant i^t

the Kenyon, Pittsburgh, to the
Grand, Greensburg; Harold Fried-
man, assistant at the Squirrel Hill
house, Pittsburgh, to the downtown
Ritz, vice Cress Smith, who resigned,
and Al Singer, who was assistant la
Joe Freeman, city manager in

i

Greensburg. to tain over the Strand
' in the .same city.
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Paramount Has Another
Smash Hit on Broadway!
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NewYork Film Critics sdy...

"Colorftil and exciting^

Cooper apd Raft contribute

grand performances. You'll

like it!" —Rose Pehwick,^

Evening Journal

fRobust and absorbing
entertainment'*

HowardBarnes, Herald'Trihun**'

''Higb adventure."l-Fran)k 5^

Nugent, New York Times

'*th rilling, gripping, cniH
nentjy satisfying."

I"

—

William Boehnel^-

World'Telegram

^"Seldom bas a sea disaster

been done so magnificently

on the screen."

—New York Sun

'A walloping picture. Coopier

and Raft roles-rich in color,,

sympathy and strength."

Bland Johaneson, Daily Mirror

'^Will rank with 'Mutiny oii]

the Bounty' as a thrilling and

romantic saga of the sea."^

-

—

Kate Cameron, Daily Netv»

Trade Paper Critics say . .

.

*'Big calibre entertainment

for any theatre."_Fi7m Daily

"Striking piece of mass enter*

lainment. In the big money
class unquestionably."

^

—

Daily Variety

*Tresli, basic subject matter

and a fine production tech-

nique will carry the picture

into the upper box-office

bracket."

^—Motion Picture Daily

"Smashing, dramatic narra-

tive, big in every element,

stunningly produced and
engrossingly entertaining

throughout."

—Hollywood Reporter

i

fa
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WEEK
OF

BELEASI
TITLE PRODUCER DISTRIB. TYPE TALENT DIRECTOR

6/25/37 DEVIL IS DRIVING
. GIRLS CAN PLAY
SWEETHEART OF THE NAVY
CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS

LAST TRAIN FROM MADRID
YOU CANT BEAT LOVE
A LAW MAN IS BORN
SING AND BE HAPPY
LOVE IN A BUNGALOW

ANOTHER bAWN

Col Col Melodrama
Ralph Cohn Col. Comedy

B. F. Zeidman GN Comedy
L. D. Lighton MGM Spectacle
G. M. Arthur Par Drama
Robert Sisk RKO Rom-Com
A. W. Hackel Rep Western
M, H. Feld 80th Musical
E. M. ASher U Rom-Com

WB WB Rom-Dr

R. Dlx-Joan Perry
. J. Wella-C. Quiffley
Erio LlndeiifC, Parker

F. Bartholomew-Spencer Tracy
L. Ayres->D. Lamour
P. Foster-J. Fontaine

J. M. Brown-I. Meredith
J. Davl3<-A. Marin
N. Grey>K. Taylor

K< Francls-E. Flynn

H. Lachman
L. Hillyer

D. Mansfield
V. Fleming
J. Hogan

C. Cabanne
Sam Newfield
H. Lchrmnn
Ray McCarey
W. Dieterle

I/HEN
TIME REVIEWED
MINS. BY VARIETY

09
69
63

115
85
60
61
67
67
73

7/7
6/30
7/7
6/19
0/23
6/30
7/7
6/23
7/7
6/23

7/2/37 A FIGHT TO THE FINISH
ONE MAN JUSTICE
ROARING TIMBER

RIDERS OF THE ROCKIES
THE EMPEROR'S CANDLESTICKS

THIRTEENTH MAN
MIDNIGHT MADONNA
FORLORN RIVER

NEW FACES OF 1937
SLAVE SHIP

DARK JOURNEY.
I COVER THE WAR
SINGING MARINE

R. Cohn Col Action
H. L. Decker Col Western
R, Flothow Col Outdoor
Ed Finney GN Western

J.' Considine MGM Rom-Dr
Lon Young Mono Mystery
E. Cohen Par Melodrama

Par Par Western
Edward Small RKO Musical
N. Johnson 20th Spectacle
V. Saville UA Drama
Trem Carr . U Drama
L. Edelman WB Musical

D. Perry-R. Keith
C. Starrett-B. Weelcs
Jaclc Holt-G. Bradley

Tex Ri'tter

Powell-Rainer
W. Heyburn-I. Courtney
W. Williaui^M. Correll
L. Crabbe-June Martel

M. Berle-J. Penner-H. Hilliard
W. Baxt«r-W. Beery-E. Allen
C. Veldt-V. Leich-J. Gardner
J. Wayne-D. Barclay-G. Gaze

D. Powell-D. Weston

C. C. Coleman
Leon Barsha
Phil Rosen

R. N. Bradbury
G. Fitzmaurice

W. Nigh
J. Flood
C. Barton

Leigh Jason
Tay Garnett
V. Saville
A. Lubin

Ray Enright.

58

67

95

50
35
105
90

69
105

7/7

7/14

6/30
8/4
1/Zt

7/7
6/23

7/7
7/7

7/9/37 THE TWO OF US
THE SHADOW STRIKES
BETWEEN TWO WOMEN
HOOSIER SCHOOLBOY

WILD MONEY
ON AGAIN, OFF AGAIN

BORN RECKLESS
WESTBOUND LIMITED
PUBLIC WEDDING
EMPTY HOLSTERS

Gainsborough Git Rom-Com
Alexanders GN Mystery
MGM MGM Drama

K. Goldsmith Mono Drama
Par Par Com-Dr

L. Marcus RKO Comedy
M. H. Feld ZOth Melodrama

McRae-Koenig U Rom-Dr
WB WB Com-Dr
WB WB Western

J. Hulbert-Gina Malo ' Lynn Shores
R. LaRocque-L. Anders G. Seitz

Tone-V. Bruce-^M. O'Snllivan R. Stevenson
M. Rooney-F. Shields W. Nigh

E. E. Horton«L. Campbell Louis King
Wheeler-Woolsey-E. Mulr Edw. Cline
B. Donleyy-IU Hudson M. St. Clair
L. Talbot-P. Rowks F. Beebe
J. Wyman-M. Wilson Nick Grinde
D. Foran-P. Walthall B. Eason

61
87
62
70
66
60

7/14
8/11
6/30
8/4 ,

8/11
7/81

7/16/37 IT CAN'T LAST FOREVER H. L. Decker Col Rom.-Com. R. Bellamy-B. Furness Ham. MacFadden 68 7/7
KING SOLOMON'S MINES GB GB Spectacle A, Lee-R. Younsf-Robe^on R. Stevenson 80 6/30

BOOTS OF DESTINY Condor GN Western Ken Maynard A. Rosson 39 7/28
BLAZING BARRIERS K. Goldsmith Mono Drama F. CoirhIan-E. Arnold, Jr. A. Scotte

RIDERS OF THE DAWN R. N. Bradbury Mono Western Jack Randall . R, N. Bradbury 53 8/18
TOPPER Hal Roach MGM Comedy C. Bennett-R. Younr N. MacLeod 98 7/14

EASY LIVING A. Hornblow, Jr. Par Comedy J. Arthur-R. Milland M. Leisen 88 7/7
SUPER SLEUTH Edw. Small RKO Mystery J. Oakie-A. Sothern Ben Stoloff 75 7/14
THE RED ROPE A. W. Hackel

.
Rep Western Bob 'Steele-L. January S, Roy Luby 60 7/21

THE CALIFORNIAN Sol Lesser 20th Western Rl Arlen-R. Cortes Gus Meins 59 7/7
EVER SINCE EVE Cosmo WB Rom-Com M. Davies-R. Montfomery L. Bacon 77 6/30

7/23/37 RENDEZVOUS IN ALPS
SARATOGA

PARADISE ISLE
RUSTLER'S VALLEY
THE BIG SHOT

THE LADY. ESCAPES
KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOR

TOWN SCOUT

J. Hagen GN . Rom-Dr
Hyman-Emerson MGM Rom-Dr
Dorothy Reid Mono Drama
H. Sherman Par Western
Maury Cohen RKO • Comedy
L. L. Landau 20th Rom-Com
A. Korda UA Drama
WB WB Comedy

J. Baxter-A, Buahel
Gable-Harlow
Movita-W. Hull
Willlaih Boyd

C. Wltherspoon-KlbbeiB
M. Whalen-G. Stuart
Dietrich-Robert Donat
D. Woods-J. Madden

B. Vorhaus
Jack Conway
A. G. Collins
Nate Watt
Edw. Killy

Eugene Forde
J. Feyder
Louis King

7/30/37 A DANGEROUS ADVENTTURE
WBffiRE THERE'S A WILL

SMALL TOWN BOY
LONDON BY NIGHT

LEGION OF MISSING MEN
EXCLUSIVE

TOAST OF NEW YORK
WEE WILLIE WINKIE
VOGUES OF 1938
THE ROAD BACK
MARRY THE GIRL

BULLDOG DRUMMOND AT BAY

W. MacDonald Col Action
Gainsborough GB Rom-Dr
Zion Myers GN Comedy
S. Zimbalist MGM Mystery

I. E. Chadwick Mono Drama
Ben Glazer Par Melodrama
Edw. Small RKO Rom-Dr
Gene Markey 20th Drama
,W. Wanger UA Musical

Grainger-Whale U Drama
WB WB Comedy
Rep Rep Melodrama

D. Terry-R. Keith
Will Hay-Lilli Palmer
S. Erwin-J. Compton

L. G. Carroll-R. Johnson
Ralph Forbes

F. MacMurr»y-F. Farmer .

E. Arnold-F. Farmer-Oakle
S. Temple-V. McLaslcn
W. Baxter-J. Bennett

J. Kinjr-B. Read-A. Devin*
Mary Boland-II. Herbert

J. Lodfc-D. Mackaiil

D. R. Lederman
M. Varnell
Glenn Tryon
W. Thiele

H. McFadden
Al Hall

Rowland V, Lee
John Ford

I. Cummings
J. Whale

Wm. McGann
Norman Lee

90
73
58
60

99

7/14
7/28
7/7
A/n

6/16

70 8/4

73 7/21
93 7/14

105 6/30
115 8/4
105 6/23
66 8/4

8/4

07 8/4
8/6/37 BLONDE TROUBLE

REPORTED MISSING
RANGER STEPS IN

MYSTERY OF HOODED HORSEMAN
TtlE GOOD EARTH
THE OUTER GATE
WINDJAMMER

BOOTHILL BRIGADE
YOU CANT HAVE EVERYTHING

STELLA DALLAS
SAN QUENTIN

SEA RACKETEERS

Par Par Musical
E. M. Asher U Melodrama

Col Col Western
Ed Finney GN Western
I. Thalberg MGM Drama

I. E. Chadwick Mono Drama
G, Hirliman RKO Action
A. W. Haickel 20th Western

L. Schwab 20th Musical
S. Goldwyn UA Drama

WB WB Melodrama
A, Schaefer Rep Melodrama

L. Overman-E. Whitney
Wm. Garg:an-J. Rogers
B. Allen-E. Stewart

Tex Ritter
Paul Muni-Lulse Rainer

Ralph Forbes
George O'Brien-C. Worth
J. M. Brown-C. Rochelle

Alice Faye-Ritz Bros. Ameche
Stanwyck-Boles

p. O'Brien-H. Borart
W. Heyburn-J. Madden

G. Archainbaud
M. Carrjuth

S. G. Bennett
Ray Taylor
S. Franklin

H. MacFadden
• Ewing Scott
Sam Newfleld
N. Taurog
King VidOr
L. Bacon

H. MacFadden

8/13/37 ARTISTS AND MODELS
LOVE TAKES FLIGHT

LUCK OF ROARING CAMP
HIDEAWAY

ONE MILE FROM HEAVEN
HANDY ANDY (Reissue)

DANCE, CHARLIE, DANCE
DEVIL'S SADDLE LEGION

8/20^37 SHE'S NO LADY
OUTLAWS OF THE ORIENT
KING OF THE SIERRAS

SHADOWS OF THE ORIENT
BROADWAY MELODY OF '38

FLIGHT FROM GLORY
LOVE UNDER FIRE

MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR
FOOTLOOSE HEIRESS

GOD'S COUNTRY AND MAN
HOPALONG BIDES AGAIN
PUBLIC COWBOY NO. 1

B. P. Schulberg Par Melodrama
Col Col Outdoor

Condor GN Western
L. Darmour Mono Drama

Jack Cummings MGM Musical
Robert Sisk RKO Action
N. Johnson 20th Rom-Com
M LeRoy WB. Rom-Com
WB WB Rom-Com

R. N. Bradbury Mono Outdoor
H. Sherman Par Western

S. C. Siegel Rep Western

Dvorak-John Trent
J. Holt-Mae Clark
Thunder and Rex

R. Toomey-E. Ralston
R. Taylor-E. Powell-S. Tucker

O. Stevens-W. Bourne
L. Youns-D. Ameche
K. Baker-J. Wyman

C. Reynolds-A. Sheridan
T. Keene-C. Henry

William Boyd
Gene Autry-S. Burnette

C. Vidor
E. B. Schoedsack

A. Rosson
B. Lynwood
R. Del Ruth
D. Silverstein
G. Marshall
A. E. Green
Wm. Clemens

R. N. Bradbury
L. Selander

J. Kane

8 27/37 IT'S ALL YOURS
KING SOLOMON'S MINES
TRAILING TROUBLE

BAD GUY
WHERE THE WEST BEGINS

ATLANTIC FLIGHT
ON SUCH A NIGHT
MAKE A WISH

THINK FAST. MR. MOTO
WESTERN GOLD

DEAD END
CONFESSION

9 '3 /37 SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT

BIG CITY
SOULS AT SEA

SHEIK STEPS OUT
THIN ICE

PRISONER OF ZENDA

, Wm. Perlberg Col
GB GB

Condor GN
Harry Rapf MGIVI

R. N. Bradbury Mono
William Berke Mono
Em. Cphen Par
Sol Lesser RKO
Sol Wurtzel 20th
Sol Wurtzel 20th

Sam Goldwyn • UA
WB WB

Scliertzingcr GN

Norman Krasna MGM
Hathaway-Jones Par

H. Schlom Rep
R. Griffith 20th
D. Selznick UA

Comedy M. Carroll-F. Lederer
Spectacle A. Lee-R. Young-Robeson
Western Ken Maynard

Melodrama B. Cabot-J. Chatburn
Western Jack Randall
Western D. Merrill-Lambie

Melodrama K. Morley-G. Richardn
Musical B. Brecn-B. Rathbonc

Melodrama Lorre-V. Field
Western S. Ballew-H. Angel
Drama S. Sidney-J, McCrea

Rom-Drama K. Francis-I. Hunter

E. Nugent
R. Steven.son
A. Rosson
E. Cahn

R. N. Bradbury
William Nigh
E. A. Dupont .

K. Neumann
Norman Foster
H. Bretherton
William Wyler

Joe May

Musical

Melodrama
Drama
Rom-Dr
Musical
Rom-Dr

Cagney-£. Daw

Tr^cy-Rainer
Cooper-Raft

Novarro-L. Lane
Henie-Power-Treacher
B. Colnian-M. Carroll

Schertzinger-
Myers

F. Borzage
H. Hathaway
Irving Pichel
S. Lanfleld

J, Cromwell

110

104
70

100

65

71

66

90
8i^

89

8/4
2/10

7/28
7/28
7/28

L. E. Gensler Par Musical J. Benny-G. Patrick Raoul Walsh 95 8/4
Condor GN Rom-C6m B. Cabot-Beatrice Roberts Conrad Nagel

J. H. Steele Mono Outdoor O. Davis, Jr.-J. Woodbury I. V. Willat

Cliff Reid RKO Drama F. Stone-M. Lord Richard Rosson 60 7/21
Sol Wurtzel 20th Rom-Dr C. Trevor-S. Blane Allan Dwan 68 7/21
Sol Wurtzel 20th Comedy W. Rogrers-R. Taylor D. Butler

WB WB Comedy S. Erwin-Jean Mulr F. McDonald
WB WB Western Dick Foran-Ann Nagel B. Connolly

8/18

115 8/18
66 8/11
70 8/11
86 7/28

6.'30

8/13

8/18

8/4
7/21

8 11
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AND AT THE RIVOLI, N. Y. 6 days of hold-over

week beat entire 2nd week of "Road to Glory"—20th's record-

holder here! HELD FOR 3rd WEEK/OF COURSE!
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CALENDAR OF FOREIGN RELEASES

BO

(Most of these available with English titles)

Abyssinia (Russ) (Amkino), War record. 63 mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 18.

Alia en Rancho Grande (Sp). Mexican musical. Tito Gulzar. Dir. Fernando
de Fuentes. 90 mins. Rel. Nov. 15. Rev. Dec. 2.

Amour ae Toni, Les (Fr) (Metropolis), Heavy drama. Dir. Jean Renoir. 80
mins. ReL Nov. 1. Rev. Nov, 18.

Asl Es La Mujer (Sp). Frothy romance. Dir. Jose Bohr. 70 mins, Rel. Oct. 19.
Amphytrlon (Fr) (Ufa). German-made French talker. Henri Garat. 'Dir. Rein-

hold Schxmzel. 88 mins. Rel March 15. Rev. March 31.
Arshln Mai Alan (Armenian). Operetta. Dir. Setrag Vartian. 40 mins. Rel.

March 1. Rev. March 10,

Ausust der Starke (Ger) (Casino). Historical drama with music. Michaer
Bohnen, Lll Daffover. Dir. Paul Wegener. 101 mins. Rel. Jan. 15. Rev.
Feb. 3.

Baratsagos. Arcot Kerek (Hung) (Danubia).Romantic farce. Szoke Szakail. 70
mins. Rel. Oct. 1.

-

Barcarole .(Ufa) (Ger), Offenbach's opera. Gustav Froehlich. Dir.' Brlc
Neusser. 83 mins. Rel. Oct 15 Rev Oct 21

Bedzle LepieJ (Pol) (Polish-American). , Comedy. Dir. M, Waszynskiego. 95
minsi Rel. March 15. Rev. April 7.

Befehl ist Befehl (Ger) (Casino). Army farce, Weiss Ferdl, Dir, A. Elling.
70 mins. ReL Nov. 15.

Betterstudent, Der (Ger) (Ufa). Millocker's opera. Marikka Rokk. Dir. Georg
Jacoby. 75 mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 30.

Btrobfdjlan (Russ) (Amkino), Life in Soviet's Jewish colony. Dir. V. Korsch-
Sablln. 84 mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev Oct. 21

Beethoven Concerto (Russ) (Amkino). Light children's yarn. Dir. V. Schmid-
hoff. 65 mins. Rel. March 15. Rev. March 31.

BUnde Passagiere (Ger) (Tobis). Comedy. Pat and Patachon. Dir. Fred Saur.
80 mins. Rel. March 1. Rev. March 24.

Boiek and LoMc''(Pol). 'Musical comedy. Dir. J. Rosen. 87 mins. Rel. Dec. 1.

Rev. Dec. 16.

Calandria, La (Sp). Romance of a singer. Dir. Fernando de Fuertes. 60 mins.
Rel. Oct, 1. ^

Ctellto Lindo (Sp). Mexican made romance. Dir. R, O'Quigley. 80 mins, Rel.
Nov. 1. • •

Crisis Mundlal (Sp). Comedy romancfe. Dir. Benito Perojo. 80 mins. Rel.
Feb 15

.

Daro iin MlUone (It) (New World). Romantic comedy. Dir. Mario Camerinl.
75 mins. Rel. March 15. Rev. April 7.

Dinero ed Amore (It) (New World). Florentine legend. Dir. Guido Brigone. 90
mins, Rel. March 1. Rev. March 24.

Drel Blaue Jungs (Ger) (Casino). Nazi naval life. Dir. Carl Boese. 90 mins.
Rel. Dec. 15. 'Rev. Jan. 13.

DunapartI Randevn (Hung) (Danubia). Romahtic farce. Dir. Istvan Szekely.
85- mins. Rel. March 15. Rev. March 31.

Ed«s Mostoha (Hung) (Danubia). Kid's yarn. Dir. Bela Balogh. 0$ mins.

Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 16. ... .

ElB Lied, Ein Kuss, Eln Maedel (Ger) (Germania). Cinderella agam, .with

music, Gustav Froehlich, Martha Eggerth. Dir. Geza von Bolvary; 08

mins. ReL Dec. 1. Rev. Dec 16,
, „ «,

EInmaleins- dw Llebe, Das (Ger) (Casino). Costume film. Dir. Karl Hoffman.
93 mins. ReL Jan. 1. Rev. ,Jan. 6. .

r , „
Ember a Hid Alatt (Hung) (Danubia). Heavy drama. Dir. Laszlo Vajda. 75

mins. Rel. Nov. 15. Rev. Dec. 2. . . , ^ , . ^
Es Gibt Nur EIne Liebe (Ger) (Casino). Musical comedy. Louis Graveure,

Jenny Jugo. Dir. Johannes Mayer. 98 mins. Rel. Jan. 15. Rev. Feb. 3.

Eternal Mask (Swiss) (Mayer-Burstyn). Psychological, drama. Dir. Walter
Hochbaum. 74 mins. Rel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan. 20. ^, „ , „

Falscher Fuffziger, Eln (Ger) (Germania). Domestic comedy. Dir. Carl Boese.

75 mins. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 17.

FamiUenparade (Ger) (Germania). Domestic drama. Dir. Fritz Wendhauser,
90 mins. Rel. March 15, Rev. March 24.

, „ ,

rriesennot (Ger). Nazi propaganda. Dir. Werner Kortwich. 102 mins. Rel

FruehUng Irt Wien (Ger) (Zwicker). Comedy -with music. Leo Slezak, Dir.

I, A,.Huebler-Kahla. 60 mins. ReL Feb. 1. „ ^ ...
Ganze Welt Dreht Sich um Liebe, Die (Ger). Mystery-romance. Charlotte

Susa. 80 mins. Rel. Nov. 15., , ^, . ' »ii itk

Gesuzza La Sposa Garlbaldina (It). Italian Joan of Arc. Dir. A. Blassettl. 75

mins. Bel. X)ct. 15. Rey- Nov. 18 o^K«..f a «tAmmi«
Glueckspilze (Ger) (Casino). Drama of adolescence. Dir. Robert A. Stemmlc.

GolgftSha™^^) (B^ynes) .^Religious spec. Dubbed in English. Dir. Juies Du-
vivler. 95 mins. Rel, Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 17. ^ ^. , ^ « ,

Golem, Der (Czech) (Metropolis), Yiddish^legend in French dialog. Harry

Baur. Dhr. Jullen Duvlvier. 90 mins. Rel. March 15. Rev. March 24

Grenzfeuer (Get) (Zwicker). Intrigue in the Alps. Dir. Hans Beck-Gaden. 85

H*roin"sM*Sy^ (Htin&)*'(Danubia^)?' Romance of collegiates. Dir. Laszlo Vajda.

90 mins. ReL Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 30.
. . j tr.j»i

Heroes del Barrio. Les (Sp). Kids do some acting. Dir. Armando Vidal

Herren wSiclSf,Vil' ((Casino). MusicaL Leo Slezak. Dir, Carl Boese, 85

HofkoSSrt ?£h^aJta)}%of^m^&Ll. Martha Eggerth, Dir. Detlef Sierck,

Ideale^'SSf, (S^ '&Sc^§?ama. Brigitte Helm. Dir. Herbert Sel-

pin. 82 mins. Bel. Jan. 1. Rev. Jan^l3
Irma, La Mala (Sp). Marital lAixups

Ist Main Mann NIcht Fabelhaft (Ger). Domestic comic complications. Dir

Georg Jacoby. 76 mins. Rel. Dec. 1, Rev, Dec. 9.

I Want to Be a Mother (Yiddish) (JTP). Melodrama. Dir. George Roland, 85

mins. Rel, Feb, 15. Rev. March 3. „ . t iM
Jadzla (Pol). Romantic musical. Dir. M. CwikUnska. 82 mins. Rel. Jan. 15.

Rev. Feb. 3. ^, . _, ..^^
Jed* Frau Hat Eln Geheimniss (Ger) (Casino), Romantic comedy. Dir. Max

Ophals. 80 mlbs. Rel. March 1. Rev. March 17.

Junge Graff, Der. (Ger) (Ufa). Light comedy with music. Anny Ondra. Dir.

Karl Lamac. 90 mins. Rel. Dec. 1. Rev. Dec. 16.
„ ^ . „.

Kakos Dromos. O (Gr). Heavy drama. 77 mins Rel. Oct. 15 Rev. Oct. 2B.

Klelne S^hXdlerli, Die (Ger)"^ (Casino) Romantic comedy. Dolly Haas. Dn:.

Carl Boese. 75 mins. Rel. March 15. Rev. April 7,

Koenlgwalzer (Ger) (Ufa). OperetU. WUli Forst. Dir. Herbert Maisch. 80

mins. ReL Oct. 15. Rev. Nov. 11. « „ .

Lacrlmme e Sorrlsl (It) (DuWorld). Martial mixups. Dir. Raffaello Matarazzo.

57 mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 30.

L'Amore Che Canta (It) (DuWorld). Farce musical. Tito Schipa. Dir. Mario

Bonnard. 80 mins. Rel. March 15. Rev. April 7.

La Paloma (Ger) (Casino). Musical. Chas. Kullman Leo Slezak. Dir. Karl

Heinz Martin. 85 mins. Rel. Oct. 15. Rev; Oct. 28.

Ltgy Jo MindhalaUg (Hung) (Danubia). Life in a children's school. Dir. Istvan

Szekely. 75 mins. ReL Oct. 15. Rev. Oct. 28. ^ , ^ .

Letzte Rose (Ger) (Casino). Operetta based on 'Martha. Dir. Karl Anton

90 mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. 21.

Ltebesgeschichten von Boccaccio (Ger) (Ufa). Operetta Willy Filtch. Dir.

Herbert Maisch 80 mins. Rel. Feb. 15. Rev. March i. „ .

Llebes?euti" Ge?) (Tob?s Dran>a of modern life Renate Mueller Gustav

Froehlich. Dir. Eric Waschneck. 95 mins. Rel. Oct. 1. Rev. Oct. "J.

LUfcesroman ira Haiise Hapsburg (Ger) (Casino) Historical item. Dir. Willi

LoyaltTo?LoVe TlS^Ne^V^o^.^Dr^a.^^^^^^^^^ Dir. Guido Brlgnone.

Wanerry^^SsJl^ip'S^h)'- O^reS^^^iJir .'j
•
Nowlna-Przybylskl. 70 mins. ReL

MaskeSe VAustr(DSwoHd). Musical. Paul Weeselly. Dir. Willy Forst. 90

Meseautf(H?ng) ftVublaf CindereHa in Budapest. Dir. Bela Gaal. 90 mins.

MIserrbfes^^res^bS'^CFSoiAmerlcan)^ Hugo's classic Harry Baur. Dir.

Raymond Bernard. 162 mins. Rel Oct. 15:„.Rev Nov. 4.

Mutder Theodor, Der (Ger). Backstage faice. Weiss Ferdl.

Ian fi» mins Rel Oct 15. Rev. Oct. 28.

Mujeres de Hoy (Sp). Melodramatic love story. Dir. Ramon Peon.

Miitlsw^sFefahMr, Der (Ger) (Casino). Heavy farce. Dir. Hans Dcppe. 90

My,teVi?^e Jl^rlsfe \'Fr)''rFra^co,.' Eugene Sue's novel. Dir. Fel.x Gandera.

85 mins. ReL Jan. 15. Rev. Feb. 3

Mysteries of Notre Dame (Fr) (DuWorld). Probably

travelogue. 65 mins. Rel. Oct. 15 Rev. Nov. 4

Natalka Poltavka (Russ) (Amkino). Ukrainian musical

75 mins. Rel. Dec. IS. Rev Dec. 30.

Naszut Fclaron (Hung) (Danubia). Comedy romance.

Szekely. 70 mins. Rel. Feb. lii.

N« SlrJ Edesanyam (Hung) (Danubia)
Dir. Bela Balogh. 60 mins. Rel. Nov. 15 Rev Nov.

^kk 95
Nlshtlngale (Russ) (Amkino). First IVIoscow color-film. Dir. Nikolai Eltk. »5

Onare'Tek%i?°Del' po%lo%\. Old-tim^ silent fixed up. 71 mins. Rel.

Petlts.'^L'cs^"(F?)°\Fianei?: Sunple tale of child's love. Dir. Alfred Macliard.

•

Poron'WiiSI) F-trce'^Palil Javor. Dir. Bela Balogh. 85 mins.

Prlnce^ji.'iS Le •(Fn^Wth')'. "Wal intrigue. Natalie Paley. Dir. Jean de Mar-

^risJeT'lkullrl^n&'^l^^^^^^ Dir. Evgeny Chorvlakov.

Pr.vat's°ek?Ser.rHe^ra^^^^ Romance in farce time. Dolly

Haas. 85 mins. Rel. Doc. 1. Rev. p?c. 9.
Rff,r„,«i Rr.m,.rn

''^•llo Bar (Sp) (Par). Ar.uontiiio-iuade musical. Dir. Manual Romero

mins. Rel. Jan. 15. Rev. Jan. 27.

Dir. Rafael Sevllla, 80 mins, Rel

NEW WORRY IN MPLS.

Cooling Plants Making Huge Drains
on' Water Supply

Min.neapolLs, Aug, 17.

Local exhibitors are worrieti over
the prospect that within the next
several years they will have to

abandon their expensive, deep-well
cooling, and air-conditioning plants.

So many ot these plants have
been constructed for the show-
houses, night clubs, etc., during the
past two years that a serious drain
of 21,000,000 gallons of water a day
has (ieveloped on the local artesian

basin. This has resulted in a steady
lowering of the water level. In con-
sequence, engineers declare, curtail-

ment of use of wells eventually will

be necessary because of pumping ex-
pense.

Studies show that in the last five

years the artesian level in down-
town Minneapolis has sunk 10 feet.

Since the deep basin first was tapped
in the late 1880's, the level has gone
down nearly 60 feet. Now the en-
gineers say the air-conditioning de-
mand for artesian water will slowly
lower the water level until it be-
comes too expensive to pump water
to the surface. When this condition
comes to pass, they assert, new me-
chanical plants operating like huge
mechanical ice boxes will have to be
installed to provide air-conditioning.

Cullen's Too Close Shave

Pittsburgh, Aug, 17,

Mike CuUen, manager of Loew's
UA Penn herej came within an ace
of having his jugular vein spout
open when his favorite barber let his
hand slip and sliced Mike's neck for
a good two and one-half inches.
Accident known only recently. Cul-
len suffered considerable loss of
blood and shock from the cutting,

but only permitted first aid in the
barber shop. Later he learned that
gap should have been stitched to-
gether and scar will result from the
wound.
He is now able to go to work and

went to bat for the unfortunate
barber. For that reason, CuUen
isn't revealing tonsorial artist's name
or shop.

Detroit Indies Contend They Need

Games to Compete with Chains

Orph, Memphis, on Open
Market; JX.S. Deal Cold

Chicago, Aug. 17.

Jones, Linick & Schaefer has
dropped its earlier negotiations for

the take-over of the. Orpheum, Mem-
phis. House is now in the open
market, with the bondholders seek-

ing to make deal to get the house
open for the fall season.

Understood primary reason for the

back-away of J, L, & S. from the

house was. the difficulty, of securing
sufficient first-run product.

MPLS. CONTINUES ITS

BANKOBUTST.P.NIXCS

Minneapolis, Aug. 17.

An agreement among independent
exhibitors. Northwest Allied States'

members, to curtail 'bank night' has
gone by the boards here. Neigh-
borhood houses are holding com-
bined bank nights with the cash
prize run up to $600. Publix neigh-
borhood" theatres are advertising as

much as $700,

On the other hand, bank night has
been out. in St. Paul for more than
two months and continues so, pend-
ing a ruling by the state supreme
court on its legality. Neighborhood
houses, apparently are getting by
satisfactorily without the cash dis-

tributions.

Aside from St. Paul, there is little

curtailment of gift nightsr through-
out the state and territory.

Arnold's Basso Frofundo

Hollywood, -Aug. . 17.
'

Edward Arnold makes his singing
debut in B. P. Sphulberg's 'Blossoms
on Broadway.'

He'll warble in bass a tune turned
out by Manning Sherwin and Frailk
Loessert

Dir. Yon V. Har-

90 mins.

best described as a

Dir. E. Kavaleridze.

Paul Javor. Dir. I.

Faltli-healinR at the Lourdes Shrine.

Rakoczl March (Hung) (Danubia): Military drama. Dir. Steven Szekely. 82
mins. Rel, Oct. 15. Rev. Oct. 28.

Raub der Sablnerinnen (Ger) (Casino), Comedy. Dir. R, A, Staemmle. SO
mins. ReL Jan. 15. Rev. Feb. 10.

Razumov (Fr) (Garrison). Conrad story. Pierre Fresnay, Dir, Marc Allegret,
95 mins, Rel, March 1. Rev. March 17.

Revolutionists (Russ) (Amkino). History ot early communist regime. 100 mins.
Dir. Vera Stroyeva. Rel. Dec, 15. Rev. Dec. 30.

Rosa! Bendlto, El (Sp). Religious Mexican drama. Dir, J, Bustlllo Oro, 70
mins, ReL Feb, 1. Rev. Feb. 10.

Samvetsomma, Adolf (Sw). Farce with songs. Dir. Sigurd Wallen, 80 mina,
Rel. Feb. 15. Rev. Feb. 24.

Sarea Cslko (Hung) (Danubia). Sob story. Dir. Bela Pasztor. 80 mins. Rel.
Jan. 15. Rev. Feb. 3.

Sllencio Sublime (Sp). Mexican drama. Dir. Ramon Peon, 80 mins. ReL
Jan. 15.

Slalom (Aust) (DuWorld), Life and love In the Alps, Dir. Arnold Fanck. 67
mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 23.

Soder cm Landsvagen (Sw) (Scandinavian). Comedy-drama. Edvard Persson.
Dir. Gideon Wahlberg. 95 mins. ReL March 1. Rev. March 17.

Soderkakar (Sw) (Scandinavian) Musical. Edward Person. Dir. Weyler Hilde-
brand. 80 mins. Rel. Dec. 15. Rev. Dec. 23.

Soldaten Karemaden (Ger) (Zwicker). Teutonic propaganda. Dir. Turn Hup-
pertz. 90 mins. Rel. Oct, 1. Rev, Oct. 7.

Sonf of China (Chinese) (MacLean). Drama in the Orient. Dir. Lo Mlng-Yau.
60 mins. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 11.

Son of Mongolia (Russ) (Amkino) Propaganda of the Mongolian sector. Dir.
I. Trauberg. 105 mins. Rel. Nov. 15. Rev. Nov. 25.

Spain in Flames (Russ) (Amkino). Travelog, English lecture. 85 mins. ReL
Jan. 15. Rev. Feb. 3.

Sporck'schen Jaeger, Die (Ger) (Bavaria). Romantic drama. Dir. Rolf Ran-
dolf. 60 mins. Rel. Feb. 15. Rev. March 3.

Standschutze Bruggler (Ger) (Ufa). Military drama. Dir. Werner Klinger. 85
mins. Rel. March 1. Rev. March 17.

Stelldieheiii im Schwarzwald, Eln (Ger) (Casino). Farce with music. Dir.
Georg Jacoby. 75 mins. ReL Feb, 15. Rev. Feb. 24,

Stutzen der Gesellschaft (Ger) (Ufa). Ibsen's oldie in a new version. Dir
Detlef Sierck. 80 mins. Rel. Nov 1. Rev. Nov. 18.

Szenzacio (Hung). Romantic comedy. Dir. Steven Szekely. 80 mins. Rel. Feb
15. Rev. March 3.

Szerelml Almok (Hung) (Danubia) Franz Liszt's life. Dir. Heinz Hille. 87
mins Rel. Jan. 1, Rev. Jan 13.

Tras La Reja (Sp). Mexican drama. Dir. Jorge Dada. 70 mins. Rel. Jan. 1.

I'redowata (Pol) Heavy drama. Dir. Julius Gardan. 91 mins. ReL Dec. 15.

Rev. Jan. 6.

Trenta Secondi d'Amore (It) (New World). Farce. Dir. Mario Bonnard. 60
mins. ReL April 1 Rev. April 7,

Under Fats Flagg (Sw) (Scandinavian). Drama with music. Tutta Rolf. Dir.
Gustav Molander. 75 min.s Rel. Jan. 15. Rev. Feb, 3.

Ungetreue Eckehart, Der (Ger) (Tobls). Farce with music. 90 mins. ReL Feb.
15. Rev. March 24.

Varan Pojke (Sw) (Scandinavian). Romance/ lUdvard Person. Dir. Ame
Bornebusch. 93 mins Rel Oct 1. Rev Oct 21

Vasember (Hunt;) (Danubia). Operetta. Dir. Emil MartonfTi. OS mins. Rel.
March 1. Rev. March 17 ,

Verraeter (Ger) (Ufa), Propaganda. Dir. Karl Rltter. 90 mins. Rel. Jan. 15.

Rev Jan. 27,

Visages de France, Les (Fr) (Franco). Travelog in four reels. 34 mins. ReL
Jan 15. Rev Feb. 3.

Waldwinter (Ger) (Ufa). Love In the Slleslan forests. Dir. Fritz Buch. 90
mins. Rel. Nov. 1. Rev. Nov. 18.

Walter fucr DIch Kin (Ger) (Casino). Musical fantasy. Louis Graveure, Ca-
milla Horn Dir. Georg Zoeh 90 mins Rel Sept 15. Rev, Oct. 7.

Walzer um den Stefansturm, Eln (Ger) (Zwicker). Musical romance. Leo Zle-
zak. Dir. I. A. Hucbler-Knhla. 80 mins. Rel. Feb. 1. Rev. Feb. 10.

Wedding of Palt (Danish) (Hoffborg). Eskimo travelog. Made by Knud Ras-
mussen. 80 mins. Rel. March 1. Rev. March .'J.

Wenn Die Muslk NIcht Waer (Ger) (Ca.slno). Musical romance. Dir. Carmine
Gallone. 90 nilns. Rel. April 1. Rev. April 7.

Wenn Der Hahn Kraelit (Ger) (Casino) Comcd.v romance. Dir. Carl Froeh-
lich. 60 mins. Rel Nov 15

Yellow Cruise (Fr) (Tapernoux) Travelogue, partly in English. Dir. Leon
Poirier 90 mins Rel Nov 15 Rev Nov 2.'>

Yiddle with His Fiddle (Yid) (Green). Folk musical. Molly Picon. Dir. Jos
Green. 92 it)ins. Rel. Jan 1. Rev. Jan 6

Detroit, Aug. 17.

Fight between local theatre cir-

cuits, which' has been raging for
year or so over use of screeno, bank
nights and similar devices, flared out
into the open last week at common
cotincir^ public hearing on pro-
posed ordinance to ban 'lottery*

games in theatres.

On one side were aligned George
Trendle, head of United Detroit
chain (Par), and H, M. Richey,
former general manager of Allied
of Michigan and now head of new
Co-Operative Theatres of Michigan,
both of whom called the devices
unfair trade practices,

'If theatres can't make money
legitimately, they have no right to

exist.' Tren(lle told the council. 'My
group is very much opposed to

gambling in theatres, and that Is

what screeno and other games of
chance are.'

Trendle operates four first-run-

ners and about 12 nabes which com-
pete with more than a score of local

spots using the devices. Richey
heads about 60 houses.

On the other side protesting the
proposed ordinance are Dfk,vid New-
man, representing 'the Allied group,
and Sa^^^ Carver, operator of the
Downtown, former RI^.O showcase
now closed for. the. summer, New-
man protested thfe proposed law on
igrounds screeno and other gjimes
are played in Churches, clubs and
fraternal • organizations,

'Don't make dolts of yourselves,*

urged Carv.-ir. 'by pnsslne this
ordinance. The public isn't pro-
testing screeno. .This is just a fac-

tional fight between theatre circuits.

The smaller houses need this game
to help compete with ' the large
houses.'

Signatures of 60,000 persons, ask-
ing -that screeno be continued in
theatres, were produced bjj Carver.

. Opponents denied these sanies are
reducing patronage at Trendle's the-
sitres,

"Kiere Is no question,' paid Na-
thaniel H. Goldstick,. assistant cor-
poration counsel, 'that sorecno Is a
lottery and against city and state

laws. The thing; <:ould be halted in

five minutes by enforcement of the
state law. The question i«i. do the
people want it stopped.'

The council was told by those op-
posing the games that the ordinance
is needed to avoid dfelays in mu-
nicipal court, whitrh had, been re-
sorted to when no interest was
shown In prosecution under state
laws. The state .supreme court ruled
months ago that the games were lot-

teries.

After the hearing. Council took
the ordinance under advisement, but
indicated no action Unless games in

other places would be banned also.
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Ke.v to Aildr^iMsriA

Harold Auten. 1540 Broadway.
Amkino, 723 Seventh Ave.
Bavaria Film. 489 Fifth Ave.
Casino, 240 E. 86th St
DaiMibla, 729 Seventh Ave.
DuWorld,' 729 Seventh Ave.
European 134 W 55th SI.

Jos. Green, WOl Bro:«dvv;iy.

Garrison Fllm.-i. 729 Seventh Avr
rranco-Amerlcan. 66 FlfMi

Ufa. 7» Seventh Ave.

flener.-!! foreign Sales, 720 7th Ave.
Germania, 22-33 19th St., Astoria, L
J H Hoffberg. 729 Seventh Ave.
Intcr-Contlnent, 50 E., 42nd St.
Kinematrade, 723 Seventh Ave.
Jean Lenauer, 202 W. 58th St,
Mayer-Burstyn, 1501 Broadwa.v.
Martin Nosseck, 328 Audubon Av«
MftroDoim. 2(50 Fifth Ave.
New World, 630 Ninlh Ave.
Scandinavian Fllma, 220 W. 42d St
John Tapernoux. 128 W. 4eth St

Finch and Walls Split;

Rajah, Reading, Solo

Reading, Pa.. Aug. 17.

Report of a breakup of the Finch
& Walls partnership, which took over
Rajah, owned by Mystic Shrinei-a
here, three years ago. and was re-
ported to have made big money by
showing at lOc. all comers, all scats,

•was confirmed by announcement that
Walter S, Finch has leased the Cap-
itol, main .street houpo. which opened
there Sunday (15), Previously re-
ported Wilmer & Vincent leased it

for five years. Finch got lease for six
years itom Reading Trust Co.. owner.
Robert C. Walls, partner will return
to old home in Spartanburg, S, C, for
a time, Finch-Walls lease on Rajah
expired Saturday (14), Partners did
not take up option to renew.
New Rajah Theatre Co.. Inc.. cap-

ital $5,000, chartered last week at

Harrisburg, includes Cormack G.
Keeney, manager of Park, Reading,
and Jay Emanuel and Harry Cohen,
Philadelphia. Kecney will retain
Park theatre and manage Ra'.ih al.><o,

with assistance of Calvin Lieberman,
now a.ssistant manager. Aslor,
New '.ajah company will continue

popular price pictures at Rajah. 2.300

xQata; roadshow dates also very likely.

Finch will show pictures at Cap-
itol, 2,200 capacity, po.ssibly road-
.shows al.so, in coming sca.son. Finch
lea.'-'C of Capitol may mean 15-20c.

theatre war. Rajah advanced prices
to 15-20 recently. Rcadln? now with-
out legitimate theatre, although three
hou.'^o.s. Rainii. Capitol and Ornheum,
la.st named 1.400 aeali^. can bundle
.stage shows on large ncalo.
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The Grls Eye View

(Continued from page 10)

In secluded corners. He sits on a wall bench with the lady of his choice,
and dutifully hands her a ticket at the end of each dance he chooses to
ignore.
When not favored by a ticket buyer's attention, the girls dance together

to show prospective partners what they're missing.
White satin wins material honors for gowns, but the style is universal.

All dresses cling closer than a chorus girl to a Hollywood talent scoLit, and
then swirl about the floor below the knee.
The place is no haven for lonely ladies, however. If she wants a gigolo,

she has to bring her own. The Orpheum doesn't keep them in stock.

'She's No Lady But Dresses Well
Ann Dvorak and John Trent involved in an each-thinks-the-other's-a-

crook play at the Criterion, in 'She's No Lady,' with robberies, holdups
and a couple of trips to the jug before matters are straightened out. Aileen
Pringle helps complicate the situation as a wealthy matron who has a
habit of allowing her jewels to be abducted so she can collect insurance.
Trent and Miss Dvorak clown their way through their difficulties.
Miss Dvorak, usually strictly-tailored, is wearing tiny toques led around

by huge pompoms smack in front. One exaggerated black evening outfit
with yards of net veiling on a teacup toque, does very well by Miss Dvorak,
and so does a large briUnmed hat turned up in front Teddy Roosevelt
fashion.

With Miss Dvorak's gift for handflng comedy lines, there seems to be
no good reason why she isn't about more often.

Even the Burly Boys Shed Costs

Burlesque . seems to be making its last stand, judging by the cur-
rent Eltinge Follies, with sight and sound comedy in first gear,
A combination jiggle-and-quiver replaces the banned grind-and-bump
with the chorus," and undraped figures appear to' be permissible so long
as they don't move anything but their eyelashes.
Margie Hart, Eltinge queen of the quiver; exhibits her art and her sil-

houette in a Dance of the Seven Veils, dispensing with the other six,

and discarding the one at the curtain.

She has another artistic little specialty in which she disrobes partially,
meanwhile bemoaning to music, the sad fact that the law frowns on
further exposure. To further point the fact that law is duly respected, her
line at shoulder strap slipping tirhe is, *I want to please you, but I'm not
allowed to tease you.*

Sartorial note: Suspenders of various colors are favored by masculine
members of the audience, a scattered few of the carriage trade going ritz

by keeping their coats on.

Femmes Go for Freddie and Traey

'Captains Courageous' at the Capitol is a lusty he-man picture, almost
trictly stag, but with little Freddie Bartholomew to wring feminine
bearts, and Spencer Tracy to make father and the boys think longingly
of a career as a fisherman. Proof of the Bartholomew lad's superb acting
—when he can be such a brat that the audience cheers when the old
$ea captain, Lionel Barrymore, smacks Freddie's beautiful chin. . .and then
turn around and cause a concerted reaching for handkerchiefs when his
idol. Spencer Tracy, loses his life at sea. But the audience lamentation
ifl partly dua to the fact that no one else wants to .lose the lovable
'Portugee,* either.

.'Can't Have Everything' Has Lots

'You Can't Have .Everything'—but if there's anything lacking you don't
miss it, what with,- the Bitz Bros.' insantics, and things happening all

6v«r tht place. It isn't news that the Ritzes fold the customers over
jik* an omelette but Gyt)sy Rose Lee ('scuse—Louise Hovick) is un^

aoubtedly a surprise to her fans with her handling of comedy. Strange
that th« gal who made a name revealing her shape has' much better lines

.irocally, than physically.
Her costumes are a little extreme as befits the character — but she

ysrears ona ermine cape that would make any girl wish she were the
Kind of a Girl who could accept ermine wraps (provided she could find

a donor). It's the most becoming thing she wears, the little high collar

Betting off her dark hair, which is done in a huge bun at the back. The
familiar Gypsy bang is modified,
Alice Faye is an ambitious playwright; she's not the blue-stocking type,

but It's all right because the play she writes is lousy. When not writing

•erious drah-mas she spends har time singing hot songs, and nobody can
object to that. The'^ery feminine evening gown in the dress rehearsal

fcene suits her personality—but even a very man-tailored suit doesn't

disguise the fact that Miss Faye wouldn't make a fool out of any bathing
«uit. Also she must have been working very hard since her film debut,

fehe gets better and better. Speaking of rehearsals, the early rehearsal

scenes rate a bow to director Norman Taurog. The chorus rehearsed in

practice clothes instead of the full opening night costumes usually con-

sidered de rigeur at most Hollywood film rehearsals. Ornate headdresses

are the only costume note,
Don Ameche is Miss Faye's very attractive playwright-boy friend, but

he must have gone, to sleep in the barber's chair before the picture was
made. That clipped-at-the-sides haircut was a dirty trick—and his head
la such a nice shape, too.

Phyliss Brooks, as the temperamental British actrew, wasn't terribly

English, but she was very cute in a smart riding habit, and in well-tailored

• slacks.

The feminine members of the audience wouldn't have minded a little

more footage of handsome Tony Martin and his very pleasing voice.

And Dave Rubinoft (a.h.v.) didn't do his looks any harm by shedding

somo 20 pounds or so, ,plus tliat Westmore catchpiece. Withal, the boys
and girls at the Rivoli, N. Y., these days arc having jolly moments.

DresBing: for the Radio

Harry Von Zell's summer show at the CBS radio theatre in N. Y.

played to an almost full house, in spite of Sunday nighfs oven tem-

perature. Light summer street dresses prevailed with the fehninine cus-

tomers, a number of them accompanied by those theatre-goer-filghteners

-^huge cartwheel hats.

On the stage, WHN's Col. J. C. Flippen startled the audience by tell-

\ng a couple of stories which would lift the eyebrows of the Federal Radio

Ciommission. (P.S. He wasn't on the air yet.)

Beatrice Kay and the feminine three of the Seven G's presented a

direct contrast, both in wardrobe and mike-approach. The G's wore
5lmpla, street-length frocks, the golden haired G in sheer black, and

the two dark G's in brighter-than-navy, printed in a small while pat-

tern. While singing, the Seven G's gave their all to their unseen heavers,

ignoring the guests out front until bows.
Miss Kay worked to the theatre audience in her character songs, wear-

ing a longer-than-floor-length printed blue crepe evening gown, topped

With a brief bolero jacket, Longev-lhan-floor-length may sound liard to

Savlgata in, but Miss Kay skipped on and off stage without the slightest

anger of tripping over her hem. A purely feminine feat, mystci-iou.s to

niaseuline eyes.

Music Miracles

(Continued from page 5)

Cinecolor s Stock Flotation

making the songwriters flatulent and
lazy and iminspired.

It's axiomatic of some of our better
cnown songwriters that they wrote
jest 'on an empty stomach;' that the
hunger for a hit literally inspired
such popular works. But, being pay-
rolled at fancy stipends of from $500
to $1,500 a week (and more), the
songwriters no longer are woiTied
about writing songs to sell—their
prime concern is to write song ma-
;erial to please the filmusical pro-
ducer. The picture-maker, it is fur-
ther charged, only wants 'situation*

song material. A tune or a phrase,
or an incidental chorus which will

further the cinematic action may be
all right from Hollywood's viewpoint,
but if it ended there it wouldn't be
as bad as is the aftermath. The pro-
ducer, once the film is finished and
ready for release, then baldly de-
mands that the score be plugged into
hitdom, for future benefit of box-
office.

Music men argue^ it's well nigh im-
possible. The percentage of real hits
from pictures, i.e. sales of copies,
is small and not at all commensurate
with the amount of plugs heard on
the air. And while plugs on the air
perhaps pay off from the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, it's not enough to make
it worthwhile.

Trailer for Films

Some music men foresee the future
in tin pan alley as being chiefly a
musical trailer fots films. They'd be
satisfied, too, aver the music execs,
if the picture companies said, 'Here's

$25,000; spend it on making the na-
tion conscious of the new Whoozis
and Whatzis songs from our new
filmusical, Go out and pay for or-
chestrations, pay the entertainers
even, but get the tunes on the air
and played around the country.
That'll make the boys and girls con-
scious of our new picture.'

That would be ok, with the tin pan
alleyites. It woiild be another ad-
junct to a publicity and advertising
campaign on almost any big picture.
- Then the publishers would have to
bribe their way into getting indif-

ferent song material plugged in any
which way> and that would be that.

But today, the essence of the thought
is the same, but there isn't the lati-

tude on the songplugging budget.
What's more, under- existing scheme
of things, bribery, subsidization or
another gratuitous influence to get
songs performed, is a violation of

trade association rules.

Of the picture companies, perhaps
Paramount alone is more or less in

different about whether its affiliated

Famous Music Corp. and Popular
Melodies Co. publishing houses
make any real money. Par is content
if it breaks even.

Of the other two major publishing
groups with Hollywood affiliations,

it's a different proposition. The War
ner Bros, song firms realize $400,000

per annum from ASCAP in divi

dends alone; the Metro song firms

get about $300,000 pec annum in

ASCAP royalties.

Sales vs. Performances
But this is but a drop In the

bucket compared to a $10,000 weekly
operating cost which any major
league music house needs, "rhat calls

for plenty of gravy which must come
from sheet music sales, etc. And
song sheets will never sell it the
songs aren't basically worthy, no
matter how much they're heard on
the air. The difference between a

widely performed song and one that

actually sells is great.

However, this A3CAP rating is

alleged to be the bane of the song-
writer, and his ultimate undoing. The
songsmith likewise benefits from
ASCAP on the point-system, of so

much per plug on the air. Thus, the
writer no longer cares about wailing
songs that sell—^he gets his from the
studio, which, being the basic source
of income, and real money, accounts

for his catering to the whims of the

producers and studio execs, rather

than his eastern publislier, as here
tofore. The songsmith also collects

from ASCAP, so that he'y writing

more for that point-system score

card than he Is to write selling

songs. The last consideration

whether it'll be a commercial num
ber. And seemingly nobody cares

but the publisher who can thrive

only on that basis.

Files for S.E.C. Approval of 167,000 Shares at $1

Par Common

$7 on £K Common So Far

Persistent demand, for Eastman
Kodak stock in recent weeks climaxed
in a series of new highs last week on
the stock exchange, with publication

of highly favorable earnings and an-
nouncement of $2 cash dividend on
the common. Directors on Wednes-
day (11) declared this dividend mak-
ing $7 that has. been paid thus far

this year. Divvy is payable Oct. 1

to stock on record Sept. 6.

Eastman Kodak netted profit for

the first half of the year was 42.8%
higher than the first six months last

year. Company showed net of

$11,475,066 for the first six months
ending June 30 or $5.01 on the com-
mon against $8,081,870 or $3.51 last

year in the same period.

OK for Sound, Both Ways
With Cornelia Otis Skinner, James Melton, Wynn Murray and Tom

Jloward as attractions on the Sealtest show, the studio audience jammed
!t"h« NBC radio theatre Sunday night. Miss Skinner, her smooth dark hair

|n « chignon, did her characterization in a printed evening gown, with a

Wi^e-length ntt cape appliqued with cut-out flowers. As an old harridan

innabitlng a summer hotel she broke a record of sorts by making or-

N.W. CROP BOOM

A BOON TO B.O.

Minneapolis, Aug. 17.

Greatly increased farm income is

sure to bring prosperity to the shoW
business in this' territory the en-

suing fall and. winter, the trade be-

lieves. U. S. department of agricul-

ture figures just released show that

Minnesota farmers' cash income the

first half of 1937 was $165,997,000, or

$11,804,000 more than in 1936.

Prospects for the balance of the

year are equally bright.

WB'S YALE U SHORTS

FOR MEDICAL STUDES

Warners is making a series of edu-
cational shorts for Yale University

as assists to students of the medical
college primarily, and others of the
student groups.

Shorts, which will be 15-minute
treatises on major health ailments,

will be used by professional casts

and presented in simplified father

than medical technicalities.

Series being made at estimated cost

of $15,000 each at the Yitaphone
eastern studios.

Negro Builders Cause

2 Sets of Picketers

St. Louis, Aug.. 17.

Gendarmes are keeping eyes on
two sets of pickets, white and black,

while $55,000 film house for Negroes
is being erected in north central part
of burg. Permit for building was
Issued to Arthur L. Hardin Asso
dates, Clayton, Mo., real estate

dealers who represent owners, said

to be syndicate of white persons.

Two weeks ago work was started

by Oral Stubblefteld, Negro contrac
tor, who put 22 Negro builders on
job. Last week local Building
Trades Council began a picket of

building on grounds that Negroes
employed on job were not members
of body. Stubblefteld admitted this

was true but asserted union refusec

to let Negroes, other than hod car-

riers and building laborer.s, join
Stubblefteld further said house is

being erected for Nearo patrons am
he thinks Negro artisans shoulc

erect, and met union's picketing with
two of his own men. In meantime
cops are on job to prevent trouble
Building is going up under their

observation.

Trop Reaches Coast
Hollywood, Aug, 17.

J. D. Trop has stepped Into Harry
Sherman Productions as vice-prez
and general manager coming here
from New York wher« he lookec
after Sherman's biz.

Company releases through Para
mount.

chestra leader Robert Emmett Dolan break into spontaneous laughter
The audience returned the compliment when the soundman, working with
whistle, chains and paddle wheel, took the part of a steamboat In 'Waiting

for the Robert E. Lee,' by the Lynn Murray choir.

This program distlnguishe.* itself by entertaining the seeing audience,

without indulging In physical laugh-getters, mysterious and antioylng to

the strictly listening public.

Wa.shington, Aug. 17.

Revealing plans to engage in print-
ing color features, Cinecolor, Inc.,

successor to unincorporated Cine-
color firm of Los Angeles, last week
asked the Securities and Exchange
Commission to approve public sale
of 167,000 shares of $1 par common
and transfer to promoters of 240,000
similar tickets,

°

Corporation, which takes over
business of processing and printing
colored shorts and industrial reels, ex-
pects to spend $145,400 of the amount
expected from public marketing for
expansion of the plant now housed
on the Paramount lot, boost capacity
several times, and begin processing
both full-length commercial reels'

and amateur footage. Has several
patents of its own and operates un-
der numerous domestic and foreign
patents via exclusive license agree-
ments, etc.

Bulk of the stock in the new cor-
poration goes to persons who pro-
moted and staffed the predecesssor
Outfit. Paper will be distributed on
a 200 for 1 basis at price of $1,50 to
insiders. Prior firm had 1,115 shares
outstanding.

Bulk of the paper will go to three
ndivlduals who owned more than
:.0% of stock in old Cinecolor.
Charles Scholtz, Louisville, who held
20.16% of former paper, will get 70,-

m; Hr. Irvin Abftll, another Ken-
uckian, who held 115%, will hava

i (0,000; and W, T. Cresptnel of Cali-
;!ornla, v.p, of neXv corporation, who
held 22,5%, will receive 64,000.
Other paper will be parceled out as
follows:

A. L. McCormick, president, 17,000,
plus 25,000 due under contract b«
added compensation; Alan M.^ Gua-
delflnger, v.p., 15,000 plus 10,000 duf
under purchase agreement; Howard

Brown, v.p., 6,000; and WilUam
Prynne, secretary, 7,000. L. B, Ir-
win, assistant treasurer, gUta none.

iPapers disclosed following com-
pensation paid three principal execs
n interval July 31, 1935, to July 31,
937: McCormick, $21,624; Cresj^inel,

$21,624; Prynne, $6,360. Also showed
Gimdelflnger gets $125 weeWy under
contract while two researchers get
$40 weekly.
Aside from the ground-floor op-

portunity to. obtain stock, McCor-
mick, company president, has con-
tract assuring him of good salary
on a sliding scale basis. He is down
for $800 monthly for first year of
live-year term, $1,000 monthly af-
terwards until earnings hit 20c. per
outstanding share, and $1,500 month-
ly thereafter.

Company, which has two patent
infringment suits pending (Mitchell
Camera and Vericolor), showed
small profit last year and loss the
previous stanza. With sale of $109,-
442, gross profit for fiscal year 1937
was $8,118 and net was $9,099, and
•\Vith total volume of $132,612 in
prior year, operating deficit was $14,-
904 and net loss was $904. Total
assets July 1, 1937, were $472,754
with current liabllitiejf of $27,754.

Chinese, Loew's State

Biz in L. A. Leaping

Los Angeles, Aug. 17.

Summer biz at Grauman's Chinese
and Loew's State, day-and-daters,
shows a hop over last season, with
Grauman's upped 19% above 1936,
and tho downtown house doing 9%
better.

Joint grosses for the duo in 12
weeks this year was $326,300 com-
pared with $288,000 in the compar-
able period last year. Chinese did
$150,200 to $127,700, while Loew's
checked up $178,100 to $170,900.

Incorporations

CALIFORNIA
K XI , .r, .X .

Snf'iamcnto.
Nutionul f'apltal f'orp.j llieatriciil imo-

ductionH: capllal Block. 1,000 shiirps, pa*
value 10c; jierjultlcd to Idbmo nW. Di-
rectors; Max M. Kravetz, Don P.
Poffarty, Fred TT. Blxby, .Tr.

H. H. MrCliire I'libUAhinir Co, Inp.p
motion pirture pjodudngr; capital wtotk,
25,000 Blmren prcri»rred und 50,000 com-
mon, par value $t; pennlttRd to IsHUd
7,500 preferred and 17.;{3« oojninoii. Di-
re ctors: H. H. McHIure, Theodore Bar-
rett, Mm. Wlnlfrprt A. Unonpst, Ruth
Hlckox, Waltpr Evans, Franklin JudBon
and Don L. Glhnnn.
Unton-Trlbnnn JtroitiloaMtliig: Co.; radio

broadcastlni;; capital Block, 4,000 aharca.
no par value; permitted to Ibhu* 1,000
shareii. Dlrpctora; J,. O. Bradley, !>. C.
RIdout, F. M, JdvatH, W. J. Schneider,
Ira C, Copley,

CertincatA ut dtna.^tudou oT Westland
Thentren, Inc., of I.on AnKelefl.
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GANGWAY
(Continued Irom page 27)

to be a rather too serious jewel-thief'

chase. Miss Matthews has ftve op-
portunities to display her Grade AA
tootsie-trotting abilities, but they're

incidental and no production back-
grounds are built up to set them off.

Also, the star is still doing solo

hoofing in the main, though in this

one Warren Jenkins does trot beside

her during a portion of her opening
number. Miss Matthews' routines are

slick and nicely staged by Buddy
Bradley. No semi-ballet stuff is in-

dulged in by the dancer as before,

all her work being confined to tap-

ping with sotne suggestion of high-
kicking acrobatics being' sifted in.

Yarn has star a London news-
paperwoman chasing an alleged

Hollywood film star (Olive Blakeney)
across the -pond on an ocean liner

for ah interview. Though a bit of

incredible fiction, pic player is actu-

ally a notorious continental jewel
snatbher, but apparently she can
palm her alias off on London. Scot-
land Yard Inspector (Barry Mackay)
suspects thief is on the boat, but his

sniff is that Miss Matthews is the
wanted one.
An American gangster (Nat Pen-

dleton) is also on board and likewise

isuspects Miss Matthews, whom he
kidnaps upon disambarkihg in New
York and takes to the night club of

his 'big boss,' who wants her to pull

a risky job for him. There's a
tommy-gun fight with a rival mob,
and before it is over the Scotland
Yarder gets his identities right as
well as the girl, and she in turn gets

a good story to cable' her paper.
Pendleton, alone among the gang-
sters, gets away, and shows his ap-
preciation by making up a J. P. and

• at gun-point makes him wed the
principals.

Latter part of the pic dealing with
gangster stuff as interpreted by Brit-

ish minds will get some off-beat

laughs in -the U. S. Effort to imitate

the American idiom of handling such
matter shoots far too wide, Pendle-
ton stalked through his part in good
form, but his lines had him on the
ropes often. Noel Madison was also

imported from Hollywood to do one
of his gangster studies and was like-

wise handicapped.
Mackay was properly young-Scot-

land Yardish but looked ill at ease
when in. the cameras focus and Miss
Matthews went into a s. and d.

Mackay doesn't dance, and isn't a
singer, ft would have helped if

someone had been paired with the

star who could have dualed with her
during the vocal and heel-and-toe
.interludes. Rest of the cast o. k.

Songs are not distinguished, nor
are they at all played up, but appar
ently used only as a basis for get-

ting the star off on a dance. Camera
work fairly o. k, Bert,

LOVE TAKES FLIGHT
f.rand National release of a George Htrli

mail production for Condor, Stars Bruce
Crtbol. Features Beatrice Roberis. Pirect-

ed by Conrad NaBel. i<creen play, I..loncl

Mer\'ln Houser, from original ni: Ann Mor-
rison Chapln; camera, Mack Slensler. Re-
vli'wed In Projection Room, N. Y., Aug. Jli.

'87. Running time, 70 nilns.

Neil Bradslvaw Bruce Cabot
Joan Ij,awaon Beatrice Roberts
Sruid Johnson..., Jol'" Shpelinn

Dijtne Audre Aslrirt Aliwyn
TDiiiniy- 1 Klliot Ki.>!her

bill I'arker CJordon Klliot

Din-e Miller Kilwin Maxwell
Slontf Hurry Tyler
Rice WIliiHiii Moore
Pimild t'.rady bulton

.«irey Arthur Hnyt
Parker, Sr. , WIIIIhiu Thorn
ICrtrtfe IJronkn Hcnc.dict

Kiirtender Heiiry Rouuemore

skimming type of film. Unfortunately
it is just a shade too arty, and the
only spot for it is in. that sort of a
house.
Had some of the hard-headed real-

istic 'March of Time' approach been
used, film would have come off much
better. As it stands, the fancy and at
time fantastic treatment will largely
mystify audiences. In view of the
splendid camera work and some of
the sequences, notably the native
dances and religious devotions to
Buddha, pic should have been aimed
at the general public.

Effort to explain the economics
and commerce of Ceylon badly mud-
dled through extensive use of vague
or bewildering symbolisms.
Not a new production, 'Song of

Ceylon' got a prize at the Brussels
International FQm Festival in . 1935.

Bert.

KLIOU THE KILLER
(COLOR)

Duworld relea.'ftt oC Mnrquls Henry de la
Palalse production. Olrected by de la
Falalse; camera, AVllt Greene; music, Abe
Meyer; titles, Paul Perez and Kay Doyle;
In technicolor. Ufvlewpd at <'ameo, N. Y.,
dual, week Aug, H, Running time,
52 mins.

Ca.<!t: IjIpuI. Charles Cnrncy, Henry dc la
Fnlalse and nalives uF the Tribe of Mols.

Criminals of the Air
'

Columbia production, and release; Stars
Charles Quiirley and Rosalind Keith.
Dlrepted liy 0. C. Coleman, ^T, Screenplay,
Owen Francis; story. Jack Coopei". camera,
George Meeban; edilor, OIqU I'^antt, - At
Varsity. Lincoln, dual. Running time, 01
mlns.
Nancy Rawllngs ..Rosalind Keith
Mark Owens.... Charles Qulglev
Rita RlUv Hayworth
Ray Patterson..... ...,lohn Oallaudet
Blpjit Reardon.., Marc Ijawrence
Mamie .Patv.icla Fnrr
Captain Wallace ...John Hamilton
WllUamBori Ralph Ryrd
Camera-Eye Condon Wall'er RndPrling
Kurt Feldon Ru.<:ncn Hicks
BUI Morris John^Tyrroll
Trigger tester Dorr

Carrying a fair share of adventure
this hour long cops ajrtd smugglers
development of theme isn't so . bad
for the duals. In most houses play-

ing;.-.that type 6f stuff, it'll get away
holding up its end.

It's about the third from Colum-
bia's team of Rosalind Keith and
Charles Quigley, in which one or the
other is a private life invader for the
press. This time it's Miss Keith
who's on the snoop and Quigley is a
cop masking, as a pilot for the border
'honeymoon express' to follow the
activities of a small-tinie, but
smoothly operating smuggling ring.

Setting is on the border at one of
those spots where the quick marriage
gag takes root, a plane is hired to
hop the border, and it's all over
quickly-T-a little bingeing and the.
party is on the way back. Since the
smugglers opierate in the same area,
the border patrol details Quigley to

the cupid job and lets him keep the
weather eye peeled. • Miss Keith,
with an eye out for a story, is mixed
up with him all along the way.
Rita Hayworth, charming and vo-

luptuous brunet, dances and plays
up to Quigley from the lower side of
the border. She does one Spanish
terp number, which shows her off

well, even if it's nothing fancy. Gets
liberal footage on it, and she seems
to have possibilities for straight talk-

ing roles.

Criminal crew is headed by Russell
Hicks, who has a joint in Mexico
from which the gang is based. Others
in the mob are Marc Lawrence, the
trigger finger, and Lester Dorr.
Patricia Farr makes her.self re-

membered in a short time as a
counter-hopping waitress in an air-

port cafe.

Although mostly concerned with
flying, not too much of the film is

taken up with it which is good. No
whiz, but fairly satisfying for the
t)argain trade. Barn.

(Silent, with English Titles)

This first all-color film shot in a
junglie country was put together last
year by Marquis de la Falaise, hus-
band of Constance Bennett, when
visiting the jungles of Annan, in'

Indo-China. Scarcely more than a
travelog, gaudied and glorified, about
the only spotting for the pic is as an
adjunbt to the usual bill holding
forth at an arty.
Technicolor job is good, nicely

catching the lush and multi-pig-
ments of the jungle country. Story
hold is simple one of a tribe of semi-
Polynesians who were harassed by
a marauding tiger and how the ani-
mal was finally slain. Tiger gets
about all the play as far as jungle
beasts are concerned. Several shots
of elephants, couple of pythons and
one of a cliattering monkey gets but
small shrift.

Slight trace of romance is threaded
m 'tween daughter of . the tribal
chieftain and the young brave who
finally fells' the tiger. Pic could
have been much briefer and told the
same story quite' as completely.
Natives wear but little togs, men

pounding aroUnd in scanty breech-
clouts and the woman ia sarongs and
nothing above the waist.
De.la Falaise and a French army

outpost officer, Lieut. Carney ap-
pear in a prolog.
. Film is 'Silent, When.it would have
been much enhanced by sound, ab-
sence of which is. inexplicable.
Titles are rather, poorly written.

Bert.

Poorly cast and loosely directed

plane yarn is entirely too airy for

discriminating patrons. For the

dualers.

Limited production cost is too ob-

viously made possible by the co-

operation of the American Air Lines.

Tieup exceeds that description to the

point of almost being commercial
cinema. Too much evidence o£ line's

apparatus, etc.

It's hard to believe that anyone
would reject a Hollywood offer to

remain ah air hostess, but tnat is

one of the Ripleys which producers
platter along with champion air

acrobatics of Beatrice Roberts.

Seems every conceivable kind of

record is smashed or set by her dur-
ing running of a press agent's stunt.

Even where world's aces would fear
to triead. Miss Roberts enters un-
daunted. Cabot's parachute drop
from plane over the Pacific to give

gal all credit for the solo hop is

still another tough one to take.

Miss Roberts never looks at home
behind the stick and in suspense
shots she displays lack of animation,
Cabot easily walks away with the

film. Astrid Aliwyn, as the siren, is

also okay.
Conrad Nagel's attempt at direct-

ing is still an attempt.

RIDERS OF THE DAWN
(WITH SONGS)

Monogram release oC R. N. Bradbury
production. Stars .luck Rsndull. Directed

by R. N. Bradbury; aonga by Kradbury.
Screen play, Robert J':innielt; cameraman,
Bert X..ongenecker; .songs, R. -N. Jiradbury.

Reviewed in projection )-oom. N. "V., Aug.

16, '^7. Running lime mlns. Cast: Jack
Rondall. Warner Ricliinond, George
("ooper, Peggy Keys, Frank Hagney. James
Sheridan, lOarl Pwire, Moyd ingrahm,
Chier Park Hawk, I'M lirady, Jiiiu

McKenzTS, Forest Taylor.

THiE LOST CHORD
(BBITISK IVIADE)
(WITH SONQS)

Treo release of Julius Hagen production.
Feature.*) I>':il7,ai>eth Allan. Directed by
Maurice Elvey. Uj'nmHti'/.allon based on
song by Sir Arthur Sullivan; camera, Sid-
ney Blyth. Al Sam H. Harris, N. Y.,
week Aug. 1t>, '37, dual bill. Running
time, 70 mlns.
Joan Elton ..KlUabeth Allan
David Graham (iTohn Stuart
Madeleine ..Mary Gtynne
Count Carol Zarii licslle l»errln3
Pauline Ann Grey
Dr. Jim Selby Jack Hawkins
Benito Ijevlna llernnrd Anscll
Bertie Pollard Ullot Makchall
Josepti Mendel ..Garry Marsh
Madge Betty Astel
Beppo Frederick Ranalow
Mother Superior .Barbara Kverctt

Hurl,

SONG OF CEYLON
AVorld Pictures release of Jchn C.rl.-r.Mon

l>i iiductlon. Direction and canicra iiy IJasil

Wright; music, .Walter Kelgh; narrator,
lilonel Wendt At Caroeo, M. 'i'.. dual,

week Aug, U, '37, Running lime, 31* niins.

This thorough - going four - reel

travelog . on Ceylon attempts to dig
down deep and cinematically explain
the country and its people in more
thorough manner than customarily
encountered in the usual and surface-

Actions certainly speak louder

than anything else this two-gun tale

has to offer including baritone pipes,

of Randall who looks more like a

musical comedy cowpuncher than a

kiddie convincer. Acting of guns

and fists salvage the film for the

dual depots.

Film is jumpy in the first half and
sacrifices portions of narrative for

brevity with bad result. Singing of

star sounds oke but only with the

eyes shut. Bad timing of sound
makes the supposed singing from
saddle ridiculously obvious to all

but the blind. Best of the musical
interludes is rendition of 'White

Clouds in the Moonlight' by Randall

to guitar accompaniment. Here also

his 'playing' of instrument is too

transparent.
For a less-thah-one-hour western,

this portrays plenty of action both
with and without weapons while

Randall, as a state marshal, cleans

out a town full of bad boys. Staged

gun duel in town's main drag be-

tween Randall and ace baddie is

well done for farts who like such.

Running desert gun battle, with op-

posing sides riding parallel in sin-

gle file with barklog guns also a

novel twist.
"Warner Richmond, menace, George

Cooper, Randall's aide, and the star

himself do what little acting is seen.

Rest go through motions of average
western without a'.'iieving much.

Hurl.

Film shortage in the Broadway
houses has gi'own so acute they've

resurrected this piece of wreckage
out of the past—1933 and showing
its age. _ No use wasting time and
space recounting all the flaws in the

pic. Just about everything possible

is wrong, from the writing, produc-
tion, direction, acting, to the final
editing. If there are merits, they
aren't visible. B.o. prospects are nil.

Story concerns an organist-com-
poser whose life is shattered when
his grand romance with a concert
singer goes flooie. He loses the use
of his right arm; she dies. Twenty
years later he meets the sweetheart's
daughter. He falls in love with her,
emerges from retirement and com-
poses the score of a highly successful
operetta in which she stars. He
finally discovers the girl really loves
his nephew and that he merely saw
in her the image of his dead sweet-
heart.

If the pic does nothing else, it

shows how far film methods have
progressed in four years, though
even then this would have been a
bad production. As the only name
in the cast, Elizabeth Allan is almost
unrecognizable through the feeble
photography, incompetent makeup
and stilted direction. Others just
don't matter.

'The Lost Chord' was made as a
silent in. 192,'j by Arrow Prods, in
America. Hobe,

though not new, of "being in love
with Louise Stanley, a .looker and a
honey, who belongs tO' the mesa
outfit, while his father is tops on the
oth'-A* side of the issue. Lovebirds are
disowned by both sides, find blood is

thicker than water, and finally show
up Karl Hackett, the shyster, for
what he is in time to have a country-
wide reunion and save a few of the
men-folks from death at' gun-point,
Nothing namby-pamby about the

film. Issues are pretty clearly de-
fined. Both Steele and Miss Stanley
work under the strain of being at
hieart-pat stage over each other, and
at the same tirhe a little suspicious
that each would like to Join forces
.l^ith the home team. Chases are a
heavy feature, but strangely nobody
mentions there's a short cut. Which
is probably one of rhany reasons
why it's a better western. Born.

FIGHTING TEXAN
• Ambassador release oC Maurice Conn pro-
duction. Stars Kermlt .Vtaynttrd, Fouturea
Klalne Shepard, Frank Ijillue, Bud Buster,
Ed Caauidy. Directed by 'Chnrlew Abbott.
Qriginul .ilory, James Oliver (.^urw'ood;

Hcreenplny, Joseph O'Donncll; camera. Jack
Grecnhalgh; edilor. Glciin Glopn, At
ICIvn, Lincoln, dual. Running llmc, 5H
mins.
Glenn. , , Kermit Moynard
Judy ... ... lilalnp. Shepard
Walton . . . Frank UaRuc
Old Timer ..j. , .Bud. Uu.xtcr
Hadley ^ I'Jd Cas.sldy
Slim. . .

.
'. Murdock McQuarrlc

Shcrlrt . ; : Bruce Mitchell
Carter Art JUles
liarl li'rank McCorn)ac.k

Author and the star df 'Fighting

Texan' . are the only points worth
bearing down on for the exhibitor.

Film is a moderate western and
the best performances are chalked
up by Kermit Maynard, a stranger in

a feuding cattle counti,'y; Ed Cas-
sidy, hillside hoodlum;" and Frank
LaRue, an honest, but suspected
rancher. Elaine Shepard is the only
girl in the picture, and a goodrlook-
ing blonde, Her assignment is slight,

but she handles it well.

Mayhard, in the story, buys a
ranch partnership and with it goes
a liberal mortgage of trouble.. His
co-partner is shot and he finds him-
self suspected, all the while having
suspicions of several people himself.

Pic makes the same laughable mis-
take in the chases—stringing the
horses out single file and each rider
shooting straight ahead, which any-
6he knows would be ,a suicide pact.
Biz possibility for 'Texan' is slim,
except in those localities where the
patrons just don't care. Barn: '

Der Mann, Der Sherlocid

Holmes War
('Man Who Was Sherlock Holmes')

(GERMAN MADE)
Berlin, Aug. 2.

Ufa production and release. Director,
Karl Hartl. Siars lianH Albors; I'eatnrea
Kclnz Ruhmann. llansl Kuolcck, Jllldo
Welssner, Marioluisc Clauilliis. Screenplay,
U. A. .Stemmie and ICarl Hartl; music,
Hans Summer; "camera, Frll/.. Arno Wag-
ner, At lU'ft-t'alasi -am Jiob, liunnlngr
time, 113 mluH. . *
Sherlock Holmes.. ..ITana AHjcrs
Dr. \Vat.son ,., Ilein/ Kuhmanii
Mttry Uerry , . .Marlelulso (Jhunjlua
Jane Horry. llan.sl ICnoteck
Mndnnie. Ganymar Illidc W.«lssner
.Monsleui' Lapin Siegfried Sohuronberff
The Man W'Uo l.au.ith.x, Paul UUdt
t;:>loC of Polive i-', W. .schnicder-Schrom
M. Vangon. ; Ha\iH Junkcrmanit

SUNDOWN SAUNDERS
.Supreme Plolures rclpase of A. W. iriclrel

produotlim. .Stars JJob Hloolc. Directed by
Robert N. Jlradbury, Orl.glnnl story ani
screen adaplallon by P.radbury; lllm cilltoi-,

.S. Roy Jjuby; camera, Bert lAingencckcr,

.\t Cha^oner, N, Y.. Aug. II-IL', '»7, doable
bill. Running lime, U.'l inlus, ,
Sundown .Saunders I'nli Steele
llesa Preston C'ullici'Ine Colter
aherirt Baker Karl DwlrO
'J'aggarl Hd Caflsldy
Preston JiKik Rockwell
.Smnkey Mill Mr)ri'intc

Manning , ]''ranl; Hull
liCwIs Hal Price

Gunlords of Stirrup Basin
Republic reloasp of A. W. Hackel pro-

duction, titai's liuU .StcKie, Cealures l.ouisc
Stanley, Karl Hachelt. Krnle Adanns, Krank
I.dRue. IJirecled by .Sain NewflclU. Story.
Harry K. Ol'mslead; .sci'eenplay, Oeorgc
Plynipton and I'^f-d Mylon: camera, Bert
Longenecltej-; editor. Jtoy Claire, At' (.'o-

lonlal, Ijinculn, dual, [tunning time, 05
mins.
Pan Rob .Steele

(Jail I.duisp Stanley
UoNvdre Karl Hnckott
Red •. 1i:rnle Adams
Dawson I'"j"iiik T.aJlue
Stockton l-'ronk Ball
Hammond .-.Steve C'lurk
Blackie liou Mrehnn
Hornir l.-.l'-rank Jillla

If the b.o. patrons like to see some
Kentucky feuding, with the dead
dropping on all sides, moved to the
western ranges, 'Gunlords' will be
the answer to the amusemeht de
mand.

Battle, which forms the story, is

between the homesteaders and the
big cattlemen. Homesteaders want to

build a dam on the mesa to use
some of the river water for irrigation,

and the cattlemen, heated up by
shyster lawyer, believe it will use
all the water. So into gunning togs

they go.
.

Bob Steele is the star and it s up
to his usual excellent western calibre

He's caught in the delightful mess.

This cactus quickie succeeds in

being interesting in the face of fun-
damental weaknesses, outstanding
being shouldering of original writing,
film scripting and directing on one
man. Sometimes such arrangement
works, but seldom. In this case,
Robert N. Bradbury forgets his di-
rectorial duties for his script and
then again he bears down on direc-
tion and tosses continuity to the
winds. 'Sundown Saunders' is in-
significant western fare for multiple
bill secondary spots.
Yarn by Bradbury swerves slightly

from beaten trail taken by a multi-
tude of outdoor epics. II has two
equally prominent villains till one
is bumped off in early reels. Re-
maining bad man looks the part only
in closeups when called on to regis-
ter hatred. It opens with a pony
race, and shoots 'Sundown,' readily
spotted as hero becaij,sc clean-
shaven, immaculate and wearing
trim cowboy gax'b, off to locale ranch
land Won in contest.
While plot incidents include cu.s-

tomary fist fights, wrongly accused
hero, fight with the outlaw gang and
the runaway team episode, the
writer puts in a few slightly original
twists such as having a semi-uncon
scious man shot in the back by an
unscrupulous friend, overhearing of
Dlot to rob a bank and the suave
bad egg racing off with the heroine
Thei'e is a feeble attempt to devclDp
a romance, but nobody thinks too
much or too long of it.

Steele, as Sundown Saunders,
given that name becau.se he wins at
cards when the sun is low, looks anc
acts like a cowboy trick rider. Only
that his wardrobe is too trim. Cath-
erine Cotter is too saccharine and
routine as the heroine. Earl Dwirc
makes a natural sheriff. Ed Cassidy
is the stolid but unbelievable villain
who lasts to the finish.

Dialog is so simple it weights story
development. Lensing is ordinary
Robert N. Bradbury's direction is far
below his scripting. Wear

(In German)
Hei'e is a new detective idea that

the customers are lapping up. While
this niateprial, handled in Hollywood,
iivould have had more finish, it is,

nevertheless, smash b.o. Whatever
weaknesses it may have, when
judged from high American stand*
ards, It still hps plenty.

Albers, once more the charming,
gracious figure which long ago made
hi,m the idol of the German people,
has come into his own again. For
some time now, only cast in Don
Juan roles surrounded by bevies of
femmes, he was nearly finished. He
hasn't had a part ' in a long time
which came up his alley like this
one. And he doesn't pass ufi a single
bet. Furthermore, it would be hard
to find a face anywhere so suited to
the role of the suave Sherlock
Holmes.
Paris-bound Express is held up by

two armed guys made up in the
eccentric togs of Holmes and Wat-
son. Stick-up has two immediate
results: Lapin, crook and possessor
of the rare Mauritius stamps missipg
from the Paris Exposition, makes a
getaway; the two befoes fall for thfe
Berry Sisters.
From

; now on it's chock-tuU of
i hrills and complications. Always in
the background is another man, also
dressed in a huge checked coat simi'
lar to Albers, who does nothing but
laugh in lusty, ripping guffaws When-
ever Holmes gets into a tough- spot.
Is he the real Holmes? The two sup-
posed detectives' are rushed off ,to a
cooler, but a cute twist and arrest
s avoided. Then Sherlock gets
trapped into a rendezvous In a pawn-
shop, which is only a Wind joint run
jy Lapin. It's a tough fight, but the
husky Albers swings himself onto a
chandelier and makes his escape,
barricades himself In a coal-pit, but
not without first yanking oft Lapin's
watch containing the million-dollar
stamps.
Cops are on his heels agaih. He

beats it to the Berry girlj , only to
happen on a secret room which re-
veals their dead father to have been

long-looked for counterfeiter.
Holipes. and Watson get pulled in,
Man with the laugh ig at the trial.
Duo disclose their identity; they are
the unsuccessful owners of a dinky
detective agency. The mysterious
one announces that he is none other
ban Coiian Doyie and that Sherlock
Holmes never existed, except in his
brain. He gives the impersonator
permission to call himself 'The Man
Who Was Sherlock Holmes' from
now on. >

Heinz Ruhmann as Dr. Watson,
although sharing the honors with
Albers, Is never overshadowed by
the other's strong personality. Doins
a straight as the retiring/ modest
Watson, he draws the characterdown
to the most minute, stroke.

Casting of the olhep males is not
so hot, but 'gets by. Femmes hold
down their assignments okav, Hansi
Krtoteck, whoso work in the last
year has been uneven, gives a good
performance.

Myrna Majors in C
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Myrna Loy moves over to 20th
Fox for the lead opposite Warner
Baxter in 'Career in C Major.'
Film will be made from an origi

nal screenplay by James M. Cain.

ROARIN' LEAD
Republic riMi'M.".:- (if Nal I, •vine oroduc-

lion, ,siMr:j Thr.',' .VIcsiuil itm (IJyl, j,lv-
Ingaton, Ray Con-lMan, M-iv Ti-rliuncJ. 1)1-
rcftci by Alack V. Wi-lxh'.. .'^crcrMipla v,
Oliver J)ral(c, J;icii .N'ullcror.i. fi-orn novrl
by Wllllini (."oil MacDoiuilil; cauicr.i, Wil-
liam N'olilPH. A'. ChMloncr, X, V... duni,

.

.\ug. 7, '.'!7. Running linn-, .'7 mlnH,
.Slony IJrodltP IIhImtI iJvingsiton
Tucs'in Smith
T/Ullaby Joslln.
DorlH
Hackett ..

c;anor.v
Gardner
nobby
Mlondlc, ,

:~.
. .

.

Da by M'iry
Prima Donna
.Vpachc
Oancern

. 'I'iiiu'ii'a

'I'Ik'OiI'i

. Itay t'orrl.'jan

. . , .Mux Tcrhune

.(in-i.<illMn M-'i'ile

. .Ilooppr .\tchlcy
. .V.ilcinui Canutt
.(ictirgc ('hCHpi)ro
.. . , .Tomni.v Bunp

..Vlar.y llu^h'pll

<: nn lC:Mirrmnn
..licvcrly liUf/
Iv 'thi-rlne l-ryp
.Mc^'lla Klddla

There's plenty of lend rained in
'Roarin' Lead,' but it all gacs amiss.
Tho only casuality in tho 58 min-
utes is a fiesh wound in the wrist suf-
fered by ona o£ tha hoavics. And
that's poor shootin' in a western.
As another edition in tha Republic

series starring the Three Mes-
quiteers, pic proves very mild. Those
who comprise the following of the
three heroes will scarcely find it up
to par; others will likely be bored
by most of the reelige.
Again it's the rustlers who cause

the trouble. There is nothing new
or novel to their methods and, in
the end, the gang goes up to the
clink for long-term ssntenKs alt
around. It would have .logged up
the action if a couple of villains had
chewed the dust. As 'was, all the
shootin' was no more cfl'cctivc than
cap-pistol clninor.

Pfesquilcers (Bob Livingston, Ray
(Continued on page 42)
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THE RETURNS ARE IN!

NEW YOftK ^itcrdfio'^i'ty Music Halt ^ STELLA i)ALLAS held over after settingVummer record for tlie first week. Twelfth ddv'

ond topf biggest United Agists grou by 30%. DALLAS « Palace Theatre • bob OrOonnell of Interstato Circuit^Wir

ASBURY PARK • St. Jdmes Theatre • rnif four days 180% of average week; /^fW ATLANTIC CITY • After settii^

hold-over .71 a new record.' SYRACUSE • State Theatre • McBride's build-up campaign results' in oyer-llow croVMli i

STELLA DALLAS campaign contest with both feet as 'picture is $2^000. over average for first three days.

READING/ PA* * LoeWs • Second day tops smash opening by more than $400.

overage seven-day gross for house

NEW

RICHMOND • Loew'g • 170fo 0

BOSTON * Lqew's State and Orpheum Theatres • Simultaneous bookings prov

campaign sends STELLA DALLAS to new record for gross and receipts as picture holds over.

of this year.

NORFOLK •5fa;If

COLUMBUS • Ohio Theatre •A30% above average, STELLA DALLAS stands them up.

of average, with third day $600. over opening.

receipts go even $1,000 higher.

INDIANAPOLIS '* Palace Theatre • Slides past house o

NASHVILLE • Vendome Theatre • Another hit. First two days close to average

I
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* •

OF ITS FIRST TWENTY ENGAGEMENTS I

ctare plays to more than 20,000 ticket buyers. ALBANY * 5franci Theatre • tAct^ thbn doubles average gross

^^'tine three blocks longrstops traffic^ot Elm Street. Breaks record for dtteridance, ohd cash of year standing'^

fhigh for Apollo Theatre, moved over to Strand Theatre where week's gross tops original itanza by $2,000., forcing-third week

lid In four days picture does^ merit thon full week's gross. ROCHESTER • Loeu;'* • Lester Pollock jumps into

RLEANS * Stale T/ieatre * Biggest first three days of any United Artists picture in more than eighteen months*

lyerage, with standing room from opening on. PITTSBURGH • Loew's Penn. • First three days gross $1,100 over

iononzo as critics greet STELLA DALLAS with rave reviews. SARATOGA * Palace Theatre • Owner Harrington's

^atre • STELLA DALLAS wqs certainly popular with the southern customers as she piles up second largest United Artists gross

Land • state Theatre • Opening day more than doubles house average.

ngt to the tune of 158%.

LOUISVILLE • State Theatre • 150%

PROVIDENCE • Loew^s State • After opening to best summer gross, second day cash

Mtek*s gross. RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
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Latest H^wood Offspring
(Continued from page 7)

bona fide members of the American

Society of Cinematographers.

Cost's Their Business

Picture wasn't previe.wed to see

what the critics thought of it No-

body cared. Aslc Wilding what it

cost and they'll tell you that it's

•noni? of your business,' not im-

politely but emphatically. It was a

potpourri of plenty satisfactory en-

tertainmei:it. On the name factor,

Robert L. Miller, Wilding vice-prez,

said, 'We used Ben Pollack's band,

that's true, but it just happened we
could get it and it was what -we

wanted. John W. Doakes orchestra

-i^iwld have served just as well if

they could have dished out the mu-
sic. Same for the rest of the people

we used. We wanted a picture to en-

tertain farmers and that's what we
got.'

Estimated audience of actual sons

of the soil who looked at .this opus

was put at 800,000 by "Miller but

that did not include the non-essen-

tial individuals such as wornen and
• children. v

Biggest outfit in the biz, and
uppitiest, is Jam Handy, of Dietroit.

Jam Handy crowd has been in

Hollywood for some years opierating

now, and often have a number of

companies out on location work. Not
brtly do they hold themselvesi aloof

from Hollywood but figure that the

less said about them the better, de-

clining aU info as to footage shot,

personnel, etc.

Firm . is the brainchild of Jam
Handy .himself who 'was a bright

boy aroimd Detroit a few years Sigb

•and married the sister of W, T,

Grant, general sales manager of Gen-
eral Motors porp. They're now split

up but in the meantime Handy has
accumulated a fortune estimated to

ruii into the millions^ looks over his

filmland holdijags two or three days
a year, and sits quite pretty. For a
long time the Jam Handy ' cohcern

.^Jtept the General Motors biz cor-
'""ralled, and it was the juiciest ac-

count in the wlibl6 commercial field.

The last ffew years Wilding has cut
in heavily although jam Handy still

has its mainstay, the Chevrolet ac

count. This item alone runs to

around $l,iBOO.O0d a year.

Some of Wilding Corp.'s clients

are Ford, Bendix, Chicago Tribune,
Dodge, Chrysler, Hudson, Oldsmo-
bile, C. G. Conn (band instruments),
United Cigars, Willard batteries,

Frigidaire, Pillsbury, Lipton's Tea,
Knox gelatin, Deere & Co., Kroger,
De Soto, Ethyl Gasoline, Firestone,

Graham-Paige, Libby - Owens - Ford
Glass Co., Nash Motors, Norge,
Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Packard,
Pontiac, Plymouth, Studebaker, Sig-

ma Chi fraternity, Standard Oil of

Ohio and Indiana, Sears-Roebuck,
Shell and a lot more. Foregoing are
listed to illustrate what the company
says of itself: 'They've got to be im-
portant before we can be any good
to them.'

Foundation of ihe biz, says. Miller,

is merchandising counsel, big busi-
ness jargon that doubtless means,
'we show 'em how it's done,' and
that is literally what commercial
films do. If you want to raise a
commercial film man's ruff, call, him
an adjunct of the advertising busi-
ness. That really riles 'em. They
begin where the advertising expert
leaves off. The ad fellow creates a
market, the commercial film actually,

makes the sale. Or that's, the main
idea. .

It's possible only to arrive at a
'broad, geheral estimate of the gross
turnover of this, lusty offspring of
the cinema. Wilding last year
turned out 500,000 feet of finished

fQm, the. equivalent of 50 10-reelers.

The majority of their 200 employees
are in the high-pay bracket, ^and
they maintain studios and labora-
tories in Culver City, Chicago and
Detroit.

Jam Handy is bigger. Audio, of

New York, is a potent factor in the
trade. There are perhaps a score of

others. A film oldtimer who has re-
cently entered the commercial field

is Charles Christie, identified .with a
New York venture. On the Coast,
a lusty infant of the biz is Standard
Films, of Pasadena, fathered by
Roger Sumner, John Flory, former-
ly of Paramount, and Reed S. Sey-
mour, Outfit is plutting up a new
plant and making a bid for. its share
of the profitable traffic. General
Electric Co. maintains a commercial
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MoU.-.SO, .77, (1.00 ptuiloi.
Ev«i.-SOc >• $2.00 plui loi.

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
Iwoy. at 5Ut St.- AIK^CONDITIONEO

film section at its Schenectady plant.

GE, incidentally, was the pioneer

in the biz, and many an oldtime ex-

hibitor will recall a couple of pic-

tures titled "King of the Rails' and

'Queen of the Seas,' manufactured

"by GE to put over subtle propa-

ganda.
Par Folds Quickly

Paramount saw the possibilities of

profit in commercials and invested

several millions in a setup to pro-

duce them on the grand scale. The
squawlc that exhibitoi-s let out when
the first commercials fogged in on

the old Paramount program was so

loud that it could be heard from
Adolph to Zukor and back. Com-
pany abandoned the idea.

Where are the commercials shown
if not in the theatres?

Answer is, about everywhere else.

General Motors execs enjoy the

luxury of a private projection room
in Detroit where they pass judgment
on the creative film efforts of their

cinema propagandists. Jam Handy
and Wilding. Service clubs, Ki-
wanis, Rotary, chambers of com-
merce, schools, etc., are ready mar-
Jcets for this type of entertainment.
Wilding Corp. gets on the job when
one of its big automotive clients puts
out a new model. Car is. photo-
graphed in every process of manu-
facture and assembly, under the
watchful eyes of plant engineers.
Films are sent out to service men
everywhere and personnel is given
a thorough grounding. Salesmen as

well.
.

Good old days, when an audience
could be amused by a personally
conducted tour through a big fac-
tory, seen through the camera's ieye,

are no more. Films nowadays sell

the salesman. Teach him the ABC
of his own business. "To. do this," it

is essential that the commercial
companies have the finest and most
up-to-date equipment. They do a lot,

of trick and process stuff just as their'

big. brothers of the entertainment
field do. ^ "

Wilding has put in the -latest

Western Electric Mirrophonic port-
able and studio recording equipment,
also equipment for re-recording a;hd

dubbing. Same goes for Jam Handy.
In nearly all cases 16mm. sound-on-
film projection equipment is replac-
ing the standard 35mm. gauge, elim-
inating fire hazards and the necessity
for booths and licensed operators.
With the, best 16mm. camera it is

now possible to do all the tricks and
create all the special effects that can
be obtained with the regulation
35mm. camera.

Some Shot in Color

Certain amount of commercial
stuff is shot in color but not much.
Standard of Pasadena uses Eastman
kodachrome; said by them to give at

least as good satisfaction as the tech-
nicolor process. Wilding goes for
technicolor, figuring about one-tenth
of one percent of its total footage'
is tinted.

John Flory, of Star\dard, says,

'Budget of a commercial film is like

an accordion, it can .be collapsed or
extended according to the needs and
the purse of the sponso]^. A private
school for girls, for instance, can af-

ford only a couple of hundred dol-
lars for a short to be shown at

alumni gatherings. "On the other
hand, Standard Oil Co. is reputed to

have spent close to $250,000 for a fea-
ture-length talker with name players
filmed at RKO Radio studio.

'Budget on most industrials is

probably under $5,000. Profits come
from volume, low overhead, and the
occasional killing on a big job.'

Biggies, as stated, won't tell their
inside secrets. However, even at an
average of a couple of ttiousand dol-
lars per, total for a y«ar hits dizzy
figures since it's nothing for a major
commercial producer to crank out
more than 500 films per annum.
Young Men's Christian Association

operates a large distributing service,

collecting a fee for showing com-
mercials and guaranteeing an audi-
ence of 1,000,000 persons will see a

picture in a year.

Union Oil Co., o£ California, main-
tains a staff producing, booking and
distributing institutional films under
the supervision of Don Cameron,
Plug comes in at the beginning with
a subtitle mentioning the sponsor
company, with an equally terse ian-

nouncement at thesignoff. United
Films of California offers a distribu-

tion service to commercial sponsors.
Hollywood is showingja little more

interest in its misbegotten child

nowadays. Not the bog producing
corporations but the[ personnel

—

players, technicians, lensers, direc-
tors, talent agencies. A lot of bit

players are finding bread and butter
in the commercials. Wilding Corp.
is accredited with the Screen Actors
Guild. Outfit has a dozen scenarists

in Detroit, which Screen Playwrights
and Screen Writers' • Guild may be

POSTER RENTING

IRES N.P.R. ASS'N

Philadelphia, Aug. 17.

,With the announcemeht by three

more major producers that they

would enter the poster renting field,

Simon Libros, president of the Na-
tional Poster Renters Association, de-

clared that his organization would
meet the issue by going into produc-

tion of the accessories.

'A? each producer drops the di-

rect sale and begins renting we will

go in for manufacture in a larger

scale and underbid their prices,'

Libros said. 'We have been experi-

menting with new processes and we.

will be ready this fall with a full line

of posters, stills, etc., which will sur-

pass anything the producers are able

to put out.'

George P. Aarons, secretary of the

Poster Renters' organization, an-

nounced that his group will ask for

a Government investigation of the

encroachment of the producers in the

poster renting field, in connection

with illegal monopoly.
Aarons said his group was con-

templating legal action against the

producers, depending on the findings

of the Department of Justice and
Federal Trade Commission's investi-

gators.

It was reported that United Artists

was planning to join the six other

majors in the poster renting business.

Big Powwow Month For

Theatres in Colorado

.
Denver, Aug. 17.

With four big events coming up
the last of August this promises to

be a big month for theatre men in

the territory. The Rocky Mountain
Screen Club is planning its annual
picnic and golf tournament for Aug.
31 at the Cherry Hills; country club.

Gibralter Enterprises, Inc., will

have a get-together week of Aug.' 22

at the Park Lane hotel, presided over
by Charles R. Gilmour, president.

A divisional meeting of Fox, inr

eluding the Montana, northern and
southern districts, will be held here
Aug. 3l-Sept. 2, with nearly 100 at-

tending. Rick Ricketson, divisional

manager, will preside over the meet-
ings.

'

Tentative plans call for a one or
two day convention of the Theatre
Owners and Managei's of the Rocky
Mountain Region toward the last of

August. A. P. Archer, president, said

that definite plans would be forth-

coming soon.

ROARIN* LEAD
(Continued from page 39)

Corrigan, Max Tierhune) do as best
they can with the script, but it sort
of stumbles and throws 'em. Some
of Terhune's comedy is good, and his
ventriloquial work sparkles up a
portion. It is a Terhune standby in
all his pix.
Romance between Livingston and

Christine Maple gets but small
shrift, and even at the end there's
no clinch, w.hich is also unorthodox
in an oats opera. Miss Maple, new-
comer before the cameras, was a
show girl on the N. Y. stage, and
has also done modeling. She doesn't
evince much trouping ability in
'Lead,' but smiles prettily and looks
demure and that's enough for her
small assignment in this film.

The prime heavies. Hooper Atcliley
and George Chesebro, growled ac-
ceptably. Tommy Bupp, nine-year-
old, is bright in a bit. Dii*ection
fairish; camera very good. Bert.

NAZAR STODOLYA
(RUSSIAN MADE)

Ainkino relcnse ot Ukralnflim produptron.
Peat-ureM A. M. Duma find I.. Y. Serdik.
Directed by G. M. Tassln. Screpnplny by
Ivan KuUk from dramatic poem by Taraa
Shevphenko. At Cameo, N. Y., week Autr.

2^ ^37. Running time, 0^ mlns.

'

Captain .of the Hundred A. M. Buma
Nnzar Stodolya. Y. Serdik
OaUlA. lA. I. Vassinieva
K)tn.at M, I. Pilvai)ov
Tho ' Colonel M. Jj. Llarov
Master KhHlctskl M. £. Nademskl

5-Hours of Pix for 10c
OK Sat. A M. Biz for Kids

St Louis, Aug. 17.

Two full-length features, a first-

run western, a 2-reel comedy, car-

toon and short novelties, termed a

'movie picnic' and constituting a 5-

hour show, all for 10c, is dish of-

fered every Saturday morning for

kiddies at St. Louis theatre operated
by St. Louis Amus. Co. under man-
agement of Fanchon & Marco inter-

ests here. Young 'uns are invited

to bring lunches and stay as long as

they wish. Doors open at 10 a.m.

These 'endurance' programs, in-

augurated at Fanchon & Marco's
Missouri last year, were great suc-
cess with kiddies and yielded fair

b.o. returns as matinee customers
had little chance of obtaining a seat

until youngsters finally decided to

go home for their supper. St. Louis,
a 4,000 seater, is located on Grand
blvd. in center of town and is easily

reached by all wlio want to share
in bargain shows.

(In Russian, with English Titles)

'Nazar Stodolya' is supposed to

paint a colorful yarn about the

bravery, of a Ukranian Cossack

group as they throw back the yoke

of the dominating lord.. class. Yet

it takes not only too long in telling

but also swerves from the original

purpose in re.lating a sketchy love

affair and Ukranish high-jinks. Pic-

ture is good only for a few isolated

spots, and then very limited despite

adequate English titling.

It's billed as the American prem-
iere, and boasts a cast taken from
the Ukrainian State Theatre, Kiev,
U.S.S.R. But the meandering direc-

tion of G. M. Tassln, superfluous
footage and vague sequences make
several fairish performances and
bits of superb photography not
worth waiting for. Film is hopeless-
ly tiresome even for warm weather
patrons.

A' vague try is made to show that
the uprising of the Cossacks was
the result of brutality by their mas-
ters, who held them as serfs,

whether soldiers or field workers.
This Nazar Stodolya person is the
hero immortalized by Taras Shev-
chenko's poem. Doubtlessly, the
rudiments of powerful drama were
here but this man's escape from tha
brutal lord, Khaletski, and his sub-
sequent adventures are neither
forcefully projected nor clearly

shown.
Nice composition in a number of

camera shots though many are
marred by faulty lighting or stupid
location of the camera. Recording
is among the several defects, a
crucial whistle for help at one junc-
ture being barely audible. Distant
shots of a singer fail to reveal the
person moving her lips.

A. M. Buma and L. Y. Serdik con-
tribute best thespian efforts; A. I.

Vassilieva, heroine, is distinctly in-

effectual either in pantomime or

when she speaks. Wear.

Indpls. Cinemas Mushroom
Indianapolis, Aug. 17.

With the state's largest de luxe
theatre, the 3,300-seat Indiana, still

shuttered, small neighborhood houses
are springing up like mushrooms.
Recently the Cinema at 16th street

was opened, and the Speedway, at

Speedway City, home of the annual
500 mile race, is planning to open
Sept. 20.

Several other new theatres are
said to be due for openings soon.

glad to hear. One thing about this
sponsored film biz, it's in the realm
of big business and therefore on a
firm and stable basis. For some rea-
son known only to Jam Handy him-
self, -his company is said for a time
to have maintained a secret GHQ in

the Hollywood field and It is known
that all the firms operating on the
Coast have been keeping a weather
eye cocked on Hollywood ,labor, de-
velopments.

DESERT PHANTOM
A. W, HackPl producUon for slnlps ri^bl-J

release. iSUrs Johnny Map.k Brown. J?'ei«-

lure.s Sheila Manors, niipcted by S. Koy
ljuby. .\dapieJ by ICari Snell fi-om orii?J-

nal .slory by K. H. Miinn; camera, Bprt
J/oneni-cker. A*. Cha loner. N. Y., dual, on*
day. Auk. 0, '37. Hunnlnn time, 05 mins.
mily Donovan Johnny Mack Rrown
Jean Haloiaii , Slipila Manoi.s
.Sallzar Ted .•SiIuitih

Tom Jarksou Karl Hackelt
Jlin Day Hal J'rlce

Doc 'Simpson . . , ; . Nel.'ion MpDowpU
Dan Charlie King

Just another oat burner out of the
cookbook for the alfalfa addicts. It

offers a little of excitement, romance
and action 4n that rhatter-of-fact
style which is generic to this type
of formula film. Gunplay and horse
action, not better nor worse, on the

rigid tack, than hundreds of its kind
which have been made in the pa.st.

It ought to srtisfy in the trade for

which the film is created, the mul-
tiple feature bills,

It's the usual stuff about western
villains, a stranger hero, an innocent
suspect and one pretty blonde. The
stranger goes to work for the har-

rassed girl and protects both hei-

property and herself, kills tiie

marauders or arrests them and winds
up winning the blonde.

Johnny Mack Brown. proves quite

agile with guns and horses, and gen-

erally dominates the film. The girls

okay atmosphere and the usual fa-

miliar villains and extras decorate

the backgrounds. Camera stuif is not

bad. but .1 hit too much on the dark

side. Shan,
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RADIO
Tougliest Field Survey (or Radio

Gets Under Way by Late October

Bid invitations are out for the

field, work on the rurdl audience

survey which NBC and Columbia
have agreed to co-flnance, with the

Joint Committee on. Radio Research
supervising the project. It is ex-

pected to get the job going by the

end of October.

All con'cerned agree that the task

will be no. easy one for. the research

outfit .\vhose bid is accepted since the

joint committee will designiite where
end how the door-to-door question-

nairing is to be done. This will

mean that the field' research men
can't conveniently pick their calls

but work according to widely segre-

gated spots tagged by the joint c^om-

mittee. .

Probing will be limited to farm
districts and crossroad areas of less

than 25,000 population and deal with
two things: namely, the niunber and
distribution of sets and listening

habits by half-hour periods of the

day.

BacheratMGM

Hut May Handle

Marx Air Show

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

With . no Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Dtuidio radio deals imminent. Bill

Bacher may .draw the production nod
on a musical to inaugurate his con^
tract. He reported at the plant yes-

terday (Mon.) to await an assign-

rqent."

.Bacher may take an outside radio

producing deal if the Marx Brothers
come to terms with Sinclair Oil Co.

for a full series. Marxes are friendly

with the studio, promising to make
thpir next picture there, and will in-

sist that Bacher handle production
if they take the deal. Understood
that Metro execs., are agreeable to

such an arrangement.
Ken Englund, radio gag writer,

who is now cooking up a stage play

with Groucho Marx, will write the

comics' material if the petrol deal

jells.

Sinclair, which recently took over
Richfield, now sponsoring Olsen and
Johnson half hour coast broadcast,

will use the vaude zaneys on a net-

work hookup if the Marxes call the

whole thing off.

OLD GOLD WINNERS

TO BE BROADCAST

Old Gold will buy an extensive

hookup on Columbia sometime in

September for a stunt broadcast.

It will have to do with the results

of the big money contest which the

cigaret maker conducted several

months ago.

*Jack Armstrong^ to Have
Different Voice This Year

Chicago, Aug. 17.

Two kid serials for Blackett-

Sample-Hummert clients get going
on NBC red Sept. 27.

'Orphan Annie', returns for its

seventh consecutive year on NBC,
again this year )r Ovaltine; Jack
Armstrong also gets going on that

date for a five-a-week season.
New lead yet to be picked for the

latter show. Jim Ameche, who has
done title role until now, is on Coast
doing pictures.

Cagle Upped at KFJZ
Ft Worth, Aug. IT.

Gene L. Cagle is new commercial
manager for KFJZ, succeeding Herb
WItherspoon, who resigned.

Cagle joined station four years
Rgo as announcer, later moving to

sales department.

Ace Takes Up Golf

Goodman Ace is learning golf
with a pro. First day out alone,
he analyzed every stroke for
benefit of pro.

The strokes and why:

First Hole
1. WrletB loo loose
2. WiIbU too tight
3. Wriat watch dropped oft

. 4. Topped
5. Topped
6. Topped
7. Bad top—missed entirely
8. What happened?
9. SUNK

Second Hole
1. Looked up
2. I.oolced down .

3. Didn't look at all
4. Swayed
6. Feet too close

.

6. Feet too far
7. Feet got tangled

, 8. Caddy rattled clubs
9. Caddy coughed

10, Kept eye on caddy*
.11. Caddy got Insulting
12. SUNK

Third Hole
1. Drank too much water
2. Belt too tight
3. Glove dropped fttt

4. Slipped
fi. Caddy sat down
6. Caddy laid down
7. Ott the tee
8. Sun In eyes
i>. Sun in ears, nose and. throat

10. Ugh!
11. Almost a hole in 11
IZ SUNK

Fourth Hole
1. Good drive
2. Swell brassie
9. Marvelous spoon
4. Great mashie
5. Wonderlul wedge
6. Sweet approach
7. Beautiful putt
'8. Another beautiful puU
9. Another beautiful putt

10. • Honey of a putt
11. Qorgeoun rim
12. S(T)UNK

Easy Aces Drop Theme

Song When Author Wants

$25 Fee, Plus Credit

'Easy Aces' has switched theme
songs because Lou Alter, the writer

of 'Manhattan Serenade,' insisted

on fee of $25 per broadcast plus bill-

ing on the program. The script

act had used 'Serenade' as a themer
for over six years without having to

pay anything extra for the restricted

tune.

New melody adopted by program
is Dana Suesse's 'Have You For-
gotten?' For the Aces it's a return

to something that was part of the

act when it made its debut in Kan-
sas City seven years ago. Goodman
Ace figures that 'Forgotten' is- par-

ticularly fitting at the current stage

of the serial since the plot goes back
eight years and retales how the Aces
met.

Aces, who are now in their sixth

commercial year on the networks,

have just had their contract ex-

tended to Aug. 1, 1939, by Home
Products (Anacin).

Aller's move follows a new trend

in tin pan alley of a special fee for

a theme song, on the theory it's a

'grand' right.
'

Cantor Sans Breen

Hollywood. Aug. 17.

Eddie Cantor is washing up his

picture work and returns to the air

with his troupe, minus Bobby Breen,

Sept. 12. Singing moppet may draw
a spot of his own in a script by
Gertrude Berg.
Jim Tierney remains as agency

contact on the show.

Pritzker's Status
With the shift of the Gillette

Razor account o Maxon from Ruth-
rauff & Ryan, Charles Pritzker has

become a v.p. in charge of radio for

the Maxon agency. Pritzker's job as

advertising man' ger of Gillette has

been taken over by Craig Smith,

who" was the executive on the ac-

count with R. & R.
Gillette's ' final broadcast of its

present program on CBS will be

Aug. 29.

Broadcasters Res e n t Me-
chanicals Negotiating
Truce While Radio and
Union Clash Over Mu-
sicians Employment

STATIONS PAY

All phonograph record manufac-
turers have agreed in principle, at

least, to a plan advanced by RCA
Victor for controlling the use of their

product over the air among coin

machine operators. With the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians already
having approved the . idea, counsel
for Victor and the American Record-
Brunswick interests were engaged
at press time yesterday (Tuesday ) in

trying to get together on the legal

form of the agreement.

Advocates of the plan . are pro-
ceeding on the legal precept that

the owner of a patent has the right

to stipulate the uses to which his

patent may be put. Also on the
theory of contract law which ho.lds

that if the conditions of a sale be-
tween the original two parties

specify for what purposes the prod-
uct must not be resold and the third

party buys this product, and with
knowledge of the contract, violates

the prohibitions that thvrd party has
contributed to a breach of the con-
tract.

Okay of the plan had been ob-
tained from the Decca Record Co.,

which with Victor and the American
Record-Brunswick combine com-
prises the phonograph disc industry

in this country, even before the de-

tails were submitted to the AFM's
international executive board. Those
behind the plan concede to the AFM
the right to license record manufac-
turers as far as the empldyment of

union musicians is, concerned and at

the same time seek to strengthen the

contention that the phonograph rec-

ord manufacturer has a property
right in his product.

'Not F.or Radio'

Under the plan mapped out by
Victor the line reading, 'Not licensed

for radio broadcasters' would be
dropped from phonograph record

labels and another legend substituted.

This one would read, 'The use of

this record has been licensed under
specific patents. The resale of this

record except for home use is pro-

hibited.' The legend would also refer

to the envelope of the record on

which there would be printed the

provisions under which the patents

had been obtained.

Legalites responsible for the new
approach to the matter of record use

control feel confident that their line

of attack against broadcasting .sta-

tions and other public users will be
upheld by the courts. They cite the

case of ERPI vs. General Talking

Pictures, in which the U. S. Supreme
Court refuses to review a decision

of the circuit court of appeals in

the New York district, confirming

the principle that the owner of a

patent has the right to narrow the

field for which a licen.se is granted.

Other lawyers, close to the broad-

casting and mu.sic industries, are in-

clined to view this legali.stic formula
with some doubt and figure that the

broadcasters have an even chance

of defeating the di.sc manufactiirers

on the issue, in the event a test case

is brought.
It is also proposed that the manu-

facturers grant blanket free licenses

to the operators of coin disc ma-
chines and through this procedure

co-operate with the AFM in pre-

venting the installation of these ma-
chines in places where mu.sicians

were formerly employed and where
an admission fee is charged. As has

been pointed out in statements Is-

sued by the National Association of

Broadcasters, the disc manufacturers

have as their main objective the .set-

ling up of a joint .sy.stem of licensing

for public u.se with a definite .scale

Weber Frowns on BrinckeM Opus;

Webs, Anxious to Setde Question,

'Suspected' by Other Radioites

Joseph N. Weber, American Fed-
eration of Musicians prez, expressed
resentment Monday (16) at the con-
.tents of a pamphlet issued by V.
Brinckeroff & Co., transcription
manufacturers. Weber

. charged
Brinckeroff with trying to stir up
antagonism in advertising agency
ranks and also of' distorting the
union's case by falling to include
pertinent information. This incident
rates as the first rift in the calm
relations which have existed on all

sides since the AFM's executive
board advised broadcasters and re-

corders that radio stations must do
something about increasing 'n^usician
employment if a general strike is to

be avoided.

Brjnckeroff pamphlet was directed
to ad agencies' and sought to apprise
them of the developments to date in

the AFM's employment campaign in

broadcasting. Initial page of the pam-
phlet took the internatidnal union to

task for not inviting the agendes
into the open discussions on the sub-
ject which were held during the
week of July 26. As employer of

musicians, the ' pamphlet stated,

agencies were as mlich concerned
with the demands of the union as

any one else.

Weber told Brinckerofl what he
thought about the statements when
the transcription maker called on
the union chief with a copy of the

Organize Opposition

Movement primed to 'prevent
. the networks from herding their

affiliates into the AFM fold' has
been launched

. by a group of

midwestern broadcasters. Group
got together abodt 30 station

operators in Chicago last Sat-
urday (14) and is arranging for

a meeting in New York of east-

ern broadcasters next week.

publication Monday afternoon.
Weber declared that iBrincke'roff may
have believed he wa? performing a
service, for the agencies, but' in his

(Weber's) Opinion the impression
left would be one antagonistic to,the
union. ' Weber added that agepoles
were not' asked, to attend because
the union never regarded them as

employers of mu.sicians, but rather
as agents for employers.
Another thing that the AFM head

complained about was the pamphlet's
omission of the fact that the broad-
casters and others concerned had
been allowed until Sept. 18, and
without solicitation, to find a s61u-

tion for the employment proposition
put to them by the AFM's executive
board. Also that members of the

board would be made available on
two day's notice for any confabs
which the broadcasters or others
wanted to hold,

87% Have None

Following the session with Brinck-
eroff, Weber declared that the net-

works and independent broadcasters
were still showing a disposition to

work with the union on Its unem-
ployment problem and that he was
still confident that a general strike

could be avoided. Weber added that
further information gathered by the
International .showed that ZV/z% of

every 100 commercial stations do not
employ musicians. He said that one
local had reported to him that it had
been approached by some one from

one of the networks With the siigji

gestion that the local had ieVerythSiS^
to Ipse in the event of a general
strike, and therefore ought to Insist

that it be permitted to conduct its

own contract relations with, local
stations.

Representatives of NBC, Columbia
and Mutual and James W.. Baldwin,
managing director of the National
Association of Broadcasters, ' were
slated to meet late yesterday after-
noon (Tuesday) for their second
joint discussion on the AFM's de-
mands for increased employment. All .

these groups have pledged them-
selves to act collectively * and sus-
picions began to pop Qver the past
weekend when it- was learned thiat

NBC and Columbia were bringing
affiliates into the AFM'S offices in
large numbers to have the situation .

explained to thfem. Agreement among
these groups had been that no net-

^

work was to urge its stations to
'

yield to the union's requirements,
nor collect individual Information
about musician employment. Im-
pression got around that NBC and
Columbia were showing aggressive-
ness in trying to Clear up the situa-
tion and otbei; members of the agree-
ment were beginning 'lo express the
hope that there wasn't another
'ASCAP situation' in the making.
Members of the New York mu-

sicians local were instructed. lastN
week by their branch officials to re-
frain from making any transcriptions
or phonograph record commitments
as of after Sept., 30.

NBC'S COAST

FRIGHT: 2

Hollywood, Aug. 17.-

'

National Broailcastitig has entered
into a "deal with Harry Maizlish,
manager of KFWB, whereby the web
^et^ flrpt call .on. the Warner studio
for

.
Sunday;.' .broadcasts. M;axyf^l

flouse Showboat is now - U6ihg..the
spot.

Another network proposal no\v in
the works is. the taking over by NBC
of a sound stage at the old Warner,
lot on Sunset boulevard and re-'

furbishing it for audience show-s.
NBC was frightened into protect-

ing itself against the heavy fall influx
by eight shows piling into the studio
last Sabbath (8),

JACK CARNEY WILL BE

MCA AIR MAN IN L.

Jack Carney, of Music Corp. home
office radio department, leaves this
Friday (20) for the Coast.
Will head the agency's new radio

office • there.

lodent Acct Shifts

of performance royalties to be paid
by broadcasters and other public
users.

Strong re.sentment has been ex-
pressed in broadcaster circles against
the phonograph record manufactur-
ers for aligning them.«!elves with the
musicians international at this time.
By getting together with the AFM
on a plan of curbing the use of
phonograph records on the air, these
station operators charge, the manu-
facturers have 'virtually sold out'

the broadcasters to the union.

Chicago, Aug. 17.

Vanderbie & Rubens agency here
last week sniped off the lodent tooth-
paste account.
Figuring on a return to ether cam-

paigning for the account, and re-
ported leaning towards a network
.setup as oppo.sed to previous disc
plugging.

r'

Vou Mindlincr t« L. A.
Lou Mindling and Willard Alex-

ander, of Music Corp. N. Y. office,

have gone to the Coast to huddl*
With Benny Goodman on the setup
for his radio program for the fall.

Back in two weeks.
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Look Magazine Invading Radio

iWTMJ, Milwaukee, and WGAR, Cleveland, Get

Programs—Schwimmer & Scott Have Acct.

COCA-COLA SWINGS IT

Musical Show WUl Have Alice Cor-

nett, s Torcher

Chicago, Aug. 17.

After a series of, confabs in Des

JMoines last week Walter Schwimmer,

of the Schwimmer & Scott agency,

came back to Chi with an okay to

blast on the Look magazine account.

liOok is readying an extensive ether

campaign through the S. & S.

agency, starting immediately with

spot schedules in some dozen key

cities.

Agency has signatured for a full

hour once weekly on WTMJ, Mil-

waukee ,and on WGAR, Cleveland,

itf^Oddition to announcements in St.

Louis, San Itancisco, Buffalo, Kan-

sas City, Denver, Oklahoma City,

Boston, Pittsburgh and Minneapolis.

Hour show consists of a 'musical

clock' show late at night, giving time,

weather reports, news flashes, etc.,

interpersed with musical selections.

Both announcements and hour pro-

grams are tied up on a general na-

tion-wide iether contest with cash

prizes? Theme of contest is to be

•do people prefer to look at pictures

or read stories about events?' .

Following the spot campaign, ,un

derstood Look plans a network pe

rlod in this evening, with Schwiiiamer

& Scott ageiiey now mulling a couple

of ideas. It marks the advent of

what looks like a $250,000 annual

account into the radio flcid.

DOG DAYS IN

AGENCY RADIO

. New broadcast activities aroimd

tha ad agencies last week struck the

low of lows for the year. Heads of

i good many of the radio depart-

inents are on vacations, while the

general tendency In this sector this

season seems to favor letting talen

needs for fall shows ride imtil the

eleveol^ hour.

In./firevious years, the first two

wecdkqtof August saw the going with

regard to talent buying at its

heaviest. Agency execs are anything

but inclined to ifush into, commit-

ments fttr this time, figuring that

postponement wiU give them a bet-

ter choice of newcomers in other

fields, such as fllnis, and also create

« buyer's advantage when it comes

to salary quotations.

PORTLAND MUSIC COST

FOR AIR SHOWS UP

School Days

J. Walter Thompson agency
has no time clock for employ-
ees to pimch> Instead, the re-

ceptionist checks in each
Thompsonite. If one is fre-

quently late, oiie is spoken to;

if one isn't tardy for a full

month, one is rewarded with
one afternoon off the following
fuUrmoon.
Just like school days.

Alice Comett, swing singer, has

been added to the roster of the tia-

ditionally-conservative Coca-Cola

account which starts over CBS on

Sept. 10. Program occupies the 10-

10:45 p.m. niche Fridays.

Addition of Miss Comett rounds

out the lineup, which top-bills Kitty

Carlisle, and includes baritone Keed
Kennedy, Frank Crumit, Songsmiths

Quartet, and Gus H enschen's orch.

Gueist-stars will also be used.

Al Pearce Gang Effect

On Ford Dealers Reported

To Mister V-8 Himself

On it^ jaunt out to the Coast in

June, during which it made 22 stops

;:or shows before Ford dealers in 28

days, the Al Pearce show, which airs

Tuesdays over CBS for same sponsor,

had reports on it sent to Ford head-
quarters at Dearborn. Reports were
requested by Ford, who wanted to

know what his dealers thought of the

layout as a sales-maker.

Late this month the Pearce gang
leaves the Coas^ for a haul back,

across the southern route this time,

to touch the territory missed enroute
out. Again the dealers will report

to headquarters on what they think
of the program. .

Members of the Pearce troupe are
aware - reports are being made on
them aa an air show, since several
over-exuberant deallers told gang so
on their, trip to the coast. Conse-
quently there is a deal of backbend
ing to please the motor salesmen,
their lamihes and. friends. Pearce
himseU is plenty pleasing the deal-

ers by teUhig 'em fishing tales and
proving how well he can handle a
Ford phaeton on a highway.

RCA MOVES CHICAGO

WAXWORKS FROM MART

Chicago, Aug. 17.

HCA Victor is moving its record
ing laboratories and studios out oi

the Merchandise Mart- on Jan. 1 and
moving over to the building in which
the other RCA Victor- imits are
housed in this town.

'

Ed Foreman, local RCA Victor disc

chief here, back from European jaunt
last week and set arrangements tor

the shift.

This RCA Victor move puts all the

key studios on the near northside,

World having hopped across the
river a couple of weeks ago.

Portland, Ore., Aug, 17.

Union musicians have upped the

rates in this burg for radio broad-

tasting to take effect Sept. 6. The
basic rate raise is $1 per man per

program. This follows a previously

^
;^oubled cost of rehearsal charges.

"Increases of minimum salaries for

staff musician jobs are also an-^

nounced by the union.

Basic musician's rate in this burg
has been $3 for 15 minutes, now
upped to $4. Rehearsals are rated

at $2 an hour. Increase of rates is

likely to have very little effect on
programs now in existence.

Swing It, Jim
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Jim Bloodworth has left KHJ
where he was continuity editor to

handle the Benny Goodman script

for William Esty agency. He goes

past with the crew after the Sept. 7

broadcast.
Goodman goes to Dallas for a

week's stand starting Sept. 14 and
then moves to New York.

ASK PUBUC VOTE

ON SPORTCASTERSI

McNinch, Craven Appointed
Washington, Aug. 17.

Commander T. A. M. Craven, chief engineer of the Federal Com-
munications Commission was elevated today (Tuesday) to a com-
missionership. He will fill one of the two existing vacancies. Presi-

dent Roosevelt will appoint the second new member before Congress
adjourns it was intimated. This would mean the second name would
go to the Senate for confirmation by the end of August.

Within an hour of the Craven appointment the White House named
Frank R. McNinch, present chairman of the Federal Power Com-
mission to become temporary chairrhan of the F. C,. C. He will leave

the Power Commission 6a leave without salary and will stay with
the radio set-up until the troublesome period ahead is weathered.
Importance of the appointments has special political significance jn

view of the prospective investigation of government radio regulatory

practices.

Detroit, Aug. 17-

Fans in Detroit, Cleveland, Cincin-

nati and Michigan cities are v(>ting

this week in a contest to determine
what type of baseball announcer
hey like best. Stunt engineered by
he co-isponsors of baseball airings

m these towns, Whe-ities and Mobil-
gas.

Contest involved Harry Heilman,
who airs Detroit Tigers games over
WXYZ's state web; Ty Tyson, of

WWJ, Detroit; Jack Graney, who
mikes Cleveland Indians games over
WHK, and Harry Hartman, of

WCPO, Cincinnati. Each of the four

announcers appeared on each of the

other stations last week to afford

listeners chance to decide which
type of spieling they wanted.

Inside Stuf-Radio

For want of something better to do .while marking time for the new
season to get under way, Coast radio producers are trotting out what are
laughingly called 'new wrinkles.' First to bat is Bill Ray, KFWB pro-
gram chief, with an idea which may or may not draw an approving nod
from the agency lads. The ray of hope for something new is to put on a
drama for the invited mob and have them pick it to pieces, week by week.
By the time the fourth opus is put on, it is flgtired that it will ht ripe
for plucking by some commercially-minded advertiser. Tom Harrington,
of Young & Rubicam, has decided on a flock of serials for Claudette Col-
bert's International Silver sponsors. That is if one piece requires two
or three weeks to be properly presented, it will be given that much time.
There will also- be some one-nighters in the weekly series of half-hour
broadcasts on the Columbia web starting Oct. 3. This, the agency claims,

will be a distinct innovation, discounting disparagements that it's hard
to remember what happened a week before.

Doyle's Wife and Child In

Bangor, Me., Hospital
J. E. (Dinty) Doyle, N. Y. Journal-

American's radio editor, flew to

Bangor, Me., over the weekend to be
with his wife, Rose-Marie, and
daughter, Regina, 12, who are both
in the Paine hospital there.

Mrs. Doyle has some gall bladder
complication and the child faces an
appendectomy.

Increasing difficulties with • *Couple Next Door,' ' across-the-board
scripter on WGN-WOR line, brings reports that the show may go off

entirely, with the present headliners on the show retained for a new
program.
Bulk of the adverse comment has been centered on the writing of the

show, which has been slapped as being without particular humor, of too
slow a pace, and generally unsuited for its attempted comic premise.
To be retained are Dorothy Gish and Harold Vermilyea, whtf were

brought in especially for the show. Both Miss Gish and Vermilyea have
received excellent audience response, particularly. Vermilyea fpr his

handling of a tough assignment.

Mrp. Graft's Accident

Louisville, Aug. '17.

Wife of J. Emmett Graft, senior
engineer for WHAS^ suffered a frac-

ture of the left arm and severe cuts

and bruises of the head and body,
when her parked motor car careened
150 yards down a residence street,

and crashed into a house at the foot
of the hill.

Graft's small son was knocked un-
conscious, but was not believed to

be injured seriously.

C.. D. Morris, who scripts and controls the right to 'Billy and Betty
Watson' kid serial airing for Sheffield milk over WEAF, N. Y., has peddled
the names of his kids to almost as many commercial angles as have been
hooked up on the Shirley Temple tag.

The 'Watsons' have dresses, hats, gloves, handbags, dolls, a raincoat and
a hobby-horse, named after 'em, A child's book. The Land of the Wat-
sons,' also uses their air label.

Two child players doing the name parts on the program are Audrey
Eagan and James McCallion.

Market-playing by radio company insiders was spotlighted for the first

time this week in a report of the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Motion picture habit has shown to have affected William S. Hedges,^ re-

cruit executive of Crosley Radio Corp. (WLW), who waded into the sell-

ing place during June and garnered 50 shares of Crosley common. Simul-
taneously S. E. C. announced' receipt of a report showing that Hedges at

the start of the year had no flnar^cial stake in the company.

Jimmy James in Denver

Denver, Aug; 17.

E. P. H. James, NBC maniager of

promotion, is due here tomorrow
(17) to address the Davis Bros.'

(drug chain) Merchandising Clinic.

His scheded topic is 'Making More
Money On Nationally Advertised
Brands.'

John H. Perry Associates points to a '51.9% national atid spot gain for
its client, WCOA, Pensacola, Florida, in the first six months of 1937, over

'

a like period one year ago. News-Journal, in the same city and owner of
WCOA, was up 12%.

Buffalo, where WEBR and WBNY have several German programs, testi*

ftes anent recent Nazi propaganda reports from New York and other cities

that there is no evidence of anything of that kind.

Audition Mfldew Sets In
Lucy Monroe, radio singer, is now steering her career toward grand

opera. Knocked off five concerts in two weeks with Philadelphia sym-
phony.

Hearns Dept. Store Pressing Schlitz Beer for Record

as Air's Greatest Dilly-Dallier
,

4- _

Wheeler Plays Field
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

~ Jackson. Wheeler has vacated his

berth at KNX as producer-announcer

for a whirl at free lance radio work
and picture acting. He has a stock

contract at Metro.

Move will not affect his handling

of commercials on the Joe Penner
show, resuming next month.

Eddie Green has been set for a

tfeties of"dates on MaxweU House
Showboat^ starting tomorrow night

(19). Hesse-McCaffrey office did the

booking.

With a score of 42 auditions to

date to its credit, the operators

of Heams department store is still

looking around for a daytime pro-

gram. Nor has it decided on what
New York station it wants to use.

Persons who have had to deal

with Hearns execs on the radio

problem say that the latter have
been snagging themselves by trying

to pick something • that they them-
selves like, instead of figuring- on
something that might appeal to

prospective 14th street shoppers.
It's a situation that was common
in radio up to five or six years ago.

Outfit has stores in Manhattan and
the Bronx and one in Newark, N. J.

Hearns execs, in their quest for a
program, are holding to the premise
that if the organization wants to

raise the class of its patronage it

should decide on a type of entertain-

ment that would appeal to the execs
themselves.

Auditions accumulated by Hearns
are not far from the record set by
Schlitz Beer in Chicago several
years ago. The beverage maker
went over the 50-mark and the

show it finally picked turned out one
of the notable flops of the season.

Not only was the program dropped
after a few broadcasts but the ac

count itself switched agencies.

Lydia Pinkham Will Be
OnWLW Line, Also Wax
Transamerican Broadcasting &

Television figures on starting the
Lydia Pinkham campaign by Aug,
26. List of stations^ has been ap-
proved by the account, and the ad-
vertising, company, submitted in ad-
vance, has received the okay of all

outlets concerned.

It will be a script program, likely
built around a personality who has
already been on one of the major
networks. This angle will be set-

tled within the next few days. Deal
with the account calls for the use o£

a group of stations linked to the
WLW Wire and also transcriptions,

WOR Show Eyed by Auto
Firm; Must Go Mutual

Hudson Motoi's will have to use a
group of Mutual stations in addition
to the other network it buys if the
account decides that it wants Dave
Ellman's 'Hobby Lobbying,' now
running on WOR, Newark, as a sus-

tained There would be a different

show for each hookup.

Negotiations for the purchase of

the program have been goiag on
with the auto manufacturer the past
two weeks.

Fio Rito with O&J

Hollywood, Aiig. I7.

Olsen and Johnson Coast broad-
cast for Richfield Oil takes on Ted
Fio Rito's orch for four weeks start-
ing Aug. 25. Crew follows Jimmy
Grier's combo, also in for four pro-
grams.

Comics make a Coast tour late
next month, taking their music
where they find It,

COAST GUESTERS
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

George Raft and Lupe Velez share
the guest spot on Kraft music hall
Thursday (19) with Frederick Jagcl,
opera tenor. Brian Aherne is set for
Aug. 26.

Allan Jones makes his third ap-
pearance on the Fleischmann pro-
gram Aug. 22.

Yan Cronkhite Has Dunkel

Chicago, Aug. 17.

Van Cronkhite Associates firm has
signatured for the exclusive hand-
ling of the Dick Dunkel football
forecasts for the 30 states west of
the Mississippi.

Dunkel's forecasts have been sig-
natured by Atlantic Refining for the
east coast.

A.&A. AS IS FOR

CAMPBELL SOUF

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

There will be no change in the
characterization or routine of the
Amos 'n' Andy show when the black-
face team swings over to Campbell
Soup sponsorship after first of the
year. Diana Bourbon, who will look
after production on the Coast for F.

Wallis Armstrong agency, is satisfied

that the endurance champs are still

prime favs in family circles and that

it will not be necessary to drag in

new characters or alter the script

in any way.

Pepsodent, which has bankrolled

A & A for eight years, has bought
'The In-Laws' transcriptions for Aus-
tralia and New Zealand.

Martha Seane Becupes
Martha Deane is broadcasting

over WOR, New York, currently

from a hotel suite at the Towers,

Brooklyn. She's recuperating from
an operation. Joe Beers has been

announcing in place of Vincent Con-
nelly.

Miss Deane will drop Saturday for

a five ds»v bi-oadcastint* week here-

after.
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LABOR BLUES DELAY SHOWS
Kelly Smith, Radio Sales, Inc.; Head,

Puts Responsibility on Personal Basis

Chicago, Aug. 17,

Reorganization of internal policies

6f Radio Sales, the Columbia-owned
and operated station rep outfit, is

being instituted by Sales Manager
J. Kelly Smith, in a decision to place

a personal responsibility on each
salesman for the success or failure

of the various stations on the list.

Each salesman in every Radio

Sales will be assigned certain sta-

tions iand markets as his. personal

specialization, so that all questions

concerning these particular trans-

mitters and territories can be re-

ferred for specific solution and in-

formation t<r a particular men. Each
man will thus specialize on two or

three stations, depending on the

number of salesmen in each of the

pffices to take care of the 10 stations

.currently on the- Radio Sales list.

Furthering this reotganization set-'

lap Smith is also appointing Arthur
Kemp as special overseer of WEEI,
Boston, and the New England net-

work. Kemp has been holding the

special eye on KNX, Los Angeles,

and the Pacific Coast web for Ra-
dio Sales.

By this method of assigning sales-

men to specialize on certain stations

Smith feels that each station will be
able to get concentrated attention in

each office.

PEACEWAYS

MEAGER
World Peaceways, pacifism-pro-

moting organization, is again trying

to induce a network-or-otherwise ad-

vertiser to let group put on a radio

program advancing the cause.

In 1935 Peaceways arranged a

series which Squibbs bankrolled for

a commercial run gyer CBS. Loom-
ing war clouds in Europe and the

Orient have made the organization

again very anxious to reach the pub-
lic through the ether.

Peaceways is experimenting with
several difierent types of programs,
running from news dramatizations to

playlets to prominent talkers. Two
seasons ago four Squibbs spielers

were used to promote peace.

Young & Rubicam, which acts as

•adviser' to Peaceways in laying out

and getting placed those magazine
and newspaper spreads for which
publications donate space, will lend
free help to plotting the air pro-
grams if a sponsor is secured to un-

derwrite the time u.«;ed.

Gene and Glenn's Tour

Cleveland, Aug. 17.

Town turned out last week-end to

welcome home Gene Carroll and
Glenn Rowell (Jake arid Lena). Team
did a homecoming show over WTAM
and appeared at a grocer's banquet.
Act is currently appearing over

"WCCO, Minneapolis, for Kellogg's.

Starting Oct. 1, Kellogg's will spon-
sor the boys over a West Coast net-

work of .10 stations. Team will op-
erate on a traveling circuit, doing
a few weeks at each of the stations
on the chain. They leave Cleveland
for a two-week vacation in New
York tomorrow (18). Filling their

WCCO spot with recordings of the
Jake and Lena show wile they are
East.

Hungarian Program Sponsored

Cleveland, Aug. 17.

Spon.sor has been foimd for a new
."lerles of nationality programs over
WJAY. Program produced by Mar-
garet Halmos, local musician and
speaker, starts Aug. 23 under the

sponsorship of Kurtz Furniture Co.
Miss Halmos will present Hungarian
ftuesters on the fir.st two pro{;ram.<!,

wUh other nationalities on . future
programs.

Madame Sponsor

Account which i.<? set to re-
turn, to Columbia this fall is

associated by orchestra con-
ductors with the practice of the
company president's wife to

assume full charge of the pro-
gram's musical repertoire. After
she has tagged a number, usual-
ly after consultation with her
club friends, it goes in or else.

One reason that- this same ac-
count has always tabooed com-
ics is that the president'^ frau
has held against eniploying
anyone that she wouldn't be
proud of introducing her home
for a social gathering.

Store Managers

Prefer Radio As

Sales Hypo

Chicago, Aug, 17.

Survey made by WBBM among re-

tail food dealers, and. completed last

week, shows that 65.6% of all store

managers, chain and independent,
prefer products sold by them to be
advertised by radio than any other

means.

In making the survey. Wade Grim-
stead, sales promotional manager for

the station, had 300 personal calls

made, and sent out 3,000 mail in-

quiries. In all cases, the identity of

the media making the survey was
withheld.

Of the 300 personal calls, 53.5% of

all stores called on had radios

actually on; stores which had radios

but not turned on were not tabu-

lated.

Both ohain and independent stores

were contacted, 30.5% of the former,

and 69.5 of the latter. Besides the

65.6% preferring radio advertising

28.2 preferred newspaper, 2.5 counter

display, 2.2 magazine, and 1.5 bill-

boards.

Friedman Wai Call

Football for Parker

Benny Friedman will be the 'Sun-

day Morning Quarterback' on Parker
watches' new 13-*weeks' radio series

starting Sept. 12 over WOR and

WGN, Chicago. It may be extended

into the rest of the Mutual time, as

may also the football commentator's

spiel be extended to embrace other

sports besides gridiron.

The 11:30 a.m. quarter-hour Sun-

day mornings will analyze the pre-

vious day's games. Louis de Garmo
agency placed.

AUTO SPLUIieiNCmmm
Becftuse of Price Boosts;

This Fall Gas-Buggy Com-
panies Would Favor Extra
Big Radio Ballyhoo But
Outcome of Labor Battle

Holds Back Budgets

Organizational Detail Completed;

'What s Next?' Is Talent Union

Question; To Be Self-Governed

FORD JUMPY

KVI's Seattle Studio

Automobile industry's air adver-

tising plans this fall are being torn

'tween impulse and caution. As a

result most of the accounts' adver-

tising yogis are standing, poised at

the crossroads. Keeps their agencies

as well as eager stations and net-

works, uncertain and in the dark
as to motor's fall ikir campaign.

Entire field is tilting prices on the
new models due for unveiling this
midrautumn. Therefore, companies
would like to loosen up a bit more
than normally on radio ballyhoo
budgets. And they would, save that
Labor has them worried. Even out-
fits which have signed with the
United Automobile Workers, union
given birth within the year by the
CIO, are jittery. In its recently pub-
lished financial report sent to stock-
holders, General Motors complained
that it continued to have discon-
certing labor troubles long after
signing, and cited them as the reason
for decreased output. Other firms
within the organized fold are like-

wise stalling.

Ford Especially

Ford, which is now resisting union
organizing, is especially jumpy.
Though no official cancellation has
come through, sponsor has re-
linquished the Saturday night niche
on CBS which it had been reserving
for its 'Universal Rhythm' musicana.
'Rhythm' at present occupies the
Sunday evening one-hour spot and
has been during the summer to keep
the seat warm for the return of the
symph orch on Sept. 12. CBS has
already peddled the niche 'Rhythm'
formerly occupied to Pet Milk. With
Ford having no plans, it is assumed
'Rhythm' is through. Al Pearce and
his gang, on CBS each Tuesday for

30 minutes is carded to continue into

the winter.

Ayer agency, which handles Ford
nationally, says ho auditions have

(Continued on page 54^

Radio Rain Checks

Chicago, Aug. 17.

Radio is now giving rain
checks.
Adapting honors go to WENR

here which constructed a 500-

seat platform on Merchandise
Mart roof so Duncan Mac-
Phearson, golf pro, can do his

30-minute 'golf clinic' idea in

front of an audience as well as

into a mike. Also somebody to

catch the autographed ping-
pong balls he drives into X\ub

audience.
In case of rain the broadcast

is postponed. —

-

SESAC CALLS

BALDWIN

UNFAIR

Heads of the Society of European
Stage Authors and Composers de-
clared yesterday (Tuesday) that they
were waiting to see the report that

James W. Baldwin, managing .di-

rector of the National Association of
Broadcasters, has announced he will

issue on the SESAC catalog. Also
that they (the SESAC management)
'expected the report to be as mis-
leading, inaccurate and distorted as
previous statements put out by Bald-
win regarding SESAC
Report which Baldwin has pro-

posed to supply to member stations

tomorrow (18) is purported to show
that SESAC controls nothing near
the copyrights it claims. The SESAC
management pointed out Monday
that ever since it started its ex-
change of letters with Baldwin last

October over 100 stations have taken
out SESAC licenses.

With Jtfi charter from the As60cia»
ted Ac.tors and Artistes of America
now obtained and its national board
of directoris named, the American
Federation of Radio Artists is about
ready to approach the networks and
advertising agencies for recogniti<m.

as representative of the radio per-
formers. No specific date has been
set and such move will undoubtedly
await organization of the field in
other cities. Exact proceedure to be
used in applying for recognition will
also have to. be worked out

Eddie Cantor is national president
of the organization. Vice-presidents
are Lawrence Tibbett, Norman Field,

Helen Hayes, Jascha. Heifetz and
James Wallington. Lucille Wall is

recording secretary and George Hel-
ler is treasurer.

National directors, to serve one
year, include Edward Arnold, Phil
Baker, Edgar Bergen, Frank Chap-
man, Georgia Fifield, Martin Gabel,.
Helen Hayes, Warren Hull, John
Boles, Ray Middleton, Grace Moore,
Margaret Speaks and James Walling-
ton, Directors to serve two years
include Jack Benny, James Melton,
Reed Brown, Jr., Bing Crosby, Ted
DiCorsia, Carleton Kadell, John Mc-
Govern, Jascha Heifetz, Paul Stew*
art, Osgood Perkins, Joe Laurie, Jr.,

,

and RudyVallee. Those to server-

three years are Richard Bonelli,

Eddie Cantor, Edward Fielding,

George Heller, Florence Malone,
Queena Mario, Oick Powell, Lanny
Ross, Mark Smith, Lawrence Tib-
bett, Lucille Wall and Norman Field.

Eight vacancies are left on the

(Continued on page 51)

Gladys Heene has title role in

'Gloria Gale' serial aired by Sperry
Flour over coast NBC-Rcd network
five days a week from the web's San
Francisco studios. Replaces Nancy
Coleman. Westco agency brought
Mi.ss Heene to the Coast.

NAB Surveying Employment in Radio

Before Resuming Confabs with AFM

Seatiler Aug. 17.

With grand opening and salute

scheduled for Aug. 26, KVI, Colum-
bit outlet with main studios in Ta-

coma, joins local radio station family

with new studios in the Olympic
hotel. Seattle's largest hostelry.

Dorothy Doerbecher is in charge of

the local offices with Art Evans
handling the sales department.

Local talent to be pumped out ot

the local studios over the network
affiliation will play a very im-

portant part in the setup. James
Wallace, engineer for KVl, who has

moved here from Tacoma has di-

rected the local installation of all

equipment.

Kay Brinker and Milton Chnrles

scheduled to do their WBBM, Chi,

turn again after bail sea.<on erid.s.

Originally for Commonweal h Edi-

son, but su.'itaining now.

Wa.<;hing1on, Aug. 17.

Indii.otry-wide survey to obtain

concrete fact? about employment of

musician.^ b.v radio stations is

planned for this week by National
As.sociation of Broadcasters in

preparation for resumption of talks

with American Federation of Mu;
sicians relative to demands for morfe

job."; and virtual cloyed shops,

Following up pleas for united

front and warning that phonograph
record manufacturers may try to

impo.se another licensing sy.stem on

radio, N.A.B. ofCiccis are preparing

detailed questionnaire which will go

to all transmitter? in search for

specific data with which to answer
A.F.M. contention.s. Purpo.se, ac-

cording to Jame.s W. Baldwin, man-
aging director, is to obtain 'a, com-
plete picture' ?,o the indu.stry nego-
tiators will not have to rely on data

about individual itations, webs, and

their imprei^.^ions.

Exact scope ot the quiz .iheet has

not been decided^ but Baldwin ot al

probably will ask broadcasters to

report how inanv union ;ind nnu-

union rriusioii)n.<. they emplo.v. use

made of records and tran.'jcriptions,

and general info about laboi: rela-
tions. Not likely the inquiry will
d'eal with remote program.s, which
are covered in the A.F.M. '14 points.'
The 'questionnaire plan was con-

ceived following strong indications
that the recorders are on the verge
of yielding to Federation demands
that use of records be restricted.
In.A.B. recently informed all sta-
tions that it had been advi.sed the
recording companies will adopt a
n3w label and envelope prohibiting
of product except in the home, and
is likely to attempt to put into effect
a scheme for licensing o£ stations to
u.se their discs. A.'-.socialion letter
said definite information had not
been received about the basis on
which record liceii.ses might be
issued.

-Appeal for stations to stand shoul-
der-to-shoulder with tran.scription
industry followed the letter about
record companies, N.A.B. warning
that broadcasters .should play ball
with the transcription manufacturers
they patronize and repeating the
declaration thijt the situation is 'ob-
viously serious.''

Indiana Stations Think

Musicians Pacts Ought

Ta Be Strictly Local

Indianapolis, Aug. 17.

Confab was held at Indianapolis
Athletic Club last Wednesday (11)

of reps from Indiana radio stdlions.
Meeting was suggested by D. A. Bur-
ton, of WLBC, Muncie. Eugene C.
Pulliam, WIRE owner, was selected
as temporary chairman of thie group,
and a permanent chairman will later
be chosen. The question of whether
there should be a slate organization
formed of Indiana radio stations
came up, but nothing definite was
decided. Majority opinion isn't be-
hind any formal organization, but
leana toward meetings of the group
when occasion or problems make it

neces.sary to i.ssue a call.

Most important problem that was
discus.sed was musicians* union fight
against recordings. Consensus of
opinion indicated those present felt
each station should act independently
of any national organization Itt deal-
ing with Hie jnalltr. Thus the In-
diana stations represented don't want
to line up with networks, or NAB,
for any concerted action.
Those present also indicated their

desire to work out the situation with
their local unions, and not with- the
national union combo. Feeling was
that no national contract basis could
ever be reached that would satisfy
wit^ all points. either local musicians
or local stations.

Reps were treated to a cuffo hmch-
eon by Eugene C. Pulliam, while
the name of W. W. Behrman, man-
ager of WBOW, Terre Haute, was
recommended for Indiana rep on
NAB committee.
Over two-thirds of Indiana .sta-

tion.s sent >-cps. No one represented
WFBM of Indianapolis. Those pres-
ent included: Professor W. A, Knapp,
WBAA, Lafayette ( non-commercial )i

Clarence Lcich. WGBF, Evansville;
Martin Leich. WEOA, Evanjjville; D.
A. Burton. W. F. Craig, WLBC,
Muncie:

,
W. W, Behrman, WBOW,

Terre Haute; Eugene C. Pulliam,
WIRE. Indianapdli.s; R. R, Baker,
WTRC. Elkhart; F. E. Schurz, WSBT,

I WP'AM, South Bond.
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GEOBGIE PItlCE
"With Morton Goulcl ' Ore, Vivian

Ruth, Key Men, liorain .Price-

iVarlety •

Sustaining
?0 Mins^. Sun., 9:30-8 p.m. EST.

New Sunday night sustainer on
WOR-'Muiual, over the entire' netr

work, is Jieaded by Georgie Price,

who has been a commercial radio

.star in the past (Chase & Sanhorn
Tea) and devoting himself to his

stock brokerage^business since. The
new Sunday night half hour at 7:30-8

should command quick attention for

some sponsor, being a variety pror

gram in tHe popular vein.and . certain

to build, a listening audience.
Originally captioned/ Tassing

Show of the Air,' until; the Shuberts
objected on the ground of their for-

mer .'Passjing Show'7 revues at the

Wintii'r Garden, a substitute title

might be Cav&lca:de,.of Broadway.
It's a Ji;ifece&aty tag to }ceep togfether

the parade of yesteryear musical
. comedy hits-^Thlth are the founda*
ii5*5oh of Pr|ce^s ptogtam. . . '

'

The sihg^f-romedian rii.c.'s the en-
tire proceedings; He works almost
wholfy. thrOiughout,- with Morton
Goulofis,. ejcper|' music; giving •

him
sterling , support as do. Vivian Buth,

vocal; vlS^a-,Vis, an4 the Kpy. Men
quartet JiVifurther bolster the vocal

diviBidn;:^Hc0; yaJ^ is * aM'Qbust
•warbler,':^ the .C&ntot-Bi<Jhman-
Jolson acllo'Qi.rfselling; his- ballads

•well. • V ,: • v. '•
;

'Let*s Go' is ai strong: tee-ofE the-

,nxatic, 'BlacklJijccls,: /-Scandals* tunes
are i'^pri^ed,,t)oth; strong scOres, and
giving Price a St)r6nif> introdvjptory.

The Ticketihg fot *I4tl^ More Love
- irom you,' ' ispecial number from a
Price'vpicture (shbrt), is k good re-

stricted number; and dues into sbme
nice mifiiic^ . of Jolson, Winchell,
Cantor, Xiitihihan, et'al.

.

IiOifain '^M^utmets (Mrs. Price) is

- deftly' workiid into what can become
a good running gag, squawking for

a mi^ft 'Opportunity on the ground
'"all yiiifes'^nfa on the lladio nowadays,
- Citink-B&iny, Allen, Burns and Al-
-len, Atesi et al, and, besides, Tm
. just as 'dMmfi as they are' She has
her chance in purposely weak so-

prano* which cues for some more
comedy ^
In toto, ifs an entertaning variety

half hour Abel.

ARNO and OBCBESTRA
..SHEA'S, BUFFALO
Saturdays, 7;30 p.m.
WBEN. BUFFALO

w This regular half-hour feature at

7:30 Saturday jCvenings has been on'

the air frOm tlie mezzanine of Shea's
Buffalo for considerably over a year.

It still shapes. up as. one of the most
satisfactory local musical programs

. and constitutes nice plug both for
the orchestra and for the house,

Saturday night's show, whilfe

droopy, in spots due to poor pacing
was melodious and revealed nifty
arranger. wOrk. Snappy opening
used songs from 'Singing Marine/
was ;followed by maestro's violin
solo 'Hymn to the Sun,' 'Something
in the Air' was rendered with plenty
of musicaV.sock followed by 'Moon-

..light'.and. Shadows.' The latter was
over long; and slowed up the pro-
-ceedingst' ^Aft Steffan tallied neatly
with the vQcals.
Work of., the piano, strings and

brass in° separate groups is especially
notable in the orchestrations.

Burton

CLAIRE TREVOR-BEN LINDSET
'One Mile from Heaven,' with Sally

" Blane, Bouslas Fowley
CAMPBELL
10:00 p. m. E0ST
WABC, Nt^w York

(F. Wallis Armstrong)

Judge Ben Lindsey made his act-

ing debut on this program from his

own story and from result can still

be adjudged a good magistrate. In
only oh the" introduction and fotf'a

brief -bit in therftnale, .he gets little?

chance at playing away from the
bench, Does his bit as decider of
parentage of kid in 'One Mile from;
Heaven' yarn recently released by,
ZOth*Century Tox under .his author-
ship. : ,

. Story is a maudlin tale ..Of a negroi
women's fruitless efforts to keep her-!

sell recognized as -the mater of a)

white child. Nosey xeporter (Claire
Trevor) disco\^ers some evidence'
fcontrary to negro's story and upsets-

the '.apple cart, bringing child and
real mother together after bucking
.couple- of racket 'boys and her com-,
petifbrs-in'-news. Laurels go to Misses
Trfevor and Blane for putting a little

something into a rather dull half

hour of- the Hollywood Hotel pro-
gram. •

Story was called Lindsey's most
interesting case. Same can not be
said by listeners to this air rendition

of a sluffo film, which somewhat
lowers standard of program hereto-
:'ore presenting only A-1 story, prod-
uct. Hurl.

EVENINGS WITH PAPA HAYDN
iVith iDon Costello, Dan Seymour
and Paul L«»niay

Friday, 10:00 p. m.
WABC, New York
Program has an Appeal,but it's not

to the general public, ' This does not
alter fact that there are plenty of

^Tiusic lovers who get little of 'better

music' via the air. •

Haydn is presented as a living per-
son on interview basis for biograph-
ical matter and lead up to musicaling.,

It's far fetched for the intellectual

minds which will undoubtedly com-,
prise bulk of listeners. .

Patterson such progr^ims is usually
a bore to the listener. Musically
program' is well handled. Strings
wete exceptionally fine. Paul Lemay,:
subbing for Howard Barlow, staff

maestro,, conducted Haydn's 'School-,

master Symphony' and his 'Gia La
Notte' serenade. Latter will be used
as themer for program.

Costello's thespics as Haydn are
rifle overdone^ especially in the
chuckling, a la old German man.
Elimination of some Qf heh-heh stuff

will make it nearer what it should
be, a pleasant, serious musical offer-

ing. Hurl.

BRONZE HARMONIZERS
SinsJng

- 15 Mins.
Sunday, 6.30 p.m.
WHN, New York
Mixed octet who blend voices okay

in song rep ranging from' spirituals
to swing, with contralto especially
good. Brook Temple, as narrator
calls the group 'children of the sun'
and provides explanative intro for

'the vocalizing, a carrying theme that
is okay.
Group harmonizes 'September In

the Rain,' follows with a lullaby and
'Swing For Sale,' giving latter tepic

.
rendition, and finale with a spiritual
in swing tempo, 'World Can. Do Me
No Harm.'

. Just now a sustaiher.

HAMMEBSTEIN'S MUSIC HALL
With Bert Lytell, Adele Ronson,
Robert Weide, Jenry Mann. Claire

Willis. OlUe Rose, .Hammerstein
Orchestra and Chorus.

30 Mins.
KOLYNOS TOOTHPASTE
Friday, 8 p. m.
WABC-CBS, New York

fBlacfcctt-Samplc-Hummert)
Plenty, of variety and lots of good

theatre in this linelip^ with Bert Ly-
tell, stage, screen and now radio per-
sonality . guesting in brief dramatic
interlude, 'If I Should Die,' ably as-

sisted by Adele Bonson as socko
dramatics.
Ted Hammerstein . m. c.'d and

straighted for Jerry Mann's introduc-
tory routine. Then Mann .cnt loose
with some corking imipreshes of
Jimmy Durante, Ed Wynn, Winchell
and Bernie neatly interwoven in spe-.

cial arrangement of '1 Saw Stars,'

which proved the comedy highlight
of the show.
Program opened with brace :o£

musical contribs by orch, 'Do lou
Ever Think of Me?' and 'I Know
Now,' Robert Weede, baritone; whose
recent transition from soloist at
Radio City Music Hall to Metopera
has given him prominence, repeated,
with 'Tell Me Tonight' in usually
good voice. -

Then came Lytell for dramatic in-
terlude set in a fashionable pent-
house. Lytell has received death
sentence from his M.D. because of
heart ailment and is attempting to
shake off fiancee under pretext he no
longer cares, but covering up real
motive. She finds out . and like a
thoroughbred wants to Mendelssohn
it regardless. Eight-minute skit holds
interest, is well done by Lytell and
Miss Ronson but a trifle heavy for
warm weather fare.

Claire WiUis, nitery warbler, fol

lowed with vocal contrib, 'Cuban
Moonlight,' blending orch .and chorus
for vocal ensemble, 'Good Morning.'
Human interest angle is planted in
appearance of OlUe Rose, who. over-
came handicap of infantile paralysis
by continuing voice culture and mak
ing her first professional appearance
on this program, accordii|g to Ham
merstein. - Girl has pleasant soprano
and did okay with 'Vienna Dreams,'
with chorus coming in for assist on
reneat refrain,
^Three bri^f plugs for the commer

cial sponsor does not harm and hclc
in good taste.

• CHARLES 'AUKE' HOUSTON
..Sports News
15 Mins., Local
AVALON—SIR WALTER RALEIGH
Mon. %o Sat.rr-10 p.ni.

WRVA, Richmond, Va.
(B. B. D. & O.)

This one is for the records prima-
rily, since a hew commentator is

schieduled - to take over Charles
Houston*s spot soon. Why this change
now when Houston, judging by last

.few programs causfht, is goifig better
than ever, is puzzling.
Columning a popular featur6 in

the News Leader, and with a back-
• ground including sports editorship of

the Times Dispatch, Houston brings
to the mike a good voice and a
better-than-average personally writ-

ten Script, Stuff comes in impressing
that he knows what he's talking

about.
Gets In all the important sports

news and an occasional interview
stint. In latter, his newspaper experi-
ence is clearly audible as he pops
right questions and steers 'em around
to saying what the public wants to

hoar. Also ad libs O. K.
Commercials, delivered by Joe

Mackey, alternate for Avalon cigar-

ettes and Sir Walter Raleigh tobacco,

not too long and human enough to

appeal. Often get in the union--made

angle.

Follow Up Comment

William Lyon
,
Phelps, book-re-

viewing in a recent
, edition of the

Heinz Magazine of the Air, CBS,
went epigrammatic while speaking
of Mariorie Hilli^ ('Live Alone and
Like Ir and 'Orchids on YoUf .Bud-
get'). Commenting of the first-

listed .tome, the retired Yale pro-
fessor of English' said: 'Men are like
dbgs—they must be' entertained.
VTomen aire like cats. Thejr are not
pijly graceful, but -they enjoy their
tfwn company.' 'Phelf)s voice fits his
.'iev'idely-publicized character of 'an
jurbane,

. friendy. vivacious, man of
learning.
Another recent Heinz guest, aihd

like. Dr. Phelps, a • repeater, was
Marion Sermolino,. former associate
editor of several women's 'maga-
zines and for a time traveling Euro«.
can correspondent Of NANA. Miss',

lermolino gave some tips to femme
listeners on the things to test and to'

seek" in furniture—^gained during a
Peek's stay at the Chicago show.
Her style was chatty, her voice
pleasant, .

Iryinff Cnmminffs possesses a voice,
and 'a manner which should fit him
for the role of emcee on a Hollywood
dramatic program using

. a name
director to introduce stars and set
the background. This impression,
first gained. 'When listening to the
Universal megger on a celebrity-pick
up broadcast from Bing Crosoy's
Del Mar racetrack, was strengthened
last week on hearing Cummings
speak during a 'Hollywood in Per-
son' salvo from the sound stage of
'Merry Go. Round of .1937.'

In his conversation with Captain
Bpb Baker, program conductor, and
with others, Cummings, an ex-actor,
displayed a set of speaking pipes
that click on a kilocycles 100%.
Tone was deep; musical and mascu-
line; manner was friendly, but un-
mistakably authoritative.
Buddy De Sylva,- producer and

song-hit writer, -hardly matched
Cummings in the talking line. Bert
Lahr, Louise Fazenda and another
actor did a comedy scene, the idea of
which is not unfamiliar but which
will probably click with an audience.
'Hollywood in Person* tried to leave
the impression that the broadcasts
are impromptu, but alert dialers
should be able to detect the fact,
frgm timing, reading of lines, etc.,
that such is not the case. Interviews
at Randolph Scott's Santa Monica
home was one of the most success-
ful, to date, in creating the illusion
of informality.

IAN KErtH
. .

With Fraiicesea Brnnlntr, William
Sully, Charles Webster, Richard
Carnel, Irene Tedro, Ray Bromley

'The Fountain'
'

60 Mins.
Snatainlngr
Monday, 9:30 pjn., EJ>.S.T.
WJZ-NBC, New York
Eugene O'Neill cycle gained mo-

mentum with the highly capable
projection of 'The Fountain.'- With-
Juan Ponce de Leon as the domi-
nating, figure, second O'Neill play of-

fered the male actor every oppor-
tunity. Ian Kpith, long of the legit

stage, grasped full import of role do-
ing it right to hilt, Solid, capable
support and an expert writing
roundied out enjoyable hour tjiat

was enhanced by clicko direction.

'The Fountain* story proved nice-
ly adaptable to broadcasting. > Fable
of Ponce de Leon's quest for the.

fountain of -youth in the western
world! his disappointment and
treachery of Indians and final dis-

covery of prolonged life through re-
storation of his faith contains inany
impassioned passages. For the most
part was trimmed judiciously for
radio consumption.
Burden of proof on network inter-

pretation of play rested Squarely on
Ian Keith, Ronriantic, swash-buck-
ling JUan character has" possibly
70% of the lines. Even in the epi-
sode where his Indian guide leads
him into a redskin trap he does vir-

tually a.monologue. Sole mob scene,
and closest radio approach, -to 'ac-

tion,' was nicely handled, conveying
dramatics. of situation,
Francesca Bruning,' also from th^

stage, contributed glistening 'Beatrice
De Cordoba, beautiful " ward with
whom Juan imagines he is in love.
Irene Tedro, as her mother in early
sequences, does a good bit. Wcor.

HIGHWAY SAl^'ETY CLINIC
With Jijtdge ' Charles J. Brown
15 Mins.—Local
Sustaining
WAAB, Boston
On paper this Is a smart idea,

and. advance notices led the listener
to expect much more than he got
for the time spent at the loudspeak-
er.; Jud^e. Charles J. Brown of East.
Boston municipal court called in 70
auto violators to. .his. court at 7 p. m.
on July 16 and' gave them a lecture
on safety, a talk by a safety council
executive, a word picture of aiito

injuries by a doctor and a discussion
of traffic problems' in that part of
the city by a police captain.
Those arrested had choice of either

attending this special session or re-
porting next morning at regular traf-
fic court- with strong possibility of
paying a fine. After the

. broadcast
portion of the court program, the
drivers were treated to a motion pic-
ture on accident victims, designed to
impress them with the wisdom of
driving carefully through crowded
areas.
As entertainment the setup offers

nothing; as a novelty its just sp-so
on the air, especially for those who
might have expected to hear an- ac-
tual courtroom session.
No doubt the motorists were more

impressed than the listeners-in, for
they were not told in advance the
exact nature of the night court.

Fox.

FRANK FORREST
Singing:
10 Mins.
RCA
Sunday, Z p.m.,.EDST
WJZ-NBC, New York
Ballading of Frank Forrest, com-

paratively fresh to airwave audi-
ences, fitted in glibly with current
Magic Key broadcast from the Coast,
Introduced singing a favorite aria
Forrest built up in subsequent selec-
tions- Neopolitan love son • by Vic-
tor Herbert supplied the chance to
disDlay full richness of tones.

Forrest's high dramatic baritone
has won him a Paramount contract,
with mention being made that cur-
rently he is working in a Columbia
film. Wear.

Benny Goodman's 'Swing School'
for Camels over CBS last Tuesday
(10) night debuted the maestro as his
own vocalist. Song was 'Me, Myself
and I' and the singing was some-
thing short of terrific. However, His
Nibs didn't pretend he's another
Lanny Ross and it was okay as a
novelty.
Swing Trio turned in a wallop job

on 'Sailboat in the Moonlight and
the quartet aLso cas.hed in with
'Shine.' For his usual ultra hot
swing session 'Goodman offered
'Sing,- Sing,: Sing.' .-Presumably just
what the younger generation yens.
Certainly it was plenty swingy and
plenty hot. But without the an-
nouncement nobody would have
guessed the title.

Guests on the shot were Block and
Sully, with their usual nonsense.

DORIS WESTON
Singing
8 Mms.-
RCA
Sunday, 2 p.m., EDST.
WJZ-NBC, New York

Doris Weston, throaty blues war-
bler, has come considerable distance
since she.broke in as an amateur and
appeared at Radio City's Rainbow
Room, Her infectious tones are as
virile as ever.
Opened with 'Bill' from 'Show-

boat' and encored with 'Night Over'
Shanghai,' from 'Singing Marine,'
eicture in which she appeared with
lick Powell.
She has qualifications for regular

weekly ^radio program. Her style,

will wear with air listeners. Wear.

Magic Key of RCA last Sunday
(15) traveled westward to Los An-
geles as Hollywood played host. Pic-
ture

:
personalities, nearly all new-

comers to radio • listeners, dotted
broadcast and proved backbone of
program. Slight episode from
"Flight From Glory* was too sketch-
ily done to mean much for the pic-
ture when it is I'eleased. Walter
Abel and Whitney Bourne were fea-
tm*ed in air skit, though Chester
Morris ori.glnally was skedded pre-
sumably for the spot Abel filled.

Distinctly not Up to calibre of re-
mainder . of program,
loani Namokueha Serenaders were

brought in by- pickup from Honolulu
for two typical Hawaiian tunes. Rob-
ert Benchley's sly clowning, the
singing of Thris Westoh and Frank
Forrest and Nat Shilkret's orchestra,
however, made up meat of show,
commercial contained an outright
plug for Life mag. •

NELSON EDDY
Songs, Chatter
CHASE & SANBOlCN
Sun^^y, s pjn.,'D,S.T.
WEAF-NBC, New YvrlC

(J. WattffT Tfiompson)
Eddy;, generally graded the bk

ranking baritone for mas& and^

.

appeal, hdpped aboard the fast mov-
in* Chase & Sanborn streamliner
with Simday's (8) edition. Singer
will stick' for a

' quarter-lengfti
stretch on the show. He is the final
rounding out the program will get,
and iioTA its present looks and xos^
ter of talent the C S. show is
certainly smartly in the running
With that payroll, if It wasn't, evwi
Standard Brands would notice it.

In the past Eddy has always had
^ tendency to speak and act a bit
Stiffly on the air, but with hi^ initial
appearance on his new program he
displayed a phange, ' But maybe any*
one would if he walked on anfi into
Charley, McCarthy. At any - Tate*
Eddy swapped persiflage in a mam'
rier he never snowed before. Loos*
ened up, =his personality asserts it-

self and he'll enlarge his fan fol-
lowing, or, at least more, .solidly esi-

tablish it.
. /. . ; .

Four vocal selections were more
down to a pop audience plane than
usual with Eddy re'nditiohs,' Two,
'Great Day' .and 'Ranger's Song,'
are from legit Operettas; then there
were 'Hills of Home' and a light
piece- by Tosti. Bert.

•ADAM AND EVE'
With Margaret Smith. Jack Orson
15 Mins.—Local
Sustaining <

'

M-W-F, 3:15 p. m.
KOA, New York
Written around incidents jri lives

of young married couple with, a
down-to-earth appeal. Program re-

'

viewed had to do with vacuum
cleaner salesman calling on Eye, and
as usual, insisting on demonstrating",
Eve lets him go ahead, and gets most
of her rooms, overstuffed, curtains,
etc., cleaned. When Adam comes in
Eve tells him about it. 'But,' Adam
protests, 'You've got the same kind
of a cleaner,' • 'I know it,' Eve say*,
'but the salesman insisted on demon-
strating, and I let him. He was
awful mad when I told him I had a
cleaner like his!'

.Episodes ring true and without a
false note. Players also write the
script. When they presented their
proposition to KOA they were told,'

to bring in an outline for at least 30
episodes. The next day they were
back with 35, and within a week had
70 'ready. They have now been on
for about 50 programs, and are main-
taining high average.
Both just out of college and seem

to have a fresh slant on a radio
program. Rose,

'HELLO PEGGY'
With Eunice Howard, Alan Bunce,
Jackie Kelk and Andy Donnelly

15 Mins.
DRACKETT CO.
Wed.-Fri., 11:45 a.m., E.D.S.T.
WEAF, New York

- (Ralph Jones)
Trivia arbund the hotel switch

board.
.
Peggy is the hello gal and

Ted Hopkins is her reporter pash
Judging from the way the charac-
ters-are written, they'd probably say
they are 'that way' about each other.
It's pretty tough on the listener, but
the theory evidenced along the air
waives any weekday morning is that
the hausfraus love it. Maybe they
do, but the fact doesn't do them on
the program any credit.
Chapter caught (13) had to do

with Peggy's effort to show Ted in
general and the listeners in particu
lar that she's not jealous." Instead,
she demonstrates she's merely balmy.
Jim is the kind of reporter who

carries a note book and pencil sharp
ener. Anyway, the chapter used the
15 minutes to ravel and unravel
their goofy machinations. Most dra-
matizations lean on the melodrama-
tics. This one strives for lightness
Succeeds so well a sudden gust
would blow it away.
Commercials fore and aft spout

the wonders of Drana and Windex.
Former cleans drains, latter dittos
wmdows, Kobe,

WILL HEMSWORTH
'Court House Reporter*.
IS Mins.—^Local
CHICAGO HfeRALD 3t EXAMINER
Daily 11:15 a.m.
WJJD, Chicago

Wrinkle on the man-on-the-street
idea with announcer stationed at

Criminal Courts building, interview-
ing,- for the most part, participanti
in trials, (Prisoners, prosecutors,
lawyers, and court attaches.) When
cases aren't important enough to

warrant comment, Hemsworth deftly

switches to questioning the specta-
tors. Chooses questions which can
be tied in with Herald-Examiner's
want-ad section. Questions on auto
driving, for example, to plug, second-
hand auto columns.

Hemsworth as interviewer is do-
ing a good job. Pick-up a little

noisy when caught.
Little time is given to out and out

biurbs, but the Herald & Examiner
and its want-ad section gets plenty
of mention ixi the running chatter
of the interviewer. Okay, Loop.

.TACK DOHERTY, EARL SHERIDAN
Music, Chatter, Time Signals
30 Mins.—Local
Daily 7:30 a. m.
Su.staining
WWJ, Detroit
Jack Doherty and Earl Sheridan,

who conducted 'get 'em up in the
morning' programs over Buffalo sta-
tions past two years, have moved to
Detroit where they air their comedy,
patter and music over WWJ daily
except Sunday. Replace the Frank
and, Ernest duo, which had been
heard over station for long time and
which were broken up by illness
coupla months ago.
Pair has good supply of nonsense

and music, oke. Fan letters are un-
usually-clever, and singing is credit-
able, Pete.

-

ROBERT BENCHLEY
Comedy
n Mins.
RCA
Sunday, Z p.m., EO.ST.
WJZ-NBC, New York
Shrewd bit of showmanship this

installing of Robert Benchley in in-

formal m.c. job on RCA's Magic Key
sho"W. Aside fros[U-»tJ)is .

assignment,
he comes back with a typical Bench-
ley humorous interlude, with

•Feathered Friends' as his topic It s

more or less familiar to picture ttns

who have seen him in shorts. But
the manner in which his material

comes through in the new medium,
with the same personality, stalling

and whimsies, indicates possibilities.

Whether, or not program framers

grab him up; Benchley's material

and. particular style spot him as an

answer to s demand for new air fun-

sters. Aside from solo skit, Bench-
ley also worked nicely with regular

announcer. Wear.

HANK HOOK
'Man on the Street'
15 Mins.—Local
Daily^ 12:45 p.m.
KGLO, Mason City, la.

One of KGLO's most popular pro-'

grams, this 15-minute bit has 6-foot-

4-inch Hank Hook glibly handling

the mike. Hook has a carefree style

which makes a hit and will a.sk about

anything the , Federal Communica-
tions Commission'won'l bar. Dave.
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Argentine DX

Power Up 5-Fold

To Answer Yanks

Buenos Aires, Aug. 7.

Argentine government has okayed

Increased power of continent's ivfo

ace short wavers ot the Primera Ca-

dena Argentine de Broadcasting

from 300 to 6,000 , watts. Stations

-wave opened as CXA8 and CXA14
two weeks ago by Jaime Yankele-

vitch.

Tjpping gives two outlets Ave times

'^iSe'power of any short waver below

the U. S., and was requested with

special aim to reaching the U. S. in

understandable condition as retalia-

tion for U. S. networks trespassing

through the X^tin countries.

Stations will limit extra power

broadcasts to extra special events as

good willcts rather than buckers at

first.

Marin Marciel, former head of ad-

vertising and prdpaga;ndak for La
Nacion, South America's foremost

daily, newspaper, has become con-

nected with Radio Beljgrano of Pri-

mera Cadena Argentine de Broad
' casting, as pjress rep.

ilEBRASKA ASSN. ELECTS

Pro »n(l Con on the Antl-ASCAP
L»w Sitoatioii

Lincoln, Au|. 17.

Nebraska Broadcasters iri their

annual meeting in Gcand Island,

Neb., took in WAAW, Omaha, and

argued long and loud about a stand

on the anti-ASCAP legislation which

is up for test in Federal court this

fall. Finish, on ASCAP was a no
. decision. Number of the boys, in-

cluding past president Johnny Gillin,

.rwsiWOW, Omaha, were for upholding

the legislation which outlaws the

music society.

New officers are John H. Henry,

KOIL-KFAB, dmaha, president

Clark Standiford, KGFW, Kearney
vice president; . Art Thomas, WJAG,
Norfolk, secretary-treasurer. Two
directors were selected—Frank Man
Chester,, WAAW, Omaha, and L. L
Hilliard, KGKY, Scotssbluff. .

Only Nebraska station not in the

organization is KMMJ, Clay Center,

Otherwise the meeting was a record

in perfect .attendance.

F.C.C.'S WASHINGTON DOCKET

NEW AmiMiKms
Washington, Aug. 17.

Florida: Broward Broadcasting Co., Fort Lauderdale,

new station to be operated on 1370 kc with 100 watts

nights, 250 watts days; WLAK, Lake Region Broad-

casting Co., boost power from 100 watts to 100 watts

nights, 250 watts days.

Illinois: WDWS, Champaign News-Gazette, Inc.,

Champaign, change equipment, increase power from

100 watts to JOO watts nights, 250 watts days, change

lOurs of operation from days to unlimited; WJBL,
Commodore Broadcasting, Inc., pecatur, install vertical

antenna, change frequency from, 1200 to 1310 kc, hours

of operation ftorn sharing with WJBC, Bloomlngton,

to unlimited (requests facilities of WBOW, Terre Haute,

on granting of WBOW's application for frequency

change.) . ,

.

Indiana: Indianapolis Power ,and Light Co,, Indian-

apolis, new relay broadcast station to be operated on

31,100, 34,600, 37i600 and 40,600 kc, with 40 watts.

Kansas: KSAL, R. J. Laubengayer, Salina, authority

to determine operating power, by' direct measurement

of antenna.
Maine: WAGM, Aroostook Broadcasting Corp., Pres-

que Isle, authority to make changes in automatic fre-

quency control apparatus.

Michigan: Cadillac Broadcasting Corp., Detroit, new
station to be operated on 1,140 kc, with 500 watts,

daytimes Only. !
,

New Mexlotv: KLAH, Carlsbad Broadcasting Co.,-

Carlsbad, voluntary assignment of license from Carls-

bad Broadcasting Co., to Jack W. Hawkins and Barney
Hubbs.
New York: Piatt & Piatt, Inc., Poughkeepsie, new

station .to be operated on 1,000 kc, with 1 kw days;

Columbia Bro&dcasting • System, Inc., New York, new
high frequency ' broadcast station to be operiated on

31,100, 34,600, 37,600 and 40,600* kc. With 15 watts;

WBNX, WBNX Broadcasting. Co., Inc., New . York,

increase day power from 1 to 5 kw.
North Carolina: H. W. Wilson and Ben Farmer, Wil-

son, new high frequency relay station on 38,900, 39,100,

39,300 $nd 39,500 kc, with 10 watts; WSJS, Piedmont
Publishing Co., Winston-Salem, install new trans-

mitter and directional antenna for night use, change
frequency from 1,310 to 900 kc, boost power from 100

watts to 1 kw nights, 5 kw days.

Oklahoma: KOMA, Hearst Radio, Inc., Oklahoma
City, boost power from 5 to 10 kw.
Oregon: WGAN, Portland, authority to transfer con-

trol of corporation from estate of George W. Martin to

Lloyd C. Greene and William N. Campbell, i251 shares

common stock (84 shares to L. C. Greene, 167
' shares

to W. N. Campbell).
Texas: Valley Publishing Co., Harlingen, new sta-

tion to be operated on 1,200 kti, with 100 yatt3 nights,

250 watts days."'

Utah: W6XUC, Salt Lake City, new high frequency
reldy broadcast stations on 150,000, 200,000, .2^0,000 and
300,000 kc with 5 watts.

Wisconsin: WLBL, State of Wisconsin, Dept. of Ag-
riculture and .Markets, Stevens Point, change power
from 2% kw to 1 kw, nights, 2% kw days, change
specified hour.s from 8 a.m. to sunset, to 6 a.m. to 10

p.m., CST; William F. Huffman, Wisconsin Rapids, new
station to be operated on 580 kc with 250 watts, lising

directional antenna nights.

FAK£D BASEBALL IS

HVE PLAYS BEHIND

Buffalo, Aug. 17.

Nightly play-by-play broadcasts

ot Buffalo International League
Baseball games in cities outside of

Buffalo are occasioning, considerable

comment by .reason of the imaginary
descriptions of the games put on the

air without proper notice to listeners

of the fabrications. BroadcastTng is

^..^.•usually done from a local studio

(WGR) with a few-word description

of the plays actually coming in by
leased wire from which the broad-
caster builds up a completely de-
tailed but imaginary account.

Except for a brief mention at the
opening of the broadqast, the listener

is led to believe that the broadcast

is coming direct from the game.
By actual timing, over an hour's

broadcast frequently occurs without

any reference to the studio origin of

the stunt. Such' fictitious descrip-

tions as the position of the. moon,
the appearance of the crowd, the

demeanor of the players and breath

less excitement over described hits,,

runs and errors are freely supplied.

Ro^er Baker draws the assignment

and has been at it so steadily

throughout the seaison that he sounds

as though he believed it himself.

Radio fans have begun to gat wise,

however, due to the fact that a

,^ ^number of the games have been

broadcast over other stations direct

from the press boxes at various

cities, and listeners tuning in to

these broadcasts and switching back

to Baker have noted not only the

imaginary quantity and quality of

the latter'S broadcast but also that

the play-by-play description is fre-

quently half dozen or more plays

behind those of the actual game.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
Geofg^ia: New station for Athens, to replace present

transmitter, WTFI, which is moving to Atlanta, was
recommended by Examiner George H. Hill.

Request of five individuals, headed by J. K.- .Patrick,

is for the 1,310 kc frequency, with power of 100 watts,
nights, 250 watts days. One member of the five-man
partnership, A. Lyrme Brannen, is present manager
of WTFI, but would relinquish poisition •v^hieh the sta-

tion moves from the city to take over proposed trans-^

mitter. Brannen. has been engaged in radio work
since 1916, according to Examiner Hill's report.
Revealing assets of more than $100,000, group""~px;.o-

poses to build a $10,000 transmitter, using local talent

and complete transscription service. Approximately
61% of broadcast time will be devoted to live talent

programs. Only slight interfei^ence would be expected
to existing transmitters and WTFI's removal to At-
lanta will create a definite need for new radio service.

Hill found.
Applicants.; engaged Ben S. Fisher and Charles V,

Wayland as counsel.
Montana: Two-way tug-of-\yrar between applicants

for a Bozeman transmitter was temporarily settled by
Examiner Melvin H. Dalberg.
Bid for unlimited operation—registered by Roberts-

MacNab.Co.—was preferred by Dalberg to the request
of the Gallatin Radio Forum for a days-only station.
Same frequency of 1,420 kc was asked by both appli-
cants, with Radio Forum proposing to operate days

I

with 250 watts and Roberts-MacNab Co. seeking power
of 100 watts nights, 250 watts days.
With no existing radio station in the town and only

eight transmitters assigned within the State, objec-
tionable interference was minimized, although opera-

Catherine Canninrham, former

KWTD (Springfield, Mo.) continuity

writer, has joined the staff of KOMA,
Oklahoma City, in the same position.

tion of other stations on the game frequency might

cause some night trouble. Site projposed by Roberts-

MacNab would need to be changed, Dalberi! pointed

out, as Commish engineers do not approve. Gallatin

site was termed satisfactory.

Decision was given by the examiner to Roberts-

MacNab because of the 'more substantial' financial

background offered In evidence and for the reason

that night service would be established. Examiner
Dalberg declared, however, that the proposed night

operation 'will not provide as high a grade of recep-

tion as will be supplied by daytime operaition,' but

pointed out that service would be 'fairly satisfactory*

to local listeners,

James H. Hahley and Thomas J. O'Brien appeared
on behalf of Roberts-MacNab, with Philip 'H. Loucks
and Arthur W. ScKarfeld representing Gallatin Radio
Folium.

'

New Jerspy; .Construction of a new station for At-
lantic City -was beamed on by Examiner John P. Bram-
haUj'who found the Press-Union Publishing • Company
adequately qualified to build and maintain a $24,500

transmitter on .1,200 kc, with 100 watts nights, 250

watts days".

Installation of a 'half-wave' vertical .antenna would
avpid interference with WCAU, Philadelphia, and
prevent other stations from being adversely affected,

Bramhall pointed out. Applicant company has been
in the - newspaper biz since 1919, examiner's report

showed; and publishes morning, evening and Sunday
rags in Atlantic City. Bank account is adequate for

enterprise and ' individuals involved are 'men of wide
business , experience, particularly in the newspaper
field.'

,

Ben S. Fisher represented the Press-Union Publish-
ing Company. Existing Atlc^ntic City station, WPG,
intervened' in' the case, with Anthony J; Siracusa, John
W. Guider and Karl A. .Smith presenting squawks.
Rhpile Island:' Juice-jump for- WEAN, Yankee Net-

worlc . transmitter ' at Providence, was 'indicated in a
favorable report by Examiner Bramhall.
Seeking a daytime boost from 1 .to 5 kw, WEAN

already is equipped for operation with additional

power, Bramhall's report showed. A need for addi-

tional daytime service exists in the area and no serious

objectionable interference would be expected to other
New England transmitters.

Financial statement of the Providence transmlttei*

—

owned by John Shepard III—showed net. profits of

$100,704 for the year ending last January 31.

Attorney for WEAN was Paul D. P. Sj^earman.
South' Dakota: Complicated deal, involving license

renewals and chance of assignments for KWTN, Water-
town, and KGDY, Huron, and the transfer of control
of KGDY, was painstakingly unscrambled by Ex-
aminer Tyler Berry.
Both stations - received a spanking for violation of

various Commish* rules and regs and were told that
they didn't deserve much in the . way of preference
from the F.C.C, Examin^i^ Tyler recommended rather
grudgingly that each transmitter should ,be given an
other . chance to continue operations, but turned
thumbs down on the pleas for changes in frequency
and power.
Highly complex business agreement placed both

companies virtually under the direction of the same
group of stockholders. KWITT, Watertown transmit
ter, is owned by the Greater Kampeska Radio Corp.,
which, in turn, is controlled by Dr. Finn Koren,
Robert J. Dean and M. W. Plowman. Controlling stock
interest in the Voice of South Dakota, KGDY, is held
of Koren, Dean and Plowman, who now are attempting
to transfer control of the Huron station to Greater
Kampeska.
Pointing to violation of nine Commish regulations

by KWTN, and declaring that operation of the trans^

mitter had not been in accordance with good engineer-
ing practice. Berry ^-ecommended leniency on the part
of the Commission because station supplies only pri
mary service received in Watertown. License should
be renewed, he. said, If operation of the station is

conducted according to. Commish principles. Applica
tion of KWTN for a change in frequency from l,2il0

kc to 1,340 kc, and power increase from 100 watts to
250 watts nights, 500 watts days, should be denied, he
said, because of serious interference to other trans-
mitters.

Rerry likewise okayed renewal of license for KGDY,
even though stock transfers had been conducted with
out benefit of the F.C.C. Mismanagement and faulty
engineering practices followed by the transmitter in
the past would have to be mended, he decreed, but
KGDY at present -provides the only primary service
for its community. Frequency change from 1,340 to
1,210 kc, change in hoiirs from daytimes to unlimited^
and change in power from 100 watts to 100 watts
nights, 250 watts days, would not be in the public In-
terest, convenience or necessity, he said;

Compliance with Rule 103.8 of the Communications
Act has cleared the track for transfer of control oil

KGDY to the Greater Kampeska Corp., Berry ruled,
although transfer of stock—already completed—was
done in technical violation of Commish rules.
Perry F, Loucks, James H. Hanley and Thomas J

O'Brien represented KWTN and KGDY at the joint
hearing.
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WKlTs Exclusive

Stirs OUahoma

Rivals Protest

Oklahoma City, Aug. 17,

Moire trouble seems to be brewing
for somebody oyec thei^^ action of the
University of bklahonib in granting
exclusive football bfoadcasts to sta-
tion WKY, Oklahoma City. Kellogg

.

cereal producers will sponsor same.
Operatorsi of KOMA, rival, and

The Oklohamo Network of which
KTCK is mother=-station, protested
claiming equal rights to purchase
broadcast priv.

Shawnee Chamber of Commerce
forwarded to seven other cities

where Oklahoma Network stations

were located copies of a resolution
criticising the University for grant-
ing WKY the privilege.

Chamber's board of directors

unanimously passed the resolution

condemning the action of th^ uni-
versity. Tne resolution urged the
university's board of regents to

grant broadcasting privileges to the
Oklahoma Network and to all other
stations and systems in Oklahoma
desiring broadcasting privileges on
an equal basis.

A. E. NELSON'S PROMOTION

WATl's News Policy

Atlanta, Aug, 17,

Maurice Coleman, mgr. of WATL,
has entered into negotiations with

International News Service prepara-

tory, to in'iugurating an ambitious
16-time daily period of news dis-

semination over his station. News-
casts, starting at 7 a,m., will come
every hour, on the hour, through 10

p.m., whether sponsored or not.

Atlanta Journal's WSB and af-

filiate; WAGA, each broadcast news
eight times daily, while WGST also

goes on air ci'jht times with what's

going on.

SPONSOR'S DAUGHTER

IN 8TH YEAR ON SHOW

Indianapolis, Aug. 17,

Although Young Democratic Clubs
of America convention won't begin
until Thursday (21), Jake Feld, local

credit tire seller, turned over his

entire half-hour on Sunday (15) as

aired locally over WIRE in honor of

the incoming politicians.

Did away with the commercials.
Talent includes Fold's daughter
Gloria, age 15, and her sister, Olga,

age 12. Gloria has been on program
seven years, having first air-w ''^led

when only eight years old.

Good Work at KOA Brings Him
East—Switches In Denver

Denver, Aug. 17.

A. E, Nelson, manager of station

KOA for more than three years, has
been promoted to general manager
of KDKA, Pittsburgh, by NBC, to

take effect Sept. 1. Nelson will be
succeeded in Denver by Robert H.
Owen, chief engineer at KOA since

1927.

Nelson came - to KOA in April,

1934, and since then has built the

Denver unit from a plant at the

bottom of the NBC operated stations

to a top place. Nelson was respon-

sible for Denver's Radio City, the

$100,000 downtown broadcasting plant

in the NBC building. He has been
very active in other lines also while

here, being a member of the Denver,
Denver Country, and Denver Athletic

clubs, a director of the civic sym-
phony and active in many civic and
social organizations.

In connection with Nelson's pro-

motion several other changes have
been made in the KOA^staff, shifting

several members up a notch. A. W,
Crapsey has been named commer-
cial manager; James R. MacPherson,
merchandising director. Clarence

Moore will remain program director.

C. A. Peregrine succeeds Owen as

engineer in charge, and Walter I*

Morrissey succeeds Peregrine as con-

trol supervisor.

ENIWRSEHENT INSIGNIA

SOLD THROUGH WFIL

Philadelphia, Aug. 17.

WFIL, Philadelphia, is being used

15 .minutes a week by the promoters

of a 'Good Housekeeping' seal idea.

For a fee merchants may become
members of a 'Golden Rule' group,

with the affiliation giving them the

right to use the 'Golden Rule' in-

signia on their windows and in their

advertising. Only one store of a

kind is signed up in a town.
Gro.up program goes on Thursday

noon, while the
.
station, in addition

to the full commercial rate, gets

mention oh insignia and in billboard

and newspaper advertising.

Landlord Sues WBNY

Buffalo, Aug. 17,

Legal action against WBNY was
commenced in City Court here this
week to recover $825 alleged back
rent due the Childs Restaurant Co.,

owners of the building in which the
radio station, owned by Roy Albert-
son, occupies the sixth floor.

Complaint iaileges that Albertson
has paid no rent since April 1, the
lease calling for a present monthly
stipend of $200.

Bow Howell moved from announc-
ing to commercial managership of

WNLC, New London, Conn.

KMOX Sales Puff Dept.

St. Louis, Aug. 17.

KMOX, CBS outlet here, has new
dept. coordinating sales presentation

with Lou Nelson in charge. Nelson's

stint will be to work 'with salesmen

and clients and to whip into shape

printed mJvtter, etc., that buyers of

time wish to distribute to prospects,

in addition to their air programs.

Nelson's desk will be in the sales

dept.

His old post in sales promotion

and general publicity has been filled

by J. Soulard Johnson, formerly as-

sistint adv. mgr. of the G*neral

American Life Insurance Co. here.

Ramon Novarro, Doris Kerr and

Joe Cook have been pencilled in for

guest turns on the Gulf program

(CBS). The first two will be on

.
Sept. 19, while Cook's inning will h"?

j the following Sunday, Sept, 28.
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SMALL TOWNS COLOR NEWS
Late in Picking

Talent for 3

Chi Air Shows

Chicago, Aug. 17.

At least three accounts have re-

ferved 30-minute weekly periods on
JJBC for the coming season, but have
iiot, as yet, selected a program, or

talent.

Among them, two are to be on the

isiue net Sunday nights with a var-
iety show. Zenith Radio has re-

served the 9:00-9:30 p!m.. shot, and
pampana the 7:30-8:00 period. Both
iihows to originate from the local

•tudios. Aubrey, Moore & Wallace
•d agency have been working on the
dan^ana pro-am all summer, but
ia^date have lined, up only the m.c.,

ihiwfi«td to be an. Eastern newspaper
<foluaazil8t.<»f ,tiie bxmty school, and
ti girl singer. -In the latter's case,

it's, reported to be her first profes-
sional job, Aubrey, Moore & Wallace
bringing her in from Iowa. Zenith,
^n the other hand, has been to the
point of ' signing talent a couple of

times, but the ink hastt't flowed yet.

. Third of the talent hold-outs is

Standard Brands, which has the
;Wednesday 7:30-8:00 p.m. CDST
period reserved. So far, nothing has
neen decided except that the show
Svill originate at WLW, arid go . to

West, South Central and Southwest
legs of the Blue net.

Bernie Show to L. A.
Gregory RatoflC and Connie Bos-

IVveU guest on Ben Bernie's American
Can program (NBC-blue) on Sept. 7.

Ilerman Bemie set.

On that date the Bernie show
jnoveis to the Coast as its point of

GRABHORN AT KEHE

Former John Blair Exeo Returns to
Station Operation

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Murray B. Grabhorn, former' v.p.
in charge of the New York office of
John Blair & Co., has been named
manager of KEHE, Los Angeles. He
takes over Sept. 1, Grabhorn
formerly operated oh. the west Coast
for Don Lee.

Clarence Juneau is being relieved
of the job of KEHE manager to be-
come chief supervising engineeer on
the Coast for the Hearst stations.

BOB HOPE TO COAST;

AHt SHOW INDEFINITE

Disposition of the Bob Hope pro-
gram while the comedian is on -the

Coast this' fall has not yet been set-^

tlecjyby Woodbury, Question whether
whole show wiU be moved to the-

Coast, whether only Hope would be
piped from . there or whether the
program, will go oft the air during his

stay in Hollywood. Present pact runs
until Oct. 1.

.

Hope is skedded to report at Para-
mount about Sept.. 1 to make 'Big

Broadcast of 1938.* - Studio has also

announced him for a Damon Runyon
story to follow. Expect Woodbury
to reach a decision this week.

Writer Now Spiels It, Too
Detroit, Aug. 17.

Dick Osgood, who pens material
on odd facts for WXVZ's Factfinder
program, is now spieling the stuff

after more than a year back of the
scenes.

Show, including Benny Kyte*s ork,

is heard five nights weekly over
WXYZ and fed to WSPD, Toledo.
Bankrolled by Hi-Speed Gas.

Broadcasters Falling Into

Same Attitude as News-
papers —— Abandon Neu-
trality—Read the Facts in

Light of 'Community
Sentiment'

WISE LAY OFF

A great number of stations around
the country, with especial emphasis
on those west of the Mississippi,: are
showing a growing inclination to
sift editorializing into 't)eriods an-
nounced as, rendered as, ftnd . con-
sidered as straight newscastings.

Real pastureland of this practice
is the west. Wiser stations are
strictly laying off. It is especially
rampant among the smaller stations.

These, having no commentators of
own as a general rule, having little

big-league network affiliation, are
attempting to make up for those
'lacks' by coloring' the straight news
dishings.

In many of the smaller towns the
station tries to reflect what it con-
siders the sentiment of the com-
munity In giving out the news. Wire
service stuff, to which it sub-
scribes is rewritten into a local idiom
before it is aired. It goes jn clear
and comes out smear.

There are other instances where
newspapers either control stations or
have reciprocal deals with them, and
the papers seep their editorial biases

(Continued on page 73)

WMCA Invokes Contract Clause

On New York Program Feed for WIP

Page Boy Producer

Chicago, Aug, 17.

Page boy Jack Simpson of

Chicago NBC studios is leaving
present job to take over an-
nouncer - production director

spot at WJDX, Jackson, Miss.

To get the new title Sept, 1.

BARBASOL ON MUTUAL

15 STATION HOOK-UP

Barbasol (shaving cream) climbs
aboard a Mutual network spread of

IS stations ' this fall with a Friday
night 8-8tl6 p. m. program. Starts

Oct. 29 over WOR, WGN, GKIW,
WAAB and the entire Don Lee web
on west coast.

Edwin-Waseyi agency on the ac-

count, has not yet definitely set the

talent for the program, but in the
van of the ideas being weighed is a

male quartet.

MarHn Block's Title

Martin Block, conductor of the
'Make Believe Ballroom' two-and-
half hours' nightly owl program
on WNEW, N. Y., has been elevated
to post of program director on sta-

tion. Heretofore status was that of
announcer.
For past two-and-half years Block

has been with WNEW.

Sid Goluboff in charge of pub-
Ucity at WELI, New Haven.

Pact between WMCA, N. Y., and
WIP, Philly, close a<|sociates and
backbones of the regional Inter-City
system, prohibits latter station tjivrHiPfy

carrying a program simultaneously
broadcast in New York unless it is

\VMCA which does the feeding. This
agreement was brought into play for

the first time this week when the

Sunday a.m. religious half-hour, the
'St. Anthony's Hour,' which has
long been airing over Loew-owned
WHN and th^ Colonial network in

New England, added WIP to Its out-
lets.

WMCA heard of the arrangement,
which went into effect last Sunday
(15) and immediately Invoked ita

pact, although permitting the Initial

broadcast to proceed.
It is now necessary for the drama-

tization to shift its time on WIP up
an hour so the cast after doing the
stint at WHN's studios can scoot up to

.WMCA and r6-broadcast over a
wire which reaches Philly but is

siletnt in N. Y.,

'Anthony's Hour' Is a commercial
on behalf of the Franciscan Friars
of Garrison, N. Y. Same sponsor
has the *Aye Maria Hour' on WMCA
and the Inter-City on Sunday nights.

It is thought along radio row that
the intense rivalry existing betweea
•the neighboring WMCA and WHN
had a bit to do with the severity with
which latter invoked Its agreement
with WIP.

Two new singers added to WNEW^
N. Y., staff. Johnny McKeever,
singer with George Jiall band, goes
on Listener's Scrapbook, while-
Vivian Smith, from WDAF, Kansas
City, goes ,on twice weekly In an
afternoon spot.

WLWs staff of artists, musicians,

writers, announcers and production

men is the largest regularly employed

by any individual station in America,

WLW is ideally equipped to originate

and produce programs for sponsors

who desire to supplement their

network shows in the vast territory

served by . . .

THE NATION'S STATION

i
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Congressman McFarlane's Father

Was Prez of Wichita FaUs Radio

Co. But Severed All Connections

Washington, Aug. 11.

Editor, Variety:
Your article entitled 'F. D. R. ex-

pected to mop up F. C. C. matter
but insiders just guessing,' on page
40 of your issue of Aug. 4 j ust called

to my attention.

In this article you state:

'Mclfarlane has talked with the

Prez about the; radio situation, trying

to get his support for an investiga-
- ^^JS^S?. Whispered he prefers to chair-

man, an inquisition.'

It is true that I talked with the

President on July 20 regarding the

F. C. C. and there was piresent in

that conference the President, his

secretary Mr, Mclntyre and myself.

In that conference I mentioned
nothing concerning an investigation.

I did request the overhauling of the
' Federal (Communications Commls-
sion^ in order that it would begin to

function for all of the people instead

.of the privileged few.' I have' never
stated anywhere, any placel any time-

that I wanted to be chairman of this

- or any other investigating com-
mittee.

In your blocked-in article on the
same page, entitled 'Whisper Cam-
paign/ you state:

'Word has been passed around that

McFarlahe is a disappointed license-

seeker and his attack was inspired

by axe-grinding..

Texan is reported to have been
pushing application of Faith Broad-
casting Co. for new transmitter at
Wichita Falls, in which some of his

relatives were interested. Examiner
John P. Bramtaall recently recom-
mended denial of the Faith plea in

.reporting on three-way scramble for
the vacancy to. be created when
KGKO. moves to Fort Worth.'

t^..^ I have never been interested di-

rectly dr indirectly 'in any radio
application" filed with the Communi-
cations Conunission. . I know of no
relative intierested in any application
filed withi the Commission. Certainly
the hearings on file in the case men-
tioned fully show who the interested
parties ar,e.

W. D. McFarlane.

The Record
Records of the Federal Communi-

cations Commission (Docket 4348)
include the following:

(1) Application of Wichita Broad-
casting Co., Wichita Falls, Tex/, for
construction permit for new station
operating on 620 kc, dated Oct. 17,

1936, and signed by R, W. McFar-
lane, president. This application

shows the following to be stockhold-

ers in the company: R. W. McFar-
lane, 33%; Milton J. Gaines, vice-

president, 10%; Marion E. Gaines,

10%; Sydney A. Gaines, 10%; P6st

Publishing Co., 10%; Glynn Stegall,

secretary-treasurer, and Victor
Nobles.

(2) A letter dated Oct. 24, 1936, on

the letterhead of 'McFarlane & Mc-
Farlane, attorneysrat-law, Graham,
Tex.,' bearing the names of 'R. W.
McFarlane' and *W. D. McFarlane,'

signed by Grace Christopher, notary

public. This concerns the swearing

of R.' W. McFarlane to the applica-

tion.

(3) A supplementary document
supplying data aboui the contem-
plated antenna, dated Oct, 28, 1936,

signed by R. W. McFarlane.
(4) A similar document.da^ed Nov.

10, 1936, signed by R. W. McFarlane.
(5) A simileu: document dated Nov.

29, 1936, signed by R. W, McFarlane.
(6) A formed appearance 'in the

case dated Jan. 18, 1937, signed by
R. W. McFarlane.

Congressional Directory showl
that W. D. McFarlane, of Grahaim,
Tex., is an attorney and the son of

R. W. McFarlane. •
'

Transcript of testimony taken at

hearings in February and March,
1937, contains no reference to Mc-
Farlane. President of the company
at that time was Joe B. Carrigan, an
attorney, who was both witness and
counsel. Record of the hearing
shows that one of the original stock-

holders withdrew (Gaines), selling,

his stock to the individuals who at

the time of the hearing owned the
company. These individuals were
listed as Joe B. Carrigan, president;
Henry Hamilton, vice-president;' Sol
Lasky; secretary-treasurer, and Gor-
don T. West, director. Testimony
gave no hint a& to what happened to

Marion E. Gaines, Glynn Stegall,

Sydney A. Gaines, Victor Nobles,
Post Publishing Co., or R. W. Mc-
Farlane.

There is no amended application
on file showing how Carrigan, Lasky,
Hamilton and West entered the pic-
ture.

McFarlane's Position
Congresshian McFarlane in an in-

terview with a Variety representa-
tive late Monday (16) stated: 'I

talked with Judge Sykes about the

Production Woe

San Francisco, Aug. 17,

Woes of a station manager
who tears his hair when net-

work' programs fail to end ex-

actly on time are exemplified

in a letter addressed to Lewis
S. Frost, assistant to Don E.

Oilman, National Broadcasting
vice-prexy, by Harrison Holli-

way, general manager of KFI-
KECA, in Los Angeles.

Referring to an NBC traffic

department's wire offering a

minute of silence tribute to

Anning S. Prall, HoUiway
wrote:
'Thanks for your one minute

of silence. We will accept it.

Advise .origination point.

'This morning your minute of
^

silence only ran 57 seconds and
we were terribly inconven-
ienced with having to fill with
three secqnds of Silence frorn

here. Our production depart-
ment had not made arrange-;

ments for this filler. What kind
of a way is this anyway to run
a network?

Dewey Long- Lends a Hand
In WAPI Sales Reorg

Birmingham, Aug. 17.

Dewey Long, " sales manager of

WBT, Columbia-6wrted station in

Charlotte, N. C, in town for some
conferences' with Thad Holt, general
manager of WAPI here. Long will

aid Holt in reorganizing the WAPI
sales setup.

WAPI has just signatured with Ra-
dio Sales, Columbia station rep firm,

for representation.

case and told him frankly my po-
sition in the matter.' He further
stated that he opposed the West
Texas Broadcasting application 'be-

cause they were hooked up with
the power trust' and added that he
saw fit to boost the Wichita Broad-
casting application ^because I stick

with my friends' and rival applicants

were seeking to enlist senatorial

support-

Congressman emphasized that his

father was divorced entirely from
the petition before he (the son) en-
tered the case.

Variety, in Its original story, con-
fused the competitive applicant.

Faith Broadcasting Co,, with the
Wichita Broadcasting Co,
Rep. W. D. McFarlane stated Tues-

day to the daily press that he had
asked President Roosevelt to appoint
two men to the F.C.C. who will

straighten things out. McFarlane did
not amplijy his Temarks except to

say he hoped the appointees would
not he controlled by the radio in-
dustry.

Over Four Million People Reside

in the Primary Coverage Area
of the Eight Stations of the

Michigan Radio Network

A great rich market—
Rural Centers— Cities of five and
ten thousand up to two hundred
thousand population^And the
worid's fourth market center.

The Michigan Radio Network pene-
trates this market effectively.

Write for market information and
facts about how your radio advertis-

ing earns merchandising help among
retailers and jobbers.

8SM0tv6lii
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WFDF The Only 0-- nFlm
W J I M The Only SlJl;or n Ljr\'T<

WIBIV1 Th; Only Slillon in Jackson

WKZO The Only Slillon .n Kalamaioo

WELL Th- Only stal on In BaMie Creel.

WOOD-WASH ir:„r«'U-"""
-

WXYZ Key SUllon OelroM

Operated Continuouslij -Just Like Coast to Coast Networks

WOR STAYS PUT

Aii'-Condftionin; Promised For
Nexl Summer

WOR has finally decided not to

move its studios from its prestnt
location on Broadway, New York.
Lease will be rene\yed. Two-floor
layout including Mutual quarters
will be air-conditioned before next
summer. Station v, p, and General
Manager Ted- Streibert fortnight ago
was presented with a petition signed
by almost all hands at WOR request-
ing the layout be chilled.

For a while WOR had been con-
sidering moving up to a Fifth ave-
nue address.

U5. SHORTWAVE

SIDETRACKED

Washington, Aug. 17,

Million dollar government-owned
international short-wave transmitter
and proposed $1 to $2 per watt tax
on broadcast stations were, last "week,
tossed into the basket of unfinished
legislation, as Congress scurried for
the keys to its wardrobe trunks.
New York Emanuel Celler's bill,

proposing 'Pan-American Radio Sta-
tion,* costing over $1,000,000—plus
$160,000 annual upkeep—looked safe
for next session, with some doubt as
to whether legislators will brush off

the mothballs in 1938. Station tax
bill, introduced by Rep: Boylan,
Democrat of Ne\y York, seemed set
for an even deeper sleep.

Despite asserted backing of the
Celler bill by Secretary of State Hull
and President Roosevelt, giant short-
wave station will remain a dream of
individuals who would like to stop
German and Italian fascist propagan-
da from sifting into America via for-
eign short-wave stations. Other
measure has caused squawks a-
plenty from individuals who are us-
ing more Hhan the average number
of kilowatts. o

Those Souvenir Books

Washington, Aug. 17.

Carryover of the Battle of the
Century was extended to the broad-
cast biz when Representative Ber-
trand H. Snell, minority leader of the
House Republican delegation, ac-
cused the Democratic National Com-
mittee of peddling its w. k. 1936 na-
tional convention book to all U. S.

transmitters.
Snell squawk was dropped in the

lap of the House Rules Committee
couple of weeks ago, it was disclosed,
asserting stations had been told their
licenses would be revoked unless
$250 was coughed up immediately.
Committee snubbed Snell'? "proposal
that inquiries should be made of
Postmaster General Farley as to
whether books—containing President
Roosevelt's signature—had been
raffled off to the industry at $250 per.

KMTR in Temp Spot
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

While KMTR's new plant takes
form, Vic Dalton has taken rented
space at Associated Cinema studios.
Deal doesn't affect use of the spot

by rehearsing network shows.

Alice G. Renebome is latest addi-
tion to NBC's acting staff in San
Francisco.

F. D. R. CANNOT

DISESTABLISH

Etc.

Washington, Aug. 17.
Independence of the Federal Com-

munications Commission from White
House domination was almost cer-
tain this week following two Con-
gressional developments curbing
President Roosevelt's powers to re-
shuffle the government.

That the radio-control agency
would continue to have a free hand
was assured after the House passed'
a compromise reorganization bill ex-
empting the 'independent agencies*
and the special i^enate committee
adopted a similar piece of legisla-
tion. Final action on the question
will be postponed until next winter.

A plea for continued freedom from
executive control was docketed by
the senate group last week. Tudge
Eugene O.. -Sykes, acting chi»ipnan
of the P. C. C, tQld the solons t>on-
dering overhauling of the govern-
ment machinery that to place the
commish under the_ Commerce De-
partment would be to curtail its ef-
ficiency. He argued that the serpi-^
judicial and executive functions can- !^

not be sepa;-atpd,. . JH;^ides
"

insisting ,

that the seven-man board' should re-
tain its power to hire and fire.

The revised house bill, telling

President Roosevelt he cannot lay
hands on the F. C. C* -was passed
Friday (13) and a compromise sen-
ate measure, putting a similar rein
on the Chief Exec, was oked Mon-
day (16). Unless the session lasts

longer . than is generally expected,
both legislative proposals will stay
on the stove until January.

Brewster Morgan to MGM;
Directed CBS Shakespeare

'

Brewster Morgan, who has been
directing CBS' Shakespearean series,'

has been signed by Metro as an as-

sociate producer. Starts in as soon,

as the radio weekly Bard broadcasts
have terminated, closing date being
Aug. 30, when 'Twelfth Night* is

aired from New York. Morgan will

fly east for that assignment, then re-

turn directly to Metro lot.

At Columbia prior to his producing
the Shakespeare shows, Morgan
worked in the program dept. under
Jack Coulter.

BASIC COLUMBIA

fl^ A FINE fALL PACKAGE Of

Screen stats from Holljrwood appaac.
each week as guests on this leading
New York air feature ... a one hour
show with previews of the big motion
picture hits ... exclusive film gossip
....music, songs... and mizth.
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board, to be filled by representatives

of ' locals in other cities not yet

chartered. Election took place Mon-

day (16) afternoon, at the board's

first meeting at Actors Equity head-

quarters, N. Y. Those present in-

cluded Heller, Smith, Bonelli, Miss

Malone, McGovern, Laurie, Melton,

Miss Wall, Field and Stewart. They
carried proxies for those unable to

attend.

Besides the election of officers

(all of those named are honorary),

.the meeting formally applied for an

AAAA charter, which had been
granted by the Four A's council

pending application. Also approved

the AF^A national constitution,

granted charters to the New York
and Los Angeles locals and named a

subcommittee to complete plans for

the organizational campaign.

Next meeting of the board will

take place next Mondey, when an

executive secretary (paid official

and active head of the organization)

and other' officers will be named.
Organization's first annual conven-

tion will be held in November, 1938,

probably in New York.

Prior to Monday's session, Frank
Gillmore, Four A's prez, made public

a telegram received earlier in the

/day from Kenneth Thomson, Screen

Actors Guild executive secretary, on

the Coast. It read:

Not Dictating:

'Recent articles in the press have
given the impression that the Screen
Actors Guild is . attempting to dom-
inate the American Federation of

Oxydol Goes Lingual
Chicago, Aug. 17,

Procter & Gamble, through Black-

ett-Sample-Hnmmert agency here,

starting a foreign language program

for Oxydol on WJBK, Detroit.

Will be a Polish news program,

aimed at the femmes. Handled

through -. the foreign language de-

partment of Van Cronkhite Associ-

Radio Artists and intends to dictate
the policies of all actors' organiza-
tions. Nothing could be further from
the truth. The Guild has far too
much still to accomplish for its mem-
bers in motion pictures to interfere
in the affairs of other organizations.
Our whole interest in the radio or-
ganization is to see that it is truly
representative of all actors who
work before the microphone and
that it upholds the principles laid
down by Equity and followed by tlie
Guild. Our desire is to see that the
benefits of organization we enjoy
are extended to everyone engaged in
the entertainment field.'

Despite that statement, it was
pointed out that the election of
Eddie Cantor, predicted in Daily
Variety on the Coast the morning of
the vote in New York, indicated
that the Hollywood vote, controlled
by proxy by Norman Field, Coast
rep at the meeting, foreshadows the
power of the Hollywood contingent
in AFRA affairs.

It is further known that the re-
cent reorganization of the Four A's,

including the shifting of Frank Gill-

more, Equity prez, upstairs to head
the new body on a five-year" deal at

his old salary of $13,000 a year, was
figured out and set on the Coast by
Thomson and Lawrence Beilinson,

SAG attorney, before . they came
east. Also "generally understood that

Equity's relinquishing of jurisdic-

tion in the radio field and the sub-
sequent formation of the AFRA was.

doped out by Thomson and Beilin-

son as part of the same plan.

No one seriously doubts Thom-
son's assertion in his wire that the

SAG doesn't intend to interfere in

the affairs of the other Four A's
affiliates. But it is conceded that

the Coast organization, now having
the largest representation in the

Four A's council, will be the decid-

ing factor in the workings of that

body. Also, through its representa-

tion on the AFRA board and its

nimierical strength in the Equity
membership, it can be felt in the

affairs of those organizations any
time it chooses.

LONG-BREWING INVESTIGATION OF RADIO

BIZ NOff SEEMS CERTAIN FOR 1937-1938

Congressional Clamor Choir Swells with New Anvil

Blows — Burton Wheeler Probable Chairman,

When and If Probe Gets Going

Washington, Aug. 17.

Launching of long-agitated Con-
ressional' probe into broadcast busi-

ness and Government regulatory pol-

icies will take place late in fall

or early this winter under the au-

spices of vigorous Senatorial trust-

buster. Senator Burton K. Wheeler
of Montana,

While hearings may be deferred
until start of 1938, stage was set last
week when the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee, of which the
Montana Democrat is chairman, re-
ported the resolution sponsored by
Senator Wallace H. White, Jr., of
Maine calling for a s.weeping study
of the need for more stringent regu-
lation to prevent political favoritism,
trafficking in licenses, stock-jobbing,
network monopolies, press owner-
ship, and related angles. Understood
Wheeler will chairman the subcom-
mittee with White, co-author of the
1927 radio act, as ranking Republican
member.
Whether ventilation of repeated

charges will get under way during
the fall recess or be postponed until
Congress returns to work in January
is unsettled. Indications are that no
hearings are likely before the next
session, but that a large staff of in-
vestigators will be put to work in a
few weeks preparing foundation for
witness quizzing.

No hint yet who will comprise the
pick-and-shovel crew, but probabil-
ity is that chief director of the Tlir-

dercover work will be Max Lowen-
thal, who made a record as chief di-

rector of the railroad financing in-

quiry which Wheeler has been run-
ning. Lowenthal, with a sizable

staff of attorneys and sleuths, is ex-

pected to be released from the iron
horse inquisition at the end of the
present session or soon after.

White resolution probably will be
passed shortly before the session
ends, with the fall interval spent in
preparing for

.

public hearings.
SolOns aren't enthusiastic about sit-

ting during the recess since the ses-

sion has been so long and arduous,
but Committee undoubtedly will be
picked and organized before going
home for a rest.

White rez, far broader than the
Connery probe proposal still stymied
in the House Rules committee, was
reported only a short time before a
second measure suggesting a House
inquiry was introduced. Giving up
hope of overcoming objections of
Democratic Leader Rayburn to
scope Of the Connery measure, 'Rep-
resentative William G. McParlane of
Texas, Friday (13) offered a new
resolution calling lor a House study
which is not as broad as the White
measure but in many respects goes
farther than the late Congressman
Willirm P. Connery, Jr., had planned.
Under provisions of the authoriza-

tion measure suggested by McFar-
lane—who last week loosed a second
sensational blast at the radio in-

dustry, the- Federal Communications
Commission, and the Justice Depart-
ment—House inquisitors would look
into stock racketeering, sound pic-

ture monopoly, station rate formu-
las, and the R.C.A. monopoly case
as well as license-trafficking, fre-

quency monopolies, and public in-

terest. McFarlane dropped the idea
of o.o.'ing programis, but otherwise
followed the outline of the Connery
rez fairly closely.

MoFarlane's Push
Credited with having cranked up

the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee, McFarlane tried a new
tack in his campaign to end stalling

by the. House Rules group, which has

been sitting on the Connery matter

since February. The Texan waded
into the 1932 consent decree in the
radio trust case, making new ' dis-

closures about relations between
members of the manufacturing in-

dustry. Asserted terms of the set-

tlement have not been respected,
asked Why the D. J. never took
subsequent interest in relations
tween the R.C.A, and the American
Telephone Sc Telegraph Co., brought
up monopoly charges against Elec-
trical Research Products, Inc., and
slammed the F.C.C. for not observ-
ing the prohibitions against monopo-
lies in the 1927 and 1934 rjidio

statutes.

'In the supposed di.ss.olution of the
Radio Trust by the Consent Decree
in 1932 it was proven that R.C.A.
possessed such a monopoly,' Texan
said. 'There is evidence to show
that, despite the consent decree, this

monopoly still persists in violation
of the anti-trust law:s. Yet testi-

mony before the House Appropria-
tions Committee shows that broad-
casting licenses of/ the R.C.A. (Na-
tional Broadcasting Co. stations) are
renewed every six months without
ever having the question .of the ap-
paratus monopoly or public interest
raised. I sincerely believe that the'

issue of re-examining the effects of
the consent decree is resting
squarely on the shoulders of Con-
gress.'

Spreading interest In the probe
idea among House membership was
revealed by questions asked McFar-
lane and comments of other legis-

lators.. Led by Representative Rich-
ard B, Wigglesworth of Massachu-
setts, who has been' clamoring for
an inquiry for two years, three other
Congressmen evidenced support for
measures which would put curbs on
broadcasters.

T

50,000 WATTS PHILADELPHIA
ROBERT A. STREET. Commercial Manager
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ADVERTISEMENT

ORCHIDS FROM

A BALTIMORE

NEWSPAPERTO

A BALTIMORE

RADIO STATION

Tke following editorial

appeared in a Baltimore

newspaper:

News Vs. Hysteria

THE bfoadcastdng of spot news
.
I reached a new high and a new
low in Baltimore last Thursday
night when the S. S. City of Bal-

timore went up in flames off

Seven Foot Knoll.

With the excepition of one sta-

tion the broadcasts were unin-

formed, imaginative, hysterical^

inaccurate and. 'Calculated to re-

duce friends and relatives of pas-

sengers on the boat to despair.

Announcers,> their vpicea quiV-

jTt^ring like that of Scoop Jones,

the hero ,of a fourth-rate Holly-

wood version of "the great news-

. pape^r
.
game," gave their fancy

full play in discussing the bay
tragedy. As late as 11 o'clock

they were reporting more than

60 persons dead.

It is such irresponsible broad-

casting, such yellow journalism

of the air, that, can do the sta-

tions involved a great harm if

not corrected.

WFBR covered the story in a
Capable and reasonable manner,
as it was covered by Xhib news
services and newspapers. Men

' were sent to the scene of the dis-

aster—a broadcast was made
from the point where the sur-

vivors landed, and the station

stayed on the air imtil the sur-

vivors could be annoimced.

Your advertising

will be better

received if it

eomes over a

station people

have learned to

trust and believe.

fitSitU&M^JHi

Transamerican s Outlook

WLW Line has already $180,000 worth Of commercial time a month

booked on it through the Transamerican Broadcasting & Television

Corp. Latest to become affiliated with the line is KWK, St. Louis,

while there are discussions on also with KSTP, MinneapoliS'St. Louis.

One problem standing in the way of the WLW-KSTP alliat^ce is the

cost of tlie long haul wire from Chicago to the Twin Cities.

Transamerican starta a live-time a week script shown on the line

Aug. 26, and has another lined up to go Sept. 13. A number of tha

Transamerican accounts are supplementing their hookups with tran-

scription placements.

Chicago, Aug. 17.

Negotiations are on with several outlets on the way to. the Coast

with Transamerican key men reported in huddles with the Iowa Net-

work, WHB in Kansas City, WSM in Nashville, KFEL in Denver,

Question of a suitable name for the growing WLW line has come

up sharply in the past couple weeks, particularly since it becomes

more and more apoarent that the web is sprouting into a full-fledged

circuit.

General admission thit the title of the web will likely contam the

name of Transamerican, but unlikely to have any dominent reference

to WLW, Cincinnati, as a key station in the line.

Payne Renews

Attack on WLW;

Demands Info

Washington, Aug. 17.

Demand for financial information
regarding operation of WLW, Cin-
cinnati, the nation's only super-

power transmitter, was renevved

Saturday (14) by Federal Communi-
cations Commissioner George Henry
Payne after a 10-month wait for

promised data.

With a threat to institute action

which will force submission of the
desired facts and statistics. Commis-
sioner , Payne recalled to Pgwel
Crosley Jr., president of Crosley
Radio Corp., that last October ' he
promised to supply information
which he was unable 'to present at

the F.C.C.'s informal engineering
hearing and publicly' revealed that

during this interval the material has
not been forthcoming. Payne gave
CrOsley four- weeks to carry out the
pledge which he made at the open
session last Oct. 7.

Reminding Crosley that one of his

letters, Nov. 10;» 1936, never was
acknowledged, -militant F.C.C. mem-
ber got in a barbed dig at CroSley
by disclosing that last June he was
invited by the WLW chief to attend
a baseball game and a 'small in-

formal lunch.' Payne remarked that
'As I had never met you, the invita-

tion and the proffered 'good fellow-
ship* seemed unusual. When I re-

called however that an official letter

that I had addressed to you had re-
mained unanswered for over six

months, the problem becdme one
not of gaucherie but of defiance ol

the law.'

Within 48 hours after Payne's
letter saw Journalistic daylight,

Crosley released an equally-
barbed answer iit which he re-
fused to supply the data which
the telegriph commissioner
wants, denied any violation of
either T. C. C. regs or the 1934
law, and said he has tried on
several prior occasions to sub-
mit the info requested last Oc-
tober.

Radio mag-nate shot back a
stinging reply in which he re-
minded Payne that two of his

legmen had been kept cooling
their heels outside the Commis-
sioner's door when they at-

tempted to supply in person the
statistics soughti Crosley raised
the question whether Payne has
any right to call for dope about
broadcast station finance:;, since
he is a member of the telegraph
commission, has had no mandate
from his colleagues to go aboard
WLW.

. Information which Payne re-

quested Crosley to furnish, wilh hint
that he will initiate step? to cancel
the SLiper-power franchise if the
dope is not forthcoming, covers ope-
rations for each year since the c-x-

perimcntal 500 kw. permit was
granted. Among the data de.sii-cd

are:
j

1, Balance sheets showing cnnent
assets, investments, fixed a.«!sets. in-

tangible assets, current and accrued
liabilities, fi.\ liabilities, reserves,

capital slock, and surplus.

2. Profit and. loss statements show-
ihg gross broajlL'asting revenue; de-

ductions including technical and pro-

duction department expense, sales

depai'lment expense, general and '

I administrative expense, depreciation,

amortization of intangible capital,

operating rents and taxes; net ope-
rating revenue, other income, other
deductions, net income before Fed-
eral tax. Federal tax, and net in-

come.

3. Amount o dividends declaired.

. 4. Nqmber of hours sold.

5. Amount of time devoted to ad-

vertising of products of companies
in which Crosley . is interested, com-
bined with valuation of time and
amount charged for these hours.

6. Rate card. '
.

7. . Whether rates have been
boosted since WLW went to 500 kw.
. 8. Artiount of any rate boost.

CKLW, Detroit, will feed the an-
nual Mitchell Trophy air races from
Selfridge Field (Mich.) to MBS on
iSaturday, Sept. 18. Tentative plans
call for airings at 2 and 3:45 p. m.,

with Joe Gentile and Steve Douglas
at the mike 'on both occasions.

CBS' WORKSHOP PICKS

UP PAIR FROM ABROAD

Columbia Workshop, Sunday .night

CBS sustaining dramatization series,

will pick up a pair of successive pro-

grams from abroad, via short wave;
on Sept. 12 and 19.

First date will see British Broad-
casting Company shooting across the

pond the playlet, 'Death of a Queen,'

adaptation from the biog, 'Marie An-
toinette,' by Hillaire Belloc. Pro-
gram will be directed by Val Giel-

gud, brother of John^ and drama di-

rector for BBC.
Sept. 19 show will be ozoned from-

Dublin, .where the Abbey Players-

will do 'Riders to the Sea,' one-
acter by the late. James Synge, froni

studios of Radio Athlone.
Broadcasts were arranged by Irv-

ing Reis, Columbia Playshop chief,

vacashing in the British Isles.

Nesbitt Into Manhattan

3 Wks. Before Commersh

John Nesbitt's 'Passing Parade,'
which starts as a Mutual commercial
for Duart on Sept. 12, will receive
three sustaining buildup programs
in advance, starting Aug. 22. Deci-
sion to give the show the free build-
up is not unprecedented, but rather
unusual in that the cuffo time was
given after the sponsorship was ob-
tained and time brought.

. As a commercial, program will air

on a late Sunday afternoon spot. For
the sustaining trio of shots, program
will ride into the east- at midnight,
DST. One of the reasons is that the
program, a Coast originator, can
come on the heels of 'Gospel Singer,'

also a far western program and the
two programs being dovetailed. Mu-
tual does not have to reverse^ its

transcontinental wire.

Laborite's Distemper

Reputed Reason For

KSD 15-Min. Strike

St. Louis, Aug. li.

Angered becaus.e photographer of
Post-Dispatch, pjn. rag which owns
and operates KSD, took his pix as
he appeared as defendant in an in-
junction suit Friday (13), Arthur
Schading, biz agent of Local No. 1,

IBEW here, called a strike of three
electricians that resulted in station'
being off air for 45 min. Actually
KSD was silent 15 min. as after that
period time was taken <iver by sta-
tion KFPO under FCC rules.

When pix was snapped Schading
threatened not only to close radio
station but also newspaper plant by,
withdrawing electrical maintenance
men in press room, etc., but thes'e

workers refused to obey order of one
of Schading's subordinates, insisting

that Schading do the ordering in-

person. While this point was being
debated Schading recohsidered move
against KSD and three electricians

returned to job.

Rumor is current that demands
will be made on all Icoal stations. tq
hire an a<i<iition&l electrician to op-
erate turn tables on which trans-
criptions, and recordings .are used
as broadcast material, i-

.
Chrysler's Pro Pigskin

Chrysler-Dodge will again this

autumn sponsor eight Sunday games
of the New York Giants, pro foot-'

ball team, on'WOR.
Opener is Oct.- 3 picked up remote

from Philly, where the Giants will

clash with the Quaker City Eagles.

All seven- other games will be de-

scribed from the Polo Grounds. Stan
Loniax will do the punt-by-punt pal-

aver.

That old check-up at end of the month shows a lot of things. In Memphis,

it shows definitely that WMC is the first choice of the local advertisers.

Jax the books reveal that for this year, WMC's locally placed advertising

exceeds in dollar volume that of any other radio

station in the Mid-South! And the local advertiser
SCANNING

chooses carefully, too.

uiniE
MEMPHIS TENNESSEE

Qtinti and Optrtltd by

THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL
"•r/zf Hoiitlif '

CJreiUcst Newspaper"

WATTS-DAY
.000 WATTS-

-NIGHT

the SURVEYS
NaUonally known surveys, Impar-

tial and authorifative, definitely

establish WMC first in the Mid-

South In popularity and coverage

by an amazingly wide margin! For

detailed information, call any of-

fice of our National Representa-

tive, E. Kafi Special Adverfiiing

Agency—New York, Philadelphia,

Detroit, Chicago, Kansat City,

Atlanta, Dallai, and San F-ranclsc&.

BOTH RED AND
BLUE NBC OUTLET
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All-Afternoon

Football Revue

AtWNEWJl
Saturday afternoons this fall will

be devoted 100% to football at Sta-

tion WNEW. New York city. Larry
Nixon has framed a, program called

Tigskin on Parade,' which will run
from 1:30 p. m. when expert fore-

casts will be broadcast to the read-

ing of the final scores at 7:45. Show
will be framed for one sponsor.

College scores as they come in,

also high school games in the greater

New York region, will be flashed and
there will be 're-enactments' of in-

" dividual scoring plays as such info

comes into WNEW over the news
ticker.

Alumni, coaches, sports writers and
music will fill in the open spaces.

W. T. GRANT DISCS

Aimed at Remote Centers Not
Reacbsble by Newspapers

First air advertising of W. T.
Grant 25c.-to-$l stores gets under
way next month, with series of 39

15-min. transcriptions on stations in

19 towns across the country.. Pro-
grams, daytime shows, will be run
off at rate of three a week.
Talent on the discs includes Ray

Perkins as m.c, blues bawler Jean
Ellington, patter comic Allen Pres-
cott and Leonard Joy's orch. Gang
late this week starts waxing on RCA
etock.

Program will be spotted in towns
where markets cannot be reached
through medium of the American
Weekly, Hearst insert publication.
Budget for the ozone campaign was
peeled from the appropriation set

aside for the newspaper spread.
N. W. Ayer agency doing the air

spotting.

Bob Burdette, WRVA, Richmond,
Va., production chief, in Arizona.

Agencies-^Sponsors

p. J. LeRoy, of Detroit, advertis-
ing homp-coiu-.tje piano lessons with
series of week-daily quarter-hour
transcriptions

. over WHN, N. Y.
Placed direct.

Lutheran Hour, 30-min. Sunday af-
ternoon religious program, resumes
after summer layoff on 33 Mutual
network outlets Oct. 24. Program is

fed by KWK, St. Louis.

Mutual web gets back Ted "Weems*
orch, on a commercial for Varady of
Vienna (co.smetic), on Sept. 26 for
a resumption of. the Sunday after-
noon half-hour series which network
aired last winter; Program, originat-
ing on WGN, Chicago, is fed to

WOR; CKLW, Detroit; WSAI, Cin-
cinnati; WGAR, Cleveland; KWK,
St. Louis; WCAE. Pittsburgh; WFIL,
Philly: WBAL. Baltimore; WHKC,
Columbus, and WHB. Kansas City.

Baggley. Horton & Hoyt the agency.

Bernie Weinberg, Coast agency
exec, is in the east trying to clear

network time for tlie Lloyd Pan-
tages film chatter broadcast for
Krank products.

Myron Kirk looking over avail-

able talent in Hollywood for two
new Ruthrauff & Ryan fall shows.

Jim Tierney remains in Holly-
wood as agency contact on the new
Eddie Cantor series for Texaco.

Pittsburgh Coal Co. will air Lois
Miller in an organ recital over
KDKA, Pittsburgh, and WTAM,
Cleveland, twice weekly starting
Sept. 9. Program will originate from
KDKA, with a rebroadcast for the
Cleveland outlet. Miss Miller will

do her own vocal interludes.

State of Michie^an doing a spot
announcement campaign, plugging
Michigan vacations, through Fred M.
Randall, Detroit ad agency.

Hughes, Wolff & Co. placing 100-

word daily spot announcements for
Orangene.

Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, sig-

natured WJJD 'Courthouse Reporter'
for Hi.steen. Agency had it for-

merly to plug Cozon, but recently
let program go to Chicago 'Herald
& Examiner.' Does seven-a-week.

Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp. through B. B. D. &0, will spon-
sor Kay Neal, song stylist, supported
by the Four Don.s, instrumental, in

a 15-minute program on WHO, Des
Moines, starting Aug. 16, six days a
week.'

Chicae:o School of Engineering,
through James R. Lunke & Asso-
ciates of Seattle, is using a weekly
five-minute transcription on KYA,.
San Francisco.

AUSTRIA ASKS

CITIZENS' AIR

KIM
Vienna, Aug. 10.

Austrian Radio Corp. is passing the
hat for $300,000 needed for short-
wave broadcasts since the 1938 Cairo
congress has not provided a wave

length for Austria.

Minister of Education M. Perntner
and Col. Walter Adam, chief of Fed-
eral press bureau, have appealed to

the public for contributions to raise

the amount needed.
Newspapers point that the Aus-

trian Radio Corp. must not only pay
too heavy federal '^xes, but also
make subventions for all sorts of
arty stuff such as provincial theatres,
youth organizations and that this is

the cau.se of the corporation's abil-

ity to finance erection of its own
short wave sending station.

J. O, Maland, manager of WHO,
Des Moines, and Mr.s. Maland, are on
a tour of the northern wilds, with
stops scheduled for Duluth and Port
Arthur, Canada. They also expect
to visit Earl E. May, owner of KMA,
Shenandoah, Iowa.

Rift in Philly Musicians' Union

s Over State Propam Shift

Pliiladelphia, Aug. 17.

One of those periodic revolts that

have characterized the Philly 'mu.si-

cians union for the last few years is

sputtering over the prospective
transfer of the State of Pennsylvania
radio program from WCAU, Philly,

to WHP, Harrisburg.
Show airs over a 'Columbia hook-

up. Understood a segment of the

union membership is threatening to

offer a m,otion to demand the .resig-

nation of Americo A, Toinei, union
prez. Meeting to consider the ques-

tion of the program vvas .skedded for

late yesterday (Tuesday) afternoon
at union headquarters.

Origin of the storm was Tomei's
ruling that the program would have
to pay double for music for the

show. Reason given was refusal of

WCAU to accede to union demands
for a house band, Claimed that extra

charge for the band tipped tlie weekly
nut on the program $500. Penna.
State officials, pointing out that they
have no interest in, or concern with,

scraps between the union and
WCAU, have balked at paying the

extra sum, so the program is set

to originate at WHP, I/arrisburg.

Show is off the air at present while
efforts are made to clear a belter

hour over the network. Probably
will go out on Tuesday nights.

Loss of that program, oi^ lop of a

similar instance couple of seasons
ago, when Atlantic Refining pulled
the 'Atlantic Family' show from
WCAU to WABC, has the affected

musicians in a turmoil. Member.ship
meeting, scheduled for last Wednes-
day, was cancelled due to the illness

of "Tomei.

Meanwhile, Dr. Leon Levy, WCAU
prez, is slated to confab directly

with Joseph N. Weber, American
Federation of Musicians president,

in New York within the next few
days, regarding the WCAU-union
tangle. Although the AFM is not
normally concerned directly in the
individual contracts and deals of its

locals, affairs and squabbles of the

Philly union have in the past re-

peatedly been taken to Weber.
Besides his peeve at the musicians.

Levy is also sizzling at present be-
cause of dissatisfaction \vith the en-
tire union setup at WCAU. Under-
stood there have been rumblings of

trouble with the studio engineers,

who are demanding uppied wages
and improved working condition.s,

although their contract with Levy
is said to have nearly two years to

go. Spokesmen for the panelmen
approached Levy last week, but he ^
flatly nixed any concessions and veUSS**
fused to discuss the matter. Told
them, to Jive up to the contract,

under the terms of which they were'
given rai.ses and .shorter hours, or be
faced with court action.

THEATRE MAN JOINS WHN
Gene Fori) Comes in As Asst.' to

Louis K. Sidney

Gene Ford leaves managership of

LoevV's Capitol, Washington, D. C,
vaudfllmer, Aug, 30, to join staff of

Loew-owned WHN, N, Y., as as-

sistant to station director L. K. Sid-
ney. Ford will supervise programs;
Herb Pettey continues on at WHN as
assistant to Sidney in the commer-
cial dept.

WHN will be Ford's first radio
post. On the staff of production
;mder Sidney at Loew's Capitol, N.
Y., when that house played stage
shows, Ford was shifted to Washing-
ton after the theatre went straight
film, two and a half years ago. In
Washington the newcomer to radio
staged several units for Loew-time
and also produced annual amateur
revues for".;the circuit'is theatres in

Baltimore and Washington.

Rhythm Club, Bridgeport group
led by Jimmy Youd at piano and
Carl Graf on fiddle, in weekly halt
hour at WELI, New Haven.

stations'^ „v ii^ts.

WCKY
WW-0

10.000 lURHS DRV^niGHT
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RADIO SHOWMANSHIP
(Attention-Getters, Tie-lips, ideas

)

. Disembodied Fiddle EiTect

Cleverand.

•Violin in the Night/ new NBC
red feed originating at WTAM
nightly at 11 p.m., uses ghostly sound
effect designed by Fred Wilson. Dur-
ing the signature theme of the pro-
gram the music of the violin played
by Ben Silverberg is carried into a
loudspeaker set up in an empty
studio.
A mike at the other end of the

room picks up the music after it has
echoed through, the improvised sound
chamber and sends it over the air.

police department who offers a
legitimate set of rules for safe driv-
ing. .

'

Cast in the series of 13 dramatiza-
tions are the Rose Goodman players,
WHKC dramatic group, with John
Adams essaying the role of Death.

Safety Program Formula
Columbus, O.

*HpShacabre campaign to educate
motorists to safe driving by indii-ec-

tion made its appearance on WHKC
this week under the title, 'Death
-Kides the Road.' Scripted and pro-
duced' by Fred -Sample, head of the
continuity department, the half-hour
weekly dramatized show has as its

leading character Death, a mocking
voice which lurges drivers to join
him by paying no attention to safety
warnings.
Aiding Death in his campaign are

such characters as Samuel Speed and
Willie Lovesick, with their sly
recommendations to crash red lights,

drive with one hand and see how
last your auto will go.
At the conclusion Death gives a

list of his traffic rules, followed' by
a guest speaker from- the traffic or

Tbe Corn What Am
Des Moines.

All Des Moines stations, including
WHO. KSO and KRNT, as well as
WMT of Cedar Rapids and Waterloo,
broadcast directly the meeting of
Governors Philip F. La Follette of
Wisconsin and Nelson G. Kraschel of
Iowa from the Iowa state house on
.July 31, engaged in a friendly com-
bat to see which state could produce
the tallest corn. Iowa won with a
stalk 16 feet six inches.
An 18-foot 51/^-inch Iowa-grown

stalk, which established a world
record in 1925, was sent to the meet-
ing by Col. B. J. Palmer, president
of the Central Broadcasting Co.,
operators of WHO and WOC, Daven-
port. This stalk, which is the prop-
ei-ty of Col. Palmer, was sent to
Des Moines by special truck from
the Davenport station, where it has
been on display for 12 years. Palmer
has been credited with having popu-
larized the phrase, 'I&wa, the state
where the tall corn grows.'

Ken Fry off to* Escanaba to air

World's Championship Log Rolling
contest airing for TJBC.

Coca Cola Bottlers

Going: on Texas Net
Dallas, Aug. 17,

Coca Cola bottlers of Texas have
extended their Friday and Saturday
'College Nights' to the Texas Quality
Network. . Events last season were
confined to WFAA, Dallas.

Friday evening broadcasts will be
devoted to picking up the football

predictions • of Benny Lee Boynton,
southwest football official, and pep
gatherings of the various teams in

the southern conference. On Satur-
day nights it will be scores plus
the cutting . in ' of talks, bands and
general entertainment from these
same collegiate spots. New series

will run from Sept. 30 to Nov. 7,

with Hal Thompson, of. WFAA, prob-
ably again handling the announcing
chore.

WHK's Football Games
Cleveland, Aug. 17.

.. In addition to broadcasting home
football games of Ohio State

this fall, WHK is also planning to air

the State-Chicago and State-Michi-
gan frays. Gil Gibbons, who's han-
dling the home games, will be sent

to Chicago and Ann Arbor for these

two programs.
Deal is also on to carry the Ohio

State-Southern California game from
the West Coast. If Atlantic Refining,

sponsor of the football broadcasts,

decides to pipe the game in from
the Coast, a California mike crew
would be used.

Basic Blue Network Station

Completely Programmed by NBC

From its earliest days as

America's first broadcasting

station, KDKA has occupied

a dominant position locally

and nationally. Its prestige

is a tremendous asset. And

its records show that leading
. 1 c

local and national advertis-

ers have cashed in on it day

after day, year after year.

Labor Blues Delay Shows
(Continued from page 45)

been made for other Ford national

broadcasts.

Used Car Dept,

Ford dealer biz, handled by Mc-
Cann-Erickson agency, is placed lo-

cally and oh order of the specific

dealer^ in their respective comniuni-.

ties. This fall will see a swelling of

that particular budget. Campaign
will be in behalf of. second-hand
models and in the form of 100-word
live spots. Design of the blast is to

offset Chevrolet, which has been
doing the same sort of used-car

selling.

General Motors will resume its

Sunday night one-hour concerts over"

NBC. Chevrolet's Sunday 30-min.

program featuring Rubinoff is sked-

ded to flow on over CBS, and, for

the present at least, so are those

thrice-weekly transcribed 'Musical

Moments' on more than 100 stations,

coast to coast.

Studebaker announced early in

summer it would return to NBC with
Richard Himber's orch. As yet, how-
ever, no time has been bought nor
actual intimation from sponsor that

it would be back bankrolling a web
show. Nothing in the spot field,

either. Just tteading water awaiting
developments.

Nash, which this year has a nie'w

agency ir\ Geyer, Cornell & Newell
after- severing from J. Walter Thomp-
son, wants to be ambitious but is

holding in its horns. ' Grace Moore-
Vincent Lopez show, which Nash
used last season on Saturday nights
over CBS, definitely won't return.

Fall campaign will be 'Prof. Quiz'

over CBS. Program, now plugging
Kelvinator (Nash refrigerator prod-
uct), will drop the chilling apparatus
and commence blurhing the motor
bus with the Sept. 4 program.

Already .set on the talent end are
Boake Carter and Jack Shilkret's

]
orch for a series of quarter-hour

] Nash transcriptions . to compete
against Chevrolet's 'Musical Mo-

I

ments,' with sponsor anxious to get
a spread comparable to that lised by
Chewy with its waxes. Current
A. F. of M. wrangle with stations

and recording companies over em-
I
i>loyment of musicians is keeping
Nash from letting a contract to make
the discs. Consequently that cam-
paign is another shelf-squatter.

Chrysler-Dodge-Plymouth will hold
with Major Bowes on the networks,
and the transcription series using
Frank Morgan on the non-network
stations. No expanding Contem-
plated for fall.

Cadillac anticipates nothing other
than sprinkling of spots during Auto
Show weeks in the keys around the
country.

Packard has its new program de-
buting Sept. 7 on NBC-red topnotch-
ing Lanny Ross. Nothing lined up in
the wax field, and spots look to be
sporadic.

Buick has the Farr-Louis fight

Thurs. (26) for a national ballyhoo
as account also had the Braddock-

i
Louis tiff. No transcriptions, but art

intensive di-ive will be made in all

Ihe towns across the country during
the Auto Shows, when in each sit-

uation a station will be selected to
carry a blast of 20 spots daily for
seven days. This is considerable
ballyhoo in a confined period, and
more than doubles Buick's budget
of former years.
Pontiac restores, after summei' lay-

off, its 'Varsity Show' to NBC -blue
on Oct. 1 for its weekly half-hour;
also continues commentator Kathryn
Cravens thrice-weekly, daytime, on
CBS. Stalling on spots' placements,^
however, and awaiting developments.
P'ontiac Is one of

. the motor firms
tugging at the leash and anxious to
increase air expenditures.

Oldsmobile.. which used Irvin S.

106 CBS Stations

Columbia will have 106 affiliates
by Sept. 5, tops for that network,
when WEOA, Evan.svi lie, Ind., and
KDAL, Duluth-Superior, are tacked
on, the former as part of the basic
supplementary list and KDAL as
part of the northwestern group. Ne-
gotiations are on to add WHLB. Vir-
ginia, Minn., and WMFG. Hibbing,
Minn., as supplementaries of KDAl!
with the former two being hooked
on to KDAL for theif CBS program
service. Threesome would give CBS
complete coverage in Minnesota's
iron range country.
On going CBS KDAL will extend

its broadcast schedule beyond the
present 9 p. m. signoff. Rute for the
Sept. 5 entries is $l'2!> an hour.

Cobb arid variety show last year on
NBC, has not really indicated it haa
any radio plans this year. No net-
work display has been set, despitfi

NBC's optimism that the account will
return. Nothing much in the way aC
spots, save dealers doing the buyin,i>

themselves on the neighborhood sta-
tions.

Graham-Paige, J. Walter Thonin-
son Chicago office client, has com-
pletely pulled in. Willys-Overland,
which fostered a weekly hiilf-houv

on Sunday nights over Mutual fea-
turing Kay Kyser's orch durin.g

spring and early summer, cancelled
suddenly on July 25. Labor unrest
was given as the reason and since
the sponsor has shown no inclination

to return to the air. Nothing more
than possibly spots on rural stations

anticipated.

D>%ILY — 7 : €.0 -7:45 AM
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Here and There
Colleges All Have Press

Agents But Want Cash

For Football Pick-Ups

Indianapolis, Aug. 17.

Fall football plans ot Indianapolis

stations are still up in the air, with

stations' and schools trying to reach

agreements. So far only one foot-

ball score summary program has

been set. WIRE has the one inked,

with Ohio Oil Co. calling for 6 to 6:15

Saturday .night scores durii>g the

season.
Larger schools in Indiana are prov-

ing tough babies to deal with, the
radio heads are finding. Schools are
more than aware of the take the
radio station walks away with on
sponsored football games. Arguments
advanced by radioites of the valuable
publicity the school gets by the air-

ing of the games are met with pooh-
poohs. Schools in Indiana all main-
tain publicity departments, from one
man press agents to elaborate lay-

outs, with one school, Purdue Uni-
versity at Lafayette (Ind.) having
radio station (WBAA) on the campus
and. run by the school.

Idea that radio keeps the cash cus-
tomers away from the stadiums or
football fields in Indiana isn't enter-
ing much into the dickering at all.

Efforts' to line up' Purdue and
Notre Dame are meeting with fiat

refusals from college authorities to
permit sponsored broadcasts, and
both WFBM and WIRE aren't plan-
ning, at present, to pay their own
line charges to West Lafayette (Ind.)
and South Ben (Ind,) respectively.
When it comes to Indiana Univer-

sity at Bloomington (Ind.) another
stone wall is encountered. Officials,
including Frank R. Elliott, publicity
head, are perfectly agreeable to any
kind of commercial broadcasts of
their football games—if the station
will agree to cut them in on one-
half (50%) of the total take from a
sponsor or sponsors. This leaves the
Indianapolis stations with line
charges,, pay for the help, and other
expenses, all to be paid out of only
50% of the gross take. So it's no go,t present.
Then the smaller schools, includ-

ing Butler, De Pauw, Greencastle;
Earlham, Indiana State, Rose Poly,

PLAYERS AUTOGRAPH

WHEAtlES' BOX TOPS

St. Louis, Aug. 17.

Six members of Cardinal's 'Gas
House Gang,' Johnny Mize, Joe
.Medwick, Lon Warnecke, Don Gut-
terridgei, Pepper Martin and
Mickey Owen, were signed by Gen-
eral Mills, joint sponsors of baseball
residents over KWK for p".a. in in-
terest of Wheaties Saturday (14).

Stunt, called for appearance of ball
tossers in a dozen local retail gro-
ceries where they authographed tops
of Wheatie boxes for admirers.
Pepper Martin played the 'outfield'

by appearing in stories in East Al-
ton and Granite City, 111,, across
Mississippi from here Johnny
O'Hara, KWK sports announcer,
made introductory speeches for ball
players.

VALIEE 3-WEEK STAY

ON COAST IN OCT.

Royal Gelatin moves the source of
its Thursday night broadcast out to

the west coast in October so that
Rudy Vallee can fill a three-week
stand at the Cocoahut Grove, Los
Angeles.
Programs originating from that

point will be those of Oct. 7, 14 and
21.

Louisville Times Sets In
Bryan,WHAS, as Radio Ed

Louisville, Aug. 17.

After receiving a number of letters,

urging the paper to inaugurate a

column of radio news, the Louisville

Times, owner of WHAS, obliged by
appointing Bill Bryan, WHAS an-
nouncer and singer, as radio news
columnist. He titles his effusion 'Air

Lines.' It appears each week day.

Morning Courier-Journal has for

some time cairried a radio chatter

column, written by Mildred Lee, who
handles the station's programs for

women.

Evansville College, Muncie Normal
and others, have weak schedules that

won't hold the interest for listeners,

as a whole, during the entire season.

Phantom 'Billy

Philadelphia, Aug. 17.

Jerry Stone, of WDAS, had to
take femme visitor into panel-
men's fishbowl to prove (^lolo-

rado hillbillies were not in
studio, but were on wax.
Ired madame hiad been in

five times demanding to see
troupe, among whom she
claimed she recognized her hus-
band's piping.

KIRK COMBS H'WOOD

FOR LEVER SHOW ACTS

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Dual soap sponsorship of the Al
Jolsbn show will be split up if My-
ron Kirk is successful in lining up
a half-hour dramatic show for Lever
Bros., which would precede the cur-
rent Tuesday broadcast. Kirk is

after pic names on a weekly change,
similar to Lever's Lux setup.
Either Rinso or Lifebouy would

plug in on the new dramairer.

SPONSOR HAS Affi

ACTS UNDER CANVAS

Des Moines, Aug. 17.

. Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., exhibit-
ing each year under canvas at the
Iowa State Fair, will present a tmit
of the WHO Sunset Corners Frolic
from its tent Aug. 30 through
Sept. 3.

Talent includes Lem Turner, Bill

and Bob Louisiana Lou, Jerry, the
Four Dons and Stan. Widney, an-
nouncer.

WHEC's Portable Pack

Rochester, Aug. 17, .

To compete with WHAM's motor-
ized mobile transmitter enabling
station to pick up programs in vil-

lages 40 miles from Rochester, WHEC
is trying portable pack transmitter.

Aims to use it in midst of crowds
at public events, scenes of fires and
other mass gatherings. Good for a

mile from station,'

Joe Kirth, from WHBF, Rock Is-

land, sales department to WJJD, Chi.

John R. Wood, Jr., former New
York radio . actor, now on sales

force at WDAS, Philadelphia.

Sheldon Vlnsonhaler and family
vacationing in Chicago. He is man-
ager of KLRA and KGHI, Little

Rock.

John Owen Briggrs of WNBC, New
Britain, 'Connecticut's first aviation
commentator,' son of late Clare
Briggs.

Lucy Oldren Tealon, pupil of
Frank La Forge, latest vocal acquis
sition of WICC, Bridgeport.

Doc Schneider's Texans done at

WTIC, Hartford, after almost a
year's stand. Due at Radio City for

NBC coast-to-coasting in autumn.

George Wall, pop tenor, joined the
Crosley WLW-WSAI staff. Of late

he did the vocals with Phil LeVant's
orch.

Edith Brinson, WRVA, RichiYiond,

off for a Mediterranean cruise.

J. E. Reynolds new manager of

WDRW, Augusta," Ga.

Dick Pyron production manager at

WATL, Atlanta. John Hughes new
spieler.

Mars:uerUe Sedgrwick, formerly
with KONO, has shifted to. the
KTSA program department in San
Antonio.

Lou Kemper and Jack Grogan left

WHB to join announcing staff of
WDOD, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Harold -Fair, production director
for WHO, Des Moines, in Chicago
auditioning new talent

Tom La Brum, Philly ad exec,
sails Saturday (21) on a West Indies
cruise. Back in 12 days.

Dorothy and Theresa Pape of the

talent staff at WOAI, have parts in

the San Ant^u^iA, Civic Opera, 'Ro.s»

of Algeria," to be presented in th»

New Sunken Garden theatre, Aug. 31.

Peroy Barbat, Florence Saxon, and
Betty Childs (Dorothy Farley), are
San Antonio's stage players now
woi'king on the radio."

Luther Boswell, ' KTSA technician,

is convalescing from a recent motor
car accident in San Antonio.

Howard Davis, KMA chief, San
Antonio, has a six-acre tract adjoin-
ing the transmitter which he is hav-
ing cleared for a recreation center^i^y

Chicago, Aug. 17,

J. C. Stein, president of Music Cor*
poration of America* will go to Hol-
lywood on Nov. 1 and will locate
there for at least six months.
During Stein's stay on the coast

the. new MCA building will be com-
pleted, slated for final' touches by the
first of the year. MCA is .seeking to

provide improved radio sselling for
its name orchestras.

Safety Show Sold

Indianapolis, Aug. 17.

Hook's Stores last week bought the
Ho-Po-Ne Safety Club program on
WIRE. Drug concern has 23 stores
in Indianapolis.
Program, which runs half-hour

(11:15-11:45) each Saturday morning,
is now in seventh year on WIRE.
Name comes from original backers
of kid talent show, who were
Hoosier Motor Club, Police Head-
quarters, and Indianapolis News,
evening daily; names being con-
densed into 'Ho-Po-Ne,'
Regular copper in charge of pro-

gram, who dishes out the safety

hints and other tips for the motor-
ists, is Sgt. Magenheimer. Talent for
the sl^ow is entirely of kids.

SIX-MONTH STAY IN

H'WOOD FOR STEIN

The large volume of business already placed on THE

WLW LINE indicates an early fall sell-out.

Elimination of wasteful duplication is only one of the^

many reasons why ''THE MOST SENSIBLE
BUY IN BROADCASTINQ'^ is now radio's

most phenomenal success.

SOLE AGENTS

TRANSAMERICAN BROADCASTING m TELEVISION CORP.
JOHN L. CLARK» President

Conifthile Broadrfmlhig Faeililies Wired and Traiitn'ribed

NEW YORK
521 Fifth Avenue

Murray Hill 6-2370

CHBCAGO
333 North Michigan Avenue

STAte0366

HOLLYWOOD
5833 Fernwood Avenue

HOIIyv\/ood 5315
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NETWORK SPONSORS
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(ALL TIME EDST)

Commercial programs are listed alphabetifally under the adver-

tlaer's corporate name. Asterisk indicates advertlainr a«:ener lia»-

d'lin» program.

Where, sponsor ha« more than one network provraa they %rm

Uflted consecutlvelr.

All time ii P. M. unless otherwise noted.

Abbreviations: SU (Sunday); M (Monday); TU (Tuesday); W
(Wednesday); TH (Thursday); F (Friday); S (Saturday).

NATIONAL
Red—WEAF Blue—WJZ

'NatlonHl Bsii-n

Dain'ft'

'T)iicl« Szra'a
Radtn Station'
» W*cl8
AMERICAN CAM
9 p.in.-Tu-Bla«!

Bin Bernl« A Lui»
Slieila Barrett
Viola Phllo
JMaiiny Prager
*Fun«r-SmHh-Roaa

dJttBB. BASIATOB

'Flr«Bld» Recltala'
Sigurd Nilaaen
Helen Marshall
Frank St. Legrer
• Blaker Advt.
AMER. XOBACCO

10 p.m.-'W-ned
Stuart Allen
I^reddie Gibson
Sonsramltha ^

Richard Hlmber Or
* Lord & Tboinaa

ANACIN
(Am. Home Prod.)

ARTISTS MANAGEMENT

IU4-W»<lnMd«y>
IM2:)* GDSr

tlM« Saturday*

IM2:30 P>rf. EDSr

JIMMY BRIERLY

JEANNE ELLIS

KING'S MEN
BOB LAWRENCE
JOHNNY MERCER
HARRY ROSENTHAL
VIVIENNE SEGAL

ARTISTS MANAGEMENT
U .J S I A L ,' N C

It Kani 45th Street, New York
Tel. MV. 2-1888

and His

Orchestra

2ND YEAR

Viennese Roof

HOTEL ST. REGIS
NEW YORK

I p.m.-Xu-W'Th-
Hliie

'Saay AceV
.T A Gooctman Ac*
Mary Hunter
Paul SI ewart
Blackett-S-H
BABBITT, INC.

((neapser)
I I a.in.-Dallr-Red
'David Havuiu'
Winner Walter
Kva Condon
Alan D«»vilt
P^iRKy Allenby
•BlacUett-S-ir.

B.tYKR
(Sterllnpr)

9rSe-SH-Bed
'Amerlc-an Album*
.lean DIfkenaon
Frank;. Nuiin
Arden A: Arden
Oue Ilaenschen Ore
Bert rrirach
Blackptt-S-H

BI-S90-BQI.
(Am. Home Prod.)
10:30 a.ni.-Dnll7>

Red
'.Tust Plain Bill*
Avlliur HuRhea
Ruth RusaRll
BSITIb L. Palmer •

.loe T^atUani
Bla(<Uet-S-H
BOWKV-S, INC.

(Milk)
5:15 i».m.-M-W-r-

Red
While the City

Sleeps
Finney Brlg-gs
.loan Kay
Cecil Roy
MarJe Nelson
Frances Carlon
I'-'orrpst Lewifl
Russell ('. C. Co.

BRISTOT.-
^ METKRS CO.

(Ipana-S.Hepatlca)
• p.m.-Wed-Iled

Wallei- O'Keefe
AIlM Kroat
Peler A'an Steeden'a

Ore
*Toune: Sc Rublcam

BROWN-
WIM.TA>ISON
(Kool-Raleifrh)
10 p.m.-V-Blue

Edythe Wrl.?ht
Tommy Dorsey
Mortorr Bowe
Lord & Thoniaa
CAMAY SOAP

fP. & G.)
10:30 a.m.-Bullr-

Blue
Blue 3 p.m.-Dally-

Red
'Pepper Young'
(.'urtis Arnall
Betty Wrajfse
Marlon Bavuer
.lack KoseleiKh
Pedlar /k "Ryan

CARNATION
JO p.ni.-M-Red

•Carnation Con-
tented

Vivian Delia Chleaa
Roy Shield
•BJrwin Waaey

CH.VfSr. ft

SANBORN
(Stand. Bianda)
• p.m.-8u-Rcd

W. 0. Fields
Kdgar Bergen
Dorolhy .T<an\our
Nel.<(ou Eddy
Robert Armbruster
J. W. Thompson

CH1P80
(P. & «.)

11:18 «.Tii.-Bnllr-
Blue

4:18 P.III.-M to Frl-
Red

'Pereonal Column
of the Air'

Compton
CITIBS SBRVICB

• p.m.-T'r-Rcd
i;<ucllls Mannera
Revelera i

•Lord & Thomaa
CRISCO
(P. Sc G'.)

n:.*t0 u.iu.-Dnlly-
Blue

10:4,5 p.m.-Tu-Red
Vlij & Sade

Art Van Harver
Btllr Idelaon
Bernardlne Flyna
• Compton

BR. JUYONS
(Sterling)

11:18 u.m.-Red-
Dally

'Back Stage Wlf«'
Vivian Frldell
Ken Griffen
Henry Sane
Norman Gottachalk
All'-e Patton
11:30 a.ni.-M-W-r-

Red
'How to Be Charm-

ing-
Beatrice BeSylvera

9 p.m.-Su-Red
'Manhattan Merry-
Go-Round'

Don Donnie Ore
Pierre L.e Kreeun
Rachel Carlay-
Men About Town
PUART SAI.KS

CORP
.John Neshlt
-'Passing Parade'
H. E. WlUlame .

FIRBSTONK
S:SO p.m.-M-Red

'Voice' oi: Firestone'
Alfred Wallenslein
•Sweeney & .Tamea

r.. W. ^ITCH
.( Shampoo)

7:45 p.ni.-SurRed
florin Sis.
Ranch Boys
Ij. W. Raniaer

, rMCISCHMANN
8 p.m.-Th-R«d
(Stan. Brands)
'•:30-Su-Blue

W'erner Janssen Ore
Jjoretta I..ee

GKN. Isr-KCTRIC
9:30 p.m.-MoH-Red
'Hour of Charm'
Phil Spltalny Ore
Maxine

'

Evelyn Kay
8 Mttle Worda
T.>oIa A Rochella
Glee Club
• Maxon
GRIFJtlX POLISH
7 p.m.-Moii-Bliie

Hugh Barrett Ore
.rean O'Nell
Barry McKlnley
Time Twisters
Bermingham
KILLS TABLF-TB
(Am. Home Prod.)
10 a.m.-I>all.v-Re(l
'Mra. Wlgga of Cab-
bage Patch'

Betty Garde
Robert Sirau«s
•Andy Donnelly
Alice Frost
Toe Latham
Bill Johnstone
Mar.lorle Anderaon
Eatelle Levy
Pat Ryan
Blac.kett-S.-H.

HORLICK
7:80 p.m.-Dally-

Blue
'I.um 'n' Abner'
(Jhester X^aucn
Norrie Qolt
•Lord & Thomas

hqi'seholb
finanob:

11:30 p.iu.-Tu-B)M«
'tt Can Be Done'
:i$dgar Gueat
Frankle Maatera Or
•B.B.U. ft O.

HlTgKIF.S
(Gen. Foods Corp.)

9 p.m.-F-B)ue
Believe Ji or Kot
Robert L, Ripley
B. A. Rolfes Ore
' Ben I on & Bowles
ITALIAN BALM
10 p.»i.-Fr-R«d

'First Night ev'

Les Tiemayne
Barbara ]AJddy
•Aubrey, M. & W.
IVORY SOAP

(P. * G.)
11 •.m.-Ball.T-Blue

8:46 p.nt.-Red
The .6'Ne)ll«'
Kale M'cComb

By jane: west

NOW RADIO'S MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

AUGHTER JeARS and [-|eART-THROBS

Presenfed by Ivory Soap • 99"/iooVo pure

LISTEN ^Ai^"^

NBC Blue Network, Mon, to Fri. 11 a.m. DST

IN ^^'^ Network, Mon. to Fri. 3:45 p.m. DST
* • • COAST TO COAST

Dir., COMMON ai>vj;i{'ii.sim; .uihwiy
MGT., ED WOLF—RKO BLDG., NEW YORK CITV

Jane West
Violet Dunn
Jimmy Donnallr
Jack Rubin
Cheater Stratt.on
Jimmy Tanaey
Janice Gilbert
Il:46-Pall7-Blse

"Gospel Singer*
Bdward MacHuch

JRTiLO
(Gen. Foodn)
7-Sa'Red

Fred Llghtner
.Tane Froraan
Don Ross
D'Arlega Ore
Toung & Rublcam

JKROBNS
A:30 p.m.-Sn-Blue
Walter Winchell
June Lang
5.>ennen & Mitchell

JOHNSON'S WAX
9 p.m.-M-Bed

'Fibber McGee and
Molly'

M. & J. Jordan
Ted Weema Ore
Need., Louis 4s B.

KCX.I.OGO
6 :S0 p.m.-M-Tn-W & Th-Blue
'Singing Lady'
Ireene Wicker
18 Noon-M *o F-

Red
'Girl Alone-'
N. W. Ayer

KLEKNKX
iO a.m.-BaUy-Blue
12:15 p.m.-Dnlly-

Bed
'Story of Mary

Marlln'
J^ord & Thomaa
KR.'lFT-PHENIX
10 p.m.-Tlt-R«d

.Bob Burns
Johnny Trotter'a
Ore

•J. W. Thompson
LADY ESTHER
8:30 p.m.-Ta-Wed-

Red
Waj'ne King Ore
•Stack-Goble

LAHONT
(Pond's Cream, and

Face Powder)
8 p.m.-Ta-Blue

'Husbands and
Wives' .

LOUIS PHILI.iPPE
(Am. Home Prod.)
10:15 a.ni.-DaU7-

Red
'John's Other Wife'
Matt Crowley
Adele Ronson
Phyllis Welch
Kva Condon
Blaekett-3.-H.

(Drene Shampoo).
10:30 p.m.-Tn-Rfld
and 10:30 p.m.-IT-

Red
Jimmy Fldler
•H. W. Kastor

iMAXWELL
(Gen. Food)

9 p.ra.-Th-Red
Show Boat
("has Winninger
Meredith Willson
Thomas L. Thomas
Nadine Conner
VVarren Hull
Viiifinia Verrlll
•Benton & Bowles

MAR-O-OIL
11:45 a.m.-Su-Bed
Henry Busse
Baggoley, H. * H

MOLLE
9 p.m.'Xo-Rei

'Vox Pop'
Parks Johnson
Welly Butterwortli
•Stack-Qoble

OXYDOL
(P. A a.)

3:t5-Dally-Bea
10:18 a.tt).-D»IIr-

Blue
'Ma Perkins'
Virginia Payne
Chas, Bgolson
Gilbert Faust
Cecil Roy
Murray Forbes
Hazel Dephelda
Korrest Lewis
Blackett-S-H.
PACIFIC BORAX
8:80 p.m.-Fr-BIa*
'Death Valley Days'
McCann-Erlckaon

PACKARD
MOTORS

9:30 p.m.-Xu-R«d
.lf)hnny Green
Trudy Wood
.limmy Blair
Jane Rhodes
•Toung & Rublcam
PACKER TAR

SOAP
t:SO p.m.-Sa-R«d
Thatclier Colt

Mysteries'
Stack-Goblo

PRPSOa>RNT
7 p.m.-Dnlly-Red
'Amos 'n' Andy'
*Lord A Thomaa
rniLUP MORRIS

8 p.m.-Ti|-Red
RuBR' Morgan Or«
Charles Martin
•Blow Co.

PHii.ir.irs
(Sterling)
9-F-Red

'Waltz Time'
Abe Lyman Oro
Lola Bennett
Frank Munn

riLLSBURY
I'LOUR

10:45 p.ni.-Dallr-
Red

•Today's Children'"
•Hutehln-son
PRINCESS PAT
8:30 p.nt.-Su-R«d
'Tale of Today'
McJunkin
QUAKER OATS CO

5:30-SA-Red
'Kaltenmeyer'a Kin-
dergarten'

Bruce Kamman
.Sidney Ellslrom
Billy White
•Tohnny Wolf
TUor Ericson
Merrill Fugit
Harry Kogen Ore
Lord & Thomaa

R, C. A.
2 p.m.-Sa-Blu«

'Magic Key of RC.<'
Frank Blaok'.«t Sym-
phony Oreh

Marlon Telva, mez-
zo-soprano

Tex O'Rourke
Jean Sablon
RKAIONAL ADt.
11:80 B.ni.-TM-S*-

Red
'Myatery Chef
MeCann-Erlckaon
ROYAL ORL.
(Stan. Branda)

8-Tli-R«d
a. Thompson. Dir.
Rudy Vallee
• J. W. Thompson
SKALTK„ST LARS,

IN<:.
(Millc .V: lee Cream)

,1ft p.ni.-Sn.Rfd
Eliasa Landi
Wynn Murray
Woward-Shellon
Donald Dickson
New Torkera Chorus
.Tames Melton
Robert Doten's Ore
*J. W. Tliompson

SUN OIL
• ;48 p.iii.-Dally-

Blue
'Day's N.>w«'
T.owell Thomas
•Roehej Williama
SWKKTHKART

ao.-^p
11:45 a.m.-Tu-Th-

Bed
'Wife Saver' •

Allen Pre.'»eott

Peck
TKNDKRI.KAF

TKA
(Stan. Brands)

8-W-Red
One. Man's Family
Page Gtlman
Bernice Berwln
Winifred Wolfe
Carlelon E.' Morae
author

I. Anthony Smyths
Mtnetta Ellen
Kathleen Wilson
Michael Raffetlu
Walter Patterson
Barton Tarborough

J. W. Thompson
TRUE StDRY
(MarFadden)

9:30 p.m.-Fr-R«d
'Court of Human

Relations'
Arthur Kudner
WELCH GRAPE

•lUIOK
0:45 p.iii.-Sii-Bhie

Trene Rich
H. W. Kaator A
Sons

WHITS NAPHTH A
1 :15^1'a<T1i-R«d

'Vocal Varieties'
H. W. Kaator

SOAP
(P. A: G.)

4:48 p.m.-Bally-Red
'Guiding Light'
Blttukman
WOODBVBT

9 p.m.-Su-Bloe
'Rippling Rhythm
Revue'

Shap Fields Ore
Del Casino
Bob Hope
HoM<>y Chile

COLUMBIA
WABC

ArriLlATBD
fAugr. 18 to 24)
(Kdna Wallace

Hopper Cosmetics)
l'j:^0-DnUy except

Su und Su
'Romance of Helen
Trent'

Virginia Clark
Marie Nelson
DaTid Gothard
I'orest I/ewia
Ralph June
Junet IiOfcan
'I'om Shirle.v
Eric Stowell
I'harleK Calvert
Mora Martens
.Sid Breeze
Patricia Dunlup
ri:45-I)any except

Sfi and 8u
(Anacin—Flyd-

ded)

'Our Oal Sunday'
Jay Josiyn
Robert Strauss
Karl Swon.Mon
Doi'othy IjOWijII
• "arieton Young
Irene Hubbard
Blaekett-S.-H,,
AMER. TOBACCO
I Lucky Strike Ciga)

18-Sa
M;ti'k Warnow Ore
SI Hurt Allen
('roddlft Gibson
Leaders Male t

12:15 p.m.-DMlly
Wdwin <.'. Hill
Lord A Thomas

^
'BKNEFICIAL
10:00 p.m.-Tu

'Unseen T'rieinV
M, H. H. Jos. him
Harry Salter'* Oro
Frank Law
CAMI^BELL

(.Soup)
«-!•

'FolU'wood Itrtlel'

•Dead Kiul'
Joel AlcCrcn
lluinplii'i'v »()>fiirt

AndrcH lis^-ilH

.lerr.v ('oopci'
Frances Liinitrrord
Anna Jamison
Louella Par.ions.
Raymond Paine Ore
Jgor Uorin
Marlyn .SLu;ii-l

(Tomato .luies)

Ken Muri'My
Triliy I,Ml)rii)Ia

Connie Hoswcll
.Marlyn Stuiirt
J J. Glii.Mkiii Ore
•JH'. W A riiMi l ong

(r.iKKtti)
8;31>-r

.Mice
Bob All.>n
Skinny Knni-<
Don !l''orl).».H.

Hal Kemp's Oic
9-W

Fi'ank l';trkjr
(|jri-y llolTniun Dii-
0:115 p.ni.-l>»)l,v ex-

<"epl Ha
'Sports L'oluinn'

Paul Douglas
* Newell-Emmett
CHRTSUBR CORP.

»-Th
Bowea' Amattturt
Ruthrauff & Ryaa

COTXaATE
(Dental Powder and

Cream)
10-Th

'Tour True AdTen-
turai'

Floyd Olbbons
(PalmoUve Soap)

9:10 p.m.-W
•Beauty Box The-

atre'
'Three Musketeers'
Robert Weedo
.lesalea Dragonette
Al Goodman's Oro

(Shave Cream)
10 p.m.-W

'Gang Bustera'
Phillips H. Lord
Betty Garde
Martin Gabel
Averlll Harrlss
Alice RIneheart
Erik Rolf
Edmund MacDonald
Paul Monroe
Ray Kremer
.fames R6);an
Krank Love.1oy
Fred I<ewls
Benton & Bowles
CONTINENTAL

BAKINfi
(Wonder Bread)
10 ii.in.-Dally ex*

,vcept Sa and Su
Pretty Kitty Kelly'
Artlna Blackburn
Richard ICoUniar
Clayto'n Collyer
• Benton A BowUa
CI U.^ Ill PACK. CU

(Old Dutch
1,'leanBer)

9:45 u.m.-Datly ex-
cept Sa und Su

'Bachelor's Children*
Marie Nelson
Patricia Dunlap
Mar.iory Hannan
Hugh Studebaker
Clan Soule.
Roche; Williams A
Cunnyngham

DUPONT
8-W

Cavalcade of Music
Francia White
Don Voorheea" Oro
• B. B. D. & O.

TELS-NAPTHA
0:31} «.TO.-M-W-E

Jack Berch
Mark Warnow'a Ore
Tuung ft Rublcam
FORD MOTOR

9-Ta
'Watch the Fun Go
By'

A I Pearce
Arlane Harria
Monroe Upton
Nick Lucas
Bill Comstock
Carl Hoff'S Oro
Andy Andrews
Earl Towner Singers

9-Su
'Universal Rhythm'
Richard BonelU
.\lec Templeton
'Carolyn Urbaneck
Fr.-uik Crumit, m.c.
.Teannie Macy
Rex Chandler Oro
N. W. Ayer

tiBN. BAXINO
6:30-Su

Guy- Tjombardo
B. B. D. & O.

CiRNBRAL MILIA
(Wheatles, Bla-

qulek, Gold Medal
Flour, Softaallk)

1 p.m.-Dally
•Betty and Bob'
Betty Caine
Elizabeth Reller
Ijeater Tr^mayne

1 :16-M-Tu-Th
'Hymns of All

(Churches'
Joe Emerson
Fred Jacky, DIr,

l:15-W-»'
Betty Crocker

1 :30-l)nily
"Arnold Grimm's
Daughter"

Dop Merrifleld
Jeanne .Tuveller
Margarette Shanna
.Vlarg'ret E Sampter
Edwin H. Morse,

Dir.
1:46-I>ally

'Hollywood In Per-
son'

Capt. Bob Baker
Louise Roberts^
Brn Westmore
Wally Westmore
Blackett-S-H.

Beg. Mon., .Tnly 10

oiLi;KmB
8-Su

Milton Barle
Wendell Hall
.indy Sanella's Ore
.folly Ollletta
'I'onimV Mack
I'ert Gordon
* RuthrauiT A Ryan

7:S0-8h
"Summer Star.s"
Jay ('. Fllppen
Ji'ruiicia White
Zi^ke Manners
Jlosu Rio
Al Phillips
roiaa & Billy Newell
Keiv t'liriaties

(Vliorus
'"js'-ur Bradley's Ore
• Toung *. Rublcam
H, J. HEIN/ CO.
11 a.iii.-M-W-F-

'.M'.i;CH7,ine of the
Air'

Jlra. Sarah I,ock-
wood

iMabe.l Hew.ion
Iluth Cro.Hs

El.it ne^
Pil.i'e Mae Gordon

1 Jerry Mui'y

R««d Kennedj'
Carleten Toung
Rita Allyn
Dorothx' Lowell
Oretchen Davidson
Ted Beade
B. A, Rolfe'a Or*
* Maxon, Inc.
KEtVINATOB

O^Sa
'Prof, Quiz'
Arthur Godfrey
• Oeyer, Cornell
KIRKMAN'S BOAF
2:16-DaUy except

Sa and Su
Jack * Loretta
Clemens

• N, W. Ayer
K0LYN08

(Amer. Home Prod)
_8 p.m.-'F

Ted HaramerstelB
Nance O'Neill
Lucy Monroe
Clyde Barrle
John Hendrlck
Jarry Mann
•Blackott-ST-H.
liADY ESTHER

lO-M
Wayne King's Ore.
atack-Ooblje

PHILCO
7:46-M-W-F

Boake Carter
Hlitchlns

PHII^T.IP MORRIS
8:30 p,m.-S»

'Johnnie Presenta'
Rubs Morgan'a Ore
Charles Mirthi
Frances Adair
Glemn Cross
Swing 14
Blow Co.

PONTIAO
8-M-W-T

'Hewa Through a
Woman's Eyes'

Kathryn Craveiia
* McManus, John A
Adams

U. «l. HEXNOLI>H
(Camel Cl.<caretteB)

9:3U-Ta
Benny Goodman Ore
'Swing School'
Effle Elherington
Wm. C. Esty Co.

RIN80
(Lever)

ll:30-DaUy except
Sa and Su

'Big Slater'
Alice Frost
Junior O'Day
Bella Stoddard
Martin Gabel
Helene Dumas
.Tackle Kelk
Lilian Lauferty.
Author

* Ruthrauff A Ryan

SPRY
(T..ever Bros.)

lt:45-Dnlly except
Sa and Su

'Aunt Jenny's Real
Life Stories'

Ruthrauff A Ryan
STERLING PROD.
(Bayer Aaplrlu)

7:30-Tu
'The Second Hus-
band'

Helen Menken
Joseph Curtin
Franc Hale
Jay Jostyn
Janice Gilbert
Jimmy Donnelly
Jean Colbert
Wm. Podmore
Bert Hlrsh, Mu. Dl.
B-S-H,
STEWART-WARN.

(Alsmlte)
8-M

Lyabeth Hughes
Bob McCoy
h^TTT Cottons
Boracs Heldt Ore
ChftS.' Goodman
Art Thorsen
Gene Knotts'
I Trumpsteera
Jerry Bonne
AlTino Bey
Hays MacFarland
UPER-BUM

(Colgate)
10:15 a.m.-Daily ex-

cept Sa and Su
'Myrt and Marge*
Myrtle Vail
Nancy Kelly
ponna Damerel
aeo. Damerel, Jr.
Matthew Crowley
.Tohn Brewster
Frances Woodbury
Linda. Carlln
Qene Morgan
Ray Hedge
Billy Artzt Oro
Edith Evanson
Arthur Elmer
• Benton A Bowles

tb:i^ab €0.
8:S0-Sa

'Texaco Fire Chief
Siiymore Saymoore
Pinky Tomlin
.Ella Logan
Igor Gorin
Eddie Stanley
Jimmy Walllngton
Jacques Renard's Or
Henft-MfrtKger

TIME, INC.
10:80-Tli

'March of Ti))ie'
Bill Geer, Ed.
'Howard Barlow's

Or<!
Homer Ficket
William Spier
B. B. D. & O.

V. B. TOBACCO
• (Dill's Best)

8:H0-M
Pick A Pat
Bdward Roecker
Benny Krueger'a Or
•Arthur Kudner
WM. WRIGLEY

7-Dally
Jack Fulton
Fraiiklyn Slac-
Curmack

Carlton Kelae.y'a Or
•Ncla.Hcr-Meyerliolt

MUTUAL
WOR

ADMIRACION
• fxAB

8:30 p.m.-Su
"Fun In Swingtlme'
Tim A Irene
Buhny Berlgan Oro
Teddy Bergman
Del Sharbutt
Chas. D. Reach
VARADY or

TIENNA -

l«:S0-Su-WON
Perry Como "

Rlmo Tanner
C'try Waahburne
Red Ingle
Pierre Andre
Ted Weoma Oro
Sedlers

FEM NAPTHA
Ii45-M-W-K-WGN
Tom, Dick A Harry
Oordpn Vandover
Bud 'Vandover
Marlln Hurt
Carl Hoelle
Kd Allen
Toung A Rublcam

GORDON
BAKERIES '

1 :«0-M-r.W-WXYZ
Lone Rariger'
Sehl

UBBT, McNeill
A IiIBBY

GOSPEL B'DC'ST
ASSOC.

1»-11 p.M.-Sn-KIIJ
Evangelical Talks

' 1Z:48 p.m.-M to FWON
'We Are Four'
JOURNAL OF

LIVING
la p.m.-M-W-F-

WOR
J. W, Thompson

Norm'n Broiienahtre
Schinin

MoFADDEN PURS.
10 p.m.-Ta-WOR
9:S0-Tu-WLW
'True Detective
Mysteries'

MvFADDEN PUR'S
10 p.m.-Su-WOft

•Good will Hour'
John Anthony
•Ruthrauff A Ryan

PROCTER A
GAMBLE

10:45-11 a.m.-M-F-
• WGN

'Couple Next Door*
Dorothy Gish
Harold VerniUyea
•B-S & H

Purina Mills will start a series of
early morning musical programs
over WHO, Des Moines, on Aug. 30.

Gardner Advertising Co, of St. Louis
handles tlie account.

WATL STAFF SWITCHES
Atlanta, Aug, 17.

Having lost three key workers to

WAGA, Maurice Coleman, manager
of WATL, has done some staff

switching.

Ken Keese, former chief an-
nouncery has been upped to program
directorship, vacated by Earle -Pud-
ney. Dick Pyron has stepped into
Keese's old post, and John Hughes,
formerly of WRUF, Gainesville, Ga.,

has been added to announcing staff.

Frisco KG6C Expanding
San Francisco, Aug. 17.

Location for new studios and of-

fices is being sought by execs of

KGGC, local indie station. The new
Furniture Mart and a downtown
hotel are being considered.

Station wants a spot to house both
its transmitter and its studios be-
fore beginning a 24-hour daily
broadcasting schedule, for which it

recently received authorization.

AL
GOODMAN

And His Orchestra

Featured on

PALMOLIVE
BEAUTY BOX THEATRE

Every Wednopday
CBS

9:30 P.M.

Booked Exclusively by

MUSIC CORP.
OF

AMERICA

EASY
ACES

BROADCASTING
7TH YEAR FOR
BLACKETT - SAMPLE
HUMMERT, INC,

A N A C I N

II III' II ill II ill li t

JACQUES /

MARIO
/BRAOGIOTTI

11 111 II III II III

NBC NETWORK

D'ARTEGA
AND HIS

ORCHESTRA
JELLO

7:00-7:30—NBC
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Pacific Coast Radio Notes
.(Sundays, 11;45 a.m.) on Oct. 10.

j
Program, labeled 'Canary Chorus,'
placed by Westen, Barnett agency.

Ken Carney, NBC program direc-

tor in Frisco, motored to Hollywood

to break in a new polo shirt.

Tom Lacken^ili huddling in Holly-

wood with J. Walter Thompson pro-

ducers.

Sandy Barnett dusting off the mill

for Lux scripting after holidaying

in his old Gotham dijggings.

Ed Gardner holding rein on the

Kraft show in Hollywood while Cal

Kuhl takes his three-week sabbatical.

was distributed. Birt shipped the
T)onste)>,to Seattle where it was ex-
libited for several days down town
jefore being cut up.

W«Mon Biscuit Co. starts over
WOR Sept. 26 with series of Sunday
night quarter-hours using tenor Wil-
lard Amison and organist Louise
Wilcher. Pla<ied through Kadio Ad-
ivertising Associates,. Passaic, N. J.

Norma Young starting a new do-
mestic series for Nestles over KHJ
(Los Angeles) Sept. 27. It's called
'Happy Homes,'

J. Oi Witte resigned as vice prez
of Fitra Productions, Hollywood
transcription outfit.

Alba-SeitKcr starts series of Sun-
day, Tuesday and Thursday 15-min.
e.t.'s featuring Frank Crumit on
WOR Sept. 12. Placed by Wade
agency, Chicago.

Fred Ibbctt signed in as Holly-

wood Hotel producer with 'Dead
End' as the film offering.

Mike Stiver loading up with Holly,

wood transcriptions for J. Walter
Thompson clients in Australia.

Larry White and. Art Rush com-
bined their Columbia artists bureau
offices in Hollywood.

Donald Thornburgh bringing the
family to Hollywood after passing a

fortnight at Banff, Canada.

fh'l Baker sticking aroimd Holly-
wood until first of the year—and
mebbe for good.

Sid Skolsfcy sneaked a waxed au-
dition sans the usual fanfare.

Sybil Chism drew 'the nod over a

dozen entries as organist for 'One
Man's Family' while the scripter airs

from Hollywood.

Bill Hay, announcer for Amos 'n'

Andy, drydocked with a non-Pepso-
dent sore throat.

Bill Anderson switched over to

KNX (Hollywood) sales promotion
department after running interfer-

ence On the theatre end.

Leic:h Crosby, Chicago radio exec,

checking up on what's available in

Hollywood.

Virginia Flohri, KFI (Los Angeles)
warbler, hospitalized for surgery.

Guy Earl shooting grizzlies in

Alaska. '

Harry Mraislisii, KFWB (Holly-
wood) manager, found a sponsor for

Clover Kerr, the legless girl he be-
friended. She does a cheerful
philosophy broadcast.

Hal Flmberg gagging Bert Wheel-
er's scripts for three guest shots

on Maxwell House Showboat Dittoes
for Jack Haley on Log C^bin Syrup.

Birt Fisher, gen. mgr. KOMO-
KJR, Seattle, fed his staff of 200 fish

he caught with AI Pearce off the
California coast. It measured 9 ft.

in length and 21$ pounds of meat

PERSONAL
A leading New York radio sta-

tion is looking for an outstand-
ing sports announcer!

Can you broadcast play by
play accounts of football, Ijase-

ball, tennis, basketball, etc., in

an authoritative manner that

win hold interest and build a
following? Do you know box-
ing, -wrestling and other
sports?

If you can fill these qualifica-

tions and have a pleasing,

commentating style a good job
awaits you. Here is a real op-
portunity for the right man.
and the position is in - NEW
YORK CITY.

Apply by Letter

Box 17, Variety, New York

Bill Lawrence again presides over
'Reunion of States' on KNX (Holly-
wood) starting Oct. 3.

Elmer Pederson, gen. mgr. KOL,
Seattle, back to his desk after sev-.

eral states air trip.

Dean Leets is new addition to an-
nouncing staff of KOL, Seattle. He
comes from Pullman.

WMCA, N. Y., 'Street Forum' ac-
quires a spoilsor Sept. 13 in Com-
munity Opticians. Series is quarter-
hour set of Monday-through-Friday
man-on-street quizzes. Common-
wealth agency, Boston, placed.

American Bird Products starts

over four Mutual stations, WGN,
Chicago; KFEL, Denver; WJAY,
Cleveland, and WHKC, Columbus,
with weekly musical quarter-hour

Cafiion & novey (Father John's
Medicine),. Laurel, Mass., will return
to WGY with daily temperature re-

ports Sept. 27 to Mar. 26, 1938. J. W.
Queen. iBoston, is agency.

Florence Strive, Gardner, Mass.,
resumes with 15-minute transcrip-

tions of band music one evening
weekly, Aug. 31-Nov. 9. Wm, B.

Remington Co., Inc., Springfield,

Mass., handles the account.

Cobleskill, N. Y., Fair Association
will use tennperature reports over
W<5Y from Sept. 15 through Sept. 24,

to advertise its exposition.

Nestle Chocolate, which recently
switched to Cecil, Warwick & Legler
from J. Walter Thompson, is going
in for an extensive spot announce-
ment campaign, with first choice
going to home economic periods.

Oneida Community Silver is plac-

Radio Daffodils

Bloomington, III.—Rev. Charle,<' Jayncs, Jr., celebrated his admittance to

the ministry by standing on a chair and delivering his first sermon over

Station WJBC here. He is seven years old. • j

Chicago—An ardently written love letter marked personal and addres.'^ed

to Charley Hamp is received regularly every Monday morning at WBBM.
Hamp hasn't been connected with station for six years. •

Philadelphia—George W, Davis is trying to interest radio stations iji a
stunt involving giving away of brother of the horse War Admiral. AU
the listener-winner in a name-pioking contest would have to do is sit back
and collect all the race purses. Davis would assume the grooming, train-

ing and race booking.

ing 13 quarter-hour transcriptions,

'Peggy Tudor,' through B.B.D. & O.

Noon-time spots are .specified.

phones when he listens to his ntdio
lest his favorite programs distract

his fellow-workers. Caen's still fight-
' ing for the loudspeakei

Bob Braun of Thomas Lee Artists

Bureau upped to San Francisco
from Hollywood to handle details of

network airings from the Sir Francis
Drake and Mark Hopkins hotels.

Kenneth Spencer, colored ba.>«so,

leaves the NBC San Francisco staff

Sept. 1 to return to the SSakthian

School of Music in Rochester, N. Y.

M. C. Bcrtsch now on announcing
staff at KJBS, San Francisco. For-
merly with KFBK, Sacramento
(Cal.).

Williams Sisters, Ethelyn, Alice and
Laura, left San Francisco Saturday
(14) for New York. Vocal trio is

under contract to NBC.

Pat Kelly, former NBC producer
i and now director of radio activities

for the Community Chest in San
Francisco, has returned from Eng-
land where he o.o.'d British radio
activities.

Radio Editor H«rb Ca«n of the
San Francisco Chronicle, who had
to give up his private office last

week, has been told to wear ear-

. Broken ankle is keeping Barbara
Merkley, NBC harpist iti Sftn Fran-
cisco, on crutches. Ed Manning, net-
work technician, autocrashed during
his vacash and is nursing sonia
cracked ribs.

W. R. PENNEY MARKET RESEARCH CORPORATION
AFFILIATED WITH THE CALIFORNIA INTELLIGENCE SERVICE lUREAU-

124 WEST FOURTH STREET

TaEPHONEt Mtoht9«n 853$

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

August 6« 1937«

Vit» L« A« Weiss » General ISanager

DON LEE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Tth at Bixel Street
Lo6 Mgeles , California

Dear Mr» Weiss:

This letter is conJ^imation of the statements X made In our
jueeting Friday morning in connection tidth our policies in granting
the Use of our name for prcoiotional purposes*

This Corporation did not authorise the use of its name in con-
nection vrith the sales promotion folder recently issued jby Columbia
Broadcasting System^ (KlIX)^ entitled **Battiug Averages •**

This does not mean vre rrill not permit our name to be used^ pro*'

viding such usage correctly interprets the findings of our regular
Monthly Survey as shoim in our 43-page report.

However, we are irrevocably opposed to the use of **Average
Audience Figures" in any kind of promotional material. Averages are
generally a bulk or gross measurement and do not indicate the size of
the audience for any one station for any one hour or portion thereof*
That is vfhy we have designed our JfontHly Survey to shoir v^t has
happened by quarter hours throughout each hour of the entire week*

It is our further contention that the use of "Average Audience
Figures** as a projection factor does not directly indicate -v^t any
erne advertiser can expect from the use of a particular station at a
particular hour* Programs, talent, and time of broadcast are pri-
marily the determining factors in the size of an audience, and not
necessarily the station*

Because of the foregoing conclusions, v/e further disagree with
anj' type of compilations that attempt to project average audiences
against rates and thereby interpret such deductions as conclusive
evidence of -v/hat may occur under any and all circinostcaices on a giveiL

station.

We are happy to make this candid and frank statement of our

policies and opinions* In the survey work we are doing, ure are
attempting to maintain the isAiolly disinterested viewpoint of the
umpire and soorekeeper in the recording of radio happenings*

rlly yours.

R. PENNEY... •President
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Inside Stutf-Music

Just before the New York Philharmonic Orchestra was ready to rehearse

with Ethel Merman last week for the Gershwin memorial concert at the

Stadium, N. Y., it was discovered there were only orchestrations for single

piano, trumpet, sax, traps, etc., of the normal swing band. Symph musi-

cians, mere babes in the deep jazz woods, finally copied the orchestrations

and passed the sheets around to the slightly-over-100 men of the orch.

Next it was discovered that Miss Merman doesn't sin^ the three Gersh-
win songs. 'The Man I Love,' 'They Can't Take That Away From Me' and
'I've Got Rhythm,' in the, key in which they were written; Furtherniore,

she didn't know what key she did use. So more delay ensued.
Finally the rehearsing got under way and again Miss Merman had. an

objection. Since when, she wanted to know, did the entire band play
the melody for Accompaniment. Melody, she was at some pains to explain,

was her p^irt of the job—at least it always had been, she said.

Completely stumped by this time, the musicians were . ready to call

the whole thing off. Then someone phoned Frank Black to request he
dash off the 100-odd orchestrations. Black, however, said Ferde Grofe was
the gent for the job. So Grofe went into a huddle with himself for a
ci^uple of hours and came out with the completed arrangements.
"Jtfter the concert Miss Merman was reported to have told friends that

the Philharmonic might be some great shakes for Bach, Beethoven and
Brahms, but the lads were just a headache for swing. She quickly dis-

covered she couldn't pull 100-some 'symphers alon^ with her, she explained,

so she just had to dawdle through all three numbers at Philharmonic pace.

Two pics to have Gershwin songs will be featured in the 'Goldwyn
Follies'. (UA) and the others will be in RKO's 'Damsel In Distress,' star-

ring Fred Astaire. Although composer usually worked with his brother
Ira, he did 'King of Swing' about a year ago with Stillman, for a Radio
City Music Hall production. New World published that. Later did- two
more, 'And So It's Going to Happen After AH' and 'I'm a Doubting Thomas
Since You Broke Your Promise to Me,' which were intended for a subse-
quent musical or straight publication. Understood Kay Swift, a friend of

Gershwin's, has the mariuscript of the two.
Another- number, for which Ira wrote the lyrics, is the satirical 'Mischa,

Saschaj Toscha and Yascha' (dedicated to four of the world's forernost
concert fiddlers). Not generally published, it was put into Gershwin's
book pOblished some time ago by Random House.

An indication that Edgar F. Bitner, since selling out his holdings in

Leo Feist, Inc., would, like to get back into music publishing, was seen in

the reported dicker for Sherman-Clay which Robbins-Metro bought re-

cently for $65,000. Francis Gilbert, attorney, was bidding up to $100,000,

for an anonymous party, believed to be Bitner. Another faction reported
interest in Sherman-Clay was Larry Spier and Ted Collins (Kate Smith)
but that -didn't get far. Spier is managing director of Crawford Music.
Corp'.

John G. Paine moves back this week to the general manager's office in

the RCA building layout of the American Society of Composers, Authors
.
and Publishers. E. C. Mills, who formerly held that title arj^d is now con-
centrating on political and propaganda matters, will occupy a suite of

offices recently added to the ASCAP quarters,

Paine came into ASCAP May 1 but shortly afterwards he went to

Europe on an organization assignment.

Frank Kelton, Louis (Shapiro) Bernstein's e)c-son-in-law, is going to

Last Week's 15 Best Sellers

So Rare Robbins
It Looks Like Rain. . .... Morris
Sailboat in the Moonlight ...Crawford
Merry-Go-Round Broke Down Harms

*I Know Now /. .Remick
Sweet Leilani , .Select

Miller's Daughter Marianne Shapiro
Gone With the Wind .Berlin

^First Time I Saw You. ; Santly-Joy
Whispers in the Dark , Famous
Penthouse on Third Avenue .Feist

Harbor Lights Mario
You and Me That Used to Be. . . .Berlin

tWhere or When Chappell
My Cabin of Dreams. Berlin
* Indicates fdmusical song. 1i Indicates stage production song,

others are pops.

The

the Coast in the advertising business. Mose Gumble has left Donaldson,
Douglas & Gumble, Inc., to head up the charitable organization of the

Professional Music Men, Inc. Harry Engel is another former music man
who has gravitated into the agency business. In these, tin pan alley sees

some sort of portent, in the manner in which the ranks are beginning to

dwindle.

Irving Berlin, Inc., has turned over its representation in the French
and Italian territories to Francis Salabert, Paris pub. Deal, as worked out

with the aid of Joachim Aberbach, Salabert's U. S, rep, extends to Dec. 31,

1938. Francis, Day & Hunter formerly covered the French and Italian

agencies for Berlin.

Appointment of Howard Mayer to handle Grant Park concert pub-
licity has been made by James C. Petrillo; rnusicians' local head, under
whose auspices concerts are given. ^
Mayer is a brother of Milt Mayer who wrote Esquire mag's Petrillo story

last month, and at one time the brothers had a publicity office together.

Of the unpublished scores by George Gershwin, several songs will be in-

cluded in two forthcoming films and' other compositions will probably be

published by New World, Harms subsid. Lyrics are by Ira Gershwin on

the pic tunes, while Albert Stillman supplied the words for the other

songs.
,

W. C. Handy, composer of 'St. Louis Blues,' was honored by the city

his lyrics drainatize recently at meeting of the National Association of

Negro Musicians held there. Honor award was made by Mayor Frank F.

Dickmann dui-ing the 'local talent' night of the group's meeting.

The diskers are reissuing George Gershwin recordings. Public demand
is the prime reason. It was crystallized by the record turnout for the
Gershwin memorial concert in N." Y. last week.

Music Notes

Archie Fletcher, Joe Morris Music
Co. gen. mgr., has been spending the
past week in Fi-ench hospital, New
York; getting attention for a trouble-
some appendix 'and gall bladder.
Figures to be out Friday (20).

Lyle Womack and Lew Porter
have peddled their ditty, 'Roll
Along,' to Principal Productions.

Henry Myers will pen tunes for
Andrew L. Stone's initialer as a
Paramount producer.

Dave Snell draws the scoring a.s-

signment on Metro's 'My Dear Miss
Aldrich,'

,

Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld 6riginating
the musical arrangement on 'Make
a Wish,' Bobby ,Breen starrer for
Sol Lesser,

Joe Myron and Milton Royce
peddled their ditty, 'My Topic of
Conversation,' to Mills Music Co.

Ralph Freed and Werner Hyman
have been assigned to score Para-
mount's 'The Yellow Nightingale.'

Franz Waxman scoring Metro's
'The Bride Wore Red' and 'Live,
Love and Learn.'

THREE FOR WB -

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Jack SchoU and M. K, Jerome are
tuning three songs., fdr 'Gold Ig

Where You Find It,' Warners Techni-
color production.

It's" the first assignment since re-
newing their contract.

Gillmor Twins, who served, as 'Mr.
Dodge and Miss Plymouth' on
KDKA, Pittsburgh, dittoing at WELI,
New Haven.

Wayman Ramsey, KOMA, Okla-
hon^a City, program director and
sports announcer, doing two weeks
of study under Lynn Waldorf at
Northwestern University in prepara-
tion for forthcoming fall sports
broadcasts.
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ASCAP EYES CONCERTS
Tin Pan ABey's7-Day Week

Tin Pan Alley will probably be forced into a seven-day week hence-

forth because of radio. Just as the broadcasting business staggers its

rnanpower and working hours to embrace Saturday and Sunday du-

ties, as well as the other days of the week, the music publishers find

it expedient to make their modus operandi conform to radio.

Radio is the major affinity to popular song publishing ioday. Which
means a skeleton crew of- songpluggers or contact men will have to

be around on Saturdays and Sundays as well, considering the many
important shows on weekends.
Jack Bobbins is the chief proponent of this and another idea to

ship music out on Saturdays up to 1 p. m. This hasn't been an in-

dustry custom for some time, dating, back to the NRA. A staggered

system in the shipping departments to have somebody around to fill

orders Saturday, morning is regarded as sound business in an industry

•where the longevity of pop songs is so limited. Closing up shop Fri-

day night until Monday retards shipping of music two or three days
and may interpret itself into sizeable fosses.

The pluggers' habits of calling it a week Friday nights and not

coming to life until breakfasting at Lindy's at noon Mondays is an-

other .aspect in this new move to perpetuate contacts with radio, etc.,

all through the week.

MUSIC CODE

IffiARINISIN

D.CINOCr.

IndicaliiDps. are that tl?ie issue of

whether the. i)op JUXwic . industry

wants a code of fair trade practices

wi]I;get its- fitted 'Settlement in Wash-
ington. Arrangements are. being
made to "hold jthe-' trade conference
on 'the subject in that city during
October. " It had originally been
figured to hold the gathering before
a member of the C'^deral Trade Com-
mission, in New York, where the
publish'ihg business is concentrated.

Washington meet, it is pointed out,

w>]l undoubtedly be the .last . time
that a code xif'faic ^ade .practices

will come up before the industry.
If the tTC decides that a code is

necessary and*, it has the authority
to grant one, then bribery and other
malpractices, will .become a matter
of government prosecution. If the
commission ftcts. the other way,
everybody in the industry will be
free to- pay for plugs. Regardless of
how th6 cbnference turns out, the
industry, will have been given a
chance to' decide how it wants to do
business. , A contrary decision will
shut oft any future attempts at lay-
ing down lines, on exploitation prac-
tices or even givo the Industry an
opportunity to do any wailing be-
fore s government authority. .

R»bbins-RKO Next?

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Among the film-song deals the
Metro-Robbins music publishing
group is now trying to conclude is

one with RKO Radio Pictures.
Julian -T. Abeles, attorney for the

Robbins fil.musical interests, while
here, spoke to a number of studio
lawyers and contacts on this and
other proposals.

Ramsey Hoofs Way Out
Of a Theft Charge

Buffalo, Aug. 17.

Warning Don Ramsey, sepia tap
dancer, to stick to dancing and give
up stealing cars, for joy rides, Judge
Zimmer, in City Court here, sus-
pended sentence on the performer,
who a few days ago gave a tap dance
exhibition in City court to prove
that he was 'really an actor.'
*Never again' promised Ramsey.

'From now on I'm an artist ex-
clusively and I'm concentrating on. it.'

M. L TOMPKINS

BACK WITH

RENEWALS

M. E. Tompkins, president of As-
sociated' Mu.<;ic Publishers, Inc., has
obtained the renewal of all contracts
which the performing rights outfit

holds with foreign publishers for a

further period of 10 years. Tomp-
Icins closed the deal.Y during his re-

cent two months' tour of Europe.
AMP's head is negotiating for sev-

eral other catalogs with firms on the
other side and he also expects to

get the American representation of a
major European performing rights

.'society. .Tompkins declared that he
found the sheet music business
booming in England and Germany
but somewhat off in France.
Among the contract renewals made

by Tompkins are those affecting Uni-
versal Edition of Vienna, Schqtt of

Mainz, Breitkopf & Hartel, N. Sim-
rock and F. E. C. Leucker of Leipzig,

Botenbock of Berlin and Max iCschig

of Paris.

Hula and Gershwin
Two notable revivals are on the

\ipbeat, embracing the extremes of
popular music. It's the mounting
Hawaiian craze and the renewed ex-
ploitation of George Gershwin's past
composition.s.

Bands and publishers have dusted
off a flock of the old Hawaiian tunes,
and the disk companies are hur-
riedly rei.ssuing Gershwiniana—
\vhith if likewise being widely per-
lo] med—to meet the demands as evi-
denced by the record turnout at the
*jershwm requiem, concerts in Lewi-
sohn Stiidium, N. Y., including last
i«)tuJdays repeat to accommodate
'he Uirnaways.

Frisco Umon Rebels

Quote Boake Carter

Against Joseph Weber

San Francisco, Aug. 17.

Quoting Boake Carter a pamphlet
attacking the conduct of the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians and its

president, Joe Weber, has been dis-

tributed here by an anonymous
'Group for the Promotion of Democ-
racy in Our Union.'

Philco commentator who has been
pot-shotting at union labor for sev-

eral months over the Columbia
Broadca.sting System was quoted
verbatim by the unknown circular-

writer.s. Leaflet also attacked Jule.s

C. Stein's presence at the lecent
Loui.'iville convention as a delegate

from Waukegan, 111.

It was amazing, said leaflet, that

'the biggest employer of orchestras

in the country' ( meaning Music Corp.

of America) should be a delegate to

a labor convention.

Harry i*ox a Papa
Harj-.v Fox. gen. mgr. of the Music

t'ublishers Protc^ctive Association.
Of came a papa over the week. It s
f' Rul, and the first.

lVl;.e. Fox retired from the MPPA
"(It

J .serving as secretary succes-
sivflv t<, E. C. Mills and John G,
Pfiine. /

H wood Gershwin Concert

Hollywood. Au.g. 17.

Another George Gershwin memo-
i rial concert will be htld in Holly-

wood Bowl Sept. 8.

Victor Young will be among the

conductors.

EUIIOP[i DUIS

Alliance With Important
CataIo£^s of Classical Mu-
sic Woyild Introduce
Radically New Idea for

Performing Rights Society

MOVE SLOWLY

American Disc Conqianies Would

Challenge British Phono Monopoly

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers may ex-

tend its operations to include the

licensing of serious mu.sic. Move
would result in an alliance with

important European catalogs of that

description and set up for the first

time in this country a collective
system for performance control over
concert halls and othier similar
places.

Before making any deflnite com-
mitments, in connection with this
project, ASCAP proposes to make
extensive surveys both within and
outside the organization. Society's
board of directors have each been
furnished with a copy of a report
covering the possibilities of the ex-
pansion as affectipg foreign tieups,
income and goodwill building out-
look, while a committee from the
ASCAP membership has already
been appointed to probe the re-
actions to the plan of serious music
conaposers, publishers and artists
in this country. This committee
consists of Deems Taylor, chairman,
Lazare Saminsky, Leopold Godowsky,
Henry Hadley, George Fischer and
Carl Engels.

Cautiousjy

Heads of ASCAP are anxious to

proceed cautiously with the enter-
prise because of the sweeping change
that it would mean for the organiza-
tion's policy. For the first time it

would as.sume .'the functions of a
grand riglits licensing organization,
as well as one dealing with small
rights.

No physical detail for the proposed
expansion have been worked out,

although it has been indicated that
the monetary handling of the serious
music branch of the outfi^t would be
maintained separately from that of
popular and the lesser forms of
standard music. Entry of the So-
ciety into the concert field would
entail perhaps the acquisition of one
or more of the performing rights
agencies now acting in this country
for European publishers of serious
music.

With Milton Diamond as coun.sel,

a group headed by Arthur Judson,
concert artists manager, undertook
about a year ago to develop ah or-

ganization, similar to that of ASCAP.
to serve as a licensing bureau for
grand. rights. With a Ru.ssian catalog
as a nucleus the group incorporated
the project under the name of the
American Grand Rights A.ssociytion.

Phonographs and Radio

Phonograph record manufac-
turers have practically agreed
on the legal form of a method
for preventing radio stations

from airing their product with-
out first obtaining the permis-
sion of the manufacturers. If

the test case which is expected
to be brought on the issue

proves successful, it is the in-

tention pf the manufacturers to

establisli a centralized licensing
system, similar to that of the
American Society of Compos-
ers, Authors and Publishers,
with broadcasters and other
public users paying a definite

scale of fees. Royalties so col-

lected would be split between
the manufacturers and the re-

cording artists.

In a statement issued by the
National Association of Broad-
casters last week, members of

this organization were .informed
that the manufacturers have
obtained the approval of the
American Federation of Mu-
sicians for their new plan of
user control. Further details
are to be found in the radio
section.

GERMANYIN
fflONOGRAPH

MERGER

Berlin, July 29.

A consolidation has just taken

place" between Telefunken, Inc., and

the Deutsche Gramaphon, Ltd., the

latter especially having suffered

great losses during the last years.

The 6ne factory of the Deutsche

Gramaphon^ Ltd., will be used for

both, but the distribution of recoyds
will . go on under both previous
names.
White both companies have lost

considerably in their production, it is

not only radio competii»h that is to

blame, but also, a lack of good rec-

ot6$. Sales having ^ken a 50%
drop in the last fpur .

yealfs, their

only hope of g^ttinig-tfn a paying
basis was by joihili|f''£drceB.

Furtwangler is ^ihriong those an-

nounced as having been contracted.

Irving MilLs, of. .Variety and Master
Records of the U. S. .(an American
Record Corp. subsid), may become a
threat to what is something of a
British monopoly in the record bu^
ness today. Sir Louis SterUnff, of
Electrical Musical Industries, with
James Gray, aLw of EMI; D. Warn-
ford-Davi.s, of Cystallate; W. Stern-
berg, of British Homophone; Edward
R. (Ted) Lewis, of Decca, and How-
ard Flynn^ of Edison Bell, are the
principals who dominate the British
disk business as it now stands. All
these are on the board of directors
of the Phonograph Performance, Ltd.
Phonograph Performance differs

from the British Performing Rights
Society in that it collects fees strictly
from the usage of phonograph rec-
ords in theatres, on the air by Brit-
ish Broadcasting Corp., etc. In 1935,
the first year after PP was organized,
it collected $100,000; in 1936, $200,000,
and so far in 1937 it has collected
nearly $300,000, which is quite a
chunk of money from the use of
photograph records only.
Where Mills comes in is via a pro-

posal to invade the British market
with his Master , and Variety records
which, at present, are not committed
to any British agency. Mills has
been talking with Boosey & Hawks,
prominent London music house, to
set up a manufacturing, distributing
and .selling organization abroad.
Mills just got back from his prelim-
inary surveys and will further hud-'
die with Herbert J. Yates, who heads
the American Record Corp., among
other interests, and with whom Va--
riety Master disks are associated.

E. R. Lewis of De<ica (England) is

also chairman of the bbatd of Decca
of America. Lewis.' Company recent-
ly took over Crystallate. Thus
Decca, with EMI, divides th«; major
portion of the revenues collected by
Phortogriph Performance,' Ltd. Milis*^

advent would be a threat to." this
major domination. •

.

In America, of coursfej there's ho
such thing as. a Phonograph,. Collec-
tion Agency, since the; broadcasters,

-

thus far, have been able to broadcast
disks so long as they pay the usual
licensing fees to ASdlAP. '

•

Still another threat to the Briti^ih

di.sk domination is the fact that
American Record Co.'s other brands'
—Brunswick, Columbia, y<)calion,

MelotonCt etc.—which are committed
to EMI and Crystallate (Decca) out-
lets in England, wHl have their con-
tracts lap.se in two more years. It's

natural to a.ssume that American
Record would then throw its re-,

sources further with Mills who al-

ready has the new Variety and Mas-
ter disks as free agencies.

McHugh-Adamson
Quartet in 3 Weeks

Hollywood, 17.

Claiming a record of some sort,

Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adam-
son are back at Universal after, turn-
ing out four Uines in three weeks on
a loanout to Radio. Lily Pons will

sing them in her .•^larrer, 'It
.
Never

Happened Here.'

Pair now tuning 'Young Man's
Fancy' for B. G. DeSylva.

PoUack-Mitchell Mull

Trip to Good or Eng.

Hollywood, Aug. 17,

Lew Pollack and Sidney Mitchell
are considering a proposition to go
to England on songwriting chores
for ah English producer following
their washup of ditties for 'Rebecca
of Sunnybrooic Farm,' next Shirley
Temple starrer at 20th-Fox.

Briti.sher wants the duo. over there
to soak up authentic British atmos-
phere.

Mills' Music Shifts

Reorganization of the profe.ssion.Tl

department of Mills Music, Inc., has
Murray Staub retaining the title of

general professional mgr. and Joe
Santly functioning as New York
professional mgr,- Santly just left

Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble..

Staub will .«;pend a major part of

the time touring the firms brunches
and contacting important pluf.'.'^ out-

side of New York.

Irving Mills Beats Doc

Irving Mills is successfully dodginj^

on appendectomy. Musical manager
was within a block of the Concordia
hospital, Brooklyn, when he told his

doctor to take him home instend.

Developed that it was a relatively

minor ailment and operation won't
be necessary according to pre.seht

indication.s.

White Takes Pt9 Mgr.

Post at Popular Music

I Elmore While quit last week as

i

professional mgr. of the Robbins
Mu.sjc Corp. to assume a similar

I

position with Popular Melodies. Mur-
ray Baker was moved up to the post

I vacated by White.
At Popular, White ia replacing

Murray Weiiel, who has become prn-
fessional mgr. of Famous Music Corp.
Weizel's predecessor, Sidney Korn-
heiser, has been promoted to general

' manager of the company,
i Par is aiming to develop the
^Popular subsid for ASCAP income,
:
hence White's new acquisition in

charge of that unit.

SPA's Coast Confab

John Hammond to Frisco
John Hammond has gone to Frisco

.on a special recording trip of ad-
vanced swing music for Brunswick.
Hammond will also loke in Holly-

wood after S. F.

, Hollywood, Aug. 17.

j
Son.fiwriters Protective Assn. was

called into .session last night <Mon.)

I

by L. Wolfe Gilbert for discussions
'on Uie gioup*.': synchronization prob-
' lem.

Gilbert makes his report on the
Coa.st demands at the New York
meeting Aug, 24 of the SPA.

Fran Allison's NBC theme tune,
'I ve Only a Song to Bring You,*
written lor hor by Lou Webb, s.taff

organ i.*<t of WMT. Waterloo, Iowa,
hii.*-- btci) j.cccpted for publication bj
Will f<ns.»;iter, Chicago.
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Disc Reviews
By Abei Green

Jimmy Ray gives out moderated
swing on BlueTiird 7084 with 'Sticks

pnd Stones/ novelty tune, paired

with 'Shame on You/ Ray vocalizing.

Musical Musketeers is probably the

same combo, on Bluebird 7082, with

Ray again vocally featured in 'My
Cabin of Dreams' and 'So Many
Memories,' foxtrot ballads, but"

smoother in terp style than the other

couplet. •

' Hal Kemp's sweet-hot brass makes
merry .with two Gordon and Revel
tunes out of 'You Can't Have Every-
thing'—'The Loveliness of You' and
Banger, Love at Work—wherein
Maxlne Grey and Bob Allen do the
vocals. Victor 25628.

Guy Lombardo also recourses to a
^Jflimusical, Wanger's 'Vogues' tor

That Old . Feeling,' a potential hit

by Lew Brown and Sammy Fain,

and 'Lovely One,' by Frank Loesser
and Manning SherWin. Per usual.

Carmen Lombardo does the vocal-
izing and the same sweet, sax style

highlights the band's instrumental
style. Vic 25629.

Will Osborne is smooth and rhyth-
mic on Decca 1371 with 'Please Par-
don Us, We're in Love' and 'Afraid
to Dream,' hyo more . Gordon and
Revel Ijallads out of 'Can't Have
Everytjiing/ Dorothy Rogrers solos

in -the first and, duets with the maesr
tro on the reverse.- In same smooth
manner Dick Robertson, now sur-
rounded by a band, handles 'Heaven
Help This Heart of Mine,' paired

GORDON and REVEL
Sohgs for the Smash Darryl

•Zanuck-20th Century Fox
Production:

"Yow CaiiH Have
Everything'^

The swell score follows:

AFRAID TO DREAM

THE LOVELINESS OF YOU

YOU CAN'T HAVE
EV'RYTHING

fLEASE PARDON US-
W^RE IN LOVE

DANGER—
LOVi jiT WORK

Also, Gordon ahd Revara great
- waltz

HHIM A WALTZ
from 20th Century's
"This Is My Affair"

Vtia sixth Avenue New York

X(7
I'wdi' New Instmn^ental Novel-
ties by the I'ttbllsherti of

"Nola" nnd "rollj"

"CHiNiTDOLL
PARADE"

"WHISTLING
MOSE "

Distinctive Piano or
Orchestra Specialties

SAM FOX
PUBLISHING COMPANY

IJbO SIXTH AVENUt
.'/ RCABuiLoiNO ;b,*oiocity

NEW YORK

with 'My Cabin of Dreams' on Decca
1374. Robertson, of course, vocals

the solos,

Horace Heidt manifests much care

with his Brigadiers' recordings of

Joe iBurke-Arthur Johnston's tunes
out of the forthcoming Bing Crosby
picture, 'Double or Nothing.' 'It^s

the Natural Thing to Do' and 'Moon
Got in My Eyes' are the tunes, with
Larry Cotton and the King Sisters

splitting the vocals. Brunswick 7927.

Jan Garber on Brunswick 7929

with 'Roses in December' and 'Let's

Have Another Cigaret' proves why
so-called 'corny' music can be made
to pay consistently good dividends.
Nothing fancy or futuristic, but' good,
old-fashioned forthright dansapatlon,
of the Lombardo calibre, has kept
Garber on top for years. Seems that
there are lots of folks, who still like

to have the melodies preserved, and.

not distorted, even though it's pri-

marily for the hoof. Russell Brown
features the vocals.

The new Cuban street vendor song,
heard around in the rhumba is 'El

Trapero,' or, for the U. S. market,
•Old Clothes,' It's of 'Peanut Ven-
dor' pattern, and a sprightly danzon
as Antobal's Cubans interpret it.

'My Margarita' is a ballad danzonete,
with Chiquito Bullo handling the
vocals in. both. Brunswick 7930.

The swingsters will like Red Norvo
on Brunswick 7928-32. First couplet
culls two out of a nitery floor show,
by Cahn-Chaplin, including 'Posin',

a new dance idea, backed by 'Every-
one's Wr.ong But Me.' Mildred Bailey
(Mrs. Norvo) interprets them vocal-
ly, in that ultra Bailey manner.
Norvo really swings it on the other
disk with 'Do You. Ever Think of
Me?' and 'The Morning After', on re-

.verse, latter also including a Bailey
vocal chorus. Norvo's xylo and
vibraphone rhythmpation punctuates
the advanced West 52d street style.

Art Shaw also swings it pretty
with his 'New Music' combo on
Brunswick 7934, using 'Afraid to
Dream' and 'If You Ever Should
Leave' as his themes. Nifty brass-
ology throughout, and Peg La-
Centra's vocal interpretations are by
no means casual. Gus Arnheim, also
has a neat couplet on Brunswick'7933
With 'AH You Want to Do Is Dance'
from 'Double or Nothing' and 'Cabin
of Dreams,' Jimmy Farrell vocaliz-
ing.

Art Tatum, the almost totally blind
colored -pianist, rhapsodized by the
West 52d streeters when he first

came on the. horizon three years ago
with the 6 Spirits of Rhythm band,
does a brace of piano solos on Decca
1373 that are somethin'. 'I Would
Do Anything for You' and 'Liza'

(Gershwin) are Tatum's black-and
.white chores, and he makes the
Steinway say uncle. Ditto Fats
Waller and his piano on Victor 25631
with 'I Ain't Got Nobody' and 'Basin
Street Blues.' They're sans the
Waller dance .band but done in fox
trot arrangement, making for a brace
of intricate dance tunes as well as
solos.

Bob.. Howard is another of the in
fectious' Waller school of pianist
vocalizers who has a band built
around him on Decca 1372. 'I'll Take
the Key and Lock You Up' and
'Penny Wise and Pound Foolish* are
novelty foxes for the Howard style.

The biest Dance Cr^ze"
EXClUSIVt PUBLICA1I0NS INC

MILLS MUSIC .Hc ISH I WHY N t.

fOVR KlilST Mils KiniXO STKON«

OUR PENTHOUSE ON THIRD AVENUE

LOVE IS NEVER OUT OF SEASON
rroiii KKO-Itadiu'.i "NKW IWCKS OK WAV

From' BKN MARDKN'.S S.>I.\R'I' KIVIKUA nHVl'K

THE IMAGE OF YOU
From TIIK PAN AMI'IKICAN CASINO KICVI K

DON'T YOU KNOW OR DON'T YOU CARE
LEO FEIST, Inc. • 1629 BROADWAY • NEW YORK

Most Played on Air

CorahinQa plugs on WJBAF,
WJZ and WABC a,r& comfpnXzi.

for the week from Sunday
through Saturday (Aug. 8'14).

*I Know Now
rFtcJDlck.t

Sailboat in the Moonlierht
((.'i'a\vfor(l>

My Cabin of Dreams
(Bftrlln)

tWhere or When

It Look9 Like Rain
(MorrlH)

First Time I Saw You
(P.nntly-Joy)

Satan Takes a Holiday
( ljln(.-o1n>

Stardust on the Moon
(Mailia)

*Stop! You're Breaking My Heart
(l<''amou.<))

I'm Feellnsr Like a Million
(KobL>lns)

"'Whispers in the Dark

Can 1 Forget Ton?
(C'hBPi)ell)

"That Old Feelingr
(FelHt)

Have Ton Any Castles, Baby?
(HariTiH)

Gone with the Wind
(Rerlin)

Me, Myself and I
(Words and Muelo)

So Rare
(Robblns)

Yours and Mine
(Rol)blna)

You're My Desire
(Mills)

Loveliness of You
(Mtller)

Remember Me
(Wlttnark)

Caravan
(Hxi'hiBive)

All God's Chillun Got Rhythm
(RobbfnB)

Miller's Daughter Marianne
(Shapiro)

Harbor Lights
(Mario)

Indicates filmusical song.

t Prodiiction Number.

Exhihs Point

with the dusky maestro-pianist also
vocalizing.

Another'Harlemaniac who's a fave

on the disks is Louis Armstrong
whose 'Yours and Mine' and 'Sun

Showers,' from 'Broadway Melody
of 1938,' manifest anew the Arm-
strong style of tootin' that horn and
scattin' them vocals. Decca 1369.

Tommy Dorscy and his Clambake
Seven are fast coming along on the

disks. Dorsey is proving a best sell-

er with his own brand of modulated
swing,, because he doesn't over-

arrange. The 'clambake,' in fact, is

a misnomer in many of his arrange-

ments, as there's nothing barrelhouse

about 'em; he preserves the melody
(which is proving good disk b.o., as
the fans like that) and at the same
time swings without putting on the
jam too thick. Edythe Wright sells
a mean vocal chorus on Vic 25630
with 'Stardust on the Moon' (Emery
Deutsch-Jimmy Rogan) paired with
'Having Wonderful Time,".Bill Liv-
ingston's song inspiration based on
the Arthur Kober comedy.
Bob Crosby and his orchestra

handle 'You Can't Have Everything,'
title song of that 20th-Fox filmusical,
backed by 'Loveliness of You' from
same picture on Decca 1370, in
standard Crosby style. Bing's brother
Bob also handles a mean vt)cal
chorus in both. Jolly Coburn on
Bluebird 7083 .also handles 'Loveli-
ness' paii*ed with 'Afraid to Dream,'
from same film, and on No. 708t re-
courses to 'Have You Any Castles,
Baby?' out of 'Varsity Show' (WB)
paired with 'Am I Dreaming?', a
pop. Harold Van Emburgh and Joan
Brooks split the vocals.

America now knows Jean Sablon,
the French Bing Crosby, so Colum-
bia is releasing 'Melancholie' and
'Un Poissons dans I'Eau,* foxtrot bal-
lads, conducted by Wal-Berg's or-
chestra on No. 4156, Equally fetch-
ing in Sablon 's sonorous barytone
are 'La Chanson /Jes Rues' and 'Vous
Qui Pasgez Sai> Me Voir,' Col. 4158.

Horace Heidt and his Brigadiers
bring a nq,velty to Brunswick 7916
in 'The Bells of St. Mary's,' which is

a waxed version of their feature
number, 'Building of a Band,' show-
ing how a combo is put togetlier.
It's great stuft" on the disks, although
a standard with Heidt at the Hotel
Biltmore, N. Y.. and on the air. 'Hot
Lips,' reversed, features Sidney
Mears, Jerry Browne and Norman
Kingsley, his three trLimpeteers, plus
the Kin'g Sisters (3), vocally, Bruns-
wick 7916. On No. 7913 'The Miller's
Daughter Marianne' and 'Gcme with
the Wind' are more conrentional
foxtrot.s, Larry Cotton, Bob McCoy
and the glee club featured.

More swingo: Bunny Berlgan's or-
chestra on Victor 25616 (swing
classic series') with 'Frankie • and
Johnnie' and 'Mother Goo.se.' Louie
Armstrong jams out 'Public Melody
Number One' (from 'Artists and
Models") and 'Red Cap,' tune by him-
self and Ben Hecht.^no less, wherein
the trumpeting maestro also vocal-
izes. Decca 1347. Fats Waller makes
the Steinway tally on Victor 25618
with 'Tea for. Two' and 'Keepin' Out
of Misctiief Now.' Just piano solos,
sans band backup.

(Continued from page 3)

amount per film. Its outlay for sev-

eral big productions has topped, the

industry.

I+oew's net profit for the year end-
ing within the next few weeks prob-
ably will be between $15,000,000 and
$16,000,000 before surtax on undis-

tributed profits. Company reported

$11,714,712 for first three quarters

ending June 3. This amounted to

$7.07 on the common, with indica-

tions thatj for the full year the total

would be close, to $10. Same 40

weeks last year, per common share
earnings were $4.47. The corpora-
tion will not pay much surtax be-
cause directors are distributing the
profits in extra melon cuttings with

$8 in sight for all of 1937.

Loew's 70% Ahead
The Loew per common share earrt-

ing at last,report were running about
70% ahead of last year^ Same ratio

Is maintained by many picture com-
panies.

For the first 26 weeks this year,

20th-Century-Fox reported net profit

of $3,755,483 against $2,769,190 in the
first half of 1936. This amounts to

$1.76 on the common or nearly as

much as was paicL in -dividends on
the common throughout 1936. War-
ner Bros, net profit for 39 weeks
(fiscal year, ending in August, 1937)
totalled $5,561,032 or approximately
100% greater than the $2,554,772 re-

ported for comparable period in

1936. Earnings for this period in

1937 amounted to $1.42 on the com-
mon and $53.93 on the preferred.

However, Warner Bros, still owes
about $21.22 in arrears on its prefer-
ence issue and is not paying on its

common.

Paramount's net profit for the
first two quarters this year, as- re-

leased per quarter, totals approxi-
mately $3,330,000 as against only
$241,921 shown for the first half of

1936.. Actually Par had a loss of

$477,000 in the second . quarter of

1936 and a profit of $718,921 in the
first quarter. These figures show a
sensational percentage pick-up. Rise
in earnings has enable(^ the corpora-
tion to pay up -all back dividends on
the two preference issues and de-
clare regular divvys since on' the
issues. It also has cut down the out-
lay on the first preferred by reduc-
ing the number of shares outstand-
ing to a material extent.. .

Both B. F. Keith and Keith-Albee-
Orpheum sh\Dw profits to be running
well in excess of 50% of 1936 totals.

Keith showed $513,727 in first 26
weeks against $351,586 while K-A-O

ftlllWlliJh nl I i

They're Here

' "Why Talk About
Love"

"Big Chief Swing It"

"The Rhumba Goes
Collegiate"

Now Suiijcs Hits by
rOTXACK and MIl'CHKr.r.

l''j-oin tli« fortliroinlnsr »Otli
Ceiitiiry-l''(»x College ItliisUiil

"iXrE BKCJINS IN

HOaYV/QOD SQMGS"^
RCA BUILDINC-IUWO Clir-NEW YOIIK.N.V.

. PHILKORNHEIfER. Cen.Mqr.

reported $687,190 against $424,573.
Latter's earnings on. the preferreti
for this period were $10.69 per share
against $6.60 last year.

RKO-Radio is keeping stride with
these two, with current earning.?
estimated to be about 100% greater
than in '19Z^. Company showed net
.profit of $1,448,783 for six month,-}
ended June 30 against $734,492 in.

same period last year.

Columbia Pictures, which had
comparatively low budgets for the
average production, is expected to
come in shortly with earnings not
rrtuch higher than those in its previ-
ous fiscal year. Company's year end,i

in June. It pays $2.75 on its pre-
ferred and $1 regularly on its com-
mon, latter being distributed thi,?

year despite virtual doubling of
number of outstanding shares.

Pal;he Films net profit, which de-
pends largely on dividends from Du
Pont Film Mfg. Co., is expected to
be 50% to 75% greater than last

year. However, true picture can't
be obtained until year-end dividends
are made by Du Pont.

WMCA, N. T., adds Al Socotow
and Newman Johnston. Former
over from WQXR, latter from Bar-
ron Collier trolley-card ad dept.

n & Cr^

win Hudson's Latest

YOU'RE MY DESiRE

"From New Faces of 1937**

PECKIN"
The New Summer Sensationt

IS THIS GONNA BE

MY LUCKY SUMMER
Seasen's Loveliest Ballad

MOON AT SEA

Comedy Hit of the Season

TODAY I AM A MAN
Pinky Tomlin's Smash Hit

I'M Just A

COUNTRY BOY AT
HEART

Mills Music, Inc
141* MOUWAT . NIIW riMK, N. V.

Hits from Hollymood
IVom 20th Centary-jPox PrftducUw;
"YOU CAN'T HAVE EVBRTfTHINfl"

RHYTHM ON THE RADIO
Season's SwIrkt Hit

Bniiiswlck It«cord 1311-B

JUST A STONE'S THROW
FROM HEAVEN

H'oxttot Ballad

CAN'T BELIEVE YOU'RE
GONE

BninHwlck Kecordlngr 13tO-»

WHEN I LOOK AT YOU
SeuHon'B Foxtrot Bnllad Senfwtion

SO YOU CALLED ME UP
TO CALL ME DOWN
A Novelty Hit Tune

WASN'T IT NICE
A itlodern Foxtrot CraM

Hollywood Music Publishers,
tTn.

Vine and Sunsot Sludlo BuUdli^
HOI.I.¥WO0I> C'AI.HOKNIA

^

WALTER WANGER DOES IT AGAIN!
This Time It's '"VOGUES OF 1938"

WI'I'H THK.SK SON« HIT.S

THAT OLD FEELING
By LEW BROWN and SAMMY FAIN

LOVELY ONE
By FRANK LOESSER and MANNING SHERWIN

TURN ON THAT RED HOT HEAT
By PAUL WEBSTER and' LOUIS ALTER

LEO feist, inc. • 1629 Broadway • New York

Jt^puiithiKr tlie ••SOUTH .SKA 1SI..\ND MACilC" SonsntJou

J.i'.SI.K TOMKRT.IN ANB ANOV lOXA J.ONG GIVK yOl'

"POLYNESIAN ROMANCE"
And » N«\v Swlni; Treat:

"JUST ABOUT RIGHT"
C.KT IN ON THIS "HIT I'ARADK" OF

, ,VANGUARD SONGS, 6411 Hollywood Blvd., 'Hollywood, Cal.F.

VIORNON TOMKKMX, <;EN. MGR.
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On the Upbeat

Nick Stu»rt at this Mark Hopkins,

San Francisco, will stay on another

four weeks, with Griff Williams
,
set

to follow during the middle o£ Sep-

tember,

Jack Winston's band will remain at

the Bal Tabarin, San Francisco, in-

definitely, Tom Gerun and Frank

MartinelH, co-owners of the nlterie,

having extended the band's engage-

ment.

R»on Wilde moves from the Adol-

phus, Dallas, to the Rice hotel, Hous-

ton, Sept. 6. He v^rill remain there

until the Rice's roof closes for the

season. Wilde is Rockwell-O'Keefe

managed.

Buss Morgan goes into the French

Casino, Broadway spot, when it re-

opens this Friday (20). Consolidated

did the setting.

Jackie Cooffan's band unit will be

christening attraction for New Ca-

thedral theatre. New Castle, Pa., on

Sept, 13.

Del Courtney b:v% been set for a

four-week stay at the Chase hotel,

St. Lbuis, starting Aug. 27. Rock-
well-O'Keefe booked. .

Arroivhead Inrt, Cincinnati, Is now

Tops m tlie Music Business

MY CABIN

OF DREAMS
The You and Me

That Used To Be

Gone With The Wind
0

Coniiiui. A New RKO Musical

"Life of the Party'
'.V ( • I .

, (, L'.il Scorr
r . A L 1. 1 E. w f ; u n r L

Hf KB ^•A<^lDSON

Let's Have Another

Cigarette

Roses In December

The LifsQf The Party

Yankee Doodle Band

So ^uu Won't Sing

Chirp A Little Ditty

in, Inc.

799 Seventh Ave., New York
HARRY LINK, Gen. Pr^of. Mgr.

bobked, exclusively by the William
Morris office. New show, to be set

by Paul Small, will open next week.

Paul, Sales will finish the summer
season at the Colony Club ojt the
Crestwood Hotel, Cresco, Pa, Floor
show also.

Tc^mmy Dorsey leaves Pennsyl-
vania hotel, N, Y., Aug. 20, for one
night dates and five-day session at

Steel Pier, Atlantic City.

Lqkewela's Hawaiians remain at

Roosevelt,' N. Y., fot summer's dura-
tion, to be followed by Guy Lom-
bardo Sept. 30.

Jack Denny set for Tom Archer's
ballroom chain starting Aug. 29. Hits
Chermont, at Omaha; Shore Acres,
Sioux City; Arkota, Sioux Falls, and
Tromar, at Des Moines, up to Sept. 2,

Duke Ellington plays Tromar ball-

room, Des Moines, ' Aug. 26, and
Turnpike Casino, Lincoln, Neb., Aug,
27, out of CRA's Chi office.

Carl 'Deaoon' Moore switches to a

Midwest tour out of CRA's Chicago
office after closing at Lake Breeze
Pier, Buckeye, O,, Sept. 11.

Roy Canipbeir« Contiuenta,Ia band
exited Biltmore hotel, N. Y., Aug. 13,

for a Midwestern tour. His Ambas-
sadors continue at Chez Maurice,
Montreal.

Teddy HIlFs orchestra at Palla-

dium theatre, London, with Cpttoa
Club Revue.

Chick Webb exits Savoy ballroom,

N Y.; for one week to fill at Loew's
State theatre, opening Aug. 10.

Biltmore- Boys opened a four-week
engagement at Buck Buckheimer's
Wonder Bar, Detroit, Aug. 9, for

CRA.

Marvin Frederic stays at ^Commo-
dore Perry hotel, Toledo, O., until

Sept. 15 on his sixth option renewal.

Henry Halstead quits Muehlbach
hotel, Kansas City, for Broadmoor
Country Club, Denver, Aug. 15.

Clyde (McCoy's band at Ro'ton

Point Park, South Norwalk, Conn.,

Sunday.

Kits ballrooni, Bridgeport, re-

opens Sept. S with Ted Lewis. -

Cliff Goodman orchestra at Moun-
tain House, Beachvlew, N. Y., for

balance of season.

Junior Fromlt orch opened at the

Club Hollywood, Kalamazoo, Mich.,

Monday (8).

Harry Candullo set for an indef

stay at Arrowhead Inn, Clncy, open-
ing Aug. 26.

Bobby Grayson follows Lowry
Clark at Tony Cavalier's Mansion,
Youngstown, O., Aug. 20. Former
moves to Grand ballroom, Detroit,

on Sept, 10,

Clyde Trask goes to Jimmy Brink's

THE SEASON'S SONG SCOOP

SO RARE
The Sherman-Clay Hit Just Acquired by

Robbins—The Fastest Hit of the Season

BOBBINS MUSIC CORP. • 799 7th Ave., New/ York

BROWN and FREEH'S Greatest Score

By Far the Crowning Achievement of the Series

M-G-M'S ^'BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938"
With These "Hits to Come":

YOURS AND MINE

I'M FEELIN' LIKE A MILLION

YOUR BROAP|ij»^ND MY BROADWAY

Robbins Music CorporatT;
- lin^

EH ^^^^DY SING

799 7th Ave., New York

Music Instead of Sleep

St, Louis, Aug. 17.

Tommy Trigg and his Stream-
liner orch, engaged by opera-
tors of steamboat President of

the Streckfus line, played a to-
tal of 15 consecutive hours last

week; when excursion steamer
with 1,600 passengers, aboard
grounded on a sand bar near
Chain of Rocks, city's water
works intake.

. Trigg and his looters drew
praise from passengers and
execs, of line for efforts to keep
fears down. Steamer has no
sleeping accommodations and
music and dancing was their

lot during tieup.

Lookout H^ouse, Covington, Ky,, aftei*

signing for CRA management. Has
aWLWwfre,

Charles Stenros^ opened at Mission
Inn, Latrobe, Pa., this week, for CRA.

Husk O'Hare playing at Andrew
Jackson Tavern, Jonesboro, Tenn.

Johnny Ha.mp follows Billy Yates
at the Bltie Moon, Wichita, Aug, 28.

Fletcher Henderson at Reid's Ca-
sino, Nlles, Mich., Aug. 25, for CRA.

Herble Steliier's crew current at
Hickory Lodge, Larchmont, N. Y.

Hughie Barrett stays at Tavern on
the Green, N. Y. C, until October.

Irvine Conn doing his 10th year
at Arrowhead Inn, N. Y.

Mark Sable musicking for new
Cavalier Club, N. Y, C.

Don Bestor's orch. plays Pleasure
Beach, Bridgeport, Sunday (22).

Jurgens, Hamilton Span To
Feb. at Peabbdy, Memphis

Memphis, Aug. 17..

Peabody Hotel here has set plans
for two orchestras to carry it through
the coming season. Dick Jurgens
orchestra comes in early in Septem-
ber and will stick through Novem-
ber,- *

To be followed by the George
Hamilton orchestra, which is slated
to last into February, 1938, or longer.

South Norwalk Record

MCA's Sammy Kaye broke Rudy
Vallee's dance attendance record of

last year at Roton Point Park, South
Norwalk. Conn., Aug. 15, with around
1,700 admissions.

Vallee's number at same 85c. ad-
mish last year was approximately
1,500,

Cab Calloway attracted 3,800 hoof-
ers to Reade's Casino, Asbury Park,
N, J., on his Aug, 14 one-night stand;

$1,10 price prevails. Figure is above
average for week-end augmenting
name band.

Paul Whiteman's Return

Chicago, Aug, 17,

.

Paul Whiteman orchestra comes
into the Drake hotel here on Nov.
4 for a four-week gallop.

This will be a return to the spot

here for Whiteman's orchestra,

which clicked off a record-cracking
month in the hotel earlier this year.

New York News Ball

Russ Morgan and Lucky Millinder
bands of CRA office have been signed
by. the N. Y. Daily News to music
for the paper's annual circ contest
Harvest Moon Ball at Madison Sq.

Garden. Aug. 25.

Richard Himber conducted for the
hoof fest last year.

Kay Kyser at Blackhawk
Chicago, Aug, 17,

Kay Kyser orchestra dated into

the Blackhawk cafe here starting
Oct. 10 for an indefinite stanza.

Booked through MCA. It's a re-
turn.

Sam Coslow and Burton Lane fin-

ished 'I Want a New Romance' and-
'Every Day's a Holiday,' first to be
warbled by Katherine < Sugar) Kane
and the other by Mae West in Major
films.

Herbert Stotharl is scoring Metro's
'Conque.'it,'

Baltimore Demands Hotels Require

Union Clause in Private Party Rentals

Baltimore, Aug, 17.-

Looks like a light between local

Musical Union and Hotel Men's As-

sociation. Following announcement

by Edgar Hunt^ businesti agent for

local bandsmen, that after Sept. 6

hotels and halls using music during
year will have to sjpecify union
bands as part of all rental agree-
ments with private parties. Hotel
group decided to flght the move in a
body.
Appointing a special committee,

headed by Harold Fink of the South-
ern Hotel, caravansary proprietors
plan to organize a booking and em-
ployment office to supply non-union
music for all private affairs sched-
uled for their houses as well as. for

their regular requirements.
New set-up, if not settled by Sept.

6, will mean pulling out Lew Becker
and orch, now "oh Southern Hotel
Roof and groups playing cocktail

lounges of Emersdn, Stafford, Belve-
dere and Lord Baltimore, During

Vallee's Jump-Breakers

.
Rudy Vallee is filling three dates

before going to Los Angeles to the
Cocoanut Grove beginning Oct. 4,

Jumps to Chicago immediately after

his Royal Gelatine program tomor-
row (Thursday) night, opening Fri-

day (20) at the Chicago theatre.

Plays the Orpheum. Minneapolis, for
five days beginning Aug, 27, and will

be at the Steel Pier, Atlantic City,

from Sept, 2 to 6 inclusive.

Has a deal for a Warner. Bros pic-

ture after he gets to the Coast, Will
iron out the details after he gets

there.

Eastwood Season Okay
Detroit, Aug, 17.

Tommy Dorsey's band winds up
summer dance season at new East-

wood Gardens on Labor Day night.

Season has been very satisfactory

thus faf, and management expects
a fair profit despite nut of $25,000

on new open-air ballroom, b\^ilt this

spring.

Rudy Vallee ends a five-day stand
at the Gardens tonight (17), with
Glen Gray and Cdsa Loma band due
in tomorrow for week's stay, to be
followed by Dorsey for the windup.

Eddie Ward is handling the cleff-

ing of Metro's 'The Women Men
Marry,'

winter season, larger groups are
used particularly in the Bubble
Room of the Lord Baltimore and the
John Eager Howard Room of the
Belvedere.

.
>

Private rentals for balls, dinners,
banquets, conventions and other af-

faire fill a goodly portion of fall and
winter months for most of ihe. ma-
jor hostelrles. Music for these af-
fairs has been supplied in the main,
by local maestros specializing in this
type of work, namely. Bob lula, Jack
Ledderer, Bob Craig, Rudy Killian
and some others. There are no
known combinations of non-union^:
bandsmen although smaller groups
have been known to compete for

'

some of this work.

Only hotel hot using union band-
men for regular work is the New
Howard, which is at present in the
throes-of a strike called some months
ago against its Wonder Bar. Pickets
parading past this house daily pro-
claim hotel paid its' muslclarts eight
dollars per week, displaying blow up
of receipt allegedly given for this
amount. Loqal halls, particularly
the Alcazar, which accommodates
many of town's private functions in
addition to operating weekly dances;
have

,
joined with the hotel men on

a similar ^tand.

Spokesmen for the Union claim
no adequate non-union music is

available to fUlflU present require-
ments and are ready to stand or fall

on their detetmination to enforce the
new code.

Two New Hi'tal

"OVER NIGHT"
und

"MY SECRET

LOVE AFFAIR"
From th« fQithoomJac 20th

C«nti»7-X'ox Masloal, "XHIN
lOE," sUfflnc (ioBj.a HcnU

MOVIETONE
MUSIC CORPOfiATION

1250 Sixth avf nu F

NLW YORK

We Are Proud to Announce

tho Appointment of

ELMORE WHITE
OS Manager oi

POPULAR MELODIES, Inc.

1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
JMV l>lAMO<M>, rre«l<lcnt

A. great masical Hvore from AIGX'A itrotUictlon teaturlii); tlie MARX 10(08.

"A DAY AT THE RACES"
The swell Hcore, hy Ciix Knlin, Kupitr uiid •lurniunn followft:

TOMORROW IS ANOTHER DAY

A MESSAGE FROM THE MAN IN THE MOON
ALL GOD'S CHILLUN GOT RHYTHM

BLUE VENETIAN WATERS
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION • 799 7th Ave., Now York
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Jersey Becoming tlie New Smart

Roadhouse and Nitery Sector

Whether it's .because of the Hol-
land tunnel and George Washington
bridge, or because of the proximity
to the 5hore points, New Jersey these
days is getting the fashionable road-
house and nitery biz which formetly
was enjoyed by the Long Island and
later by the Westchester suburban
restaurants. Even the Jersey boni-

• laces can't explain exactly why busi--

ne'ss has been so good of late, when
in former years it was hit 'n' miss.
A. spot like Guido's Mon Paris, in

the Monmouth Country Club, near
Asbiiry Park, draws the smart Deal,
Shrewsbury, Asbury and adjacent

-^residents from the summer colony,
plus the motorists from New York
and elsewhere. The Chantecler, the
Ross-Fenton, and further north, at
Ft. Lee, Ben Marden's Riviera, do
all right too.
In former years, atnd spasmodically

6ven now, depending on conditions,
the gambling element figured in the-
N. J. inn business. But by and large,
the prominent roadhoiises along the
Jersey shore are flourishing on their
own, because of shrewd restaurant
catering.
= A place like Guido's is the i^ummer
branch of Guido's Sapphire room on
liast 57th street,. N. Y. (nee the Em-
bassy), with the same personnel and
even the same band—^Barry Wintbn's
^transplanted. Makes it kinda nice
for the attaches considering that the
midtown spot folds for the summer.
A $3 table d'hote and a pretty fancy
scale , for vintages doesn't seem to

Jay and Lou

SEILER
.

'Just completed Radio City

Music Hall, New York.

Now playing Riley's Lake
House, Saratoga.

Opening Aug. 24th Beverly
Hills Country Club, Newport,
Ky.

Dir.: LEDDY & SMITH

deter 'em from piling in at this inn,

Which also has an outdoor res-

taurant, attached, plus a supplemen-
tary dance floor for the overflow.
Same goes for the Ross-Fenton
Farm, with extra dance space, near
the bars, to accommodate the kids.

The youngsters hop in for a quickie
and while supposedly dodging mini-
mum tariffs by not sitting down at
a table, the per-drink rates at the
bars—which are purposely spacious
—add up into a nice take.
Some of the captains and maitres

explain the Jersey boom by avering
that 'people in Westchester' now-
adays are broke and don't go out
any more'; or that they're conserva-
tive, people arid just stay home, play
bridge' or center their social life

around their country clubs. What-
ever it is, it's a break for Jersey,
The bridge and the tunnel aren't
minimized as factors in facilitating

ready transport from Manhattan out
into the Jersey country where' the
traffic, too, is a bit easier.

Glen Island ^Casino
Formerly the hot spot of West-

chester, biz' this sunrkmer is just fair

enough, although better than Post
liOdge and many another roadhouse
in . this neck of the woods. Nye
Mayhew and his band, transplanted
from Mori's in Greenwich Village,

with Carolyn Hughes doing the

vocalizing, dis.pense very serviceable
dansapation.
The reason for the. just-fair biz

may be interpreted in the lack of

neune power, that having been the

case before when Casa Loma did
SRO a couple or three summers ago.

However, Glen Island Casino, -on

the edge of Long Island Sound, re-

mains one of the choice spots in

Westchester, being extremely- well
run and catering to a nice element
of youngsters. Abel.

RAINBOW GRILL, N. Y.
Cornelius Codolban is the new

maestro at the Rainbow Grill and
not a hot choice for a pop dancery
which this informal room, atop the
65th. floor of the RCA Bldg., aims to
be. Codolban is a tzigane-type band-
leader who was excellent in his past
niche in the Maisonette Russe of the
Hotel St. Regis, which is definitely

in the .'continental' metier, and where

THANKS TO THE CRITICS!!

VARIETY
By Loop

Blue Fountain Room
(HOTEL LA SALLE, CHI)

Chicago, July 25. .

.
When a band makes oppor-

tunity out of predlcam.ent,
that band has every chance
of batting Itself into the
name class. Paul Sabin'a
outfit, going into the Blue
Fountain room at the LaSalle,
found that, for their eight
summer weeks, they had to
l>e the dance m.usic, the show
iiuisic and the show—a heavy
load, but a swell chance to
develop into somethinjs more
than accompaniment. Band
Is taking full advantage of its

spot and is *well on the way
to rounding Into a specialty
outfit.

la the first place, Sabln
him.self l),as what it takes in
ai)i)eaianre and personality.

With him Sabin has a nlne-
|)iec'e crew and girl singer,
withal most everybody doing
s|)et'irt Ities. Royal Jesters
looked the best on the show
caught. Their special pnrtter-
singjn^ numbers rate In the
lop class, and their delivery
1.4 good.

CHICAGO
HERALD-EXAMINER

By Dorothy Day
.The Blvie Fountain Room, of

the T-ia Salle Hotel la in for

some delightful music this

Summer -with the coming of

Paul Sabln and hla Boyal

Jesters.

The Sabln mu.sic, con.splcu-

ous by the absence of brasses,

is lilting and stimulating. Jt

la a pleasure to hear the

violins take over the work
usually accomplished by the

brass ini^xji^ehis.' The ten-

piece orchestra, beautifully

modulated and well suited to

the roomw should do as well

here as it has Itileen doing in

Florida, where it has been
playing for the past five

years.

The Royal .Testers step

down from the bandstand lo

sing a series of songs which
can only be described as

Rabelaisian. There are plenty

of laughs In their lines.

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
By Joseph Lawler

" If you like bands without brass, here is your dish.
S:U)ln hlni.'^elC is a i>?rsGnable young fellow, unspoiled by a
hudilin;;' .success and quite down to earth. .11 l.s featured singers,
tlie UoyaX Jesters (no relation to the King's .lesters)
Havln:^- lioard they were coming to tlie Blue Fountain roou),
tUey c()lli'<;tea a library o£ songs tlmt mu.^il be written in Indigo
on ;isboKtos tablets."

KVERY REVUE A RAVE ABOUl^

PAUL SABIN
And His Versatile Orchestra

Foaturiiig- the ''lloyal Jestcr.s." C'lo.siii};- a .sensational exLoiidod

en<jagenienL' at the LaSallc ITolel, C"lucago, August 28th.

Where we now are broadca.sling nightly over the NBC* Xel works

Booked Exclusively by

CONSOLIDATED RADIO ARTISTS. INC

string-swing is acceptable. But not
in an out-and-out American nitery
like the Roof.

It's serviceable dance music all

right, but doesn't quite fit somehow.
Codolban is valiantly attempting a
mendation, but' doesn't achieve .it

even though he's added brass and
reeds and is trying to make his

tempos more terpy for the rank-
and-file. Basically, he himself is

of the Continental flavor as a per-
sonality and an asset, as such, in
class spots like the Maisonette Russe,
but not in the Rainbow Grill. He
plays a nice romantic gypsy air and
the new NBC Sunday night series,

starring his violin soloes, further
build him up.
For the rest, it's a holdover show,

shaping up as a stopgap, seemingly,
to accomodate Emery Deutsch's shift
over into the Rainbow Room where
he succeeds the outgoing Al Donahue
as the No. 1 band. Eddie LeBaron
remains there as the tango-rhumba
combo.

In the Grill, Alice Glover and
Walter LaMae remain with their
ballrbomology of standard calibre if

reminding of being patterned after
previous modiels. That takeoff on
young collegiana informally doing its

stuff while dancing reminds of a
Fowler and Tamara routine. But,
basically. Glover and' LaMae . are
commercially appealing and strive
hard to please. The champagne give-
away stunt, in informal instruction
demonstrations with the customers
as' vis-a-vis, has proved all right
showmanship all summer. This week
they're varying it with demonstra-
tions of the new 'big apple' dance.
The Bonners are holdovers also,

doing ballads in nice voice^ backed
by youthful engagini? personalities.
Bonner also m.c.'s the proceedings,
such as they are.
With Radio City and Rockefeller

Center tourism enjoying boom stand-
ards all summer, both niteries are
doing socko'biz.

Promenade Cafe
Below, in Rockefeller Plaza proper,

with the statue of ol' Prometheus
spouting cascades of cooling water,
the Promenade Cafe is likewise an-
other R, C. eatery that's benefiting
from the combination of " the- hot
midtown. temperature aind the heavy
tourist traffic.

Willie Farmer, a refugee from
Leon & Eddie's, dispenses the dansa-
pation for the customers who dine
and drink under gay umbrellar
canopies at a series of miniature
tables. Dinner and supper biz is

heavy (50c. couvert after 10 p.m.) de-
pending on the weathei*, and when
sudden showers come up, as has been
a recent freak of the weathprman,
the customers scurry into the nearby
English or French cafes, flanking
both sides of the plaza. This is the
same plaza which, in the winter, is

artificially iced and converted into a
99c.-admish skating rinlc—and again
with benefit of hot grogs, etc., from
the. adjoining French and English
cafes.
Other than the Farmer hoofmusic

there's no other entertainment. Food
good and moderately priced. Abel.

THE HOFBRAU
Canton, O., Aug. 14,

Original Hofbrau was burned to
the ground a few nights previous to

its scheduled May opening. Present
club is housed in a former concession
building which has been enlarged.
Setup is ideal for summer, although
its sponsors are considering making
it an all year round nitery. About
600 can be accomodated at the
tables. A neat cocktail' bar flanks
one side and two sides of the build-
ing open into the amusement park
midway, "with p.a. carrying the
music to the crowds outside.' Band
stand, while not pretentious is ade-
quate for orchestra - which is seated
high back of the stage on which tlie

floor show acts are presented. Thei'e
is no cover charge nor minimum
during the summer season.
Current bill offers nothing sensa-

tional but is pleasing entertainment
for park bent pleasure seekers.
Largely responsible for the spot
functioning as it has is Tiny Tigges,
rotund m.c. who does an okay job
all the way. Opener is a five girl

tapper called the Aristocrats. Giris
are good looking and can hoof.
Jackson and Cliffptd, now in there

fifth week continue to tickle 'em with
their knockabout acrobatics and fast
comedy chatter. Bobbie Parker, in-
jects novelty with his clever dance
with a dummy. Three Streamliners,
male harmony trio, do several num-
bers before the milce and ai e called
back for several encores. They sing
well, and their voices blend perfectly.
Hal Thomas, colored hoofer takes up.
about ten minutes for his shufTling.
closing with some fast and difficult
.steps which called for two encores.
Tr!?,rres .steps into the bill about half
way doing an original comedy turn,
which not only establishes him in

rtood graces with the audience as a
.singer but also as a versatile comedian.
Ho docs three numbcr.s. all adeotly.
'Organ Grinders Swing,' 'I Could Do
Most Anything for You,' and 'Shim
Chawaua.' Aristocrats come back to
close show with an entirely new rou-
tine that develops torrid jy before
they bow out.
Harry Woodfield's six piece combo

play superb music not only for the
show but please the dancers as well.
Bob Allen helps musically with hi.s

Organtron selections and entertains
when the band is resting.
Policy is one show afternoons and

two at night, the floor shows running
not 50 minutes, which is plenty of
show where the tariff is as easy on
the pocketbook as here. Between
shows patrons enjoy, community sing-
ing led by Frankie Ames, with Allen

. at the organ. Mack.

EMPIRE ROOM
(PALMER HOUSE, CHICAGO)

Chicago, Aug. 15.
For some .time the Empire Room

has the reputation for bemg a class
spot from every angle arid at present
is holding its own.
According to tradition the show

has to be built around the Muriel
Abbott line, and an outstanding
dance team. The present edition has
the Abbott line and the DeMarcos.
Combine smartness, technique, and

spirit, . In the. six routines of the
show caught, some of which were ad
libbed, not once could muscle be no-
ticed; only smoothness and a sense
of what might be termed 'the joy
of the dance.' ' Each routine is dif-
ferent from, the others, and range
from a flowing intricate waltz to the
cheek-to-cheek nimiber, which rates
as classic in smart, sophisticated
satire. .

Billed under Antonio and Reriee
DeMarco is Alexander Gray. Here
there has to be a squawk. Who
put that microphone up in front of
him? If" hobbles had oeen put on
the DeMarcos, * it- would have been
Only a slightly greater mishap than
sticking Gray in front of a dead mike
and harnessing him there with a
spot which covers only half his face.

.

Gray can and does sing to deserve
his billing; he's swell, but the Palmer
House is getting only half what he
can give by keeping him inanimate,
except for an occasional neck jerk to
keep at least part of his head in the
spot.

Lighting is the weak point of the
whole set-up. When Dolly Thom
does her dance the whole floor blazes
instead of two. overhead spots com-
ing at her from either side of the
floor. Does a nice dance, too; easy,
graceful high kicks done in a flow-
ing gown. ,

She's a graduate of the' Abbott
line, which is something to believe
after the work of the line has been
seen. They're on for two numbers
here, the first a ladder routine, the
second a summer fantasy. The girls
are good looking, well costumed and
know how to use make-up. As
dancers, they're in the top class.
Another thing which makes them
stand out is their entrances and
exits. They know how, whioh is

something most cafe lines don't know
as evidenced in some spots by mad
scrambling rushes for exits, as the
chorus ends.
Dick Gasparre's band is in the

stand. It's a new outfit to Chicago,
but likely to become a favorite be-
fore this engagement is over. Do-
ing a good job. not only loir dancing,
but also with the show, particularly
in the DeMarco numbers. Good, in-
teresting arrangements and lots of
what it takes. Fits the spot, too.
One thing they can watch, and that's
their balance on the WGN airings.
Set-up is evidently bad (under-
standable because of the straight
across stand), for they sound 100%
better in the room than over the air.
Eddie Allen. WGN announcer, do-

ing the m.c, but weakly. Business,
capacity. Loop.

SARANAC LAKE
By Happy Benway

Tony Zinn, RKO Boston asst. man.
ager ending a two week vacash here
fished and didn't land anything!
Golfed and quit at second hole, not
so hot. Hunted and got flea-bitten
packed and scrammed, but liked It
up here.

Camile Carpentier (Boston RKO)
has one more month here then back
to former berth. Wonderful come-
back in less than a year.
"Kiwanis Club entertained by Lake

Placid Players with skit 'Whispering
in the Dark.'
Milton Reich and Jacob Flaum

took that nerve ope to good results,
and recuping at the Will Rogers san!
Gang at the Will Rogers san elated

over surprise visits of their folks,
especially, Marie Bianchi, Jane
Grande, iSazel' Gladstone Coleman,
Susie Dornbush, Ford Raymond and
Jack Edwards.
Adirondack Grill, Which shuttered

some time ago, to reopen with
Murray Salet as managier.
Jimmy Marshall admitted to' our

Good Samaritan Club. His untiring
efforts in making life worth while for
the actor's, colony rates tops. His
recent . 'Wash-pichic' at his Rainbow
Lake camp with all show folks in*
vited, proved a gay time for all.

The tfiith will out. That fish Ruth
Morris caught was " bought at' the
Mannis -fish mai^ket. ' Hush money to

'

this column don't go'.

Write to those you know in Sarft"

ttao mnd elsewhere that are sick.

Coii Maffie in 7ror.

'Providence,. Aug. 17.

Con Maffie, known as 'The Singing
Organist,' will take over the organ
spot at Loew's State next Friday.

House has been without organist for
last month since Maurice Cook was
shifted to Rochester. Cook had been
here for seven years.

Maffie will remain at Loew's for

12 week,"? when Cook will return for

.Similar period, Loew's is the last

spot downtown to keep organlogu^

as a regular feature. The. other

stands gaVe up'the ghost yearsiago.

AGENTS
Birthday, Kveryday, -Convalescent

Gi-eetini; CAtM
In Boxed AssortnientB

"Very T..lberRl Comn>ission«
. Write for partlcnlpm

DOROTHEA ANTEL
326 Went 72nd St. New York, H. 1.

FLANAGAN and ALLEN
Dressed by

SIDNEY FISHER
75/77, Shaftecbury Avehue

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

NORMAN
HARRIS AND

SYLVIA
SHORE

Satirical Dance Innovations

Seven Weeks, Grosvenor House, Park Lane, London
"VARIKTY," July 2:

"TopltneriF? are Norman Harris and tiylvla Shore, cornpdy
dancers, whose terpslchoreah antics make a rttiiiitf booking follow-
in g the run of the decorous De Marcos."

"PERVORMER," July 8:

"Noiman Harrla and Sylvia SJiore, .v*^r.satile and original
American dance satirists, are a blar hit at tiie C'rrosvenoi- House."
"BILTiBOARD," July 24:

"New floor show at Grosvenor House, ritzy Londo'h nitei-y, *»

all-Ameriran and swell fare. Newcomer.s are Nofman Harris and
Sylvia Shore, presenting satirical dance Innovations. H'oiiple show
grace and rhythm in their routine and get hearty laush.s with their
travesties which are both funny and oriplnal. Range h-om rumbas
to waltzes and the act clicks- heavily on all."

NOW CASINO MONTE CARLO
Direction: MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

EVERY PERFORMANCE GREETED
BY HEAVY APPLAUSE AT THE

CHICAGO THEATER—THIS WEEK

"THE MAGIC BUHERFLY"
A SENSATIONALLY NEW AND COLORFUL

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL STAGE EFFECT
J'Vaturlns:

mRRY.J^pOK
Musical Comiy^^^pWngstresa

Devised, Pntented ixnil Pre.mi,^ {I by V. >!. .STKICKKK
DlrecUon FKKlyv'-j(U.SKNTH.\li

> >
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Frenck Casino Laughs Off Burley

Mringe on ToEes Bergere Tag

suspecting that two burlesk- in-

terests are deliberately attempting to

embroil theni in publicity lawsuits,

ihe French Casino interests so far

are staying . clear of any l§fial im-

broglios. Currently the 42nd St

Apollo (Callahan-Wilner) burly has

a 'Folies Betgere'-captiohed show.

That's the title of the new French

Casino's revue opening Friday (20)

and lor which title the F. C. man-

agement had to make a special roy-

alty arrangement with the Folies

Bergere Producing Go.. Inc., which

fn turn owns the U. S tuie^ rights

}rom Paul Derval, the F. B. (Pans)

'"sim^arly MiiTskys Oriental heralds

the 'French Follies' for its Septem-

ber opening which, too, the ClifEord

C Fischer ^ Haring - Blumenthal -

Shapiro management of the French.

Casino-'Folies Bergere' interprets

as an attempt to trade on their es-

tablished show values.

Meantime, the new International

Casino atop new Gfiterion theatre in

TlihesS Sq.," «rtafte4' 'for premiering

next Wednesday* '(SfrV <wiU'. pot - open

on time. This ifi the Joe Moss-

deorge Olseri^Louis J. Brecker-Dave

Loew venture which entails a costly

rebuilding of the top floor of the

Criterion into the International Ca-

; sino. Delay in construction accounts

\
for deferment of preem for another

' week ok two.

Pierre Sandrini and Jacqiues

Charles of the Moulin Rouge, Paris,

and the latter formerly stager of the

Folies Bergere, Paris, are putting on

thes International's show. Maestro-

1

partner Olsen will play for the danc-

' ing; Yascha Bunchuk will conduct

I
the revue. .

Idea of the International is a ?1.50

table d'hote as against the French

Casino's $2.50 minimum although the

I

latter ranges up to $4 for steak din-

\ ner and there is also a 50c 'location

' charge' for the front three rows to

further up the gross. Similarly, In-

ternational's . heralded' $1.50 table

d'hote will be staggered upwards.

The International has a novelty

feature in.ah escalator bar which has

been temporarily stymied by ABC
licensing.

International also has a street-

floor , restaui:ant-cafe,, plus a first

mezzanine Broadway - frontaged

lounge bar' which are intended for

.ilUday use, with the top floor Ca-
^sino to house the dinner-supper re-

vues.

May Nix Burley Shows
At Keitti's, Indianapolis

Indianapolis, Aug. 17.

Plans of the Kane Brothers to

plant burley in Keith's in downtown
district, have struck a sri'ag with
merchants organized to keep shows
out of neighborhood. -

R. A, Lemke Realty . Company,
building's lessors,- have protested to

the City Controller trying for a re-

vocation of the license. Musty- 'tomes
are, being opened in search for city

ordinance forbidding burlesque in

downtown business district so that

shows can be nixed. •

N.Y.BURLESK

UNDERWRAPS

MclMTYRE AND HEATH

BOTH CLOSE TO DEATH

Late yesterday (Tuesday), James
Mclntyre and Thomas K. I^eath,

who still hold the public's imagina-

tion as the greatest of all blackface

teams both hovered close to death

in their Long Island homes. On To--,

danna Island, near Southampton,
Mclntyre, 80, a week ago, was in ai

coma and his physicians had given
up hope. In Setauket, Heath was
bedridden by paralysis and bron-
chial complications. He celebrated
his 84lh birthday last Wednesday
(11). Partners for 63 years, neither
is aware of the other's. illness.
Mclntyre started as candy butcher

^ith small circuses mostly touring
^he south, and was generally as-
Signed to the section of seats set
apart for Negroes. His keen ear
took a delight in the varying inflecr
lions used in different parts of the
south, and while he never laid stress
Oft dialect, he was master of no
lewer than, live distinct dialects.
With Tom Heath he framed the

Georgia Minstrels, which toured lor
a number o£ years and which later
gave them their vaudeville act 'The
^eorgja Minstrels' to which they had
0 return in spite of every effort to
fe newer material. At one time
»-ey revived 'The Man From Mon-
jna. Sin afterpiece to which Willis
^-

vvveauiam had contributed most
ft the best lines, but audience and
•anr/gei s would have none of it and
""ndet: a returji to the skit in

V the credulous Alexander,
•. - ^'<i from the livery stable by the

•• ^"Shments of Heath, was walk-

^C?""
^'^i*' and inglori-

'IS tour. For a couple of years they
seen in The Ham Tree.'amusU

1 Piocluced by Klaw and Erlanger.

ApoUo and.,Eltinge, surviving New
York hurleys, have found the sa-

polio again, and cleaned up skits con-

siderably in current week shows,

with plenty of feminine unadornrhent

still in but no overstepping in this

division of formula proscribed by

censors.

The fortnightly return to former
dirt formula on the - dialog helped
some but petered out at the finish..

Both houses are as much in the dark
as ever as to what to give 'em that

will haul them through the turn-

stiles in encouraging numbers. With
heat headaches and what else have
you they admit being in the midst
of the dizziest season^ ever an<^ no
signs of relief.

While neither would tip their mitt
clean-up process is reported result of
friiendly advice from Sarti S. Scrib-
ner who, although czar of the new
setup, was more friendly than of-

ficial in advising 'additional sapolio-
ing, a sort of censorship-within be-
fore the change is .brought to of-

ficial attention, after which anything
might happen.
Attitude downtown, though not of-

ficial, seems to be to let shows alone
unless somebody squawks, and evi-

dently nobody has. Both License
Commissioner Paul Moss and Mayor
Fiorella H. LaGuardia, who drafted
the new catechism under which they
were permitted to reopen, are not
prone to participate in any further
publicity lifts anent the burlesque
that was or as it is now.
Margie Hart who had been one of

the hottest bumper-peelers before
anti-strip ban, augmented the El-
tinge show last week but held in

with a subjugated strip somewhat
after the one which Ann (jorio does
across the street at the Apollo.
Neither are objectionable and if any-
thing are moi-e artistic and effective

than the nondescript romps pre-,

viously allowed.
Emniett Callahan, who had been'

called west by illness of his mother,
returned Saturday (14) and. after a
look at the Apollo show called in

Rags Ragland to lift the comedy di-

vision, with Ragland going ih and
helping lots Saturday night
Looks like the boys will follow

Scribner's advice and coast along as
best they can until things loosen up,
if they ever do, or make the best of
it if they dort't

Won't Stand Up

Detroit, Aug. 17.

State legislature, in session
just closed, okayed return of
'saloon' type of imbibing at

bars, but Detroiters, mellowed
by several years of sitting down
in high chairs, now refuse to

stand up at bars.

When the law passed, local

spots removed the chairs and
tables from the bars, but have
now put them back following
yelps from both femme drink-
ers and their boy friends.

HHIEBRAND SCRAMS

BURLEY, HAS A LEGIT

Fred Hillebrand has vamped as

special material writer and skit doc-

tor for Apollo, N, Y., burley after

three weeks. Special material idea

didn't jell with troupe doing 29

shows weekly and not enough re-

hearsal, on the special stuff to make
it count

HUIebrand is putting ' finishing
touches to musical . revue, 'Ck>asting

Along Broadway,' for which he did
book,' lyrics and music and 'which
Max Wilner, partner with Emmett
C; Callahan in operation of . the
Apollo, may produce as a sokj ven-
ture,

Wilneir was previously identified in

production of legit musicals some
years ago when Wilner & Romberg,
on the latter's operetta. The Magic
Melody.'

Yaadesk in B'Idyii

Charley Schwartz will reopen his
Oxford, Brooklyn, next week (23)
with what he calls four-a-d^y vaude
for billing purposes, but probably
will be sapolioed burley.

However,; jpersonnel will include
mixture of burlesque principals and
vaude acts backed by 18 chorines.

ALIEN. BOOKING BURLY
Edgar Allen, former vaude booker

and agent will head the talent book-
ing department of the Casino, Brook-
lyn, when house unshutters Sept. 3.

Moe Costello will remain as gen-
eral inanager for Sam Briskman,
who operates house.

J«bnny Daman's New Spot

Johnny Dugan, with the Simon
Agency in N. Y, ifor years, leaves at
the end of the month for a ber-th at

the Music Corp. of . America.

He'll work under Phil Bloom in

the vaude and nitery talent agenting
department.

Act Shortage Panics Chi; Few

Standards and Plenty Repeaters

ANNI SPLURGE

Hipp, Balto., Spots 1« Act Bill f«r

Sixth Anni Next Week

Hipp, indie Baltimore vaudfilmer,

has 10 act bill on tiap next week,

commencing Friday (?0). Sixth anni-

versary under aegis of Izzy Rappa-

port is reason for house's splurge.

On bill -are Fift D'Orsay, Eddie
White, 3 Jackson Boys, Tip, Tap and
Toe, Lela Moore, Eddie Rio and R.io

Bros., Gine, De Quincey and Lewis,

Rosamund, Max and his Gang, and
Felice lula's otch.

VADDFILM BACK

IN MPLS. ORPH

Minneapolis, Aug. 17.

John J. Friedl, Publix circuit gen-
eral manager, says that he will book
all the big names obtainable and a
large number of stage shows into the

Orpheum here the ensuing fall and
winter. He hopes to land stage at-

tractions for State Fair week, Sept
3, and for every week during the

football season when there is a home
Minnesota game.
'Fried! is having tough luck so far

in lining up attractions. He had Eddy
Duchin booked for last week, but
the death of Mrs. Duchin resulted

.in the engagement's cancellation at

the last minute. Negotiations were
under way to bring Martha Raye
here when she was called back to

Hollywood. Rudy Vallee is due
Aug. 27.

Tom Phillips Re-Elected

Pr«z o( Bnrle^que A. A.

Annual election of Burlesque
Artists' Association was held Suit-

day night (15) with Tom Phillips,

prelz, re-elected to that position for

the fourth consecutive year.

Others elected to official positions

were Gene Schuler, Murray Briscoe
and Steve Mills ag first, second and
third v-p's respectively: Charles Mc-
Nally, recording secretary; Pat
Kearny, sergeant-at-arms, and Mur-
ray Leonard, treasurer. jPhillips also

holds post of executive secretary.
Board members voted in were

Frank Penny, Fred Halicy, Tom
Fairclough, Han-y Rose, Allan Forth,
Lou Devine and Connie Faunslau.

30 Years in Show Biz and Marriagi

. but this, too, was voted not as good

I
as the minstrel act

i
Sonie two or three years ago the

j
team celebrated the 50th anniversary

: of their association, but their retui'n

j
to the stage was brief. For a couple

I
ot years they toured with the Or-
,pheun\ road show, the company
manager being Clarence Drowne,
who gave such .a perfect imitation of

the comedian that thousands of per-

sons who knew the act so well they

could/ almost recite the lines never
dreamed that they were seeing other
the south, and was gen'elral.v as-

whenever Mclntyre was incapaci-

tated.

The team formed the pattern for

scores of similar acts, all based on
the same set-up of the pompous,
specious, city Negro and the credu-
lous country victim, but few ever
approximated the results they at-

tained, for long association had de-
veloped a spirit of team work Jthat

most imitators failed even to ap-
proach.

Chic York and Rose King, stand-
ard team on and offstage for 30

years, celebrated their ' 30th anni-
versary, maritally and professionally

at a cocktailery and buffet Thursday
(12) at Leon & Eddie's, N; Y. nitery.

Couple held open house from three
in the afternoon until ,

Flock of friends, mostly profes-

sionals, dropped in to toast the pair.

There was no attempt at ceremony,
everything was al fresco. When sob
sisters of the dailies tried to wheedle
'sentiment out of the principals, they

! shied away.
The story York and King refused

! to tell, and there is. a story, could

!
be told this way if they wanted to:

The couple first set glimmers upon
• each other back in 1907 at Caldwell,

I
Kansas. Chic was managing a rep

' troupe that was shy a sister act .and

had gone down to the depot to meet
the incoming King Sisters. Rose
trotted in alone while her si-t^ter had
gone to pick up the trunk. That
meeting culminated in marriage of

the couple just as soon as Chic was
able to save up $80 from $25 weekly
stipend as front man for the troupe.

After 30 years he still thinks it was
a good investment. At the close of

season with Oil's Comedians the

couple figured they couJd better

hypo the . family nest egg by form-
ing a vaude partnertJhip, which they
did. After playing around the mid-

west for several years they decided
to venture east When they got there
they didn't know where to turn so
decided to get some advice from
Vaiuety and did.

Rosalie 'Stewart who had been
recommended to agent the act, got
them a • show date at the Halsey,
Brooklyn, where they first showed
their 'Tin-'Type' act and from then
on it was duck soup, A few weeks
later they were featured in the bill

at the Palace, N. Y., and still hold
the record as the only act to have
played the former Keith-Albee 58
times within 10 years. They were
on the closing big-time policy bill as

a sort of valedictory after which the
; hou.se went vaudfilrn before its sub-

j
sequent relegation to double feature
pix policy as of now.

Separated Only Twice
During their 30 years in show

business they
.
have only been

separated twice, once when their

daughter, True, was born and a

couple of seasons ago when Rose
took a solo engagement in the Eddie
Dowling musical, 'Thumbs Up.' On
first occasion Chic added to the
home budget by donning cork and
doing a blackface single until Rose
was well enough to do their old act

together again. When Rose Ring got
the Dowling show o/fer Chic was
supervising tapping of one of his oil

( Continued on page 68)

Chicago, Aug. 17.

* Steadily and constantly decreasing
.

number of vaudeville acts has the

agents and bookers in a slough of

sadness. Has become so bad in recent

months that the old stand-by tradi-

tional rules against repeating act?,

and playing opposition time are for-

gotten.

Acts are being repeated within
four and five months in the same

. ^
house, and are being booked into
opposition chouses as close as two
and three months. Some aets seem
always to be playing the loop.

This includes such a wide variety
of turns as the Slate Brothers, Hair

-

ris, Claire & Shannon, Robbiqs Sis-
ters« Eddie Rio, Ross and Stone, Vox
and Wallers, Tyler, Thornfe & Post,
Steve Evans, James . Evans, . Don
Cummlngs. Lucky Boys, Bobby
Pincus.

It is estimated by bookers that
there arc only 200 acts available,
for constant booking without fear
of ability to make good. And the
number of 'names' bookable has
dwindled to a handfuL

Few 'Nancs' F«r..Vaude
Bookers and houses have been

angling for picture and radio 'na.nes*
but only one or two of the.flvailable
'names* will work vaude. For
simple reaisoa that they ate' making
60 much money witjb radio and pic-
tures they are in ftigh income tax
brackets as it is, and any additional
coin they would mak? . Jn vaude
would, for the most pari, be turned
over to the government For that
reason, they figure why should they
work themselves on a flve-a-day
schedule when they won't have any-
thing to show for It at the end of
the tour anyway.
Agents and bookers have been

combing the nite clubs in the ter-
ritory in an effort to dig up talent,
but have found practically nothing
aimed at the vaude stkge. All
youngsters now breaking in Via th0

'

hideaways have their aims and am-
bitions pointed, not at the variety
halls, hilt at the screen and micro-
phone, with^ the result that iheir

acts are not always suitable for •

vaude.
And with nothing

.
coming into

vaude to replenish the supply, things
are becoming more and more des-
perate, since radio and pictures, in
a constant search for material, have
taken and are taking the bulk of the
best turns out of the business. Ed-
gar Bergen is the latest example of

a standard vaude turn being yanked
by radio.

Thus, with acts vamping to radio
or pix and none coming in to re-

place 'em, the houses are wonder-
ing if they'll have enough acts next
year to book three-act bills. They
are looking ahead to the day when'
they will have to swing back to pre-
sertation style of shows, with a line

of girls and a number of specialty
turns built .arrund two or three
standard vaude turns to round out
a full show, since the houses see. a

time in the near future when there
won't be enough standard acts for a

regular five-act bill.

Cotton Club Passing Up
*Apple* for ^Harlem Bolero*
The (Cotton Club's new fall show,

again being written and supervised
by Benny Dayis and J. Fred Coots,
will have no new dance creation this

fall, when Bill Robin.son and Cab
Calloway open as the stars.

A flock of new dances lately

—

posin', peckin', the big apple, and of

course the Cotton Club's past per^
formances with the truckin' and the
Suzy-Q—^has decided the nitery to

iust assay a 'Harlem bolero' as the
big dance flash. This'll be a Lenox
avenue fandango staging. Dan
Healy producing the entire revue
per usual-

Ma gis* Convention
Mas.<;)lIon, O., Aug. 17.

The 12th annual convention of the
Ctnti-.'il Slates Magicians A.ssociation

will be held at Conrad hotel here
Aug. 21 and 22.

Prominent rnagicianf! from all over
the coiuitry will attend and tiike part
in the lwo-dii,y program which in-

cludei- a private show and a shovt

.open lo. Jhe jsubnp..^ „^l)^rj^fi. J^ y.-;!!,,

ol Catitoi), is geueuil chairman.
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CONTROL THE LARGE5T
CfRCUIT OF INDEPENDENT
CINEMAS £ LEGITIMATE
•

' -THEATRES IN THE • ^ •

COMMONWEALTHofAUSTRALIA!

1^ S - SNIDER.

CABLES: SNIDEAN, SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Play Australia and New Zealand—the stepping stone to the East!
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Barley Finale

(Continued from page 1

)

labor matters. Several months ago

the IBA itself called a mass meeting

in New York of burlesque perform-

ers to protest against Phillips' tac-

tics, but the latter, was re-elected

prexy of the BAA Sunday (15) re-

gardless.

Without the IBA's theatres and
plus the fact that the Four A's gave

the AJFA jurisdiction in the former
New York "burley spots Ctwo of which
are still open), the BAA will prac-

tically have no cause to continue
functioning. One of the things still

to be straightened out in the IBA-
AFA deal is the question of chorus
girls. Chorus Equity has jurisdic-

tion over the- latter in all stage show
houses with the exception of bur-
lesque, but Chorus Equity's minimum
is ^5, while the BAA's minimum is

$22.50. IBA jJoesn't- want to pay the
chorines more than this amount and
is looking to the AFA to straighten

the thing out with Chorus Equity.

Deal wotild have come to a head
last week weren't it for the fact that

Balph' Whitehead, executivie. secre-

tary of the AFA, was on a tour of

the union's, branches. He returned
yesterday. • (Tuesday). Hirst re-

mained in ^. Y. over the weekend
awaltiiig the AFA official.- I. Robert
Broder^ couii£eI for the IBA, has been
studyinitjhe '..tentative arrangements
and alMw^mjtl^^ both sides

to get togetlw "bid^ii^^

and the' chorine iquej^tion.

,

New tag for the IBA's . shows has
not yet'been considered, but this also

will be .pi^cked by the end of this

week. !Formeir burlesque houses in

New York- adopted the name 'Follies'

for their' vauderevues and it's pos-
sible that the IBA, . which hasn't a

single theatre In the metropolis, will

flso use the same title for its units,

.atter will contain at least three
yaude acts and few of the old bur-
lesque ptrincipals, with the possible

exception of straight men' and
straight worden.
Stripping aiid dirt, according to thfe

IBA, will both be completely elim-
inated from the circuit's shows un-
der the new vaude policy.

Burlesque Review

APOLLO^ N Y.
Parisian motif and atmosphere

permeates new burly stock show
here which bowed in Friday (13)
under tag of 'Folies Bergere' and, to
further accentuate, conscripts Rita
Renault, Pari.sian chanteuse, for se-
ries of Parisian ditties warbled in
French, some effectively and others
not. Two additional ensemble num-
bers also fit nicely into the scheme,
but after that it's burlesque like it's

always been. 'Folies Bergere' is the
title of Clifford C. Fischer's new
show opening this week at the
French Casino.

Ann Corio, who was to have with-
drawn in favor of Georgia Sothern,
didn't, but sticks for a fifth week.
Miss Sothern comes in next Friday
(20) when Miss Corio departs for
commitments in other parts. Several
changes have been effected in per-
sonnel, with Arthur and Morton
Havel, Bobby Barry, Peggy Calvert
and George Walsh out with Joe Wil-
ton and, Frank Lane added to stock
and Ralph Brown, sepia stepper, as
added attraction only in for the
week. Joey Fay and Bert Grant still

handle the chief comedy assign-
ments; with Wilton and Lane spot-
ting 'Western Union, Please,' used
previous week by Harry Evanson
and Chick JEIunter across the street
at the Eltinge and still blah as a
laugh getter. It's so familiar that
any brace of muggs in the audience
could have gone up on the stage and
done it. Newcomers give little assist
to laugh division this week but may
do better later with improved ma-
terial. With special skit policy out
the comics are again diggmg in th6
trunk but as for Wilton and Lane
someone must have shuffled trunks.
Show as a whole has plenty of zest,

some eyefilling numbers via elabor-
ate and tasteful costuming in the

(Continued on page 68)

The THEATRE of the STARS

r • 15 YEARS AGO «

(.From Vabieit ond Clipper)'

Recently opened Hope theatre,

Dallas, folded. Partly owned by
Jules Brulatour and named after his

wife. Too big for the town.

Two Negro performers were using
the billing 'Eddie and Leonard,' but
not fooling many. Good dancing
act.

In his second (of four) week at the

N. Y. Palace Lopez and his band
went' back into the first half, but
still holding up the show.

Ringlings took a full page in

Variety to declaim against winter
shows claiming to derive from the
'big show.' Laid claim to that title

as its exclusive.

Famous Players up to 88%, a two-
year high.

Managers worried over the coal
situation due to R.R. strike. N. Y.
houses alone needed 350,000 tons
and none in sight.

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers and Music
Publishers Protective Association ar^-

ranging for a huddle with radio over
royalties. Radio had about decided
it would have to pay. About 200
stations involved.

.
Keith office issued a stronger or-

der against kidding prohibition.^ Not
good stage comedy.

Big time vaude was out to cut
salaries. Delayed bookings^i were
sending acts to Pantages and other
smallies.

Variety listed 150 cari;iivals as 15
good, 35 seconds and the rest all to

the bad.

Columbia burlesque wheel started
its season.

Shubert doormen and ushers given
counters. Doormen clocked all ad-
mitted. Ushers clocked those they
seated. The two had to tally. Plenty
headache.

Touring Managers ,iAssn. and
Equity held a conference. Broke up
with a bitter row and no results.

Nitery Placements

Gwen Louise and Freddie Karge
at Sardi's, Hollywood.
Jeanne Keller is warbling at

Lindy's, Hollywood,
Georgfes and Jalna, Chez Paree,

Chicago, six weeks, starting Oct. 1,

via MCA.
Chas. Walters, St. Regis Roof, N. Y.
Ann" Courtney, Bill's Gay Nineties,

N. Y.
Three Variety Boys, Corlies and

Palmer, singers; Kathleen Maye,
singer; La Verne Troupe, Diosa Cos-
tello Drummers; Haines, Taite and
Simpson, singers; Billy Reed, Leon
& Eddie's, N, Y,

Jackie Gleason, m.c; Sandra
Landi. dancer; Mildred Roselle, sing-
er; Jackie and Honey . 'Wilson,
dancers, Cavalier Club, N, Y.
Dorothy Daniels, Governor Clin-

ton hotel. N. Y.
Irene Beasley, Versailles, N. Y.
Mitzi Green, Versailles, N. Y.,

Sept. 16, doubling from 'Babes in
Arms.'
Paul Gerrits, the Readinger Twins

and Georgie Tapps for the new
Paradise (N.Y.) show opening Sept.
12. Paul Small handled.

B'klyn Houses Want Burlesk Tag

Back Before Reopening Again

Quintet of Brooklyn, N. Y., burley
houses are marking time anent re-

opening dates pending some sort of

straightening out of regulations, all

leaning strongly toward having the
shows' limboed classification of bur-
lesque restored,

Brooklyn houses have a. double
worry in that, besides drastic fathei's'

regulations, they have the additional
opposition 6f District Attorney
Francis X. Geoghan, who has gone
on record that his office will slough
the shows at slightest infraction of
regulations.

Before the official shutdown, of

houses last M6y, county detectives
acting vmder orders from Geoghan
sloughed a couple of shows and
warned remaining trio that they'd
have to clean up and cover up or
else.

Ops of the Brooklyn houses, Cen-
tury, Brooklyii, Star, Oxford and
Casino are reported getting together

with Geoghan this week or next in
hopes of getting a line on the new
setup before reopening.

If things are okay both ways it's

likely all houses will again be in
full swing by Labor Day.

Larue, Barnett Teamed;
Asking $1,750 for Vaude

Jack LaRue and Vince Barnett, pic-

players, have been teamed for vaude
and are being offered by Curtis &
Allen.

Act is asking $1,750 per week.

Lewis to Atlantio City

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Joe Lewis leaves Thursday for At-
lantic City for a stand at the 500
Club,
H^ has been .filling a local nitery

date here..

I C I , PA R I S 1 1 1 1 qui vout annoiice

le pluR grand eveiicment de la mIiuh

CMFFOBO^C. FISCHER
pretente v

Beaute! . , . Charmel . Elegance!

Chic! . , . Humour! . « • Rirej'!

Jolies Femmcs! . . . Voila, qcl c'cA Pctrur

ORCHCSTRCS DE
RUSS MORGAN
ET tOU BREE8E

«

tunmCadlno-
7th AVE. AT 50th ST. RESERVATIONS: COLUMBUS 5-7070

U plus fameux Theatre-Restaurant du Monde

THANKS JOHN BULL
For Your Splendid Reception and Wonderful Recognition in England—My Four Months' Stay Was Pleasant I Assure

You. and It Will Be a Pleasure to Avail Myself of the Privilege of Return Dates Offered by Your Theatres and Night Clubs

I SINCERELY APPRECIATE THE COURTESY OF:—

GENERAL THEATRES CORPORATION
HYAMS BROTHERS
SIR OSWALD STOLL

HORACE COLLINS
CHARLES L. TUCKER

THEATRE ROYAL, DUBLIN

COOKIE BOWERS
Opening Loew State, Aug. 26
Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, U. S. A.

Capitol, Washington, D. C, Sept. 3
FOSTERS' AGENCY, England
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LOEWS STATE, N. Y.
House should' pile up handsome

gross on this week's bill. Stage show
is forte stuff minus a weakie stanza

and the pic is 'Saratoga' (MG), sure
fire at the moment. Business at ses--

sion caught Friday (13) night was
trifle short of turn-away.

Opener is Mann, Depree and Lee,
dancing troupe, with a femme pi-

anist onstage. Demonstrate neat
hoofology of the semi acrobatic tap

brand, rarely allowing the routines
too much length, Two men and
girl lead with a high kick number
to 'Limehouse Blues for oke initial-

er. Then offer solo tap by one of
the lads, with boy and girl following
for more kicks and turnovers to

'Blue Prelude.' Subsequent turns
are to 'Some of These Days' and
'Cherry Blossom Lane,' winding up
with flash whirls and turnovers by
the trio. Girl switches costumes sev-
eral times, in each case to decorative
effect,'

Red Skelton, playing return date
''^fter a short absence, is on for sev-
eral intervals. Comic scores every
time, having an easy style and some
of the silliest clowning. Repeats his
demonstration of the different kinds
of dunking, with some nifty ad lib

cracks. Offers his version of the Way
different people go up aad. down
stairs, also a takeoff • of a lady get-

ting out of bed and into her clothes.

Latter is just a variation of that fa-

miliar lady-tsdcing-a-batti routine;
but it's good for laughs. Some of
Skelton's puns are ultra sour and
mariyi of his lines are ancient, but
he's generally a vety funny buffoon-
who rates the big hand he gets. "

'

Also back for a repeat appearance
are Carter and Holmes, knockabout
comedians. Lads have polished the

. act a bit and are even better than,
previously. Don't get as< rough, as
some V^ho do this type stuff, but ate
as laughable as the best. Again do
their rasslin' routihe, satirize a cou-
ple of marathon dancers and wind
up with sock acrobatic dancing.

Judy Starr (Niew Acts), attractive
little minx, is on next for three skat
versions 6f^ pop tunes. Lively
youngster gets a nice hand, despite
being almost .drowned by the blaring
of house band;

Will Osborne's dance band is on

.

the stage as- the Jlnale . act. Plays
'Jeannine,! 'Loneliest Man in Town,'
Night and Day,' 'Merry-Go-Round
Broke Down,' imitations of other
bands and winds up with wild ses-
sion of 'Darktown Strutters Ball.'
Dorothy Rogers vocalizes 'Loneliest
Man' and 'Njght and Day.' Fairish
pipes, nice enunciation and sells a
song' well. Also is becomingly
togged. Has to struggle against a
weird arrangement (foi*. a vocal-
number) of 'Night and Day,*^ how-
ever.

Osborne has obviously . decided to
stake his rep on comedy these days.
Band offers little in the way of
straight music, only the opening
number being unadorned .wjth trick
stuff and. nonsense. Question whether
the outfit will click as a 'comedy
bj^hch. Stuff now -being 'Offered is
mostly picked uj) from other, bands
who do it better and have already
gained some standing that way. For
another thing, Osborne and his lads
seem too determined in the clowning.
Their foolishness seems studied,
without spontaneity. It consequent-
ly misses. Hobe.

EARLE, PHILLY
Philadelphia, Aug, 16. .

Earle has a topnotch stage show
and is hitting close to capacity.
This week's vaude program is
stronger in marquee names than
last week's.

Show is opened by the Roxyettes
who do an effective (and short)
posing routine instead of featuring
the usual fast rhythm tapping.

Neila Goodelle, airways person-
ality, is then introduced by Bert
Frohman, who m.c.'c most of the
show. Miss Goodelle registers, sing-
ing three numbers, 'Johnny One
Note,' 'AH God's Chillun Got
Rhythm' and 'The First Time I Saw
You.'

Frohman in addition to introing
sings a couple of solos, 'You Can't
Take It With - You' and 'The Glory
of Love,' He's got one of those
throaty, Harry Richmanish voices
but knows how to put numbers
across.

Frohman has his best chance on
the comedy line when he indulges
ill a short running fire patter rou-
tine with Fifi D'Orsay who is prob-
ably the weakest feature of the
show but whose 'ooh-la-laing' had
its admirers in the audience. The
old D'Orsay brand of s. a. was laid oh
thick and good for some laughs.
She still looks neat. The Condos
Bi'OS.,v repeated their tap dancing
routine of 'Wake Up and Live.'

Tom Howard and George Shelton,
featured players of the show, came
next to closing and presented what
was for Philly, a new routine, and
did not include any variation of
Tom's very funny rube or dumbbell
"act in which he is shown how to
collect a bet on some trick or game
and then proceeds to do it the
wrong way when he gets a sucker
to work <in.

Instead, Howard and Shelton have
simply a comedy interchange which

is, however, as full of laughs as any-
thing Tom has ever done. He's try-

ing . to tell a story and Shelton, a
perfect straight man, is talking
about a dog. Later, and even fun-
nier, Tom starts another story which
Shelton says is too rough to be told.

Latter pretends to see a cop in the
back of the house and finally has
Tom believing that he's going to b6
pinched for dishing dirt. The two
sneak off the stage for a funny
black-out.
Some of the comedy of this pair

may be slightly too subtle for the
Earle crowd, but there was an un-
broken succession of giggles and
guffaws. Some of the material was
bluer than Howai'd ever attempts
over the air.

Roxyettes close the show with
another unison number ea^ on the
eye. It's a fast and well-routined
show from start to finish. Waters.

DENVER, DENVER
Denver, Aug. 15.

Breaking house record on opening
day. Major Bowes' Anniversary unit
settled down to strong business. The
unit is a smooth-running show, and
dressedup as it is by Bernie Hynes,
Denver manager, the results are
tops. M.c.'d for the most part by
Donnelly James, orch director, who
gets out of the acts all they've got
Stage setting includes huge birthday
cake with two candles on front cur-
tain, and a large sunburst effect on
back drop. The orch works oh stage
so that James can. do the m.c. job.

James, just back from his long
honeymoon, chants a ditty of com-r

pliments to the audienice.
Dorothy Heick does a good job on

the xylophone, in the orthodox
manner, first with two and then with
four hammers; Julie Phelps Hall
sings 'There's a Lull in My Life' and
'It's Delightful,' and is okay; the
-Five Harmonica Jacks give their
niouth-organs' the works; lallian
Nunno, who sings as well as dances,
has personality and ability; Francis
Gibby, violinist, handles her fiddle

and bow cleverly 'and finishes with
•The Bee*; here Donnelly James does
the 'Peckin' dance and is forced to
encore, introduces Sid Raymond, the
-show's. m.c., who' handles the show
from here.

Bill Boadway, boy soprano, sings
'Street Song' effectively; Tony Russoi,

garage man, gets near music out of
air in fire extinguisher, bicycle pump
and inner tube by manipulating rub-
ber mouthpieces on them; Sid Ray-
mond does some impersonations . of
movie stars, and the Three Youman
Brothers imitate several bands, using
a violin, clarinet and accordion.
Lester Harding, local baritone,

sings 'Gone With the Wind.'
Crowds at the Denver are indica-

tive of the help radio can be to- the
theatre. With record crowds at the
opening day means that many would
not wait until later, in the week to
see those they had heard over the
air. And on the second show B^iday
(3:30) the house was practically full.

'Love Under Fire' (20th) on the
screen. . . Rose.

HIPP, BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Aug. 15.

Well rounded variety show at the
Hipp this week with the Three
Stooges monopolizing the billing and
44 minute layout as well. Other acts
include Ruth Aarons and -Victor
Barna, table tennis cbamps;- Tommy
Trent and a revue of juve" talent
garnered from participants in the
weekly broadcast, of Uncle Jack
(Don Hix), from the Hipp stage via
WBAL aind tied }n" with the local
News-Post. '

•
' ^

Utilizing 'Unfcte Jack and his Jolly
Crew (nievi';;acts.y to open, show- gets
off^ to qicely pl^^be'd start and gets an
added.' lift ' ,via..^„T6mmy Trent in

deuce... Uslng'^i. Somewhat modified
version of the .pla time Punch and
Judy show, Trelht wangs out a novel
and entertaining turn, sewing
things up solidly with an added bit
in which he manipulates a radium
treated puppet of a dancer trucking
in the Harlem manner. Had to en-
core" and beg off.

Ruth Aarons and Victor Barna, in
their table tennis, follow and rhain-
tain interest. Description of sport
by announcer who keeps score dur-
ing game that follows sets audience
for exciting interlude and while
some of the volleying back and forth
is deftly and skillfully' handled, re-
sponse at finish was rather mild.
Might be good idea for Miss Aarons
to wear shorts or more feminine
type of sports wear than the rather
mannish slacks used at show caught.

Eddie Laughton. next doing
straight for the Stooges, strolls on
in spot notched for them and gets
matters off to a breezy start with a
routine of gags. Interupted by the
trio who get a real ovation, the act
proceeds to build into hilarious in-
terlude, and genuine sock. Boys are
using much of the material asso-
ciated with their last appearance
here, but they have gained con-
siderably in sureness and skillful
timing. Make every laugh count and
do just enough. With their back-
ground of socko shorts via Colum-
bia pix and well sold holce, no
question but what the Stooges have
built themselves into a real attrac-
tion. Opened big and have been
holding up steadily since. Have
just claim to big biz being done.

Film is 'It Can't Last Forever'
(Col). Bttrm.

MOGADOR, PARIS
Paris, Aug. 8.

Music-hall as such makes another
stab at catching on in Paris with the
reopening of the Mogador under the
direction of Mitty Goldin, present
operator of the A.B.C. and the Tri-
anon Music Hall in Montmartre.
With Mistinguett topping a - revue

for the second half of the opener,
(Goldin is trying out what he calls

a new formula by devoting the first

bracket to variety acts with the
revue as the closer. But with that
combination this house is the -only
one now open offering even a half-
variety bill, ftU others of that genus
proffering revues.

BiU used for the opener augurs
well, if wha^ is to follow is of the
same caliber, although a great many
of the acts have been seen on Paris
stages hot toa long ago. Mistinguett
still, has a way of her own with
Paris audiences and her suppoiting
cast this time is of good- choice for
her type of revue: Carlos Machado,
Drean, Al Kreamer, LeO Kok and
G. Lambros. With these, two troupes
of girls will be used, the Blue' Bell
Girls and the 18 Mogador Ladies.

Ciro Rimac with his Cuban or-
chestra - and dancers top the acts,
which include King .Koiig Perduie,
George Dorlis, Frank Libuse with'
Margot Brander, Andre ZibraUand
Marguerite Jade.

'

Price range has been placed a little

above the prevailing music hall
charge, but at 4ec. to airound $1.50, it

is low enough to catch some trade
which would not pay corresponding
charges for bigger revues.:

Goldin's taking over this house
makes him' the biggest music hall
manager in Paris. "Teddy Erenthal
formerly operated the Mogador, mak-
ing, a stab at music hall last summer,
but -with little success. It is stated
that Goldin paid very heavy coin
to gain control of the house and
rents and operating costs are high
here, which is one jeason Jlie place
has always been hard to run at a
profit But Goldin must be sure of
himself as he has chosen the worst
time of the year to open, a house
in Paris. All of France goes on va-
cation in August. Hugo.

CHICAGO
Chicago, Aug. 14.

That final barometer of show busi-
ness, the box office, speaks in a loud
and clear voice in this ace Balaban
& Katz house this week, in the praise
of Eddy Duchin and band oa the
stage plus the picture, 'You Can't
Have Everything' (20th >. It's a
salable, playable combination that is

zooming the register to high marks,
and w.»U satisfy all comers.
On the stage there's a happy ar-

rangement of talent, full of ability,
appearance and personality. It's a
youthful, smart looking, up-to-the-
minute set of performers and this
audience had a great time watching
'em.
Primarily and - principally, the

show was all Duchin. The other
players were good but they still

rated as by-the-way in comparison
with the pianist. He was surefire
throughout, with audience cracking
into spontaneous applause at every
mqve he made. The dames, particul-
larly, went nuts about htm.
Leads his band through a number

of pop tunes and hands out plenty of
his own pianoforte specialty, both
with the band and' on his own. Had
everything for this house. Dyna-
mite b.o. and a clinch indoors: "What
else do you want?

Specialty workers were led by Pa-
tricia Norman, rhythm singer in the
current mode of athletic warblers,
who- mix truckin' with vocalizin'.
Plenty of swing stuff and socked this
mob. Neater and more prim was
Miriam. Verne, a smooth little tap-

1

ster, with good appearance and a
pleasant way of attacking a time
step. Stanley Worth was the band's
vocalist and okay. With Duchin
presenting 'em, everybody was okay
with this audience.
Cedgary Bros, do too many en-

cores. Either they should cut their
act, or do it at one time. This run-
ning back and forth as if at the de-
mands of "the audience becomes an-
noying after the third return. Good
comedy . knockabout, however, and
over well here. Mario and Floria
have plenty of ballroom d£ince-team
appearances, and toss off a couple
of excellent ballroom stunts. They
lack variety in their routines, how-
ever, all of which have the same
flavor. Gold.

MET, BOSTON
Boston. Aug. 16.

With Jane Pickens and Harry
Savoy topping the bill, this week's
productions work out okay. And
again the 'Swing-O-Paters' 16-girl
line socks in a colorful ballet num-
ber midway in the show.
Miss Pickens registers well with

a wise selection of vocals, smartly
arranged, and pleasingly stylized:
'Where or When?', 'When a Gypsy
Makes His Violin Cry.' 'Cuban Pete'
and 'The Man I Love,' which she in-
troduces as 'George Gershwin's
favorite song,' all add up to a charm-
ing session of tune-selling, enthusi-
astically applauded.
Harry Savoy, in next to finis slot,

hurls a lot of gags, puns and hokum
at the customers and fins in with an
overdose of kidding about the lack of
their appreciation. At least that's
What happened on the supper show
of opening day. His daffy imilalions
are oke, his fooling around with

Louise Tobin Is medium, and d good
portion of swift gags hit the mark.
In the Porcelain Ballet-number the

house line tears off a conventional,
but sightly routine on their toes, en-
hanced by artistic lighting. This is

all in way of introducing Jeanne
Deveraux, soloist ball6riAa, who wins
some heartening plaudits for her ar-
tistic spinnings and posings on toes.
Opening line routine is set against

a 'Dead End' type of background and
the girls do a lot of weaving in and
out of hoops. . Red Donohue and
Uno, the mule, close this sequence
w-ith the familiar, slow-paced nov-
elty, distinguished more for the ex-
cellent training of Uno than for its

comedy. The laughs are widely
spaced and thoroughly milked, but
the antics of the responsive mule are
sustaining.
Variety Gambols (four men, three

women) close the show with an ex-
citing combo of -acrobatic, tumbling,
perch and tran^poline stunts. Well
routined act that keeps things mov-
ing, with the best ti'icks spotted in
the right places.

"Artists and Models' (Par) ""on the
screen. Fox.

PALACE, CLEVELAND
Cleveland, Aug, 15.

Nat Holt of RKO Palace had to do
some tall and neat corner-cutting to
keep this from being a rather dull,
ordinary vaude week.
Five Jansleys open with tumbling

and foot-juggling,' flavoring, agile
work' with some horse-play as 'one
lad gets rough bouncing, "Team has
a real circus atmosphere but knows
how to sock in more intimate houses.
Four Merry Macs, from airwaves,
harmonize engagingly in four num-
bers. Although their English . buzz-
saw ballad is old by now, their clever
arrangement is good for a strong
hand. 'Coming Through Rye' in
swing-time isn't as effective as their
other tunes.

Smartest tapping seen here this
season is done by Tip, Tap and Toe.
Dressed in soldier outfits, this dusky
trio tears off some of the slickest,
slithery rhythms atop a huge drum.
Lanky leader is loudest click as he
swings his rubbery legs over edge,
threatening to fall off every second.

Herman Bing, for a pix player
known for his supporting comedy
roles, shows acute showmanship.
Somebody who knows the- business
has written him an extremely com-
pact, terse and bright monolog. An
old operetta trouperv himself, he
gives theni what they want by roll-
ing his w's and r's, sputtering and
mugging without overdoing it. Pat-
ter's amusing yet . unusually brief.
Characteristic gags are worked into
a vivid travesty , of an opera singer,
an aria irotn 'Maytime' and a take-
off on Bing Crosby. Does. a quaint
step in going off so abruptly that it
takes house by surprise.

Diaz, Don and Dolores execute
the type of airy, artistic adagio toss-
ing that is easy to take: Two stal-
wart lads hurl slim girl around
breathlessly. Still a fine routine, al-
though they should develop some
newer tricks. Same applies to Al-
phonse Berg, repeating his stUnt of
pinning evening gowns on ' three
shapely models within 60 seconds or
less. For a closer, the Three Sophis-
ticated Ladies supply the necessary
flash with their dance stuff. 'After
starting out vfith a few polite steps,
they jump into a potpourri of slap-
banging acrobatic nonsense and hard
falls that send 'em home with good
results. Pullen;

^ JOWER, K. C.
. Kansas City, Aug. 1.3.

Week starting Friday the 13th was
' a hexed opener for this house. And
the

, week looks to stay in that
groove. Biz away off. Pic is 'Wife
from Heaven' (20th) and no feature
for this house.
Vaude stacks up as better than

average. House hasn't worked over-
time throwing the vaude section to-
gether, merely hauled out the worn
pattern and let it go at that. How-
ever, individual acts don't need
much help this week.

Gil Lamb, eccentric hoofer, head-
lines with his partner. Tommy San-
ford, harmonica puffer. Lamb is in
the closing slot and wows the few
payees on hand. Lamb knows his
.biz and is a first class salesman.
There's a reason for everything he
does and he sells it Plays his hoke
for what it is. Sanford. however,
has a wierd conception of make-up-
his white mitts before the thick
grease isn't a happy combination.
His harping is oke.. There's probably
soihe sort of "a reward waiting for
the guy who writes something to re-
place 'Nola' in harp-player's reper-
toires. Lamb builds to a bang-up
close; line follows in' a swift gypsy
routine and for some rea.son house
shoves John Colvin on for a lyric
sequence that's way but of tempo
with the build and kills the curtain.
Fain and Foster rub their resined

digits over waterglass rinvs. Mixed
team also goes in for bell-ringing
and put over a swingy tune. Girl
squeezes a groan-box while pedaling
a set of bells. They work formal.
Doris Rhodes has a pleasing set of

pipes that she puts to work on pops.
Has a dental fla.sh that tolls 'em they
like her stuff. They do. '

Harlan Christie, emcee, has a field
day on his own. First he gets oft a
comic-poem of sorts and is later seen
coaxing com from Judy Conrad's
band, aiding with a banjo and piping

Hoyt.

ROXY, N. Y.
Show here is once-over lightly

this week, only 45 minutes in defer-
ence to the extra-long feature, 'Road
Back' (U), which runs 103 minutes.
But it is well mixed and contains
suffficient amusement to satisfy.

Knit together in unit fashion by
Fanchon & Marco, ias usual, show
opens with a nicely routined affair
by the line of a double-dozeiL Karre
Le Baron dancers are fronting this
number neatly, with Don Gordon L

baritoning a bit also.. Dancers are
two lads and' a girl in what looks
like a new version of adagio. Neatly
precisioned, with the males nicely
dressed and the routine aloi..; some-
what unusual lines, it is a number
distinctly above average.
Vox and Walters, standard ven-

triloquist act, are spotted here for
better returns than they've had irv

years, due to a good extent to the
double-voice comeback generally,
because of Ed Bergen's sock radio
click. What also helps is that V.&.W.
have new dummies now and are
dressed up all the way, including
material.

Paul Gerrits does his unusual
number here. He's dressed in tails
and whit^ tie, employing a soft
voice, ' polite appearance. Doing
which, he cavorts on skates, does a
bit of juggling, a bit of acrobatics
and a bit of story-telling. Over
nicely. Can play anywhere.
The line again, with the same

adornments as ahead, lie Baron
dancers going distinctly adagio this
time.

It sounds skimpy, but it's not,
really. • Kmf.

.

MICHIGAN, DETROIT
Detroit, Aug. 15.

Current bill topped by Gene Au-
stin, plus Candy and Cocoa, from
NBCTs 'Cocomalt Hour,' runs almost
an hour in zippy fashion. ' House has
had lot better lineups ' recently but,
with the hilarious 'Easy Living'
(Par) on screen, current ^ow
matches up nicely for 60 minutes of
good, clean entertainment.

Fiact that Detroit invariably goes
hook^ line and sinker for ether per-
sonalities probably accounts for wide
acclaim given Austin's act Not that
the turn is mediocre; far from. it.

Nevertheless, there was a lack of
needed punch.at early evening show
caught Friday (13).
Austin does nicely with several

tunes from bis radio program,
warbling to his own piano accom-
paniment while two partners provide
music on guitar and cello. Austin
has A-I appearance, and partners
drag out plenty of laughs, with pan-
tomine comedy. Latter got break in
the encore, and trio beg off.

Others on the boards are the Six
Singing Continentals, from 'Show Is

On'; the Mayfield Revue with
Georgia Hayes; the Shanghai Troupe,
and Pansy the Horse.

Continentals, six nattily appearing
males with swell pipes, dish out
round of nifty harmonizing. Offer
several tunes from 'Show Is .On,'

topped off hy a striking arrangement
to accompaniment of organist Merle
Clark, who also performs the m.c.
chores.
As far as ballroom hoofing goes,

the Mayfield Revue is just so-so.

But in their Apache number, femme
and two males are plenty nifty.

Balli'oom setto is their opening num-
ber, and trio comes back later for
Apache bit. Latter is set. in a
realistic cellar dive, and trio's -work
is outstanding. Femme has gobs of

s.a.

Sandwiched between the May-
field's two numbers is Georgia
Hayes, other member of act Billed
as ex-French Casino' performer, she's

plenty good with toe dancing on long
line of stairs. S. s. and costume are
added assets.
For sheer nonsense. Pansy, the

Horse in opening slot, has plenty to

recommend it. "Two males under the
horsehide contiribute numerous
funny antics while hoofing to femme
trainer's demands. Whole setto i3

sock.
Shanghai troupe of nine is a

natural. Like most Oriental acts,

this one pours continual round of

aero and wonder stuff. Balancing
feats and .

strange contraptions give

payees plenty for their money, how-
ever, and turn is a nice closing bit.

Overture includes several arrange-
ments of fave numbers, including
coupla solos by pit members.
House nicely filled at early, show

Friday evening (13). Pet^-

STANLEY, PITTS.
Pittsburgh: Aug. 13.

The Stanley goes back to an old-

fashioned variety bill this week with

extremely shallow stage forcing Mai
Hallet and his orchestra to bow out

and let one of the two other acts

go on in one so that third act could

be set.

Hallet's got something. Several r>{

the boys in the band are good
specialty performers and he has two
kid singers with him that register.

In addition to that Hallet is smart
enough to shift the focus back aiid

forth from individuals to tlie ejitire

unit often enough to make the ban.i

boys integral part of the act insteajl

of plain, inanimate tooters ai'n

scraper. He has some idea of dres.s-

ing too.

Band opens cold without any an-

nouncement playing "I'll Be Down t

)

Get You in a Taxi, Honey." then into

(Continued on pag? ft7>
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Unit Reviews

BVay Passing Show
(STATE-LAKE, CHI.)

Chicago, Aug. 13.

This can probably be considered

as the first of a new season's units

and, from all appearances, it has a

good chance. Jn its present form it's

still a bit unwieldly and runs way
too long (78 mins.); but there's lots

can be done to speed things up and
make the show punchier.

Line numbers, especially, are too

long. Of the .'20 Lovely Beauties

and IB Gorgeous Hussies' billed, 12

appeared. They were very good at

hip twitching and twirling, but that's

about all.

Opener is led by Betty Saxon,

bumping blues singer, and then Mar-
got follows doing an acrobatic rou-

tine. Then, separated by only a

very brief gagging session by Mor-
xey Amsterdam, there's a parade
number followed by some hoofing by

. Johnny Elliott. Right through there

is where the scissors can go to work.
Also it might not be a bad idea

to move the O'Connor Family up in

this bill, so they're not followed by
Amsterdam's tui-n. The O'Connors
are still okay, lacking a little spon-
taneity on the show caught, but
getting plenty of laughs on the man-
handling of the kid. Patsy' dqesn't

inix with the rest of tbe family any-
more. She follows and, very for-

mally, sings two numbers, one an
imitation of Martha Raye.
With the family act moved up, the

Lorraine Sisters don't have to follow
four musical sessions. They're a
girl "trio and -wouldn't be bad if

they'd get down to singing and
forget that one singing properly
must always feel the resonance be-
tween the nose and cheek bones. •

Following them is still another
musical number, this time a far too

• long parade thing which, in turn,

leads up to a toe dancing specialty

by Margot.
Next line number, which follows

. Immediately except for the O'Con-
nors, is a military number led again
by Betty Saxon, this time adding
toe-tapping to her singing and
bumping. Built so thiat it looks
very much like a finale, as it should
be, coming at the 60 minute mark.
But it isn't. The band's on the

stage now and commits the unpar
donable. They do threie minutes
alone. Not that th.e music isn't ex-
cellent, but stage hands are expens-
Bive and they're working overtime,

Just before the finale comes Mor-
rey 'Amsterdam, strangest of radio
specieSj a wireless performer who
can give when he faces an audience.
He's the bright spot on this show,
with his easy gagging and informal-
ity.

Finale then . and everybody's on,
shaking it up again.

Picture is 'Border Cafe' (20th).

Business good at last show opening
day» ^ Loop.

BROADWAY VANITIES
Sydney, July 20. .

' A. B. MarcuB unit presented at Theatre
^oyal, Sydney, by Sir Ben Fuller, Leon
finlder and GenrKe Dean. Produced by
Swk Lester and T^eon Miller; musical di-

rector, Albert Coleman. Featured play-
ers Include Leon >llller. Harold Boyd and
his Jigsaws, Sharon De Vries, Fid Gor-
don, Ben McAtee, George Shreck, Sofia
Alvaress, Dorolh Oliver, TosRlng BelCords,
Clymas Troupe, Art Stanley, Lee Mason,
Sparky Kaye, Maason and HInfon Slaters,

Pancing Bernoya, Ha Oha San. Lilian Mc-
.Coy, Les Sechrist, Bob Dwyer, Shanov
Trio, Dorothy Coudy, Bob White, Al
Rloker, and Sylvia Lee.

Heralded by exceptionally clever
exploitation, this Marcus ofliering
got away to a capacity house at $2
topi House was actually sold out
two weeks prior to opening, and as
much as $12 was offered for opening
n/ght seats, mainly because it had
been v/hispered that the show was
•'hot,' plus the fact that the govern-
ment had been asked to put a stop
to the show if it went 'over the
line.'

• Premiere saw a classy audience in,
but nothing, except a few blue gags,
drew gasps. There were no femme
strips, nothing of a dirty nature;
]ust a swift-moving vaude-revue
show and perhaps a bit over the
heads of the premiere mob.
.Uhit is booked in this spot for

eight weeks, playing as a full show
on its own, same as legit. Should
have little difficulty in staying and
making coin for the spon.sors if the
first week can be taken as any cri-
terion. Only question is whether the
mob ivill pay a $2 top for a show
•similar to that offered at a down-
town house for much less.

• Femmes work hard in the show,
the comics do likewise, but the show
clicks mainly on its dancing
strength, plus novel staging by Leon
MiUer and Jack Lester and light-
mg efTects by William ScoU. Steam
curtain finale gets solid applause and
closes the show on a nice note. Gafis
drew plenty of laughs, and a fast
tempo is maintained from start to
stop.

. Show runs just under three
hours.
• From Sydney, the unil will go on
to play the ace city spots through-
out Australia covering, it is honed,
about six months in all. From four
or five a day in America to once
nightly, with three mats, must seem
like Heaven to the perlonners. Es-
pecially as there are no Sunday
snows. Rick.

Virginia Hill Billies

(PALACE, AKRON)
Akron, O., Aug. 12.

Determined to give its patrons
flesh shows, whenever possible the
Palace followed up Henry Armetta
unit with 'The Virginia Hill Billies'
an entertaining but none too pre-
tentious unit, reported as being pre-
sented by National Broadcasting Co.

Billed as an act recruited from
broadcasting stations the mountain
music quintet is a straight-away
api)eal to the folk-ballad lovers.
Guitars, fiddle, accordion and bass
slapper are the instrumentation of
the act and the repertoire is a well
defined range between 'Comin'
'Round the Mountain' and 'Seven
Years With the Wrong Woman.'
For those in the audience that are

ridge yodel fans, this act appears
to be the tops so the reviewer will
let its appraisal ride on the judg-
ment of the assembled experts.
Act works alone and avails itself

of none of the usual stage produc-
tion' assistance, being content to
walk on and work with microphone.
Sarah Melton, biUed as WTAM's

mountain hiusic songstress, does
creditably with several numbers
and helps prolong the unit's allotted
45 minutes. Quite a letdown, though,
from Arnietta's great show week.

Mack.

Music Hall Varieties
(CAPITOL, ATLANTA)

Atlanta, Aug. 15.
Produced by Ed Gardiner, of

Kansas City, this is a prettily
mounted show, nicely costumed—and
talented—girls, plus the right amount
of novelty to . rate it as big "calibre.
In charge of pianist Mickey Rey-
nolds, there's 18 in company, includ-
ing six bandsmen, and clicks along
speedily in 47 minutes.
Top honors go to Pete Missing and

Frank Wolfe, billed as the Missing
Brothers, who do a serio-comic
handbalancing act that's a wow.
Dressed as a pair of tramps, pair
work in a veneer of knockabout slap-
stick over a clever series of difficult
stunts.
Show gets under way with line

number to 'Rose Room,' interrupted
by a creditable tap dance by Billy
Crewe to 'Running Wild.' Femmes,
fiv6 of 'em, are lookers and garbed
in flowing white satin skirts and
nifty collared blouses. Del DeBreece,
m.c. brings the line back, sans their
long wardrobe in a swing number,
speedily done to 'Black Maria' and
to a good hand
Johnny Rice and Jack Schafer

with their electric guitars scored at
this point. Lads played 'Avalon' and
'Canoca' and Rice, using p.a. sys-
tem, sang 'Was It Rain.' Schafer
then offers medley of Hawaiian
tunes on the electric steel guitar.
Pair then went into 'The Merry-Go-
Round Broke Down,' for sock re-
sults. Had to come back and encored
with medley of hillbilly tunes, with
Rice vocalizing the choruses.
'DeBreece then took the spot with

his card manipulation and magic act.

assisted by personable Pat Forgy
from the line. He works in silk top-
per and tails and is an expert in
handling the cards, getting dandy re-
sults.
Gayle Summers teams with Billy

Crewe and they go through a snappy
tap routine to 'Mr. Ghost Goes to

Town' followed by Millie Marshe.
who presents a combo aero and con-
tortion to 'Smoke Dream' and does
okay.
Band car is brought down front

and offers 'When My Dream Boat
Comes Home,' with Pat Forgy sing-
ing refrain into mike. There's 13 in

band this week and music is better
than usual.
Band is followed by Buddy Mack,

deadpan comedy dancer, whose stuff

goes over great. He does all his
dancing from his knees down and
his lazy attitude makes a hit.

DeBreece returns for the old paper
tearing and reassembling trick and
a .hokum expose that exposes noth-
ing, but gets a laugh.

Line, in lacy . black skirts, trips

back on for some picture work to

'When a Lady Meets a Gentleman
Down South' and posing while Joyce
Barker does a specialty dance to

'Nagasaki.'
Billy Crewe follows with a panto-

mime baseball tap novelty, assisted

by Al Nicholas, bass fiddler, and got

a good hand for his efliorts.

Missing Brothers then do their

socko stint and DeBreece brings the
performers on in teams for the per-
functory not-so-hot finale.

Pic is 'North of the Rio Grande"
(Par) and house was full when first

show broke. Horse operas have a

good pull with Cap patrons and with
better grade units coming South
things look rosy for increased biz.

Lnch.

outstanding instrumental group that
is worthy of any top flight vaude
bill. General dressing of the show
is smart, with a backing thdt seems
to be about a block long, plus a 20
girl line outfit smartly costumed,
and every one is a sock fcr looks
which, if nothing else, sends the corn
shuckers home talking.-

.
Tfoimg uses the 20 gal line as an

opening flash and has 'em all dolled
up to represent hunters and horses.
Starts the show off. to a good pace
and aI.so gives a good idea of what's
to come.
Dave Malcolm rates a bow for his

showmanly handling of the m.c. spot.

Lad has to work in several plugs for
the various exhibitors, p.a. system,
adjacent midway, etc., as well as do
a marathon from the stage rear
down to the foots and at times re-
sembles Glen Cunningham. -

"

Rodeo Four is intro'd as having
appeared on the National Farm and
Home Hour and also the National
Barn Dance, both but of Chicago.
Lads go into a mess of ditties among
which are 'Jungle Town,' 'Old Cow-
hand,' 'Sweetheart Darling,' 'Boo
Hoo,' plus a Herr Louie and his
Hungry Five take-off. Spieler in this

act is inclined to go a bit too fast
with a result that a lot of the stuff

that might be funny is lost in the
general buzz of the grandstand, but
it's still a good act.

First of the comedy acts on is Robb
and Shaw. It's all slapstick and it's

all clean, with a result that it has
'em all howling for more. The boys
are smart enough to just give 'em
enough, though.
Next is lone O'Donnell who is

bowed on as having been with the
Chicago Civic Opera, but they don't
say when. She seemed decidedly
nasal in one or two numbers. Sings
'When the Poppies Bloom' as an
opener and then runs On,the violin
act for 'Play, Fiddle Play,' plus a
torchy chorus. Later has several
tricks from behind the proscenium
and sounds better, maybe it's the
mikes that are at fault.

The Hazel Mangean Girls are a
quartette who dish up a batch of tap
routines and acrobatics in satisfac-

tory manner.
Joe Jackson, a chap who works

with just a bike and a trick horn,
follows and has them rolling with
his comedy pantomimic thrusts. Has
'em Dounding the boards for more
when he is finished.
Closing the show is the Joe Thomas

Saxotette. They hit an already hot
audience with some swell work on
trumpets and saxophones, the five

boys rating, several bows for their
excellent work on the brasses. Crowd
still want 'em at the end, they hav-
ing to make five bows before finally

getting off.

Much credit is due the line of
girls. They showed excellent train-

ing and benefit of long tehearsals in

handling of some sizable Costumes.
Best one of the bunch is the 'Bird'

number, despite the fact it smacks
of a Ziegfeld steal, complete even to

the 'Pretty Girl' number from the
band. Each girl brought on indi-

vidually is arrayed in the costume of

some bird or another, the costumes
reported to be worth some $30,000,

that fact not being hard to swallow.
Working with the girls in several

spots are Easter and Hazelton, who
rate a few bows for their work in

the terp department.
Plenty of trouble encountered by

all from the recent heavy invasion of

mosquitoes, driving both performers
and customers nuts. Show had a

17,000 gate on the Civic Holiday (2).

New Acts

CAVALCADE OF HITS
(WINNIPEG)

Winnipeg, Aug. 1.*),

This is the perfect answer to the

question, 'What do vaude-unit acU;

do during the summer months?' Thi.*--

two and a half hour .soiree has been
thrown together by Ernie Yoiiiis to

tour the summer fairs, with 50 cent
top and it's worth it.

Whole show moves along at a good
fast clip and boasts several st«ndouti:,

among them being a couple of com-
edy routines that had 'em rolling in

the aisles. Also in the line-up is an

JUDY STARR
Songs
10 Mins.
State, N. Y.
Recently out of Rudjr Vallee's

ether troupe, Judy Starr is filling in

with vaude dates before going into

the new 'Ziegfeld Follies.' Is a cute

blonde niite, with plenty of pep and
strong personality. Should go
places.

At show U3), Miss Starr winged
three numbers, 'Everybody Sing,'

'Christopher Columbus' and the
novelty 'Join the Chorus.' Gal is

one of those bouncing singers with
a skat style. Makes a. distinct ; im-
pression, though little less action

might register stronger. Sonte
grouches in the audience might also

prefer less emphasis on the cute-

hess.

Misi? Starr vias decked out in a

strange set of.- duds. White jacket,

with scarf at the neck, was becom-
ing and effective, but why the little

lady .sported trousers instead of a
skirt only she knows. Her thank-
you-for-being-so-nice curtain speech
could be pencilled.

Mis.c Starr has all sorts of stuff,

which .greater expcrienco and less
' effort should develop into a sure
whllop for sny stage. Hobe,

UNCLE JACK and JOLLY CREW
Revue
17 IVIins.

In Two
Illppuclrome, Baltimore
Uncle Jack (Don Hix) has' been a

rfidio .sinndard in Baltimore since
(he earphone days. Also known as

The Old Skipncr, he has identified

himself with juve programs. Cur-
Ircntly, his .show is presented Satur-
' cify mornings from the Hipp stage
over WBAL and lied in with a daily
column in the Baltimore News-Post.
Working in two, in front of a spe-

Variety House Reviews
STANLEY, PITTS.
(Continued from page 66)

'St, Louis Blues,' Charles Blackwood,

band drummer, then gets off pretty

fair specialty on the percussion

gadgets. He's followed by Teddy
Grace, girl singer with the sweet-

husky type of voice. Her pipes are
okay, but she seems to have the
jitters away from the microphone.
Frankie Carle, pianist, does a good

solo on 'I've. Got Rhythm,' with
nicely muted drum accompaniment
following the Grace girl. Hallet then
presents Jerry Perkins, 16-year-old
kid with real crooning possibilities.

Voice is quite caressing as he does
'In a . Little Gypsy Tearoom,' with
band boys offering quiet vocal obbli-
gato. Hallet oversells the kid,

however, pulling him back for third
number when boy could have taken
a bow and finished stronger. Joe
Cabanei'o, the band's bull fiddle ex-
pert of. blimp-like appearance, is

next and he gets right to everyone
in the house with oozing good nature
in comedy turns. At show caught
he and the Perkins kid drew brick-
loosening hands.
At closing the Harlem number

has the works darkened and band
costumed in luminous outline going
into nice swing session. Varying the
stage picture goes over big and gets

band off with fine ovation, after 40
minutes.
Dave Broudy's pit band then takes

over to bring Marty May on for his

single. May pretty nearly a veteran
trouper in this class of act and never
without presence. Comes on carry-
ing a violin, main, use of which
seems to ,be as a hand prop with
which to walk on and play off. He
does 12 nninutes of patter and radio
voice impersonation.s. Patter is

pretty much old hoke, but the house
eats it up. Vocal imitations are good
and he goes off with great ovation.
Saul Grauman and company offer

the 'Step-stone Stair,' novelty num-
ber which opens with Grauman in

one as mc and pulls away to drop
showing wine bottles out of which a

couple of girl hoofers emerge. They
go back into one for a fair fencing
dance number and then the olio is

pulled again to show the Grauman
invention. It's a gadget which
operates bell music by pressure on
the steps and the whole troupe
uses it to dance out melody. Shows
plenty of work on the part of dance
stager and suggests interesting pos-
sibilities. Audience gives it good
appteciation for its ingenuity and
evidence of hard work and the act

is sent off to good hand.
"Picture is 'New Faces of 1937.'

(RKO). .

EMBASSY, N. Y.
(NEWSREELS)

While current runoff is light in ex-

citing spot material, the assortment

of magazine clips accounts for a ses-

sion of entertainment that rates

somewhat above average. Para-

mount gets in the Initial flash,

through its coverage of the tenement
house collapse on Staten Island dur-

ing Wednesday's (11) heavy rain in

which 19 persons were killed. The
clip lays off the macabre, contenting

itself with showing the debris being

sifted and the removal of one victim
(entirely shrowded in canvas).

Movietone's cameraman moves
right into the brunt of the Spanish
fighting to report some mopping up
done by the rebels around the vil-

lage of Brunette. There's lots of rifle

firing and a sample of grenade toss-

ing but nobody is seen toppling from
the onslaught. On the Chinese front
the tidings are shared by Movietone
and Paramount. Former's contri-
bution has to do with troop move-
ments, while Paramount, after treat-
ing with the Japs' takeover of Peip-
ing, tags on minute interviews with
the warring countries' American am-
bassadors. The remarks of the Jap-
anese plenipotentiary will likely

cial drop depicting a trans-Atlantic
liner ready to sail. Uncle Jack,
dressed as ship. officer, introduces his
various starlets as passengers, gag-
ging the interpolated solos into a
quick moving routine.

In succession he intros Doris Lurie
singing 'Sing Brother—Sing Sister,'

Mary Ahlers in a vari-tempoed ar-
rangement of 'Solitude,' Pepper As-
ner in a routine of hoofing, Shirley
Dulow vocalizing 'You Showed Me
the Way.' Al Baird Roberts in hill-

billy son.','s to his own guitar accom-
paniment and Bobby Weil in a com-
edy version of 'Boo Hoo.'
AH arc okay. They have an as-

sured fini.sh and know how to sell.

Possibly outstanding, is Bobby Weil,
who has a good comedy sen.se and
.should be able to develop. As now
constructed, act has lots of possi-
bilities with particular appeal as a
radio set-up for some national ac-
count inlere.';ted in reaching a youth-
ful audience and through them, the
elders.
Act moves swiftly clo.sing with

hoorin.£? finale in which the group
goes to town to the fla.^hing of a
lob.ster.'-c'ope and .slowly drawing cur-
tains, Burm.

cause a general lifting of the ipye-

brows. As he gives assurance from
the screen that the situation will
soon be settled in a way satisfactory
to all concerned the newsprints di.s-

close that the exchange of gunfire is

getting^ more ihtense 'and disputants
are headed for a real wan
Pathe scores best in human inter-

est division with its recital of the
outcome of the litigation over Don-
ald Horst, Chicago youngster. The
Judge tells why ne has ordered the
return of the child to its foster par-
ents, while the hoy's real mother
tearfully relates why she has de-
cided to drop her fight for his re-
covfery for the time being. Another
item of tragedy in the week's col-
lection is Movietone's flashes of the
wrecked plane In which five were
killed as the tranijport Struck a
power line while taking off' from a
Florida flying field. ?
Out of a g£(thering of America's

spiritualists of all sorts of persua-
sions and connivances in Lily Dale,
N. Y., Metro emerges with a couple
bits of arresting curiosa. One deals
with ghostly rapping and the other
reveals a male medium going
through the violent facial contortions
leading to and from a trance< The
stuff i£ artfully staged.
There's more than the usual as-

sortment of bathing and style show-
ing cuties, with most of it deriving
fronx Movietone. Same company re-
ports the latest developtnents in
American aviation, namely, a' fleet
of huge flying fortresses and a new
ship that is expected to soar to 40,-

000 feet. Most timely bf the sports
clips are those taken in training
camps of Joe Louis and Tommy
Farr by Pathe. Louis says he^
training hard so that the champion-
ship will stay in the U. S., while
Farr wants to reverse things for the
British sporting" world, considering
that it has lost one championship cup
after another to America this sum-*
mer. Odec.

'

LYRIC, INDPLS.
Indianapolis, Aug. 15.

Annually this Vaude spot brings in

Paul Ash and books a flock of acts,

around him to be presented as
though it is Ash's own unit. Ju-
dicious . selection of acts in the past

couple of seasons by the house has
made the pioneer m.c. stand out as «
local favorite.

'New Stars On Parade' is the title

given the show built around Ash
this season. Some of the acts are
familiar standard turns and the re-
mainder are specialty people Ash
has recommended to the house for
inclusion in the revue. There's
plenty of talent on hand, but Ash
allows the pace of the performance
to lag by his tendency to call back
everybody for too many extra bows.
The show has a good deal of danc-
ing and a v6ry noticeable confliction
between two knockabout acts as a
result of the booking being done
partly by Ash in the east and partly
here by the house.

After Ash Is intro'd on mike off-
stage, the show gets under way with
ia band number taking 'advantage of
the popularity of 'Rain In Cherry
Blossom Lane.' It is dotted with
specialty solos and topped off by one
of Ash's proteges. Buddy Rich. Rich
sits in as drummer and then is called
down to the mike to do a rhythm
number with drum sticks in the
manner of Charlie Masters. He goes
well, but then adds a tap dance for
no e[ood reason which ought to be
eliminated because of the anundance
of dancing in the lineup following.

Nice, Florio, and Lubow do their
turn in the next spot and suffer from
being on early. They open as
straight ballroom dancers and then
go into comedy falls and knockabout,
including a dive Into the band pit.
This last bit Is repeated by Ken and
Roy Paige down a little farther on
the bill along with several slapping
pieces of business that are conflict-
ing. Barbara Parks, pop singer, fol-
lows with only mild success becau.se
her numbers are badly chosen and
too trickily arranged to be appre-
ciated.
Ray Saxe comes along with the

real punch of the bill. He does his.
usual routine with - the saxophone,
lariat, and difficult tap steps. Helen
Honan is able to hold down follow
up with a new act which seems bet-
ter than her former routine. She
still does Joe Penner, but she has
added a burlesque of an operatic
soprano, an Inebriated wife on a
bender at her own wedding anni-
versary, and a finishing number in
top hat as. FrecJ Astaire. All of
which scored.
Ken and Roy Paige, following all

the dancing and the previous knock-
about antics presented earlier on the
bill, have their troubles in the next
spot. They work hard, but results
are lean except for the punch-drunk
walk done at the finish by one of the
boys who used to be with the Pon-
zals; Vera Jean Davis, five-year-old
local amateur contest winner, dots
an acrobatic dance in the next to
closing spot and her tinv size makes
her sure-fire. Billy Blake, an A.-^h
protege, closes the bill v,-ilh some
socko trumpet work imitating Henry
Busse, Louie Armstrong, Clyde
McCoy, etc.

Picture is 'Mi, Dodd Takes the
Ait' (WB), Biz wa.s fair ftl fir.'^t

evening ghow Friday (13). Kiley.



VABIETY Wednesday, August 18, 1937

Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK (Aug. 23)

THIS WEEK (Aug. 16)

Numerals in connection with biil« l^elow indicata opening day of

show, whether full or split week

}>)il*«e (30) .

Ni»lson*fl ktepUants
r«s9. Daley
Slim Timblln
B^rto ft Mann
JHeleiw' Uenlzon Co

<13)

Van Cello & Mary
Ktort Boys
F'rsythe il'am'n & F
Vic Oliver*.
Holland ft 'Hari-

riJBVELAND
JTatace <S0)

Barr ft Estes,
Stan KavanaueU
Noryo-Balley Oro
Radio Ramblers
Ver* Fern

(13)
E .Tansleys'
Merrymaca
S Toadies
Alphonse Bei'flr

Tip Tap & Toe
Herman Bins'
OLau Don ft D

NKW YO«K WTV'
.H^te (18)

Owyane
BroVn Si Ames
X'olUna & Peterson
Chick Webb Ore

St«iiler X20)
Geo Olsea Occ
Ethel Shutta
WASHTNGOCO'N

• Capitol («0)
'doing Native'

... ' Loew'a State, Now York

WEEK AUGUST 19th

BROWN and AMES
Dir.; LEDDY A SMITH

faramonBt

KBW XOBK CnX

Win SpUalny Bd •

I>ale Wlntbrop

H«tr4p»ll(«t« (21)
Johnny Burke
i Veapers
Nick Iiontr .

Nadlne Oae
RIlnoE Shei-ry
Stuart ft. Martin S

CHICAGO
Chlearw <21)

Rudy Vallee Bd

, Casino (21)
Phil Harris Ore
Sybil Bowan
Diamond Soys
'Florence ft Alvarei
Gil .j:<amb Co
Art Jarrett

BKTBOIT
Mlchls«iM (21)

Mai Hallelt Bd
Val Sets
Condos Bro»-'v

OMAHA
Oq^keum (31)

Ted Mack Bd
Stepin Fetcbtt

PHU'.ADKLPlflA
Knrle (30)

Jimmy Dorsey Ore
Freda Sulltvan
Ray ft Trent
9uiin.v Rlce^..
Doi\ CuniinliiKa

- <")
Bert Frohman
PI ft D'Orsay
Nella Goodellf
CoKdOit BrAB..
Howard ft Shelton
12 Bill Powers Gla
riTTHBURGH
StoNley (20)

Georse Olsen Ore

Ethel Shutta
'

(13)

Mai Hallett Ore
Saul Qrauman Co
Marty May
WASHINGTON

Karle (20)
< Robeys
Hail lioRoy
'Jack Starnes -kRev

(13)
Stafford ft Tj Rev
Yost's Varsity Co
BUI Robinson
3 Switts

rHICAOO
state Ti»ke (20)

Oeorgrlii. Hayes
F Sylvester Co
J ft J McKenna
Hal Sherman
KASSAM ClTV. MO

Vower (20)
At Gordon Co

Revel, Baxter ft D
3 BredwJns
i McNallaie Sis

MVNICB
RivoU (20-21)

I^owe Hlte ft S
More'y Amalerdam

Week of Aup. 16
Cuuterltury M. H,
. liti hair Utt-lS)

Wctw>ltll«
Van Rliyder 3

hal£ (19.21)
B'wuy 8s. & Brend.i
]>oii Calvaii

Dominion
Savoy .Ir Bd
CAMOK-N TOWN

(•iiiimout
Vmi Doi'lc
N<iiii)Hi). W ft T
Ueilclca Br<in

CLAI'TON
Kink

raii)|>l>i^ll & 'Wise
Kai'i'V Wulaoii
3 Avfrii I'tlj)

K.\sr HAM
4Vrnikit4lu

I'olli^C.HOii

'Au.iiel & Ai'Diur
'H. it M. KiMlorl

KI>.MONT()N
Kniiiire

Kai>ld i

J ft ,f .Mflvillc

MAM » ICKS.MITH
rulat-e

BairloK Ik ijiudiiiier
JSI.INCiTON

• Blue Hull
. -Isf half (lfi-1«)

B'Vvay B.><. ft Bri'inla

KDINBVRGH
New VIciorU

Irene Mansel
Bo^yal.

Afrlque
Elizabeth Welch
Harold Walden
Joy ft Graham
M ft B. Denlaon
lje"hr ft WJlHe .

2 Schencks
RUTLAND

Irene Mansel
GLASGOW

Devlt'o Denny 3
CastelU'91 AC. Bd
Jay ft Cullen
Navarre
Olsen''s' Sea ' TJons
S.ft M Harrison
Myers ft St John .

KINGSTON
Fjnplre

Gonella's Georgians

Onsion Palmer
Wynne & Kella Co
Al Burnett
Weeken Bi-os
J & B Eden
Artemus
Dawne Sis

IJVKRrOOL
SbakespeMre

Ohas' Kunz
Dawn Davis
Stanley ft Gray Sis
Delvalne's Marloneta
Btlty Russell
Pierrotys
M°& H Nesbttt
Rintfle BrOH ft R

PLYMOUTH
Pala<?e'

'Slag Party'
StanelU
Norman . T..ong
Russell, M'rconl ft M
A ft B Harvey.
Jack 'Wynne

Cabaret Bills

IIEW YOKIC CITt

Don (Jftlavan
2d half (19-21)

Welzoidis
Van Rhyder 3

LEWISHAM
1'alttce

Allan Bros Sc June
Bernardl
3 Canadians
LEYTONSTONR

BinUo
ToUefson
Auslei & Arthur
H. ft M. RIstorl
8HB1>II'.B1>S BUSH

Pavilion
Rawlcz ft Ijnndaut^r

STJUCATHAM
Pnlace

Act- Superb
Bernavdi

TOOTING
Graiia4l:i

Satsuma ft Oiih
McDonald 2 ft Mills
Puddy Drew

'

TOTTKNHAM
. Palacr

Campbell ft Wl.so
Harry Wulsoii
3 Averard.«i
WALTHAMSTOW

Graiinda
Elliotts
Rapid 4
J & J Melville

,
We<!k of Mi' 16

• AUKROKKN I AK Thomas •

Tlroll iDurliaU^ & Kjldiue
iu'k'li'ps Johiifl'n Bd I EHc Btkndolivli

Arrowhead Ian
Irving C4nn Ore
Lee. Russell
Muriel Lane -

.

Baraey ' Gallaat's

Betty Brtwker
3 Mu.sical Rogues

B«r«>l<»(H'B

Jimmy Whalen Ore
Tommy HaiTls Ore
Tnia Ffournoy
Joyce Faye

niu's G«.r 9B'a

Ann Courtney
Spike Harrison
Gus Wickft
Kmmett Cajiey
.Terry White
BMiry LaMarr
Will Ward

.CalieKta

Beth Raborn
Helen Sha-w -

Ruth Wayue
Carol Sis .

3 Rhythm Boys
Caliente Cabelleroa

Chateau Moderae
F McFarland Ore
Consuelo Flowerton
Peggy Strickland

CiareiH«Ht laa
Jolly Coburn Ore

Club Cavalier
Mark Sable Oro
Henry Berman
Jackie Gleason
Sandra. I..andl
Mildred Roselle
Honey ft J 'Wilson

Club IS

G Andrews Ore
Jack White
Pat Harrington
.Terry Blanchard
Frank Ffoeba
Jerry Kruger
.Terl WIthee

Club Gaticlia

Vaccaro'a Orch
Jose Diaz
Trini Plaiia
Uta Mojo*.
Helen vffgU
Dimltrl

Club Mirador
(Boot Gardea)

Buddy Wagner Ore
Jack O.iterman
EdttU Roark
Floria Vestoft
Gaye DIxou
Chlqulta ;.

.Tfta'n VJckers •

RutU Denning

Club Yumnrl
EUseo Gretiet Oro
George Negi-ette
.Txiilo ft Silvia

°

l»orl la Porter
Sarlta Herrera

Jack nentpsey'i

B Carpenter Oro
K! Ciileo

Don Alberto Ore
Carlos MoiUoya
3 Pampero
O'Av.olos ft A
Anton I la Morales
JoHe ft Patricia.
T.HK Uujrecilas
Rolando
<:ien Island Ciisino

N.ve ^iayh<»\v Oro
I'aiolyn Hugrlie.i.
heoter T.udlie

'Hickory llouie

.Toe ^InrMtila Ore

.liiu .Moorclicad
Khv T{ii>ndl

Hickory LtMlge

(LardiuMMii, N. Y.)
Tli'rbci'- Sli'liicr Oi'c
Hal T<.»rry
Aiuiiibelle TK»e

H'lytr'd Kesfaiiranl

Mitclidl Ayrc.s Ore
10 JclcHnick Ore
NTC. Ki>v
.I()'»y Riiy

Hotel AnibuHSiMlor

H:iiiiiin 1(11 niDH Ore
Wlllliuu Al.l»r
Paul Taulmiitn

Hotel Aslor

(Koul Garden)
07,/,le Nel.-»oti Ori^
Al BurU.siUle Ore
Slih'ley l.lo.sd

li-Jthrop Bros
Vlr.q:hila li<?c

'rtrthtjy J)ii|>.oiit

Oi.viii|>lo 3

lltWr) BilliiKtrc

(.tlooiillghl Territce)
|

l-t-^riiie Cuiiiiiilii.'t Or
D'AiK'elii A I'orU'v i

Hotel Eillanh

Billy Swanson Ore
Hulel KMex Houm-
Nat Brandwynne O
Maxlna Tappln
blck Stone
Johntiy Blue
Murray Carun
R J Callman
H«tel Gov. Clinton

Phil D'Arcy Ore
Stuart Jules
ICay Marshall
Dorothy Danli^ls .

Hotel Half Moon
(BrooklyH)

Ken Casey Ore
Bette Carter
Virginia Dare
Betty Williams

Hotel LexlugiAD
Andy lona Ore
Ray Kinney
Meymo Holt

Hotal UvAlpin
(Boot Gnnlen)

J Messner Ore
Jeanne D'Arcy

Hatet Murra.v Hill

(Fanataln Boom)
Joe CappI Ore

'

Nancy Garner
I

H6t«l New Yorker
(Sammer Terrace)
Evelyn Chandler
Boptle ft Lamb

J Variety Boys
CorlUs ft PuImM:
Kathieea Mayo
La Verne Tr
Dlosa Coatetio
Haines, Tate ft a
Aloha

-Hum Paria

Gene Fostllclc Oro
Laurence WliUa
Marlon Pierca
Versatile 3

MarJ'a

Lou Ferris Ore
Tho Oaks

Al Lambs Ore
Tommy layman
Gene Archer

Onyx Club
6 Spirits of Rhythm
MaxlAe ft Janice

VavlUou Boyal
(Valley Stream L.I.)
Delia ft Bill Mack
.Till Denet
Bernlce .Ackermau
Virginia Vaughtin
Cackles O'Neill
Walt Walters
Ann Linn
Danny Beck
"Bergere Sis
Bunny Berrlgan Bil

raradlBa
Jay Freeman Ore
Ann Pennington
Lucille Joh-nson
Andrews Sis
Ruih Daye

Rainbow Grill

C Codolban Ore
Durelle -Alexander
.Helen Myers
lOVHlyii Tyner
C ft L Bonner
Glover ft La Mae

8afbIioiv (tooiB

Al BonalfOa . Ore
Eddie licBaron Oro
Ollvor Wakefleld
Marr Ray ft Naldt
Texas Tommy
Heleo Myers
Dr Sydney Boss

Blvlerii

Mickey Alj>erl Oro
Val Ernie Ore
Kddle Uarr
Allc.» )>«wn
Nick JI<onH: Jr
Kay Picture
Nadlne (5ae
George Prentice
Lou Valera
Ben "Vo'st Collegians

Soaaa rolat Club
Paul Rebucci Oro

Stork Club
Sonny Kendla Oro
Gus Marvel Ore

Snrtslile

(Atlantic Beach)
E MddriKuet'a Ore
Henny Youngman
Don Ragoneiie
Patrlda Gllmore
Harry Rose
Taxora On Green
(Central Park)

Hugh! B .Barrett Ore
Valhalla

Maurice ;Shaw Oro
Klarita
T.orr.'«ine Barrett
Itond Hal

VeraHllie>i

H Rwssenihal Ore
Joe Rodriguez Ore
Irene Beaaley

Wivel
Arllne Whitney

{Continued ti'om pase $3)

wells in Oklahoma. She wired him
abovit it and it was okay with him
if she wanted and the money was
right. When True grew up sh6 also

became part of the act and at pres-
ent is spotted in Billy Rose's Aqua-
cade show at the Cleveland Exposi-
tion.

Since teamed they have played the
worst and the best of them, both
here and abroad. Despite being an

J.^ckle Heller
Donna Dae
Aliearn Bros
Chas- CaiTler

Hotel Stevens
(Cantiaental Roniu)
Carlos Molina
Ruthanla ft M'lc'lm
Frank Payne,

«0« (lub
Billy Carr
Nova Ford
'Boots' Burns

Fitta Reed
Ford ft Burnes

iMCllt Club
Nino Rlnaldo Ore
Frances Williams-
BOna Sedgwick
Wlnsy Manunne '•

Jackson, Mills ft R
MS CiMb

Johnny Kornert
The Dictalor.i
Corlle.s ft Palmer
Mary Jane Dodd

PHILADELPHIA

LOS ANGKLES

Hatal Park Onlral
(Cocounat Grove)

Jerry Blaine Ore
Evelyn Ran
Fred Cameron
Phyllis Kenny
Hetol PeMn»>lrHnin

Tommy Dorsey Ore
Bdythe Wright
Jack Leonard
Allen Storr
3 Esquires
Hotel Piccadilly

Jeno Bartnl Ore

Hotel Pierre

(Roof Garden)
Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel P|n-/a

Win McCune Ore
Pancho Ore
Paul Draper
Neila Goodelle

Hotel Bnosevelt
T.iukovela's Co
Hatol Savnt 'PlnxH

Smile Petti Ore
Russell Swann
Hoiel St:. 4i«nrKC

(Brooklyn)

BU Danl-.'.ig Ore

Huiel St. Morila
(Sky tinrdens)

Hal Richards Ore
Grixha
Carleton ft Juliette

Hotel St, Begin
(VlenneHO Koof)

Jacques Fray Oi'c
A Kasrh T)an''evB
Charles Wh Iters

Holel Tnft

Ceo. Hall Ore
Dolly Dawi» •

Hotel Wahlorf.
Aatnrla

(Starlight Knof)

Guy Loiiibn rdo Ore
Ralph RiitKCrs Oi'C
.Vlari.<tt;n l-'lorts
llRphael

Hotel M'rilhrginn

Ed :Ma.vehofr Oro
tllnimy Kelly's

Lionel l.ftnd Ore
.loa. Capcllo On-
Montmai'lro l{(iyH

I'iM'ler ft Sclinub
.riniiiile Cosfcllo
3 riaymoiids
DHnny IIIk^Ihs

Lnriie

Hiddia D.'ivia Oro
llirudo Oro

1.0 ('ot| KouK'e

irornclo y.Utt Oro
Geo)'g« Sli'riipy

Le iMIriige

Flarry llorlon (>rr

Cugiilta
.Marie Almonte
V AI.ac.NH uirlUiin
Brown's 3 ShiidcK

Leon 9i Rihlle*^*

(1'ugO-I'Mgo Itoom)

T.oii-Mavlln Ore
Kddle Davis.
Billy Re<!d

Ball

Bruz Fletcher
Charles Lawrenca

U«Varl5 ITllshlre

Geo Hamilton Urc

BlIlnMre Bntvl

llrnmy Grler Oro
I/ola ft Lewis
Robert Gately
Hank the Mule
3 Blltmorettes
Delores ft Andre
Dick Webster
3 Rhythm Raarals

Cafe Centnry
Miller ft Mantau
3 Danridge Sis
Coreta
Marie Bryant
Olfvette Miller
M«rcus Slayter
Peter Ray
.Nat Coles
Cedes Ore

'

Cnfo Be' Paree
Ted Dawson Ore
Marfa Monterez
Helen Curtis
T.emare
Caf« Internatioual

Barrett ft Wright-
Ben Pollock Ore
Jennings & Murray
Billy Vine
Caroline Maaon
Beth Wilson
Dick Bennett
Rotis McLean
Dora Dean
Ginger Lynne
IJlly Ann Starr -

Eleanor Troy
Cafe lj« Maze

Wm Hoffman Co^

Clover Cinb
Rob Grant Ore
Helen Thon)pson

Club Hawaii
Hawaiian Ort^

Cncoannt Grove
Edgar Bergen
• 'Uarlie McCarthy
Hal Kemp Ore

FainoM Door
SiuK Smith
t 'ozy Coe
Jonah Jones
Kddle Beal
Hawaiian Paro<1iae

?()1 Brlghla Ore
Sal^ini Tufil Loa
Sol Hoopi
Aggie Auld
Wanda

Diana Toy
Lido

Les Parl;er'.<) Ore
Bob Roberts
Bill Searles
Dolores

l.Utie Club
Jane Jones
Paul Kendall
Helen Warner
Rose Valydn
Tiny Meredith

Omnr''a Onme
George Redman Ore
Elmer
Duvall ft Trcgg
Maxlne Gregory
Jo ft Ann Berkeley
Parlflc Sanaet Club
.M Heaih Ore
Bud ft^Helene
Harriet Htllard
.lune Morgan '.

Buddy La Rue
Palomar

Benny Goodnian Or
Gene Krupa
Betty Van
Tal SInga
Teddy WUson
Lionel Hampton
Clark Fain
Benny Goodman Or
Hudson MetzgevGIs

Pari'* Inn
Pete Contrelll Ore
Oomlnlc Coiumbo
ICen Henryson
Lilllas Gilbert
Jtronlee 'Bros
Henry Monet
Thora MaitlialSnn
:k(arguerlta del Rio
Juan de Martinis

Seven Seas
Lonnle Mclntlre Or
LIty Gibson
Honolulu Dancers
Someraot House

.Tack Owens
Betty Borden

Swing Club
B B B
Clarence Brown
Frank le Galluglier

Topsy'a -

A I Eldredge Oro
The Dea Sisters
.lune Bruner
June Brady
Jilouty Ca.sey
I.ai^na Rica
.Vgnes Johnson

Trocadero
Garwood Van Ore

CHICAGO
Bali-Ball

Billy White Oro
Dancing Dietrlchs
Warden & Dade
Sally Joyce

Blaekbnwk
Jne Sanders

.
P.onald & Ro'bevta
Pete the Newsboy
June Glory .

Cliea Pare*
T.on Holt«
Hplen Morgan
Cioorgie Tapps
Rca dinger 2
Ro.seniary Deertng
l.lllliin Carinpn
Henry Busse Ore

Coloalmtts

BoboTinwley
-Inn Is Andre
Mil .vine DeSI)on
Dorothy Walil
Willie Shoj-e

'

CongreNR llolel
((.'asiuo)

Je.<<.<!e Crawford
Mi'lcn Crawford
( "liM.s Cnrllle
Ri'rnUardt ft O
I )!.•(/., ])on, D ft D
'foniiny Trent
Varisos ft McDowell

Gny OO's

I '(illi>cn

j
i;<«orgi.\ Lucky
I.i'vv King
M iffnon
In.^srid

.i\ili-s Kovit Ore

.Mnrion Miller

I .lack Elkiu.4

Harry's N. V
Cabaret

CliHs Englcs Ore
.l;ii'k Irving

YviMte
'flu'o Troy
.Mildred P.o»>k
.S 'PMri.iians
H, B. B.
Ulder SIS

Palmer Sis
Dorothy John.'jton

Ill-Hat

Burns ft White
Sonl Sliavv
Vivian Proctor
Loria Lorraine

Hotel' BlHOiarcb

(Walnut Room)
Rddie Vai-zn.s Ore
l.iK'io <'l».rcla

Walker i
'J'lin Duano'f
Denn Jlurphy

Holel BreVoort
Dorothy Duval
K»v\ Smith
Ciuniuortoi'e- Duo
Joe Parlato

Driike Hotel
(Gold CoMNt R<»on))

.lack D-'nny Oro
St. JiIoi'IiK Jce Cnr'l
Kit Klfin
Dous-Ih.-) Duffy
Bobby JHcarn

Hotel Kg<lewuter

Bru'-h

(Itoitrd Wiilk)

B.»rni<' Ciinunina Or
j
tJlDria Sutter

! rr .'<iiilth JtHllet
l-lllls Circus
.\'iirthW!iy .M- Danilo
l.HVm're Bros

Holel Lnsnlle

(Blue l'°otfii(aln

ItllOlil)

r.iul .S^l)lln Oro
OiM-oi hy .Mitli-r

ll<»lel i'Hintcr lloiiwe
(Kmpii'M Kooini

Kdil> Dlii'Uin Oi'C
tloJliind i<' 11:11

1

llrufe Tl(»ld'!n
Nllen Ul;ur
.Muj'i l.\ nil

4 Arl.<iit>>'rHt'

.AUlxiii l>.Miyer.i

Hotel Sltpritiun
<< olleKd Inn)

Kr'Uiki-. .M'i.-<| ^M'.-" Oi

Anchorage
Mannn ft Strafford'
E<1 Silverglude
Nyla Taylor
.lohnny Graff Oro
Tr-zy Bellls
Marlon King

Club Arcade
Johnny Coster
(.'OHtcr ft Rich
Helen Winkle
Hill Plumrcy
JeMn Ma.son
Joe Booth
Night Owls Ore

' Arcadia Int'l

Milton Kellem Oro
Bon Renaldo Ore
Mayfair Girls (S)
Kd Sllverglade
I'/zv Tteliis
Holiday ft Clark
Klennnr Bowers
Irjna Bundel
Mario Villa nl
Burton Pierce
Bellevue-Stmtrard
(Plunet Room)

Meyer Davis Oro
Ben ITrnnklln Hotel

(Corn I <^afe)

.Moe JiifTe Oro
Bennj the Buaa'e

Deloyd McKay
'.Muriel Thomas
Sasha Leonott
Fr.'ink Hall
Lee Bartell
Rose ft Ray Lyte
Mayo & Marie

CedarwtKtd Inn
(.HniHga. N. ^.)

Jack Curtis
Bobby K'-HUM
Reds ft Curley
i'larence Mich Oro
Franky Schluth

KmbasNy Club

Don Pedro Ore
Lee Perrins
Helen Heath
Warwick Sis
Joyce Henry
Dorothy Deppin
Willy Lee
Fay Rey
Peggy Butler
Kvergreen CaMno
Henry Way Ore
Billy Faye
Yvonne & Everrett
Barbar Jason
Tom Barry
Kathleen May
Jay King
Hurry <;iyn
.lean Kirk
Ossle Wells

,Plradil1y Boom
Bul^ble.i Shelby
'.Tane Farrer
Kay I-avery
Virginia Young
Nelly Banks
Linda Ray
Peanuts Stewart
.Swing Kings Ore

Hotel Adelplila Roof
Vincent Rlzxo Ore
Harold Knight Oro
John Uppnmnn
Billy. Blake
Hobbln.s Finn
A'era l-'ern

.Mfunso Berg
(Car)yn WnllHCe
.\i(i rli>i'a

li & J Leai>h
(''l> de BHsnpr
l»«nu Ward
Agnes Tolle
Kvan B Konlalne
John Vpmann

I.anibM Tavern
Larry Mpli, Oi'C

Llltle KHiirKkeller

Jack Grlff:n Orc
l)oiolh\' Hai'h

George Scottt
Cleo Valentine
Joe Armstrong
Kahu ft JJePlnto
Pat Perry

' Pierre'B

Manny LaPorte' Ore
Gati^s ft Clali'e
Doris Fields
Betsy. Bain
Jack King

Rltx-Carlton
(Crystal Boom)

Van Levis Oro
Henry Patrick

SI CInh
BUI Fiake Oro
Billie Brill
Brooks S

Gene Osborne
Lloyd Woods
Brown ft Brown
Johnny Magnan

Silver Lake lim
(Clemenlna)

Joe Millkopf Oro
Beth Challis
VanessI ft De Uma
l/ow Hoffman
Carolyn Dyne
'iOlh Century Tavora
Lou Longo Ore
Hazel Harman
20th Ontury Co (.«)

Frankie Hyres
Winstead 3
J ft E Adams

Parrisli -Cafo
Bobby Lee ' Oro
Blanche Saunders
Fata Primera
3 Pariaettes
Chickie Mai'tin Co

(1623 Wnst)
Bubbles Shelby
Kings of Swing Ore
Kay Lavery
Jane Farrar
Linda Ray
Nellie Banks
Virginia Young
Peanuts Stewart
Batkla'a Bathakellor

Agnes Willis
Helene Hart
Leah Sis
Peggy Du Van
Zolley Ramblers Or
'^"'rank PonU

Stamii's Cafe
Bella Belmont
Flo Hulse
Tommy Mills
Marie Little
Jean liS Nolle
Costello ft Corinne

Ylking Tafo
Penn Fay Oro
Lew Foster
Evelyn Barnes
Gene Walters
Jimmy Boiley
Penn Raymond
Ml.'u I..ievounn
Johnny Bellly

Weber's Hot Bran
(Camden)

T.ouls -Chalkin Ore
Ray Miller
T.ane ft Carroll
Benio 'Bros ft Rita
Savllza
Htigo Klee
Sid Golden
(Gregory Quinn ft B
Bldbradinns

Sunset Inn
.\ce Pancoast Ore
Betty ^'allona
Chubby Reed
Al <'ornarg
Beltv Soott
Edith Moul.son
Eavl Shaffer

Peacock tiardens
•Sylvan Hernia li Ore
Yorktowh Tavern
Billy Seln Ore

DETROIT
.ArcHtlSu tiiirdfnK

Lpp WnltPi ? Ore
rur\y 'Balitwln
Hoseniiiry Cnlvin
Ileniy \'an Siecden
.Iciry Tl.c>iiia.><

BloKHoiu Iloulh
Ji'i'ry J(ilins(wi ore
Kin;;*s .1 rl*.t iM-?t.

,\tai'j(iric Whiinpy
Simlor:! * Lorraine
"l'Mn;i A; .1 'l'oi'reiii-«

B»uk-<'iMlillH4' liolel
(CHHino)

Ron T'crry Ore
(halft

I [.-ink Foiul.«h Ore
Club Conllnenlal.

Clilco Jloyi-R' Oi-(j
.I'-ssif I'vnxrii
('nntini'iitnl 3
r.uih .MHi-lIn

K.uhIwimiiI fMirdt^UH

Uudy N'jillop Ore
tariiyNlime Gardens
Saiiiniy Dlliert Ore
liiibp Kiiiith
t'orUy .M('< 'oi'iitii'k

4en'^rN«ni Bcat'b
Phil Levnnt t.>ro

(Jrptchen Lee
Larry Julinsou
Dick Dickson

Oo.sIm
t'harlip Jja/.in Ore
.Annette
.Mailpllue Kaiip
Nichols ft Sylvia
.lo.sfplilne CuiupbHll
Ki'n ("onrov
<'lark ft Curtl.H

J'lunliitloii

Karl Walton Ore
Tpd Blaekinan
Louis Dpppp
1 <'ata ft Fiddle
Miie AWs.
Harvey :i-;thel

Powhuinu
Will Hendpr.Mon Ore
Kelily ft. lOinniclt

SakK
<-.? KavHnagh Oro
Wel>ster Hall Miktel

(<'«N-k<Mtl Grill)

Art Moonev Ore
The Great Hankell
Lola ft. Andre
Wef»itvood Gi<rdeu!«

Horace H^ldt Ore

important factor in show busipess
they have Ifved a life that is com-
parable to the average hard working
American business couple.

According to Chic, show business
of today consists of radio, motion
pictures and legit and is as different
from when they started out 30 years
ago as the mode of automobiles or
anything else. 'Today, an agent
calls you up and tells you he has an
air spot for you. So you immedi-
ately hire a good script writer and
get something that you think will
click on the air waves,' continued
Chic. ' 'You then audition before an
audience of advertising agency execs
who probably agree you have some-
thing. However, one of their" $35 «week pipe-smoking script artists has
a few suggestions to make, revises
the script and they finally tell you
go on this or that program in a guest
spot for about one-fourth of your
established, salary on the next
Fourth of July. That's show busi-
ness today, but I'll take vaudeville
if I can, find any to take,

'Ma (that's Kose) is going with the
Shuberts for this season and I have
developed a new character called
Professor McCupcake that I hope to
sell as a nite club novelty or as a
series of shorts for films.'

The real secret of our; happy
marital status,' chimed in .-Rose, 'is

that we work on a 60-50 basis all the
way. We get along by understand-
ing each other and not by any set
rules. Nagging is out both ways. If
either of us make a boner we realize
it without having to tell each other
about it, which of course obviates
inevitable quarreling. You see, if

I want to play bridge and Chic
wants to play golf we both do as
we please without further con-
troversy, but I always n^anage to get
home a little later than Chic does.
I found that good psychology.'

Both beamed at each other. Chic
wrapped his arms around Ma and
implanted a resounding smack. And
it wasn't stage stuff either. A trace
of tears of gratitude were discerni-
ble in the orbs of each, a sort ol
curtsey to the fates that have been
kind. And all this was in momen-
tary obliviou-sness to the onlookers.

APOLtO, N. Y.

(Continued from page 65)

'April in Paris' number, an all-

around sock that, would credit any

$3 musical. With girls decked out

in blue and pink flowing voil* cos-

tumes, none too cover-uppy, and
spotted on a mirrored staircase, the
effect is electrifying.

Fay and Grant register for guffaws
in 'Matrimonial Tangle,' flanked by
Dorothy Ryan, personable blonde
and good reader. Ditto ior 'Ship-
wrecked,' with Ann Corio in re-

vealing South Sea isle costume as

the dream girl. JWliss Corio makes
previous entrance and contribs hula
dance after creditable buildup with
attractive tropical set and hula-cos-
tumed chorines gyrating to the war-
bling of Jimmy Lewis of 'Blue Ha-
waii,' all of which iells perfectly.

This leads into the bare-facts strip

in a Greenwich Village studio bit,

Lewis as the artist and Miss Corio
doing the take-off in tempo of 'Me
Without You,' vocalized by Lewis.
It's tastefully handled and hit for

desired effect.

Ralph Brown stops the show twice

with some corking hoofology that in-

corporates everything there is m
dancing from taps to anywhere, par-

ticularly socking with his combo
tap, truck, Suzzi-Q and Bib Apple.

Brown is spoted half way down fol-

lowing Miss Renault, who is given

announcement build-up as being a

pocket edition of Irene Bdrdoni, but

with only the Bordoni bang to war-

rant the allegation. She spots trio of

French vocals ih. native tongue but

got her best band on pop chorus^ in

English for finish. The ballet l>ne

gives good account in froggy Pa^a.^^j

dance on toes in follow up, making
way for Grant. Fay and Miss Rya"
in nutty tragedian bit with Grant as

the barnstormer that goaled them lor

laughs, also showing Grant to advan-

tage.

Succe.<Wiion of fast song and dance

numbers space the skits with Miss

Ryan and Jimmy Lewis handling ana

doing okay job. Skits have been

sapolioed in comparison to otnei

weeks and are as effective if not

more so. Good biz Friday night

with plenty of femmes in audience.

Crystal Gardens Reopens Oct. -W

Crystal Gardens in the Ritz Carl-

ton. New York, will reopen Oct. 2.5,

after being closed all summer.
Class spot this coming season will

use name bands and a couple of act,-?,

spotted for two-week engageinenl.-;.

booked by the . French Casino"-'

agency subsid, the International.'
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AMATEUR-PRO
Walter Hart Resigns FTP; 'Shambles

And 'Miracle Higlilight His Letter

Charging that the Federal Theatre

Project is practically a shambles and

that 'every time a play is produced

by it a major miracle has been ac-

complished,' Walter Hart, in charge

of production for the New York sec-

tor, has resigned.

Immediately prior to resigning.

Hart wrote a strong letter to Mrs.

Hallie Flanagan, director of the

project, explaining the situation in

detail, and pointing out the Projecf^s

shortcomings. Hart is a former

Broadway producer and stager andl

has. been with the Project almost

since its beginning, all the time in

an .important executive capacity.

His letter follows:

Dear Mrs. Flanagan:

.When I came into the Federal

Theatre in late January, 1936, it

had not jret produced any play for

public consumption. Within ,a few
weeks after my arrival the first

play was opened and since that

first play, at least 95 others. I

have a right, I believe, to point to

my own skill ,and industry as

prime factors in making possible

this accomplishment. Not only in

matters strictly theatrical but in

those which are primarily admin-
istrative and technical, I, as much
as any other single person, suc-

ceeded in bringing order out of

what then looked' fearfully like

chaos.
' I plunged into this work with
great enthusiasm for the idea of

the Federal Theatre and for its

promise toward the future of the

American Theatre in general.

Along with others I felt that there

could be ho greater service to the

theatre than to accomplish the re-

habilitation of theatrical, people,

jobless and starving because of an
economic condition wholly outside

their control; and at the same time
to establish a Federal theatre of

distinction whiclT might contribute

taste and vitality to the theatre of

America and the world.

Successful Job

How successful this job of re-

habilitation has been perhaps no
one can say, but the theatrical rec-

ord of -the Federal Theatre speaks
for itself. . Although my work in

the theatre is primarily that of a

director, when you asked me to

become one of the executives of
the project I did so and gladly per-
formed the thankless task of woi'k-
irig out.organizational puzzles that
were impeding the progress of the
Federal Theatre. As you are
aWare, I established a system of

supply for the entire project aiid

(Continued on page -78)

Johann's Legit Comeback

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Zita Johann is going east to con-
fer with producers lor the lead in

Broadway stager, 'Madly in Lov6.'

Piece, by Gladys Unger and Mar-
cella Burke, is due for fall presenta-
tion on Broadway.

Equity Gets

Gear Ruling

On Social Sec.

WALTER HUSTON, WIFE

IN NEW COAST PLAY

Santa Barbara, Aug. 17.

Arthur J. Beckhard will star Wal-
ter Huston in a new play, 'Miles of
Heaven,' at the Lobero theatre here
for six performances starting Aug.
30, before going into San Francisco
and then New York.

,
Play is based on the life of Wil-

liam Herschel, astronomer. Nan
Sunderland (Mrs. Huston) and Bar-
bara O'Neil are also in the cast.

Dorfman's 2 Plays
Nat N, Dorfman, publicist, has-

completed a new comedy, 'Don't Lose
Your Nerve,' which will reach pro-
auction in forthcoming season by
new producing firm.
Walter Abel, currently in pix, is

reported interested in another play
by Dorfman, 'Great Geniu.s,' with
v/hich he may return to legit in
J^ovember if picture conimilnicnts
permit.

Actual money, when paid as

wages, is not the sole basis on which

security social . payments are made,

according to a decision handed to

Equity' by Washington. Actors' as-

sociation had asked for clarification

arid was told, among other things,

that clothing, lodging, goods, etc.,

must be included in computation of

salary. 'They are part of compen-
sation,' ruling is, 'and a fair and rea-

sonable value must be placed on
them and must become subject to

the tax.'

Traveling expenses, however, are

not taxable, unless at a flat rate and
not accounted for via expense ac-

counts or vouchers. Officers of cor-

porations, whether or not on salary,

are considered employees for the

purpose of taxation. Wages paid

during sick leave, vacations or on
dismissal, are taxable.

Any employer (manager) who em-
ploys eight or more persons on each

of 20 ' calendar days during any
calendar year, each day being in a

different calendar week, is liable to

the tax. Same persons do not have
to be employed during that period,

nor do the hours of employment
have to be the same.

'Home Sweet Harlem/

All-Colored Play, Geo.

. Abbott's Next on B'way

'Brother Rat' will begin its road

tour at the Playhouse, Providence.

Sept. 6, after winding up metro-

politan run at the Biltmore, N. Y..

previous Saturday.

With nothing definitely set to fol-

low 'Rat' at the Biltmore, it is not

unlikely house will remain dark and
be utilized for George Abbott's first

production of new season, 'Home
Sweet Harlem,' play with music by
Bernie Angus, enlisting all sepia

cast, which is due for spotting at

Biltmore early in October. Cirker

and Bobbins will design the five .set?

for the show.

PURGE COMING

Possible Ousting of Hallie

Flanagan Mentioned-^
Where'* Farnsworth? —
William Stahl's Resigna-

tion and Why— New
Bosses on All Sides

Mort Lewis on Tollies'
Mort Lewis has been signed to

srrjpt .sketches for the new 'Zieafeld
f^ollies.'

Ja also active as a radio wriler, do-
ir\K Ihe Pick and Pat show, among
ethers.

'

Brazilian Legit Star

For BVay 'Happiness'
Rio de Janeiro, Aug. 8.

Rarely does Brazilian talent have

a chance to be known outside of

national boundaries, but an excep-

tion is going to be made when Dul-

cina de Moraes, one of the most

prominent local actresses, appears
opposite Nils Aslher on Broadway
next fall.

Together with her partner, Odil-

; Ion de Azevedo, .she has been tour-

{

ing Ihe United States for the past

five months. In one of her letters,

ybe slates that the contract has al-

v^ady been agreed upon, depending
only on. questions linked with the

rights cif the story, 'The Happiness
of Love,' by Louis Verneuil, French
dramatist.

STAGE UNION ANGLE

Washington, Aug. 17.

Renewed controversy, threatening

to wind up in another amateur -ver-

sus _professional fight, has broken
out between sorcalled 'visionary' and
'practical' factions running the Fed-

eral Theatre Project. Personnel

changes already ordered and under

consideration hint another row over

the policies and conduct of the relief

(enterprise.

Infiltration of little theatre en-
thusiasts, combined with closer su-
pervision by Works Progress Ad-
ministration chieftains, has caused
grave concern about the future of
the program and started speculation
oyer possible ousting of Hallie Flan-
agan. Future is complicated by ap-
parent indications that union forces
are backing the potential purge.,

Maneuvers to shift control,

launched a month ago when Mrs.
Ellen Woodward, director of all arts

projects, consolidated conduct of the

theatre program with the writing,

(Continued on page 79)

'Faces,' Not 'Men,' Will

Be Sfflman's 1st Show

Leonard Sillman has shuffled his

plans again and will do a new ver-
sion of 'New Faces' as his first for
the new season, instead of the book
musical, 'Calling All Men.' Latter
was tested in Denis, Mass., and will

be revised before going out again,

'Faces' is now in process of casting

and will go into rehearsal as soon as

show's lineup is settled, probably
next week.

Margaret Mansfield, Stock Operator,

Despairs of Its Future But Thinks

That Pictures Should Take It Over

White's Book Musical

George White is back in town
busying himself with plans for a

new book musical, 'Models Pre-
ferred.'

White is lining' up cast with piece

scheduled to go Into rehearsal next
month.

LEVENTHAL IN

N.Y.NABE

SPREAD

Jules Leventhal may ' add two

more theatres, locally, to his Atlan-

tic coast subway chain by acquisi-

tion of the Majestic theatre, Brook-

lyn and Windsor theatre, Bronx,

N. Y. t)eal for the two houses is

not complete yet, but likely to go

through.

Leventhal has been reported after

the Bronx house for some time,

feeling that the heavily trafficked

Fordham Road area is a lucrative

spot. Theatre is one of the biggest

old-time legiters in N. Y., but has

been a grind film house for several

years.

Brooklyn house had been occu-

pied by the Federal Theatre Project
before present idleness. Inexpen-
siveness of the Leventhal shows
makes it possible to turn profit at a

low gross. Success of his five other
nearby houses is prompting the ex-

pansion- in N. Y.

Now operating are the Garden
Pier, Atlantic City; Convention
Hall, Asbury Park, N. J.; Embassy,
Portchester, N. Y.; ' B r i g h t o n,

Brighton Beach, N, Y,, and Empire,
Providence, R, I.

By BOB POSEY
Mt. Gretna, jPa„ Aug. l"?.

Venturing the assertion that one
week in st^ck does a player more
good than 10 Broadway roles,

Margariet Mansfield, diminutive boss
of .what is perhaps America's last

self-sustaining stock co,, sticks to the

ship and looks for a way to revive

the rapidly passing institution.

Admitting that talking pictures

gave stock the kick in the trousers
from which it will probably never
recover completely, Miss Mansfield
now looks to the films for the blood
transfusion,

'Producers,' says Miss Mansfield,
'might take a tip from organized
baseball. Stock would make an ideal

'minor league' where new players,

who seem to h^ve possibilities, might
be farmed out for a season of hard-
ening and polishing.'

Versatility

Miss Mansfield thinks such a pro-
gram would be beneficial in that it

would help, 'not only In turning out
more capably acted pictures, but
would equip the producers with, a
more versatile acting staff.

'Another important angle,' she
adds, 'is that stock training would
go a long way toward eliminating
the present system of 'typing' actors.

*No one has any idea how much
real talent is lost and how many
really fine actors are never de-
veloped, simply because they are
spotted in their earliest efforts as

the 'gangster type,' the 'reporter

type' the 'comedy maid type' and so

on. Having been typed, they never
get a chance at any other kipd of a
part and frequently real ability is

uncultivated, A season in stock, in

which a picture possibility is re-

quired to play a dozen different plays
in as many different types of parts

would n^ake hin^ sufficiently ver-

( Continued, on page 74)

Group Theatre Undergoing Reorg;

0 4 Plays on Co-op Basis

Group Theatre is undergoing com-

plete reorganization, but expects to

get started on a hefty schedule of at

least four plays by about October.

When thoroughly revamped, organ-
ization will be 100% co-op, with
actors and other personnel sharing
from the first dollar,.

Final details of the new setup await
the return to New York of Harold
Clurman. director, who is on the

Coast for Waller Wangcr. He is due
back about the end of this month
and will go into immediate conclave
with Luther Adler. Micha^l Bohnen,
Jules Garfield and .several other
momberK of the organization, picking
the first play at the same time.

Quite a number of the Group
members and staff will be out when
the final details are ironed out.

Cheryl Crawlord and Lee Stra.ss-

berg, director.^ are on their own now
as a producing firm. They, with
Clurman. pr<>viou."<]y oompfisod the
directors' council, picking plays ap<l

generally being in charge of pio-
diiction details. They al.so were in

charge of splitting up of coin previ-
ously. Organization, although always
co-op, was thus managed by this

trio, with .salaries, etc., and extra
monry.t .stored awa.v aguin.st the
fuluie.

Stella Adler, of tht gioup'.s acting
company, is . now on the Coast at

Major Pictures, Where .she will stay

as Stella Ardler. Several other mem-
bers of the acting company will be
out, some in picture.';, some on their

own, details of this, not being clear
yet, nor until the bugle blows for re-

as.sembly, all actors having been told

they could do what they wi.sh in the
interim. Jules Garfield has already
notified his co-workers on the Group
that he will return the minute he is

wanted. He is currently handling
the lead in 'Having Wonderful Time,'
Lyceum, N, Y., but his contract there
carries a clau.se stipulating that he
can quit any time he wi.shes. Morris
Carnov.sky, another leading member
of the Group now in Hollywood for
pictures, is al.so expected to return.
There .will also be a number of

new acting member.s, chief among
them probably Frances Farmer, from
rilm.s. Clurinan will direct, but the
Group may bring in outside directors
for a play or two, if and when
needed.

Sea.son will probably open with a

new Clifford Odets play, 'Golden
Gloves,' reputedly dealing with the
life of Lou Amber.s. Other plays
which the Group has tentatively
.scheduled and from which the sea-
son's program will be picked, are:

'The Old Folks at Home' by Sam.son.
Raphaei,son; 'Lincoln Highway' by
Aben Kandel; 'Quiet Setting' by
Irwin Shaw.

'SHOW IS ON' AGAIN

FOR 4-6 WEEKS IN N.Y.

'The Show Is On,' which suspended
over the summer, will re-light the
Winter Garden, N. Y„ Sept, 19, for a

four to six weeks additional run be-

fore going on tour. Comedy will

be augmented by addition of Chic
York and Ro.se King, with Mi.ss King
takins over the former Beatrice Lillie

assignment as well as working with
York in their standard 'Tin-Typos.'
There may be several other changes
in personnel before show goes into

reheaisal, but those who will defi-

nite stay are Willie and Eugene
Howard and Mitzi Mayfair.
Bee Lillie, Bert Lahr and Reginald

Gardiner, formerly with the musical,
have withdrawn because of jpictur'j

commitments on the Coast.

Showwindow Play Preem

'Here's Hopin,' comedy by G. Lip-
kind, will be given a sh'owwindow
preem at the Penthouse Playhou.se
of the Villa Venice, N. Y., Aug. '26,

under direction of Jerbn Crisv.'ell,

Mitchell Kaplan figuring as pro-
ducer.
Cast is headed by Marguerita

Sylva, opera and concert arti.ste and
al.so includes her daughters, Daphne
and Marita. as well as Lou5.se
Howard. Bob Mcllwaine, William
Lord. Walter Clark and Stanley
Sehfcftel.

PhiJiips, Barratt Form
New Production Combo

Rufus Phillips and Watson Barratt
have formed a legit producing part-
nership and .set a new comedy,
'Jean,' as their initialer. Firm po.sted

Equity bond this week.
Piece goes into rehearsal the latter

part bl' this week and will be spotted
at the Longiicre, N. Y.
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SMerts Are Only American Legit

Prods. Who Could Make PirandeDo

Famous, They Claim in N.Y. Suit

Shuberts are responsible for Luigi

Pirandello's reputation in America,

They are, in fact, the only ones ca-

pable of giving such a buildup to one

ao comparatively unknown as the

late Nobel Prize winner. At least

that is the producers' clciiiti, con-

tained in an answer to injunction

proceedings brought in N. Y. Su-

pr4?ne Court by the Pirandello es-

tate.

Obiect Of the suit is to restrain the

Shuberts from 'interference with the

rights^ of the estate of the Italian

playwright. Action, to. be heard to-

morrow (Thursday) before' Judge
Steuer, in New York, is intended to

clear the estate'i rights to the plays,

which the claims of the Shuberts

have left in the air,

iVceording to the suit, the Shu-
berts signed . a contract with Piran-

dello in 1930, under the terms of

whitji the author was to turn over

four plays. Two plays, *As You De-
sire Me- and 'Tonight We Improvise,'

were handed over arid accepted by
the producers. Third play, 'The

Giant of the Mountain,' was turned

oyier by the playwright, but was not

accepted by the Shuberts, who now
plaim they never received it. Shu-
bert firm having gone into bank-
tuptcy about that time, with the Irv-

ing Tru$t Co. appointed receiver,

Pirandello never wrote (tthe idurth

play, *When You Are Somebody.'
Want Tw* M*re

Shuberts now claim the estate

' Owes them two plays ahd assert they

have the right to select any pair

they want. According to Sidney IL
Fleischfer, attorney for the Piran-

-rdelio estate; public announcements
by the Shuberts that they own the

. American rights to ^all Pirandello's

. works have kept seV^eral other pro-

liucers from doing the shows, for

fear of putting themselves open to

punitive legal action. An instaijce.

of jtjjf^,. the attorney. claims, is 'Ttp-

varsi,'^ which Gilbert Miller wanted
to {HTOduce,. but which he dropped
when warned by the Shuberts. Es-
tate hopes to dear up the matter by
this injuhetioa action.

In their answer, signed by J. J.

Shubert, the ^producers claim their

motive in signing the contract with
Picandelto" was to build up the
Italian playwright, who they say was
unknown in thi* country at that

time, by means of their 'prestige'

and the theatres and facilities in
thetir control. ' Freres would have
had.no other motive for the buildup,

their answer says, except the pros
pective right to Pirandello's future
output.

Answer?
According to Fleischer, • the Shu

bert rights under the contract ap-
plied only to the four plays specified

Furthermore, the attorney
, says, Pi-

randello's agreement was with the
* Shuberts, not with the Irving Trust
Co, or any other receiver. Fact that
the Shuberts went into bankruptcy,
Fleischer argues, in effect cancelled I

Pirandello's deal. Producei-s not
only have no rights to all the Piran-
deUo works, but haven't the rights !

to any of them, he. declares.
jNumber of Pirandello plays ace in-
'

volved in the suit, which names the
\

Shuberts and the Select Theatres
j

Corp, as defendants. Understood ne- !

gotiations with several producers for
\

the Italian's works, pending the out-
'

come of this suit, will be resumed :

if the estate's rights are cleared.

!

Action was first started last Deeetu-
ber, but was dropped when Piran-

:

dello died, llesumed again when the :

probate proceedings were finished in
Italy.

Memorial for Cohans

George M. Cohan has arranged for

a solemn high memorial mass in

memory of his motiier, father and
sister.

Service will be held at Church of

the Blessed Sacrament, West 71st

St., N, Y., Aug. 26, at 10 a.m. This
marks 20th anniversary of the death
of Jere J. Cohan, hia father. His
mother, Helen F, Cohan, died Aug.
26, 1928,, and his sister, Josephine
Cohan Niblo, on July 12, iai6.

(^CONNOR SUES T01TEN;

-NO STRAWHAT PAYOFF

An echo of Joseph Byron Totteh's"

recent strawhat fiasco will be heard
in the small . claims court, Aug, SCL

where he is being haled' by Edward
Hayden O'Connor, former general
manager, for a back salary claim
of $35.

0'Connor*s claim is for services

rendered as manager-p.a. of Totteh's
Broadway Players^ strawhat ven-
ture at Barn Theatre, Lower Pawka-
tuck, Conn., which blew after eight

shows some weeks back.

Troupe was non-Equity and en-
aged on room and board guaran-

tee, with a small percentage if any-
thing came in, which it didn't.

O'Connor also had a similar chow
and pad arrangement, plus salary,

which he claims he didn't get.

Totten wsis in court a year or so

ago on an alleged Broadway play
which had a sad end in Jackson
Heights.

Name Dramatists

5th Anni Festival For
Barter, Abingdon, Aug. 23
For fifth anniversary of Barter

Ttieatre, Abingdon, Va,, Robert Por-
terfield will present a dramatic
festival of seven productions, run-
ning from Aug. 23 to 31. Will in-

clude tryouts of three new plays,

three previous successes and a
Shakespeare tragedy.

'Private Lives' will be given Aug.
23, with Fred Lawrence and Mar-
garet Swope. Tor Charity,' a new
farce-melodrama by Sydney Carter,

will.be given Aug. 24, with Paul
Yost, Gary Mohr and Lydia Perera.
'Patrick Henry,' a new historical

play by Jamie Heron, will be given
Aug. 25, with David More and the
author. 'Sun Up,' with Robert Por-
terHeld, will be given Aug. 26 and
27, 'The Petrified Forest,' will be
given Aug. 28, with John Cromwell
and Lydia Perera. 'The Long Night,'

a new mystery play' by Frederick
Jackson, will be given Aug. 30 with
Paul Yosy and John Dickens. 'Mac-
beth' will wind up the festival Aug.
31, with John Crpmwell and Mar-
garet Swope,' •'

Theatre doing 'Fly Away Home,*
with Fred Lawrence and Margaret
Swope, currently and continuing
through Saturday (21).

Name playwrights expected
to return to Broadway the com-
ing season, although absent for

at last one season or more, in-

clude:

*Marc Connolly
*Max Marcin
•Laurence Stallings

^Herman J. Mankiewicz
Valentine Davies
"^Reginald Lawrence
Rachel Crothers
*Clare Kununer
•Owen Davis
•Martha. Madison
Irving Caesar
Melvin Levy
S. N. Behrman .

•Clifford Odets
•Aben ^Candel
Jules Eckert Goodman
Rita Weimah
•Zona Gale
•Louis Weitzenkorn
A. E. Thomas
•Ben Hecht
•Sidney Howard
"'Francis Faragoh
•Robert Sherwood
Philip Dunning
•John Emerson-Anita" Loos

(*f7idicatcs Hollywood had
'em the past year or two.)

(Continued from page 1)

FTPSETSFALL

PUY SCHEMLE

With process of elimination via

pink slip route and alien dismissals

having been adjusted, the Federal

Theatre Project of the WPA in New
York is busying itself with a late

complement of plans, including sev-

eral new productions and a revivaL
'Trial of-Dr. Beck,' product of the

New Jersey unit of the Federal The-
atre Project,' relighted Maxine El-

liott's, New York, last week and
is scheduled to remain until Sept' 13.

'Swing It' colored musical, will

stick at the Adelphia until Sept. 13

to be followed on Sept. 15 . by 'A
Hero is BorUr' fantasy by Theresa
Helburn. Miss Helburn is manag-
ing director of Theatre Guild, N. Y.

'Horse Play,' children's play by
Dorothy Halpem and produced by
sepia unit of FTP, will relight the

Lafayette, in Harlem, on Aug. 30,

In addition to the above men-
tioned, the. FTP will revive John
Howard Lawson's .'Processional,*

which is tentatively scheduled to fol-

low 'Dr, Beck* at the Maxine Elliott,

Whodunit Tryout

For Greenwich Village
'Murder Sails at Midnight,' who-

dunit by Kurt»- Gordon, will be
given production via American Show
Shop, Inc., of which Ruth Putnam
Mason is managing director.

Miss Mason, who operated a similar

gi'oup at Covent Garden, London,
will spot this one at the Cherry
Lane, Greenwich Village, N. Y., in

September, following run of 'That

Rib of Adam,* current there.

'Murder' will be first of a group of

four plays to be done by the Show
Shop group there, with each sched-
uled for four-week runs and those
showing lasting stamina to be moved
uptoiwn.

lipped Special Train Rates Another

StuHiblii^ Block for Road Shows

Wichita Season
.

Wichita, Kas., Aus. 17.

'Tobacco Road' will dpen the road-
show season here on Nov. 2. accord-
ing to William Floto, local iiniJie-

sario.

Other shows scheduled for the

season are: Nov, 8, 'Tovarich*; Nov.
25, TalluUah Bankhead in 'Anthony
and Cleopatra'; Dec. 2, Robert Moiit-

omery in 'Merely Murder'; Dec. 9,

'Ziegfeld Follies'; Dec. 14. 'Room
Service'; Jan. 1, Billy Rose's 'Show
of Shows'; Jan. 24, 'Fredericka'; Feb.

6. Maurice Evans in 'King Richard
ll'; Mar. 7, 'The Women'; Apr. 2:J.

KelAO Halves in 'Victoria Regina;

Although the railroad companies,

in recent conclave, decided not to up
the baggage car maximum at this

i.irne. thus aiding traveling road

shows, legit showmen, claim that
they are being nicked by choo-choos
in a different manner. The newly
irksome matter is as regards special
trains, for which service tlie roads
now want more money than they've
henn getting.

Couple of years ago, when the
road.s were fighting the depresh on
all sides, they were delighted to ar-
range a special train for 50 fivst-cla.ss

tickets; which amounted to approxi-
mately $1.80 per mile revenue.
When Ned Alvord. laying out a
roule'Cor traveling Billy Rose show
in the Fall, began inquiries several
weoks aijo, however, he was in-

formed by a major eastern railroad
lihe that the rate had been upped
and that a minimum of 150 interme-
diate fares, or the equivalent there-
of, will be required for a special
train.

New status means that the roads
want approximately $3 a mile for
the service, which is pretty ex-
pensive for traveling shows and
which may cramp such travel con
siderably. In the east it is not so
important, as regular train service
can generally be used to get around,
but in the far west and on the Coast
it is practically impo.s.sible to tour
via regular train schedules, legit
men aver, making special trains a
necessity, and, at $3 a mile, it is

likely to be the final nail in the dot-
lln of touring road show.s, they p^-r,

si St. ' •

'

to prove to the boya that the

money's around. Also to prove that

such shows as have been done in the

past two seasons have maide more

profit per performance for the play-

wrights than ever before. This was

especially pointed Up to the dramia-

tists on the Coast, who have turned

themselves over largely to motion

pictures. Come on home, was the

general thesis, there's gold on

Broadway as well as in them thar

Beverly Hills.
[

According to the Guild, the young

fellows are doing quite all right on

the street; it's the old and experi-

enced hands who are missing. Al-
though there were less plays on
Broadway last season than the sea-

son before, the Guild points out, the

percentage of hits \yas bigger and
the pei-centage of profits was bigger.

But the real point seems to be that

the youngsters or unknowns were
around in sufficiency while the

older hands wei-e absent. There was
a dearth of 'new plays by name play-

wrights, and that is what is blamed
for the reduction in. the number of

plays.

And, from present Indication, it

looks like the call has been heeded.
There will be more old-time names
on the credit sheets than have been
seen in, years; in fact, it may look

like old home week if a lot of newer
and younger authors don't fill up the
gaps—as they probably will;

• Owen Davis' Quartet
It Is likely that Owen Davis will

be the most prolific playwright of

the new season, which, at his age
and with his sock background, is

something to think about. He had
no plays on the board last season,

but this coming season finds him-
likely to be represented four times.

He is co-author with Laurence Statl-

ings of . 'Virginia,' readying at the
Center theatre; he Is co-author of

Authors Missing in '36

Name playwrights missing
from Broadway last season, al-

though present the season be>
fore, were:

•Sidney Howard
*C>wen Davis
*S, N. Behrman
•Clifford Odets
Laurence Reilly
Lynn Riggs
Rachel Crothers
•2loe Akins
•Arthur Richman
•Sam and Bella Spewack

(represented, however, by a
previous season's holdover).
•Robert Sherwood (repre-

sented by a two-year-old adap-
tation 'Tovaritch').

Philip Dunning (whose solo

try 'Ali Baba' folded on the
road prior to Broadway).

Absent for two seasons were:

•Marc Connolly
Edward Childs Carpenter
George Middleton
Eugene O'Neill
Elmer Rice
Rita Weiman
A, E. Thomas
•Austin Strong

(^Represents that Hollywood
influence.)

another musical, 'Yippi,' which the
Shuberts have listed; he collab-
orated with Arthur Train on a
piece called 'Mr. Tutt Comes Home'
and he is. author of a play called
'Reno.' Both the latter are on the.

Max Gordon list. 'Virginia,' rnen-
tioned above, incidentally, also will
bring back to the Broadway boards
the name of Laurence Stallings,

missing for some time.
S. N. Behrman, another name

playwright in the non-productive
class last season, is another busy
gent now, with a likelihood of three
productions the coming sea.son. He
will be represented by 'Amphy-
trion 38,' adaptation from the
French for the Theatre Guild; Nor-
man Bel Geddes is holding his re-
write of Walter Phylo's 'The Rugged
Individualist,' and he expects to
have a new play of his own. untitled
yet, for the latter part of the Guild
season.

Max Marcin. who hasn't been
around in years, is on two produc-
tion lists, an untitled new play of his
own for Crosby Gaige. and co-au-
thorship with Conrad Seller of 'Cen-
.sored' on the A. H. Woods program.

Marc Connolly, who produced a
play last season, but hasn't had any-
thing of his own on Broadway for
some time, will have a new comedy
fantasy, as yet untitled, under hia
own production (with Bela Blau»,
and an adaptation of a French play]
'Dame Nature,' by Mirabeau, for the
Theatre <;uild.

Those Mankiewicz boys, who've
been chained to Hollywood for some
time, are novf listed for Broadway,.
Herman has a play, 'The Meal
Ticket,' on the Richard Aldrich ik

Richard Myers list, while Joe has
'Two Other People' pn Cheryl Craw-
ford & Lee Strasberg schedule.
Valentine • Davies, who wrote

•Keeper of the Keys' in 1933, has an
untitled play on Arthur Hopkins'
list. Same producer has scheduled
'Late Spring' by Reginald Lawrence.

Crotbers, ICnramer,. Vt At.

Rachel Crothers will do a come-
back after a" couple of seasons with
'Siisan and God,' which John Goldeu.
is producing.

Clare Kummer is doing the
American adaptation of 'Three
Waltzes,* musical, tor the- Shuberts.

Irving Caesar has a musical, 'My
Dear Public,' readying for Courtney
Burr. Which will mark a Broadway
return for that producer," too, in-

cidentally.

Melvin Levy, absent last year, has.

a
' play, 'The Democrats' listed by

Cheryl' Crawford arid Lee' Strasberg.
The late Somersjet Mjaugham 'will

be represented, viai a production oC
'Theatre,' in adaptation by Helen
Jerome, to be produced by Richard
de Liagre.

Clifford Odets, the white-haired
boy of two seasons ago» expects ' to

have his new play 'Golden Glovas*
produced by the Group Theatre.
Aben Kandel, who has been Holly-

wooding for .some years, is polishing

'Lincoln. Highway' for the Group.
Jules Eckert Goodman will return

via 'Many Mansions' which he wfota
-iri collaboration with his son, Eckert
Goodman, and which John tCirklaud

expects to produce.
Zona Gale has a new play, 'Afraid

t« Marry,^ which Brock Pembertou
will produce if he can find the right

cast,

Louis Weitzenkorn expects to

brave Broadway again with 'Burglaf
Strike.' Sam Rosen is listed as tha

producer.
A, E, Thomas Is a strong name for

the list. He's adapting a novel,

'Merely Murder,' by Georgett*
Heyer, Rowland Stebbins will pr>»
duce with Robert Montgomery star-

ring.

Hecht and Howard
Ben Hecht will give the boyj

something to talk about by the first

play on his own in years. To Quito

and Back.' Theatre GuUd is produc-
ing.-

Sidney Howard was so busy de-

fending the jDramatists Guild last

season that, he didn't write any
plays. The Gjuild will do his 'Ghost

of Yankee Doodle' this season.

Francis Faragoh hasn't be«rt rep-

resented with a. play for move years
than he likes to remember. Theatre
Wnion is plotting his 'Sun Up to Suu
Down' now.

Rita Weiman was one of the

strongest Broadway name.*? but has

stuck to fiction for some time. She
has adapted Mildred Cram's novel

'Beauty,' and Alex Yokel "hopes to

produce it pronto.
Also there is a chance that Sidney

Howard may have a second play

ready. Robert E, Sherwood also is

pretty sure he'll have a new play

finished along about Dei;eml»er.

Philip Dunning is practically fin-

ished with a new script and John
Emerson and Anita Loos are just

about ready to start typing * uevv-

play manuscript.

Summer Theatre^s

(NEW PLAYS THIS WKEK/
'At Your Service,' Mary Yi)uni4

Theatre, Centerville, Mass..

By the Beard,' Lake Tarletoa

Club, N. H.
'Dam Deborah,' Caps Playhouse,

.Dennis, Mass.
'Double Exposure,' Theatr.J-by-

the Sea, Matunuck, R. I.

'Greatness Comes to th« Mar
Keene, N, H.

'Jason's Journey,' New ',:.!>tt!)()ii.

N, H.
'Let's Laugh Again,' Niptnuf: f*;*' *^

Theatre, Milford, Mass.
'The Prodigal Father. L^kiwxl

Theatre, Skowhegan, Me.
'The Nuremberg Egg,' Surrv. Wrf-

'The Inconstant Moon.' C .irf'MO Tiuy-

atre. Newport, R, I.

'The Trunk/ Inn The^<

JafTrey, N. H.
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Inside Stuff-Legit

Postponement of the sale of possible rights to the shoves which the late

Flo Ziegfeld produced caused some surprise in certain Broadway spots.

Latter are skeptical that there are any actual rights remaining, and the

knock-down price of $7,500—no bid under that figure to be accepted—is

regarded as liberal. So many others were concerned with the attractions

that 2iegfeld's actual share appears to be unfixed. .

'

However, at the request of five authors and composers, administrator-

WWiam S. Coffey postponed the sale, dated for last Thursday (3), until

Sept. 29. Writers telegraphed Coffey from the coast, saying they' wished

to protect their interests. Those who made the request are Jerome Kern,

Irving Berlin, Sigmund Homberg, Osc^r Hammerstein; 2d, and Rudolf

Friml.- Possibility of some purchasers securing nuisance claims is the

main reason why the authors wish to be on hand, or be represented.

Curious to Broadway is the sudden silencie on the part of so-called radi-

cals within Equity. Youngsters who formerly made up a definite group

for hollering purposes have not been heard from for soflie time,
.
although

it is known that they are by no means sitting back and out of the picture.

With the new reorganization in the aqtors' body, it was taken for granted

the youngsters would step in and try to solidify their position. They're

not doing so, largely because they prefer to wait and see what happens.

Mrs. Holt, who may come back to Equity in a chief executive position, is

in the curious position of being favored by both the radical and old-

guard, elements, with both sides waiting to see whether or not . she will '

accept the bid or stay in her present Ft. Worth, Texas, home.

Producer of a strawhatter in Connecticut has put himself in the ashcan

with the dramatic editor of a New York daily for failing to pay off the

latter's wife on two weeks' publicity work. While the amount involved

is only $50 and incidental expenses, the matter will be taken to court un-

less the cowbarn boss forks over. Lady was hired for the season, but

was let o\it after two weeks and no payoff. Hubby claims it's a matter

of principle and he'll spend more than the $50, if necessary, to collect.

Fred (Sy Manly, Wall Street barrister, is reported financing, as well as

having, authored 'That Rib of Adam,' poetic comedy which bowed in this

week (i6) at the Cherry Lane, Greenwich Village, N. Y.

Aside froih the cast, show has a considerable nut, with settings by Yel-

lenti and specially designed costumes. Theme is allegorical, with a Garden

of Eden setting.

'Secret Heart,' French, play by Yvan Noe, tested at a strawhat at New-
port, R. I., week of July 27, is not a translation, as claimed in the pro.iiram

credits, but a free adaptation by Blythe Parsons and Agnes Morgan. Titled

'Christian* in the original.

John Golden has be«n assembling Joe Laurie, Jr.'s 'Lefty' letters in

Variety with an eye to possibly making a play out of it.

One-Week Date Test

iFor Musical Circuit

On Cut-Rate Basis

Showing of Arthur Fisher's revival

of 'Irene' at the Hershey theatre,

Hershey, Pa,,' last week, was a test for

possible creation of a circuit down
through the central eastern states,

according to the booker.

Vaude booker has turned his eye

to the iPennsy territory as likely to

support six to eight weeks Of inex-

pensive road shows of musical va-

riety. There are no other dates set

thus far.

Second of the series, 'New Moon.'

which is on a straight sale basis to

the Hershey theatre, will open Sept.

2. It is planned to offer a new show
every other week with a week's lay-

off in between.
Scheme is similar to that of Jules

Leventhal's in that the shows are in-

expeinsive all around. Light trans-

portation, minimum salaried casts

and lightweight production make a

profit possible. Fisher claims.

ENGAGEMENTS
Cele McLaughlin, Arra Gully, Paul

Metcalf, -Peter Engle. Miriam Phil-
lips, Mary Esherick, Harry Slieppard,
'Penny Wise,' Hedgerow Theatre,
Moylan-Rose Valley, Pa. (Full cast.)

Frances Farmer, Phillips Holmes,
'Petrified Forest,' Westchester Play-
house, Mt. Kiscp, N. Y. .23).

Clarence Derwent, Eugenie Leon-
tovlch, 'Romance,' We.stchester Play-
house, Mt. Kisco, N. Y.
Richard Bonneville, 'Yes, My Dar-

ling Daughter.'

Osgood Perkins, Paul McGrath,
Edith Atwater, Mildred Wall, 'Susan
and God.'

Rex Ingram, 'How Come Lawd.'
Marion Green, Eddie Garr, 'I'd

Rather Be Right.'

Leo G. Carroll. Francis Pierlot,
Between the Devil;'

Judy Starr, Veloz and Yolanda,
Jackie Williams, 'Follies.'

Peggy Bancroft. Frank De Witt,
Tom Tempest, Valia ValentinofT,
Virginia.'

Rosine Denean, 'French Without
Tears.'

Frances Starr, Sliano Bra7«iotti.
Queen Was in the Parlor,' " Play-
house, Ogunquit. Me.
Marguerita Sylva, Loui.se Howard,

Manta and Daohne Sylva, Bob Mc-
Ihvame, William Lord. Walter
Clarke, Stanley Scheftel, 'Here's
Honing,' Villa Venice, N. Y.
Helen Brooks, .Alexander Clark,

^-lizabeth Young, Ga;j.o Clarke, Lewi.s
Martm, Edmund Geor.£;e. Ellen Hall,
Upbert Alien. Richard Abcrt. "To-
ni,!;ht at 8:30.' .Berki^hire P-- ^'hou.se,
Stockbridge, Mass.

CLARE BOOTH'S 'BOYS'

FOLLOWS HER MEN'
Clare Booth, who authored 'The

Women,' has completed a new com-

edy, 'iKiss the Boys Goodbye,'

skidded as Max Gordon's first in

new season.

Gordon is expected to cast the

piece week after next before planing

to the Coast to o.o. a new legit

Walter Huston will try out there.

If he likes it he will bring company
back intact to Broadway.

Gordon is organizing a dupli-

cate company of 'The Women*
skedded for a western trek, opening

at Buffalo, N. Y.,- Sept. 9, following

into Cass, Detroit, Sept. 12, and then

into the Erlanger, Chicago, Sept. 19,

for an .indefinite run. Company
headed by Lois Wilson includes

Virginia Barnelle, Emily Ross. Laura
Pierpont, Mary Loone, Doris Packer,

Miriam Battista, Dorothy Draper,

June Havoc and others.

Production calling for .
cast . of 40

femmes and considerable scicnic in-

vesture may make this only addition

to the original current at the Barry-
more, N. Y. There had been talk of

a third company, but this has tem-

porarily been abandoned.
After Chicago run the No. 2

'Women' will keep going west with

the Coast as ultimate destination.

FTP Group's Repertory

Yen in B'way House

John Housman and Orson Welles

are .shopping for an intimate theatre

in the Times Square area in which
to spot their own repertory group

in series of revivals. Both had been
connected with Federal Theatre Proj-

ect of WPA.
Formative plans for the new Rroup

calls for a 'comedy version' of 'Mer-

chant of Venice' and revival of

'Heartbreak House.' Plan would be

to run each production four weeks.

Acting group will be comprised of

former FTP actors and oUicr.<;.

Shows in Rehearsal

'Blow Ye Winds' (Arthur
Hopkins), Plymouth.

'Virginia' (Rockefeller Center,
Inc.), Center.
'Room Service,' No. 3 (George

Abbott), Cort.
'You Can't Take It With You'

(Sam H. Harris), Booth.
'The Women' (Max Gordon),

Barrymore.
'Here's Hopine' (L. Howard),

Villa Venice.

1st Road Show,

'Room' Gets Big

t Detroit

*Captain Applejack' Only

$4,500, Elitch Season Low
Denver, Aug. 17.

Poorest gross of the year, approxi-
mately .$4,500, was taken in ;it the

Elitch theatre last week. Play was
'Captain Applejack.' Indications are
that the gross will snap back up
above average this week, with 'Boy
i\Icets Girl.' Reservations and sales

are heavy.
Up to the past week .f^ro.'i.ses at

Elitch have been runnin.i^ iiL n con-
sistently feond li.C'iure, due mainly to

the per.sonal popularity of the cast.

Detroit, Aug. 17.

Earliest legit season here in years

got off to a fine start at the Cass last

week with about $12,000 for nine
sessions of 'Room Service,' at $2.75
top.
Threatened closing of the play by

the Detroit Theatre Janitors Union,
in order to gain recognition by the
theatre management, fizzled out after
a couple of nights of picketing and
the boxoITice went unhampered.
Cass has only one janitor, whom the
union sought to sign, and he's still

a free agent, according to the man-
agement.
'Room' is set . to stay at the Cass

for another 10 days, after which it'll

move on to the west coast for a tour.
New company, just organized for the
local engagement, got. off to an
auspicious, start, with local cricVi
.skiving it and the play good boosts.
Ballyed nicely and word-of-mouth
spread to increase b.o. the latter part
of the week. Advance sale for the
rest of the engagement is reported
bri.sk.

Roadshow of 'The Firefly' follows
'Room,' and is slated to run a. couple
of sessions, after which several
legit shows are carded. While the
complete season isn't set yet, it looks
like the local house will run solidly
until next spring.

Estimate for Last Week
'Room Service' <Cass,

.
1,400; $2.75

top). rDespite hot weather and a
threatened strike, earliest opening in
years got off to an auspicious start
for nice $12,000 on nine perfor-
mances. New company accorded
nice notices, and play is building.

'ROBIN HOOD' SPLENDID

$36,500 IN ST. LOUIS

St. Louis, Aug. 17.
Victor Herbert's 'Babes In Toy-

land,' successfully presented at the
local Al Fresco theatre in 1920-'28-
'29, returned with modern gags for
its fourth engagement in the Forest
Park Bowl Monday (16) as the 11th
offering of the season to an audience
that grossed approximately $4,500,
biggest opening night take in the
history of local opera, 10,400 being
on hand.
Improvement in the theatre's

lighting system and augmented
.scenic dept. facilities, enabled pro-
duction mgr. Richard Berger to pro-
duce the piece on a more lavish
scale than ever attempted here.
Raymond Sovey, scenic artist, out-
did his previous efforts during, sea-
son with seven colorful sets.

Fifty talented juvenile ams, headed
by local acrobatic dance team of
•Jimmy Hickey, 13, and Berna D6an
ScHulz, 11, socked across their rou-
tines. In addition,- new dance en-
."?embles devised for the chorus by
Theodore Adolphus, ballet master,
and Al While, Jr., dance director,
clicked, as did original dance spe-
cialties by Francis and Carroll, new-
comers this .season. 'March of the
Toys.' with 120 on stage for the
colorful ensemble, was one of the
evenin.fj's hifjhliglits.

Other newcomers winning audi-
ence approval are Lee Sullivan, rn-
dio tenor, and Ross Wyse, Jr., sing-
ing and dancing comedian. Bernice
Claire, one of the season's faves, is

makin.j; her farewell aopearance in

the role of 'Contrary Mary.' Sherry
Kenneth, in private life Mrs. Richard
Berf.-^plays the role of 'Jill,' Other
principals in the cast are Detmar
PoDpen. Annam.'-ry

.
Dickey, Robert

Pii;cin, Tommy Garvin, Gus How?ird,
Erika Zaranova, Joseph Macaulay,
Ruth Urban. Eddie Foy and Mary
Hopple.

'Robin Hood.' Reginald DeKoven's
classic, presented here in 1919-'20
'27. ended a week's run Sunday (15)

with a tjro.sR of approximately $36.-

."iOO for swell biz, John Gurney,
Metropolilrn opera songster, who
became ii lave during his first sea-
son here, made h-s final appearance
of the .scc'Kon in 'Robin.'

B way Still Awaiting New Season,

But Few Shows Expected in Sept

'RAT' OK $8,000 ON

4-WK. L A. WASHUP

Los Angele.s, Aug. 17.

'Brother Rat' wound up successful
four-weeks stay at the Biltmore (14)
with house going dark at least until
early September. Probable next ten-
ant is the Arch Selwyn-Edgar Mac-
Gregor Coast production, 'Story to
Be Whispered,' trying out this Sveek
in San Francisco.

Estimate for Last Week
'Brother Rat,' Biltmore (1,656;

$2.75) (4th-ftnal week). Trade h6ld
steady on final stanza for profitable
$8,000.

WPA
•Merry Wives of Windsor,' Holly-

wood Playhouse.^ Shakespearean
comedy runs through Aug. 29.

'Pursuit of Happiheis's,' Mayan. O.
D. Woodward presentation drawing
fair attendance.

'Pinoohio,' Greek theatre. Outdoor
spectacle winds up Aug. 29.

CHI CAN STILL

'TAKEll'

Chicago, Aug. 17.

'You Can't Take' It With You,' now
in its 28th -week at the Harris, just
keeps roUin' along. Oft capacity, natu-
rally, but there's still plenty of coin
in the box office at night.
Next week will see the first com-

petition in months?, with the lighting-
of the Selwyn for 'Brother Rat'

Estimate t6r Last Week
'You Can't Take It With You,'

Harris (1,000; $2.75) (28th week). In
the good money class at $11,000. off

several g's from its high, but is that
bad?

WPA
'Lonely Man,' Blackstone. Con-

tinuing for awhile.
'O, - Say, Can You Sing?', Great

Northern. Talking of folding.

Playwriting Stressed

At Catholic Confab

Washington, Aug. 17.

Advancement' of playwriting and
productions in Catholic institu-

tions was stressed- Monday (16),

when delegates from many dioceses
gathered in Washington for the
second national Catholic Theatre
Conference.
Gathered to stimulate interest and

participation of Catholics in dramatic
activities, gro^p prepared for two-
day session at Catholic University.

Keynote of conference was sounded
by Right Rev. Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen,
professor of the philosopby of re-

ligion at C- U., with Right Rev. Msgr,
Joseph' M. Corrigan, rector of the
University, presiding.

No, 3 Take' Set

Second road company of . 'You
Can't Take It with You' has been
organized by Sam H. Harris. It

opens at Convention Hall, Asbury
Park, N. J,, next week (26), plays
Garden Pier, Atlantic City, the fol-

lowing week and then goes to Bos*
ton for a run.
Cast includes Ethel Wilson. Sara

Sherpene, Ruby OliphaHt. Donald
F(}ster, Joseph Allerton. Roy John-
•son, John Mariott, A, P. Kaye. Peggy
French, Beatrice Calder, Glen Boles,

Joseph Kallini., Harriet McGibbon,
Reginald Mason, Dorothy French,
Clarence Oliver, Arthur Lipson,
Donald Baker and Ula Kozonova.
Fourth company of 'Can't' is now

in proce.ss of casting and goe.s . into

rehear.sal next week. Original will

.stick at the Booth, New York. Ditto

for the Chicago company.

'HI, AiifecJ.' .satirical comedy by

j

i\Tar'. uc '-ile H.urter, announced for

!
.September pi-c-enlaiion by Hcrbct

I B;!rnum .^"l"-. G, Garr!-:': will

I
direct

Current Road Shows

WEEK AUG. 16
'Brother Rat,' Paramount. Salt

Lake City, 16; Orpheum. Ogden,
Utah, 17; travel, 18; Chief, Colorado
Springs, 19; Aude, Denver, 20;

travel, 21.

'Never Trouble Trouble,' Brighton.
Bri,i?liton Beach,
'Rooni ServU;*,' Ca.s.s. Detroit,

'You Can't Take 11 with Yoh,' Hfjr-

ris, Chicago.

Here It Is mid-August and still no
new season. There are vague
rumbles of new shows to come,

there are a few actually beginning

work, but the fact remains that

there is no real activity and the new
season win be the . latest to get

under way ever. From present out-

look there will be only a few shows
coming in during September, with
real productioni activity 3tartlng . the

month after that.

'

First new season show opened last J

night (Tuesday) at Brighton Beach,
N. Y., and may come into New York
in a week or two, depending on how
it looks at the resort this week. It

is 'Never Trouble. Trouble,' a com-
edy being produced by John "Golden,
always ain early bird. If it doesn't
come in directly, the Center Theatre
at Radio City will get the break (if .

that is the word) of parting the cur-
tains with "Virginia,' musical drama,
scheduled to open Aug. 31.

Meantime Broadway is just barely
holding on, eight shows left on the
list continuing with- practically Jio

change in takings. This is the same .

number of shows as a year ago at
this time, so maybe it's not so bad, '

except that, a year ago at this lime,
there were more new shows on. the
horizon.

'

The strawhats continue to be busy .

in the sticks. Started oflf badly, too,
this year, but a crop of new plays
every week fox; the last month have
kept the. scouts hopping. Quality,
too, is reported to be up, with a
chance that there will be more new
scripts found than ever before.
There are 11 new shows opening this
week again in thie various cow-
.barnp.

'Tovarich' bowed out Saturday
night (14), after a better than
normal week. Biz Jumped with an-
nouncement of the closing, and final
week's tally was close to $11,000.
Show" had been going along for
more than a month with subnormal
takings at about $7,000, however, .

and a $9,000 nut. Cast will be rea.s-

sembled one month later for a road
tour.

Open air shows In Jones Beach
and Randall's Island continue to
good biz, the heat helping, a lot.

Both spots touched near .$20,000

again last week. Two more vveeks
to go, and there'll be a nice profit
divvy all around for the operators.

Estimates for Last Week
'Babes In Arms/ Shubert (19th

week) (M-l,385-$3.30). HOldin.-; on
nicely. Only musical In town nicked
off $16,000 last week, better than .

even break; should stai't climbing •

again soon.
'Brother Rat,' Biltmore (36th week)

(C-991-$3.30). Holding Steady at
about $6,000; could stick at that
figure, but leaving town for the road
on Sept. 4,

'Having Wonderful Time,' Lyceum
(26th week) (CD/-1,000-$3.30). Again
just under $6,000, about even break;
should climb up when summer
country season ends and folks come
back to town.
'Room Service,' Cort (14th week)

('C-l,059-$3.30). Practically capacity
at over $15,000; comedy smash is

here for a long, long stay.

'The Women,' Barrymore <30th
week) (C-l,048-$3.30). Holding up
at $14,500, plenty 'pleasant; doesn't
seem to be weakening any.
'Tobacco Road,' Forrest (193rd

week) (D-107-$1.65). 01' man river;

$5,200 last week, which means a nice
profit under set-up.

'Tovarich,' Plymouth (43rd week)
(CD-l,036-$3.30). Closed Saturday
tt4), final week's takings having
climbed to nearly $11,000, as against
$7,.'500 the week before; closing "ji.iin

did that, but show couldn't afford
to hang on; going to road next
month.

'Yes, My Darling Daue:hter,' Play-
house (28th week) (e-878-$3.30).
The hope here is to stick throut'h
the summer; $8,200 last week, which
is mighty nice.
'You Can't Take It Wiih Ynii,"

Booth (36th week) (C-708-.V3.30).

Capacity and better for most per-
formances; about $15,000 atjain.

Phillips and Mafdfin

In Production Combo
'Out of the Past,' western mclo by

Adcle Hemmings, is bein ! cast a.s the
first- for a heW producing combo»
Phillips and Mardfin: Bert Phillip.s;

was formerly casting director lo;- Jed
HarrLs. Jack Mardfin is a Brooklyn
attorney.

Cast includes William Carlo, Beth
Connors, Edward Landrau, Jo.>-eph

Woods, Helene O'Brien, D.-,;(i'hy

McNulty, George MacDonald und
Rulh Nuberry,
Out-of-town opening for the p'ece

is .set for late September, with New
York to follow.
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Summer Theatres

Step Into My Parlor

Southampton, L. l„ Aug. 12.

I'hiv In llin^p nt'ls (five scenes) by Jultn

nn.1 'Maiv- lllpjeftn. Don.ild BlHoltwull.

Bu.>--I .lii-i-tor; selUnfifs by lilsa VrAihy nnd
WMIIiin I'". Sclioellcr. I'lesented by Soutli-

. Aiwiiimi Pr;iytM-,s at l'.Tirrlsh Memorial hall.

.Mkikh i'l. '37.

Si-i.hPii Wnrnnck Staats Cotsworlh

j„ia I'Mrllll Muriel Br.i.sHlcr

Dr. liuiUilDli .Melz GeorRC Leavens

^ MmIiI Dorothy HInmtin
r'»unt-».ss viin .^:unnrort June Blair

s.n.Kl.^ M.'(!i Toiil Brown
nr. I'Mwnnl CiUiill Theodore St. John

Dr I'Vllx Oevc-.ieiiux . ... Hebry Janie.i

Mr.<. I'arliU Sara Floyd

NuiH.> IClKchloe Kunlco^Osbome-
l»j.)iVysi>r Hofftnnn ...... WIlHam Scnooller

Hlliii Noel Bralnara
t4iiitl.>pi> EuKene l^rancis

Rl(U(^r Norwood Cok
.V Pttli-tit Earl McMuvray

7^ .

Familiar ingredients have gone
lnt6 this melodrama of the mad
scientist-spooky castle school, but
they have been mixed by John and

"^"•Mai-y Risjean with a deft hand. Re-
sult is a horror, play which: boosts
soma chilling .moments and a couple
of new twists.

At first glance the story looks like

the usual stage thriller. Joan» beauti-
ful young English girl, lives in

Vienna with her medico husband,
Df. Edward Carlill. Bent on a. cure
for epilepsy, CarllU sees the need
for expierirpenting on damaged hu-
man beings; but unable to obtain
permission from the hospital which
employs him, he resigns and moves
to- a remote Tyrolean castle with
Joan, his mother, and some labora-
tory assistants, including spinsterish
Nurse Kinchloe, who adores him.

Here an eerie atmosphere prevails,

and after months of isolation Joan
grows so terrified that she sends for

handsome, young Stephen Warnock,
who formerly squired her in Vienna.
About this time, Dr. Carlill, faiiati-

cal in his zeal, decides that he must
have a sound mind on which to con-
tinue his experiments. Wamock ar-
rives and ' Carlill,. examining him,
declares that an immediate operation
is necessary to save his life. War-
Trtbck, having previously .been injured
in a fall, feels that Carlill is prob-
ably right and consents to a session

. on the operating table. Whereupon
the doc's mother breaks down and
confesses to Joan that there is a

^'Strain of epileptic insani^ in the
family and now she is sure Edward
has gone stark mad. Joan warns
Warnock, but in spite of them both,
her husband insists that the opera-
tion is imperative and proceeds to
perform it.

PayofE comes at the end of a grip-
ping third act, 10 days after the op-
eration when Joan accuses Carlill of
having deliberately mutilated War-
nock. She demands to see the victim
face to face, ( r the doctor has kept
him hidden and old' Mrs. Carlill has
told of seeing Wamock, dazed and
scarred, locked in a tower on the
castle grounds. To Joan's amaze-
ment. Warnock is ushered in—^per-
fectly norm-al and on the road to
recovery. Carlill is enraged at his
wife's lack of faith and announces
that his mother, ndt himself, is the
real mental case. Her epileptic at-
taclcs have been the spiu: which
caused him to devote his life to dis-
covering a cure for the disease. Mrs.
Carlill, creeping down the stairs, gun
in hand, takes a shot at Edward and
kills him. Her disintegration is

comolete.
Dialog and characterization of su-

pejrior order lift 'Step Into My Par-
lor' above the routine hack shocker,
and nerformance by the Southamp-
ton Players, though not as polished
as'mi«ht be. su<»gests strong acting

t5t>ossibilities in the script. Chief de-
fect of the ol.ay is the rather vague
nature of the doctor's experiments,
especiall.v his reasons for wanting a
sound mind to work on.
Muriel Brassier does handsomely

hy the friprhtened Joan. Her acting,
looks, and noise win sympathy fof
the frirl. Theodore St. John imper-
sonates the supposedly mad scientist

. Ln A-1 fa.shion, suggesting that the

man is pretty close to the borderline,

even though nominally sane. Sara
Floyd achieves effective episodes as

his mother, after a faltering start.

Staats Cotsworth is likable in War-
nock's role; Eunice Osborne con-

tributes a fine dramatic moment
when, as Nurse Kinchloe, she reveals

hef secret love for the doctor and
there are nice bits by others in the

csist.

Donald Blackwell's direction builds

up the sense of mounting horror.

Hampered a little by playhouse limi-

tations, Elsa Frame and William F.

Schoeller nevertheless hint at effects

of spaciousness and gloom in their

castle setting.

Catch a Comet by Its Tail

Kennebunkport, Me., Aug. 12.

rimiedj- In three aoiB, five scenp.s. by
Oavlil AVoodhuo'; presented by Jtobert C
Currier ul KeniiehiinUporl, Me., Auk:. H,
U»7, \>y Uarrlck I'layw. Dlrcelloii, Jifi;

lr;im yiirl>orou;;h. Settings, Roland Gordon
Ouvernet.

Ar>tl)ony ir'rtfrl.i Robert Miller
Kvelyn Petty .Mavy Hopper
OacA- St. Hub<»rt Kli'hai-d Oraham
CaRuar liarton WlUlain Pond
D;«!ne I'litrlcla. Deane MInden Sewell
Anselii Siarrklns ;...Rutli Mnroh
'•.'tn.sjlB <''owan Grltllth
Hellyea Re^lt'ern Florence Currier
GInny Rmllej-n ...QuUa. Mlddli'ion
.reioli>a Red fern. '.

. .Helen JRosers
,'^t{»i>hen Clare Vadlrri Kurenko
A.uiit V'reddle Starke. .Nlurlel Tempest IVaree
.Mi-s. Ben'<i;r. ". . . .Dorothy Beyer
.Aiinip Starke Meldora .7arvls
Joe .starve .('harles Sheldon
RoUni'y "Slarke. . . ... . . . . . .Vincent Donehue
.Vfr,<«. Redfeiu....,.,,. Martha Scott Xhonms.
I'^reJdy Mink.., ....George Hallett. Jr.
Itainlet.. Donald DlMraeU
.\n At'iresa ..T^otta June Miller
\ Slasehaiul ....llobroy Farquhiu'
.Xn Kleclrlclan... William Hol.st
A I*roperty Girl Dorothy Beyer
I'fvllce Otlicer. ..Leonard Tobln
T. IS. 8ediloii '....Frank Meyer.

'it's a little horrible.' She is not
referring to 'Catch a Comet,'

' A director who has his players
approach each other like bellhops
answering a 'front' bell in a hotel
lobby, must shoulder much of the
blame for the overacting and hoarse,
strident shoutings of Miss March in

her most dramatic scenes. Robert
Miller, as Farris, does the best he
can with the role, and Martha Scott
Thomas in the unsympathetic role

of Mrs. Redfern is a standout. Fox.

The Prodigal Father
Skowhegan, Aug. 17.

Comedy by WUUan* K. Biiriy. al:iKi'd by
Melville Burke; setUnes. Charle.s Perkins;
!it Lakewood Theatre, SkowhCBim, Maine,
week Auff. 10, '»».

Malcolm Whltalver. .John Drew Devereaux
Marlon Aldrlch Tarulll

Jessumloe' Newcombe

Labeled a comedy by the author,
called a 'satire of summer theati-es
along the Maine coast' in a program
note, 'Comet' is neither. It most
nearly approaches burlesque, and
this dull, distressing piece merely
flirts with entertainment.

Constructed along the lines of a
lumber camp beef stew, this straw-
hat dish includes among its many
ingredients a play-with-a-play, an-
other play-within-a-play, a woman
of somewhat scarlet reputation, a
noble hero, a lover who commits
suicide, an adolescent suitpr who
flies his upper lip like a curtain
to reveal pearly teeth, a roustabout
stage manager who slaps women
around, a haughty society dame and
three nasty children.

When Angela Starrking, of night
club background, comes to the Par-
sonsville. Play Center to star in
'Taming of the Shrew' she finds a
loyal friend in Anthony Farris,
straw^at director, and bitter ene-
mies in the person of Mrs. Redfern,
a bluebook patroness of the theatre
and her three daughters. The elder
daughter, Jessica, has dramatic am-
bitions, and her mother is busy forc-
ing the issue. ' The other two girls
are meddling brats.
After many unpleasantries and

just before 'Shrew' opens, Stephen
Clare, one of the strawhat actors and
an unsuccessful suitor of Angela,
shoots himself. One of the Redfern
kids discover the body, hides the
revolver to shift blame on Angela.
Although Farris is with Angela
when they hear the shot, he tries to
confess that he murdered Stephen.

• The truth comes out when most
of the players come in, racing and
hooting through the

.
.audience and

onto the stage at the. close of the
third act. Sarripl^ punch line:
'Ducks in July?,' delivered by An-
gela at the second act curtain, when
they hear the suicidal shot at the
beach and Anthony tells her it's

probably some duckhunter.«!.
After Rodney Starke, an 18-year-

old native of Parsonsville, has read
ofC a coi'ny love scene from his own
play to Angela, she tells her maid

.Sarah Grant
Ooi«e T. AVttrd. . .

,

Ira Whltaker .,

Chan telle Rouvlere.
riorenoe Sheridan.

.. Kalbi'yn Key.s
...wmiam David
....Arthur Byron

Selena Royle
.Marian Shockley

Mrs. Dabney Dorothy Bernard

For the last 12 years the Arthur
Byrons have made their permanent
summer at Lakewood and usually,
once a season, Byron makes a guest
starring appearance. Picture en-
gagements in Hollywood, however,
have kept him from acting on the
Lakewood stage for the last four
seasons until this week, when he is

appearing in 'The Prodigal Father,'
a new comedy by William E. Barry.
Any Arthur Byron vehicle would

draw a capacity house here. He
could play anything and audiences
would be satisfied, just to see him
act. This year, however, he has a
delightful comedy, sparkling, crisp
and continuously amusing.
Byron plays a middls-a.^jed man

who goes to Europe after several
years of a loveless marriage and re-
mains there until after his wife's
death. ^
He returns to this country to find

his son grown up and practically a
stranger to him. To regpin the boy's
alT'Sction and rescue him from the
clutches of a tnercenary and socially
ambitious young girl. Sherry, who is

so rnuch like his dead wife that it

horrifies him, Ira Whitalcer (Byron),
enlists the services of Chantelle, a
French woman whom he has loved
for years.
How she assumes command of the

household, dominates everyone and
orders the various members about
in her assumed role is the basis of
the comedy.
Byron has an exceptionally con-

genial role as Ira Whitaker and ex-
tracts every

,
light comedy value

from the situations and lines.

Helene Royale is Chantelle, giv-
ing a capital performance.

. John
Drew Devereaux, grandson of John
Drew, measures up well to his op-
portunities as the son and the others
in a well selected cast, which Mel-
ville Burke directed, include Jessa-
mine Newcombe, Kathryn Keys,
Marian Shockley, Dorothy Bernard
and William David.

In its present form ^The Prodigal
Father' seems an excellent Broad-
way vehicle for Byron. Opening
night audience received it with en-
thusiasm and it is likely to find its
place 9mong the metropolitan offers
of the Autumn. Hcnd.

Further

Reductions!

I.

semi-annu dl

SHOE SALE
4

I N G E N U <

models mad-i
axpressly for

I. Miller. Grig.

6.95 and 9.75

I. Miller Beauti-

ful and Oeluxa
madsli

Originally

12.7$ to 15.7$ 5
90

WHITE, Dork and Colored ;ho«i bv>« .tot «verv i'/l« m sv«ry nt«
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AT YOUR SERVICE
Centerville, Mass., Aug. 16,

First Play by Fred Eiseman, pre-
miered here tonight by John Craig
II at the Mary Young Playhouse,
is by no means ready for Broadway,
although a skillful play doctor might
develop it into a comedy hit.

Idea is okay, but its development
is rather amateurish. Bill Manoney,
a discharged sailor, meets up with
a society dame who takes him into
her household, ostensibly as a but-
ler. When her society friends begin
to gossip they gang up and a dil-
letante sculptress, played by Mary
Young, snatches him away.
When his buddy is discharged

from the Navy, Bill sends for him
and tries to land him a soft job
somewhere in the lap of luxury.
Bill's connections are not quite solid
enough to ease in his old sidekick,
and somewhere in the third act he
suspects the blue bloods are just
playing around with him. Right here
everything is set for a bang-up de-
nunciation by Bill of the haute-
monde in which he has dabbled, but
the blowoff never comes, instead he
ultimately switches interest to Susan
Prescott (Terry Fay), a debutante
whom, apparently, he will marry.
Author fumbles the plot and re-

traces his steps, but he offers some
comic situations with rich possibil-
ities: Bill getting his elementary
training from the elder butler; his
informalities with his first employer;
his posings in a roman toga for the
sculptress; his description of the
soft job to his buddy etc.
The three-act, five-scene piece

opens and closes with a deserted
road scene, embellished by a baby
Austin car.
Mary Young, reveling in the role

of the shrewd, mischievous sculp-
tress, turns in her best performance
of the season; Lewis Rodman, as
Bill, has caught the idea of his char-
acter well enough, but it not quite
at home in the part. William Mor-
riss Hunt handles a minor role as
Jaivis, the butler, capably, as does
Jane Baiuies, as a haughty, snippy
society matron, even though she is

mi.scast. Sets by Vernon Colat\iaii
fill the bill. Fox.

Plays on Broadway

THE MASTERS
CMalstorD

(IN BULGARIAN)
Drama In four acts, . by ftacho St.oyanov.

I.>lr»r led by N. O. Masaalltlnov. Preaenled
by Bul.i;arian National Theatre at JCeckscher
Theatre, N. Y., Auk. ir», '37. $1.«5 toj).

Tlhol Konatantin Kl.salinov
(ihena ISIena Snejlna
Niilden . . . . , .Gheorcrhi b'tamutor
Mllkuna Pety.a Gtaerghanova
.Mvko .Vladimir Trendafllov
Dobrl Stoyan Bachvarov
(Ihencho ....3orl3 Borozanov
Kollo ; Kicholaa Balabanov
Yanko Aasen KambouroT
OhorbadjI t>lavcho BoKomll Andreyev
Mead Muster Yordan Sveahtarov

Winding up a six-week tour pf the
midwest and Canada, the Bulgarian
National Theatre showed Y. three
plays from its repertory, 'The Rebels'
CHushoveh') by Ivan Vazov; 'The
Masters' (Maistori'), by Racho Stoy-
anov, and 'The Cricket on the
Hearth,' translated from Dickens'
story. Performances were in Bul-
garian, with slim, but enthusiastic
audiences.
Bulgarian players have little ap-

peal for American playgoers. Lan-
guage difficulties, while the major
handicap, are not the only one. Plays
arise from a totally different back-

Strawhat in TroaUe

With Clergy Over Play

Providence, Aug. 17.

Presentation of a new play,

'Devil's Moon' at Matiinuck, R. I.,

last week, brought a storm of pro-

tests from the Catholic clergy as well

as the official diocesan organ. The

Visitor, last week. Play, a satire on

religious superstitions in Spain dur-

ing the ,18th century, was char-

acterized as offensive.

This is the first time that the 'The-

atre-by-the-Sea has precipitated any

controversy with its straw-hat pres-

entations. Matunuck is largely popu-

lated by Irish Catholics, and they

were responsible for bringing the is-

sue to a head. Clergy in South

County denounced the play from
pulpits, and the management of The-

atre-by-the-Sea was taken to task

both in the news column and edi-

torially in The Visitor.

Weather Handicaps

Mohawk Festival
Schenectady, N. Y., Aug. 17,

Weather jinx, which dogged the

Mohawk Drama Festival on Union

College Campus from the opening

in early July, gripped it during the

closing week. Terrific storm hit

Schenectady less than an hour be-

fore the first performance of 'The

Bourgeois Gentleman' was to begin

and taxed the double outdoor and
indoor theatre setup as it had not

been tested since the inauguration

of the Festivals in 1935. Actors .as

well as technicians were on the out-

door stage when the skies opened,
and before they could get to cover,

with some of the scenery^nd props,

considerable damage had been done.
It was necessary to repaint parts

of the scenery for use on the blocked
out stage in the college gymnasium.
Despite this, the performance was
only a half hour late. There were
also lesser electrical storms in this

area Wednesday and Thursday. Two
;

final days were clear., .

j

Chilly weather helped cut down
the attendance in July, when the

!

rainfall was unusually heavy and
\

frequent.

ground and express a foreign out-
look. To the limited number of
Bulgarian people in .America, how-
ever, the productions come as a
welcome breath - from a faraway
home.
On the basis of this production

('The Masters'), the Bulgarian Na-
tional Theatre is a worthwhile organ-
ization. Con.<?idering its probably
limited budget, the company pffets
reasonably able productions and its

playing has an undeniably pro-
fessional touch. Pace, however, is
considerably slower than Broadway
has come to expects Members of the
cast, even the leads, also show a sur-
prising tendency to count the house.
Story of *The Masters' is the stand-

ard one of two men and a woman, of
the jealousy that brings tragedy to a
calm Balkan village. Returning to
his hometown after several years
away to make his fortune, Jivko find.s

his promised wife married to a rival
wood carver. Once the seeds of
jealousy are planted, the tragic
climax is inevitable and when the
husband, Naiden, finds his wife,
Milkana, in the arms of Jivko, as the
two bid each ,other farewell, he
murders her in a blind rage.
Drama is played with persuasive

'

sincerity by a company which obvi-
ously knows its business. Principals
all acquit themselves creditably and
the minor parts invest the play with
extraordinary atmosphere and color.
Troupe, however, is without any
strong personalities 'to give it luster'.

.

Sets are simple but effective.
~"

• Hohe.
'

THAT RIB OF ADAM
9rania In four acts (12 scenes), by P.

f',. Manley; staged by Ruth Futnani:
Mason- sets, Nicholas Yellentl; musical
score, Honry W.. Clos-^on. Pre.senled l)y

Show Shoi), Inc.,' at Cherry I^ane Theatre,
N. Y., Au?. 10, "il. $1.10 top.

The Voice Ruth Norrls
The Master ; Daniel Stowell
The Lord ....John Irwin
liuclfer Sidney Cn.S3en
Gabriel ....Frank Thuna
Michael ; Homer Keeney
Beliiil KIt'/sabeth Newloii
Ijllllh Marlon Light
.A.dant .Tack Landera
Rover John Fletcher
Eve ; Sybil Wylle

First of four plays to be presented
at this Greenwich Village hideaway.
Idea is to bring any of sufficient

promise uptown. 'Rib of Adam won't
make that grade.
Drama in verse is simply the

story of Adam and Eve. If the
author had any new flavor to . add to

that oldest of fables it isn't evident
in the writing. Yarn has a certain
native appeal, but is . far too long,

has no particular slant and is devoid
of any real dramatic punch. Simply
a meandering tale which starts

slowly and never goes anywhere.
What's more, F. G, Hanley's falter-

ing rhyme hasn't real poetic ca-

.

dence—^it more nearly resembles
greeting card verse.
Production has a recorded musical

score accompanying much of the ac-
tion. Setting is a simple affair,

mostly of canvas and drapes, dif-

ferent locales being suggested- by
placing of a few prop trees. Since
it all takes place in either the
Garden of Eden or Paradise, there
doesn't appear to be any reason why
the play should be written in 12
scenes.. As is, they only supply
stage waits.
Action a couple of times comes

close to hot stuff. Adam and Eve
wear just about enough to get by,
and after they've chawed on that
forbidden apple and learned of the
carnal desires, the curtain falls just
in tinie to keep the show from get-
ting pinched. Hobe.

No. 3 'Room Service*
A third company of 'Room Serv-

ice' has gone into rehearsal under
direction of George Abbott, to open

;

at the Chesnut.
. Philadelphia, Sept.

'

6. It will follow up. with brief stays!
at Buffalo, N. Y., and elsewhere until i

Oct. 4 when it will settle at the
Copely, Boston, for run.

|

Cast includes Reed Brown, .Jr.. i

Israel Mandel, James Lane, Charle:;
Dingle. Franklin George. Hume
Cronyn, Flora Campbell, Joey Fay.
Siegrid Lo.ssen, Waller S. Weeks.
Horace Cooper and Keenan Wynn.

Future Plays

'Oil Location/ comedy by Samuel
Ruskin Golding, will s^iortly reach
production via East Coast Studios,

Inc., of which Paul Martin is man-
aging director.

'Gentleman Unknown,' romantic
comedy by A. A. Milne, bought by
Robinson. Smith for fall production.
Gets an all English cast for late Sep-
tember rehearsal.

'How Come, Lawd?' by Donaldl

Heywood, announced as first produc-
tion of new Negi'o Guild Theatre.
Tentatively set for late Sept.

GAIGE HAS FLAVIN PLAY
Willianri Harris, Jr.'s option on the

new Martin Flavin play, 'Blue Jeans,'
having lapsed, production right5
have have been acquired by Crosby
Gaige. who will produce it next No-
veml>er.

Mgt.: LOU CLAVTON
Berkshire Hotel, New York
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Oklahoma Burgs

Quarrel Over WPA

Sympkony Set-Up

Oklahoma City, Aug 17.

All plans for. a WPA symphony or-

chestra for Oklahoma City were get-,

ting imder full swing when the rival

state metropolis, Tulsa, decided that

corner of the state needed some mu-

sical education via WPA.
Tulsa symphony directors claim

ihey have the support of U. S. Sena-

tor Elmer Thomas and Representa-

tive Wesley Disney in blocking . a

proposed $50,000. appropriation to

provide the capital city with its

music
'No appropriation is made to

finance any one single WPA project,'

states Dean Richardson, WPA music
director, however. 'An appropria-

tion of $61,000 to be used for all

WPA music activities throughout
Oklahoma for the six months be-

ginning July 15 already has been
tentatively approved.'

Oklahoma City had a civic sym-
phony orchestra from 1926 to 1929

and a lunior symphony from 1930 to

1932. , (There are more unemployed
musicians here than in any other

city in the state.

FRISCO EXPO

SYMPHONY

San Francisco, Aug. 17.

Golden Gate International Exposi-
tion of 1939 will do everything pos-
sible to hold its own, musically,

with, the New York World's Fair.

Walter Reimers has supervision of

preliminary plans.

Tw;o official symphony orchestras
will be heard daily. Of the lighter

musical, features there will be a

number- of bands, including one
massed band of 500, and elaborate
pageants.

Ford has already signed a contract
to sponsor 12 weeks of symphony
.concerts by the San iFrancisco, Port-
land, Seattle, San Diego and Los
Angeles symphony orchestras.

Fair will have a special. building
to house its musical activities, This
auditorium will seat 5,500 people.
Chopin clubs throughout the

country will hold their annual con-
vention here during the fair. These
clubs plan to take an active part in

the exposition's musical features.
Although $500,000 has already

been ear-marked for music, Reimers
says that this amount will bie greatly
increased as the need for more
money arises.

Concerts Gross $32,000

Last Week at Stadium

Salzburg Chatter

Salzburg, Aug. 6.

Thunder, lightning and storms, al-
most tornadoes, forced Max Rein-
hardt to move his 'Faust' ensemble
into the festival hall. Paula Wes-
sely's 'Gretchen' was sweeter than
ever, Werner Krauss as 'Mephisto'
surpassed himself, while Ewald Rai-
ser as 'Faust' gave the Burg theatre
angle to the problem. Bernhard
Paumgartner's new accotnpanying
music shows originality. Paum-
gartner is writing new music for
.'Everyman,' too. Why the old is being
discarded, no one knows.
More name guests arrived. Among

them Artur Bodanzksy, Eduard
Johnson, Lawrence Tibbett, Loretta
Voung,

Stadttheatre had a world premiere.
Operetta 'Viennese Girl' by Gustav
Haimo and Ernst Martin, music by
Erwin Frim.

'Serenade,' at the Karabinieri hall
was sold out.

Lotte Lehmann and Bruno Walter's
concert at the Mozarteum was a high
spot.

^
Bruno Walter directed Gluck's

'Orpheus and Euridike,' with Ker-
stin Thorberg, Margit Bokor and
Jarmila Novotna.

An American lady said to the
cashier at -the box office at the night
ol the Toscanini concert: 'Young
man, are you certtiin thai Brimo
Waltpr is directinji lonitjhl'.s Tos-
canini's concert?'

Final week at the Lewisohn Sta-
dium, N. Y., again clicked off an
okay total gross for the concert
series by the Philharm<ylic Orches-
tra. Figure, however, is almost en-
tirely due to the Getshwin memo-
rial concert a week ago Monday (9).

Rain on two other nights seriously
crimped the attendance. For- the
eight nights (including an expected
take of '$4,500 for the season's wind-
up last night (Tuesday) attendance
was 58,988, for a total gross of

$32,350
Estimates for Last Week

Monday (9), Gershwin memorial
concert, with Alexander Smallens
and Ferde Grofe conducting and
Ethel Merman, Harry Kaufman,
Todd Duncan, Anne Brown and
other soloists ($1.50 top); clear

weather and the biggest gate in

Stadium history; terriS $12,000.

Tuesday (10), regular concert,

with Willem van Hoogstraten baton-
ing ($1 top); rain drove the concert
indoors: pitiful $500.

Wednesday OD, regular concert,

with van Hoogstraten ($1 top), bad
weather again, but better turnout:

?1,5.')0,.

Thursday (12), Harold Bauer- and
Albert Spalding, soloists, with van
Hoogstraten conducting ($1.50 top),

rain: concert cancelled.

Friday (.13), repeat of previous
night's concert; oke weather: $4,700

only fair.

Saturday (14), regular^ concert,

with van Hoogstraten ($1 top), clear

weather: $i3,075, all right.

Sunday (15), regular concert, with
van Hoogstraten ($1 top), clear

weather again: $1,300 w«ak.
Monday

.
(16), Efrem Zimbalist

soloist, with van Hoogstraten con-

ducting ($1.50 top), good weather,

but not up to snuff at the gate:

$4,950.

Tuesday (17), regblar concert,

with van Hoogstraten ($1 top), fair

weather; $4,500 (estimated in ad-

vance).

CONCERTS aiCK BIG

IN INDIANAPOLIS

Indianapolis, Aug. 17.

Public has taken to open air con-

certs by Indianapolis Concert Band,
held Sundays, at Garfield Park, in

such large numbers that original

four appearances have been stretched

to seven, running through Sept. 5.

City Council voted $600 to pay for

the extra stanzas.

'

News Colored

(Continued from page 49)

OPERA ASS'N CRIES WE'VE BEEN ROBBED'

AS 4A'S CHARTER MANEUVERS GO ON

into newscasts prepared by the plant

under the side-eye of the editor.

Chiefly, the editorializing . in the

news programs occurs on political

matters—the humid legislative ones

most especially. But business, for-

eign policies of the U. S., events

abroad, labor and kindred daily

news get the special interpretations

before they are fed listeners.

In some spots the editorializing

takes on a humorous air. When a

catastrophe occurs somewhere, after

the newscaster has given the facts,

he'll slip in such heartfelt sentiments

as 'Isn't that awful, folks? It's a ter-

rible thing. Just goes to show you.

you never know what's going to

happen. And most of us never
know how lucky we are.'

But the big bites crop up when,
for instance. Congress fails to pass

a bill which was designed to help a

specific area of the country. On the

news programs, these stations within

that area have the sheer statement

of the news altered until it becomes
a denouncement of Congress for

'failing' them.
Stations which are guilty of in-

serting editorial angles of their own,
or genuflecting , to what is believed

the normal pulse-beat of their re-

spective neighborhood.s, are .seen to

be committing the same error which
undermined the prestige of so many
newspapers around the country.

General public quite well under-

stands that a commentator exprefis-ei-

his own thoughts on any matter he
discusses, but the public does not un-

derstand the 'coloring' of what is

given the free face of news. It took

tlie public rather a long while to

learn that news columns of so many
papers are altered, played up or

down, to parallel the editorial

thought of the owners of the shpcts.

It may not take thdt same public <is

long to learn when a station tips its

bias on what is ofl'ered a« a straij-ht

and impartial news dispensing pio-

g)am. The papers were. Hnd iiie

much more subtle.

Whitney Will Conduct
Louisville Symphony

Chicago, Aug. 17.

Robert S. Whitney, at present con-
ductor of the WPA Illinois Sympho-
ny here, to leave Sept. 1, to become
conductor of Louisville Symphony.
Whitney is also conductor of Whit-

ney Ensemble, on WMAQ-NBC here
since beginning of radio.

COLUMBIA HAS

BIG TOUR LKT

Columbia Concerts bureau has

lined up an extensive list of road

dates for artists on its roster for the

coming season. Tuesday Musical

Club oif Akron
, has booked appear-

ances by Rose Bampton, Helein Jep-

son, Lawrence "Tibbett, the Jooss

Ballet and Iso Briselli.

Mrs. Zorah B. Berry, of Buffalo, is

sponsoring the following dates: Rose

Bampton, Jo.seph Bentonelli, Nelson

Eddy, Lotte Lehmann, Lily Pons,

Lawrence Tibbett, Ruth Slenczynski

and Yehudi Menuhin.

Richard Crooks, Grete Stueckgold,
Lawrence Tibbett and Yehudi Men-
uhin will appear for the Boston.
School of Occupational Therapy.
Cleveland Museum of Art will offer

Jascha Heifitz, Jose Iturbi, Yehudi
Menuhin, Lotte Lehmann and the
Jooss Ballet. Elmer A. Wiener will

present Sigrid Onegin, Harold Bauer,
Joseph Szigeti and Gregor Piatigot-
sky at the Cleveland Musi<i Hall.

Lanny Ross, Nino Martini; Nelson
Eddy and the Jooss Ballet are on
the list for the Greater Artists Series
at Denver.

University of Oregon will offer

Agna Enters, Lanny Ross, Amelita
Galli-CurcL and Helen Jepson. Rob-
ert Kellogg) will present Betty Jaynes,
Lily Pons, Lawrence Tibbett, Rich-
ard Crooks and Gaspar Cassado at

Hartford, Conn.

Grace Moore, Nino Martini, Albert
Spalding, Ruth Slenczynski, Angna
Enters and the Jooss Ballet are sked-
ded by Mrs. Edna Saunders, of Hous-
ton, Texas. . Sociedad Pro Arte, Ha-
vana, Cuba, will present Jose Iturbi,

Robert Casadesus, Maria Kurenko,
Barrere-Britt Concertino and Mil-
dred Dilling.

Big season is set for Indianapolis,

with the Indianapolis State. Sym-
phony Orchestra dated with the fol-

lowing guest soloists: Richard Bon-
elli, Simon Barer, Albert Spalding
and Lotte Lehmann; and Martens
Concerts, Inc., offering the following:

Richard Crooks, Jascha Heifitz, Betty
Jaynes, Helen Jepson, the Jooss Bal-
let and the duo-piano combo, Vron-
sky and Babin.

Older Group Claims High-Handed Treatment from

Thomson-Gillmore-Tibbefi Bloc-—Settlement Of-

fer Called Unfair

Grand Opera Artists Assn. may
boycott the hearing Aug. 27 at which

it must show cause why Us charter

from the Associated Actors and Ar-

tistes of America should not be re-

voked. Matter was discussed yes-

terday (Tuesday) afternoon at a

general membership meeting of the

GOAAA..
GOAAA claims the Four A's ac-

tion to revoke its charter is uncon-
stitutional, since under each affili-

ated AAAA group has complete au-
tonomy in its own field and is guar-
anteed the fight to conduct its own
affairs as it sees best, provided its

dues to the parent organization are
paid. Furthermore, according to the

GOAAA execs, the recent Four A's

meeting at which Kenneth Thomson
offered the motion to revoke the
GOAAA charter, was Improperly
called since all the affiliated groups
were not notified.

GOAAA attended that meeting
imder protest ^nd if it is represented
at next week's revocation hearing,

that, too, wll be under protest. While
GOAAA is given little chance of re-

taining its . charter at that meeting,

officials of the group state they in-

tend to carry the • fight into civil

court, if necessary, to keep the

AAAA affiliation and, through that,

the American Federation of Labor
tie-up.

Meanwhile, the GOAAA last week
expelled five members for 'working
outside the organization and against

the interests of ^he group.' Those
ousted include Elizabeth Hoeppel
(former GOAAA president), Louise
Taylor, Georgia Standing. Mar-
guerite Ringo and Ciro De Ritis, All

but Miss Taylor are former members
of the GOAAA committee on amal-
gamation with the American Guild of

Musical Artists. Complaint against

the five was that they solicited

GOAAA members to sign petitions

urging the amalgamation and later

that the GOAAA charter . be turned
over to the AGMA. Accused were
charged with 'misrepresentation.'

Expulsion was voted by the ju-

diciary committee.

'Smoke Screen'

According to GOAAA heads, the

AAAA charges that the union has

failed properly to organise the opera
field are simply an excuse to turn

over the charter to the AGMA il-

legally. GOAAA claims it has or-

ganized the San Carlo and Hippo-
drome companies 100% and the Cin-
cinnati opera nearly 100%. Reason
given for inability to organize the

Metropolitjin Opera Company (a

number of whose leading singers be-

long to the AGMA)' is that a 'com-

pany union' is entrenched there and
has resisted all GOAAA efforts. San
Francisco and Chicago companies

Choreography Can Be Copyrighted,

Says London Judge; Balfet War Due

London, Aug. 8.

Can the choreographer cdpyright

the balle^t for which he invented the

steps?

This que.<:tipn, brought into court
for the first time in theatrical history,

was decided in the affirmative by the
English Chancery Court, Judge Lux-
more presiding.

Leonide IVIassine, for years ballet-

mastei- and choreographer for the
Diaghileff and for the past seven
years acting in the same capacity for

Col. de Ba.sil's Ballet Russe£,.sued the

latter for liie rights in the Ijallets he
produced, both before and after join-

ing the orKanix.alion.

Althoufih adjnitling that every
ballet has five component parts,

namely choreography, libretto, music,
costumes and .scenery, the Judge
held the fhorographic part may bo
copyviAlhtcd, particularly since there
is a special method of recording steps

and fcroupin^-s.

At the .same time he decided that

Massine, being imder contract to Col.

de Ba.Ml. forleitcd his rights to a

are comprised of Met artists, it is

said.

Contradicting statement; that the
majority of GOAAA members favor
amalgamation with the AGMA, the
officials estinuite that 90% of tho.-ce

who signed such petitions are m^rn-
bers in bad standing, that many
other members who signed "the pe-
titions under 'misrepresentation' are
now coming In to recant their signa- -

tures. Further assert that the vote:"
"

at every GOAAA meeting has been
against amalgamation. If the senti-
ment favors the AGMA- merge, the
officials ask, why doesn't that ma-
jority attend meetings and vote ac-
cordingly?

Besides the various other accusa-
tions the GOAAA heads level
at Frank GiUmore, Thomson and
the other Four A's officials, the
Charge is made that the AAAA
board is acting in bad faith, carry-
ing out a deliberate campaign to de-
prive the <JOAAA of its rights by
unfair and illegal means.
Before Thomson made his motion

at the recent Four A's meet-
ing, the GOAAA heads say they
went to see him at his office of their
own .accord to seek some settlement
of the trouble. He not only refused
to give them a fair hearing then, but
when a meeting with Richard
Bonelli, AGMA spokesman, was ar-
ranged three days after the AAAA
meeting;, the! terms offered the.,.,
GOAAA were too outrageous to b<r
considered, they charge.
Reorganization of the Four A's,

with the AGMA represented in each
case instead of the GOAAA, is/ ,

meanwhile proceeding rapidly.
Drawing up of the new AAAA char-
ter Is nearly completed, with Henry
Jaffe, AGMA attorney -sitting in the
sessions. National board of the new
American Federation of Radio Ar-
tists also has a quota of AGMA reps
and Henry Jaffe Is one of the Four
A's committee working out a basis
for intei-changeability of member-
ship cards among the member
groups.

102 ON NBC

CONCERT UST

copyright to the ballets prod\iced
during the duration of that contract.
As to the eight Mas.sine ballets in-

corporated in the repertoire of the
company and produced before Miks-
sine became a member of it, the
Judge divided them into two cate-
gories. Four ballets, he held, were
the property of Massine, whil^ the
other four belonged to de Basil, pro-
vided he completed the payments on
them.
The.de Basil organization i? to ap-

peal from the latter part of the de-
cision, maintaining that Massine was
paid for all eight.

Underlying motive for the .^uit lief;

in the fact that Mas.vine jind sevei'iil

American friends of his have ac-
quired ownership of Rene Blum's
Ballet!3 Russe.s de Monte Carlo, and
have entered into an agrccmonl with
the present manager of the Anicii-
cim tour of de Basil's Biilk't Rdssck
to have the hitler rephiced during
the f;ca.son of 1038-'9 by the yoiiiiKcr

ori;anizalion.

A ballet war is apparently in store
for America.

NBC Artists Service has signed 26

new opera and concert artists to its

season's roster, bringing the total to,^

102, New names include four Euro-*

pean singers, Glna Cigna, Kerstin

Thorborg, Vina Bovy and Irene
Jessner, Other Metropolitan Opera
artists who have joined the NBC
ranks include Giovanni Martinelli,
John Charles Thomas, Karin Bran-
zell, Emanuel List ' and George
Cehanovsky.
Other newcomers are Nathan Mil-

stein, Adolf Busch, Erica Morini,
Rudolf Serkin, Alexander Brail-
owsky, Guila Bustabo, Grete Stueck-
gold, Marcel Grandjany, Maurice
Eisenberg, Engel Lund, Katherine
Bacon, Marion Claire, Florence
George, Clifford Mens, Colette
d'Arville, Alexander Culbertson,
Vivian della Chiesa and Victor
Chenkin.

CAL. C. OF C. WANTS TO

PLAY SHOWMAN AGAfK

Hollywood, Aug. 17.

California State Chamber of Com-
merce will stick out its chin iigiiin

next year. Nabobs are flirting with
another outdoor spectacle to be
staged in Hollywood Bowl next ytur
and .<imoking out underwriter.*!.

Last experience was a bitter one,,
the civic outfit dropping $80,000 of
the citizenry's coin in the production
of 'Everyman.' Nut would have bctn
much heavier had not most of the
indebtedness been sclllcd for 75c,
on the dollar. . Picture mob gave up
$5,000 for the promotion.

'

Not determined yet which opii»
will be usicd.
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More Hearst Shakeup

Plans for scrapping the Los An-

eeles Examiner and. combining it

with the L. A. Herald and Express,

to appear as a six day afternoon

paper with a Sunday sheet to carry

the American Weekly are reported

completed by WiUiam Randolph

Hearit is reported to be peddling

. hUs morning Associated Press fran-

chise to the Chicago Tribune inter-

ests, headed by Robert R. McCor-
• mick for $1,000,000 cash.

,

Peal is

reported to have reached the dotted

line stage, and if it is consummated

•will mark one more stage in the

folding of Hearst's a.m. dailies ii^

tionally, with concentration on after-

noon papers. .

Consolidation of Universal Service

and International News Service,

both Hearst syndicates, was com-

pleted last week. Universal served

ajprning papers and henceforth INS

•Will opexate on a 24-hour basis, in-

stead 6J serving only evening papers.

' Barry Farris, head of INS, will con-

tinue as editor-in-chief, with Sey-

mouc Berksbn,' managing editor of

Universal Service, handling the

night si^e, Joseph V. Connolly

continues as president of King Fea-

tures and INS. Former seemingly

. is not affected, as yet.

Principal reason for discontinuance

Paul Back to Spain

Elliott Paul, whose just-published

book, 'Life and Death of a Spanish

Town,' is a current best-seller, has

suddenly left for Spgin, to get into

the thick of things again. Will do

some newspaper work frpm there,

but primarily will gather material

for a series of articles fSr Ken, new
mag to be published by the Esquite

group in Chicago. Paul will be a

sort of foreign correspondent, report-

ing direct from trouble . areas.

That Ken intends to cover the

world's, news from a strict inside, but

news viewpoint, is indicated in its

setup. . Paul is an established and

experienced newsman. So, too, is

Jay Allen, who will be managing

editor of the new mag. Allen is the

former N. Y. News-Chicago Tribune

foreign correspondent who made

Appreciation

Edna St. Vincent Millay pays

go much attention to her fan

mail that, when a wo?nan in an
upstate New York city sent a

signed but iinaddressed letter of

congratulation on her recently-

jpublished .book of poems, 'Con-

versation Pieces,' she ordiered

an advertisement inserted in

the classified section of a news-,

paper in the city frpm which

the epistle was postmarked.

Ad. carried the woman's
name and the words, 'Thank

you. Edna St. Vincent Millay.'

Seattle Star's Squawks

„. , , Charges of illegal practices were
considerable of a rep in his Spanish

jj^^^j against the Seattle Newspaper
stories during the early part of the

q^.^^j ^j^j^ ^.j^g National Labor Rela-
civil war there. He was previously

^.g^^^ Board by the. Seattle Star in

in PariSi Berlin and other spots as a
^^^^q,^ of employer vs. the

foreign correspondent. Guild. Star Guild members are
Entire setup for the mag "asn 1

^^..^^.j^^g protest against replace-
been made yet, but it will be a .semi- ^^^^ circulation employees by
monthly, probably selling for 25c.

n^en^^ers of AFL teamsters' union.
First issue, if is hoped, will be out]

p^p^^ ^^^^^^ the strike illegal and
about Octobei'.

Marjorie Loud's Case

Book and Magazine • Guild last

accused Guild of resorting to viO'

lence in intimidating employees at

their homes and destroying copies, of

the sheet. Five Guild pickets, in-

«f TTniver«l was the merging of the week filed charges against the Anier- eluding Richard Seller, prez of

M Y JournaT Ind Am^^^^ Lat- ican Book Company, with the Na- Seattle chapter, were arrested Aug.

4!.r was the syndicate's best customer tional Labor Relations Board, pro- 17 for fighting with union printers

it S2 OOoT wee^^ .
testing the dismissal of Marjorie

|
on their way to work at the Star.

Feature writers for Universal, in- Loiid. . According to the Guild, Miss

. cluditig LoueUa^ Parsdns, Damdn Loud's dismissal was for^xinion ac-
, Scout tells All

.Runyon and Bugs B^ei%^wm;»>n:ite|^^
International Screen Scout, in its

for the night side and INS Will fur- the publishing house to discourage ^nr«:na«onai o^^^^^^

nish cable and domestic news to organization. .

34-page August issue, comains six

a m '3 and p m 's ' 4his is the second case which the stones. alL by-lmed or mitialled by

^'S regard To the west coast situa- Book and Mag Guild has ^PP^^led Hugh Hoffman,
^
editor^ c^^^^^^^

'

Uort it isuhderstoodthatthe McCor- to the NLRB, the first, being that about a quarter of the maten^^^

.S oitrwill put a new morning of David Redstone, also allegedly hEditonal note by the pu^^^^^

paper ^nto the field, by early fall to discharged for union activity. Latter Plams that he ordered the by-lming

cohipete with Harry Chandler's Los K^as reinstated but claims that it because of Hoflmans position an the

Angeles Times and Sunday, with the
is a different capacity, and is |4rade. He was formerly editor of

Jlerald-Examiner. now pressing for restoration to his Moving Picture World and with Carl

Prelimiriary steps taiken by Hearst jormer position. iLaemmle

was acquiring of the, 49% Interest of rp^e Guild attributes these cases

, Dv. Frank P. Barhsm and the estate ^j^g jg^jj t^at it has recently be- I Boulevardier Goes Native

"vTof Guy Barham. in the Evening L,ome a CIO union,' whereas here- Erskihe Gwyhne is reviving his

Herald and Express tp clear the way k.j^fQj.g^ its principal activities v^ere magazine. The -Boulevardier, 'which
for;further-marteuyers. along educational lines. It h?is se- he formerly published in Paris, with
Understood that the Chandler-Otis closed shops at Vanguard first is^ue due out in the middle of

Interests opposed IJear$t;s sale of the
p^.^^^^ Covici-Friede and the Pauber September.

AP franchise, not Mring for thei^^^^ =pj^g Bookstore. . Sylvia Lyons wiU do the Paris
' competish likely to bp offpred. |. —,— letter and Jack Campbell is handling

Fawcett Switches. Mags East drama, these two being the only ones

Selfridged N. Y; Ads I Effective in. December, editing of from the old Paris group to write

Selfridge At Co , Ltd., American- fan mags in Hollywood and switch-
\
for the niag

owned London department store, has ing of the editorial control to New
begun series of daily ads in the N. Y. York has been ordered by W. H.

Herald-Tribune, simii^ to ones Fawcett, head of Fawcett
.
Pubhca-

which have been runhing for 2fii tions, Itic. Order affects Screen

years in the London times, Man-i Book and Hollywood. Change fol-

chester . Guardian; Yorkshire Post lows Fawcett's. previous decision to

and other papers. abolish Screen Play

Topped by a ! note stating 'This John .LeRoy Johnston, western

space will be occupied every day by manager, ;will remain, in that ca-

an 'article reflecting .
Ihe policies, pacity to handle stories , and art.

principles, and • opinions of thia Hollywood is edited by E. J. Smith-j

H<iUse <>f Business, iipoh various son, and Screen Book is in charge

, points dt public interest.' Ad runs of Ted Magee. •

half . a single column. Article is Switch will affect 15 employees,

titled 'The- Curtain Goes Up' and is Johnston said merging has not yet
' signed ' by ' Callisthenes.

; been worked out and that it is not
First 'article,' appearing last Mon- known who will remain with the

day (16) said, in part, 'This is in-
1 firm.

..tended to be a contribution, in a

CHATTER
I

Oil magnate and financier, was killed

I. A. R. Wylie bacTc from England. 4he Spanish war,

John Steinbeck back in N. Y. from ^
Walter Snow is back at his job as

Eurooe drama and picture crick of the
Bronx Home News, having written

Webb Miller on a 2,000-mae trip 1 gs^ooo-word novel on his 25-da?
down the Volga River. vacation. Book , deals with martial

Bessie Breuer back from Europe law and is titled 'Against Destiny.'

and at New City, N. Y. ^ar Young, writer for Hearst's In
Millen Brand will give a Course of ternatlonal Advertising Service,

lectures on novel writing. listed $3,043 in liabilities in a bank
N. Y. Herald Tribune and News- ruptcy petition he filed in U. S. dis

paper Guild unit resume negotiations trict court, N. Y. Lists $24,000 in-

Aug. 25. surance as an asset. Lives at 42

Mignon Eberhardt living in Stam- Mayhew: ave., Larchmont

ford. Conn., haying moved from Norman MacCauley, Philly Daily

Chicago News reporter, has been named as

Popular Publications will put out Nstant secretary to Governor Earle.

a new mag shortly called. '44 West- He succeeds Sulliv^^^^

em Macazine '
Philly Record scribbler, who wasem Magazine.

. k-ecently appointed to head Bureau
First three chapters of Stanley

^i^jj jj^gj^jg ^^d Public Informa-
High's new book printed in current

^j^^^ MacCauley's pay will be $5,000
Harper's mag. a year
Rafael Sabatini and his wife have g^ead Alone,', by Edith Ann

left England and are spending the uimeri will be published by House
summer m Italy. of Field, N. Y.. early in September.
Timothy Brace Vacationing In a iijss Ulmer is former teajcher in

trailer. His new whodunit is titled Indianapolis junior high school
Murder in a Trailer.' courses here. This will be her. sec

Meridel Le Seur has enlisted a ond novel, the first being 'High

group of Minneapolis radicals to re- Weeds.'

vive her mag 'Midwest.' Gene Fowler sails the end of this

Hugh Cave, scribbler for Popular month to interview former Kaiser

jPublications, back from his -annual Wilhelm of Germany at his exiled

'trip to the Maine woods. retreat in Doom, Holland, for INS

.Bill Rapp, editor of True story, R^ndo'n House is bringing o

and Harry Maguire ^ reading -scripts If ^ovel. Salute to Yester-

for a possible fall play production. Jay, in October. He returns to

, „ ^ 1 20th-Century-Fox Films in the fall
Leon Dennen, whose last book was.

ft^^ INS newspaper chpre.
'

'Where the Ghetto Ends,' has com- I
y :

pleted a biographical play on Gorky,

Mansfield

(Continued from page 69)

way, to the philo.tophy of - business,

to try to excite .in the public mind
a fuller appreciationv a wider recog

jiition of the fine! principles, the high

sportsman-like standards of busi

nei's ' as ' now carried on in England,

Europe as a whole, and in Amercia.'

Article adds the series pulls large

Federal Theatre Analyzed
Willson Whitman, fenime scrib-

bler, has written a study of the Fed-
eral Theatre titled 'Bread and Cir-

cuses' which. Will'" be published in

the early fall by the .Oxford Unir
versity Press. Writer has pre--

isoi-respondence frohi all over the viO"fy f^htributed pieces on the

world.

Louis Sobol to Renew
Louis Sobol, is set to renew with

the N. Y. Journal-American for an-
other year although the columnist
hasn't formally signatured as yet^

Sobol is holding out for certain re-

visions, including a radio restric-

tion. He was offered three years,

but in view of constant bids from
Hollywood decided to merely tie up
for one year at a time.

Broadway columnist was chased
back from a vacation when Bill

Farnsworlh was let out of the
Journal. Latter, although a sports

' columnist, had been gravitating into

a 'Sidewalks of N, Y.' column with a

semi-Broadway slant. Farnsworth
is n'jw 100«:o with Mil:e Jacobs' 20th

Century Sporting Club as g.m. and
a v.p.

theatre to magazines, and was the
author of 'A Job for Jumbo' dealing

with the WPA theatre which ap-
peared in Stage mag. Book is said

^o bs sympathetic in tone.

Concluding, chapter suggests that

the present administration should
use the Federal Theatre as a means
of getting its views across, with
which heads oif the project are ex
pected to take issue.

A. P. Chatter

Edmund A. Chester, who has been

in charge of the Associated Press

Bureaus in Latin America, has been

aptJoinled executive director of that

service. He has been with the syndi-

cate seven years. Zachary Taylor,

former mat editor of the A. P.,

moves over to .the cable desk.

Bill McClcary. of the feature

service, is back from his Maine va-

cation. Howard Blalceslee, science

editor of the A. P., recent!" b--ame

the father of a boy.

.
German Film Books

Two books about w.k. German
stars have recently appeared in Ger
many. One. entitled 'Emil Jan
nings—a Diagnosis of German
Films.' is the work of Richard Bie,

already known through his opus on
Stefan George. Book starts out with
a discussion of German film prob-
lems in general and then switches
over to Jannings, and the indelible

and indispensable influence he has
had on films in his country.

Lilian Harvey biography is pa;r ;

of a series of illustrated books about
film' stars written by Edith H/.mann

S-Ball From Decatur
First strike lost by the American

New.spapei- Guild was the three
week old walkout of the Decatur
(III.) Herald and Review which was
terminated by a vote of 6 to 4 by
10 of the orif?inal 16 striker.s.

Strike which was called on. July
10 resulted in the suspension of the

newspapers for four days.

Radio Ed Turns Prof
Ralph Norman, radio ed of Indian-

apolis Tiriies, leaving next week for

Michigan' State College at East Lan-
sing. Will do double duty, serying as

instructor in journalism, and pub-
licity purveyor.
Sexspn Humphries is set to take

over radio -desk.

• Literati Deaths This Week
Edith Wharton, 75. American

novelist, died in her villa hear Paris

on' August 11. She v/as buried in

the . Protestant cemetery, Versailles.

Mrs. Wharton, who 'had been mar-
ried in. 1885 to Edward Wharton,
Boston banker, was born Edith New-
bold Jones, and grew up in social

circles in New York and Newport.
She was 'the author of 38 books, in-

cluding 'The Age of Innocence,'

which won a Pulitzer Prize in 1920,

and 'Ethan Frome,' which was
dramatized two seasons ago by Owen
and Donald Davis. Katharine
Cornell played in the dramatization
of 'The Age "of Innocence' eight years

ago, and one of Mrs. Wharton's short

stories became 'The Old Maid,'

which also won a Pulitzer prize.

David G. Baillie, 71, former New
York and California newspaperman,
died while on vacation in Scotland
on Aug. 14. He was literary secre-

tary to" Andrew' Carnegie and was
known to newspapermen as secrer

tary of the Society of Silurians, an
association of editors, reporters and
cartoonists which flourished in New
York about 30 years ago. His son,

Hugh Baillie, president of the
United Press, was vacationing with
him ill Scotland when he was fatally

stricken.

Lc3 A. Cpinly') Moore. 39. chief

photographer for the St. Paul Daily
News since 1923, died on Au^. 6 at

the Mayo clinic, following a stomach
operation, last of several resulting

from World War wounds. Before
the War he had been lensman on the
Minneapolis Journal and the now
defunct Minneapolis Daily News

Robert A. Cronin. 53. sports editor

of the L. A, Illustrated Daily News,
d'cd in his sleep at LoS Aii^elcs Aug,
1.^. He had been with .tl\o paper
s^nce its founding byCvi-nclius Van-
dcrbilt, Jr., in 1923. surviving
through the Vandcrbilt debacle.
Widow. Mrs. Grace Cronin; a son.

Robert Ht; brother. Ned, and
nephew. Robert H. Cronin, survive.

Thomas Mann editing a new anti-

Fascist mag' titled 'Mass und Wert'

('Standards and Values) from Zu-
rich.

G. Selmeir Fougner, N. Y. Sun wine
commhist, will do- a monthly^piece l^^jj^

^^^j^ sentence for- life to
along similar lines for Scribners I

j^j^^^ .^^j p^^^^ ,

'"Monte Barrett, San ' Antonio ;
Testing Ground

(Tex.), author and his wife, set sail Nor would the value of the minor

last week from Galveston for league end there, according to the

Sweden. manager of the A. E. Scott Players.

Bill Watters, script writer at' Kass- .'Now
,
that the producers are buying

Tohrner, taking song and dance les- successful Broadway plays,' she con-

sons, hoping to combine writing with tinues, 'they could use stock com^

a legit career. panies scattered about the country

Jack Conroy plans to desert St. I as an ideal means of testing public

Louis for either .Washington or New [reaction before they begin filming

York as soon as Covici brings out the
,
play. Stock would also give

his new novel.- them a chance to find the players

• Cornell Wilde, actor with 'Having who would-be most acceptable to the

Wonderful Time,' will edit a new public in each of the roles and would
book on fencing by Joseph Vince, eliminate much of the possibility of

Olympic's trainer. miscasting.'

Editor and' Publisher heads Stock, as a self-sustaining institu*
streamline'd with last Week's issue. Uion, is definitely finished. Miss
Gilbert P. Farrar, newspaper stylist, Mansfield: thinks. Most of the
collaborated in changes.

. methods of hypoing biz are on]y
Alfred Hall Stark, pulpster, »s temporary in their effect and can't

scripting a jazzed-up • version of
last. The 'arty' angle, -which gives

American labor struggles, designed Uhe coin-heavy hopefuls a chance, .is

to popularize strike history,

West F. Petersen former editor^of Ig^aspfng stogk haV done
Foto and other Dell Publications, has
opened a literary .agency in New
York. Name of firm is Petepub, Inc

Paul Scott Mowrer, editor of the

Chicago Daily News, elected chair

man of the provisional board of gov
ernors of the American Press. So
cicty

Henry C. Beck, of the Camden I

a good role for the regular season

Courier-Post; author of 'Forgotten Stars the Bunk
Towns of Southern New Jersey,' is 'But I don't believe in personali
working on a book titled 'More For- ties,' Miss Mansfield says. "When
gotten Towns/ you biiild up an actor, you definitely

Albert .
Maltz contributes 'Hotel .shorten his usefulness. The public

Raleigh, the Bowery' to the Septem- tires of stars. Besides, it is stock
ber issue of Story mag. Dramatiza- we're talking about, and when you

probably the most desperate straw-

•

Equally futile ' is the system of

using .names, to secure b.o. draw. It

is likely to work as long as there

are new plays for the stars to try

out in, for they're generally willing

to work for cakes and coffee in • a

summer theatre on the possibility of

tion will appeiar in the 'One-Act
Play Ma.g'.next fall,

Roy ('Hap') Grimes, Houston Post
dramatic editor, spent his time off

relaxing in San Antonio, Tex. So
did Felix R. McKnight, a.p. sports

writer from Dallas.

Edwin L. James, managing editor

of the N. Y. Times, has gone to

Europe for a six months' vacation.
Bruce Rae, asst m.e., handling the
post in James' absence.
Hedda Hopper has signed with

Esquire Syndicate to turn out a daily

chatter column from Hollywood.
She starts her chore Sept. 1 with an
initial outlet of 25 dailies.

Jerome Dreifgss, United Press
s'arT man, has v/ritteh a book based
on letters turned up by Karl Bickel,
former president of the syndicate,
written by Catharine the Great to
Potcmkin.

First novel of Frances Millington.
Selznick-International story depart-
ment attache, has been accepted for
publication by Phoenix Presis and is

due in the fall. Tag is 'The Watchful
Eye.' a whodunit.
Charlie May Simon and her hus-

band. John. Gould Fletcher, are in

Peterborough. N. 11. Her new novel,
'The Share-Croppor,' will bo out next
nnnth. She. i!> currently working on
a book for .iuves.

Glyii Roberts to write a biog of
Sir Henry Deterding for Covici,
Friede. Ralph Fox. English news-
paperman, who started a book on the

get into stars, you sinlply aren't

playing stock.'

The Mt. Gretna group, which is

scampering along toward the wind-

up of. a mode.stly profitable 10-week

season, is typical of the stock of the

old days, even to the neighborly

chats between acts with the audience

and familiar first-name references to

the actors in the gossipy portion of

the weekly program. It's a system,

however, which has proven effective.

Miss Mansfield points out, for the

(Gretna Players have held the same

stand for 11 summers and haven't

would up with a minus sign yet.

Tucked away in thp deep seclusion

of this small wooded summer resort,

the Theatre-in-the-Woods is never a

proving ground or an art center. It

is straight-away stock throughout,

and quite limited at that. Theatre

is owned by a church- group, as is

practically all o£ Mt. Gretna.; Plays

a,re all '.-farefuUy checked by the

board o[ governors and anything

with a triangle situation or even the

slightest smacking of sex is tos-sed

out. Added to this problem of play-

buying is the fact that^^the average

audience is a composite group com-

posed pf upper-crusters cottar.i»S at

the resort for the summer, mill gii'ls

from .surrounding industrial towns,

society folk from the cities, farmers

of the hardest variety to crack, and

religious big •' wi.tjs. Combined Ihcy

present a pretty problem.
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Broadway

Simon

Ann Clark back in town from
European trip.

Henry Beeman to manage new
C«va]iei. CJub, N. Y.

Miriam Howell back from New
England semi-vacash.

Mi« LesKe Gross quit

agency after 12 years.

Eva Leonard-Boyne to tour with

Helen Hajres in 'Victoria.'

Charlie Morrison came east to

lake his sister .yp to Saranac

Jack. Lavin, former manager of

Paiil Whiteman, back in town.

Jylie Jenner (Mrs. Monte Proser)

is in Reno for the usual reason.

B S. Bercovici, out of the hosp,

going into the commercial publicity

biz.

Jack Cohn guested Judge Ferdin-

and Pecora at Saratoga this weekr
end. .'

: .

Jxine Broder expected back from
6 i--?awhat lour the middle of this

Mildred Weber back from a three

-

•week loray around the strawhat

circuit,

Willis Stiles, ingenue, staging and
lop tioleing at Grove theatre, Nuan-
gola,-Pa. •

Charlie Kcerner, Boston divisional

director for RKO, in town this weelc

\o line up acts.

Marc Blitzstein to read his "Cradle

Will Rock' to th^ Hedgerow Theatre
troupe this Sunday (22).

Mack-^ Millar to the Coast next

week oh campaigns for Mitzi Green,

Ozzie I^elson and Shep Fields.

Leon ^nd iEddie's) Enken getting

over tropical ailment dating back to

Pi9st winter's sojourn io Bahamas.

Arthur Willi, RKO talent scout,

has gone to the Coast for two.weelts

on a studio visit. Toiting the missus.

Nat Lefkowitz* of WilUam Morris
agency; returning east about Sept. 1,

after some months at the Hollywood
office, -

Wilma Francis, having" obtained
release from her Paramount con-
tract, has come east to crack the

legit st»ge.

George Lait doing serializations

for Cosmopolitan Pix in N. Y.
Working . on 'Alcatraz* ' and 'Boy
Meets Girl.''

• Instead of visiting Jher home in

Italy pending the road tour of

'Tovarich;' Marta Abba is resting at

Great Neck, L. I.

Autografhounds even .invading
the reserved press section of the
Paramount theatre to signature the
film reviewers.
Cornell Wilde, legit juve, has

translated Imre Foldes' 'Pleasure Is

Mine' from the Hungarian for Broad-
way production.
WiDiam A. Brady and Grace

George planning return from the
Coast for the opening, of the legit
reason next month.
Jack Waldron, who had been m.c.

at the Trocadero, Hollywood, flew to
Saratoga to pace the floor show at
Riley's Lake House.

Charlie Harris back from fishing
trip and handling both 'Room Ser-
vice' and 'Brother Rat' in the ab-
sence of Carl Tisher.
' Tony Bickley writing legit reviews
for the Springfield (Pa.) Press, his
hometown sheet. Due back to Broad,
way legit in two weeks.
Dave Epstein in town in advance

of 'Broadway Melody,' doing special
ballyhoo , on behalf of his charge^
Roy del Ruth, who directed.
Ted Lewis has his Asbury home

outfited like a dormitory on the top
flogr in . order to accomodate his
musicians when they .sleep-in.
John Sloan, state racing commis-

sioner and one of operators of Grand
Central theatre, has been named
vice-president of National Racing
Commish.
Ted Shapiro planed in from Holly-

wood to join Sophie Tucker as ac-
cpmpanist-straisjht man during her
engagement at the Piping Rock, i

Saratoga.
Charlie Green, prez of Consoli-

'

dated Radio Artists, has authored

of the N. Y. Times execs as it's the
daily's standing rule to nix all for-
eign wordage in advertisements, and
while this was an innocuous formal
announcement, the Times was wor-
ried about establishing a precedent
in case of future squawks.

Sir Josef Ginsberg is coming out
of seclusion to make his first public
appearance in .11 years tonight
(Wed.) as guest artist with Willie
and Eugene Howard at the Mirador
nitery where Jack Osterman has de-
veloped Wednesday guest nights.
Yesterday (Tues.) Sir Joe squawked
about his billing.

London

Billie Houston victim of sun.«;troke.

Frank Shaw, publicity man lor
Capitol Films, .has resigned.

Richard Tauber's Elstree home
broken into for the second , time.

John Paddy Carstairs' book, 'Movie
Merry-Go-Round' has gone back for
reprint.

Charles Coborn celebrated his 85th
birthday with an air trip over
London.

Title of G-B's 'A Shilling for
Candles' changed to 'The Girl Was
Young.'

Son born to Leslie Howard's
brother Arthur, who married a niece
o£ Fay Compton last year.

Bill Fligelstone, former president
of the Cinema Exhibitors Ass'n,
making his' initial trip, to Hollywood.
Leslie Henson's new musical, 'Go-

ing Greek,' op.en3 at the Gaiety
Sept 16, after two Weeks' try-out at
BlackpooL ...
John Grierson, former t film critic

for the New York Sun and Herald
Tribune,' now in thte critic's chair of
World Film News.
Tom Bostock, William' Mollison,

Ha,rry Duben and Aubrey Hammond
off to Holland to get local color for
'Laughing Cavalier,' musicaL
A. Frank, former vaudeville opera-

tor of the Apollo, Dusseldorf , build-
ing a vaiide house in Brussels. Will
seat 2,000, and opens in the fall.

'The Island,' by Dr. Merton Hodge,
tried out at the 'Q' theatre recently,
has .been acquired by the 13aniel
Mayer Co. for production in the
West End. . , ,

• Hartley Powers, who came here
some 10 years ago in 'Broadway,' re-
turns to Broadway ' to take up the
Sam Levene role in a road company
of 'Room Service.' >'

Chicago

Hal M«nkin to N. Y.

Major Holmes doing Grant Park
concerts commentary.
Dan Ryan lost some weight dur-

ing past two weeks.

Frank Dare back in town after
gathering some sunburn
Eddie Appleton can't talk about

anything but that kid of his.

Joe E. Brown finally got that
bandage off his smashed duke.

Sam Gersoii back in the local Shu-
bert chair following European jaunt.

Charles Miller will duck Music
Corp. in September for a vacation in

Europe.

Jack Fine still trying to set up a
line for his vaude unit, now in the
making.

Leo Salkin one of latest to get a
sun tan, but back in the loop With
it now.

J. C. Stein having his yacht. Shim,
rebuilt following a smash-up -in a
Lake Michigan squall.

Mike Fritzel played host to birth-

day party given Dave Rubinoff's
violin on its 206fh anniversary.

Honolulu

Ethel Shutta arrived, remained

with

Artists, has authored .only eight days.

T*Pv.V?.»^f'' Tito Schipa photographed
w^^^ 9-2**1"^^^'

"^i'*^
^""^

I

Shirley Temple,
ford and Paul Dsnniker. , „ ,

Rubin Abrams, auditor for Rand- i

Len Roos in from Singapore on a

force Amusement circuit, has an- !

i'"sh buymg trip,

nouncied his engagement to Beatrice
j

Mi\ and Mris. Bob Leonard were
Greenbe/fT. Juilliard School grad and

I

sad departing tourists.
UTmer radio singer at Poughkeepsie.
Len H. RoosT head of Malay Films,

Ltd., o.p.'d by the U. S. oh a periodic

Bor&B

Irip, flying to the Coast in order to
cateh the Mariposa sailing iDday
08) for Honolulu and thence to
Singapore

Jacques Feyder in Berlin.

Willy Fritsch father of a boy.

Leni Riefenstahl back from Paris.

'Piccadilly Jim' IMG) at the Mar-
morhaus.

Ehnil Jannings celebrates his 50th
birthday.
Maria Roland singing on broadcast

to Amierica.
Lilo Hartmann signied for the State

theatre, Bremen.
Hilde Krahl sigged for lead in next

Willy Forst film.
Harry Piel in new Terra pic "The

Impossible Mr. Pitt,"

Brigitte Horney to Munich to be-
gin work on her next pic. •

Traudl Stark's next pic named
"The Sailors' Sweetheart."

E. M. Emo megging the ,Terra

-

Filmkunst "Music for You,"
"Enemy of the People" to the

studio for Terra-Filmkunst.
Hans Albers to go over to legit in

the fall at the Kurfurstendamm.
"Meiseken" to t>e released for

world distribution through Defira.
Robert Stolz cleffing 'The Un-

excused Hour' for Terra-Filmkunst.
Clemens Schmalstich penning

music for 'An Enemy of the People.'
lElrdmann Graeser, w. k. Berlin

scripter, died suddenly at the age of
67.

Sybille Schmitz has the lead in
"Signal in the Night," new Tobis
pic
Ernst von Dohnanyi, Hungarian

conductor, celebrating his '60th birth-
day. ; .

Maria Roland, Germany's busy
yodler, planing to Holland to ether
a bit.

Renate Muller to play lead in
Tobis' 'The Little and the Great
Love.'

Charlotte Susa playing lead in the
Cine-AUianz pic 'The Great Ad-
venture.'
Max Huske, new production chief

at Itala-Film Co., working on a new
Gigli pic.

*

Olga Tschechowa ' signed for lead
in Terra's "The Girl With the Bad
Reputation."

'Mr. Deeds Goes to Town* (Col)
scheduled for Germany ' for the
coming season.
Attila Ho'rbiger opposite Paula

Wessley in her next pic, "Dr.
Christl's First Case."

Sabine Peters replacing Magda
Schneider in 'Primanerin at the
Kurfurstendamm.
Pola Negri's next vehicle to be

'Die Fromme Luge' from the play by
Hadrian Maria Netto.
Work of Benno von Arent, State

scenic director, on display at the
exhibition of German Art in Munich.
Karin Hardt took over lead in

'Daphne and the Diplomat,' replacing
Erika Lindner, who fell suddenly ilL

Legit success 'Kleines Bezirks-
gericht' to be filmed by Astra, with
Ida Wust and Hans Moser in the
leads.
Franz Marszalet engaged as musi-

cal director and conductor for the
revue opening at the Admiialspalast
in fall, "Today I'm in Love.'

By Erie Grarrick

continues to .pull classy dance trade.

Troc was wobbly at one stage, but
Musgrove straightened things ouL

.

Feelers are out for coin to start

indie production units, but the pub-
lic will not bite, owing to the apathy
of the government over its current
Quota law.
Three pix are in production at

present Cinesound has 'Lovers and
Luggers,' Harwood is doing 'Grand
Exit,' and Monkton is. on location for
'Typhoon Treasure.'
Metro's hew Brisbane house will

open next October under the super-
vision of Bernie Freeman. Will make
the fourth one playing ace MG
product in Australia.
Richard White is staging dances

for presentations at the Stat^ theatre
under the direction of Orrie Perry,
Stage stuff has been in vogue at this
theatre for some months.

Brett Randall is producing for the
Little Theatre "CJood Hope.' taken
from the Dutch of Herman Heijer-
mans.- Imperial Little Theatre is

presenting 'He Who Gets Slapped.'
Radio fans are still protesting to

the government about the high
charge for air licenses, but no re-
duction will be granted, according to
officials connected with radio con-
trol.

Frank Neil's new. vaude-revue unit
includes C^cii Lyle, Harmony iECin^s,

Perry '& Lillian, Herbert Loe, Dinks
& Trixie, George Harold, The Deys,
Moran & Wiser, Great Savona, and
George Bolton,
Georti S,chneevoigt director of

Finnish Ns^onal Orchestra, is cnn-
djuctiii* the- Australi-in Broadcasting
Coinmission's Symphony Orchestni
in. a saries of recitals at the City
Hall, Melbourne.
Russian Monte Carlo Ballet bowed

out after a tremendously successful
run for W-T. Said that a repeat
season will be arranged for the
whole of the Commonwealth and
New Zealand some time next year
under the same management.

Hollywood

Paris

Leo Joannon off for Nice.

Max Reinhardt in from N, Y.

Lili Damita back to America.

Spivy returning to America,
Composer. Gabriel Pierne dead.

Georges Rigaud off- for America,
Adele Astaire over from .England.

Jeanne Aubert leaving for Amer-
ica.

Harry Richmond over for a look-
m.

The Jack Kapps here for biz and
fun.

Irene Rich Superchiefed in from
points east.-

Una Merkel snoozing on the Bar-
bara strand.

Peter Lorre suffering from make-
up poisoning.

Mario Chamlee, Met tenor, slesta-
ing in Bevhills.

Benny Zeidmah broke two pha-
langes at tennis.

Ginger Rogers seeking the cool-
ing zephyrs of Banff.

Max Schall has joined Music Cor-,
po ration of America.
Ted Magee, Fawcett ed., lost his

appendix vermiformis.

Wesley Ruggles returned to Para-
mount megging chores. '

Ot'-
Jack Cumniings . tramping the

"

B. C. wastelands for b'ar.

Nick Carter, Radio praiser, what>
netting on a Sierra vaqash.

Sig Marcus has a witness to prove '

he caught 17 trout in oiie day.
Eddie Selzer off to see if -there's

really trout in them thar Sierras.

Hugh. Herbert was tossed a sur-
«r*-; birthday binge by the Warner

.

mob.
jij.igar Selwyn and Prank Wilcox;

vacationing in Yosemite National
park.
Francis Lederer succeeded by Dick

Powell on Screen Actors Guild
board.

. The Eddie Robinsons threw a big
jamboree for Andre Kostelanet2 and
Lily Pons.

Gloria Stuart sprained hip in
headon tennis coUislon with AI
Kingston.
Clara Kimball Young draw£ a spot

in The Great Diamond Robbery,*
20th-Fox.

Daniel Lbpgwell of the N. Y.
literati fingerbowled with Gene
Markey, a pal.

j
Mack Gordon and Harry Revel

! gettirrg a .taste of wild life at the
Catalina Isthmus.

i Sig Rumann hied to the lofty blti-
' ludes of Tuolumne meadows on '

hearing rumors of trout.
Bill Powell and Myron Selznick

venturing into Arrowhead's icy wat>
ers from the Selznick lodge. -

B«»verly Ann Welch, age. four, will
do a trap-drum specialty in Univer-»
sars 'Merry-Gd-Round of 1938.'

Andy Hervev back at Metro's
praisery after few days> observation,
in the Cedars of lliebanon hospital.
Loyola band, struttin'est college

combo on th^ Coast, working in

20th-Fox's 'Life Begins in College.'

Stuart Doyle visiting Brisbane,
Charles Munro huddling with his

execs,
'Over She Goes' clicks for W-T in

Melbourne.
Charles Chauvel. figuring on start-

ing production soon,
British pix are picking up nicely

in this sector nowadays.
Move afoot to introduce a National

Theatre by the government.
Next February W-T will' bring

here the Stratford-on-Avon Memo-
rial Shakespearean Co, of 28 players.
Kirsten Flagstad, Norwegian sing-

er, has been engaged by Williamson-
Tait for a concert season early next
year.
Nabe biz for Hoyts is on the up

and officials are reported looking !
under

for vacant spots for additional the- :

atres. .

j

Robert Halliday, Margaret Adam.s
;

and Marjorie Gordon have been en
gaged by W-T to appear in 'Bala
laika,'

Gaite-Lyrlque shuttering for sum-
mer.
Cole Porter taking a look around

again.
Leo Reisman and band to Monte

Carlo.
Laslo Benedict planning an Amer-

ican visit
Eight new films opening' all

American.

thJ*?umme?*
^'^^^^""^^ '''''''^ ^'^M^^'^'Sry Ratoff went yachting with

Marine Pavilion at the Expo j
Z«nuck on Schenck's craft and got

finally opening. ! so mal-de-merish he gave away his

Georgie Hale and 'Glamorous i

°°sun s cap.

Girls' to Cannes, .^"ifen?l1.-^r=1 t/r^r*?^
Paul Derval looking for talent for ?':«,/iT'"!JP.'^«^^^^^

thp Tipvt Folipq-Bereere Gangster, Metro production tOme next i!Oues Bergere.
star Edward Robinson, in Frisco.

Otto KrUger washed up his job in
Harry Sherman's 'The Barrier' an4
chiefed out to his Adlrondai;^ home.
Andy Hervey in hospital for ob-

servation and possible op, with Bill

Moore subbing for him in the Metro

Chez Florency shuttered for the i

annual summer closing. I

Dora del - Monte dancing at the ,

Writers' Conference gala. i

Germaine Roger going into Cliff

!

Fischer's next (Ilasino show.
Amateur Theatre Confederation

'

holding its annual conference. i

Theatre des Ambassadeurs shut-
tered, for the remainder of the sum-
mer.
Ynez La Vail making first Euro-

pean appearance at the Shehera-
zade.

Isa Miranda in for few days says:

sailing for Hollywood from Genoa
in September.

Danielle Darrieux says she has
three scenarios to choose from when
she reaches Hollywood.

Mistinguelte rehearsing n new re-

vue which will reopen the Mogador
Mitty Goldin's manngemetit.

William Darling has taken leave
of absence to travel after 19 years
as art chief , for 20th-Fox and Its

corporate
.
predecessors. Bernard

Herzbrun subs.

The Hague
By A. C. Slop
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Jean Maclntyre, local, home from
tour with 'Idiot's Delight'
Nippon Nikkatsu Film Co. shoot-

ing a silent picture here.
Mushy Robinson, eight years with

Duke Ellington, here mdef.
Charlotte Wood of Metro came

. Benjamin (Park avenue p.a.) Son- |

down with the Roy Burns party.

.

nenberg will accomp Lucien (Paris vtt? n^"i^v.n°hP?r"
J on the dressmaker's maiden trip to
Coast. Us also Sonnenberg's first
lime west.
Diane Dewey's reported marriage

|No, 2 try) isn't going to split lip
Dano and Diane, They just got back
ironn six weeks in London and two
in Paris, Open at the Rainbow
Room in October,

Pi'ff .'Stunt for 'Vogues' opened at
the Music Hall w^as the Professional
Models of N. Y. cocktailery (b.r.'d
by UA, of course) honoring Joan
Bennett, starred in the Wanger film.
Staged at the Promenade cafe in
Rockefeller Plaza. •

French Casino's ads in French ne-
ccss)1a(ed a special hoard meeting

Roy Burns, Paramount and Mrs
Burns, down for a two week vaca-
tion.
Auggie Auld off to Hawaiian Para-

dise, L. A;, for a dancing engage-
ment.
Ruby Bacon Cutter suddenly de-

parted for Australia, and New Zea-
land.
Rudolph Friml will be Elmer

Letterman's house guest for two
months. '

Shirley Temple with her parents
and business manager, C. Raude-
bugh, here for a quiet vacation.
Maya Boleyn, Eleanore Walsh, H.

Anderson, and Bill Stephenson, of

Arthur Murreys dancing .'school,

down to gather Hawaiian dances.

The Weintraubs open here July 23 Sol Kinsbergen, pop exhibitor,
for Snider-Dean at the Mayfair in years old.
association with RKO's 'Michael Odeon Picts will distribute Be
Strogoff.' I public's product next year in Hoi
Metro gave 'Love On the Run' a . ]and.

Sabbath airing over the National
netwbrk. Pic is one hardly suited

Miniieapofis
By Leg Rces

Russell Facchine of MCA In town.
Big attendance at MGM annual

picnic.

Harry Katz returning as assistant

Gayely theatre manager.
Pat Luce, 20th-Fox secretary, re-

covering from appendectomy.
Morrie Abrams, MGM exploiteer,

oO lo Diiluth to plug 'Topper.'

Mack Dale orchestra following Joe
Cappo at Cocoanut Grove nitene.
Sue Agnew of RKO back on job

after six weeks' absence due to ill-

ness.

Dance marathon .still running in
Crystal, local suburb, despite efforts

,
to halt it.

;
Charlie Weiner and B. L. Nathan-

. !?on off to Chicago to attend Mono-
I
gram sales' meeting.

Di Gatanos, dancers, featured with

to radio.
Connors and Paul revue will play

a date here under the management
of Snider-Dean after the Brisbane
run concludes.

After completion of 'Lovers .and

Luggers,' Cinesound may produce
'Broken Melody' and hold Lloyd
Hughes for the lead.

Herbie Hayward readying slick ex-
ploitation for Cinesound's 'Tall Tim-
ber,' starring Frank Leighton and
Shirley Ann Richards.
Albert Locke is producing 'Over

She Goes' for W-T at His Majesty'.^,

Melbourne. E. J, Tait will go over
from Sydney to catch it.

'Death on the Road,' British pic,

ha."? been secured by the National
Safety Council for screening
throughout the Commonwealth.

Rubinstein, pianist, will fly from
Marseilles to Australia to fulfil an
engagement with Australian BiOad-
casting Commi.ssion next month,
Trocadero, under Jack Muf^grove,

. ,, L • . ' Del Courtney's band at Hotel Nicol-
Kar .ballet giving «: jgt Minnesota Terrace,
at Municipal Play-

, Fisher, local nabe exhibitor..

i
proudly showing off six-pound bass

' which he caught at Mihnetonk.T.
Warner Brothers' trade exhibit

Uday Shan
performances
house.

.

Fritz Hirsch Operetta Co. back
town and reopening with "Counte.ss

j

Maritza."
Bob Peters' new revue at the 1

scheduled for Nile theatre, indie

Scala a success; Lou Bandy reaping j

nabe house, Aug. 23 and Aug. 24
Louie Blumberg, Warner Brothers*

.salesman, on feet again, but not
! fully recovered from long arthritis

i

siege.

I
Roller skating derby started

! month's run at municipal audi-

all the laurels.
Esther de Boer van Rijk. very pop

stage-actress, celebrated 84th birth-
day and still plays every night.
Trudi Schoop's ballet returning

from the U. S., started a new Euro-
pean tour at the Kurhaus, Scheven-

j torium under Harry Hirsch's man-
ingen.
Cabaret of "not wanted" German

! agerrcnt.
I Harry Hirsch's roller derby, play-

actors, Sieccfried Arno, Willy Rosen i in<4 three-week stand, drawing from
7,000 to 9,000 at municipal audi-
torium.

Iva Griffith, 'Nickey* Goldham-
mer'u .<;ccretary at RKO, out of hos-
pital after recovering from major
operiilion,

John .1. Friedl and John Branton,
PuWlix ciri'uit tioneral manager and

iContinued on page 76)

and Otto Walburg does good biz in

Lutine Palace, Scheveningen.
Jack Barnstyn, foreign manager of

Grand National, here on a visit; tried

to .sell his product for the first time
in Holland. No bids yet
Benny Carter and his swin<.'-band

broadcast several time? from tht
Palai.s de Dance at Schevenincen by
th* B.B.C. and the Dutch A.V.R.O.
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Brockton Irked

At Adndsh Tilt;

Wfll Hurt Biz

H-W WEETS HOODOO

Three Accidents Mark Lynchburg
Date, Not to Mention Rain

By BILL RICE

Brockton, Mass., Aug, 17.

Populace of this town all het up

with the tilt of admission at the

Brockton Fair from four bits to one

buck. They never will pay it as

there is ho reason other than that

;he fair has been losing money the

_ ast four years. State fairs at Min-

neapolis and Detiroit dropped their

admission to 25c and made them

money iffakers. Toronto the best fair

in this world with the largest at-

tendance d)arges two bits and sells

six . admissions in advance lor a

dollar.

What a grand trouper Anna May
Wong is! In 1924 I was the booking

ag6nt for the Hollywood Stars and

she vfas the one member, that could

always make thie front page of any

paper, fhe stiimt was to take her

in the press room' and she at once

stopped aU work. They wanted a

strfry and her gag was Til write it

myself.' Typewriters were offered,

but Miss Wpng said, 'III just knock

it out on the lin&type machine,' and

did that little thing as soon as the

photofiliraphers could get set to take

her in action. Wanted to make
China on a personal appearance

"touf. Like a big sucker, I passed

this, sure-fire bet up. .

Walter P. Stanley, one of the old-

est and best known carnival men,

passed away last week at .Sheridan,

Wyo. Walter had' been out of work
for the past three seasons and only-

last month inherited over $100,000

and was enjoying life to the hilt.

Hunting, fishing^ and visiting his old

friends on various outdoor shows,

ho one in need was turned away.

He -was^ manager of the Wortham &
Rice Shows in 1916 and 1917 for part

of each season.

Living Corpse
Just had an offer to put on a do-

ings at St. Louis—Du Ha! Ha! On-
tario. What a name for publicity.

Place too small and dated for their

time. This week will have some
events at the Massachusetts Ameri-
can Legion State Convention at New
Bedford, Mass. Among them will

be 'Buried Alive.' Miss Betty Burke
of Bismark, N. J>., will be the 'It

Girl' under 10 feet of ground.

BA did over 1,800 gross at a deamer
in Salt Lake City last month. An
old stunt with a new set up. Radio,
telephone, etc. Years ago. I had this

stunt oh at Okmulgee with a Hip
show. Came near being a tragedy.

A cloud-burst filled the grave with
water and we just dug the lady out
with one inch to go. The girl's name
was Geraldine Long, and she had
plenty of sand. We dug a new grave
acid she was under 10 feet of earth
in less than two hours. Sure a great
ballyhoo, as business picked up
plenty.

Barry Buchanon now in his fourth
year of making the 'Outdoor Ency-
clopedia' to be published by Funk
& Wagnals. The first complete his-

' tory of the circus, wild west, car-
nival, boat shows, water circuses,

fairs, amusement parks, tent rep
shows, medicine shows, insurance
shows, hypnotic tent shows, land
shows, minstrel: and dramatic tent
operas. He has a job I'll say, as I've

put^in over 40 years with them all,

and a few fraternal outfits besides.

,
Eddie Brown, manager of Pyle's

'Believe It or Not' at the Dallas flop,

advises the show will not be held
over to 1938.

As far as billing is concerned for
500 miles around Dallas and Ft.

Worth, an automobilist can see
nothing, but Billy Rose and Ft.

Worth. I'll take that back, there
are a few tin Coca Cola signs about
2V2x5ft. repainted, that announce
the Pan American Exposition at Dal-

las with dates. Impossible to read
unless you stop the car and they
have a real estate man and a lauti-

flry man to thank for that.

Lynchburg, Aug, 17.

Hagenbeck-Wallace ran ifito hard

luck at Petersburg and Lynchburg.

Leading accident in Petersburg, after

a gully-washing rain, delayed show's

arrival in Lynchburg until a.fter

noon. Show immediately encoun-

tered a storm that prevented big top

being raised until 4:30. Meanwhile,

large afternoon crowd shivered in

fairground's grandstand.

First performance was given at

6:30, rushed through, while SRO
throng packed menagerie and doors

were flung open immediately for

the evening show. ,
Management

claimed both were 'complete' per-

formances.
While show was unloading, a

wagon-tongue struck a 10-year-old

boy who had been waiting six hours

for the trains to pull in, and broke

his leg. Another wagon pushed a

boy into a hedge. After the even-

ing show, horses bolted, frightening

the crpwd and. causing one woman
to fajl and break her arm.

MISSOURI COMMISH SET

FOR TWO BIG FAIRS

NOW MISSOURI BUZES

WITH CENTENNIALS

St. Louis, Aug. 17.

Gov, Lloyd C. Stark has appointed

a commission to administer expendi-

ture of $225,000 appropriated by the

legislature for Missouri exhibits at

New York World's Fair and Golden
Gate Exposijtion in San Francisco in

1939. Ten members- of commission
served in the legislature and five

others, with two additional advisers,

are non-legislators. Commission is

unpaid but duties of similar bodies in

past have included a sojourn, at state

expense, at fairs, etc., at which ex-

hibits were being supervised.

State Senator Albert M. Clark was
named chairman of commission, a
post he held for state's exhibit, at

Chicago Century of Progress Exposi-
tion. W. M. Ledbetter, exec. sec. of

State Social Security Commission,
and H. A. Buehler, state geologist,

are advisers to commission.

The Taste for Vaude

Lancaster, P^., Au.g. 17.

Stepin Fetchit really fetched it for

Glif Grey's Lebselter's Grove, near
here, Sunday (8). Attraction which
was billed top on a program of local

and Philadelphia' radio acts broke
all records at the Woods spot.

Success Grey has enjoyed with
this act, as well as one or two others
including the Borrah Minevitch Ras
cals has him on the hunt for other
name acts. Will probably round out
the season in this class if booking is

available.

• St. Louis. Aug. 17.

With centennial . celebrations in

Southern Illinois popping up like

mushrooms, plus bumper grain and
fruit crops, carneys, vaude acts arid

other entertainers are enjoying one

swell cleanup. Within past 30 days
three centennials have been held,

another is set for next wepk and
carney, etc., are going to . town in

a big way.

Opening gun was fired when Al-

on celebrated 100 years of its ex-

istence with city pitching $20,000

into pot raised to furnish free en-

tertainment, etc. Stunt was a suc-

cess, Several weeks later 100th an-
niversary of founding of Maseoutah
was provocation for a three-day
celebration that attracted 10,000

visitors to watch 25-float parade,

depicting progress of community and
a pageant 'Time Marches On,'

Highland, in center of a farm and
dairy, district, was next celebrator

that . made • farm hands and their

women folk desert plows and cows
for unrestricted relaxation in town.
This also was a three-day celebra-

tion in which 600 natives partici-

pated in a historical pageant that

ran 90 minutes..

Next to cash in on its lOOth birth-

day is Fieldon, near Jerseyville. Its

plans call for a three-day celebra-.

tion next Week. A carney company
has been hired and free acts are
skedded for each afternoon and
evening during festivities.

Moving pix exhibitors in these and
surrounding communities- stood with
thumbs in vest holes while those
with . dough spent it with the car-

neys, etc.

FRESNO PAIB DATES
Hollywood, Aug. 17.

Acts are being booked by Eddie
Gamble for the Fresno County Fair,

due to open Sept. 21 and run a week.
Escalante Family,, wire artists,

and Pina Family, acrobats, already
have been set.

Minneapolis

(Continued from page 75) .

booker, respectively, back from Chi-

cago talent quest.

Harry Hirsch in Chicago recruit-

ing stock' burlesque troupe which
will, open Gayety season Aug. 28.

Bobbie Pegrin will stage shows.
Some of outlying houses doing

more business this summer with re-

vivals of such pictures as 'Scarface'

than with newer product, survey re-

veals. -
.

Twin City "Variety club planning
to sponsor open golf tournament
here next summer with $10,000
purse total and.bee put on top-rank-
ing golfing movie stars to attend as

a gate-sweller.

New Haven
By Harold M. Bone

'Transparent Man' In
New York's first look-see at

transparent man (in effigy) comes
today (Wed.) when the 't. m.,' fresh
from Europe, is scheduled to meet
newspapermen at N. Y. MUseum of

Science and Industry, where he goes
on display as a regular fixture this

week. Chicago World's Fair boasted
one of these transparent men but this

is initial one for Manhattan.
N. Y. Museum, in RCA building,

recently displayed a transparent
woman.

S. F. SCULPTORS
San Francisco, ^^g. 17.

Such nationally . known sculptors

as Edgar Walter, Haig Patigian. and
Ralph Stackpole are included in the
list of 20 sculptors appointed by
members of the Architectural Com-
mission of the 1939 Golden Gate In-
ternational Exposition to work on
the palaces and courts on Treasure
Island.

W. P. Day is vice president and
.
director of works for the Exposition,
in charge of building the World's
Fair city on the island. Edward L
Frick is chief of the division of
ai'diitecluVe.

Circus Routes

«

Sarassani in Dutch
The Hague, Aug. 6. -

Circus building at Scheveningen.
seaside resort near the Hague, will

be occupied this season by oi\e of

the troupes of Sarassani.

Last year Hagenbeck held the'

spot. I

Week flf Aug. 23

Barnes, Sells-Floto

Xiirlli JMiiUo. Neb,. 23; Kciirnpy, 24;
l'';ilrl)ur,v. iTir .Mnnhiittnn, KaiiH., 2(!; C'on-

aT; SiijuM'li)!-, Nrb., 28; Abellne,
l\-iMs., 2!l.

Cole-Beaity-Maynard
T.tfonxi, Wa.xh..- 2:!; Abordoen.

t.(>M:,'Vlew. 2:.; J'lirlland, Ore-., 20-27;
.'^••loiii. 2S; Kn^'Cni'; 2!).

RinS'li'lff Bi-os.-Barnum Se Bailey
Ill,, 2;!; I'i^ooniliihMon, 21; I'covia,

.'•'i; I !ui'liii-.,M(iti, lii., 2'!; Davcnporl, 27;
' Uii- il:<)>l<l!i, 28.

HOXIE CIRCUS
Massilon, O., Aug. 17.

Jack Hoxie Circus, completely re-
organized and rebuilt in its entirety,
took to the road again at nearby
Salem. Moving on some 50 trucks,
the new shov^ appears to be a win-
ner, with such executives as R. M.
Harvey and Jack Hoxie in command.

Top, which is practically new; is a
90 with three 40's. Other canvas,
kid top, pad room and cook house
is all new as well as a new 600 seven
high chair grand stand, new props,
equipment, cook house accessories.
Trick is carrying about 150 people,
has an advance of 10 men and three
trucks. Big top has capacity of
about 3,500 with admission 25 and 50
cents.

The' staff includes: Jack Hoxie,
producer; R. M. Harvey, general
manager; Dixie Starr (Mrs. Hoxie),
treas.; Ivan Starr, sec; H. W. Doran,
auditor; George L. Myers, equestrian
director; Dick Betts, musical di-
rector; B. S. Urquhart, bandmaster;
F. R. (Kokomo) Andres, legal ad-
juster; Eddie Delavan, supt. tickets
in charge front door; Mrs. Delavan,
downtown ticket sale; Al Martin,
tax box; Elmer Jones, supt.; Charles
Ryan, boss canvas; Roger Boyd, boss
property man; George Wheeler, chief
usher; M. A. Riley, kid show canvas;
T. A. Pence, side show manager;
Owen Conrad, master transportation;
Floyd Harvey; chief electrician;
Leonard Brumbo, master mechanic;
Mrs. Earl Brumbo, wardrobe mis-
tress; Lee Ward, steward; Harry
Doran, supt. of concessions; Orville
Davis, 24-hour man; George Mar-
quess, story man; Barney K!erm, spe-
cial agent: Jtilius Katz, advance fleet,

and E. Clark Bobbett, director of
display advertising,

,

The program: Tournament led by
Jack Hoxie, Jr., 2-year-old son of the
producer-owner; introduction of Jack
Hoxie and his horse 'Scout'; Radtke's
Dogs, presented by Valeska Radtke;
aerial ladders. Marion Clark. Pauline
Eaton, Spanish web and Josephine
Barth; clowns; Roman rings—Pauline
Eaton; Earth's hiph perch and Jane
Waters: Hufl'y Hoffman's funny Ford;
first concert announcement; double
traps—Harry and Mitzi. and the
Radtkes' cloud swing; Holland Cock-
rill riding act. four people, four
horses; clowns: Marion Clark in her
teeth slide length of tent; Harry
Eaton on the slack wire; Three
Eddys, whip crackers; Josephine and
Chauncy Barth, teeter board; Mena,
solo elephant; second concert an-
nouncement; clowns: Kathryn Eaton,
single traps; 'Valcslo Radtke. muscle
grinds; clowns; baseball: banner an-
nouncement; Jane Waters. Eaton
Sisters and Marion Clark, iron Jaw;
Indian spec, red fire tepees, etc.,
finale.

Hoxie appears onlv for introduc-
tion in bi.Ef show program. Concert,
with he and Mrs. Hoxie featured in
scene from one of his motion pic-
tures; oLhcrs who help . make up the

Anticipated squawks on 'Children's
Hour' at Ivoryton failed to ma-
terialize so they brought in.'Lysig-
trata.'

Madison: Ranney Compton makes
it a point to don greasepaint at

least once a season . . . Nan Ray
handling publicity here . . . Edgar
Barrier rejoined Post Road troupe foi:

'Reflected Glory' . . .Laura Adair
hbpping: between here and Stony
Creek Players ; , . Jay Coffey
doubles between local personnel and
Chattering via WELL

Guilford: Douglas Gilmore
directed 'Whistling in Dark' last

week . . . Charles Furcolowe agaun
with N. Y.-Guilford troupe . . .

Percy Helton sneaks over to Ivory-
ton to catch an occasional matinee at

former stamping ground . . . This
is "the spot where Mitzi Hajos once
directed for a full summer.
Stony Creek: Francis Joannes a

weekend commuter between local
playhouse and B'way . . . Large
cast for 'Idiot's Delight' taxes living
accommodations of this village . . .

No tryouts to date is a record for
this house ... Maurice -Wells has
become a summer fixture here . . .

Whenever they want to stick out
their chests around here, they al-

way refer to Stony Creek as the
spot where ,'I)eath' Takes a Holiday'
first saw f<Jotlrghts.

Milford: Crowded condition had
chorines of "Broadway' making quick
changes in the rafters backstage ...
Martin Wolfson so proud of the new
oif-spring- ... Ruth (Mrs. Hal
LeRoy) Dodd still has to obey doc's
orders on early to bed . . . Charles
Kebbe to quit trouping for radio
scripting in the fall . . . Ilona Bucko
used to be a member of the 49'ers
. . . Phil Dunning a first-nighter
last week . . . Wilton Graft, Hal
Conklin and Gay Seabrook set for
leads in season's finale (30) 'Boy
Meets Girl.'

sociation Fair, despite raids, cleared
more than $5,000.
Celinq Schiott joins socialite

brother John Fearnley (Schiott) at
Stony Creek Playhouse.
Mrs. John Chapman and daughter

to Denver for two months. Col-
umnist staying in town.
Jose Iturbi brings New York phil-

harmonic Orchestra to Silvermuia
for one performance Friday night.
Anna May Wong gave a chop suey

party for the 'Princess Turandot'
cast after the closing Saturday
night. .

Walter .O'Keefe, Frank Parker,
Gus Haenschen, Tim and Irene and
other professionals wUl take part in
the Norwalk High School Athletic
Fund benefit Saturday (21).

Des Moines

Freddie Martin's band opened at
Riverview park ballroom.
Variety club picnic is scheduled

for Sycamore park Aug. 16.

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Blank are
planning a trip to Europe this fall.

National Screen Service Corp. to
open a branch office here on Aug. 21
in charge of L. C. (Chick) Friedman.
The Iowa state fair will use an

open-air circus to augment afternoon
and evening amphitheatre shows
Aug. 27 to Sept. 3.

Ringling Bros., Bamum & Bailey
in town on Aug. 18 and the first out-
door circus this season. Barnes • &
Carruthers played an inside date
early In June..
WHO, toes Moines, will have its

fourth annual barkers' contest dur-
ing' the Iowa state fair, Aug. 277Sept.
3, with the- winner to receive ai gold
trophy.

Stroudsburg, Pa.
By John J. Bartholomew

Westport
By Humphrey Doulens

Reid Parker at Silvermine.
Alma Archer to Banff and "Van-

couver.
Jeanette Leech planed to Holly-

wood.
Princess Paley back from Stock-

bridge.
Ethel Barrymore visiting Tallulah

Bankhead.
Fania Marinoff visiting the Law-

rence Langners.
Gladys Swarthout has bought

farmland at Redding. Will build
there.
Dukie Cooper repeats success in

'Personal Appearance' at Pine Brook
theatre.
Westport Town Improvement As-

30-minute after show program In-
clude Red and Rene, fancy riders;
The Eddys, whip crackers; 'Slim'
Cox, cowboys, radio entertainers;
Montana lEarl, trick roper; Chico In-
dians; Shorty Hinkle, bow and arrow
expert; Joe Clark, whip cracker.
In clf)wn alley are Harold J. Conn,

Tom Hibbert, Al Sherwin, Joe
Franklin, Huffy Hoffman, Jim Luns-
ford, Shorty Hinkle and Thomas
Thornton.
The kid show has a good lineup

despite the short time there was to
frame it. The opening stand had the
following platform attractions: Guy
Sampson, musical cowboy; Chanda,
magician; Princess Zella, mentalist;
Jack Hoxie Minstrels with these per-
formers: Willie Smith, comic; George
Tallie, dancer and drums; James
Tallie, comedian; Grace William,
blues singer; Myrtle and Viola
Tallie, singers and dancers; Elma
Von Lynd, three-legged girl: Vannie
Cannaday and Maudie . Kennedy;
Marloe Scotch; Highlanders, Virginia
and Walter Marloe and James Camp-
bell. Dave Lamont, assistant man-
ager; Barney F. Cannady and Harry
(Chuck) Underwood, outside tickets;
A. Portor. doorman.
After 10 days in Ohio the show

will play extensively through In-
diana, entering the Hoosier state
about Aug, 10, after which it is slated
to do a lot of the corn and tobacco
country, according to Harvey.

John MulhoUand at. Buck Hill
Capt John D. Craig at Lutherland.
Renee White and Marilyn Drake

at Chateau Roth.
Dorothy Lisette and group appear

weekly on/WGBI.
Buck Hill Players will present 'The

Emperor Jones' Aug. 20.

The Saxons succeeded Charlie
Knecht's orch at the Hof Brau.
Tommy Clifford's Serfenaders at

Vogt's "Tavern auditioned for Will
Hudson.
Boots Edinger, Lee Walker and

Dorothy Powell featured at Craigs

Meadows Hotel.

Aussie Quota

(Continued from page 25)

to have positive knowledge that a

bill will be introduced shortly in

thfe Diet, making it necessary to se-

cure a government permit on each

individual subject before it can be

brought in. If this is true, it means

that the biz of foreign distribs hera

is very much in jeopardy. Under
such a plan, cos, could not possibly

operate smoothly, because they

would never know how much prod-

uct would be available, yet all would

have to keep their staffs intact.

Also, under this plan, the gov-

ernment could eliminate big gross-

ers at will, thereby preventing the

export of coin, and only leaving the

distrib with subjects which bring

back little or nothing.

Exchange

F. A. Kennedy, RKO manager hare

and chairman of the American Mo-
tion Picture Assn., says that he has

heard of a government plan similar

to the one outlined, but has received

no official intimation. He expresses

the belief , that officials will think

twice before putting such a drastic

idea into effect. Exchange situash,

he says, is in a state of status quo.

Nearly every company has applied

for remittance permits, but none

have been issued since July 7.

Serious situation in China is hav-

ing a lot lo do with the govern-

ment withholding permits and belief

is that if hostilities continue for any

length of time, all remittances will

be denied.

Jap companies importing for-

eign films are having their trouble.s.

too. and expect further rules and

regulations to be put into force, iri

the.near future. A. Nagae. prez of Em-
pire Film Distributing Corp.. states

that all Jap distribs were notified

by the "Ministry of Finance that

hereafter permits must be sccuiod

for the importation of any subiect,

before the order is placed. AppUc.J •

tion of regulation in such cases,

however, is not exactly the same as

the plan under consideration for for-

eign cos, because the Jap com-

panies almost invariably have to pay

all royalty and print costs in ad-

vance. Because of this, pecniit

proposition is, in effect, only a ma'-

ler of exchange • control.
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BiOy Rose Ptanning to Tour

Ft. Worth 'Show of Shows Acts

Fort Worth, Aug, 17.

Bitty Rossi's 'Show of Shows; will

onen «. 40-week nationwide tciir

Nov. 20 with a M-day engagement

In San Francisco, Rose announced.

He said the first nine weeks of the

tour are definitely hooked.

After th« rtose of the Fort Worth

Frontier Fiesta Oct. le, Rose will

feegitt assemWing talent from the

shfiw lier« Aquacade and

pioneer Palace. at Cleveland, The

road show will use hit numbers

Itom Casa Manana, 'Jumbo,' Pioneer

Palace, Aquacade and Casino de

Paree.

There will be an elephant, horses

and ponies. Rose said. John Murray

Anderson is due hefre Sept. 20 for

consultation of show. Albert John-

son design6d production after fiesta,

opened. One scene will show Fort

Worth's Main Street with court-

house at end.

Reported Rose wiJl go to Holly-

wood af^er 'Show of Shows' opens

to begin work on a film to be called

'The Big: Show.' M.G.M. said te be

interested.-

]^arriso.n and Fisher, dance team,

goes . into • Casa banana this week.

The Three Swifts,, comedy juggling

aftt, also due this week for Casa

Muianau SydeU and Spotty out of

revue last week for tour of big mid-

west fairs.

Art Frank and Chester Fredericks,

rube act, will replace Pat Rooney
and Pat • Rooney Jr. Saturday at

Pioneer Palape. Pat Sr. due to be

author and star in film 'Daughter of

Rosie O'Grady' with Deanna Durbin

this Fall.
'

Prodigal Returns

Harry Barth, bull fiddle player,

patched up difterences and back in

Original Dixieland Jaza band at

Pioneer Palace.

Moore and Revel to New York
and later to Hollywood for MGM
film.

Larry Lee, band leader at Casa
Man«aa» has picture offer if he can
reduce 22 poymds.

Astor House, formerly an art

museum, opened as a .
wild west

dance hall, with hostesses, and
. pl«!nty of atraospheire. Management
felt need of puttinjg more life intot

Sunset Trail, the old-time western
street.

Cabin Kids will sing "There's

Ci«jana Re a Harlem Town' in Eddie
Canter's new film, 'Ali Baba Goes to

Town.'

Bob Young'^s band signed for two
more weeks at Hotel Texas. Red
Nichols playing at Casino Park.
Appropriate tune played for Hinda

Wassau's. strip-tease dance at Pioneer
Pa,Iacp is 'When Day Is Done.'
Tent show near fiesta grounds con-

tinues with 'Orphan Nell,' burlesque
melodrama of '.The Drunkard' tvpe.
Pio' Knight is director. Eudora Gar-
rett, co-j^romoter, of show» withdrew
recently. •

NINE INJURED IN MO.

FRONTIER DAYS SHOW

St Louis, Aug. 17,

Several thousand residents of
Springfield, Mo„ and adjacent ter-
ritory who sought thrills at Tronlier
Bays' show owned by John A;
Guthrie, Muskogee, Okla., in Spring-
field Thursday (12) got their
money's worth. Seven received
more. They were shot—not. seri-
..Qusly.

Shooting incident occurred when
John A. Guthrie, Jr., son of owner
of show, performed a trick,shooting
act. By manipulating a bull whip
he discharged gun, loaded with bird
shot, into inflated rubber balloon.
Shots released ' a spring which
hoisted an American flag. Stunt
was ok except flock of pellets pep-
pered spectators sitting in bleachers
behind balloon. None was seriously
hurt

Additional thrills were supplied
during bull dogging contest Sam
Hill, 21, suffered fractured ribs and
Virgil; Howell, 22, pulled up, with a
broken wrist and severe facial cuts
and bruises when untamed steers
tossed and trampled 'em. Both
young men, who hail from Pawnee,
Okla,, Tvere treated with others at
Springfield hospital, remaining with
show.

Mil Mmns Menagerie

Lancaster, Pa., Aug, 17,

Friday-the-thirteenth jinx . played
a mean trick oA the Tom Mix circus

which closed the canvas season here
on that date. Truck carrying the
menagerie tent tossed a couple of
connecting rods and got in too lat«>

to do any good. Management de-
cided to go ahead with the show
without. Jt and sold oif the space,
allotted for the tent as- a parking
coneession.

Further manifestation of enterprise

cropped up at evening performance
when tickets were sold up until fif-

teen minutes after the show started

at regular prices. Then the price

was slashed to 25c, and the tent's

8,100 seats promptly filled.

Ctoly paper on the show went up
a week ahead of the pla.y date.

OEVE SPECIAL

GETS BIG COIN

Cleveland, Aug. 17.

Going into .its last 4a-day lap.

Great Lakes Exposition hit its hot-

test stride by pulling in 161,636 sight-

seers during a re€ord-cracking:,jweek-

end. Civic 'JubMee Day* on Satur-

day (14) was responsible for highest

attendance take, 105^&1& heads, since

fair opened in June, 1936.

Jubilee which gave the lakefront

show a Mardi Gras atnaosphere was
an example of superb high-pressure

salesmanship. About lOO-.OO^ books
of tickets valued at $l,50i were sold

at 50e. through factories and busi-

ness offieesv giving; bargain-hunters
a crack at 36 amusement rides and
concessions.

Gene and Glenn, one time Cleve-

land radio faves, brought back from
Des' Moines to headline special aired

show firom Radiotand. WLWs staff

from Cincinnati also on program.
Local magicians put on one-hour
sleight of hand bill while William
GansoB Rose lined up ISA Ohio
champs in a 'Parade of Champions'
before Radioland's Mutual mikes.

Even 'One-Eyed* Connelly crashed

in to speak his piece. Topliners in

novel program consisted of Johnny
Weismutter and Eleanor Holm from
Billy Rose's Aquacade, Johnny Kil-

bane, Tris Speaker, Mary K, Browne,
Larry Lajoie, Don Miller and Lew
Laurie. Boxing marathon ran twelve

hours on Midway as another stunt

Women's championship swimming
race held Monday (1&) brought out

23 crack mermaids trying for $2,006

in prizes. Contestants included Eth-

elda Bleibtrey, 1920 Olympic champ;
Rose Nemecek, Susan Roberts, Mae
and, Mona Looney, Weismuller,

Eleanor Holm and Aileen Riggin

were judges for half-mile race. Ber-

nar Macfadden flew irt with own
plane and three daughters to spon-

sor it.

With 19 to 21 performances weekly,

Aquacade has been averaging 60^000

attendance at $1 per head per week
in last month. Matinees and d p.m.

shows are sell-outs despite 4G0 more
chairs being added to outdoor ma-
rine theatre. Rose's Pioneer Palace

in 'Streets of World,' which now has

a 30-cent minimum charge,, running

up S.R.O. flag for its 9 and 11:30

p.m. revues. Spot has 2,500 capacity

with Tom Patricola as m.c. for its

old-time wild-west cafe shows.

Rain Invocation

St» Paul,. Aug; 17.

Minnesota State Fair board is

locally looked upon as having
gone nuts with the heat.
They've booked in a band of

Hopi Indians to do their cere-
monial snake dance daily.

This dance, according to tribal

legend^ is a prayer—for rain.

Hushing Park, Nee Crotooa Dump,

h Debut Dedkatioii for '39 Fair

Circus for Fair

MMSHALL OUT

AS SPORTS Gl
AT DALLAS

Dallas,. Aug. 17.

An inter-organization £eud be-
tween Frank McNeny, director gen^-

eral of the Pan American exposition,,

and' George Marshall resulted last

week in the latter being stripped of
his- authority in connection with
sports events at the fair*

Marshall was brought to Dallas
primarily to handle an elaborate
sports program he outlined and
started. His assumption of respon-
sibility of- the €?asino show was
merely a friendly gesture on his part
to show fair heads his heart was in

right place.

The promoter went to California
for a couple of weeks and on his re-
turn discovered that Robert Hum-
phrey, AAXJ regional official and as-

sistant to Marshall in early part of
exposition, had beon placed in charge
of sports: events by McNeny.
Marshall got back from his vacation
prepared to take over the interna-

tional fight tourney and discovered
he had' been superceded; He did not
attend any of the fights which lasted

three nights and ended Saturday
(14) with nearly a clean sweep for

the South Americans-

The dispute between the director

general and McNeny is of long
standing and they have used couriers

.exclusively for coramimicatioiia . the

last few weeks.

Mr. McNeny has made it a prac-

tice Of countermanding practically

all of Marshall's, polteies and^ sched-
ules but he apparently was unable
to affect Marshall's authority at the
Casino. The director general sou^t
to cancel out Benny Goodman's con-

tract for a' ni»(e-day engagement
Sept 9-18,. but Marshall went over
his head to the executive committee
for an expression of confidence—and
got it. -

Marshall left Dallas Sunday (15i)

for Chicago to check on his pro
football interests but will: be back
toward end of week to catch Open-
ing of new acts -in the Casino Satur-

day (21) night. Coming in are The
Diamonds,. Florence andl Alvarez and
Sybil Bowan. Ray Kavanaugh^ who
has been conducting the pit orches-
tra, leaves Friday night ^2ft) for

New York, where he take! over or-

chestra for a new run of 'New
Faces.' He will be succeeded by
Hyman Charninsky, local maestro.
Attendance at the fair has reached

the aggregate figure of l,103i2Ql

through Saturday tlS) night.

S. F. FIESTA tN RED

Golden Gate Gala is $40,600 Shy.

Due (o Hotel Strike

Dm Mines, Axig. 17. -

A complete open-air circus, includ-

ing European acts, will augment both
the afternoon and evening: amphi"
theatre shows at the Iowa state fair,

Aug. 27-Sept, 3. An innovation will

be a complete change of acts in the
middle of the state fair period.

Among this attractions will be:

Edna Alee, Gibson family, Les Cat-
tiers, Four Lorenzos, Torelli's dog
and pony show,, Wong Troupe, At-
lantic brothers. Aunt Jemima dnd
her Pan Cakers, Paul Sydell and
Spotty, Fortunello and Ciritlino; Carl
Freed's Harmonica Lads and Wilbur's
kid circus.

DALLAS CENSOR

GOESCRISADING

Bal Park 'Crapli

Chicago, Aug. 17.

Cubs here are selling picture au-

tograph books, and iwriting the pub-
lic to stop their players to ask for

signatures.

Cost is IGc, a book and so far over

10,000 have been sold.

Headin*' Soutt
Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 17.

Late summer audi early fall circus

season in Carolinas, when most of

the shows get to this section, is un-

der way. Paper is up for Hagen-
beck-Wallace, wth Hoot Gibson, at

Asheville 20; Downie Brothers is

playing Raleigh Aug. 30 and Win-
ston-Salem Sept. 1.

San Francisco, AUg; 17.

The recent Golden Gale Bridge
Fiesta, hailed as an artistic wow,
didn't take in enough money at the

gate to pay the overhead by an es-

timated $40^000, it was revealed here

;
last week,

i Eric CuUenward, general manager
of the celebration, said the deficit

had been anticipated, and expressed
: hope that a pending congressional

bill would solve the problem of pay-
ing off.

Passed by the House and await-

ing action by the Senate, he said, is

the Welch bill, which would permit
the minting of $100,000 special half-

dollar coins. If this coinage is au-
thorized, it is Cullenward's belief

that they can be peddled at a profit

which would take care of the red

figures.

Deficit was traced by Cullenward
directly to the prolonged hotel

strike. This deprived the fiesta

committee of $25,000 previously

pledged by the hotels and related

business firms, he explained, and in-

directly slashed other thousands of

dollars from .anticipated revenue.

Dallas, Aug. 17.

Dallas censors feel that one strip-

per at a time is enough, if .not too

much. Ethel Randall, municipal

G-string checker, was directing most

of her attention last week to : gain-

ing better control of dance spots,^ but
exposition heads had the nude situ-

ation well in hand.

After Zorine, self-styled Nudist
Queen, finished an engagement at

the Chez Maurice night club^ which
was featured by a court trial and a

$100 fine, she contracted to work at

a dance spot on the exposition's mid-
way.

The same day that Muriel Page,
•'flame dancer,' opened at the rival

'Road to Rio»' Zorine filed suit in dis-

trict court alleging operators of place
had been forbidden by Frank Mc-
Neny, fair director, tO. permit her en-
gagement She asked the court to

appoint a receiver for the spot which
would permit her contract to he
filled.

Meanwhile downtown dance spots

were calling their lawyers to con-
ferences as Miss Randall ° prepared
submission of a 'model' ordinance
affiecting the places. If councilmen
pass .

her ordinance, dance halls

would receive two ratings.

Class A spots w^re defined as

places having food, beer and wine
with entertainment. They would be
required to pay $1,600 annual license

and would be required to hire an
officer deputized by welfare board
and pay him $3 nightly to. stand
around. Cover charges would be ap-
plied, musicians and entertainers

could not mingle with the guests

and no guest under 19 years of age
would be admitted.

Class B spots would not serye
food, beer or wine nor have any en-
tertainment other than orchestra,

They would pay an annual license

fee of $50 and would be required to

clo.se at midnight These spots also

would have to hire a welfare board
officer at $5 per night.

Miss Randall has indicated she re-

gards this ordinance as a compromise
as she would like to forbid the sale

of beer of wine at any spot where
dancing is permitted.

Crotona dump*, now elevated io the

dignity of Flushing Park, was the

scene . of the dedication of the

World's Fair Theme Center Monday
(16). Honored structures were the

Perisphere .' and the Trylon, which

aren't up yet, but will be befor'e you
oan say New York World's Fair of

193t,^ Grover Whalen, president. Par-

ticipating on the occasion were
Mayor LaGuardia, Whalen,. Govern
nor HoffmAn, army, navy and marine-
units, boy scouts, blimps, assorted^
airplanes, and Jessica Dragonettie,

who sang' the 'Star-Spangled Bian-

ner.' The severski thoitsand spec-
tators 'were imaware of the latter

fact„ however. Radio'ij First Lady
sang .through the netwf>rk ntike,. but
not over the platform amplifier, so
naofii of the audience didhit even
know why the orc^stra was- playing'
the national anthem for the secomi'
time.

MisS' Dragonette patiently waited
her turn on the speakers' platform,
clad In a Cohan color scheme of
flowing white net gown, blue sash,

and toe-length red cape.

Mister of ceremonies Grover
Whalcn was. a symphony in blues. .

.

dark blu^ suit, tie and handkerchief,
and Ught blue shirt. But New York's
Public Greeter No. ) shattered alt.

tradition by appeertn^ without m.

lapel ftpwer. And just aifter a coir

umnist had reported that he relig-

iously changed to a fresh posy morn-
ing. noon„ and night.

. Since the Perisphere wasn't there
yett the hole where it's going to. be
Was dedicated.. The miniature model
looks like an inverted cone witK
the ball of ice cream on top. It will
be silver,! and the excavation prie-

pared for. it,, they do say. is large,

enough to park a 16-story building-
—which should give you an idea.

.

Whalen intrigued hearers by an^
nouneing that, the fair v/ouW be full

of 'seductive mirth'—and that cer-
tainly should help put it over.

The Administration Building is up,
and the cafeteria is in operation. The-
cafeteria is done modevnisticaUy in
shades «1 blue, and if the prices don't
go up before proceedings are itEuder

way« tourists 'will be: very happy.

AeriaGst Hurt

St Louis, Aug. 17,

Mildred Mrllelte, aerialist with
Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey cir-

cus, suffered fractured elbow and
cuts and bruises on face when she
fell 40 feet while performing before
audience of 16,000 at Rockford, 111,,

last week.

She .slipped while swinging from
trapeze by her toe.s. She vi'as able
to leave later with the sho'W,

Open AdinlMistrattgii Bldg..

New York World's Fair began to-

take on definite physical form thi»
week as 600 fair employes moVcd'
into the. Admioiitratioa building, of-

ficially completed on the Flushing
site Friday (13>. The $900,000 struc-

ture was finished two days ahead of
schedule. Building contains 115,000

square feet of floor space, is com-
pletely alr-conditioned» has its own
cafeteria, and cafe, and houses the
telephone rooms which eventually
will handle the compete World's
Fair phone exchange.

Virtually three floors of the Em-
pire State building were vacated as

alt departments, excepting the
Foreign Participation, State Partici-

pation, Exhibits and Concessions and
Advisory Committee divisions, moved-
to the World's Fair site. Transpor-
tation is supplied presently by the
IRT and BMT' subway-elevated lines.

Long Island RJl. opened an ex-
press service last Monday. Newr
city owned subway also will reach
the site, via an extension; but
this service, which is to come con-
siderably later, does not land visitors
close to the administration building.

First large 3tructur0 is located just
inside the main entrance gates at
what is regarded as the northwest
entrance -way. Other access to the
grounds is at the other end of the
fair and near the amusement sector.

Fair employes reported to new quar-
ters for the first time Monday (16).

CASOIINA BATES
Charlotte, N, C, Aug, 17,

Neu.se-Allantic Fair dates set for

Oct, 5-9, Fair is lO-county project.

Mebane Six-County fair dates

Sept 13-18. O. C. Buck shows on
midway.

McDowell County Fair, Marion,
Sept. 28-Qct 2. Howard D. Hoover,
secretary-manager.

Acts f(Nr Hoxie

Massillon, O., Aug. 17,

The big show program of the new
Jack Hoxie circus was augmented
here by the arrival of 'Mena' well
known elephant which has been a
midway feature this season on the
Johnny J. Jones Exposition.

"Also arriving here was the Hol-
land-Dockrill riding act, fpur head of
stock and three people, and several
Indians for the spec. A twelve piece-

band has joined the show. The aug-
mented program runs better thaa
one hour and 40 minutes, with th*.

concert close to a half hour.
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East

. Ilaymon C. Rodriquez given from
25 years to life for assautling two 10-

year-old girls in a Brooklyn picture

theatre.

New angle in the settlement of the

estate of the late Jdward Brown-
ing is the application Of Marjorie
Browning, who was adopted Joy the

Brownings when she was eight.

After the pair separated she went
With Mrs. Browning. Asks $1,000,000

on- the contention he promised to

jTnake her his heir. Case up in sur-

rogate's court last week.

Fire bell and siren used by the
Goldman band for. trick sound ef-

fects, stolen from the bandstand in

Prospect Park last week. No spe-

cial {Precautions taken since it was
Agured weight of the apparatus
(About 35(r potmds) was sufficient

theft protection. Goldman has been
using it the past 10 years. Siren re-

covered but 200-pound bell still

AWOU
: Nr y., Ni H. & Hartford to run a
special 'car to the Silvermine guild
symphonic concert at South Norwalk
Friday (20). Hooked to the regular

: 7- p.ni. train..

Eddie Duchin applies for letters of
admihistratloh on bis^ late wife's es-

tate. Petition stated valuation to be
under $ip,000. . She di;^d Intestate^

- Artef players . annoiuice a contest
for fUll-lenffith modern plfiys of Jew-

. ish life. •May . be qomedy 6r serious.

Closes Jan.. li Top prize Vill be
$700.

. Babe, art elephant in the Washing-
ton zoo, died last week. She was

' " 99 and . believied' to have be6b the
. oldest elephant in Captivity.

' Park department to stage a hill-

billy contest on the mall at Ceittral
Park, Sept. 8.

ClemenU Giglio has leased the
. Nora Bayes theatre to use instead of
the Venice for his Italian pro-
ductions.

Ethel Grevert, 20, led the Goldman
band at both Prospect and Central
psLTk concerts last week, conducting
her own prlte composilloni 'Frank-
len'ed.' Rmned but at Fro&pect Park,
but the' band stuck and played for
art audience of about 75 of her
friends. First time a womian has ever
led this band.

Frank and Ralph Morgan not
mentioned in the will of their
brother, the late Adolph Wupper-
mann, who leaves his entire estate to
his wife and daughter.

Jitney Players, with Ethel Harry-
more Colt, gave a single perform-
ance at the Jackson Heights country
club last Saturday.

James Harris and William Jordan,
.of the Westchester Playhouse, to tour
a troupe through the south this

' winter. •

.

Oswego, N. Y„ chamber of com-
merce gives a vote of thanks to
•Room Service' for mention of the
town in the play. Home town of the
author of the play and town is
mentioned several times.
No love seats in the reseated

Capitol. Women? clubs and Parent-
_ Teachers objected to the two-in-one

settees. •

New $20 counterfeit bill in cirou-
lation. Fairly deceptive though the
ink is a shade too dark.

• Dr. Dafoe thinks the Dionne"quins
are suffering from too much exhi-
bition. Seeks some means of letting
them be seen without seeing the
crowds.
Syracuse cops all set last Thursday

to pinch dog racers. But it rained
and the. rabbit got waterlogged. No
races. No pinches.
Ketty Mara arrives from Europe.

She does a dancing act with . a
chimpanzee. Says men are too dumb.
To play th6 nitc clubs.-

Lester B. Isaac, Loew theatres,
suing Phyliss Cameron, dancer, for
divorce. Last Week he asked court
permission to add two more names
to the list of co-respondent. One is
Matthew Rosen,, theatrical agent.

RainboTy Room, Rockefeller Center,
first N. nitery to take up the Big
Apple dance. Hickory Locfee, West-
chester first to show, however.
Hayden Planetarium showing mo-

tion pictures of the recent eclipse of
the sun.
Montauk. Island club, Montauk

Point, again raided. Cops chased 200
guests, niostly socialites. Pinched
five men. who w«ve fined $25.

Gene Tunney and Lowell Thomas
opponents in a softball game at
Poundridge, N; Y., Sunday. Anna
May Wpng was umpire. Other play-
ers included Frank Hawkes, West-
brook Pegler, Deems Taylor, Hey-
wood Broun and Frank Buck. Score
was believed to be 12 to 15, but score
keeper was not certain. Benefit for

the fire department.
United Scenic Artists reports only

four contracts for productions since
July 1, Slowest season on their rec-
ords.
J 0 s e D h Cortese, unemployed

Bi'ookl.vn musician, allegedly killed

his wife with a • hammer Sunday
after brooding over his troubles. Had

been a concert violinist at one time.

Five Yiddish shows set to open
Labor Day.
Long Island railroad has started a

direct service to the World's Fair
grounds. Began Monday.
Kay Parsons will run her Show-

boat through September instead of

quitting in the middle of the month.
Rockaway cops give' up. Would

take too many men to enforce the

law against wearing bathing suits on
the street.

Coast

Terry Walker, screen, and radio

player, charged Mrs. Jan Rubini
With falsely accusing her of alienation

of Rubini's affections and sued for

$150,000. Suit filed in L. A. court.

. Mary Phillips, actress, obtained a

divorce in L. A. from Humphrey
Bogart, character player.

Hearing of the case of John
Montague, Hollywood mystery golf-

er, on an extradition warrant was.
postponed by Judge Dawson to await
decision of Gov. Merriam . on the

application of New. York state pf-

ficer$, for extradition.

Members of Screen Actors Guild
joined the picket line in front of the
Hollywood Brown Derby where
members of the Culinary Workers
Union are on strike.

Nine lawyers and the Union Bank
& TrUst Co. of ; L. A., filed answers
to the suit of Myllitent Bartholomew,
aunt and adopted parent of Freddie
Bartholomew, denying conspiracy to

obtain $22,500 counsel 'fees.

Al Jolson, Ruby Keeler and. Chico
Marx were cut by. flying glass from
bottles thrown at the L/ A. Olympic
Auditorium during' the George God-
frey-Hank HankinSon bout. Two
Negroes were arrested.

Divorce suit filed by Elaine Barrie
Barrymore against John Barrymore
has been called ,off, thus wiping but
the interlocutory decree obtained by
her some months ago. Couple now
working together in radio.

Honey Dey Dixon, dancer, charged
her former fiance, Sam Blatt, studio
worker, with assaUlt, asserting he
socked her when she caUed off their
engagement to marry.

Willy Vernon, comedian, and Mrs.
Vernon patched up their differences
in L. A. domestic relations court and
are living together again with their
twin sons, nine months old.

Olive White, scenarist, filed suit in
L. A. against Jack Sherrill and
Frederick Falkin, agents, demanding
that they pay her one-third of the
commissions they have received for
placing Deanna Durbin on broad-
casts and in screen plays.

Dorothy Rogers, stenographer, who
had threatened to sue Joan Crawford
because she blariied the latter for her
losing a job at Radio studios, aban-
doned- idea . after talking tO the
actress. •.

Wife of Antonio Labriola, known
on the radio as 'Q.swald,' won a di-
vorce in Reno.
Charles A. Powell, writer, sued

Sol Lesser, Principal Productions,
20th-F6x and Harold Bell Wright for
$30,000 charging' he did not receive
proper screen credit for 'The Cali-
fornian,' produced by Principal for
20th-Fox release. Suit filed in L. A.
superior court.

James Grant, screen player, won a
divorce frOm Jane Lee, actress, in

L. A. He charged desertion and the
suit was not contested.

* Mrs. Edith Oland, wife of Warner
Oland, film actor, filed suit for di-

vorce in Los Angeles charging ha-
bitual -intemperance. She asks di-

vision of $275,000 community prop-
erty, temporary maintenance and at-

torneys' fees.

BIRTHS
Ml', and Mrs. Jack Fulton, son,

Aug. 12, in Chicago. Father is star

of CBS-Wrigley 'Poetic Melodies.'
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Curlin, son, in

New York, Aug. 12. Father is with
NBC publicity dept.

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wild, Canton,
O., daughter, Aug. 2. Father is mu-
sician and leads own dance band.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Scott, daughter,

in Hollywood, Aug. 7. Father is

singing cowboy.
Mr, and Mrs. Ned Dobson, son,

Aug. 13 in Santa Monica. Calif'

Father is with Rockwell-O'Keefe.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyie DeMoss, a

son, Aug. 4. Father is program di-

rector for KFAB.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Fox, daughter,

New, York, Aug. 15. Father is gen-
eral manager of the Music Publish-
ers' Protective Association.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wallington,

daughter, Aug. 16, in Hollywood,
Father is radio announcer and pic-

ture actor; mother is the former
•Betty Jane Cooper, dancer.

$150,000 Chilling for MSG
Completion of the air-conditioning

system in the Madison Square Gar-
den makes it the largest air-cooled

spot in the world. Duct work used

is more than a mile in length, plant

being capable of supplying 384,000

cubic feet of air per minute to the

arena.
Exact cost not revealed but re-

ported as being around $150,000,

Airtemp, Inc., installed system.

Dep H of Justice

(Continued . from page 2)

drawing power when they want
them.
No question but that the pre-

valence of double bills in major
circuits and affiliated theatres of

major companies has aggravated the

situation. Outstanding flaw, in the

entire setup is thfit the industry now
possessed no. arbitration or Concilia-

tion machinery suitable for looking

after these' complaints. This very
fact has prompted most companies
w:ith whom kick is lodged to refuse

to shoulder the blame, answer tO

the exhibitor being that there are
several companies involved and
hence they refuse to be held re-

sponsible. ...

Howeyer, most major circuits con-

tend that they are not guilty of over-

buying. They simply are signing up
the product essential for dual re-

quirements, according .to their con-
tention, and it is no fault of their.s

that the indies .are getting the prod-
uct behind them. And they hold
that it is no fault of theirs that the

admission scales of independents sets

up clearance which seemingly gives

the major chain^ th^ edge. .

N. Y. Fair

(Continued from page 1)

Fitzigerald building, owned by the

joe Leblang estate, admits being
tentatively approached with such a
proposition, little chance is seen for

it to go through.
Contrary to the Hotel Assn. view,

however, officials of the Broadway
Assn. claim present, hotel facilities in

New York will be completely inade-

quate. They point out that the Hotel

Assn. survey takes into account a

horde of small hotels and rooming
houses which Fair visitors will find

unsuitable.
Claim, further, that the last hotel

built here was "016 Waldorf-Astoria,
completed five years ago, and that

with general business on an up-
swing throiighout the country, first--

:lass hotel accommodations in New
York are at ai minimum at present.

In two more years, with the Fair
pulling an unprecedented numbei: of

tourists into town. New York will be
unprepared to house them.

Can Care for 300,000

Capacity of all hotels in Greater

New York, the Hotel Assn. survey
reveals, is approximately 300,000

persons. Survey totals are figured

on the basis of one and one-half

persons to a room. In Manhattan
alone, the survey shows, there are

215 large hotels, with a total of

about 100,000 rooms.
Small hotels, the so-called second-

class places, are about 210 in num-
ber, with 60,000 rooms. Other es-

tablishments, hot generally classed

as hotels, but coming under the legal

definition, such as Y.M.C.A.'s, clubs,

etc., number about 395, with 40,000

rooms. There are also about 15,000

rooming houses.
Present business at the first-class

. Manhattan hotels varies according to

location. The ones which get most
of the tourist /trade, those in the
Times Square '^rea, particularly the
ones near Radio City, are about 80%
to 85% filled. East Side hotels are
currently only about 55% occupied.
Normal winter business is about
68% capacity all over town. Fore-
going figures bear out recent state-

rrients that in the last couple of

years New York, particularly Broad-
way, has become a big summer re-

sort for the mid-west and south.

Indications during the early spring
were that this summer would bring
a record influx of visitors to New
York. Hotel business at that time
was far above normal. Around the

early part of May, however, business
slumped off and the summer has
been on about a par with the laist

two or three years.

Frieda Klink Broke
Frieda Klink, unemployed singer,

257 West 86th street, N. Y., filed a

voluntary petition in bankruptcy in

U. S, district court last week.
She listed her liabilities at $3,245.71

and no assets.

OBITUARIES
B. E. I.OPEB

B,. E. Loper, 63, pioneer in dis-

tribution and exhibition, died Augi
14 in Los Angeles. He started his

film bij? 30 years ago in Texas, open-
ing the first theatre in Sain Antonio
in 1906.

Later he operated a firm distribu-

tion exchange in Ft. Worth and then
sold out to General Film, going to

the Coast in 1910. For several years
he managed the Broadway theatre in

Los Angeles.
In . 1913 he opened the Eclectic

(later Pathe) exchange in L. A. Then
he operated the Bankers Select Pic-

tures for that territory^ and was
later branch manager for the Fox
exchange for a number of., years.

He retired from business 12 years
ago. -

Survived by widow and son.

ANNIE HORNIMAN
Annie Horniman, 73, repertory

theatre pioneer iti England, died in

Surrey, Aug. 6. She inaugurated the
venture at the old Avenue theatre
(now called Playhouse) in 1894, with
scant success, then took the Abbey
theatre, Dublin, and supported the
Irish National Theatre Society.

Purchasing the Gaiety theatre,

Manchester, in 1908, she produced
oyer 200 plays there, finally selling

it in 1921 for $260,000. She first pre-,

sented a Bernard, Shaw play in Lon-
don. Sybit-Thorndyke,' Milton Ros-
mer, Lewis Cassouj Basil Dean are
among the' well, known people who
graduated from her companies.

3. LLOTD DEARTH
J Lloyd Dearth,' 50, manager of

the Hollywood Pantages theatre,
died Aug, 12 in Los Angeles. He
underwent two major operations
following an attack of appendicitis.
Dearth was associated with the

late Alexander Pantages for several
years and seven years- prior to tak-
ing over the Hollywood theatre was
with .Famous Players of Canada, in
charge of theatre operations in
Vancouver.
Widow, two brothers and a sister

survive.

JOSEPH BRODT
Joseph Brody, Jewish composer,

identified with the Jewish theatre in
America for a generation Or more
died Aug. 17 in N. Y. Brody was
the father of Mrs. Estelle Brody

Alexander, Jewish actress of Lon-
don.

Besides his widow and Mrs. Alex^
ander, Brody

^ is survived by a
daughter, Jeanette Brody and four
sons Harry, Murray, Bernard and
Philip.

FANCHON FBANKEL
Fanchon Frankel, 63, stage and

screen actress, died Aug. 12 in Holly,,
wood following a lingering illness;
She played with Eddie Lambert on
the Orpheum circuit for several
years and later was with the Dun-
can Sisters.

She is survived by a brother, Bob
Frankel, Hollywood ticket broker-
two others in Philadelphia and two
in St. Louis.

AARQN KAPLAN
Aaron Kaplan, 68, former opera

singer and for the past 20 years
cantor of Temple Judea, Chicago,
died there Aug. 10.

He began his operatic career in
Russia at the age of 19 and had sung
at Covent Garden, with the Metro--
politah, Hammerstein and Chicago
opera companies. He is survived by
his widow, four daughters and two.
sons. -

.

ROY BARb
Roy Bard, 49, known to carnival

fans as the ossified man, died Mon-
day (9) night at Milaca (Minn,),
froiii injuries sustained in an auto-*-

mobile accident while enroute to
Milaca to join a carnival.
Survived by , his mother. Burial

in Los Angeles

AUGUST ALBERT
August Albert, 69, circus musician

and band leader, died Aug. 6 at his
home; Geneva, O. He formerly
traveled with circus bands including
the Walter L. Main and other major
tent shows for years and had organ-
ized and directed numerous .bands
in Ashtabula and Lake counties.

WILBUR F. BAUGHMAN
Wilbur F. Baughman, 76, musician,

many years a member of the Ring-
ling Bros, circus band, composer and
director of the Willie Green band at

Kilbuck, O., his home, died there'

Aug. 8.

His widow, a son and two
daughters survive.

Hart Resigns

(Continued from page 69)

I organized the only completely
successful method of purchasing
the Federal Theatre has ever had.
And what is even more important,
for at least a year I fought to main-
tain theatrical standards in every
department , of the Federal Thea-
tre to enable it to function, not as
a road building project, but as a
theatre. Only ceaseless, sleepless
vigilance has saved the Federal
Theatre from becoming a sham-
bles under the barrage of con-
stantly changing WPA rules and
regulations and procedures in sep-
tuplicate. The best theatrical tal-

ent on the project has to spend
four-fifths of its time, not in the-
atrical work,- but in preventing
people and orders completely alien
to theatrical practice from pre-
venting the exercise of that talent.
Every time a play is pr.oduced

by the Federal Theatre a major
miracle ha? been passed. After
passing 95 such miracles one ber
gins to tire. No theatre, even if

it isn't the Federal Theatre, has
room for anyone who is tired.
Now, as the Federal Theatre goes
into its ninth reorganization within
18 nonths, I realize that I am tired
—tired of the constant reorgan-
ization, tired of the constant
change in rules and regulations,
in orders and counter-orders. Most
of all 1 am tired of passing mii*-
acles. I want to go back to the
simple little matter of producing
or directing one play at a time
in what is amusingly called 'pri-

vate industry.' I am sure that is

going to seem terribly easy in the
light of more than 95 productions
in a year and a half.

Although my enthusiasm for the
ideal you have set for the Federal
Theatre remains undampened, I
feel that this is the time for me
to pass this work oi;i to others.
Therefore I wish to resign as of
Sept. 15 in order to complete

whatever annual leave I have ac-

crued to that date. I want to

thank you for your kindness and
your consideration in the past and
for the pleasant association with

you during many hours of
.
hard

work.
Sincerely yours,

. Walter Hart

MARRIAGES
Marjorie Celeste Belcher, to Ar-

thur H. Babbitt, Santa Barbara, Aug.
8. Bride is a daughter of Ernest

Belcher, dancing impresario. Groom
is film cartoonist.

Irwin Cowper, WTIC announcer
and script-writer, to Helen Stern-

koff, non-pro, Aug. 14 at Hartford,

Conn.

Edward Morrise^ to Mary Ford,

soprano oil WELI, New Haven.

Louise Hovick (Gypsy Rose Lee)
to Robert Mizzy, Aug. 14, in a water

taxi 20 miles off Long Beach, Calif.

Ruth Gillette, screen and radio

actress, to Stuart Hacket, Aug. 14 in

Los Angeles.

Evelyn Parker, Hollywood dance

director, to Chester Wade, Aug. 13

in Phoenix, Ariz. Bride is also

known as Madame Elcar.

. Evelyn Mason to Fred Gilmore at

Omaha, Neb., Aug. 7, Bride was day

hostess at WOW.
Sara Hob.son to Don E. Gilman,

Aug. 14, in Santa Ro.sa. Cal. Groom
is vice-prexy of the National Broad-

casting Co., in charge of the Western
Division.

Doris Wyatt to Malcolm V; Loniax

at Ripley, N. Y, Aug. II. Groom is

technical director at Cleveland Expo.

Bride forrneriy appeared in Metopcra

ballet.

Carolyn Wolfenstein to Fred Lipp-

man, in New York, Aug. 14. Brida

is John Schult/.' s-^cretary at Fan-

chon & Marco.

Walter Blaufaus' Serenaders gave

a mu.sical tribute and Everett

Mitchell paid a verbal tribute to

the late Al Short, NBC batoifcr.
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WPA Fight

(Continued from page 69)

naintlng, and music ventures, are

expected to icach a climax late this

month. Propose^ shifts have been

Stymied lately with Mrs. Flanagan

vacation, although some trans-

fers have been iufonnally put into

effect

Bcsienatloiis, Shelvinffs

Reduction of influence of the ex-

Tjerienced, commerpiaUy - minded,

lesders, is seen in the rfecent resigna-

tion of William Stabl, assistant di-

rector for the Eastern region; appa-

rent shelving of WilUam P. Farris-

worth, fcrmer deputy national direc-

tor and New York city adnxinistra-

tor; and growing importance of two

regional directors^ John Hi McGee

of Birmingham iand J. Howard Mil-

jer of Los Angeles.

personnel moves began incon-

spicuously last month when Paul

Edwards, formerly Massachusetts

directpr, was slipped into New York

as supervisor of all art projects in

Gotham. Status of Farnsworth, who
•was personally directed by Adminis-

trator Harry L. Hopkins to clean up
i labor troubles, is in doubt, with Ed-

[ wards now over him;

[; Next move caaae^a week ago with

1 the lipping of SfiUer, formerly re-

\ gional administrator for the Paciac

\ Coast, to the post of deputy national

director, right under Mrs. Flanagan.

Almoist fiimultane<H>slF, McGce, who
has. been in charge of: the South and

Mid-West (except Chicago )» took, over

control of national services, thus

putting him. in the position of play,

policy dictator. While- his appoint-

ment has not been formally ratified,

he ha^ begun functioning by desig-

natiiig Irvin Bubenstein, former

counsel of the script bureau, as his

Ne\y York agent

Disc««t

Recent Stahl resignation ,is at-

tributed in local circles to disgust

over the rising influence of non-
commercial personages and is be-

lieved likely to be. followed by re-

tirement of George J. Kondolf, as-

sistant director for Chicago. Bumors
that Farnsworth, also supposedly fed

up, has offered his resignation can-

not be verified, but suspicion at-

taches to his recent departure on a

vacation trip to some unknown spot
Apparent change in attitude among

W.P.A. top-notchers. is held respon-
sible

'

for the personnel shifts, al-

though Hopkins recently assured
Frank Gilmore and other theatrical

union chiefs that he would take
steps to see that professionals re-

ceive preferential treatment. How
the newcomers will carry out this

policy is puzzling, since Miller and
McGee are alleged to be less sym-
pathetic towards organized laboc
than Farnsworth, Stahl, et aL
Tightening ' of employment rules,

occasioned by reduction all along
the W.P.A. front, has been dictated
largely by Assistant Administrator
David Niles, who is hot for dismiss-
ing all non-relief people and who
is not regarded -as wild about the
possibilities of establishing a national
theatre via the FTP. In these cir-

cumstances, less leniency has been
showii about einployment of . non-.
relief persons whose presence is im-
perative.

Rules
Rigid application ° of the rule

limiting non-relief personnel to 5%
of total employees would ham-string
the , theatre program, despite the
bleats emanating from union chief-
tains. Particularly true in the case
of. stage-hands, who technically never
have been on relief and hence are
not eligible for W.PA. jobs. This
iSt of course, because of the Inter-
national Alliance's spread-work pol-
ity, in eflect throughout the depres-
.sion.

Where Gillmore and his union con-
freres stand on the prospective stif-
fening of regulations and the appa-
rent ascendancy of non-commercial
execs from outside New York is be-
wjldering, particularly in view of
the Equity head's recent statement
thai he had a 'satisfactory' confab
wuh_ Hopkins about alleged dis-
crimination towards professionaLs.
Lessening of the Flanagan influ-

ence in the FTP is seen as a conse-
quence of Mrs. Woodward's late
Older centraHzing control of all legit
ventures. Previously, the Theatre
fToject has been pretty much free
irotn headquarters supervision, be-
»>g only technically, under the gen-
eral art bosses and Mrs. Flanagan
ord-narily doing business directly
with Hopkins. Now all routine must
nJier through

. Mrs. Woodward's
Sieve, with her executive assistant?

"J
" Position to approve and reiect

*'l plans.

WHAT THEY THINK Paris Expo

Swansea, Eng., Aug. il5.

Editor, Vahicty:
The Boran letter anent the birth

of *Swanee' was good 'and timely too.
But the song was not the late great
Gershwin's favorite composition.
About IS weeks ago Simpne Simon

threw «a little dinner party at her
home in Beverly Hills. Gershwin
was there, so was I. After the feed
we gravitated to the piano and
George played iis some really grand
music. Then Simdne sang and I

played all the songs froni 'Porgy and
Bess.' (The lass . has a lovely so-

prano). Gershwin's face lit up like
Times Square and he. adnvitted that
he considered that 'music to be his

best work- I believe he thought
more of that opera than even the
ubiquitous 'Bhapsody in Blue.'

"There's a terrific denland for all

Gershwin music all over England,
and music stores, sold out of the
'Rhapsody' the day after his death
was announced. Medleys of Gersh-
win's tunes were rushed out by pub-
lishers' holding the copyrights. Co-
lumbia made a 12-inch, double-sided
record, 'Commemoration to Gersh-
win,' with Carroll Gibson, Hildegarde
and myself, but in the tunes played
they omitted 'I Got Rhythm,' surely
one of his most popular pops.
The BBC considered a tribute

program to Gershwin, finally de-
cided against , it But -flenry Hull
played the full 'Bhapsody in "Rlwi'

(which is much longer Idian the
Whiteman version) oyer the air,'

most of the dance bands did Gersh-
win medleys and I played a con-
densed 'Rhapsody in Blue' which I

announced as a tribute to George.
The press gave over front pages

and editorial features to reviewing
his career, declaring him the great-
est contributor to modern jazz muisic.

The Daily Express, with the largest
circulation in England, ran a curi-

ously acid article which deprecated
the value of the 'Rhapsody' as a
composition, and attributed most of

the credit for its success to Ferde
Grofe. However other columns in

the papers were directly contradic-
tory to tiiat article. I thought it was
silly to have printed such a feature.

No matter who collaborated on it,

it will always remain to ^e public at

large as CjrersAiwin's 'Rhapsody in

Blue'.

Larrv Adler.

One f«r O'Neill

Buffalo, Aug. 10.

Editor, VAaiExy:
Shakespeare takes a holiday at

NBC and the swing is to the O'Neill
cycle of yarns. Of course, you can
still hear the Bard's works if you
care to, but 'Beyond, ^he Horizon' has
made me want what O'Neill has to

offer.

There is no streamlined show,
nothing, rushed and strained about
'Beyond the Horizon.' Today's the-

atre contributed its vital share to

the smooth and substantial produc-
tion of the O'Neill play.

It was no surprise when Helen
Hayes surpassed any air performance
she has given in the past. Her regal
job of Ruth made Mr. O'Neill's grade
'A' vehicle even more vibrant
Picture people were absent and

cast had radio actors who seemed
used to mike-drama technique.

Musical curtains and narration in

fine style, both blending into agree-

able intervals, produced, nothing
clumsy, but a clear and balanced
play. So, looking forward to more

—

'Beyond the Horizon' lights the way.
Gene Straub.

Specs Kiilinc Ott JLtgii

New York, Aug. 15.

Editor, Varipty:
In this windy and wordy discus-

sion as to why the dramatic theatre

has failed to prosper, of late, it

seems to me that too little thought
has been given to the baneful in-

fluence of the ticket speculators.

From my boyhood I have been a

lover of the theatre. As a kid I

used to spend my dime for a gal-

lery seat to one of the lesser the-

atres, or perhaps gave up two bits

for the same location in a Broad-
way house.

When my whiskers sprouted it

was possible to go to the box office

of any theatre and not only get a

good seat for $1 or $1.50, but they

would show me a seat diagram of

the house for the night I indicated,

with the seats already sold marked
off. I could take my pick from the

remainder. I recall that the old

Grand Opera Hou.se held its front

row at $1 to permit it to bring in

.show.? which required that lop. Up
to that time the seats on the lower
floor had been 75c since the G.O.H.

I

ranked as a road combination house.

Today it is scarcely possible to
obtain from any theatre a ticket
from the box office at box office

prices. I am referred to the specu-
lators, where I must pay an advance
of from 50c or more to whatever the
popularity of the play permits them
to demand. Today the theatre box
office seems to be more ornamental
than useful, and speculators are
given seats in blocks.

It's nice for the speculator. It's

nice for the manager; who is as-
sured a steady income, but .it is

tough on the real lovers of the the-
atre, who often resent and generally
cannot afford the increased adnlis-
sion.

Originally the ticket service was
useful to the guests of the hotels in
which the stands were . located, A
stranger in town did not mind pay-
ing a sligHt advance in price to save
himself the trouble of hunting up
the theatre. But today the bulk .of

the sales are made from established
offices and at. prices which deny the
man of moderate income a chance to
attend a good show more often
than three or four' times a year. In-
stead of going almost weekly, I am
able to go only once a month, or
less often, simply because I am not
able to afford the fancy Increases
in prices.

There must be thousands who, like
myself, have gotten out of the habit
of theatre-going simply because th^y
can no longer afford to pay the
prices charged: And it was these
persons who formed the mainstay of
the old theatre. They supported the
good and the indifferent plays. To-
day the hit plays make money, but
plays of medium value get short
shrift In the old days I could af-
ford to see them all; the good and
the bad alike. Now I cannot do this.

I pick a few . plays, pay the exorbi-
tant prices, and long for the good
old days when the theatre was for
the general public and not for the
very rich, the Goodtime Charlies at

the hotels, and the wholesale
houses, which have to purchase seats
for their visiting buyers. It's all

wrong.
Claude Cutting.

4 A's Bi; Chance

New York, Aug. 14.

Editor, Variety:
Revival of interest in the A.A.A.A.

as the source of subordinate charters
to various branches of the amuse-
ment profession, calls to mind the
early days of this parent body. Lon£
before the formation of the White
Rats, the Actors Union had the A.
F. L. charter and was regularly
represented at the weekly meetings
of the Central Labor Union by a
chap named Pallas, who also repre-
sented three other locals, giving him
four votes on all questions. The
president was John Barry, of Barry
and Bannon, who did a copy of the
Russell Bros.' Irish Servant Girls

act, chiefly in and near N. Y.

Pallas never did anything for the
Union in labor ranks, and the Union
itself did not seem to know what it

wanted. The offices, on the second
floor of an ' old fashioned house on.

the east side of Fourth avenue, just

below the Germania bank, at 14th

street were seldom visited by other
than a handful of minor acts, though
the officials bragged that some of the
biggest acts in the' business be-
longed.

It was jijst a bright idea that

might have been but never was, but
it held—and still holds—'the . main
charter from the national body and
was important rather because of
what it could do, rather than for

what it did. Perhaps it will at last

come into flower with an aggressive

head.
Arthur Borenson.

Game and Radio Ari

Chicago, Aug, 14.

Editor. Variety:
I wonder if someone would en-

lighten a beginner as to. the theory
how the s'hape of a radio actress'

legs determine .so largely the quaUty
of her. voice or dramatic ability?

There must be such a theory, for, in

the three years I have been in, radio,

every pres.s picture for which I have
posed, necessarily had to have a
goodly display of knee-joint .show-

ing. Since, this has included poses
taken to publicize kiddie programs,
and knowing how active certain fac-

tors are in keeping the little ones
sweet and unconlaminaled, I feel

that the public, at least mu.st have
some definite theory as to ]<;g shape
land dramatic excellence being in

; proportion.

i Joanne Jmitlsort.

'ExcarsiM' Takes aa Encore

Brooklyn, Aug. 13.

Editor, Variety:
May I rather belatedly enter the

'Excursion' debate?
Here is a play which was given

rave notices by the critics, and was
tabbed by Vabiety as a flop in the
annual compilation. The discussion
Which followed led me to take in

the show at the Brighton theatre
this week, .and I think ttiat perhaps
I can supply the answe;r. At least I

can five a new slant
It seems to me that the failure of

the play to draw was due to the fact

that it peppered a delightful 'com-
edy idea with too much propaganda,
Instead of entering into the spirit

of the trip for the sole purp6se of
new experiences, everyone seems to

have a yeacn to get away from it

all for reasons ranging from Gim-
bel's basement up. The author de-
voted less time to his comedy than
to his catalog! of. the unpleasant
things his actor-passengers sought to

escape. One .cannot be .genuinely-

funny and preachful at the same
time, and the preachment in this

case, was what spoiled its hit

chances.
Cut out the wails against things

as they are, tiirn on the laughs and
'Excursion' might still be a' click.

Leave the social problems to the
etb^al societies and turn the stoge

back to romp and frolic. It's a les-

son callow dramatists must learn if

the stage is to come back.

Hartley Stevens.

Mac Parker's Crusade

Philadelphia, AUg. 11.

Editor, Variety:
In the Aug 4 issue of Varie^'Y,

page 44, you do me the honor of

mentioning my name in connection
with the arrest of my' son for rieck-

less driving in the face of my sincere

effort to contribute ia little something
to the greater safety on the high-
ways.

I have already discussed the kid's

arrest on the air and I only fear that

the last sentence in your story in

which you say "His father grilled

the arresting officer" might lead
people to believe that I was trying

to defend or excuse the ifact that the
kid had exceeded the regulation

speed limit in crossing . an inter-

section.

"Grilled" is not the proper word.
J questioned the officer 'to determine
what the boy had done so that I

could make certain that it would
not happen again, and then con-
gratulated the policeman on his

alertness.

In discussing this case on the radio,

I cited it as an example of the dif-

ficulty in impressing people with the
necessity for careful driving. It'

just occurred to me that it may be a

futile hope that talking will do any
good when I find within my own
family'^ an inclination to cut the

corners.

Mac Parfcer.

(Commentator, WCAU.)

Tamai' Lane''s PIdnfeering

Los AngP^/e?VAug; 12.

Editor, Variety: .

Recent letter in Varifey attempt-
ing to. give credit tq 'Qhatterer' as

introducing the present type of Hol-
lywood film-radio program is con-
fused in its facts. Tamar Lane
really pioneered the type of movie-
hour program now broadcast by sev-

eral other noted critics. 'Chatterers'

broadcasts were nothing like the full

hour programs of preview comment,
caustic criticism, stars, comedians,
songwriters, band music and alL-

round entertainment that were
pioneered by Lane in 1929, several

years before the current 'hot gossip

from Hollywood' broadcasters got
underway. Why not have the facts

straight?

Let's give a little, credit to "Tamar
Lane. He deserves it, if any one
does. He has probably pioneered
and labored over more worthy
movements, innovation.s, and forgot-

ten causes than any individual in

Hollywood. He is always fighting

somebody's battles . . . Lane has^een
a great reflection of credit to the
newspaper game in the film colony,
and he has always been the first to

aid, or come to the defense of hi.s

brother scribes. That's something
for all to remember.

Savi A. Friedman.

(Continued from page 25)

ferent pavilions rahge from straight
and implied propaganda and educe-
tionals, in the sense that they show
how certain products are manufac-
tured, to comedy shorts and scenic
reelers. ,

Fix Exblblto
Throwing open its doors several

weeks after the official inauguration,
the CineiPhono-Photo pavilion at the
expo is finally revealing its interior
to the ordinary onlookers. Wonder
is the feeling one has upon entering
the building—not at the size or mag-
nificence of the exhibits, but at how
so much time could have been spent
preparihg so little.

Entire second floor is turned over ^
to cinema exhibits. Life-size sfet;

complete in most details, with .y/ax

models of actors, directors, cames^-
men, etc„: catches the largest numbez^

,

of oglers. . When arrangements ' ai'e

complete, rieal people will iak« the
places, of the models from time to

time during the day and give dem-
onstrations. •

Pathe has erected a complete pfo-
jection room l^e^'des its displays of
home cinema equipment. Eclair has
a large collection of equipment oh
view, as well as Gaumont which has
a film developing machine for the
rubberneckers' benefit.

Large portion of the exhibits are
in miniature. Among the^ are a
round tabte on which several tiny
sets have been erected. These in-
clude both outdoor and iifkldor mod-
els. Model fibh factorlesi, cutting
rooms, synchronizing plants aiHl de-
veloping roongts give the .jBfUiderers
a chance ito see what goes on behind
the scenes. ^ •

.

The 1,000 seat house which oper-
ates in connection with the pavilion
is located in a separate buildlQg. In-
terior of the hall is not decorated,
beyond a couple of coats of white
paint Projectors throw decoratiohs
on the walls when they are neces<:
sary.

Later on the house will show a
collection of What is considered the
best fibns produced in recent years.
At present however, the selection of
pix has been turned over to the com-
missioners of foreign buildings and
the presidents of various groups ex-
hibiting elsewhere in the eiep^. As
a result most of therms are .trav-
elogues.

On the ground floor the pavilion
is divided between phonograph and
photograph displays. Disk exhibits
for the most part are the latest ma-
chines of various.companies.

Photography exhibits Include pic-
tures done by portrait photographers,
both local and foreign, and a collec-
tion of press photography, most of
which is American. Camera com-
panies have small displays. With a
belinograph machine in action catch-
ing most of the rubberneckers in this
section.

SAG Drive

(Continued from page 6)

boake Carter Speakinfr

Philadelphia, Aug. 11.

Editor, Variety:
Many thanks for running stories

in succe.<:sive issues of Variety.
They save me weekly oost of a

press agent.

Booke Carter.

a number of others work from lime
to time. Guild headquarters in New
York will make no prediction when
the performer field here will be
100% organized. Point out that the
problem in the east,is unlike that on
the Coast. There are no name play-
ers in fllms here to bolster the drive,
for one thing. Other factors are the'

absence of anything corresponding
to Central Casting, the lack of a few
big studios where nearly all produc-
tion is done an<4 the absence of any
established organization.
Drive for members will proceed

slowly, accompanied by an effort to

set contracts with the studios at this

end. Figured that the recent case of
Republic dishing out $16.50 checks
to a flock of players who expected
and would normally have been paid
$7.50 and $11 will probaibly boost
membership applications. SAG is

ijisisting on regular Guild wage
scales for all players, regardless of
whether they are SAG members or
not Expected all players receiving
tilted check? will immediately sign
with the Guild.
While no likelihood is seen by

SAG heads here of the necessity of

a strike at any ea.stern studios, 'that

possibility will not be overlooked it

the producers at this end attempt to

hold out against the Guild. No defi-

nite working agreement for sympa-
thetic strikes exists between SAG
and the International Alliance ot

Theatrical Stage Employees. But
there is an 'amicable understanding,*
which neither organization will hesi-

tate to u.se if an'^ when, necessary.
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She follows one simple rule to guard against Cosmetic Skin

\A^T COMPLEXION CARE IS

GENTLE ENOUGH—5a/e enough—
for delicate, sensitive skin? The fair

Joan Bennett answers tliis question.

"I always use Lux Toilet Soap,'*

she says. "It guards against the dull-

ness, tiny blemishes, enlarged pores

that mean Cosmetic Skin."

Protect j-otir skin with the mild,

pure soap this famous star uses

—

the soap with ACTIVE lather that

removes dust and dirt, stale cos-

metics thoroughly. Gentle Lux
Toilet Soap is Hollywood's favorite

—9 out of 10 screen stars use it!

Use this care re^u7ar7y—before
you put on fresh make-up during
the day, always before you go to bed
at night. It keeps skin really lovely.

I VSB ROVGB AAJD

POWDER OF COURSE-I

BUT I ALWAYS US6
Lux TOILET 50AP
BECAUSE ITS ACTli/B
l^rk\B9. GUARDS AGAIMSr

SEE Joan Bennett
IN ''WALTER WANGER'S

VOGUES OF 1938
IN FULL COLOR

'

1.

56^ J^^
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Vaude Dates,' Tied Up Ift Pix-Radio

. Veritable famine of name acts, or
ttthers with sufficient marquee value
ico hypij business in thd few remain-
Jin^ yaude spots throughout thie coun-
,|ry^" is more acu'e with each suc-
iceeding week. Both circuit chains and
Indies which are planniftg the' first

hones't-to-gooflness try to resuscitate

vvaude this autunm have found them-
^elv.es stymied worse than ever,.'De-

jgirable acts are not around at: any
price. Both Loew'a and RKO . cir-

cuits have . been grabbing up any-
iihing .or anybody resembling box
office value, but find few worth clas-

sification in the big doney brackets.

Chicago and other 'points west
tound- this out weeks' ago "and not
jmlike the ^ast has been compelled
Itp resort to a stagger system of book-
ings, taking what's around, when
ancf if. When unable to line up a
tegiilatipn vaude show, these houses
book units. There's also but few
ttf these around that mean anything.

ip. the way of b.6. .

-

With so little vaude left in the
^ast, the few playable acts that mean
anything, have departed to the Coast

"ijllor
;
pictures, or are doing so .

well
oii tadio. they just can't see Vaude
Ifrorii.any angle, through imcertainty
jind other reasons.

"

Fted. Allen, Burns and Allen, Jack
ipenny; Eddie Cantor, W. C. Fields,

Edgar Bergen, . Lou Jloltz, Sophie

(Continued on page 49)

A$)(s Curb on Prez's

Power to Seize Radio

In Nat'I Emergencies

Washington, Aug. 24,

Curb upon the Government's power
1* take over control of radio and
other forms of communication in
national emergefi^cles is proposed in
legislation offered Congress last week
by Eepresentative John Bernard of
Minnesota.

Restriction is wanted on war
powers of the President, who has
authority under present statute to
suspend and amend all rules and
regulations governing, communica-
Ifiiona bnsiness. Bernard bill would
prevent the Chief Exec from taking
over broadcast stations merely when
« threat of war or a state of public
peril or disaster or other national
emergency' prompts him to issue a
confiscatory proclamation.

If adopted, the measure would
permit the Government to step in
and assume charge only when an
actual war is in process and the
safety of the nation is menaced.
BiU was referred to the House In-

terstate Commerce committee, which
has numerous other proposed revi-
sions of the 1934 act Under consider-
ation. May get attention next
jvinter, if pressure for general over-
haulmg of the law is strong enough
to compel the committee to give
serious consideration to the mass of
suggested changes.

Frisking the Kid Fans

Indianapolis, Aug. 24.

Manager of -the Irvihgton theatre,

nabe, now gives . lads a frisking be-
fore admitting them to house when
westerns are on the bUl.

Boys have be«n letting their emo-
tions carry them, away and have
been cutting loose at the screen
villain with a barrage of shots from
cap-pistols. • -

NOW BILLING

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

The plug which the personal
guides to. homes of pix stars got .

in
Satevepost recently has resulted In
doubling of stands along boulevards.
One has evien gone in for personal
billing and another waits for peas-
ants stretched out in a couch ham-
mock.
Sunset Boulevard has 10 p. g.'s

now between the Garden of Allah
and the Beverly' Hills hotel, and one
put in a femme shill last week;
They're still directing gapers to
homes stars haven't lived in since
Fairbanks was the name of a vice
president.

New Use for Radio,

Lullabies for Murderers

Nashville, Aug. 24.

Radio, which has served, almost
every other function under the sun,
was solace for the condemned here
la:,t week.

Fred Ritchie, who died in the elec-

tric chair at Tennessee State Prison
for the murder of his wife, asked
Warden Joe Pope if he could have
his 'last request' on Saturday night
instead of three nights later on the
eve of his electrocution. He wanted
to. hear Uncle Dave Macon, star of
WSM's Saturday night Grand Ole
Opry, sing one last time. The song
he requested was 'When I Take My
Vacation in He-.ven.'
The man who was about to die

was accommodated.

Cantor (Not Eddie)) Goes IT

Buffalo, Aug. 24.

Cantor Harry Kaufman of Temple
Beth-El has returned to Buffalo after

a screen test on the Coast for Uni-
versal.

Kaufman remains here over the
Jewish high holidays and will return
to California lo take up picture work
early in the fall.

WILL ALSO H[LP

A^merican Legion Visitors

Expected to Aid Niteries

Legit Sees Benefits from
Other Sources—'Virginia'

• Next Tuesday Ushers In

New Season

STRONG HOLDOVERS

Expectations are for a business
spurt in all main stem amusements
during the convention of the Ameri-
can Legion during September. Just
how the legionnaires will spend their
coin is always a guess but the hot
spots figure to top the theatres.

Indications are that the legit end
will not benefit as much as other
diversions. Managers seem to feel

that the box office upturn will come
from another visitor influx which

(Continued on page 57)

Scottsboro Boys on

For 1st PA in Harlem;

Re-enact Court Scene

The Four Scottsboro Boys, freed
from the Alabama Penitentiary
deathhouse after six years confine-
ment through efforts of Samuel
Liebowitz, N. Y., attorney, are making
their stage debut at the Apollo, Har-
lem, N. Y., all this week. With house
spotted in Harlem, they did three-
quarter capacity biz opening day
(Friday), with rain helping to better
take over the weekend.
Boys' contrib is more in nature of

an exhibition than an act, since none
of the colored youths contributes
anything resembling entertainment,
merely participating in courtroom
bit wherein the Judge accedes tq mo-
tion to nolle prosse indictment
against the quartet because of in-

sufficient evidence for retrial. The
boys are overwhelmed by the de-
cision and one of group drops in

prayer, Then they are brought out
'in one,' introduced by a male as-

sistant who gives a brief history of

the case, with credit to various or-
ganizations which financed the boys'
fight for freedom. Lion's share of

gratitude talk goes to Liebowitz.
Boys also volunteered their ambi-
tions, with none picking the stage as
a career and for too obvious reasons!
From outside sources it was

learned the boys might have done
better on the p.a, were it not for the
fact that they had been paraded
around Harlem tabernacles, which
naturally took the edge off the stage
date. They may repeat the taber-
nacle appearances in other cities.

Boys were booked into the Apollo
on percentage, no guarantee at all,

with an all-girl colored revue as
back ground.

Organization of Radio Talent and

Technician Fields a 7-Sided Feud

No Hoi Sennons

Minneapolis, Aug. 24.

Even churches here now.are adver-

tising air-cooling as an inducement

for attendance;
'

Banner in front of the Wesley
M. E. ChurcH iand Its newspaper ads
acclaim 'an ice-rcooled church with a
warm welcome/

LONDON LEGIT

HAS 6 FEMME

STAGERS

London, Aug. 24.

Women will be prominent as stag-
ers of legit shows here this fall.

Leontine Sagan heads th« .list with
two shows on her hands, 6he will
again be in charge pf Ivor Novello's
new Drury Land' show, 'Crest of the
Wave,' and ajso wiU do an old Ger-
man piece which is being modern-
ized by J, Hasting? Turner and mu-
sicalized ' by Robert Stoltz, with
lyrics by Robert, Graham, After a
try-out in Manchester, it comes to
the West End early in October,
Irene Hentschel Is in charge of

rehearsals of a new J. B. Priestley
comedy, 'Time and the Conways,'
which she will stage at the Duchess
theatre, Aug. 26. Aurlol Lee and
Margaret Webster are producing re-
spectively John van Druten's new
play 'Gertie Maude' and Keith Win-
ter's 'Old Music' for Gilbert Miller.
Dodie Smith Is directing rehears-

als of her new play, 'Bonnet Over
the Windmill,' which comes to the
New theatre Sept. 8, after a week's
break-in at Leeds.
Barbara Blair Is coming over to

direct 'Take It Easy/ due at the
Palace.

SINO-JAP WAR HAS B.O.

EFFECT 'ROUND WORLD

Shanghai, Aug. 24.

Shanghai and North China are ex-
periencing the worst pix biz since
1925, martial law closing all houses
in Tientsin and Peiping.
Local distribs fear for the safety o£

their prints and have no news of
them, as plane, steamship and train
service are suspended.
Local Chinese patriotically refrain

from going out nights and since 80%
of picture business is Chinese, first-

run houses, with full foreign atten-
dance, are running less thah 50%
of normal. Hankow reports great

(Continued on page 52)

Organization Of thfe radio, per-
former-technician fields has devel-

oped into a seven-sided struggle, with
the likelihood of a bitter protracted
fight breaking into the open soon.
In the technical end th^ contest Is

being waged by the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
(American Federation of Labor af-

filiate); the American Cbmmunlca-
tions Association (CIO group for-

merly the American Radio Telegra-
phists Assn.); the American Guild
of Radio Announcers and Producers
(an Independent group); the Asso-
ciated Columbia Broadcast. Tech-
nicians, and the International Al-
liance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees, another AFL affiliate.

In the talent end the field is being
organized by the American Federa-
tion of Radio Artists (chartered by
the Associated Actors and . Artistes

of America, AFL affiliate) qnd the
American Guild of Radio announcers
and Producers.. Latter group is

active in all branches of broadcast-
ing, since its membership takes in
announcers, production men, sound
effects technicians, script writers,

radio engineers, actors, singers, free
lance and artist announcers, and
agency producers. This includes
virtually every-phase of broadcasting
except office employees. Also lin-

ing up the writers is the Authors
League of America, through its af-

filiate, the Radio Writers Guild. ALA
is not affiliated with any of the other
bodies, but' is friendly with tho
AFRA.
Both the IBHW and ACA are rush-

ing the organization of the tech-
nician end as fast as possible. Each
minimizes the importance and prog-
ress of the other. Mervyn Rathborne,

(Continued on page 40).

Cockfighting Doing

Sub Rosa B. 0. in the

Rocky Mountain Belt

Salt Lake City, Aug. 24.
The sport of cockfighting, unlaw-

ful in every state except Florida, is

enjoying a socko season in several
Inter-mountain states.

Staged in secret arenas, changed
weekly, in hinterland burgs, fights
are held twice weekly despite de-
termined efforts by police and hu-
manitarians to stamp them out.
In several Utah cities, Saturday

night fights attract a select clientele,
eager to bet plenty of dibs on fave
birds. These p.m. contests, in the
vernacular of the arena impresarios,
are merely 'leg workouts', Sunday
morning and afternoon perform-
ances, however, are the McCoy.
The sport, illegal in Utah, Wyom-

ing, Montana and Nevada, has in-
numerable moneyed promoters, wh3
travel in a circuit through these
western states staging fights under
the proper setups.

Conventional 1%-inch gaffs are at-
tached to legs of birds at fights,

(Continued on page 63)
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U. S. Execs Tried Hard But Wall St.

Sees Any G-B Deal Quite Cold, For

Time Being Anyway; Still Huddling

While it i§ possible that while he

!s abroad Joseph M. Schenck may
baive some converisations relating to

Gaumont-British the feeling in in-

formed quarters, on this side, is that

the G-B situation will undergo no

change for some tim'^ to come. For
the time beingTHat (G-B situation in

London appears put. Some figure it's

completely cold.

J. Robert Rubin, Metro bigwig,

while in London, sailed into the situ-

ation quite a bit, but's been back
now for several weeks and it is au-

thoritatively indicated by downtown
BJWrces that

.
Rubin's London, talks

have not changed the G-B aspect.

Filmdom which is ^iven to much
speculation over its affairs generally,

it seems, might begin, to figure now
that if that G-B situation is to be
altered, it will oe only when the

fullest reasonable protection shall

have been afforded American in-'

vestment in that company.. Pre-
sumably, the official American view-
point Is that the present- G-B. situ-

ation and outlook does not meet this

requirement •

Of course, reports of possible ial-

teration of the. G-B situation will be
reaching American shores 'inore 'or

less continuously becau;:e of the fact

that Important executive^ of both
20th Century-Fox and Metro, from
time-to-time, are tequired to be in

London or the continents Such execs,

in •course of business naturally will

contact G-B officers in London.
Wall Street, however, knows that

If and when there shall be any
change in the G-B situation it will

be accomplished only with agree-
ment of the American firms, and
that'^:. far from being had at the cur-

rent stdge of things.

There has^ been talk that -the Os-
trers might be willing to reopen ne-

- gotiations leading to a revival of the
original 20th. Century-Metro-Gau-
mont, trirparte arrangement, once
discussed over here as well :as in

London. However, that appears to

be as much 'in the limbo as all the
other ideas on G-B:

ZANUCK INTERESTED

IN NEGRO FILMUSiCAL

Darryl Zanucfc is still interested

in an all-Negro filmusic^l. Abe
Lastfogei, of the William Morris

agency, has been talking it over
with the 20th-Fox production head
on behalf of Lew Leslie.

Latter came. t»ack from London
recently for that purpose. Also to

possibly put on a rieW 'Blackbirds'
for the Shuberts. pn Broadway.
Past ideas on all-Negro filmusicals

have been stymied by the N. Y. sales

departments" 6f picture . companies,
on the theory -they would b'fe too
tough to sell. '

L A. Strike Resohish

Los Angeles; Au^. 24.

A secret resolution regarding Fara-

mount's pla^date embargo contro-

versy was forwarded. to P. J. Wood,

chairman of - the natiphal strike com-

mittee, by Los Angeles mass exhib

committee peeking favorable action

at next Thursday's indie riieet in N.Y.

The resolution was sanctioned by

53 theatre owners representing 100

houses in California and Arizona.

NEW TELEVISH

AIMING FOR

PhOIy Claims $iS,l)00 Loss to Par

So Far in Aug.; GrouihBuying Plan

On; Par in N. Y. Minimizes Strike

A NOVETY-FINISH

FILM INSIDE BUDGET

BOBBY BREEN SET FOR

THREE WEEKS AT $5,000

Bobby Breen set for three weeks
of vaude, his first work in four-a-
day personals. . Salary, $5,000 a week
net.

Opens at the Palace, Chicago, week
of Sept. 10, moves to Palace, Cleve-
land, following stanza and plays Hip-
podrome Baltimore, Sept. 24 session.

Youthful' yodeler was dnked - into
the Steel Pier, Atlantic City,- over.
Labor Day weekend, Sept. 4-6, in-
clusive, for $2,500 net but canceled
because he has agreed to play an
outdoor concert benefit staged by
James C. Petrillo, czar of Chicago's
musical union, in' Chicago, on Sept. 4.

WB Interested in terp

Team, Baron and Blair

Baron and Blair, ' dancers, are be-
ing considered by Warners for A pic
with Rudy Vallee. Were o.o.'d by
Hal Wallis while working recently
at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.
Pair currently with Vallee at the

Chicago theatre, Chicago, and go
with him next to Minneapolis. Un-
derstood the WB deal will be de-
cided when Vallee gets to the Coast
in October to set his own pic plans.

Skouras, Rosy Sailing

Spy505 Skouras sails abroad in
about a month. Likelihood is that
he will visit on the continent and
spend some time with friends and
relatives in Greece.
Sol Rosenblatt sails today on Euro-

pean business. He is expected to re-

turn in about three weeks.

Garrity Quits Shuberts

In Chi for Pickford Job

On Qmt; Sam Gerson Up

Chicago, Aug. 24.

J. J. Garrity, for 25 years affiliated

with the Shuberts, 15 of them as
general manager here, has resigned
to become general manager for Mary
Pickford. ' His son, J. J. Garrity, Jr.,

will continue as general manager for
Miss

. Pickf.ordls husband, Buddy
Rogers.

Garrity's place in' the Shubert of-

fice was absorbed -.by Sam Gerson,
general representative for the Shu-
berts here., Gerson -has been per-
sonal representative for the Shuberts
for many years, serving in a per-
sonal and advisory capacity. Be-
sides this he heads the Gerson-Mc-
Cutcheon ad agency.

Gertrude Bfomberg, who has
served as assistant secretary to Ger-
son and Garrity, will become Ger-
son's assistant in his new job. '

Garrity's Pickford-Rogers affilia-

tion had its beginning when Mr. and
Mrs. Garrity went to the coast to

attend the Gene Raymond-Jeannette
MacDonald and the Rogers-Pickford
weddings.

Shuberts are operating only three
houses here at present, the Grand,
Selwyn and Harris, although they're
s^iid to be on the look-out for one or
two more. - -

SAILINGS
Sept. 25 (London to New York)

Gilbert Miller, . Hildegarde (Cham-
plain). '

•

Sept. 15 (New York to London)
Joan Brandon (Normandie).

Sept. 4 (New York to Finland)
Efreni Zimbalist (Gripsholm).

Aug. 31 (London to New York)
Aileen Stanley (Be de France).

Aug. 28 (London to New York)
Gilbert Miller (Normandie).

Aug. 28 (Quebec to London)
Maureen O'Sullivan (Empress of
Britain). •

Aug. 25 (New York to London

)

Raymond Massey, Leslie Howard
Adolph Zukor, Sol- Rosenblatt (Queen
Mary). ' ^
Aug. 25 (London to New York)

Eddie Dolly (Aquitania).
Aug; 71;. (New .York to London)

Mr and Mrs. Frank Hummert, Rob-
ert Taylor, Jack Conway, Hal Ros-
son, Margaret Booth (Berengaria):
Aug 19 (New York to London)

Walter Duranty, Francis Weil, Joan
du Guerny (Bremen )i

New type of television, developed

by Kolorama Laboratories, Inc., of

Irvington, N. J., was unveiled to the

press last week. While not pretend-

ing to have achieved anything like

perfection, latest television entry in-

dicates -the greatest potentialties

along the larger screen angle, neces-

sary for motion' picture theatre

usage. In fact, the most successful

results in last week's trial showing

were achieved when a bigger image

was thrown on the screen. A screen

irnage, 4 by 5 feet in size, of fair

definition was shown, and was the

highlight- of the entire demonstra-

tion because indicating unusual pos-

sibilities when better perfection is

attained with lens.

All material displayed in Kolo-

rama's television test was taken from

motion picture clips. Mechanical
scanning is the feature of the

Kolorama system. It also employs
a considerably smaller- frequency
band width than that set by Radio
Manufacturers' Standards, engineers

of new organization contending that

large frequency requirements keep
television in the labs.

Smaller screen images shown by
the Kolorama method were blurred
and far from distinct In many re-

spects they resembled the early mo-
tion pictures when imperfect shutter

operation produced hazy objects and
fluttering light. As it now stands,

new television §ystem requires ad-
ditional research and refinements
before it will compare with the tele-

vision system developed by Radio
Corp. of America.

Kolorama company is avowedly in

the field to obtain big screen tele-

vision. Disclaim that any motion
picture company is interested finan-

cially or otherwise' at the present
time. Corporation is owned and
controlled by a group -of N; J.- and
N. Y. men. Officials at company's
office deny that any stock is for sale

or will be offered the public.

Chief engineer of Kolorama is

Frank Goldbach, formerly with
DeForest, Research engmeers are
S. L. Clothier and H. C. Hogen-
camp. £. A. Kern is v.-p. and in ac-

tive charge of the plant. Tour dif-

ferent staff departments are main-
tained at the Irvington office and
laboratory. Research on the project

has been going on for about 10 year's.

Question of distance that the
Kolorama process may be trans-

mitted through space presumably
will be determined at ^' later date,

if and. when a radio license is

granted to the company.

Intent . of Kolorama is to com-
mercialize its television apparatus
lor theatres.

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Walter Wanger's 'I Met My Love

Again* was completed by Arthur

Ripley inside the original budget.
Pictitte, which stars Joan Bennett
and Henry Fonda, was figured to

cost $500,000 and came in s6 much
under that, the studio is keeping it

a secret—^present fashion in Holly-

wood being to act ashamed of be-
ing associated with any picture

costing less than a million.

Wanger's last- one, 'Vogues of

1938* went up to $1,600,000,

Y. to L. A.
Harry Joe Brown.
Sally Eilers.

Harry M. Goetz.

Max: Gordon.
Bob Crranet.

Miriam Hopkins.
Al'lhur Johnson.

Other News of Fix Interest

George Marion, Jr., quits pix to write for radio Page 31

Mary Pickford on air to plug own co.smetics. Page 31

CBS will be on air late for Gershwin Hollywood Bowl
Memorial ...Page 31

Texaco may switch Cantor to midweek on account o£ Sunday
Opposish Page 34

Harry Langdon scripting for Jolson Page 35

Radio reviews on Allan Jones and 'Vogues'. .....Page 36

No picture tunes among the first five , Page 44

Tune.smiths and music publishers tiffing. Page 45

Andre Chariot's Hollywood findings Page 53

'The Women' in Vienna .Page 53

July's Tax Takings

Reflect Summer's

Shmip in Theatres

Washington, Aug.- 24.

Early arrival of sumuie-* slump in

theatre business was revealed Fri-

day (20) in monthly Treasury De-
partment statistic showing $241,6S7
dip in Government, haul from ad-

missions tax :n July.

Business continue ahe^d of last

year, report showed, although the

take, based on June wicket volume,
skidded for fourth time this year.

July payments aggregated $1,633,088,

second highest since last December,
and Treasury noted seventh succes-

sive boost over same stanza of pre-

vious year. Brought seven-month
total to $11,153,100, morfe than $2,-

000,000 better than amount for simi-

lar portion of 1936.

Treasury data shows business this

year at least 10% healthier. ' Gov-
ernment haul on actual box-office

grosses for first six months (shown
in February-July payments to the

treasury) is $8,174,072, a rise of

$765,825.

July drop was in marked contrast

with the trend set in 1936. Receipts

last year climbed successively from
June through October, with August
payments, based on July patronage,

showing the smallest gain. This year
an actual month-to-month slump hit

in June. Downgrade was hit in

August, 1935.

ARRIVALS
Kitty Cheatham. Werner Bateman,

Louella Parsons, Herman Stark, Al-

fred de Liagre, Jr., Samuel Dush-
kin, Beneridge Webster, Marcel
Journet, Frank E. Mason, Mr. and
Mi:s. Lee Pattison, Jacob Wilk,
James Montgomery Flagg, Sir Cedric
Hardwioke, Alfred Hitchcock, Leo
Reisman, Mr. and Mrs.. Sol Hurok,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Sax, Hans Ram-
eau, George T. Cameron, Hal J. Ley-
shon, Sally Eilers, Harry Joe Brown,
Philip Moeller, Jed Harris and
Helen Vogel.

L. A. to N, Y.
Victor Bay.
Milton Bender.
Constance Bennett.
Block and Sully.

Margaret Booth.
Nat Brook.s.

Lita Grey Chaplin.
Harold Clurman.
Jack Conway.
Eddie Davis.
Joan du Guerny.
Mr. and Mrs. Lumsden Hare.
Eric Hatch.
Leslie Howard.

• Torn Keene.
Myron Kirk.
Andre Kostelanetz.
Lew Lipton.

Raymond Massey.
Henry Myers.
Brewster Morgan.
Conrad Nagel.
Rulh Nagel.
Natalie Napp.
Dudley Nichols.

Maureen .O'Sullivan.

Walter Plunkett.

Tiny Ruffner.
Hal Rosson.
Milton Shubert.
Robert Taplinger.
Robert Taylor.
Conway Tearle.

Kenneth Thomson.

^Philadelphia, Aug. 24.
Exhibs are coming rapidly into the

fold on the newest plan by the indies
here to beat Paramount in its date-
and-buying strike which began Aug.
1 and is now churning ahead at'full
blast.

Newest idea is group-buying. That
is, each exhib gives power of attor-
ney to Committee to buy Par product
for him at 'same -or- better terms than
last yean' The 'war board,! which
is conducting strike, already ha$
powers' of attorney^ from .exfiibs rep-
resenting 34 houses and $200,000
worth of Par biz here yearly,

A mass meeting to further explain
the group-buying plan—which, it is
claimed, is just as legal as a farmers'
co-op—^will be held Friday. At that
time, according to Chairman Dave
Barrist, the United Motion Theatre
Owners here should obtain powers
for $400,000 more bi?. This will give
them control of about $600,000 of the
$800,000 Par does in yearly business
with indies in this territory. The
Par exchanges' total gross, including
income from three circuits which are
not participating in the strike, is

about $2,250,000 yearly.

Par's tloss of revenue from the ter-
ritory ^or August will amount to
about $65,(100 from the 200 houses
.which had contracts with it.

. This
money can all be recoiiped, of course,
if the strike is settled and exhibs
take up their dates. As it is. Par is

setting dates itself and sending avail-
ability notices. Exhibs who don%
accept film are being billed anyhow/
which is in accord with terms of Par
pacts. They are being advised by
UMPTO attorneys to 'let 'em sue.'

Judge Oliver B. Dickinson, In
Federal Court here last Thursday,
accepted briefs from both sides in
the injunction, proceedings Par has
brought against the exhibs. Same
arguments are contained in these as
was given verbally at hearing on
Aug. 11. Both sides support their
contentions on the same cases, in-
terpreting them to fit their needs.

Coercied*?

The fact that some exhibitors are
assertedly in a spot on the Para-
mount buying and playdating strike,

with several claimed to be living up
to letter of the strike agreement in
their territories by not picking up
pictures, yet are paying Par for

them, may break the strike even-
tually or greatly reduce its force. It

is believed by Par that numerous
exhibitors in the Minneapolis and
Philadelphia strike areas agreed to

go along because they were afraid

to do anything else at the time but,

as has been proved in all efforts of

exhibs to hold together; are- liable

to get scared shortly and pull away.
The fact that this has been tradi-

tional with the independent ex-
hibitor, is in Par's favor, plus what
may happen through legal steps

taken in both Philadelphia and Min-
neapolis.

These are the only two spots where
Par has been seriously attacked but
even if the exhibs in these two keys
cdntinued to hold out against Par,

the loss on distribution return is

greatly minimized by Par. Accord-
ing to Neil F. Agnew, v.p. in charge
of distribution, who is slicking to his

guns so far as the recalcitrant ex-
hibitors are concerned, most of them
acting on advices of Allied States

Assn. leaders, the actual loss to Par
§0 far has been only $12,000. The
threat of the indie exhib leaders hit-

ting upon the Par boycott was that

they were setting Out to take $8,-

000,000 from Par.
Instances where losses are in-

curred by Par when . an exhibitor,

under contract to play the com-
pany's pictures, refuses to pick them
up when they are available, may re-

sult in legal recovery by Par. In

such cases where an exhib refu.ses to

f'ate a picture that has been bought,
' Par can sue for the film rental, plus

any other damages, under the con-
tract, but so far, it is learned from
Par officials, no steps in this direc-

tion have been taken in spite of the

fact deals were closed with many
exhibs in the strike territories prior

to the campaign against the company.
There is no way of telling just

how determined .some striking ex-

hibitors may, be in their efforts to

hold out against Par because a lot

ol these exhibitors have not been

(Continued on page 63)
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Chase Bank's SeD-Out in 20th-Fox

Would CaD for $30,-40,000,000, So

That s Cold; Natl Theatres Deal On

. Downtown circles reaffirm that

Chase National Bank will not dis-

pose b£ its 20th CentUry-Pox shares

except with the knowledge of the

company managemeht. Current re-

ports reviving the legend of Chase

Bank's probable disposal of its 20th-

Fox shares at' once and in' whole to

certain individuals is officially depre-

cated.

The bank's attitude in this matter

is considered more than
. just ah

ethical practice but additionally an

acknowledgment of the company
manageiiient's standing with the

bank.

Twentieth Century-Fox has never

been in bettep running condition

than now, under the helm of Sidney

r: Kent, president; Joe Schenck,

board chairman, and Darryl Zanuck,

in charge of production. '
•

Certain trade sources have been
active of late, again reviving the

story of the -possibility that Schenck
and a group pf insiders, possibly in-

cluding Skouras, as angling for

Chase National Bank's shares in 20th

Century-Fox.

'.What makes that questionable is

where Schenck or anybody else

would And one lump of $30,000,000

or $40,000,000 with which to buy the

Chase Bank's shares in 20th.

. And, so far as known, there is

nothing which indicates that Chase
National Bank is inclined to sell its

shares at this time. Just at present,

the bank appears to be hardly so dis-

posed, according to informed circles.

From time to time. Chase disposes
in the open market bundled of its

stock, but most of its shares are still

held intact. Some of it is on option,

or was.

Eventually, under the law. Chase
will have to strip itself of 20th-Fox
stock, but with the amount of money
such an undertaking would require
if could, hardly be accomplished for

some time to come.

Chase Bank- is principle share-
holder in 20th, as also in National
Theatres, chief theatre subsidiary of

20th. National is operated by
Skouras.

.There has been a definite plan
afoot within the company for some
time whereby 20th-Fox might some
day acquire Chase National Bank's
stock in National Theatres. How
ever, this too is in abeyance, but .is

expected to he accomplished even-
tually.

I Balaban's Heatitis

PAR PARDS IN N. Y. FOR

PRODUCT; ALSO HGHT

Harold F. Kincey and Bob Wilby,
southeastern Paramount partners;
Sam Pinanski, New England • opera-
tor, and Bob O'DonneU, partner over
the Interstate circuit in Texas, are
in New York, for home office dis-
cussions and - product negotiations.
O'DonneU also came ui> for the
Louis-Farr fisticuffs.

Another on for talks with h.o. Par
executives is Ralph Kohn, produc-
tion associate of B. P. Schulberg.

Deanna Durbin's Next

When Friday's (20) heat and
huthidity started to set in, Bar-
ney Balaban, ' whose offide : at

Paramount is air-cooled, thought
he was beginning to feel it;

Discovery was later made that
the cooling system wasn't
working. With all . windows
sealed and the heat getting
worse, he issued an order for
everyone to go home at 3
o'clock.

All other majors also let their

employees off. excepting 20th-'

Fox, whose entire home office is

' air-conditioned.

Some Big August Gross-

ers Belie the Hot-Weather
Bugaboo Auspicious

Lineup for Early Fall Re-
lease Includes Several Po-

tent Tail-Enders from
1936-37 Schedule

MORE CONTRACTS

RKO'S 7 PK IN

CDTTINGROOM

Hollywood, Aug., 24.

Radio Studios possesses a reserve
of pictures in the cans for the first

time since S. J. Briskin stepped in

as execlitive in charge of production.
Seven films are now in the cutting
room, the first of which will not be
due for release until Sept. 6.

Those being edited are 'Music for
Madame,' 'Stage Door,' 'Fight for
Your Lady,' 'Don't Forget to Re-
member,' '40 Naughty Girls,' 'Satur-

day's Heroes' and 'Fit for a King.'

LEE TRACY DUE BACK;

GOT A PLAY FOR HIM?

Hollywood, Aug. 24.
Next Deanna Durbin vehicle at

Universal will be 'Mad About Music,'
with Joe Pasternak producing and
cameras skeded to roll Sept. 15.

Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adam-
son are cleffing seven ditties to be
warbled by Miss Durbin. No direc-
tor has been named.

Lee Tracy will return to Broad-
way during the coming season.
Though he has definitely decided on
a change of pace from the Holly-
wood routine, the play in which he
will be starred has not been selected.

Actor favors a script called 'Ex-
press,' which, is being read by Jed
Harris and George Abbott. He is

also considering a play by Hy Kraft,

who has been on the coast since, co-
laborating on the last 'Follies' pro-
duced by Flo Ziegfeld. Tracy was of-

fered the lead in 'Mice and Men' by
Sam H. Harris, but nixed the part.

It will be Tracy's first appearance
but one on Broadway since 'The
Front Page,' produced by Jed Harris
in 1928. His first scoring part was
in 'Broadway,' presented by the same
manager, with whom he has been on
cordial terms ever since.

Filmster's Opera Tryout

HollywooJ, Aug. 24.

Evelyn Daw, femme lead in Grand
National's 'Something to Sing About,'
leaves here for New York in Sep-
tember for a warbling appearance
before the open air program audi-

tion board as a preliminary to a try-

out with the Metropolitan Opera,
Miss Daw is a discovery of Victor

Schertzinger, director of 'Something
to . Sing About,' James Cagney
starrer.

Harbin to Col.
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Vernon Harbin, production assist-
ant at RKO, leaves Sept. 6 for Co-
lumbia Pictures.
He will be aide to Harry Cohn at

new location.

Mae West Set
Hollywood, Aiig. 24.

'Everyday's a Holiday' is Mae
West's next for Emanuel Cohen and
Paramount release. Goes into work
Sept. 7.

IJdmund Lowe will play opposite

Miss Westi who screen played story.

Edward Sutherland directs and Karl
Struss lenses.

Selznick's Pat Murray
Patricia Murray, of Jasper Deeter's

troupe at Hedgerow theatre, Moy-
land-Rose Valley, Pa., is being tested

by Selznick for—you guessed it

—

it's 'Gone With the Wind.'
Previously nixed a deal fi'om RKO.

Analysis of coming releases, coup-
led with gross results on pictures
that havie gone to theatres during
the past few weeks, is creating . an
outlook for the 1937-38 season- that
is quite encouraging. A good Au-
gust at the ticket windows and a
decided improvement in the quality

of pictures at this time pf the year,

with the new season getting under
way auspiciously, is not only pleas-.

Ing the theatire. operators but giving
the distributors a strong sales argu-
ment in behalf of the higher terms
asked. In view of what the distribs

are shipping through, contract writ-

ing may be greatly speeded up.

Not only are the 'majors giving

the hew season a strong start with
1937-38 product, but included in the

past season's (1936-37) pictures are
several just sent out on release, or

to come in September, that stoutly

supplements the list Among tail-

end '36-37 pix now on release are

such top gross-getters as 'Wee Willie

Winkie,' 'Saratoga,' 'Captains Cou-
rageous,'

_
'Day at Races,' 'Godd

Earth' and 'Toast of New York.' In

the case of each, the dstributors de-

cided to let theatres have the prod-
uct during the hot and unusually
dangerous weather rather than stall

release until later, as has happened
in the past, or hold the film over
as a coming season's, release. Two
additional 1936-37 features that are
being delivered as such rather than
as new product are 'Broadway Mel-
ody of 1938' (Metro) and 'Make a

Wish' (RKO). 'Melody' went on
release Friday (20), while 'Make a
Wish' goes out as this season's entry
this Friday (27).

These tail-end releases, plus the
new season's starters headed by
several powerful grossers and others
that look big on paper, are setting a
pace on quality which has distrib-

utors, buyers and operators predict-

ing' a third and fourth quarter this

year that will be something to talk

about. August has been o^ery big
generally, although in some terri-

tories for one reason or another, the
month has been a trifle behind Au-
gust last year when soldier bonuses
or other factors played an important
part in some localities in running
up .business.

Last summer the theatres were
gleeful over getting 'San Francisco'

which Metro sent on release in hot
weather in face of usual industry

fears. The picture cleaned up and
began upsetting traditional theories

about ruining good pictures in July
or August. This year, with what
distribs have been delivering and
the reaction at the box office, oper-

ators are convinced that if the pic-

ture is good, summer weather won't

stop it.

Among new season's (1937-38)

product that is making the outlook

highly propitious are such pictures

as 'Stella Dallas,' 'Vogues of 1938,'

'Artists and Models,' 'Souls at Sea,'

'Emile Zola,' 'You Can't Have Every-
thing,' 'Road Back' and 'Lost Hori-

zon,' all of which have had their

openings, plus numerous other pic-

tures that are ready and from which
much is expected.

The analyists are hopped over

'Thin Ice,' 'The Firefly,' 'Madame X,'

•Bride Wore Red,' 'Angel,' 'Double

or Nothing,' 'Annapolis Salute,'

'Dead End,' '52nd Street,' 'Prisoner

of Zenda,' 'Tom Sawyer,' 'Something
to Sing About,' 'Varsity Show,'

' 'That Certain Woman,' '100 Men and
(Continued on page 51)

SELLING
Nathanson, of Canada, Talking

A Universal Deal Along Lines

Of C. M. WoolTs D Pact in England

Heil Horsie

London, Aug. 15.

An Englishman and a Ger-
man went to see the Marx
Bros, at 'Day at the Races'
(MG). Both laughed quite a
bit during the first two reels.

Then the German asked
whether the comics were Jews.
On getting an affirmative re-

ply, he straightened out and no
more laughs.

Towards tSe end of the pic-

ture the Nazi bust out laugh-
ing agaiii. His English friend

.'

, looked- at him, puzzled. Then
the German explained.

'

'What a funny horse!', he
exclaimed.

20th's Roxy Now

Forces GB and U

Pix Elsewhere

Gaumont-British may have to shop
for a new and regular first-run show-
case on Broadway, because 'Gang-
way,' current at the Roxy, may
prove to be the last of a regular
commitment of GB pictures booked
at that theatre. The house comes
under control of 20th Century-Fox
on Sept. 1, with a franchise from the
latter company covering , 40 pics.

That means that there will be
hardly 12 weeks of open playing
time available to other firms.

Universal is another -firm which
for the past several seasons had its

first run Main Stem showings regu-
larly at the Roxy, and what effect

this takeover by 20th will have ulti-

mately on GB or Universal, or both,

is open. The Rivoli and Radio City
Music Hall are the only, possibilities.

The GB deal which was made un-
der Howard S. Cullman, trustee, gave
GB 20 weeks of the Roxy's playing
time, for the 1936-37 season, and it

is had that only around 12 weeks of
this commitment has been absorbed
by the theatre. There may be rear

sons and whether the deal is to be
carried out to its fullest is some-
thing for the future to tell. So far

the Roxy has played 7 GB films, in-

clusive of 'Gangway.'

GB expects to release at least 12
and may release as many as 20 for
the coming season.

ROSE TALKING SUIT

AGAINST PAR'S 'A&M'

Billy Rose's attorney, Arthur Gar-
field Hays, is conferring with Para-
mount counsel over Rose's alleged
plagiarism charges against Par's 'Ar-

tists and Models' filmusical.

Rose, producer of the Cleveland
Aquacade, obects to Par's 'Whispers
in the Dark' (song), allegedly in-

fringing on 'Strangers in the Dark,'
from Aquacade, plus the fact that a

water waltz routine by two femmes
in the film is said to resemble that
show.

Tamara's Non-Stop

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Tamara Geva went into the cast

of 'Manhattan Merry-Go-Round' as
the lead at Republic immediately on
her arrival here from New York.
Film went into production last Fri-

day (20).

Harry Sauber produces, Chuck
Reisner directing. Many of the spe-
cialties being shot in the east.

Conversations have been going on

between N. L. Nathanson, Canadian

film magnate, and Universal Pic-

tures which may lead to some kind

of a deal between these parties. It

is assumed by insiders that Nathan-
son would not be Iceen on assuming
an executive operating responsibility

in U, but that a proposition for him
to acquire . Universal's distribution

rights in Canada might be consid-
ered.

Such a deal would replenish Uni-
versal's .coffers forthwith, although
there is no detail to be had on the
kind of money or the amount which
would be required to swing this kind
of a proposition. Also, such a deal
would serve to associate Nathanson
with Universal, perhaps in an ad-
visory situation or as a board mem-
ber.

Nathanson's theatres already have
the U product bought for Canada
next season.

From what is so far revealed, the

possibility of such a deal as talked
about between Nathanson and Uni-
versal bears resemblance to the cur-
rent arrangement between Universal
and the C. M. Woolt interests, for
England. Woolf advanced an amount
in the neighborhood of $2,500,000 for
his London deal.

Nathanson is the industry's top
nabob in the Dominion. He is the
boss pf Par's Canadian theatre cir-

cuit of nearly 200 theatres besides
those of RKO, and his general in-

terests outside this end are also ex-
tensive.

Ray Johnston Coasting
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

W. Ray Johnston, Monogram prez,

arrived on the Coast last week for

huddles with Scott R. Dunlap, ex-
ecutive producer.
After confabs here, Johnston will

tour the western exchanges of Mono
before returning to Ne v York.
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Ziikor Insists Film Rentals Must

Tilt 33% in Ratio with Upped Prod.

Costs If Quality to Be Maintained

DISNEY RUSHES YULER

Snow White* Bypoed by C^tflonist

Staff for Release by Chrtstttas

Stressing that it is simply a ques-

tion of economics, Adolph Zukor be-,

lieves that film rentals should total

one-third higher than they have

been in order to meet the 33% in-

crease in cost in production that has

developed within the past year. No
one is less determined than the

chairman of the Paramount board

that these incre&ses must be taken

care of through the distribution de-

partments if quality merchandise to

niefet public demands is to be con-

tinued.

•Whether or not Par and other

producer-distributors are, for. the

sake of economics, to get rentals

that are in proportion to advance in

costs, is difficult to predict, but

Zukor is steadfast about changing

conditions in the industry and costs

•which place it strictly up to the ex-

hibitoi* to pay more for what he is

getting. The same would hold true

in any other commodity, ptice to the

retailer going up in ratio to the in-

creases in cost of manufacture. In

other fields these increases are, in

turn, passed on to -the consumer,

•while in the picture industry the-

atres have been loath to kite the ad-

mission scales.

The 33% increase iii film-making

costs is due 'to not '6ne' item but

many, although one of the largest is

labor. Zukor declares this figure is

accurate and tha.t by reason of it! the

same 33% added return from the-

atres should be obtained. Distribu-

tors- this year are asking a 5% in-

crease in thie three brackets in most

instances but are placing more pic-

tures than last season (1936-37) into

the top allocation, leaving smaller

blocks for the middle and bottom

groups.

Zukor's demand for rentals that

must meet advancing production

costs may be construed as a stern

stand against all propaganda to keep

rentals down, plus moves through-

bu1^4he country singling out Par on

playilate strikes and boycotts be-,

cause of failure oh deliveries this

year CSe-'ST). Ostensibly the chair-

man of the Par directorate is not

permitting such moves to act as a

bargaining agent in deals for Par

pictures this CQih'ing season.

Quality

Mindful that • quality production

muit be maintained, Zukor is deter-

mined oh that in spite of heavier

costs than last year and equally as

determined that ' the market must

face current conditions and eco-

nomics to the point of piroperly sup-

pbrting thie producer in what he is

delivering.

, He sounds a warning in this con-

nection by citing that the only dan-

ger the picture industry faces is

whether any other entertainment

can come along to replace it. For

this reason cheap pictures cannot be

dared, the producers . taking the

point rather that they are trying to

invest millions of dollars as safely

as possible. Zukor also stressed that

entertainment as between pictures

and radio, for instance, must be so

great in idifference that pictures will

drag" people out of their homes, add-

ing that you can't compete with the

air if 10c pictures are turned out.

Zukor, accompanied by Mrs.

Zukor. is sailing today (Wed.) for

England and the Continent, He has

laid Out no specific program in ad

vance of arriving on the other side

but will look the groXind over so far

as production by Par on English soil

is concefhed. This company and

Col are the only two majors not pro

ducing in Britain or having hook-

ups for release of pictures turned

out by English concerns, Metro hav

ihg only recently determined to set

up its own production facilities in

England. Par still controls the Join

ville stvidios in France and may re

sume some production there. The

atre expansion on the other side, in

•which other majors are interestec

may also be reported on. when Zukor

gets back to. the States. .

Zukor declares this is his first trip

across in four years. He's been over

27 times altogether, the first time in

1894, but he isn't looking for a trip

like that one was. Zukors will be

away three or four weeks.

The 1st Shall Be Last

There is a curious slant to the

fact that Paramount is now toy-

ing with the idea of producing
in London, making Par the last

American major to set British

production.
Paramount, years ago, was

the first to go in for production

abroad, * both in France and
England, Par, -n fapt, gave
Alexander Kord!^ a start by
letting him produce a couple of

pictures in London prior to his

UA tieup and ascendancy.

Hollywood, Aug. 24. .

Staff of the Walt Disney studio

has been placed on a 24-hour daily

basis in order to rush 'Snow White

and the Seven Dwarfs' through to

:ompletion in *ime for a Christmas

loliday release.

Fikn, the first ,
feature length

technicolor cartoon, will have a

Radio release.

Margaret Sullavan

May Resume 'Stage

Door,' Legit, Soon

'Stage Door' may show up on
Broadway again within the next six

or. seven weeks. Margaret Sullavan,

who had the most "important role in

the play and ^ because of •whose

motherhood the play was jerked, is

ready to go back to work; it is under-
stood. It all depends now on whether
the rest of the^ cast can be reas-

sembled. No difficulty, on this score

is .anticipated.

Play was produced by Sam H.
Harris and had a pleasant run to

good cpin. Was still going strong,

early this year, when Miss Sullavan
had to withdraw because of 'an act

of God.' Although show could have
continued, Harris found, it too tough
to replace the star and preferred to

drop the whole thing. Miss Sul-

lavan's baby was born five weeks
ago on the Coast.

SEC APPROVES REP.

PICS' STOCK ISSUE

Washington, Aug. 24.

Stock registration of Republic Pic-
tures Corp. of Delaware, designed to

bring in $5,000,000 cash through pub
lie offerings, finally became effective

Wednesday (18) when Securities &
Excheihge Commission signified in

direct approval of amendments., to

he original application which had
been held up more than a month.

New corporation, under, remote
control of Herbert Yates, president
of Consolidated Filni Industries, will

peddle 600,(100. shares of $1 par capi-
lal stock to the public via Hammons
& Co. at a net of $3,000,000, and. later

will put another 261,000 shares on
he counter under $5 warrants. Con-
solidated gets 150,000 tickets and
Setay Co. (Yates*, personal holding
firm) another 80,000.

Arthur Lubin's Duet
Hollywood, Aug. 24,

Aruthur Lubin moves into the
Bryan Foy unit at Warners to direct
'Too Much of Everything,' •which
will have Bonita Granville in a tea

tured spot.

Lubin then returns to his home
lot, Universal, to direct 'The Wei
come Impostor.'

16 MM. HOME PIX

ON EXCHANGE

SYSTEM

Chicago, Aug. 24.

First Runs, Inc., starts its. business

career of supplying 400-foot 16-mm.
pix direct to the homes on Sept. 1,

with its first release listed here as

'The Mad Sculptor.' Will release a

new 16-mm. feature each week, v^ith

the following three weeks of Sep-
tember to see 'On Strike, a la Mode,'
Power of Love' and 'Soapbox
Derby,' Pictures are being filmed in

local studios.

A. E. Fassio, chief of the film com-
pany, has signatured a deal with the

Action Film laboratories here calling

for a minimuhi of 26,000 ,400-foot

16-mm. reels each year. At that

rate Action will supply 500 prints

weekly for distribution to homes.
Films will be distributed by drug

stores, camera shops, stationers> etc.,

on a circulating library basis. Pub-
lic will pay $1 per Jay for rental of

each film.

Also hitting the streets along with
the new film company is a fan and
trade magazine for 16-mm. public.

Tagged 'Movie Time,' it will be pub-
lished here, with Walter Werner as

business manager.

Writers, Produci^ More bnportant

Than Directors, Opines Hitclicock

DEMILLE PASTURE

'Buccaneer*.Sets on Isle Cover Five
AoreB—800 In Work

Pollywpod, Aug. 24. .

Paramouht's company, around 800

ih number, moved over to an elab-

orate maritime set off Catalina for

two weeks' filming on Cecil B. De-
Mille's .'The Buccaneer.'

i With Fredric March, Franciska

Gaal and Margot Grahame heading

the cast, DeMille's forces include 450

pirates, 60 Baratarian women, and
a first group of 200 technicians. Set

covers five acres and three schoon-
ers riding at anchor are being used.

New Orleans, Aug. 24.

-Helen Eck, local girl who played
in bayou shots made by 'Buccaneer'
crew while on location here, left

Saturday (21) for Hollywood after

Director Arthur Rosson wired her
he had more work for her in Lafitte

saga. .

" Rita Mae Gegenheimer, 'Miss New
Orleans of 1937,' and Nathalie Weit-
kam, last year's beauty .winner,

left Friday (20) for Hollywood screen
tests.

Detroit, Aug. 24.
.

Wilding . Picture Productions, Inc.,

commercial flicker producers here,

has opened new .offices in New York
and Cleveland. Commercial firm
turns out most of Ford and Chryslei
flickers.

'

Par Board Meets and

Votes Regular Diwy

At meeting of the Paramount
board, held yesterday afternoon
(Tues.) instead of tomorrow (Thurs.),

so' that Adolph Zukor could attend,

regular quarterly dividends on the

two preferred stocks were voted.

On Oct. 1 the company will pay
$1.50 a share on the first preferred
and 15c. a share on the second to

holders of "record at close of busi-

ness Sept. 15.

Zukor sails today (Wed.) for Eu-
rope.

Mary Nolan's Former

Husband Given Jail

Term for $50 Burglary

Wallace Macrery, ex-husband of

Mary Nolan (Imogene Wilson), for-

mer motion picture actress, was sen-
tenced to an indeterminate term in

he" penitentiary Thursday (19) by
General Sessions Judge " Owen Bo-
han,'"N. Y., on his plea of burglariz-
ing a 47th street restaurant. He
Will serve from six months to three
years. .

'

'Hollywood has ruined you,' Judge
Bohan told Macrery. 'You come
from a good family and are well-
educated. You tossed these advan-
tages away for the glamor of Broad-
way and. the movies. You can con-
tinue your Hollywood in prison.'

Macrery pleaded guilty to enter-
ing a restaurant at 250 West 47th
street, last June and stealing $50
worth of merchandise.
While an usher in a Broadway

heatre he met Mary Nolan and later
landed in Hollywood as her secre-
tary. They were married in 1931
and separated last year.
Report of probation officers de-

scribed him as of the 'gigilo type.'

Wolfson's Next Readied
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Philip (j. Epstein is screenplaying
Adele Buffington's original for RKO,
'They Didn't Want Love.'

P. J. Wolfson likely will produce.

Eric Locke in Vienna
Vienna, Aug.. 13.

Eric Locke has arrived here.

Is shooting backgrounds for Claud
ette Colbert's /Bluebird's Eighth
Wife' (Par). /

Xtras Get a Break

They re Given One-Fourth of Coin When Tied for

Weather Permitting Calls

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Extras and bit players will be paid
oh a basis of one-fourth in case of

cancellation of weather-permitting
calls under a tentative agreement
signed by the Screen Actors Guild
and the producers' adjudicating com-
mittee.

Ruling means some heftier checks
for some 7,500 individuals. Also, with
the added financial cost, it is be-
lieved studios will not place weather
permitting-calls so freely, thus al-

lowing players to work elsewhere.
It was agreed that stunt men will

•be classed as extras except when
performing some special stunt.

Trem Carr Loans Wayne
To Par for Grey Opus

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

John. Wayne goes to Paramount on

a loanout deal with Trem Carr and
will be featured in 'Born to the

West,' to be directed by Charles

Barton from the Zane Grey yarn.

Part of the deal, it is understood
was to hand Parmount ah option on
future pictues with Wayne. Also in

the cast of 'Born to the West' are
Johnny Mack Brown, Marsha Hunt
and John Patterson.

THOMSON RUSHES EAST

FOR 4-A'S MEETINGS

Kenneth Thomson, Screen Actors
Guild executive secretary, is ex-
pected to plane eatt from Holly-
wood to attend Frid iy's (27) meet-
ing of the Associated Actors and
Artistes of America board meeting,
Session will hear the Grand Opera
Artists Association of America show
cause why its charter from the
AAAA should not be revoked, Thom-
son offered the original revocation
motion at the Four A's meeting four
weeks .ago.

While in New York, trie SAG head
is expected to huddle with Mrs.
Florence Marston, eastern rep, re-
garding progress of the Guild's mem-
bership drive in the eastern studios
Possible he may also remain over
for next Monday's American Fedefra-
tion of Radio Artists meeting, at
which an executive secretary of that
group may be picked.

Future plans of Alfred Hitchcock
are conipletely in the

. air after he
completes the two more pictures
called for in his present Gaumont-
British contract On his first trip
to America, the . directpr, is on a
10-day visit to Nfew York, vacdtionv
ing and seeing shows. On his re-
turn to London he will supervise
the cutting on 'The Girl Was Young'
which he.recently finished shooting
with Nova Pilbeam!

'

First of his next two directorial
jobs for G-B will be another Pil.
beam pic, as yet untitled. Will be
adapted from a French short story
by Marcel Achard, Hitchcock, Joan
Harrison, his assistant, and M.rs.
Hitchcock (Alma Reville) are al-
ready working on the preliminary
adaptation. Production mil get
xmder way in November, with the
rest of the cast so far unselected.-
Second pic isn't set.

Hitchcock is making no decision
just now regarding his plans after
the G-B contract Has been ap-
proached by Metro, as well as other
U. S. companies, for directorial
stints, either in Hollywood or Eng-
land, and is 'intensely' interested,*
but doesn't plan any huddles with
film execs during his current New
York stay. This is 'completely a
vacation,' and he can negotiate with
American companies just as well iri

England, he says. Meanwhile, he
has 'an open mind' on the subject
Hitchcock figures ultimately to

become a producer. Thinks the di-
rector's importance in pix is wan-
ing, with the writing and produc-
tion ends gradually taking on in-

creased importance until the di-
rector will become little rhore than
what corresponds to a stager in
legit Current efforts of the Screen
Directors Guild in Hollywood to

increase the scope and authority of

directors' work are contrary to the
natural trend and will fail, he be-'

lieves. If and when he ever goes
to Hollywood, it will be with the
idea of eventually getting into the

production end.

British Quota

Director says the present British

quota law will remain in force in-

definitely, with equal or increased
restrictions. Sees it as necessary
for British studios until such time
as producers there become firmly i

enough established to compete bri

an equal basis with Hollywood and
have enough output . to obtain

sufficient market outlets. Present
financing problems are compari-
tively involved, he says, but may be
worked out satisfactorily by 'the .

right people—responsible producers.'

Present efforts of Alexander Korda
to purchase a share of United Art-

ists
' Stock will, if successful, have

a beneficial effect on British pic-

tures, Hitchcock thinks.

Present trend toward super-budget
productions, running to the $2,000,-

00ft mark, are 'just a phase,' ih the

director's opinion. Wheft a few flops
•

are produced, studios will return

to a saner standard; To continue

their development and growth, both

artistically and commercially, films

will have to depend more and more
on character portrayal and analysis,

rather than plot action alone,

Hitchcock believes. Available ac-

tion plots have long ago been ex-

hausted and efforts of writer-pro-

ducer combos in the future must be

rhore and more to stress character

and action.

Although the director has never

seen Hollywood and is interested

in doing so, he will not visit there

this trip.

5 Oldtimers in 20th Pic

Chas. Dorian, Director
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Jean Hersholt gets the lead in Til
Never Forget' which will be Charles
Dorian's first directorial at Metro.
Dorian formerly was Clarence
Bro^wn's assistant

; Yarn is an original by John Bright
and Robert Tasker.

. Kullman's Coast Chore
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

. Charles KuUman, Metropolitan
opera tenor, is warbling a scene from
'La Traviata' that will be incorpor-
ated in 'The Goldwyn Follies.'

Production start has been post-
poned while the script is being re-
written.

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Spotted into the cast of 201h -Fox's

'The Great Diamond Robbery' are

five players who were stellar lights

in the silents.

Quintet includes Pauline Garon,

Clara Kimball Young, Jean Acker,

Eve Novak and Douglas Gerrard.

Film has since been retilled 'Dan-

gerously Yours.'

Par's Gridder Sails

• Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Production of 'Hold 'em. Navy,'

Paramount grid film, got under wiiy

yesterday (Mon.).

Kurt Neumann directs and Ine

cast includes Lew Ayres, JohJ^

Howard, Mary Carlisle, Benny

Baker and Elizabeth Patterson.
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PROGRESS STYMe
The Critics Tell AH; It s Not They,

But the Customers Who Count at B.O. s

Hinterland key city film critics

converging on New York during the

summer months, en route to New
England holiday's, etc., have been ex-

changing views in Varibtt's home-

office on the value of film criticism.

Consensus seems to be that it's a

snare and a delusion by the papers

and that film criticism doesn't mean
as much as it's cracked up to mean.

. Said one important key-city critic,

•I had ' a frank heart-to-heart talk

with my. managing editor. I told

him that every time a film exchange

or a local theatre manager squawks
about what damage a pan in our

paper does to this or that film, it's a

gag.
'Because no matter what we say

about pictures, it doesh't iseem to

make any difference. The masses

have their own preferences. Either

they yen for stars, no matter what
.tripe they appear in, or, they just

don't care for cinematic crificism,

per se.

. 'Tliis may sound like I'm under-
mining my own job. Well, in a way,
I am. Except that I'm a good news-
paperman and if it's not pictures and
the drama -(such as it is> there's

enough on the paper to keep me
busy.- Besides^ I did it more to in-

fluence my paper into accepting my
"view that I can serve my sheet best

by giving a summary of the story,

etc., . from a reportorial attitude,

rather than trying to be an erudite'

critic'

Said another reviewer, 'The only
difference between a pan notice, and
the public's own b. o. response, may
be a few hundred dollars. That's
Why I think theatre managers or the
film companies pay so much atten-

tion.

. 'Along' conies a really fine film, and
suppose I do to town, urging the
customers to support it economically.
The best proof of how little influ-

ence we have is that, despite rave
notices and all the press encomiums,
only a negligible minority will turn
Out, if. they happen to feel that way.

.•I suppose it's the same negligible

minority which stays away when we
Reviewers happen to rap a picture
sharply. Because, if the mass pub-
lic has its own mind made up, col-

lectively they're enough to financial-

ly underwrite almost anything
shown. Of course there are excep-
tions when, by a curious coincidence,
both the press and the public seem
to agree, but that's getting to be a
rarity.'

'When a play comes to town,* said
another dramatic and film editor,

'it's sonriething else, of course. A
play means $2,50 or $3 a ticket, less

tax, and then they really pay atten-
tion to some guide on the merits.
But when it's 30c to 40c for a film,

•I guess the price element doesn't
malce them as choosey.'

DeSylva Borrows Alice

Faye for His U Taney'

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Alice Faye moves over from 20th-
Fox to Universal on a loanout deal
to be featured in B. G. DeSylva's 'A
Young. Man's Fancy,' with George
Murphy opposite.

Picture is skeded to start next
Thursday with David Butler di-
recting.

Par Reties Revnes

Hollywood, Aug.. 24.
Paramount has handed Maurice

Revnes a new producer ticket.
Inilialcr under the new assign-

ment will be a George Raft starrer.

MacMurray's Next
^

Hollywood, Aug. 24.
"Vacation from Love,' Harlan

Ware-Patterson McNutt original, has
been purchased for Fred MacMurray
at Paramount, Production will fol-
low 'True Confession,' with Carole
Lombard and the technicolored
Mon With Wings.'

Form of Criticism

Westport, Conn., Aug. 24.

The newspapermen haven't
been the only ones to clash
with Frances Farmer during
her stay here in summer stock.
Carl Van Vechten was at the
Country Playhouse recently
taking candid camera shots 6£
Miriam Hopkins, Mady Chris-
tians, Phillips Holmes arid oth-
ers

- 'You don't mind my taking a
picture of you,' the writer ad-
dressed Miss Farmer.
.

'I most certainly do,' she
hurled. 'Paramount says they .

have enough bad pictures of
me now.'

BARTHOLOMEW

SUIT HITS St

hoppIets

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Keen interest is being shown in

the outcome of the Freddie Bar-
tholomew case against Metro in

which the boy star's attorney's have
attacked the constitutionality of the
California statute governing the
signing of minors to contract? with
court approval,

Superior Judge Emmett Wilson,

who is in charge of this branch of

court work in Los Angeles, has
taken the case under submission.

Around 50 minor contracts hang on
the decision.

RKO GIVES TERMER TO

REDSKELTONOFVAUDE

Red Skelton, vaude comic, has
been signatured to a term contract
by RKO. Deal, set by Abe Last-
fogel and Sammy Weisbord, of the
William Morris office, with Tom
Kennedy, comedian's manager, car-

ries options for seven years and
starts at somewhere around $2,000-

a-week, it's understood.

Working in dance marathons and
walkathons in his home town, Vin-
cennes, Ind., about a year and a
half ago, Skelton just a few months
ago was getting about $400-a-week
at theatres. Appearance on the
Vallee program centered attention
on him. He's at the Chez Paree,
Chicago, now and repeats on the
Vallee show tomorrow (Thursday)
night,

Skelton was so tickled on hearing
the deal was okayed that he couldn't
keep it to himself. Was playing
Loew's State, N. Y., when he got
word last week and publicly an-
nounced it to the audience, thanking
them for 'making this possible,'

Schoedsack at Metro

Preparing Orient Film

Hollywood, Aug. 24,

Ernest A. Schoedsack has started

preliminary work at Metro on a
color feature backgrounded in East
IndiCo. and will head an expedition
to the Orient to do the filming.

Merian C. Cooper will produce.

Gertnide Michael BIP's

Rental Fights, FilitirBuying

Strikes, Distributors^ Ap-
athy Amongr Other Ele-

ments Widening Breach
in Conciliation Efforts

MORE SUITS?

Gertrude Michael goes to Eng-
land for the lead in 'The Card' for
British International Pictures,

She plans to leave around Sept. 15

10 arrive in London by Oct. 1, when
camoraa! are slceded to roll.

The Motion Picture Theatre Own-
ers of America! is now on the great-
est uphill fight of its career. After
more than a year of concerted ef-
fort to obtain agreement on 10
specific trade practice proposals, in-
cluding a system of conciliation, the
hope for further progress appears
dubious in the face of. distributor
apathy and possible widenirig "of re-
lations over rental fights, film-buying
strikes and other agitation.

Inveighing sharply against the dis-

tributors early last spring at its

Miami convention, the MPTOA set
out to giet more than the. stray bones
that had been tossed the barking dog
prior to that time, • but so far it's

been an uphill fight. Distributors
who previously had appeared will-
ing to consider conciliation and other
things have started seriously ignor-
ing the entire matter. This has
roused Ed L. Kuykendall, MPTOA
president, to the charge that 'some
of the self-styled friends of the in-
dependent exhibitor, who slyly tried
to undermine the organization's pro-
gram, are gleefully celebrating
failure of the MPTOA to make head-
way with certain proposals.'

In addition to voicing demands for
complete acceptance of the so-called
10-point program, taking in concilia-
tion boards and other proposals, the
MPTOA at convention time in.March
declared itself stoutly against radio
broadcasting. The special commit-
tee set up to battle this competitive
ogre, headed by Walter

.
Vincent,

himself a chain operator and chair-
man of the board of Republic Pic-
tures at the time, now president,
held a couple meetings (though none
with representative exhibitors) and
hasn't been heard from since.

While leading operators throughout
the country may insist that what
was going to be done wasn't done,
Kuykendall in a report to MPTOA
members, notes that 'there has
clearly been some improvement in
the presentation of movie stars on
the air and there is reason to be-
lieve that the improvement in pres-
entation from this point of view will

continue.'

The Vincent committee has been
generally secretive concerning its

works and members of the MPTOA
today are not being advised as to

what's going on, Kuykendall inform-
ing that the committee is not at

liberty to disclose all of its ac-
tivities.

Stalling

A lack of aggressiveness there in

line with what the MPTOA body
wanted at Miami, may in the opinion
of leading members, be typical of a
lack of real fight that keeps the 10-

point program on a stalling basis.

However, Kuykendall is riled suf-

ficiently at the moment to threaten
that unless the distributors loo.sen

up, particularly as regards con-
ciliation boards, the result sooner or
later is going to be a series of

spectacular anti-trust lawsuits, both
by the Government and by in-

dividual exhibitors; He decries the
hardship that would follow, plus fat

fees for. lawyers.

Metro . lii the single company that

has lent the MPTOA any encourage-
ment following the Miami conven-
tion by responding to requests for

additional consideration of trade
practice proposals. The others
haven't been hoard from since then,

while Warner Bro.s. from the outset

refused to even listen.

From the' minor concessions
throw!i the MPTO.A la.st fall and

(Continued on page 52>

WB in London Legit PrimarOy For

B.O., Says Wilt and Not Just for Pix

Mass Doubles

Nantucket, R. I,, Aug. 24.

As in 'Captains Courageous'
(MG) there is quite a sizable

population of Portuguese fisher-

men in the Cape Cod belt.

But since the film's general
release, tourists have noticed

that almost all of 'em are now
trying to emulate Spencer
Tracy in get-up.

WARNERS ALSO

TO EXTEND

BRIT. PROD.

London, Aiig. 15.

Jack Warner has cabled Irving

Asher he. will be over Oct 1 to look

at the studios at Teddington and
plan the proposed enlargement for

WB's scheduled list of 20 produc-
tions for next year.

For five years this expansion has
been Irving Asher's pet idea, and
now that any of the Warner Bros.

Hollywood stars will be more or
less at the disposal of the English
branch, activities at Teddington. will

assume larger proportions.

FORMER STELLA DAY

HURT IN ST. L WL
St. Louis, Aug. 24.

Stella Riddle Talbot Campbell, 37,

one-time film actress, suffered a frac-
tured spine in a leap from second
story rooming house .window to es-
cape a fire • early Thursday (19)
which caused one death and -injuries

to three others. Her. husband,
Charles, broke right ankle when he
followed her in jump. Both are in
City Hospital.

Mrs. Campbell, divorced wife of
Frank Talbot, owner of old Hippo-
drome here, was convicted in 1935
of fatally shooting Albert Franken-
stein but was paroled by the bench
from a sentence of one year in local
Workhouse. A year ago she suffered
severe burns when a lighted cigaret
ignited bed clothes when she fell

asleep.

Under name of Stella Day she was
in silent films.

James Gleason Leaves

RKO; in Rep's 'Manhattan'

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

RKO did not take up the option
on James Gleason following comple-
tion of '40 Naughty Girls' and his
pact as writer-producer-actor-direc-
tor has lapsed.

Gleason already is set for a fea-
tured comedy role in Republic's
'Manhattan Merry-Go^Round.'

Buck Jones Washes Up at

U Aug. SI; to Columbia
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Buck Jones is preparing to effect

his switchover from Universal to

Grand National Aug. 31 following
completion of 'The Boss of Lonely
Valley,' his bow-out for U.
With the new setup, thrf thud-and-

thunder star will ride 'em for
Coronet and Columbia release.

*End' Lads Click
Hollywood, Aug. 24,

Mervyn LeRoy. has handed per-
sonal playing tickets to Billy Halop
and Bobbie Jordan, who came here
for Samuel Goldwyn's 'Dead End.'
LeRoy took over their pacts from

Goldwyn.

Distinctly in the legit field in Eng-
land to make money as stage pro-
ducers, Warner Bros, is not picking
plays merely with filming in view,
nOr are plays being considered only
if they might be suitable for Ameri-
can exhibition or with a view to
providing roles on the. stage for
Warners' own screen talent. Jake
Wilk, .back from a six weeks' trip to

London to lay plans for WB legit

production over there, declares no
set policy in any of these connec-
tions has been laid down by War-
ners,

It is possible, however, that film
talent from the Warner studio may
go across to appear in plays in
which WB is Interested, if providing
suitable parts, but there is no intent
to fit the plays to Warner talent,
either for appearance in them in
England or on this side. Wilk adds,
also, that there Is no determination
to ptesent ,on the stage in America
all the plays that are done In Lon-
don. He points out, moreover, that
might be difficult since so many ele-
ments may figure. Whether all of
the shows put on In London will be
re-staged on this side and also made
into pictures at the Warner studio
as a result Is entirely dependent on
these elements.

It is also possible, that hone of the
plays presented in London by War-
ners in association with local Eng-
lish producers will not be put into
film on that side .at Warners' Ted-
dington studios near London. One
that certainly won't, under decision
reached, is 'George and Margaret."
This play, now a hit in England,

will be presented in New York this
fall by Warners In association with
John C. Wilson and may be filmed
later on. .

While negotiations are in progresB
with various British legit producer.H,
Warner Bros, has so far concluded
deals for just two plays. These are
'Old Music,' Keith Winter's new
play, which wag done on the other
side by Gilbert Miller and opened
last week. Another Is 'Hide and
Seek,' by Guy Bolton, In which
Warners is interested with Lee
Ephraim. This is scheduled for the
Hippodrome, London, In September.
Russell Medcraft, who has been

associated with Warner productioa
at the Teddington studios, has been
placed in charge b£ legit Interests
for WB in London. He is an Ameri-
can playwright and Is perhaps best
known for 'Cradle Snatchers,' a hit
of several years back.
Warners has determined on no set

number of plays for this season iu
London, according to Wilk, nor will
there be. any exclusive tieups with
producers as associates. The film
company is open to legit productibn
deals for England with any of the
men engaged in that field over there.

UCHMAN YEARNS TO

RETURN TO ENGLAND

Hollywood, Aug. 24.
Harry Lachman, has directing deal

washed up at Columbia, has gone off
to the Columbia river to flsh for
anything but pictures.
On his return Lachman plans to

resume negotiations for his return
to Paris and London where he di-
rected before bein^ brought to
Hollywood by Sidney R. Kent.

Grand National Hypoes

Scripts for Big Push

Hollywood, Aug. 24.
With eight shooting scripts com-

pleted and half a dozen more being
written, Grand National is preparing
for full speed ahead in order to com-
plele its 65-picture feature program.
Among writers now on the lot are

j

Betty Laidlaw and Robert Lively,

j

teamed; Albert J. C^ohen. Hans
I

Kraly, Edmund Kelso, Carroll Gra-
I ham, Ray Schrock, Bennett Cohn
and John KrafTt.
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Lefty Goes h for Exploitation

In a Big Way, and Is He Sorry!

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, CaU Aug. 24.

Pear Joe:

These press departments sure make an indie exhibitor feel important,

I bet I get as much mail from them as the guy that runs Radio City.

They're always sending me a bunch of books and fanflets telling me what

a wow their product is...but I never get their product. And I haven't

caught up to thejr last year's blurbs. "

.

I was talking over things with the kid, Vic, and he told me to do busi-r

ness I should get good pictures. I told him that's what my customers have

been telling me since I got this joint. He feez you, should go after exploita-
'

tion; that's why the picture people get out all those books that costs them
thousands of dollars. Well, 1 figured that maybe Aggie and me are a little

old-fashioned and a little old-timey and that this kid may be right be-

cause he has what they caU new blood in his veins.

So I makes a special trip to the exchange iand after a lot of talk you'd

imagine I was trying to sell them insurance or something instead of buy-'

jng pictures from them. They finally sed Okay for a late picture. They
give me' 'I Met Him In Paris' and they sent a flock of books how to ex-

ploit it \7ell, I goes hook, line and sinker for it. When Aggie saw all

the stuff I was doing she said, 'What are you trying to be—a midget BiUy

Rose?' It*s the way she sez things that makes me sore. All I can say back

to her is, 'Let me attend to the management and you attend to the cash.'

• And she sez, 'What cash?' Well, there ain't no answeg to that except to

give her a look and scram.

Me and Vic gbes to see the newspaper editor. Well, in the exploitation

stuff they have a lot of guff all printed out for you. ». all you gotta do is

to fill out the name of the theatre and the date and give it to the news-

ipapers to run. .

Well, this guy that runs the paper here, who I think hates show people,

tuns the stuff the way I give it to him,, and instead of the name of the

theatre and the date, which Vic forgot to fill- in, just puts it in like this,

•I Meit Him In Paris,' opening at the Theatre,' etc., etc. . . . Can you

beat that?

Then the' -exploitation sheet sed to 'Run a ski jump in summer, which
would be a big novelty. AH it needs is a hillside' (which practically
have on tbe ]\(ain St,) and a lew bales of straw; Straw is a perfect surface

- for skiing.' Well, Joe, we have everything set, and the town guys think
we're nuts. Vic and I throw straw all over the hill and then find out

• there's only one pair df skiis in the town, which are owned by a guy who
didn't want to loan 'em to us. Well, I gave him five minutes of fast talk
and get him. I made him the referee, gave h'im a whistle and a badge,
and did he go for it!

Everything was set and the first guy that gets on the skiis, falls, and
sprains his ankle. His imcle.is a lawyer so he immediately pulled a law-

- Buit on me. But me and Aggie went up to see the guy's father and mother
\ and we put on Cdmille for them. I did a white 'Uncle Tom'—^you know,
**Yoii can. Have my body, but the. theatre belongs to the bankers.' They're
^not bad guys so we put in the fix for a season pass for the family—hot
" goipd on Saturdays, Sundays or Holidays. And we promised the guy five

free dancing lessons when his foot gets better. And to top it off the town
wanted to lock me up for throwing straw all over the main hill of the
'town. It nearly..made a nervous wreck outa me.

"The. picture did a good business, but I had it oh with the Schmeling-
Louis fight pictures so I don't know which one did the business. Aggie
sed a good way to exploit the fight pictures is to punch all the customers
in the nose as they walk in—she was just being her sarcastic self. She is

plenty sour on the picture business, and if things go good this fall, I think
. I'll give her a vacation fmd get a young girl in the box office—if Aggie
will let me.

. i

I had an aeroplane picture for the first two days; they're all the same
' stories,, but with different ships. They ought to try the old ships With a
new story. It would be a change, anyway;. It sure was a saddle, they all

come out crying, but I had the bpxoffice closed so they couldn't get their
dough back, if that's what they • were crying about. •

•

That's about all. Give my best to the boys and the girls Tand tell 'em I

said '47th St and Broadway on a rainy day^ without a route and a sick
pgent has got being an exhibitor beat a mile.' ... SEZ

Your pal,

• .• - LEFTY.
, P, S.—Paul ;jGrerard Smith sez, 'A contract is a confession of mutual
.doubt* ,

•

Childbirdi Fib

Bill SkiVbolI, whq hai^. a chain ;of

independent theatre's in tKe Cleve^
land lerrit6ry, a brother of, Jack H.
SkirboU of Educational, has ac-

quired . distribution 'rights to 'Birth

of a Baby' which purports to screen

actual birth for the first time. Pic-

ture is presented by the American
Committee on Maternal Welfare,

Inc., . representing various medical
and other associations, and has alsb

been approved by the American
Medical Ass'n.

'Birth of Baby' may be specially

shown in New York first on a re-

served seat basis.

ONION STYMIES

FIRING 2 IN

PHILLY

Philadelphia, Aug. 24.

. Two Philly exchanges got their

initial taste during the past week of

the powers of organized labor. Both
tried to fire members of the hew
FUm Exchange Employes Union and
both found they no can do.

.
Grand

National wanted to let out a booker,
while Hollywood wanted to get rid

of a shipper. Union declared insuf-

ficient proof of incompetency was
offered.

House employes, although almost
90% organized, have been going slow
in making demands because of ab-
sence of guiding light international

organizer, Lou Kraiise, in Seattle.

Scale now being formulated and ex-
pected to be presented in about two
weeks. ,

Ed Burke Alone Out,

Otherwise Roxy as Is

When 20tli takes Over

WB'S mTIONAL TRiy)E

SHOWS' ON THIS WEEK

DERR TURNING OUT

FOUR FOR MONOGRAM

Private screenings of new season's
Warner features, shorts and trailers

were held Monday (23) and yester-

day (Tuesday) for exhibitors, buyers
and others in 32 cities in the U. S.

aftd Canada, showings being in thea-
tres or elsewhere. The keys included
.but one Canadian city, Toronto, due
to lack of enough prints to go
around. Seven other points in

Cianada wUl hold the screenings dur-
ing the coming week.

In New Ytjrk WB held its 'na-

tional trade exhibit' at the New Kxgi-

slerdam theatre roof. On Monday
company screened 'Varsity Show'
and 'That Certain Woman,' while
yesterday (Tuesday) three features
were shown, 'Back • in Circulation,'

•It's Love I'm After' and 'Emile
Zola.', In other spots Warners is

also screening 'Confession,' this one
being dropped from the New York
exhibit because it is currertt at the

Strand.
Joe Bfernhard, Warner Bros, the-

atre
.
head, called all his zone man-

agers into New York Monday (23)

'for conferences with 'himself and
h o. executives to discuss coming
season's plans, buying, etc. Those in

addition to Barnha'rd sitting in on
the confabs included Clayton Bond,
Ed Hihchy, Nat Fellman, Harry
Goldberg, Stewart McDonald, Frank
Phelpss, Abel Vigard, Harry Rosen-
quest, Heirman Maler and Frank
Cahili, all attached to theatre head-
quarters in New York.

Zone 'chieftains called in vyifei-e

JVmmie 'CostOn (Chicago), Nat
.Wolf. (Cleveland), .L J. Hoffman
'(Nev^ HaVe.ii,),. Don Jacocks (New-

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

E, B; Derr will make four pictures
on the current Monogram program
under' a pact signed with Scott R.
Dunlap, Mono v.p. and executive
producer. ^

First of the series will be 'Wolf
Call,' from the Jack London story,
skeded for release Nov. 15. Following
that Derr will produce 'Call of the
Yukon,' also by London; 'My Old
Kentucky Home,' by Hugh W; Prince,
and 'The County Fair,' by Felice
Hepburn.

Laurie Douglas' App. Op.

Oklahoma City, Aug. 24.

Douglas Johnston Smith left 'Stage
Door' . (RKO- Hepburn), to come
home to Oklahoma City for an ap-
pendix operation.
She is contracted to RKO Pic-

tures as Laurie Douglas.

HoDywood Runaround
By Radie Harris

Except for "certain changes to be
effected incidental to the retirement
of Howard S. Cullman, as trustee, in

the operation of the ' Roxy, N.' Y.,

the management of that theatre will

remain undisturbed when 20th Cen-
tury-Fox. takes over control of the

house next week (1). F. & M, Stage-
shows will operaite for 20th-Fox, and
which through Artco, has been op-
erating the theatre' under CuUrnan
these past several years already has
begun to 'consolidate its overhead
expenses preparatory, to the .ending
of the theatre's 77b situation.

Among the first steps to be taken,
is the consolidating of the positions

of managing drector and house man-
ager. Accordingly, JJdward Burke,
manager ,of the theatre for the past
several years, will retire beginning
Sept. 2. .Irving Lesser, managing, di-

rector, continues.
The deal under which F. & M.

Stageshows will operate for .20th is

for a term of years, but 20th is safe-

guarded, it is understood, by an
employment cancellation clause for
cause.

F. & M. Stageshows will receive a

nominal fee for its services in con-
nection with the operation of the
theatre.

Recently the stage show costs were
upped in order to, provide greater
quality on that end, but the amount
of the rise is ;iot detailed. As far
as known no ,/change in the current
policy or b.o. scale is contemplated
under the new regime. Jack Part-
ington will continue to supervise for
F. & M.

ark), Moe Silver (Albany), Ted
Schlanger (Philly), Harry Kalmine
(Pittsburgh), John Payette (Wash-
ington), Herb Copelan (Atlantic
City) and Howard. Waugh (Mem-
phis).

Chicago, Aug. 24.

Warner Bros., took over the Dear-
born heire for la.t night and tonight
(23-24) to .preview six WB pictures.
First time in,. years that any com-
pany has made such a move in Chi-
cagQ. Pictures to be run are 'Con-
fession,' 'Varsity Show,' 'It's Love
I'm After,' 'That Certain Woman'
and 'Zola.' .

Monogram's New Issue

Washington, Aug. 24.

Registration for over 650,000 shares
of $1 par stock was sought from the
Securities & Exchange Commission
Monday (23) by Monogram Pictures.
Application covers 360,586 shares

of outstanding paper as well as "300,-

834 pieces which will be registered
whenever issued.

Hollywood, Aug. 24.
Freddie Bartholomew, who has been spending most of his Hollywood

career in. court battles since his arrival here three years ago, was being
questioned the other day about his latest suit with Metro re a salary tilt
'What is the opposing counsel like this time?' Rowland Leigh wanted

to know.
*0h, he's a delightful maji,' retorted Freddie 'He really coyldnH bt

kinder. As a matter of fact, I do believe this is the nicest suit I've ever
been in!'

Movie>ins Along
Now that Mrs. Jock Whitney has exhausted her test-making for Selznick^

International, she is going through the same procedure for Mervyn LeRoy,
The reason that Arthur Beckhart tried out Ernest Pascal's play 'Amer-

ican Primitive' at Santa Barbara last week was because Emanuel Cohen,
wanted to see it as a picture possibility for the one starrer Gary Cooper
owes Major Productions.
Clarence Brown, who bought the screen rights to 'Benefits Fotgot' years

ago, and has been hoarding it in mothballs until he could find the right
actress to play the character lead, has finally found her in the person of
Beulah Bondi. Picture will go into production- as soon as Miss Bondi
finishes her current chore, 'The Buckaneer' (Par.).

David Hertz, the new white-haired scribe on the Goldwyn lot, has been
loaned at a very fancy figure to Walter Wanger to author the next Charles
Boyer vehicle, 'The Great Illusionist.' Hertz -is also author of IVIiles from
Heaven,' play dealing with the life of William Hirschell, in which Walter
Huston debuts in the title role at the Lobero theatre (30).

Although Claudette Colbert had a verbal agreement with Warner Bros,
that she could have her Paramount cameraman, Charles Lang, handle
the photography on 'Tovarich,' he was fired without her consent after
picture had been in production for three weeks. In order to reinstate
him. Miss Colbert had to relinquish two weeks of her own salary—the
first time on record that a star of Miss Colbert's calibre was forced, into
such a position.

First assignment for Fred Finkelhoffe and John Monks, on loanout to

RKO frOm Selznick International, will be to revamp Wilson Collison's

'The Mad Miss Manton,' tale of a giil detective, to sui,t the personality
of Katharine Hepburn.

Now that Darryl Zanuck is immortalizing 'Old Chicago' for the
screen, he will turn his attention next to a saga of the Suez canal, with
Jean Hersholt playing the role of Dr. Lessep, its famoys builder.

Mary Brian planes to New York (31) to discuss with Br.^scoe Goldsmith
the possibility of doing a play on Broadway this season.

AU the "gals whose . favorite indoor sport is changing their telephone
numbers every other week, should be interested to know that Norma
Shearer hds liad the same number ever since she moved into her Santa
Monica beach house five year? ago.

Although a staff of writers is burning the midnight oil trying to . think
up an original angle for Mae West's next jpicture (Major), the lady' her-
self ' is sticking to her usual custom of writing her own script and, if she
has her way, she will play the part of 'Madarnoiselle Fifi,' with a French
accent and plenty of oo-la-la. Et comment!
When 15-year-old Scotty Fitzgerald heard that' Helen Hayes was going

to play Portia in 'The Merchant of Venice' at special matinees during her
road tour of 'Victoria Regina,* she exclaimed, 'Oh, how cute!' "Whereupon
Miss Hayes exclaimed, 'There goes my first criticism!'

Thisa and Thata '

Ina Claire, here to test for the Lucile Watson role in 'Yes,- My Darling
Daughter' CWarners), is house guest of George Cukor.
Andre Chariot is plotting a revue with '.talent culled: from the Holly-

wood ranks. Show will debut here and then' head for Broadway.

.

Eve Sully and Jesse Block train back to New York (26) to close their

apartment at the Century before -returning permanently to the gold In

them thar Beverly Hills.

Rosalind Russell is dusting off the welcome mat for the arrival of her
brother-in-law, Chet La Roche, who checks in Sept. 1 tO' launch the new
Packard show.
Garson Kanin, being groomed for a production berth by Sam Goldwyn,:

• has obtained a temporary leave of absence to return to Broadway next

month to direct Dory Shary's- first play, 'Violence.' >

•

.Patsy Ruth Miller's brother, Winston, and Niven and Noel Bush's sister,

Beatrice, will soOrt merge, i . :

•

Arthur Richman. and Edwin Justin Mayer, who- have travelled all over

Europe, have decided it's about time they saw their own country—so they

are motoring east, stopping off at -all points of interest en route. On their

arrival in New York, they will recune^ate at Mayer's fjEirm near Flem-
ington, N, J.

Walker-ing Into It > ,

Stuart Walker was walking, on the Paramount lot. the other day when
he encountered a fellow-producer. who-,gr«eted him. with, 'You're makipg
B pictures now, aren't you?' -

'Yes, and the only difference between you . and me is that I know -it,'

was his retort. •. , . ,

Scenes in a Day
Jimmy Stewart, Genevieve Tobin, Walter .Huston,. Nan Sunderland,

Nancy .Carroll, Ben Wasson, Florence Rice, Barbara O'Neill, Lynn Riggs.

Harmon Nelson, Rosalie Stewart, Gladys Unger, Beulah Bondi, Robert

Montgomery, Madge Evans and Una Merkel applauding Grant Withers'

performance in 'American Primitive". . .Helen Gahagan, in a flame metallic

evening gown with floor-length ermine wrap, taking a bow at the Holly-

wood Bowl, even though an infected throat prevented her from singing. ..

Ella Logan, Benny Rubin, Sybil Jason, the Sam Briskins, Claire Dodd,

Phillip Reed, Carl Laemmle, Jr..' the Walter Woolf Kings, Larry Blake,

the Stanley Bergermans, Judy Garland, Jules and Phillip Epstein at Sun-

day night's charity benefit at the UplifterS' Club. . .John King, Frances

Robinson, Barbara Reed, Robert Wilcox and Marc Lachmann forming a

gay group at Louis Prima's . .Al Jolson, Virginia Field, Michael Wbalen
and Royer among the- ringsiders at the wrestling matches ... Margaret

Sullavan taking care of six weeks old Brooke Hayward, on nurse's day out,

and proving a very capable substitute. . .Helen Hayes, an interested visitor

on the Fred Astaire and Herbert Marshall sets, and very glad she is now
'outside looking in'. . .Marjorie Galeson posing for' a portrait study by the

American artist, Anna Wilson. .Cal Cool, the .Johnny Mercers; Elizabeth

Patterson and Mary McCall, Jr., dropping in on Bette Davis at her beach

shaclc in Carpinteria, but unable to persuade her to join them at Santa

Barbara. . .Bette "s rest cure includes 'lights out' at 10 p. m— Helen West-

ley, Spring Byingbon, Blanche Yurka. Muriel Hutchinson. Erin O'Brien-

Moore, Ernest Cossart and Will Hays making the Chr'^'^rMi F.ivcee look like

a bit of little old New York.

Beery Settles Tax Claim
Washington, Aug. 24.

Tax scrap between the Treasury
and Wallace Beery was settled Mon-
day (23) with stipulation under
which screen star agreed to pay $866
on a claim of $2;498 for -income tax
deficiency for 1933.

Orlando's Alimony Jam

Buffalo. Aug. 24.

Salyatore Ensalaco, known in pic-

tures as Anthony Orlando, former
local football star. was.locked up in

jail here on complaint of hi.s-

divorced wife charged with abandon-
ing his two children two years ago
Following a Buffalo divorce in 1933
Ensalaco- went to California where
he played small gangster roles.
He came here with his second- wife

at the invitation of his first -to get
liis children and tak'e them back- to

Paris 'Scandal' Rolls

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

'City Hall .Scandal', got under way

:U Paramount with a cast composed

of . Evelyn Brent, John Barrymore,

Lynne Overman, Charles Bickford,

Harvey Stephens, J. Carrol Naish,

Barlowe Borland, Cecil Cunningham

arid Elizabeth Patterson.

Ralph Murphy directs.

I Hollywood. When he arrived, he

'was arrested' on his former wifes

complaint and obtained- his freedom

on bail after, agreeing to pay ^'^o

.immediately and. $8 a week .for .ln<-'

.'upport of his children.
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Mucers and Directors Clash

Over Labor Setup; Zanuck CaDs

Them 'Creative Artists'; TeDs Why

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Holding that there are essential

differences between directors, who

are creative artists, unit managers

and assistant directors, the major

film producers this week found

themselves deadlocked with the

former who seek a contract govern-

ing ATorking conditions.

With Darryl F. Zanuck as spokes-

man, the producers offered to nego-

tiate separate agreements, dealing

with the directors alpne and with

assistant directors and unit managers
similarly.

Statement issued by Zanuck re-

flects the studied opinion not only of

20th-Fox, but also of Metro, Colum-
bia, Warners, RKO, Samuel Gold-

wyn, Selznick, JJniversal and Walter

Wanger.
Zanuck drew a broad line of de-

marcation, holding that on the set

in making pictures, the view of the

director may clash with that of. his

assistant or the imit manager. The
director, he pointed out, represents

the artistic, and creative force while

the others represent studio manage-,

meht on the physical and financial

side; in other words, to put a halter

on the director when occasion

.
arises.

*

Reasons for Halt

inclusion of the two conflicting

groups in. one organization \vas held

to be iliogical and is defensible

solely on the ground that such an
arrangement would give the direc-

tors greater numerical strength, it

being assumed that the directors

would dominate any group with
which they are affiliated.

Another point brought out by
Zanuck was that by the nature and
importance of their status in the biz,

character of service performed, au-

thority exercised and .rate of earn-

ing, the directors cannot plead 'in-

equality of bargaining power' as de-

fined in the Wagner act. Also, the

producers fear they may lose con-

trol of film finances and costs should

the unit managers tie up themselves
with a . group having opposite inter-

ests, yet far outnumbering them,
Jack L. Warner and E. J. Mannix

•re the other members of the pro-

ducers' committee, while Screen Di-

rectors Guild is represented by How-
ard Hawks, chairman; John Ford and
Edward Sutherland.
Zanuck, as chairman of the pic-

ture producers' committee, sent the

following letter to the negotiating

committee of the Screen Directors

Guild:

To Messrs. Howard Hawks, John
Ford, Edward Sutherland.
Gentlemen:
In regard to the suggestion that

the motion picture producers enter
into negotiations with a proposed
guild or union consisting of direc-
tors, unit managers, and assistant
directors, the following memoran-
dum states the position unanimously
reached by producers representing
the following studios:
Columbia Pictures Corp.
First National Pictures, Inc.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corp.
Pai-amount Pictures, Inc.
RKO-Radio Pictures, Inc.
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp
Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., Ltd.
Selznick. International Pictures,

Inc.

Universal Pictures Company, Inc.
Walter Wanger Productions, Inc.
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.
1. The producers will enter into

negotiations with the directors in an
attempt to establish a long term con-
tract or codfe governing the relations
of the directt)rs and the producers.

2.. The producers will enter into
negotiations with a group consisting
of unit managers, and assistant di-
rectors, either under the terms of
the National Labor Relations ,Act. if
applicable, or independently thereof,
lu an attempt to agree upon work
ina terms and conditions.

•'J. The producers will not negotiate
an agreement with a guild or union
the membership of which shall con-
sist oe directors, together with unit
managers and assistant directors.
.
Some of the reasons which have

impelled the producers to reach the
(Continued on page 29)

SACk Questionnaire

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Questionnaires are being
mailed out to all members of
the Screen Actors Guild ask-
ing details of earnings, special

abilities, etc.

Information is to be compiled
for ready references for the
benefit of studios.

SAG DRIVE ON

EX-PIXITES

MYSTIFIES

Several legit actors in New York,
formerly in films, have received no-
tice from the Screen Actors Guild
on the Coast instructing them to join

the organization. Understood at

least a dozen persons got such no-
tice, several of them replying they
are no longer in pix but will willing-

ly join the Guild if and when they
Ireturn. Believed the others have
taken similar action. So far as is

known none -have heard anything
further in the matter.
Queried on the subject, Mrs. Flo-

rence Marston, eastern representa-

tive, said she knew nothing , of any
such action by the Guild's Coast of-

fice. While unable to express any
official opinion in the matter, she

said sending of such communications

by the SAG office in Hollywood was
probably due to a misunderstanding.

Guild has no intention of trying to

force actors not in pix to join its

ranks, she explained, but that prob-

ably through the fact that the play-

ers' names are still on studio or

agent, lists on the Coast they were
included in the routine communica-
tion. Answer, such as sent by the

various players, that they are not at

present in films, w-ii'id probably end
the matter, she thinks.

Importance of having experienced

legitimate players for principal roles

in pictures made in the New York
area is being counted on as a lev-

erage by Screen Actors Guild to

swing, any doubtful eastern studios

into line. Survey just completed by
SAG office in Ne.w York shows that

the type of player being used in

principal rdles nearly always is an

Actor Equity member. With a work-
ing arrangement between the Guild

and Equity, which extends to full

cooperation on membei's, the pre-

dominance of Equity members in the

leading roles may carry some weight
when SAG attempts to assert its

claims for extras in the east.

While the peak o£ drive for Guild

members probably will not be

reached until after all eastern studios

are in full swing next month, con-

versations between Kenneth Thom-
son, secretary of SAG, and Robert
Miller, official with Wilding Co. on
the Coast, paves the way for signa-

turing virtually all leading commer-
cial-industrial film producers to the

Guild basic scale agreement. Under-
standing with the Guild officials is

that Jam Handy, Caravel and Audio
soon will fall in 'ine, with prospects

bright also for agreement with

'March of Time.'

FREE PIK lilEAD

OF FREE DISHES

Hinterland Merchants* CufFb

Films to Ballyhoo Mer*-

chahdise Marts—Pix Are
Old but It Hurts the Local

Exhibs

GROWING PRACTICE

A practice that has been growing

and is now becoming surprisingly

common in the smaller communities

of the west and south is the giving

of free film shows now and then

sponsored by local merchants as a

means of hypoing business. It is

causing considerable concern among
operators of theatres even if the

gratis screening are located in very
small towns which have no theatres-:

Where this occurs, not infrequent-
ly . such towns or villages may be
only 10 or 15 miles away from one
in which an exhibitor operates. His
business is impaired, according to

the complaint, because- his towns-
folks and customers are not loath to

travel up to 20 miles or more to see
a picture free.

Because of various restrictions, the
merchahts who put on the Annie-
oakley shows usually book product
that is old and, in most cases, has
gone entirely through circulation.

However, because the shows are
free, people generously patronize
them to the detriment of new pic-

tures that are playing in the same
tovfn or not far distant. The farrher

element misses a lot of pictures
when they come to the theatres in

their towns, so even if what's booked
to be given away at the box office

is a year or two old, .it still doesn't

matter.
The merchants in the smaller

communities have hit upon the idea

of free shows as a means of bring-
ing people to town and on the
nights when these exhibitions are
put on, all stores and other places
of business remain open later than
usual.

Merchants all chip in, according
to their number, for the film that

has to be booked. They figure that

in the long run their 'bit' to pro-
vide the free shows is more than
returned by the increase in store
or other sales on such evenings. The
chip runs to under $1 per merchant
in many cases.

Aiiy place where the pictures may
be projected, indoors or out, is

rented for the showing and the fact

advertised.

It's a case of reversing the dishes

giveaways to sell pictures by giving

away film in order to get people to

buy dishes, foodstuffs, hardware,
drinks, gasoline, and everything
else a small or medium-size town
sells.

N. Y. Ops Wage Tit Demands May

Force Arbitration; Empire Starts

Picketing Again; Theatres Confab

New Twist

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Bill Harrigan claims the most
original role in a picture since
he created the role of 'The
Great God Brown.' He plays the
part of a football coach in one
of the current film footballers
and sends in a substitute who
wins the game in the last three
minutes of play, instead of the
last 30 seconds.

NY. EXCHANGES'

MfoWAGE
INCREASES

Increases ranging from 10% up to

a high of 45% are specified under an

agreement reached with eight major

exchanges in New York by the newly

created' Film Exchange Employees

Union, Ldcal B-51, which, with the

majors closed up, is preparing to

open negotiations with all independ-

ent distributors within the next

week.

Following agreements in Los An-
geles and Chicago, remaining ex-

change centers not closed, plans will

be laid for a national organization to

govern under the jurisdiction of the

International Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employees. The lATSE Is ex-

pected to issue a charter to the na-

tional organization that will combine
all the local exchange union units in

the 32 branch keys.
In unionization of the eight major

N. Y. exchanges, the agreement
reached affects approximately 400
members of the unipn. Under the
terms of the deal, the minimum for
any exchange worker will be' $24
weekly for day workers, $26 for night
workers, and a top of $88 for other
employees. The length of the con-
tract has not been set, this being up
to the lATSE for future agreement
with the distributors, but it will be
at least two years, according to the
understanding.
Committee negotiating the contract

with Metro, Paramount, RKO, 20th-

Fox, United Artists, Universal, War-
ner Bros, and Columbia consisted of

Joseph D. Basson, president of Local
306, Moving Picture Machine Opera-
tors of New York; Frank Ruddock,
v. p. of the operators, and -John Gat-
ley of the I. A.

SWG Totals 455

Hollyrwood. Aug. 24.

After a good deal of speculation,

officers of Screen Writers Guild

canvassed the menxbership and dis-

covered the total to be 455.

Total of 15 new applications are
pending, accordinii to Prezy Charles
Brackett

CIO Drive on White Collar Help

In Fihn Companies Home-Ofes

Continuing to organize the white
collar help of the industry, the CIO
on Friday (20) concentrated on
Loew's home-office help in N. Y.

Representatives of the CIO Book-
keepers, Stenographers and Ac-
countants Union, Local 16, dis-

tributed pamphlets to Loew's office

workers urging the latter to join the

CIO.
The Loew workers were contacted

as they were leaving the company
offices during the lunch hour. -Previ-

ously the CIO circularized Para-
mount, Universal and Columbia, and
it has been explained by the CIO
that the drive will continue until

the workers of the industry's 12

firms are union-enrolled.

The CIO reps have offered no

comment thus far regarding the ex-
tent of their plans in the current
drive or the extent of success they
might be achieving therein.

Because of an unprecedented in-

crease demanded by the operators in

Greater New York for the coming
year, revealed at a meeting with

managers held Monday afternoon

(23), the matter may ultimately go
to arbitration. In the event of a dis-

agreement, such a finality Is provided
for under the seven-year "icognition

arrangement r -achod with tha booth-*

men last summer after considerable

trouble, ' discord and threats.

Approaching the managers for

-terms to cover the. year from Sept.

1, Local 308, Moving Picture Ma-
chire Operators of New York, laid
down scales that amounted to a 48%
increase over what booths are now
paying. Demand for such a large
boost left the Greater New York
theatre managers stunned, with
predictions

. subsequently made that
unless .these demands are greatly
modified, arbitration will be inevit-
able.

Scales vary greatly ..jw according
to theatres, but average around $05
for de iuxers and $55 for other
houses, without overtime. Booth
costs for a large first run house are
running to between $800 and $900
weekly, exclusive of the Overtime
which begins to apply after 30 hoUrs
in most instances. Local 300 is de-
clared to be satisfied with the work-
ing conditions, its demands under a
new one year's deal being based on
scale only.

At Monday afternoon's meeting,
held at C. C. Moskowitz's office at
Loew headquarters, those attending
included Major L. E.. Thompson for
RKO, Robert M- Weitman for Para-
mount, Frank Phplps (WB), Irving
Lesser in behalf of the Roxy, John
Wright for the Rivoli, and Al Held,
representing the Si Fiibian circuit.

No one was on htmd for the Skouras
Bros, or Radio City Music Hall.

Coincident with beginning of par-
leys on new operator scales, the em-
battled Empire union began- picket-
ing , all downtown theatres Friday
night (20) in resumption* of what
looks like another rivalry war with
306. Emp operators are confined
mostly to the booths of the Springer
& Cocalis circuit, one of the largest

in Greater New York, and for years
now has withstood efforts to Local
306 to absorb it.

In addition to facing operator diffi-

culties, the managers have the New
York stage hands of Local No. 1 to

deal with. Tl)e situation with the
stage boys is newhat different.

Originally, in ! ad times, they had
taken a cut of 15% in dc luxe houseis
and 12V4% in others. In view of this

cut the managers last spring offered
both the N. Y. and Brooklyn locals
an increase of 18% for de luxers and
15% for other theatres, to be paid
one-third then. One-third more this

September, and the remaining one-
third September, 1938. Brooklyn ac-
cepted and has been getting the one-
third boost since last March, but N.
Y. turned the proposal down at that
time. Now, the managers are offer-
ing the N. Y. hands a 6% increase
this *'"ntember. another 6% Septem-
ber, 1938, and 6% in September, 1939,
for de luxers, and 5-5-5% for other
houses the same way. Local No. 1

has indicated it will inform its body
of this offer.

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Preparations are active in the
Comniittee for Industrial Organiza-
tion for a' drive to organize film

workers into a vertical union. In-
itial definite step came when CIO
moved its headquarters from down-
town Los Angeles to Hollywood.
More than 3.000 applications for

CIO members have been picked up
by membership groups headed by
William Dalrymple, Donald Larkin
and Ralph Bickell. Overtures have
been made to the office workers to

form the spearhead of the drive.

Church Pickets *Ecstasy^

So Manager Cha]ia:es Pic
Chicago, Aug. 24.

Hamlin theatre was picketed by
members of the Holy Name Society
of St. Mel's Catholic church on Sun-
day (22) In protest against the show-
in.a of 'Ecstasy.'

Police arrived for an investi'^a-

tion a few minutes after picketing
started, but Ms^r. F. A. Purcell,

pastor of the church, had already
conferred with Morris A. Saltin.

theatre manager, who said he didn't

know there wan anything objection-

able about the picture, and agreed
to sui)stitute. Picketeers then dls-

per.<;ed.
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lelody with $36.000, 'SteDa'

27i/2t Easy L. A. Tops; 'Artists

Models' H. O. Another Nifty 16G

Tn? Anoeles Aug 24. 125-35-40-55)—'They Gave Him Gun'
LOS An^eies, Aug. it.

Not very much at $6,000.
Several bright spots m town^cur- week 'Emy«,r's Candlesticks'

i^'^^^ Y^'-n."i?f nin Particular^ <MG) mild, going to $9,200.

in sight, and 'Stella I
crix plu,

.

the day-date Warner and elaborate anniversary publicity
- - - I — i--.li ffijiniiri Last

I

(Col.)

bined take

ho^iSs' liklly hladed'for'hot $^^^^^^ for solid $r4,000.

'S%ts a^nd Models' conUAues week 'Can't Last Forever'

strong in second week at the Para- plus Three Stooges in jjerson, swell

mount, while continued first run of $13,300.

'•roDoer' at the United Artists and Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 15-

Wilshire should add another lOG to 25-30-35-40-55)—'Dodd Takes Air

initial week's take. (WB). Opens supper show tonight

Of the two-a-day pix, 'Firefly' tops (Tues.). Last week 'San Quentin

at the Four Star, with Par's •High, (wB) fair $4,400. _ ^«
Wide and Handsome' easing out of New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15-25-30-40

the Carthay Circle (12) after four 55)__'Love Under Fire' (20th), Opens
weeks, three of Which have been to tomorrow (Wed.). Last week, third

disappointing returns. of 'Can't Have Everything' (20th)

Estimates for This Week- $2,800 after two previous weeks

Carthay Circle (Fox) (1,518; 55- toteling $11^00 and swell
p^^^^^^^

fl^ 1 in.l fiS>—'Hieh Wide and Hand- Stonley (WB) (3,450; 15-25-35-4a

Some' (Pfr) (2d wU^^^^^ Models' (Par )

not interested in this one at $1.65 Leading the town in rousmg style to

SSd 'ESile Zola"cories Sept! 15. $15,000. "Last week 'Exclosive' (Pat)

•Handsome'" wound up first week at very weak and red at $3,300.

feeble $5,000.
Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 30-40-

55-75) — 'Broadway Melody' (MG)
and 'Mr. Moto* (20th) dual. Nifty

trade being attracted currently with

big $16,500 the indications. Last
week, 'Topper' (MG) and 'Between
TWO Women' (MG) bettered expec-
tations at $14,600.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-

65)_'Stella Dallas' (UA) and 'Talent

Scout (WB) dual. Smash $13,500,

with house running ahead of its day
dater (Hollywood) by comfortable
margin. Last week, 'Dodd Takes

, Air* (FN) and 'White Bondage'
(WB) not too bad at $7,000.

Foor Star (Fox) (900; 55-83-1.10
(3rd week)

TOY MELODiri

SOCK $22,000

IN Pin

Pittsburgh, Aug. 24.

Stanley's this week .looks much
1

1.65)—'Firefly' (MG)

?o*"fl5od"o^'TeaV"Jp%os'£olf,'^'b^^^ with Topper' and George Ol-

pace still oke. Second week finished sen-Ethel Shutta oh stage., Penn
wiht satisfactory $7,500. will grab the palm with 'Broadway I

Hollywood' (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55- k, ,^ ^ 19,0. picture had an-
65)—'Stella Dallas' (UA) and 'Talent °^

Z**^"- "f"
Scout' (WB). Best take in some other great build-up similar to

weeks and at $14,0b0 cause for smiles 'Dallas,' and opening biz terrific. On
all around. Last week, ^Dodd Takes L^ay to smash $22,000 and sure hold-

(WB) profitable at $7,800,

First Rons on Wmy
^

(Subject to Change)

Week of Aug. 26

Asior — 'High, Wide and
Handsome' (Par) (6th wk.).

• Central—'Man in Blue' (U)
(28).

{Reviewed in Variety JuItJ 28.)

Criterion— 'Dance, Charlie,

Dance' (WB) (25).

Globe—'Souls At Sea' (Par)

(3rd wk.).

Hollywood—^'Em i 1 e Zola*
(WB) (3rd wk.).

Music Hall—'Vogues of '38'

(2d wk.).

Paramount—'A r t i s t s and
Models' (Par) (4th wk.).

Rialto—'Bad Guy' (MG) (25).

Rlvoli—'Dead End' (UA) (24).

(Aeviewed in Vameiy Aug. 4.)

Roxy ^ 'Love Under Fire'

(20th) (27).

(Reuietoed in VAiutTY Aug. H).
Strand — 'Confessions' (WB

)

(2d wk.).
Week of Sept. 2

Astor-Firefly' (MG) (1).

(Reviewed in Variety July 28.)
^

Capitol—^"Broadway Melody'"

(MG).
(Reviewed in Variety last week.)
Central—'Wild and Woolly'

.(20th) (4).

(Reviewed in Variety July 21.)

Criterion— 'Bulldog D r u m-
mond Comes Back' (Par) (1).

Globe—'Souls At Sea' (Par)

(4th wk.).

Hollywood—'Emile Zola'
(WB) (4th wk.),

Music Hall
—

'Prisoner of

Zenda' (UA).
Paramount—'Double or Noth-

ing' (Par).
(Reviewed in Variety last week.)

Rialto—'Borneo' (20th) (1).

^ Rlvoli-'Dead End' (UA) (2d

wk.).

Roxy—'Thin Ice' (20th) (3).

Strand—'Varsity Show' (WB)
(1).

(Reviewed in Variety Aug. 11.)

'MELODY' SOCK $9,000

Louisville Biz on Upswing— Two
Holdover Pics Do Well

Orpheum (Bdwy) (2,280; 25-30-35

40)_'Wlid Money*^ (Par) and 'Border
Cafe' (RKO) dual and vaudeville.

'Border ' Cafe' is first run, but b.o.

not unusual, $6,500. Last week, 'Gold
Racket' (GN) and 'Sing and Be
Happy' (20th), latter second run,
finished with profitable $7,500, helped
by Nick Lucas on stage.

Pantages (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-55)

Louisville, Aug. 24.

Biz is on the upswing hereabouts,

and the rise can be attributed to

first class product. Folks here are
pic shoppers.
Two holdovers currently, with

over week,
Estimates for This Week

Alvln (Harris) (2,000; 25-35-40)—

'Can't Have Everything' (20th) (2d

week). Will do great $7,000 in sec- 1 hefty biz keeping the wicket busy

ond week. Last week brought in at Loew's State, where 'Broadway
+«Tv.ar,/in,tc 4:10 9(10 Mclody of 1938' is pulling bulk oftremendous $10,200

^^.^^^ ^^^^^^ j^^^ York' and
Fulton . (Shea-Hyde) (1,740; 25-40) .^Q^n Reckless' at the Rialto, is

'Love From Stranger' (UA). Com- garnering the bucks, and 'Mr. Dodd
•Riding'^on Air' ^RKO)' and"''Night I

P^tish much too heavy to break at the Mary Anderson looks set to

Key' (U) dual. Not much in sight above $4,000 if that good. Last week I
stick to a holdover stanza

for this pair, although take was also a cropper with 'Sing and Be

SS'^^T*^°'iP^^ °^,,P'^?,;?'!T' *f°''M°i^fJ Happy' (20th) and 'Man Who Could
$5,600. Last week, 'Toast of . New _„ . , ...A-k m onn
York' (RKO) and 'big Shot' (RKO) Work Miracles' (UA) at $3,800

(2nd wk) wound up to neat $5,800. Penn (Loew-UA) (3,300; 25-35-50)

Paramount (Partmar) (3,595; 30- —'Broadway Melody' (MG). Will
40-55)—'Artists and Models' (Par) probably waltz off with terrific $22,-
and stage show (2nd week); Aftei: 000, cinch holdover. Last week,
smash $26,500 on opening week, Par 'Stella Dallas' (NA) dandy at $21,-

filmusical on second stanza (prob- OOO.
(WB) (3.000; 35-45-60)—

lelody Strong mOM in Philly;

'Girl Said No'-Jimmy Dorsey, 15y2G

Driving' (Col), dual, plenty strong

at $8,000, and moved to Brown.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15-25-40)—'Dodd Takes Air' (WB).
Ijooks like hefty biz, with added
:ielp from nice reviews; should tally

1 14,500, maybe more. Last week 'San
Quentin' (WB), (2d wk.) took light

112,400.

Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Hot
Money' (WB) and 'Texas Rangers'
(Par), dual, split with 'Dimples'
(20th) and 'Gay Desperado' (UA),
dua;i. Average $1,400. Last week
Your Heart' (WB) and 'Harvester'
(Rep.), dual, split with 'Chan at

Race Track' (20th) and 'Two Against
World' (FN), dual, weak $1,200.

Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-
25-40)—'Toast of New Y6rk' (RKO)
and 'Born Reckless' (20th), dual.

Not In sn(i«sh class, but plenty good
at $6,700. "Last week 'Artists and
Models' (Par) and 'Blonde Trouble'
(Par), dual, nifty $8,000.
Strand (Fourth Ave.)- (1,500; 15-

25-40)—'Artists and Models' (Par)
and 'Blonde Trouble' (Par), dual.

Moved over from Rialto, after a
swell . week. Looks set for $3,300,

fair. Last week 'Can't Have Every-
thing' (20th) light $3,200.

'

•STELLA' $17,000,

MLODir 1,%

ably eight days) should add another
$16,000 to the till, plenty good.
RKO (2,950; 30-40-55)—'Riding on

Air' (RKO) and 'Night Key' (U)
dual. Hitting for moderate $6,500,
not to be sneezed at. Last week,
holdover of 'Toast of New York'
(RKO) and 'Big Shot* (RKO) oke at

$5,300.
State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-55-

75)—'Broadway Melody' (MG) and
Mr, Moto' (20th) dual. By getting

an hour earlier start daily, house is

heading for sweet $19,500. plenty big.

Last week, 'Topper' (MG) and 'Be-
tween Two Women' (MG) ran $900
ahead of expectations for satisfac-

tory $16,000. •

United Artists (Fox-UA) (2,100;
30-40-55)—'Topper' (MG) and 'Be-
tween Two Women' (MG) dual.
Moreover of this brave fair at

$4,000. Last week, 'Can't Have
Everything' (20th) and 'Talk of
Devir (GB) $3,600. as expected.

Wilshire (Fox) (2,296; 30-40-55-65)
^'Topper' (MG) and 'Between Two
Women' (MG) dual. Running rings
around its day-date house (UA) for
excellent $8,000. Last week, 'Can't

Have Everything' (20th) and 'Talk
of Devil' (GB) good $7,100.

Stanley
'Topper' (MG) and George Olsen
with Ethel Shutta. Off to the races
for easy $20,000. Last week business
was plenty pianissimo with 'New
Faces^ (RKO) and Mai Hallet and
his ore, only $16,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—

'Stella Dallas' (UA). Looks like $7,-

000 or wee bit better for second
week of film which moved from
Penn. Last weiek 'Behind the Head
lines' (RKO) and 'Midnight Madonna'
(Par) a duster at $4,000

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Ave.-Loew's) (1,

500; 15-25-40)—'Stella Dallas' (MG)
and 'Devil Driving' (Col), dual
Moved over from Loew's, and con
tinuing to attract nice patronage
Sure to take $2,500, maybe more.
Last week 'Wee Willie' (20th) and
'Coronation' (20th), mild $2,400.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—

'Met Him in Paris' (Par) and
'Frightened Men' (Col), dual, split

with 'Slim' (WB) and 'Racketeers in
Exile' (Col), dual. Average $2,300.

Last week 'Kid Galahad' (WB) and
'Big Business' (20th), dual, split

with 'Good as Married' (U) and
'Tomorrow' (Par), dual, fair $2,100.
Loew's State (3,000; 15-25-40)—

'Broadway Melody' (MG). Musical
enjoying lines at the wicket, and
headed for sweet -$9,000. Last week
'Stella Dallas' (MG) and 'Devil

Buffalo, Aug. 24.

Box office figures are hitting high
ceilings again here this week with
cooler weather helping materially,
'Dallas' and 'Melody' showing strong
and the Century with its dual pro-
grams getting a fourth week of .big

takings.

Estimates for This- Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-50)—

'Stella Dallas' (UA). . Neat newspa
per comment and bumper business
may send gross up to $17,000. Last
week, 'Topper* (MG) kept pace' with
expectations and came in with nice
$15,000.
Century (Shea) (3,600; 25-35)

'Hell Divers' (MG) (re^issue) and
Great Hospital Mistery' (20th). This
dual will better preceding business
and drive up grosses to best figure of
month, probably $8,500. Last week,
'San Quentin' (WB) and 'Marry the
Girl' (WB), very satisfactory at

$8,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 30-50)

—'Broadway Melody of 1938' (MG)
Showing strong and looks to do over
fine $15,000. Last week, 'Exclusive'
(Par), pulled up but low at $6,000
Hipp '(Shea) (2,400; 25-40)—'Ever

Since Eve' (WB) and 'Stuttering
Bishop' (WB). Slowed up again with
indications around $6,000. Last week
New Faces' (RKO) and 'Can't Beat
Love' (RKO), improved after slow
opening and got fair $7,000.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,400; 25-35)—

Rhythm in Clouds' (Rep) and 'Jim
Hanvey Detective' (Rep). Lucky to
reach $5,000. Last week. Trouble in
Morocco' (Col) and 'It Can't Last
Forever' (Col), okay at over $8,000.

'DANCE' $16,000 BEST

IN SYDNEY; BIZ OKAY

Duchin Band Ups love Under Fire'

To Wow 37G; Hallett Aids^M^^^^^

'ARTISTS AND MODELS'

NEFH $15,000 IN BALTO

Baltimore, Aug. 24.

Stanley is using its large capacity

in handy .style this week with 'Art-

ists and Models,' heading for a rous-

ing $15,000. Hippodrome cashing in

on widely exploited sixth anniver-

sary combo program of 10 acts and
•It's All Yours' also showing gratify-

ing action to tune of $14,000,

'Can't Have Everything' rounding

out a third week at the New is .<;till

bl-inging them in.

Estimates for This Week

Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-

Detroit. Aug. 24.

With Eddy Duchin band as drawee.
Fox steps back in the spotlight to

grab most attention here. Show-
ers over weekend, moisting a baked
town, sent turnstiles whirling, and
situation is bright almost every-
where.

Estimates for Thi.< Week
Adams (Balaban) (1.700; 25-40)—

'Manhattan Melodrama' (MG) plus
'1 Cover the War' (U), dual. Clip-
ping oflE nice $5,800. Last stanza
similar gross for 'Armored Car' (U)
and 'Sing, Be Happy' (20th).

,Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)-
'Love Under Fire' (20th) with Eddy
Duchin band on stage. Latter eclips-

ing b.o. last time here, for wow
$37,000, Fair enough $18,000 last .ses-

sion on second week of 'Willie Win-
kie' (20th), plus vaude, after bumper
$31,000 first stanza.

IVIadii<;on (United Detroit) (2,000;
30-40-65)—'Good Earth' (MG) (.3d

week. Shifted here alter two nice

sessions at UA, and figures to do
alright at $4,000. Fourth session of
'Saratoga' (MG) grabbed oke $3,500
last .stanza, following good $4,800 on
third week when opus was moved
here from UA.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000

30-40-65)—'Emperor's Candlesticks'
(MG) with Mai Hallett ork on stage
Doing good $20,000. About $24,000
nice, last week on

.
'Easy Living

(Par) plus Gene Austin topping
vaude. .

Palms-State (United Detroit)
(3,000; 25-40)—'On Again, Off Again
(RKO) and 'Border Cafe' (RKO),
dual. Should get nominal $6,000
Last stanza a little better, at $6,500
on 'Married Before Breakfast' (MG)
plus 'Forlorn River' (Par).
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000; 30-40-65)—'Topper' (MG)
Figures to get tophole $10,000, be
hind nice bally. Clipped off oke
$8,000 la.st week oh second se.ssion of
•Good Earth' (MG),- after nifty

$13,500 first stanza.

Philadelphia, Aiig. 24.

Best thing in town this week .is

'Broadway Melody' at the Stanley
and despite the fact that it opened
whtn the hot wave was at its peak,
this new revue which ends ts first

week tonight will hit $19,000 and
ride through for a siecond week
without any trouble at all. Notices
very good and pic should do better

than, its predecessor, 'Artists and
Models'- although latter was okay.
Earle didn't start off as big with

this week's combo as in two or three
previous weeks, but it is doing
nicely with Jimmy Dorsey's orch on
the stage and 'The Girl Said Nq'
on screen.
Rest of the. "downtown sector is

Uncertain. Aldine re-lights tonight
(Tuesday) with 'Stella Dallas.'
House was used yesterday and today
for Warner .previews to invited
audiences, but regular fall season
with UA product begins with 'Stella
Dallas.' 'Dead End' and 'Zenda' fol-
low in that order.
The Fox opened today with 'Souls

at Sea' with plenty of extra adver-
tising and expectations of more than
a week. Tomorrow the Boyd . gets
'Vogues.'
Last week's biz outside of Stanley

and Earle was pretty sad although
Fox was satisfied with second week's
showing of 'You Can't Have Every-
thing.'

Estimates for This Week
Boyd (2,400; 40-55-65) — 'Confes-

sion' (WB). Ending very indifferent
week's stay tonight, mebbe $10,000,
'Vogues' (UA) starts tomorrow. Last
week, 'Toast of N. Y.' (RKO) got
$11,500, disappointing.

Earle (2,000; 25-40-55)—'Girl Said
No' (GN) and vaude Jimmy Dor-
sey's orch featured. Not quite up to

last week's pace ,Dut should hit a
comfortable $15,500. Last week, 'Be-
tween Two Women' (MG) and Tbm
Hojjvard headlining good bill, $21,500,
very nice.
Fox (3,000; 40-55-65)—'Souls at

Sea' (Par). Opened today. Last
week, 'Can't Have Everything (20th)

stayed for full 7-aay second week
and Well satisfied with $14,500 in

all the heat.
I^arlton (1,000; 25-35-40)—'Toast

of N. Y.' (RKO), second run. Fair-

ish $2,600 seen. Last week, 'Blonde.

Trouble' (WB) dismal $1,900.

Stanley (3.700; (40-55-65)—'Broad-
way Melody (MG). Starting second
week tomorrow with first giving it

a very nice $19,000, heat and alh

'Artists and Models' (Par) grossed

$13,000 for 6-day second week. ,

Stanton (1,700; 30-40-50) — 'One
Mile from Heaven' (20th). Not ex-

actly type for house, $5,000 indi-

cated. La.st week, 'Mr. Moto' (20th)

$5,600, fairly good under circum-
stances. .

Sydney, Aug. 3.

Wtth a take of approximately
$16,000 on the first week, 'Shall We
Dance' (RKO) leads here. "Star Is

Born' (UA) got away to a good start

and should click. 'CJood . Earth'
(MG), in a small, capacity house, is

progressing strong and sure for a
stay. Another MG pic. 'Love on
the Run' is doing well, sticking
about five weeks.
'Rainbow on River' fRKO) and

'Lost Horizon' (Col) are .still up in
the money class on seventh week and
remaining. 'Go West Young Man'
(Par) folds after two weeks and will

be replaced with fl Met Him in
Paris' (Par). 'Love Is News" (20th)
al.so . quits this week, with 'Woman
Chases Man' (UA) in for a try.

British pix are 'Dominant Sex'
(AD) and 'Radio Lover' (AD), both
so-so.

Melbourne. Aug. 3.

Good lineup here and cinemas ex
pect biz with 'I Met Him In Paris'
(Par), 'Winterset' (RKO) and 'Big
Fella' (G-B). 'After Thin Man'
(MG) and 'Girl in Million' (20th) are
pulling well. Others include 'Her
Husband's Secretary' (WB), !Secret
Valley' (20th) and 'Trail Dust' (Par).

'B'way Melody' Most

Tuneful in Cincy,

$20,000; Others NSH

Cincinnati, Aug. 24.

'Broadway Melody of 1938' is the

gayest b.o. tune along cinema lane

currently, ringing out a great $20,000

for the Palace, that theatre's mer-
riest till tinkle for quite a spell. Al-

bee's take on 'Confession' is ticketed

for a tame $10,000, Keith's is headmg
for $4,500 on 'San Quentin' and the

Lyric is tussling for $3,500 on As
Good As Married.' Other houses

doing so-so on holdover product.

Biz in the main at good leyel for

tail end of the summer season.

Estimates for This Week
Aibee (RKO) (3.300; 35-42)—'Con-

fession' (WB). Not so hot, $10,000.

Last week, 'You Can't Have Every-

thing' (20th), $19,000, very good.
^

Capitol (RKb) (2,000; 35-42)—

*Can*t Have Everything' (20th) (2d

run). . Good, $5,500. La.st week,

'Toast of New York' (RKO) (2d

run), $4,000, fair.

Family (RKO) (1,000;. 15-25)--

'Sand Flow' (U) and 'Cririiirials of

Air' (Col), split. Average, $2,100.

Ditto last week on 'Draegerman
Courage' (Col) and 'Motor Madness
(RKO), separate. - ,

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)-

'Saratoga* (MG) (5th wk). Good,

$2,700. Last week $3,500, okay.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500: 25-40)—

'San Quentin' (FN). All nghl.

$4,500. Last week, 'Riding on Air

(RKO), $5,000. good. . ,

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)--'As

Good As Married' (U), bad. $3,500.

La.st week, 'Devil Is, Driving' (Co '.

pulled after third day and 'Meet the

Missus' (RKO), four day.-!, $3,000.

poor.
Palace (RKO) (2.600: 3,5-421--

'Broadway Melody (MG). 9'"^^/:'

$20,000, Last week, 'Road Back tU),

$8,500, sorry.
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-42 1-

'Good Earth' (MG) (3d wk). Pn'r.

!t4.000. Last week. $5,500. Pic puHtfl

ii good $11,000 in first week.
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Chi B.O.'s Hot Despite Rain; Vallee,

'Confession Big $50,000, 'Heaven

Vande OK tapW Fine 18G

B'KLYN WILTED

Chicago, Aug. 24.

Despite a heavy rainstorm that

ruined Friday's afternoon business,

the week got away to a good start

at most of the loop houses and in-

dications are for profitable sessions

for everybody. "

-

I»leniy of repeat stuff around

again, but doesn't seem to be slowing

up business any. 'Captains Couir-i

ageous' opened its pop run at the

Boosevelt alter a previous two-a-

dayer some months ago at the Erlan-

ger. and looks like big mazuma.
Captains' had been previously billed

for weeks at the United Artists and
had. been slated to open there a

couple of months ago, but had been
successively been pushed out by 'Day

at Races,' 'Saratoga' and 'Good Earth.'

Latter, by the way, is finishing its

second week at the UA at a good,

though not sensational pace.

.'Saratoga' is at the Apollo in its

fifth loop week and still showing
plenty of box-office life. *You Can't

Have Everything' moved to the Gar-
rick after a smashing Chicago week
and is' going to town once more.
State-Lake goes back into the files

this week for 'Hell 'Divers' and it's

doing business. Couple of weeks
ago State-Lake smashed to a new
record with revival of 'Manhattan
Melodrama.' Of the other vaudfllm
shows, the two big ones are Chicago
with Rudy Vallee band on stage, and
Oriental, with Lou Holtz and Helen
Morgan on stage.

'Firefly' goes out of two-a-day
Erlangei?. this week- to make, room
for 'Zola.' /

' EstimatCis for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-45-55-65)

—,'Saratoga' (MG). Fifth week in

loop and still a money • maker of

note. Around $5,000 without any
trouble, following $6,800 last week.

Chioaffo (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
•Confession' (WB) and Rudy Vallee
band on stage. Another session of

activity that wiE ring in a gross of

$50,000 or better. Bulk of the trade
is for Vallee. Last week, 'Can't Have
Everything' (20th) plus the Eddy
Duchin band was a coin-making wow
at $58,100.

'

Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
—'Can't Have Everything' (20th). In
after smash at Chicago and heading
for ripe revenue at $6,50Q. Last week,
'Wee Willie' (20th), finished third
looper to nice $5,300.

Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 25-35-55-
65)—'Mile From Heaven' (20th) and
vaude. Lou Holtz and Helen Morgan
-headlining. Plenty of bargain value
for this mob here; $22,000 will be
best in weeks. Last week, 'Quentin'
.(WB) and vaude, good $18,300.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
— 'Love Under Fire' (20th) and
vaude. House had to go outside its

contract flickers to get this picture
for its screen, with Balaban & Katz
okaying the deal. Indicates $17,000,
fairish. .Last week, 'Toast of New
.York: (RKO), finished a fortnight's
stay to $17,200, good.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-
75)—'Captains' (MG). In after a
roadshower and getting $18,000, fine.
Last week, 'Knight Without Armor'
(UA), couldn't get started and
scrammed with $11,100, weakish.
State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-

45r55) — 'Hell Divers' (MG) and
vaude. Revival is doing genuine
businiess at $16,000. Last week, 'Bor-
der Cafe' (20th), $13,300, okay.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1.700;

35-55-65-75) — 'Good Earth' (MG)
(2d week). Turned in profitable
^'P^ning pop run session last week
SL^i?'^^^ should hold to around
?12,p0() currently, all right. 'Stella
Dallas' (UA) due in next.
Erlanger (1,400; 55-83-$i.l0-$1.65)

r- Firefly' (MG) (3d and last week),
t-loses here Saturday (28) after good
roadshow, 'Zola's' (WB) two-a-day
run wiU necessarily be short, due to
jseptember legit bookings for house,
iirefly' turned in nice $11,000 last
week (2d).

'Blazing Barriers' (Mono) and 'Rose
of Rancho' (Par). Just fair $900 in
sight. Last week, 'Little Dogie' (Rep)
plus 'Reporter Missing' (U) and
^When Thief Meets Thiei' (U) and
'After Office Hours' (MG) only $800,
poor.

Lincoln. (LTC) . (1,600; 10-20-25) —
•Ever Since Eve' (WB) and 'Sing and
Be Happy' (20th), Maybe $2,700,
good. Last week, 'Slave Ship' (20th),
made good week-end money, but not
for the stretch; took in a little over
$1,800, bad.
Orpheum (LTC) (1,350; 10-15-20)

—'Dreaming Lips' (UA) and '!Maike

Way for Tomorrow' (Par), split with
'Hoosier Schoolboy' (Mono) and
'London by Night' (MG). Everybody
seems to like the pix, but there are
no names, and trade is far from
brisk; looks poor $900. Last week,
'You Can't Buy Luck' (RKO) and
'Man Who Found Himself (RKO)
split with 'Super Sleuth' (RKO) and
'Paradise Isle' (Mono), light $950.

Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40) —
'Wee Willie Winkie' (20th). Temple's
name getting to be nothing extra,
but ishould be fair enough at $3,500.
Last week. 'Singing Marine' (WB)
good $3,600.

Varsity (Westland) (1,000; 10-15)—
'Small Town Boy' (MG) and 'Hide-
out in the Alps' (MG). Heavily ex-
ploited, but slow at $900. Last week,
'Platinum Blonde' (Col) and 'Crimi-
nals of the Air' (Col), mUd $800.

TOYMEODY'
LOOKS TO 25a

PITT RECORD

NEWSPAPER WAR HURTS
In Lincoln — Marion Davies and

Shirley OK B.C.

Lincoln, Aug. 24.
The newspaper-theatre advertising

war still at its peak, grosses here
aie

_

slipping steadily. 'Ever Since
:^ve appears to be the only real
"^°"«y;?etter. although Shirley Tem-
Pies Winkie' shouldn't be a losing
Pi'oposition.

Weather cooled oft here towards
-/^^ week, but the 'cool

inside Signs bring in the shekels
Pei usual.

Estimates for This Week
Liberty (LTC) (1,200; 10-15) -

.(t°''ywood Cowboy' (RKO) and
Udder Red Robe' (20th) split with

Pittsburgh, Aug. 24.

Sock product pooh-poohing heat
again here this week and down-,
town running into record warm-
weather grosses to wind up this

August as best in years. 'Broadway
Melody' smashing out Penn's top fig-

ure for all time and moves on Thurs-
day (26) to Warner to give latter

house a h.o. from Penn fourth time
in five weeks.
Combo of George Olsen, Ethel

Shutta and 'Topper' sending . the
Stanley back into high again after
indifferent session previous week
and 'Stella Dallas' is still drawing
heavy handkerchief brigade at War-
ner following smash stanza at Penn.
Second week of 'You Can't Have
Everything' tapering off at Alvin
after sizzling opener and Fulton is

learning that Ann Harding is no
longer draw she once was, with re-

sult that 'Love from a Stranger'
moves out after lone, slim week.

Estimates for This Week
Alvin (Harris) (2,000; 25-35-40)—

'Can't Have Everything' (20th) (2d)

Musical easing off in second week
and doesn't get a third, as manage-
ment hoped, with reissue of 'Man-
hattan Melodrama* (MG) and 'King
Solomon's Mines' (GB) opening
Thursday. Looks like 'You Can't'

will wind up around the $5,000 mark
after smash $9,000 getaway.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)

—'Love from Stranger' (UA). This
site getting slim pickings last few
weeks. Competish too tuff and pro-
duct's been pretty weak. Ann
Harding's been away too long to

mean much at b.o. and maybe $3,500,

pretty weak. Last week, 'Sing and
Be Happy' (20th) and 'Man Who
Could Work Miracles* (UA) even
worse, under $3,000.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300: 25-35
50)—'Broadway Melody' (MG).

_
A

smash among smashes, and neading
for a new house record. Should
wind up the week at $25,000 or
slightly under that. Weekend heat
didn't mfean a thing and house had
the ropes up from the word go.

Moves Thursday to Warner to con-
tinue downtown run. Last week
'Stella Dallas' (UA) right in the big

money, too, at $19,500.
Stanley (WBJ (3,600; 25-40-60)—

'Topper' (MG) and Olsen-Shutta.
Flesh portion has always meant
dough here and flicker is being
talked about everywhere favorably.
All counts up to a thick slice of

profit, around $23,500. at least. Last
week 'New Faces' (RKO) and Mai
Hallett's work dove badly, dropping
to !S14,000, poorest here In some time.

Warner (WB) (2.000; 25-35-50)—
'SteUa Dallas' (UA). Moved here
after .sock week at Penn and all set

to deliver at this spot as well. Won't
be very much under $8,000 and that's

dou£»h in any language for this spot.

Last week 'Midnight Madonna' CParO
nnd 'Behind the Headlines' fRKO)
lust a filler dual and not even a
filler 5ross. plenty .short of $4,000,

and that's in the dumps:

But 'A. & M.' Nice $16,500 and Holds
—'Courageous,' $16,000 •

Brooklyn, Aug. 24.

Record hot weather has been giv-
ing downtown deluxers considerable
trouble snaring populace to b.o.'s de-
spite excellent flicker fare. Par with
•Artists and Models' and Loew's Met
with 'Captain Courageous' topping
other ma]or houses in the Borough
Hall sector.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (2,500; 25-35-55) — 'Can't

Have Everything' (20th) and 'Lady
Escapes' (20th). Will do quiet $14,-
000. Last week 'Willie Winkie'
(20th) and 'One Mile from Heaven'
(20th) good $17,000.
Fox (4,000; 25-35-55)—'Dodd Takes

Air' (WB) and 'Frame Up' (WB).
Uneventful $13,000. Last week 'Can't
Last Forever' (Col) and 'Blonde
Trouble' (Par)^ weakish $12,500.
Met (2,400; 25-35-55)—'Captains

Courageous' (MG). Getting some
attention and will draw good $16,000.
Last week 'Saratoga' (MG) and 'Cali-

fornia Straight Ahead' (U), okay
$12,000.
Paramount (4,000* 25-35-55) —

Artists and Models' (Par) and 'She's
No Lady.' Will derive healthy $16,-

500 and holdover. Last week San
Quentin' ' (WB) and 'Marry Girl'

(WB), $14,500, okay.
Strand (2,000; 25-35-55)—'Rhythm

in Clouds' (Rep) and 'Gold Racket.'
Mild $5,000. Last week, Bengal Lan-
cer' (Par) and 'Sweetheart of Navy'
(Ind), $6,500, good.

WZON' SOCK

mm DENVER

Denver, Aug. 24.

'Lost Horizon' is packing the Den-
ver and hanging up house records.

Biz started that way and keeping up.

Film goes to Aladdin for continued
run. "Topper' and 'Between Two
Women' is surprising • everybody at

the Orpheum by running close to

last week When 'Good Earth' was
showing.

Double bill at Paramount yanked
after Saturday.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,500: 25^40)—

'Love Under Fire' (20th)...After a
week at the Denver, fair $3,000. Last
week, 'You Can't Have Everything,'
(20th) after a week at the Denver,
did $4,000 and went to the Broadway.
Broadway (Fox) (1,500; 25-40)—

'Can't Have Everything' (20th). After
a week at each the Aladdin and
Denver, nice $2,500. Last week,
'Road Back' (U), following a week
at each the Aladdin and Denver,
fair $2,000.

Dcnham (Cockrill) (1,500; 25-35-
40)—'No Man of Her Own' (Par).
So-so $4,000. Last week 'Artists and
Models' (Par) nice $5,500 on its secr
ond week. '

Denver (Fox) (2,500; 25-35-50)—
'Lost Horizon' (Col) and stage band.
Smash $19,000. Last week, "Love
Under Fire' (20th) aided strongly
by Bowes' unit, did $17,000, hangmg
up house record for several years.
Standouts were numerous.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

—'Topper' (MG) and 'Between Two
Women' (MG). Strong $10,000. Last
week, 'Good Earth' (MG) and 'On
Again-Off Again' (RKO) stood them
up repeatedly to gross $12,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,000; 25-40)—

'Born Reckless' (20th) and 'Michael
O'Halloran' (Rep). Jerked on Sat-
urday and 'Outlaws of the Orient'-
'Fight to the Finish' substituting
Last week, 'Slim' (WB) and 'Stutter-
ing Bishop' (FN) turned in a good
week of $4,000.

Togues Wows N.Y. for Big $105,000;

Topper' $25,000 as Caps Finale, 'Zola'

Virtually SRO,MM' Sock 34G, 3d Wk

It's a walkaway for 'Vogues of
1938' in this week's Manhattan rnara-
thon. There is nothing much on the
street to interfere with its stride, and
it's pounding heavily for a first week
at the Music Hall that will add up
to $105,000 or better, sensational for
this time, of the year. Much advance
interest in 'Vogues' was manifest
when 6,000 tickets were sold the first

half hour opening day and over the
weekend in the face of a torrential
downpour when the gross for the
two days (Saturday and Sunday) hit
$35,000. Wanger production holds a
second week.

2 Except for the twice daily 'Zola,'

hich is virtually a sellout at the
Hollywood, the reSt of the pictures
are no match for 'Vogues.' Nearest
approach is 'Artists and Models,' on
its third week at the Paramount at
$34,000, a very nice profit. The pic-
ture, with Phil Spitalny in the pit,

goes a fourth week, 'Double or Noth-
ing' being set with Shep Fields for
Wednesday (1).

'Zola,' a- much-talked-of attrac-
tion, is close to capacity and has a
heavy advance sale. The first full

week's business totaled to $25,500,
which is very big. So far on the
second week it's very firm. Although
'Zola' is dated for general release in
October, its N. Y. roadshow run may
go beyond because of the tremen-
dous interest in" it and the raves.

The Roxy, Capitol, Strand, Rialto,
Criterion and Central brought in
new releases this week, but none of
them are anything to write the dis-
tributors about. Best of the lot is

'Topper,' but it may not get the Cap
as much as $25,000, fair. House

Tourists Helping Mont'l;

'Earth' Fertile $7,000

• Montreal, Aug. 24.

General influx from the hinter-
lands beginning this week is jacking
up grosses a little, although the main
stems have come through summer
with few casualtes. Muni opus at
Palace will top town.

Estimates for This WeeJr
Palace (CT) (2,700; 50)—'Good

Earth' (MG). Good $7,000 in sight.
Last week, 'Saratoga' (MG), h.o.,

very good $6,000.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 50)—'Wee
Willie Winkie' (20th) (2nd wk), and
Coronation Technicolor. Will get
good $6,500 currently. Last week,
$8,500, very good.

Loew's (M. T. Co.) (3,200; 40)—
'Ever Since Eve' (WB) and 'White
Bondage' (WB). Not so good at

$3,500. La^it week, 'Wild Money' (U)
and .'Parole Racket' (U), $3,000, poor.

Princess (CT) (2,300; 50)—'Exclu-
sive' (Par) and 'Sing and Be Happy'
(20th). This may gross $5,500, good.
Last week, 'Between Two Women'
(MG) and 'Married Before Break
fast' (MG), $5,000, good.

Orpheum (Ind) (1.400; 34)—'Sing
As We Go' (Brit) and 'Where There's
a Will' (Brit). Looks like $2,000,
good.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

—

(600; 50)—Fourteenth and last week
of 'Cesar' still holding at $1,000, good

St. Denis (France-Film)-'Police
Mondaine' and 'M. Begonia.' May
reach around $3,000. fair. Last week,
'Les Petites Allies' and 'Paris Ca
margue,' $2,600, poor.

*A&M' $21,500, lelody,' 20G, Temple,

$23,000, All Socko in Washington

Washington, Aug. 24.

Three biggest hou.ses are riding
high this week, but the pickings for
the other spots are mighty thin.

Terrific heat which has played havoc
with last two weeks broke Sunday
(22) with rain and should swell the
takes somewhat over expectations.

Capitol is leading with .'Wee Willie
Winkie' and fifth annual edition of
'Going Native,' all-local revue. 'Art-

ists and Models' at Earle and 'Broad-
way Melody of 1938,' other two tops,

were sold with equally sock cam-
paigns.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,424; 20-25-00)—

'Wee Willie Winkie' (20th) and
vaude. Temple and all-local revue
packing mats, but nights off. Should
lead town with nice $23,000. Last
week, "Can't Have Everything'
(20th) and Dorsey . Orch. good
$21,000.

Columbia (Loew) (1.583; 25-40)—
'Slave Ship' (20th) (2d run). Oke

i at $4,000. Last week, 'Saratoga'

(MG) (2d run), nice $5,000.
Earle (WB) (2,244; 25-35-40-60-70)—'Artists and Models' '(Par) and

vaude. Hal LeRoy and pic making
sock swing combo which should see
big $21,500. La.st week. 'Mr. Dodds
Takes Air' (WB), overshot estimate
to get big $20,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1.830; 25-35-50)—
'Borneo' (20th). Ballied as Martin
John.son's last jungle pic. but won't
better flim.sy $4,500. Last week,
'Toast of New York' (RKO) (2d
week), .satisfactory $6,000.
Met (WB) (1,853: 25-40)—'Great

Gambini' (Par). Getting by with
oke $4,200. Last week, 'Marry the
Girl' (WB). average $4,400.

Palace (Loew) (2,363; 25-35-60)—
'Broadway Melody' (MG). Heading
toward .sock $20,000. Last week.
'Good Earth' (MG) (2d week), nice
$10,500.

Rialto (Indie) (1,100; 25-30-40)—
Transatlantic Merry - Go - Round'
(UA) (reissue). May sneak under
wire with $2,100. Last week 'Mir-
acles' (UA) oke $2,300.

closes tonight (Wed.) for redecora- .

tion, reopening Sept. 2 with 'Broad-
way Melody.'
'Confession' lets Kay Fi'ancis down

at the Strand, only meaning around
$15,000 on the Week, yet holds, while
'Gangway,' at the Roxy, a Bi*itish-
made, shows a little red at $25,000, or
a bit over'. 'Dark Journey' may get
the Central a fairly good $8,000,
while 'Roaring Timber,^ Rialto in-
curhbeht, won't be that good, appear-
ing $7,000. The poorest of the flock Is
'Talent Scout,' which does not look
like it will do as miich as a scarlet
$4,000 for the Criterion,

Par's 'Souls at Sea' last week (2d)
hit $8,.500, not bad, at the Globe, and
with the turn in weather picked up
over the weekend to suggest that it

may be -better from now on. The
company's other Broadway road-
show, 'High, Wide and Handsome,' is
proving a bitter pill at the Astor.
Last week, its fifth, it couldn't en-
tice more than $4,500 and throws In
the sponge this coming Sunday (29).
Metro opens 'Firefly' here at a $2
top Wednesday (1),

'Spanish Earth,' for whch national
distribution plans are being laid, is
a sock at the small-seater 55th St.,
where it will do about $4,500 on
the week. House has only 300 seats.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (L012; 55-$1.10-$i.65T$2.20)—

'High, Wide' (Par) (6th week). It
was a mistake to have roadshown
this high-cost feature. Last week
(5th) it managed only $4,500. Oiit
Sunday night (29), with 'Firefly'
(MG) to premiere Wednesday (1).
Capitol (4,620; 25-35-55-85.$1.25)—

'Topper' (MG). This one may get
up to $25,000, fair. Theatre shut-
ters tonight (Wed.) for repairs, re-
suming operation Thursday (2) with
'Broadway Melody' (MG). Last
week, 'Captains Courageous' (MG)
(2d week), under $25,000, okay.
Central (1,000; 25-35-40-55-65-75-

85-99)—'Dark Journey' (UA). May
add to $8,000, satisfactory. Last week,
'Think Fast, Mr. Moto' (20th), $8,500.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Talent
Scout' (WB). Another stab in the
back, under $4,000. Predecessor,
'She's No Lady' (Par), couldn't make
the grade for $5,000.
Globe (1,274; 55-$1.10-$1.65.$2.20)—

'Souls at Sea' (Par)
, (3d week). Sec-

ond week ending Sunday night (22),
.$8,500, with the weekend better than
initial Saturday and Sunday, which
means with better weather two-a-
dayer may build. First 6% days was
$9,500, gross so far being okay though
anything but sensational.
Hollywood (1,454; 55-85-$1.10-$1.65.

$2.20)—'Zola' (WB) (2d week). A
real roadshow smash and close to a
sellout since opening. J^ir$t week
was mighty at $25,500 and continuing
strongly.

Palace (1.700; 25-35-55)—'Toast of
New York' (RKO) (2d run) and 'One
Mile from Heaven' (20th.) (1st run),
doubled. These two are doing pretty
well, $10,000 for eight days. In ahead,
'They Won't Forget' (WB) (2d run)
and 'Big Shot' (RKO) (1st run),
$8,000 on six days.
Paramount (3,664;^ 25-35-55-85-99)— Artists and Models' and, in pit,

Phil Spitalny's orchestra (3d week).
Winds up third .semester with very
profitable $34,000 and goes fourth
week, a record summer run. The
second stanza was $43,000, excellent.
'Double or Nothing' (Par), plus Shep
Fields band, in Wednesday (1).

Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 40-
60-85-99-$1.65)—'Vogues' (UA) arid
stage show. Smash of the first water,
$105,000 or more, wow biz this time
of the year. Goes a second week.
'Stella Dallas' (UA) on its second
week was $85,400. good.
Rialto (750; 25-40-.'j5)—'Roaring

Timber' (Col). Probably $7,009
with this outdoor. Last week, 'Lon-
don by Night' (MG), $6,400.
Rlvoli (2,092; 25-55-75-85-99)—'Can't

Have Everything' (20th) (3d week).
Pretty firm on its third week ending
last night (Tues.), near $20,000, after
a second week's .$25,000. The first

seven days was $40,000, the 21 -day
run meaning hand.some profit to both
theatre and disti-ibutor. 'Dead End'
(UA) was given special invitation
premiere last night (Tues.).
Roxy (5,836; 25-45-55-75)—'Gang-

way' (GB) and stage show. Perhaps
the scale is a bit steep for this one,
gross looking $25,000 or shade over,
but this means a bit of red. Last
week, 'Road Back' (U), following re-
cent $2 run. got $40,000, very £tood.

Strand (2,767; 25-55-75)—'Confes-
sion' (WB). Kay Francis fans are
suflTering from pocketbook paralysis,
judtling by just $15,000 for this one
on the week, mild. Holds over any-
way. Last week, 'Dodd Takes the
Air' (WB) dipped to this side of

$10,000. bad.
State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Easy Liv-

ing' (Par) (2d run) and vaude topped
by Chick Webb's orchestra. Chance?
are good for anotlier $27,000 week,
the figure that was grossed last week
by 'Saratoga' (MG) (2d run), plus a
vaude bill headed by Will Osborne's
band, good.
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'Artists and Models' Only Strong

Grosser in Minneapolis,

Minneapolis, Aug. 24.

Grosses of moderate proportions

ar? in prospect currently. Artists

and Models' also in showing any
considerable power,, with a big
$12,000.
Time did so well with reissue of

•Imitation of Life' that it is holding
picture over a seqond week. In view-
of fact that film has played a dozen
or more loop engagements, as well

as repeat visits in most nabe spots

and even in lower loop shooting gal-

leries, chalk up an amazing boxrof-
fice accomplishment for this classic.

Rudy Vallee comes into the Or-
pheum Friday and the Gayety operts

its stock burlesque season the same
day.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Publix-Sihger) (900; 15-25)

—'Go-Getter' (WB) (2d run) split

with dual first runs last four days
*Man ill Blue' (U) and Tublic Wed-
ding' (WB). Looks like pretty good
$1,000. Last week, 'My Affair* (20th)

split with 'King of Gamblers' (Par)
(2d runs) and last three days dual
first runs, 'Love in a Bungalow' (U)
and 'Hollywood Cowboy' (RKO),
$1,400, good.
Century (Publix-Singer) (1,600;

25t35-40) — 'Ever Since Eve' (FN).
Lightweight and will be lucky to.

reach light $3,500. Mariori Davies no
card here, Robert Montgotnery get-

ting all billing. Last week, 'Be-
tween Two. Wom6n' (MG), $6,000,

good.
Minnesota (Publix-Sihger) (4,200;

25-35-55) — 'Artists and Models'
(Par). Plenty of dough spent on
advertising and exploitation for this

one; with heavy use of billboards
and newspaper display space. Plug-
ging and array of names bringing in

big $12,000 and will move to the
Century for an extra lap. Last week,
'Good Earth' (MG) (4 week), $8,000,

good after $15,000 first week.
Orpbeain .(Publix-Singer) (2,890;

25-35-40) — 'Road Back' (U), Hard
one to fell and cast 'names don't
mean jo much. Good' notices but
only • a light $5,000. . Last week,
'Toast of New York' (RKO), $7,000,

. state .(Publix-Singer) (2,300; 25
40) — 'Super Sleuth* (RKO) and
.'Bor^i Reckless' (20th). Dual bill

hitting. fair $2,800 clip. Last week,
'Great Gambini' .(Par) and 'She Had
to Eat' (20th), $2,600. light.
- Tlme'r(Bel?ger) (290; 15-25) — 'Imi-
tation of Life' (U) (2d week). Re
issue demonstrating remarkable vi
tality for an old-timer; traveling in
direction of good $800. Last week,
$900, fine,

Uptown (Publix) (1,200; 25-35) —
•Captains Courageous* (MG). First
nabe showing and en route to great
$4,000. Last week. 'Emperor's Can-
dlesticks' (MG), $2,800. fair.

World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)
—'Dreaming Lips* <UA). Bergner
name had some pulling powerJn this
spot but $1,200 is n.s.g. Last week,
'Broken Blossoms' 'Imp), $900, bad

ry the Girl* (WB), double, very
good. $8,200.

'Scollay (M&P) (2,700; 25-35-40-
50)—'San Quentin* (WB) and 'Ex-
clusive' (Par) (both second run),
dual. Showing best draw in monjths,
should hit around $7,500. Last week,
flimsy $4,200 for 'Talent Scout' (WB)
(1st run) and /Wee Willie Winkie'
(20th) (3rd run), dual.
State (Loew), (3,300; 25-35-40-50)

—'Stella Dallas' (UA) and 'Devil
Driving' (Col), dual. Held over,
opening week very good $12,800;
second week around $9,000, okay.

Colonial (Loew) (1,643; 55-83-

! 11.10 $1.65—Fire-fly' roadshow in

second week.' Opening week, fair

$8,000.

m YOURS' AND'GLORY'

DUO OKWOO IN HUB

Boston, Aug. 24.

It's All Yours,' dual with 'Flight

from Glory* at the' Memorial, is the
sturdiest film fare among the new
entries this week; and for holdover
stuff', 'Stella Dallas' on a double bill,

is showing continued strength at the

Orph.ahd State..
A rodeo at Suffolk Downs race

track last week was not serious op-
position to the film stands with good
product.

Estimates for Tiiis Y/etk
Boston (RKO) f3,000; 25-40-55)—

•I Cover War' (U) and 'One Mile
from Heaven' (20lh), dual. So-so

. will hit around $6,000. Last week,
•Mr. Moto* (20th) and 'Windjammer
<RKO), double limp $5,500.

Fenway (M&P) (1,400; 25-35-40

50)— Can't Have Everything' (20th)
(2nd run ) and 'Borneo' (20th ) (first

run), dual. Better than average
$5,500 last week, 'San Quentin
(WB) and 'Marry the Girl* (WB)
du^l, very satisfactory at $6,000,

V'^lth Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 25
4P..s5)_«it's All Your.s' (Col) and
•FHi?ht from Glory' . (RKO). dual
Wh-'mmo $18,000 anticipated. Las,
week. 'Knight Without Armor fUA)
and 'Suner Sleuth' (RKO),' double
goM $12,500.

Metropolitan (M^'P) (4.300: ,35-55

7R/—'I.ove Under Fire' (20th) and
j-t-ag show. In medium groove. $18,
001 maybe. Last weMc, $21..'^00 for
«/-•'<?<<? snd Models* (Par) and stage
Bh^^v. bis.

Or»>hei>m (Loew) (2.900: 25-35-40
50 ^—'Stella Dallas' (UA) and 'Devil

ip Driving* (Col), dual. Held over
a**?r vei'.v bi? .'!!18.700 for npenin
s+,,nva. Second frame looks like

o'--v $13,000.
•- Tpftiint (M/?-P) (i.«nO; SR-.^R-

P" "'•"n't Hp"p Everyth'^"' lW\h>

rit- rl^'-^^ oi"iv !!:7..'>nn rl,^oe. T,ai;t

vt-eek,- 'San. Quentin' (WB) and 'Mar-

EARTH'

DALLAS' lia

IN SEATTLE

and big lines; socko $11,000. Last
week, 'It's All Yours* (Col) and
'Platinum Blonde' (Col) slowed to

a walk: around $3,600, mild, as much
more was expected.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(900; 32-37-42)—'Artists and Models'
(Par), Singleton, moved from two
weeks at Par, o. k. for $3,500, Last
week, 'Saratoga' (MG), fourth and
final week, $2,900, okay. Longer run
had been anticipated,
Orpheum . (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(2,700; 32-37-42)—'You Can't Have
Everything' (20th) and 'Midnight
Madonna' (Par) dual. Former re-

sponsible for h. o„ as it 'has every-
thing'; second week looks to garner
a big $6,000. Last week, corking
$9,800.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,450; 16-27)—

'Frameup* (Col), and vaude, with
local Junior Symphony of 50 kid-

dies, plus reg five acts on stage.^

Building for good $3,000. Last week,
'It Could Happen to You' (Rep)
and vaude, $3,400, okay.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,106; 32-37-42)—'Good Earth* (MG)
single bill. Heavy campaign, and
biz is socko at $13,000. Getting fam-
ily trade and timely interest due to

Sino-Jap war. Last, week, second
week of 'Artists and Models' (Par)
and 'Fly Away, Bobby' (WB), dual,

$5,400. good.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (850; 21-32)—

'Another Dawn' (WB) and 'There
Goes My Girl' (RKO), dual. Mod-
erate at $2,500. Last week, 'Slim'

(WB) and 'Girl Overboard' (U), dual,

f;2,700, fair enough.

'

PROVIDENCE PERKS

Seattle, Aug, 24.

Hot weather early part of the new
week no help, but the Sunday rains

eased things. Holdovers again pre-

dominate. Liberty using 'Stella Dal-

las,' single bill, and the way it started

looks to go places. . 'Wee Willie

Winkie' and 'You Can't Have Every

-

•;hing' h. o. at their respective big-

seaters, while 'Artists and Models'

eaves the 3,000-seater Paramount for

3d week at M. B.

The burg has another single bill

this Veek, which makes it doubly

unusuaL . 'Good Earth,' after nice

enough roadshowing at Met some
months, ago, is back for reg showing

at Paramount.
Estimates for This. Weelc

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(900; 16-27>—'Love in Bungalow' (U)

and 'Armored Car' (U), dual. ,
Okay

at $2,700. Last week, 'Night of Mys-
tery' (Par) and 'Lady Escaped'

(20th), dual, nice enough $2,100.

Coliseum (Hamrick • Evergreen

)

(1,900; 21-32)—'Day at Races' (MG)
and 'Make Way for Tomorrow' (Par),

dual, mild at $3,000. Last week,-

'Pameir (MG) and 'Angel's Holi-

day' (20th). dual, tix days, okay
$3,400.

ColonUl (Sterling) (850; 10-21)-.

'Drummond at Bay' (Rep) and 'Law-
man Is Born' (Rep), dual. Erf route

to good $2,300. Last week, 'Give Her
Ring' (Prin) and '13th Man' (Monj),

dual, so-so $2,100.

.

Fifth Ave. (Hamrick-Evergreen

)

(2,400; 32-37-4i2)—'Willie Winkie'

(20th). and 'Sing and Be Happy'
(20th), dual (2d week). Looks to

reach nice $6,200. Last week, same
films, $11,000, dandy.

^ Liberty (J-vH) (1,900; 16-32-42)—
'Stella Dallas' (UA). Big campaign

Witli Breali in the Ileat-:-'Good
Earth' Nice $11,500

Providence, Aug. 24,

, Break in the worst heat spell this
town has experienced in more thaii

two decades giving the first-run'

stands a chance to recuperate. Even
spots with mediocre programs took
heart over Sunday, when rains
cooled things down sufficiently for
the natives to take to pix for a
change. -

•

The sudden change in weather,
even placed 'Good Earth,' at Loew's,
in a iopkeying position to com.e
through with first honors. Friday,
:oRening day, it looked like , a poor
third, • • . .

Estimates lor This Weelc

Carlton (Fay-Loew's) (1,350; 25-35-
50)—'Stella Dallas' (UA). and 'Fight
to Finish' (Col). Moved over from
Loew's: started off rather poorly, but
break in weather assures spot of at

least S5,000; gpod, all things con-
sidered.

Fay'? (2,000; 25-35-50)—'One Mile
from Heaven' (20th) and vaude.
Took shellacking first two days be-
cause of terrific heat; sprint over
Sunday, however, assures house of a
$5,500 gross* so-so; but it could have
been worseX, •

Loew's State (3,200; 25-35-50)—
'Good Earth' (MG). Opened behind
attractions of similar calibre, but
cooling breezes very likely will give
house lead .over all others; seems
headed for at least $ll;500, oke. Last
week. 'Stella Dallas' (UA) and 'Fight
to Finish' (Col); had the tempera
ture slid in time the gross most cer
tainly would have passed th6 $16,000
garnered, but nice at that.

Majlestie (Fay) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'San Qiientin' (FN) and 'Marry That
Girl' (WB). Anticipated $6,300. not
so bad considering. Last week, 'Ever
Since Eve' (WB) and 'Dance,
Charlie, DanceV(WB). bad at $4,500

Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'Exclusive* (Par) and 'Meet Boy
Friend* (Rep). With break in
weather should be in the nabe of
$7,000, nice. Last week, 'Easy Liv
ing* (Par) and 'Hoosier Schoolboy'
(Rep) stood- up the best in town,
great at $7,600,

'B way Melody,' 24G, Sweet and Hot

In Frisco, but Other B.O.S Chilly

The Girl$' Eye View

By Marian Squire

style on a Rampage in ''Vogues*

Joan Bennett attending the premiere of 'Vogues', at Radio City Music
Hall may be held directly responsible for cricks in hundreds of necks.
She sat in the first mezzanine and orchestra patrons had to resort to
calisthenics to see her. Heavy white taffeta diagonally striped with black
and metal composed her gown, about h^lf a yard for the backless lop
and the other 10 yards -swirling about tlie floor.

The Wanger dinner party in honor of Miss Bennett included socialite
names that keep ChoUy Knickerbocker's Corona busy. Outside of that
festivity, a very quiet affair, candid camera fiends and autograph* hunters
were disappointed. The doox's were open at 11 a.m., so it wasn't a Kleig
opening, the rest of the audience wearing their regular TgOlng-'to-Radio-
City costumes. '

•
.

What, the. audience lacked in splendor was made up for on the screen
however. Not a color or type of costume is missing. Miss Bennett looked
loveliest in her first appearance in a white wedding gown, and in a
darker-than-powder-blue, satin, street dress—the decision was still out at
midnight.

Scattered i among the much publicized gowns and models are Helen
Vinson, Alma Kruger, Alan' Mowbray—who is a delightfully villainous
designer, an'd Mischa Auer—^both competitors of our hero, Warner Baxter.
Hedda Hopper makes an ambitious mother, enoygh to drive daughter Joan
Bennett to far worse than modeling Mr. Baxter's gorgeous clothes.

Why Does It Flatter , the Men More?

'Vogues' is undoubtedly a color achievement, but a layman may wonder
what there is about the process that makes it so much more fiattering to

men than to wornen. Miss Bennett comes out with flying colors (no pun
intended), but she's ju.st as; pretty in black and white. Helen Vinson is

definitely better looking in" thfe two-tone medium, and the color effect
enhances the gowns far more. than it does the models who parade them.
With siich'a slew of phiffphs,' velvets, ' satins and things, 'Vogutes' should

be art authority on fashion trend, since it was nearly eight months in the
making with . the collaboration of leading . designers.

Winter Forecast

What's coming when the winter breezes blow? Fur capes of all descrip-

tions. Stre|et dresses are definitely on the up and yp, but the knee scare

appears to be exaggerated. Middle of the calf, wherever your own calf

happens, to be;' is the length rule. .As for the short evening dresses Paris

was threatening, just take an aspirin and get rid of 'em. The shortest

one seen reaches the' ankles, and that's a terribly youitg dance frock.

(Looks like all the girls needed to discourage them were a few
,
pictures

taken in 1922 or '23, 'or whenever it was.)
The brief bolpro and the long cape crowd the hip jacket out of the

picture in evening things, which is reasonable. Why achieve a nice

flowing line, and then break it up with a' half-way coat? One or two
puffed bustle effects are on deck, but better brush them off if you have a

curve to your name. • .' .

'

•The hats', shown are mostly of the. 'oh, my goodness!' school, one made
of tiny white feathers having birds weeping right down on the face. The
model carried it with aplomb, so if you have lots of courage, go right

ahead^ •

.

Marjorie Crateson. has her shaice of gowns and comedy, as the fashion-

mad society matiron.i Alan Mowbray and' Hedda Hopper have the dis-

tinction of appearing in New York with both Bennett sisters simul-

taneously. They're also with sister Constance's 'Topper.*

And Those Rockettes

The Rockettes start off in a candy box setting—formal garden back-

ground, long gowns of pink over white satin, and blue over gold, with,

feather headdresses, and four soldiers in white to set them off.

The acrobatics of the Titans, clad only in white satin trunks and slip-

pers, were •welcomed, arid Tommy Trent proves that Marionettes are not

just for the kiddies.

The little Rockettes took the play away from practically everything

else in the closing number—one that was a Gallic wow at the Paris

Exposition, and no wonder.
A flamboyant Martinique street scene sets the stage, and the girls do

things up brown in a tap-Rockette-rhumba. Red and green shoes, flip

yellow pancake hats, white ruffled blouses and the briefest and ruffledest

red and white skirts get the crowd, on their .appearance. After that there's

applause every time they shake their tiny skirts in unison, and the finish

is the Rockette ti'ademark—precision kicks, but in record-breaking time.

San Francisco, Aug. 24,

'Broadway Melody of 1938' is the

top money grabber on Market Street .^oVted MissiAg^ (U).
^
di^^

this week. Although 'Melody' won't $8,000,

shatter the record recently estab'

lished by 'Saratoga' at the Para-
mount theatre, it is doing outstand-
ing biz.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

'Artists and Models' (Par) and 'Stut-
tering Bishop' (WB) (2d wk). Al-
though opinion is mixed On the Jack
Benny picture, biz is great. Second
week is holding up swell with sweet
$14,000 in sight. Last week, corking
$25,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850: 35-55)

—'Border Cafe' (RKO) and Sybil
Jason in person. Stage show credited
with being the draw this week. Tak-
ing everything into consideration,
$16,500 will be okay. Last week.
'Toast of New York' (RKO) (2d wk),
good $14,700,
Orpheum (P&M) (2.400; 35-55-75)

—'Happened in Hollywood' (Col)
and 'Dangerous Adventure* (CoJ).
This is a sleeper bill which w.ns
rushed in the last minute when the
preceding offerings failed to show

sufficient strength to warrant a hold-
over. Lucky , to get $6,500, poor. Last
week, 'It's AH Yours* (Col) and 'Re

Paramount (F-WC) (2,470; 35-55-
75)—'Broadway Melody* (MG) and
'She's No Lady* (Par). Upped the
ad budget considerably. Biz near
record-breaking proportions. Expect
to tgke in the nabe of $24,000 during
the first week, which means that
'Melody* will stay on here for at
least three stanzas. Last week
'Can't Have Everything* (20th) and
'Mr. MotQ* (20th) (2d wk), very good
$12,500.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-
75)—'Good, Earth' (MG) (3d wk.).
Aft'jr two strong stanzas at the War-
fleid, the Lui.se Rainer-Paul Muni
picture has been moved to this
hou.<i;e, where it played nt road show
prices several months ago. Predict
$8,000 on the nioveover, very good.
Last week (8 days). 'Wee Willie Win-
kie' (20th) nnd 'Wild Money' (Par)
(3(1 wk,). niJ'ly .^8.000,

Warfield (F-WC) (2,680: 3.'i-55-75)
—'Those Who For.i^ct' (WB) and
'Murrv the Girl' (WB), Hope to hit
.SI (5.000, fiiir. Last, week, 'Good Earth'
(j\']G) (2d wk), productive $13,000.

All Pix Okay in Indpls.;

*LQye,' Vaude Good $9,600
Indianapolis, Aug. 24.

Biz is well divided" among the

first-runs in' the downtown sector,

with all houses getting enough trade

to put them in the black. 'Love

Under Fire,' helped out by a vaude
bill at the Lyric, is heading for good
coin. 'Good Earth,' in its popular
_price run at Loew's, is also strong,

while 'Toast of New York,' at the
Circle, is pulling its share with the

aid of a. strong' exploitation camr
paign.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Fourth Ave,) (1,100; 25-

40)—'Wild and Woolly* (20th) on
twin bill with 'Mile From Heaven*
.(20th), Gross will be $4,000, fair.
Last week 'Can't Have Everything'
(20th), 2d week, very good $4,100.
Circle (MonaVch) (2.800: 25-40)

'Toast of New York' (RKO) dualled
with 'Big Shot' (RKO), Former pic
well plugged by 'Toast of Indianap-
olis' campaign in city's largest daily.
Take will be very good at $7,200.
Last week holdover of 'Artists and
Models' (Par) and 'Wild Money'
(Par). $5,400, okay,
Loew's (Locw'.O (2,400; 25-40)—

'Good Earth' (MG), Away to a fa.st
.start wilh prr)<:pect.=; of $9,000, dandy,
La.st week 'Stella Dallas' (UA) and
'Frameup' (Col), $8,800, excellent.
Lyric (Ol.son) (2,000; 25-30-40)—

'Love Under Fire' (20lh) and vaude.
Pic given credit ibr strong $9,600,
La.>?t week 'Mr, Dodd Take,"; Air'
(WB) and vaude, turned in $9,000,
plenty okay.

PORTLAND'S H. O.'S

All OK—'Broadway Melody,' New.
Entry, Big: $7,500,

.Portland, Ore,, Aug, 24,

'Broadway Melody' is going great

guns at the Broadway. 'Good Earth'

is in a second strong week at Park-
er's UA.. 'Topper,* not quite sti-ong

enough to hold at the Broadway,
moved for a second week to the
Mayfair.

'Artists and Models' mopped up
last week at. the Orpheum,

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2.000: 30-55)

—Broadway Melody' (MG) and
'Love in Bungalow' (U). Answerjng
to strong exploitaton campaign for

great $7,500, Last week . "Topper
(MG) and 'Between Two Women
(MG) registered well and clicked

nicely for good $5,600, movin.s? to the

Mayfair,
Mayfair ( Parker - Evergreen )

(1,400; 30-55)—'Topper' (MG) and
'Between Two Women' (MG) (2d

wk). Going fairly, $2,500 followjng
first week at the Broadway. La.st

week, 'Saratoga* (MG) with 'Talent

Scout' (FN) closed good enou^ih

fourth week at $2,200. ,

Orpheum (Hamrick-Evergreen)
i2,O0O; 30-55)—'Artists and Model.'.

(Par) and 'One Mile from Heaven
(20th) (2d wk). Strong $4,500 after

his. $8,300 last wepk.
Paramount (Hamrick-EverKrer n)

(3.000: 30-55) 'Willie Winkie' (201h)

and 'Wild Mone.y' (Par) (2d wk).

Answered to exploitation fnr .sironji

,"57,800 last week on a good ?'5.000 m
.si.ffht for this week, •

United Artists (Parker) <].00(^'.

30-55)—'Good Earth' (MG) '?d wk).

Going strong for great 5:5,5(i(). F^Ji.'t

week moDped up in bij; .My it. to-
rific $8,700.
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Eclipsing completely everything

that made "One in; a Million'^ such

glorious entertainmentI
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RAYMOND

WALBURN •

SIG RUMANN«ALAN HALE •LEAH RAY.MELVILLE
COOPER • MAURICE CASS • GEORGE GIVOT

Directed by Sidney Lanfield
who directed "One in a Million," "Sing, Baby, Sing,

"Wake Up and Live"
Associate Producer Raymond Griffith

Screen play by Boris Ingster and Milton Sperling. From the play
"Der Koxaet" by Attila Orbok. Dances staged by Harry Losee.

Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of P^oducHon

More radiantly exciting

than ever . . . and when she
skates and skis . . . you'll

see marvels of grace such as

even incomparable Sonja
never before revealed! m

V
\
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^ ONLY 20th COULD GIVE YOU SUCH A
SPECTACULAR SHOW . . . with your "One in

a Million" girl and the boy in a million making

love amidst the snow-clad splendors of the

cloud-swept Alps . . . and with whirling, swirl-

hundreds gliding and skimming in thre;

describable ice - ensembles— each

-taking than the last—merry with

melody that ring happily to t]

Sy^^^ JO ^•OJL

?4
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'Attempts to Raise Admish Prices

Brings Bum from British Exhibs;

Cut Production Costs, Their Answer

London, Aug. 15.

Exhibs are het up on threats from

the producers to force up theatre

prices, and it the move gathers

strength will organize a fight through

the Cinema Exhibis' Assn. In some

quarters individuals favor the prin-

ciple of raising the charges on eco-

nomic grounds to keep step with a

steady upswing in commodity prices,

but opinion generally holds the pro-

posals as unpractical and likely to

wreak more harm than good.

Subject has already been voiced

at section meetings, recently report-

ed pronouncements from major ex-

ecutives of the big U. S. units having

roused suspicion that Hollywood is

trying to put -over something. From
the branches to C.E.A. General

Council is the next stage, and when
that body sits again in Sept. dele-

gates will l»ave instructions to probe

the matter.
Typical opinidns from London ex-

hibs suggest the impossibility of up-

ping admish in the face of severe

competition brought about by the

rapidity of new construction. Ten-

dency has, in fact, been the other

way, says one theatre man, and it

is difficult to maintain charges and
stave off price cutting battles in

many districts.

Competition
Trouble ii when older cinemas en-

deavor to meet opposition from mod-
ern houses, which offer two fea-

tures, shorts, and several class va-

riety acts in a 3^4-3% hours pro-

gram, by slashing seat prices to a

minimum. Bigger theatres would, in

effect, welcome chances to make an
increase, and—though it is their own
fault—urge that the.public is getting

too much for its money.
Comeback to that, say the smaller

fry, is to restore the program to a

reasonable size.

Second freely voiced objection is

that concerted moves to force higher

admissions would act against the C.

E. A. agitation for further cuts in

the entertainments tax. Ass'n al-

ready has in line plans to jump in

with its petition to the Chancellor

of the Exchequer immediately an
opening presents itself,, but it is felt

that voluntary steps in the industry

to put a premium on theatre seats

would prejudice any such campaign.
Reaeiitment

Expressing resentment felt in

many quarters at the astronomical
(Continued on page 51)

Ufa's 40 Pix

Berlin, Aug. 13.

Ufa program for '37-'38 is made
up of 40 features, 40 shorts and 40

educationals.

Of the longies, four are from

abroad: one American, 'Tundra,' al-

ready out, two Austrian and one

French, 'La Citadelle de Silence.'

LABOR MAKES

CAINS IN

BRITAIN

POLLER. WISON

IN CO-OP PIX

BUYING

London, Aug. 15.

Labor took twb steps forward

with its intensive campaign among
English theatres, first by squeezing

an agreement from exhibs in the

key Manchester area to revision of

wage scales for projectionists, sec-

ondly by nailing Fred Bernhard

down on half a dozen points of dis-

pute between Union Cinemas and

the National Union of Theatre Em-
ployees-

Latter victory resulted from an
eight-hour fight, when Bernhard and
the circuit executives faced T.

O'Brien, secretary, and other NATE
officials, with a Ministry of Labor
officer as referee, to thresh out de-

mands on behalf of employees for

drastic reconstruction of working
conditions at theatres in Wales
lately taken over by Union.

NATE asked reinstatement of all

employees discharged at the take-

over, restoration of working condi-

tions operative at that time, wages
for chocolate sellers, and other key
points. Also demanded was a

definite agreement on minimum wage
rates and maximum hours, involv

ing concessions both ways by the

circuit.

This, however, Bernhard refused

to yield, though offering to meet the

labor interests again within a fort-

night.

At Manchester, meantime, requests

for revision of an existing- wage and
hours agreement for projectionists

came through the Electrical Trades
Union, which submitted its case to

a joint conciliation board existing to

handle negotiations between itself

and the exhibs. Delegates from the

Marichester branch of the Cinema
Exhibs' Ass'n accepted the principle

of revision, and both sides are re-

porting back to their executives on
the .talks, with a view to ratifying

the new set-up lati* this month. .

Irony

London, Aug. 17.

Piccadilly Theatre, Manches-
ter, has been sold for conver-

sion to a department store.

Feature for its final week
was a Gracie Fields' picture

—

'The Show Goes On!'

HOYTS'BDILDING

SPREE STARTS

Sydney, Aug. 3.

With' the return of Charles Munro
from America, Hoyts execs have

been huddling setting plans for solo

operation. Execs admit that notice

has been received from Greater
Union stating that insufficient profits

would result from Hoyts offer for

another merge into General The-
atres,, and the present tie would
cease at the end of the current year.

Munro is dickering now for two
additional theatres in this city, one
in Adelaide, one ui Hobart, and one
in Laiuceston. At present Hoyts has
no theatres in the two latter spots,

but it's believed ' that a deal will
be made in the near future. Deals
are also on for additional theatres in
nabe and country centers through-
out New South Wales.
Hoyts will, according to execs, go

ahead on further building to control
the largest pic chain throughout
Australia, if possible.

Munro has it figured out this way:
finance is solid; product is on hand;
theatre spots are ready; further
erections are planned; opposition can
be met either in city, nabe or coun-
try territory; outlets are secure, and
In general the chain is very healthy.

MANCHESTER EXHIBS

SPUT BY SUNDAYS

London, Aug. 17.

Sunday '^theatre issue has split one
of the biggest branches of the

Cinema Exhibs' Assn'n wide open.

Following a ballot Of the Manchester
branch, when those against seven-
day opening outvoted its supporters

by 162 to 143, a hasty meeting of

members inside the city and imme-
diate downtown area decided to

break away and form a branch of

their own.
Decision was due to these members

polling solidly for Sunday shows,
opposition vote coming from adja-

cent industrial towns inside the ex-
isting branch territory. Manchester
city exhibs^ are unanimously for Sun-
day theatres, sensing a substantial

public demand, but those operating
in outside towns contend they don't
wish to work seven days a \yeek and
they wouldn't do business If they
opened anyway.

Sydney, Sept. 24.

FuUer-Hayward and J. C. William-
son Picture Corp., of New Zealand,
have made arrangements for cooper-
ative handling of product for the
two chains. It is not an actual
merger, but will link the two theatre

groups against any possible future
opposition. Also insures sufficient

film supply for both chains.

Sir Benjamin Fuller is chairman
of the former chain and Beaumont
Smith is in charge of the latter. In

all, 77 theatres are involved in the
deal.

No More Holdovers For

Par's Plaza in London

New Jap Chain

Tokyo, Aug. 3.

Plans are being perfected to form
a new chain of pix houses in the

Kwansai (western Japan) district in

the fall. If proposition jells, the

Bentenza, Osaka; KyokokU Eiga

Gekijo, Kyoto; Yaegaki Gekijo, Na-
goya, and the Kinema Club of Kobe,

will join hands in buying product.

Foreign films will be used.

While the principals behind the

movement were not revealed, it's as-

sumed that Shochiku has its fingers

in the pie in some manner as Kichizo

Chiba, head of Shochiku's foreign

dept. is known to be financially in-

terested in the Bentenza, key house

of the proposed, new chain.

London, Aug. 15.

Paramount now intends to have a
consistent change of films at its

Plaza, whether the picture is a hit
or not Experience has proven that
to hold over a film for more than
two weeks, when it is still making
money, is objected to by the regu
lar clientele, which in the long run
means a loss.

Case in point is 'Easy Living,'

which could stay here three to four
weeks, but will come off after a fort
night. Picture will be transferred
to the Carlton, Paramount's other
house in the West-End, which for

merly played West-End first runs
only.

New British Pic Studio

In Receivership Prior

To Even Opening Doors

London, Aug. 15.

Appointment Of a receiver for the

Amalgamated Studios at Elstree,

which never opened, is likely to cul-

minate with the Pinewood clique in

control. Negotiations have be^n
started with the receiver to that end,
and it is reported, unofficially, that
their bid is about half the standing
value of the plant. This would be
between $1,500,000 and $2,000,000,

An executive of Mann, Judd, Gor-
don & Co., who are the receivers,
declined to authenticate the report
that overtures had already been
made, though admitting it was
feasible such a deal might material-
ize.

There is an interesting tie-up in

the situation which strengthens such
possibilities. Harold G. Judd, who
is on the board of Pinewood, Is a
partner in the receiver company.
Major Charles Bell of Amalgamated,
is reported to have said the idea
would be to use the plitit as a rent-
ing proposition, without Pinewood
people undertaking any production
there on their own.
Collapse of Amalgamated has had

repercussions .with Columbia, which
was to have made British produc-
tions there. Joe Fried' an states he
haz taken legal advice on the ques-
tion of breach of contract, Colum-
bia's set-up was for seven pictures
to be made there for hi£ company.

MORE JAP-NAZI AMITY
Tokyo, Aug. 4.

Dr. Kurt Gaugel, head of the film

department of the German Ministry
of Education, is in Japan. After re

viewing a number of educational
subjects made locally, he expressed
admiration of the photography but
severely criticized the editing.

While here the doctor expects to

effect co-operation with Yoshikazu
Shimizu, head of a similar dept. of

the Japanese Ministry of Education.

HINT DOYLE

MAY STICK

TO AUSSIE

Brisbane, Aug. 3.

Stuart F. Doyle has been here
the past week, in connection with his

aviation activities covering Airplane
Construction Development Co., in

which he is associated with Sir Alan
Cobham.

Doyle was due to leave for New
York and London this month, but
postponed the trip until later be-
cause of a promise given to the
directors of Cinesound that he would
stay until 'Lovers and Luggers* was
completed. Arrangements to shoot
this pic were made son^e time prior

to Doyle's resignation from Greater
Union and associate companies.
Doyle was recently approached by

Victofian exhib interests with an
offer to stay in Australia and take
charge of some theatres, but he pre-
fers to follow his original plans
covering a trip to New York and
London.
Although statements have it that

Doyle proposes to spend a goodly
portion of his time in London, tip-

sters say that before very long he
will be back in the picture game in

Australia.

^Victoria' Premiere

Set for Paris Expo
London, Aug. 15.

First public look at 'Victoria the
Great* (Wilcox) is likely to fall to

the French. Picture is dated for a
special playing at the Paris Exhibi-
tion the evening of Sept. 7, which
is set aside as Britain's own day in

the Exposition calendar.

Herbert Wilcox will go along to

beam at the customers and Anna
Neagle will be there also.

RKO-Radio Paris office is fixing

the affair;

JAP $150,000 niM
FOR EXPORT ONLY

Tokyo, Aug. 4.

Kokuko Motion Picture Studio
says that plans have been completed
ifor the production of 'Typhoon,' film

intended for export only. Cost is to

be somewhere around $150,000.

Story is based on Japan's maritime
activities and was supposedly writ-
ten by three foreigners, who visited

Japan recently. Native actors will be
used and film is expected to be com-
pleted for release in January.

G-B THEATRE

CHAIN PAYS

6%DIWY

London, Aug. 15.

Dominant position of theatre op-
eration in local motion picture biz
got further strengthening when As-
sociated Provincial Picture Houses,
a Gaumont-British affiliate control-
ling around 20 houses in the sticks,
issued its annual report with a
record net profit of. $615,825 indi-
cated. Holders of ordinary stock get
a full div, of 6%.
Board proposes putting back

$75,000. to general reserve and
$130,000 to reserve for depreciation,
and in a general statement makes
the following observations:
*A conservative dividend is recom-

mended, although the amount avail-
able for distribution exceeds $65,000,
the company's previous high (in
1930), when 10% was paid.

*A policy, of ploughing-back is

being followed by the directors, who
have already, without increasing the
capital, built one important theatre
and rebuilt another, besides wiping
out a goodwill figure which stood at
$150,000. Reserve for depreciation
now stands ;at $1,535,000, general re-
serve at $400,000.

G-B annual report, its first since
closing of the distribution deal with
C. M. Woolf, is tdue next month, and
though not representing a full year's
trading under the new setup, is ex-
pected to indicate how, by abandon-
ing distribution and cutting down
production, the Corp. has bettered
its standing.

Reginald Baker, British

Distrib, Visits Coast

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Reginald Baker, managing director
of Associated British Film Distribu-
tors, Ltd., is in Hollywood for three
weeks to confer with Edward L,
Alperson, Grand National prez, on
problems relating to "the cooperative
distribution of films produced by the
two organizations.

Baker also is looking into Ameri-
can production methods. He plans
to travel to New York with Alper-
son about mid-Septembr for the
premiere of 'Something to Sing
About,' Grand National film starring
James Cagney.

WHEirSAQUOTA

NOT A QUOTA?

London, Aug. 17.

Board of Trade hcks exhibs guess*
ing with its White Paper proposal to

relieve them on quota next year by
cutting their share from 20% to 10%.
Next quota year begins in Oct., and
according to the Act as is, exhibs
must play 20% domestic footage be-
tween then and Sept., 1938.

View is that the B.O.T. intended
relief to apply pronto, but it is im-
possible to apply amendment of the

law without consent of Parliament;
which does not sit till Nov. What
exhibs want to know is whether, if

they book only 10% British, they will

stand to face actiop for default at

the end of the period.
Cinema Exhibs' Ass'n will formal-

ly ask the Department to clear up
the point, but it is expected that li-

censes, renewable Oct. 1, will stipu-

late 20% anyway, just in case.

MG PLANS 15 PIX,

20TH 10 IN REICH

Ligeros for 'Bohemia'
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Cantabria Films has signed Miguel
Ligero and his wife, Blanca Poza,
Mexican players, for roles in 'La
Vida Bohemia.*
Agostino Borgato also steps into

the cast.

New Vienna Prod.
Vienna, Aug. 13.

E. W. Emo Film Prod. Co, has
been incorporated. 'Unentschuldigte
Stunde* ('Innocent Hours'), with
Lucie English, Trude Marlen, Hans
Moser and Paul Kemp; book by H.
K. Leiter and iManfred Pinelli is al-

ready being shot at Sievering.
Rosenhuegel studios are busy com-

pleting 'Zauber der Boheme,' CBo-
herriian Magic') dirccled by Geza
von Bolvary.

Berlin. Aug. 15.

While Metro has not yet made
public the tags of its next sea-

son's pix here, a showing of 15 has
been announced.
Twentieth-Fox is going to bring

out 10 films in Germany in the sea-

son •37-'38, which are as follows:

'Lloyds of London,' 'Seventh

Heaven,' 'Slave Ship,' 'Wings of

Morning,' 'On the Avenue,' 'Love Is

News,' 'His Affair,'. 'Wee Willie Win-
kle,' 'Banjo on My Knee' and 'Pig-

skin Parade.'
Last two have already premiered

and are running at big West-End
houses.

Naturally, all product announce-

ments here are liable to switching

around in accordance with caprices

of the censor bureau.

New Tobis Prod. Chief

Berlin, Aug. 15.

Hans Beinz Zerlett, > scripter and

megger, has been appointed produc-

tion chief at Tobis. Beginning a? an

actor after the war, he switched m
'27 to scrivening, his first play being

'Hohere Tochter' ('Elder Daughter ).

For the last three years he has

been active in the duo role oC direc-

tor and writer, his latest and per-

haps biggest wicket succets be;iJg

'Truxa.'
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ONE out of every FOUR people in PEEKSKILL,

N.Y. (population 17,000) saw "ARTISTS AND

MODELS" in one day at the PARAMOUNT.

That's"ARTISTS AND MODELS" Per/ormanceJ

T/iat s PARAMOUNT Performance!f

••WW.:::

THAT'S THE KIND OF BUSINESS "ARTISTS AND
MODELS" IS DOING ALL OVER THE COUNTRY!

4 WEEKS . . . Paramouitt Theatre, New York

City. Biggest summer grosses in history of

house.

2 WEIiKS . . . Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

Biggest first week's gross in three years.

2 WEEKS . . . Paramount Theatre, Seattle.

Biggest first week in two years. Moved over

to Music tiall for third week.

4WEEKS . . . Paramount Theatre, Newark, N. J.

First time any picture has* played house for

four consecutive weeks.

2 WEEKS . . . Fox Theatre, San Francisco, Cal..

Week's gross in four days.

2 WEEKS ... Palace Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

First holdover in years. Moved to Strand

Theatre for third week.

r

r ' >
1
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2 WEEKS . . . United States Theatre, Palerson,

N. J. 'Reeord-breaking first week^

2 WEEKS . . . Denham Theatre, Denver. First

week broke all records.

Fox Theatre, San Diego, CaL First week

broke all records for past year. Moved over

to Orpheum Theatre for second week.

2 WEEKS . . . Paramount Theatre, Los Angeles.

First week broke all records for past year.

2 WEEKS . . . Capitol Theatre, Worcester, Mass.

Top grossing picture of year.

Minnesota Theatre, Minneapolis. Opened to

record business of any musical that has,

played house.

f < " :

t -
-

Wm.
11
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PARAMOUNT'S ^^SOULS AT SEA", in its first popular

price run, does the year's biggest business at the State

Theatre, Portland.

That's PARAMOUNT PERFORMANCE, and that's the kind

ofbox office performance you can expect of"DOUBLE OR
NOTHING",^'ANGEL",«EBB TIDE'V'THIS WAY, PLEASE'\

"THE BARRIER", "HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME"^
"BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY" and other pictures coming

from Paramount in the next three months.

Keep Your Eye on

"SOULS AT SEA''. Its Busi-

ness will be Sensational.

Cpammomt

^

/v.v.v

r

r
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THIN ICE
(WtTH SONGS)

Glendale, Calif., Aug. 24,

20th Century«FoJt release
.
ot Baymond

fii lttlth proflaottoh. Stars Sonja Henle- and
a'vrone Power; features Arthur Treacher,

Raymond Walburn, Directed by Sidney

£anfleld. From play, 'Der Kpmet,' by At-

tlla Orbok; screenplay by Boris Ingster and
Mlltoh Sperling; songs by Lew Pollack and
Sidney D.. Mitchell, Miack' Gordon and
Harry Revel; dances, Harry Losee; cam-
era Bcbert Planck and Edward Cronjager;

Hsst; director, VVllllam Forsyth; film direc-

tor Robert Simpson; musical direction,

Louis Silvers. Previewed at Alexander
Theatre, Glendale. Aug. 20, '87. Running
time, 78 mlns. ~ 4 „ •

,

LIU Helser mddmc. . .Sonja Henie
prince Rudolph ..Tyrone Power
Nottingham Arthur Treacher
Uncle Dornlk ...Raymond Walburn
Orchestra Leader...... Joan Davis
Prime Minister Slg Rumann
J?aron • Alan Hale
iilnger Leah Bay
Kranta ...Melville Cooper
Count • Maurice Cass
Alex .....George Glvot
Martha « •....Greta Meyer
Janitor * «.»..Egort Brecher
Chaufteur. ...Torben Meyer
•W'alter George Davis

For 12 years in the course of which
she won three Olympic champion-
ships for her fancy antics on the ice.

Son]a Henie was regarded as one
of the athletic marvels of the time.

Then they put her in front of a cam-
era, surrounded her with some first

class comedians and an amusing
made-rto-order story, which exploit-

ed her skating prowess, and the pub-
lic paid generously to see her in

'One in a Million.'^ Her new film,

Thin Ice,' is a test of her drawing
power, in which she is to prove
whether she was a one picture flash

or a picture draw. She's both the
latter and a flash, all right; a flash of
winter lightning, a great combina-
tion of muscle and music, a Pavlowa
on ice.
•Thin Ice' as an attraction probably

will be everything at the boxoffice
which its predecessor was (Which
was plenty), and a little bit more.
It is well produced by Kaymond
Griffith, directed with pace and a
light touch by Sidney Lanfield and
supported by some very appropriate
musical scoring and entertaining
songs. It carries a first run marquee
cast, in which Tjrrone Power is co-
starred with Miss Henie.
Story is reminiscent of a musical

comedy book of the Harry B. Smith
era. Not that it matters too much,
because the screenplay is stream-
lined vehicle for Miss Henie and
Power. Former is the skating and
skiing instructress at an Alpine hotel,
meetm| place of a group of Euro-
pean diplomats concerned about the
political status quo. Power is a
young prince, sent on by his prime
minister to play dumb. While af-

fairs of nations are being discussed
he slips out with his skiis, and his
dark snow glasses. Sliding down a
glacier at 40 mUes an hoxu: he meets
Sonja traveling in the same direc-
tion. There's a lot of plot about
mistaken identities, threatened in-
ternational complications and old-
fashioned romance.
Power does some duet skiing but

stays off the ice. Just as well that he
does. On ice Miss Henie is a virtu-
oso. The only thing which can keep
vjp with her is the music, and when
she turns on her particular brand
of pirouets even the accompaniment
comes in second. Film calls for
some romantic subleties which the
pair handle neatly. Outdoor scenes
were taken at Mt. Ranier and are
lovely landscapes.
Production wallop is the staging of

three elaborate ice ballets, engaging
a skating corps of 100 men and wo-
men. Troupe is beautifully costumed
and photographed from angles which
bring out grace, speed and skill.

Sonja Henie is breath-taking in her
specialties. She's

.
something to see.

Last of the ballets, and the best, is

tacked on at the end of the film in

a bad anti-climactic spot for effect,

In supuort are some good special-
ties and characterizations. Joan
Davis scores heavily with 'My Swiss
Hill Billy,' by. Pollack and Mitchell,
and 'I'm Olga from the Volga,' a

Gordon-Revel lyric and tune. Leah
Ray sinsts two other numbers by the
former tearn, 'My Secret Love Affair'

and 'Over Night.' All the melody is

up to the standard of the film which
is double A.
Raymond Walburn is in the top

comedy soot and gets his laughs.
Arthur Treacher drolls a valet role;

Alan Hale and Maurice Cass are
bellicerant diplomats; Melville Cooij
er delivers something more than his
lines as the hotel manaffer. and Sig
Rumann is m for a short bit as crime
minister. George Givot is lost in a
snowdrift in a minor character nart.
'Thin Ice' is a smart, slick show-

It is comnact and runs slightly mote
than an hour. That means bovr»ffice
turnover. Flin.

THE LADY ESCAPES
20th Century-Fox . release of Leslln 1j.

Landau production. Features Gloria
«luart, Michael Whalen, Directed by
Kugene Forde. Adapted by "Don ISttllnger
110m the novel, 'My Second WlCft,' by
i'Ugene Heltal; camera, Luclen Andrlot;

-"•''St. director, William Forsyth; film editor,
Al de Gaetano: musical direction, Samuel
J>,i>V'"* Albee, Brooklyn, week Aiig.
^1. 3(, dual bill. Running time, C3 mins.
Linda Ryan , Gloria Stuart
WIchnel Hilton Michael Whalcn
Kene Blnnchnrd George Sanders
J'linny orMiinglon .Cora AVltherspoOn
J^esgle Parnsworth Gerald Ollver-Snilth
i_)o ores.

, .June Brew.ster

V,",^p« • Howard Hickman
VI 'i'^^; Joseph Toz.er
^\."tonio Don Alvarado
Monsieur Cheval Maurice Cass
1.T^'A Fronklin Pnngborn
Liicle George Tom Rlckelts

Passable B comedy on the strength
of the performances of its two lead-
ing players, Gloria Stuart and

Michael Whalen, Pic Is a dualer,
but on marquee value and Miss
Stuart's and Whalen's playing should
be a fair prospect for upper billing.
Story is one of those giddy ro-

mances currently in fashion, Opens
with the wedding rehearsal, at which
the groom becomes so irritated at
the repeated interference of the
bride's mother that he persuades the
judge who is officiating to perform
a genuine ceremony, with the bride
believing it just another rehearsal.
From then on it's a series of hectic
scraps between the newlyweds, wind-
ing up in their' first anniversary de-
cision, to get a divorce. However,
the wife won't consent to a divorce
until her spouse picks out another
hubby for her—becauscj she says,
she's too affectionate to remain un-
married. Continual battle goes on
from there, with what looks like a
temporary reconciliation at the
finale.

It's one of those determinedly
whimsical yarns that doesn't for a
moment seem probable. Yet the
action keeps stepping and the lus-
trous personality of the two leads
maintains interest. Without ever
being plausible, the pic is continu-
ously acceptable. Such childish
scuffling as Miss Stuart and Whalen
carry on in 'The Lady Escapes'
doesn't make much sense. Certainly,
male spectators will find it tough to
figure why Whalen can't stand a
looker like his wife, while the
femmes will probably only sigh
when the screen hubby gets rough.
Without particularly strong ma-

terial in the script, Eugene Forde's
direction keeps the turmoil skim-
ming and plays up the natural ap-
peal of the leads. Strong contrib-
uting performances are turned in by
Cora Witherspoon as the addle-pated
mother-in-law and Gerald Oliver-
Smith as best' man and intended
friend of the husband. Technical de-
partments have done capable jobs.
Apparently made on a modest
bud.eet, the film should emerge, okay
on the ledgers. Hohe,

LIFE 01^ THE PARTY
(MUSICAL)

RKO release of Edward Kaufman pro-
duction. Features Joe Penner, Gene Ray-
mond, Parkyakarkus, Victor Moore, Har-
riet Hllllard, Helen Broderlck. Directed
by William A. Belter. Screen play by
Bert Kalmar, Harry Ruby. Viola Brothers
Shore, from story by Joseph Santley; songs,
Herbert Magldson, Allle Wrubel, George
Jessel, Bon Oakland; dance.<i. Snmmy Lee;
musical director. Roy Webb; camera, J.

Roy Hunt, Revle'wed In Projection Room,
N. T., Aug. 23, '37. Running time, 80
mina.

Penner..... , Joe Penner
Barry Gene Raymond
Pnrky Parkyakarkus
Mltzl Harriet Hllllard
Ollvor Victor Moore
Pauline r Helen Broderlck
Dr. Molnac , Billy Gilbert
Betty Ann Miller
Hotel Manager..,, Richard Lane
Beggs Franklin Pangborn
Mrs. Penner Margaret Dumont
Countess Martos Ann Shoemaker
Susan Jane Rhodes
Mr. Van Tuyl George Irving
Mrs, Van Tuyl WJnIfred Harris
Maltre d' Hotel..... ...Charles Judels.

A mild musical which should

prove fairish entertainment and do

fairly at the b.o. There is no^ wal-

loping name in the cast, but a stal-

wart lineup of featured players

which will, in the aggregate, attract

some biz. Film will mostly get. up-

per-line dual bracketing.

One of the most obvious defects

is hearty humor despite presence of

Joe Penner, Parkyakarkus, Victor

Moore and Helen Broderlck, Ma-
terial given not too bright and cer-
tainly not sustained. Penner" comes
off best, aided in the pinches by his
mugging and the fol-de-rols he's
been primarily relying on for years.
In fact, Penner lifts himself above
the average of his past pic endeav-
ors. But he alone can't bat in enough
runs to win when his teammates are
striking out so much.
Miss Broderlck excels at acerbity,

but there's no acid in her humor at
all^—and seldom any but feeble
humor. "Victor M6ore is held on a
leagh, and never really gets an op-
portunity to swing out in his comic
style, Parkyakarkus is over-used
for What his material warranted and
his stuff gets more than a shade
monotonous before the end is

reached.
Harriet Hilliard is running away

from her mother; who Wants to
marry her off to a wealthy Park
Avenue lad (Penner) because of his
money. Her agent (Miss Broderlck)
is trying to get her spotted in a
show biz troupe so she can slip her
mother's coils. Young blade (Gene
Raymond) pops up and starts ro-
mancing her. Finally she feigns
marriage with him to duck her
mother, who is pleased to learn chap
will inherit millions. It's o.k. till

rumor gets around he won't get the
money, but he does in the end, and
though the secret that pair are not
wed leaks, that is taken care of, and
girl gets an audition with troupe and
makes good. .

Moore is a private gumshoe fol-

lowing Raymond to keep him out of
(femme) trouble. Parkyakarkus is

the hotel dick in the Southern Cali-
fornia Coast spot where about all

the action takes place.
Music doesn't reveal one real

standout calculated to winnow big
popiilarity, but 'Yankee Doodle Band'
is equipped with a slick set of
l.vrics and will prove a good novelty
number- for bands. Piece is chanted
by Miss Hilliard in smart arrange-

Miniature Reviews

«Thln Ice' (20th). Sonja
Henie co-starred with Tyrone
Power in a box office winner.

'The Lady Escapes' (20th).

Entertaining B comiedy, with
fair name strength.

'The Life of the Party' (RKO).
Fair .musical, which will do that

sort of biz. Joe Penner, Gene
Raymond, et al. for the marquee.

'Victoria the Great* (RKO).
British-made biog of the popu-
lar ruler of England will do
good biz in the U. S.- Fine pro-
duction, with Anna Neagle
shining in the title role.

'Talent Scout' (WB). "Stock

version, with songs, of the

young hopeful who skyrockets
to Hollywood fame; of filler

proportions.

'Make a Wish' (RKO). OK
Bobby Breen starrer, senti-

mentally b.o., with excellent

Oscar Straus songs..

'Sea Racketeers' (Rep). Weak
programmer about tne Coast
Guard. Needs herculean . sup-'

port for the duals;

'Black Aces' (U). First-rate

Buck Jones mesquiter meller.

'The Dead March' (Imperial).

Compilation of World War ac-

tion shots pieced together as a
'piece of pacifism. Not too iad-

roitly handled, but timely and
topical release.

ment during the pic's only big pro-
duction number, near finale. Long
line of lads 'n' lassies do the hoofing,
in a routine fairly well drilled by
Sammy Lee. Tapstress Ann Miller
does some solo stomping during the
'Doodle Band' number, but she's

been allowed to follow the Eleanor
Powell style too closely. Even her
military raiment for the number is

a too-close approximation of togs
Miss Powell wore during the finale

of 'Broadway Melody of '37.'

Miss Hilliard and Raymond duet
three songs one of which 'Let's

Have Another Cigaret,' the only
other good tune, is thoughtfully
staged and will prove a pleasing
sequence much needed during a slow
stretch along the home-stretch. Pen-
ner squeezes plenty out of his com-
edy song, 'Life of the Party.'

Billy Gilbert is o.k. as a slightly

wacky orch leader, but his stuff is

permitted to become repititious.

Franklin Pangborn does his usual
fuss-budgetty role as the batoneer's
manager.
Production doesn't look expensive,

but is thoroughly adequate. Direc-
tion o.k. and camera very good.

Bert.

VICTORIA THE GREAT
(BRITISH MADE)
(Partly In Color)

RKO release of Herbert Wilcox produc-
tion. Stars Anna Neagle and Anton Wal-
brook; features H. B. Warner, Walter Rllla.

Directed by Wilcox. Screen play, Miles
Malleson, Charles de Grandcourt; camera,
F. A. T6ung; technicolor camera, Wllllom
v. Skall; musical score, Anthony Collins.

Previewed In N. T. Running time, 110
mlns.
Queen Victoria. Anna Neagle
Prince Consort. . Anton Walbrook
Prince Earnest Walter Rllla
Duchess of Kent Mary Morris
Lord Melbourne tl. B. Warner
Baroness Lehzen Greta Wegener
Archbishop of Canterbury C. V. France
Wellington James Dale
Sir Robert Peel.... Charles Carson
Lord Conyngham Herbert Harben
Palmerston Fellz Aylmer
Gladstone Arthur Young
Disraeli (young) Derrick Do Mnrney
Disraeli (old) Hugh Miller

Stockmar Paul Leyssac

The most ambitious production
ever turned out by Herbert Wil-
cox, British producer, and a piece

th'at looks set for sturdy biz. A care-

fully done job on the life and long
reign of England's Queen Victoria,

it will inevitably be compared in the

U. S. with the legit 'Victoria Regina.'

That it will not come off unfavor-
ably with that show will help it

much. Other b.o angles are the
deeper interest in the British mon-
archy evinced by Americans since

the • Windsor - Warfield page - one
smear, Coronation and a curiosity

about Victoria that has been spread-
ing for some time. In the U. S.,

too, the filmgoers have always
rallied 'round the Hollywood-hewn
pix which glorified England, her
traditions and checkered history.

This is the first time a British film

has ever done such a goodwill
grabbing job for empire and throne
as have American films often in the

past.

Not cloak-and-cocked-hat histori

cal tedium of pageantry and fancy
dramatics, 'Victoria the (Sreaf travels

a long way toward a full and clari-

fied explanation of the most popular
ruler England ever had. Her career,
both public and private, is traced
from June 20, 1837 when she as-
cended the throne, until the day of

her 60th anniversary as queen,
shortly before her demise,
Anna Neagle, in the title role,

gives an unwavering performance
throughout. While a cut below the
quality of Helen Hayes' performance,
Miss Neagle's trouping is thorough
and the character credible always
and, at, times, superbly projected.
Anton ' Walbrook as Albei-t, the

Prince Consort, Is superb. He de-
lineates his character flawlessly and
with an understanding at once subtle
and easily communicable to an
audience.
The film wisely puts its prime

focus on the private life of Victoria,
her romance, marriage, and per-
sonal characteristics. Backgrounded
is her public life, and her gradual
rise to such high estimation of her
people. But that ai)proach was wise.
How much more interesting is the
personal life of a w.k. figure. The
big moments of the film are Vic-
toria's romantic and domestic ones,
with the historical highlights of her
rule mere milestones along the path
of the story.
Standout sequences are the meet-

ing, courtship and marriage of Vic-
toria and Albert, his risking his life
to stand between her and a would-be
assassin, their shaping of England's
home and foreign policy.
Threaded into the story are the

rather immortal figures of her rieign—^Lord Melbourne, Wellington, Dis-
raeli, Gladstone, Sir Robert Peel, and
Palmerston. But their roles are sub-
jugated to the strict account of Vic-
toria's and Albert's fives.
Productionally, 'Victoria the Great'

is done with a lavish hand—and an
astute one. As an instance, her Cor-
onation is played down to the cere-
mony within St, Paul's, whereas the
big panoply is trotted out on her
Jubilee. Latter is the closing se-
quence (as always in 'Victoria Re-
gina') and is in technicolor. The tint-
ing isn't too good, but serves ef-
fectively as a pointer-up for the
climax.
Film runs too long, and at least

a quarter-hour might be chopped
off the first several reels, which are
studded with repetitions.

Wilcox's direction is suave and
understanding. Throughout there is
the reverence toward the subject
expected of the British-made film.
In view of th6 fact that this is the
very first pic made after the Crown
permitted a dramatization to be pre-
sented within the Empire dealing
with Victoria, it will be a mopup
throughout England and its Colonies.
Camera not up to the par estab-

lished by all other productional
departments. Musical accomp is

swell, done by the London Sym-
phony Orch. Bert.

TALENT SCOUT
(WITH SONGS)

Warner Bros, production and release.
Features Donald Woods, Jeanne Madden,
Fred Lawrence, Rosalind Marquln, Joseph
Crehan, David Carlyle, Teddy Hart, Mary
Treen. Dlrgctbd by William Clemens,
Original story by George Bilson; adapta-
tion, Bllson, William Jacobs; songs, M, K.
Jerome, Jack SchoU; camera, Rex Winipy,
At Criterion, N. T., week Aug. 19, '37.
Running time, 62 mlna,
Steve Stewart k,.,r. .Donald Woods
Doris Pierce 7 Jeanne Madden
Mary Branniganj
Raymond Crane ..«;••• .i: Frpd Lnwron ce'
Bernice Fox , Rosalind Mavquls
A, J. Lambert, ,..,(t«r> Joseph Crehan
M. B. Carter Charles Hallon
Bert Smith ,.r. David Carlyle.
Moe Jerome r>,,..«3 Teddy Hart
Janet Morris Mary Treen
Jack SchoU. ., ........Al Herman
Ruth- .Helen Valkls
Jed Hudklns .n,o..John Pearson
Master of CeremonleB. .Frank Faylen
Si]'"' • «•'«•. John Harron
Miss Grant...... .Mary Doyle
Robert Donnelly Harry i'6x

Everything about this piece of

makebelieve has the stamp of the
quick onceover, and lightly. The
story, while making nO pretentions
to authentic background, hews close-

ly to the trite throughout and allows
a group of young Warner on-the-
way-uppers to take some nice prac-
tice shots in line reading and sing-

ing. 'Talent Scout' Is, withal, affable

entertainment and rates a kindly
afterthought for the nabes.

It's a fable about the Hollywood
studios, but the glimpses behind the
scenes never veer from the precon-
ceptions that the fans have of them.
Opportunities allowed the young-
sters in the cast prove Donald Woods
personable and skilful at light com-
edy, Jeanne Madden still a callow
prima donna, Rosalind Marquis far
mote effective at torching a tune
than registering threat, and Fred
Lawrence a stiff but willing per-
former. Songs of M. K. Jerome and
Jack Scholl are above average and
fare handily, particularly 'I Am the
Singer, You Are My Song' and 'Born
to Love.' Latter a very likely tune.
Mechanics of the plot has Woods

digging up Miss Madden as screen
promise after he had been fired from
his job of studio talent scout. The
discovery takes place at an amateur
show in a small town. Woods brings
the girl to Hollywood and horn-
swoggles his ex-employers into giv-
ing her a test. This turns out badly,
but he quickly stages a stunt that
gets her on the studio's payroll. The
girl catapults to stardom and in the
process she falls in love with her
leading man, Lawrence, When a
misunderstanding threatens to frus-
trate this love, her impresario,
thouEjh smitten himself, resorts to
another fast one, and Miss Madden
and Lawrence are reconciled.
Of the oldsters in the troupe

Joseph Crehan and Charles Halton
account for sharply etched charac-
terizations. They are posed as part-
ner-producers, the former raspy and
dominating, and Halton, the timid
president, who lets sentiment stum-
ble him into smart business coups.

Odec.

MAKE A WISH
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Aug. 24.
RKO-RadIo release of Sol Lesser-I'rlnclpal

production. Stars Bobby Bi-een and Basil
Hathbone. Features Morion Claire, Henry
Armetta, Ralph Forbes, Leon Errol, Dt«
reeled by Kurt Neumann. Screenplay, Ger-
trude Berg, Bernard Schubert and Earla
SneU, from original by Mrs. Berg; addi-
tional dialog, "Wra. Hurlbut; .comedy se-
(]ucnces by (the late) Al Boasborg. Muslo
by Oscnr Straus; other aoriga by Straus,
Louis Alter and Paul F. WebSter; musical
(Iheclor, Dr. Hugo Rlesenfeld: music super-
visor, Abe Meyer; camera, John Mescall;
dances, Larry Ceballos; asst. director, John
Boyle; assoc. producer, Bdward Gross; fllm
editor, Arthur Hilton. Previewed nt Pan-
(ttges. Hollywood, Aug. 28, '87. Running;
time, 'TS mlns.

Bobby Breen, the boy soprano who
stepped from the Sunday evening
radio audience to 'he picture screens,

and took along enough of his fol-

lowers to put 'Rainbow on the River'

in high film rental brackets, has aii«

other good fllm in 'Make a Wish.'

The sentiment is plastered on pretty
thick but the music composed by
Oscar Straus has distinct quality and
the production as a whole rates im-
portant bookings for family trade.

Boy star Is supported by top rank-
ing players. Basil Rathbone Is co-

starred in a refreshing role as an
operatic composer and demonstrates
his ability to play a light romantic
Dart quite as deftly as the heavy
types which he usually handles.
Marion Claire, newcomei' to the
filrhs, but standard on the radio,
scores nicely in her singing. Leon
Errol, Donald Meek, Charles. Rich-
man, Ralph Forbes and Herbert
Rawlinson figure prominently.

Original story by Gertrude Berg
tells of life at a boyc' summer camp
in the Maine woods. Kurt Neumann,
in his direction, has caught the
youthful spirit and has derived
comedy and pathos from the daily
goings-on of city youngsters turned
loose at vacation time. Bobby is a
first-year boy. Lad meets Rathbone,
who gets inspiration for his new
operetta from eading letters sent to
Bobby by the boy's tnother: one-
time operetta star, You've already
guessed the answer—Bobby brings
them together, mother, makes a
smash hit in her stage comeback,
and boy is In line for a kindly step-
father,

Straus Is credited with four num-
bers of which 'Make a Wish' and
'Music in My Heart,' sung by Master
Breen, are likely to. get Into the
most-Dlayed lists. Both are good
melodies.
Best musical feature Is Hugo

Reisenfeld's scoring of the en-
tire piece in course of whieh he has
taken the Straus numbers as themes
in an effective and entertaining
manner.
Some ol the bovlsh humor and

comedy situations which were writ-
ten bv late Al Boasberg are ex-
cellent. Billy. Lee, a seven*year-old
who trails the larger boys, walks off
with most laughs. Flin,

SEA RACKETEERS
(WITH SONGS)

Ropubllc release of Armand Sthaefer pro-
ductions. Features Woldon Heyburn, Jeanne
Madden, Warrcp Hymer, Directed by
Hamilton McFadden. Original screen play,
Dorrell McGowan and Stuart McQowan;
camera. Krnest "Miller; supervising editor,
Murray Ecldeen; fllm editor, William Mor-
gan; musical director, Alberto Colombo;
Hongs, Ned Washington, Sam H. Stept, Lou
Hfindmnn, Walter Hirsch. Raoul Kraun-
banr, William Lava. Reviewed in Projec-
tion Room. N, Y., Aug. 11), '87, Running
lime, 04 mlns,
Jim Weldon Heyburri
Pat .Teanne Modden
Spud ••«••.-•.'....,.. ..Warren Hymer
Tools •'..••« Dorothy McNuItv
Diirant J, Carroll Naish
niondle .Toyce Compton.
!Vf/ixw'>Il Gordon.,...,.. Charles Trowbridge
WofiNPl,

, ,.Syd Sa.vlop
McGralh, Lane Chandler
Mnxle Benny Burt
Turk Ralnh Sanford
f'Cw Oon Rowan
Mr. Crane...,.' Bryant Washburn

Class C adventure-romance glori-

fying the Coast Guard. About the
nefarious skullduggery of a fur-
smuggling ring and how a couple of
dim-wit Coast Guardsmen finally

make 'em say 'uncle.' Dash of heart
interest is siipplied by Jeanne Mad-
den and Dorothy McNulty. May get
by juve audiences, but that's about
all. Will need plenty bolstering in
the duals.

Probably there's a strong picture
to be made around, the activities of
the Coast Guard. Certainly the sea
offers a wealth of colorful atmos-
phere and, despite the normally ser-
ene appearance of the Coast Guard
stations, there must be plenty of ex-
citement on those occasions when
dat ol' debbil ocean goes on a ramp-
age and wreckage strews the shore.

'Sea Racketeers,' however ignores
all that. It contents itself, instead,
with a routine little yarn about a
gang of standard cinema bad men,
with the customary injection of dirty
work behind the scenes of a floating
night club. In addition, the direc-
tion is notably weak and such nor-
mally workmanlike players as 'War-
ren Hymer, Dorothy McNulty and
J, Carroll Naish turn in feeble per-
formances.
As the he-man Coast Guardsman

who is supposed to turn every fair
damsel into a fine case of quivers,

(Continued on page 23)
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FILM BOOKING CHART
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WEEK •

OF TITLE PRODUCER DISTRIB. TYPE TALENT DIRECTOR . TIME REVIEWED
RELEASE MINS. BY VARIETY

mm /f% /nff
7/9/3/

THE TWO OF US Cta in^borou cfH Gltf Rom-ComAwVAAA X^VAIA J. Hulbert-Gina Malo Lvnn Shores
THE SHADOW STRIKES AlexandersA JkAW^Vd AAVaV A i9 GN Mvsterv R. LaRocQue-L. Anders G Seltz 61 7/14
BETWEEN TWO WOMEN MGM MGM nrama Tone-V. Bruce-M. O'Sulllvan R. Stevenson 87 8/11
HOOSIER SCHOOLBOY K- Goldsmith Mono DramaA^A uAAIQ M. Rooney-F. Shields W Ni^h

Louis KingWILD MONEY Par Par Com-Dr E. E. Horton-L. Campbell 70 8/4
ON AGAIN, OFF AGAIN L. Marcus RKO Comedy Wheeler-Woolsey-E. Mutr Edw. Cline 66 8/11HORN RECKLiRSS ivx. XI. jc eiu ivJLcioarama A>* EFoaicvy^A* Aiuason Syl. ol, ^lair fill 7//5I
nirRSTRrkTTNn i^iMiTPnTV AI9 JL0VV 1^ JLr MJMXjAAJLMUMM i.vjLCJcvae~ixOcnig nXi xvom'J-T T. TalKAt—P Raw1a«

JS . JOccDe
pimr.ir! WRnnTKnJT \J JDJ-lJiV TT mjmJVAl^ \3( W J5 nfnWI* L^om-jjr •v* wyiii«n-in,« wiisoiv- iNicK Lrrincie

WD HVRWI* western Yh 1Pa«mivi P tV^l^lftnllIf* jrorsiii-Aa wsiifiiAii Q. .Eason

7/16/37
IT CAN'T LAST FOREVER H L. Decker Col R. BellAmv«B. Fiirness

A. LiEK^Rl Younir-Robeaon
naiii. i^fxa^M, auucii Aft 7/7

KING SOLOMON'S MINES GB GB
BOOTS OF DESTINY Condor GN Western Ken Maynard A. Rosson 59 7/28
BLAZING BARRIERS K. Goldsmith Mono Drama F. Coffhlan-E. Arnold, Jr. A. Scotte

XV. IN . x>rauDury wesicm xu vi, JtfraaDury O /I D

xiai Xvoacn oo

A. xiornolow, ur> rar ^omeay Y Artfiiir.n Mlllttwiil
jvi. Xjeisen 05 111

jBiuw. pmaii Dim iviysiery •I* vaKic-A« oocnern sen otoioii 75 7/14
A. w. xiacKei D*nHCp wesiern JDOD aiccjiC"xja jztnii)iry o. Koy LiUDy

Gus Mems
bO 7/21

.9A#I> wesxern aVi Aricn*Av» lyoricv tS.tkosf 7/7VVFR QTVr*P VW Cosmo fVD xvom~v^om If iA0_YP llff APAVM A>*Viv^* u<ivic?-jKrft iuoiiv^uiQCjry li. Bacon 77 £t /OA

7/23/37
RENDEZVOUS IN ALPS J Ha GN Rnm-Dr J. Bi.xier«A. Rushel A'a VVillCtUD

SARATOGA AXjr illCKil AJIXICa oUXL MGM Rnm-Dr Gable-IlnrlowiH IP A^ K AV TV WttCIV ^Utl Wcljr 7/lA
PARADISE ISLE Alono Drama Movita-W. Hull A CI CnllinaAA* \jr» ^uiiiiiD 7/911

RUSTLER'S VALLEY H. Sherman Par Western Willtam Boyd Nate Watt 58 7/7
THE BIG SHOT Maury Cohen RKO Comedy C. Witherspoon-Kibbee Edw, Killy 60 . 8/11

la* 1j. ijanaau Avm x\oin*^oin n/Y Uriia 1f**ft.^ cilia t*i jiaUgene rorae b3 O /OK

JkmvrnJi wixnvux AHiuvib A Xr
A.* jvoraa TTA IJTaiiIci Tkl Ait*i/*1i.D Alt At*fr T\Ana^ J a reycier on /I A6/18

.XAJiiCiMX SOUIjIJ, W.Jo v^omRay IjOUis jvmg an O /OS8/25

7/30/37
A DANGEROUS ADVENTURE W MaoDnnalrl Col ActionIrAV AA • D. Terrr-R. KeithA'* JA bA J Jiv^ASAtt R TipdprminnX'a AVi AJCUCl lilAU
WHERE THERE'S A WILI^ ' GB Rom-DrAWIXI A^X Will Hav-LDIi Palmer

. A*A» V C|l 11^11

SMALL TOWN ROT GN Comedv S. Erwin-J. ComntonV* AAA V a VAa V Jr VVAB fvlpim Trvnti
T^ONnON BY NIRHT MGM TW^v^tprvXtXJT Did Jr

Ij. G. r!ai*rn11-R. Jolin^AnAJ# ^/ma V w V a AVa wjacvsvxi W ThipletT a JillJCXC iV
LEGION OF MISSINR MENMJKt\J(M\FX^ A*AJil^|3AA^ \Jf XTASil^ A* AJ» v^iiauwj\#cw IMfono Drama Rnlnh Forbes TT. MpPaddpn

EXCLUSIVE AJCIl VXACl£*CJL Par H/Telndrnmaxfxcxuux CI iim F. MacAIurrav-F. Farmer Al HallAAA AJinii 7/91
TOAST OF NEW YORK Edw Small RKO Rom-DrA«wAAA iA^& E. Arno]d-F. Farmer-Oakie Rowland V L*peAllWV ASAAU V a AJCC 7/1A

1 / X*x

WEE WILLIE WINKIE Gene Markey SOth Drama S. Temple-V. McLaglen John Ford 105 6/30
VOGUES OF 1938 W. Wanger UA Musical W. Baxtcr-.T. Bennett I. Cummlngs 115 8/4

^jramger-w naie VT urama Y ITin^-Yl Rift*if1aA V^»vlnii
ii. wnaie >

O Jf%96/23
MAUlbX XHEt uJJKLi WXJ i^omeuy KA V« tfl 1Y YY A%«1l AV*^ifiAry DOiaiiu*ii. itrrDcrK wm. mcurann btt O /A

ISUljLiUUIjr UKUXnUlLtmJLV AX DAX xtep Von iviexocirciina *V V Ai1n*A T\ l\iT«iAlr«kt1l
•la JiOn^O-JlFa ifJACKalll iVTnTam% »\^ 1 AAINorman xjSS 8/4

o/b/J/ RANGER STEPS IN Col Col ' \irpefprn B. Allen-K. Stewart S G Bennett
MYSTERY OF HOODED HORSEMAN Ed Finnev GN VTestern Tex Rittcr Rav Tavlor 60 - 8/4

THF GOOD EARTHJLA«MZ# WU\#JI^ KIaaJLvAJU T Thalhprff MGM Drama Paul Muiti-Liul^e Rainer kJa X ACllIiAXAil JL^V

THE OUTER GATE I. E. Chadwick Mono Drama Ralph Forbes H. MacFadden
BLONDE TROUBLE Par Par Musical La Overman-E. Whitney G. Archainbaud 07 8/4
WIN XfJAMJMEiJK (jr. Jtiiriiman Aciion 1Pivr«T%r# Ca^^^Awing ocobL

OEiA KACJtWbXJCiJciKB A. ocnaeier Hep ivieiocirsniEi . Wv uey ourn-*i» iviauucn XI. xvxacr aaaen 8/25
UtlLIXttlXiXi DKlljiAXIl!< A. w. xiacKei w cSicrn •la ivAa Jurfril Jl-V/a AVUliXICJIlf? oam iNcwneiu

JCOU l/AN X HAVEi Ej VAKX.XtlXJ^ivr Ju. OCnWaD AUvn IViUSlCal Alice A' «iyc~AWii>z i>ri>S4 /vmccuo IN, XnUrOg 1 Ait 7/z8
KEirUJKXJciXi miosmijir A. iVJ.. Asner TTu IV/Tal yo tirt ^iVXClUUI cillloi VI7m v<fr** Y Y¥Aci^Av*aTV III • VIAXq AO£^Cr9 jLVi. t^arrum

o. (jroiuwyn IT A Ti >*n ^urama Crn vt^v/vrA If Wca 1anC>lH-TlwyCK-I>01cS

A • \j jr>i icn-AAa i>0{;arK
xving viuor ^ /oik7/28

SAM ((UliiMXlN VVXJ
HI UWIS iviciouraina Xj, oucon *AA 7/^8

8/13/37 T.OVE TAKES FLHwHT GN Rom-Com B. Cahot<*Bpatrice Roberts Conrnd MaffM
LITCK OF ROARING CAMP J H Steele Mono Outdoor O. Davis, Jr.-iT. Woodbury I. V. WillatAa T a VV AAAH V

ARTISTS AND MODELS L. E. Gensler Par Musical J. Benny-G, t>atrlck Raoul Walsh 95 8/4
HIDEAWAY Cliff Held RKO Drama F. Stonc-M. Lord Richard Rosson 60 V21

vriNC* XuIIjCj Mf mKxJJjM. JuLEjAVCiiN oOi wuriZGi - 9At1> XvUIIl'*XJl V/a Atl^VUl —0a DlUiIlV; A lion T^iirnnAiiall l-^\VUll fill

iiAiVDx Aviiix (Keissuej . ooi wunzei L^omeciy W. Rogcrs-R. Taylor r\ "Dtiflav*jj« X3uuer mol 8/7/34
W IS TI7R A* iLrwin-tican iviiiir £ • ivicjjonnxci

VV D WR W Cold II UlCH A*UiiLIl*AIin l^AgCI A>a ^onuQiiy - •

ft /on /tT otttTjAws of the orient\F \J JLMJf^^W tj \^ M: A Aid \^AVAAj1^ A Col Col Outdoor J. Holt-Mae Clark E B Schoedsacic
KINR OF THR SIERRAS GN Western Thunder and Rex A Rosson

SHAnOWSl OF THE ORIENTDAAnAr\/ TV O VrA AAAJC* \^AvAAjX^ A L Darmour Mono Drama R. Toomey-E. Ralston B Livnwood
A>JEwUXAJLf *v aX a JLfAuAJ A OO Tapir {"'nTYimiTi^Q MGM lVru*!icalAVA UV AWW A R. Tavlor-E. Powell-S. TuckerAWa M. AWA A V TV vAA h^a ^ U^CA^ A R Del RuthAV* A^C A Al>U l>A A 115 8/18

SHE'S NO TiADV B P Sehulbertf Par Melodrama Dvorak-John Trent C. Vldor 65 8/ia
HOPATjONCv rtdes aoain H ShevmaTi Par * Western William Boyd L. Selander 65

C p Sk'Pf'pl Rep Western Gene Auti*y-S« Burnetts J Kane
FLIGHT FROM GLORY Robert Sisk RKO Action O. Stevens-W. Bourne D. Sllverstein 66 8/11
LOVE UNDER FIRE N. Johnson 20th Rom-Cort L. Young-D. Ameche G. Marshall 70 8/11

XUK. VKJUlf XAJtWJEiS Xltb AXIV ivi, juerioy xVUlIl*'wUIIi A TT r^rAonAAi JCJi VJTiCCll T /On

H UOTLiUUbJCi HdlKJboo W Jt>
WR AVUIii**^UiIl TXTtv^ ^IrtrMATiaVV in* L^itjinciis

ft /Of /V7 IT't! AL.L VOTTRS iV ill* A CI i h/d ^ Col Comedv M, Carroil-F. Lederer E, Nuffent
RINO SOLOMON'S MINE^' GB GB Soectacle A. Lee-R. Yonng-Robcson

Ken Maynard
• R. Stevenson 80 0/30

TRAIL.ING TROUBLEA AwaIAAJAI^ \J( a AW\^ \J mMmJmU Condor^/ A A vAV A GN WesternV V \^ ^wA A A A. Rosson
RAO rtiTV TTarrv Ratif MGM MoTodramaX*AW IU\IA m&lGA B. Cabot-J. Chatburn E. Cahn

WHERF THE WEST RENINSTV AAUAwu .1. AAU TV mUo M, M>mU\JfM,i^ i3 TT N RmHbiirvXV* XT* ex\ji*J\x^ J IVIono WesternTV \hOLWA &A Jack Randall R N BradburvAfr* AT* A^AA(\Aw«AAJ

ATI.ANTIf! FI.TrtHTA AJXTlIU a m.\J K JUA\Ji AK a TTiilJaXlL XJCl AO IVIono V V VU VVv Ifl^A^^ * Xi D. Merrill-Lambie William NichV V AAAAm J 1 A V A AA

ON SYTPH A NY^HT fat* TVTpI ndrnmaXVXC U A Oil I la K. Morlev-G. RichardsJft^a AT&VA AV T a AvAvAAtfTA D E A Dunont 71 fl/lfto/ xo
MAKE A WISH Sol Lesser RKO Musical B. Brcen-B. Rathbone K. Neumann 75 8/25

THINK FAST, MB. MOTO Sol WUrtzel 20th Melodrama Lorre-V. Field Norman Foster 66 8/18
WJciOXJEiKN CxULill oOl w urczei 9Athi£1Fin Oa 0»ItCTr-Ala XX, DL C llici bUIl

XfEiAXP KiMU oam (jrOJiuwyn YT AUA x^l aind C Qlfin T 7W/>l^r»9.OlUllCy-ala ivACV'TCAi TXTMl ifiTM XXTvloT*VV iiijuin w y ivi. OA O /A

MAN WnU l/KUlU WOXir JL. IVL. Asnet; WT
\j iVxclOUJl aiiia Y An».VC lT»*fl Ij, XV* C osier RK09 1/41

Wx5 x\0m~i-'xama AVa JT r<lIld5-Aa AAuairCr «i oc iviay

YT HAPPRNRn IN H0I.T.T"W001> Col Comedv R. Dix-Fay Wray H LachmanAA* A J A a ftM a A

flANGWAV GB GB ComedvN.^VI 11>*\AJ Jessie Matthews Sonnie Halei^^/Aa aa A \^ aau av 90
SOMETHING TO SING AROUT RpTi prtTiTifpt* GN MusicalAVA lAV AwW A Caffney-Ea Daw Schertzin&crf^N' a AV A fclM A ft ft A

BIG CITY Nrtrmari TCva^naXNUi illctii xxi adiiA MGM MelodramaAVA\«AW V* A HA Am Tracy-Rainer F. Borza^e
ROD'S COUNTRY AND MAN\Ji\^ 0 W A~ A AwA A»l^ A^ AtAaA 1^ R N RradbiirvXXa ±^* X-PJL ClU I^LI A ^ Mono ° Outdoor Ta Keenc-C. Henry R. N. Bradbury

SOULS AT SEA Hathaway-Jones Par Drama
'

Cooper-Raft H. Hathaway 89 8/11
LIFE OF THE PARTY £. Kaufman RKO Musical G. Raymonrt-H. Hllliard W. A. Seiter 86 8/25
OUIiilu. OX&lriS IfUX ri. ocniom "Rnm-T)r Nnvarro«¥j. Tjatif^AT V T aArl A V A-/ a A^CvlBC TrvinfT PipVipIAi Vill^ A i^AlCL 1/

xt. ijrrmiin 9nth AAdllV—A U vT *AACa1^UC1L O* XJd IIIICILI la O/ZD
jj« ociznicK YTAUA TTnm-DrXvUIlJ'*X.'A R r^nlman-M. C!arrAllAVa ^/VAsiiA^aa ATAa ^^a%A awaa V * W L \Jl 1 1 W CIL

VAKslX X otlUW JcjCieiiTian. HVR AJFa A If *r dl— tT 'llg AACaI Jr W Kpifhipv ft /1

1

9/10/37 COIINSELi FOR CRIME W IVTarDnnaldVT • .iVXAlvX>/lifllalU Col Melodrama O. Krugcr-J. Wells John Brjjhm
HERE'S FLASH CASEY IVyr A A1py9tiHpt GN Comedy E. Linden-B. Mallory Lynn Shotes

THE WOMEN MEN MARRYAAAAJ TV \M t^^Mitt^ XTAUA^ ATAXAAwAwA M. Fessier MGM Drama J. Hutchin!ion-G. Murphy Earl Taggart
ACCIDENTS "WILL HAPPEN Par Com-Dr W. Gar(>:an-0. Heyward Erie Kenton

ANNAPOLIS SALUTE Robert Sisk RKO Rom-Dr J. EIIlson-M. Hunt Chris Cabanne . 65

BORNEO M. Johnson 20th Outdoor Mr. & Mrs. M. Johnson T, Talley

J onn oione 9Alh J. Withers-P. Moore•V a TVAVlKvAhT A a ATJA^#vA v % * AAA VVd A^A
TOUT QAWVFR ij, \J. ociznicK TI

A

v^Ulil—X./1 T, Kelly-E. Patterson H C Potter

J. 1 asiernaK YT Durbin-Stokowski-Meniou W Ko<!tprXXt AlbUoVCL
WfNF WOUTEV A1S7Tk HOR^IFCS WXJ WR \^UII l^X^A B. Madjane'A. Sheridan Louis King

~
PRAIRTF THYTMTIF'RA AW/mXAvAEtf AAAUINJLfa!ja« isryan r oy WR ^VpcfPi'nVV CD Ld. iL D. Foran-E. ClancvM^a A VA aAAK Sala xyvaAAA^j

9/17/37 GAME THAT KILLS H L Decker Col Melodrama C. Quig:Iey-R. Hayward D. R. Lederman
REFREW OF THE MOUNTED A tlermanA A * ^ JLw A A I Jn A k GN Outdoor J. Newill-C. Hukrhes Al Herman
THIRTEENTH GUEST (Reissue) M H HoffmanATA* ^A* X AV/1 A AA ICl t A Mono Mystery G. Ro!rers-Ii. Talbot Albert Ray 65 9/6/33
MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH MGM MGM Comedy E. M. OJivor-J. Beecher Geo. B. Seitz

THIS Way PLEASE M. Sha«er Par Musical B. Rogcrs-B. Grable Robt, Florey
VICTORIA THE GREAT H. Wilcox RKO BioR Ncajrlc-Walbrook Herb. Wilcox 110 8/25

DANGER, LOVE AT WORK H. Wilson 20th Com-Dr J. Ha Icy-A. Sothern 0. L. Preminger
VOGUES OF 1938 W. Wanger

Ed Grainger
UA Musical W. Baxtcr-.f. Bennett Irv. Cummincis 105 8/4

LADY FIGHTS BACK U Drama I. Hervey-K, Taylor Milt Carruth
THAT CERTAIN WOMAN R. Lord WB Drama . B. Davis-H. Fonda Ed, Goulding

9/24/37 WALLABY JIM OF ISLANDS B. Barsky GN Rom-Dr G. Huston-R. Coleman Chas. Lamont
TEX RIDES WITH BOY SCOUTS E, Finney GN Western Tex Ritter Ray Taylor

THE BRIDE WORE RED J. Mankiewicz MGM Com-Dr J. Crawford-Tone D. Arzner
STARS OVER ARIZONA R. N. Bradbury Mono Western Jack Randall R. N. Bradbury

C. ReisnerSOPHIE LANG IN HOLLYWOOD Par Par Melodrama G. Michacl-L. Crabbe
40 NAUGHTY GIRLS Wm, Seiter RKO Mystery J. Glcnson-ZaSu Pitts Edw. Cline

LANCER SPY S. G. Engel 20th Drama D. Del Rio-G. Sanders-Lorre G. Ratoft
52ND STREET W. Wanger UA Musical K. Bakcr-P. Patterson • Harold Young

BEHIND THE MIKE Lew Brock U Com-Dr W. Gargan-J. Barrett Sid Salkow
BACK IN CIRCULATION S, Bischoff WB Com-Rom P. O'Bricn-BIondell R. Enright
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PLAN YOURSELF A RECKLESS RUN FOR A

GRAND NEW RIOT-AND-RHYTHM SHOW!
« • • AH these famous comedians giving

tlieir allI • •

«

Gags and gals andgay
romance! « • • Beauty and joy and
sheet delight! . \ . IVs looney; iVi

lovely!... IVs nutty; IVs nice!/.
Ws pep andglamor and glitter/

speed that mean money in tl

on
pel*

the

A GREAT NEW TEAM OF TUNESMITHS ! . . . SIX

SWELL NEW SONGS! . . . HERBERT MAGIDSON

1URFCTEDRYIVILLMMA VITFR
"^^ ^'"^'^ WRUBEL ••rro<e. "Va»lreeBooiffeBanil"-"£e<'«

DPAM ran RVrnw^^ Wai^e /lnotter Claare«e"-"So Yoi. Won't Slngf-^Ufe of the

piv («t N.im« «•« Hmy R.t> «.d
a OlttirT" "Rottes fn UocemborJ* Lyrics

note Bntiim shor*. Ay Horhort Magtdsdn ana Mile Wrabel, Music by Ben Oakland.^
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Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

With the 1936-'37 production programs all tucked away into the past,

Hollywood has hit a fast pace for the opening of the 1937-'38 season.

Having a total of 588 films to deliver in '37-'8 under promise to exhibitors,

the industry already has either delivered, sent tp the cutting rooms or

placed before the cameras a total of 143 pix, and all in less than a month.
This is a fast pace, but has resulted in practically every studio in Holly-

wood getting into an early production swing, indications are that the pace

will not be immediately slackened, since almost all plants have product

scripted and in line for immediate work.

Cohimbia

Now Balance to
Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories in
of Plx Com- Shoot- Cutting: Before Prepiira-

Promised pleted ing Rooms Cameras - tion
Features 40 2 3 4 31 2
Westerns 22 1 1 1 19

Total 62 3 ' 4 5 50
Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

THE GAME THAT KILLS/ produced by Harry L. Decker for Irving

Brfskin unit; diriected by D. Ross Lederman; original by J. Benton Cheney;

screen play by Fred Niblo, Jr. and Grace Neville. Cast: Charles Quigley,

Rita Hayworth, J. Farrell MacDonald, John Gallaudet, Paul Fix, Arthur

Loft.

.'RIVER OF MISSING MEN,' produced by Larry Darmour; directed by
Lewis Collins; original by Bernard McConnville; screen play by Tom Kil-

patrick; photography by James S. Brown, Jr. Cast: Jack Holt, Wynne
Gibson, Jack LaRue, C. Henry Gordon, William Pawley, Billy Bakewell,

Arthur Hohl,

'PARK AVENUE DAME/ produced by Wallace MacDonald for Irving

Briskin unit; directed by Al Rogell; original by Robert T, Shannon; screen

play by Michael Simmons; photography by Henry Freulich. Cast: Richard
Arlen, Fay Wiray, Mary Russell, Wyn Cahoon, Scott Colton, Raymond Wal-
burn, Gene Morgan, Marc Lawrence, George McKay.
'WOMEN OF THE NIGHT/ produced by Ralph Cohn; directed by C. C.

Coleman," Jr.; original by Leslie White; screen play by Robert Cohen;
photographed by George Meehan. Cast: Don Terry, Jacqueline Wells,

Ralph Byrd, Rita Hayworth, Arthur Loft, John Gallaudet, Louise Stanley,

Paul Fix, Thurston HalL
'THE AWFUL TRUTH/ produced by Everett Riskin; directed ,by Leo

McCarey; original story by Arthur Richman; screen play by Dwight Taylor
and Vina Delmar; photographed by Joe Walker. Cast: Irene Dunne, Gary
Grant, Ralph Bellamy, Joyce Compton, Wyn Cahoon, Robert Allen, Cecil
Cunningham. •

'

>

'

. Columbia Pictures Now in Production
'I'LL TAKE ROMANCE/ produced by Everett Riskin; directed by

Edward H. Griffith; photographed by Lucien Andriot; no writing credits
announced as yet. Cast: Grace Moore, Melvyn Douglas, Stuart Erwin,
Andre Beranger, Helen Westley. Richard Carle, Walter Kingsford.

•I MARRIED AN ARTIST/ produced by Sydney Buchman; directed by
Marion Gering. Magazine story by B. Avery Strakosh; screeh play by
Gladys Lehman and Delmer Daves; photographed by Merritt Gerstad.
Cast: John

.
Boles, Lull Deste, Helen Westley, Frances Drake, Thomas

Mitchell, Patricia Facr.
'ALL AMERICAN SWEETHEART/ produced by Wallace MacDonald for

Irving Briskin imit; directed by Lambert HlUyer; original by Robert E.
Kent; screen play by Fred Niblo, Jr., Grace Neville and Michael L. Sim-
mons; photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast: Scott Colton, Patricia Farr,
Gene Morgan, Ruth Hilliard, Joe Twerp, Allen Brook, Thurston Hall, Louis
De Pron.
'SMOKING SIX GUNS/ produced by Harry L. Decker for Irving Briskin

unit; directed by Folmer Blangsted; original by J. Benton Cheney; screen
play by Ed Earl Repp; photographed by Al Zeigler. Cast: Charles Starrett,
Barbara Weeks, Don Grayson, Dick Curtis, Ed Le Saint, Art Mix.

Columbia Pictures Beins Readied to Start, with Tentative Credits
'CARNIVAL LADY/ set to start (30) with Wallace MaclDonald producing

lor Irving Briskin unit. No other assignments.
'FRESHMAN FOLLIES/ set to start Sept. 7, Nat Perrin, producing; Al

Rogell, directing; original story by Corey Ford, no other writing credits
yet announced. Cast: Charles Starrett, Joan Perry, Jimmy Durante;
Gertrude Niesen, Romo Vincent, Chas. Chase, Hal LeRoy, Johnny Green.

Grand National

Now Balance to
Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories in
of Pix Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-

„ Promised pleted ing Rooms Cameras tion
Features 49 0 0 5 44 5
Westerns , 16 0 0 0 16 2

Total 65 0 0 5 60
~7

Pictures now in the cutting room or awaiting previews are:
'SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT,' co-produced by Victor Schertzinger

and Zion Myers, direction and original story by Schertzinger; screen play
by Austin Parker; camera^ John Stumar. Cast: James Cagney, Evelyn Daw,
William Frawley, Mona Barrie, Gene Lockhart, James Newill, Harry Barris,
Cully Richards, Candy Candido, William Davidson, Richard Tucker, Marek
Wmdheim, Dwight Frye, John Arthur. Philip Ahn, Kathleen Lockhart,
Kenneth Harlan, Herbert Rawlinson, Eddie Kane.
'HERE'S FLASH CASEY/ produced by Max and Arthur Alexander;

directed by Lynn Shores; original by George Harmon Coxe; screen play,
John Kraftt; camera, Marcel Pickard. Cast: Eric Linden, Boots Mallory,
Joseph Crehan, Cully Richards, Howard Halg, Harry Harvey, Holmes
Herbert, Victor Adams, Matty Kemp, Suzanne Kaaren, Dorothy Vaughn.
Bryant Washburn, Jr., Maynard Holmes.

,
'KING OF THE SIERRAS,' Condor picture featuring three horses. Rex.

Sheik and Thunder: Frank Gayass, associate producer; directed by Arthur
Rosson; original screen play by Scott Darling; photographed bv Tom Gal-
hgan. Cast: Frank Campeau, Wally Albright, Morgan Brown, Edward Peil,
Billy Van Every.
•RENFREW OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED,' produced and directed by Al
u^?^*"' oj^iginal by Laurie York Erskine; screen play by Charles Logue;

photographed by Francis Corley. Cast: James Newell, Carol Hughes, Wil-
ham Royle, Donald Reid, David Barclay. William Austin, Herbert Corthel,
Robert Terry, Kenneth Harlan. William Gould,
.
WALLABY JIM OF THE ISLANDS,' produced by Bud Barsky; directed

°y Charles Lamont; screen play by Bennett R. Cohen; from original by
Albert Richard Wetjen. Cast: George Houston. Ruth Coleman, William
von Brincken, Douglas Walton, Mamo Clark. Colin Campbell, Syd Saylor.
Juan Toreno, Nick Thompson, Warner Richmond, Ed Gargan, William
Benge. Chi-is Martin.

GN Pix Readied to Start, with Tentative Credits
TtX RIDES WITH THE BOY SCOUTS/ set to start (30); Edward

*inney production, supervised by Lindsav Parsons; directed by Ray
iayior; original screen play by Edward Kelson. Cast: Tex Ritter only
assignment to date.
RETURN OF THE" SHADOW/ set to start (30); produced by Max and

Arthur Alexander; original screen play by John Krafft. Cast: Rod La
4o3L"*" '^^^^^ assignments as yet.
S>0 THIS IS HOLLYWOOD/ to be produced by Bennie F. Zeidman; no

°'Ilf,'^
credits available; no definite starting date.

h iR !^ B '''^ ™^ SOUTH SEAS,' .set to start Sept. 15; produced

Au ^"^-Barslcy; screen play by Raymond Schrock, ba.sed on original by
«r1i"^v?^'^^^^^ Wetien. Cast: George Houston; no other assignments.
FRONTIER TOWN/ starting date indefinite; Edward Finney production,

supervised by Lindsay Par.sons; directed bv Ray Taylor; original screen

fiiif^J.?^'"^^^ Kelso. Cast: Tex Ritter. no other assignments.
, R .J" PLEASURE MADAME,' to be produced by Eugen Frenke: no
oenmte starting date: original screen play by Albert Cohen and Hans

•I ftvi?^^^**
'^""^ a«s<ifi»mcnts as yet.

„
.*^"y*' ME AGAIN/ to be produced and directed bv Victor Schertzinger;

QyiJ,'mal by Schertzinger; screen pliw 'v ^ —
'

t •• Annn
No other assignments as vot.

Metro

Features .

.

Hal Roach.

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- ShQot-

Promised pleted ing
48 1 6
4 0 0

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

4 37 5
0 4 0

Total 52 l" 6 4 * 41 5

Pictures now irt the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
'MADAME X/ produced by James K. McGuinness; directed by Sam

Wood; original by Alexander Bisson; screen play by John Meehan; photo-
graphed by John Seitz. Cast: Gladys George, Warren William, John Beal,

Henry Daniell, Emma Dunn, Lynne Carver, Philip Reid, William Henry,
Ruth Hussey.
'THE WOMEN MEN MARRY/ produced by Michael Fessier; directed by

Errol Taggart; original . by Matt Taylor; screen play by Harry Ruskin,
Donald Henderson Clarke and James Edward Grant; photographed by Les
White. Cast: George Murphy, Josephine Hutchinson, Suzanne, Cliff

Edwards, Sidney Blackmer, Toby Wing, Gertrfide Michael, Leonard Penn,
John Wray, Helen Jerome Eddy.
'MY DEAR MISS ALDRICH/ no producer credit; directed by George

Seitz; original . screen play by Herman J. Mankiewicz; photographed by
Charles Lawton. Cast: Edna May Oliver, Maureen O'Sullivan, Janet

Beecher, Arthur Pidgeon, Rita Johnson, Lya Lys, Charley Grapewln,
Brent Sargent, Walter Kingsford.
•THE BRIDE WORE RED/ produced by Joe Mankiewicz; directed by

Dorothy Arznier; dance direction by Val Raset; original, adapted from 'The

Girl from Trieste,' by Ferenc Molnar; screen play by Tess Slesinger and
Bradbury Foote; photographed by George Folsey. Cast: Joan Crawford,

Robert Young, Franchot Tone. Billy Burrud, Lynne Carver, Reginald

Owen, George Zucco, Dickie Moore, Paul Porcasi.
Metro Pictures Now in Production

CONQUEST/ formerly titled 'MADAME WALEWSKA/ produced by
Bernard Hyman; directed by Clarence Brown; novel by GasioroWski;

screen play by S. N. Behrman, Salka Viertel, Zoe Akins, Sam Hoffenstelh

and Talbot Jennings; dance direction by Val Raset; photographed by Karl

Freurid. Cast: Greta Garbo, Charles Boyer, Reginald Owen, Henry
Stephenson, C. HenrV Gordon, Maria Ouspenskaya, Alan Marshall, George

Houston, Shepard Strudwick, Ivan Lebedeft, Bodil Rosing, Claude Gillmg-

water. Noble Johnson, Roland Varno. •

TLft NEVER FORGET/ no producer credit; directed by Charles Dorian;

oirigmll screen play by John Bright and Robert Tasker. Cast: John Beal,

Ruth ^arch, Jean Hersholt, Mary Phillips, Charley Grapewin, Alfred

Jansen, Juanita Guigley, Scotty Beckett. , „ „ i, j- j i...

'LIVE, LOVE AND LEARN/ produced by Harry Rapf; directed by
George Fitzmaurice; original by Helen Grace Carlyle; screen play by
Marion Parsonnet, Charles Brackett and Vincent Lawrence; camera, Ray
June. Cast: Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell, Robert Benchley, Helen

Vinson, Rita Johnson. ij-,.T.-i.j
'DOUBLE WEDDING,' produced by Joe Mankiewicz; directed by Richard

Thorpe; original by Ferenc Molnar; screen play by Jo Swerling; photo-

graphed by Hal Rosson. Cast: William Powell, Myrna Loy, John Beal,

Florence Rice. Barnett Parker, Jessie Ralph, Sidney Toler, Mary Gordon,

Edgar Kennedy. , , , , . j
•THE LAST GANGSTER/ directed by Edward • Ludwig; no producer

credit; original screen play by Robert Carson and William Wellman. Cast:

Edward G. Robinson, Lionel Stander, James Stewart, Douglas Scott, Louise

. 'THE BAD MAN OF BRIMSTONE/ produced by Harry Rapf; directed

by J. Walter Rubin; original by Rubin. Cast: Wallace Beery Raymond
Hatton, Virginia Bruce, Lewis Stone, Bruce Cabot, Larry Doj^e, Joseph

Calleia, Guy Kibbee, Warren Hymer, Cliff Edwards, Noah Berry, Sr.,

Arthur Hohl, Robert Gleckler, Olin Howard, Mitchell Lewis, John Qualen.

Being readied to start, with tentative credits:
; Q„„„ppr

'MANNEQUIN/ no credits yet announced. Cast: Joan Crawford, Spencer

'"^^THOROUcThbREDS DON'T CRY/ produced by Harry Rapf; directed by

Alfred E. Green; original by J. Walter Rubin and Eleanore Griffin; screen

play by Lawrence Hazard. Cast: Mickey Rooney, Douglas Scott, Sophie

^"unDe'r'thiI^FLAG/ produced by James K. McGuinness; directed by

Eddie Buzzell; no other credits yet announced. Cast: Robert Montgomery,

^
T?EST WifoT/ produced by Louis Lighton; directed by Victor Fleming;

no other credits yet announced. Cast: Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Spencer

Tracy.

Monogram

Number Number Now

Features
Westerns

of Pix Com- Shoot
Promised pleted ing

26 10 0

16 2 1

42 12 1

Now Balance to

in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

1 15 6

0 13 1

Total 42 12 i 1 28 7

'^'brIde rSB^llEl^RYrproduced by Dorothy Reid; directed by Wil-

liam Nieh- original by Josephine Bentham; screen play by Manon Orth.

phSographed by Gilbert Warrenton. Cast: Warren ifull, Ann Nagel, Henry

Mollison.

SkR^^rRIZONA SKIES/ Produced and directed by R. N Bradbury;

original screen play by Robert Emmett, Cast: Jack Randall, Kathleen

Eliot, Warner Richmond. Earl Dwyer. Tom Hei-foert

Readied ttt Start, with Tentative Credits

'TELEPHONE OPERATOR/ produced by Lon Young; onginal screen

niav hv Scott Darling. No other assignments as yet.
. . -,

•^RT OF MISSING GIRLS/ produced by Lon Young; origmal screen

nlav bv Paul Perez: no other assignments.
. . ,

^ Federal bullets/ produced by Lon Young; original .screen play by

Karl Brown, who will also direct; no other assignments as yet

viVir roUNTRY beyond/ produced and directed by K. iN. BraoDury.

sta™ Tom KeJie: original ?creen play by Robert Emmett. No other

^'SIncIVf the LIMBE^LOST/ produced by Ken Goldsmith; screen

play^ Madon Orth, based on story by Gene Stratton-Porter. No other

'

MAMnIs are here/ produced by Ken Goldsmith; original

^'^^ri;yil^RE^,^.5oi^^ ?y Arthur Collins.

Orfg^fc^oen ?fay by Scott Darling and Erna Lazarus. No other ass.gn-

ments as yet.

Paramount

studio
ITarry Sherman. .— ,,,,..1 r^hen.
B. P. Schulberg.

Number Number
olf Pix Com-

promised pleted
36 5

« 1

H «

8 0

Total .58
Pictures m Production aro

6

Now
Shoot-
ing
5
1

1

1

8

Now Balance to

in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras lion

4 22 fi

1 3 1

0 7 2

0 7 0

MORE OPS' SIT-INS TO

FORCE HIGHER WAGES

Coincident with the drive of Local
306, Moving Picture Machine Oper-
ators of. r{ew York, to unionize
smaller independents" in the Greater
New York area, operators in the
Katncy, at, 180th street and Third
avenue, not involved in the cam-'
paign, have declared a sit-in and
forced the closing of the theatre. The'
projectionists, non-union men, took
the initiative of locking themselves
in the booth of the house Friday
night f20) and it was forced to

close. On top of this action, the ops,
Bernard Satensberg and Robert Hin-
son, have authorized Local 300 to

act as their bargaining agent. Kamey
is operated by Sam Bouders.
The theatre is not one that had

felt the approach of 306 in its recent-
ly instituted drive to bring in non-
union theatres' that had been unmo-
lested up to now. In this campaign to
make Greater New York 100% union,
300 signed up 17 theatres during the
past month and is at work on the
remaining appr'oximafe 15 that are
still non-union.
One of the latest houses brought

In is Ihe 55th St. Playhouse, N. Y.,

where the increase in wages amount-
ed to 100%. Raises have ranged to
as high as 250%, ops in some cases
having been very poorly paid. 'A
typical instance was increasing men,
in three theatres, all controlled by
one indie, from $21 weekly to $51.
Bert Popkin and Charles Kilhurn,

306 busi,ness agents, are directing the
clean-u^ , campaign.

Academy Pix Sues Lab

To Halt Foreclosure

Academy Pictures • Corp., through
Its president, Victor Halperln, will
ask N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
Ferdinand Pecora today (Wednes-
day) for an injunction to stop Pro-
ducers' Laboratories, '• Inc., from
bringing foreclosure proceeding.^
against Academy and auctioning off

the latter's motion picture prop-
erties. Producers' Lab alleges it

holds liens on several of Academy'a

pictures, both negatives and prints.

Thfe tw9 outfits have been battling
in the courts for over a year. Hal-
perln claims he entered an agree-
ment with Producers in 1935 under
which the latteij would advance
loans to flnahce the production oC
Acad's pictures. In return Pro-
ducers was to receive a Hen on each

.

picture and also do the lab work.
It was agreed that the loans were
to be paid from the profits on each
picture. Halperln says the loans ad-
vanced amounted to $45,740 and that

these were met. Producers insist the

full amount was never paid and in-

sists on going through with fore-

closure proceedings. "The pictures

involved are "I Conquer the Sea"
and "Revolt of the Demons/'

Lionel Houser's 'Mexico*
Hollywood,' Aug: 247"

Lionel Houser has been assigned to

write the screenplay of his original,,

'The Girl frOm Mexico,' at, RKO.
Scrivener also was handed an op-
tion-lifting.

Robert Sisk will produce.

Schrank's 'Murder*
Hollywoo3, Aug. 24.

Having completed his writing as-

signment on 'Swing Your Lady' at

Warner.s, Joseph Schrank has drawn
the .script of 'A Slight Case of Mur-
der.'

Film will be made .from Damon
Runyon's original mag yarn.

F. Hugh Herbert's Job
Hollywood, Au?. 24.

Having completed his writing a.s-

signment at Metro, F. Hugh Herbert
ha.s returned to the Universal lot.

He's working on 'Youth Marche,-!
On,' which Joe Pasternak will pro-
duce.

(!)

S'l^vnraE^' M^rlu^edi^y Harry Sherman: directed by Le.
* (Continued on page 25)

s Sol-jnder;

PLOWBRIGHT'S BEEAK
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Harry Sherman has spotted Gwen
Gar.e as the femme lead of his next
Hopalong Cassidy film, 'Men Must
Fi'Jtht;

Hilda Plowbright, from the New
York stage, also gets a break in

thiri one.

Col Teams Iloffman-Parkcr
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Columbia has signed Joseph H;j(T,

mnn and Jefferson Parker to writa
tl\>j adaptation of 'Murderers Wel-
come. " novel by Philip R. Wyiio.

J'\i:k Holt will star.
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THE BOX-OFFICE AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

IS EXACTLY 514 FEET FROM THE POINT WHERE

THIS PICTURE WAS TAKENI

WAY OYER $105,000 THE FIRST WEEK!
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SEA RACKETEERS
(Continued from page 17)

Weldon Heyburn is even more kit-

tenish than usual, while Jeanne
Madden, who has at least shown
nromise in the past, has about as

much life as a department store

clothes dummy. Douljtful if any di-

rector could have redeemed the

script but Hamilton McFadden
hasn't even brought conviction to

isolated scenes.
Atmosphere shots are also strik-

ing for their lack of imagination.

Photography itself is ordinary and
sound is also passable. Of the sev-

eral tunes, sung by Miss Madden and
Miss McNulty, none is memorable.
•Sea Racketeers' obviously wasn't
primed as any masterpiece,, so it's

m-obably no great disappointment.
Hobe.

CRIME AFLOAT
Fiinclion Royor production' for states'

rlBliia relpnsp. l-'eotures WIIllAm BuUe^vell.

Arietta nuncftn, Duncan RenaUlo. Directed

l)y JOliner CllCton. Orlclnal stoi-y by Dun-
c;in Kenalfio: nildplntlon, Edwin Antliony;

ciimera. Arthur Mnrtlnelll. At the Sam H.
Harris. N. Y.. dual, four days, Aur. 10-Hl,

•:!7. RunniiiR lime. 07 mins.

Bo!) Wtlllnm BnUewell
Wynne "» Arietta Duncnn
Count Rlhnlto >Dunean ftennldo

Vivien Oaklnnd
Pivxel • . . Wilfred I.ucas

Plrim.''s Earle Douplas
jjjunloe .-..Etta MoDanlels

Like the backyard playing of kids

this under-developed plot about mo-

torboat racing is hardly adult enter-

tainment. Maybe the kids will get

some kick.out of it. The plot nevei

grows up. For the multiples only.

Duncan Renaldo, heavy in the film,

is also the author of the story. He's
a regular, terrible Ambrose, with all

the gestures.
William Bakewell is the hero-

inventor of a new motorboat engine,

in love with the boss' daughter.
Renaldo, as a phoney count, hops
into the picture and almost gets
away .with $100,000 of the old man's
easy money and other things, when
Bakewell turns the cards. So, of

course, the old man unbends and
Bakewell Jteeps the girl.

The film is constructed pretty
heavily and depends for a lot Of its

action on repetitious boat racing
scenes, probably from the library.
The . picture struggles for laughs,

mainly through the idiosyncracies of
the old boy's sister-in-law, a plump-
ish gal addicted to fainting spells.

Romantically, the film strides fairly
well, but altogether it's quite a pon-
deirous melo. .

. ,

The cast as a whole indulges in
extensive overacting and there isn't

miich 'that's favorable to be said for
any. Photographically, the picture
boasts little. Shan,

terial manouvered in an intelligent
way, as in this instance.

Starrett's law assignment finds him
defending killers after he has" bagged
them. Town's trouble-makers want
to wrest his authority with less ex-
pensive necktife soirees for offenders,
thus making his job doubly difficult.
Same even holds when his pal is
suspected of murder. While thwart-
ing the

,
would-be lynchers, pal

OBruce Lane) escapes, which throws
Starrett into dis.sfrace, suspicion and
ultimate dismi.ssal.

To reinstate himself, clear his
buddy and do a Cupid to bring gal
and pal together again, he treks to
adjacent outlaw town on a hunch.
There his escaped friend allies him-
self with toughies while actually a
deputy o- Starrett's. The answer is

the usual one, but the treatment is
different.
Hand to hand fights are frequently

better than tho ^ of the newsreel
variet3f." Starrett has knack of really
trimming his adversaries cinemati-
cally. Buildup to a gun duel be-
tween him and Alan Sears, ace bady
boy. is neatl handled and executed
in finale when both go down
wounded—one mortally. Latter's
confession saves Lane just as the
over-zealous citizens of Lane's home
town arrive en posse for their post-
poned lynching.

DiBlo? is plenty far away from the
usual sage sagas. Acting of the en-
tire cast with the exception of Bar-
bara Weeks in a couple of shots also
never deviates to the corny but
rather retains a conviction thiat is
rare in the type. Bruce Lane and
Alan Sears' are swell pal and foe
mates for Starrett. Hurl.

THE DEAD MARCH
Imperial Pictures release of Bud I'ollard

production, Text by Samuel Taylor Moi»re,
Narrator, Boake Corler; mublcal Kcore,
Erno Rupee. Ki'vie\ved in Projection Komn.
N. Y., Auk. 20. '37. RunnlnK time, 73
mlns.
(ierman Uiikimwri Soldier. .. .Holo Da^jdaux
li'rench Unknown Soldier ,..A1 Itlgall

Italian Unknown Soldier Al Ritchie
British Unknown .Soldier Don Ulack
American Unknown Soldier. Howard lluRley

. Under Strange Flags
Crescent production for states .right re-

lease.- Sl«v.s Tom Kecne. Features Luana
•Walters, Bud Buster. Maurice Blaclc, Roy
D'Arcy. tHiected by I. V. Wlllat. Orig-
inal slory b.v .tohn Auer; scenarist, Mary
Ireland; camera. Arthur MartlnelU, At the
6am H. Harris. N. Y., dual, four days.
AuR. IH-lft. '87. Running time, Cl mlns.
Tom Kenyan Tom ICeene
Dolores deVavBaa Lana Walters
Tequilla ' Buwd - Buster
Pnndio Villa ; Maurice Black
Morales Rov D'Arcy
Oeneral Barranca Paul Sutton
Denny Paul Barrett
Garcia Donald Reed
Mr:3. Kenyon Jane Wolfe

Pancho Villa is among the chief
characters in this film. "That builds
up interest in this picture and it

ought to satisfy the alfalfa fans
pretty well, in the multiples. Other-
wise, this picture is not unlike most
oat burners.
Tom Keene is the protector of a

girl and her brother who own a sil
ver mine somewhere in Mexico dur
ing Villa's- revolution. The girl's
brother sides with the local army
marauder, while Keene sympathizes
with Villa.
Barrance. the local army fellow, is

after the kids' mine and silver, and
Keene manages to thwart his aim, of
course with the aid of Villa. Roy
D'Arcy performs as Villa's treacher-
ous aide, who is unmasked by Keene.

It's a typical action picture with
the performers somewhat better, on
the whole, than in most pictures of
this type. The usual scenics, gun-
play and horse stuff abounds.

Shan.

TWO-FISTED SHERIFF
rolumbia rplea.<»e ot Peter B. Kvne pro

mirllon. Direcicd by Leon Barsha. .'itars

V."»i"lf« StiiiToU. Story, William Colt Mac-
ynnald; screnn play. I'aul Perez; camera-man Allen C. Sleglcr. At Chaloner. N.Y.,
(lii.al, Ani,-. 21. '37. UunnlnR time T.S mlns,

>L,'n
I'""-"'"" Charles Starrett

Molly Tleirlclc
BoU Pearson
Jihls'e Weh.^hM-

^ '^R .^l^rc.e
^li'M-.fr IMnkIn
MisH Herrick
•uruan
I.yiins

' '

'

I'rosppiiior

Columbia's got .-^...^v ^
Charles Starrett, who is well han-
ded in thi.t! very good western pro-
gramer. Film demonstrates that with
production efforts even the trite west
can be redigested by elders and
thorou.ghly enjoyed by main suo-
portmg younger element. Columbia
made no mistake in quicklv starring
•>briTll because he is steadilv climb-

wilh the help of believable ma-

. . Barbara ^^'eeU.<i

Bruce I^ane
.Edward Pell. Sr

Alan Sears
.Waller Downlnp
.... Krnle Adams
.Clolre McDowell

l^rank Elli.s

. . .Robert Walker
.CleorKC Chesebro
something in

BLACK ACES
Univpr.sal release of Buck .Tunes produc-

tion. Stai-^ nnd ilirpclf>rt by- .lonrs. Screen
piny b.v l-'rances Culhan ' from .storv by
Rtephai\ Paine; film prtltor. Bi innrd T.orins.
At Arena. N. Y.. Au«. 2:{, 'OT. Running
time. ,"!• mlns.
Ted An-es Buck Jones
."^andy McKenzie Kav Llnaker
T^en Sloddnrd VrcA Macknye
Boyd TiOomla W. K. Laurence
Homer True.'idale. .' Robert Frnzer
Henry Kline ...Raymond Brown
Wolf Whalen...' ..Riivmond Knrtman
Jake Sloddavd Bernard Phillips
T'.-o Bowla'c.^ Krank Cirmpeau
Pherlff Poller ...Charle.^ TieMoyne
Te.s.s Charles TCInR
Sllvei- Tin .loo Arthur Van 7,l.vkP

Hank Varnuui Bob McKenzle

Grade A Buck Jones western. Will

please his followers thoroughly and
all others partial to prairie, pix. Will

go well wherever oats ooeras go.
Jones this time is a shy. trusting,

naive cdttle rai.ser. It is difficult to
arouse him, and for long he is the
butt of sneers, jeers and undue ad-
vantages to the consternation of. his
girl and h.is own bewilderment.

,

A group of the community's lead-
ing citizens are merely masquerading
bandits. They are the prime taunt-
ers of Jones, but when he's worked
up over a series of murders, he
rounds up the culprits almost single-
handed. That gets him the admira-
tion of the countryside—and the girl.

There's plenty of. zest and pace in

the film, and the footage is well
stocked with rough-and-tumble
fights, hard ridin* and heav.v shootin'.
Jones, who produced and directed as
well as starred, knows all the in-
gredients that best make a western.
Kay Linaker is standard as the girl

who helps her paoa run a ranch.
Fred Mackaye is good as th* leer-

ing heavy. Bert.

School for Husbahds •

(BRITISH MADE)
London, Aug. 13.

General Film J)ls-lriliii rplpa.«e oC Waln-
wiight I'i'odu'cUon, I-VaUirefl Diana Churcb-
ill, June Clyde. Roniney Brent, Ite.t Har-
rifon, Henry Kendall. DlreclPd.. by An-
drew Mai'lon. .\da|ileil fi-om play ]>y

PreOei'Icli JucNson; camera, Phil Tannura.
At .'Vdelpbi, London, Aug. 112, '".T. Itun-
nlng time. 72 mlns.
Leonard Druinmond Rpk Harrison
Marion Carler Diana Churchill
Diana Chesw'ifk funp Clyde
C.eoffi-py Carler Henry Kendall
Morgan Cheswick Koinney Bi-cnt

Kale Boxie Bussoll
flhauffciir I'hil Thomas
M'hillaker Blchiinl flonllen
Joan Judllh Gick

A compilation of actual shots of

the World War threaded together
with narrative that apparently at-

tempts to be pacifistic, but misses
the bull's eye. Also included are
camera scenes of Japan's military in-

vastion of Manchoukuo, Italy's con-
quest of Ethiopia, Bolivia's war with
Paraguay, which has long beeti set-

tled, and some stuff on Spain's fratrf-

cidal fracas. World War reelage was
bought from the British War Mu-
seum: more recent battle footage
was secured from library of Fox
Movietone News.
Many of the World War shots are

familiar, but they retain their in-

terest, and the new ones are good.
Best is a . special processed clip of
the St. Stephan sinking after being
torpedoed in an Austrian harbor.
Flagship of the Austrian fleet, vessel
was punctured by an Italian surf-
skimming torpedo boat. Old footage
frequently used of the ship shipping
water and finally turning turtle, has
been brought up close by special
process and the print surprisingly
cleaned up. It's a pip and could al-

most be sold alone as worth tht^

price of admission.
Handling of the 'Unknown Soldier'

stuff misses because each national
arises from his grave and gives
idealistic ideas which imbued him
when he went to fight. If it is meant
for irony, it shoots far short of its

mark, and is unworthy sound-track
comment to accompany the swell
war -shots. Another lack was Rus-
sia's participation in the strife.

Boake Carter, doing his first film

narrative, has the voice for the job
and his copy is strong. Some shots
showing him spieling at his desk
betray the commentatoi" as over-
acting, resorting to eyebrow tilting

and iacial grimacing.
Pic is being primed for N. Y. re-

lease during the American Legioji
convention in late September. Le-
gionnaire leaders are being lined up
to plug the thing.

In England, 'Dead March' can be
released if it is altered to meet with
the approval of the Home Oiiflce, and
over there its label will be 'Rule
Britannia.' Another commentator
will also' be used because of the of-

ficial John Bull beetle-frown on
Boake Carter for his many shin-
stabs at the Empire.

In view of the American con-
sciousness of war at present, film
will do well as a sub-feature in the
duals, and with special and careful
handling can groove in nicely in

those few arty spots where singleton
bills still hold forth. There is, natu-
rally, a wide open chance for ex-
ploitation. Bert.

LA DAME DE PIQUE
('Queen of Spades')

(FRENCH MADE)
Paris, Aug. 15,

General Prods, release of Kedor ()/.ep

production. Stars Pierre Blancliar. Fea-
tures Marguerite Moreno and Andre Lunuel.
I''rpm slory by Alexandre Pouchkine; dialoi;.

Bernard ZImmer: music, Carol nalhau.«i;

camera, Thii'aud and- Louis Nee. At
Olympla, Paris. Running time. 10(» mins.
Hermann .....Pierre Blanchar
Irclzkl ..Andre Lu.quet
La Dome de Pique Wafpuerile .Moieno
Lisa Madeleine Ozeray
TomskI ....i Abel Jacquin
'I'he General Abel Jacquin
The Banker Pnlnu
Ivan linger LeRri-s
Nrtrumoff .lean l>ldler

Clncha rtaymonde
Nudla ' Micbele Alfa

nickname of the. countess—loses all

and goes completely nuts. Made-
leine brings him back to reality.
Blanchar does an admirable job

of the very tough assignment. Ex-
cept for the few scenes in which
Miss Moreno appears, he is the pic-
ture, air others in the cast being
mere accessories, although Luguet
makes a good showing in a second-
ary role. Hugo.

ESOS HOMBRES
('These Men')

(MEXICAN MADE)
• Conilnenlal produellon and release. P'ea-
luri'ti Artiiro de Cordoba. Direction and
screen play bv Rolando Aifullar from Cata-
ilnu O'Ki'zeH's original; camera, Cfllberto
M. Solares, At Teatro HUpano, N. Y.,

week Aug. 10. '37. Rminlng time. 8.1 miri.s.

Azucenn Adrlnnu Lamur
l'>rnando Arturo de Cordoba
.lunna Alarlna Tamayo
Don X'anclilto Lula O. Barrclro
Llll.j Maria Fernanda Ibane:?
.Jose ,. Manolo Noriega

(In Spanish, No Enqlish Titles)

As it ^stands, minus titles, there is

nothing 'tor other Latin audiences in
this well<m{ide Mex fllmization of an
unusual tale: Starts off mildly like
run-of-mill romance ' but takes an
odd turn in presenting hero in a
very unsympatnetic role. Maybe it's

the way Spanish speakers like their
film heroes but it would not go here
for that reason also. Should be oke
in Spanish belts and is. aeflnitely an
improvement over earlier Mexican
product.
Acting throughout film, jud'^ed

only pantomimically, compares fav-
orably with that of other better
grade importations from Europe.
Time was when Mex films hardly
passed for more than fillers, but be-
gins to look like those days are gone.
Same goes for production,' fine cam-
era and sound work. Also like ma-
.iority of foreign langua.ge pics it

seems very talky and there is room
for more action. However, the aud-
ience sought is more lethargic than
Yanks and apparently likes a leis-

urely pace.
After practically being supported

though law school and later, the hero
discards his mistress-benefactor for
another gal thereby driving the loser
to the gutter. Girl gives up a fine

home to move to an urban commun-
ity, so de Cordoba can study, etc.

All she gets is a kick in the pants
for her trouble, with hero up and
marrying another. Both take their
respective roles with ease and feel-
ing.

Miss' Lamar's draw amon^ Latins
Is understandable. Girl is nice look-
ing, typically Spanish and a good ac-
tress. Luis Barreiro gets in some com-
edy as a chippie-chasing middle-aged
Lothario. Housemaids, wives, et al

are his only, thought it seems, which
also seems to delight the audienees.

Hurl.

One N. W. Exhib

Sees 'Big Money/

And Here's Why

Minneapolis Aug. 24.

Because 'for the first time in eight
years' he sees a chance- to make 'big

money' the ensuing yea •, he says,

Bennie Berger, one of the territory's

largest independent circuit owners,
is going to 'buckle down to hard
work' after a five-year vacation
spent mostly in traveling and having
a good time generally.
At his convention of managers

which took place at Bemidji and
Breezy Point Lodge, Berger an-
nounced that he himself again would
become active in the management of
his theatre chain now comprising
nine houses, including the Time^
Minneapolis, and World, St. Paul,
downtown first-run spots. He also

announced an ambitious expansion
pro.iram thai' contemplates the con-
struction and acquisition of a num-
ber of additional houses.
Berger explained that he is go op-

timistic and expects one of the big-

gest years in Northwest film history
because of the splendid crop, the
comparatively high farm prices, the
improved employment situation in

this section and. 'last but not least,

prospects for the finest film product
ever turned out- by Hollywood.'

In a modest, unpretentious way.
this picture succeeds admirably, and
will entertain audiences In any pic-
ture house in England. Could even
serve as a second feature in America.
If the principal ^characters were
handled by stars, instead of first-

rate standard players, it would have
been a draw pic at the b.o.

Successful novelist is philander-
ing with the wives of two men. They
almost succumb to his wiles and are
saved through no fault of their own.
One of the wives is played by Diana
Churchill and the other by .Tune

Clyde. Latter has no class for draw-
ing-room farce, and the former is

limited in her knowlcd.!;c ot how to

dress.

Rex Harrison plays the novelist

with distinction. Hollywood sleuths

might do much worse than give him
the 0.0, Henry Kendall has a more
serious and non-facetious role than
is usually allotted him, revealing
hithferto unsuspected talent. Romney
Brent plays the other husband with

his delightful vaciiit.v. All charac-

ters stand out distinctl.v, and the

dialog is agreeably chatty.
Film is intelligently directed and

photographed, wilh expert cutting

to create the requisite farce tempo
Jolo.

(In Fren oil)

Better thari fair, from a French

ppint of view. It will make a fair

success in this country, but any

great pulling power abroad is

doubtful.

Pierre Blanchar and Marguerite

Moreno, both cast in roles that suit

them admirably, make what good
entertainment there is iii this pic.

But the usual French failings, like

faulty technique, break 'dov,^ii the

worth of the whole. Lighting is

often bad, photography is only fair

and sets are not at all convincing.

Story, adapted from the celebrated
work of Pouchkine, coiild have
been ironed out in places, but di-

alog by Bernard Zimmor has been
handled with a fair amount of in-

genuity. "

As a lieutenant in the Russian
army, Blanchar's dcvolioii to the
card table, with an insano dc.<ira to
beat the bank, furnLshes the driving
force for the story. His goal is

to learn the secret ot Marguerite
Moreno, a rich old counte:-<s who has
reportedly amassed much of her
fortune at the card tables. Made-
leine Ozeray, young niece oC the
countess, offers a means of approach.
He meets her, makes love to her.

gains entrance to the bedroom of
the countess and demands the .se-

cret at the point of a revolver. She
dies of a stroke but tells all first.

He admits to the girl that her love
was not what he sought and rushes
out to try the formula. He draws
the wrong card on the la.st play—
the Queen of Spades, the popular

SOS COAST GUARD
(SERIAL)

Republic release of Sol. C. fllegel pro-
duction. Slurs Ralph Byrd, Bela Lugosl.
Directed b'v William Witney and Alan
•Tumea. Adapted' by Barry Shipman and
Kranklyn Adreon from original Story b}

Morgan Cox and Ronald Davidson; super-
vised by Robert Beche; camera, William
•Nobles. Reviewed In Projccilon 'Room.
N. y.. Aug. 10, '.IT. Running time (first

InstallmcnO. mlns.
'j'eiiy Ralph Byrii

Boroff

.

.lean Norman
Commander Boyle.'.
Tborg i

Snapper Mc<!ee. ...
Rackei'by
Rablnlsl...
.rim TCent..
Dodd.M • •

Dick Norman,..
Degado.

IK f . , H »

.Bela LiigosI
Maxine Doyle

.Herbert Rawllpson

.Richard Alexander
.'. .Lee Ford
John Dcorrl

...Lawrence C^'ant
Thomas Carr

. ...Carleton Toung
.Allen Connor

.George Chesebro
Wles Ranny AVeeks

/BRIMSTOJeiE' IN UTAH
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Metro's troupe, making 'Bad Man
of Brimstone, is shooting this week
at Kanab, Utahj In location back-
grounds of the old West. Film stars

Wallace Beery, with J. Walter Ru-
ben directing.

Crew on location includes in ad-
dition to the cast. Clyde de Vinna
ot the lenses. Jay Marchand as
unit manager, and Jim Havens, art
director.

This is a follow to Republic's 'Dick

Tracy' serial of last, season and,

judging by the first installment, it

should measure up. Looks just what
the exhibitor ofdered to tickle juve

matinee audiences, having several

epic swatfests per reel and enough

fantastic situations to satisfy the

most incurable adventure-comic

strip addict. Complete serial is in 12

chaptei\s.

Plot deals with a crazed munitions

inventor who, rightly, according to

the script, is considered an interna-

tional menace. It seems this sinister

.gent has cooked up a little some-
thing he calls disintegrating ga^ and
it will melt just about anything but
cjlass. Ten bombfuls of the concoc-
tion will obliterate any o£ the
world's largest cities—and as each
bomb weighs only two or three
pounds, a plane could carry enough
to wipe out a whole country. Looks
like Young America will have Its

collective fingernails chawed to
shreds before the season is over.
Ralph Byrd is the stalwart Coast

Guard lieutenant on the trail of the
rascals. Bela Lugosi is the inventor,
IVIaxine Doyle is just the sort of gal
reporter a credulous schoolboy might
imagine, Richard Alexander is a
giant of terrifying proportions, under
the will of Lugosi. And with the
Homeric slug matches crowding
every foot of celluloid, this is just
one of those can't-miss recipes.
Photography, direction and sound

are all of minor importance. Story
and action are the whole thing in

.aerials of this sort—and those quali-
tie.«: are here in abundance.,
'SOS Coast Guard' is a natural

for the urchins and any adult who
wanders in will also be kept on the
ednc of his .seat. Hohe

CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Jack Woodford has checked into
the Metro writing cohort on a term
deal.

Universal has hoisted the option
on Paul White, sep moppet player.
Metro handed new termer to -Ced-

ric Gibbons, art head,
Ida Vollmar, ,a nretty in Wanger's

'Vogues,' drew RKO playing termer.
Edmund Kelso's option picked up

by Grand National.
Metro handed new termer ticket

With salary hike to. Edward Steven-
son, fashion designer.
Ralph

. Byrd signatured Republic
playing pact.
Thomas Beck starts his fourth

consecutive year at 20th-Fox with
new playing termer.

, Walter Lang draws straight year's
directing ticket at 20th-Fox,
Three Peters Sisters signed 20th-

Fox termer.
Ruth Tei-ry. nitery ' thrush, sig-

natured 20thrFox optional contract.
Paramount has handed playing

tickets to Blanca Vij^cher and Bar-
bara Salisbury,
George Bassman handed term con-

tract with Metro as music arranger.
Vivian Fave. ballerina, signatured

termer at Metro.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Aug. 24,

Sclznick International has pur-
cha.ied 'The Last of the Rampoons,*
George Kibbe Turner novel.

'I Hear .You Calling Me.' mag
yarn by Dorothy Cottrell, acquired
by Sol Lesser for Bobb.y Breen,
James Edward Grant has ped-

dled his original screenplay, 'Marry
an Orphan.' to 20th-Fox.
Play tagged 'Shadows and Sub-

stance,' by Paul Vincent Carroll,
bought by Eddie Dowling for .pro-
duction in New York and London
this fall.

Metro has acquired screening
rights to 'After Dark.' Pictorial Re-
view serial by Sarah and Graeme
Lorimer

Francis Brett Young's novel, 'They
May Seek a Country.' sold to Metro.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Radio's . *A Love Like That,'
switched to 'Here Comes the Groom/
now tagged 'Breakfast for Two.'

'Riders of the Panamints' at Para-
mount, first titled 'Arizona Ames,*
then 'Buckaroo,' is now 'Gun Smoke.*

'The Great Diamond Mystery'
f20th-Fox) switched to 'Danger-
ously Yours.'
Universal changed "Midnight Raid-

ers' to 'Trouble at Midnight.*
'State Trooper,' Maurice Conn pro-

duction, will be released as 'Young
D.vnamite.'

Radio's 'A Love Like That' isf

'Here Comes the Groom.'
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FULLBLOODED
FRON

THErSCREEN

SIMUEL GOLDWm

SYLVIA SIDNEY

and JOEL McCREA
Wlth

HUMPHREY BOGART-WENDY BARRIE

CLAIRE TREVOR - ALLEN JENKINS
Based on the play by SIDNEY KINGSLEY • As
produced by NORMAN BEL GEDDES • Screenplay
by LILLIAN HELLMAN • Directed by WILLIAM WYLER
neiEASED THku uNireo aktists

^Hd^I'ASTING its way out of the streets of a

great city—with oil its conflict, humor

and romance* comes a brilliant motion pic>

lure. From the long run New York stage hit.

the mastershowman, Samuel Goldwyn. hos

created a motion picture that makes its vivid

characters live — not only for the moments

you see them on the screen, but long in your

memory.

^^'^^^^J^f'C^n^^l^f YOU fiio*

LOVE BORN INJDARKNESS
Drinct and Daye^ has their!

love enough beauty to mrj
come the ugliness of their en^
viroiunent?

BABYTACE'GETSHIS'I
Hereturned to thepave?
ments from which he*

^"^^ sprang for the love he
onceknew...and found
death insteadl

PAMPERED DARLING
Beautiful Kay ... in love with Dave ... but
ofrcdd to choose between love on relief
and g life of luxury.

LAST NIQHT'^ THRllUNG OYATICtN AT THE

RIVOU THIATR6, R Y. USHERED m A DRAM/ITIC HIT THE

ENTIRE INDUSTRY Wia BE PROU0 OF » » » » » »
:>:'>!^>>>>:*:-;-:':->:'!*r>>>>:->:':*:-:-:'Sv^V/>>>;':-:-:':-:-:-!'!>>>>>:-:-^ :
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Advance Production Chart

(Continued from page 21)

original by Rex Beach; screen play by Bernard Schubert; additional dialog

by Harrison Jacobs and Mordaunt Shairp; songs, Harry Tobias and Jack
Stern; camera, George Barnes. Cast: Leo Carillo, Jean Parker, Jimmy
Ellison, Otto Kruger, J. M. Kerrigan, Andy Clyde, Robert Barrat, Sally
Martin, Sara Haden, Addison Richards.

•WELLS FARGO/ produced and directed by Frank Lloyd; Howard Esta-
brook, associate producer; original by Stuart N. Lake; screen play by Paul
Schofield, Gerald Geraghty and Fred Jackson; camera, Theodore Sparkuhl.
Cast: Joel McCrea, Frances Dee, Bob Bums, Lloyd Nolan, Mary Nash,
Ralph Morgan, Porter Hall, . Robeirt Cummings, Jane Dewey, Barlowe
Borland.
'BLOSSOMS ON BROADWAY,' produced by B. P. Schulbe'rg; directed

by Richard Wallace; original hy George Auerbach; camera, Leon Shamroy.
Cast: Edward Arnold, Shirley Ross, John Trent, William Frawley, Weber
and Fields, the Radio Rogues, Ruth Davis, Kitty Kelly.

LOVE ON TOAST,' produced by Emanuel Cohen; directed by E, A.
Dupont; original screen play by Jane Storm, Richard Connell and Doris
MaUoy; photographed by Charles Schoebaum. Cast: Stella Ardler, John
Payne, Grant Richards, Katharine 'Sugar' Kane, Isabel Jewell, Luis
Alberni.
'THE BUCCANEER,' produced and directed by C. B..De Mille; photo-

graphed by Victor Milner; other credits not yet announced. Cast: Fredric
March, Franciska Gaal, Akim Tamiroff, Ian Keith, Walter Brennan, Douglas
Dumbrille, Robert Barrat, Fred Kohler, Sr., Beulah Bondi, Margot
Grahame, Spring Byington.
'THRILL OF A LIFETIME,' produced by Miss Fanchon; directed by

George ArchainbaUd; no writing credits announced. Cast: Yacht Club Boys,
Judy Canova, Ben Blue, Betty Grafole, Johnny Downs, Eleanore Whitney,
Leif Erikson, Larry Crabbe.
'CITY HALL SCANDAL^' general office production, directed by Ralph

Murphy; no writing credits announced. Cast: John Barrymore, Lyrme
Overman, Charles Bickford, Louise Campbell, Harvey Stephens, J. Carrol
Naish, Evelyn Brent, Elizabeth Patterson, Barlowe Borland. *

'BORN TO THE WEST,' general office production, directed by Charles
Barton; other credits not announced. Cast: John Wayne, Marsha Hunt,
John Mack Brown, Syd Baylor, Monte Blue, John Patterson, Nick Lukats,
James Craig, Lucien Littlefleld.

Readied for Production, with Tentative Credits
'TRUE CONFESSION/ scheduled to start (30); produced by Albert

Lewin; directed by Wesley Ruggles; story, Claude Bingon. Cast: Carole
Lombard, Fred MacMurray, Porter H?ill.

'BIG BROADCAST OF 1938/ scheduled to start Sept. 9; produced by
Harlan Thompson; directed by Mitchell Leisen; no other credits yet an-
nounced. Cast:' W. C. Fields, Martha Raye, Dorothy Lamour, Ben Blue,

Bob Hope, Shirley Ross, Leif Erikson, Kirsten Flagstad, Tito Guizar, Stanley

Fields.
'HOLD 'EM NAVY/ scheduled to start (26); general office production;

directed by Kurt Neumann. No other credits'- yet announced. Cast: Lew
Ayres, Mary Carlisle, Benny Baker, John Howard, Richard Denning, Eliza-

beth Patterson.
'ACROSS THE RIVER/ general office production, set to start Sept. 20;

directed by George Archainbaud; no other credits yet announced. Cast:

Anna May Wong, Cecil Cunningham.
'BLUEBEARDS'S EIGHTH WIFE,' to be produced and directed by Ernst

Lubitsch, set to start Sept. 20. No other credits yet announced. Cast:

Claudette Colbert.
'THE YELLOW NIGHTINGALE,' to be produced by Harlan Thompson,

set to start Sept 20; no other credits yet announced. Cast: Gladys Swarth-
out, John Boles.

, , . ^ ^

'SAPPHIRE SAL/ to be produced by Emanuel Cohen, scheduled to start

Sept. 6. Eddie Sutherland, directing; no other credits yet announced. Cast:

Mae West. .

RKO-Radio

Landers; oi'iginal by John Wells; screen play by if'ranklin Coen; photo-
graphed by Nick Musuraca. Cast: James Dunn, Whitney Bourne, Joan
Woodbury, Solly Ward, Franklin Pangborn, Tom Kennedy.

Readied for Production, with Tentative Credits
THE SEEING EYE/ produced by Cliff Reid; directed by Richard Rosson;

original story by W. J. Cowan. No other credits; no castings.
'BRINGING UP BABY/ produced by Cliff Reid; directed by Howard

Hawks; story by Hagar Wilde. No other credits; Cast: Katharine Hepburn.
'FEMALE OF THE SPECIES,' produced by P: J, Wolfson; directed by

Leigh Jason; original story by Allan Scott; no other assignments as yet.
Cast: Miriam Hopkins.
'THE JOY OF LOVING/ produced by Felix Young; directed by Mark

Sandrich; screen play by Herbert and Dorothy Fields; songs, Jerome Kern
and Dorothy Fields. No other a.ssignments as yet. Cast: Irene Dunne and
John Barrymore.

Repablic

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before Prepara-
Booms Cameras tion

1 . 45 4

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot

Promised pleted ing
Total 52 3 3
Picture now in. the cutting rooms awaiting preview is:

'TROUBLE FOR TWO,' produced and directed by Phil Rosen. No other
credits announced; photographed by Ed Snyder. Cast: Marian Marsh,
Gordon Oliver, Margaret Dumont, Peggy Shannon, Joe Caits, Milburn
Stone, Theodore Von Eltz, Wade Bot eler, Sarah Padden.

Republic Pictures Now in Production
'PORTIA ON TRIAL/ produced by Al Levoy; directed by George

Nicholls, Jr.; original story by Faith Baldwin; screen play by Sam Ornitz
and E. E. Paramore, Jr., photographed by Harry Wild. Cast. Walter Abel.
Frieda Inescort, Neil Hamilton, Ruth Donnolly, Heather Angel.
/MANHATTAN MERRY-GO-ROUND/ produced by Harry Sauber;

directed by Chuck Reisner: original screen play by Harry Sauber; photo-
graphed by Jack Marta. Cast: Phil R^gan. Leo CarriUo, Ann Dvorak, James
Gleason, Tamara Geva, Kay Thompson,- Ted Lewis, Cab Calloway, Jf>e
DiMaggio, Henry Armetta, Dorothy Paige, Selmer Jackson.
'TRIGGER TRIO/ produced by Sol Siegel; directed by William Witney;

photographed by Ernest Miller; no other credits announced. Cast: Ralph
Byrd, Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune, Sandra Corday, Cornelius Keith, Hal
Taliaferro.
Republic pictures being readied for production, but as yet without any

credits: "THE LADY MlSB£nAVES,' 'FIRST PRIZE,' 'LOVE IS A FABLE,'
'THE DUKE COMES BACK/

20th Ceaiury-Fox

studio . . .

.

Sol Lesser

.

Total

Number Number Now
of Pix Cora- Shoot

Pi^oroised pleted ioir
52 5 5
6 0 0

58 5 5

Now Balance to ^

in Be Placed Stories in
Cilttins: Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

5 37 915 6

6 42 15

DUALING SPREADING

SOMEWHAT IN THE N.W.

I Minneapolis, Aug. 24.

Double featuring, stationary as far

as the Twin Cities are concerned, is

starting to spread Ea.st in the terri-

tory outside of Minneapolis and St.

Paul. Many spots now are using the
dual bills at least once a week;
others, twice.

In a competitive situation,' Baer
Bros.' Bern idji theatre, Bcmtdji,
Minn., is double-featuring twice a
week, for 1.5c admission. The Ber-
ger circuit has two houses in
Bemidji using single features and
charging 25c night admission. The
same chain, however, Is using dou-
ble features once or twice a week at

Brainerd, Minn.

Publix continues to double-feature
at two houses each in Minneapolis
and St. Paul. Independents, however,
are still laying off the dual bills un-
less the Saturday midnight bargain
show, which most houses are offer-
ing and which includes the regular
Saturday night and the Sunday fea-
tures for the one ,)rice. , The 15c
Palace and the dime lower loop sub-
sequent run houses here stlU double
feature, but are not regarded as an
important factor In the situation.

Reeky ML and Other Pix

Showmen Conv. Next Wk.

studio
Condor
Sol Lesser. .

.

David Loew.
Walt Disney.

Total

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ing:

43 0 4

6 0 0

3 0 0

Z 1 0

1 0 1

55 1 5

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting: Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras

7

0
1

1

0

9

32
6
2
0

0

u

tion
20
2
1
6
0

23

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

*DONT FORGET TO REMEMBER/ produced by Al Lewis; directed by
Joseph Santley; original by David Garth; photographed by Milton Krasner.

Cast: Burgess Meredith, Ann Sothern, Onslow Stevens, Mary Boland,

Louise Henry, William Brisbane, George Irving, Leona Roberts, Frances

Gifford.
'FIGHT FOR YOUR LADY/ produced by Al Lewis; directed by Ben

Stoloff; original by Jean Negulesco and Isabel Leighton; screen play by
Gertrude Purcell, Ernest Pagano and Harry Segall; photographed by Jack

MacKenzie. Cast: John Boles, Jack OakLe, Ida Lupino, Margot Grahame,
Erik Rhodes. Paul Guilfoyle, Gordon Jones, Billy Gilbert, Georges

Renavent.
, , .

'BREAKFAST FOR TWO/ produced by Edward Kaufman; directed by Al

Santell; original by David Garth; screen play by. Charles Kaufman; photo-

graphed by Roy Hunt, Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Herbert Marshall, Glenda

Farrell, Eric Blore, Donald Meek.
, , , ^ t

'STAGE DOOR/ produced by Pandro S. Berman; directed by Gregory La
Cava; play by George S. Kaufman and Edna Ferber; screen play by
Anthony Veiller and William Slavens McNutt; photographed by Robert de

Grasse. Cast: Ginger Rogers, Katharine Hepburn. Gail Patrick, Adolphe
Menjcfu, Leona Roberts, Marjorie Lord, Andrea Leeds, Lucille Ball, Con-

stance Collier, Jean Rouverol. Eve Arden.
. ^ j ^ t u

'MUSIC FOR MADAME/ produced by Jesse L. Lasky; directed by John

Blystone; original by Robert Harair: songs, Rudolf Friml and Gus K^hn;

photographed by Joe August. Cast: Nino Martini. Joan Fontaine, Eric

Rhodes. Barbara Pepper, Alan Mowbray, Frank M. Thomas, Billy Gilbert,

Mira McKinney. Fred Santley.
, , , _ , ,

'SATURDAY'iS HEROES/ produced by Robert Sisk; directed by Edward
Killy; original by George Templeton; photographed by Nick Musuraca.

Cast: Van Heflin, Marian Marsh, Richard Lane, Frank Jenks, Minor Watson,

Walter Miller, Alan Bruce.
^ ^ , _ ,

'40 NAUGHTY GIRLS,' produced by William Sistrom; directed by Eddie
CUne; original by Stuart Palmer; photographed by Russell Metty. Cast:

James Gleason, ZaSu Pitts, Marjorie Lord, Joan Woodbury. George Shelley,

Frank M. Thomas, Tom Kennedy, Ada Leonard, Barbara Pepper.
'FIT FOR A KING/ David L. Loew production; directed by Edward

Sedgwick; screen play by Richard Flournoy; photographed by Paul yogel.

Cast: Joe E. Brown, Helen Mack, Paul Kelly, Harry Davenport, Halliwell

Hobbes, Russell Hicks, Frank Reicher. ^ , ^
'MAKE A WISH/ Principal Productions picture produced by Sol Lesser;

directed by Kurt Neumann; original by Gertrude Berg; screen play by
Gertrude Berg and Bernard Schubert: photographed by John Mescall.

Cast: Bobby Breen, Marion Claire, Basil Rathbone. Ralph Forbes, Henry
Armetta, Leon Errol, Leonid Kinskey, Herbert Rawlinson, Philip McMahon,
Billy Lee.
'SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS,' feature length cartoon now

being readied by Walt Disney studios for December release.

RKO-Radio Pictures Now in Production
'HIGH FLYERS/ produced by Lee Marcus; directed by Eddie Cline: f-i-orn

play. 'The Kangaroos,' by Victor Mapes: screen play by Benny Rubin and
Bert Granet; photographed by Jack MacKenzie, Cast: Bert Wheeler. Robert
Woolsey, Lupe Velez, Marjorie Ford, Jack Carson. Charles Judels, Frank M,
Thomas. George Irving, Margaret Dumont. Herbert Clifton.
•A DAMSEL IN DISTRESS/ produced by Pandro S. Berman: directed by

George Stevens; original by P. G. Wodehouse: screen play by P. G. Wode-
.
house, Ernest Pagano and S. K. Laurel; photographed by Joe August. Cast:
Fred Astaire. Joan Fontaine. Gracie Allen and George Burns. Ray Noble.
Reginald Gardiner, Constance Collier, Montagu Love, Harry Watson, Jack
Larson.

'IT NEVER HAPPENED BEFORE,' produced by Jesse L, Lasky; directed
by Raoul Walsh; no story credits as yet. Cast: Lily Pons, Jack Oakie, Eric
Blore. E. E. Horton, Billy Gilbert.
LOVE IN A BASEMENT/ produced by Maurey Cohen: directed by Lew

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are: .

'WESTERN GOLD/ Principal picture produced by Sol Lesser; directed
by Howard Bretherton; original by Harold Bell Wright; screen play by
Earle SneU and Forrest Barnes; photographed by Harry Newman. Cast:
Smith Ballew, Heather Angel, LeRoy Mason, Howard Hickman, Otis
Harlan, Vic Potel, Lew Kelly, Ben Corbett, Wesley Girard, Bud Osborne,
Horace Murphy.
'LOOK OUT, MR. MOTO,' Sol M. Wurtzel, executive producer; directed

by Norman Foster; original screen play by Lou Breslow and John Patrick;
photographed by Virgil Miller. Cast: Peter Lorre, Rochelle Hudson, Chick
Chandler, George Regas, Robert Kent, J. Edward Bromberg.
•WIFE DOCTOR AND NURSE,' Raymond Griffith, associate producer;

directed by Walter Lang; screen play by Kathryn Scola, Darrell Ware and
Lamar Trotti; photographed by Edward Cronjager. Cast: Loretta Young,
Warner Baxter, Virginia Bruce, Allan Lane, Alan Dinehart, Minna
Gombell, Jane Darwell, Margaret Irving.
'HEIDI/ Raymond Griffith,' associate producer; directed by Allan Dwan;

screen play by Walter Ferris and Julien Josephson; photographed by
Arthur Miller. Cast: Shirley Temple, Jean Hersholt,- Arthur Treacher,
Helen Westley, Pauline Moore, Thomas Beck, Mary Nash, Sidney Blackmer,
Mady Christians, Marcia Mae Jones, Delmar Watson.
'LANCER SPY/ Samuel G. Engel, associate producer; directed by

Gregory .Ratoff; novel by Marthe McKenna; screen play by Philip Dunne;
photographed by Albert Hogsett. Cast: Dolores del Rio, George Sanders,
Peter Lorre, Virginia Field, Sig Rumann, Joseph Schildkraut, Maurice
Moscovich, Lionel Atwill, Luther Adler, Fritz Feld, Holmes Herbert, Lester
Matthews, Carlos De Valdez, Gregory Gaye, Joan Carol, Claude King.
'DANGER—LOVE AT WORK/ Harold Wilson, associate producer;

directed by Otto L. Preminger; screen play by James Edward Grant and
Ben Markson, based on story by Grant; photographed by Virgil Miller.
Cast: Ann Sothern, Jack Haley, Mary Boland, Edward Everett Horton,
John Carradine, Walter Catlett, Bennie Bartlett, Maurice Cass, Etienne
Girardot, E. E. Clive, Margaret McWade, Margaret Seddon.

20th-Fox Pictures Now in Production
IN OLD CHICAGO/ Kenneth Macgowan, associate producer; directed by

Henry King; screen play by Lamar Trotti and Sonya Levien, based on
story by Niven Busch; photographed by Peverell Marley. Cast: Tyrone
Power, Alice Faye, Don Ameche, Alice Brady, Andy Devine, Brian Don-
levy, Tom Brown, Phyllis Brooks, Berton Churchill, June Storey, Paul
Hurst, Tyler Brooke, J. Anthony Hughes, Gene Reynolds.
•LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE/ Harold Wilson, associate producer;

directed by William A. Seiter; screen play by Karl Tunberg and Don
Ettlinger, based on stories by Darrell Ware; photographed by Robert
Planck. Cast: Ritz Bros., Gloria Stuart, Fred Stone, Dick Baldwin, Nat
Pendleton, Joan David, Tony Martin, Joan Marsh, Dixie Dunbar, Jed
Prouty, Maurice Cass, Elisha Cook, Jr., Brewster Twins, Marjorie Weaver,
J. C. Nugent,
'ALI BABA GOES TO TOWN,' Laurence Schwab, as.sociate producer;

directed by David Butler; screen play by Harry Tugend and Jack Yellen,

based on story by Gene Towne Graham Bak^r and Gene Fowler; photo-
graphed by Ernest Palmer. Cast: Eddie Cantor, June Lang, Roland Young,
Louise Hovick (Gypsy Ro.se Lee). Tony Martin, John Carradine, Alan
Dinehart, Douglas Dumbrille, Virginia Field. Maurice Cas-s, George Regas,

Douglas Wood, Sidney Fields, Warren Hymer, Stanley Fields.

'45 FATHERS/ John Stone, associate producer; directed by James Tin-
ling; screen play by Frances Hyland and Albert Ray, based on story by
Mary Sickel and Ethel Spark, photographed by Albert Hogsett, Cast: Jane
Withers, Shirley Deane, Thomas Beck, Louise Henry, Richard Carle, Joe
and Flo McCoy.
'DANGEROUSLY YOURS/ formerly titled 'THE GREAT DIAMOND

ROBBERY/ Sol M. Wurtzel, executive producer; directed by Malcolm St.

Clair; screen play by Lou Breslow and John Patrick; photographed by
Harry Davis. Cast: Cesar Romero. Phyllis Brooks, Jane Darwell, Alan
Dinehart, Natalie Garson. John Harrington Douglas Woods.

Denver, Aug. 24.

Second annual convention of the
Theatre Owners and Managers of the
Rocky Mountain Region will be held
in Denver, Aug. 30-31, the board of
directors announced the past week.
The opening day will be given over
to business sessions at the Cosmo-
politan hotel, Denver, and the second
day will be taken up by the Screen
Club picnic at Cherry Hills coun-
try club, south of the city, scene ot
last year's outing.

A. P. Archer, president, will pre-
side at the convention. In addition
to officers' reports, Rick Rlcketson,
Louis Finske, B. P. McCormlck,
Howard C. Federer, Charles Gil-
mour. Harry Huffman, Dave Cock-
rill and Cy Pennie will talk.

The Fox Intermountain regional
annual convention will be at the
Park Lane hotel, Denver, Aug. 31-

.

Sept. 2. The opening day will be ad-
journed early for the Screen Club
picnic, with two days given over to
intensive business sessions. Ricket-
son, division manager, will preside
at the sessions.

The annual convention of the Gi-
braltar Enterprises Is being held in
Denver this week. An outing in the
mountains will be held later in the
week. Chas. R. Gilmour, president
of the group, called the meeting and
will preside.

Klan Suit Hdps Atlanta

'Legion* Exhib; Some Duck
Atlanta, Aug. 24,

Cashing in on publicity engen-
dered by Ku Klux Klan's suit for
$113,500 against Warner Bros, for al-
leged use of KKK insignia in 'Black
Legion;' Cameo theatre, downtown
second-run indie, booked and showed
film last week.
Other subsequent run houses have

given the pic the runaround, because
Kluxers still wield potent influence
in these parts and nabe theatre man-
agers don't want to hurt anybody's
feelings if they can help it.

United Artists

Now Balance to

Number Numl>er Now in Be Placed Stories in
of Pix Com- Shoot- Cutting: Before Prepara-

i*romised pleted ing: Rooms Cameras tion
Samuel Goldwyn.. 6 'I 2 0 2 2
Alexander Korda. . 6 0 0 0 6 6

Selznick 5 0 I 2 2 2

Walter Wang:er.... 8 0 0 3 5 5

Chaplin 1 'i 0 0 1 1

London Films 8 0 0 0 8 8

Total 34 2 3 5 24 24
Pictures now in the cutting rooms awaiting previews are:

'FIFTY SECOND STREET/ produced by Walter Wanger; directed by
Harold Young; screen play by Grover Jones. Cast: Ian Hunter. Leo .Car-

riUo, Pat Paterson, Ella Logan, Sid Silvers, ZaSu Pitts, Maria Shelton,
Dorothy Peterson, Collette Lyons, Kenny Baker.
'STAND-IN/ produced by Walter Wanger; directed by Tay Gartiett;

screen play by Gene Towne and Graham Baker, ba.sed on Satevepost story
(Continued on page 27)

'Booloo^ Initials

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Cabled advices have been re-
ceived at Paramount from Clyde
Elliott, producing and directing
'Booloo' at Singapore, that he has
completed the initial scene for the
film.

Company will be absent another
six months.

Maynard's Circus Pic

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Grand National will produce a
circus picture featuring Ken May-
nard. now on tour with Cole Bros,
circus.

M. H. Hoffman will produce.

Jack Holt's 'Murderers'
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

'Murderers Welcome,' Larry Dar-
mour's next Jack Holt thriller for
Columbia, will be directed by Lew
Collin.s.

Film will be made from Philip
Wylie's orii;inat yarn.
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With great pleasure and pride I take this

opportunity to thank everyone connected with the production of"The Life of Emile

Zola^\ The acclaim which greeted the picture at its premiere at the Hollywood

Theatre, NewYork,belongs to Hal B-Wallis, to Henry Blanke, toWiUiam Dieterle, to

PaulMuni and every artist, to the writers and to the entireWarner Bros* studio person*

nel for having made possible a production that marks still another milestone in the

history of the screen* They, and they alone, o^n the glory ofhaving created a master*

piece as far above the average as our first talking picture was above the silent ones*

Watch These Road Shows:

Vice-President in Charge

of Production

August 26tK Auguat 26ih. August 29th August 29th^Mguiri. ^utri v-»««^i«.M. ^uui. n.i«sM»» ^7ifi rvMs«»i. August 30th August 30th September I2th September 16th
National Theatre Cass Theatre Erlanger Theatre Nixon Theatre Royal Alexander Thea. Colonial Theatre American Theatre St. Francis Theatre
Washington, D. C. Detroit, Mich, Chicago, Illinois Pittsburgh, Pa. Toronto, Canada Boston, Mass. St. Louis, Missouri San Francisco, Calif.
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bv Clarence Budington KeUand; photographed by Charles Clarke. Cast:

Leslie Howard, Joan Blondell, Humphrey B'ogart, Alan Mowbray, Maria
Shelton, C. Henry Gordon, Jack Carson, J. C. Nugent, Tully Marshall, Wil-
liam V. Mongi

«I MET MY LOVE AGAIN/ produced by Walter Wanger; directed by
Arthur Ripley and Joshua Logan, screen play by David Hertz from novel

by Allehe Corliss;' photographed by Hal Mohr. Cast: Joan Bennett, Henry
Fonda, Dame May Whitty,-Alan Marshal, Louise Piatt, Alan Baxter, Tim
Holt, Dorothy Stickney, Florence Lake, Genee Hall, Alice Cavenna.

'THE PBISONEH OF-ZENDA,' prdduced by David O. Selznick; directed

by John Cromwell; screen play by Wells Root and John L. Balderston,

based on novel by Anthony Hope; photographed by James Wong Howe,
Cast: Ronald Colman, Madeleine Carroll, Douglas Fairbanks, Jri, Mary
Astor, C. Aubrey Smith, Raymond Massey, David Niven, Montagu Love,
William von Brincken, • Philip 51eeman, Eleanor Wesselhoeft, Florence
Roberts, Jan MacLaren, Howard Lang. Al Shean, Henry Roquermore,
Lillian Hermer, Pat Somerset.
•NOTHING SACRED,' produced by David O. Selznick; directed by Wil-

liam A, Wellman; original by James H. Street; screen play by Ben Hecht;
photographed by Howard Greene. Cast: Carole Lombard, Fredric March,
Charles "Winhinger, Walter Connolly, Sig Rumann, Frank Fay, Margaret
Hamilton, Maxie Rosenbloom, Art Lasky, Hedda Hopper, John Qualen.

United Artists Pictures Now in Production
'HURRICANE,' produced by Samuel Goldwyn; directed by John Ford;

screen play by Dudley Nichols, based on original story by Charles Norhoff

apd James Norman Hall; photographed by Bert Blennon. Cast: Jon Hall,

Dorothy Lamour. Raymohd'Massey, Mai^ Astor, C. Aubrey Smith, Thomas
Mitchell, Jerome Cowan, Movita, Mamo Clark, Kuleii De Clercq. .

'THE ADVENTURES OF MARCO POI^O,' produced by Samuel Goldwyn;
directed by Archie Mayo; scrfeen play by Robert Etnmett Sherwood; photo-
graphed by Rudolf Mate and Archie Stout. -Cast: Gary Cooper, Sigrid

Gurie, Ernest rTruex, iBinnie Barnes, Basil Rathbone, George Barbier, Lotus

Liu, Ferdinand Gottschalk.
•THE .ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWTEK,' produced by David O. Selz-

jiick; directed by Norman Taurbg; sdreen play by John V. A. Weaver, from
story by Mark Twain; photographed by James Wong Howe and Wilfred
Cline. Cast: Tbtnmy K^lly, Jackiii .Moran, Beulah Bondi, Walter Brennan,
Ann GilUs, Victor Jofy,' Mickey Rentchlfer, Cora Sue Colling, Charles Rich-

man, Spring .Byington, Dayid Holt, Marcia Mae Jones, Margaret Hamilton,
Phillip iiurlic, Erville.Alderson.

Diii¥er$ai

Col. Ducks Plagiarism

Suit on Technicality
Technical eirror resulted in the

dismissal of ' Columbia Pictures

Corp. of California, Ltd., by N. Y.

Federal Judge Vincent Liebell yes-

terday (Tuesday) as a defendant in

an infringement suit brought by
Plain Talk Magazine. Jiidge Liebell
leld that service of suit on Jack
Cohn in New York, as an officer of

1 le Coast concern, was improper,
1 le corporation being non-resident.
Cohn also denied he was an official

of Columbia Corp. of Calif.

Suit was instituted against Colum-
[>ia anc Screen Classics, Inc., Plain
Talk alleging a picture short titled

Norton I, Emperor of America,' was
steal on its copyrighted story;

asks an accounting and damages.

Now Balance to

Number Number Now in BePlaced Stories ita

of Fix Com- Shoot- Cottins: .before Prepara-
Promised pleted ing Rooms Cameras tion

Total.,.. 50 ' 4 3 7 36 2
Pictures in the cutting rooms or !awaiting previews:
•THE BOSS OF LONELY VALtEY,' produced by Buck Jones; directed

by Ray 'Taylor; novel by
.
Forrest Brown; screen play by Frances Guihan.

Cast: Buck Jones, Muriel Evans," Harvey Clark, Walter Miller, Lee Phelps,

JTed AdaMs,'.'I)ickie Howland, Ezra Paulette, Matty Fain, Grace Goodall.
'ADVEr^TURES

.
END,'

.
produced by Trem Carr; directed by Arthur

Lubin; novel \>y Ben. Ames Williams; screen play by Ben G. Kohn. Cast:

J'ohn Wayne, Diana Gibson, Moroni Olsen, Montagu Love, Maurice Black,
Paul White, Cameron Hall, Patrick J. Kelly, George Cleveland.
•THE WESTLAND CASE,' produced by Larry Pox and Irving Starr;

directed^ .by Christy Caljanne,*- screen play by Robertson White, l^ed On
novel by Jonathan Latimer., Cast: Preston Foster, Carol Hughes, Barbara
Pepper,! Frank Jenks, Astrid Allwyn, George Meeker, Theodore Von Eltz,

Clarenc^ Wiison. Ruissell Hicks, Rollo Lloyd, Selmer Jacksoii. •

•BEHiND THE Ml&E/ [produced by= Lou Brock; directed by Sidney
Salkow;- original by Thomas Ahearn and Walton Butterfleld; screen play by
Barry Trivers. Cast: William Gargan, Judith Barrett, Don Wilson, Sterling
Halloway, William Davidson, Gerald Oliver Smith, Grady Sutton.
'SUDDEN BILL DORN/ produced by Buck Jones; directed by Ray

Taylor; novel by Jackson Gregory; screen play by Frances Guihan. Cast
Buck Jones, Noel Francis, Frank McGlynn, Sr., Harold Hodge, Ted Adams,
Evelyn Brent, Lee Phelps.
'CARNIVAL QUEEN,' produced by tlobert Presnell; directed by Nate

Watt; screen play by James Mulhauser, Lester Cole and Harold Buckley,
from novel jjy Riqhard Wormser. Cast: Dorothea Kent,- Robert Wilcox,
Hobart Cavanaugh, David Oliver, G. Pat Collins, Ernest Cossart, Jonathan
Hale, Harry Tyler.

'100 MEN AND A GIRL,' produced by Joe Pasternak; directed by Henry
Koster; screen play by Charles Kenyon; original by Hans Kraly. Cast
Deanna Durbin, Leopold Stokowski,- Adolphe Menjou, Mischa Auer, Alma
Kruger, Billy Gilbert,- Alice Brady, Christian Rub, Eugene Pallette, Frank
Jenks, Jed Prouty, Jack Smart. . .

Universal Pictures Now in Production
'MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD,' produced by Edmund Grainger

directed by S. Sylvan Simon; original by William Rankin; screen play by
Robert T. Shannon and Bi^uce Manning. Cast: Wendy Barriey Walter
Pidgeon, Kent Taylor, Henry Hunter, George Barbier, Dorothea Kent
Hobart Cavanaugh, Samuel S. Hinds, Horace MacMahon.

. 'MERRY-GO-ROUND OF 1938,' produced by B. G. De Sylva; directed

by Irving Cummings; original screen play by Monte Brice and Dorian
Otvos. Cast: Joy Hodges, John King, Bert Lahr, Billy House, Mischa Auer
Jimmie Savo, Alice Brady, Barbara Read, Louise Fazenda. Richard Carle
Howard Ca"htonwine, Charley Williams, Dave Apollon and orchestra.

'BLONDE DYNAMITE,' produced by E. M. Asher; directed by Milton
Carruth; novel by W. R. Burnett; screen play, by Lester Cole. Cast: Noah
Berry, Jr., Nan Grey, William Gargan, Dorothea Kent, Rowland Drew.

Readied for Production, with Tentative Credits
'YOUNG MAN'S FANCY,< produced by B. G. De Sylva; dh-ected by

David Butler; original story by Bill Thomas, Maxwell Sfeane and Warren
Wilson; screen play by Monte Brice and Charles Grayson. Cast: Alice
Paye, George Murphy, Ken Murray, the Three Diamond Brothers, Andy
Devine, Ella Logan, Larry Blake, Harry Stockwell.
•THE SHANNONS OF BROADWAY,' produced by Edmund Gramger

No other assignments as yet. From stage play by James Gleason.

Warners

It

'IX COS. NIX B. R. TO

KEEP CHI FBT GOING

Chicago, Aug. 24.

All attempts to save the Chicago

Film Board of Trade failed last

week, and all possibilities of retain-

ing the film board here are washed
up. Inability to obtain the co-op-

eration of the eight major dis-

tributors in supporting a local, office
independently was the reason. Those
distributors who had signified their
willingness to contribute to the up-
keep of a local, office were 20th-
Fox, Universal, Metro and Para-
mount. The others nixed the prop-
osition, the home offices particularly
not being interested. Appropriation
asked froin each company to keep
the film board going was $27.50 per
month for a complete total of around
$4,000 annually.

Local board had been concentrat-
ing on two angles for the past few
years: the servicing of educational
and charitable organizations, and
serving as official contact With the
various women's clubs in the terri-
tor-y.

Providence, Long Known As an Odd

Theatre Town, Further ReaEgned

NOW IT'S 'REFUND NITE'

IN MPLS.; $1 PRIZES

Minneapolis, Aug. 24.

Newest theatre stunt to hit terri-

tory is called 'Refund Night.' The-
atres employing it are handing out
a $1 gift, called a 'refund,' to every
10th patron. It's a variation of the
'gift night' idea and exhibitors as-
sert that the law couldn't construe
it as a violation of the anti-lottery
statute. . ; ^

The sl'&te supreme court still has
under advisement that question as to
whether bank and 'cash gift nights'
in theatres are lotteries in violation
of the state law. The issue was
raised Ln two St. jPaul cases which
were appealed to the state's highest
tribunal.

Sued for Bicycling
Weinberg Enterprises. Corp., oper-

ators of the. Cameo, Yonkers, N. Y.,
and its president, Joseph W^einbeirg,
were named Thursday (19) in pic-
ture infringement suits filed in U. S.

District Court by Universal Pictures
Corp., Big U Film Exchange, United
Artists Corp., and the Walter Disney
Productions, Inc.

Plaintiffs claimed defendants ex-
hibited thtiller shorts and Disney
comedies without being licensed to
do so. Plaintiffs ask $250 for each
infringement. Alleged violations oc-
curred last summer.

Holmes Tosses 'Stones*
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

'Rolling Stones' will ,b6 directed
at Radio by Ben Holmes,
Helen Broderick and Victor

Moore" will be co-fentured.

Now Balance to

Number Number Now in
.
Be Placed Stories in

of Pix Com^ Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara
Promised pleted ing Rooms Cameras tion

Total CO 7 .5 14 26 14
Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
'FIRST LADY,' produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed by Stanley

Logan; original by Katherine Dayton and George S. Kaulman; screen play
by Rowland Leigh; photographed by Sid Hickox. Cast: Kay Francis,
Preston Foster, Veree Teasdale, Walter Connolly, Anita Louise, Victor
Jory, Marjorie Gateson, Louise Fazenda, Marjorie Rambeau, Eric. Stanley
Henry O'Neil, Sara Haden, Harry Davenport.
'THE PERFECT SPECIMEN,' produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed by

Michael Curtiz; original by Samiuel Hopkins Adams; screen play by
Lawrence Riley 'and Norman Reilly Raine; photographed by Charles
Kosher. Cast: Errol Flynn, Joaii Blondell, Dick Foran, Beverly Roberts.
Edward Everett Horton, Hugh Herbert, May Robson, Marie Wilson, Warren
Hymer, Donald Meek, Granville Bates, .Andrew Tombes, Tim Henning.
THE GREAT GARRICK,' produced by Mervyn LeRoy; directed by

James Whaler original screen play by Ernest Vajda; photographed by
i-rnest Haller. Cast: Brian Aherne, Olivia de Havilland, Edward Everett
Horton, Luis Alberni, Lana Turner, Marie* Wilson, Linda Perry, Crai{{
Reynolds, Dorothy Tree, Henry O'Neill, Lionel Atwill, Fritz Leiber.
ALCATRAZ ISLAND,' produced by Byran Foy; directed by William

McGann; original screen play by Crane Wilbur; photographed by Lu
Y>;°"'^6ll- Cast: John Litel, Ann Sheridan. Mary Maguire, Gordon Oliver,
'^^aison Richards, Ben Welden, Dick Pcrccll. George E. Stone, Doris Lloyd.
PRAIRIE THUNDER,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Breezy

fiason; original by Ed Earl Repp. Ca.st: Dick Foran, Ellen Clancy, Al Smith,
Yakima Canutt. Frank Ellis.
ADVENTUROUS BLONDE,' produced by Brvan FoV; directed by Frank

JvicDonald; original by Robertson Whilu; photoKiaplied by Arthur Todd.

Cast: Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane, Anne Nagel, Robert Barrett, Natalie
Kennedy, Charles Foy,. George E. Stone, •

e

.^P'P^ARINE D-1,' produced by Lou Edelman; directed by Lloyd Bacon-
original story by Commander Frank Wead; screen play by William WisterHames; photographed by Arthur Edeson, Cast: Pat O'Brien, George BrentWayne Morns, Frank McHugh, Doris Weston, Ronald Reagan, Henry
O'Neill, Owen King, Dennie Moore.

t.
,

j

•EXPENSIVE HUSBANDS.' supervised by Frank Mandel; directed byBobby Connolly; screen play by Jean Negulesco and Jay Brennan; camera.
James Van Trees. Cast: Beverly Roberts, Patric Knowles, William HopperAUyn Joslyn.

tff ,

'MISSING WITNESSi,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William
Clemens; original sfcreen 'play by Kenneth Gamet and Don Ryan; photo-
graphed by Sid Hickpx.-. Cast: Dick Purcell, Jean Dale, John Litel, Eddie
Acuff, Hugh O'Connell.
•OVER THE GOAL,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Noe!l Smith;

original by William Jacobs; .screen play by Jacobs and Anthony Coldeway;
photographed by Warren Lynch. Cast: William Hopper, June Travis,
Willard Parker; Johnny Davis* .William Harrigan, Gordon Oliver, Herbert
Rawlirison.
•EVIDENCE,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Frank McDonald;

original screen play by Crane Wilbur and George Bricker; photographed
by James Van Trees. Cast: Dick Foran, June Travis, John Litel, George E.
Stone, Dick Purcell, Veda Ann Borg, Ward Bond, Tommy BUpp;
•SHE LOVED A FIREMAN,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Johnny

Farrow; original screen play by Carleton Sand; photographed by Lou
O'Connell. Cast: Dick Foran, Ann Sheridan, Robert Armstrong, Hugh
O'Connell, Veda Ann Borg.
•SH! THE OCTOPUS,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William Mc-

Gann; screen play by George Bricker from play by Ralph Murphy and
Donald Gallaher; camera, .Warren Lynch. Cast: Hugh Herbert, Allen
Jenkins, Marcia Ralston, George Rosener, John Eldredge, Eric Stanley.

. 'SERGEANT MURPHY,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Breezy
Eason; original screen play by Abem Finkel and William Jacobs; camera,
Ted McCord. Cast: Ronald Reagan, Mary Maguire, Donald Crisp, Edmund
Cobb, Max Hoflman; Jr., William Davidson.

Wariners Pictures in Production
•HOLLYWOOD HOTEL,' produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by Busby

Berkeley; original story by Jerry Wald and Maurice Leo; screen play by
Wald, Leo and Richard Macauley; camera, Charles Rosher. Cast: Dick
Powell, Frances Langford, Mona Marshall, Lola Lane, Hugh Herbert,
Johnnie Davis, Mabel Todd, Alan Mowbray, Ted Healy, Allyn Joslyn, Eric
Stanley, Edgar Kennedy, Benny Goodman and band.
'TONIGHT'S OUR NtGHT,' formerly titled 'T<TVARICH,' produced by

Robert Lord; directed by Anatole Litvak; play by Jacques Dcval; screen
play by Casey Robinson; photographed by Charle.s Lang. Cast:. Claudette
Colbert, Charles Boyer,

.
Basil, Rathbone, Melville Cooper,^ Isabelle JoneS,

Anita Louise, Allan Conrad, Morris Carhovsky, Gregory Gaye, Fritz Feld,
Vladimir Sokoloff, Kurt Bois, Christian Rub, Reine Riano, Montagu Love,
George Davis, May Boley, Alphonse Martel, Heather Tratcher.
'WITHOUT WARNING,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Johnny

Farrow; original .screen play by. Crane Wilbur; camera, Lu O'Connell. Cast:
Boris KarlOff, . Marie Wilson, Eddie Craven, Regis Toomey, Charles Tow-
bridge, John Harroh, Willard Parker, Frank Faylen.
'LARGER THAN LIFE,' produced by Bryan. Foy; directed by Lew Seller

adapted from play by Joseph Schrank, based on magazine story by Norman
Matson; screen play by Schrank and Robertson White; camera, Arthur
Todd. Cast: Frank McHugh, Berton Churchill, Jane Wyman, Ferris Taylor,
Dianne Lewis, Cora Witherspoon, Raymond Hatton, William Haade, Tom
Kennedy.
.
'GOLD IS WHERE YOU FIND IT,' produced in technicolor by Sam

BischoJrt; directed by Michael Curtiz; .story by Clement.s. Ripley; .screen play
by Warren Duff and Robert Buckner. Cast: George Brent, Olivia de Havil
land, Claude Rains and Margaret Lindsay.

Warners Pictures Completed
'BACK IN CIRCULATION,' directed by Ray Enright. Cast: Pat O'Brien

Joan Blondell. Margaret Lindsay.
'IT'S LOVE I'M AFTER,' directed by Archie L. Mayo. Cast; Leslie How

ard, Bette Davis. Olivia de Havilland, Eric Blore,
'MR. DODD TAKES THE AIR,' directed .by AUrfed E, Green. Cast

Kenny Baker, Frank McHugh, Alice Brady, Gertrude Michael.
'CONFESSION,' directed by Joe May. Cast: Kay Franciii, Ian Hunter,

Basil Rathbone, Jane Bryan, Mary Maguire, Robert Barrat, Donald Crisp.

'THAT CERTAIN WOMAN,' directed by Edmund Goulding. .Cast; Bet Ic

Davis, Henry Fonda, Ian Hunter, Anita Loui.se.

'LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA,' directed by William Dieterle. Cast; Paul Muni,
Gale Sondergaard, Joseph Schildkraut.
'VARSIT SHOW,' directed by William Keighley. Cast: Dick Powell. Fred

Waring, Ted Healy, Rosemary L'lne, Pri.scilla Lane, Wuller Callett.

Providlence, Aug. 24.

The theatre realignment taking
place here aiccentuates all the mora
the long standing axiom that Provi-
dence is a paradoxical show town.
Less than a year ago it was th*

showman's lament that the town was
greatly overseated. Today it seems
as though there's going to be a
shortage of theatres, providing tha
present rush to take off the shutters
from long darkened houses contin-

ues.

A few weeks back there were four
dark theatres downtown. By Labor
Day there will be only one left. Next

_

Friday the Albee, single RKO unit id
Providence, will resume operations.
House has been renovated to . the
tune of $40,000, and will reopen as
straight picture house. Later the
lOUse may try to revive, the Albee
Stock Co.
The Associated Theatres, of which

veteran Abe Spitz is president, has
akei) over the Modern, long tha
town's jinx house. It is being ex-
;ensively renovated and on Labor

: Day will reopen with a legit policy, '

.

•Brother Rat,' being the .first road-
show iattrBction< When Broadway
shows are not available the house
win play roadshow pictures, but It

is definite that Spitz and his associaf

ates will hot try burlesk in between
legit and picture shows as before, It

was a mistake. Everything but roller

skating has ben tried at the Modern
and in its lohg history it has stood
oat as the prize lemon in town. Spitil

lOpes to break the. jinx by renaniing
it the Playhouse,
Last Friday the Carlton, a link in

i;he chain of theatres operated by
Edward M. Fay, was reopened as a
loldover house. Fay has entered ^^
a partnership agreement with Loew's
which will give Carlton flrst-ruii pic-

tures warranting a second week
sho\ving at first-run prices.

.L6git attractiohs are being shown
by Spitz at ihie Empire currently^
but with the reopening of the Mod*
ern this policy will be dropped. Un-
derstanding is that Spitz is negoti-
ating for vaudeville, providing He
can obtain, pictures tor a combina-
tion policy.

The huge Metropolitan is. now the
only house in town where no direct

dickering is under way. However,
there have, been reports that a
couple of local exhibitors are inter-

ested in opening it as a second-run-
neir. The Bijou is the only second
run spot downtown.

Cqast's $5 Preems

Hollywood, Aug;. 24.

A pair of $5 preems are skedded
here during Labor Day week. War-
ners has set 'Zola' at the Carthay
Circle for Sept. 9 and the following

night Universal will usher in *A

Hundred Men and a Girl' at the

Pantages theatre.

'Zola' will go on a two-a-day basis

while 'Men* opens a regular run at

the RKO and Pantages theatres after

the preem.

SantelFs RKO 'Time'
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Alfred Santell will direct RKO's
film version of 'Having a Wonderful
Time' when Ginger Rogers, topper,

returns from her vacash.
Arthur Kober is adapting his sloge

play for the screen.

*Torchy* Flares Again
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Next 'Torchy Blane'. film at

Warners, 'Blondes at Work,' is set

to start tomorrow (Wed.).

Frank McDonald directs, with
Glenda Farrell and Barton MacLane
topspotted.

FUGHT EXPEBT ON PIC
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

William Van Dusen has been en-

gaged as a flying expert to collab

with Sidney Howard on the screen-

play of 'Trans-Atlantic Flight.'

Van Dusen has been given leavs

of absence from Pan-American Air-

ways,

Roach's New 4-Tear-Old
Oklahoma City, Aug. 24.

Maureen Fitzgerald, 4, o£ Lawton,
Okla., has left for Hollywood whera
she will be given a screen test by
Hal Roach studios.

Kiddie will be accompanied by her
parents, Mr. and Mr.s. Bob Fitz-

gerald.
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EXPLOITATION By Epes W. Sargent

Tempting Fate
Charlotte, N. C.

The Carolina theatre took advan-

ftaee of the recent Friday the 13th

combination to get out its ladders

and buy up some dime store mir-

'"^Tlie newspaper ads announced

that the first 10 Peoflt ^rJrii!r
under a ladder and break a mirror

would be admitted to the theatre

free A crowd assembled and radio

station WSOC had a remote unit on

hand to broadcast the tun.

The News photographed a pretty

«irl under the ladder and with frag-

ments of a smashed mirror at her

'^Caroiina also has a current tie-up,

with The News in connection with

a 'Big Apple' dance contest, with a

coupon clipped from the paper
necessary for admission to the con-

test.

The Old Eeliable

Seattle,

Bing Crosby will be in Spokane
week of Oct. 18, that being former
stamping ground of the crooner,

along with Tacoma, this state.

Local exhibitors are tieing in

with the Crosby visit for some ex-

cellent exploitation, based on the

old idea of a contest to select a boy
or girl, between 18 and 23 years old,

for a chance in the pictures.

Paramount theatre is the sponsor

in Seattle, with applications of

aspirants now being received by
manager Bill Hamrick. Seattle

Times is co-sponsor, which, means
some extra publicity. Prelims and
semi-finals for this district will be
at Paramount theatre, with the 'finals

in Spokane in October. The Spokane
winner will be taken to Hollywood
as guest of Bing and Paramount Pic-
tures. There, a screen test, and if

okay, a contract. That's the lineup.

Metered Applause
Troy, N. Y.

The Troy, WB's principal theatre
here, dressed up its bathing beauty
contest to select a 'Miss Troy' as the
city's representative in the Atlantic
City competition, through the use of
an 'applause meter' on the stage, the
booking of Toby Middlebrook's
orchestra and of Bea Cohen, local
singer, and songfests.
Contest was heavily advertised

over a period of weeks.

Pentecost Wakes *Em
Atlanta, Ga.

Exploitation is almost a lost art
down this way, but. Edwin Pente-
cost, mgr of Loew's Grand theatre,
is making the boys sit up and take
notice with some new and old stuff.

To plug Goldwyn's 'Stella Dallas'
Pentecost planted a contest *in

Hearst's Georgian on 'Do Blondes
Make the Best Mothers?' This, on
the face of it, may sound like a
stereotyped stunt, but local rags
have an anti-publicity ruling that's
hard to circumvent and grabbing the
space indicated that the contest has
appeal. Rewards were $15 cash for
best letter, $7.50 for second, $2.50 for
third, with five pairs of ducats daily.
Space devoted was 2-cols cut and
about 10-inch story daily, giving
names of ducat winners and contest
rules.

In addition Pentecost put a gayly
decorated float on the streets.
Aboard were two girls dressed in
evening clothes and a five-piece
string orch, which played popular
tunes on the street corners while
the femmes passed out heralds. It
couldn't help but attract attention.
On last day of contest Pentecost

sent a 40 by 60-inch telegram that
required three messenger boys to
carry to the mayor inviting him to
see 'Stella' and that -was good for an
additional -G-col cut and story to add
to his campaign book.
Another novel stunt Pentecost

worked out was his lobby display on
Metro's 'Topper.' He took a lot of
the 'mysterious' incidents that ap-
pear in the pic and worked them
into a 'Sur-Realist Gallery' in a 12-
loot high showcase. Displayed were
a pen and ink bottle, a doorknob,
pair of silk panties, hotel register,
bottle of ectoplasm and a blank
square indicating Gary Grant and
Connie Bennett in their 'ectoplastic'
state.

Stunt attracted lot of attention and
comment and aroused considerable
interest in pic, especially among
Grand's patrons who have not read
the book.

N. H. Ideas

New Haven,
John Hesse drew some unusual in-

terest in 'They Won't Forget' at
Roger Sherman with a prize contest"
along the angle of solution of the
crime. For two weeks ahead of
opening Hesse ran teasers in news
ad and window card form simply
asking the question, 'Who killed
Mary Clay?' -

Prior to opening, contest was an-
nounced, with a $50. prize - for most
logical solution after contestants had
seen picture. , , .

.

Bob Russell has been slipping a
bally gag or two under the wire
each week." For 'Willie Winkie' Rus-
sell "planted a plug in the miiddle of
the longest parade ever held here,
for American Legion p6sts in con-
vention. A tot in Scotch outfit, in
•the Temple manner, marched at
head of . a drum corps. It was the
only piece of advertising to land in
the parade. " '

.

For 'Good Earth* a lobby display
of authentic Chinese lanterns drew
favorable comment and as a boost
for 'You Can't Have Everything,'
Russell plastered the town with
milk bottle tops reading 'You can't
have everythinig, but you can have
the best milk—and here it is.'

For 'Toast of New York,' in addi-
tion to window display of old-fash-
ioned millinery, a special 'Toast'

sandwich and an old-fashioned
couple making the rounds in an
ancient conveyance, Russell ran an
oakley contest tied in with a window
display of a box of greenbacks agi-

tated ; by a fan^ Contest was for
nearest guess to total amount repre-
sented by fluttering bills.

Trip on 'Toast'

Indianapolis.
Art Baker and Frank Moneyhun

got plenty of free space for 'Toast of

New York,' showing currently, by
tieing up with Indianapolis News to

pick a 'local toast of the city,' Paper,
which has largest state circulation,
gave front page space to choosing of

'Toast of Indianapolis' for a week,
and also carried inside stories and
art.

Winner was Julia Freyn, who gets

ducat on TWA airliner to Holly-
wood; cuffo at the Amb&osador hotel
while she's there and a trip through
the RKO studios.
Although opening date was set

back a week to hold over 'Artists

and Models,' public was sold to the
extent that biz is over par.

Theatre Changes

New Orleans,
Robert J. Haley, house manager of

the Liberty here, following the res-
ignation of Noel D, Smith,
Other changes include Asa Booksh,

as treasurer of the Liberty, and R. L,

Mcllvane to replace Booksh at

Orpheum,

Galveston,
Joy Theatres, Inc., headquarters

at Oklahoma City has taken a five

year lease on a 30 by 100 foot space

at 305 Main Street, Houston, for

first theatre in this section of Texas,

Drumright. Okla.

The new Tower theatre, built by
Consolidated Theatres, Inc.. to re-

place the old Strand, opened to the

public Aug, 18, Frank Aydelotte
manager.

Des Moines.
Changes in Tri -States Theatre

Corp. personnel: Hal Sheridan, from
State, Cedar Rapids, to Paramount
and also serve as city manager in

Cedar Rapids. Ray W^rnimont. from
Garden, Davenport, .to State, Cedar
Rapids. Al Dumond is now house
manager of the Paramount, Cedar
Rapids. Bill Murin, formerly asst

mgr of the State, Cedar Rapids, to

the Paramount as assistant. Richard
Stoddard, to Capitol, Davenport.
Ely E. Seff. former manager of the

Spencer, Rock Island, to the Garden,
Davenport. John Krier now man-
ages Spencer, Rock Island.

St. Louis.

Central States Theatre Corp. plan-

ning $150,000 house in Bloomington,
III.

Capitol, operated by Alger Circuit,

reopened in Morrison, 111,

State, Princeton, 111., shuttered for

five years, reopened under manage-
ment of Alger Circuit of Charleston.
William C. Fitzgerald, P, C.

Hauted and C. F. Guery have
formed Morton Theatre Co.. Morton.
111. and will erect 650 seater.

Carl Pierson, Petersburg. 111., ha?
purcha.sed old post office bldg. and
will remodel it into a modern mov-
ing pix theatre.

F&M's Shubert-Rialto,

St, Louis, for 3 Years

St, Louis, Aug, 24,

Fanchon & Marco interests here
have .exercised option on Shubert-
Rialto theatre, 1,700 seater on Grand
blvd. in midtown,. and . will operate
it for next three years. House was
obtained when F&M and Warner
Bros, settled differences in New York
and although house has been shut-
tered since last spring, F&M has
been paying rent, at rate of $28,500
per year, to Cella Estate, owner,
• In addition, F&M controls Or-
pheum, 2,000-seater in downtown
district and this house also is dark.
Both were closed when F&M and
execs of Jocal lATSE were unable
to agree on number of stage hands,
etc., to be eniployed in theatre.

Neither Shubert-Rialto nor Orpheum
proved clicks and Harry C. Arthur
for F&M £>did it ^yould be cheaper
to keep houses closed than pay de-
mands of union, plus additional, nut
for films, salaries of personnel, etc.

Lease on Orpheum was originally

made to Warner Bros, but trans-
ferred to F&M which has been pay-
ing $35,000 annual rent. Lease still

has two years to run. No announce-
ment has been made as to whether
houses will be 'reopened.
Attempts made last spring to sub-

lease Shubert-Rialto to Harry Green-
man indie exhibitor, and • others,

failed to materialize,
"

Labor Clash

(Continued from page 7)

decision outlined above are as fol-
lows:

Directors perform a service which
is fundamentally creative.. The rate
of compensation, character of ser-
vice and the authority of a director
all demonstrate that he has no 'in-

equality of bargaining power' such
as IS contemplated by the Wagner
Labor Relations • Act. The director
has substantial authority over the
artistic development of a picture.
On the other hand, the unit manager
and the assistant director represent
the business and managerial side of
production. While the director sup-
plies artistic and creative forces in
the making of a picture, the unit
manager and the assistant director
govern the physical and financial
side of the operation, and in this
respect represent the studio manage-
ment. The nature of their respec-
tive employments often place the di-
rector on (he one hand and the unit
manager and the assistant director
on the other at opposite viewpoints
in the making of the picture. Their
activities, their objects and their
duties are often totally dissimiliar
and in many instances ^must repre-
sent conflicting judgments.
The term 'assistant director' has

long been a misnomer in the indus-
try. Today, fundamentally, the di-

rector represents creative effort, and
the unit rhanager and the assistant
director represent the managerial
and business side. A negotiation
which directly or indirectly places
these two groups in the same posi-
tion is illogical, and would be de-
structive of the character of rela-
tion that should exist between the
two groups. It can only be defended
on the basis that it gives the direc-
tors and advantage by supplying
them with greater numerical strength
in such a negotiation.
We recognize, and have con-

sistently recognized, the right of
groups of employees to negotiate
with the motion picture companies.
We insist that the negotiations
should not . set up situations which
are destructive of the basis upon
which successful motion picture
making has been carried on. We
believe that the proposed negotia-
tions with two groups whose duties,

viewpoints and responsibilities are
as definitely opposed as the ones
under consideration, will serve no
useful purpose. For these reasons
we have taken the position o'utlined

above.
Upon the basis herein above set

forth, the producers are ready to be-
gin such separate negotiations at

once,
.
Very truly.

Committee Representing Named
Studios.

Darryl F. Zanuck.
Chairman,

Chi Readjusting Its Protection

And Clearance Skeds This Season

Grand, CoFmb's, Stuck Up

Columbus, Aug, 24,

In a daring holdup Thursday night
(19) the Grand here was robbed of

$170 by an armed bandit who pulled
a gun on cashier Mary Alice Smith
as she was taking the receipts from
the box office into the theatre. Man-
ager George W. Gt-ay grabbed for
the cash box as the bandit lifted it

from Miss Nash's hands, but he
eluded Gray and dashed into the
street. Efforts of a bystander and
a policeman to halt him were
thwartedj'^when the bandit held them
at bay',.v/ith his gun while He got
into a- car driven by an accomplice,

Clint Wander, assistant manager of
the Ohio theatre in the same block,

got a scare when he saw two men
loitering outside shortly before the
Grand holdup, but he strapped pn
his revolver and with the help of
several employes escorted the cash
intq the building.

Salt Lake City, Aug, 24.

Carl Blair, 21, WPA worker, has
begun serving a five year-to-life
sentence in the Utah state prison,

following his guilty plea to robbery
of the Paramount theatre here
June 21,

Blair was sentenced by District

Judge J. A, Hougaard, Blair, tic-

cording to complaint, allegedly held
up Miss Florence Young, cashier,

and escaped with $30.

BANKO TEST RAID
Marion, O,, Aug, 24.

The Palace, largest theatre here,

was raided by police during s^Veep-
stakes drawing which was expected
to provide a test caje for authori-
ties. George E. Planck, manager,
posted $225 bond for himself and $25
each for three women employees.
Charges of operating a gambling
game was filed by City Solicitor

Ralph E. Carhart,
Nine policemen under Chief Wil-

liam E, Marks raided the theatre.

Chicago, Aug. 24,

Several changes in protection and
clearance are being readied in Chi-
cago for the coming season by both
exhibitors and exchanges. Some
dozen key situations in this territory
have become seriously entangled
over clearance, with the exhibs on
the short end of the deal yelping
their heads off In an attempt to ob-
tain adjustments.
With the Film Board out of busi-

ness and no central organization for
the settling of clearance disputes.
It's up to the individual exchanges
to make their own decisions as to
the protection adjustments. If any.
However, it's the usual custom for
the exchanges to contact each other
on the protection setup, so as to get
a uniform release date for each
house.

Southside and the northwest dis-
tricts ar6 the sections most infested
with' clearance wrangles, especially
in those situations where circuits
run up against indie houses.

Vines-Perry Tennisers
Hollywood, Aug, 24.

. Warners has a dicker on with
Ellsworth Vines and Fred Perry to

make a series of tennis shorts.

Perry's last net two-reelers were
made with Pete Smith at Metro.

T--.
'

'Barrier* in Day Early
Hollywood, Aug, 24,

.
Harry Sherman brought in 'The

Barrier' for Paramount release last

week a day ahead of schedule,
•Les Selander directed, with Leo

Carrillo and Jean Parker in the
top spots.

More than 1,000 persons were in at
the time of the raid. Police said
three names had been drawn for the
$200 first prize, but that none of
them were in the theatre to claim
the prize.
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Folkslon. Ga,
Faulty wiring wa.s blamed, for

blaze that destroyed projecti'on

equipage and film at New Ritz the-

atre. House, completely remodeled,
had been open only a week,

Cleveland.
Milton S. Harris, publicity director

for Loew's Cleveland division of the-

atres, at 46, celebrates 25 years in

show biz, and the local newsmen
are dishinff out eiiooiniums on the

p.a.'s career.

$2,000,000 Theatre Siiit

Vs. WB Shifts to Col.
Steubenville, O., Aug. 24,

A $2,000,000 damage suit against

Warner Bro.s. Pictures, fnc.,' of

Cleveland and Nickitas D. Dipsyn of

Batavia, N. Y., has been shifted 'from

here where it was filed to the federal

court at Columbus. The suit' filed by
John K. Papulias, Steve G, Manas,
Frank D. Sinclair and Georgi F.

Gourley of Steubenville and others,

charges the defendants with conspir-

ing to defraud them of their interest

in the Capitol theatre. Wheeling. W.
Va., ace house of the upper Ohio

i
valley.

BADIO
cin MUSIC HALL

"VOGUES
OF 1938"

8p«ctKcul«r 8tMg« Productions

THE LIFE OP £MIUt

Twic* 0011^-2:40 1 1:40 ^.m.
Ma(i.-,50, ,77, $|.00 |»lwi toR.

Ev«t,-50c fo $2.00 pitfi toi.

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE
Iwoy. or SItt SI.-iAIK-CONPiTIONED

7th At. a BOlh M.

ROXY
25"^•^ I r,iSHATS

Stiirtlnir Friday
.AuKiiHt: 27

"LOVE UNDER
FIRE"
—o

On <lie Slai;e '

J'AUI. AHK
niKl Coiiipuny

,S(iir<H Weil. Kve., Aug. S5

Meet Andy Tucker the Perfect Sucker

Dance, (Charlie, Dance
with STUART ERWIN, JEAN MUIR

GLENDA FARRELL, ALLEN JENKINS

(^ Alr-Cniidltinned B'wav
jRITKRION 45th St.
Opens 9 a.m. MIdnlijht Shows to I P.M.

25c

KAY FRAN^pIS
in "CONFESaWN'.'

Jl04^
I IV III.

I

AIR-CONDITIONED — B'way itnd 47lh Street

Doors Itien » Jd A.M. — MIDNIGHT SHOW
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NAB Attacks SESAC s Claims On

The Amount of Music It Controls

Washington, Aug. 24.

Conviction that the Society of

European Stage Authors and Com-
posers (SESAC) does not control as

much music as it claims, coupled

with hints to radio, stations to pro-

ceed slowly before taking perform-

, ing licenses from the organiza:tion,

was voiced by National Association

of Broadcasters last week.
Voluminous report on a compre-

hensive investigation of the pro-

prietorship of music which SESAC
claims to represent estimated that'

the repertolry which actually is made
available under SESAC licenses is

much smaller than the organization

contends. Report to the industry

said that instead of being able to

license radio use of the works of

76 publishers, SESAC permits grant
right to perform selections of only
35 houses.

Thorough examination of copy-
right entries &\ the Library of Con-
gress and study of records of assign-

ments indicates that, at the outside,

SESAC repertory embraces only
5,500 selections oh . which

.
copyright

is still effective. Analysis of the in-

dividual titles of euch house con-
tains

,
repeated suggestions that

broadcasters can obtain similar mu--
sic from American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers or,

in the. other alternative, can struggle
along without the tunes.

Most important . members of the
SESAC fold, the N.AJB. report said

are:

Apollo Music Publishng Cp.,

Greek, 151 entries.

M. Arct, Polish, 283 entries.

M. M. Cole Publishing Co,, Ameri-
can, 104 entries.

Carl Gehrnians Musikforlag, Scan-
dinavian, 147 entries.

Gebenther & Wolff, Polish, 163 en-
tries.

Nowa Scena, Polish, 163 entries.

O. Paganl and Bros., Italian, 517

entries.

-

Rondo Verlag, German, 291 en-
tries.

Edward Schuberth Sc Co., Ameri
can, 1,283 entries.

'Vitak Els'uic Co., Polish, 287 en-
tries. •

'We find on examination of the

mxisical copyright entries in the Li
brary of Congress that a total of

25,000 Titles

The American Society of
Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers yesterday disseminated
a formal notification to all
music copyright users that it

will supply gratis an index of
more than 25,000 titles of copy-
righted and non-copyrighted,
musical compositions. Index
lists title, composer, its author,
publisher, year of copyright,
and whether or not affiliated

with some performing rights
society.

The 25,000 titles are tunes
presently current in broadcast
usage • in America. ' They will
be periodically supplemented,
and perforated space is pro-
vided for such additions.

SESAC's Reply

Management of the Society of

European Stage Authors and
Composers yesterday (Tuesday)
scored the report of the Na-
tional Ass'n of Broadcasters on
the former's catalog as unim-
portant and as an accumulation
of confusing and complicating
material. Said that the nu-
merical complication and listing

of SESAC music material, as

carried in the report, were
'grossly erroneous and unrelia-

ble.'

As an example, the SESAC
management cited the omission

of what it described as a huge
amount of material, including

catalogs of a number of pub-
lishers as well as a great num-
ber of SESAC copyrights. NAB's
report, it said, demonstrated, if

anything, the question as to

whether much that is claimed

by ASCAP doesn't actually be-

long to SESAC; and thereby

confirming the need of SESAC
licenses by broadcasting stations.

More detailed answer to the

report wiU .be forth cojning

after it had been more thor-

oughly studied and digested.

JR.ROOSEVELT

HASOWNSW.

NETWORK

Fort Worth, Aug. 24.

Control of a Texas radio network
is sought . by Elliott Roosevelt
through newly organized Frontier
Broadcasting Co., according to Ray-
mond E. Buck, attorney for Roose-
velt. The President's son, his wife
and Harry A. Hutchinson were
granted a charter for the company.
Capital stock for operation of the
radio station is set at $10,000.

Buck said in a sl^atement that

Roosevelt was negotiating for the
purchase of the .Alamo Broadcasting
Co., at San Antonio, and that he has
plans for purchase of. other Texas
stations.

The Roosevelt purchase of Station
KFJZ, at Fort Worth, comes up for

approval of the Federal Communi-
cations Commission Sept. 7.

WMCA SUBS FOR WNEW
ON N. J. GOV.'S SPEECH

Youngman Re-Signed

For Kate Smith Program
Henny Youngman is again set for

the Kate Smith weekly (Thursday

night) show over CBS for General

Foods. Program debuts Sept. 30.

Young comic got his air start last

season with Miss Smith when she

was on the A.&P, coffee coifimer-

cial, likewise spread over CBS on
Thursdays.

LEMERT'S Q. T.

TELEVISION

ON COAST

First Half of 1937 Jumped 28.7%

In Advertising, NAB Figures Show

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Ralph D. Lemert, granted basic

patents on wide-screen television,

has been working secretly for six

months perfecting a imit for demon-

stration. He cracked under the

strain several weeks ago and was

discharged from a hospital last

week. His friends say he will have

the unit ready for demonstration
within two months.

Lemert himself is avoidingv all con-

tact, and has twice moved his

equipment when scouts for Ameri-
can Tel. & "Tel. and the big radio

chains have discovered his hiding

place.

Lemert, who has built 11 radio

stations in the west, and was re-

cently made a lieutenant-commander
by the navy . in order to keep his

television patents inside the official

family, plans to make four-feet-

square images in his first demonstra-
tion of wide screen television, but
says eventually he will use a full

si^e motion picture screen.

CBS has named Gilbert Seldes

program director for its experi-

mental television, adjunctive studios.

Writer and critic goes on the pay-
roll Sepi 1.

At the same time Seldes steps in,

Columbia will locate new ether-

visio studios in Grand Central Ter-
minal Building, N. Y. Chief duties

of the program director will be to

shape up shows for television

broadcasting, using talent both from
the outside and from roll of the
Columbia Artists, Inc. These broad-
casts will not bp announced, but
conducted on the same basis as the
television experiments ' at NBC,
where the engineers and others
working on the projects tune in to

note developments.
Financial underwriting for CBS'

sod-spading in television is coming
from the reserve of $2,000,000 which
Columbia's prez, William S. Paley,
testified before the FCC as having
been earmarked and set aside by
CBS for exploring television's

feasibilities.

The Champ

Philadelphia, Aug. 24.

Mac Parker, WCAU news
commentator, holds the Philly
radio record with a family of

12 kids. Larry Vincent, WCAU
warbler, went oiit to Parker's

'last Friday to take a pictiire of

the gang. With the squads all

lined up and re^dy to shap»

Parker asked Vincent how big

the picture was going to be.

Twelve by two was Larry's
answer.

'

RADIO BILLS TO

COLLECT

DUST

approximately 5,500 unexpired mu-
sical copyright entries are credited
to these 62 publishers or organiza-
tions,' (who make up the SESAC
1937 membership list) the N.A.B.
reported. 'It will be observed, ac-
cording to our finding, that of these
62 publishers or organizations, 13

were not credited with any unex-
pired musical copyright entries, 3

had not been credited with any mu-
sical copyright entries during the
last 10 years; and 35 had been
credited wth a total of less than 50

entries each durng the last 10 years.'

Difficulty in finding out just what
!s made available by the SESAC li

cense is intensified by controversy
over renewals, Association advised
members. Pointed out that the U. S
copyright law—which- the report re-

peats needs^to be renovated to elimi

nate such problems—prevents per
manent assignment of rights. Many
renewals appear to be made by in-

dviduals without authority, N.A.B,

added.
The report contains a detailed ac-

count of the entries in the names of

the SESAC members, together with

all accessible assignment records,

and gives' broadcasters numerous
tips that they should be wary about

signing up for franchises offered by
, the foreign group. ;

Shortly before the station was
Scheduled to pick up a speech by

Gov. Harold Hoffman, of New Jer-

sey, the condenser of WNEW, New-
ark, went wrong Thursday night
(19). At the latter's request, WMCA,
New York, pinch-hit for the oc-
casion, dropping another program
that was previously scheduled.
Following evning, WNEW aired a

record which WMCA. had made of
the speech.

TROTZKY'S DEMANDS

$500 for 2 Minutes. C. O. D.; No
Deal

Mexico City, Aug. 24.

L^on Trotzky isn't going to spiel
over American ether unless he gets
heavy dough, c.o.d. That stand was
demonstrated by the quondam So-
viet war commissar when he asked
an American web, in answer to their
.dicker, for a reported $500 for a
talk of about two minutes.

Trotzky also said that his talk
must be broadcast precisely as he
delivered it and that the U. S. cur-
rency must be in his hands even
as the echo of the last word of his
chat faded out.

The web answered no.

FEES TO WIP
Philadelphia, Aug. 24.

Kenneth Fees, 22-year-old engi-
neer of Kansas City; Mo., has been
added to the WIP staff,

i Assigned to field engineer corp.

2 Versions of Why

Godfrey Is 'Quitting'

As 'Quiz' Announcer

Arthur Godfrey, the Dixie-drawl-
ing announcer who has been work-
ing on the weekly (Sat., CBS) 'Pro-
fessor Quiz' half-hour for Nash-Kel-
vinator, leaves the program after
the Aug. 28 edition.

Reason for departure, according to
Godfrey, is thaf he was not per-
mitted to indulge in the sort of per-
sifilage he wished to. The agency on
account, Geyer, Cornell & Newell,
has another version; namely that
Godfrey was dropped because he
wanted more money. Announcer
was getting $750 per broadcast for
blurting the blurbs and doing a
semi-straight job for the 'Professor'
(Craig Earl).

Godfrey joined the program when
it acquired its sponsor last March
after Columbia had long nurtured
it as sustaining. Regularly a staff

man on CBS-owned WJSV, Wash-
ington, D. C, Godfrey was br9ught
to N. Y. for the 'Quiz* program for
what was his first Manhattan an-
nouncing.
Mikeman flew up each Saturday

for the broadcast, continuing his

two-and-half hour daily patter-and-
recordings' periods on WJSV, which
net him an estimated $1,750 per
week. On each of these programs.
Godfrey accommodates around 80
spot sponsors. Will continue with
his WJSV job.

Washington, Aug. 24.

Variety of bills affecting radio
were left

.
pigeoh-hol^d when Con-

gress adjourned Saturday (21). No
legislation ;of any .

importance to
broadcasting Were enacted at the
1937 session but all proposals, many
of which would alter the present
Communications

,
Act,- remain alive

for consideration'ifext year.

Among the outstanding proposals
which got no committee attention

were the Celler bill providing for a

government - owned short wave
transmitter, the Anderson bill pro-
viding for five-year licenses, the
Boylan bill imposing a stiff wattage
tax, the Martin bill limiting radio
advertising, the Capper bill barring
liquor blurbs, the various free-

speech bills restricting censorship,

and the various investigation resolu-

tions.

One measure having a direct bear-
ing on radio advanced through the
Senate, but got sidetracked in the
House. This is the new food and
drug measure, which would hit radio
advertising and broaden government
powers to outlaw misleading claims
about medicines, cosmetics, and food.

Passage of legislation stiffening

the existing food and drug law next
winter was forecast at the session

end by Chairman Clarence F. Lea of

the House Interstate Commerce com-
mittee, whose bill had been approved
by a subcommittee but got caught in

a last-minute jam. He said he ex-
pects members to give mature con-
sideration to the need for more
stringent supervision during the re-

cess, advising that next time he will

try to put over his plan, which is a
substitute for the controversial Cope-
land bill approved by the Senate
months ago.

There was no attempt to tackle
revision of the copyright laws,
while proposed American adherence
to the world union again was
stymied. Neither House nor Senate
committees paia attention to the
Duffy bill, which last year was rati-

fied by the upper branch and talked
to death in the lower chamber.
Hearings on the world pact were
held by a Senate subcommittee,
which never pressed the State De-
partment's recommendation for
prompt U. S. entry to the union.

'Beatrice Fairfax' Will

Debut on Air Via Mutual

Washington, Aug.. 24.

Whooping 28.7% jump in total
volume of broadcast advertising dur-
ing first half of 1937 was reported
last week by National Association of
Broadcasters in report showing all
branches of business improved over
last year. Greatest relative gain of
any - type of promotion.
Gross for first six months was

$65,426,432, against $50,802,179 for
sanie portion of 1936. Biggest jump
was in national non-network volume
which shot up 43.3%. All non-web
advertising was up 32.8%, with reg-
ional chain business climbing 45.6%.
New England and Middle Atlantic

areas took lion's share of the gain in
non-web business. Rise was 56.4%,
All sections showed healthy . ad-
vances.
Talent programs zoomed in the

nohrweb category. Expenditure for
flesh was $14,593,800, up 37.1%, con-
trasted with bill of $7,121,3i50, gain
of 24.4%, for transcriptions. Records
went up 25.1%', and spots 34.0%.
Following are the comparisons:

TjTpe. 1936. 1937.
N.ittonal webs.i... $28,181,UTri $3r).,')n4.0.H0
Reglonals (M4,47;« nOfl,a03
National non-web.. 11,527,800 lfl,.'i28,10O

Local , 10,447,870 12,420,432

. Moderate seasonal coritraciion in
time sales during June was revealed.
Month's take was $10,611,913, drop of
6.2%, less than average, below May
but 34.0% better than same stanza
last year. Declines were spread
through all branches at approxim-
ately same rate.

Mary Manning Gash, who has long
scribbled the 'Beatrice Fairfax' love-
lorn column syndicated by King Fea-
tures, makes her radio debut with
a commercial over Mutual network
starting Aug. 31.

Program, sponsored by Hecker
Products (Gold Dust, Silver Dust),
will dish advice on heart-heaveg
Tuesdays through Fridays, 2:45-3:00
p.m. She will use her 'Beatrice Fair-
fax' pseudonym. WOR will be the
poiat of program's origin.

Cantor Wants Conn

Harry W, Conn is being negotiated
for by Eddie Cantor.
Comic wants Conn to script the

new Texaco series.

Hawkins' Plagiarism

Suit Vs. O'Keefe/RKO

To Go to Trial in Oct

Max Hawkins' $50,000 suit against
Walter O'Keefe, the Hesse-McCaf-
frey agency and RKO Pictures has
been narrowed down to a charge
of plagieurism. In a preliminary
maneuver before the N. Y. Supreme
Court last week, the defendants suc-

ceeded in having several items of

the complaint eliminated. Justice

Kenneth O'Brien, before whom the

motion was argued, held that the

question of whether O'Keefe had
lifted some of Hawkins' material

would have to be settled by trial

in October.

,
Hawkins and O'Keefe originally

came into conflict when the author-

comic tried to sell Procter & Gamble
a script, entitled 'Rolling Stones,'

dealing with auto trailers. It de-

veloped at the time that Hawkins
had submitted a program series with

the same title and similar idea to

the soap account. When his deal

with P. & G. fell through, O'Keefe

disposed of the script to RKO for

a picture which would star Victor

Moore and Helen Broderick. O'Keefe

collected $5,000 from RKO for the

rights. Hawkins now claims that

this story is an infringement of the

one that he had tried to sell to

P. & G.

CBS WILL MAKE BID

FOR FIGHT BROADCASTS

San Francisco. Aug. 24._^

Efforts to corner future heavy-

weight championship fight broad-

casts will be made by the. Colum-
bia Broadcasting System, it was re-

vealed to local radio scribes by

Paul White, CBS's Director of Pub-

lic Affairs, at a luncheon in his

honor Saturday (21) at the Palace

Hotel. Thus far, such events have

generally been aired exclusively by

the National Broadcasting Company.

White stated that CBS is planning a

heavy schedule of sportscasts and

wiir attempt to add the fight blow-

by-blows to its list.

White was in San Francisco for

one day en route to Portland.

In-Person Announcing

Saves Lives of Thirty

Chicago, Aug. 24,

Two radio announcers, Ru.^s Rus-

sell, WGN, and Eddie Chase, WCFL,
grabbed off front page space yes-

terday (23), and were credited with

saving lives of 30 people.

Spielers were passing a burning

building at 5:45 a. m., and ran

through the halls announcing ine

fire to sleeping occupants.
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MPPA STYMIES RECORDERS
FCC Nixes Investigation of Nazi

Propaganda on Air; Puts Matter

In Laps of Stations Themselves

Federal Communications Commis-
sion has refused to investigate any

of the many charges leveled that

Nazi propaganda flows out regularly

over wavelettgths of stations in the

XJ, S. 'FCC. nix is predicated on

the explanation that the Commis-
sion is not empowered to investigate

individuals on broadcasts, and that

the full responsibility in such a

matter rests with the stations them-

selves.

Elsie Maria Troja, who was named
by Rep. Samuel Dickstein (Dem.,

N, Y.) as having been a party to

the airing of propaganda, last week
sent the following wire to the FCC:
1 'The absurd and ridiculously pub-
lished and public charge made by
Congressman Dickstein against me
has caused removal as director of

my program the Hour of the Na-
tions originated by myself on Hearst

Radio, Inc., WINS, New York. I

respectfully demand that a thorough
and impartial investigation of my
radio activities be made by your
department. Your investigation

will prove thesfe absurd and ridicu-

lous charges are baseless and with-

out foundation of fact.'

Miss Troja, who produces a pro-

gram on WBNX, Broilx, received

a formal notification of her wire
and went to FCC headquarters in

Washington. There she was ap-
prised of the Commission's stand on
the matter, and was further told that

the FCC had . never received what
it considered specific and definite

evidence of Nazi propaganda on
American stations.

Reference in Miss Troja's wire to

her removal from the program on
WINS, N. Y., was in regard to her
dismissal from that station after

Rep. Dickstein's charges were made
public. She was told that the order
came from a 'higher up', in Hearst
Radio, Inc., and not from the sta-

tion. The program, which Miss
Troja brought packaged to WINS,
is still being aired. It is a 60-min.
show using four languages, English,

German, Polish and French. Miss
Troja did the spieling in those
tongues; now another girl has been
substituted

In the matter of complaints of

Nazi propaganda going out over
American stations, the FCC has for
long been flooded with letters, wire^
and phone calls. During last spring
an average of 1,400 letters weekly
poured into Washington. Most of

these were addressed to the Pres-
ident, various congressmen and
federal departments by a public un-
familiar with the existence of the
FCC. Eventually, however, all

such missives were turned over to

the Commission.
Many of the letters have been

answered by FCC secretaries and
investigators seeking further infor-
matloii on the allegations. Ac-
cording to the FCC, nothing definite
to proceed upon was ever found.
It seems most of the complaints
supply only fragmentary or nebulous
information.
Rep. Dickstein never formally

registered his charges of Nazi
propaganda with the FCC with sub-
stantial names, dates and figures.

Goodman Cools Off

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Benny Gpodman has had to
do so many retakes in Warners'
'Hollywood Hotel,' in which he
has a clarinet routine, that be
wears an ice ccunpress on his
mouth 15 minutes every night
before retiring to slumber.
Excess tooting caused swell-

ing of his labials.

CRS Waiting Up

For H wood Bowl

Gershwin Program

CBS will stay up. two hours later

than customary in the east Sept. 8 to

carry the two-and-half-hour George
Gershwin memorial program from
the Hollywood BowL
Broadcast will be heard in the east

from 12.30' until 3 a.m. Talent on
tap, aside from the Los Angeles
Symph, will include Irene Dunne,
Bing Crosby, Fred Astairc, Al Jol-

son, Helen Jepson, Jose Iturbi, Oscar
Levant, Ann Brown, Todd Duncan,
Ruby Elzy and the Hall Johnson
choir.

Conductors who will alternate

batoning the Gershwin compositions

are Fritz Reiner, Otto Klemperer,
Nathaniel Finston, Alexander Stein-

ert, Nathaniel ShiUcret, Victor

Young and Charles Previn. Services

of all participants are being donated,

proceeds going to help the non-
profit work of the Bowl.
CBS will shoot the whole show

shot-t-wave to Europe.

George Marion Hops

From Pic Scripting

To Oakie-Camel Show

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

George Marion, Jr., has moved into

the William Esty agency on a term

contract and his first chore will be
to script the half-hour Jack Oakie

show on the Camel Caravan. Step

marks the first time film studio

writer ranks have been Invaded from

the ether.

J, Savington Crampton, Esty head

here, said his 6utfit is ready to match

studio pay for writers it wants

George Corey, who steps up as

Crampton's production aide, is show
ing Marion the air technique.

MARY PICKFORD PLUGS

OWN COSMETICS ON AIR

HAVEN'T mCHT TO

LICtNSt RADIO

Fox, G-M of PuMishers
Assn., W^rns Recorders

They Have No Authority

Under Present Agreement
with Copyright Owners

—

Transcription Manufactur-
ers Dismayed hy Record-
ers' Intentions

120 Indie Broadcasters Join

Networks in Powwows This Week

With Joe Weber on AFM Ultimatum

NEW DEAL NECESSARY

SKOLSKY CHATTER PIPED

EAST FOR PALMOLIVE

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

'It Happened in Hollywood,* script
show by Carleton Mdrse, and a film
chatter period by Sidney Skolsky
vere piped east over the weekend
by Benton & Bowles to be consid-
ered as possible daytime broadcasts
hy Palmolive.

If accepted, th two shows would
not conflict with the regular Palm-
oU/e hour show going on in re-
vamped form in the fall. Metro-
Palmolive deal is definitely con-
cealed, according to Herschel Wil-
liams, B, & B. Coast head.

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

New cosmetic line, largely backed

by Mary Pickford, will sponsor her

new air show going on in the fall.

Dramatic series is being thrashed

into shape by Huthrauff & Ryan
agency and a weekly change of

guest stars will be a feature. Step

marks the first time an ether star

has gone on the air to plug his or her

own product.
Constance Bennett is another who

is financing her own CB beauty

products but hers calls for no self-

radio plugging.

Station W9XTB, new high fre-

quency broadcasting station of the

Iowa network of Des Moines, has

been established in the studios of

KSO and KRNT and will conduct

experimental broadcasts on 26.558

kilocycles.

Proposed attempt of phonograph
record manufacturers to license
broadcasting stations has struck a
serious snag. Harry Fox, gen. mgr.
of the Music Publishers Protective
Association, has served notice on
these manufactures that they have
no authority to issue any such li-

censes under their present agree-
ment with music copyright owners
and that if they want to go into
the business of servicing broadcast-
ers and other users they will have
to negotiate for a license agreement
entirely different frora the one they
now hold.

Fox, in his letter, reminded the
phonograph disc makers that the
rights given them by music copy-
right proprietors come under sec-
tion 1-E, or the compulsory license
provisions, of the copyright law and
restricts them, according to trade
custom, to the manufacture of wares
for home machines. At the present
time, the royalty for music on
phonograph records ranges from Ic
to 2c, while the manufacturers of
transcription libraries- are required
to pay a flat royalty of $10 a year
per copyright tune. In the case of
libraries no more than 200 copies of

any one -t«ne„i.s pressed, the av-
erage being 80 discs. The license
which the phonograph record maker
now obtains from the music copy-
right owner contains no such time
element and he is privileged to turn
out as many copies as he wishes as
long as he pays the Ic and 2c roy-
alty.

The phonopgraph record manufac-
turer, state Fox's letter, knows
that he is presuming on the right

of the copyright owner when he
undertakes to deal in rights that
are not stipulated in the manufac
turlng clause of tht, licensing agree
ment. To allow the phonograph disc

manufacturer to expand his commer
cial rights without making further
compensation to copyright owners
is something that the members of

his organization, stated Fox, can
not countenance, even if it means
resorting to prolonged and expen
sive litigation. The phonograph
contingent will not be given an
unfair competitive advantage over
transcription manufacturers. If the

former want to issue licenses for

the public performances of their

wares, they must expect royalties

which are commensurable with
those obtained from transcription

producers by copyright owners. Fox
explained that iiis organization was
not seeking to frustrate the phono-
graph record companies in their

campaign to protect their wares
from free exploitation over the air.

It was merely interested in protect-

ing its own rights.

Disk Men Alarmed

Disclosure of the phonograph
men's licensing intentions caused
dismay in transcription manufactur-
ing circles. . The transcription con-
tingent declared that they could not
withstand the competition if the
phonograph record makers had their

way. Not only would the music
royalties lean strongly in the latter's

favor, but there would be the added
advantage of lower musicians' fees.

The transcription makers pay $30

a man per three-hour session, while
the union scale for phonograph re-

cordings is $20 a man.
Under . an agreement which the

phonograph companies are about to

put into legal form, broadcasters

An Am for 5 Years

Introduction accorded Mary
McCue, kid singer, by Nick
Kenny on opening at Surfside
Club, Long Beach, L. I., N. Y.,

last week almost bowled over
listeners.

Kenny In dishing out the

build-up stated that the girl

had won the previous night's

Bowes amateur contest — add-
ing that she had been on his

WMCA program.for five years.

Y. & R.

WITH COAST

PROGRAMS

Young & Rubicam will have more
network shows originating from
Hollywood this fall than any other
agency. Count will be six, or one
better than J. Walter Thompson's.
Y. & R personnel arrangement on
the Coast for the season calls for a

producer per. show.

On the Y. & R. list emanating
from Hollywood will be Jack Benny
(Jell-O); Phil Baker (Gulf Refining);

Burns and Allen (Grape Nuts); Fred
Allen (Bristol-Myers); Charles But-
terworth (Packard), and Interna-

tional Silver's dramatic series with
film names.

Thompson's group from the same
spot will consist of W, C. Fields-

Edgar Bergen (Chase & Sanborn
Coffee); the Lux Theatre; Bing
Crosby-Bob Burns (Kraft); Ozzie
Nelson-Harriet Hilliard-Feg Murray
(Fleischmann's Yeast), and 'One
Man's Family (Tender Leaf Tea).

Coast bunching will leave Young
& Rubicam with but two night time
shows in 'the east. They will be
Kate Smith (Swansdown Flour), and
'We the Pfeople' (Sanka Coffee).

Agency has yet to pick the talent

for the three noon-time spots it has
bought for Minute Tapioca (General
Foods) on Columbia. Y. & R'.'s re-

maining daytimer is the Fels series

on CBS east of Cihicago, and on
Mutual west of that point.

would be restrained from airing the

records, unless the required per-

forming license were obtained, by
the exercise of a provision in the

patents law which restricts the use
of a patented article to the purposes
stipulated in the licensing agree-
ment. Also, by enforcement of a
theory in contract law which holds
that if a third party, having knowl-
edge of this agreement, does any-
thing to violate it, he leaves him-
self open to suit for breach of con-
tract.

American Record Co.-Brunswick
combine has agreed to set up
a central licensing bureau with

RCA Victor and the Decca Rec-
ord Co. All these companies are

now printing the following 're-

stricted use notice' on the envelopes
of the phonogi^aph discs:

'This record is manufactured and
sold under United States Patents
Nos ( and other patents pend
ing), and is licensed by the manu-
facturer only for non-commercial
use on phonographs in home.
'The original purchaser has ex-

pressly agreed with the manufacturer
of this record that it will not be
resold or used for any purpose other
than for non-commercial use on
phonographs in ho'mes.

'All subsequent purchasers and
Users are notified that this record

may be used only for .non-commer-
cial purposes on phonograph:^ in

homes.'

Campaign of the Amevican. Fed-
eration of Musicians to have more
of its members employed by the
broadcasting industry took on de^
cided momentum yesterday

,
(Tues-

day) as the result of a series of
meetings held, between Joe Weber,
AFM prez, p^d various broadcaster
groups. Weber's calendar for the
day embraced conferences with reps
from Mutual, a Columbia delegation
and a committee appointed at a
meeting of some 120 indie broad-
casters at the Waldorf-Astoria the
day before (Monday).

From a member of the AFM ex-,
ecutive board it was learned yester-
day afternoon thqt the question as
to how the employment problem
could be solved was still wide open
and that the board didn't care what
groups or persons did the talking for
the industry as long as there was a
disposition to work with the . Inter-
national and get something done. The
AFM, he said, was anxious to get
the viewpoints and suggestions of all

broadcaster tactions, but the union,
in the final analysis, must look to
the relationship between the net-
works and their affiliates for the
pressure element in the solution.

Meeting at, the Waldorf repre-
sented 165 stations which are af-
filiated with NBC, Columbia or
Mutual. Sentiment which dominated
the discussions was that the AFM
ought not to expect the affiliated

stations to deal with the union
through the networks' but rather
through delegates duly elected to

represent these outHts. The indie

stations operators- expressed them-
selves as concerned by th? precedent
that the former policy might estab-
lish. If the AFM were successful in

this case, othei labor unions might
turn to the networks to drive their

affiliates In line on issues that should
be handled directly with individual
stations.

Indie station powwow adjourned
until 3 p.m. yesterday after picking
the committee to talk to Weber. This
committee consists of William S.

Hedges, WLW, Cincinnati, chairman;
John J. Gillan, Jr., WOW, Omaha;
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, WFJL, Phila-

delphia; Ed Craig, WSM, Nashville;

Mark Etherldge, WHAS, Louisville,

and Emil Gough, head of Hearst
Radio, Inc.

During the morning session Her-
bert Akerberg, v.-p. in charge of sta-

tion relations for CBS, and Mark
Woods, NBC treasurer, were invited

in 'to tell the assembly what they

had been doing in connection with
the AFM matter. How this gather-

ing was disposed toward the net-

works was indicated by the quick
dismissal given them after Akerberg
and Woods had stated their cases

and answered questions. Quite a

number of indies voiced the argu-
ment that if the webs expected them
to conform with the demands of the

union they should be willing to re-

write their station compensation con-
tracts so that the stations arc reim-
bursed to some extent for their in-

creased payrolls.

Other broadcasters held that even
if the industry were able to get to-

gether with the AFM on a money
yardstick for musician employment
there would be question of getting

competent musicians in the small
city and town locals. These local

musicians could not hope to com-
pete in quality of performance with
the music heard over the networks
and through transcription libraries.

It was bcllevod at pro3,s time yes-
terday that the Indie gatllerin^J will

adjourn with Inctructions to the

committee to confwr with the AFM
board on a ^solution and to report
back to another assembly of the
same sort on or ground Sept. 13.

which is three days before the tims
limit set for a isolution by the AFM.

Jack Osterman will do a guestee
on the *Hammersteln Music Hair
(Kolynos) over CBS Sept. 10. Date's
his second within two montlis.
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XERB, 100,000-WAnER IN MEXICO, FOR

U.I MARKET. WILL NOT DEBUT SEPT. 1

Mex Station Stymied by Fears of Politico and Re-

ligious Repercussion's, Maybe—Financed in Hol-

lywood, for American Outlet
; .— + h-^— 1 : •

'-

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Station XERB, 100,000 watter plan-

ning to originate programs in Holly-

wood, remote-control them to

Mexico and then return them to 11

western states won't open Sept. 1, as

planned. Outfit has run into manana
trouble.

Though thb station has a 20-7ear
contract with the Mexican govern-
ment and figured it was in the clear

to broadcast left-handed polititial

spiels, it learns now that the Mexi-
can Ccivernment is adyersft to any
political or religious broadcasts, des-

tined for America emanating from
Mexico. '

Station XERB, although financed

and motivated from Hollyvrood, is

wanted in Mexico's chain where 102

stations r.x linked 14 a tistwork for

the go%rernment's propaganda, every
Sunday night. The backers pf the

station don't want' to be tied in with
the Mexican setup, and: the Mex
government dossn't want tp be iised

ad a stooge for a program which it

can't control. Though in the main
XERB's political bias runs similar to

the Mexican governirer/'s at the
present time, thetc's no telling what
th«. future may bring, suid each party
wants to be free to have the last

v/ord in the ev^int of a difference of

opinion.

Station's backers don't want to

walk into any left hooks the way the

L. A. gamblers did i* Tia Juana and.

Agua Caliente. /n the case oit thfe

..gamblers the government clamped
. down on betting and threw their $1,-

. OQO,00D investments into the I>acific

overnight. Station XERB up to date

has sunk $150,000 at Esta Bosa Rita,

a town 16 miles sot^th of Tia Juana,
biit it doesn't ant to sinl- any more
in it unless assured, ihat it can go its

own way on political propaganda.

Wynn Murray in The

Middle of Managerial

Jam, Walks Off Radio

Wynn Murray, singer currently in

'Babes In Arms' on Broadway, pulled
out of the Sealtest program (James
Melton) on NBC Sunday night (22)

following contractual differences.

Femme had allegedly signed a term
pact with J. Walter Thompson
agency and NBC, despite the fact

that she was already under a per-
sonal management contract to Milton
Bender, agent.

Peal with Miss Murray and NBC-
Thompson was signed while Bender
was on the Coast, but he called in

I. Robert Broder, attorney, imme-
diately on hiis return and informed
the agency and w6b that their con-
tract with Miss Murray w6uld not be
recognized. NBC and the Thompson
agency refused to entertain the sug-
gestion that Miss Murray go on the
air pending arbitration of the matter
and an adjustment of the radio con-
tract.

Whfen this was refused, Miss Mur-
ray just didn't go on the air.

Philco Launching

$50,000 Air Contest
Philadelphia, Aug. 24.

.Radio tube division of Philco is

launching a $500,000 detective mys-
tery contest on 200 stations Sept. 6.

Contest, offering $50,000 in prizes for

solutions of mysteries based on
'Photocrime' idea, will run 16 weeks.

All in 15-minute transcriptions.

This is first air adaptation of 'Pho-

tocrimes,' in which a number of clues

are pictured and reader is asked
whodunit. More than 2,000 prizes

will be given, the top one $5,000.

Idea is to get potential patrons into

stores handling Philoo. Contestants

must get entry blanks and books

with synopsis of broadcasts from
d:ealers. Each week's solution must
list three -clues which enabled Detec-

tive Phyl Coe to find the murderer
and must be presented in 50 words.

Arthur P. L'Hommedieu named to

handle Philco end of contest. Broad-

sides and other promotion prepared

by Geare-Marston, Inc.,, Philly

agency.

WMCA, Transradio Both

Working on New Type

News-Feature Program

WMCA, N. is readying a pro-

gram for' late September start, wiU
§et a few new twists for. news-fea-

ture programs.

Set for the program is Jack Price,

for more than a score of' years a

photog with the old N. Y. World.

Programs will bei disked from fea-

tures covered on scene of action,

with all' the background color in-

cluded as well as the patter of the

participants in the stories. Trans-

radio is now at work developing

same idea, which the news-servicing

organization first announced in July.

Twist given idea by WMCA is that

Price wiU snatch camera shots of

the events as they transpire and are

recorded, and listeners to the pro-

grams will be offered stills when the

recordings are played over the air.

Both Transradio and WMCA plan

to cover the same sort of news
events.

facific Cousl I\otes

,.,Ina Claire, Helen Jepson, Brian
Aherne and The Foursome will go
oh the Kraft Music Hall hour
Thiirsday (26) with Bob Burns.

Hugh Barrett Dobbs, the 'HJ3.D.',

of the Alarm Klok Klub shows on
KJBS, San Francisco, left Friday
(20) for a 10-day stretch in the Pa-
cific Northwest.

Larry Allen, manager of the San
Francisco office of NBC Artists
Service, land Mrs. Allen are out to

catch the limit in Washington and
Oregon streams, Tbey headed north-
Ward Friday (20).

Pianist Aubrey Loux Is back on
KJBS, . San Francisco, staff after
playing with Allen Dohrmann's orch
at Boyes Siirings Casino, Sonoma
county, Cal., all summer.

Bert Buzzini, mikeman at KYA,
San Francisco, has resigned to study
law at the University of California.
Dick Wynne, who left KYA several
months, ago to tie up with KJBS,
returns to take Buzzini's place.
Buzzini will do one show a week,
the Saturday 'Mail Bag' program,
aired over the Orange web.

Graff Named U. S. Rep.

Of New Mexican Outlet

3 L A. Radio Eds Shift

' San^Francisco, Aug. 24.

Louis Graff> Titan Productions
exec here, has-^been named national

representative- ini the United States

tor station XELO, 50,000-watter

which opens Sept. 1 in Tia Juana,

Mexico.
The hew station, which will oper-

ate on a frequency of . 670 kilo-

cycles, with tests scheduled to be-

gin today (Tuesday), will not accept

any. religious, liquor or political ad-

vertising, nor 'allow any type of

'racket' to be promoted in its pro-

grams. Graft states.

XELO has subscribed to the Titan

Group Plan, the RCA library and
Carroll Nye has resigned as radio the C. P. MacGregor transcription

editor of the Los Angeles Times to library, according to Graff,
become copy chief of the Earle Ferris
publicity and advertising agency.
Gene Inge quit as radio ed of the
Herald-Express and opened his own
office as ether writer and producer,
while Ken Fregley, former radio ed
of the Daily News, has succeeded
Robert Gronin as sports ed of the
same sheet.

No successors have been appointed
to any of the trio. Whether Dale
Armstrong will move into Nye's spot
is problematical. ' James Harper, ra-

dio ed of the morning and afternoon
News, has been mentioned for the
job.

Ford Bllliqers, California Radio
System's general . manager, and
Clarence Juheau, general superin-
tendent of plant and operation for
Hearst outlets on the Pacific Coast,
were at KYA, San Francisco, on biz
last week.

Mort Werner, 'singing mikeman'
at KJBS, San Francisco, is waiting
to hear the results of his recent
film test in Hollywood.

Vera Vaffde (Barbara Jo Allen),
comedienne; Armand Girard, bari-
tone, and the Southern Harmony
Foiu: have been booked by NBS
Artists Service, San Francisco, for
a p.a. at the California State Fair
Sept 9. Jennings Pierce, NBC's
director of agriculture, western di-
vision, will m.c.

Attlla Laraia, violinist, has been
added to Walter Rudolph's concert
ork at KYA, San Francisco. Laraia
is a member of the San Francisco
Symphony.

Betty Baird, soprano, was signed
by kSFO, San Francisco, last week
for a spot in the new dinner con-
cert, 'When Twilight Comes,' being
aired over the CBS network. Al
White's ork also on the program.

. TESimC SOBIS FISHEE
Doris Fisher, 21-year-old singer

under dontract to Columbia Artists.

Inc.', gets a screen test today (Wed.)

from 20lh-Fox. • -

Daughter of Fred Fisher, pop sionp

writer. Miss Fisher is currently on a

sustaining-buUdup program on CBS.

Rockwell Turns Agent

Will Rockwell, vet music man, has
forsaken tin pan alley to head World
Radio Artists, which he has just or-
ganized.

Roclcwell was a partner in and
professional manager of Miller Mu-
sic, Inc., until recently selling out. to

Metro-Robbins.

Tr© Harper, foirmer editor of the
Stanford University Daily and Life
and Time special assignment man,
has been appointed News Editor at
KSFO, San Francisco. Bob Garred,
former program manager, writer and
mikeman at KRLC- Lewiston, Idaho,
recently, added to the KSFO an-
nouncing staff, will assist Harper
on the newscasts.

Henry Schnetz, baritone, has been
signed for the Owl Quartet on the
'Treasure. Island' programs over the
coast NBC-Red web from San
Francisco Sunday /lights. Schnetz
replaces Armand / Girard, who re-

mains on the Pacific Gas & Electric
Company-'s • "Tales of California'
show, which now airs opposite
'Treasure Island' on KGO.

First-Hand
Evansville, Ind., Aug. 24.

Clarence Leich, chief of WGBF
here, has placed a mike in the office

of E. E. Unger, local weather bu-
reau head, for a five-minute broad::

cast every noon.
Also will broadcast detailed river

stages on the Ohio, Wabash and
Green rivers.

Bill . Demling: has switched from
KFWB to join the Young & Rubi-
cam writing staff on the Packard
show.

Inside Stuff-Radio

Another period of grace was granted all broadcasters who still have
not obtained frequency monitors in conformity with rule 981. Require-
ment, which has been postponed on several prior occasions, was supposed
to become effective Sept. 15. Giving up idea of tailing laggards to

task immediately. Federal Communications Commission deferred until

March 15, 1938, the regulation because 6f continued shortage of comnter.
cial monitors on the market and obvious impossibility of all stations

complying on the set date. Rule does not stipulate any type of monitor
but requires equipment with ah accuracy of one-half the allowed tolerance

of the class of transmitter with which it is used.

With Joan Blaine (ex^'Mary Marlin') in top role. WWJ, Detroit, closed

a three-day celebration of its 17th birthday Sunday night (22^ with hour's
broadcast including St John Ervine's 'Jane Clegg.' Airing originated in
station's new 350-seat studio before agency execs, clients and guests.

WWJ, first station in U. S. to air regular programs, opened the three-day
festivities Friday night (20) with hour's musical show, participated in by
Francia White. Winifred .Heidt, Sy.ver Thingstad, the Bachelors, Dorotliy

Mason, the Smoothies, Mischa Kottler's Detroit News concert ork, and
Paul Leash's 'swing' band..

Promotion of a beauty contest via the radio, which looked like a sure-

iare attention-getter for WRC, Washington, blew up last week when a
local gal, who has been divorced and is the mother of a three-year-old
son, was chosen 'Miss Washington' for the Atlantic City finals. Immediate
squawks from two disappointed candidates were filed with WRC An-
nouncer Gordon Hittenmark, originator of the contest, asking how a
married woman could win the title of 'Miss Washington.' Publicity, which
had lagged until the finals were over, perked up plenty over the WRC
announcer's dilemma.

Appointment of officials for Far Western Conference grid games this

season has been made by Lloyd E. Y.oder, NBC's Western Division press
chief and secretary of the Northern California Football Officials' Ass'n.

Although Yoder actually agreed to act as commissioner of officials for the
conference last May, no public announcement was made at that time. He
replaces Herb Dana, who will continue -to be commissioner of officials for

the Pacific Coast Conference. Yoder is serving without salary, as a result

of which fees paid umpires., referees and other officials will be upped.

WTAB, Norfolk, Va., pulled a fast one with wax on Aug. 19, rebroad-
casting President Franklin D. Roosevelt's Manteo,' N. C, address at. .9:45

p. m., for the benefit of those who were at work when the afternoon air*

ing -was done over NBC.
Jeff Baker announced the program, explaining that the waxing machine

was used as the chief executive spoke, the second 'casting being a. public
service.

Test of power effectiveness was made by WLW. During middle of

Horace Heidt midnight broadcast, Friday (20), switched from 500,000 watts

to 50,000 for five minutes. Asked listeners to note and report any notice-

able change in volume or amount of static.

Ga. Postmaster-Editor

Set as V-P of WRDW

Augusta, Ga., Aug. 24.

Thomas J. Hamilton, postmaster
here, leading Georgia politician and
former editor of Augusta Chroniclie,

has affiliated himself with Augusta
Broadcasting Co., operators of

WRDW, in vice-presidential capacity.

Hamilton had been .editor of
Chronicle for 18 years, severing his

connection because of political dif-

ferences with publisber over sheet's

editorial policy. Hamilton says he
resigned; publisher claims he was
fired.

CANADIAN WEB

YENS U. S. BIZ

Mel Venter is tallying a deal with
Young & Rubicam for an emcee
spot on a fall show.

Jerry Farrar has gone with the
Robert Taplinger publicity office.

Leon Xeonardl did special mu-
sical arrangements on some Bach
numbers presented at Hollywood
Bowl by Fritz Reiner.

FBANKEL JOINS HOUCK
Roanoke, Aug. 24.

Houck & Co., ad agency here, have
signatured Normal Frankel as radio
director and account executive, for
a period of one year.
' Frankel was formerly with RKO
in New Orleans, and has held down
several agency positions in both
Birmingham and Atlanta.

the Cramer-Kellog agency as sales
manager of KFI-KECA.

Harrison Holliway is In New York
attending the meeting of the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians

Haven MacQuarrie started a new
series of 'Do You Want to Be an
Actor?' over KFWB last week.

Charles Bulotti, studio operations
director, and John Conte, chief an-
nouncer, have resigned from KHJ
with other deals- brewing.

Robert Meade, of J. Walter
Thompson,, having a look at Holly-
wood before taking ship for London.

Mary Garvin moved over from
Robert Taplinger to become as-
sistant to Diana Bourbon at F.
Wallis Armstrong.

Addison Simmons has joined Fred
Ibbett, of 'HoUywoqd Hotel,' as a
scripter.

W,- Gladstone Murray and E. A.

Weir, general mgr. and commercial
mgr., respectively, of the Canadian
Broadcasting Co., were in New York
last week on an exploratory mission

connected with the Dominion sys-

tem's plans for making time avail-

able for U. S. network accounts. In

their talks with NBC, C.B.S. and
Mutual execs, Murray and Weir ad-

mitted that they haven't had

their proposed rates cards straight-

ened out, nor have they concrete

idea; on how the Canadian chain can

hook up with U. S. webs in a com-

mercial venture.
Pair stated they had many other

problems to solve before CBC could

enter the commercial field and that,

when they got back home, the first

thing they would do is see how the

proposed CBC rate setup could be

made to conform with those pre-

vailing among U. S. networks.

Texaco May Switch

Cantor to Midweek

Due to Sun. Opposish

Texaco is di^ussing another spot

for the Eddie Cantor show with

Columbia. With the account in-

terested in getting Cantor away from

the W. C. Fields-Edgar Bergen op-

position of Chase & Sanborn coffee

Sunday nights, CBS has declared the

Wednesday 8:30 to 9 p.m. to be avail-

able.

It would make the fitst time that

Cantor has broadcast regularly on

other than Sunday nights.

Change to Wednesday nights would

have the Cantor stanza airing op-

posite Wayne .King (Lady Esther),

the latter being NBC's only com-

mercial at that time. King's session

is on the red (WEAF) link.

Arthur Bryan quit his
producer spot to write.

KFWB

Hayden Roberts is broadcasting
five dramatized periods weekly over
KFWB.

Karl Kello£g moved over from

Sidney SkoUky will do a Holly-
wood comment period over NBC
for J. Walter Thompson with
Bromo Seltzer sponsoring.

Tiny Ruffner, Of Ruthrauff &
Ryan, left for New York by train.

Myron Kirk, R&iR vice-prez, also
east by the wing route.

Tully Vallee's Guest
Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Jim Tully trains for New York

this week to guest on Rudy Vallees

program Sept. 2. Deal was set by

Joseph T. Shaw.
Tully figures also to cover the

Louis-Farr fight for the Hearst

papers, and make publishing ar-

rangements for . his latest novel,

'Half-Sister of the Lord,' while east.
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McNinch and Craven Are Vets THUS FOUESTILL

In Fields of Power, Engineering! fM[^
Washington, Aug. 24.

Topnotchers iri the fields of pub-

lic power and radio engineering will

take their seats on the Federal Com-
munications Commission when
Frank R. McNinch and T. A. M,
Craven begin their duties as new
Commissioners.

Nominated by President Roosevelt

early last week and confirmed by the

Senate .shortly before the close of

the Congressional session, the former
chairman of " the Federal Power
Commission and the ex-naval officer

are expected to have much to say

about thp pending clean-up of radio

matters at the FCC.

McNinch, already experienced in

such matters after straightening out

the Government power agency's in-

ternal difficulties, is a hardhitting

North Carolinian who carries the
distinction of serving both the

Hoover and . Roosievelt administra-

tions. Sixty-four years old, he was
"bortt in Charlotte, where he was
educated in the local high schools

and at Barriers Military Institute.

He became a member of the State

legislature in 1905 and was mayor
and commissioner, of finance of

Charlotte for two terms, from 1917

to 1921.

Although a conservative southern
Democrat, McNinch was active in

the anti-Al Smith campaign in his

locality. He was appointed to the

Power Comnnission by former Presi-

dent Hoover in 1930, but when, the

present administration took over the

reins, McNinch became the spokes-
man of President Roosevelt and has
remained F. D's right hand man on
power matters until his present ap-
pointment. Feared by the private

power lobbies, the newly selected

Communications Commissioner now
is sending chills down the spines of

the big networks.

Known In Radio Industry

As chief engineer of the Commu-
nications body. Craven's name is

known to much of the radio in-

dustry. Retiring from the post of

Commander in the Navy in 1930, he
engaged in private radio practice as

a consulting engineer before accept-
ing the Government job. He W9S
born in Philadelphia, Jan. 31, 1893,

and graduated from the U. S. Naval
Academy in 1913.

Craven's impressive record in the
service included an assignment as
Fleet Radio Officer with the Asiatic
Fleet, from 1915 to 1917; officer in

charge of U. S. Naval Coastal and
Transoceanic Radio Operations, 1917-

1920; U. S. Naval Representative at
the Provisional Inter-Allied Commu-
nication Conference at Paris, 1919,

and many other important posts. He
was again made Fleet Radio Officer
in 1921, for a period of three years,
worked in the same capacity with
the battleship for<;e, was radio tech-
nical adviser for radio frequency al-

location at the International Radio
Conference at Washington in 1927
and performed numerous similar
duties as a naval officer.

According to present indications,
McNinch will fill the chairmanship
vacancy left by the death of Anning
S, Prall and will supervise the ex-
pected housecleaning of the Com-
mish. Craven is slated for the place
on the Broadcast Division which has
been unfilled since the resignation
in June of Irvin S. Stewart.

Free Ad

Washington, Aug. 24.

• Maybe it's the heat. Federal
Communications Commission
Examiner John P. Bramhall, in

a routine report on an applica-

tion for a new broadcast .sta-

tion, last week turned out a
masterpiece of press-agentry
for Atlantic City.

Recommending C o m m i s h
'granting of the request of the
Press-Union Publishing Co., At-
lantic City, for a new station,

Bramhall referred to the vaca-
tion-spot as 'America's premier
and largest summer resort.' His r

blurb went on to .describe the

1,200 hotels; eight miles of

boardwalk, six ocean piers and
cooling breezes,

.

Report did not disclose what
effect 'cooling ocean breezes'

would have on construction of' a
transmitter on the 1200 kc fre-

quency with 100 watts nights,

250 watts days.

Serials Must Go, Say

Radio Execs, but Sign

More for '37 Than '36

Chicago, Aug. 24.

Three or four times a day virtually

everj radio executive in town rises

from his desk to do arn..-waving ses-

sion- on the subject 'Radio Serials

Must Go.' Between speeches he sig-

natures more of 'em.

This, is evidenced by a comparison
of last year's schedules with those of

this yeair. For example, the first

week of October, 1936, NBC carried

an average of 22 per day; this year
29 are already on - the books, and
there's still a month's hollering and
penning to go before Oct. 1. Figures
are for web shows only, and do not
include locals.

. Other nets and stations are run-
ning in proportion. For the current
week NBC is carrying 21 a day, only
one under the high mark of last

season, despite the presen<- so-called

slack season; WBBM handles 11 a

day itself, aad WGN carries eight.

By October, with the end of the ball

season, the number on the two latter

stations arfe expected to be doubled.
As of last year, Chi will again

produce the major portion of such
shows, even though actors who earn
their living by them despise the

things, so much so that press releases

are sent out quoting them as think-

ing radio serials smell.

Kathryn Cravens Files

Divorce Suit in St. L

Langdon Scripting

Jolson's Air Show

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Harry Langdon, vet comic of First
National and Sennett pics, recently
returned from England where he
Was directing, has just done a script
for Al Jolson's Rinso program.
Langdon had a writer-director

ticket at Republic, but did the Jol-
son stint between finishing a script
at Republic and waiting for it to go
into production. If the Jol.son try-
out clicks Langdon plans to swing
over to radio completely.

St, Louis, Aug. 24.

Kathryn Cravens, actress and radio

news commentator, who started here
at KMOX and later was transferred

to CBS in New York, filed suit for

divorce from Rutherfor ' R. Cravens,
dept. mgr. for Stifel, Nicolaus & Co.,

local bond house, last week. Mar-
ried here on July 15, 1922, couple

separated Oct. 8, 1936. Her petition

alleges Cravens was quarrelsome and
irritable and, after encouraging her

in her 'feelings and aspirations,' later

criticized them.
Before debut with KMOX, Mrs.

Crave:.s was active in radio dramatic
sketches and at one time partici-

pated in local productions of the

Casey and Hart stock companies at

Shubert theatre. She was one .
of

radio's first f>'mme commentators.

Regarded as New Deal Move
to Stymie Congressional

Headline Hunts — Ap-
pointments of McNinch
and Craven Keynote the

Likelihood of FCC Over-
hauling

NO TIPOFFS NOW

WMCA Frames Program

For N. Y. News Editors

'Your. Community,' new series of

programs comprising talks by local

newspaper editors, is now being

framed by WMCA iri New York.

First broadcast is set for Sept. 2.

Washington, Aug. 24.

Internal purge Of both personnel
and policies of the Federal Commu-
nications Commission is in prospect
with two vacancy-filling members
confirmed under renewed threat of
Congressional investigation. Pros-
pect of legislative inquiry has been
dimmed until next year with Con-
gress adjourning Saturday (21)
without acting on any of the snoop-
ing resolutions.

President Roosevelt's repair crew
of Frank R. McNinch and T. A. M.
Craven was approved last week as
Congress sprinted for adjournment,
but the latter, chief engineer of the
Commish since late 1935, was riot

ratified without considerable politi-

cal shenanigans. Meanwhile, Ad-
ministration leaders sabotaged, for
the present, the .White resolution,
under which the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee was preparing
to haul licensees and regulators on
the carpet.

Drastic overhauling of Commish
administrative machinery, accom-
panied by personnel shifts and
policy changes, was forecast by in-
timates of the two new commission-
ers, whose handiwork is counted
upon by New Deal chiefs to forestall

a Congressional headline hunt. No
fireworks are anticipated for some
weeks, .since the Commish is not
scheduled to reassemble formally
until after Labor Day and the new
chairman probably will not take the
helm until the middle of September.
The appointments,, which were

made in unusual fashion Tuesday
(17), were both surprising and re-
assuring to the industry. While Mc-
Ninch has become known as an ar-
dent spokesman of up-to-the-hilt
regulation of public utilities, his se-
lection was more or less pleasing to
broadcast people, since it was felt he
will do much to improve conditions
within the Commish. Craven's se-
lection, which was not unexpected,
was widely praised because of the
need for a man w^Il-grounded in

technical matters on the board.

Speculation Life

Whether McNinch personally will

carry out an overhaul program or
will merely observe conditions and
report to President Roosevelt before
returning to his present post at head
of the Power Commission caused
a great deal of speculation. Con-
flicting reports had him as the real

trouble-shooter who is expected to

clean up the Commish and as a

diagnostician for the White House
who will give way to an individual
who will actually perfoirm the op-
eration.

Hesitating to declare his objective

until he has acquainted himself with
radio conditions and, with the situa-

tion inside the FCC, the new chair-

man gave no hint which would
answer the questions. Intimate
friends revealed, however, that he
was ordered by the President to mop
up and given a relatively free hand
to do whatever is required to end
sniping from outside as well as inner
fighting.

Possibility that. Craven is ear-

mai'ked as new regular chairman
was suggested but could not be veri-

fied. Another idea was that Presi-

dent Roosevelt had somebody else in

line for the long-term chairmanship
but could not induce this individual

to step into the hotbed until the heat
has diminished.
Much guessing about the extent of

a reform wave went on in political

(Continued on page 38)

Congressional Quiz of Radio Biz

Staved Off by Official Pressure;

White Bil Shelved Despite Flurry

Washington, Aug. 24.

Scheduled Congressional probe
of the radio business and the Fed-
eral Communications Commission
was staved oft last week by Ad-
ministration pressure which re-

sulted in shelving of the White in-

vestigation resolution, despite in-

creased demands for thorough ven-
tilation of recent criticism.

With the way clear for favorable
action, grease was tossed on the rails

by the Senate Audit and Control
Committee, which' holds the purse-
strings and refused to vote on a re-

quest for a $50,000 expense account
for the -Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee. Resolution, which had
been reported favorably by the latter

group, was reputedly buried by
direct orders from Postmaster Gen-
eral Farley. New Deal political boss
had an excited conference with
Chairman Byrnes of Audit and Conr
trol shortly after the White resolu-

tion was handed him.
Despite the temporary shelving,

the probe issue is expected to come
to life next session since six' Sena-
tors went on , record as feeling a
legislative inquiry imperative. These
members declared almost without
qualification that they are convinced
a committee should scrutinize con-
ditions, regardless of the possibility

that the two new Commissioners will

institute voluntary reforms.
Loudest demands for a Congres-

sional 0.0. came from Senators Wal-
lace H. White of Maine and Burton

Radio Is Given Free

Speech in Chi Airmg

Of Gunman's History

Chicago, Aug. 24,

Two attempts by Martin Durkin,
convicted murderer, to enjoin NBC
and Chevrolet . from airing his life

story on 'Gang BusterS' met with
failure both . in Cook Co. Circuit

court and in U. S. District court.

Program was scheduled for last

Wed. (18), but, because decision was
not handed down in time, postponed
until tomorrow (25).

Reasons given by attorney for the

convict, now serving the 11th year
of his 35-year sentence, is that it

was Ijisulting and would be harmful
to .'kids. . U. S. Judge Adair said

Durkin's only recourse was to listen,

and then sue 'em if he thought he
could prove, he had been damaged.

Parker QuiU NBC

To V-P B.S.H. in

Chicago, Aug. 24.

P. G. Parker, who* has been as-

sistant general manager at NBC
here for the past few years, "leaves

the local network offices to join the
Chicago office of the Blackett-

Sample-Hummert agency Sept. 1.

Parker comes Into B-S-H agency as

d vice-president, handling general
business contacts and affairs. He
will not be i i charge of radio, or
associated directly with the agency's
radio department. Will concern him-
self with i-adio only, insofar as it

affects general business problems of

the agency.
No replacement will be made for

Parker at the NBC offices, with
vice-president and general manager
Niles Trammel planning to take over
Parker's duties.

K. Wheeler of Montana, chairman' bf

.

Interstate Commerce. Others who
supported the Idea were Senators
William E. Borah of Idaho, David I.

Walsh of Massachusetts, William H.
King of Utah, and Edward R. Burke
of Nebraska.
Declaration that under both Re-

publican and Deniocratic regimes
the radio regulatory machinery has
been abused came from Senator
Wheeler, who is whispered to be the
real author and promoter of the
White resolution. Remarked that he
has heard repeated tales about use of
political pressure to hypo the F.C.C.,
saying that anyone who knows any-
thing about the«conduct of the Com-
mish realizes 'It Is a 'political foot-
ball.' Previously Wheeler warned
that there will be a 'blovy:-up' unless
conditions within the F.C.C. are ma-
terially improved.

W. & W. Dao Urge It

Idea that an Inquiry is necessary^
regardless of the personnel of the
Commish, was advanced i by both
Wheeler and White. Duo pointed
out that since the government began
regulating radio there never, has
been a fact-finding search to see
how the laws are working out.

Senator Borah trusted that President
Roosevelt's appointments to the va-
cancies 'will not dampen the ardor*
for a probe and Senator King said ^

•he is 'very glad' to hear an investi-

gation Is in prospect.

House movement to grill the Com-
mish and the industry was blocked
in similar fashion, with the Rules
Committee sitting firmly until the
last gong on the resolutions offered
by late Rep. William P. Connery
and Reps. W, D. McFarlane and
Richard Wlgglesworth. More blasts

at the Commish featured the wind- .•

up, with additional members, notably
Congressmen Hamilton Fish and
Robert Bacon of New York, joining

the clamor.
Recent hiring of Charles Michel-

son, Democratic National Commit-
tee public relations wiz, by Crosley
Radio Corp. (owner of WLW and
WSAI, Cincinnati) served as the
theme for the Fish blast. New
Yorker, who has been rapping the

Roosevelt faniil]^ regularly, also

threw bricks at Elliott Roosevelt,

President's son and Hearst Radio
v.p.

In asserting that the time has ar-

rived for a. radio probe. Fish said

investigators should find out why
Michelson is worth $10,000 a year to •

Crosley and whether, the F.C.C. ap-
proved the Hearst-Roosevelt pur-
chases of Texas transmitters on the
theory that 'a Roosevelt can do no
wrong.' *

Crosley-Michelson relations also

were touched on by Bacon, who
asked whether the nation's only
super-power station hired the Dcrgo-
cratic publicist to serve as 'a friend

at court to infiuence the decisions ot

the Communications Commission.'
Need for a survey to provide facts

upon which regulation policies

should be founded AVas stressed by
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee in formally recommend-
ing adoption of the White resolu-

tion. Did not refer to charges of

inefficiency, favoritism, etc, within
the Commish, but merely discussed

the developments In the 25 years
since the first ether-control law was
written and the necessity of data to

permit 'intelligent consideration' of
radio programs.

MORE BEDTIME STORIES
Detroit, Aug. 24.

'Uncle Near Tomy, who's been
handling juvenile programs over
WJR since the 'Red Apple Club'
days of 12 years ago, has given up
his work with the kiddies.

Henceforth, Tomy will be
charge of publicity at WJR,

Olmstead Heads

Y. & R. Radio ia N. Y.

in

Clarence Olmstead new manager
of Young & Rubicam agency radio
dept., N. Y. office. Will work under
William R. Stuhler, chief of agency's
radio activities.

Tom Harrington continues as man-
ager of Y. & R. office, with Joe
Stauffer handling Hollywood talent
buying. Therese Lewis c'"'"^ the
buying in N. Y,
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•VOGUES OF 1938'

(Music .HaU, N. Y., Premiere)
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Thursday. 8:45 p.m. EDST
WJZ-NBC-CBS, New York
NBC -blue ran a wire next-door to

Radio City Music Hall on opening

night of Walter Wangefs new film-

usical and, against the background of

Harold Nagel's rhumba orch,

marched up to the mike for com-
ments some of the w; k.'s who had

gathered for dinner and film as

Wanger's guests.

Conde Nast spoke in measured
tones for what was his first radio

spiel, and was o. k, if sing-song m
sentiments. Joan Bennett^ starred

in the pic, did a graceful little bit,

as did professional model Frances

('Lucky Strike Girl') Joyce. Authors,

Sam and Bella Spewack, were there,

but onjy Bella would talk, and she

was quite the gayest of the bunch.

W. G. Van Schmus, boss of the

Music Hall, intro'd Wanger, who had
a nice prepiared piece to say.

Some of the socialites present pal-

avered: but it was ill the usual mil-

dewed stuff, save from polo-playing

Tommy Hitchcock, who astonished

by saving, *I hope this picture is a

hit. My friend Freddy Warburg put

a lot of money in it, and If it. isn't a

hit he might go broke.'

Broadcast, over Canadian stations

as well as the NBC blue band, was a

big ballyhoo for the film. Bert.

MILTON DOUGLAIs
Witlh Priseilla Pierce
C*medy
JELLO
Shinday, 7-7:3ft p.m., EDST.
WEAF, New York • •

'

, ^

Milton Douglas, the comedian (not

the singer), has a bright style as

evidenced by his stint Sunday night
on the summer variety show for
Jello.
His is a semi-sophisticated running

flatter of stuff, referring to his

sponsor and more or less taking the
audience behind the radio scene.
Material is bright, Douglas* delivery
pert and Priscilla Pierce's straighting

—she comes on later^-equally ef-

fective. Without a punchy guest-

shot. Abel.

'HOW ABOUT IT?'
With Sam Hammer
Novelty Studio Audience Show
30 Mlns.
Sustaining:
Wednesday, 10 p.m. EDST
WOR-Mutual, New York
Described as a new human Interest

audience program, 'How About It?'

shows chances for building into a

popular broadcast. Suffered in its

first time out by having 11 pre-ar-

ranged and rehearsed teams (man
and woman on each) trying to simu-
late informality. Word creations of

script writer, flowing from lips of

contestants as being original, were
readily spotted.

However, the idea of having 10 or

11 teams compete in relating their

reactions to unusual situations, or
odd developments in daily news for

cash, should develop if folks from
studio audience can be obtained.
This automatically would eliminalte

stagey effect as it now exists. Sam
Hammer, who conducts program,
possesses an easy style of question-

ing and handling so-called contest-

ants.

Each team is asked a different

question. Thus, an office secretary
and a bond salesman were asked
what they would do if each had a
million dollars. Another combina-
tion, a college girl and a lawyer,
were requested to explain what they
would do if they forgot portions of

any important speech -they were
making. A commercial model and.

an air-conditioning engineer an-
swered their reaction to a sudden
proposal by a member of the oppo-
site sex. Latter made a back-
handed crack about heat and need
for cooling plant in studio.

While it may be extremely diffi-

cult to get a studio audience to .par-

ticipate in' such a contest, a more
strenuous effort should be made to
remove the 'staged' taint. Once this

has been accomplished, this new
entry should do. Wear.

Follow Up Comment

LENORE GOTTEN
'Parents Club of the Air'

15 Mins.
Sfistainins
Tuesday, 12 M., D.S.T.
WOR-Mutual, New York
Program is a great break for Par-

ents magazine, since the publication
gets a healthy plug as preparing the
advice, which Miss Gotten relays to

ma and pa. Rearing of children is

the th^me.
Job done is good in that it is sens-

ible, instructive and when caught,
leastwise, wasn't as far-fetched as
regards: sort of q.'s and a.'s used as
more than usually encountered on
ihe ether.

In the noon niche, program Is

nicely primed to catch mother paus-
ing 'tween her morning and after-
noon household chores. Period is of
the sort which often draws a strong
mall response. Bert.

ALLAN JONES
Singing:
10 Mins.
FLEISCHMANN YEAST
Sunday, 7:30 p.m. EDST
WJZ-NBC, New York

(J, Walter Thompson)
Guesting on the program featuring

Werner Janssen's orch, Jones proved
a hypo that will help along a show
that has ^jeen showing steady im-
provement lately in its effort to
squee;ze into the groove best suitable
for the audience sought.

Tenor scored with both his tries,

first 'Alone,' which he intro'd year
and half ago in the Marx Bros, film,
'Night at Opera,' arid later with
'Song of Vagabonds.'

Latter was highlight of the 30-
min. show. Good arrangement of
the numbei^ by Janssen and full use
of the Brian Hooker lyrics helped
much. Jones was backed up by a
capella choir for all-around ef-
fectiveness. Incidentally, builders of
program proved prudish and ex-
punged the word 'hell' in the lyrics,

substituting 'away.' They still burn
witches in the radio biz occasionally,

Bert.

'Hollywood Hotel,' over CBS for

Campbell Soup, Friday (20) gave a
fine 24-min. dramatization of 'Dead
End,' script of which was prepared
from copy used by Sam Goldwyn for

his forthcoming UA release.

On the air, the gangster, 'Baby-
Face Martin,' was played up, with
most of the episodes revolving around
him. Humphrey Bogart, doing the
rogue, gave one of the soundest per-
formances caught on 'Hotel' in a long
time. Joel McCrea did the crippled

and penurious architect; Andrea
Leeds the girl; all are in the Gold-
wyn pic. Group of unbilled kids

were good, but the vigorous and vul-
gar chatter given 'em in the lec-'t

play was. of course, absent.

As has been the policy of 'Hotel'

for the last several months, the blow-
off of the dramatization was not ren-
dered. The manner in which it was
presented served as a good teaser for
potential film attendance.

Everybody's Music, over CBS Sun-
day afternoons, continues an effec-

tive summer sub for the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra concerts.
Last Sunday's (22) session, batoned
by Hans Kindler, was a worthy
chapter in the series. Conductor's
merits, of course, are well known
and his program was adroitly se-
lected and arranged. Inclusion of
the Hindemith's 'Spielmusik' pro-
vided a modern variation without af-
fronting staid listeners.
Presentation of specially composed

works by American authors wiU
continue during ensuing weeks.
While none of the compositions
played so far have been out of the
ordinary, Columbia rates a nod on
the idea and effort. Much as the ma-
jority of dialers may prefer the
standard classics, music can develop
only through the playing and hear-
ing of untried compositions. So,
even if the works so far heard have
been notably undistinguished, the
undertaking is commendable. Henry
M. Neely's program comments con-
tinue a forte contribution.

Frank Sullivan uncorked several
minutes of crackling good humor on
the 'For Men Only' program Monday
night (23) over the WLW Line and
WHN, New York. The material was
pithily phrased and snappily rou-
tined and, as is typical of the hu-
morist's style. The artful spotlight-
ing of the common and obvious was
enough to take toll of the average
listener's fancy. The interpolation
had Sullivan posed as an expert of
the cliche. His sample for the occa^
sion was effected by stringing to-

gether the stereotyped phrases found
in the verbiage of the boxing writer.
'For Men Only' might find Sulli-

.Van a substantial asset if it kept him
on as a regular item.

Don Stauffer, of Young & Rubi-
cam's radio department, -left New
York for Hollywood last Wednes-
day (18). Will remain there until

the new Packard show gets going.

NAT BRUSILOFF ORCHESTRA
With Harrison Jubilee Choir, Llbby

Hall, Clifford Lane
Variety
30 Mlns.
Sustaining:
Thursday, 8:15 p.m. EDST
WMCA, New York
Nat Brusilofl! was previously mu-'

sical director for WOR, Newark, this

being his first of a series of half-
hour programs once weekly under
the caption 'Blue Serenade.' It's a
thoroughly acceptable program, not
sensational, but pleasing and varied.
With Brusiloff's swingy-sweet or-'

chestra are the Harrison Jubilee
Choir and two specialty soloists,

Libby Hall' and Clifford Lane, all of
whom fit in nicely with requirements
laid out for them. The choir features
numbers of Negro spiritual flavor.
Lane owns a baritone voice that ap-
pears to have the proper makings,
while Miss Hall, who leans more to

the swingy type of number, also
listens well over the air. Chor.

PRAIRIE RAMBLERS
Transcriptions
RELIANCE
Friday, $:15-6:30 p. m.
WGY, Schenectady

(Mitchell-Faust)

Western hillbilly music is' punctu-
ated by long and frequent toots on
the advertising bugle for this sei'ies

of platters plugging Big Yank work
shirts, trousers, kiddie playsuits, etc.

The hands, male and female, and sta-

tion miker join with Announcer Jack
Oakley in blowing the horn.
Entertainment consists of yocal and

Instrumental numbers, plus free-
easy chatter, along the familiar lines.

Several of the boys possess pleasant
though untrained singing pipes; A
harmonicist plays well, and the string
pluckers suffice. Miss Patsy Mon-
tant does not particularly shine as a
talker or singer, but she yodels com-
petently.
Guest unltSi of same type, work

with troupe in such a fashion that
they cannot be easily singled out.

One" heard was announced as the
Hoosier Cow Punchers.

Artists dialog with the announcer
in rather lengthy spiels -on the fine
points, of Big Yank products—sounds
odd to hear a 'cowboy' talk about
the yolk of a shirt. Drum beating
is also done by them, and mikeman,
on a cigarette lighter, offered to dial-
ers sending in a Big Yank label to
station.
Folks who like prairie ballads and

sad songs should be the type who
would purchase sponsor's goods.

Jaco.

JUNIOR REVUE
With Mary Small, Buddy Jones,
Arnold Eidus, Janice Gilbert,
Jimmy Donnelly, Jay Joatyn, Irene
Hubbard, Helen Menken, Junior
Revue Choir, Vass Family, Ben
Grauer, Harry Salter, Norman
Clouthier Orchestra

30 Mins.
Snstaining:
Wednesday, 8:30 p.m. EDST
WJZ, New York

Variation of the Children's Hour
sort of thing, but much improved.
Plus the unique appeal of the all-
juve effort, this -stanza has the merit
of bang-up talent. It's a novel show,
and, as long as the present standard
is maintained, should cop plenty of
listenier attention. The question of
finding enough worthy urchins, how-
ever, seems likely to prove a tough
one.
For the present, 'Junior Review'

is well planned and expertly pre-
sented. Mary Small is the prize ex-
hibit and measures up to requh-e-
ments. Youngster is a capable, per-
sonable singer—tias an oke voice,
which she knows how to handle be-
fore the mike, sells a number and
has the experience and assurance to
handle the occasional m.c stint gra-
ciously. ' Junior Choir backstops.
Janice Gilbert, as a mite menace,

sort of moppet version of Phil
Baker's 'Bottle,' is a sure chuckle.
She wanders in and out of the script,
usually needling- the star. Seems
destined to become an important
part of the show when the charactei-
is established.
Buddy Jones, billed as being a

juve Winchell, dished up news com-
ments from his 'clipping bureau,'
with a suggestion for more contribu-
tions from listeners. If the young-
ster really writes his own copy, he's
little short of a marvel, for it's

capably presented, even by adult
>,standards.

Top guest for the initial airing was
Helen Menken, who did one of those
so-charmed-to-be-here spiels. Arnold
Eidus, 12-year-old, drew unusually
dulcet tones from- his fiddle, the Vass
Family offered hillbilly stuff, while
a weepy dramatization, 'Orphans of
the Flood,' offered Janice Gilbert,
Jimmy Donnelly, Jay Jostyn and
Irene Hubbard. Ben Grauer m.c.'s
the show, with Harry Salter baton-
ing Norman Clouthier's orch.

Hobc-

LINTON WELLS
Adventure 'Reminiscences
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Saturday, 8:30 p.m. EDST
WEAF^ New York
Newcomer to the list of commen-

tators is a standout. On the basis
of his first program, Wells should
cop a sponsor and a large listener
following. His stuff is packed with
fascinating human drama, against
a ba9kground of one of the most
important, and exciting upheavals of
history—the Russian Revolution.
Former war correspondent, roving
reporter, press agent and author (of
the recent 'Blood On the Moon'),
Wells has a colorful background.
His experiences, if that initial broad-
cast is any indication, have included
some hair-raising adventures.

Surprisingly enough, narrator's
delivery equals his writing. His voice
is clear and resonant, tone has depth
and enunciation is flawless. Writer
avoided tipping his mitt on the
climaxes and injected- strong color
by directness.

In material, preparation and pres-
entation. Wells' air stint was so good
it seems questionable whether he or
anyone else can maintain such a
pace. Undoubtedly he put his best
script forward. Hobc.

'THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN'
With Edward Wolier, Muriel Wilson,
Fred Hufsmith, Earl Styres

45 Mins.
Sustaining:
Sunduy, 8 p.m. EDST
WJZ-NBC, New York
A nicely turned operetta, adapta-

tion by poet Stephen Vincent Benet
from Washington Irving's 'A Legend
of Sleepy Hollow.'
Douglas Moore's music was light

and buoyant and did much to speed
up the pace of the piece. Inas-
much as the score sounded rather
Savoyard, so did Benet's lyrics and
his spoken lines. It was an alto-
gether- enjoyable 45 minutes* but
hardly got art audience worthy of
the efforts expended in view of the
fact it opposed the Chase & Sanborn
variety show on NBC's sturdier red
ribbon-.

More than just an evening filler,
^Headless Horseman' was an experi-
ment which should lead to other
kindred efforts along the same slant.
More than a century old, Irving's
yarn remains interesting, and the
operetta treatment was such that
not one whit of suspense was sacri-
ficed. -

Singing and acting of the leads
were generally good. Baritone Ed-
ward Wolter did Ichabod Crane,
Muriel Wilson soprano'd Katrina
Van Tassel. - Earl Styres basso'd
Katrina's father, and Fred Hufsmith,
tenor, did Ichabod's romantic rival,
Brom Bones. Bert.

CORNELIUS CODOLBAN
Gypsic Music
30 Mins.
Sunday, 7-7:30 p.m., EDST
Sustaining:
WJZ, New York

Cornelius Codolban is the maesti-o
atop the Rainbow Grill in Radio City
and a new NBC build-up artist. He's
a . very worthy violinist-conductoi-
specializing in tzigane music, and a
good scripting job every Sunday
evening surrounds him with a vary-
ing characteristic style of gypsy
music—Russian, Roumanian, etc.

Assisting Codolban's string orches-
tra, which the violinist dominates al^

most in sole fashion, is a femme
vocalist for the interludes.
Entire Sunday night half hour is

a class interlude, ideal for that time
of the evening, 7-7:30 p.m., and is

also on a Canadian hookup with
NBC. Abel.

'GOSSIP OF THE STARS'
With Herschell Hart
Talk
5 Mins.—Local
STAR CARPET CO.
12:45 p.m. on Mon., Tues., Wed.
WWJ, Detroit
Herschell Hart, radio ed of the

Detroit News (parent of WWJ), has
resumed his thrice-weekly 'gossip of
the stars' program .with a still wider
following than heretofore.

Hart, who devotes portion of the
program to some 'current topic con-
cerning the ether, is handicapped by
brevity of five-minute stint, but live-

liness of his 'gossip* and own
earnestness more than makes up for
this. Low modulated pipes a dis-

tinct asset.
Except for introduction and clos-

ing. Hart handles own blurbs, which
are not burdensome. Pete.

WCFCW
^MONTREAL

GOOD COMPANY
FHinilltifl io tliU ^rnat iitarket

nnioy NVC ntttwork lentiires nn
VVCiP. Ainerlcuii artvortisur,'*

tiliould iftke advHiitiiKa of Mont-
reiilers' ,r<»<-«»|»tlve iiumhI In in'rlort*

now nviillrtl>ln ndjiiVent to iMit-

xtiindlnir. NRC i>r4it;riiniiiio

N. B. C.
RED Sr BLUE

NRTIONnL REPRESENTATIVES
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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Here and There

Ridpe Runners back to WIND, Charles Gussman as new scripter,
. . A. i«* — _ ^ i__ lirrTir /^l aw A

«

Chicago, after month's leisure, re

placing Pickard Family, who go on

tour for 60 days to rest up.

Edith Rosen, 14-year-old concert

pianist, guests tonight (Wednesday)

on Mary Small's 'Junior Revue' on

WJZ, N. Y.

WHO, Des Moines, has installed

two additional news wires, including

a United Press trunk wire and full

service of Trans-Radio news. The
station • has nine news times daily,

except Sunday, and 10 on Saturday.

jSir Cedric Hardwicke has been set

for the Malvolio part in Columbia's

'Twelfth Night' production next

Monday (30). Leland Hayward office

agented.

Tom LaBrum, Philly ad exec,

on a 12-day cruise out of Montreal.

Jay Coffey shifts from announc-
Ing-cohtinuity stint at WELI, New
Haven, to WBRY, Waterbury, script

desdt Sept. 1, Bill Farley succeeds

at spieling post.

WWJ» Detroit, staff changes in-

clude' Franklyn Ferguson, formerly

yith WOOD, Grand Rapids, Mich.,

added to announcing force, and

previously with WLW, Cincy. An-
nouncer Jack Wyatt has left WWJ to

go to Buffalo.

Herbert Lateau, formerly with Ok-
lahoma City

.
stations, will join

KARK, Little Rock, announcing
staff, Sept. 1. He will have charge
of news broadcasts and dramatic
productions, replacing Johnny Stead-
man.

Tom Daiiey, KWK, St. Louis,

mikem.an, leaves to join WDOD,
Nashville, Tenn., Sept. 1. Daiiey
conducted KWK's 'Kiddie Club' pro-
gram every Sat. a.m.

Ukrainian Singers Convention
choral contest held at ' the Cleve.

Great Lakes Exposition's Radioland
shell Sept .6 will be broadcast by
WJAY. Programs will pick-up the
finalists.

Ros Metzger, Ruthrauff & Ryan
midwest ether director, to Cincinnati
to set up a couple of shows.

Fred Kirby, Charlotte, N. C, cow-
boy singer, was tested by Paramount
in New York last week.

Gale Sisters airing from Medinah
Club, Chicago, over WBBM-CBS.

Coast Pic Blurber

Switching Sponsors

San Francisco, Aug, '24,

Don Allen's 'Hollywood Reporter'

program on KPO will change spon-

sors next month, with Allen doing
his last show for Joseph Magnin Co.,

Inc., femme apparel store, Sunday,
Sept. 26, and his first for Howe, Inc.,

the following Thursday, Sept. 30 at

6;45 p.m., PST. New series is set

for 13 weeks and will plug a hand
lotion. Contract was signed through
S. L. Kay, Inc., agency.

Joseph Magnin is seeking & new
progi-am to follow its 'Hollywood
Reporter' series. Leon Livingston
agency has the account.

Denny Promoted
Jamestown, N. Y., Aug. 24.

Charles Denny has been upped
from mgr. of WJTN, Jamestown,
N. Y., to sales director of that station

j)lus WSYR, Syracuse, and WNBX,
Sprinjfield, Vt., all of which are con-

trolled by the same interests.

Other changes in the group con-

cern Basil Blizzard, who shifts from
national sales to WJTN mgr., and
Phil Hoffman, who becomes manager
of WNBX, Hoffman was formerly
with the Iowa Network.

Darryl McAlister, of WKY, Okla-
homa City, named chief announcer.

Basic Blue Network Stations

CompletelyProgrammed hyNBC

G^iyen mediums

such as WBZ and WBZA,

serving the largest concen-

trationofpm'chasingpower

in New England; and your

program becomes a mag-

net for sales. Records prove

the response WBZ and

WBZA attract.

Foresee Purge of F. C. C.
(Continued from pagre 35)

and industry circles. There was a

fresh crop of rUmort that other

Commissioners are due for removal

—including George Henry Payne,

Thad H. Brown, Paul A. Walker and
Eugene O. Sykes—and radio watch-
ers readied for a shakeup in the
broadcast division as well as in the
other departments, notably legal and
examining. Craven is expected to

take the Broadcast chairmanship,
supplanting Judge Sykes, who is

thought slated for the Telegraph seat

formerly held by Irvin Stewart.
What the future holds for Sykes

was one of the more intriguing side

topics of conjecture. For several
days, persistent rumors had him
headed for a vacancy on the District

of Columbia Court of Appeals, body
to which contested FCC decisions are
carried, but President Roosevelt,
with another surprise appointment,
filled this job.' li he is shunted to

some other seat on the Federal
bench, there will be no astonishment.

Selection of another chief engineer
likewise was a question engaging
widespread attention among radio
people. Craven is expected to have
the principal say in naming his suc-

cessor, and most observers -looked
for him * to advocate promotion of

Lieut. E. K, Jett, one of his prin-
cipal aides. Although his acquaint-"

ance with broadcast technical prob-
lems is limited, he seems most likely.

He was a contender for the top spot
when Craven was named on White
Hpuse orders. Other persons con-
sidered to have a good chance, are
another ,ex-Navy man, Comdr. E. K.
Webster, now on the Conimish en-
gineering staff, and Andrew Cruse,
who used to be with the Commerce
Department's radio section, and also

is on Craven's force.

While the appointments were gen-
erally satisfying to people concerned
about the F.C.C., there was unusual
delay in confirming Craven and a

substantial amount of opposition
which disintegrated completely be-
fore the vote was taken. Vicious
whispering campaign about the chief
engineer caused the Senate Inter-
state Commerce committee to quiz
him extensively on two occasions,
deferring final approval for four
days.

Craven in the Clear
Principal attack on Craven' was

based on a report that he still has
financial interest in—and consequent-
ly is concerned about the welfare
of—various stations. This gossip was
nailed completely when the engineer
gave the Senate group not only a flat

denial but also a comprehensive res-

ume of all his past connections, in-

come, and present affairs. All com-
mitteemen who sat in on his grilling

announced themselves completely re-

assured about his fitness' for-office.

In telling solons of his' past career,
Craven revealed he had given up a
lucrative private practice to take the
Commish post but only after Presi-
dent Roosevelt had exerted strong
pressure. Sacrificed a business
which grossed between $40,000 and
^50,000 annually and netted about
^30,000, for the $9,000 government
berth when unable to resist White
House urging.
Although he at one time held stock

in several stations, Craven satisfied

the committee that he no longer is

tied up with any licensee, and fur-
ther revealed he had refrained from
taking part in any cases involving
pi-evious clients. He explained at
length about his arrangements to sell

his. radio . stock, suffering serious
losses because of the need for quick
liquidation in conformity with law.
Most capital was made of his lin'

with WRAX-WPEN, Philadelphia
transmitters now owned by John
Iraci. Attack on this phase of
Craven's record was inspired by
James Kiernan, former general man-
ager of the Paulist Fathers' station
WLWL, New York, which was sold
lately to Arde Bulova. after Irici re-
fused to let the priests buy his WOV.
Telegrams to several members of
Congress reporting that Craven was
a stockholder in the Philly outlets
was primarily responsible, for his
quizzing.

In his formal statement of explana-

Cowboy Warbler's P. A.'s

San Antonio, Aug. 24.
v.Sack Amusement Enterprises is
Mepping out not only with the ex-
clusive distribution of all Negro pic-
tures, but also' with booking Jesse
Rogers, cowboy singing star appear-r
in^ over southwe;stern broadcasting
Btatious. He Is a recording artist
and a brother of the late Jimmie
Rogers.
Sack orgartlzation secured Rogers

dates for 14 Interstate towns.

tion Craven told the committee that
he had received 10% of the stock in
stations owned by P. J. Harrbn and
C. H .Taubel under a contract which
assured him a $10,000-a-year retainer
as consulting engineer for WPEN and
any other radio properties they
might acquire. Paper was. resold to
the company (William Penn Broad-
casting Co.) for $25,000—about half
the amount due for the stock ajid
expenses—when Craven was named
Chief Engineer in November, 1935.

Rumor that Craven had a slug of
cash received from licensees in a
'little tin box' was squelched with an
explanation that the amount he re-
ceived from sale of his radio inter-
ests had been placed in safe deposit
vault for personal reasons which
satisfied the lawmakers. Craven also
unveiled contracts under which h'^
various holdings are being liquidated
via his attorney.

Presentation of Craven's name to
the Senate for action occasioned a
long discussion Saturday (21 ) . Ln
which about a dozen solons reflected
great interest in F.C.C. situation.
None entered serious objections to
his confirmation, however, and com-
mitteemen convinced all doubters
that he can be expected to do a good
job on the board.

The McNinch appointment was
rubber-stamped without any trouble,
although the new chairman never
has been popular with certain South-
ern Democrats and the two Senators
from his state, Reynolds and Bailey,
were reported against his promotion.

WHN'S PROGRAM

PLANNING IS A

because . .

.

WHN was named
Showmanship Station

No. 1 in NewYork by
Variety...it knows the

NewYork audience...

because ...

WHN is affiliated/,

with LOEW»S and
through this huge
chain of theatres
keeps abreast of what
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.
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WYN-MAYER the

world's greatestmotion
picture studio whosie
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'BABIES-CRY-FOR-IT' WANING
Only 1 Ohio State Fair, but 2 Columbus

Stations Making It Look Like a Dozen

Columbus, Aug. 24.

Greatest radio activity in history

of Ohio State Fair is expected next

week, with WBNS and WHKC both

on grounds and hot rivalry already

developing between
.
stations over

Fair broadcasting plans.

WBNS will put its studio under

canvas on
.
grounds, using a tent

studio with an audience capacity of

300. All local programs from noon

to ,7:30 p.m. daily will be broadcast

from here in view of an audience

during Fair , Week.
Headquarters of WHKC will again

be the .

bandstand, where station

broadcast daily last year. No seating

facilities here, but plenty of rpbm
lor farmers to stand around and

gawk at perform-ets. This station,

too, will have on display all local

daylight programs. Only exception

is Montana Meechy cowboy band,

which will broadcast from booth of

sponsor, A.llis Chalmers- Co., else-

where -on grounds,

Stj^tion rivalry gets under way
Sunday (29) w^ien both outfit? go on
air with long shows, from grounds.

.WHKC program has more or less

offical siaiictioh, since state board
of .agriculture assigned Bob French
of that station to produce a two-
hour amateur show for the opening
spot.,- ': , V •

'•

WBNS came right back, ^however,

snd an.noifnced an .hour and a half

program, from the; • grounds, whjclj

.will .leiittire old. time music. This
.staiiqn'ils. also making a play with
hog-c^ihg, husbatid - calling" and

rolling pin contests during week,
and hourly motion pictures of WBNS
studios and performers.
All-Ohio Boys' band, official fair

musical organization, will get its

first national airing through WHKC
and .Mutual, Some of the WHKC
broadcasts also will be picked up by
WHIO, Dayton. Both stations will

comb the grounds for short wave
broadcasts to be sent out over their
portable transmitters.

KVOX RoDs in Oct

Moorhead, Minn., Aug. 24.

New radio station, KVOX, will be-
gin ethering here in October. Will,

operate on a frequency of 1310 kc.

unlimited time, with a daylight pow-
er of 250 wa^ts and night power of
100 watts. Studio will be in the
Comstock hotel here. Equipment will

include a Western Electric transmit-
ter, with a Blaw-Knox 179-foot ver-
tical radiator.

Manny Marget will be general
manager of the station. Was for-

merly program director at KXBY,
Kansas City, and previous to that

was with KWK, St. Louis, WDAY,
Farho, N. D., and KGFK, Moorhead.
Latter station moved to Duluth last

year. Assistant manager and chief

engineer will be Bob Schulz, for-

merly general manager of WMIN,
St. Paul, and previously with WDAY.

Fitzroy Kennedy added to tech-

nical staflE at WICC, Bridgeport.

KID STUFF FADFS

WBBM, Which Had Eight

Daily, Hasn't Set Any
This Year— Other Chi
Stations Also Cutting Juve
Serial Skedules .

Spot Blurbs Passing Out in N. W.,

As New Biz Goes for Productions

PARENTS' COMPLAINTS

Chicago, Aug. 24.

There'll be a dearth- of- gangster
stuff especially-for-kiddies this year.
Nobody seems to know exactly why
—there are plenty of programs
around, but nobody's buying .them.

Formerly, WBBM here carried
seven or eight daily. This year, the
station won't be airing a single one,
unless scmething is sighed "between
new and fall. 'Junior Nurse Corps,'

last of the WBBM juveniles, moves
over to NBC, as did 'Jack Armstrong'
a year ago, leaving the Columbia
key's schedule free fo. adult stuff.

Other iChiqago stations, while not
so compiletely bereft, are carrying
far less than ' they did in the past.

The 'Orphan Aniiies,' 'Jack Arm-
strongs,' and ' 'Lullaby Ladies'-^

si- ws which have been established

over a long peripd, still continue, but
there are no nev/ ones starting. In

fact, some which started last year,

'Tomahawk Trail' for example, •\yon't

be back this season, if inactivity of

ad agencies so far means anything.

Still another pointer to the kidless

See Forum This Week

Two interesting and contro-
versial letters in the Forum: this

week take to task the urjion-

ization of radio, both talent and
manpower. :

On page 63.

air trend is the failure of NBC to

sell 'Don Wlnslow.' The NBC studios
here have hung up one record after
another in building up shows as sus-

tairiers, then selling 'em. 'Don
Winslow,' despite it being the pride
and joy of NBC and the preki, still

doesn't plug any|;hing, even ' though
adult' shows startmg their sustaining
pepiods much, much later have long
since been airing blurbs.

DeliberaieN

With some stations, this getting

rid of. kid shdws has been deliberate.

The two or three hours of the kid
cycle was the most higlily competi-
tive period of the day, and sevefal

stations did their best to get pro-

grams which would grab off the
adult audience during those hours,

an audience which was complaining
bitterly that there was nothing for

them to listen to.
. ^

Also, mothers and fathers .may
haye had something to say in regard
to sponsors who depend on, crying,,

pleading kids to sell their pro.d.ucts. -

These . reasons have had more to

do with getting rid of the getryour^

mother-rto-rbuy-you serials than did

censors arid educational .club's.

Portland, Ore., Aug. 24.

Although it's early In the season,
there's a burst of new biz on all

radio stations in the Pacific Korth''*-^
west. The usual list of spot an-
nouncements that has featured biz
for the past few months is giving
way to a new crop of 15 min. pro-
ductions.

Tearooms, women's stores, restau-

rants and household commodity ad-

vertisers are showing an increasing

interest In morning and afternoon ,

periods, figuring that women buy
most of the stuff.

On the heels of this new burst of

biz comes an increasingly non-
sympathetic attitude by major agen-

.

cies toward the old spot announce-
ment l?ug-a-bOo. KOIN took a major
step forward by guaranteeing cU' .

program advertisers that no com-
petitive spot announcement would
appear directly before or after any
program.. This is the first publicly
announced policy of any local . sta-

tion indicative that spots are a chisel

on programs..

Judging froin the list of new biz

already lined up. fox progjranis start- .

irtg S.epfr 1, it's.,s^iown that even the ,

old
, announcement .Ijuyer?; now want

tQ put on regular programs.. It could
be said that the spot announcement
had its place as a .sort 'of primary
school for radio Advertisers, who
later came to realize the show's the
thing. '

' ;

•'

Bigelow ° Twinir back "to' Vermont
and off WICC, Bridgeport,
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Radio Talent and Technicians

In the Middle of a 7-Sided Feud

(Continued from page 1)

ACA prez, claims a majority of the

technical and office workers at

WABC, N. y., belong to his CIO
group and intends to organize the

performer field as well as the other

side of the microphone. Edward
Kloter, IBEW vice-pres, says five

organizers in the . radio technicians

field are lining up members. His

group is not covering the performer
end.

As yet neither the IBEW nor the

lATSE has signed up a station.

•B,A.T,S,E, has had a scrap with
the American Communications Asso-
ciation, C.I.O. organization unioniz-

ing the broadcasting engineers, over
which outfit has the right to line up
Loew-owned WHN, N. Y. Fight has

. been up before the National Labor
Relation Boai4 in Washington . since

early July. Late yesterday (24) a

decision by the NLRB looked im-
minent.
ACA has had some success both in

New York and around the country
in signing up stations. Outfit started

its organizing campaign last spring,

when it Was known as American
Badio Telegraphists Association: At
that time it was tmionizing only the
radio operators on American steam-
ships and panelmen in stations. Fort-
night ago name was changed when
union decided

, to expand its organ-
izing into all fields of . communica-

. tions.

Laneham's Claims
^

According to Roy S. Langham,
AjGRAP prez, his group is now or-

ganized nationally, with 22 local

chapters in the south, midwest, New
England and the New York area.

Kenneth Roberts is vice-president of

the body, Karl SchuUinger is secre-
tary-treasurer and there are repre-
sentatives from each chapter. Meet-
ing of the national group and the
local board are held about once a
week. Dues are $1 a month nation-
ally plus $1. .a month in the New
York locals. Langham says the
AGRAP is not affiliated with any
other organization, but is friendly
with all. Regarding rumors of a
merge or working agreement "with the
AFRA, he declared the AGRAP had
not been officially approached, but
would consider such proposed, if

and when.
According to the AGRAP head, his

group has contract! covering an-

( nouncers and production men at

!
tifcABC, WOR and WMCA, all of

I New York. Negotiations for sound
effects men are in progress with
WABC and NBC, he said, and bar-

gaining is also going on with WJSV,
Washington, and WBT, Charlotte;

N, C, for announcers and produc-
tion men, and with WORC, Wor-
cester, Mass., for a complete vertical

union.
Contracts already in effect with

some stations call for a five-day, 40-

hour week, vacations with, pay,

leaves of absence, two-weeks dis-

charge notice, preferential rehiring

and. in some cases, Guild shop, he
declared. Salary increases obtained

have ranged from 40% to 12%, with
a few individuals getting 100% and
a number 50% raises, he added. An-
nouncers at WABC; have been upped,

but the amount was not revealed.

Heller or WaUace
Meanwhile, the AFRA has still

failed to select its executive secre-

tary. Understood George Heller, al-

ready the treasurer of the group, and
Morgan Wallace, previously active in

Screen Actors Guild affairs, are

favored for the post, which will pay
$7Ji00 a year. Heller is believed to

be favored by the eastern contingent,,

while the Coast group is backing
Wallace. Hollywood faction's objec-

tion to Heller, it has been hinted,

is his identification with the in-

surgent group in Actors Equity. He
is a member -of the Equity CounciL
Duties of the executive secretary are

being handled by an organizing com-
mittee, of which Heller is chairman.
He also has an office and secretary

at Equity headquarters, N. Y. He is

favored as the final selection for the

executive secretary job.

Sliding scale of dues for the AFRA
has heen set as follow: for radio in-

comes up to $2,000 a year, $12 a year

dues; up to $5,000 a jear, $18; up to

$10,000 a year, $24 dues; up to $20,000

a year, $36 dues; up to $50,000 a year,

$48 dues, and ov2r $50,000 a year,

$100 dues. Initiation fees are $10
for incomes up to $10,000 a year, $25

for all over that figure. Amounts
were set at a meeting of the national

executive board at the Hotel Vic-
toria, N. Y., Monday" (23) night.

About 400 persons attended a gen-
eral membership session which pre-
ceded the board huddle.
Prospect of the AFRA Joining

forces with the AGRAP has grown

Makes It Official

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Phil Baker will b heard lo-

cally this fall although no Gulf

Oil products are marketed here.

In order to salvage something
from the commercials, the

petrol outfit will install one gas

.pump in Los Angeles,

very slim, according to Heller. AFRA
membership favored the idea and
was eager to cooperate until It

learned of derogatory statements

being circulated by he AGRAP, he
explained. National board of the

AFRA, in a preliminar:'- session Mon-
day afternoon, decided to drop the

AGRAP affiliation idea and to pro-
ceed with the organization of an-
nouncers, who had not previously

been approachec" as long as the

AGRAP was presumed to be friendly

and was covering that field. He said

the AFRA would not object to. an-

nouncers joining both brganiziations,

but thought such action unlikely.

Next meeting of the AFRA na-
tional board, as which another atr

tempt will be made to fill the ex-
ecutive secretary post, is tentatively

set for next Monday (30). Organiz-
ing committee is meanwhile select-

ing offices for the AFRA headquar-
ters and expects to have one opened
Within the next week

,
or two.

Charlotte, N. C Aug 24.

Roy Langham, of New York,
president of the American Guild of

Radio Announcers & Producers, is

here seeking wage increases and
benefits for the announcing staff at

the Columbia station,. WBT.
No announcement was made fol-

lowing a lengthy conference between
Langham and Schudt, but it is no
secret around the station that Schlidt

plans to fight demands for a higher

scale.

WCAU Technicians

Aligned With 010

American Conmiunications Associ-

ation, formerly the ARTA and affil-

iated with the CIO, signed technical,

staff of station WCAU, Philadelphia,

to the union Aug. 23. Staff numbers
17 employees.

Shirttail on Radio Org.
This is the first station to go CIO

in that area and has been worked on
by the ACA for over a month. CBS
in N. Y. went CIO several weeks ago
but that did not include out-of-town
stations of net, only applying locally.

Other locals are now slated for

unionization drive.

NBC, Mutual to Air

Regatta on Del River

Detroit, Aug. 24.

Both MutCial and NBC will air the
20th annual Gold Cup regatta Sept.
4-6 on the Detroit river. NBC will

pick up the Gold Cup Challenge fea-

ture race Sept. 6, while Mutual will

broadcast several of the preliminary
events on Sept. 4 and 5, originating

with CKLW here.
* CKLW will set up mikes at De-
troit Yacht Club pier and on a pri-

vate dock overlooking one of turns.

Hei-»>"3 a nu'asnKO Ot real Intereat tor
Nallunnl Advevtlsers. Statistics kIxow
that (12 National Advertisers used
WiTO tor apot radio proBrama duriiii;'

tlie flrst quarter of 1937, elving; WTIO
sixth place In America. St%tltitics aJ^io

bIiow that theae Kfatlonal Advertlsiecsi

aecured an average of 149% more cov-
erage in Ihe Hartford' m9.rket than
those usinir the second station. No .

•\voii<l«r .sales minded advertisers are

ptHciiiKT more and more programs wlili '

WTIC.

'.ill', more families own radios In the
Kartford ii\iLrl<.et thaii in the country
at large. E<iua)ly important, Govern-
iiirtut flKurcs show that the WTIC
miii'Uet ot Connecticut, western New
Yorit, ftastcvn MasaachuBetls, Vermont
and New Hampshire has 15% more
s|)cndahle income, 2'3% more retail
Sbilea, and 60% more food sales per
CHpita than the national average.
Tliat'.s why smart advertisers are cul-
tivating the close to 4,000,000 rich and
eit.slly reached prospects in WTIC'b
primary and secondary coverage areas,

Write today for our new 32-page brochure giving full details on th*

Ross Federal Survey and facts, about the WTIC billion dollar market

WTIC
The Travelers Broadcasting

Service Corporation

50,000 WATTS
HARTFORD, CONN.

Member NBC Red. Network
and Yankee Network

VAVt* W. MORENCr, General .Hiinuirer .l.VMKS K. Cr.ANCY, Bustuess Manager
Nntlonnl ReproMeiitiitlvfM: WKKO Jb C'O.Hl'ANY

CHICAGO OKTKOl'l' NEW YORK

Marvel Ciggies Going
For Football Commentary

Chicago, Aug. 24.

Beginning with the football season,
WBBM's 'Sports Huddle' goes for
Marvel cigarettes on a three-a-week
schedule, according

^ 'to the deal
signed by Aitkin-Kynett agency.
Show^ a sports commerit&i;y, is

written by Jim Cruisenberry, and
done by Pat Flanagan and John Har-
rington.

O'Keefe Extended

Option on Walter O'Keefe has

been picked up by Young & Rubi-
cam in Bristol-Myers' behalf for an
additional six weeks. Under the ex-

tension, O'Keefe remains on the

Wednesday night program (NBC)
to Nov. 10.

Fred Allen will take on from that

point/ with Hollywood the broadcaist

source. .

Bentley as 'Bob'
Spencer Bentley, former legit

juvenile and more recently actor-
announcer in radio, last week was
signed to long term pact to play the
role of 'Bob' in 'Betty and Bob'
sketches emanating from Chicago
and sponsored by General Mills.

Blacfcett, Sample & Hummert,
Chicago rep, made selection • after

series of auditions in N. Y. Brisco
& Goldsmith agency spotted Bentley.

Gayle Grubb, manager WKY, and
Neal Barrett, manager KOMA, Okla-
homa City, have been named to a
public relations committee in an in-

tensified drive of the Oklahoma City
Better Business Bureau against un-
scrupulous trade practices.

WMCA Nixes Rutherford

Air Talks Because Of

Religious Headaches

WMCA, N. Y., has refused to carry
the two one-hour talks delivered by
Judge ilutherford diiring the Watch-
tower Society's convention in Co-
lumbus, Ohio, late in September.
Talks will be aired over a special

hookup of more than 60 stations

around the country, fed out of the

convention headquarters.
Approached and asked to be the

N. Y, outlet, WMCA at first expressed
willingness albeit station for long has
refused to carry Watchtower tran-

scriptions. But when sponsor stallied

on whether an advance peek at the

scripts- would be supplied. WMCA
balked. •

Already nearly 20 stations around
the- country have declined the two
one-hour spiels by Judge Rutherford.
A great many broadcasters maintain
an absolute ban on Watchtower pro-
grams because of their pronounced
pro and con religious attitudes.

WSOC Reorg Ends
Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 24.

WSOC has completed its reorgani-
zation and expansion, during which
Charles Glenn • Hicks, Jr., assistant

program director for the past two
years, was made program director

and Dick Faulkner made assistant

program director.

Ron Jenkins has joined the ^taff,

coming from WQAM, Miami, to serve
as program department detail man.
Paul W. Norris, former program di-

rector, now heads a new merchan-
dising department.

NBC's Chi Additions
Chicago, Aug. 24.

Program department at NBC here
got a couple of additions. Ralph
Maddox comes in from WJDX, Miss.,

where he was production director
and barker, to join the production
staff.

William C. Hodapp has left Indiana
University, where he was dramatic
instructor, to scribble with the local
NBC continuity corral.

Two series of quarter-hour tran-
scribed dramas, one entitled 'Such
Is Life' and featuring comedian Will
King and his wife, Claire Starr, the
other tabbed 'Swamp Caesar' and
produced by a new company headed
by Sam Moore, are being cut by Ti-
tan Productions in Frisco.

Hearn's, N. Y. Store,

All Set to B.R. F&M's

1st Radio Production

Hearn's department stores, metro-
politan chain, has practically de-
cided to underwrite a news drama-
tization prograni, '20 Years Ago
Today,' with WOR, Newark, the re-
leasing source. It's to be a weekly
30-minute period (Monday, 8 p.nii.),

starting Aug. 30.

Program is being sold by Fanchon
8c Marco, making the first since that
office recently invaded radio with its

program producing staff. Idea was
conceived and scripts will be turned
out by Robert Lewis Shayon, brother
of Sam Shayon, head of P & M's
radio department.

Irving Price, Hearn's director of
publicity, declared that while his or-
ganization has been approached with
many presentations, it had audi-
tioned only six programs.

JOHNSON JOINS KHJ,

IN BLOODWORTH SPOT

Hollywood, Aug. 24.
Walter Johnson, formerly with

Young & Rubicam on the Packard
show, joins station KHJ in produc-
tion and continuity capacity. He
succeeds James Bloodworth, who re-
cently went to the William Esty
agency.
James Burton has been upped to

chief announcer of same station and
two newcomeirs added to the spieling
staff. Franklin Bingham and Floyd
Mack, formerly with WLW, are new
announcers.

WFIL Secretly Shifts

Stuart to N. Y. Office

Philadelphia, Aug. 24.

In a move blanketed with a heavy
cover of unexplained secrecy, WFIL
has transferred headquarters of its

commercial manager. Jack Stuart,

from its Philly offices to its recently-
opened N. Y. branch. General man-
ager Don Withycomb will handle
whatever is necesrary of Stuart's

work in Philly for the present.
Frank A. Wellman, former Philly

agency exec, who has been in charge
of W-FIL's N. Y. office since its es-

tablishment about a month ago, will

remain to handle accounts for the
Quaker State network, a 20-station

regional which Withycomb is at-

tempting to build from a loose web
set up during the past political cam-
paign to a real commercial combine.

Kid Singer^s Gommersli
Augusta, Ga., Aug. 24.

Mae Parrish, U-year-young swing
singer, has a commercial prograni
of her own on. WRDW. Sponsor is

General Clothing Store; period is a

Friday quarter-hour program com-
mencing Sept. 3 for 16 weeks.
Girl will be assisted by piano-

plunking of Al Curie.

. . .Oklahoma's crops are paying off the
biggest returns in years. A $68,000,000
wheat crop is already quickening the
pulse of trade. The biggest cotton crop
since 1933 is coming up.

Oklahoma farmers are in the best buy-
ing mood since 1929. Make them your
customers by approaching them over
the station to which most of them
listen.

IhV Aifliated with the Daily 'Oldahoma

J) The Times, and The Former-Stocl

R«pr«senlati]/e)-E. Kalx Sptciol AdverHsiM^Agency
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'Excessive Wheaties Blurbs Irk

B. B. Fans, Two Editors in Detroit

' Detroit, Aug. 24.

Feud between H, G. Salsinger,

sports ed of the Detroit News,
and Malcolm W. Bingay, Free

Press editorial director, over'

Wheaties' baseball blurbs, took

a farcical turn Monday (26)

when Salsinirer shipped Bingay

a case of the brealifast food fol-

lowing . latter's blast at Salsinger

for critlciEing Wheaties aijr plugs.

Bingay acknowledged the 'gift'

in his daily column and signed

off, 'And that jajltor of ours is

on his way to becoming a Babe
Bnth.'

Battle IS on here over Wheaties

blurbs on local baseball broadcasts,

and situation packs plenty of dyna-

mite. Thus far. General Mills has

received gobs of free publicity in

that portion of the controversy rag-

Jng in two local -dailies, but figures

to lose plenty when contract re-

newals come around next season.

Considered likely GM inay even lose

Joint sponsorship with White Stiar

of the Detroit Tiger games next
spring; at least, serious pruning of

commercials will be written in new
contracts.
' Controversy between sponsor and
WWJ and WXYZ, which feed games
throughout Michigan, has been cn
since season started, but flared into

.open warfare last week when H. G.
Salsinger, sports ed of. Detroit News
(parent of WWJ), belted the 'clap-

trdp that has spoiled airings every
other game this season.' White
Star Refining and Wheaties alter-

nate oh broadcasts.

Salsinger's .article, whitewashing
Announcers Harry Heilmann and
Ty. Tyson and the two stations,

branded Wheaties' blurbs as. 'more
frequent, prolonged and bizarre than
the plugs of a wagon show barker
extolling the virtues of rattlesnake
oil.' Cited various moneys allegedly

paid ball players to endorse break-
fast food, and declared Hank Green-

berg, Tiger first baseman, had re-
fused to endorse stuff 'because he
wanted $1,000 when he heard Fi-ank
Crossetti, of the N. Y. Yanks, got
$300.'

Salsinger praised White Star's
'intelligent and dignified' plugs, and
called .on American League's coor-
dinator to bridle the Wheaties
'balderdash.'

Next day Malcomb- W. Bingay,
editorial director of Detroit Press,
who has taken pot-shots at Sal-
singer in ,past, picked up the cudgel
in his 'Good Morning' column and
blasted not only Salsinger but also

the 'annoying' blurbs of radio in

general. Free Press is one of the
few dailies left which fails to recog-
nize radio as anything but an up-
start.

Readers have likewise been con-
demning excessive blurbs since that
time, but the real battle is raging
between stations and client Latter,

through Knox, Reeves agency, has
been protesting to station execs
since start of season on 'scarcity' of

plugs for Wheaties during the base-
ball airings. Whereas White Star
requires only three spiels per game
—opening, seventh inning, and
closing. General Mills wants a mini-
mum of 15 plugs per game and a

maximum of 50.-

Antagonism of Detroiters against

excessive Wheatie blurbs is based on
fact localities have been accustomed
to White Star's policy the past few
years. Latter, which had local field

to itself for three years, had to share
it with GM this year and listeners

haven't been able to digest diet of

one-ball, two-strikes and a blurb.

In Oklahoma Also
Oklahoma City, Aug. 24.

A baseball broadcast of games
when the favorite team is hitting

the rails is appreciated by all base-
ball fans, but the General Mills

sponsored broadcasts over KFXR,
Oklahoma City, are beginning to

make the fans mutter.
The broadcasts are put on by the

park annoimcer, Ed Shelton, and the
station manager, Bob Ellison, with a
wire service wlUch Ellison haa been
coloring to such an extent that the
average listener believes the station

is broadcasting' direct from the park
in other cities.

The first tip-offs came to most fans
this year when nearby Dallas broad-
casts direct from the Dallas .park

brought the ' ball games through
their loudspeakers as much as an
inning ahead of the supposed KFXR
'at-the-park' spiel. In addition, they
found most 'brilliant plays' de-
scribed by KFXR as 'nothing more
than pop-flies.

During a previous year, KFXR
had stepped over the foul line in

attempting to imply their broadcasts
were coming directly from the park.
The team, however, went into a
red-hot playoff and. Dixie series, and
fans learned otherwise when WKY,
Oklahoma City, decided, to put the
games on the air, actually broad-
casting from the road-game parks.

Ellison convinced the ntianagement
of the ball club that it would be
poor gratitude to permit WKY men
to do so. The.club agreed, and WKY
announcers were forced to erect

broadcasting platforms on top utility

poles outside the park and broad-
cast through binoculars. Thus, when
play-by-play descriptions were
broadcast an inning ahead of the
alleged at-the-park broadcasts of

KFXR, fans got their first inkling

of what was going on.

NBC Deal For Exclusive

Oo Nat'l Air Races Cold

• Cleveland, Aug. 24.

Speed and stunt events of the Na-
tional Air Races will be broadcast
over four locals—WTAM, WGAR,
WHK and WJAY. NBC deal to tie

up the .Air Race broadcasts ex-
clusively-fell through, when Colum-
bia locals stepped in through the

civic committee behind air event.

Highlight of the broadcast will be
the Thompson Trophy speed race
Sept. 6.

Kay Thompson, back from a We&t
Indies trip after leaving the Ches-
terfield program, has been cast for

the new Ed Wynn musical, 'Hooray
for What!'

Scripps-Howard Wants In on Ol»o

Again; Asks Inquiry on Storer Group

Washington, Aug. 24.

Renewed campaign of Scripps-
Howard interests to break into the
Ohio radio field was signaled last

week by a formal request for a

Federal Communications Commis-
sion investigation into the possible

link between George B. Storer,

owner of three local stations in Ohio
and West Virginia, and the Com-
munity Broadcasting Co., which has
just received consent to build a new
Toledo station.

In the wake of the F.C.C.'s re-

fusal to allow Continental Radio Co.,

Scripps-Howard subsid, to erect a
transmitter at Toledo; the newspa-
per group attorneys, Paul M. Segal
and George S. Smith, filed docu-
ments voicing a suspicion that secret

ties are responsible for the strange
maneuvers of certain parties parti-

cipating in the Ohio fight.
.
Lawyers

want to nullify the CJommish de-
cisions of July 2 denying removal of

WALR from Zanesville to Toledo
and giving Communit/ the nod over
Continental. Latter two applicants
(100 watts on, 1200),

Backing up the allegations of skul-
duggery registered nearly a year ago,
barristers urged the F.C.C. to fall

back on its general inquiry powers
and order a sweeping investigation

of the possibility that Community
Broadcasting Co. is. merely a stooge
for Storer, who already owns WSPD
at Toledo (operating on 1340\. Fi-

njincial deals between Storer's Fort
Industry Co. and Frazier Reams,
prez of Community, were cited as
requiring further ventilation to make
sure that Storer isn't acquiring, in

effect, a second Toledo outlet.

Attorneys' Stance
S-H attorneys pointed out that

WSPD, controlled by Storer, origi-

nally, fought vigorously to prevent
WALR from shifting from Zanes-
ville and entering Toledo, but that

after Community Broadcasting Co.
took an option on WALR with
money borrowed from Storer, the

WSPD opposition evaporated. Rec-
ord showed that, after the WALR
move had been approved and con-

sent had been withdrawn at the
instance of WJIM, Lansing, the To-
ledo station own6d by Storer filed

an injunction suit in an attempt to
block a hearing. Opposition was
based on a fear of stiffer competi-
tion at Toledo. Nearly a year later
the suit, was witjpidrawn and, at the
hearing on June 10, 1936, on twin
applications of Cominunity for a new
station permit and of WALR for re-
moval, the Storer interests were
silent and Inactive.

Commenting on these changes ot'^'

position, Segal- and Smith said 'not-

withstanding that the removal of
WALR into Toledo had formerly
been vigorously opposed both before
the Commission and in the courts
by WSPD, and notwithstanding that
WSPD had been made a party re-
spondent to the Community applica-
tion and had filed a formal answer as
such respondent, WSPD made no ap-
pearance at the learing and made
no opposition to the granting of the
Community Broadcasting Co. appli-
cation.

'Fort Industry Co. and Its prede-
cesor, Toledo Broadcasting Co.,

fought most energetically before the
Commission and the courts to avoid
the establishment of another station
in Toledo, but with the obtaining of

the option upon WALR by Corp-
munity Broadcasting Co., 'Wijth'

money . loaned without security by
Fort Industry, WSPD gave up jts

opposition. Therefore it Is sug-
gested that Community Broadcast-
ing Co. was acting in this particular
as agent or trustee for WSPD, and
hence it was expected that WALR
would ultimately become, or in fact

was, owned by Fort Industry; or in

the alternative some arrangement
had been made betwaen WSPD and
the optioner of WALR to the effect

that competition of the 100-watt sta-

tion against WSPD would be kept
within limits fixed by WSPD.'

Burgess Meredith and his wife,

Margaret Perry, will guest on th«
Vallee show Sept. 2 in a sketch by
Meredith. Mark Hanna set the deaL

1,427,4S3 Letters

were Received from

WLW Listeners in

tlie FIRST 6 MONTHS
OF 1937 * * * * *

THE NATION'S STATION
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FCC Sets Hearing On

New Charlotte Station

Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 24.

The Federal Communication Com-
mission has tentatively ':et Sept, 14

as the daie for hearing testimony on

the application of Carolinas Radio,

Inc., for the establishment of a new-

station here. Th's is the proposed

station of the two Charlotte news-

papers, the Observer and News, a

combined enterprise to fight radio

with radio.

The two newspapers filed the ap-

plication last September. They asked

the right to operate on 880 kilocycles

and 500-1000 watts, unlimited time.

WBT. Charlotte CBS outlet, has

taken no appai'ent interest in the

matter. WSOC, local NBC station,

Ms understood to be preparing to ac-

tively oppose the hew licensing pf

a thi Charlotte station.

F.C.C.'S WASHINGTON DOCKET

CKLW's 21 Hours on Air

Detroit, Aug. 24.
' CKLW goes on a 21-hour daily

schedule Saturday (28) with in-

auguration of the 'Dawn Patrol' pro-

gram, which will run from 1 to 4

a.m. daily. Larry Gentile, brother of

'Happy Joe' Gentile, will m.c. the

show consisting chiefly of record-

ings.

Same station starts a series of

thrice weekly quarter-hour pro-

grams Aug^ 31 for Miller's Jevfelry.

Tagged 'Let's Share the. Day,' show
will include George S. Morrow,
'Hoosier Poet,' Clyde Kelly, baritone,

and Gordon Fleming, organist.

CKLW's 'Quiet Sanctuary,' con-

ducted by Rev. M. C. Davies, returns

to Mutual Aug. 30 oh five-times-a-=

week schedule, half hour each.

Sports for AtLlete's Foot
Chicago, Aug. 24.

Young & Rubicam ad agency

signed.Norman. Ross to do a weekly
15-miHute mid-evening sport talk on

WMAQ, for Ting.

Product is new soother for ath-

lete's foot.
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ARTISTS MANAGEMENT

JIMMY BRIERLY

JEANNE EtUS

KING'S MEN
BOB LAWRENCE
JOHNNY MERCER
HARRY ROSENTHAL
VIVIENNE SEGAL

ARTISTS MANAGEMENT
BUREAU INC

17 Enst 4Bth Street, New York

Tel. MU. 2-1888

DECISIONS
Washington, Aug. 24.

Arkansas: KARK, Arkansas Radio and Equipment

Company, Little Rock, granted renewal of license on

temporary basis only, subject to commish action on

pending renewal application.

California: KRKD, Radio Broadcasters, Los Angeles,

petition of Frank P. Doherty, transferer, for dismissal

without prejudice of applicant for authority to trans-

fer control of corporation dismissed with prejudice,

commish acting on its own motion on the basis of the

sworn statements in the petition.

Florida: WFLA-WSUN, Clearwater Chamber of

Commerce, Clearwater, granted modification of license

to sever license now issued to joint licensees, in order

;o form two separate stations under the call letters

WFLA and WSUN to operate specified hours (also

granted voluntary assignment of license 6f WFLA to>

Florida West Coast Broadcasting Co.. Inc.)^

Georgia: WTOC, Savannah Broadcasting Co., Inc.,

Savannah, granted day power boost from 1 to 5 kw,

changes in antenna and installation of new equipment;

Radio Station WKEU, Griffin, application for change

in frequency from 1500 to 1310 kc and power change

1'rom 100 watts days to 100 watts all times dismissed

at request of applicants.

Kentucky: WCMI, Ashland Broadcasting Co., Inc.,

Ashland, application for change in frequency from 1310

to 1120, juice-jump from 100 watts nights, 250 watts

days, to 250 watts nights, 1 kw days, dismissed at ap-

plicant's request.

Louisiana: WDSU, Inc., New Orleans, request for

new station to be operated on 1500 kc with 100 watts

nights, 250 watts days, dismissed at request of appli-

cants; WBNd, Coliseum Place Baptist Church, New-

Orleans, application for voluntary assignment of li-

cense to WBNO, Inc., dismissed at request of applicants.

Maryland: WFBR, Baltimore Radio Show, Baltimore,

power jiimp from 500 watts nights, 1 kw days, to 5 kw
all times dismissed at applicant's request.

Minnesota: KVOX, Robert K. Herbst, Moprhead,

granted day power boost from 100 to ,250 watts and
increase hours of operation to unlimited,

Missouri: KFUO, Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Mis-

souri, Clayton, granted renewal of license on temporary
basis only suliject to commish action on pending rer

newal application; KSD, Pulitzer Publishing Co., St.

Louis, granted renewal of license qh a temporary basis,

subject to commish action on application for renewal
and application of KFUO, Clayton.

New York: National Broadcasting Co., Inc., New York,

granted extension pf authority to transmit programs to

Canadian stations CFCF and CRCT, and the Canadian

Radio Broadcasting Commission also granted authority

to transmit recorded prograftis to all broadcast sta-

tions in Canada licensed' to operate by the Canadian
Government, which may be heard consistently in the

U. S.; Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., granted ex-

tension of authority to transmit programs to Canadian
stations CFRB and CKAC, and to stations of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.; Hearst Radio, Inc., Albany, ap-

plication for new station to' be operated on 1240 kc
with 1 kw dismissed at request of applicant.

North Carolina: Carolinas Radio, Inc.; Charlotte, ap-

plication for new .station to be operated on 880 kc with
1 kw dismissed applicant's request.

. Ohio: W8XNU, • Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati,

granted increase in power from 200 watts to 1 kW.
Oklahoma: WKY Radiophone Co., Oklahoma City,

application for experimental relay broadcast station

dismissed at applicant's request.

Pennsylvania: WIP, Pennsylvania Broadcasting Co.,

Philadelphia, granted, extension of special authority

to operate with 1 kw from Sept. 1 to March 1, 1938.

Vermiont: WDEV, Charles B. Adams, administrator

of Harry C. Whitehill estate and executor of Mary M.
Whitehill estate, Waterbury, granted renewal . of li-

cense on a temporary basis. only, subject to action on
application for :license renewal and upon application

of WBZA, Bostbn.
.liVashing:ton: .KGA, Louis Wasmer, Spokane, applica-

tion for frequency change from 550 to 950 kc and de-

crease in night power from 5 to 1 kw dismissed at

applicant's request; Evening News Press, Inc., Port
Angeles, application for new station to be operated on
•1400 kc with 250 watts dismissed at request of appli-

cant.

NEW APPLICATIONS
California: KHUB, Anna Atkinson, executrix, Wat-

sonville, voluntary assignment of license from Anna
Atkinson to John P. Scripps.

Georgia:' WAYX, Waycross, voluntary assignment of

construction perm.it and license from Waycross Broad-
casting Co. to Jack Williams.

Illinois: Champaign News-Gazette, Inc., Champaign,
.- . .. :

—

new relay broadcast station to be operated on 1,606,

2,022, 2,102 and 2,758 kc with 100 watts.

Kentucky: Kentucky Broadcasting Corp., Louisville,

new station to be, operated on 1210 kc with* 100 watts

nights, 250 watts days; Ashland Broadcasting Co., Ash-
land, new relay broadcast station to be operated on

31,100, 34 600, 37,600 and 40,600 kc with 10 watts.

Minnesota: National Battery Broadcasting Co., St.

Paul, new relay broadcast station to. be operated on

1,622, 2,058, 2,150 and 2,790 kc with 2 watts.

Missouri: Commercial Radio Equipment Co., Kansas
City, hew high frequency station to be operated on

31,600, 35,600, 38,600 and 41,000 kc with 250 watts.

Nebraska: Woodmen of the World Life Insurance

Assn., Omaha, new relay broadcast station to be oper-

ated on 1,622, 2,058, 2,150 and 2,709 kc with 100 watts.

New York: WFAB, Fifth Avenue Broadcasting Corp.,

New York, voluntary assignment of license from Fifth

Avenue Broadcasting Corp. to Debs Memorial Radio
Fund, Inc.; WESG, Cornell University, Ithaca, change
frequency from 1040 kc to 850 kc and hours of opera-

tion from 6 a. m. to sunset at Hot Springs to 6 a. m.
to sunset at New Orleans; World Wide Broadcasting
Corp., New York, new international broadcast station

to be operated on 6040, 11.790, 15,250 kc, with 10,000

watts.

North Carolina: James F. Hurley, Jr., Salisbury, new
day'fime transmitter to be operated on 1500 kc with 100

"watts.

Ohio: Cuyahoga 'Valley Broadcasting Co., Cleveland,
new station to be operated on 1500 kc with 100 watts;

Cuyahoga Valley Broadcasting Co., Warren, new sta-

tion to be operated on 1200 kc with 100 watts..

Oklahoma: Ardmoreite Publishing Co., Inc., Ardmore,
change equipment and boost power from 100 watts to

100 watts nights, 250 watts days.
Oregon: KMED, Mrs. W. J. Virgin, Medford, boost

power from 250 watts to 1 kw and install new trans-
mitter; KAST, Astoria Broadcasting Co., Astoria,
change equipment, boost power from lOO watts to 100
watts nights: 250 watts days; change frequency from
1370 kc to 1200 kc and change hours of operation from
days to unlimited.
Tennessee: WSIX, Inc., Nashville, install new trans-

mitter and boost power from 100 watts io 100 watts
nights, 250 watts days; WDOD Broadcasting Corp.,
Chattanooga, authority to determine operating power
by direct measurement of antenna.

Texas: KABC, Alamo Broadcasting Co.,. Inc., San
Antonio, authority to transfer control of corporation
from Ethel Bowen Barret, Thurman Barrett, R. E.
"Willson, Louise Hillje Taylor, Henry Lee Taylor and
Harvis H. Hillje to Elliott Roosevelt, 1,000 shares com-
mon stock.

Utah: Church of Jesus, Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Salt Lake City, new international broadcast station
to be operated on 15,250, 21;460, 6,020 and 9,51(| and
11,710 kc with 50 kc (using 6020 daytimes, but remain-
ing silent nights when interference might occur to
DJC, Zeesen, Germany, and operating on 9510 kc only
at such times when interference is not caused to ser-
vice of GSB, Daventry, England)!

Virginia: Arlington Radio Service, Inc., Arlington,
new station to be operated on 1140 kc with 1 kw, days
only.

'Wisconsin: Madison Broadcasting Co., Madison, new
station to be operated on 1450 kc with 250 watts, using
directional antenna.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
Ohio: Fifth U. S. special broadcast station may locate

at Akron, providing commish agrees with favorable
report of Examiner John P. Bramhall on the applica-
tion of Summit Radio Corporation for a transmitter
to be operated on 1530 kc ribbon with 1 kw.
President and manager of proposed station would be

S. Bernard Berk, lawyer and wholesaler of radio equip-
ment. Program of high fidelity research' and experi-
mentation was outlined ,by applicant, together with
an extensive commercial and sustaining schedule.
Special study of listener response would high-light
high-fidelity tests.

W.ith $41,400 to spend on construction and equipment
of the proposed station, Berk estimated probable an-
nual income at $36,000. Cost of operation, however,
would approximate $30,000 a year and $12,200 per
annum has been set up under contract for two years
of research and experiment. Monthly payroll and ex-
penses would run around $2,624, Berk figured. More
than $70,000 is on hand for initial costs.

Granting of Summit Radio's request would establish
fifth special broadcast station in the country—third to
operate on 1530 kc. According to Bramhall's report,
WBRY, Waterbury, Conn., and KXBY, Kansas City,
Mo., sharing the requested ribbon, would not be ad-
versely affected by the okay.
Attorneys representing the applicant were Louis G.

, 'Caldwell, Donald C. Beelar and Ralph S. Fowler.

WSAI, Cinq, Adds 11

' New Commersh Accounts

, Cincinnati, Aug. 24.

Eleven new commercial accounts
for WSAI, occupying eight and
three-qtiarter hours weekly, have
been set. Most of then> get going
the fore part of next month and in-
clude transfers from NBC-blue
WCKY. ,WSAI is the local outlet for
NBC's red network. Periods left

vacant on WCKY will be filled by
ne^v/ NBC biz programs.
Additions to the WSAI schedule

are:

Pillsbiry Flpur Mills, 'Today's
Children' strips quarter-hour show
starting Sept. 9.

Sterling Products, 'Lorertzo Jones'
strip 15-minute stanza starting
Sept. 10.

Energine's Sunday afternoon half-
hour program starting Sept. 12.

Marion Talley's Rye Crisp Sunday
evening 30-minute show starting
Sept. 12.

Bowey's Chocolate Milk 'While the
City Sleeps' series, 15 minutes Mon-
day, Wednesday ' and Friday after-'

noons starting Sept. 10,

Ralston Products new Orphan
Annie program, strip, 15 minutes in
afternoon starting Sept. 9..

Dr. Miles, Monday, Wednesday
and .Friday, 7:15 to 7:30 p.m. starting
Sept. 10.

General Electric's 'Hoiir of Charm'
Monday night, 30-niinute program
starting in September. A move-oVer
from WLW.
Packard Hour, 9:30 to 10:30 p.m.

Tuesdays starting Sept. 7.

Lutheran Hour, formerly qn WLW
and off during the summer, revives
Oct. 24 for a 4:30 to 5 p.m. Sunday
series.

Lewis Hotel Training School,, a
newcomer for Tuesday and Thurs-
day night quarter-hour spots start-

ing time not set.

NBCs New N.W Outlet
KMED, Medford, Ore., joins NBC.

as an affiliate Sept. 15. 250-watter.
on full time, will be a supplementary
.outlet affixed to either the red or
blue Web, something which has not
"as yet been determined by NBC.

It is the first network ai^filiatioiv

for the station owned and operatfed

by Mrs. W. J. Virgin.

By JANE WEST

NOW RADIO'S MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

AUGHTER JeARS >ind |-| EART-THROBS

Presented by Ivory Soap • 99 "/loo °/o pure

LISTEN ^Aii-Y

NBC Blue Network, Mon. to Fri. 11 a.m. DST
liJ NBC Red Network, Mon. to Fri. 3:45 p.m. DST

• • COAST TO COAST
Dir.. COMrTON ADVERTISINfl ACKSri

MGT.. ED WOLF—RKO 8LDG., NEW YORK CITY

Stretching: Det. Juve

Program to 1 Hour
Detroit, Aug. 24.

WXYZ's 'Children's Theatre of the
Air,' on station past year or so, will

be lengthened to a one-hour show
when it returns to the air after a
summer layoff Sunday, Sept. 12, un-
der sponsorship of Farm Crest
Bakery. Juve show, mider direotlon
of James Jewell, WXYZ dramatic
director, employs about 50 kids
who've been trained through sta-

tion's policy of building talent from
the ground up.

Program, which heretofore has
been only a half-hour show and
originated from stage of Regent the-
atre, may be moved downtown lo the
Broadway-Capitol theatre, one of
United Detroit chain's big loop
houses.

Harry Lytle has joined announcing
staff at WOOL, Columbia.

and His

Orchestra

2ND YEAR

Viennese Boof

HOTEL ST. REGIS
NEW YORK

MGT.
M.C.A.

EASY
ACES

BROADCASTING
7TH YEAR FOR
BLACKETT - SAMPLE

•H U M M E R T, INC.

A N A C I N

New Lotion Sponsor

Pacquln Laboratories (hand cream)
will do its first radio, advertising

with a series of five-min. transcrip-

tions, carded for about two dozen
stations across the country. Discs
will be spotted in daytime, using
song and patter team of Grace and
Eddie Albert. NBC Artists Service
placed the talent; NBC is doing the
waxing.

Stations on which the transcrip-
tions will be placed are now being
selected by the William Esty agency.

II III Ti m 11 III 11 I

JACQUES '/

MARIO
/BRAGGIOTTI

II III n ill II III «•

NBC NETWORK

D'ARTEGA
AND HIS

ORCHESTRA
JELLO

7:00-7:30—NBC
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Agencies-Sponsors

Henry Busse orch renewed on Mar-

xo-oil (shampoo) weekly quarter-

hour program aired Sunday morn-

ings over NBC-red. Program origi-

nates in Chicago and is ozoned over

11-station spread, Baggley, Horton

& Hoyl, Chicago, agency,

'Chalmers Gelatine getting its first

air campaign with a spread of spots

on stations in east and south. Ar-

jnand S. Weill, Buffalo, agency

placing.

Los Angeles, Soap Co. (White

King) will . have five five-nainute

. programs per week on KSO, Des
Moines, through the Barnes Chase

Co., Los Artgeles.

Foreman & Clark are taking three

news flashes daily on KRNT, Des
Moines, starting Aug. 26. Account
is through Allan Firc|-'|ine, St. Paul.

Omar Mills, Inc., Omaha, will use

a hew transcribed series, 'Your Home
Town,' Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

day, 15 minutes on WHO, Des
Moines. Handled by J. Walter
Thompson.

Look, Inc., published by the Des
Moines Register and Tribune, is

taking six one-hour programs per
week on KRNT, Des Moines, and
WMT, Cedar Rapids and Waterloo,
Register and Tribune owned stations,

on a musical clock type of program
from 11:00 p.m. until midnight
Schwimm^r & Scott of Chicago han-
dle the iaccount.

Sontbside Farnitarc Co., airing 15-

ipins, six-a-week over WJJD, Chi-
cago.

, 'Ace Williams,' transcribed kid
serial for W. E. Long ad agency's
bakery accounts, set lor three-a-
week ride on KGMB, Honolulu.

Riverview Amuse. Parle, Chicago,
going on the air for a special cam-
paign to plug the last weeks of the
aMu^ement season. Set through
Lou Cowaii, program will ride on
WON, . Chicago Tribune station,

starting Friday (27) for a three-a-
week 15-minute gallop at 6:45 p.m.

Bichardson's U.-AU-No Mints is

placing a spot announcement cam-
paign through N. W. Ayer.

' Beliance Manufacturing Co., Chi-
cago, is now sponsoring over WGY,
Schenectady, a daily, quarter-hour
billbilly, transcribed musical clock.

Jiiu Cominos, of Batten-Barton-
Durstjne.& Osborne, in Chicago
checking General Mills' 'Hymns of
All Churches' program as one of the
first jobs to be done by BBD&D in
taking over Generals Mills public-
ity.

'Slip' Madifan, grid coach of St.

Mary's College, will air a series of
weekly talks on football over KFRC.
San Francisco, starting Friday, Sept.

17, at 7:15 p.pi. PST, with Kaufman's
men's clothing store footing the bill.

Mikeman Herb Allen will quiz
Madigan during the quarter-hour
sessions. Agency is Frank Wright &
Associates.

Marin Dell Milk Co. has renewed
for one year its tyro shows con-
ducted by Budda (Dean Maddox)
over KFRC, San Francisco. J. J.

Tissier agency handled.

Swiss Diamond Palace, through
Allied agency, has a nine-month con-
tract with KYA, San Francisco, for
daily 50-word announcements.

Grand Prize Beer is sponsoring a
new two-hour. Saturday night dance
party over KMAC, San Antonio, from
10:30 to 12:30.

Lamont Corliss & .Co., through J.

Walter Thompson, has signed for

twice-weekly quarter-hour partici-

pations in the 'Woman's Magazine Of

the Air' over the basic coast NBC-
Red outlets, KPO, KHQ, KOMO,
KGW and KFI, from San Francisco,
starting Nov. .3 for 26 weeks. Prod-
uct is Danya hand lotion.

Fruzert Co., through Emil Rein-
hardt agency, Oakland, is sponsoring

a series of 16 participations on the
Tuesday and- Friday 'Morning Host-
ess' programs over KFRC, San Fran-
cisco.

Phiico Radio & Television Corp. of

California ,will begin Sept. 6 a series

of 16 weekly transcribed programs,
'Who Killed Cock Robin?' over
KFRC, San Francisco, and the Don
Lee network.

Gas Appliance Society of Cali-
fornia, through Jean Scott Frickel-
ton, will sponsor daily one-minute
weather reports over KGO, San
Francisco, for three weeks starting

Aug. 25. Also on KYA through
Sept 5.

'Campana First Nii^btcr,' for Cam-
pana cosmetics, renewed over NBC
red for another year. Playlet series
is fed out of WMAQ, Chicago, on
Sunday nights, 10-10130 p.m. Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace the agency.

Schaefer Beer switches this au-
tumn from WOR to WEAF'for its

New York-only Thursday night half-
hour. Begins over the NBC-red sta-

tion on Sept 9. Talent remains same,
Leo Reisman's orch and Ray Heath-
erton.

Sears Roebuck Co. has signed for
a series of man-on-the-street broad-
casts over WWNC, Asheville, N. C,
handled by Program Director Ezra
Mcintosh.

Benton & Bowles has auditioned a
;new dramatic show with guest stars

for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet.

Black Horse Brewery will air the
Intercollegiate and Big Four foot-
ball games over a Canadian hookup
this fall. Vickers & Benson, of

Montreal and Toronto, is the agency.

Barney's men's clothing store, N.
Y., has placed contracts for six 30-

minute and seven 15-minute shows,
plus a series of spot announcements,
on WMCA, N, Y. Also seven 30-

minute and six 15-minute shows,
plus spot announcements on WNEW.
N. Y.- . Both deals are for a year.
Emil Mogul,' of Uie Alvin Austin
agency, handling deal.

RADIO ^OWHANSHIP
(Attention-Getters, Tie-Hps, Ideeis)

Russell/ Colbert, Bankhead
Set for 'Silver Theatre'

. Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Rosalind Russell, with a quartet
of appearances, Claudette Colbert,
with six, hiave been signed for guest
spots on the 'Silver Theatre' broad-
cast originating here Oct , \

Tallulah Bankhead will do a series

of dramatic casts to be produced by
Young & Rubicam agency.

3 Ex-InsuH Outlets

Start Operating Own

Regional Net SepL 1

Chicago, Aug. 24,

New regional net Wisconsin
Broadcasting Co., comprised of three
stations of the defunct Affiliated

(InsuU) Broadcasting Co., will get
going Sept 1, with KFIZ, Fond du
Lac, as the key.
In addition to KFIZ, the net will

have WHBY, Green Bay; WlBU,
Poynette, and plans are to add
Wausaw, Eau Claire, Janesville.
Racine, and Milwaukee before
start-off.

According to Lynn Fairbanks,
KFIZ head, new web will begin
operations with Sims Co., Min-
neapolis, as first commercial, and
will interchange sustainers as well.

Rate card and program line-up are
to be issued this week.

Kent's Spot Still Open
Detroit, Aug. 24. •

No successor has' been chosen as

yet to replace M. E. Kent, commer-
cial manager at WJBK here, who
was appointed last week as general
manager of Toledo's new station,

WTOL.
Kent had been with WJBK the

past five years.

Georffe Jaspert, of KYW sales

staff, recuperating from appendix
slicing.

Pict of 38.000
Chicago.

Baseball school, which has been
carried on in the Municipal parks
here by the Kellogg-WJJD broad-
cast wound up Monday (23) with a
broadcast of the game played by two
teams selected from the 38,000 kids
that attended. Game was held at
Wrigley field, and on an open day in
the National League schedule, thus
making it the only baseball airing
nf that afternoon.
Game is culmination of the ex-

tensive merchandising campaign car-
ried on all season by N. W, Ayer for
Kellogg. In broadcasts, guest an-
nouncers have been the rule and
have included those intended to drawa
kid audiences. Name players of the
game and Joe £. Brown helped John
Harrington with the spiels, all under
supervision of Lou Fonseca.

Station's Power Buildups
Omaha.

Problem of publicizing marked
set-up in wattage of KOCu is being
handled by Bruce Wallace and Don
Finlayson. Angle of attack is in-
creased coverage to be gained when
new transmitter is inaugurated in
mid-September,
Their plan is to celebrate KOIL

Day in each of some 10 towns in
nearby Omaha trade territory, in
which station has been a weak sister,
but in which will blast loudly with
increased wattage. Half-hour bally-
hoo will go on from each town, two
each day for five combining local
talent with station staff members.
Mobile unit is being run into each
town, where it will pick up via short
wave broadcast from airplane over-
head describing town. Previous to
running off these half-hours, station,
is having an Editor's Day when
weekly owners in all of th^e towns
will be brought tO Omaha, fed, en-
tertained and shown the new trans-
mitter.

Chew and Be Happy
Chicago.

As producer for Wrigley's 'Poetic
Melodies,' Walter Preston lines the
long first floor corridor of the Wxig-
ley building with easels, spaced
about 10 feet apart On t^e easels
are blow^-Ups of Wrigley lAagazii^e

advertising, With Franklyn McCOr-
mick, the show'^ Star, getting ^ by-

(Cootinu^d on pa^e 49)

Opening the homes of America for you I

MAY ROBSO
THE MOTHER OF AMERICA" r .' .. I

ix

The newest weekly radio feature that will be th<^ talk of the country!

HAVING for its purpose the placing of orphan children in the homes of the

notion, by legal adoption. This outstanding copyrighted radio feature by
Walter White, produced by Warner Bros. Broadcasting Corp. in Hollywood/

and starring the Mother of America—MAY ROBSON—is loaded with pathos,

laughter, foy and entertainment.

BACKED and supported by Federal and state agencies *THE DOORWAY TO
HAPPINESS" is a guarantee to open the doors of the nation's homes to you

and your product 1

ITS READY
Contact NOW !

Mr. Albert Joyce, ot The Waldorf, Warner Bros. KFWB Representative

Exclusive Sales Agent for

"THE DOORWAY TO HAPPINESS"!
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Disc Reviews

By Abel Green

The new Victor and Bluebird re-

cordings have been altered in trade-

marked legend, as have also their

envelopes, to indicate a 'restricted

use notice,' primed to curb the use

of the new series of disks for broad-

cast purposes. Idea is to limit them
to home usage only and thus stymie

the hinterland broadcasting stations

because of the wide etherization of

disks, t6 the detriment of sales, art-

ists etc*

Jesse Crawford and his orchestra,

featuring Helen Crawford at the

console and Bob Murray on the

vocals, have a brace ,of bright fox-

trots on Bluebird ' 7105-7, Mrs.

Crawford contributes the organlog

interludes, a colorful interruption to

*4he straight foxtrotology, and Craw-
ford, forsaking his own Wurlitzering

for the baton, has turned out some
very bright dansapation with 'Me,

Myself and I' and 'Dancing Under
the Stars,' on one couplet; 'After

You' and 'It's the Natural Thing to

Do' on the other. Latter brace are

both from the new Crosby picture,

•Double or Nothing.'

Benny Goodman's Quartet cuts up
with 'Avalon' (old Al Jolson-Vincent

Rose tune) and "The Man I Love'

(Ira and George Gershwin), on Vic-

tor 25644, the clarinet, vibraharp,

piano and drums .making for a neat

brand of swingo. Hampton's vibra-

phone, Goodman's clarinet and
Krupa's drums stand out per usual.

Jean Sablon, whom NBC-Victor-
RGA have been plugging on the air

and diskst is the Crosby-Vallee-Che-

valier of Gallic barytones. He has
a nice style and packs not a little

vocal s.a., which should make him
catch on. 'Afraid to Dream' (Gor
don-Revel) and 'Can I Forget You?'
(Kern) are made-to-measure vocal
chores for his manner of singing.
Victor 25643.

Willie Smith (yclept The Lion),
who tickles a mean piano solo, has a
band surrounding him called the
Cubs. They cut up on Decca 1380
with 'Get Acquainted With Your-
self and 'The Old Stamping Ground.'
O'Neill Spencer does the vocals, but
it's Willie Smith's swingo opportu-
nities by and large that register.

Richard Himber and his Ritz-Carl-
ton Orchestra (a billing still re-
tained, although he's been out of the
Ritz for years, and is better known
on the radio via Studebaker, Lucky
Strike, etc.), smoothly performs. 'Till

the Clock Strikes Three' (Billy Hill)
and 'So Many Memoriies' (Harry
Woods) on Victor 25645. Stuart Al-
len vocalizes and Himber plays his

symphonic syncopation with svelt-

ness and dispatch.
Bins' Crosby has waxed four from

his new' 'Double or Nothing' (Par)
on Decca 1375-6. 'Smarty' and 'Moon
Got in My Eyes' are one pair; 'It's

the Natural Thing to Do' and 'All

You Want to Do Is Dance' the other.
Although Johnny Burke-Arthur
Johnston, Ralph Freed-Burton Lane,
and Sam' Coslow-Al Siegal collabed
on the entire score, there isn't much
outstanding to the tunes. 'Dance'
sounds the most likely, but what the

songs lack, Crosby's vocal style pro
vides. John Scott Trotter is now
batoning for the 'groaner,' instead of

his former faves, Jimmy Dorsey or
Georgie Stoll.

Jimmy Dorsey has waxed three of

the above Crosby tunes, plus 'After

You' on Decca 1377-8, in strict dance
style with Bob Eberle and Don Mat-
teson vocalizing. Done with the
usual Dorsey eclat.

Brother Tommy Dorsey and his

Clambake Seven on the competitive
Victor 25647 adheres to the same
tunes, 'Dance' and 'After You,' also

from the ,
Crosby film, and with

Edythe Wright vocalizing, gives out
sweet-hot stuff in the manner which
has advanced Dorsey into a big disk
seller of late.

For the cats strictly: Count Basie
and his orchestra • jammin' 'Listen,

My Children, and .
You Shall Hear'

and 'Smarty,' both from 'Double or
Nothing,' vocal by '. James Rushing,
which certainly proves that when
Crosby introduces a song, that's all

the others wanna know, because
they all wax 'em. Then there is

Edgar Hayes, with 'High. Wide and
Handsome' and 'Satan fakes a Holi-
day.' Larry Clinton's swing classic
Respectively, Decca 1379 . and 1382
The Dixieland Swingsters give out

'Swingster's Lullaby' and 'Touched
in the Head' on Bluebird 7109;
Bunny Berigan and his orchestra
jam 'Turn on the Red Hot Heat' and
'Let 'Er Go' (Larry Clinton-Julian
Kay) on Victor 25646, Gail Reese
vocalizing; and Hod Williams cuts
some more hot wax on Bluebird
7106-8 with 'Night Over Shanghai'
and 'The Lady from 5th Avenue,' on
the former; 'My Secret Love Affair'
(new 'Thin Ice" excerpt, 20th-Fox-
Henie filmusical),. backed by 'Little
Fraternity Pin,' out of WB's 'Varsity
Show,' as the second brace of tunes
Ralph Fay and Dorothy Goff do the
vocal chores.

I

HAVE YOU GOT

ANY CASTLES BABY

YOU'VE GOT SOMETHING THERE

LOVE iS ON THE AIR TONIGHT

OLD KING COLE

ON WITH THE DANCE

MOONLIGHT ON THE CAMPUS

WE RE WORKING

OUR WAY THROUGH COLLEGE

Music and Lyrics by

Dick WHITING & Johnny MERCER

IT'S HERE.'

JOSEPHINE
The Surprise

ISovelty Hit! ii « By
GUS KAHN and WAYNE KING

(Writers of "Gopfus")
And BURKE BEVINS

LEO FEIST, Inc. 1629 Broadway New York

NO Pie, SHOW

TONES IN 1ST 5

For the first time in many months
the first five rungs of the best sheet-

seller list last week were held by
tunes having neither film nor stage
production connections. Another un-
usual angle was that, of the 15 songs
in the list, 10 were straight pop
numbers.
Only two picture songs were in-

cluded in the first 10 while the re-

maining numbers of that description

rated Nos. 11, 12 and 13.

Pubs Now Blame Swing

For Poor Biz; Claim

Jamming Distorts Music

Every time the music biz bogs
down the publishers squawk. It's

either Hollywood, the iradio, con-
ditions, the weather or almost any-
thing that fits the alibi situation.

The swing bands are the fave brunt-
carriers this week.

"The summer one-nighters 'always
boom, with dance pavilions, etc., at-

tracting the tourists, and the current
lesser combos are still very swingo
and still jammin' out their dansapa-
tion. This refutes not onfy the idea
of swing's downbeat, but evidences
that some of the lesser bands try to
out-jam the name swingsters by
putting the jam on real thick.

As result, the tunes are completely
distorted. Tommy Dorsey, Benny
Goodman, et al, at least play the
first chorus straight before going to
town. All this is Tin Pan Alley-in-
terpreted as giving the songs little

chance to assert their qualities.

Last Week s 15 Best Sellers

It Looks Like Rain. Morris
Sailboat in the Moonlight Crawford
So Rare Robbins
Harbor Lights Mario
Merry-Go-Round . Broke Down , ; . . . . Harms
""Whispers in the Dark . ... . . ; .Famous
Know Now .1 . ......... .Remick

Gone With the Wind ..i. , Berlin
Miller's Daughter Marianne Shapiro
My' Cabin of Dreams Berlin
Sweet Leilani .Select

tWhere or When Chappell
*First Time I Saw You , Santly-Joy
Stardust on the Moon . . . , . Marks
Me, Myself and I Words and Music
* Indicates filrmisical song, t Indicates stage production song. TM
others are pops.

JOBBERS' NEW

TRADE PACT

Sheet music jobbers in New York

are working under a new trade pact.

The main stipulations in the agree-

ment ban the granting of price dif-

ferentials of any sort and the pre-

paying of expressage.
Another thing tnat the jobbers

have gotten together on is an in-

crease of the margin on sheet music.

The difference between the publisher

price and the jobber list figure used
to be 2c. From now on the middle-
man's margin will be 3q.

Touring Orchs Getting

Clear Idea of Radio's

Influence on Natives

Radio has been smartening up the

hinterlands to the degree that all

the name bands now picking up that

easy coin on bne-nighters have found
it compulsory to play -their trade-

marked arrangements note for note
as when etherized. The crack swing
bands too have found that their

disks are closely studied by the cats,

and if the tunes aren't jammed per
recording, the customers think
they're being gypped.

It usually takes the form of won-
dering whether this is the real band
being toured intact, or whether the
leader has picked up a combo some-
wheres for his traveling dates.

• In Europe, this is even more
acutely emphasized because the
jazz students abroad are extra-con-
scious of band style and arrange-
ments.

Harry Tcnney and Benny Alberts
are no longer with the professional
staff of Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.
Tenney had been with the firm for
over 10 years, specializing in radio
vocalists.

Rubinoff to Guest /
With K. C. Symphony

Upon completion of his current
chore as conductor of the orch at the
Carnival of the Lakes' pageant of
the Chica.go Charter Jubilee, Rubin-
off goes to Kansas City to appear
as guest conductor and soloist with
the Kansas City Philharmonic Or-
chestra for the Kansas City Jubilee
in new auditorium there . Sept. 12.

This will be a repeat date, he hav-
ing done a similar stint in K. C. last
year.

In addition to Rubinoff. the Jubi-
lee show in auditorium will include
Eddy Diichin and Isham .Jones
orchs, Alec Templcton, Benny Good-
man, Gertrude Niesen. Edgar Ber-
gen and other acts to be set by the
Music Corp. of America. Big show
will be given with an 80c tap.

Bill Wulluce doing daily five-min-
ute 'Answer Man' turn for North
High Savings and Lo;m Co. on
^VCOL, CMinnbus.

L. Wolfe Gilbert will publish 'I

Want to Make .Music* and 'In the
Name of Love,' by Connie Lee,
Buddy LeRoux and Al Heath,

Stool Now Pro Mgr.

Of D. D. & G. in N. Y.

Chicago, Aug. 24.

Jesse Stool,
. who has been chief

of the local Donaldson, Douglas &
Gumble office for several years, goes
to New York as general professional
manager of the firm, effective ira-
rnediately.

Chick Castle i
'

• n- Stool's
duties here. ©

They're Here

"Why Talk About
Love"

"Big Chief Swing It"

"The Rhumba Goes
Collegiate"

New -Songs Hits by
POLLACK and MTTCHELL
From the fortlicoiiilns '^Otli

Ceiitory-Fox Collese Musical
"LIFE RKGINS IN

COLLEGE"

HOILYV/OOD SONGS
RCA MIIU>INC-RAOIOCnY-NEWYORK.Ny.
PHILKORNHEI/ER. Cen.Mgr

Two New Hitsl

"OVER NIGHT"
and

"MY SECRET

LOVE AFFAIR"
From the forthcoming; Mtlt

Centary-Fox Musical, "XHMW
ICE," starring Sonja Heala

'ir MOVIETONE
MUSIC CORPORATION
SAM FOX PUBLISHING CO -Solf A, ..ntj

1250 SIXTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

^M. WITMARK ft SONS RCA BLDG., N. Y. HAROLD LEE Prof. MgrA

WALTER WANGER DOES IT AGAIN!
This Time It s "VOtJl'K.S OF V.m" wHh These Song Hits

THAT OLD FEELING
lly t.KW ItJtOWN iind SAMMV FAIN

LOVELY ONE
Ity I'RANIv I.OES.SKK iinil MANNING HIIERWIN

TURN ON THAT RED HOT HEAT
Ity VAVl. WKIVSTKR inul LOl'lS ALTER
1'Voin lh«> I'iiii Aiii<«rlciin CiinUio ICeviie

DON'T YOU KNOW OR DON'T YOU CARE
LEO FEIST, INC. • 1629 Broadway • New York
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Pluggers Forming Own Organization

To Suppress Bribery; Natl in Scope

Publishers' contact men are going

through with, the plan of setting up

their own organization to suppress

plug bribery, despite the forthcom-

ing conference' before the Federal

Trade Commission on a proposed

code of fair trade practices for the

music industry. New organization

will be Known as the Professional

Music Men's Protective Association,

Inc. It will be national an scope

and have branches in Chicago and

Los Angeles. •
.

The instigators of the protective

association feel that professional

contacteers must do something dras-

tic to preserve their jobs. Major
publishers have threatened to reduce

their professional staffs to skeleton

proportions and go in for unre-

stricted paying unless the bribery

and free, arrangements -situation

were brought under control.

Professional men are pretty much
agreed, say some of the better

known figures in their ranks, that

they must stick together on the pro.-

posed course of the PMMA if their

functioi)S and salaries are to be
maintained. These spokesmen are

confident that once the professional

men- are.primed to the task, they can
do away- with the evils of music ex-
ploitation.

It.iS the intention of the PMMA to

adopt its own code and make strict

adherence mandatory to continued
membership in the association: Vio-
lations; will be met with expulsion,

and members of the association will

be barred from accepting employ-

GORDON and REVEL
Spngs for the Smash Darryl

Z«nuck-20th Century Fox
Production:

*^You Can't Have
Everything'

The swell score follows:

AFRAID TO DREAM

THE LOVELINESS OF YOU

YOU CAN'T HAVE
EVRYTHING

PLEASE PARDON US—
WE'RE IN LOVE

DANGER—
LOVE AT WORK

Also, Gordon and Revel's great
waltz

i HUM A WALTZ
from 20tb Century's
"This Is My Affair"

1270 Sixth Avenue • New Vork

ment with a publisher, whose prac-
tice is to pay oft or make free ar-
rangements.
Outside of the fact that the mem-

bers of one organization are eligible

to join the other, the PMMA will
have no connection with the already
existent Professional Music Men,
Inc. It will function strictly as a
trade employee group, while the
PMM will go on serving as a bene-
volent organization.

KODNTZ MOVES

DP IN MPHC

REORG

Music Publishers Holding Corp.,

Warner Bros, subsid, is centralizing

the printing, sales and distributing

operations of all its standard and

educational units, with Richard
Kountz heading up the division. De-

tails of the reorganization will be

made known to the staffs of the var-
ious units by Edwin H. Morris,
MPHC's v.p. and gen. mgr., at a
meeting in Chicago today (Wednes-
day ). Employees have, been bi-ought
on from New York and Los Angeles
for the gathering.

Under the previous setup, Kountz
managed solely the standard and
e^ducational business of M. Witmark
& Sons, part of the MPHC group.
His new job will extend this author-
ity over the Remick, Harms, Inc.,

T. B. Harms and other catalogs con-
trolled by Warners, with the result
that the pop and standard divisions
will function as distinct entities.

Rocco Vocco is head man of the
popular division.

Reorg includes the taking on of

more personnel in the standard and
educational division,

SAM CUMMINS TIES UP

'SERENADE' ROYALTIES

Royalties due the Societa Anonima
Musicale Bixio, of Milan, Italy, from
Mills Music Corp., have been tied

up by an order of attachment issued
Thursday (19) by N. Y. supreme
court. The Foreign & Domestic
Music Corp. and Sam Cummins is

suing Bixio for breach of contract
in connection with the distribution

rights in America of the • Italian

firm's song, 'Violino Tzigano,' known
in America as 'Serenade in the
Night.' According to plaintiffs the
Mills firm owes Bixio $4,350 as its

share on sales of the song.

Cummins claims he contracted for

Foreign & Domestic in 1934 on a SO-

SO basis to exclusively distribute

Bixio's output in North and South
America and Canada. He avers the
Italian publishers ran out on the

agreement in 1936 whien it signed up
with Mills to handle the song,

'Violino Tzigano.'

THE SEASON'S SONG SCOOP

SO RARE
The Sherman-Clay Hit Just Acquired by

Robbins—^The Fastest Hit of the Season

BOBBINS MUSIC CORP. • 799 7th Ave., New York

Most Played on Air

Covibinea plugs on WEAF,
WJZ and V/ABC are computed
for the week irom Sunday

'

throxLgh Saturday (.Aug. lS-21).

Whispers in the Dark
(Famous)

*1 Know Now
(Remick)

My Cabin of Dreams
(Berlin)

'"First Time I Saw You
(Sfintly-Joy)

So Rare
(Bobbins)

"^lave You Any Castles, Baby?
(Harms)

"That Old Feeling
(Feist)

Sailboat in Moonlight
(Crawford)

Stardust on the Moon
(.Marks)

It Looks Like Rain
(Morris)

tWhere or When
(Chnppell)

Gone With the Wind
(Berlin)

'"Can 1 Forget You
(Ch.ippell)

'"Afraid to Dream
(Miller)

'"Yours and Mine
(Robbins)

.
Me, Myself and I

(Words & Music)
"Stop, You're Breaking My Heart

(Famous)
Remember Me

(WltmarU) .

Moon Got In My Eyes
(Select)

You're My Desire
(Mills)

Harbor Lights
(Mario)

Caravan
(Exclusive)

Satan Takes a Holiday
(Lincoln)

'"Penthouse on Third Ave.
(ITelst)

Miller's Daughter Marianne
(.Shnplro)

.* Indicates filmusical song.

t Production Number.

Robbins, Diamond

Exchange Words

On Stair Raids

Jack Robbins and Lou DiamoncI,
latter heacJing Famous Music, ex-
changed some brisk language this

past week over alleged raiding by
the Paramount Pictures' music sub-

sid of the Robbins-Metro's man-
power. Famous (Par) took Elmore
White from Robbins to become gen-
eral professional hea4 of Popular
Melodies, Inc., a Famous Music
subsid, in an effort to build it up,

just as Robbins-Metro has acquireil

its assortment of affiliated music
publishers.

Famous took away Sid Goldstein
from Miller Music's Chi office, the
Miller firm being a Robbins subsid.

Famous also allegedly was after Abe
Glazer, of Miller, and Sam Taylor,
of Robbins, but latter didn't switch.

Bullock, Spina ScoringW for Fred Allen

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Score of 'Sally, Irene and Mary'
is being written for 20th-Fox by
Walter Bullock and Harold Spina.
Gene Markey produces with Fred

Allen cast in a featured comedy
role.

Pubs Abandon Standard Writers

Contract on Eve of SPA s Mass

Meeting; Plenty Pro-Con Charges

Bernstein Back With
2 Italian Pic Tunes

Louis Bernstein, of Shapiro, Bern-
stein & Co., has brought back from
Europe a couple Italian p6p tunes
which he obtained from C. A. Bixio,

Milan publisher. Theiy are 'Torna
Piccina,' a tango, and 'Vivere,' a ifox-
trot, which is part of the score of

the Metro-Italian production of the
same name.
Lyrics of the two songs have been

passed out locally for adaptation.

Irving Caesar, Songwriters Pro-
tective Assn. prez, told a member-
ship meeting at the Astor hotel yes-
terday (Tues.) that the organiza-
tion's council has decided to take its

issues with the publishers to court.
SPA, he said, is determined to have
adjudicated for all time the question
of whether the synchronization and
transcription belong to the writers
or the publishers.
Caesar described the latest agree-

ment offered hy the publishers as
containing two jokers. One would
have the contract extend two years
beyond the present expiration date
(1940) of all membership agreements
with the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers,
while the other seeks to have the
SPA waive the rights that its mem-
bers give it under Article 9 of the
SPA'S by-Iaios.

Writers, he stated, are no longer
taking any chances on some pub-
lisher group withdrawing from the
Society, as happened last year in the
case of Warner Bros:, and it is

through the courts that the SPA
hopes to establish for the writer o,
definite property right in the per-
forming and mechanical rights to his
works; also who is the actual copy-
right proprietor, the writer or the
publisher, even if the latter under-
ta^kes its registration ' with the gov-
ernment's copyright office.

Publishers anticipated the general
membership meeting which the
Songwriters' Protective Association
called for late yesterday (Tuesday)
at; the Astor Hotel, New York, by
abandoning the standard uniform
writers contract which has been in
fleet since 1932. M'^ve was made on
the ground ^hat the SPA itself had
violated this agreement by not re-
voking its demai d that the associa-
tion be invested with authority to.

administer the synchronization and
transcription rights of works placed
by SPA writers. The demand was
later incorporated into the SPA's
bylaws as article No. 9.

What aggravated the crisis be-
tween the SPA ^nd publishers was
the latters' increases resort to for-
eign markets for their material, with
the primary idea of getting away
from doing business with SPA writ-
ers. The pubs at the same time de-
cided to stop making any more con-
cessions to the SPA after the as-
sociation's council rejected a com-
promise agrej^ent pertaining to'

sync and transcription rights, ^hlch
had been worteed out between SPA
and publisher lawyers. Under this
agreement, the writers were to re-
ceive half of what the publishers
collected from such rights, but with
the Music Publishers Protective
Assn. retaining the administration of
the rights. .

•

Pubs Claitn Begnege

Publishers contend that when the
standard uriiforjni contract was

negotiated In 1935, Sigmund Rom-
berg, Jerome Kern and others act-

ing for the SPA had promised that
the association would make no
further efforts to obtain control over
the sync and transcription rights.

By reneging on this assurance, the
pubs now say, the SPA has made
tho uniform contrac' invalid and if

SPA writ< r:: want to placf their new
scripts with them It will have to be"

•'

done on the basis of oral under-
standing or the individual publisher's
own contract form. Also that the

sync and transcription rights must
come direct from the writers and
that under no citcumstances will the
SPA b'B permitted to act as go-
between.
Pubs assert that the SPA mem-

bership is accepting any form of

contract which music houses are pf-

feririg them, and that the teason
they fear coming out in the open on
the issue is that the SPA officials,

(Continued on page 46)

Tops in the Music Business

MY CABIN
OF DREAMS

Gone With The Wind

The New FtKO Musical

'' The Life of the Party"
With This Greiit Score

By MAGIDSON and WRUBEL

Let's Have Another

Cigarette

Roses In December

The Life Of The Party

Yankee Doodle Band

So You Won't Sin1
Chirp A Little Ditty

Irving Berlin, ine

799 Seventh Ave., New York

HARRY LINK, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

A COMING £V£KT OF MAJOR IMFORTANCE
An Amerlcun M(inIcuI Itomnncc

"VIRGINIA'^
Opening at Radio City's Centre, New York, August 31

Score by ARTHUR SCHWARTZ and ALBERT STILLMAN
JUTS TO COME:

YOU AND I KNOW
AN OLD FLAME NEVER DIES

GOODBYE JONAH
IF YOU WERE SOMEONE ELSE

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATrON 799 7th Ave., New York -I

TAe Lu.i-ters of ''d^if\N\ BOAT" and 'MERRY-GO-ROUND V/«^<? you another sock Hljf

Y0ll^tS5ME'^«t*DRtAAilNO
REMICK MUSIC CORP. RCA BLDO ,M Y . CLIFF FRiENDfcOAVEf^ANKLlN/ • CHARLES WARREN VrohMk,^^
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On the Upbeat

Duke Ellinsrton's band will open

the Tromar ballroom season In Des
Moines Aug. 26. Ivie Anderson is

the featured singer.

The Continentals, featuring Mary
Alice Seip, playing in English Room
of Penn-Stroud Hotel, Strousburg,

Pa.

Clair Hill's orch will finish sum'^

mer season at Buckwood Inn, Shaw-
nee-on-Delaware.

Johnny Johnson opens at Meadow-
brook Country Club, Aug. 28, for

two weeks.

uBIue Steele and orch play a return

engagement at the Club Royle, Little

Will Hudson's Latest

YOU'RE MY DESIRE

"From New Faces of 1931"

PEGKIN'
The New Summer Sensation!

IS THIS GONNA BE

MY LUCKY SUMMER
Season's Loveliest Ballad

MOON AT SEA

Comedy Hit of the Season

TODAY I AM A MAN
Pinky Tomlln's Smash Hit

I'M JUST A

COUNTRY BOY AT
HEART

Mills Music, Inc
l«l> MiOAkWAT Ml* TOfR. N. T.

Rock, from Aug. 24 to Sept. 1.

The band played same spot several

weeks ago en route to Mexico and
South Texas.

Jack Melvin at Sea Girt Inn, Sea
Girt, N. J.

Ray Keating playing at Murray's,
Tuckahoe, N. Y.

Lloyd Huntley's band stays at

Mount Royal hotel, Montreal, until

late fall.

Southern Gentlemen orch closes at

The Pines, Pittsburgh, Pa., and will

open at Deshler-Wallick hotel, Co-
lumbus, O., SepL 7, with a WBNS
wire.

Bobbie Hayes band replaced Enric
Madriguera's at the Surfside, Long
Beach, N. Y.

Jimmie Lunceford one-nights Sun-
day (29) at Roton Point Park, South
Norwalk, Conn., and then goes to Se-

bastian Cotton club, Culver City.

Jack Denny hits one-niters for

CRA after playing the Chicago the-

atre, Chicago.

Mike Riley's crew play a returner
at Gypsy Village, Louisville, Ky„
opening Aug. 27, Exits Manhattan
Beach, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Don Bestor musicks for American
Legion convention at Manchester, N.
H., Sept. 10.

Maurle Sherntan will be opening
attraction for Marigold ballroom,
Minneapolis, Sept.' 10 to 12, inclusive.

Carvel Craigr, new CRA band, and
Reggie Childs touring Pacific slope

on one-niters.

Erskine Hawkins enters Reade's
Casino, Asbury Park, N. J., Sept. 1.

Frank Britton' has signed with
Rockwell-O'Keefe qnd for first date
under new management opens at Se-

Wt. WITMARK & SONS RCA BLDG., N. Y. HAROLD LEE Prof. Mgr.

BROWN and FREED'S Greatest Score

By Far the Crowning Achievement of the Series

M-G-M'S "BROADWAY MELODY OF 1938"
With These "Hits to Come":

YOURS AND MINE

I'M FEELIN' LIKE A MILLION

YOUR BROADWAY AND MY BROADWAY
EVERYBODY SING

Robbins Music Corporation • 799 7th Ave., New York

bastian's Cafe, Culver City, Cal.,

Sept. 26, for an indefinite engage-
ment.

. Ran Wilde opens at Rice hotel,

Houston, Sept. 7, for Rockwell-
O'Keefe.

Jimmy Dorsey preems at Congress
hotel, Chicago, early ( in October,
after concluding his theatre tour.

Gets 14 weekly broadcasts, four net
and 10 locals, while there. Phila-

delphia, Cleveland, Youngstown and'
Akron wind up theatre trek.

Bobby Gleason replaces Rudy
Bundy at Reade's Casino, Asbury
Park, N. J., Aug. 29, as weekday
house band for Charlie Shribman.

Rudy Bundy recording for Master
Records,

Mai Hallett bucks Rudy Vallee at

Steel Pier, Atlantic City, for one
week starting Aug. 31.

Henry Ltshon at Gunter hotel, San
Antonio, Tex.

Frank Dailey and his orch from
Roof of Pennsylvania Hotel, N. Y.,

go into Surf Club, Virginia Beach,
Va., Aug. (28) with Johnny Johnson
winding up' Aug. (27).

.Dean Hudson and his Florida
Clubmen playing Seaside Park, Vir-
ginia Beach, for rest of season.

STABILE, LOPE INTO

CLEVELAND FOR ROSE

Cleveland, Aug. 24.

Extension of the Great Lakes Ex-
position for three weeks will' bring
bands led by Dick Stabile and
Vincent Lopez to town to appear at

^illy Rose's . Aquacade. Stabile has
been signed from Sept. 7 to 16, with
the Lopez crew coming in for the
remainder of the extended run until

Sept. 26.

Bob Crosby's band, currently ap-
pearing at the Aquacade, will be fol-

lowed by the Casa Loma orch, Aug.
27. It will play the show until

Sept. 6, original closing date.

Mercer-Whidng Pact

Extended by Warners

Johnny Mercer and Dick Whiting
have been signatured for another
year as a writing team by the War-
ner Bros, studios and the Music Pub-
lishers Holding Corp., WB subsid.

Second termer becomes effective

Aug 29

Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris, MPHC
v.p. and gen. mgr., closed the deal.

Pubs Abandon
(Continued from page 45)

who are pressing for the establish-

ment of a licensing bureau within
the association, exercise a dominant
influence as members of the writers
classifXration committee in the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers. Also that
these officials are intent upon carv-
ing out high-salaried jobs for them-
selves, with such money to cortie

from the commissions deducted from
the disposal of the sync and tran-
scription rights.

This charge is scouted by the
heads of the SPA as absurd. They
declare that it was about time that
the writers undertook to obtain a

more equitable share from rights

that have been bringing publishers
many hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars a year, and that are proving
more and more valuable, particularly

with the development of the tran-

scription industry.

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Hollywood branch of the Son -

writers Protective Assn., was or-
ganized last week at a meeting in

the Beverly-Wilshire presided over
by L. Wolfe Gilbert, SPA vice-
prexy.
Following were named to the exec-

utive committee; Sigmund Romberg,
Arthur Freed, Jay Gorney, Harry
W^r^en, Dave Dreyer and Albert
von Tilzer. Richard S. Hartmann was
named secretary. Gilbert was depu-
tized to go to New York to report
the organization to SPA members at

a meeting skedded for today CTues-
day) at the Astor hotel.

Inside Stuff-Music

Scores of 'Damsel in Distress' and 'Goldwyn Follies' are being published
by the late composer's own firm, the Gershwin Publishing Corp., while
the exploitation of the tunes In both instances will be done by the Chappell
Co. Max Dreyfus, dominant owner of the latter concern, organized -the
Gershwin Corp. with George Gershwin last year, or while the Warner
Bros.' music group was out of the American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers. The New World Music Corp., controlled by WB,
was the previous repository for the Gershwin works.
Vernon Duke has been called in by Goldwyn to write a ballet for the

filmusical. He and Ira Gershwin co-authored 'I'm Not Complainin'/ which
has been included in the 'Follies' score.

-

Of all the national anthems and hymns associated with all the countries
around the globe, royalty for performance . for profit is exacted on only
one, and that, ironically, on the 'Internationale,' official [song of Soviet
Russia.

'Internationale' is controlled by an obscure French music-publishing firm,
located in Paris, which attempts to track down users-for-proflt of the piece
and exact royalties. Insertion of the song in- any fllmj tor instance, costs
$100. Piece got its first public Innings during the French Revolution
in the late 18th century.

Abner Silver 9nd Dorothy Guiman are writing nine songs for N. Y.
Hollywood Restaurant's new fall show,, opening Sept. 28. Miss Guiman
is p.a. for the nitery, and this is her first songwriting job.

DORIS HAVENS ACAIN

LOSES PHILLY SUIT

Philadelphia, Aug. 24.

Injunction asked by Doris Havens,

WCAU organist, to keep the Union
from fining her $200 and expelling

her because she refused to fork over,

was denied for the second time last

Friday (20) in Common Please Court

No. 4 here.
.

On Mar. 12, Judges Finletter and
Brown handed do'vm a decision in

which they fully upheld the right of

a union to discipline a member for
infractions and to dismiss, if refusing
to swallow the medicine. Last Fri-
day's dictum was a decision by ,the

same judges on exceptions brought
against the earlier ruling.

The whole battle is essentially not
one between Miss Havens and the
Union, but is part of the long
struggle between WCAU and the
local. The gal organist's attorneys,
David Bortin and William A.
Schnader, were provided by the
station.

The Havens, difficulty began last

September when the femme defied a
union edict against playing sustain-
ing programs on a station which has
no studio orchestra. Called before
the local's trial board, she was given
a hearing and told to cease work at
WC^AU at once. She refused and
was socked with a $200 fine. When
she wouldn't pay, she was threat-
ened with, expulsion.

Attorney Bortin asked the court
to restrain the union from stopping
her working',- from fining her, and
from expelling her. He said it

threatened her livelihood.

Whether the case will be pressed
any further is doubtful. Miss
Havens recently announced her en-
gagement and will be married next
month.

Mai Halietfs Tour

Following through on the complete
itinerary laid out in the spring,
Charlie Shribman office has set Mai
Hallett for solid theatre bookings
until October. Band recently fin-
ished its big one-niter stint and is
now touring at $J,500 weekly in
houses.

Band one-nites week until hitting
Steel Pier, A. C, Aug. 31, to be fol-
lowed by another week of similar
bookings. Sept. 9 starts theatre
tour again at the Metropolitan, Bos-
ton. Earle, Philadelphia; Palace,
Cleveland, and Lyric, Indianapolis,
follow from Sept. 16 to Oct. 7, re-
spectively. Goes into Shea's, Toronto,
and will then proceed to the Palo-*
mar ballroom, Los Angeles, for an
indefinite stay.

SXCLVSIVIi rVBLICATIONS,. Inc.

SOLE SELLING AGENT
MILLS MUSIC, Ine. . tSI9 BWAY. N^ Y.

WE PUBLISH THE
SENSATIONAL WALTZ HIT

ONE
ROSE

Shapiro^ Bernstein & Co., Inc.

1270 Sixth Av«. Now York

FLASHES
Two Xew Instramental Novel-
ties by the PubUshers of

"Nola" nnd "Polly"

"CHINA~bOLL
PARADE"

"WHISTLING
MOSE"

Distinctive Piano or
Orchostra Specialties

SAM FOX
PUBLISHING COMPANY

l]SO SIXTH AVENUL
RCABuilOinG aaoio city

NtW YORK

Repeating the "South Sea Island Magic" Sensation
Lysle Tomerlin and Andy lona Long Give You

'POLYNESIAN ROMANCE'
AXI) A >E\V SWING TREAT:

'JUST ABOUT RIGHT'
CKT IN OX THIS "HIT PARADE" OP

VANGUARD SONGS
6411 Hollywood Boulevard Hollywood» Calif.

VERNON TOMERI.IN, Gen, 3lKr. ^
^
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Passing of Jim Mclntyre Recalls

Early Start of Mclntyre and Heath

James T. Mclntyre (he never was

other than Jim to his friends and

the public alike), was born in Ken-

osha, Wis., and early became a

candy butcher on the railroad. But

the urge to go into show business

was strong, and he was presently to

be found on Katie Putnam's show

after a number of false ^starts in

which he left Kenosha with various

mud shows only to be overtaken and

haled hack home. He (jontributed

to the concert olio but his chief oc-

cupation was selling candy in the

audience and it was here that '-e

developed his fondness for dialect.

As he told it himself when busi-

ness slackened he would pick out

some likely-looking young Negro

and' engage him in conversation,

offering him a gift of candy, only to

withdraw it and proffer it again un-

til he finally made his donation and

passed on to another subject. Tour-

ing widely through tte south, he
developed five different dialects,

each individual from the others, but

his preferiehce was for that form of

speech geiaerall/ spoken in Gfeorgia,.

which he adopted for stage use. It

was only j[h his" hours of leisure that

he entertained his friends .v^ith sam-
ples of the other patois he had picked

up. He had no. desire to pose as a

dialectic expert and found the Geor-
gia dialect" ample for his stage needs.

He teamed, originally with William
Butler, but presently Butler became
ill and he doubled with Tom Heath,
whose partner also had fallen ill.

Together "they , worked out an act,

and after various minsttel engage-
ments started their pwii Georgia
Minstrels, more than 50 years ago.

This toured very successfully for

several " seasons and the title en-
dured up to a few years ago.

MeanthAe their specialty devel-
oped into' the turn variously known
as The Ham Tree,' 'The Georgia
Minstrels' and the 'Chickens' act.

Each was a slight variant of the
other, but all were based on the two
central characters of a specious,

glib^tongued wise' city Negro Henry
and the credulous qountry darkey,
Alexander, who had been .lured from
his secure berth in ;a livery stable
by .the glowing promises of Heath.
The character was developed by Mc-
lntyre from a stable hand with whom
he was associated in one Of his pe-
riods of ill luefc and he himself
worked as a hostler. , .

Toured in Musical

Under the title of The Ham Tree'
the act Was expanded by Klaw &
Erlanger into a musical, which met
with fair success, but there was not
sufficient to the act to spread over
an entire evening, and presently
they returned to their splecialty. In
the 'Chickens' form of the act Mc-
lntyre played a wench and in this
included one of his funniest bits of
business. Heath would ask about
the paternity of Mclntyre's imaginary
children and Mclntyre -would turn
away, muttering to himself. There
was no direct answer, but the actor
made the pantomime screamingly
funny." One of the best-remfembered
jokes was about the nian with the
platter with a roast of beef 'oozing
^vith gravy.' Heath would tell about
it while Mclntyre's jaws fairly
drooled and would wind up with 'I

asked him for it and he said no. If
he had said yes, I'd have had it.'

Many of the best gags in the act
were, by Mclntyre's own admission,
derived from other cork specialists,
Willis P. Sweatnam contributing
much of the material, - including the
remark that it was bad enough to be
nit by a tomato, but it hurt worse
When they

, forgot to take it out of
the can.

The team made several efforts to
Dreak away from the old specialty,
one of the most ambitious tries be-
ing The Man from Montana,' an old
minstrel afterpiece, but audiences
flemanded a return to the Minstrels
fct and managers booked accord-
ingly.

Their last public appearance Was
n 1929, but they later appeared on

L
ajr with Rudy Vallee and fre-

quently responded to requests to ap-
pear at benefits.
For a time there was a report "that

the partners had not spoken to each
oiher offstage for a number of years.
^>iniilar stories have been told of
Pract)ca]]y every team of long
fiandjng, and there appears to have
Dcen no foundation for the report

in the case of the burnt cork team.
They were pals to the end, and fre-
quently visited each other, their
homes being not far apart.

When the late Percy G. Williams
developed Bergen Beach, on Ja-
maica Bay, with Adams, the chew-
ing gum man, Mclntyre was one of

the many professionals who invested
in building lots back of the beach
concession. When' the growing city

stretched out, Mclntyre sold his
holdings and bought more land fur-
ther out on the island. He is re-
ported to have died fairly wealthy.

He is survived by an adopted
daughter, Maude Martin, wife of a
member of the Brooklyn bench.. 7 '

;

wife, Emma, died. about two years
ago. Funeral services \yere held
Friday and Interment -was • made in

the family plot at JNoyack, L. I.

Frank Sfaeaffer,

32, Qctrocttfed

By an Accident

Frank Sheaffer, 32, comedian and
dancer with the Ethel Taylor revue,
met instant death last week at Calais,

Me., when he contacted a live wire
while swimming off the International
bridge in that city.

Sheaffer and other members of the
troupe were takng a pre-show dip
in the St Croix river and had been
diving off the bridge -which-Gonnccts
Calais, Me., and St. Stephens, N. B.
Sheaffer was 20 feet above the floor

of the bridge and was about to dive
when his hand, touched the live

wire and was instantly electrocuted.

Charles Sheaffer, his brother, re-

ceived severe shock in attempting
to aid Frank. Latter's remains were
shipped to Cleveland for burial.

U. S. Customs officers stated they
had warned the performers about
•the dangers of the live wires which
they evidently didn't heed.
Taylor revue had several weeks'

booking in this territory, having
opened at Calais that afternoon .(17).

They gave a show that evening
minus their former comic.

COPS NIX STAGE DEBUT

OF HOODLUM'S FRAU

McAlester, Okla., Aug. 24.

Cancellation of the appearance of

Nell Traxler, wife of the notorious
Pete Traxler, Southwestern bad
man, was made by local theatre

management after conferences with
Police Chief Tom Abbott who nixed
idea of the bandit's wife being^ per-

mitted to capitalize on the unsavory
record of her husband.
Considerable opposish to Mrs.

Traxler's plan to address theatre

audiences in McAleter reached the'

chief of police, who declared that

he would use such legal methods as

necessary to prevent Mrs. Traxler's

appearance. The cancellation fol-

lowed.

Rubinaff Goes Vaude

For 2 Weeb at $6,000

,; Chicago, Aug. 24,

Dave Rubinoff and his fiddle

booked into the Fox, Detroit, for a

two-week run starting Sept. 3. Price,,

$6,000.

Booked by Max Halperin, who also

booked the Eton Boys into the house
for the same two weeks in coopera-

tion with Columbia Artists Bureau.

Eddy Duchin's Repeat

In Chicago at $7,500

Chicago, Aug. 24,

Eddy Duchin orchestra has been
booked for a return date at the Bala-
ban & Katz Chicago by booker Lou
Lipstone for the week of Sept. 10.

Duchin just completed a week at
the Chicago for a smashing $59,000
gross. Price for band will b6 $7,500.

However, band also supplies three
acts at the price.

I

Morris Agency Scouts Report Of

Unfair Treatment of Acts Akoad

BUTTERFIttD'S

9 HOUSES TO

PLAY UNITS

Flesh for Orph, Memphis
Memphi.s, Aug. 24.

Orpheum here which has been
dark since June 7 reopens Sept. 19

as a vaudfilm .spot with Chalmers
Cullins as chief of thealae opera-

tion.';.

Corporation heading new theatre

.setup is the Bluff City Amusement
company.

. Butterfleld Circuit in Michigan
this fall will attempt a regular stage
show policy in nine of its houses
for the first time in nearly six years.
Will start Oct. 1 playing moderate-
priced units on a split-week basis,

each town getting a production once
every two or thiree weeks. Booking
of the Butterfied houses will be
handled by the Simon Agency in

New York. Units will be independ-
ently produced.
According to present plans, open-

ing shows will average around
$2,500 weekly in cost. Towns which
will play the stage shows include
Lansing, Flint, Grand Rapids, Sagi-
naw, Ann Arbor,. Pontiac, Battle
Creek, Benton Harbor and Muske-
gon.

Philly Musicians

PhiH; Musicians' y
Nixes Stagger ^d

Philadelphia, Aug. 24.

Attempt by Warners to jockey
fall vaude sked in nabes has been
nixed by Musicians' Local as viola-
tion of termer drawn up last De-
cember. If the circuit insists on the
plan, a 'battle that we are ready for'

is promised by A. A. Tomei, Tqbter
prexy.
Company agreed in contract to

spend $176,500 for music this year.
It is making no attempt to wiggle out
of this. In fact, it has offered to

spend $3,700 more than the mini-
mum for the privilege of cutting
down size of bands from eight to five

men and paring number of vaude
days per week in some houses. Also
wants to forget remaining four or
five weeks yet to go in fulfilling min-
imum 25 weeks of vaude in each
house.
Circuit would corhpensate for this

shaving of flesh in houses where it

isn't earning its nut by increasing
number of weeks and number of
days per week in profitable spots.

Plan submitted Union for such
jockeying calls for expenditure of

$180,200 for the year.

Tomei has turned the digits floor-

ward on it, however, he said, be-
cause it would help some men at ex-
pense of others.

Warner execs declare that if they
are balked by the Union, it will be
better biz to shoo out . flesh alto-

gether and pay off the musicians the
little that is still due on the $176,500
figure.

Tomei said his men would resent
any such move, as it would result in

their getting paid without working.
There could be no picketing, how-
ever, he said, because the company
would be technically fulfilling its

contract.

Denny Orch Spotted

For 2 Chi Weeks
Chicago, Aug. 24.

First band to get an out-and-out
two-week contract for the Chicago
theatre here is Jack Denny, who
goes in for that period beginning
Friday (27). Closes, at the Drake
hotel tonight (Tue.sday), after five

solid months in the Silver Forest
and Gold Coa.«;t room.«.

Sophisticated Ladies are also

billed for the two wieks at the Chi.

Frances Arms At Steel Pier
Frances Arms ha.s been set to head

the stage show on the Sleel Pier, At-
lantic City, this week-end (28-29).

Sam Weisbord. of the Morris of-

fice, agenting.

Union Tangles Keeping

Shows Out of Canton, 0.
Canton, O., Aug. 24.

No stage shows in sight here for

the third consecutive season.

Palace, independent and Loew's,
only two downtown houses equipped
for stage shows, will continue an
agreement not to use 'flesh' so long

as stage hands and musicians con-
tinue to make what they contend
are unreasonable demands.
Double feature films being used in

all eight theatres here continue to

gross big and as long as films pack
them in it is not likely that stage

shows will even be considered.

Only one house, the old Grand, is

likely to attempt revival of stage

show which will be either musical
tabs or burlesque.

Francis Molloy

Sentenced For

Francis Molloy, vaude performer,

was given an indeterminate work-
house sentence in West Side Court,

N. v., last week when convicted of

intoxication and soliciting alms.

Molloy drew the ire of the court

which had been inclined to be
lenient, by denying any previous ar-

rests, but later was confronted with
a record of several arrests for in-

toxication- and panhandling:- After
being held for investigation, prior to

sentence, it was also learned Molloy
was not destitute, as claimed in jus-

tification of the panhandling count,

but had been receiving relief as well
as additional aid from other outside
charities, including churches of the
theatrical district.

In sentencing him, the court, added
that the sentence was niore in hope
of reclamation' than punishment and
that he would be- liberated when
parole commission, were convinced
that he was physically and mentally
able to take care of himself.

Molloy had appeared in several

acts with the late Hughle Clark, as

well as having done a warbling
single both in vaude and niteries.

BEN YOST BANKRUPT,

$27,086 LIABILITIES

Ben Yost, describing himself as

'Actor-artist,' filed a voluntary peti-

tion in bankruptcy Saturday (21) in

U. S. district court, N. Y., listing

liabilities at $27,068, His petition

listed no assets. Yost's Varsity 8 is

a standard act in vaude and the

niteries.

The actor's biggest, creditor is his

former manager, Frank F. Tracey,

of Kansas City, to whorn he owes
$21,000. Of this amount $3,000 is for

salary and Ipan.s, arid $18,000 for

breaching a contract in 1935.

Nelson, Hilliard Vauder

Prior to Coast Trek

bzzie Nelson and Harriet Hilliard

(Mrs. Nelson) have been booked by
the RKO Boston, Boston^ for the

week of Sept. 16, after which they

will return to the Coast, Miss Hil-

liard to continue pictures for RKO.
where she recently finished 'Life of

the Party.' Miss Hilliard is now in

New York, where Nel.son and his

orchestra are on the Astor Roof.
In October Ncl.son's band, with

Miss Hilliard as soloist, will start a

.series of broadcasts originating in

Hollywood.

Reaction of the William Morris 6f-

fice to squawks from acts allegedly

cut-rated once they. open in Londori

is that no such cases exist.

As explained by Dick Henry, for*

eign booker for the agency, usual

.procedure for acts playing English

vaude is to receive contracts of

at least four weeks, ' cost of round-

trip passage being included in the

upped salary flgurie. Fees are nor-

mally cut after the initial contract

period is up, Henry says, arguing

that .such practice is just and rea-

sonable to both parties. -

Idea is that a two-act which gets

$300. a week in America needs that

much plus the cost of
. passage to

justify Utking a London date. Round-
trip costs an average of around $250

a person, so such an act Is usually

paid $425 (85 pounds) a week for a
four-week deal. If, after the four-

week period is up, the salary Is cut
to 60 pounds ($300 a week), Henry
Qlaims, the act is still making its

nornial American salary, since its

passage over and back was all taken
care of in the original four-week
deal.

INT'L CASINO WON'T

PREEM UNTIL SEPT. S

Slated to premiere tonight (25),
the new International Casino on
Broadway will formally debut Sept.
8. That's an official' date.

As part of the National City Bank's
cooperation with the new nitery
venture—the bank being also finan-
cially involved with Joe Moss, Lou
Brecker and George Olsen—it has
retained special exploitation coun-
sel, Benjamin Sonnenoerg, Park ave-
nue publicist, to augment Karl Bern-
stein on the regular ballyhoo. A se-
ries of special trains from the Wash*
ington embassies and legations Will
be part of the teeooif ' ceremonies to

give the. International Casino ai truly '

'international^ diplomatic tone, and '

not just a billing for a nitery.

The I. C. will maintain a $2.50

'

minimum iii .(he dasinp* (revue) but
;

there are three different restaurants
'

attached, to the venture,.' including i ]

downstairs cafe for the lUncheori biz,

tea- dansants Jn the second floor
\

lounge, -besides the nightly ' revues '

for dinner and supper in the" third-
floor Casino. - . • »

BMO Corp.,
.

representing the
Brecker-Moss-Oisen names, operat*
ing the IC, has spxfie $400,000. tied up
in the new venture so far.

Weitman Throws Party

Honoring Spitalny Band

Bob Weitman, managing director

of the Broadway Paramount, hosted
Phil Spitalny and his girl-hand last

night (Tuesday) after the final .show,

in a private dining room of the
Hotel Astor.

It was a managerial reward for
the big biz the Spitalnyites are do-
ing St the Par. Femme orchestra is

slated for four weeks at this hou.se

with 'Artists and Models,' a record
summer run, after setting a summer
high record on their first week.
Y. Frank Freeman, Par theatre

v.p., and the General Electric execs
(radio sponsors for Spitalny)
also attended. Weitman -presented
Spitalny with a suitable plaque in
commemoration of the event.

Flo Baird's Comeback
Florence Baird, comedienne end

of former vaude duo, Bency and
Baird, is readying a comeback nftcr

10 years' relircmcnt.

Miss Baird will do a .<;olo son^'

cycle, with speci.Tl numbers by Ed-
ward KlinE. and is .set lor a Chicago
opening Sept. 11.

Checking Tax Evaders
In Philadelphia Niteries

Philadelphia, Aug. 24.

Mayor - Wilson ordered police to.

I

make a thorough check of the city's

3,000 .saloons and niteries to make
them comply with the new munici-
pal amusement- tax law.

All week flatfeet have been haunt-
1 ing the taprooms to see whether the

i
owners put on (entertainment which
would make them liable under the
new law. They are then ordered to
take out $1 permits and pay a 20'i
tax on cover charges plus a 20'i
divviy on each check on the amount
over the cover charge.
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Hirst Circuit Signs Closed Shop

Deal with AFA, Calls Shows Vaude

To Eliminate Former B.A.A. Control

Closed shop deal between. Ameri-

can Federation of Actors and Izzy

Hirst (Independent Assn.), which

was signed last Wednesday (18), goes

into effect immediately, despite the

fact that the chorus girl question is

still to be ironed out with Chorus

Equity. Pact with the AFA elimi-

nates completely the jurisdiction of

the Burlesque Artists Assn., which,

like the AFAj is chartered by the

American Federation of Labor (Four

A's), in the Hirst circuit of former
burlesk houses and supposedly

ushers in another vaude revival in

22 ex-buftip and grind spots.

Jurisdiction of the chorus girls in

the former IBA houses, which was
also held by the BAA till the signa-

turing of the AFA pact, is still up in

the. air. Chorus Equity's minimum
wage for chorines is $35 weekly,
while the BAA'S is $26.50. Hirst

doesn't want to go over the latter

scale and this will probably be
ironed out between Dorothy Bryant,

head of Chorus Equity, and Hirst

this week. '

Deal between the AFA and Hirst

was ilroned out last week in a con-

ference involving Whitehead, Izzy

Hirst and I. Robert Broder, latter

counsel for the former hurley chain;

P^ct runs for three years, tUl July,

1940, and retains the AFA's estab-

lished minimum of $40 per actor, re-

gardless of how many people may be
in the individual turns. ' Pledged to

the paiiit thus far are 22 theatres, two
of which are pwned directly by
Hirst, with the latter posting a $5,000
bond and guaranteeing payment of

salaries in all the spots.

Among other things the pact pro-
vides are paid railroad travel for
performers, except in such instances
.where it is not feasible and busses
or. automobiles are nece$sary; a five-

show-per-day maximum, except on
those days when the theatres have
midnight shows; . differences arising
from working conditions or salaries,

or both, to be settled by arbitration,

with both sides sharing the cost of

the latter.

Shows will not be called burlesque
end will be in the form of vaude
tmit productions. Hirst is offering
acts 20rweek contracts, figuring on
xising three to four variety turns,
plus specialties, m.c's, straight men
and women in each production.

Hirst Circuit

Week of Aug. ZZ
•Meet the Girls'—Gayety, Baltimore.
'Bozo Snyder's Show'—Gayety, Mil-

WauUee.
. 'JoUea Bergere'—Rlalto, Chicagro..
'Foot-Loose Parade'—Casino, Toronto,
'Cupld'a Carnival'—Palace, BuRalo.
'B'rlnky ProUcs'—-Howard, Boston.
'Swlnar High, Shake Low'—Troc, Phila-

delphia.

^Hollywood Bandwagon'
Set for live Weete

- Leddy & Smith, agents, in asso-

ciation with Harry Anger, are pro-

ducing a unit, 'Hollywood Band-

wagon,' which opens at the Para-

mount, Springfield, Mass., on Sept.

23. Booked for following successive

weeks at Met, Boston; Loew's, Mon-
treal; Shea's, Toronto, and the Michi-

gan, Detroit.

Lineup includes Abbott and Cos-

tello. King Twins, Vic and LaMarr,
Jean Lorraine, Carolyn Manners, Roy
Rogan, line , of 16 girls, and 'Gypsy
Rose Leeds.' Latter is a monk doing

a mock strip tease.

FAY, RAGUND, 6URLEY

COMICS, SET IN LEGITS

Legit producers are evidently look-

ing to burlesque again for the first,

time in years for talent with legit

possibilities. Result is that the Apol-.

lo, 42d street hurley, loses its lead

comics to legit next week when Joey

Fay, who has been at the house six

weeks since reopening, goes with

George Abbott's Boston company of

'Room Service,' in which he will

have same role Teddy Hart origi-

nated with New York company at

the Cort.

A week later 'Rags' Ragland will

desert the erstwhile stripteasierie for

a featured spot in Leonard Sillman's

'New Faces of 1937.'
,

Both Fay and Ragland have been
doubling rehearsals with shows at

the Apollo.

Tooters' Strike Looming

In Balto Hostelries

Cincy Niteries Primp

Up for Autumn Biz
Cincinnati, Aug. 24.

Arrowhead Inn, suburban nitery

casino, reopens Aug. 26 with Harry

Candullo's ork and . a floor show.

Spot hjis been remodeled and will

be operated by Joe Bauer and Sam
Nason.

Barney Rapp and his New Eng
landers are in for an indef stay at

Beverly Hills. New talent, which
started Tuesday (24), includes Aunt
Jiemima,. Milton Douglass, the D'lvons,
Jay and Lew Seilfer, Gertrude Briefer
and i6 chorines.

Reis and Dunn opened Saturday
(21) as new. toppers on the Lookout
House show, which holds over Clyde
Trask's band and the acts of Loyanne
and Renard, -Dean- Murphy, Jackson
and Blackwell -and !Ruth Laird's
Texas Rockets.

The THEATRE of the STARS

Baltimore, Aug. 24.

Looks like fight to finish between
local Musical Union and Hotel
Men's Association with neither side
giving quarter and definite break
anticipated Sept. 6th, date set by
musicians for acceptance of their
ultimatum that local hostelries insert
clause in rental agreements with
private parties, that only union mu-
sicians be employed.
Hotel men already employing

union combinations and preparing
for their regular musical needs for
coming season are contacting non
union groups and expect to replace
affiliated tooters immediately fol-
owing walkout. Union has girded
itself for a fight, and among other
measures, has passed a two per cent
assessment and announced a mini-
mum fine of $1,000 against any
union man remaining on the job
after Labor Day.
Hotel men, under leadership of

Harold Fink, of the Southern Hotel,
which is currently employing Lou
Becker and his orchestra in the
Spanish Villa on the roof of the
iQtel, have set up a special employ-
ment bureau to supply musical
needs of hotels and their tenants and
Howard Busick, of the Lord Balti-
more Hotel, left this week to engage
combination to replace groiip now
employed in cocktail lounge of
lostelry and another to play in the
main dining room for the coming
season. Only one hotel, the New
Howard, has 'been using non union
musicians for the past year with
pickets parading in front.

BWAY SCANDALS'
(GAYETY, BALTIMORE
xu Baltimore, Aug, 21.

With the band out on the sidewalk
playing 'Happy ' Days Are Here
Agam' and the Gayety resplendentm new coats of paint inside and out,
Baltimore ushered in its season of
jurlesque with 'Broadway iScandals'
to very good opening biz. On open-
ing show caught, audience greeted
doings in enthusiastic and vociferous
manner.
,
Built along the lines of a fast mov-.

ing revue, but retaining the more
salient elements of burlesque, 'Scan-
days leans heavily toward variety
and talent via several interpolated
vaude acts to round out the contri-
butions of George Murray and Maxie
Furman, featured comics and Nona
Martin, stripper who i can read lines
capably and come through with a
fairly legitimate vocal when called
"Pon._ Specialties include Palmer
and Frasetta, ballroom and adagio
team; Carlton and Miller, boy and
girl hoofers; George Beasely, xylo-
phonist, and Lee Segal, who does
some fair warbling, adequate num-
ber leading and an okay whistling
specialty. George Bates and Alma
Maiben fill out the speaking parts
and a youthful looking line of 14,
girls who show some training, back
HP ,® principals in excellent style.
Wardrobe is all new and tastefully
designed.
Show gets off to breezy pace with

line in attractive shorts led by Miss
Segal in 'Swing High, Swing Low,'
Carlton and Miller rounding it out
with a fast hoof and aero challenge.
Bob Bates then on to greet Murray
and Furman, who make their en-
trance from out front. Comics, who
work sans grotesque clothes or
makeup, score with their laughs
without resorting to smut or overly
pointed double entendre. Have z
legit style of comedy and sell well

Precision number by line follows
after which Murray, Miss Maiben
Bates and Nona Martin do the hen-
pecked husband bit with some added
gags to good returns. Fast hoof
routine by male member of, Carlton
and Miller then sets spot for produc-
tion number next and very nicely
done. To Miss Segal's vocal of 'Whis-
pers in the Dark' girls parade on for
picture, strong adagio by Palmer and
Fraseta and art pose in which lour
members o£ the chorus appear sans
brassiere.";.' '

.

^ Pick up bit by Furman and Miss
Maiben follows after which another
well staged number, 'Slumming on
Park Avenue,' willi Miss Segal, line
and Carlton and Miller participating
and resulting in a show stopping
hand for the dance team. French
flirtation, strongly so]d by Murray
and Miss Mnrtin, next followed by
George Beaslcy in adequale routine
of xylophone stuff. Strictly vaude,
but nicely spotted and good for real
hand. The haunted gold mine with
Bates and Furman then gets a work-
out after which Miss Segal leads a
'Truckm' number and Furman and
Murray essay a comedy song and
dance.
Amplified announcement brings on

Nona Martin, billed as 'The Joan
Crawford of Burlesk,' in a somewhat
toned-down strip. After a fairly
well .wld vocal, Mi?s Mnrtin gives
out with .«o»Tie very slrenuouf; bumps
and disrobing delirium?;. Gave the
boy.«! just enough nnn kept thorn in
their scats for the finale that fol-
lowed.
'Broadway Scandals' is good, fast

entertainment, .staged in flr.st class
manner witliout sacrificing the in-
formality and spice neces.sary to bur-
lesque. Burm.

Qeve Niteries Are Plunging On

Shows for Convention Crowds

Saranac Lake
•By Happy Benway

The downtown Actor's colony oh
August 15, held memorial services

for the late Will Rogers, who passed
away two years ago this date. It was
held under the auspices of the Good
Samaritan Club, Rev. Father' Blais

officiating.

Geraldinie Farrar Is guest of the

Misses Gail Gardner and Ruth l)oing

at their camp on Upper St. Regis
Lake.
Coming and Going: Ben Schaffer

back from Big-town io the Will
Rogers . . . Henry G. Wunsch
to Richmond, Va. . « . Garry Sid-

greaves here from N. Y. C. for hos-
pital look-see . . . Mrs. John Demp-
sey to Boston, Mass. , . . Jake Flaum
and Maurice LaVine (N.Y.'C.) here
. . . Salvadore Ragone to Brooklyn
. . . Mabel Fonda (Juggling Fonda's)
here . . . The Buster (Fenway Thea-
tre) Holts to Boston, Mass. . . . Marie
Bianchi's mother here from N. Y; C.

, , CapU Herbert (high-diver)

Swift, here ... Monty Fisher, Russ
Kelly, Johnny Highland to Saratoga.

Stanley (N.Y. Daily News) Brown,
here- for a mess of ozoning and
rest-up routine, Winged here with
M. G. McEvilly (Picture Editor,

Daily News) via air-route.

Jimmy Highland (brother of

Johnny ) • back after a six month
tour abroad, takng over the theatri-

cal end of the St. Regis here.

Al Boerner, manager of the Av-
alon, Chicago after a three month
siege of ozoning here, now up and
around for thdse short downtown
exercises, boy should be okay soon.

Write to those whom you know In

Saranac and elsewhere that are sick.

• 15YEARSAG0 •
(fr<m» Varirt ttnd Clipper)

Warner Oland licked Pathe Ex-
change in a suit for $5,000 salary.

Had been set for two serials and
then let out. Court awarded full

sum, plus interest. Getting $1,000

a week then.

Extended rims were clogging
Broadway film schedules. Valen-
tino's 'Blood and Sand' ran three
weeks at Rivoli and then went to
the Rialto. Later had a run at
Loew's New York.

Hearst's Cosmopolitan fllms took
the N. Y, Criterion for a year.
Opened with 'When Knighthood Was
in Flower.'

Joe Schenck put Constance Tal-
madge's 'East is West' on the open
market and away from First Na-
tional. Pix cost $300,000 plus $90,-

000 to CJonnie for overtime.

Harry Rose, back from England,
shook the niteries for vaude, making
a nice opening at the 5th Ave.

Olsen and Johnson at the N. Y.
Palace and using almost everyone on
the bill to work in the act. William
Faversham was the headliner and
not so hot.

Klein Bros,, at the State, were on
at 8 and 10:15. First routine was
based on an audience walking in,

then switched to an audience walk-
ing out for the second show. Clicked
both ways. .

Warner Bros, touring an advertis-
ing truck from coast to coast. Loud-
speaker peddled sport results.

Famous Players reported a drop
of $1,000,000 in income, but the stock
bounced up to SOVz. Hit 95 the fol-
lowing week.

Vaude troupe was touring the
middlewest in trucks. Hailed as an
history-making stunt. Playing

, one
and two-nighters.

American Circus Corp, (Muggivan-
Ballard-Bowers) going after the in-

Cleveland, Aug; 24.

Hollenden's Vogue Room, only
downtown hotel spot to keep going
full blast during the dog-days, is in.

creasing the size of floor shows due
to influx of conventioneers.

Pierre and Temple, ballroom' danc-
ers, booked in for current fortnight,

following Major, Sharp and Minor.

New biU also composed of Charles
Carrar, juggler; Aurelia Colomo, Mex
singer; Jerry and Lita Marsh, song
team. Hugo de Paul's orch held over.

Construction of a new nitery and
cocktail room in rival Statler Hotel,
at estimated cost of $230,000, is cause
of general stepping up in activity.
Rumors persist that Ralph Hitz is

negotiating for Cleveland Hotel, with
plans of revamping its ultra-con-
servative dining room into a swank
dance and dine club. Garter Hotel
also has soine secret plans involving
its now closed Rainbow Room, but
not discussing them.
Harry Propper's Mayfair (jasino is

completely changing its set-up to
keep up with the threatened fall
competition. Nate Weisenberg, owner,
is tossing another $65,000 into a re-
modeling program that will trans-
form long lobby Into a Hawaiian
cocktail garden. Formerly the Ohio
legit theatre, it already has cost him
something in the neighborhood of
$200,000.

Blue-prints call for a Southern
sandwich stand in foyer besides a
30-foot bar; two new bandstands, one
for a Hawaiian orchestra, and a load
of coconut trees. Inside lobby to be
used as dining, and cocktail room.
Elaborate inside auditorium and
stage may be made into a Keno
emporium, if Weisenberg can get

the necessary okay.
Up to this season the spot has

tried without much success a jpol-

icy of high-priced name bands, stage

shows and heavy minimimi charges.

General idea now is to popularize it

with novelties and lower taxes.

More Units

Dallas, Aug. 24,

Jack Maggard and William Kent,

producers of the Casino Revue at

the Pan-Amer,icah Exposition here,

are preparing a couple of imits for

fall season.

door dates with a three-ring winter

show. Nut of $18,000 was too heavy
to assure continuous bookings. Show
took first money.

New Catholic Actors' chapel at

St. Mal'achy's church, N. Y., opened.

Still the actors' favorite.

Keith offifce flirting with amateui's

for the local appeal Angle. Latest

was amateur minstrels with two pro-

fessional end mein. Good for a

week in a spot. Once.

Ringling show had skipped Chi-

cago to beat Hagenbeck-Wallace to

the Coast, but Sells-Floto beat, the

Ringling trick to the dates.

Roadshows were asking an 80-20

split in the one-nighters, and smalt

managers couldn't see it.

WALSH and PARKER
Dresaed by

SIDNEY FISHER
75/77, Shaftesbury Avenue

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

AGENTS
Birthday. Everyday, Convalescent

Greeting Carda
In Boxed Aasortments

Very Liberal Commissions
Write for partlcnlnrs

DOROTHEA ANTEL
226 West 72nd St. New Vork. N. I.

VIRGINIA VAUGHAN
Just returned from o. Kuroppan tour playing all lending Theatres.

Kolels and Casinos

Xotv Apiteiii'lnK' at
rAVii.i.oN noxAV, vai.ley stream, i. i.

. , , rri^sentlnir Her Novelty MARIMBA DANCE . , .

AdcUegs: c|o Hollywood Restaurant, 48tli St, and Broadway, New York
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Night Club Reviews

FRENCH CASINO
('Folies Bergere')

(NEW YORK)
CHttoi-a C. Fischer production at French

'

Casino, in two parts. Staged by Jean Le
•

Sei-eux. Dances by Natalie Komarova;
' new music and arrangements, George Kom-

"cast: Lea Aurette, BU and Bll, Lino

Curenzlo, • Corlpne. Dormonde Bros., Irene

Helda, Herman Hyde & Co., Les Juvelys,

Tillyan. Danla and Malo, Ludenne and

Aflhour, Kctty Mara and Partner, Les Men-
ohlassl. Les Robenls. Rpberton, Germaine
Bot'er. Nlco Roschln, Carmen Torres, Pierre

and Fernand Spadacol; IC In chorus, 10
• manneaulns; Lou Breese and Buss Morgan's

orcbestrarf. Opened Aug. 20, 1037; minimum
chnrge, $2.B0 (table d'hote dinner); 5()c.

• extra 'location* charge for first three tiers;

drlnlts average 00-76c.; wine card, $8 to

, 12; premiere supper, $10 a bead.

The 'New Pblies Bergere' main-

lains the same, high parity previ-

ously established by the French

Casino on Broadway, and which has

made t h i s Jack Shapiro-Lou

Blumenthal-Chas. Haring-Clifford C.

Fischer ventxire the most successful

night club in the world. Fischer's

new 'Folies Bergere,' reopening the

F. C. after a periodic summer shut-

. down, takes this Times Square land-

mark into the third year of its

heavy money-making "-stride arid

bids fair to equal or top previous

grosses. It's certainly head and
• shoulders .above anything, in the

form of nitery divertissement, to be

had with a $2.50 table d'hote dinner.

That the $2.50 charge isn't to be
misinterpreted, the average tariff

. per person is more nearly $5, what
with the drinks or another 50c per
head for the down-front 'location'
charge, embracing the first three
rows.
As a show, in the French Casino

tavalcade, the 'New Folies Bergere'
perhaps excels past efforts along
comedy and' novelty lines. As splen-
diferous • and lavish as in the past,
iwhere splash of color always ob-
tained, there is a lighter touch
.throughout this revue. And it's a
corking idea not to overwhelm the
auditor with too much spec. There

. is more novelty vaudeville than in
the past and the girls are even a
shade better lookers^ This' time
Fischer has captured all the in-
gredients, and notably through
Ketty Mara and Partner (New
Acts), the Dormonde Bros,, Lucienne
and Ashour (New Acts) and Les
Juvelys (New Acts).

All these, with exception of Hyde,
fall in the first half so that the sec-
ond portion suffers in comparison.
iThat first half with its wealth of
comedy, novelty, spec and talent is
really too tough to follow. To the
degree, therefore, that Bil & Bil,
panto acrobats, allotted the next-
to-shut groove don't get over. An
obvipus improvement would be to
put Hyde in the ace groove, with his
breakaway bass viol, and advance
the Bil Bros.

In Sequence, Lino Carenzio m.c.'s
the opening Illusions of Paris. That's
typical of the 'Folies Bergere'
parade of beauts and the various
conceits. The Illusion- of Dancing,
the Flower Illusion, the Naughty
Illusion, etc., come forward. Corinne
is the

.
stripper, but the nude stuff is

limited and very tastefully done via
novelty loin-cloths and bras to

,

shield the figure.
Ketty Mara and Partner (New

Adts), with a very clever monkey
psrd, is a novelty sock up early in
ihe show. The chimp , is an extra-
ordinary clever worker; doing acro-
'batics, lifts and holds, although Miss
Mara tees off her stuff in solo
rashion, as if she Were doing con-
iwntial acrobatic terps. She does
that portion of it quite well.
Malo with his partners Lilyan &

Dania keynote the 'For a Man' num-
ber, wherein the lookers parade in
wont of Malo. This calls for a

• lashion parade, and segues into a
xerpsichorean-pugilistic conceit be-
tween the two gals, fighting over
'i^iaio, set in a miniature prize-ring
ndan is a nice personality.
,. Les Juvelys (New Acts) do amaz-
ing teeter-board balancing and acro-
'oatics, plus head-to-head balancing
on oversized rubber balls that gasp
the customers.

«
J"^®

, Bros, with their
highlight the bourse

number. This is a standard vaude-
ville act, novelty of which is the

^iri^i^ .'"^'i"^'^ which the comedy
cyclist cuts corners. A pseudo-cycle

A-^ 7 game is another highlight.

>ri^^! ^xl^^? ^^^^ finales the first

etc Th^.l^® ^^^^^ grisettes, gigolos,

rm,'t;Ji^ ^1 a clever lamppost dance
routine, and the finale by Lucienne& Ashour (New Acts) takes the first

ApSche hSce:^"'^^^'
^^^^ ''"^'^^

.,^11 through the first half, the ex-

^ril"*Jl^^.^.S^y«"x staging andMme. Natalie Komarova's choreog-
i^aphy assert themselves (1) onlempo and speed, (2) general
brevity, so as to hold it down to a
snappy 50 minutes, and (3) a color-

• lui. rhumba-rhythmed tempo in the
terp motif. Irene Helda, Nice Ros-
chin, the Robenis and Roberton all
stand out in this portion in important

Skeered

Last winter the French Casino
(N. Y.) had a big bird nuihber
in its revue and the manage-
ment sent out 20 canaries to

the N, Y. nitery critics. The
current new show has a mon-
key number and the scribes

.were similarly gifted With a pet
squirrel-monkey.
Latter gave the newspaper-

,

men so much trouble through
escapes and recaptures (it iipset

the N. Y. Times' staid atmos-
phere for a full half hour) that

the boys are wishing Cliff

Fischer doesn't decide to put on
an elephant number and give

away behemoths to the news-
papermen.

contributions although getting fuller

opportunities later on.

Lino Carenzio and Corinne, latter

featured in a solo dance opportunity,
tee oft 'Bird in the Night,' which
resumes 'the second part. Thence
into Herman Hyde's socko comedy
interlude. Hyde, like a couple of the
other acts, is American and not
Frenchy, although the general at-

mosphere is Continental. Still, it

pars the traditional 'Folies Bergere'
cavalcade' of international novelties
from all lands.

'Algeria', is the big spec of the
second portion with Gtermaine
Roger doing a fine prima donna job,
straightened by Lino Carenzio as the
gigolo. All the color of Mohamed-
land is deftly compressed into this
fiash sequence—^the sheiks, snake
charmer, acrobats, jugglers, slave
merchants, .carpet sellers, dancing
girls, camels, etc.

Instead of the fore- and hind-legs
of the traditional stage-donkey, this
time Les Menchiassi do a comedy
camel, including a bit of climbing
into the audience and pseudo-searing
of the ringsiders. Nico Rbschin with
an eccentric dance; 'The Robenis as
the Arab familj^of pyramid-builders
and jumpers, and the Juvelys stand
out in this sequence.

Bil and Bil let it down with their
trite^lifts and holds, chiefly negated
because of the spot. The spec finale
is 'The Nobility of France,' with a
prop crowri utilized on each per
former as a cue for applause in the
stand-out bits. The combined Lou
Breese and Russ Morgan orchestras
also come in for the 'crowning,' and
incidentally the Breese boys, did a
yeoman job playing for the revue.
They further color the presentation
throughout by changing to .charac'
teristic headpieces, with each new
number; thus a fez for Algiers, a
characteristic rue de Lappe head
gear for the Apache number, etc.

Departure for the French Casino
series to date was the spontaneous
audience calling for Fischer to come
on for a bow. He in turn brought
on Le Seyeux and Mme. Komarova
for bends, another departure,

It's no great trade secret by now,
of course, that this niew Fischer
show went out of its way for values,
in view of the early advent of the
new International Casino, also in
Times Square. That must mean a
nite life battle of course, for the
first few weeks anyway, until both
find their level, with the I. C. in
vading the F. C. field, with similarly
patterned cabaret-theatre revues.
As part of this scheme of things

the French Casino management re-
claimed the 'Folies Bergere' title,

paying, a royalty for it, in view of
the fact that Jacques Charles (of

the Folies Bergeres, Paris) anc
Pierre Sandrini (Bal Tabarin, Paris)
are being ballyhobed as staging the
new International revue. Abel.

HIRST'S UNION TIFF

DELAYS TROC, PHILLY

Trocadero, Philly, .skedded for

opening last Saturday (21) did not

ring up due to reported union

trouble between Izzy Hirst, house

operator, and local stagehands and

musicians' union anent Hirst's change

of operating policy for house.

Last season the Troc played bur-
escjue on two shows daily sked and
it is understood that deal between

,

Hirst and unions for house were on
that basis. This season Hirst wants
to install a grind policy of four or
five shows a day and the unions want
a new scale on that new basis.

Despite Hirst's idea to drop btir-

! esque classification all around, Max
Wilner, operator of the Shubert,
Philly, will carry burlesque classifi-

cation on shows and will reopen
louse Sept. 3, alternating shows be-
tween Quaker City and Apollo, N. Y.,

which 'Wilner also operates with
Emmett J. Callahan.

Meadowbrook Club
(ST. LOUIS)

St. Louis, Aug. 21.

Meadowbrook Country Club Is

situated a few miles from corporate
limits of St. Louis. A combo nite

club, eating place and gentlemen's
club, Meadowbrook is spotted on a
120-acre tract where a championship
golf course and a swimming pool are
available for use by members and
their guests. Scenic beauty of place

is uhequaled by any other exclusive
country clubs hereabouts and sets

off a terraced veranda seating 1,200

persons. Inclement weather cannot
mar festivities as sufficient room can
be found beneath porch, protected
by screens and awnings, to take care
of those who utilize terrace in fair

weather.
In front of terrace is a circular

sunken dance floor illuminated by
vari-colored lights imbedded in side

of floor and powerful lights placed
on roof of veranda supply illumina-
tion for acts on floor and band which
performs under a brightly colorec

canopy. It's a swank outdoor spot
lor St. Louis or any other man's
town, catering to class element with
name bands drawing young and old
for an evening of recreation, enter
tainment and good food.
Advent of "William Berberich

wealthy owner of a fleet of trucks

Name Act Famine

^Big Apple's' N, Y. Preem

At Swank Rainbow Room

The snooty Rainbow Room—of all

places— was the debut scene of 'the

jig apple' into the New York con-

sciousness.

Managing director John Roy took
up the challenge of a newspajwrman
that the Rockefeller nitery was the
one place this new combination
!Lindyhop-shag-squaredance-Charles-
tori-and-what-have-you would not be
staged. Roy decided to fool 'em and
got Arthur Murray to coach a group
of his instructors in the new terp
routine so thai it might be presented
here.

Gae Foster, stager at the Roxy,
N. Y., attended the finals of the
'Big Apple' contest for the North
and South Carolina championship in

Columbia, S. C.
.

Miss Foster tagged the winners and
five other competing couples. They
will be brought north to do their
stomping in the Roxy stage show
week of Sept. 3.

Rising Labor Costs

Worrying Nitery Ops
'The thing <that's gonria kill us

all off is labor,' is the cry of the

N. Y. niteries right now.
Rising labor costs in a business

which calls for a multiplicity of

manpower is scaring off the nite

club managements. They've been
accustomed to passing on much of

the costs—notably on service, etc.

—

to. the public, via the tipping sys-

tem, but now the demands for a

basic minimum labor fee adds up
into sizable totals.

MASON CITY, lA., GETS

1ST VAUDE IN 10 YRS.

Mason City, la., Aug. 24.

Cecil theatre will offer stage

shows after a lapse of 10 years. Tom.
Arthur, manager of the Cecil will

relight house .\ug. 28 with 'Passing

Parade,' an Ernie Young unit com-
prising cast and chorus of 60. He
has also booked another Young pro-

duction 'Cavalcade of Hits' to follow

in and will use audience reaction to

these as a barometer as to whether
town, wants stage shows or not.

The box office take will be the

acid test.

(Continued from page" 1)

Nitery Placements

Connor-Blake Orch, Kay Gregory,
Connie Conrad and Al Hurt to
Blossom Heath,- Oklahoma City.

Dale Winthrop, Versailles, N. Y.
Ruth Russell, "Village Brewery,

N. Y. •

Charles and Charlotte Lamberton,
dancers; Murray's Tuckahoe, N. Y.

Bette Carter, singer; Betty Wil'
liams, singer; "Virginia Dare, dan
cer; -Half Moon hotel. Coney Island,
N. Y.
Three Peppers, Hickory House,

N. Y.
Jack Russell, singer; Muriel Lane,

singer, Ben Riley's Arrowhead Inn,
Riverdale, N. Y.
Phil Brito, singer, Mount Royal

hotel, Montreal.
Henny Youngman, Gypsy Lee, ad

cordionist; Surfside, Long Beach,
L. I., N. Y.
Ruth Daye, dancer, Paradise, N.Y.
Ginger Sutton, dancer. Bob Lee,

m.c; Wivel, N. Y.

three years ago began rise of Mead-
owbrook as pop place in this area
Club and facilities are restricted

to members until 7 p.m., when pub
lie is admitted. Meadowbrook has a
75c. cover charge for every night ex
cept Saturday, when charge is tilted

to $1. Cuisine is of best and $2 din-
ners are popular.
Through tieup with radio station

KSD bands are aired twice nightly
from 9:45 to 10 and from 11 to 11:30.

Show caught 'Wednesday (18) con
sisted of two acts, Burt and King,
novelty dance team, and Jeanne
Goodner, tap and acrobatic dancer
Individuals in. Ted 'Weems' orch

supply balance of entertainment that
satisfies customers 100%. Miss Good-
ney, a brunette looker, opened show,
doing a tap routine that was only
fair but returning later for a fine

acrobatic dance. Perry Como, bari-
tone soloist, warbled three numbers
that clicked. Elmo Tanner, whistler,
is much above average of this class

of entertainers but it remained for
Red Ingle, violinist, to cop biggest
hand of the orch performers.
He and two pals did several com-

edy songs. Burt and King gave
swell interpretative 'Dancie of the
Cobra,' a combo of ballroom and
rhumba. Burt is a well built, per-
sonable young man. Miss King is a
peachy looking blonde. After a
change that enables Miss Goodner to

do her second number and Ingle to

score with his 'Phantom on the E
String,' a swell nonsense bit played
on one violin string, Burt and King
come back for theit 'Parisian Tango'
routine that socked. Sahu.

N. Y. NITERIES SET FOR

LEGION CONVENTION

"With the American Legion con-

vention in New York starting next
week, the niteries, theatres, etc., look

to the usual boom attendant to such
sizeable infiux of visitors.

The N. Y. cops and other more
conservative agencies, including the

hotels which benefit from the advent
of the Legionnaires, are not so en-

thusiastic, knowing that sometimes
such whoop-de-doos turn into a

shambles.

Showmanship
<Continued from page 43)

line on the copy, all of which is

retailer-plug stuff.

Audience going into the audi-
torium gets a stick of Wrigley's
guin, and told it's to relax 'em, so

they can listen properly. After the
program, on the way out, each per-
son is handed a printed copy of that

night's commercial, suitable for
framing.

• Show Is Columbia, with origina-
tion at WBBM here.

Rice Giveaway
San Antonio.

KMAC had another treat day on
Aug. 14. Every person calling the
station between 10 and 12 noon, and
between 4 and 6 p.m., was given
free a package of 'Uncle Ben's
Plantation Rice.' Over 1,000 phone
calls were completed, according to
Station Manager Howard Davis.

Swim Meet 'Cast

St. Joseph, Mo.
KFEQ broadcast' ^'"a' atroke-by-

stroke description of - the Missouri
Valley A.A.U. swimming tourney
held here early last week.
Remote pickup was made from

side of pool in Which meet was held.
Prentiss Mooney, hews-commentator
on WFE<D for St. Joseph News-Press
palavered the acquatics.

Details Costs
Chicago.

Spector-Goodman here, represent-
ing WCFL's 'Top o' the Morning*
two-hour daily early morning period,
using a one-sheet to plug the show,
include in it information as to how
time is parceled out into 14 individu-
ally sponsored one-minute periods,
giving price and merchandising tie-

ups.
In comparing the cost ($193.60 for

14 one-minute periods), plugger
gives relative amounts to be had for
that money on "WEBM or "WGN, then
admits that no time is available on
either of those stations, but there is

on "WCFL. Price quoted includes
everything: timfe, talent, and awards.
Program is in the hands of Ed. F.

Roche who brought idea here from
the Coast. As a whole, it gives 15
tickets a day-to Balaban & Katz the-
atres, and two weekly prizes of 13-

day all-expense trips to Miami
through an 'Embarrassing Moments'
contest, sans box-tops or proofs of
sale tie-ups. Agency is also using
Saturday and Sunday display ads in
five Chicago dailies, and a minimum
of 40 billboards to plug the show.
Talent used is transcribed, except for
Bob Hawk, local favorite, who acts
as m. c. Only stipulation as-to ac-
counts is thiat they be non-competi-
tive.

Tucker, Belle Baker and numerous
others traditionally good for a once-
around in theatres that could stand
top bracket salaries are no longer
available either through being lucra-
tively occupied In radio and on pix,
or else are no longer interested in
the p a. dates because of the hard
work, or because the extra coin al-

legedly means 'working for Uncle
Sam,' because of the high tax
brackets.

Hun£:ry for Attractions

Last week John J. Friedl was in

New York following an unsuccessful
talent quest in Chicago in hope o(
lining up some strong . b.o. attrac*

,

tions for the Orpheum, Minneapolis,
and others of the Publix Northwest
Circuit, of which he is general man.»
ager. He landed Rudy Vallee for
the Orph opening Aug. 27. He was
particularly anxious to set a strong
name show lor State Fair 'Week
starting in Minneapolis Sept. 4,

finally deciding on Duke Ellington
and band.
That there's plenty of money,

around for acts is xurther accentu-
ated in a report that motor car
manufacturers in Detroit are pre-
pared to spend upwards of $100,000

for entertainment during special

dealer showings in Detroit,

Ray Gorreil, of Delbrldge-Gorrell
Agency, Detroit, who will boolc

shows for the auto men, is in New

.

York this week trying to align name
shows. So far he hasn't made much,
headway.
The excess Income angle wherein

top bracket salares in radio and pix
would have to give the Government
a sizable slice of the extra money
earned on p.a:'s has much to tlo with
the reluctance by the big money,
boys and girls to give vaude a tum-
ble now. But whatever the reason,

name acts just won't be bothered
about or with vaude any more.

Hypos Salaries

One cheery outlook for the estab-

lished vaude performer this season

is a tilt in salary. Acts with reps

for bracing a bill, even though
lacking as b.o. bait, are asking and
getting tilts of 25-30%.
With both .circuit and Indie book"*

ers getting furrowed foreheads be-

cause of the increasing paucity - of

standard, established and effective

acts, those turns with strong show
reputations are so In demand they

are able to gain sizeable tilts over
last season's stipend.

As an instance, Ina Ray Button's

all-gal orch is getting (and won't
take less than) $4,000 a week this

season as against $3,000 of last year;

Three Stooges $1,750 against $1,500;

Ross "Wyse, Jr., $450 against $375;

Paul Gerrits $750 against $400; Tip,

Top and Toe $650 against $450; Eddie
Rio and Rio Bros. $750 against $600;

Three Sailors $1,200 against $850.

Henny Youngman could have been
had last winter for $200; this season

he's upped to $1,000 net. Red Skel-

ton, distinctly a vaude 'find' of last

winter, has gone up to $1,000 from
$300.

And so It Is with flock of other

grooved-in acts that vaudfllm man-
agers have found can entertain 'em.

They don't really need names, man-
agers finding ability of true vaude
genre difficult enough to get.

Oddly, flash acts aren't generally
getting the salary tilts other types
of acts are. Several seasons ago
flashes inched their way up to what
is a pretty good level for vaude
these times, and due to the not over-
crowded field have maintained it. A
good flash of four or flye people can
get $1,000 a stanza regularly in

vaude. These acts can work pretty
regularly during the winter, and in
hot months either work In niteries

as a unit or split up into teams and
singles lor cafe specialty turns.

Strand, B'klyn, M|y

Add Vaude S«pt. 2

'Warner Bros. Is considering a
policy of stage bands, with acts, for

the Strand, Brooklyn.
'While tentative date set for stage

shows is Sept- 2, it may be post-
poned, negotiations meantime being
on with the unions to see what ar-
rangements can be made on musi-
cians and stage hands. Meantime,
also, there has been no decision as to

what the box office scale with stage

shows would be. House has for

several years been playing double
features at a 40c. top. It never had
stage shows.
Talent would be. booked by the

'Warner booking office.



VARIETY

MUSIC HALL, N. Y.
Motif is French in the Music- HaU

stage this week, carrying all the

way through from the 'Gems from

Gounod' orchestra selection to the

finale by the Rockettes, one of the

precision numbers from which that

Paris ^Exposition audience probably

hasm't yet recovered. It seems to be

France's week in New York show
business, with the French Casmo
opening its new show, 'Emile Zola

(WB) being biographedat the Holly-

wood and the Paris stylists gettmg

a bxeak in 'Vogues of 1938' (UA) at

the Music Hall. Vive la France, or

something.

Despite the effectiveness of 4he

spectacle portion of this Music Hall

show, it's an old fashioned Punch
and Judy turn that cops major en-

thusiasm. Tommy Trent is the lad

pulling the strings and the flipst por-

tion of the act is the same old Punch
and Judy business. If there were
any doubt about the derivation of

Piinch, this version ot the familiar

routhie would dispell it. Punch is

his old chilM>n-fihe-shonlder self,

just as slug-dipi)y as ever andjust
jB able to take it. F<a » flash, Trent

comes from behind scefiery to dangle

a Negro puppet through * truckm
routine, with a neiat ending in a

purple fluorescent spot which shows
(mly the puppet. Best hand of the

show.
After medley of Gounod selections,

show opens with an old-world min-
uet by the Music Hall baUet, against

a handsome garden set Effect is

decorative, solfr weakness l>eing

slightly garish color contrasts of the

costumes. With the stage still loaded
with dancers, Margarita Silva trills

a song, with the customary flute ac-

companiment.
^

Titans, balance gymnasts, on next
and hold attention for nine minutes
with extraordinarily designed and
executed lifts. Stuff is .done much
more slowly than most teams, the

three lads thereby adding plenty, to

the shQwmahsI^ip of the act. Much
of it really tough. Nice hand.
Locale shifts to French Algiers

for next turn, the Glee Club offering

an effective number as members of

the Foreign Legion at a desert fort-

ress. Handsomely staged and capably
handled. Musical arrangeinent high-
lights the act.

Bockettes, on last with a crowded
stage, finale a Martinique number
marked by extremely tasteful stage
design and costuming. Color conr
trasts are vivid and complimentary,
whUe the enseinble grouping is ex-
gertty • arranged. Rockettes are in

lackface as Martinique native girls,

with costumes accenting the reds
and yellows. Routine consists of
complicated formations. -first, then
the usual long line, with precision
kicks and gyrations. Fine hand for

the finale, as usual.
Film is 'Vogues of 1938*. (UA)

busine^ near capacity Fridav (19)
night. Hobe.
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tion of a Tammany hall heeler, a
Hebe pants salesman and a Greek
lunchstand operator, bellows an en-
tertaining soap box ballyhoo. His
husky voice and animated delivery

packed much entertainment,, even if

a greater portion of his speech was
punctuated with puns, and slightly

off color yarns. His affable per-

sonality helped considerably.
House is minus revue trimmings,

such as tried out last month. Line
of girls and production numbers
abandoned in favor of more potent,

entertainment features.

Pic is 'Super Sleuth' (RKO),
Gttss.

MOGADOR PARIS
Paris, Aug. 13.

Vnude-revue In two acta (30 scenes) pro-

duced by Mitty Ooldln; dances by Leslie

EnrI and Carlos Mnchndo; costumes, Max
Weldy; orchestra direction, l^red Mele» At
MoRivdor, l'*arl8.

Orpheundiy Salt Lake
Salt Lake City, Aug. 22.

By Woodbury, band leader and
m.c. dominates current footlight fare

here. Fotir other acts shaped up
okay, but so far as genuine entertain

ment is concerned, band dished up
the socko variety.
AH acts work in front of Wood

bury's outfit. During the entire bill,

Woodbury, a personable home town
young man, does some unobtrusive
m.c.'ing.

Despite fact that the band is billed
next to shut, the outfit, numbering
13 cleffers, staged a unique 10 min-
ute act built along' the King Cole
nursery rhymes idea.
Novelty arias contributed by a vig-

orous chorus of eight bandmen
which stirs deserved audience en-
thusiasm. Number ends in fast

• tempo with entire ensemble swing-
ingly engaged in a hot rendition of
the Cole chanteys, coupled with sub-
stantial pipe workouts. Backdrop,
incidentally, blends in with idea of
stage numbers.

First of acts, Is Prince and Prin
cess Selaiidia, billed as azure
blooded hoofers from the lands of
the f.iords and kippered herring.
Scandinavians, working in faultless-
ly formal clothes, present not-too-
original standard ballroom terp steps
to the tune of Blue Danube waltz.
Latter portion of their act clicks,,

however. It is four variations of the
tango as danced in London, Paris,
Berlin and New York City, In each
of their impressions, pair don meag-
er accoutrement to enhance their
rendition.
Emery Epperson, band, fiddler,

takes a bow next It's a house pol-
icy to introduce some member of the
band weekly. Violinist registers
with 'Fiddlin' the J'iddle.'

Third in line is Manning and
Mitzi. Latter is a cute black-and-
white fox terrier, whose assortment
of imitations wins hearty plaudits.

It's a unique act, with Manning serv-

ing as stooge for the pup, who. like

his master, wears a full dress suit,

fastened with a zipper. Dog's chores
simulating a drunk garnered plenty
of oalm pats. Manning gives his

doc a rest while he taps.

Bob Blackner, billed as a 'Cowboy
' Tonov' appears in a

.
candy suit,

warbling a, couple of stiffly posed
ditt'cs. His first, 'Koad to Manda-
lav, lacked vitality, and his 'Home
on the Range' was minus the appeal

of the rolling plateaus.
Senator Murphy, hoke politician,

whose dialectic delivery is a concQC

CAPITOL, WASH.
Washington, Aug. 22.

Five years of staging annual all-

local revues has made,annual splurge

quite an event and this year's 'Go-

ing Native' is no exception. Gene

Ford,- who has produced all five and

-moved in as house director four

years ago, has shot the works <>n

this edition, even lising some of his

own tunes, before leaving next

month for New York and job on

coast with MG. Show is dedicated

to him in swank four-page program

handed out to customers.

Cast of 60 is short on sock talent,

but array of ams and, cream . of

crowd working private clubs and

small niteries is good enough to get

by without any excuses.

Although .Gordon Hittenmark, Cap
NBC spieler, gets top billing, he isn't

used as m.c, announcements being
made yia pit mike by non-entity,

Plan speeds up show plenty. Also
way tsdent is worked into numbers
and smart transitions from one
stunt into the next make for un
usually smooth show.
Outstanding is Dick Leslie, 19

year-old impersonator. Kid bounces
out alone to work front mike in
one, opening with sign-off of hick
radio bit about station RSVP. Cioes
into scrap in Hollywood cafe in

volving (Charlie Chan, Ned Sparks,
W. C. Fields, getting off to Sock
hand with Joe Penner. Granting
he only does four minutes and it

represented his best, it was done
without props of any kind and he
held 'em without a lapse.

' Other standouts are Joe and Earl-
ine King, one-armed ventriloquist
using radio audition as setting for
gags with dummy and pretty girl

with pleasing soprano; Ward Duval,
accordionist who 4id nice bacitoning
of 'Gypsy Love Song'; Claire
Gregorie, blonde warbler who lec

opening a la Alice Faye; Mary Janes
Zernia and Lee. O'Neill, each given
a. chance

,
for a standard but. good

tap routine; and Jack McCalley<
chalk artist who does two palm-
tree scenes without opportunity to
demonstrate whether he has the
other requisites.
Hittenmark is introduced via com-

edy ditty, sung by tapping trio with
blackouts in background, kidding
three ace morning radio chatterers.

He. confines himself to pleasing
how-do-you-do and presentation' of
Helen Greene, Miss Washington of
1927, who smiles, gags a bit with
Hittenmark and goes into satisfac-

tory rendition of 'Sweet Sue' and
'Dinah.',

•Washboard Blues,' sextette of
colored rhythmaniacs, rip off a
couple of fast numbers with kazoos,
washboard, etc., getting oke hand
but they were in last year and the
novelty has -'Worn off.

Three numbers, in which dance
director Harry Crosley shows 16
hoofers off, to.,surprising advantage,
used 'Getting the Hot Foot' toe
tickling rhy'thmi piece written by
Ford and Elwbod Wilson, house
saxophonist; 'Venetian Skies' and
'Rain and Sunshine,' burnable ditties

by Ford, First gives girls chance
for smart precision work, second
uses George Washington University
Vocal Ensemble in bal masque scene
and features Rae Russell in toe
dance, and third brings on Vera
Miller, toe-tapper, Cody O'Neill and
Coke Homon, comedy hoofers, Hallie
Mae Reed and Edgar Talley, straight
singers, and entire company which
finishes against lighted waterfall
background.

Pic is 'Wee Willie Winkie' (20th)
and biz nice. Craig.

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
It's hot in New York and news is

dead around the world. At the Em-
bassy, .N.Y., there isn't much news
to be seen via the screen, but it's

cool and, at two-bits a throw there
are perhaps enough customers avail-
able no matter what.

Starts, off like as if it's going to
be. exciting, with the Chinese War
headlined. But only a couple of
mild shots via News of Day and
Par, both claiming to be exclusive
although almost duplicates. Movie-
tone and Par give Spain a once-over
lightly, N of D shows FDR making
speech and the important shots of
the day are over. From then on,
it's strictly filler.

As to the showing by the various
companies. Fox Movietone leads with
11. U, Pathe and Par tie for second
with seven each and News of Day
only shows up three times. Kauf.

Goddin again proves he knows just

how much to put into a show to

make it stand up. This one has only

one outstanding item, its star, Mis-

tinguett. Backing her up are a group

of artists well enough known to

draw, but only a few of whom may
be classed in the top category.

Although the first part of the show
is really straight variety, the acts

are presented in a fashion that fits

in with the second half. Use of ia

line of Blue Bell Girls and the Mo-
gador Ladies add smoothness to this

part. Girls do' little dancing, but

costumes and looks are o. k. . Top-
ping this first section are Drean, Mar-
seille comedian, and Cirj Rimac's
C!uban Muchachps.
Opening is noisy, with too many

people oh the stage. What is in-
tended to be a lively send-off falls

flat. Atlas Troui^ comes on at the
end of the opehing song. Their acro-
batics over only fairly; too slow and
hampered by lack of room.
Stetson follows, to click again with

his top-hat and cigar box juggling.
Last time seen, a few months ago,
his act was a bit shaky and the com-
edy was spotty. No changes have
been made, it is just done in a more
professional manner now. Symphony
in Blue opens with parading by the
Mogador Ladies and a few simple
steps by the Blue Bell Girls. This is

topped by the fast and limber step
dancing of Carlos Machado.
King Kong Perdue' and troupe are

next. • Giant's lighted cigarette swal
lowing in the midst of ' tossing his
pai'tner around, goes well.
Followed by. another American act,

Frank Libuse, whose piano antics
brought him the best hand in the
first half. Following is the Mar'
seillaise accent of Drean. Like most
French comedians, he sings almost
tuneless scmgs and tells stories. Lat-
ter is bis specialty, and his yarns
don't fail- to please.
Ciro Rimac's band is used for the

last part of the first division. . Cuban
rhythm he turns out is nothing less
than torrid. Rimac's son, Charlie
Boy, three girls, Latin American
dancers, and the singer Marguerite
Jade all get a good share of hand-
slapping with the band. Windup, with
all the troupe on, is again more
noisy than necessary.
Second half starts more smoothly

than the first but has the same fault
at the end—anticlimax. Stage is

filled islowly and in varying manners
o build up to the first appearance of
Mistinguett. Curtain opens on An-
dre Zibral, Al Kremer, (ieorges Lam-
bros, Leo Kok and Bobby Vaisberg,
who sing the praises of Miss. Five
groups of girls enter, each singing a
different song dressed to fit their
:unes, led by Jeanine Baran, Mar-
guerite Jade. Siizy Delaire. Suzanne
Kelian and Sabine Earl. Mistinguett
then enters, and from there on the
show is hers.
Her personsility is absolutely

unique. In all her nine appearances
there is only one time she does not
stand out. She commands the eye
almost every second she is on the
stage. Her voice has grown a little

more husky than befits ieven a husky
voiced singer, but she is more than
ever a showman. She is a showman
of the kind the French like; she
knows what her audiences want and
she gives it to them.
Outstanding is the scene 'Alone.'

Here Miss is the discarded mistress,
shunned by her former lover as he
enters a night club with another
woman. Revolving stage is used, to

show scenes as she is picked up by
a Dasserb.y and enters the cabaret
with him. Fight is the outcome when
the two men meet, and her lover is

killed. She returns to the street to

go into the French version of the
song 'Alone.' Georges Lambros joins
her for a duet, which, scores heavily.
In another scene Miss does one

number in En?lisji, 'My Darling, I

Love You,' with the aid of Leo Kok.
Al Kremer and tleorges Lambros.
. Andre Zibral's scene with Miss,
close to the end of the show, gets
the best reception. He takes the stage
alone and gives, a series of imita-
tions of Chevalier in his lone chore
at the Casino de Paris. They are all

tops. Last is Chevalier's w. k. bum
.song, during which Mistinguett joins
him. They sing together, exchange
clever patter and go into another
song with Miss doing some fairly raw
dancing.

Capella and Veronique are sDotted
twice in the last half. Both are
smooth dancers and their ballroom
numbers go over well. Bbbbv Vais-
berg. moppet singer; gets a fair hand
for his only solo. His voice is o. k.
but there isn't enough of it. Geo.
Dorlis is the only other single in the
second part. He does some number
one comedy on the origin of various
dances, which is liked.
Windup of show is a letdown; last

scene is too short after the long
stand of Dibral and Miss, Attempt
to get house to sing, stunt which ha."!

been tried in several revues here of
late, falls fiat.

.- Although Goldln opened In mid
summer with a tough fight ahead to

get back what the house cost him, he-

has a show which should help him
win, if anything will. Mistinguett

on the marquee should mean some-
thing to the tourists and, since prices

are a notch lower than other big re-

vues in town, it should pull well

enough among the foreigners and
provincials to hold up until vacation

time is over in Paris. After that the

going should be easy. Hugo.

PALACE, CHI
Chicago, Aug. 21.

Probably the time will never come
when the public realizes that it's

the Slim Timblins, the Barto and

Manns, the Adele Nelsons, -vvho make
real entertainment, .and not Fluff

Nosegay, arrested last week for

socking her mother, or Jerome Hair-

waver, coal miner turned picture
star. If they did realize it, the crowd
trying to g6t into the Palace this

week would break the doors down.
Nobody's eight or ten lengths

ahead of the rest. Ifs about even, all

the way, and swell variety enter-
tainment, satisfying 'in every respect.
Adele Nelson's dancing elephants

get first crack at the audience, and
it's a telling, sock. Three elephants,
well powdered and with red
enameled toe-ttails, go through a
beautifully paced routine of tricks,

not only the regular stuff, but class

dancing—black bottoms, waltzes,
Charlestons, and a fan routine.
Then, to finish, a ball-game which
is tops.' Details are all in, from
pitcher-catcher conference to the
slide for base. Stuff for the kiddies,
but papa and mama'll fight to see
who takes *em. . .

In the deuce spot is Cass Daley.
Sftie whams a click buncb of .blues
right into the back row. Plenty good
in voice and stage presence.
Slim Timblin is third. The preach-

er and the wedding in blackface.
Still up-to-date, and still worth big
billing.

Barto and Mann in fourth and
doing, right well with their hoofing
and rough-housing. No need to
change anything. It clicks.

Helen Denizon and her American
Rockets are the flash act. And plenty
flashy.. Miss Denizon, herself, does
only one number, a toe thing, but,
in it, she pushes out enough charm
to make anybod«r applaud. Nice
work, nice smile, nice routine. The
Rockets are six boys and six girls.

They can and do dance. First is a
Hawaiian routine that rates a cup
for costuming and drill. Finale di-

vides 'em into groups for corking
adagio acrobatic work.
House capacity at first show Sat-

urday. Picture 'Love Uhder Fire'
(20th) , Loop.

ORIENTAL, CHI
Chicago, Aug 221

It isn't a vaudeville show accord-

ing to the strict interpretation of

vaude show line-ups, but it turns up
as one of the finest and most enter-

taining shows this house has pre-

sented iii many moons. And that the

public pays off on entertainment is

indicated from the capacity business.

They had been saying that maybe
the Oriental was washed up. But
that was only because business was
soggy; and business was fiabby only
because the shows weren't what the
public wanted. This week proves
that the Oriental or any other house
is as live as its current show. And
this show has plenty of life.
In the first place, for the bargain

seekers current line-up gives plenty.
Lou Holtz, Helen Morgan, and Lillian
Carmen came directly from the Chez
Paree where the minimum was $2.50
per for a peek. And here they got
'em for 25c,
Holtz works hard and well, run-

ning throughout the show as m.c.
and clown. Held the show together
and had it running along at a fine
clip. Still the ace story teller, he
was as effective with this two-bits
audience as he had been at the Chez,
and here he wisely steered clear of
overdoing the Bronx stuff. Ingratiat-
ing performer that puts any audience
at ease and makes 'em sit up and
eat out of. his hand
Miss Morgan is on towards the

end of the show perched on the
elevated piano. The tearful little ear-
ful has tied herself eternally to the
'Showboat' tunes. Whether that's
the wisest thing for Miss Morgan,
time will tell. She was a push-over
here, and could have stayed on all
night,

Lillian Carmen was the third Chez
Paree importation. Plenty of ener-
getic singing, with a fine, smooth de-
livery and excellent salesmanship.
Punches her songs over with pep
and persqnality. Went well with this
mob, and looks a cinch for any
audience.
Those Lorie. Bros, are recognized

by many in audience since their ap-
pearance in shorts and especially
'New Faces' flicker. Make a fine
novelty act that will satisfy any-
where with their Mexican instru-
mentalizing, singing and dancing.
Their half-pint size warms 'em to
any mob, no. matter how deadpan.
Dick Gary is only tapster and hoofer
on the bill, and was okay.

Picture was 'Mile From Heaven'
(20th) . Business capacity at the last
show on Friday. Gold.

FOX, DETROIT
Detroit, Aug. 22

. Eddy Duchin and his band are do
ing plenty to hypo gate receinta
here. Payees, and there were gobs
of 'em at early show Friday evenine
(20) , simply go nuts over everything
Duchin dishes out for 'em. Which
is plenty.

Show, set in a smooth garden ar-
rangement with nifty lighting ef,
fects, runs about 45 minutes. Be-
sides Duchin and band, there's Pa.
tricia Norman, rhythmic songster*
Stanley Worth, baritone; Three So-
phisticated Ladies, knockabout hoof,
ers; Mario and Floria, dance duo'
and Miriam Verne, tapster. .

'

While most of these turns would
be a Credit alone to anybody's bill
the show's still, all Duchin, with em-
phasis on the aU. Hands out set of
piano specialties which not only gar-
ner .constant applause, but virtually
has audience dancing in the aisles
Pianist likewise paces band through
several pop tunes, sock, and tops
off with a wow arrangement of
'Stormy Weather.' Combine these
with Duchin's Inimitable m.c.'ing
and ydu've got sock all the way.

'

Three Sophisticated Ladies, whose
nice appearance belies their zany
knockabouts, have the No. 4 spot
and do lot with it. Two brunets and
a- blond,, garbed in silvery gowns,
forced to beg off after swift ses-
sion of hoofing, acrobatics and non-
sense.

Patricia Norman, cute trick in
blue, is bought out by Duchin for
coupla truckin'-vocalizin' tunes
which set welL Could have stood
an encore.
Deucer is Miriam Verne, who' as a

tapper has plenty to recomniend her.
Appearance in yellow flimsy is val-
uable asset, and hoofing is plenty
smooth and deft Mario and Floria,
ballroom hoofers, have coupla nice
numbers, including a rumba which,
while good, doesn't vary enough
from .their ballroom turn. Pair
abounds in grace, however, and
should do okay almost anywhere
with a little more variety. .

In absence of Sam Jack Kaufman,
overture chores are in hands oi

Herschell Lieb, who sticks pit orch
through nifty rendition of 'Orphelus'
abetted by violin solo.
On screen, 'Love Under Fire'

(20th). Pete.

PALACE, CLEVELAND
Cleveland, Aug. 22.

Rather strangely spotted bill at

RKO Palace, which carelessly mixes
standard vaude acts and radio names,
and by doing so takes edge off one
of its topliners.
Red Norvo's orchestra is merely a

musical background, just stooging

for Mildred Bailey and the others.

It only does a coupla straight num-
bers. Perhaps that's just as well,

for localites never did go for Red's

lickety brand of swingcopation. Not
very flattering, however, is the fact

that band's routine is abruptly in-

terrupted by Vera .Fern and Radio
Ramblers doing repeats.
Former especially suffers from

spotting. A tall, willowy girl, she

opens bill in sUver sequined outlit

doing some satisfactory taps. Work
here is better than her last bow with

band, doing conventional kicks and

flips that only slow up the tempo.

Change in costume necessary, but

could be done more smoothly.
Ramblers, as deucers, wallop tna

bill mto high with sharply deliv-

ered impersonatiqns and belly-laugh

travesty. Trio's leader wins over

house by take-off of Voice of Ex-

perience, Boake Carter and operatic

bit which are familiar but mora
sure-fire than his Henry Armetta

satire. Later ,
with orchestra fol-

lowing femme dancer, they sell «

smart Foreign Legion skit emphati-

cally. Robust humor cops the loud-

est laughs. , ..^
Barr and Estes, on next, have tne

slickest turn of taps and eccentric

numbers uncorked here this sum-

mer. A refreshing quality to their

broken rhythms, with the lanky mal«

partner demonstrating that leg- twist-

ing soft-shoe steps can be more slyly

amusing and fascinating than tne

best of taps. Stub-holders wake up

to his comedy ability when he does

his 'how-I-learned-my-steps stunt.

Girl also a fast hoofer.
Stan Kavanaugh holds fourth spot

capably as ever. Repeats his slow-

timed ball and Indian club juggling

gags, which are as fixed as a poli-

ticians' campaign speeches, but mors

surelfire in catching ovations.

urday night reactions sounded as u
vniinscr spneration hadn't seen himyounger generation hadn
before. . . , u:-
After one blistering swing by n «

orchestra, Norvo executes some swe'i

xylophone pounding in swing tirne,

throwing in hot licks and breaKs.

Develops a fine build-up for Mildred

Bailey. Plumper than ever Put m
rare vocal form, all ber^ songs aie

of the hotcha variety with exception

of 'Gone With Wind.' Hoiise ex-

pected her to revive one of her o o

faves. like 'Rockin' Chair Blues, but

she didn't. cu«.,,f.
Vocalization of 'Stop. Your Shout

in" is co-headliners' liveliest duty*

•What'cha Going to Do?' coming next.

'Peckin' is old stuff by now, bu

Mildred makes it a smash again m
finale, helped by Red's and musi

cians' clowning. One set

throughout, but it's okay m

*"'l5vc Under Fire- (20th-Fox> N

pic; combination pleasing enough X|'

draw packed houses ovei- weel^cj"'

used
otoi'-
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LOEWS STATE, N.Y.
Temporarily, anyhow, this house

steals the swing thunder on Broad-

way from the Paramount. Chick

Webb's orch (New Acts), one of the

original interpolated-nrusic blasters,

plus Ella Fitzgerald (New Acts), a

top-flight colored songstress and

also quite a recording artist on her

own, form the major portion of the

State's current vaude show.

Also in the Webb act currently as

an added attraction is the eccentric

team of Chuck and Chuckles, colored

buck 'n' wing , comics whose dancing

and mugging are of an exceptionally

high order.

.

Webb orch, with the billed name
attending strictly to his specialty of

whamming the drums and cymbals,

comprises a standout audience sock.

Thursday night, the audience

wouldn't let them go, with the

buxom Miss Fitzgerald, who could

have goiie on and on, and Chuck arid

Chuckles coming in for a good meas-
ure of the approbation.
Rest of the State's show, down to

four acts this week because o2 the

band's running time, is standard.
Opener is Geynne, smooth magician
with a bag full of excellent tricks.

Deuce spot is held down by Brown
and Ames, mixed double-talk com-
edy team who scored high at this

catching, while Collins and Peter-
son, a steady repeater at this house,

are in next-to-closing. They more
than hold up the laugh average set

by the Brown and Ames. turn.

Pic is 'Easy Living* (Par) and biz

was good on a very hot night.
5ch'o,

STANLEY, PITTS.
Pittsburgh, Aug. 20.

This town will sign a blank check

for Ethel- Shiitta any time. Songs-

tress and spouse, George Olsen, with

bis band, ghare the marquee at the

Stanley this Week, but the show and
the house all hers by a mile. Olsen
brings her on at the close of an
otherwise pretty fair program and
applause at her entrance evidences
her strong personal following.
Contrast of the dynamic Miss

Shutta with the radio songsters who
freeze fast to the mike post stands
the house right on its collective ear.
She gives them six numbers, includ-
ing 'Lady Is a Tramp,' 'Head Tucked
Underneath Her Arm,' 'Ozarks Call-
ing Me Home,' one of her surefire
kid numbers, and 'Delovely.', She
quit leaving the customers pleading
for more.
Calgary Bros., also on the Stanley

bill, rate next to her in appeal. Boys
Aiake good fun in nostalgic panto-
mime stuff, including a 'slow motion'
routine that scores heavily.
The rest of the show is all Olsen,

the maestro presenting two other
singers, Edith Caldwell and Leighton
Noble, in brief spots and letting
band bear rest of the burden. Band
is high class stuff, smartly turned
out and smartly presented. The boys
are well trained in the typical,
smooth Olsen mariner and might be
sensational, on their own, but the
whole works is eclipsed by Miss
Shutta. The show runs just a little

more than 50 minutes.
Picture is 'Topper.' Dave. Biroudy's

pit orchestra is heard only enough
to satisfy the local's rules. Biz

• dandy.

TEATRO HISPANO
Latest attempt (third) as a vaud-

fllmer. does not give much promise
of lasting any longer than the others
when the theatre was the Cam-
poamor and later the Cervantes.
Current flesh entertainment does not
compare favorably with the pre-
ceding Cervantes lineup of fine
talent, so it stands even less chance
of staying unless reduced nut of
lesser entertainment helps.

J. G. del Pozo, maestro-producer-
manager, tried to please all the dif-
ferent elements in this polyglot
neighborhood with assorted talent of
Mexican, Argentine, Spanish, Cuban
and Puerto Rican performers, aided
by a Mex film 'Osos Hombres' in a
inore than three hour combined
fihow.
Show portion was not arranged

>yell and seemed unrehearsed. Na-
tive ^singing and dancing comprised
nearly whole show with exception
01 an American juggling act, Russell
and Duval and Luisito, funny comic.
.Mixture of blondes among the Latin
line girls probably included as a
lure. Latter outdo some of the solo
entertainers.
Impresario del Pozo handles the

inauspicious opening with his band
on stage backgrounding show. Rosita
* iores, comedienne-singer and Lidia,
also a singer, break ice warbling a
couple of native numbers. Was not

nf^" to be much and succeeded in
inat. Ted Rodriguez, tap dancer;
very corny in delivery and style, al-
Jifiough young and good looking.
;-ouid improve rbutines. Cesar
•Lapia, Spanish dancer, does well in
native stuff and seemingly liked by
audience. Crooner Carlos Vivan also
nit It off in three songs. Marquita
J-royana, Mex soprano, one of better
acts present, also scored with her
warbling.
Rosita Flores assists Luisito in

second of his comic turns. Usual
male and femme patter bit familiar
iQ Latins. His first appearance in

drunk tiurn Is just as unfunny and
stretched as the second. Easily
pleased audience did not seem to ^et
more than one chuckle from antics.
Dancing of Ana Maria in solo and

withxTapia one of show's high spots.
Both are accomplished and smooth,
deserving the encores received.

Evidently management is not even
trying to interest other than Spanish
as demonstrated by purely native
music, dancing, etc. Nothing seen or
heard could be called popular or
familiar to other thari natives.
Whether or not they will be in-

terested is doubtful. • HurU

CHICAGO, CHI
Chicago, Aug. 22.

It's Rudy Vallee who's pulling . 'em

in this week. This appearance is an-

other victory for Vallee personally,

but a let^down in expectancy as far

as the show is concerned. Not that

the acts aren't good, each one is posi-

tively a class turn, but strung to-

gether, they just don't jell into a

fast, frothy show.

Baron and Blair, top notch dance
team, with plenty of ability and
looks, are a good example. Set in

this show, they're too much in the
mood with everything else; a cold,
technically perfect,; but spiritless

mood. Their first routine is the per-
sonification of this, their second and
third, lighter and more buoyant, get
away from it, but not enough.
Probably the reason for the feel-

ing of slowness and coldness getting
so firmly established is the opening
and number which follows. Set in a
swank but simple blue, and white
stand, beautifully lighted, the band
gets away to an uninspired rendition
of 'Heaven Help This Heart O'
Mine.* A faster number would have
been better; even the radio theme
would have pulled more applause.
But 'Heaven Help This Heart' it was,
and nobody cared; they cared little

more for -the band's impersonations
of other type bands either, and the
bill didn't amount , to too much until
Mildred Law came on. Hers was
the first showing of any warmth or

pep. She's a good little hoofer, looks
swell, and should go places.
Then come the Gentlemen Song-

sters and Vallee to go a good solid

number, which holds the pace for
the appearance of Florence Mayo
and Pansy, the Horse. They don't
let it down, either. It's a nicely

Saced act, well handled. The prop
orse is still the best yet seen, com-

bining the ridiculous with the subtle
touches Lobo used to give the dog
impersonation.
Then come Baron and Blair, who

triumph personally, but who should
have used different routines for the
good of the show as a whole.

Vallee's own specialties are all

that is expected, except in the
opener. Does a couple of numbers,
one in the middle of the show ('Mad
Dogs and Englishmen') that lifts

things beautifully, and would help
better if moved up. Sometimes he's

backed up by the Gentlemen Song-
sters quartet and the Happy Sisters

trio, sometimes by just the former,
but in either case, it's for good effect.

His finale, though, is something
which shows why he's in the top
bracket,, and, whether or not any-
one's ever accused him of being a

dramatist par excellence, he is that,

and easily. Few interpretations of

'AH Points. West' could have reached
the heights of Vallee's, and probably
none could have topped. Here again
is simplicity and dignity, and a total

lack of anything in heroics, yet it

whams home a pathos remarkable
in its power.

Patricia Bowman can't be forgot-

ten; she's a coon shoutin' style

singer who's okay in everything.
Lifts the show right out of its tech-
nically perfect rut, and puts some
fire into it. Backed in one number
by the Happy Sisters, and finishes

with a bang-up shag routine using
Red Stanley as her partner,
Carl Curtis, kid protege of Vallee,

sings a swell song and taps a mean
routine,.
Picture is 'Confession (WB); busi-

ness at third show opening day. ca-
pacity. Loop.

Brit Admish
(Continued from page 14)

salaries reportedly paid to Holly-

wood stars and execs, comes the

argument that, if producers want to

induce more capital for improving
picture standards, the move should

develop from within and that, by
scaling down such salaries all round

to an economic level, the studios

could find . sufficient to satisfy pro-

duction demands in other directions.

Small exhibs are not impressed by

the $1,000,000 picture; such outlays

they regard as extravagance which

does not add to the b.o, vaJues of

product so labeled.

In any event, exhibs are scary thai

the general public will resent having

to dip further into its jeans; patrons

are already fickle, says one operator,

and pressure would be regarded as

a try-on, with the result they would
drift away to legit or other compet-

ing entertainments.
Tendency is to regard motion pic-

tures as the poor man's entertain-

ROXY, N. Y.
This week's stage display has some

novelty, a little comedjr, a few
patches of singing and a bit of danc-

ing, plus a fair dash of color, but it

all adds up" to an unpretentious

whole and in no way offers ap-

preciable support for the feature,

'Gangway' (GB), reviewed in last

week's Variety. House obviously is

depending on the feature to get by
and since 'Gangway' is no sensation,
is probably trying to keep the nut
down by watching the stage cost.

This is frequently done here.
In addition to the professional en-

tertainers that are studded into the
Fanchon & Marco presentation,
there are Ruth Hughes Aarons and
Viktor Barna, champion ping-pong
players. They open the unit in a
fairly exciting if possibly unappre-
ciated table tennis, match, with a
third party doing the scoring for the
players—and audience. The game
provides novelty, but questionable
how many fiiiri fans will appreciate
the playing and skill of the players.
Regular acts are the oldtime Bud

Harris and Bert Howell, with their
stooge dancer, Paul Harris; Ted
Adair, whirlwind dancer; Anacita
Shea, prima, and the comedy dance
team of Nina Olivette and Diipitri.

Harris and Howell's act cut the most
ice, but rank far from sensational
with their talk, clowning, singing
and instriimentals. Paul Harris
stooges around a little, then gets
down to work with a couple fast tap
dances. He's very, agile ' with his
brogans and considerably outshines
Ted Adair, who, with all his pirouet-
ting, is flashier, rather than clever,
Adair is spotted in the firiale, where
Paul Harris offers one of his dances
and the Olivette-Dimitri team does a
rather cute number.

Olivette and Dimitri are on first

in the production number midway
for which Anacita Shea, at the side
of the stage, lends vocal color. Miss
Shea proves adequate for her chores,
no more. In this production se-
quence Olivette and Dimitri do a
comedy, ballroom number that ends
satisfactorily but is slow one-half
the way. Gae Foster girls are far
more enticing in their unique and
colorful routine with costumes that
have huge hoops at the bottom. They
are equally intriguing and colorful
in the finale, a showboat scene, when
doing a can-can.
For finishing scene, Harris and

Howell sing 'Ole Man River' without
putting the power and steam behind
the number that it's accustomed to,

but gets by. Char.

HIPP, BALTIMORE
Baltimore, Aug. 22,

It's anniversary week at the
Hippodrome, arid Izzy Rappaport is

doubling up on the number of acts
usually booked in to give the cus-
tomers an added treat. Laid out in
presentation style with band on
stage and Eddie White acting as
m.c, show moves along in good pace
in spite of wealth of talent on hand.
Each act does just enough and
White very wisely keeps things
moving with minimum of encores
and straightforward announcements
of succeeding turns. Takes up 70
minutes but it's good variety and
stub-holders went for it from start

to finish.

Opening with a specially ar-
ranged swing session, in which four
members of the house orch. Holly
Mullinex, Paul Harmon, Leonard
Hobbs and Paul Spitzbarth, all with
previous name band experience,
give out in resounding style and to

a grand reception; show gets under
way in breezy fashion and. holds up
with socko acrobatics of the Three
Jacksons who follow.
White on, with some okay gagging

introduces in succession Rosamonde,
femme accordionist; Gene, DeQuin-
cey and Lewis, three-way comedy
ballroomologists and Fifi D'Orsay.
Miss D'Orsay has changed her ap-
pearance and style somewhat since
last caught here, but gives out with
a series of .diversified numbers,
nicely sold and delivered with the.

usual vim and vitality.

Eddie Rio, next, in his lady taking
a bath bit, then bringing, out his

brothers for a series of ancient gags.

Slow motion hold-up, the comedy
horses and hoofing that follow saves
the day for the boys, however, and
had them begging off.

Next, spot, with Lela Moore in her
clever half man, half woman niake-
up and flirtation bit, handled for a

solid hand. White then takes hold
in a routine of well sold songs and
gags, registering in first class

fashion.
Tip, Tap and Toe close, and how!

Challenge hoofery on the drum
shaped platform had audience yell-

ing from the start and insisting On
more at the finish.

Film is 'It's All Yours' (Col.).

Burm.

NEW ACTS
CHICK WEBB ORCH. (18)
With Ella Fitzgerald, Chuvk and

Chuckles, Bardou AU
Musical
38 Minutes; Full
State, N. Y.

One of the first swing bands, this

crew is the attraction of the Savoy
Ballroortx in Harlem, a hot spot for

ofay sightseers as well as colored
terpers. With that background, plus
the sock singing specialist, Ella Fitz-
gerald and the top-notch dancing of
Chuck and Chuckles, an added at-

traction for this date, the band
couldn't miss here and didn't.

Tlieirs is blasting music, height-
ened by the most forte drumming
(Chick Webb): seen on Broadway
since Benny Croodman's crew was
last on Broadway at the Paramount,
but evidently a terrific audience
etimulus. Opening night (Thurs-
day), the Webb outfit and the spe-
cialties found it tough getting away
from an audience which appeared
willing to listen to ''em all night.
Highlight of the band, which, in-

cidentally, is batoned by the per-
sonable Bardou Ali, is Webb's han-
dling of the traps- and cymbals.

All he does is drum—making no
announcements and bowing only

Speed Selling

(Continued from page 3)

a Girl,' 'Goldwyn Follies,' ^Hurrl-

cane' and 'Life of the Party,' all of

which stack up encouragingly on
paper. These are all early fall re-

leases and if quality is maintained,
the season of 1837-38 may b6 the

biggest the industry has ever had.

ment, in spite of the fact that the

modern theatre offers great comfort
and general amenities even to the

cheapest seat patrons. But exhibs

argue, that is the whole reason for

the popularity of picture theatres,

and any attempts to change it might
destroy a link between the theatre

and the fellow in the street.

Publix N.W.'s Buys

Minneapolis, Aug. 24,

Publix circuit has completed deals
with Metro, Paramount and 20th-
Fox for new-season product, but
negotiations with other major, dis-

tributors are still pending, accord-
ing to John J. .Friedl, Publix .cir-

cuit general manager.
Twin City independent exhibitors,

waging war against percentage
deals, are holding oft 20th-Fox new-
season product because that com-
pany continues to refuse to sell flat.

Dope is, however, that, despite the
war and agreement not to buy on
percentage, ban will be lifted as far
as Metro is concerned. A buyers'
strike lis in progress, 'of course,

against Paramount, the only other
company insisting on percentage
deals.

Northwest's Allied Twin Cit.y

members had charged that major
companies selling flat were refusing
to negotiate deals with them out of

sympathy for 20th-Fox, MGM and
Paramount, and as punishment. It

develops, however, that such com-
panies as Universal, RKO and Co-
lumbia, not demanding percentages,
just hadn't gotten around to the
Twin City independent exhibitors.
In the past fortnight they have
closed with a large number of Min-
neapolis and St. Paul independent
accounts.

Even 20th-Fox claims to be far

ahead of the corresponding period
a year ago in new-season product
deals closed outside the Twin Cities,

Other companies also report 'record

business,' In practically every in-

stance, picture p?ices and percent-
ages have been boosted and, based
on contracts now being made, local

exchanges will gross a new high in

rental receipts the ensuing season,
even though the expected big gain
in theatres grosses, due to improved
agricultural conditions, fails to ma-
terialize.

with his head—but the way he han«.
dies his instruments is a show ji(

itself. It cdn practically be clas.sed
as trick-drumming; that's the way
it looks and that's the way it sounds.
He drew high applause in a coupled
of spots where the spotlight focused
on his manipulation of the sticks.

A couple of the 14 musicians mak»
ing up the orch contribute singing
specialities, but not very strong. Of
high order, . however, . is the jam
quartet comprising pianist, bass^
whacker, clarinetist and flutist, with
Webb handling the traps in the
backgroynd. Scho.

'

ELLA FITZGERALD
Sinking
12 Mins.
State, N. Y.

The buxom Ella Fitzgerald on
Broadway in a family vaudfllmer

and in Harlem are two different

types of singers. On Broadway she's

swingy but polite, while in the col-

ored spots she goes Ethel Water-ish
in her lyrics, but she's a sock

whether classy or lowdown.
A featured specialist with the

Chick Webb colored orch. Miss Fitz-
gerald has built up qult^ a rep as a
recording artist on her own. She's
a forte song-seller, sweet but ho^
with a wealth of personality. Her
delivery of 'There's a Lull in My
Life' at this viewing was especially
noteworthy.

State's audience, built up to a
high pitch by the Webb orch's
swlngopation, practically refused to
allow Miss Fitzgerald to get off
opening night. She finally had to
remain on the stage and oaton the
band's closing tune and bow-off with
the rest of the aggregation. Sc7io,

CHARLES WALTERS
Dancer
St. Regis Roof, N. T.

Charles Walters is a musl-comedy
dancer, known in London and
Broadway stage musicals. He's of

the Astaire-Paul Draper school, re-

minding of both in class and style,

doing smooth taps in white tie and
tails.

A facile performer, working neatly
and well, he falls into the 'class'

category, and in a svelte setting like
the Viennese Roof of the Hotel St.
Regis (N.Y.) he's a natural.
Besides cafe and stage work, Wal-

ters suggests screen possibilities.

Abel.

KETTY MARA and PARTNER
Monkey, Dancing
5 MIns.
French Casino, N. T. .

Ketty Mara and Partner, latter a

clever chimpanzee, is perhaps one of

the most novel monk acts of its kind.

Ketty Mara i^ a 'Folies Bergere*

revue importation with the new
French Casino show who opens
doing conventional acro-dancing, and
gets that off nicely, without tippliig
off anything else.
Then comes the monk, whose

holds, acrobatic lifts and grips, etc.,

are novel and startling.
Withal it makes for a strong nov-

elty act, OK either for stage or cafe
floor. Abel.

WC SeRh on Product

Hollywood, Aug, 24.

Session of Fox-West Coast. house
managers has been called by
Charles P. Skouras for tomorrow
(Wed.) at the Ambassador hotel
with 210 participating, including the
home office crews.

Field men will hear compliete re-

ports of the sesh of National The-
atres, Inc., at Colorado Springs and
film deals negotiated for next season
will be discussed with Skouras pre-
siding.

The Partmar Corp. has closed a

deal with Columbia for latter's films
first run at the Paramount here and
the Orpheum theatre in San Fran-
cisco. Agreement calls for Partmar
to tiike its pick of the studios output.

LES JUVELYS (2)
Acrobatic
5 Mins.
French' Casino, N. Y.

Les Juvelys, mixed team, are
among the highlights of the new
'Folies Bergere' revue which Cliff

Fischer brought into the French
Casino. Man and woman do amaz-
ing balancing and juggling on teeter*
boards, and top that by head-to-head
balancing, with oversized rubber
balls cushioning their heads, but
making the balaricing look so much
more different and novel.

It's a turn that borders on the sen-
sational and is done with speed and
dispatch.

. He's in tails ana the act
dresses quite neatly and polite
throughout, further enhancing the
presentation. A sock interlude.

Abel.

Harris Amus. Co. of Pittsburgh has
signed for Universal's 1937-38 prod-
uct, deal including the Alvin, Pitts-

burgh, and 15 other houses. John H,
Harris carried On negotiations for

the circuit while Sig Whitman, east-

ern district manager, and J, Kaufl-
man, U Pittsburgh office manager,

worked for Universal on transaction.

Independent product deals con-
summated by Republic on 1937-:38

product includes the Ashman Bros,
chain in Michigan, t'ae Graphic cir-

cuit in New England and the Panora
string, also in New England, Ash-
man has signed for Rep for five

situations; Graphic for 11 towns in
Maine and Vermonc; tht, Panora cir-

cuit for five towns in Connecticut.
A 100% product buy has been

negotiated by RKO with the Lucas
& Jenkins circuit of Georgia, part-
ners of Para.»r.ount, with L, & J.

taking the entire RKO output for
1937-38, including shorts and 'March
Ox Time.' Deal, covering the 40
houses of the Luca.s-Jenkins string,

was negotiater by J. H. Maclntyre,
RKO's southern district manager,
and'H. M. Lyons, branch manager at
Atlanta.
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Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK (Aug. 30)

THIS WEEK (Aug 23)

Numerals in connection with bills below indicate opening day of

show, whether full or split week

<'HlCA<iO
ThIhcb (27)

Bed Norvo Ore
Mildred Bailey

SlaiV Kavanaush
Bwrr & Estes
Radio Rambl%ra
Vei-a Fern

(20)

Nelson's Elephants
C9«8 Daley
Slim Tlinblln
Barto & Mann
Helert Denlzon Co

CliGVJBLANU
ralfice (27)

JKllutin^ Co
Sylvia St Clemence
4 Eton Boya
Roscoe Atea
Helen ' DeniEon' Co
Slim Tlmblln
FlylDff Whlrloa

(20)
Red Korvo Ore
Mildred Bailey
Barr & Bates
Radio Ramblera
Vera Fern
Stan Kavanaugli

Provincial

Week of Atigust 23

NKW . I'ORK Cixy
»tH<« <S6)

Ed Sullivan .

Cookie Bowers
-Bfitxie Mayfalr
Capi>y ' Barra's Co

WASHINGTON
Cavltel (n>

Johnny Perkins
Sheila Barrett
Paul & W Brlant
Sarah Ann M^abe
Mann, Dupree & L>

TOMMY TRENT

NOW ON
SnS WEEK

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
NEW TOBK

Dii-.: iEDDV « SMITH

AHKKnjEEN
Tivoil

'iSM^Rl^elh Welch
MyerH & St John
Afrl((ue
Tiewla & T^aw'n
Jock McKay
Cable Sc Carr

ALDEKaHOT
Hippodrame

3 . Merry Widows
Ernest Shannon
O'Henry
I'elros & Maria
Brneato Jaconelll
Holmes St Edwards
Prank Gr'ttvesJAM .IiHWrenoe

KI»INBi;R(iH
KoyHl

Caslelll'ii Ac Bd
Alt Thomas
T^ea Plerrdtys
Durham & Klldate
Barry 2 St Molly
Keller & Clare

CinoraniH
Irene Mansel

. New Sav«>y
Irene Mansel

PavlIlM
Eric Randolph
Stanley & Gray Sis
Dawn Davles
Donald Stuart
Harold Walden
M & K NesAtt
Derricks

'

Charlie Kunz
KINOSTON
Empire

Turner Layton
Mills & Bobble
Raynor
r.ehr & WiiUa
Tex McLeod
6 Breiera .

Act Superb
M, F. Phyllis St Ann
Dunn & Dee

LIYERFOOI.
Shakespeare

Donald Peers
Bartlett St Boss
Navaree
Olaen'-s Sea Llohs
Jlmmie Reld
Nlcol & Martin

Cabaret Bills

NEW YOKK CITT

Paramomit

SKW YO&K CITV
Paramount (25)

Phil Spltalny Ore
J)a1e Wlnthrop

»08TO>
M«itropolitan (27)

'S Samuels Bros
Yosts Co Eds
4 Aces
Francis & Carroll
Brown .& Ames .

Ma)c St Ganir
. . CHICAGO

,
ChicaKA (27)

Jack Denny Ore
3 Sophisticates
Geo Taps

DAI.LA6
Casino (27)

Phtl Harris Ore
Gil Lamb
Diamond Boya
Florence & Alvarez
Art Jarrett
Sibyl Bowan
DE MOINES
Capitol (27)

Ted Uack Ore
HINNEAFOLIS
Otpheum (27)

Rudy Vallee Ore
SPBENOFXD, MASS
Paramount (27)

Hollywood Hotfl

PHILADELPHIA
Kavle (27)

WIU Osborne Ore
Mae Queatel
Pop Bye
Nick I.ortff Jr
Nndlne Gao'

(20)
Jliiimy Dorppy Ore
Fr(>da Sullivan
Ray & Trent
Sonny Rice

.

Don Cummlnss
PITTiSKCRGH
Stanley (87)

riyile MoCoy Ore
Mai LeRoy

F & P Trado
Rachel Carlay

(20.)

George Olaen Ore
Bthel Shutta
CalRarj' Bros
WASHINGTON

Earlfl (27)
A Vespers
Marjorie GalnsWrth
Ross Wyse " Jr Co
ft Debonair^
Emily Von T.osen

(20)
4 Robeys
Whiley & Kd Ford
Hal Lp Roy

' Jack Starnea Rev

Independent

CHICAGO
.State Lake (27)

'

Al Gordon's Co
Fayne & " Foster
Lovv(>, HUh & S
Condos Bros
(One to Hin
INDIANAPOMS

J-yrIc (27)
Kdily ITuchln Bd
Mrtrio & FlorJa

Vie Hyde
Miriam 'Veclie
Patricia Norman
Stanley Worth
KANSAS CITY. MO

Tower (27)

C St H ' Stone
Ann Lester
Joe & J . McKenna
F Sylvester & Neps

ArrAwhead ' Inn
frvlnpr Conn Oro
Lee Russell
Muriel Lane
Blanche & ^lltott

Barney Gallant's

i Betty Bowker
'

3 Musical Rogues

mrtolAtti'M

Jimmy Whalen Ore
Tommy Harris Ore
Tula Flournoy
Joyce Faye
Lillian Gnle
Rita Renaud
Anne White
Lillian l^oralne
Renee Villon

mil's Gay »0's

Ann Courtney
Spike Harrison
Gus U'icke
Emmett Casey
Jerry White
Henry I^aMarr
Will Ward
Jack- Arnold
Sid Hawkins

Cnlieiite

Beth Raborn
Helen Shaw
Ruth Wayne
Carol Sis •,

3 Rhythm Boys
Calienle Cabelleroa

Chateau Moclerne
F McFarland Ore
Consuelo Flowerion
Peifjry Strickland

Clareniont I:m
Jolly Coburn Oro

Club CnvHiIrr
itark Sable Oro
Ilenry Berman
Jackie (ileason
Siindra IjSndl
Mildred RoHelle
Honey & j AVilson.

Club 18

G Andrews Ore
Jack White
Pat Harrlnprton
Jerry BInnchard
Krank Froeba
Jerry Kruser
Jerl WIthee

ucMd.'Q

Week of August 23
run(t>rl»ury M. H.
JhI hair (23-26)

Pell it Little
TliiMn A Mack

i.t half ,(2U-28)
Jack .SIocUh
Haywood, May St T>

]>»nilnlort

Alfredo Ore
C.AMOKN TOWN

(•uninont

Salsuiua & Ona
Del font it Toko
NNC iMyslcry Sliisrer

Or-AI'TON
Kiiik

Wli(»elpr & WIIhoh
lieTroy * r,!iily

MaiiliHltMn 3

ICAST HAM
(iruiiiida

Dudloy'.H MldK:els
OayiiKir & Ann
Bennett & AVlUlams

KD.MONTON
Empire

Tellefsfn
Joliiiny N'lt

P ,& V Lt'niiox

HAMMEICHMITH
• PulHce

Savoy. J r Bd '

isi.in(;ton
Hhie Hall

• iHt niiir rj:t-2o)
Jack Stocks

Haywood. Hay & D
2d half (2(>-'i$)

Pell & Lltlle
Thorn & Mat'k

LEWISHA.U
Pulace

Taps & T(>nii)o Co
Penslow Co
Van Dock
LEYTONSTONK

Rialto
Dudley's MUl»feta
Diiymar & Ann
Bennett & Wllliuiii:i

j n I'lii'npVVo

Club GuucHd.T
Vaccaro's iii

Jose Di.ix
Xrinl Plaza
I>Ua Moya
Helen Vhffll
Dlnillrl

Club Mirador
(K<H>r Garden)

Buddy Wa;;n«r Ore
Jack Oaterinan
KUith Roark
FIoria-Ve.Mroif
liaye Dixon
(Miiriulta
Joan Vlckers
Kuth Dennini;
l^yundra

Club Viiiiiiirl

Rlli>eo Crpn^t Ore
<5i*or^e Ni';;rclie
Julio lit Silvia
I'ovila 7*<ii-ti'r

SarltH. Horrera
' Jiii-k Dfiiipnev's

i
B Carpenler Ore

Kl CIdvo
Don Alberto Ore
Carlos Aliintoya

I
Nico Roschin

I
Carmen Torres

Glen Island ChsUia
Xye Mayhe'w Oro
Carolyn Hugrhes
Lester Ludke

IUvkorj llAaas

Joe Marsala Ore
Jim Moorehead
Hay Biondi
5 Peppers

Hickory Lodce
(T^chmont, N. Tt.)

Herber Stelner Ore
Hal Kerry '

Annabelle L«e

H'ljw'd HeelBUrani

Mitchell Ayres Ore
E Jelesniek Oro
NTG Rev
Joey Ray
Hotel AmhassadAr
Ramon Ramos Ore
William Alder
Paul Taubman

Hotel Aetor
(Root Garden)

OKzle Nelson Ore
Al Barksdale Oro
Shirley Lloyd
Edna Sedgewlck
Bobby Dupont
Olympic 3

Hotel Blitmora
(Moonlight Terracie)

Bernle Cummins Or
D'Angelo & Porter
Walter Cummins
Dorothy Crone

Hotel Edison
Billy SwalHson Ore
Hu'lel Essex House
N'at Brandwynnt O
Maxlne Tappln
Dick Stone
Jolinny Blue
Murray Carun
R J Callman
liotiel Gov. Clinton

Phil D'Arcy .Oro
Stuart Jules
Kay Marshall
Dorothy Daniels

IT Hai«l . Half. Moon
i T[0Jr.<iioklyii)^,'

"Ken Casey Ore
nRfXte Garter v

Vli-Rlnia ])are.
Betty WIlllamB

Hotel LealiiKtAD

Andy lona Ore
Ray Kinney
Meymo Holt

Hotel Hiiv«i-PlHM
Emile Petti Ore
Russell Swann
Hotel St. George

(Brooklyn)

Ell DantilR Oro

liolel Ht. Mortta
(Sky «lnrden«)

Hal Richards Oro
Grisha
Carleton & Juliette
Paul Thompson
Ed Singer

Hotel St. llecl*
(Viennese Roof)

Jacques Fray Oro
A Rasch Dancera
Charles Walters

ilwlel Tafl

Gso. Hall Oro
Dolly Dawn

Holel tVuldort-
Aeturln

(Stnrllffkt K«>or)

Leo Retsman Bd
Ralph Rutpers Ore
Marlssa l''l»rt«a.

Ilapnuel

Hotel WcillHrtuB

ted Mayehoff Ore
iflmmy Kelly's

-Lionel Hand Oro
Joe Capelio Ore
Montmartre Boy*
Carter & Schaub
Jtmmie Costello-
S Raymonds
r>anny HtpBlns
Inga Borg

• I.Mm«
Eddie Davis Ore
Hirado Ore

i.e Coq Kuuee
Horacio Zilo Ore
George Sterney

Le "Mlrasa

Harry Horton Ore
Cuquita
Marie Almpnie
V MacNaughtun
Brown's 3 Shades

I.eoM A Kildte'a

(rugu-t'ngo KiNim)

TiOU Martin Ore
Billy Reed

Variety Boys
Corlles & Palmar
Kathleen Maya
tA Verne Tr •

Oiosa Costello
Haines, Tate & S <.

Aloha
Tic Toe Sis

iMou Paris

(i«n(t l-'ovdiok Oro
Laurence Whita
Marion Pierce
Versatile 3

AlArl'a

Lou Ferris Ore
The Oaks

Al Lambs Ore
Tommy Lyman
Gene Archer

Murmy'a
(Tucknhoe)

Ray Keating Oro

Buddy Kennedy
Lambertons

Omyft Club
• Spirits of Rhythm
Marine & Janice

Pavllloii Royal
(Valley Strenm L.I.)
Bunny Berrlgan Bd
Delia & Bill Mack
Virginia Warren
Jill Denct
Bernlce Ackerman
Virginia Vauglian
Cackles O'Neill
Walt Waltei-s
Ann liinn
Danny Beck
Bergere Sis
Danny Berk

fiirudlse

Jay li'reeman Ore
Lucille Johnson
Ruth Daye
Shea & Raymond
Joan Dillon.
Johnny Russell
Hope Chandler

KHiUhuw Grill

C Codolban Oro
Durelle Alexander
Helen Myers
Kvalyn Tyner
C & L Bonner
Glover & La Mae

Itnlnbow K«Ntm

Emery Deutach Ore
Thelm'n Kingsbury
Kenneth Davidson
Stroud 2

Raye ft Naldl

Klviera

MickK.v Alperl Ore
Val Ernie Ore
Eddie 'Gnrr -

-

Alice Dawn
3 Wiles
Wes Sommerfleld
Lou Valera
Bcii Yosil ColieginnF'

Sands Point Club
Paul Rebuccl Oro

Stork Club
Sonny Kendls Oro
Gus Martel Ore

Surfslde

(Atlunllc Bench)
Bobby Hayes Bd
Henny Youn.i^man
Don Ragonese
Patricia Gilmore
Hari-y Rosa
Gypsy Lee
Tavern On Green
(Central Park)

Hughle Barrett Ore
Vnlhiilln

Maurice Shaw Ore '

Marita
Lorraine Barrett
ROHd Hal-

Versnllirs

H Rosenthal Ore
Joe Rodriguez Ore
Irene Beasley
Dale Wlnthrop

WIvel
Arline Whitney
Evelyn Neabitt
Bob Lee
Ginger Sutton

'

LOS ANGELES

SHEPH'KDS Bl.SK
Pnvllloii

Savoy Jr Bd
STUKATHA.U

Pulnca
Taps & I'fiuiio Co
Penrilow Co'
Van Dociv .

T00TIN4i
GrnUKda

Christians thiga
Callenta
tiandy Bros

XOTTENIIAM
PttlUCt*

Wheele.r S( W'ilnoii
DeTroy & I-riidy

'Manhattan 3

• WAJLTHAMSTOW
Griiiiiidu

Tollefaen
.Tohnny Nit '=

P & y. Lennox

D'AvoIo.s i«t A
.'Vnlonlla Mnriiica
.JoMe Xi Patriflii
Iiaa Gu:trecit(ts
Rolando

French CiikIiio
(t'oIioH llcrifcre

l(eviH')
Ruhr Mornan Ore
Lou IJreesc Oru
l.i'H Aureile
H. l anil Ji.r

J.lnil ('ai'eir/.lo

I'orlunc'
]>oriiionde Bros
hvne Helilii
ll>>niisin llyilc Co
I. I'M Juvi»ly.s
Lil.vaii, Uiinia, Main
laiclenne & A.sliuur
Ki»tt.v Mai-a Co
LeH MfnchhiNHl
I .('s Itohonls . .

UoltPrliMi
<.>er'iniilni» .Roger

Hotel M«-Alp|n
(Root Garden)

J .MeM.iner Ore
Jeanne D'Arcy

Hotel Murray Hill

(Fountain Kooin)
Joe Cappi Ore
Xancy Garner'

Hotel New Yorker
(^uniiiter Terraire)

ICvelyn Chandler
Haptle Jt Lamb
-Mauite Reynolds
t-'rancoia l-e Malre

Hnwl Park Central
(Coconnut Grove)

Jeiry Blaine Ore
Johnny McKeever
ICvcJyn Han
l'"re(l I'nrneron
riiyllls Kenny
Hotel I'«*iiiiNy Irnnln

Vrank Dailpv BU
Bilythe WriKht
.lack Leonard
Alien Slorr
:! K.snuiroH
l-oiilse AVallaro

Hotel Piccadilly

Jcilo Barlal Ore

Hotel Pierre
(Hoof Garden)

Harold Naffel Oro

Hotel Plnxa.'

Will MeC.une Ore
Pancho Ore
Paul ftraper
Neila. Goodclle

UoteL ItooHevelti
Lukewcla's Co

Ball

Bruz Fletcher
Charles Lawrence

Iteverly WUihlire

Geo Uamllton Ure

lilllmnre Bowl
rimniy Grier Oxe
'Lola & Lewis
Robei I Gately
TIank the Mule
3 Biltmorettes
Delorea & Andre
Dick Webster
'i Rhythm Rascals

Cafe Century
Miller & Mantan
3 Danridge Sis
('oreta
Marie Bryant
Olivette Miller
Marcus Slayter
Peter Ray
Nat Cycles
Cedes Ore

Ciife l>e Paree
Ted Dawson Oro
'Marls Mohlerez
Helen Curtis
I..pniare

Cafe International

Barrett St Wright .

Ben Pollock Ore
Jennings St Murray
Billy Vine
(Caroline Mason
«eth Wilson
Dick Bennett
Ross McLean
Dora Dean
(linger I^ynne .

Lilly Ann Stai'r
KIp.anor Troy

Care Im Maze
Wm HorCman Co

' Clover Club
Bob Grant Oro
Helen Thompson

Club Hawaii
UawalInn Oro
.CocoMfiiil Grove

Ed'gar Bergen ,

ChHrlift McCarthy
Hal Kemp Ore

FiiUMMis Door
SlulT Kmllh
Co/iy Coij
Jonah Jon(>s
Eddie Beal
HhwuIIuii Paradise

Sol Briffhts Ore
Shilnl 'I'udl Loa
Sol Uoopl
Aggie Auld
Wiinda
Uiana Toy

Marlon Miller
Jack Klklns

Harry's N. I.
Cabaret

Chas Englea Ore
Jack Irving

Tvelte
Theo Troy
Mildred Roclc
8 Parisians
B. B. B.
Rider Sis
Palmer Sis
Dorothy Johnston

Ill-Hat

Burns & White
Son! Shaw
Vivian Proctor
Lorls Lorraine

Hotel Bismarck
(Walnut Room)

Eddie Varzoa Oro
Lucio Garcia
Walker 3
Tho Duanos
Dean Murphy

Hotel Brevoort

Dorothy Duval
Earl Smith
Commodore Duo
Joa Parlato

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Room)
Jack Denny Ore •

St Morltz Ice Car'l
Kit Klein
Douglas Duffy
Bobby Hearn
Hotel Edjrewater

. Beach
. (Hoard Walk)

Gloria Sutter
H Smith Ballet
Hills Circus

Northway & Danllo
LaVarre Bros

Hotal JLasalls

(Blaa r*untalB
Room)

Paul Sablin Oro
Dorothy Miller

Hotel raimer Uoaie
(Empire Rooini

Eddy Duchlii Oro
Holland & Hart
Bruce Holden
Ellen Blair
Marl Lynn
4 Aristocrats
Abbott Dancers

Hotel Shermaa
(Colleare inn)

Frankle Masters Or
Jackie Heller
Donna Dae
Ahearn Bros
Chas Carrier

Hotel StcBvens

(Cuntlaeatal Room)
Carlos Molina
Ruthanla & M'ic'lm
Frank Payne .

606 Club
Billy Carr
Nora B'ord
'Boots' Burns
El:ta Reed
Ford & Barnes

VMCht Club
I^flno Rinaldo Ore
Frances Williams
Edna Sedgwick
WIuRy Mannone
Jackson, Mills Sn It

88B Clnb
Jolinny Hornert
The Dictators
Corlles Palmer
Mary Jane Dodd

Glen Rowdenn
Dave & Dorothy
Alexander's Oro

> Oasis
Sally's Revue

I'addock Bar
Charles Auld
John Kleive
Beany CofCel

Plantation

Earl Walton Oro
Ted Blackman
Jiols Deppe
4 Cats & Fiddle
Mae Allx
Harvey & Ethel

Powhatan
Will Henderson Ore
Al Morrison
3 Reeves Sis

rtukn

• iMiwuiagh Oro
„,Clab Alaylair
Hollywood Deba Or
^ *«a-*'«rty Cla*^'
Gloria Shayne
Watklns 2
Coyle McKay Oro

Club Villa l>
Chuck Stevens'. Ore
Webater Hall Hottrt

(CocktaU Grill)
Art Mooney Ore
Vernon & Vanoft
Bee Sarche
Ralph Fisher
Weatwood GardeiiD
Anson Weeks Ore

iVonder Bar.
Chet Bverhart Ore
Blltmnre Boya

Chinese War
(Continued from page 1)

loss, and local theatres with heavy
overhead are up against it.

Cabarets and night clubs, oC course,
simply ain't*

PHILADELPHIA

Lido
Lea Parlier's Oro
Bob Roberts
Bill Searles
Dolores

Little Club
Jan* Jones
Paul Kendall
Helen Warner
Rosa Valyda
Tiny Meredith

Oniur'a Dome
George Redman Ore
Eim«r
Duvall & Tregg
Maxine Gregory '

Jo St Ann Berkeley

PaclHo Sunset Club
Al Heath Ore.
Bud St Helene
Harriet Hiilard
.fune Morgan
Buddy La Rue

Palomar
Benny Goodman Or
Gene Krupa
Betty Van
Tal Sings . ,

Teddy Wilson
Lionel Hampton
Clark Fani
Benny Goodman Or
Hudson Metzger Gls

Paris Inn
Pate Contrelll Ore
Dominic Columbo -

Ken Henryson
LiUlas Gilbert
Bronlee Bros
Henry Moncl
Thora Mnlthnlsnn
Marguerlta del Rio
Juan da Martinis

Seven Sens
Lonnte McTntlre Or
Lily Gibson
Honolulu Dancers
Somerset House

Jack Owens
Betty Borden

Swing Club
B B B
('larence Brown
FranUle Gallagher

Tupsy's
Al Eldiedge Ore
The Dee Sl-slers
June Bruni'r
June Brady
Monty Casey
l.conu Uice
Agne.i Johnson

Trocndfro
Garwooil Van Ore

Anchorage
Travis & Gray ,

Nylor Lord
Mildred King
Ed SUvergla'de
Johnny Graff Oro
Izzy Bellis

Clnb Arcade
Johnny ' Cosier
•D' Sis
Llla Rogers '

Helen - Winkle
Bill Plumrey
.Toe Booth
Night Owls Ore

Arcadia Int'l

MiUon Kellcm Oro
Don Renaldo Oro
Mayfair Girls (S)
Ed Sllverglade
lx7.y Bellis
Mann St Stratford
Kee
Judge
Eleanor Bowers
Irma Bundel

Bellevue-Stratrnrd
(Planot Room)

Meyer Davis Oro

Ben Franklin Hotel

(Coral Cafe)

.Moe JafCe Oro
Benny the Bum's
Deloyd McKay
Muriel Thomas
Paul Rich
Frank Hall
Lee Bartell
Rose St Ray Lyte

CedurwoOil Inn
(Malaga. N. J.)

Jack Curtis
Bobby Evims
Shinbone St Freddy
(.Clarence Mich Ore-
Kranky Schlulh

£n>b.nsHy Club
Helen Bepton
Grace Manners
Pedro Blanco Ore
,Lee Perrlns '

Helen Heath
Warwick Sis
Joyce Henry
Dorothy Deppin
Peggy Butler

'

Evergreen Casino
Henry May Ore
Nadlne & Gerardq
Barbar Jason
'.rom Barry
Jay King
.lean Kirk
Ossie Wells

Hotel Adelphla Roof
Vincent' Rlzzo Ore
Harold Knight Oro
Henri Therrian
Rachel Carley
Emily VanLosen
Bert Lynn
Alarlora
E & J Leach
t!lyde Hagner
Diana Ward
Agnes Tolle
Evan B Fontaine

I^mbs Tavern
Larry Mell Ore

Little Kitihskeller

Jack Grlft;n Oro
Dorothy iin<-\i •

Aeroway Duo
Hilly Che.sler

'

«'leo Valentine
J(>e ArinsI rong
Kuhn .t DePlnto

Pierre's

.Nianny LnPorle Ore
(Jates &. Claire
Doris Fields
IJet.ty Bain
Jack King

Rlt/.-Ciirlt»n
(Crystal Room) -

Van Levis Ore
Henry Patj'ick

81 Club
Bill Flske Oro
untie Brill
Brooks 2
Gene Osborne
Gene' Russel
Bi'own & Brown
Johnny Magnan
Silver Lake Inn
(Clemeaton)

Joe Milikopf Ore
Beth Chants
Charles Sc Celeste
Dick & Pottie Jones
:!Otli Century. Tavern
Lou LongD Ore
-Hazel Harman '

20Lh Century Co (C)
Frankie Hyres
Winslead 3

Foster & Dcane
Parrlflli Cafe

Ted Linsey Ore.
Blanche Saunders
Fats Prlmero
3 Partsettes
Chickie Martin Co

(1523 Locust)

Bubbles Shelby
Kings of Swing Ore
Kay Lavery
Jane Farrar
Linda Ray
Nellie Banks
Virginia Young
Peanuts Stewart
Uutkln's Kathikeller

Agnes Willis '

Penn Raymond
Evelyn Barnes
Ted St E Walker
/.olley Ramblers Or
'•'rank Ponti

Stamp's Cafe
Bella Belmont
4 Rhythm Queens
Elaine Hinkle
Sunny Nash
.Tohnny Welsh
Jack Hutchinson
Irving Braalow Ore
Tommy Mills
Costello St Corlnne

Viking Cafe
Penn Fay Oro
Billy Callahan
Al Shuniaker
Elaine Ouon .

Reggie Du Van
Jimmy Bolley
Johnny Rellly

Weber's Hot Brau
(Camden)

Tiouls ChalUtn Oro
Ray Miller
Marlon Kays
Will Ferry
Ilae Hart
Hugo Klee
Sid Golden
Gregory Quinn St B
Eldoradlans

Sunset Inn
Ace Pancoast Oro
Betty Vallone
Chubby .Reed
Al Cornarg
Mae Mack
.loe Murphy.
I-M Mflrple
Bob GIrard
Dolly Di^lton

,

Rhythm 2

I'eiicock Gnrdena
.'Jylvan Herman Oi-c

Yorktown Tavern
Billy Sein Ore
Wyndgule Tavern

T.4>onar(l Cook
Peggy ShiplilK
Kildie MacNainee
.Mildred Hioyer
Chick Lyons Ore

Phoney 'Evacuation'

Providence, Aug. 24.

Newsreel^ men strove hard to flbti

scenes showing Shanghai evacuation
with a Newport background last
week, bub imported Chinese from
Hudson Street, Boston, balked at the
last iTiinute and the whole thing fell

through.

It was this way: Marines were
plentiful about Newport, and at $5
a crack newsreel men hired them
to pilot Chinese . in launches and
what .not But when the scores of
Chinese, recruited . from the laun-
dries and chop siiey joints in the Hub,
were aske'd to change their Ameri-
can clothes for the habiliments of

the Orient it was no go. They got
temperament^il and the cameramen
had no alternative but to bundle
them home. The Marines had a lot

of fun playing around, however, at

Ave bucks a shot.

CHICAGO
Itall-nall

Hilly While Ore
Dancln.c; Dicttichs
Winlell & Dade
bally Joycij

llliu'kliuwk

Jo^ .Sanders'
UonalJ & Roberta
Pole the Newsboy
June Glory

Cher. Puree

Lou ] loll 2
lli>len Morgan
c.oorgio Tapi>a
itpadinger 2
Ho.scniary Deerlng
Lillian '{'nrinen

'

Honry Bu.iso Ore
Colo^lnioa

Bob Tinxley

Janis .^ndrn
Muxinc DeShon
Dorothy Wahl
Willis Shore

CuugreK* Hotel
(Ciisliio)

.Tps.se Crawford
Hi'lcn Crawford
Chas Carlile
Bernhardt St G
Diaz, Don, D St D
'I'oinihV -Trpiit
Varzos & McDowell

Gay nO's

Colleen
,Georgia Lucky
Lew King
Mii;nitii

lORi'id . .

JulifA NovIt Oro

DETROIT
Arvadlii Gardens

Lee Walters Ore
Curly Baldwin
Ho.>(einary Calvin
Ilenry Van Steeden
Jerry Thomas

HloH.Mom Hcalh
ICIng'.s Jt».sliTM Ore
.Vlar.lorle Willi nev
P'Angelo & Porler

Hook-Cudlllac Hold
(Cualno)

Ron Puny Ore

Chalet
Hank Fomish Oro

Blue I.anlcrn
Marie Paul
Wl)\nle Kay
l'JII»*tMi !Hosv,»ri
Vallrii Horn
Suzle King
.Uni (iallngiipr

Al Hanuway Ore

t.'lub CoiilhMMilnl
Chico Rcyp.s' Ore
.re.SKie Pengra
ConllnenlHl 3
HuUi Marlin
KiiHtwood (iard<>nfi

Glen Cii-tiy (."a.sa

Noma Ore
Griiystone Gurdeni,
Uita .Klo Oro

,l<>n'crNou Beach
.llmmy ,lov Ore
lli'len lloath
3 Ksciuh'ps
.liinmy Walls
Velvet Violins
Rhythm RHckeleer.s

Curktown Tavern
Gr»a't 'J'lnirman
Drake Sl.i

.Mildred CoPhle
IjM.lry ('liMl>ot
Rui»l St Tainara
I:jhal(awa .

^ First H'wood Film

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

First picture with a background
of the China-Japatiese war will be
'Shanghai Deadline,' to be produced
by 20th-Fox.

Original by Gregory Ratoff was
titled 'International Settlement'
Scripting job is being done by Lynn
Root and Frank Fenton with Sol M.
Wurtzel's unit assigned to make it

an A production.

Tokyo, Aug. 4. .

Japan's war activities in China
have inspired a large number of pa-
triotic films and stage shows' of the

quickie type. Censors announced
that, on all such, they would assume
'an attitude becoming a great nation.'

They evidently meant what they said

because the first film offered, 'The

March, of the Imperial Army,'
emerged minus 900 feet.

Next one up, 'Courageous China,'

fared even worse, being banned en-

tirely.
^

Several phonograph records,

among them 'National Military Lul-

laby,' 'Silent Hero' and *Ah, My
Fighting Colleagues,' are up for of-

ficial o.k. Censor board is expected

to pass them.

MPTOA Stymied

(Continued from page 5)

winter, however, there have been

some benefits. Complaint that an

exhibitor in his community had to

play an objectionable picture have

died down since most of the com-

panies agreed to a partial acceptance

of the MPTOA cancellation pro-

posal, while other complaints against

forcing of excess shorts and al-

legedly unfair non-theatrical com-

petition, have also diminished. Smart

exhibitors, according to Kuykehdall,

are buying all or most of their com-

ing season's pictures without paying

a separate score charge.

Ir^ connection with the film buying

strike against Par. the MPTOA takes

no direct issue but informs members

that 'it does sharply call atteritioii

to one practice indulged in by all ot

the companies that is susceptible of

grave abuses.'

Such matters might be conciliated,

but Kuykendall fears .that it may

soon be too late to establish volun-

tary self-regulation as proposed l)y

the MPTOA. He declares there

seems to be every indication ot a

heavy barrage of' picture litigation

this fall- and warns that once that

gets under way it will be more diL-

ftcult than ever to get sane con.sid-

eration foi' a practical, constructive

program.' < • • •
•
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WHY LEGIT START LATE
AI ffwood Bedouins Have Beds,

Raves Andre Chariot, on Coast

To Produce Plays in Serenity

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Hollywood is the trouper's dream

come true..

It's the land where all the Be-
douins have beds, all the tents of

the migratory tribe of the world's

entertainers have three living rooms
and live bedrooms, each with bath.

Yeah, all of that.

Andre Chariot says it's so. He
ought to know. He's camping in

the tepee of Rowland Leigh in the

oasis of Beverly. Hills. He says it's

swell
—

'topping,' to be precise. It's

made his • dyspepsia better and
promises now ,to paste, another
j)hase onto the active Chariot career.

He's gonna produce plays on . the
Coast,

Chariot has produced around 100

shows up to now, mostly in Lon-
don, He won't say he hopes to

become a producer of Hollywood
films. But he may. Some of the
tribe of 10%ers who p6ddle brains
and experience as well as contours
are more or less on his neck. He'll

probably succumb because, as you
talk to him, you begin to realize

that he is enchanted, bemused not
only by the prospects but also the
prospectus of Hollywood. He's
sold.

, 'What a place! he exclaims. 'These
warm days and cool nights. HpUy-
wood folks don't know what it

.means to live elsewhere. Here you
work from 9 to 6 and then you're
through, you forget about it until

tomorrow. You play, rest, have
fun.

War . Wouldn't Hurt

'Why, man, even war couldn't
bother the calm serenity of life

hereabouts-^much! Not in the Lon-
don sense. The next war is going
to be very tough on Europe. "There
won't be a safe place anywhere.
But Hollywood will be thousands
of miles away no matter where the
fighting is—England,, the Continent,
Japan, China,!
Chariot has an ambition. It's to

find in the slagheaps of Hollywood
another Gertrude Lawrence,' Jack
Buchanan, Noel Coward, Herbert
Mundin. Mundin, he says, is the
most overlooked bet he knows of
in this biz. A guy who can do all

(Continued on page 63)

TorliUa' Ready

Sam Grisman expects to start re-

hearsals next week on 'Tortilla Flat,'

dramatized by Jack Kirkland from
John Steinback's novel of the same
title. First two acts are in finished

form, with final revisions on the
third act due to be completed this

week.
If so, the Grisman and Kirkland

combo may have two plays rehears-
ing at the same time, other script

being Sam and Edith Grafton's
'Listen For Their Coming,' Former js

an editorial writer on the New York
Post. • ;

NY. DECKHANDS

WANT WAGE

CUTS BACK

Geo. M. Cohan Musical

Will Be Second In;

'MenVMay Precede It

What will probably be the new
.•season's second major musical- is

the George M, Cohan starrer, 'I'd

Rather Bie Right,' Sam H, Harris'
show formerly known as 'Hold Your
Hats, Boys.' It .goes into rehearsal
Sept. 13. 'Virginia,' first of the mu-
sicals, will open at the Center, Radio
City, next Tuesday iZl). Another
musical due Sept, 27 is 'Calling All
Men,' It is booked into the. Windsor,
renamed from, the 48th Street. De-
lay in casting will not permit the
various Shubert musicals to get go-
ing until later.

Chief in support to Cohan will be
Marion Green, Eddie Garr and Joy
Hodges, latter being a Coast mghX
club and radio, songstress, who will
make her Broadway debut.

Stagehands in New Yoi:k are now
seeking the teturn of the cut which
has been effective for several years.

Lateness of the season's start in legit

wiU afford time for negotiations with
the managers, who still figure the

back-stage union's scale should re-

main as is, without a formal contract

being entered into. There is no
working agreement, conditions ac-

ceptable to both sides being un-
changed for several seasons without
friction.

Deckhands ask a boost of $4 per
week over the present wage of $50

and they consider such payment
would work no hardship on the man-
agers. Union also seeks a wage of

$82.50 for department heads, or an
increase of $7.50 weekly.. That Is

claimed to be the amount cut during

the depression. In boom years heads
of departments received more than
the scale and were kept on the pay-
roll all year by some managers. Few
are on a 52-week basis at this time.

Stagehands are also asking the re-

turn of the cut in picture theatres on
Broadway. They claim that, when
the cut was engineered, Pat Casey
spoke for that end of the business

and promised to reinstate the^, ratie

when business went back to normal.
Union contends business now war-
rants the return.

In some out-of-town spots, demand
for a return of the cut is still pend-
ing and a quicker settlement of the

issue will probably result, since road
shows will start moving in before

Broadway's season finally gets into

stridie.

Ashton Stevens OK

OF IHelrew Actors' Unkn Fmaitcing

puys, PLirEiis

Less Emphasis on Casting

Worries, However—Quite

a Few HoUywoodians Yen
That Broadway Footlight

Flier—'Wrinkles on Mini-

mum Guarantees May
Have to Be Worked Out

LONDON VS. H'WOOD

Chicago, Aug. 24.

Ashton Stevens, veteran Chiciago

American drama critic, is back at his

desk after an eight month's' stay at

the Mayo clinic.

Only loss while at clinic was his

teeth.

Reinbardt Staging

^Women' in Vienna

Vienna. Aug. 1.3.

After three years absence from
show biz here. Max Reinhardt will
personally supervise the production
of Claire Booth's 'Women' at the Jo-
sefstadt theatre. .

-

HeJene Thimig and Adriennc Gess-
f^er.have the leading roles in the
local adaptation of the American hit.

Chi Awaits Gillmore
Chicago, Aug. 24,

Frank Gillmore is due , in town
some time in September to" a confab

with local Equity .hief Frank Dare.

Will discu.ss Ihe likelihood of re-

opening local Equity offices in the

Capitol building and the enrollment

campaign in i-adio which hasn't

started around here as „ et.

O'NEILL PRESENTS O'NEILL
William J-. O'Neill, downtown

broker, will invade legit producing

rs a side line with The Red Pavil-

lion,' by George O'Neill, not related.

When ca.st, llnvry Wagstaff Gribble
will djrect.

Broadway's managers ascribe the
lateness of the new season to vari-
ous and vague reason^, principally
the scarcity of scripts. There is less
emphasis on the problem^ of 'securing
talent than for several years, since
it is rather generally conceded that
there are plenty of players in Holly-
wood available for stage engage-
ments.
But those on the Coast want as-

surance that, upon returning to
Broadway, they will not be left hold-
ing the bag. Figured out by those
propositioned, especially for musi-
cals, of which there are more than
usual scheduled, that they must be
guaranteed at least eight weeks.
When that mininrium was suggested

in several cases there was a prompt
nix. Showmen look on the idea
ais a. hold-up, arguing that, what with
rehearsal coin, temporary repatri-
ates do not rate such a guarantee.
Reason is largely that seekers of

talent from the east do not. under-
stand the Hollywood stance.

Leases
Many actors who are established

in the film coloriy are . tied up" on
apartment or house leases, if not
committed to other obligations of a
financial nature. With the salary
agreed on, they cannot figure how a
New York engagement can end in

the black, even if transportation is

paid to and from, unless assured of
the agreed salary for at least two
months.

It is a similar situation as regards
English actors. Latter usually re-

ceive contracts for at least four
weeks on Broadway, but there were
a numbier of instances last season
where the Britishers were given
agreements f6r double that time.

That would explain why several im-
portations remained longer than
their business warranted. . Among
those attractions were 'Night Must
Fail,' 'The Amazing Dr, Clitterhouse'

arid 'Lov€! From a Stranger,' espe-

cially the first named.
Readily understandable is the at-

titude of the Hollywood actor. He is

always waiting for the agent or

studio for a call, if not appearing for

a radio job. To leave the Coast for a

Broadway berth which may or may
not be profitable, seems an unrea-
sonable proposition,

Yearninir Real
But there is no question about any

number of Hollywood professionals

having a yearning to return, Broad-
way managers apparently face the

problem of taking those they need
along the time guarantees asked for

seems to be little doubt that at least

some of the comics needed in sched-

uled musicals shows are willing to

come back. Hesitancy to . agree to

minimum run contracts is holding
up several such shows.

In the matter of stars who want
the Broadway limelight for a spell,

legit people appear to have much
less trouble. It is the supporting
players, many of them necessai*y for

full casts, who hesitate over' bids

from the main stem which makes
it a matter of economics from both

ends.'

Yiddish Stocks to Provide Work

For Members, Reclaim Road

New Green-Weill Play

Charlotte, N, C, Aug. 24,

Kurt Weill, composer who wrote

the music for Max Reinhardt's 'Eter-

nal Road* and Paul Green's 'Johnny

Johnson,' both produced in New
York last season, has just spent some
time here with Paul Green, dis-

cussing plans for a new show sched-
uled for New York production > this

fall.

Green Is doing the text, and Weill
the music.

Yokel Has Another

•Bundle from Heaven,' by Debo
Frankel, has been acquired for forth-

coming season production by Alex
Yokel,
Yokel is reported .sufficiently het

up over script that 'he may give it

precedence over 'Beauty,' by Rita

Weiman, originally sheded as his

first for new season,

DULZELIGETS

TOP BERTH

AT EQUITY

Paul Dulzell will take over Fi'ank

Gillmore's duties when the latter

steps out of his present Equity post.

Decision was reached yesterday

(Tuesday) afternoon at the regular
meeting of the Actors Equity Assn,
council. He will be the acting presi-

dent but will hold the titles of. ex-
ecutive secretary, also treasurer.

Council's action In naniing Dulzell

was 'to eliminate the possibility of

confusion' from rumors of who
would assume Gillmore's duties. Mr,s.

Emily Holt, if she ever returns to

Equity, would be Dulzell's assistant.

Gillmore steps up to beJfome execu-
tive director of the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America,
parent organization of Equity, the

Screen Actors Guild, the new Amer-
ican Federation of Radio Artists and
other theatrical performer groups.
He will continue his present salary
of $13,000 a year.
Mrs. Holt several days ago an-

nounced she had not reached any
decision about the Equity offer, al-

though it had been rumored she had
declined. No specific date has been
set for Gillmore to relinquish his

Equity duties, but it will be about
Nov, 1.

Hebrew Act'^rs Union is spreading

out into management as a last re-

sort in the hope of keeping its mem-
bership occupied. This was decided

at the annual meeting of the Union
Monday (23) at which time Reuben
Guskin, executive secretary, an-
nounced that th( union had taken
over the Douglas Park, Chicago, and
the Lincoln, Philadelphia. Both
houses are being renovated and
Yiddish troupes will be sent in from
N. Y, to attempt a fuU season of
stock in each.

Decision was not easy to reachi
Although Guskin and other union
officials had made all the preliminary
arrangements, going through with
the moves was a problem because
the membership at large \Vasn't any
too sure of the logic. And, worse,
it was a tough job getting together
troupes for the two houses, afitors

insisting they would rather work for
regular managements on a guaranty
basis,

Guskin pointed' out, however, that
the times are tough and manage-
ments have become leei'y of Yiddish
legit. Of the approximately 350
membership of the organization, 89
are still unengaged for the coming
season and Guskin's plei for co-
operation among the membership
and a more " thorough appiseeiation

of the issues involved, finally won
over,

'We don't want to be managers,'
Guskin explained, 'but the time has
come' when \ye must face facts. TKere
is a bare possibility that we have
been too tough on the. managements
in the past. But whateyer the rea-

son, Yiddish legit has too frequently
become loo much of a risk. There
are only eight Yiddish legit houses
left in New York, as against 22 at

one time, anc^,ll last year. The ac-

tors thus thrown out of work must
t J a.bsorbed. We must build up the

road to make room for them and
one way of building U"- the road is

to go out and. play it:*

Encouraging was the report he
also made that, merely on announce-
ment locally, in Chicago, of thp ven-

ture there, and before a cast has

(Continued on page 58)

miAUTr FRED AVER

BANKRUPT FOR $5,6»1

Frederick W. Ayer, who was listed

among the young socialite managers
when teamed with Robinson Smith,
filed a petition in bankruptcy last

Iriday (20), setting forth liabilities

of $5,691, with no assets. Pair de-
buted on Broadway with 'Parnell'

two seasons ago, t.^en split. Ayer
recently sought backing for a new
play, saying he was 'through with
partners.' Smith scored last sea.son

in the revival of 'King Richard IL'

starring Maurice Evans, Eddie Dow-
ling being a third partner.

Schedule of indebtednes includes

Smith, from whom Ayer borrowed
$500. Others from whom coin Was
borrowed are named, also a theatri-

cal transfer company, that item being
$40.

'Road' to Road Again

Jack Kirkland and Sam H. Gris-
man are reorganizing a road com-
pany of 'Tobacco Road,' headed by
Taj lor Holmes, for reopening at Con-
vention Hall,' Asbury Park, N. J,,

Aug, 30.

Support cast includes Pitt Herbert,
Florence Gerald, Kay Thorne, Lil-

lian Ardell, William Bi.shop, Dick
Lee, Lonnie Nace, Sondra Johnson,
Harry Townes and Walter Ayers.

Cochran Due Back From

Hollywood to Produce

Some Plays on BVay

Charles B, Cochran, London man-
ager who will present several plays

on Broadway, is due back from
Hollywood in about two weeks. Be-
fore leaving the Coast he will again

confer with Louis Lurie in San
Francisco on proposed activities in

connection wiih the Golden (jote

expo.sition in 1939. Cochran will

establish art office in New York with
a skeleton .staff, his headquarters re-

maining in London.
There is a possibility that Coch-

ran will return to fight promotion,
but this depends on the outcome of

Ihe Joe Louis-Tommy Farr match
Thursday (26) at the Yankee Sta-
dium, N. Y, In the event the Eng-
lishman cops the heavyweight title,

Cochj'an would participate in stag-

ing a contest in Lbndon for Farr's

subsequent defense of the Champion-
ship, iFlowever^ he does not think
well enough of the Englishman's
chances to come East in time for

the Louis match,
Cochran was formerly interested

in boxing promotion in addition to

hi'! theatrical activities. He was to

have been in '^n the Jack Dempsey-
Georges Carpentier scrap, along with
William A. Brady, Some weeks
prior to the fight, Brady, who had
Cochran's power of attorney, de-
clared out on the theory that the
event would go red. . Which was an
error,

Erady, also on the Coast, Is du«
bi'clr 1his week.
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Le Gallieiuie Plays 'Hamlet'

In Summer Stock; Does It WeD

Dennis, Mass., Aug. 23.

Eva Le Gallienne's portrayal of

Hamlet,' unveiled at the Cape Play-

house here tonight, is an interesting

theatrical experiment. At times it is

more than that more often not.

Playing the role df the tragic Dane

Q9 an 18-year-old boy* Miss Le Galr

lienne succeeds in creating that il-

lusion.
If one expected to see a more con-

vincing 'Hamlet' than those por-

trayed by either Leslie Howatd or

iloha Gielgud last season, he would
have been disappointed by tonight s

performance, and yet there were
elements and moments to recom-

mend it ... I

This Hamlet's soliloquies are not

great, but the scene between Hamlet
and his mother, for instance, is one

Of the best of recent years.
• At times. Miss Le Gallienne s act-

ing is inspired, exciting; and at other

moments one is conscious of hearing

an exhibition of hotv Shakespeare

can be read by a famous actress-

nothing more. ^ . „ io
Arranged in three acts of 13

scenes, the staging and direction (Le

Gallienne's) are excellent
Especially effective in speeding up

the play is the device of lowering

the front curtain toward the end of

a scene, using full stage, so that the

players can complete their closing

lines down front on an extended

apron, while the next scene is being

set Result is that there are tip

waits between scenes. In fact,

through this arrangement one scene

is skillfully blended into another,

and the entire performance benefits

from it
. ^ iu J

' .In, the surrounding cast gathered

together by the star and well re-

hearsed by her, George Graham, as

Polonius, is outstanding. Marion
Evensen, as the Queen of Denmark,
is convincing, and S. Thomas Gomez,
as the King, read his lines well.

Scene of the players iii court is a
highlight of the productions, while
the graveyard scene is disappomting.
Miss Le Gallienne does not overA

rant as ^he did in 'L'Aiglon,' and
rather chooses the middle road,

skillfully changing her moods to fit

the scene and temper of her vascll-

lating character.
Settings by Eugene -C. Fitsch are

not only artistic, but ingeniously
utilitarian. Costumes by Michael
Weightman-Smith are outstanding;,

and the lighting rates a special nod.
Fox,

and half a dozen more in a sizeable

cast acquit themselves weU.
Sets and direction are okay,

though the first scene tends to lag.

Perhaps part oiE this is the fault of

the author, who seems reluctant to

drop any gag. Shears would prove
useful throughout in pointing up
comedy sequences and advancing
action. Another improvement might
be a redivision of acts. There may
be a general perking-up if the three
stanzas are reduced to two .on a

basis of three scenes in the- first act

and two scenes in the second.
'Damn Deborah' has flaws. But

they don't seem big enough to spoil

its chances for a successful New
York run. And in spite of some cen-

sovable features, 'Deborah' ought to

interest the picture studios. Paul.

DOUBLE EXPOSURE
Matunuck, R. I., August 19.

Comedy in three acts by Garfleld Car-
ter, directed by Halsted Welles, setting
by Jobannes Larsen, presented by The-
atre-by-the-Sea, in association with Sidney
Harmon, at Theatre-by-the-Sea, Matunuclt,
B. I., Aug. 17, '37.

'

Daddy Hooper ..... <i .,. . IJarold Moftet
Professor Wilford Gumming^. . ..Will Geer
Peter Bradley ; Russell Collins

Anne Hooper iRuth Weston
Agatha Timothy Drypod Pizzanet
Tabltha Bliss Louise Chaffee
Mr. MacGregor. .. .Robert de San Marzano
Count Bulbosl ,.1 John Straub
Otto Peek Edward Pltzpatrlck
Troy Smith ....Tookie Hunter
Flip Clem Brace
Countess Bulbosl , -. Grenna Krassiloff
Delivery Man... Ian Gregory Walker
JFlrst Truckman Arthur Koren
Second Truckman P. A. Xantho
First Wrestler .Elton Carpenter
Second Wrestler Jennings Potter
First Reporter John Latham Toohey
Second Reporter John Elder
Third Reporter ...Wallace Campbell
Telegrai)h Boy .....Jack McMahon

DAMN DEBORAH
Dennis, Mass., August 17.

Comedy In three acts (Ave scenes) by
Walter Charles Roberta; staged by Arthur
Sircom; setUngs 'Eugene • C/ Fllsch. Pre-
sented by Raymond Moore (by arrange-
ment with Oscar Berlin) at Cape play-
house, Dennis, Mbiss.;- Aug. 18, '37. -

Deborah Sampson ....... Gertrude Michale
Prudence Bradford .Mary Sargent
Hannah Cabot JlWrothy Blackburn
Squire Jonathan Sampson. .. .Edwin Hodge
Ephraim Sampson Charles Hammond
Sergeant B6n Gannett Philip Huston
Private Rate . Westcott Wylie Adams
Lady Betty Annesley Martha Scott
Private Hotchkln Reed McClelland
Private Traviss Allen Nourse-
Dr. Daniel IStnney ...-.Otto Hulett
Corporal . WeiJes ,..Willlam Shea
Private White ..t Fi'ed Sears
Private Rounds .-...Phll M. SheTidan
Ensign Henry Blodgett Edward Butler.
Captain George Webb... Albert Bergli

. Private Peter . , Slim Thompson
Colonel Henry Jackson Edwin Hodge
General Esnu Patterson. ., .Dudley Hawley

Highhat Strawhat

Surry, Me, Aug. 24.

Productions at the Surry,

strawhat theatre, this season,

are wholly ultra-highbrow. This

is by order of Mrs. W. H.'

Greene, founder and sole

owner of the house.

Monday is inactive day at

this strawhatteiv Saturday

matinee would be a relic of

plebian barbarism, hence is out

this season.

Play' and, -with proper, nursing, in „

eluding cast changes, the show should
ofTU^ KoHcv than a fair chance I SPPi'^A*'"^'^^

The Inconstant Moon
Newport R. I., Aug, 23.

Henlein obeys the will of fate and
takes his place among the heroes.

Henlein, of course, dominates the

play. Shepperd Strudwick's creation Comedy in three acta by Wllla Frederic
of this character is striking. In the presented by Actor-Managers, Inc., at Newl
space of two hours he is seen to Poit Casino theatre, Newport, R. T., Auk.

/row and develop from a homely hj^^jfj^ ctrrRole.^"""

doting on a young wife and enjoying Constance Bellows .....Dorothy Sands
the pleasures of skillful craftsman- Christopher Bellows PauI. McGrath
ship, into a powerful and compelling Angela Furncss Jonnna Roos

personality ^o alter the wau Lajvis.
^^^^^^^^

course of human history. Florence Kuykcndall. Elizabeth Dean Fnnar
Praise is alsq due to Helen Wynn Raymond ICuykendall Haydon Horlce

as- the very young and tremulous Jenkina iCharies Tmslor

Eve. whose shrinking from the sac- ""'"''y Q"'"^^ ^an..... .jus^a^^^^^^

rifice demanded of Henlein serves to T^vo Moving Men....

show the vein of iron in his soul, Taxi Man. ; .Juss Aiitiisi

and Norman Budd as old Gulden- Crane Hnihnwnv Knie

beck, the landlord, whose craftiness , , .

and volatility are the antitheses of The Inconstant Moon' Is a smart
Henlein's generoisity and social re- |

comedy _with Continental airs, tpyU

. Girls masquerading as soldiers are
no novelty on stage or screen, but
this play differs from most in being
based on fact. Seems that during
the American Revolution there
actually was a gal named Deborah
Sampson, a descendant . of stern
Puritan .stock. She dressed like a
man, got a job in the colonial army
and fought for two years br so be-
fore her secret become known.
Playwright Roberts has bedecked

this yarn with romantic trimmings
to the point where it retains little

historical value. Fortunately, how-
ever, the result is amusing, So the
lapses from truth don't matter.

. Gertrude Michael,, vacationing
from Hollywood, enjoys a good
romp as Deborah. She is well
equipped for the role, with a voice
that can take on masculine timbre
and features which lend themselves
attractively to the deception. As her

' companion, at arms and subsequent
sweetheart, Philip Huston winds up
his summer engagement at Dennis.

He turns in his usual stalwart per-

formances and looks handsome in

costumes of the period.

Standout character job is doriir by
Mary Sargent, who plays Deborah's
aunt. Prudence Bradford. Staid ex-

terior cannot quite hide Prudence's
reckless and fiery spirit, and Miss
Sargent deftly reveals both sides of

the old lady's natiire. Martha Scott,

as' a girl who falls In love with the

disguised Deborah; Dorothy Black-

burn, Bt f disapproving maid ser-

vant;; Hulett, as the cynical but
kindly *»y doctor; Dudley Hawley,
as n» feneral who once had
Debflin* j£or an orderly; Edward
ButlfpTw ruthless Ensign Blodgett,

Behind the false whiskers, this

comedy turns out to be an item by
Stanley Young previously called 'In

Praise of Husbands.' Tested under
that title in Bridgeport last March;
the script made a pretty feeble im-
pression. New version, while an
improvement, is still far from. dis-

playing any possibilities.

Rewriting leans mostly in the
direction of emphasizing the story's

lunacies. Anything goes, apparently,
as long as it is nutty enough. Crazy
modern photography, an old gent
who . keeps house for his daughter
and poses for pictures in outlandish
costumes, a couple of-, wrestlers, a
phony Basque count who is pursued
by his exotic wife and a screwball
detective, a darkroom with a door
about thxee feet high, all sorts, of
quaint peo^, and paraphernalia
clutter up the stage. Instead of
strengthening his plot or developing
his chief characters, author has
seemed more concerned with emu-
lating 'You Can't Take It With You.'
Result is a hodgepodge which lacks
spontaneity. Some of it is funny;
much of it is not.
While there's a ' chance*, that fur-

ther revision may help, future for
this particular item appear none too
bright. Looks as though Young has
got hold of an idea which just won't
jell,, regardless of how much time or
effort is put into it.

Directed by Halsted Welles
against a clever setting by Johannes
Larsen, the cast gets along as well
as can be ekpedted;'' Ruth" Weston is

poised and charming as Anne. Rus-
sell Collins, though .miscast as her
estranged husband, manages to
overcome this handicap. Harold
Moffet misses- some of the hunior in
Daddy Hooper's charactf^rizatioh,
but makes other moments count. As
a pert Federal relief investigator,
Louise ChalTee is an eyeful. Drypod
Pizzanet, Will Geer, Robert de San
Marzano, John Straub, Edward
Fitzpatrick, Tookie Hunter, Clem
Brace and Grenna Krassiloff are
okay in supporting roles. Paul,

stand better than a fair

among new season offerings.

Play is rough-and-tumble comedy
for- the . most part and contains

endugh laughs, even in its present

state, to send an audience out

chuckling. Situations are rib-ticklers

and dialog is generally snappy. Ten-
dency on premiere: was to pile the

laughs too fast, resulting in a num-
ber of dioice lines going to waste.

Rocket Reilly is the star pitcher

of the Brooklyn Dodgers and he has
a habit of consultng a fortune-teller

to find out what days he'll win -and

when he'll lose, Reilly has implicit

faith in the crystal gazer and, when
she tells him he will kill a man
before midnight, he takes her word
for it and begins to worry himself

into a .breakdown.
, \ ,

Play is laid in a Brooklyn hotel

where the Dodgers stay and, among
other guests, is Jackie Moultrie, ex-

gangster's moll now married to a

gambler whom she hates. When
Jackie gets wind of Rocket's worry
about murdering someone, she thinks

she sees a way of getting rid of her
husband by substituting real bullets

in a fake murder plan she works
Rocket into.

Reilly has a couple , of dizzy team-
mates, Johnny and 'Shake,' who try

to sell Rocket off the murder idea

by hypnotizing him and putting him
to bed until after midnight, but
Reilly gets away from them and
eventually takes several shots at

the husband, leaving him for dead.

Schoolgirl' sweetheart of Rockets
meanwhile comes into the picture,

switches the bullets for blanks and
the murder fizzles out.

.

Curtain brings a romantic clinch

for the pitcher and a fainting spell

for the .husband who finds out the

fake murder almost turned out to be

cal of the plays presented at New-
ka'therine Emery as the religious I

port this season. It is of the li(>ht
'

Charitas. who finally becomes con- 1 and fluffy variety, nice to look at,

vinced that a man may love both
f
butj fragile. Play, however, merits •

God and a charming young appren- consideration because of its witty .

tice, draws a lovable and human pic- dialog and amusing situations. It is

ture of a girl of the period, while basically a comedy of young and
Jack W. Lydman as her shy lover, sentimental love, the sort that flows
and Henlein's chief collaborator, with poetic flavor, but lar^ly in a .

plays convincingly and with humor- satirical vein. .

ous tenderness, Principal characters are Con-
Excellent work in smaller parts is stance Bellows, an attractive mar-

done by Whitner Bissell as Dr. ri^d woman close to her forties but
Schedel. a scientist born ahead of still possessed with a romarit'c
his time; Robert K Adams as. the Upark; Alex Hunter, fa youth o£ 23,
navigator Behaim; Alan Handley as who is madly in love with Con-I
tha. quack Bratvogel, and Anne Re-

| stance, and Christopher Bellows,
ver'e as Guldenbeck's cook.
Handsome production se^ms

leaded for success in New York.
Hert.

WILD VIOLETS
St. Louis, Aug. 23.

Atusical by Bruno Hardt^Warden with
prolog, two acts (10 scenes) and epilog;
Knglish book by Hasaard Short and Des-
mond Carter; lyric's, Desmond Carter;
music; Robert Stolz; staged by Zeke Col-
van; orchestra under direction of George
Hir.<>t; dances directed by Theodore Adolphus
and Al White, Jr.; settings, Raymond So-
vey; costumes, Bllll Llvlngat0n; produced

,

under personal direction o( Richard Berger 1 complete domesticity. Mrs. Bellows,
at li;ore8t Park Theatre, Bowl, St. I-ouJs, however, has not forgotten her
week Aug. 23. 3..

^ Neapolitan love affair, and neither

Augusfa'*his" wifV.\\\\\V.\\\\vio'ilt Carlson h« Alex. Once a month Alex sends
Greta, their daughter.... ..Erika Zaranova. flowers to Constance, but Christopher

Hoffman.... .....Phil Porterfleid is not to be ruffled. He believes he

Paul HoJfSaS. ::gu^ IZltlll I
understands his wife's temperament

genuine.
, , .

Joseph Gotten pleases in the lead

role as Rocket, with John Call and
Edward Andrews backing him up
as his screwy buddies. Ruth Ham-
mond 'lacks sincerity in the Jackie

part and Tucker McGuire hasn't the

appeal needed for the romantic lead

Balance of cast is suitable.

Charles Rogers handed in some
nice designing, with a hotel writing

room particularly good. Greene di

rected as well ^s produced, and kept

things moving rapidly throughout.

Production on the whole wais com-
mendable for a straw-hat.

In legit. 'Triole' should do mod
erately, depending on how it's bol-

stered; for films, it's a natural for

the Joe E. Brown type of comedy.
Bone.

TRIPLE PLAY
Milford, Conn., Aug, 23.

'""onif-il.v Ifi tliri'p Bi-I.'j (llvn si'i'nos) by
Willhitii Kiios. Dli-('cl«J by J>ulher (ii'eoiie;

-i^llinns. <,'iiiirlOH Robpi-h; MitrcuH Merwin
iii'iiiaKirii; illri'clDr; proscniP'i by ConTi«ctl-
ru'. J'l;niTH, In H.v.xoclntiDn wllli GrRone
:inil l''"! at riaylunj.SL', Mlltord, Comi.,
Auk. ;;3. ':ir.

Ilockot Ilollly Jcwph Cotton
.loliiiny lliiiu.Siiy Kilward Andrews
.Mike Charles I'owcis
Mr, rsium Dave Mallen
.Tiickle Moulirle Rulh Hammond
.Mr. H.mk llaiiklnH Clyde Franklyn
Mi'H. Louolla HnnUin.s Florc»ce i'cndlrtlon
•.'Hiiiikp" Footy John Call
Horace Moullrlo 1'Xlmund D6rs<ay
Mlliliftrt "Walker . ........ Tucker McGuIre
iMr. ,'^c'hiniat Charles Kenne
A Ijitllp Boy Warren Mills
Mr. I'oopcr KJward Evcr^t Hale

Luther Greene brought a script
and a bunch of actors to this Con-
necticut village and put them both
through a feeling-out process to de
termine the worth of this new
comedy by William Roos. Opening
night reaction apparently was satis
factory, as Greene announces a two
week break-in period (probably in
Philly) an(S an Oct. 3 Broadway
opening.
Unquestionably, they have some-

thing funny to work with in 'Triple

her husband, a well-to-do art dealer.
Play opens in Naples, where Con-

stance and Alex coo and bill, with
the aid of Shakespeare and Swin-
biirne. Constance's ex-husbiand sud-
denly arrives on the scene, breaks
up the romantic interlude at pistol
point and takes hi? former wife
back to America. Before the cur--
tain drops on the first act Alex
makes several vain attempts to kill

himself. All of which is done on a
satirical scale.
Back in America the Bellows have

re-married and the scene is one of

otto Bergmann Wilbur Bvans
Erik Schmidt John Ehrle
Mme. Hoffman.......' Helen Raymond
Mademoiselle Tvonne Dupres. .Ruth' Urban

Motivation for the second and
third acts stems from a sudden
meeting of the two lovers, rekirid-

ijiesei .viciti cununings ling of the old spark and ChristO-
Mit7.i , Anhemary Dickey pher's last-minute efforts to cure h'.s

iwnn;'w,\;h;;jA,U'*''®'lnt^SL''x?fZ^.l2S ^
on«5« and for all.

Algernon Rutherford Joseph ^acaulay _ —-.of *u,» «io,r mr^.roc.
Mary Rutherford Margaret Daum For the mOSt the play moves
Dr. Franck — Robert Pitkin smoothly, but every now and then
l^ancers Harris, Claire and Shannon the flow is disturbed by irrelevant

. . business. Miss Frederic reaches her
American premiere of Robert climax quite abruptly. Awakenins;

Stolz' Drury Lane operetta, 'Wild of young Alex to the realities of his
Violets,' was successfully launched unfortunate plight seems rather
here, and the piece, scouted by N. Y. sudden, perhaps too much so to
producers, is certain to be a hit oh make this situation jell. For that
Broadway, -Where it IS skedded for k^atter, Christopher's act of turning
fall presentation. Stolz.'..liltmg tunes, the tables seems a bit rushed;
a clever plot, a fine cast and the

| the whole, though, it's -fair
huge stage which permitted construe
tion of attractive sets, plus attrac
tive routines for the line, all con
tribute to the success here.
Among a dozen songs, the hit of

the piece is 'Charmjing Weather,'

entertainment for those who like

this sort of thing. Cast does a swell

job, particularly the three main
characters. Dorothy Sands, .who

plays with the distinct disadvantageW by Vicki cT^mSs Annamary « ^^^^ McGrath as the hus-

Diokev wnbur T?anf and John ^and and PrSnklin Gray as the

Ehrll youthful lover. Good support by

Violet qarlson, making her- first
Joanna Roos and Philip Tonge

appearance in the al fresco theatre.
iVfore.

The Nuremberg Egg
Surry, Me., Aug. 21.

Mediaeval play starring Miepperd Strud

wick; SSamuel Rosen, production manager
setting. Alan Handley; costumes, June
Marshall.

Peter Henlein Shepperd Strud wick
Eve ..Helen Wynn
Doctor Schedel WhItner Bissell

Behaim Robert K. Adams
Herr Guldenbeck Normnn Budd
.Toseph ApCelbanm .lack W. Lydman
Charitas Henlein Katherine Kmery
BratvogPl Alnn Hnndley
Carnival Figure K. Edwin Shaw
Tipsy Woman ;.. Connie Nielcerson

Cook Anne Bcveri
Ravens; lOleanor King. Jabez dray.
Children, Townfolk and .lourneyiiien: .Ton

Adams, Rose Fillmore, Roily A. T. Spenrer
Alan Hnndley, .labpz (Jrny. Konnelh Mc
Cielland. Peter Hol>l)s, Bayard Kwlpg.

'The Nuremberg Egg' is a powerful

play concerning a hero of medieval

times. And Sheppard Strudwick

characterization of ^e great-hearted
Peter Henlein 3/\d his struggle

against odds to perfect his invention
for the benefit of mankind is A-1. It

is that rare combination in the the-

atre—an extraordinary actor in an
extraordinary drama.

All the earmarks of a tried and
tested classic appear in this poignant
drama, with its lar,geness of theme,
vividness oC character portrayal and
lull use of langQage to communicate
the beauty and terror of life, the

dignity and the humor inherent in

human relationships.
In the opening scene Henlein Is a

humble locksmith, tolerated by his

neighbors as a harmless pottever
with tools. He becomes important
when he discovers the priceless

secret of making a clock run without
a pendulum—a clock that can be
used on ships—a boon to the great
adventurers ahd discoverers of that
glamorous age.
But the invention brings him un-

told troubles. It is derided as the
Nuremberg Egg—an egg hatched
fiMjm a cracked brain. It takes his
attention from the wife he adores.
It excites the cupidity of his miserly
old landlord.
But history will not wait. Times

demand that he sacrifice everything
for his brain-child,. and, in the end,

is easily tops, and any future presen-
tations of "Violets' without her in
the role of Augusta would be a mis-
take
Story of 'Wild Violets' begins at

the Stone Jug Inn in the winter of
1932. Hans Katzen, innkeeper, and
his wife, Augusta, have a daughter,

THE TRUNK
East Jaffrey, N. H., Aug. 20.

Melodrama, in four acts (Ave scenes) by
Parker Wood, presented by Actor-.AH.so-

olates at Inn theatre. East JafTrey, N. H.,

, , „ , ,
Aug. aO, '37; William O. PiirtrldKe, di-

Greta, with whom Carl Hoffman is rector; Fritz Elsenmann, asHlslanl "lliwU..

in love. Carl's father objects to the ^0^!^::::::::::!^^^^^^
engagement and Hans contrasts this Richard Heath Robert numont
stand with the youthful Paul he knew Cynthia Elllngwood Virginia Rice

in the old days. Hans refutes the hjartba Skinner .iicuy Pierce
- 'Roger Fletcher lOnery Bniiis

„ , -t o.- , Kverett Boggs Russell Ciiny
romance and excitement were un- uYuckman Hubert O'Npii

known when he and Augusta were inspector Burns .'...Friiz loi.seiimiinn

courting and, as he recalls past his- U^'eutenant Williams
^'^Ih^m r<m

tory. the lights dim and scene shifts ^^^^^'^V-Z^-^m^ra Zt
back to 1920. PoUce l''hotographer Normnn Tucliec

Hans is now the potboy at the —
Stone Jug worshipping Augusta, who When the next cycle of mysteries
serves as housekeeper at the Chateau rolls around, this cleverly conceived
Violette Finishing Schffbl for Girls, whodunit should find a market, De-
Ypung love is in thf air, for a stu- tective story fans and mystery solv-

dents' college is next door to the ers will like the twist, other play-

chateau and Paul Hoffman and his goers will find the plot sustaining,

friends. Otto and Erik, are the sen- and as for plausibility, it will give

timehtal ringleadei-s. Lie.sel, Mitzi the cranks searching for incon-Sis-

and Lena are objectives of their af- tencies a Israinstorm figuring out

fections. Mary is ordered to leave loopholes,
the chateau; Paul and Mary elope. Author Wood throws his audience

Back in 1932, history repeats it- of! the scent legitimately, but neali.v,

self with Greta, excited by the tale, several times during the eveninb,.

whispering to Carl that he might and yet the clue is right there in me
profit from the leaf in his father's title.

.

. j ,„
book. When Paul, Otto and Erik, All action takes place m the draw-

now middle-aged, arrive with their ing room of the Heath ho"^^- f"}"

wives, Mary, Liesel and Lena, for wall of which is decorated by .quuo

their annual reunion, a note -dis- an assortment ' of primitive war

patched from the village announces trophies, including two pigmy biow

that Carl and Greta have eloped, guns. Richard Heath is president, ot

Play ends as a toast is drunk to the an arms manufacturing company

future happiness of the young couple, (cast as a young mavere); Baiijara,

Helen Raymond, as Mme. Hofl!- I his sister, is sought lor mauiage^ iii

man, is an ou
and her imbibi..t, „^J^J a.it,tiT a<, i

- - ii'i^tr>Ytt>r

Stone Jug Inn is a sock bit. George cruel demeanor, and Rogei lej^';!^
;

Meader, Guy Robertson, Wilbur a neurotic, jealous sculptoi and v.oi

Evans anji John Ehrle score withMectorj:
iri<»fnhPr's uio-

their singing. Another song hit is I
Barbara accepts Fletchei s \n i

' sun
and Margaret Daum.
•You, JusT'fou,'TtmrW"Ro\ertsonn Pos^ when^he fees hg riv;^1.

and Margaret Daum. S,'\"^^^^Y'
^'^^

^^®^.,?,ni mit of t l e
Harris, Claire and Shannon, dance fletcher burns and stw

team, do two specialties which click.
5°!?f„^>J^J^t bv acSdenl G r n -

Dance routines conceived lor the |

down Grimsha^
^ov 15

line by Theodor Adolphus and Al
White, Jr., and lighting effects are
effective. Turn table on stage per-
mits change of numerous scenes with
a minimum of delay. Sahu.

shaw survives, but is mi-ssing

months while he"recovers his heait.".

When he returns, Grimshaw i";

overly pleasant to Fletcher, who ^

(Continued on page 58)
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The Washburn P. A. Bible

The George Abbott office, lifting an idea that hasn't been used for 20

years, has compiled a 'bible* for traveling p.a.'s. Each advance man is

given- the rules and told tp abide by them. Charlie Washburn admits hav-

ing written >ihe 'bible,' an idea which he Says came from the late Henry

W. Savage. Savage, according to Washburn, said that an advance man
ghould always tell the truth about his show-^xcept in one-nighters.

Here is the Abbott 'bible.'

1. Most important part of an advance man's job is letting a town know
a show is coming.

2. Be sure to add expense account properly. Company managers haven't

the time.

3. When in doubt about putting numbers on the expense account

include 'phoning country editors.^ This wilL cover money spent for gin.

4. Guide your advertising appropriation by the capacity of the house.

Don't spend $800 for advertising when you can only gross $700.

5. When in doubt how to write the opening paragraph of a story, start

by using the name of the show.

6. See the newspaper men. Give them all your spare time. Don't drink

too' much. Don't talk too much. Often an editor or reporter has a bet-

ter idea for a story than you have. Listen to him.

7. Keep harmony in the company. - Protect hotel reservations in crowded
towns like Washington. A good performance is the important thing.

8. Get up a routine of gags to amuse newspaper men.

9. Don't say 'my show.' It isn't yours.

. 10. Watch for natural hookups.' With hotels there is a tieup by using

(if the hotels pay for the printing) 'our room service is as good as the

play, 'Rooin Service'.'

11. Think up trick lines for ads. For 'Room Service' this is a general

idea:

(a) A Maid's Eye-View of Broadway.
(b) Broadway Through a Keyhole.

12. A cane and a buttqnniere won't get you a quarter. It's more im-

portant to have the price- of a round of drinks.

13. If you need. mon6y wire,the office. Don't put the bee on local show-

men. "Little things like this that do more damage than*big spreads can help.

14. Try to keep in advance of the show. There was an old saying that

most advance press agents are !two weeks ahead and five years behind.'

Don't let anybody hang that on you.

is. Save last week's salary. It's a long summer.
These bibles have been given to all men in advance of the four touring

Abbott shows.

$2,800 HAUL

Thieves Get Amount by Cracftine
Safe at Barrymorc, N. Y.

The safe at the Barrymore the-
atre, N. Y., was robbed of aiboiit

$2,800 early Sunday (22) morning,
thieves taking their time in the ab-
sence of a watchman. Safe was rolled

from the box office to the orchestra
pit and hammered open. Most Broad-
way theatres have night watchmen,
but Shubert houses, of which the
Barrymore is one, are supposedly
covered by a night man who visits

each spot every three hours.
Although the theft was covered by

insurance, 'The Women,' current at-

traction, was not involved. Show and
house settled on Saturday night.

Actors in English

Import GetTough

Theatre Guild Sets Seven Shows

For New Season, Hecht s Play First

'MAY WINE' REVIVAL

Levenlhal May Try It for His Cut-
Rate Chain

'May Wine,' Sigmund Romberg
operetta, may be revived for a once-
around ot the Jules Leventhal $1 top
circuit, to fill spot formei'lj held for

'Calling AU Men,' latter being out
through a switch of bookings and a

moving up of its New York opening.
After figuring things out, Leonard
Sillnian, producer, decided 'Men' was
too heavily nutted to play at less

than a $3 top scale.

Leventhal idea would be to set the
revival of 'Wine' for a five week
trek of the resort stands and possibly
follow into the Shubert, Newark,
N. J., and others of his autumn spots.

Leventhal has lined up a tentative

cast but is stymied only because he.

figures the venture is not worth
while unless he can spot it for eight

or 10 weeks.

ROAD REPORTS

Toravich* Starts in St. Louis

St. Louis, Aug. 23.

Embellished with a $5,000 modern-
istic electric" sign, which replaces one

that adorned the marquee fov the

past 17 years, the American theatre,

toWn's only legit hoiise, begins its

season Sept. 26 with . 'Toravich,'

skedded for. a week's run. Co-op of

recently formed Playgoers of St.

Louis, organization of business men
and civic leaders bent on riiakihg

the town a 25-week season for legit

attractions and supported by the

United Booking Office in New York,

is expected to click.

United Booking Office has sent the

St Louis plan to 15 ]tey cities in the

country to learn whether it is adapt-

able in those communities for the

purpose of general revival of legit

all over the U. S,

Philly Schedule

Philadelphia, Aug. 24.

One legit house previously sked-
ded to open Labor Day is now in

the 'indefinite' class. Another has
an opening date mentioned. First is

the Forrest and second the Erlanger.
Former house had 'Blow, Ye

Bugles' figured for Sept. 6, but the
show won't be ready, although still

likely to play a tryout here. First

official booking now is Ed Wynn's
"Hooray for What?' on Oct. 4:

Erlanger, not previously included
in the calculations, now announces
'Tonight at 8:30' as its. initialer, date
to be either Sept. l3 or Sept. 20. Cast
.WiU have Robert Henderson and
Estelle Winwood. After that Samuel
Nixon-Nirdlinger, who is running
the house solo this year, announces
tryout of an Alec Yokel production,
'Beauty.' Then a musical comedy for
Norman bel Geddes.
Season is still set to open, how-

ever, on Labor Day at the Chestnut
Street Opera House, where 'Room
Service' is set for a two weeks' stay
House gets 'Leaning on Letty' after
that

was booked by Mrs. Frances Potter
Hauser. •

'
•

Shows set are 'Tovarich,' Oct 18;

'You Can't Take It With You,' Nov;
9; 'Anthony and Cleopatra,' Nov. 22;

'Merely Murder,' Nov. 30; 'Ziegfeld

Follies,' Dec
. 7; 'Room Service,' Dec.

15; 'The Women,' Jan. 4; Joos Ballet,

Jan. 19; ,'King Richard III,' Feb. 3;

'Fredericka,' Mar. 23; 'Victoria Re-
gina,' Apr. 20.

.

New Haven. Dates

New Haven, Aug, 24,

Shubert is scheduled to open its

legit season Sept. 9-11 with Katha-
rine Alexande in 'Honor Bright,'
P-esented by the Shuberts.

Set to follow are Helen Hayes in
Regina,' Sept 17-18, and premiere
of 'Jean' (20-22), starring Elissa
Landi.

E. D. Eldridge, manager of the
house, is r»^cuperating from three
broken ribs sustained while inspect-
ing house renovations.

Oklahoma Set

Olvlahoma City, Aur. 24.

Forty-two professional and ama-
teur attractions, conventions and
commercial and civic meelingp are
listed or; an eight-month municipal
auditorium .schedule announced by
nianager Ralph Hcn)phill. Sei-ies

Shuberts Enjoined

In Pirandello Suit

But Get Legal Respite

Select Theatres Corp., Shubert
producing outfit is stopped from
interfering with the heirs of Luigi
Pirandello in their efforts to have
the Nobel Prize winner's plays pro-

duced In this country by other
managers. N. Y. Supreme Court
Justice Aron Steuer on Monday (23)

signed the restraint order, but left

thie way open for the Shuberts to

bring an ' action to establish their

rights in the late author's entire

output.
Dispute over the American rights

to Pirandello's Works has been going

on for some time. The Shuberts
signed a contract with the late

author in 1930 under which they

were to produce four of his plays.

Two of them, 'As You Desire Me'
and 'Tonight We Improvise' were
done. They .failed to received a

third play, 'The Giant of the Moun-
tain,' they claim, and Pirandello

died before writing a fourth play.

Shuberts -insist they have the right

under the original contract, to select

any two of Pirandello's other plays

for production.
Author's heirs, through Attorney

Sidney R. Fleischer, protested to the

Shubert public announcement that

they (Shuberts) owned the rights to

all of Pirandello's works. This state-

ment they claim, has kept other pro-

ducers from taking over the shows
fdr fear of a comeback from the

Shuberts.
An instance of this, the attornej

points out is 'Trovarsi,' another

Pirandello play, which Gilbert Miller

wanted to produce but dropped, fol-

lowing a warning by the Shuberts.

Court's action Monday was based

specifically on this play.

According to Fleischer, the Shu-

bert rights under the. contract only

apply to the four plays named also,

he argues that the fact the Shuberts

went into bankruptcy shortly follow-

ing the signing of the contract really

voided the agreement
. Judge Steuer's action in srantinR

i

the restraining order opcn.s the way
for .several producers to nc^'otiate for

the Italian's works. It is likely the

Shuberts will start action a,:?ainst the

authors estate, however, 'i o^-'- ccf

the original contract.

Unusual Equity conditions will

apply to the players in 'George and
Margaret,' . an English play being
brought to Broadway by John C.
Wilson, because the latter engaged a
stage manager over here, also an un-
derstudy. In so domg, he technically

changed the status of - the attraction,

which is not a unit show so far as

Equity rules on alien actors are con-
cerned.
Attractions imported in total are

classed as units and the players are
not subject to the weekly ' payment
of 5% of their salaries .to. Equity
(with a minimum payment of $10
weekly) which managers are re--

quired to deduct from ' aliens when
brought over to appear with Amer-
ican actors. Such attractions as the
D'Oyly Carte Qpera troupe, which
was 100% British, were required td

pay the usual Equity dues of $18
annually, but payable, pro rata .or

$1.50 month, so long as appearing
here.

Because the stage manager of

'George' was engaged here, some
players will be re<iu'ired. to

.
join

Equity, which ccsts $50 each for ini-,

tiation. In addition reguliar dues will

be collected and the 5% deduction
will apply. This company has sev>-

eral members of Equity, although
aliens. They will also pay the sal-

ary percentage weekly. Whether
the players are aware of the situa-

tion is not clear, although they were
told they would have to conform to

'Equity conditions' prior to sailing.

Company is believed to be on the
way to Canada. Show will play To-
ronto the week of Sept. 13, being
due into the Morosco, N. Y,, the week
after, debut date being Sept. 22.

MORE CHANGES

IN FTP SETUP

MPLS. METROPOLITAN

TO BE TORN DOWN

Minneapolis, Aug. 24.

The Metropolitan theatre, local
landmark, which has been housing
legit i-oadshows for almost 50 years
here, is being wrecked to make room
for a ijarking lot With its demoli-
tion only the Lyceum (2,1000 seats)
and Alvin (1,600. seats) remain avail-

able here for legit Former has poor
seating arrangements,' bad acoustics
and is poorly located. Alvin's seat-

ing capacity is regarded as too small
under present limited tour condi-
tions, but leaves nothing to be de-
sired in the matter of acoustics, lo-

cation and general lay-out
Expected that most of the few

shows to visit here the ensuing sea-

son will confine their engagements
to the 3,000-seat St Paul municipal
auditorium which, however, also is

acoustically unsatisfactory.

During the past five years the
Metropolitan has had only a hand-
ful of attractions per season. Last
season it was lighted a total of but
four weeks; the' season before, five

weeks. 'Idiot's Delight' and the Tal-

lulah Bankhead show played the

St Paul Auditorium, pas.sing up Min-
neapolis entirely. Minneapolis Met-

! ropolitan operation.?, of course, were
conducted at a considerable loss.

.
More and more departures among

topTflight names in the WPA theatre
ranks in New Yor^c have the mem-
bership- shaky. William Farn.sworth
is the newest top exec to resigi^, hav-
ing .dropped out during the week. Al-
thpugh .this was an expected move
for some time, Farhsworth insisting

that he needed the time for personal
affairs, it came as a damper to the
ranks at large, following, as it did,

closely on the heels of the departure
of Walter Hart.
i

. Another, important less that of

John Houseman, director. House-
man, because of his production of
'Dr. .Faustus' and 'Macbeth,' among
other - WPA top show's last season,
iwas .generally considered top asset.

He and Orson Welles; actor-director,

had announced some work on the
side on Broadway but had intended
to stick to the WPA. However, he
is not a U. S. citizen, having merely
his first papers, and therefore had to

drop out. He has been assigned by
the .Vassar Experimental School to

head that organization for one year,
that bieing the post which^ Hal lie

Flanagan held before getting a leave
of absence to head the FTP. Under-
stood that Mrs. Flanagan helped
engineer the appointment, which in-

dicates continuance of friendship, to

say the least.

Rolland Herman, director, and
Harry Irvine, actor, both considered
top talents in the N. Y. FTP ranks,
both had to drop . out also because
of the new insistence on the part of

Washington that citizenship of the
U. S. is necessary for membership in

the WPA ranks.

Hollywood, in one way or another,
will dominate the Theatre Guild pro-
gram next season. Six plays have
already been set arid lined. up, with
the Guild depending on names prac-
tically throughout, more so than ever
before.

Season opens In New York Oct 4,

when 'To Quito and Back' bows in.

This is a play by Ben Hecht, starring
Sylvia Sidney, with cast including.
Leslie Banksv Evelyn 'Varden, Walter .

N. Greaza, Joseph Buloff, Lina
Peters, Natalie Danesi and Mahart
Kippen. Phillip Moeller is staging,

with sets by Aline Bernstein, Play
bows at the Colonial, Boston, Sept
20, for two weeks, coming right into
New York.
Day of the New York opening will

see the second show, 'Madame Bo-
vary,' bowing in out . of town, . and
the fourth show, 'Ghost of Yankee
DoQdle,' starting, rehfearsal.

.
'Bpvary'.

has been adapted by-Benn Wv Levy
from the Flaubert novel and will" be
staged by Levy, with Levy's wife,
Constance Cummings, (n

,
the: title,

role. Cast includes "Vipla Rbache,
Ernest Thesinger, Ernest! CbssJiirt and
Valerie Cossart,' Aftef.a jweek at.

the National, . Washington; it goes to

the Nixon, Pittsburgh, fdr,a week,
opening
Oct 18.

at the . Plymouth . N> Y.,

Lunt and Fontanne in. 'Amphy-
trlon 38'. will be th^ thiird f?hpw, bow-
ing at the Shubert Nov. 2.. This is .

an adaptation by S. N. . Behrman .

from the Frehch of Jean! Giradoux,
cast including Edith King, Richard
Whorf, Sidney Greensteret, Edward
Racquello, Barry Thomson; George •

Meader and Jaquellne Paige., Bre- •

taigne Wlndqst did ^he staging arid

Lee SiiTiortson -the' sets, i It has al-^

ready played a couple 'qi "jj/eeks on'

the Coast laying off for the summer.
Opens again at Ford's,' Baltimore,
Oct 14 for three days, then a week
each ,in Washington axid; .c;iiev;^lan<l.

.before, bowingon.BroadWJty.!
'Ghost of Yankee Doodlej'.No. four

play, .is Sidrtey HovO-ard's' first origi-
nal pliyi since' 1932,;

;
Oast'wijl con-

tain Bth.iel .Bafrymbre; piidljey: pipges,'
•

Elizabeth Young, • Doriiald Crtok and
Kathlyn Comegys. Woodman Thomp-
son will do the sets, but director is

not decided on yet Vor is the date
or theatre.

Fifth and sixth plays are inter-

changeable, depending on which is

(Continued on page 56)

No Farnsworlh Successor

Washington, Aug. 24.-

No successor will be appointed for

William P. Farn!5worth, former na-
tional deputy director of the Federal
Theatre Project
Work will be spread among vari-

ous individuals, with Paul Edwards
taking oyer his responsibility as New
York administrator, and J. Howard
Miller, new aide to Mrs. Hallie Flan-
agan, carrying the remainder of the
load.

STONE CASTING 'HARLEM'

j
Ezra Stone, of 'Brother Rat,' at the

jBillmore, N. Y., is doing the pre-

liminary ca.i^ting for George Abbolt'.s

I rorthcomin.£; Negro musical, 'Home
Sweet Harlem.'
Abbott will okiiy the .selections be-

fore actunl prod ncl ion ;>cts under
way.

Jack Curtis' Nex,t

'Born in a Trunk,' comedy with
show biz backgroun-i by Auranea
Roveral, is skedded as tfie next for

Jack Curtis.

Production is set for .sometime in

October.

DURANrS NEW PLAY
Curtis Cook.sey will direct Chapel

Playhou.se production of 'Make Up
Your Mind,' new comedy by Harry
Durant which is skedded for the
Guilford, Conn., slrawhat, week of

Sept 13.

Etcheveri7 in Ind.

Indianapoli.":, Aug. 24.

Alfred Etchcverry, formerly of the
N.Y. Theatre Guild, is due. here about
.Sept. 1 to take over the megaphone
at the Civic theatre.

He replaces Director Frederick
Burleigh, who resigned to ficccpt a

similar po.st with tlic Pilt.'-.burfih

Players,

Hallie Flanagan Tells

'Em Plenty About Ams,

Union Shirkers in FTP

Hallie Flanagan of the WPA thea-
tre project 'told off' heads of the
stage unions who have been fighting

for reinstatement of professionals Jet

out after an order to reduce the re-

lief payroll, at a special meeting in

the FTP headquarters, N. Y,, ' last

Friday (20). She denied being a
Communist and she accused the
unions of .harboring non-profes.sion-
als in their ranks.

It was indicated that Mrs! Flana-
gan will be a fixture in the Federal
Theatre Project regardless of re-

ports from Washington, althou.-^h .-an-

other reorganization is in pro.qips.",.

Heads of departments and 'other ex-
ecutives have come and gone, but
Mrs. Elanagan sticks, even though
she recently was given a change of
title, fvom the original designation
of national' director.

Mrs. Flanagan told the union ex-
ecs to come directly to her with
complaints. But she first struck bi;ck

at critics, claiming that there iiie

am.iteurs in the union ranks and
that instead of worrying about Com-
munistic activities within the proj-
ect they might concern themselves
about certain Equity members now
on the payroll 'who can never dance,
act or sing.' She also said it was
'up to you' to see that stagehands
getting $104 monthly give value re-
ceived and it is 'your disgrace' if

there are musicians who cannot play
in the orchestra pits.

Frank Gillmore who ha."? piln-
cipally acted for the stage unions
and who went to Washington to
explain the alleged pink slip .«.itua-

tion which let out professionals but
retained amateurs or semi-pros, wa.o

present at the session. He Inter

stated he did not sub.scribe to Mr.s.

Flanagan's statements and re.^;erved

the right to continue wprkng lor the
iein,statement of Equity' people.
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Plays Out of Town

Story to Be Whispered'
San Francisco, Cal., Aug. 21.

Play In seven scenes by Wllllnm 3. Hurl-

c.mume" Normnn Rock; ,Pre«ented by

Arfli .Selwyn nnd Edgwr MacGreEor ror

Now YoiU PiodUPtlons. Inc.. Ql Cuiran

Tb.'alie, Aiiff. ID, '3T; f2.75 top,

Jack HamlRon T'*'?"" J*?
;>,v,. navidson liBSler Matthews

Z\ Thai- CbaricV • •H^'^''"' Covtheli

H,,„i, Guy Wilkerson
p.", George Pauncefort

G*'Mei;ii'ne I.ncey .Robert' Long

B„se Grandpe ^arjorle Rainbeau

Kllrt Jamison '

' ir^^V^nJ}^}!^
Aunt Mbby Mabel Colqovd

Manila r . .
Mildred Sennett

: Ned Crawford

M-n'^n' .3?|erce Lelghton.

miup ....Johnstone While
TV,l;.y

" Chester Miller

Measley Mott Charlea TVaUlon

DMlv Pallway ^i.^'",'"
qrt„lU ,,, Phoebe Clark

^ll^
"

.
' Helene Le Berthon

OJKa • Helene Gnrron

Pe;riry . Lorraine Arden
Wolvn ' Elaine Johnson

Lulu
"

. ,
.Virginia Kelly

Chinn Foo • '
' vJ?"H^* r.^**"^

Mr«. rtamlllon ^i'lP^^J*"'*,"*'
jl^ ,.y . i ... Edith .

Kingdon
EvHdne '.v.. ....Helene Mitchel

jrtiin .James Metcalf

NiuiV Audrey Reynolds
Mariruret Alma LloydS Dick Winslow
McBae Nelson Durward Grlnslead

lacking punch and, more so, a strong

second-act curtain. Were the latter

as strong as the finale scene, the

success-story might be different.

In theme, the play is based much
along the nasty-brat idea 6f Chil-

^ . . . dren's Hour,' only in this case Miss
the only available doctor in town cordeu willed to the happy, demo-
in order that Mrs. Hamilton may

^j^g^jg ghaw family by a dying friend,

not be treated when dangerously ill.
jg not quite so erotically vicious nor

This scene could have been given
j^gj. ^gg^s. Within three days she

great saspense if properly treated
j.gg^j.g asunder the Shaw domicile and

jut, as handled, misses fire all care-free spirit, but there's no mo-
around. When Jaclc's wife dies, no tj^g other than the 'practical joke'

obstacle is left to prevent his mar- of j^gr dead father upon an old

riage to Rose. But Rose sees some- friend (Powers), hor is there the

thing greater than her love for Jack slightest vestige of a moral. It s

when she purposely" compromises strictly comedy on a thin framework
herself so that he Will leave her for of plot, and the laughs aren't strong

a girl who can further his career. enough, nor successive enough, to

ThPre'^ an anti-cUmax in the give it much chance on Broadway.

make their appearand in the roles
JJP^^f^J,^; cSTre^n't too tough,

of descendants^ of Jack Ham^^^ p^^g^ both give
Time of the epilog IS today and^^^^^ performances as the Shaw
it, fout generations of the .

H^ajnUton y jgnney and Katherine
family assemble to discuss the great ^ ^^^.^^ the children who
man's recently written DiograpJiy.

tj.ggt their parents more as pals;

Two youngest members o£ the cian
jjarietta Canty does ojkay as the col-

discover the skeleton in their closet
^^j^g^ ^gj^ ^ut Walter Williams, as

—'the story to be whispered. - It is the kid from next door, is too
a weak denouement and leaves the g^jg^y. > ^iUiam Chambers has the

play With its two main characters ^.^jg g crooked young banker try-

abs6nt at the final curtain. jng to marry the iShaw daughter, but

Piece gets off to a fair start with his, role appears to have been

a rugged scene in front of a saloon, dragged in by the heels,

where a group of old-timers gather Top performance honors go to

for the arrival of Rose and her girls. Miss Cordell.
.
But as a- vicious, in

This scene really gets going when nocent-appearing gal bent upon

Miss Rambeau makes her appear- I making every male
,
in sight, includ

Brought back to the stage, alter an
absence of eiight years, in a vehicle

especially written tor her, Mar]orie
Rambeau was personally acclaimed
in a play which falls short of her

talents by a wide margin. Years
have been very kind to Miss Ram
beau, who hasn't forgotten any of

the things which made her an itci-

portant legit actress in the past ano

which would keep her in the front

,ranks today, in more Worthy
vehicles.

Set in the colorful silver mining
era of Nevada pioneer days artd

offering a touch of authenticity in

its parallel of the lives of some of

the men who made fortunes in those

days, 'Story to be Whispered' lacks

the vigor associated .with the

bonanza period of the Comstoc'<c

lode.

Miss • Rambeau Is cast as Rose
Grandee, madame of a class estab
lishment which has the miners of

the period gah-gah with its gilded

grandeur and its assortment of beau-
teous girls from all corners of. the

earth. Most of the action takes
place in the rooms of this mansion
which is frequented by figures high
and low in the social strata of that

period.

Playwright Hurlbut fails to paint

his story in the bolder manner de-
manded by the characters, Play
does .have some flavorsome dialog,

but it comes from the wrong per-
son,- when the author chooses to put
in the mouth of Miss Rambeau.
Evidently the star felt that way
«bout it, too, for she deliberately
muffed some vulgar . lines which
might have been- tossed off by a
more uncouth madame of today.

Hurlbut is at fault in his failure
to revitalize his plot, which is so
old that it creaks. Some of the
situations are treated in the man-
ner of a melodrama of the old
school.

Character of Jack Hamilton is

most likely a cost^posite of several
famed founders of vast fortune, On
the opening night Weldon Heyburn,
.who has the part, didn't make Ham-
ilton the man of iron he really

. shoilld be. Instead, he depicted him
as a very pleasant chap who takes
the fancy of Rose. Realizing that he
will never make his place in the

- world if he fails to take on some
polish, she schools him. This school-
ing takes him away from a frigid,

calculating wife who comes to Rose
and accuses her of breaking up
their married life. - Later Rose in-
directly murders the wife when she

ing her father's friend, she would
naturally stand out. It's that kind
of a part. Scho.

American Primitiye
Santa Barbara, Aug. 20

ance and a street brawl occurs, dur

ing which a man is killed. With
uninspired dialog and in an old-

fashioned manner, I^urlbut then
starts to develop his theme of sacri

ficial love, with the story continu

ally losing ground in its unfoldment,

ending where it really should have i Melodrama in three acts, by Ernest

started. Pascal, presented by Arthur J. Beckhard

xi.'„.iK.,t cjfart^H tn rfcHane the at Lobero theatre, Santa Barbara. Staged
Hurlbut started to resnape tne

Beckhard and Monty Collina; seta, Wil
play immediately following its open- n^m Robertson.

ing but if the play is ever to achieve Tom pike ,.. Grant withers

any distinction there will have to be Charlie cienriens
^ y , , _* ^^,„-^;4-iTsrt wiiiAVi I Olive Clemens .tieien <,raiB

a great deal of rewriting, mUCn j,^pjj^,„ j^^f^g Siemens..Robert Cummlngs
more than can be done enroute; Rev. John Wi-nters. ..... ,Wiiiiam Manseii

Among the supporting players Llbby Clemens... ....Nydla Westman

there ar^e .some gooT performances. Bij^k^^^^^^^^^^ ™
Herbert Corthell as a rough-spoken

|
^giaia Iran Hurst

miner who furnishes most of the

comedy, is outstanding. Mary Field I 'American Primitive' has little to

as Ella Jamison, woman who mar-
| offer in the way of entertainment

Guild Sked
(Continued from page 55)

ready first. One of taem wiU be the

second S. N. Behrmah play on the

Guild sked this season, 'Wine of

Choice,' an original. Other wiU be

Jane Eyre,' Helen Jerome's dramati-

zation of the Bronte novel. This had

considerable road warm-up last sea-

son and is being rewritten some-

what. Katharine Hepburn will star,

but rest of the cast may be sw.itched

from its road tour. Worthington

Minor staging and sets by Lee

Simonson.
Should one of the sextet fall out

for some reason or other, replace-

ment will be made from 'The Luna-

tic from Bostpn,' by Norman .Mat-

son; 'Dame Nature,' adapted by Marc
Connolly from the French of Andre

Birabeau, and 'The Ascent of F6,' a

British piece by W. H. Auden and

Christopher Isherwood.
'Nature,' as a matter of fact, will

probably come in, no matter what,

as the No. 7 show. Guild's seasdn

consists of six, but a seventh is nec-

essary this year to make up for one

dual as the result of only five pro-

ductions last year.

lulatto,' '3 Men' WiU

Play Resorts at $1 Top

Jules Leventhal, throtigh arrange-
ment with Martin Jones; is reviving
'Mulatto' for a once around his re-

sort chain of $1 top legits.

Revival cast includes Hurst Amyx,
George Rathbone, Jr., Harry Hanlon,
Don Shelton, Alan Dinehart, Jr.,

Ethel Britton, Byron Russell, Abby
Mitchell, Miriam Batista, Stuart
Bcebe, Henry Moy.
Leventhal is also . reviving 'Three

Men On A Horse' to follow Johti
Golden's 'Never Trouble Trouble' at
Brighton Beach, Brooklyn, next
week, and also for a once around of
other houses.
Cast of latter includes Leonard

Doyle, Minda GorRy, Don Darcy>
William Lynn, Ben Laughlin^ Leigh
Whipper, Jean Casto, Ann Widder,
Byron Russell and Maurice Cosfleld.

Hollywood, Aug. 24.

Howard Herrick pulled out for

N. Y. to report to the Theatre Guild.

On arrival he starts parting work
on Ben Hecht's latest 'To Quito and

Back;' the Guild's first for coming

season.

ried Jack Hamilton- becailse she had. It is deep melodrama, adroitly tine

been jilted by another, gets the most tured with smut and revealing the

out of an unsympathetic part. Myra biological urges which guide the

Marsh as Esthfer Rawlins, Rose moronic impulses of man without

Grandee's best friend, is consistently women. It is a critic's piece which

good. Mildred Sennett milks the will give the pseudo-intellectuals of

part of the muttering colored maid, Santa Barbara something to talk

getting laughs in a sort of feminine about, but it couldn't possibly draw

Stepin Fetchit characterization. Alma a Broadway house after the opening,

Lloyd, daughter of Frank, gives a It offers nothing for pictures since

good account of herself as the girl it is httle more than a sophisticated

Iho uncovers the family secret western and ^the^^^^^^^^
ffi^ pTa?e^

Norman Rock, who designed the that give it a reason for stage pro-
production, gave it several splendid Auction.
settings and striking femme cos- Arthur J. Beckhard, who is apeing
tumes. Edgar MacGregor s direction the eastern strawhats by cashing in
is most effective in the mass scenes,

] the wealth of Santa Barbara's
but otherwise uninspired.

Never Trouble Trouble
Comedv in three acts, by Katherine Hil'

llker and H. H. Caldwell; directed by Dick-
son Morgan; produced by John Golden at
Brighton theatre, Brighton Beach, Bklyn.,

week Aug. 17, '37,

Brie Shaw William .Tanney

r,ennle Traak Walter Williams

society, did an excellent job of cast-

ing and direction - in collaboration
with Monty Collins. Set designing
for Wiiiiam Robertson is a fine job
and the stage presence of burros and
a cow endow the show with realism
Two settings are built around a

covered wagon train en route west
from Missouri. Train captain agrees
that his followers will not molest
the Indians, in return for which the
savages agree not to attack himBegonia Marietta Canty

Elsie Siiaw Katherine Deane , .„ ,

Hilary Shaw Tom Powers Captain's cowardly . son kills an In
chnrioite Shaw Peggy Wood dian and is forced to confess by an
Philip ciiurohiii William Chambers outcast adventurer. Detailed to
Angela Moore .. ..Cathieen Cordell

|
guard the slayer until he can be

rru- 1 1 "TZ^u ,-f ,.,!n hung the next morning, the rene
This looks as though it will be the

^^jg j^gg^j^ the plea of the villain's
opemng straight show of Broadway s

fistgr to let him escape. Price is
new season, but how long it wiU ^er chastity, and a high spot in the
last there is a question. From its pj^y ^g the.second curtain, when she
tryout week, 'Never Trouble Trou-

fg (.|ij^bing into a wagon for the pay
ble' impresses as a better picture Ros-
sibility than a stage production, de- y^^en the escape is discovered, the
spite an exce lent casting ]ob which gytcast's life is demanded by the
puts Peggy Wood and Tom Powers jn^jang ^^t he pulls a coup, thrust-
in starring roles, with swell support

^ ^ j^to the Indian chief's ribs
from^William Janney, who has had g^d commanding the redskin to ac-
considerable Picture experience, and company him and the girl to safety
Cathieen Cordell.

. When she gives him the cold
Actually, this John Golden effort shoulder, later the rascal tosses away

J I K ^ 1 V 1^ A -.u I i- '^T ,
^'

heightened at ^is gun and surrenders to the howl-
. deliberately holds a rendezvous with

I
times by crisp dialog, but otherwise

jj^g trainsters, who want, his life to
' ' prevent a general massacre by the

savages

l-MILLER

.IL SALE SHOES REDUCED FOR QUICK DISPOSAL TO

8.95 to 15.75

CllAit|;Njt|l a>000 Pairs

No CO.D.'S, REFUNDS, MAIL OR PHONE ORDERS I

49 W. 34th ST. and 1552 BROADWAY

ENGAGEMENTS
Lotte Goslar, 'New Faces,' Cape

Playhouse, Dennis, Mass. Placed by
Natalie Napp of Wm. Morris office.

Kay Thompson, 'Hooray for What,'

set by Mark Hanna, of Leland Hay-
ward office. ....

Lillian Gish, Mildred Natwick,
'Star Wagon.'
Charles Waldron, 'Antony and

Cleopatra.*
Katharine Alexander, 'Honor

Bright' ^ ,

Rogers Stearns, Robert Burton,
•Calling AU Men.' ...
Mimi Aguglia, Ugly Daughter.'
Catherine Franklyn, C. Kurt Cot-

ter, Mary Martineau. Lee P. Young,
Lucille Bentley, Jack Lowe, Carlos
Gusterrez, 'His Royal Highness.' ^

Kate Warriner, 'Victoria Regina'

i^oa^). „ , ^ ,

Holmes Miles, June Gale, Douglas
Gilmore, 'Stage Door' (road co.).

Damian O'Flynn, William Swetland,
J. Malcolm Dunn, Ivan Triesault,

John Williams, Morgan Farley, Wil-
fred Seagram, Carl Benton Reid,

Peter Carhartt, Alvin Zobel, 'Jour
ney's End,' Ogonquit Playhuuse,
Ogonquit, Me.
Norma Terris, Sherling Oliver,

'Tonight at 8:30,' County Theatre,

iSuffern, N. Y.
Frances Farmer, Philips Holmes,

'Petrified Forest,' Westchester Play
house, Mt. Kisco, N. Y.
Eugenie Leontovich, Vincent Price

'Romance,' Country Theatre, West
port. Conn. •

Katherine Emery, Sheppard Strud
wick, 'As You Like It,' Surry The
atre, Surry,, Me.
Madalyn O'Shea, 'Elizabeth, the

Queen,' Chase Barn, Whitefield,.N. H,
John Hoysradt, Mary Wickes, Elsie

Eyre, Richard Hale, Zamah Cunning-
ham, Harold Moffett, 'Patience,' The-
atre-by-the-Sea, Matunuck, R. I.

Evelyn Greenspan, 'Double Door,
Marshfield Hills Players, Marshfield
Hills, Mass.
Henry Hull, Dorothy Gish, Helen'

Brooks, Gage Clarke, Ellen Hall,
Robert AUen, Elizabeth Young, Ed-
mund George, Lewis Martin, Maurice
Lister Hunt, J. Barney Kleinschmidt,
'Bride the Sun Shines On,' Berkshire
Playhouse, Stockbridge, Mass.

Cecilia Loftus, Edith Barrett, Paul
McGrath. Franklin Gray, Philip
Tonge, Elizabeth Dean Farrar,
Charles Trexler, Bettina Cerf, Jus
Addiss, James Honnen, 'As Husbands
Go,' Newport Casino, Newport, R. I,

ing«nu«,H (mad* expressly tor I.MilUr}^ I. Miller Beautiful and
DeLuK* modeli.

Originally

6.95 and JAi

Grant Withers gives, a swell per-
formance as the renegade and Helen
Craig is okay is the girl. Other
outstanding performances are those
of John Arledge as the cowardly son
of the train captain, latter role

played to perfection by Robert Cum-
mings; William Mansell as the
preacher; Nydia Westman as Mi^js

Craig's young sister; Tom Ward as

the blacksmith; Anthony Rivers as

the halfcaste guide through the
Indian country, and Iran Hur.st as
the Indian chief. Murf.

'Colony* Now Nightly
Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 24.

Paul Green's 'The Lost Colony' is

now being presented nightly to ac-
commodate crowds on the island in
connection with the visit of Presi-
dent Roosevelt.
Show has been given Fridays, Sat-

urdays and Sundays since the cele^
^ration started. An additional
Wednesday * show was soon added,
and now performances are nightly.
Celebration is in observance of the

350th anniversary of the establisii-

nment of the first English-speaking
colony in America.

'MEN' DATES SET
'Callinp All Men,' musical by Rob-

ert Garland, Albert 'Carroll, Leonard
Sillman, with music by Baldwin
Bergeson, Irving Graham and June
Sillman, bows in at the Maryland,
Baltimore, Sept. 20.

Then plays Wilmington, Del., Sept.
27-28 and follows into the Windsor
(former 48th St.), N. Y., for a run.
Leonard Sillman is producing.

Cast includes Imogene Coca,
Catherine Calhoun Doucet, June
Sillmain, Roger Stearns, Marion Mar-
tin, Billie Haywood, Cliff Allen^
O'Brien Twins, John Call; Judy Gil-
bert and Robert Burton.

NELMS TO HOUSTON
Galveston, Aug. 24.

Henning Nelms of Harrisburg, Pa.,

author of several books of the the-

atre, takes over as director of the
Houston Little Theatre this fall, re-

linquishing the job of director of

the Community Theater at Harris-
burg.

He succeeds Cyril,Delevanti, vfha
has gone to Kalamazoo,^' Mich., to

direct the Upjohn Memorial theater
there.

LOUSY WITH CHARM
New Orleans, Aug. 24.

Roark Bradford's three-act satire.

'Lousy With Charm,' had its world
premiere Tuesday night (17) before
a jammed house at the Group the-
atre here. Play marked Bradford's
debut in stagecraft and to it he
transfers the same understanding
and lusty touch that has marked his

efforts in the realm of fiction.

Play is a group of skits strung to-

gether into a hilarious whole which
defies and makes superfluous analy-
sis, being, as it was, written by a
man long a resident of the city's
French Quarter for an audience al-
most as familiar as the author with

its life. Also played with a gusto
which could only be induced by fa-
miliarity with that phase of the
Quarter's life around which the play
is woven;
Viewed on the broader scooe of

possible pop appeal to an audience
unfamiliar with its background, the
play is strongly lacking in continuity
and plot, with a third act that leaves
the ends loosely dangling.

. Through it stalk the struggling art
student, the artistic hangeron. the
tout, the red baiting cops, tourists
and the swishing' of 'some of the
boys,' each adding his bit to a hilari-
ous whole.
As realistic as can be. the play

may shock tho.se to whom vulgarity
is anathema.
As a wl?o.e it is more than a

worthy eflorl. laying bare with a
11 ixture of subtlety and lustiness the
sham and seriousness, pathos and
vulgarity of that class of persons
who amble serenely through the pat-
tern of French Quarter life here.
Three women .take the acting

honors. Nita Stern, Betty Goldstein
and Maude HoUingsworth. Latter
was borrowed from the Federal The-
atre for the play. Vernon Wallace
also does a good job. Liuzza.

FUTURE PLAYS
'All That Glitters,' comedy by John

Berogworth and Kenneth Simpson,
has been added to production sched-
ule of George Abbott.

'Touffh to Chaw,' by Robert Carl-

son, will be tried by Harry Moses.
Boris Aronsoh is doing the sets.

'Father Malachy's Miracle,' from
Bruce Marshall's novel, by Brian
Doherty, announced by Delos Chap-
pell. Worthington Miner to direct.

Jo Mielziner doing the sets.

'Wall Street Scene,' by John Law-
rence, taken by Mary McArthur
Noble for proposed Sept. production.

'Barchester Towers,' drainatizatiou

by Thomas ' Job of Anthony Ti ol -

lope's novel, set by Guthrie McClin-
tic as his second for the season. Ina

Claire will star,

'Midsummer Night,' comedy by
Allan Scott, announced for Oct, 5 by
John and Jerrold Krimsky. Bretaigne

Windust directs.

'Bundle From Heaven,' farce by
Debo Frankel, taken by Alex Yokel

for early fall production.
'Accidental Family,' by Seymouf

(iross, bought for Broadway produc-
tion by Raymond .Moore. Was tried

at producer's summer theatre at

Dennis, Mass.

Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON
Berkshire Hotel, New York
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Inside StufF-Legit

Margaret Tallichet, iinder contract to David O. Selznick, and a clerk in

the Paramount West Coast publicity office a year ago, has been working

as an apprentice at the Westport Country Playhouse and Westchester

Playhouse all" summer! Received her first part last week opposite Henry
Fonda in "The Virginian' and

. scored a nice success. Miss Tallichet, who
had a small pairt in 'A Star is Born,' came east in May to study with

•Tamara Darkyhanova and joined her classes, associated with the two
theatres.

James O'Neill, Equity exec and trouble 'shooter, was telegramed and

otherwise salvoed last Thursday (19) on his 17th anniversary as an official

with Equity, After Frank Gillmore, Equity pres, and Paul Dulzell,

treasurer, both of whom have been with Equity since its inception, O'Neill

comes next in length of service. O'Neill was particularly flabbergasted by
a deluge of weli-.wishing telegrams, especially singe a considerable number
were from managers whom he had fought tooth and nail in the interests

of Equity for years.

•Biwther Rat' engagement, which was slated to end on Broadway next

week, has been extended for six weeks as the result of improved "attend-

ance. Current cast will go on the road, but the production remains at the

Biltmore,''Settings having been built for that house and impractical for

touring.

Cast for.the extended New York date will be composed of players who
were in and out of the show, people who have been referred to as being

in George Abbott's 'stock company.'

Kenneth Thomson, executive secretary of the Screen Actolrs Guild, who
was offered tiie male lead in John Golden's coming production of 'Susan

and God,' opposite Gertrude Lawrence, was not known as a Broadway
actor. Manager, however, knew of Thomson's stage ability because he

had appeared in a road company of 'Three Wise Fools,' which Golden
produced.
SAG exec declined the part because he didn't want a run of the play

contract, feeling that he should not be indefinitely tied up.

Owen Murphy, musical comedy tunesmith who has been in Hollywood

for some time, was married there Sunday (22) to Mickey Herson, whom he

met when she was in 'Rain or. Shine.'' Bride quit the ensemble of 'Babes

jn Arms' and went to the Coast for the ceremony.

Murphy composed the score of 'Shine' and other musicals in which

Joe Cook was starred.

Cecelia Loftus has been booked for her third summer-theatre engage-

ment, next week, at- the Casino, Newport, R. I., in 'As Husbands Go.'

Earlier she guested in 'Storm Over Patsy' at the Berkshire Playhouse,

Stockbridge, Mass., and followed this with a date at the Mohawk Drama
Festival, Schenectady, N. Y., in 'The Palace of Truth.'

Fifth year of Steve Cochran's National Academy of Stage Training

starts in October. Ira Hards, legit stager, will be in charge.

School is located in Washington.

Theatre Councfl

Ratifies Former

Plans at Lnnch

The American Theatre Council,

formed last spring to promote the

welfare of the legit theatre and work
out problems, not of a controversial

nature, held its first luncheon discus-

sion meeting Monday (28) since the

legit convention in May. The ses-

sion had mostly to do with ideas to

promote theatre interest in suburban
communities. Some plans to form
playgoers' committees in those sec-

tions and excursion parties to Broad-
Way were set forth as feasible.

Proposed also to induce managers
to install more telephones in box of-

fices and in other ways make it eas-

ier to attend theatres. Idea of an
early curtain at least one night
weekly for the convenience of com-
muters was also advanced. Most of

the suggestions had been made be-
fore and the council expressed the

hope that they would become actu-

alities.

A plan to encourage young players
was outlined, idea being to bring
them to managerial attention by put-
ting on 'experimental productions' on
Sunday nights. Stated that John
Golden had remitted $5,000 for the
purpose of five scholarships for em-
bryo dramatists, to be paid $1,000
during a year's period. That idea is

to keep such writers in New York
and prevent them being lured io Hol-
lywood. There has been some criti-
cism whether that coin will have the
desired result. No further scholar-
.nhip money has been donated but it

was hoped that . the number of
scholarships will be increased.

i. J. Cody On His Own
James J. Cody, former general

stage director for Earl Carroll and
more recently in similar capacity for
Martin Jones, is entering the legit
producing field on his own.

Initialer will be a musical revue,
'Broadway Joke Book,' culled from
» sheaf of skits and tunes which
Cody is now assembling and expects
to have ready in late October. Aside
from producing, Cody will do his
own staging.

leventhal in Newark Again
Jules Leventhal will again operate

the Shubert, Newark, N. J., as an au-
tumn season spot in his chain of $1
top legits.

Shubert relights Sf-pi 4 with 'Boy
Meets Girl' and 'Tobacco Rotid' set
for the week following.

JACOBSON, SCHNEIDER,

FtELDS, WITH MILLER

Clarence Jacobson, who was back

with 'Green Pastures' for three

years, last week was engaged by

Harry Fleischman, general manager

for Gilbert Miller, as company man-

ager for the touring edition of

'Tovarich,' which will star Eugenie

Leontovich. Also engaged for that

troupe as advance men were Wil-

liam Schneider and Fred Spooner.

Schneider, .too, was with 'Pastures'

for three seasons.

Jacobson and Schneider, like Wil-

liam Fields, who has just become

agent for Gilbert Miller's production

of Helen Hayes in 'Victoria Regina,'

were long in the service of Laurence
Rivers, Inc. Fields last week re-

linquished his p.a. assignment on

'Having Wonderful Time' to Anne
Ayres, preparatory to going on- the

road with Miss Hayes.

Also engaged by the Miller office

last week- were Victor Kiraly, who
will manage the Marta Abba road

version of 'Tovarich,' and Lodewick
Vroom, who will agent the same
show. Harry Essex will be company
manager for 'Victoria Regina' and
the tour starts Sept. 16 in Hai-tford.

Both 'Tovarich' troupes open Sept.

20, the Abba organization in Mont-
real and the Leontovich company
in Columbus, O.

Shows in Rehearsal

'To Quito and Back' (Theatre
Guild).

'Jean' (Barratt and Phillips).

'Vireinia' /Rockefeller Pro-
duction).
'You Can't Take It With You,'

road (Sam H. Harris).
'Sooin Service' road (George

Abbott).
'New Faces of 1937' (Leonard

Sillman).
'The Women,' road (Max

Gordon).
'Here's Hoping:' (Louise.

Howard),
'On Location' (East Coast

Studios, Inc.).

'Blow Ve Winds' (Arthur
Hopkins).

TWO SHOWS IN

LOOP;ITSA

SEASON

Chicago, Aug. 24.

New season is officially here.

There's a new shoV in town, mak-

ing it a pair of legit pieces for the

Chicago public. New entry is

'Brother Rat,' which got away fast

at the Selwyn on Sunday (22), with
evidences of plenty of ducat de-

mand.
Remarkably 'You Can't Take It

With You' gives no indications of

weakening, despite being far into

the second half of its first year al-

ready. Has been getting around
$13,000 throughout. Only once did

it drop as low as $11,000 and, out-

side of a couple of weeks at $12,000,

has been a consistent 13-grand win-
ner week after week. Looks a cinch

for staying far into the new season

at the current pace.
Newcomers readying for local

entries are 'The Women' for the fir-

langer and 'Babes in Arms' for the

Grand, both in September. Mean-
while the Erlanger has been doing
okay as roadshow spot for pix.

WPA closed its long run 'O Say
Can You Sing?', musical, at the

Great Northern on Saturday (21)

and is readying to fold 'Lonely Man'
at the Blackstone. For replacements

there will be 'Monesh,' a Yiddish
piece and a series 'of one-acters by
Eugene O'Neill and George Bernard
Shaw.

Estimates for Last .
Week

'Brother Rat,' Selwyn (1,000; $2.75)

(1st week). Opened Sunday (22).

Company carte in from the Coast.

Looks oke despite bad reaction to

the title by femmes.
'You Can't Take It With You,'

Harris (1,000; $2.75) (29th week).
Around $13,000 is the average here,

and has been holding to that pace

for a long time.

WPA
•O Say Can You Sing?', Great

Northern. Closed Saturday (21)

after a long stay.

'Lonely Man,' Blackstone. Ready-
ing to quit.

Current Road Shows

Oklahoma Sends Back

N. Y. WPA Playwrights

Oklahoma City, Aug. 24.

WPA's three imported Shake-
speares have headed back to N.

Y., their literary e'^orts officially

tagged as flops.

Previously heralded as the .sal-

vation of poor talent-starved Okla-
homa, the three young playwrights.

Rose Carylyn, Samuel Cohen and

Peter Arnow, were sent from
N. Y. to dramatize Oklahoma's
legends for WPA theatre production

here.

'Although they wrote only 12

.shoirt plays in the three months.'

states director Alma Shaw of the

southwest PWA play bureau, 'If 1

were to recommend any of them for

production it would be one by Miss
Carlyn entitled 'Grandma's Story.'

It doesn't have anything to do with
Oklahoma and it could have been
done just as well in New York.

Week Aug. 23

'Brother Rat,' Selwyn, Chicago.

'Room Service,' Cass, Detroit, 22-25.

'Story to Be Whispered,' Geary,

San Francisco.

'You Can't Take .11 With You,'

Harris. Chicago.

New Season Looks Good

'ROOM' HOTCHA $20,000,

ON 18 DAYS, DETROIT

Detroit, Aug. 24.

.With a nice $12,000 opening . ses-

sion behind it, 'Room Service' con-

tinued to plod rough shod through

a torrid heat wave to grab a satis-

factory $7,000 at the Cass last week.
Earliest opening in years seems to
have caught the Detroit fancy, and
hot-weather biz is eclipsing grosses
of several winter shows.
New company, which is doing nine

performances weekly' at $2.75 top,

fulls out tomorrow (25), after an
8-day session and figures on over

$20,000 for the 2%-week stand, which
is plenty good. Moves on toward the
west eoast for a tour there.
Roadshowing of 'Emile Zola' (WB)

relights the Cass Thursday (26) and
is slated to run through Sept. ll, to
be followed by The Women.' 'You
Can't Take It With You' is set to
open Sept. 26, followed by Tovarich'
on Oct, 11, Tentative bookings give
indication for a solid season through
next spring.

Estimate for Last Week
'Room Service' (Cass; 1,400; $2.75

top). Legit followers like summer
openings, and giving comedy good
$7,000 on second session. Plenty
nice in view of torrid weather and
outdoor competish.

'BABES' RECORD

ST. LOO

St. Louis, Aug. 24.

'Babes in Toyland,' Victor Herbert's
land of make-believe extravaganza,
finished a week's run Sunday (22) at
the Al Fresco theatre, in Forest
Park, with a take of approximately
$45,500, best biz of the current sea-
son, except the initial 10-night run
of 'The Great Waltz,' which grossed
$50,000. 'Babes' attracted 71,365 cus-
tomers, breaking all single we^k at-

tendance figures in the history of the
theatre.
American premiere of- Robert

Stolz' operetta, 'Wild Violets,' with a
cast headed by Guy Robert.son, Vio-
let Carlson,' Wilbur Evans. Margaret
Daum, George Meador, John Ehrle,
Joseph Macaulay, Vickl Cummings,
Helen Raymond, Ruth Urban and the
dance team of Harris. Claire and
Shannon, began a week's run Mon-
day (23) as the last presentation of
the 12-week open air season.

'Violets' was liberally exploited
via local dailies, radios, billboards,
etc., and grossed approximately
$4,000 on opening night. Max Gor-
don and other producers from the
East .were on hand for the first per-
formance, with a view of determin-
ing whether it will be presented on
Broadway next fall.

(Continued from page 1)

Summer Theatres
(NEW PLAYS THIS WEEK)

'Empre.ss of Destiny,' Bandbox
theatre, Sufllield, Conn. <26).

'For Charity,* Barter theatre, Ab-
ingdon, Va.
'God Tunis,' Farragut Playhouse,

Rye, N. H.
•Patrick Henry,' • Barter theatre,

Abingdon, Va. (25 only).

'See No Evil,' Playhouse. Weston,

Vt.

'The Man in Dress Clothes,' Star-

light theatre, Pawling, N. Y.
'The Orifi^inai Man,' Playhouse,

Wildwood, N. J.
.

'Triple Play,* Plymouth Playhou.se,

Milford, Conn.
'Wild Violets,' Forrest Park Bowl,

St. Louis.

Illh Week of Summer Stock

Skanealeles, N. Y., Aug. 24.

Virginia L. E. Franke, owner
manager of the summer theatre in

this village, am'iounces plans of the

company to present an 11th week
perlormance.
The company had opiginally planned

to conclude after 10 weeks.

N. C. PAGEANT ACTORS

THINK THEY WANT PAY

Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 2-^

Cast of Paul Green's 'The Lost
Colony,' in summer production at

Manteo as the combined enterprise
of the Federal Theatre Project and a

local celebration commission, has
been rumbling a bit. Natives and
townspeople participating in the pro-
duction 'For the Love of the Cau.se'

have started wondering why they
shouldn't get weekly checks, too.

Howard Baileyr state director of the

FTP, admits he doesn't have a good
answer, but cites his regulations.

With President Roosevelt on the
Lsland last week, all previous paid
admission record.s were .shattered.

Pay for those of the cast who get
paid, range.s from 50c a night to CCC
boys who play Indijin.s up to top
FTP pay.

was noticed last week, until stifling

heat had the entire east simmering.

Surviving attractions are virtually

sure of extended stays into the fall

because of the delay in getting .new
.

productions started. Some of the
eight current shows are figured to

last until Thanksgiving while such
standouts as 'You Can't Take It With
You,' 'Room Service' and 'The
Women' should hold up with the
newsconiers for a much longer
period. No telling how long
'Tobacco Road' can operate either.

Business for the first half last,.;

week was running well ahead the
summer levels but in nearly all,

gains were wiped out by Saturday.
Rain broke the torrid wave Sunday,
precipitation continuing Monday and
Tuesday and the populace doesn't
care if it rains indefinitely after the
blistering heat.

The open air musical revivals at .

the Municipal Stadium at Randall's
Island continue to be a clean-up,
topping the other outdoor shows at
Jonies Beach. In the former spot the
showing of 'Of Thee I Sing' would
have made a record but was rained
out Saturday and Sunday. Season
at the beach winds up on Labor Day
but the Island will continue two
weeks beyond that date.

First attraction of the season is

dated to premiere next Tuesday (31)
when 'Virginia' relights the Center
in Radio City.

'Babes in Arms,' Shubert (20th
week) (M-l,385-$3.30). May stay well
into ^ fall period; next booking is
'Amphitryon 38' early in November;
unopposed musical quoted at $15,800
last week..
'Brother Bat,' Biltmore (37th week)

(C-991 -$3.30). Although company
goes to road after another week, a t-
tradtion with another cast may con-
tinue the engagment; better last
week; $6,500.
'Having Wonderful Time,' Lyceum

(27th week) (CD-1,000-$3.30). Was
well ahead until the heat was turned
on again last half; approximated
$7,000; okay on summer basis.
'Room Service/ Cort (15th week)

fC-l,059-$3.30). Laugh show should
hold its own against the expected
clicks of the new season; rated over
$15,000 right along.

'The Women,* Barrymote (31st
week) (C-l,048-$3.30). High tem-
peratures late last week dented pace,
but gross nf $13,300 was satisfactory
for standout.
'Tobacco Road,* Forrest (194th

week) (D-l,107-$1.65). Sure of going
into new season; takings of $5,200
for pop scale lohg-runner satisfac-
tory.

'Yes, My Darling Daughter,* Play-
house (20th week) (C-878-$3.30 ).

Picked up and management expects
engagement • to last until Thank.s-
giving or longer; estimated around
$8,500..
•You Can't Take It With You,'

Booth (37th week) (C-708-$3.30).
Strongest draw in town; standee at-
tendance the rule since the start,

with the gate almost always over
$15,000.

Revivals
'Anything Goes,' Randall's Island;

outdoor.
'Nina Rosa,' Jones Beach; outdoor.

WPA
'Swing It,* Adelphi; colored musi-

C3l

'The Trial ot. Dr. Beck,' Elliott; col-,
ored drama.

Bridgeport Loses Its

WPA UdH to Hartford

Bridgeport is losing lis WPA dra-
ma base to Hartford as of Sejpt. 15,

according to Vincent J. Sullivan,
state admini.strator. After being
skedded for a two-week stand of

'Help Yourself,' starting Aug. 30, the
Park theatre here will fold and the
project will pitch a new camp at
the Avery Memorial Hal). Hartford.
Up to now execs of- the Connec-

ticut Federal Theatre have been
headquartered in New Haven, with
the playhouse in Bridgeport and a

Negro unit in Hartford. Con.solida-
tion in one city is figured to bring
about a considerable coin .saving.

Stock *Boy-Girr Fine

$6,000, Elitch, Denver
Denver, Aug. 24.

With four straight sellouts to open
the week, the Elitch stock hung up
its best figure for the summer, ap-
proximately $6,000, on 'Boy Meets
Girl.' Lightest night was Friday,
when 'Brother Rat' played the
municipal auditorium. 'Rat' did ap?
proximately $2,800 on a one-day two-
show engagement. Matinee, was very
light.

It's a mistake to bring such a .show
as this here for one day. House
would have been a sellout the sec-
ond day, as soon as word-of-mouth
got going. This town shops for 'em.
Next legit show here will be

'Tovarich' Nov. 5-6, with a matinee
on the second day.

That Davis Guy Again
'Intermission,' hew whodunit by

Irving Kaye Davis, will- reach pro-
duction via Beaux Arts Prods., nevy
producing group.
Action of piece is laid in the lobby

of a grind pix house.

STAGECRAITEES AGAIN
The Stagecrafters have reorgan-

ized and taken new quarters.

Group is planning four new pro-
ductions for the forthcoming season,
first of which will be 'In.side Story,"

by Arthur Lec.
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Moscow Art Theatre, 130 in All

In Paris; Germans, Chinese Next

Paris, Aug. 15.

Three different foreign theatrical

troupes will appear in Paris in as

many months, starting with the Mos-

cow Art Theatre, which has just

opened for a two-: and a: half-week

stand at the Theatre des Champs-

Elysees.' Entire troupe of the Bay-

r«uth Opera will come in September,

to be followed in ' October by 24

Chinese actors.

Entire Moscow troupe- is in Paris,

•with the exception of Constantin

Stanislavski, who was originally

scheduled to accompany the group
which he and V. I. Nemirovitch^
ps^ntchenko founded in 1898. Illness

prevented his coming, but.the other

of the two founders arrived, in Paris

several days before his playei's, to

make final arrangements.
Company is composed of 130 per-

sons and is complete to the last call

boy. Twenty carloads of scenery,

costumes and other equipment were
brought from Moscow to assure orig-

inal presentations. Repertoire of the

troupe consists of Maxime Gorki's

•Enemies,' Trenev's 'Liubov laroyaia'

and Leon 'Tolstoi's 'Anna Kareniha.'

German Layoff
German week of festivities, run-

ning from Sept. 3 to 12,- will be com-
posed, of several performances of

the Bayreuth Opera Co., the 100-

piecb Berlin' Philharmonic Orchestra

and the Gunthe'r. Dancers of Munich.
This, is the first time that the entire

German State Opera company has,

ever come to Frd'nce.

Wilhehn Furtwangler will direct

•Die Walkure' . and Tristan iind

Isolde,! which will be sung by Martha
Fuche, Maria Muller and Frantz
Wolker. On the wind-up night he
will conduct Beethoven's • 'Ninth

Symphony.'

'

• Richard Strauss will come to di-

rect two of; his own operas, 'Der

Rosenfcavalier'
' and 'Ariaine auf

Naxos.' Walker Funk, vice-presi-

dent ot the German Chamber of Art.

has arr-anged -the presentations and
will direct the gala, with the as-

sistance of' Heinz Titi'en, director of

the State Opera.
Opening at the Comedie de la

Ghamps-Elysees for tvfo weeks on-

pet-, .2 the double dozen Chinese
actors heaoied by Tcheng Yen Ghin
.will present native drama. There
will be no worhen In the troupe.
Some ot the original Chinese plays
•which will be presented are 'The
God of Fire.' 'Death on the Rock,'

*L6ve of a Shepherd and- a Peasant
Girl' and The Mountain to a
Thousand Feet,'

,

TWO NEW LONDON PLAYS

Van Druten's fMaude* NSG, But
Miller's 'Music' Looks Okay

London, Aug. 24.

'Gertie Maude,' John Van Druten's

first play here since he went to Hol-
lywood two years ago, opened at the,

St. Martin's theatre Aug. 17. Play is

an intej^esting character study pre-

.sented by Auriol Lee and Sydney
Carroll, but seems is commercially
unsound.

'Old Music,' Keith Winter's new
play pf the Crinoline era, opened at

the St. James theatre, Aug. 18, under
auspices of Gilbert Miller. It is tnost

effectively mounted and 'should ap-

peal to those who liked 'Pride and
Prejudice' and 'Victoria Regina' and
other plays of that type.

New Mpxit. for Vaude
Theatre in London

London, Aug_. 15.

Vaudeville theatre reopens in Sep-

tember under the management of

Robert and Cecil Schofield and
Anthony Ellis. Company has se-

cured a lease of the house, which
will be redecorated and new seats

installed.

Theatre will be devoted to comedy
and farce, and anrtong the plays al-

ready acquired is 'Punch and Judy,'

a farce by Val Gielgud.

MAGYAR CYCLE

IN SHOW WORLD

PARIS PASSION

PLAY SOCK

CUCK

MEX. MUSICAL DUE

IN 1. A.; CAST OF 250

Hollywood. Aug. 24.

Series of musical shows from
Mexico City will be produced in

Los Angeles next season by Frank
Fouce, who plans to import Robert
Soto, Mexican revue producer, a

troupe of 175 playeys, and a 75-

piece band.
Fouc" has gone to Mexico City to

rorrplete the arrangements and sigh

Fernando Soler and
.
Virginia Fab-

reras, Mexican players, for the Los
Angeles appearances.

Paris, Aug. 15.

Highlight of the summer's the-

atrical season, France's own Passion

play, gained one pf the greatest suc-

cesses it has ever experienced at this

year's presentations.

Original plans called for a run of

six days but 'so great was the de-

mand for seats that the presenta-

tions were continued five extra days.

Excellent weather had much to do
with this.

Produced this year,' as for the last

three, imder the direction of Pierre

Adelbert, it is estimated that nearly

100,000 persons- saw it during its xiin

this sea&on. Sponsored by the Com-
missariat des Fetes de Paris, presen-
tations took on a' special sighficance

because of the exposition.

Cast included more than 2,500 ac-

tors, singers and extras, as well as a

Guarde Republicaine [ band and
,
the

boys' choir of the Petite Chanteurs
a la Croix de Bois, which added spe-

cial musical effects. ^
Mpre than 10,000 made up the au-

dience seated in the great square in

front of Notre Dame cathedral on
the opening night to witness one of

the most magnificent spectacles of

dramatics, color and sound' France
has seen. Majestic floodlit towers of

the old church provided the only
background, with 'Heaven' on the left

of the mammoth stage and 'Hell' on
the right.

Budapest, Aug. 13.

Erik Charrell is due at Szeged to

inspect open-air performances of

'Janos Vitez' ('Gallant John'), Hun-

garian folk play, which he proposes

to turn into a spectacular revue for

London and New York.

Originally ah epic' by Petofi, Hun-
gary's greatest poet, 'Janos Vitez'

was dramatized and .set to music 30

years ago and proved the greatest

hit the Hungarian stage has ever

known, Charrell plans to retain the

original score, but will magnify the

whole affair.

Spectacular possibilities of Mag-
yar settings have been discovered

by other British showmen , of late.

Eric Maschwitz is here, writing the

successor to 'Balalaika,' a romantic

Anglo-Hungarian musical. He has

dubbed it 'Paprika' and is giving it

a late 19th century setting. George
Pbsford; who is composing the

score, is also here in quest of ma-
terial. 'Paprika' is to be produced

early in the coming season at His

Majesty's theatre, London.
Val Gielgud, drama director of

B.B.C., is also in Budapest, absorb-

ing local color for his new detective

novel, 'Death in Budapest,'

Furthermore the London stage is

soon to see Gilbert Miller's produc-

tion of Eugene Heltai's historical

rhymed comedy, 'The Silent Knight,'

in adaptation by Humbert Wolfe.

CUT-RATE MUSICALS

DO WELL IN HUNGARY

Summer Theatres

New Lengyel Play

Budapest, Aug. 13.

Melchior Lengyel, still in Holly-
wood, where shooting of his- picture.

'Angel,' with Marlene Dietrich, has
jiifit been completed, has a n»w play.
'The Necklace.' to be produced at

Muvesz Szinhaz here as the first

novelty of the fall season.
'Necklace' is a pre-French-revolu-

tioii historical play, dealing with the
gi.i(anlic scandal that centred around
the gems presented by Prince Rohan
to Qfesn Marie Antoinette.

Hebrew Actors

(Continued from page 53)

Dekobra Musical
Budapest, Aug. 13.

France's best-Selling novelist, Mau-
rice Dekobra, got Andre Maiiprey to

collaborate on a book for a musical

comedy version of his novel, 'Venus

a fiulettes,'

As 'Venus on Wheels' it has a

score by Michael Krasnay-Kraus,

Hungarian composer, and is sched-

uled for early production in Paris

and Vienna.

even been decided on, .more than
$4,000 worth of tickets have been
subscribed.

, .
Only 8 N. Y. Houses Left

.
(3oing on to an enumeration of the

coming season, Guskin announced
that there would be eight houses
opening in New York. Five, the Mc-
Kinlay Square, Lronx; Hopkinson,
Brooklyn; Pcrkway, Brooklyn; Lyric,
Brooklyn, and Bionx Art, Bronx,
will open Sept. 5. Other three,
National, Public nd Second Ave.,
will open Sept. 13. Also the Yiddish
Art Tlieatre will open a season at
the Jolson, off Broadv7-y about the
end of Sept. Foll vTheatre, on Sec-
ond Avenue, formerly an ace house,
has gone pictures.

Much is expected of the season on
Second Avenue which will again be
100% musical comedy. Molly Picon
is returning to the avenue after a
three-year absence, to head the
troupe at the Public. Opposite her
will be Aaron Lebedoff. the avenue's
eternal juvenile, who, too, has been
absent for one year. Menashe Skul-
nik will head the troupe at the 2d
Avenue, with music by Jos. Rum-
shinslcy, also in the pit. Leo Fuchs
will head the cast at the National.
Maurice Schwartz' Yiddish Art

Theatre, uptown at the Jolson. will
open the season with a di'amatization
of 'Brothers AshUiuazi,' from I. J.

Singer's best seller novel, of which
much is expected. Schwartz, inci-

dentally, came in for a bit of a haz-
ing at the meeting on the ground of

bringin.i* in actors from abroad for-

his ti'Oupe. There are fouv such.
Actors' Union execs pointed out that

Budapest, Aug. 13.

While producers everywhere loudly

bewail the death of stage musical

corhedy, murdered by the competi-

tion of screen revues, Budapest's

successful showman, Michael Erde-
lyi, maintains that there is an in-

creasing demand for operetta. Erde-
lyi has a chain of three suburban
theatres playing musicals twice a

day at rock-bottom prices to ca-

pacity audiences.
Starting originally with revivals

of old favorites, Erdelyi can't find

enough operettas to go round and
has taken to writing his own for

lack of better material. He is now
negotiating for rental of Royal Thea-
tre, where he proposes to try out
new original musicals, to go on his

suburban chain subsequently.

THE TRUNK
((jontinued from page 54)

convinced : that he has dropped the

grudge. Nor Is the audience.. By
this time, Richard Heath has lost his

presidency through a proxy upset in

the corporation, and he and his s;s-

ter -have lost ownership of their

house through adversities. Fletcher
now owns the Heath house (a con-
venient situation for the scenic de-
signer), he lives there. Barbara re-

,sents this state of affairs, and Roger
boils over the loss of his job and at-

tempts to shoot Fletcher.
GrimshaW drops in- unexpectedly

and saves Fletcher's life' for further
menaces. They come . soon enough.
While Fletcher is modeling a gro-
tesque statue in the drawing room
two midnights later, his butler,

Everett Boggs, tells him that the art

dealer has delivered a rare piece he
had been expecting. Rather an un-
usual hour, thinks Fletcher (and the
audience), but tells Boggs to set it

on the table. Packing case is in the
form of a diminutive trunk, about
large enough to hold a dwarf.
While Fletcher putters, with his

back turned, the lid of the trunk
opens, an arm sticks out, holding a
blow gun, and shoots Fletcher in the
throat. With practically everybody
under suspicion, Inspector Burns, in-

telligently played by Fritz Eisen-
mann, conducts his inquiry and
questions Grimshaw most.

(jlimax comes when Grimshaw
visits "the Heaths. While he is talk-
ing to Barbara in leering tones,
Richard gets a phone call from the
inspector, giving him some mys-
terious instructions. While Grlm-
shaw's attention is diverted, Richard
heats a poker in the fireplace, sneaks
up behind Grimshaw and presses it

against his upper leg. Grimshaw
doesn't react, and the secret's out:
he has lost his legs as a result of th6
auto accident, and would therefore
fit into the fatal trunk, minus the
false shafts he had concealed up to
this point.

Fritz Eisenmann stands head and
shoulders above his fellow players
and gives a convincing interpreta-
tion of the level-headed inspector.
Russell Curry is okay as Boggs; Ed-
ward Hale handles the bit role of
coroner- capably, and the other play-
ers are swept in to a safe landing on
the' flood tide of a foolproof plot.
Wood took the important role of
Grimshaw to fill a vacancy. He dis-
tin,guished himself as a playwright
only. Fox.

JASON'S JOURNEY
New London, N. H., Aug. 20.

.
Fantasy in three acts by Seymour Gross,

presented by New London Players at New
London, N. H., . Aug. lU, MT; directed by
Josephine IZ. Holmes; set, Norman Grant.
Betty Fi'omun. . . Ruth Hogar
Poul Lewis.... Denis Plimmer
Ourrle Henderson Carolyn Lichtehfels
Rankin.. Howard Boardman
Dr. Henrv Henderson Paul Davee
Johnny' Flint. ..Tohn Thomas
Sally O'Connell.. ...Anne Claverle
Jason Jonathan Journamani Charles Bowden

it was supposedly a closed shop and
didn't have to permit this influx from
abroad. But it preferred not to get
tough at this time and thus, per-
haps, lose jobs for about 20 of its

members who will be employed
there.

If the road experiment in Chicago
and Philadelphia works out, it Was
decided, efforts will be made to

spread out further, with Detroit;

Cleveland and Toronto in mind.
Irving Grossman, Dina Goldberg,
Max Wilner and Anna Hollander
will head the Philly troupe, work-
ing at regulation salaries, but sans
guaranty. Lucy 'and Misha Gorman
will head the Chicago co. in the same
way. It is not a co-op venture, in

other words, but with the union
sticking out its chin for possible
losses. However, it is this very fac-

tor which disturbs some of the ac-
tors, who feel they would rather not
take a chance.
'Some of you may be figuring on

WPA,' Guskin told the meeting, but
speaking to those who have been
shy about joining up. 'Let me warn
you that this is dangerous. They are
cutting down more and more. Be-
sides which, we should be strong
enough to do our own cruisading-

'\vork, rather than depending on
Washington.'

This is Seymour Gross* first play
and his second to be produced in
strawhats this season. 'Accidental
Family' was premiered two weeks
ago at Dennis, and is currently being
considered as a commercial, possi-
bility for Broadway. 'Jason's Jour-
ney' was not aimed at the commer-
cial stage by Gross, and there is little

hope that it will ever graduate from
the little theatre class.

Written by . Gross when he was
fresh from college, 'Journey' might
easily have been the by-product of
a philosophical bull session, when
the subject was Plato. In brief, it's

a wobbly literary colt by Plato, out
of Bulfinch.

Like the Jason of mythology, this
one is trying to find his Golden
Fleece, in the form of a woman.
When he does locate her, another
man snatches the prize. Longest path
between these two points chosen in
this dramatic itinerary is a hazy
highway, very foggy at times. An
inarticulate cast, with one exception,
does not clarify matters.

During a thunder storm a young
couple stumble out of their mired
automobile and into a strange house.
They find that a rather psychic but-
ler, Rankin, has anticipated their
visit by placing their own bedroom
slippers by the 'fireplace. Soon an-
other couple enter under identical
circumstances, and they, too, dis-
cover their slippers awaiting them.
Third couple stumbles in, -and ditto.
Their mysterious host, Jason Jona-
than Journaman, enters, bids them
all welcome, and passes around
cocktails. He does not drink from
his own glass.

.

That arouses sufficient interest for
a first act, but from that point it is
about as well organized as a picnic
on an aquaplane. Cocktail is a
secret potion which makes people
act as they imagine themselves to be.
This bit of fantasy has some fair
possibilities, but a bewildered cast,
groping for the light, fails to deliver
clearly delineated characters, with
the result that all is not quite clear
fromout,.fjropt.

One triangle remains unbroken
(Dr. Henderson, his wife, and Sally,
his nurse), while the other triangle
cracks. Betty, the attractive girl

sought by Paul, a fussy young man
and Johnny, another suitor, is not
affected by - the drink. While her
two young men are under its ia-
Quence, she sees them in a new light
and selects Johnny, although Jasorx
would have liked her for his mate
since she was the only one of the
group who knew herself. Jason
offers cocktails to Betty and Johnny
in a parting toast, but passes none to
the audience, where a round of stiff
drinks is needed most.
Howard Boardman as Rankin, the

perfect butler, is by far the most
convincing player. Fox.

Man in Dress Clothes
Pawling, N. Y., Aug. 23.

Comedy In three nets, with music, adapted
by Seymour Hicks from French ot Tves
Mirande; lyrics, Rowland 'Leigh: dances
Starr West; presented by Maryverne Jones
in association with the Messrs. Shulwrt at
the StttrllRht theatre, Pawling, N. v
Aug. 23. '."IT.

•'

Count Luclen d'Ar^ols John Barclay
Germalne. Hene Damur
Henri de la Tour Starr West
Foxtrot. Arden Young
Pierre LaTiurre. Donald Bliifk
Andre de Landal Teddv Jones
Helone '. Isobel Rose
Louis Raymond Southwlck
Ouatnve Ralph

. Sunipter
Kmlle Georpte- Spelvln
Jeanette ; Carmen Lpwis

This infant at present is not very
husky and it is doubtful whether it

even possesses the 'vitality to with-
stand the pruning, grafting and other
operations which would be necessary
to enable it to face the rigors of
Broadway or follow the pace that
Hollywood sets.

In other words, it's constitutionally
weak. Its theme is commonplace
and, although it contains some ex-
pressed humor, it is devoid of any-
thing approaching a dramatic situa-
tion. Tunes are pleasant enoiigh, but
none of them are likely to become
popular hits.

Scene of the; story is Paris. Lu-
cien and his wife, Germaine, agree
to split and she is given, or taken,
all his -worldly goods and chattels
.with the exception of an evening
dress outfit. This causes him no end
of emba,rrassment.

He can't go out until after six at
night, since he is a stickler for social
customs. And since he is broke he is

hard put to find a haven then. He
and his friend Henri, also on his
uppers, ' supiply the best comedy of
tl^s piece in their efforts to annex a
couple of dinners on the cuff.

However, following an experiment
or two, Germaine conclude^ that Lu-
cien is really the goods and goes
back to. him. Original sumptuous
furnishings are put back in his bed-
room, in place of the boards and

, boxes substituted when the wife
moved out. She also places h:r wed-
ding dot, 20,000,000 francs, to his
credit in a bank and he and Henri
eat. Everybody is so happy when
the curtain falls that all hands burst
into song.

Despite the fact that the cast was
scrambled together and rehearsals
completed within .five days, a re-

markably smooth performance was
given. A dance by Foxtrot, a none
too virtuous character of the nlay. is

an outstanding bit. Titles of some
of the songs are 'Who Cares,' 'I'm So
Glad.' 'Take Love While You May.'
and 'Girls. I'm True to All of You.'
First and third, acts are in Lucien's

bedroom, second in a restaurant.
Craw.

Greatness Comes to the

Maronies
Keene, N. H., Aug. 20.

Drama In three acts (eight scenes) by
Muiin PMge and Izola Forrester, presented

ut Keene Summer Theatre, Keene, N. H.,

Aug. ao, ':J7. Directed by Freeman Ham-
mond; ;.sel3 designed by M. S. Sampaon,
executed by George Pearson. •

Katherine f.lewelUn Muriel Brassier

Walter Maronies.... .Gilmoie BuMi
Samuel Maronies Kenneth Bisbee

Kllen Mivronles Beatrice Colony
John Don Farrar
Anne 'Welv Rosamond Paire

Gordon Weir Freeman Haaimona
Audrev Temple. . Rosalind Kliarfen

Dr. Phil Tennanl . ..Wnlhrop R. Pn^e
Charlie Polls...- Jaf^''

Thomas Marunie.^ Larry Johns

Sufficiently sustaining to hold in-

terest of a strawhat audience. 'Maro-
hies' has some possibilities for

Broadway, but offers more promi.se

as a film scenario, with production
embellishments. ,

It's a yarn abotit an author who
finds inspiration for a new novel m
the environment of the Maronies
home, where he and his "wue are

forced to take shelter when their

automobile crashes. Within the Ma-
ronies family, Gordon Weir, tne

author, finds that the two Maronies

brothers live in adjacent New Eng-

land houses but have not been cor-

dial with each other for 25 years.

This situation intrigues Weir and,

during his convalescence, he piies

into the family's secret. Katherine

Llewellyn, sister of Sam Maronies

wife, ultimately confides in Weir ano

tells him what's behind the fami y

enmity. She is living in the bam
Maronies home because she

sinned with Thomas, the other Ma-

ronies brother, and the result of tms

affair has been an illegitimate s.

(Continued on page 63)
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N. Times Casualties

J. D. Phillips, 40, correspondent in

Cuba for the New York Times, and
dean of the American newspaper
corps in Havana, was instantly killed

in an automobile accident in Po-
mona, Cal., on Aug. 23. A heavy
iruck collided/with the automobile

•in which he was driving his wife,

sister-iri-law and 12-year-old daugh-
ter east after, a vacation, and visit

with his parents in Los Angeles.

Both women were injured and hope
for the child's recovery was small.

Anthony James Billingham, 35, N.

Y. Times correspondent in China,
and Hallett .Abend, 51, chief corre-

spondent for the Times there, were
both injured in Shanghai on Aug.. 23,

when an airplane bomb hit a depart-
ment- store where Billingham was
buying field glasses.

Billingham, seriously wounded,
was the only one besides a 10-year-

old Chinese boy, who escaped alive

from an elevator at the time of the
'explosion. Abend, who was waiting
outside in a car when the bomb fell,

was slightly cut in the leg and foot,

but forced his way into the store .and

after finding Billingham was able to

get him into an ambulance which
look 'him to a hospital.

Billingham is a former Marine
who has been wiith the Times .in

China since 1936. Hallett Abend has
• been chief correspondent for the
Times in China since 1&27.

U.P. Vote Issue Cleared
Decision by the National Labor

Relations Board last week (21)

cleared the way for a poll of United
. Press employees in regard to their

choice of a collective bargaining
agent. United Press agreed last

Spring to an election to determine
whether or not the Newspaper Guild
would be the bargaining agency, but
disputed the eligibility of. bureau
managers and employees of the Los

« Angeles City News Bureau, a U.P.
subsidiary, to vote. Board's decision
stated that managers of one-man bu-
reaus are eligible to vote, as well as
•all members of the L.A. bureau,
i - This will be the first poll of edi-

•torial employees of one service for

selection of a collective bargaining
agency to be conducted on a nation-
wide scale.' In the case of the Asso-
ciated Press, which was organized
earlier, bargaining is on a local and
unit basis. Guild has, however, bar-
gained nationally, before in the case
of the International News Service.

la. Libel Suits
After dismissal of a libel suit for

$100,000 against Verne Marshall and
ihe Cediar Rapids Gazette in. the
P.olk county district court, Harold
M. Cooper,, former chairman of the
Iowa Liquor Control commission,
filed a new petition in the Scott
county district court in Davenport,
la. Cooper alleges that Marshall,
who is editor of the Gazette, libeled
him in his newspaper and over the
air during the 1936 campaign;
Centra] Broadcasting Co., with

headquarters in Davenport, also is a

party to the suit.

Another suit for $100,000 against
the Des Moines Register and Trib-
une, owners of WMT, also filed by
Cooper, is pending in the Polk
county c-M-'c

ievcpcst's Apology
The Saturday Evening Post has

taken 1.000-line advertisements in a
number of Virginia daily papers to
apologize for a mistake in the cur-
rent issue (28) which hit the stands
yesterday (Tuesday). Piece contain-
ing the error is by Marquis James
and deals with Virginia's Senator
Carter Glass.
Advertisements call tiie mistake

an 'out-and-out full-size too-late-tp-
change historical error.' Publica-
tion of the ads will be in Virginia
papers only. Editors hope it will
pacify the Cavaliers who are sticklers
for accuracy when it comes to Vir-
ginia hi.slory.

Guild Refetendum Starts
Referendum ballots have been

mailed to members of the Newspa-
per Guild, who have begun voting
on the proposals to rescind 10 acts
ol the la.st St., Louis Guild Conven-
tKin. Membership in good slandinR
r»s of June 1, totalling 6,844 in 88
chartered locals, have received .secret
'iHllots. which will be officially tabu-

War in Person

March of Time photogs were
set to take a film sequence of
N. Y. Associated Press head-
quarters receiving the news of

the Chino-Japanese conflict on
Monday (23).

Lensers thought the war had
come in over the wires When
they hooked up their lights and
blew a giant fuse. Cables were
held up for 15 minutes.

lated on Sept. 12, though the result

will be known unofficially long be-
fore.

Receipts in the last minute rush
to pay dues in order to be eligible

for voting brought $8,255 to the

Guild treasury in the closing eight-

day period.

L. A. Guild Musketeers
Familiar painting, 'The Spirit of

'76,' was' typified in the committee
chosen by the Los Angeles News-
paper Guild, to conduct wage scale

negotiations with the management of

the L; A. Examiner. Trio is com-
posed .of Florabel Muir, who recently

fractured a leg and is on crutches;

Frank Scully, who has been walking
on sticks for- years, and Roger John-
son, of the Hollywood Citizen-News,

who still needs crutches to get

around as result of ' shattering

an ankle bone. Proposal was for I

Miss Muir to enter the conference

tooting a fife with the boys beating

drums carrying out the idea.

Aged in the Carbon
Frank Scully's 'Hollywood Honey-

moon,' due foir release in Esquire

for October, is getting a lot of wire
service between New York and the

Coast. Paramount, .first in the field,

had the only copy. Selznick Inter-

national wired New York for a

copy, but none was available. Scully

had none. Finally he won Par qver

into leltihg him have the only copy
long . enough to have copies made.
Par handed him a mimeograph.

LITERATI DEATHS THIS WEEK
Howard Benton ('Poke') Freeman,

59, sports cartoonist and former bi-

cycle racing star, died unexpectedly

of a' heart attack at his home in

Avon, N. J., on Aug. 21. He was
associated with the Newark Eve-
ning News since 1912, and did a syn-

dicated golf comic strip with 'Doc

Lee' as its hero.

Wiley Sanders, 85, dean of the Mis-

sissippi Press, died . in Kosciusko,

Miss., on Aug.. 22.

Paul- B. Hoeber, 53, one of the

leading publishers of medical hooks,

and head of the medical book de-

partment of Harper's, died on Aug.
20 in New York after a nine weeks'

illness. He was the publisher under
the Hoeber.-^Harjjer's imprint of the

magazine, 'Annals of Medical His-

tory,' which was known as the 'aris-

tocrat of medical journals.'

William F. Clarke, 83, former
editor-in-chief of St. Nicholas Maga-
zine, died at his summer home in

Castine, Maine, Aug. 22, of heart dis-

ease. It was under his editorship

that 'Little Lord Fauntleroy,' by
Frances Hodgson Burnett, appeared
in the magazine.

.

CHATTER
Henry Seidel Canby working on a

biog of Thoreau at Concord, N. H.

Sinclair Lewis* new novel, 'The

Prodigal Parents,' due out next Jan-

uary.
Mabel Dodge Luhan's newest book,

'Edge of Taos Desert,' due next

month.
Katherine Mansfield's short stories

will be published in one volume by

Knopf.
Jack Gould. N. Y. Herald-Tribune

drama reporter, recovering from a

molar difficulty.

Robert Speller to publish an au-

tobiography of Norman Selby (Kid

McCoy) in November.
Irving ('Doc') Desfor of the A.sso-

ciated Press- feature service will

marry Gertrude Lemkin next month.
Johannes Steel will go on a lec-

ture tour in the fall. He is cur-

rently working on .several film sce-

nario.s.

Harry Maule of Doiibleday. Doran,

.sailing with his wife and daughter
today. (25) for ii six-week trip to

Europe.

3 ONITS TO SET

y.S, ONJTS TOES

Ballet Russe Vs. Ballet

Blum .Vs. Nijinska (Pol-

ish) Ballet—Billing's the

Cause of It AH—Hurok
Switches Away from de
Basil

WHO'LL PAY THE BILL?

London, Aug. 17.

Ballet war is imminent, and the
goal of the contending armies is

America's
.
approval. Also, by . the

way, American shekels.
Unlike other wars, there will

'
be

three armies in the field, and the
aim of each will be to destroy the
other two. The history of the con-
flict is as follows:

Seven years ago Coh. de Basil
(then plain Mr. Basil) and Rene
Blum, director of the Monte Carlo
Casino theatre, formed a partnership
to buy the late Diaghileff's assets,

consisting of Scenery, costumes and
rights in a number of ballets.

Business started off with a flourish,

but it was not long before Basil and
Blum discovered they were not con-
genial partners and decided to part
company, Basil " remaining at the
hes(d of the organization and becom-
ing a colonel, while Blum got baick
the money he invested and retired to

the peaceful occupation of managing
Monte Carlo's amusements.

Tempis, Fngit

Several years passed. Basil pros-
pered, both artistically and financial-

ly. And Blum, seized with remorse
at having lost a good thing made up
his mind to start a .ballet of his own
and invade Basil's' citadel—London.

Basil, w^o this ' time had be-
come. 'Col. de Basil's Ballets Russes,
Ltd.,' easily defeated the invaders,
for Blum's organization fell short, by
a wide margin, of his rival's artistry.

Nevertheless, Blum did not lose

heart. He continued, with varying
success, to harass the enemy, chiefly

by trying to persuade the members of

the colonel's organization to forsake
the colors.

Last year Blum played a master
stroke. Leohide Massine, artistic di-

rector of Col. d'e Basil's' Ballets
Russes, was persuaded to come over
to the enemy's camp, a comrhittee of

prominent art lovers was formed in

America to boost Blum's cause, and
Sol Hurok, American impresario,
suddenly decided to cast his lot with
Blum and Massine, after having for

five years been the Manager of the
de Basil U. S. tours. Next season is

to see Sol Hurok's name on the post-

ers, announcing the Blum Ballet.

That Ego

Hurok's change of front is some-
what due to hurt ego. Hurok's chief

ambition, it seems, is to be hailed as

the man who introduced ballet art

to America. Many were the battles

behind the .scenes between him and
de Ba.sil as to whose name should
figure in the announcements and bill-

ing. Basil came out the victor, but
Hurok bided his time. With Blum
remaining in France, as per contract,

no one can di.spute the crown rights

of Hurok as American ballet king, at

least on the posters.

To add piquancy to the situation,

the Polish government decided that

Russia has been permitted for too

long a lime to garner ballet laurels,

and this year will .see the formation
of a Polish National Ballet, spon-
sored and financed by the Polish

government.
'The War.saw Imperial Ballet was

second to none in the world in the

days of old Ru.ssia.' .says a Polish

official in London. 'The Poli.sh bal-

lerinas, by their grace, their beauty,

and their artistry, have always been
considered the world's foremo.st, and
there is no rea.son why our new bal-

let should not prove a world beater.'

Here Comes Nijinska

Broni.slawa Ni.)inska ha.s been
working on the formation of the

Polish tro\ipe for the' psfst several

Musical Soccer

Salzburg, 'Aug. 13.

. Verdi's 'Falstaff' almost had
to be called off on account of
a football match. Local soccer
club had advertised a match of
festival artists . versus the Salz-
burg team. Among players
mentioned were Alfi'ed Pic-
caver, American tenor; Attila

Hoerbiger and kick-off by Mar-
lene Dietrich. None of whom
showed up! ••

During the game tuba player
Habraba fell and broke his leg.

Bruno Walter had to spend the
rest of the day looking for a

substitute. Spectators de-
manded their money back,

which was refused.

3,278 YANKS SEE

SALZBURG TEST

By EMIL MAASS
Salzburg, Aug, 13.

Tbscanini's concert on Aug. 24,

which is being broadcast by NBC in

the U.S., will be partly for charity,

partly for funds of construction of a
new festival house.

Stadt theatre produced old timer

'Wiener Blut' ('Vienna Blood) with
Hubert Marischka and Paula Brosig.

Nearby comrhunity Mondsee play-

ing 'Eyeryman' with fisherman Josef

Bunk in title role.

Ernst Dohnanyi's new composition

'Mass in Szeged' played in the con-:

cert hall, directed by M. Messner.

Well received.

Party given by Governor Rehrl in

the Stadt theatre was the peak of

the social entertainment. Everyone
with a 'name' was invited.

jSo.far 3,278 Americans have .reg-

istered jn the various hotels. It is

an increase as against former yea^s;

1933 had 757 visitors.

Harriet Henders, who won much
applause as Mafcelline in 'Fidelio,'

will return to - Ruafiuc,.' where she

will fulfill an' engagement. Singer

from Simpson 'College, Indianola,

Iowa, is one of the outstanding fig-

ures of the Salzburg festival.

. American teachers at Mozarteum
report increased attendance. They
are: Artis Volt, Boston (harp),

Ralph Lewton, N. Y. (piano), Eliza-

beth H. Grimball, N, Y. (American
theatre).

Zimhalist Abroad
Efrem Zimballst, .slated for a con-

cert tour of England. France and the

Scandinavian countries, .sails Sept. 4

from New York, playing his first

date in Finland,
Fiddler plans to return early in

November. " "

months. Compo.sers, painters and
writers have been busily engaged
preparing the repertoire, and this

coming fall the new organization
will invade London and other capi-

tals of Western Europe, while the
first American tour is being planned
for next year.

General manager of the hew ballet

is Arnold Mekkel, who managed Ar-
gentina into world fame, and he in-

tends to prove to Americans that

there is no ballet but the Polish bal-

let, and that the Polish government
is its prophet, especially since money
will be no object.

De Basil says that. Hurok or no
Hurok, . he is coming to America,
The American sponsors of Blum's
ballet are just as positive. The Po-
lish Ballet is on its way. The war
is on, and the ballerinas' toes will

twinkle in real earnest.

Associated Actors and Artistes ol
America, in Its action to revoke the
Grand Opera Artists Association of
America charter, is engineering a
gigantic plot. Whole thing is m.

deep and dire attempt inspired by
the Metropolitan Opera Co. to
skuttle the N. Y. Hippodrome Opera
Co., of which Alfredo Salmaggi is

director. Such,' at least, is the view
of Maestro Salmaggi

'They realize that my opera com-
pany has surpassed them in artistic
achievement, and wiil ultimately put
theni out of business,' he claims. 'So
they're trying to undermine the
GOAAA, lorce all singers to join
the American Guild of Musical Art-
ists and thereby ruin me.

'I da not fear them, however.
They cannot—what you call 'in-
timidate' me. I defy them. I, Maestro
Salmaggi, will have all the artists
defy them.

'Punk Singers'

'Their singefs are no good. Their
dperas ar« a flop. But my Hippo-
drome company will grow and grow.
Soon it wil be the biggest in the
world. I give opera? for the masses
—at prices the masses can pay. And
the public comes to my operas and
loves them.
'Those Metropolitans, they are

nothing. They have no good singers.
Only squeaky ^ tenors whpm they
bring over from Italy. They sing
for big money, thousands of dollars
a performance. And they think no
one should be allowed to sing unr
less he is also paid thousands. I
cannot pay thousands and my sing-
ers do not care. They are with me.
I have wonderful singers—with big
voices, magnificent voices.
'Mostly they are American sing-

ers. American Singers are the best
in the world. Soon, in five or six
years, Italy and tho rest of Europe
will be coming to me for singers.
There will be no more great singers
anywhere else. And the- Metropoli-
tan will be done. It is not demo-
cratic. It is Communistic. It can-
not last. You will see.'

Salmaggi, with several other man-
agers of pop-price op6ra$, was" sched-
uled to speak last night (Tuesday)
jat a mass meeting of, the GOAAA in
Steinway kail • to protest the pro-
posed transfer of the GOAAA char-
ter to the AGMA- Neither he nor
the GOAAA officials apparently
sensed anything incongruous in the

(Continued on page 62)

STADIUM CONCERTS GOT

$175,000 GROSS FOR '37

Total figures on this summer's con-
cert series by the New York Phil-
harmonic Society Symphony Orches-
tra in Lewisohn Stadium, N. Y., are
about on a pair with last season.
Series is called 'very successful' by
the management.
Of the 56 concerts scheduled, bad

weather forced the moving of five
indoors, postponement of one and
cancellation of one. Season opened
June 23 and closed Aug, 17. There
were 16 soloists, two sets of two bal-
lets each, two performances of the
opera 'Salome,' and the Wagner cycle
of five concerts. Conductors in-
cluded Vladimir Golschmann, Alex-
ander SmaUens, Fritz Reiner, George
King Raudenbush and Willem van
Hoogstraten.
Estimated that around 300,000 per-

sons attended the series, for an av-
erage of about 5,500 each. Season
gross was estimated in the nei.gh-
borhood of $175,000. As usual, th;it

was far below costs, concert season
always being angeled by various art
and music spon.sors in New York.
George Ger.shwin memorial concert,
which \set a Stadium record of 20,233
attendance and $12,000 gro.ss, was a
special event and is not included in
the above figures.
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Broadway

Natalie Napp planed in from the

Coast last weelc.
Dr. Leo Micliel all cleared up after

a skin irritation.

William Collier due east for the

Louis-Farr fight. Jim Tally ditto.

Bart Ennis and Fred Rath have
teamed as writers of radio material.

MiKe Connolly back from Coast

and will reopen agency in New

Miriam Marriiem returns from her

outdoor theatrie at Manomet, Mass.,

this week.
Max Baer anxious to return to

London to open a cafe a la Jaclc

Dempsey's. „ , .

Nan Bell planed to Coast this

week to take up assignment with
Monogram pix. „ '

,, ,

Bill Burton, Rockwell-O'Keefe
p.a., dong a gossip column for Down-
beat, music mag.
Aileen Stanley returns from Brit-

ish tour after closing at Holborn Em-
pire, London, Aug. 30.

Doc Alexander, retired medico and
legit actor, in French hospital, suf-

fering from complications.
_

Col. Leslie R. Naftzger, Pans and
New York attorney, associated with

Dufayoolor, in town on biz.

•Sidney Spier and Dorothy Ross
resume joint p.a. operations next

week after a year's severance..

Frank Halligan former Broadway
treasurer, now with Philh?irmonic

hall enterprise in Los Angeles.
.

Florence Birney, concert pianist,

offed to her hometown, Montrose,
Colo., for first siesta in 10 years.

Walter Wanger return's to Holly-

wood next week. Hal Home fol-

lows a fortnight or so thereafter.

Eddifr Golden, • sales chief for

Monogram, now on two-week swing
through the south in special sales

drive.
, ^

. Lowell Thomas has resigned from
The Players. Stepping out of sev-

Jral . clubs he doesn't get time to

requent.
Harry Joe Brown and Sally Eilers

arrived from Europe last Monday
(23). Former planed the same day
for the Coast,

• Subway station agents and mfo
men now handing- out full data on
how to get to World's Fair station

near Flushing.
Bob' Weitman's two-year-old son,

Peter, is out of danger but will have
a puU' of two or three months before
returned to normal.
Burgess Meredith has turned radio

ficripfor and will appear with Mar-
garet Perry in his • own sketch on
the Rudy Vallee show Sept. 2.

New. York World's Fair official

phone number is 'World's . Fair 6-

1212,' with bulk of calls to this

number now going to the recently
opened .Administration Building.
Mrs. Hal Home on a commuter's

Mjeciail between her New Hamp-
shire summer home and Broadway.
Back to the woods over the week-
end, 'and due to return in early
September. •

- Entire " office personnel of Rock-
well-O'Keefe, numbering about 35
people, were treated to cufto week-
end by boss Tommy Rockwell over
past two-day holiday at Buckwood
Inn, Shawnee-dn-Delaware, Pa.

Billy Shaw, Cdnsolidated Radio
Artists one-niter head, met no south-
ern .hospitality, but was instead
robbed while stopping off in Rich-
riiond, Va., on way north from 10-

day trip. Thieves broke into his
car.

•Lou Goldberg's father is in White
Plains hospital suffering from . in-
juries .sustained near his son's home
in Scarsdale, N. Y., Thursday (19).
Two operations have been per-
formed, one on his brain, but be-

• lleved he will recover.
French Casino preem last Friday

kept many weekenders in town for
. the opening. Robert Taylor, amorrg
those present, almost broke up the
show. Some cracked that the Metro
star wanted to be alone so he came
to the 'Folies Bergere' opening.
Visiting newspaperman was being

given one of those characteristic
brushoffs' at the Stork Club when
asked if he 'had a reservation,' even
to go into the bar. Newsman finally
squelched the offensive menial at the
door by asking, 'Do I need a reser-
vation to wait out here for my
friends? And is there any cover
charge for waiting?' Newspaperman
from PittsburRli, prominent in his
town, didn't disclose his identity or
tlie fact that he's constantly barraged
with press matter from the Stork
Club's p.a.

to try and do away with percentage
pics, Ex.hibs seek a flat rate in-

stead.
September has been set by Wil-

liamson-Tait for the premiere of
•Balalaika,' following the run of
'Swing Along."
Prime Minister Lyons, of Aus-

tralia, has returned from abroad
without saying anything regarding
an Imperial Quota.

Biz is slowly picking up again
at the Tivoli, after strike trouble.
Management took a heavy loss dur-
ing the week's shutdown.
Marcus show continues to pull

good biz nights and should cop a
nice run. Mats are played Wednes-
days. Fridays and Saturdays,

British Empire Films will preview
Tall Timber' for Cinesound next
week. Herbie Hayward preparing
special exploitation for this local;

Mae West in 'Go West Young
Man' (Par) could only get two
weeks In this spot and disappointed
the mob. 'I Met Him in Paris' (Par)
replaces.
UA looks like having a hit with

'A Star Is Born,' and will introduce
'Thunder in the City' and 'Elephant
Boy' early in August. Bob White
exDloiting all three.

Cliff Hoyt turning, out excellent
exploitation for Yankee pix playing
Victoria for Hoyts. His dad. Tom
Holt, is in charge of Efftee Broad-
casters, big commercial air unit,

'Maytiirie' will follow 'Good
Earth* into the Liberty when the
run • concludes. Although only a
small house, overhead is high and
take has to be solid weekly to show
anything. 'Earth' is pulling capac-
ity on third stanza sind appears set
for a long reason.

Meridian, Mis&

Marty Britt has opened the Lake-
view night club on the outskirts of
town.

The Casa Lohia is one of the new
roadhouse spots near here operated
by a woman. •

'Louis Armstrong band through
here on a dance barnstorming tour
in, Mississippi and. Alabama.
Night baseball is popular here,

local fair grounds being used for
the games sponsored by merchants.

Elleene (Snooks) Rosenbush, fea-
ture writer several years on the
Star, has moved up to the society
editor's post. •

Ellis Rosenbaum's name ' called
twice at the Temple as winner of
the weekly $100 banknight, but ab-
sent both times.
When the DeKalb, Miss, band

broadcasts on the local station, all

votes from DeKalb rate it the best
band in the whole South.
Pete Rice, who used to be in

vaude, threatens to become One of
the golf champs at the swanky
Northwood Country Club.
Horace Hoagland, manager of the

Strand, back from Hollywood after
getting on a train in which cooling
system balked goiiig over the desert.
At one of the nearby roadhouses

they play records, ainplifled for car
parking guests, that would never get
close to passing radio or film censors.

F.iA. Foggo, New Orleans Saenger
executive, m here with Henry
Stearns, division manager, for con-
ferences on the local situation with
Harry Rice.
Because they found' out Rosab^elle

Forsman voted wet in a recent ref-
erendum, folks of the dry brigade
prayed for her redemption in front
of a business she has here.
With takeover of the Alberta not

so long ago from independent in-
terests, Saenger now has this town
100% to itself, With all Of the houses
headed by the Temple under Harry
Rice's operation.

New Haven
By Harold M. Bone

London

Sydney
By Eric Gorrick

Harry Neville, Col., to his London
office.

Dan Carroll planning st trip to
America.

Charles Munro on a tour of the
Hoyts chain.

Lewis Marks will produce the
Montague revue for the Fullers.
Donald Burr and Billi6 Worth do-

ing nicely in Williamson-Tait's
•Over She Goes.'
Eric Rutledge appointed by Stan-

ley Ci'ick to take charge of New
Zealand for 20th-Fox.
Frank Neil expected back from

London soon with a host of
act.s for the Tivoli chain.
Executors of the late F. W. Thring,

Efftee Prods., are offering for sale
all the pix produced by the com-
pany. '

Move is afoot by certain exhibs

Stony Creek: Home stretch for this
straw hat . . . Ruth Bedford working
overtime learning show biz here . . .

Junior Sarasohn thumbs down act-
ing career:—says he has to rise too
early for rehearsals . . . Marjorie
Harrison joined local troupe for a
week of hip-flipping in 'Idiot's De-
light.'

Guilford: Broiling weather had
mangement distributing free sodas
to jury between acts of 'Jan. 16' . . .

Percy Helton could use on his pate
some of that fuzz Jack Warren had
on his upper lip . . . Burleigh Mor-
ton, who used to operate, this spot,
among the missing this year . . .

Harry Durant will try out 'Make Up
Your Mind* here week Sept. 13.

Milford: Richard Gage will return
to winter directing in Va. . . . Luther
Green trying out 'Triple Play' at
Plymouth Playhouse this week . . .

Hal Conklin renewing last summer's
friendships here . .'. Marcus Merwin
considering a return to England
thi.s winter . . . Charles Monroe pen-
cilled for N. Y, radio work in fall
. . . Boyce Price designed his first
Conn. Players set for 'Broadway.'
Madison: Paul Haakon joined

local cast for a week . . . Laura
Adair recalls old Gilbert and Sulli-
\'an days of trouping . . . Ex-Jitney
Player Alice Keating Cheney took
a look at her former stand here . . .

Ruth Weston due in for a. week of
'Road to Rome' . . . After the egg laid
by 'Horse Tale.' this spot is off try-
outs . . . Elizabeth Love fin'shii^t out
.•season here.

Gracie Fields to the Isle of Capri
on vacash,

Emile Boreo here negotiating a
picture deal.

Mat. McKiegue taking a look at
the Paris Exposition, "

|

Stanley Lupino has a deal on for :

three more BIP pictures.

Aileen Stanley, fully recovered
from tonsllitis, back at work.

Sally Filers arrived here on
crutches, "following a fall in Rome.
Joseph Hummel, Warner Brothers

foreign exec, due in from Paris any
day.

Sam Morris, vice-prez of Warners,
due here in September for his annual
vacation.

A. C. Astor is handling the vaude-
ville tour of Harry Lauder in the
provinces.

Windmill Revudeville after Charles
Wright and trying to get together
on salary.

Jack Taylor has booked Karina,
Vadio and Hertz for his 1938. revue,
at Blackpool.

Frank Leighton, Australian actor,
making his "British screen debut in

'Last (Chance.* .
<^

Tom Pratt, brother of H. Brad-
bury Pi'att, now mianager of the Che-
shire Cheese.

Mary Elizabeth, now Mrs. Ralph
Davies, passed through London en
route to Budapest.

Cotton Club Revuej originally set
at the Palladium for four weeks,
holding over a fifth.

. Floral Ha^l, pop concert
, hall at

S6uthend-on-Sea, bUrnt out after be-
ing struck, by lightning.

Mr. and Mrs. Nate Spingold, hav-
ing enjoyed their cure at Carlsbad,
sailing from here shortly. •

Comedian-monologist Milton Hayes
sustained a broken- ankle during a
motor accident near Nice.
Gertrude Lawrence resting at Mrs.

Somerset Maugham's country home
before returning to New York.
Roy Foy making his third return

trip to America. Sails Sept. 22 to
open, at the St. Regis; New York.
Cinda Glenn getting three weeks

of the sun at Juan les Pains .before
sailing to Hollywood for 20th Fox.
Arthur Rene de Lissa, of the the-

atrical furnishing firm of Fryers,
Ltd., left an estate valued at $170,000.

'Lost Horizon,' (Col) originally
scheduled at the Tivoli for 12 weeks,
is now in its 17th week, and will stay
another.
Saxova, ballet dancer widow of

Henry Hirsch, married Lieut. Col.
James Douglas at a London church,
Aug. 18.

Jack Barty, . after nearly J2
months' sickness, to work again.
Doing a picture for John Baxter, in-
die film CO. .

Hugh Longden, former publicity
manager for Crordon Hotels, has
joined the George Elliott-Anthony
Vivian firm of publicists.
Slipped in quietly at the Academy,

'Yiddle with his Fiddle,' Yiddish
film made in Warsaw, starring Molly
Picon, is doing a clean-up.
Conversion of the Wintergarden

theatre into a restaurant-cabaret
won't be completed in time for the
announced opening in September.
Musical comedy actress ' Polly

Ward making her first straight ap-
pearance in Sydney Carroll's open-
air theatre production of 'Twelfth
Night.'
Esme Percy suffered severe eye

injury when bitten by a Great Dane
belonging to a friend. Surgeons hope
to save his sight with a delicate
operation.
Harry Richman to tour five Eng-

lish provincial spots. Opens Glas-
gow Empire, Aug. 23, with Man-
chester, Liverpool, Brighton and
Dublin to follow.
Morecambe, practically adjoining

Blackpool, English Coney Island, is

building a 3,000 seater to house a
summer circus, to compete with the
Tower, Blackpool.
Eric von Stroheim, who came over

to play an important role in Max
Schach's 'Mademoiselle Docteur,' has
returned to Paris, where he is sched-
uled to appear j^i a new film.
While on holiday here, visiting

William Collier, Jr., Skeets, Gal-
lagher signed by Warners to appear
in 'Dr. Satan,' now shooting here un-
der direction of Arthur Woods.
Jack de Leon's next production' at

his 'Q* theatre will be 'Where Is
Bohemia?' by Nina Jarvis, a pro-
gram seller at the Haymarket thea-
tre. Her sister, Maggie, has the
leading role.

Embassy theatre reopens Sept.
14 with a new play by W. Chetham
Strode in which Angela Baddeley
and Nicholas Hannen are starred.
John Fernald will produce the show,
untitled as yet.
Two 13-year-old London school-

girls had a thriller accepted by Brit-
ish Broadcasting CtJrp.. titled 'Kid-
napped.' Noreen Scott and Stella
Reichenberg. authors, say that writ-
ing plays is easy,
Peter Maurice Music. Co. is

publisher of entire score of 'London
Rhapsody,' new Palladium show.
Jimmy Kennedy and Michael Carr,
staff writers for the organization,
collaborated in the numbers.
Due to 'They Came by Ni.ght,' at

the Globe, being a hit, David Burns,
playing one of. the leads, wiU have to
give up the. idea . of appearing in
'Room Service,' in which Jack

Waller and George Abbott were
anxious to have him.
Gertrude Michael, originally

booked by Associated British Pic-
tures Corp. (BIP) to play the lead
in 'The Dominant Sex,' but taken
ill in New York when ready to sail,

is coming over to star for the same
company in Arnold Bennett's 'The
Card.'

Paris

Billy Lamont in to tee the expo.
All transportation fares going up,
Bal Tabarin turning customers

away..
The Rimacs in new Mogador

revue,
Edmond See haying his appendix

removed.
Myrio and Desha at the .

Bal
Moulin Rouge.
Gaby' Morlay to star in 'Hercule,'

with F^rnandel.
Jigsaw Jackson at Palm Beach

Casino, Cannes.
International Pavilion inaugurat-

ed at the expo.
Claude Dauphin forming a new

theatrical company.
Noel-Noel learning to ride horse-

back for his next film.

Louis Jouvet to make 'Ramuntcho,'
to be directed by Rene Barberis.

Errol Flynn's mother in Paris to
meet Lili Daniita for the first time.
Dolly Flor leaving for Rio de

Janiero after a Cannes engagement.
Half-price admission to expo in ef-

fect two days to test public reaction.
William S. Paley says America be-

coming more selective in broadcasts.
Conchita Montenegro returning to

French films after a two year ab-
sence.
Georges Hue elected president of

Societe des Auteurs, Compositeurs et
EditeUrs.
Alice Cocea to produce and star

in 'Pacifique* at the Theatre des Ani-
bassadeurs.
Mrs. Walter. E. Kingsbury in town

to invite President Lebruh to the
Dallas Fair.
'Charles Speak to film the life of

French aviator Nungesser, starring
Jean Gabin.
Troupe of the Theatre de Quatre-

Saisons signing for an American tour
in November.
Lily Palmer in for a vacation from

London; saying she will make a film
here in October,
Albert Dieudonne signing with

Abel Gance to play Napoleon In the
latter's new film.

Tino Rossi off for Naples to start
work on a new film, with Auguste
Genine megging.
Theatre de la Porte Saint-Martin

reopening with last year's success,
"Un de la Musique."
'Three .Waltzes' continuing through

the summer, but closing Mondays to
give the playerk a break.
Finely Revoil of the Opera-

!!omique marrying. Robert Ancelin of
the Theatre Boufles-Parisiens at
Vichy.
Raimu and Fernandel appearing

together for the first time in 'Les
Rois du Sport' ('The KingB of
Sport.')

Jules Berry signing with Leopold
Marchand to star in 'Balthazar,'
adapted to the screen by J. H.
Blanchon.
Sacha Guitry writing a new play

to go into the Theatre de la Made-
leine, starring himself. Gaby Morlay
and Jacqueline Delubac.

Hollywood

Stroudsburg, Pa.
By John J. Bartholomew

Rosco Ates at Buckwood.
Tom Mix planning historical pic-

ture.

, Charlie Knecht's Ramblers at
Stone Bar.
Floyd Gibbons purchased subur-

ban residence.
Pocono Manor Inn celebrated its

35th anniversary.
• Howard Walker booking shows
into the Colony Club.
Dorothy Waldo Phillips directed

Skytop's 'Skyrackets.'
Duke Davis and his Miami music

replaced "Vic Lester at Chateau
Roth.
Pat Duffy m.c.'s a well paced

show at nearby Craigs Meadows
Hotel.
Buck Hill Players will present the

final play of their summer season
Sept. 3.

Claude Hay's orch played for the
annual horse show ball at Glen
Brook's terrace garden.

The Hague
By A. C. Slop

Nat Gonella and his Georgians
back in Scheveningen.
Renovated Studio Theatre, here,

reopened with 'Three Smart Girls'

Spanish dancer Vincente Escudero
performing in Kurhaus at Scheven-
incen.
Projection room fire at the little

Alcazar Theatre. Helmond, caused
death of three persons.
New operetta company started at

Arena. Rotterdam, with 'The Flower
of Hawaii.' Grita Shubert, Tibor Eg-
ressi and Harry Boda have leading
roles.

First runs in Amsterdam: 'Park
Avenue.' f20th). 'May time' fMG).
and 'Stowaway.' (U); at The Hague:
'King and Chorus Girl.' (WB). and
'Three Smart Girls,' (U).

Douglas -Shearer's appendix han
mended.
Judy Garland p.a.-ing in San

Francisco.
Wendy Barrie applied for U. S.

citizenship.
Manuel Komroff gandering the

film factories.
Jack Cooper, 20th-Fox flack, hurt

in auto wreck.
: Stephen Brooks back in the Para-
mouni praisery.
James Hogan motored to Mexico

City for a siesta.

Jack Jungmeyer, Jr., bunged up
in an auto wreck.
Arthur Lubin banged up in an

automobile crash.
Barbara Stanwyck sun-bathing at

Sun Valley, Idaho.
Terry De Lapp on the bounding

main to Vancouver.
M. C. Levee off for Chicago for

Joe E, Brown confab.
Ipa Claire here to give ear to film

and radio propositions.
' Bing Crosby attending the Sara-
toga yearling auctions.
Donald Friede has emerged from

the Zeppo Marx agency.
Milt Howe siestaing in the Mon-

tana Bitter Root country.
.. Morris Schlesinger hospitalized
for nervous breakdown.
Marian Marsh pirouetting in the

Lake Arrowhead billows.
Don Cathcart is technical director

on Metro's 'The Last Gangster.'
, Evelyn Brent captured a role in
Paramount's 'City Hall Scandal.'
Jack Cumihings back from Canada

for 'Broadway Melody' opening.
George Folsey gets' the camera as-

signment on 'Mannequin' at Metro.
William Wyler checked out of

Cedars of Lebanon after a minor op.
Darryl Zanuck- hosted the 20th-

Fox music department on Joa
Schenck yacht.

Ladislaus Bus-Fekete plaiinSng

trek east for opening of his play,
'Jean,' Sept. 29.

Charles P. Skouras slew three elk
at 11,000-foot altitude near Colorado
Si>ring,s last week.
Eddie Whoehler gets the assiistant

director spot to Richard Thorpe on
MG's 'The Four Marys/
Perry Lieber vacationing by put-

tering around his new house rising

in San Fernando valley.

Spyros D. Skouras, nephew of,

Charles P-. Skouras,, has returned
from European saunters.
Walter Plunkett, Selznick-Inter^

national stylist, is enroute to Europe
on a three-month vacash.
Robert Gillham stopped off at

William Randolph Hearst's San
Simeon ranch enroute to N. Y.
Add title changes: Metro has

switched tag of Ilona Hajmassey,
Hungarian thrush, to Ilona Massey.
- Newman Levy, New York attorney

and Universal contract writer, is

back from a racket trial In Gotham.
James Cagney rusticating on hia

farm at Martha's Vineyard. Eddie
Alperson rusticating in the Cagney
palazzo in Beverly Hills.

Chicago

Ruth Gans to East and back.
Frances Faye back from Holly-

wood.
Roy Engel's appendix la now

stump.
Ted Cook directing Yacht Club

orchestra.
Les AUass back to Georgian Bay

for some fishm'.
Lou Cowan to Atlantic City for

some suri tinting.
Charlie Riley doing daily raca

track program on WWAE.
Henry Bu^se becoming the town's

best baseoall prognosticalor..

College All-Star Green Bay Pack-
ers fooiball game a sell-out.

Stanford Zucker off to Dallas

after three weeks loop hustling.

Ros Metzger needs only one mora
iiine to become an offlLial ASCAP
rtiember.
Mort Levin handling the transpor-

tation and amusement ducats at the

new Chicagoah hotel.

Westport
By Humphrey Doulens

Matt Saunders back from Chicago.
Jean Dixoh visiting the Philip

Dunnings.
Mrs. William Anthony McGuiie

visiting friends here.
Visiting players welcome at Jack

Wilson's swimming hole.
Surprise dinner for Mrs. John

Anderson on her birthday.
Tallulah Bankhead sporting a

deepsun for role as Cleopatra.
Mrs. Leo. Marsh and Mrs. Mark

Leuscher visiting in the Adiron-
dacks. . .

Many entertainments for Eu,genie

Leonlovich who gives an enchanting
performance in 'Romance.'
Libbv Holman seen in the local

spots for the first time last week al-

though living at Darien nearby.
Only Jane Cowl's record oC IWZ

tops phenomenal business of 'The

Virginian' at Country Playhouse.
First Starlight Symphony at Nor-

walk with Iturbi conducting N. i-

Symphony drew more than 4,000: '

William Matheus Sullivan, niusic

patron, will open his Mozart Thaatie

on Ridgefield estate, with concort

next month.
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UNBUILDINGAT

PARIS EXPO

OPENS

^'aris, Aug. 15.

Two weeks after the originally set

date, the American pavillion at the

Exposition has Anally thrown open

its doors to the ordinary scrutinizers.

Although not presentin" as much,

ror in as costly a manner as one

might expect of ah American pro-

ject, the building does prove that

America leads in showmanship, even
though, only a group of models of

government housing project build-

ings re being displayed. Photogra-

phy, which takes a leading part

throughout the entire expo, is used

here extensively and the photo-

graphs are without doubt the best

that can be found anywhere on the

grounds. Entire architectural ex-

hibit is composed of photos.

Entire main floor of the building

is.given over to government exhibits.

These include displays Of the De-
partments of State, Gommerce, In-

terior, Post OiKice, T.V.A., W.P.A.,

National Capitol Park and Planning
Commission, Resettlement Adminis-
tration, Smithsonian Institute, Li-

brary of Congress, P.W.A., and the

Veterans' Administration. Due to

the fact that propaganda is so miich
stronger ir other buildings, that in

ihz American pavillion does not

seem so blatant, but it is there,

nevertheless.

Although building was not com-
plete at opening, little was left to

be' done. Besides a few commercial
exhibits and the cinema; one of the

largest unfinished exhibits when the

public first began to meander
through was that of the New York
Fair of '39. •

Small part of the third floor has
been left for the tiny cinema. Cur-
tains will be used to wall off the

room and ordinary chairs will serve
as seats. Amount of floor space will

not hold chairs for more than 150

persons. Pix will be composed, for

the most part, of films of govern-
ment projects,

One of the biggest faults of the
building is the.sca .'^ity and bad plac-

ing of French explanations to the

various exhibits. One floor of the

building is turned over to art ex-
hibits, a whole section of which is

filled with W.P.A. art projects mas-
terpieces.

Spot getting the most oglers is

that occupied by two machines in

the Aetna Life Insurance exhibit.

These are electric 'test your driving
ability' machines, which keep them
standing in line for a try.

*

N.B.C. has a large electric sign

flashing pictiires of its better known
performers, most of whom, unfor-
tunately, mean nothing on this side.

COMEDY RASSLERS HOP

COLUMBUS GRUNT FEST

Columbus, Aug. 24.

Grunt-artd-groaners who wrestle
for Al Haft at Haft's Acre here have
always been first-rate showmen but
recently they've added trimmings
that might give the uninitiated spec-
tator the idea that vaude is back in

Columbus.

High spot of summer season came
Friday (20) when Lord Patrick
Lansdowne, who rassles under the,

colors of deah old England, tangled

up with Stecklin, bearded Tennessee
hillbilly.

Lansdowne, who's rumored to be a

Springfield, Ohio, native yclept Fin

-

negan, entered the ting preceded by
two lackeys decked out in knee
breeches. The 'lord' himself sported

a monocle and a rich, velvet robe.

Stecklin, cliad in blue overalls with
bare feet sticking out at the bottom,
climbed into the ring leading a
skunk behind him on a leash: Lord
Patrick exhibited proper horror at

this display of vulgarity, feeling that

Lem had substituted the kitty for

his usudl pet coon just to heap in-

dignity on royalty.

Just before the battle one of Lans-
downe's lackeys dashed into the ring

with a flit gun and energetically

sprayed the atmosphere, especially

in the vicinity of Stecklin's corner.

At this an enraged Stecklin second
sprang out and clouted the lackey

on the head, disarmed the prostrate

3ody and broke the
.
spray gun across

his knee.

The 'lord' treated the admiring
spectators to the sight of a doublet

beneath his robe, which he conse-

quently shed to reveal his hairy

chest. Stecklin, who usually wrestles

in his overalls, had been, induced to

discard them in favor of the bottom
half of a pair of long, red under-

wear.
Show after the bell was too well

staged for the customers, who booed

lustily as Lansdowne registered dis-

gust at Stecklin's bare feet in his

face, then pinned him after a quar-

ter hour of waltzing in which the

hillbilly was obviously outmatched
hopelessly.

NO SOAP ON GARDEN PIER

Atlantic City R«sort Not Sold With
Top Bid at $250,000

NIXES THE COWGALS

Oklahoma Rodeo Ousts Women in

AH Events at State Meet

N. Y. Fair Emissaries

Talking It Up in Japan

Tokyo, Aug. 4.

Herbert S. Houston, commissioner
of the N. Y. World's Fair, arrived in
Japan accompanied by two secre-
.taries, Thomas J. Watson, Jr., and
Peter Weil. Purpose of visit is to
complete arrangements for Japan's
participation in the big show in 1939

Enroute to Tokyo, Houston stopped
at Dairen, where he secured the
promise of Yosuke Matsuoka, prez
of the South Manchurian Railway
(Japanese Gov't, owned), to main-
tain an exhibit at the New York
Exposition.

Understood that, while here, of-
ficials of Japan's Expo, to be held
in 1940, will discuss with Houston
matters pertaining to U. S. partici-
pation in that show.

Oklahoma City, Aug. 74. ,

Woman aspirants to bronc-busting
and steer roping fame will be barred
from entering the second annual
state championship rodeo held in

connection with the 1937 Oklahoma
state fair, Sept. 25 to Oct. 2, Ralph
T. Hemphill, fair manager, has an-

nounced-
'We have ouilt up the rodeo

around men's sports,' Hemphill re-

marked, 'And we want speed and
action. These we can't have with
women competing.'
To which Mrs. Florence Randolph,

Oklahoma's champion cowgirl,
emitted:

'Women have won more trophies
than men in every kind of riding,

buUdogging, bronc, trick, fancy and
Roman.

'1 just don't believe they want to

pay the salaries that |irst-class

women rodeo performers comniand.
1 personally was approached, but
they couldn't pay me what my act is

worth, and I think that's probably
the solution to the whole thing,'

Not Much Doing

In Ft Worth But

Here s the Latest

Mix Trucks Wrecked
Stroudsburg, Pa., Aug. 24.

^
Three Tom Mix Circus trucks had

trouble crossing the mountains en-
route from the show grounds in East
Stroudsburg to West Pittstori, Pa.
Chesley Morgan, of Glendale, Ga.,

was uninjured when his truckload
of horses and zebras got out of con-
trol on a steep grade near Bear
Creek. Motor trouble stalled an-
other truck and a third One caught
fire outside of Wilkes-Barre.

Atlantic City, Aug. 24.

A bid of $250,000 for the Garden
Pier was rejected as inadequate at

an auction sale of the property held

in the Garden Pier theatre Aug. 19.

The bid was submitted by S. F.

Moran, of New Kensington, Pa., who
said he represented a Pittsburgh

syndicate.

Rejection of the offer was made
by Edward Ayres, of Philadelphia,

representing the Burk Brothers

estate. The estate holds title to the

property in the name of the Garden
Pier Corp. of Atlantic City. Ayres

said the estate would like to liquidate

the property.

Bidding started at $10,000 and con-

tinued in spirited fashion for 15

minutes with increases of $10,000 and
$15,000 following until $210,000 was
reached. After this the bidding

slowed down and increases of $500

to $1,000 were added until the $250,-

000 figure was reached. After con-

sulting Ayres, the auctioneer an-

nounced from the stage of the thea-

tre that 'the owners regretfully re-

ject the bid.'

Willett said after the auction that

there are no plans for another sale

and took occasion to deny that the

pier was being sold for delinquent

taxes. However, unpaid taxes due

the city amount to $73,974 plus in-

terest. The assessed valuation of

the pier is $213,700, the land being

held at $65,550, and the building at

$148,050.

Fair Space Sold Out
Columbus, O., Aug. 24.

For the first time in the history

of the Ohio State fair, the demand
for space is greater than the facili-

ties of the exposition grounds. Earl

H. Hanefeld, state director of agri-

culture, has announced. The fair

will be 'held Aug. 28 and Sept. 3.

Circus Routes

Ottawa Fair Sept. 7
Miami, Okla., Au.i4'. 24.

Opening date' for the Ottawa
County free fair has been announced
as Sept. 7-10.

Fort Worth, Aug.. 24.

Big laugh to Harriet Hoctor and
Everett Marshall, stars at Casa Ma-
nana in the Fort Worth Frontier
Fiesta, was story in Boston paper re-

cently stating they will be married
in September. A New York col-

umnist previously had linked their

names. Marshall is reported en-
gaged to Patricia Bowman, dancer,
who, seeing the Boston paper, sent
Marshall a cryptic note of the 'Ah,

Ha' variety.

Vincent Rose, Melody Lane com-
poser, received word frdm Jack
Mills, publisher, that his song, 'Moon
at Sea,' looks like a hit
Joe Howard will publish Ernie

Burnett's new song, 'Alone in a
Crowd.'
Edward Caton, here last week to

visit Harrison and Fisher, Casa -Ma-
nana dance team, will go into the
Katherine Littlefield ballet in Phila-

delphia this fall. He formerly was
premier danseur with the Chicago
Civic Opera. Company.
Ned Alvord, who handled news-

paper advertising and billboard cam-
paiign for the fiesta, leaves this week
for New York.

Hostesses are provided in the new
Astor House dance hall and are go-

ing better than the titled gigolos

who bowed out of Casa Manana after

several weeks.
Robert Taylor, en route through

here last week to New York and
London, said he did not like his role

in 'Broadway Melody of 1938' be-

cause there are sO many stars in the

film none has much to do. This
irked publicity agent of theatre

which will show the picture soon.

David Guion, who arranged 'Home
on the Range,' was robbed of $350

worth of new fall clothes last week
Joe Howard has been singing on

the Cosden-Traffic Cop program over
WBAP while appearing here in

Melody Lane.

Rose Talks Par Suit to Bolster

Aquacade at Cleve; Faith Bacon

Also Helps to Up Biz at Expo

Sedalia Very Black
St. Louis, Aug. 24.

Missouri State Fair at Sedalia, big

ger and better, opened Saturday (21

)

with attendance larger than in last

five years and every indication that

all previous attendance record will

be broken.
With a 25c admission fee visitors

are entertained with fireworks dis

plays nightly, races between profes-

sional auto drivers on two days, trot-

ting contests, a horse show and Ernie

Young's 'Cavalcade of Hits,' a group
of entertainers.

Week of Aug. 30

Barnes, Selis-Floto
jlcPliei'Son, K;ui<!., V); UUIorado, ".1;

Kt, Scott, 1; .Spi-iiiBflcld, Mo., :i; Jopliii,

:i; -AJi.nmt, Okla., •!.

Cole Bros.-Beatty-Maynard
Klamath ralln. Oif., 30; Hr<l Tiliiff,

<^allf., 31; .S;ifr«ni«nto, 1; Sun Jose, 2;

San Francisco, 3-4.

Car Show for Fair

Charlotte, N. C, Aug. .24.

An automobile show presenting

new and used cars will be one of the

features of the Carolinas Agricul

tural fair, to be held at the old Char-
lotte airport Oct. 4-9, it was . an-

nounced this week,"

The motor car exhibits will be

staged imder waterproof tents espe-

cially constructed for that type of

show. Each car dealer will have a

special tent for his display*

Cleveland, Aug, 24.

Despite taboo on nudity and strip-

pers, Faith Bacon crashed the Great

Lakes Exposition here last week on

a technicality, as a new attraction

at Herman Pirchner's redpened

Showboat.

With the astute co-operation Qf

Rodney Sutton's publicity bureau
and officials who expressed indigna-
tion -at the right moments, the
orchid-dancer has become the talk

of the Centennial fair.- In fact, reap-

ing nearly as many front-page stor-

ies as the, recent Billy Rose-Eleanor
Holm Jarrett divorce yarn.

Until stripper was brought in as a
hypo, floating nitery anchored in

front of midway had tough sailing.

Total overhead (and loss) came to

$850 per day, according to Pirchner,

who expects her to pull it out of the
sink before Expo closes Sept. 26.

Some protests, from blue-noses were
quieted by Almon R. Shaffer. Con-
ceissions director, appointed a one-
man censor board. After watching
dancer peel off her three orchids, he
gave her a 23-word okay. 'She's

okay as long as you keep that violet-

blue spot on her,' he warned Pirch-
ner. 'Tlijat covers her as completely'
as a bearskin coat.*

Billy Sherman is m.c.-ing for

Bacon show, which also consists of

Lan and Armstrong, ballroom dan-
cers; Judith Lawton, femme bari-

tone; Verne Wilcox, acrobatic dancer,
and Eight Bachelor Girls. Although
La Bacon's flashes of nudity were
passed by Shaffer, life-sized pictures

of her in the raw, put up later jn
front of Showboat, didn't. Pirchner
kicked about art but was told to

yank them.

Want 'Streets' Free

With less than 33 days to go, small-
er concessionaires and cafe owners
in 'Streets of World' are strongly
petitioning for abolition of this sec-

tion's special two-bits gate charge.

Ninety percent of space-holders
signed it, saying the 'nuisance tax'

has seriously hampered their busi-

ness. Front-office claims 'Streets'

gets 40% of general attendance,
which reached 2,286,979 for first 83
days, but exhibs differ on that point.

i;t's the second time they have
campaigned against the admission
charge and got the same negative
answer. General Manager Lincoln
Dickey retorted that although Expo
is being extended a fortnight, con-
tracts and promises made to buyers
of advance tickets made it impossible
to eliminate the 25c. tax. A free
gate, he contended, would lower
value of nationality villages and
bring in sponging sightseers instead
of more money.

Eose.iSues Par

Billy Rose, who has several suits

pending against him, reversed tables

for a change, last week by talking

suit against Paramount Pictures for

$100,000 on gk-dunds of plagiarism.

Says studio copped his water ballet

scene in Expo's Aquacade for the

filmed 'Artists and Models.' Also ob-

jects to Par's 'Whispers in the Dark'
number as against Rose's 'Stranger

in the Dark' song.

Johnny Weissmuller, co-star of his

marine spectacle, threatened to walk
out at first when daily matinee per-

forniances were added to schedule.

Considerable coaxing was needed
before he agreed to sign for the bal-

ance of extended season. A reported
hike in his salary, which has been
$2,500 weekly, is said to have
changed his mind. That rumor comes
ironically from gatemen, who have
had their wages sliced 50c. per day.
Dick Stabile's orchestra to follow

current Bob Crosby into Aquacade
for ten days, from Sept. 7 to 16. Vin-
cent Lopez penciled for last ten days,

Sept. 17 to 26. Spot's biggest day
so far was last Friday (20) when ah
'Iron Ore Day' party of 800 brought
attendance for first evening show up
to 1,600, with a sell-out for matinee
and midnight show.
Dickey, g.m., angling for joint ap

pearance of Buddy Rogers and Mary
Pickford for next to closing week.
Last curtain is being dreaded by ma
jority of fair's workers. Out of 5,000

employed, it is calculated that* ex
actly 77% will face unemployment
and no assurance of jobs this winter.

Gene and Glenn, once Cleveland's
ether faves, made three broadcast
personal appearances from Radio
land's stage on civic jubilee day be

fore Starting trek back to ' Des
Moines,

Latest proposal for use of lake-
front grounds ^ter centennial ends
is to turn it into a new city park.
Original agreement was that all

buildings should be ra3;ed but ex-
hibitors wjll be saved that heavy ex-
pense if city accepts several of them.
Dickey trying to perfect a deal
whereby Horticultural Gardens and -

Hall will be turned over to town; as
well as Firestone's Singing Fountain,
Hall of Progress for parking space,
and Radioland's shell for outdoor
broadcasts. Plan, Is to keep Aquacade
intact as an open air opersi and en-
tertainment center. Part of the
grounds may be transformed into a
downtown airport, while all of it will
be improved for trade shows fit close
by civic stadium and conventions,
Autumn convention business " Is

skyrocketing to the advantage of the
Expo. Nationial air races beginning'
here Sept. 2 for four days expected
to boost it further;. From a dozeii
conventions scheduled in the next
(two months, it's estimated they will
draw about 65,000 visitors spending
approximately $11 per day. Civic
auditorium and stadium grossed
$116,926 in first six months of 1937,
topping figures of last seven years.

(MS NEWEST

FAIK PROPOSAL

Chicago, Aug, 24.

Promotion for 'Light of the Ages,'
pageant to be held Oct. 15-23 as the
culmination o£ Chicago Charter Ju-
bilee celebration, Is one of most ex-
tensive hypoings given anything
civic since the Century of Progress.
Beginning last week Jubilee press

department Is holding daily lunch-
eons before various press, civic, edu-
cational and ireligious groups. At
these luncheons an elaborate dia-
ramie presentation is made giving
the high points of the pageant
Scenery, lighting, costumed -puppet
models and scale bUilt sets produce
the whole thing in approximately"'l5
minutes.
These luncheons are to provide the

nucleus for other publicity and com-
mittee is catering especially to radio
and newspaper men, expecting to

use these two agencies more than
any other. Third in the list are club
and religious speakers, .who're ex-
pected to do plenty, inasmuch as the
pageant is of a religious nature.

Stressing tolerance, it traces the
progress of religion in Chicago from
the time of the territorial discov-
ery up to -jhe present, tieing in
everything from the Fort Dearborn
Ma.ssacre to the Century of Progress.
Production is by J6hn Ross Reed,
who did the 'Wings of a Century' at
the Fair.

Budget for the pageant is $30,000
and is underwritten by citizens who
receivd", in return, participation
certificates which are deductible
from income tax returns. They'll get
back up to 100% and anything over
that goes to the Community Chest.
At first figured that Soldier Field

would be the spot, but with the total

nut of $110,000, the City Fathers
switched to a roofed place. Stadium
was offered for $20,000 in cash (fur

eight performances in seven days)»
plus percentage of gross, exclusive of
concession and programs. Civic
Opera house wanted $200 a night,

cash, and offered any and all opera
scenery and costumes in with the
rental. It's to be held at the Civic
Opera house.

Tickets go on sale this week with
staff of salesmen working, stressing
that canoes, bands, covered^ wagons
and a train will zip across the stage.

Utah Kicks In
Aug. 24.

Utah, which in 1947 will stage a
world fair centennial, Tuesday (24)

voted to appropriate $62,500 for par-
ticipation in the Golden Gate Ex-
position in San Francisco and the
world fair in New York City.

Twenty-five thousand dollars will

be devoted for the Bay City show,
while $37,500 was voted for the New
York fair.
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OBITU ARIE S

CYRIL McNEILE
('Sapper')

Lt.-Col. Cyril McNeile, 49, famous

novelist and short story writer, died

at his home in Sussex, Eng., Aug. 14,

after a long illness. His best known
book, 'Bulldog Drummond,' was
dramatized and successfully por-

trayed by Gerald dii Maurier in 1921,

and later fllrhed with Ronald Col-

man. A sequel, 'Bulldog Drummond
Hits Out,' in collaboration with

Gerard Fairlie, was recently staged

at Brighton, prior to a production

in the West End. There have been a

number of 'Drummond' sequels in

pix.

More than $400,000 is said to have

been earned by this ariny offlcet

with his thrillers. He was. known
as 'Sapper' (military term for en-

gineer) as army etiquette forbade

the. use of his real name, when hie

first publishied his short stories while

serving in the Royal Engineers dur-

ing the war.
He is survived by widow and two

sons.

London and fared well in New York.

He also wrote a number of songs.

died
NICOLA COSCIA

Nicola Coscia, 62, musinan,
at Freeport, L. I,, Aug. 18.

Coming to U. S. from Italy in

1907, he played as a .
string bass with

San Carlo Orchestra for 22 years.

He also played with Hammerstein
Opera Co., Metropolitan Opera and
with Anna Pavlowa. This summer
he was with the orchestra at Joh^s
Beach.
A son and two daughters survive.

IVILLlAMFAIT
William Fait, 55, former V. S. ex-

hibitor and Latin- American repre-

sentative for . U. S. film companies,

died by suicide in Rio de . Janeiro.

Aiig. 18.

Born in Baltimore, he went into

show business as a young man open-

ing the Jackson Heights theatre,

Jackson Heights, L. L, N. Y. Later

he opened the Eastinan theatre.

Rochester, for the, Eastman interests.

After quitting exhib field, Fait be-

came Mexican sales rep for First

National Pictures and later was ad-

vanced' to general sales head of en-

tire South American continent until

1932, .

Deceased has been in importing

business for himself since Reaving

film business. Was engaged principal-

ly in handling beauty parlor equip
ment. A widow and two. children

survive.

JAMES T. McINTTRE
James T. Mclntyre, 80, of Mclntyre

and Heath, best' known and most
admired of all Negro comedians, and
founders of the school which later

served as a model for Williams and
Walker, Avery and Hart and hosts
of others, died at his home in

Noyack, L. I., Aug. 18.

A detailed story is in the vaude-
ville section.

MBS. LESTER LONERGAN
(Amy Ricard)

Mrs. Lester Lonergan, 59, nee Amy
Ricard, died iii French Hospital,
N. Y., Aug. 18.

She was formerly a musical com-
edy actress under her own name be-
fore marrying her late husband,
Lester Lonergan, Sr. Her two step-
sons survive.

MARRIAGES
Helen Beaton to Speirs Russell,

actor, at Glendale, Calif,, Aug. 14.

; Bride's father is publisher of the

Hollywood Spectator.

Marie Brown to Barry Sullivan at

Tia Juana, Mex., Aug, 13. Both
are members cf the cas): of 'Brother

Rat.'

Ruth Gillette, radio and screen ac-

;ress, to Stuart H. Hacket in Beverl/
Hills, Aug, 14. Groom is a Los
Angeles attorney.

Mary Quinn to Charles E. Millen,

Columbia studio purchasing agent, in

Los Angeles, Aug. 15.

Louise Hovick (Gypsy Rose Lee)
o Robert Mizzy, at sea, Aug. 13 and
in Santa Ana, Calif., Aug. 19..

Elinor Harriot to Frank Nathan,
Aug. 18, in Beverly Hills, Cal. Bride
is the femme impersonaitor with
Amos 'n' Andy.. Grodm is a rto'n-

pro.

Ruth Stockwell to Leo Winfield
Born, chief engineer of KGLO, Ma-
son City, Iowa, in Lawrence, Aug. 8,

Bride is non-pro.
Owen Murphy, song, writer, to

Mickey Herson, Aug. 22 in Holly-
wood. Bride a musical comedV chor-
ister.

Anne Shirley to John Howard
Payne at Santa- Barbara, Cal., Aug.
22. Bride is RKO actress. Groom is

with Major Pictures.
June Parish to Reginald Voorhees,

in Chicago, Aug. 20, Bride"lis-'of the
Parish Sisters act. Groom is a Chi-
cago rep for Co>nsolidated Radio
Artists.

J. D. JOHNSTON
J. D. Johnston, pioneer motion pic-

ture theatre owner, died suddenly at
LoggieviUe, N. B. He established and
operated a film theatre in Chatham,
N. B., near LoggieviUe, for about 25
years, retiring several, years ago.
He had also been active in the an-
nual Miramichi fall fair, held at
Chatham, as president and director.

ALICE ENDBES
Alice Endres, 73, legitimate act-

ress, died at St. Luke's hospital,

N. Y., Aug. 20.

She was born in London and came
to U. S. at the age of 15, Her first

appearance was in 'The Roy^ Mid-
dy' and she spent three seasons tour-

ing with George Ade's 'Just Out of

College.' She also appeared in 'Pot-

ash and Perlmutter' and was under
A. H. Woods' management in 'Busi-

ness Before Pleasure.' A time was
spent in vaudeville with Nita Naldi

and Edna Aug.
Burial was in Stratford, Conn.

MRS. GEORGE LATOUB
Mrs. George Latour, nee Birdie

Brady, former vaudeyillian, died at

Presbyterian hospital, Philadelphia,

Aug. 17.

She entered show business in a

Toad company of 'Peck's Bad Boy'
and travelled the world several times

«s a partner of Campbell and Brady,
Juggling and dancing act. She also

appeared with the Mack Sisters in

vaudeville.

Surviving are her husband, George
Latour, and a son, Frank M. Camp
bell.

MBS. ANNA H. LTTTLEFINGER
Mrs. Anna H. Littlefinger, 5b, cir

cus midget, died at her home in

Waterville, Me., Aug. 22.

She cliaimed to be the smallest

mother in the U. S. being three feet

nine inches tall. For 30 years she
toured with traveling shows. Her
husband, also a midget, died several
years ago.

A son, Bustei'. also a midget and
who appeared in shows with . her,

survives.

ADELAIDE HUGHES
Adelaide Hughes, 20, night club

dancer, died a suicide Aug. 20 in
N. Y.
She came from California and en

tered dancing field in N. Y. per
forming both in night clubs and in
last 'Ziegfeld Follies.' Her parents
survive.

RTLAND WOLCOTT
Ryland Wolcott, 50, assistant to A

Kendrick, vice president World
Broadcasting Co. Chicago, died at
his home, Aug. 22.

Burial was at Memorial Park,
Winnetka, 111. Survived by widow
ar.d three children.

FRANK SHAEFFER
Frank Shaeffer, 32, comedian with

the Ethel Taylor revue, was killed
at

.
Calais, Me., Aug. 17. He was

diving from a bridge when he
touched a high tension cable and he
was electrocuted.

Details in the vaudeville section.

HELENE HALS
Helene Cals, 36, Dutch soprano,

opera singer and especially popular
in Holland by her radio perform-
ances, died suddenly in Italy while
on a vacation there. She was mar
ried to Nico Treep, director of the
A.V.R.O. Symphonic Orchestra.

EMMETT MOORE
Emmett Moore, one time producer

and more recently in the sales de-
partment of KFVD in Los Angeles,
died in L. A. Aug. 10.

JANE WEIR
Jane Weir, 21, Paramount actress,

died in Los Angeles, Aug. 21, fol
lowing appendectomy. Born in
Davenport, la* Her parents survive

ROBERT W. MARKS
Robert W. Marks, 84, veteran

showman, died at Perth, Ont., Can,

Aug. 22. • -

In show business for over 50 years,

he was head of the Marks Brothers'

Theatrical Co. At one time" the seven
brothers had 11 shows on the road
and claimed origination of the 10-20-

30-cent shows.
Surviving are a son, a daughter

and three brothers."

MABK AMBIENT
Mark Ambient, 77, actor and play-

wright, died ct a nursing-home in

Brighton, Eng., Aug. 11.

He was best known for his plays,

many of which were written in col-

laboration, the most successful be-

ing the musical 'Thei Arcadians,'

which ran for over two years in

Mrs. Dora Flnkelstetn, 68, mother
of Al Finkelstein, Pacific Northwest
exhibitor, and mother-in-law of
Mike Rosenberg, president of Prin
cipal Theatres, died Aug. 17 at Mon-
terey, Cal., from a complication of
diseases.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Francis B. Maun-

tino, son, in Los Angeles, Aug. 18.

Father is a 20th-Fox cameraman.
Mr. and Mrs. .Robert Rosson,

daughter, in Los Angeles, Aiig. 17.

Rosson is a writer for Mervyn Le
Roy, Warners film producer.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel T. O'Shea,

son, in Los Angeles, Aug. 19. Father
is executive assistant to David O.
Selznick.

^
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Sangberg,

daughter, Aug. 18, at Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Jones, daugh-

ter, in Los Angeles, Aug. 23. Father
is film producer and author.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Karp, daugh-

ter, in Los Angelej, Aug. 22. Father
is attorney for Paramount.
Mr. and Mrs. J&mes Stanley,

daughter, Aug. 23 in Los Angeles.
Father is picture agent.

'It's a Plot'

(Continued from page 59)

presence of an- opera or concert
manager on the side of a performer
union. AGMA heads, however, were
overjoyed at the prospect of Sil-
maggi as a defense speaker for the
GOAAA. They argued that it clearly
indicated that the GOAAA has fur-
thered the interests of the managers,
instead of the artists.

Grounds In Itself

That, if nothing else, would be
sufficient ground for revocation of
the GOAAA charter by the Four
A's, AGMA officials figure. Invita
tions to the protest meeting had
been sent to more than 1,000 per
sons, GOAAA heads claimed. Sal-
maggi predicted he would have sev
eral hundred others at the affair.

Executive board meeting of the
Four A's will be held Friday (27)
afternoon for the GOAAA to show
cause why its charter should not be
revoked for 'failing properly to or-

ganize' the opera performer .field

Indication that the AAAA heads are
certain to go through with the re
vocation proceedings is seen in the
fact that AGMA representatives
have been active in the reorganiza
tion of the Four A's setup and the
further fact that the AGMA is rep
resented on the board of the new
American Federation of Radio Art-
ists, an AAAA affiliate. If the char
ter is revoked; GOAAA execs say,
they will take court action to re
tain it.

,

News From the Dailies
This department contains revoritten thcatricol news items as pub-

lished during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chlccpo,

San Francisco, Hollywood and London, Varietv takes no credit for

these news iUms; each has been rewritten /rom a daily paper.

East

Mrs. Rudolph Mate, wife of cam-
eraman for Samuel Goldwyn, died
in Hollywood Aug. 20 from pneu-
monia and a throat infection;

George H. Munn, brother of arid
secretary, to Frank Munn, radio
singer, died at his home in Brooklyn,
N. Y., Aug. 18.

Ernest A. Sharpe, father of Erik
Rhodes, stricken with a heart at-

tack in Denver.

Mother, 70, of Nathaniel Shilkret,

composer and orchestra leader of

Norman Sullivan, former doorman
at Poll's, Bridgeport, hired as con-
tinuity scrivener by WLW, Cincin-
nati.

Henry Dupre, special events direc-
tor of WWL, New Orleans, was also
named, publicity director of station
by Vincent Callahan, director.

films and radio, died In N. Y., Aug,
17. Three other children survive.

Wife of Eddie Mills, Paramount
publicity department, died in Los
Angeles, Aug. 21.

Larry Siry, band leader, in court
Aug. 18, answering his frau's separa-.

tion suit. Charges he introduced a

model as his next wife minus for-

mality of a divorce and in her
presence.

Transmitter trouble at Carlstadt,

N. J., caused cancellation of talk by
Gov. Harold G. Hoffman on station

WNEW, Aug. 17.

Chester O'Brien, ex-chorus boy
widower of Marilyn Miller, plans
to wed Anna Parison, model, at

Armonk, N. Y., Aug. 28.

Col. W. de Basil's ballet troupe,

remnants of former Russian Imperial
Ballet, will make its permanent
home in U. S. •

North American Committee to Aid
Spanish Democracy is organizing a
Musicians Committee of local mu-
sickers in N. Y.

Gay Orlova, Russe dancer and
former sweetie of Charles (Lucky)
Luciano, deported tQ. Russia. Re-
cent marriage to theatre usher Ed-
ward Finn was annulled, which
erased U. S. citizenship.

Katharine Hepburn and Howard
Hughes shopping for yacht around
New London, Conn., this week. .

Ganna Walska announced her fifth

marriage to Harry Grindell-Mat*
thews. in London Aug. 19. Spouse is

in radiotelephpnic industry.

Robert Taylor nettled and kidded
by reporters of N. Y. papers on ar-

rival here Aug. 19. > Starter was.
query by reporter on-whether or not
actor thought 'he was a beautiful
boy.' •

Former' Marcelle Edwards, " ex
showgirl and wife of Tommy Man-
ville cancelled a trip to Reno when
she learned that Tommy was will-

ing to talk things over to avoid Reno
troubles. Looks like a quiet sever-
ance instead, now.
John Bonn appointed director of

New Theatre School, N. Y. Suc-
ceeds Harry Elion.

Harry Krellberg, ' alias Harold
Berg, sentenced from two td five

years for attempted grand larceny
in general sessions court, N. Y.
Krellberg, posing locally as rep of a
London film company lifted two
watches from jeweler and returned
tickets to loser after they were
pawned.
Elmer Rice's play 'Judgment Day'

was refused showing by the Mayor
of The Hague, Aug. 18. Dramatiza-
tion of Reichstag trial would pre-
cipitate Nazi trouble, says municipal
exec. Author due back next week.
Arturo Toscanlni, conducting

Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra,
heard over NBC on . Aug. 24 from
Salzburg.

Richard Strauss, composer, re-
ported hospitalized at Garmisch,
Germany, with severe cold.

Paul Berlenbach, former light-
heavyweight champ, being sued for
divorce in Miami, Fla. Pug says he
got a Mex decree sometime ago.
Wife charges adultery.

Salvatore Ensalaco, known in films
as Anthony Orlando, released in
$2,500 bail in Buffalo, N, Y., Aug. 19,
when charged with child desertion
by divorced wife. Wife agreed not
to prosecute if he sends weekly coin
for kid's support.

Adelaide Hughes, 20, nitery chor-
ister, died by suicide in N. Y.,
Aug. 19.

Samuel Dushkin^ concert pianist,
arrived from France. Will do a
winter tour of U. S.

Berkshire Symphonic Festival re-
cipient of a $10,000 anonymous gift.

Six men, including Lpuis Palermo,
arrested by police as suspects in the
recent night club holdup wave.
Being held for identification by vic-
tims.

Congressman Sirovich (N. Y.) re-
turning from Europe states that au-
thors,, actors arid musicians are the
most affluent and respected citizens
of the U. S. S. R.
Mike Jacobs has skedded next June

for fistic meet of Max Schmeling
and Joe Louis. To be held in N. Y.
and will be world's championship
contest.

New Monmouth and Park Lane
hotels near Asbury Park's board-
walk, gutted by fire over week-end.
No casualties in $175,000 blaze.

'A little tired' of autograph hounds,
Robert Taylor sailed tor London
Aug. 21. Will make a film for MG
British over there during six months'
stay. Two gals found under his
berth looked like a plant.

Daniel Frohman, dean of produc-
ers and president of the Actor's
Fund; celebrated his 86th birthday
Aug. 22. Fannie Hurst, novelist,
tendering him a feed on Aug. 25.

Representative Bacon of N. Y.
asked the House in Washington to
investigate a vicious lobby group
which influences the entire radio in-
dustry and attempts to control the

Federal Communications Commis-
sion. . Proposed inquiry includes
Broadcasting Magazine, trade paper,
which he says has been represented
as channel of communication of the
lobby's views.

Patent for aging whisky by
sound waves granted in Washington,
Aug. 21.

Mrs. -Mischa Rpss, wife of musician
who slew Anna Lubova, violinist-
dancer, in N, Y. last Spring, granted
a divorce in Monticello, N, Y., Aug,
21. Will resume her maiden name
of Nesselowitz. Rosg is now. serving
35-year sentence for the murder,
Bidu Sayao, Brazilian soprano, re-

turns from native land for. fall sea-
son with Metropolitan Opera.

Hereafter, use of guns in plays in
London will require licenses, accord-
ing to Scotland Yard dictum.

Field offices of a contractor on the
N. Y. World's Fair grounds, at
Flushing were robbed of $200 Aug.
.22. Three men bound watchman and
blew open safe.

Chase Barn Playhouse, property of
the Forty-niners, summer stock com-
pany of Whitefield, N; H., was saved
from fire when the actors formed a
bucket brigade and extinguished
flames, Aug. 22.

Audience of 8,000 routed from
Randall's Island Stadium night of
Aug. 21 because Of shower. .

.

First annual Starlight Symphony
Festival, of, the Silvermine Guild of
Artists held at Norwalk, Conn., Aug.
21 was witriessed by 4,000. Jose
Iturbi conducted the concert with 75
mtfiiclans of N. Y. Symphonic.

Italian Minister of Popular Cul-
ture has' issued a decree as of Sept. 1

whereby Italian exhibitors must
show at least one native film ° to
every two importations. Heretofore
rule was thret to one.

Geraldine Farrar emerges from
10-year retirement on - Sept. 18 to

sing at charity concert for Danbury,
Conn, hospital.

Charlotte T. Parker, Kathleen C.
Quinn, Hal James and Hugh Norton
will"have salaried positions as junior
members of the 1938 Mohawk Drama
Festival at Schenectady, N. Y. Quar-
tet honored at semester's conclusion
this week.

Suffolk County Agricultural So-
ciety holding its 85th annual fair at
Riverhead, L. I., N. Y. this week.
Joseph Shumiatsky, head of Rus-

sia's him industry, attacked by na-
tive newspapers as extravagant,
giving misleading reports on produc-
tion of mediocre films. Industry in
general was attacked for quality and
quantity of work.
William C. Handy, composer of 'St.

Louis Blues' honored with a plaque
by the St. Louis Musical Associa-
tion of the National Association of

Negro Musicians in. St. Louis, Aug.
23.

Coast

Court in Los Angeles approved
contract between Tim Holt, 19, son.,

of Jack Holt, arid Walter Wanger
Productions, starting at $100 a week.

Manual Komroff was granted a

Reno divorce from Mrs. Elinor M.
Barnard Komroff, British artist.

Divorce suit was filed in Reno by
Mrs. Mildred R. Robinson against

Joseph S. Robinson, New York at-

torney, charging cruelty.

Wanda Perry, Metro actress, and
Dr. Irving J. Browne filed notice of

intention to wed in Los Angeles.

Eric Blore, picture comedian," re-

plied to the separate maintenance
suit of Mrs. Clara Mackin Blore,

former actress, with a cross-com-
plaint in L. A. Both seek custody
of their 10-year-old son.

Rudolph Valentino, who died U
years ago, was remembered Aug. 23

by women in Salzburg, Austria,

various U. S. cities and by the

British Memorial Guild. Hollywood
cemetery officials received money
'orders to place flowers on his crypt.

There also, was an influx of visitors.

Al Jolson and Chico Marx testified

in L. A. against a Negro who. tossed

a whisky bottle at a fight stadium.

Glass from the bottle shattered

Ruby Keeler, Jolson and Marx.
Negro was bound over to a high

court on charges of assault.

Mrs. Mary Medgyesi McGowan
was granted a. divorce from John
Wesley McGowan, scenarist, in Los
Angeles, and was granted alimony oi

$150 weekly.

Alice White, actress, announced
she would file suit for divorce

against Sy Bartlett. screen writer, on

the grounds of mental cruelty.

- Ralph Maddox, production direc-

tor and announcer for radio station

WJDX, Jackson, Miss., joinfed the

production department of the Na-

tional Broadcasting Company in

Chicago as a production director.
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Chariot Raves^ WHAT THEY THINK
fContinued from page 53)

sorts of things that he's never had

a chance to do in pictures.

Til cast Mundin in a show on the

Pacific Coast and then Hollywood

will wake up to what it's missing.

I'll bring him out. That's not a

boast It's my business.'

That brought up the subject of

talent. Chariot W|s reminded of the

visit to Hollywood of Harry Lauder

a few months ago and of a crack

that Sir Harry made at that time.

'Talent,' he remarked out of the

wisdom of his years, 'discovers it-

self! You can't hide it.*

'A Sixth Sense'

Chariot admits that's true, but

adds that sometimes an undeveloped

talent may be an unprepossessing,

unattractive thing, perhaps because

of the imperious demand of the per-

sonality behind it to express itself,

obtain a hearing, grow.

'I have always found my own
stars,' he said. .

-That's the thing I

am eager to do here. . How is it

done? My boy, I can't tell you. A
sixth sense, perhaps. But a sense

developed by long years of trial

and error.

'Do you know how truffles are dis-

covered? No human being can spot

those tuber fungi that thrive under

the ground and constitute one of

the tastiest delicacies of the epicure.

But pigs can locate them unerringly.

When you go looking for truffles

you use pigs, then steal the tidbits

out from, under their snouts. Not
fair, perhaps, but that's the way
life is,

'I don't desire particularly to com-
pare myself with the porcine family,

yet as a pig finds truffles, so also

does Chariot find talent. By in-

stinct I go where it is, I unearth

it, I worry and
.
enrage and train

it, polish off its rough edges and,

lo, a rare dish emerges that the pub-
lic gladly pays to see and hear.'

.Must Have Material

Yet, Chariot believes that good
material is more' essential . than good
players. Writers before actors. A
singer, a player, must have the
proper miaterial to accomplish his or

her best efforts. The stories of the
theatre's great proves this. Most
tgpnotchers are known for one or,

at most, a few great characteriza-
tions. They may apt)ear in 50 char-
acters, but are remembered for one
or two.

Td rather have a good play than
I good star,' Chariot said, 'because
I can make a star but writers—ah,

they are not truffles, they are pre-
cious Jewels. And, my goodness,
how Hollywood snaps them up.' You
hear it said sometimes that the de-
cline of the .theatre is due to the
difficulty of casting, that all the
stars are working in films. But I

say's it's the writers that are scarce.'

He corrected an impression that
Ihis is his first visit to Hollywood.
He was'here once before, eight years
ago, for 24 hours, and thoroughly
disliked every .minute of his stay.

Nowaday^ the town is jelled, the
most distinguished community of

genius that ever existed, that is, the
genius of entertainment and all its

associated arts. Hollywood has
learned to live—joyously, expan-
sively, in some cases grandly and
^ith a ipecious self-confidence.

'It's grown up,' Chariot said, 'The
ugly duckling is both peacock and
eagle, I daresay it all sums up in
one phrase—the Bedouin at last has
found ia bed.'

lied-inspired moves in other locali-

ties.

Cockfighting

Radio Aireni's Pertinent Quiz

New York, Aug. 21.

Editor, Variety:

As an agent handling talent in the
various entertainment fields, but
specializing on radio, I have been in-

tensely . interested in your stories of
the efforts of the American Federa-
tion of Radio Artists to organize the
broadcasting performer ranks. That
the need for such organization exists

is obvious—probably few persons are
in the position we agents are to

realize just how great that need is.

Nevertheless, it makes me wonder
how many of the real abuses the
new group will correct, or even
combat.
Already the heads of this AFRA

are talking about recognition and
contracts with the networks and
agencies, the idea being to set wage
standards and rules for ' rehearsals,
auditions, -etc.

,
As has been pointed

out several times, establishment of a
salary minimum is likely to have the
immediate effect of lowering all sal-

.aries (or nearly a]}—certainly those
of all but the 'name' players, who
presumably don't need the AFRA or
its protection) to the minimum. Sal-
ary minimums, then, seem to me
likely to injure the minor players,

who are the very onies the organiza-
tion is seeking to help,' Further-
more, the. position of the medium
players (thoSe in the upper salary
brackets, but without name reputa-
tions) is particularly precarious in

all this. They are'the ones who have'
much to lose and little to gain^

The AFRA cannot help them more
than a little, but in case of reprisals

by talent employers, they are the
ones who will suffer, since they are
not the essential names for listener
attraction. What's more, they are
being asked to - join this group
merely to help thef minor players.
Yet their 'help* is likely merely to

lower wages fen: those minor players.
In its present state, radio has many

of the abuses that once characterized
vaudeville when that business was at
its most unsavory. Kickbacks, petty
favoritism and a host of abuses are
prevalent and are rapidly increasing.
Actors who have built themselves up
to the $50, $60 and $75-per-br6adcast
class are asked by agencies to do
spot jobs for as little as $25, or even
$15, The actors have to take such
offers rather than risk incurring the
ill will of the agencies.

Singers, to be heard on the air,

in many cases must sign manage-
ment contracts with agencies either
owned or controlled by sponsors or
networks. Artists are scheduled for
auditions, then appear, only to learn
the executive for whom they were
to try out has accepted a golf date.
In the case of singers, who must pay
$5 or $10 for an accompanist, they
audition three or four times with
minor employees before the agency
executive gets around to hearing,
them. This practice is particularly
heartless.

But what is the AFRA doing to
end such abuses? Well, according
to the stories, it will 'seek recog-
nition from the networks and agen>
cies.' All very well as far as it goes.

But are these AFR.A organizers so
naive that they think the networks,
talent agencies Or advertising agen-
cies set salaries ^nd working condi-
tions? Don't they realize that the
big sponsors do that? Can the AFRA
wring recognition and improved
wages and working conditions from
these spons6rs? Certainly Ford and
certain other notable firms haven't
welcomed labor organizations in the
past Is that what they're discussing
during those long weekly sessions?

Agent.

(Continued from page 1)

(staged under regulation cocking
rules. Several slates have approved
Eels of rules, usually adhered to at
western fights.

Traditional staked-up boards have
been replaced by a patented portable
fighting pit, with walls two feet high,
that folds up like a bridge table,
ihat's the only modern touch ac-
cepted by devotees of the sport in
"ecent years.

Cockfighting fans, like the gentry
utached to other sports, have a lexi-
con all their own. It is a mixture of
JPanish terms and rural epithets, In-
ormalily is the keynote of these
oo.^ier roustabouts. Strangers have
» get the okay from a lot of the
eguiar patrons before allowed to
»atch a cockfight. In a way, it's al-
most as mysterious afe entree to the
"Ptakeasies of yesteryear.

I

year and a half. When the CIO In-

vaded the first faint fringes of radio
we saw how quickly the AFL, using
as weapons its affiliated Actor's

Equity and lATSE, dropped down on
radio employees of all classes. Both
the Big Labor movement;; are mov-
ing as quickly as they can to domi-
nate. The networks and larger sta-

tions, fat with the plenty of their

bonanza, do not seem particularly

interested; they are content, ap-
parently, to sit idly by and watch
'the best man win.'

But what of radio's personnel?
Are we just to be used as cannon-
fodder while the CIO and the AFL
pelt each other in their to-the^-death

fight for*labor supremacy in Ameri-
ca? When will either union come
forward with proof that it has th«
actual interests of those it wants to

organize at heart?' When will either

the AFL or the CIO demonstrate
they are directly attempting to better

the lot of radio's personnel and' hot
just seeking to add to their own
power?

Price Moore.
'

WBNT Speakinr

Albany, N. Y., Aug. 24.

.

Editor, 'Variety:

Variety usually tries to get both
sides of every story, Ih your issue

of last week you published an item
from Buffalo that could not be true.

Station WBNY did have an honest
difference of opinion regarding the

amount of rent which we should pay,

but we did not fail to pay such
rent because of financial difficulties.

When we leased' our present quar-

ters we voluntarily assumed all the

expenses of decorating, lighting and
maintaining our two floors. Because
we sought a fair adjustment of these

items a local agent of the lia»ndlord

filed a suit Whch he had to with-

draw overnight.

Station • WBNY is ,
going along

nicely despite the fact that we have
two powerful radio combines buck-

ing us at every turn.

Roy L. Albertson.

{Station WBNY).

Radio In The Middle

New York City, Aug. 20.

Editor, Variety:
As a sidelirte spectator watching

the parade of pickets' go by, I seem
inclined to wonder what the eventual
outcome of labor's organizaton of

radio's personnel will be.

The CIO got the jump op the AFL
and got in some strong lorganizing

licks in lining up the engineers.

Now two different AFL unons,
lATSE and the International Broth-
erhood of Electrical Workers, are

trying to consolidate in their re-

spective rosters those engineers not
in the CIO fold. The AFL, through
its AAAA, is striving to organize all

announcers, actors and vocal artists.

Those of radio's personnel are

being promised little that is tangible.

All the different unions want, pri-

marily, is merely to 'represent' or

'bargain for' those enlisted on their

rolls.

The CIO has cut a deep .swath in

I
the AFL's ranks during the past

Castle Films Records Itself

New York, Aug. 19.

Editor, Variety:

This morning I purchased for $.15

cash your current issue of Variety.
Despite the intolerably humid
weather I managed to get as far as

page seven and your head 'Latest

Hollywood Offspring' immediately-

caught my eye," ~" "•"

Also I have carefully" noted the

article 'Inside Stuff on. Commercial
Fix' credited to Mr. Denis Morri-
son. You will be delighted to learn

that I read the column on page
seven and the carry-over to page 42.

The whole point of this note, if

there is one, is that Mr. Denis Mor-
rison apparently has never heard
of Castle Films and Castle Films
has never heard of Denis Morrison,
all of which makes it ducky for

ducks,

.
Cordially yours,

Castle Films, Inc.,

Eugene W. Castle, President.

mer and , Chu Berry; bass, John
Kirby; guitar. Nappy La Marr;
drums, Ray Bauduc
There is only one Casper Rear-

don, hot harpist; one Milt Herth, hot
electric organist; and one Lionel
Hampton, hot vibraphonist I con-
cede, at the moment, on Martha
Raye and Bing Crosby as the vocal-
ists, but give me Duke Ellington
and Larry Clinton for my arrangers
—and give me Raymond Scott to

direct the band. Sarn Blake.

(Since this could go on, an in-

finitum, let this he the end of that—
Ed.)

Par's Loss

(Continued from page 2)

Vanderhilt's Findings
'

The Hague, Aug. 12.

Editor, Variety:

1 finished the last broadcast here

this evening. In the past three

weeks have done four, in four sepa-

rate languages—one in France, one
in Austria, one in Holland, one in

England.
Spent a week with the Rebels

prior to broadcasting and will spend
a week there now with the Loyalists,

Spain very tame compared to a year

ago.

Have had the coldest summer in

years. Would like to sete the sun
and have some heat Guess you've

had your share in New York:

Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.

(Variety's Roving Reporter),

Another All-Star Combo
New York, Aug. 20.

Editor, Variety;

It was with much reli.sh I read

Jeno Bartal's conception of a $250,-

000 band and I found myself quickly

disagreeing with many Of his can-

didates for America's 'hottest' band.

Here is my idda of the composition

of that band—one a sponsor could

possibly aft'ord:

Piano, Teddy, Wilson; trumpets.

Cootie Williams and Mannie Klein;

trombone.s, Jack Teagarten, Pee
Wee Hunt; sax and clarinet.«, Artie

Shaw, Woody Herman, Herb Hay-

asked to buy Par product for
1937-38, Agnew declares. He adds,
also, there may be some the com-
pany doesn't want to sell. Ob-
viously, Par can't sell all exhibitors

in any given situation, but there is

somie hope in the thought that the

company may sell away from cer-

tain strike leaders.

Agnew Points to Buys

Agnew declares that an increasing

nuinber of accounts, including the
Phiiadelphia-Minnieapolis territories,

are paying for the films they bought,
though not playing them. The strike

leaders may not know this, but the

checks are coming in, and with many
circuit deals for '37-38 already writ-

ten -by Agnew's department, the ad-

vance commitments on Paramount
Week (Sept 5-11) at this point is

claimed the biggest the company ha^
had for Labor Day week.
Most all of the big theatre circuits

with which Par deals have been sold

for 1937-38, exceptions being RKO,
Golden State in California and the

Griffith chain in Oklahoma, though
no trouble is Anticipated with these

important strings. Company simply
hasn't gotten around to negotiate

but as soon as the major circuits

are cleared away, the company will

start on the indies. With what has
been closed to date. Par selling vir-

tually resolves itself down to the

independent market, Agnew an-

nounces. - Among big deals closed

are a two year franchise with the

entire Loew circuit, a deal in which
Agnew figured personally; the War-
ner chain, Fox"West Coast, M. A.

Shea, all of the Par partner chains

and scattering indies of fair import-

ance. Deal with Robb & Rowley in

the southwest is ready for signing

but for a few details, while the deal

with Balaban & Katz-Great States

in the Chicago zone will probably be
signed, sealed and delivered by the

end of the week. Agnew is going

out on that today (Wed.). Another
sale that is expected to be closed up
shortly is with the Schine circuit

upstate. A major RKO deal is pretty

well in work and no snags.

There are no new dfevelopnnents

in Philadelphia, following filing of

briefs, last week, ^lv'hiIe "Hlfi^ Par ac-

tion in Minneapolis Ts sla'^d to come
up tomorrow (Th^fsi).'- 'These • ac-

tions were brought by'''Pit prin-

cipally to prottet neut]^£I"exhibitors

by stopping picketing ^nd' other ac-

tivity in front of houses playing Par
product which led to the implication

a labor problem existed. The actions

were not brought to try to club

other exhibs into buying Par pic-

tures or to play those already

•bought
Agnew had no comment to make

on a postcard urging solidarity

agiainst Par, sent out by the Inde-

pendent Theiatre Owners of Ohio,

except to point to figures on his desk

showing a wholly gratifying advance
of bookings on Paramount Week
Sept .5-11,

It was P, J. Wood, Allied leader of

the ITO of Ohio, who precipitated

action against Par at a Washington
meeting about two months ago be-

cause of failure to deliver six pic-

tures under 1936-37 contracts. Al-

though Wood is a leader from Ohio,

in his own state Par has had the

least trouble, Agnew reminds. He
also declared that in Milwaukee,
exhibs made a gesture toward strike

but got no further than that and
now is a dead issue,

A meeting in New York is re-

ported planned to consder spreading
the campaign to the biggest of the

keys. It is highly, improbable that

such a move would get anywhere in

New York since the Independent
Theatre Owners Assn., controlling

virtually the entire indie representa-

tion, is not sympathetic toward Al-

ConUnue Case to 3Ist

Minneapolis, Aug. 24.

So that former State Supreme
Court Chief Justice J. P. Devaney,
chief counsel for Northwest Allied

States and other independent ex-
hibitors' defendants in the injunction

suit brought by Paramount against
the playdate strikers, may appear in
person to argue for a dismissal of
the suit, L. B. Schwartz, Devaney's
associate, asked for and obtained a
second continuance of the federal
district court hearing to Aug. 31.

Devaney, recuperating from an ill-

ness, will be sufficiently recovered
to come into court by the last of the .

month, he said.

Pending the hearing, the tempo-
rary restraining order issued by
Federal Judge G. H. Nordbj'e to

Paramount will reniain in effect. It

prohibits Northwest AUied and other
defendants from picketing the Para-
mount exchange and theatres play-
ing its pictures or otherwise . inter-

fering with the company's business

by intimidating -exhibitors from
playing its pictures. or buying its

product , or coercing theatre owners
from carrying but their cotttracts.

Dave Shearer, attorney for Para-
mount, notified the court that he will

move the court to join eight other
theatre circuits and Individual ex-

'

hibitors to the list of defendants.
This list represents a directory of -

the territory's
.
independent ex-

hibitors who have pulled all Para-
mount playdates and who are re-

fusing to book or buy Its product
The original list contained 63 names
of theatre chains and individual
exhibitoris^

Shearer also indicated thskt he
would move to have parts of the de-
fendants' answer st<:uck out as ir-

relevant The answer claims thiat

Paramount, not the defendants, ii

guilty of violation of the Sherman
anti-trust act 'by indulging in busi-

ness practices, common to the film

trade, which give the producer-dis-
tributors a stranglehold over ex-
hibitors.' It also charges that the
Paramount standard film contract Is

invalid and its methods of dealing
with exhibitors illegal. It contends
that the defendants have a legal

right to agree together not to do
business with P,aramount 'until it

shows good faith in performing its

obligations' with respect to the de-
livering of seven pictures involved
in the present controversy.
Northwest Allied heads declare

that the Paramount suit has had an
effect of cementing the playdate
strikers' ranks and that its lines are
holding fast Instead of defections,

additional exhibitors have joined the

strikers' ranks, they assert
As far as the Fuolix circuit is con-

cernedi it is playing the usual num-
ber -of Par releases the same as usual
and the exchange claims to be doing
a big business, despite the strike.

Los Angeles, Aug. 24.

Independent Theatre Owners of

Southern California voted last Fri-

day (20) lo continue their play-date
embargo against Paramount Pic-

tures indefinitely, or until such time
as it's settled.

Sit-tight order canrae after the

exhibs received 'several telegrams'
from eastern and midwestern or-

ganizations detailing activities of the
strike in those localities.

Greatness Comes
(Continued from page 58)

Walter, who' has been brought up to
belieye Sanri and his wife are his real
parents.
'Thomas, married, stays on his side

of the Matonies garden gate, and
sees Katherine clandestinely on oc-
casion. ' By the tinie Weir is ready
to leave for New York, after notifi-
cation from his publishers that the
book has been accepted, Thomas"
wife has died abroacL and he and
Katherine are free to have each
other legally. This union is wrecked
abruptly, though temporarily, when
Thomas learns that Katherine has
told Weir the family secret, and that
Weir has incorporated it in his novel.
Only when Weir promises not to al-
low publication does Thomas soften
and accept Katherine.
Among the sustaining elements of

the piece are Freeman Hammond'.<t
portrayal of Weir; the character of
Katherine, charmingly deliniated by
Muriel Brassier; and Rosamond Page,
making her professional debut this
season, enacting, the role of Anne
Weir, the author's wife, Kenneth
Bisbee as the stern, unswerving bit-
ter brother; Beatrice Colony as Sam's
wife; and Gilmore Bush as Walter,
are all okay.

First two acts, in present .shape,
are in good running order, and with
a strengthening of the third there
will be more commercial hope for
'Maronies,' perhaps with a new title.

Direction by Freeman Hammond is

excellent, and a living room set by
Miss

.
Sampson frames mo.st of the

action perfectly. Fox.
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al find for

tne £irl who wants

#jBarfsmooth skin

SAYS
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STAR OF METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER*S
2'Broadway Melody of 1938'

LuxToiletSoap has ACTIVE
lathei^^keeps skin lovely

*T'M DEVOTED TO LUX TOILET SOAP," says

X bewitching Eleanor PoWelL And 9 out of 10

other Hollywood stars echo her praises of this

fragrant white soap. For years they've used it

to keep their skin at its loveliest.

The ACTIVE lather of this gentle soap thor*

oughly removes dust, dirt, stale cosmetics. It

guards against choked pores—the result of im-

proper cleansing and so often the reason for diiU,

lifeless-looking skin.

• Use Lux Toilet Soap before you renew make-

up, ALWAYS before yoii go to bed. It leaves skin

thoroughly, exquisitely clean! Keeps your com-

plexion the way you want it to be.

9 OUT OF 10 SCREEN STARS USE LUX TOILET SOAP

..-!._. Vi' . . .
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